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Chapter 1
Jailbreak
Inside a break room three figures were seated at a table drinking coffee, the men all clothed in
tactical gear with the letters HDA written on the shoulders with red ink. They had their pistols holstered
at their hips and their assault rifles set down on a table near the door into the room, the three men
having dull expressions as they were on their break. One of them was watching a television that was
mounted on the wall while another was reading a magazine. The third one was just looking at his drink
with a blank expression as they waited for their next shift to begin.
"Why don't we just execute all these things now instead of keeping them under lock and guard?
Seriously, just put a bullet in all their heads and be done with it," the one looking at his drink muttered.
"I hear you, seems like a waste of our efforts keeping them alive like this. Should just kill them
all while we can," the other said as he casually flipped the page in his magazine.
"Maybe they're wanted for experiments or research, who knows. Doesn't matter, they'll all be
dead soon," the third said as he flipped through the channels on the TV with the remote. He cycled
through a news report of the crowds outside the HDA command center cheering on the public execution
of a group of monsters later that night, another news report covering the destruction of a high school
and neighboring area of a busy city from a recent monster attack, another report showing the human
governments talking about the recent turn of events and declaring war on the monster world, another
report on how Gonzo still hasn't revived a beloved anime series even after the critical success of an
upcoming fanfiction spreading across the internet, and another report about a recent monster
encounter that involved a carjacking in a tunnel.
"Just a waste of time if you ask me," the one looking at his drink said with a grunt.
"They'll all get what's coming to them for what they did, every last one of them," the second
man said simply.
"Can't wait to see that execution tonight, I hear it's going to be on all the networks," the third
said glancing to his comrades.
"Yep, and those monsters they're executing are the same ones that supposedly saved us all
before. About time they'll get what's coming to them like the rats they are," the second said in
agreement.
"I wish I could be part of that firing squad myself, I'd love to be the one to send the message to
all their kind, that we're the big fish in this world," the first said with a smirk. The third man chuckled
and nodded.
"I'd just love the chance to kill those damned things myself. I'm sick of just guarding them like
this, what I wouldn't give for the chance to actually take down one of those goddamned-"

Suddenly the side wall of the room blasted apart violently, with concrete chunks and plaster
flying off as the men were thrown off to the side by the force. The table was annihilated as a strange
wave of torn space sliced down through the wall and ripped it to pieces. Dust and debris flew about as
the men scrambled back to their feet and looked with wide eyes at the sight.
"What the hell was that?" one of the men asked with surprise.
From the dust cloud a small girl ran into the room. She was a young girl dressed in white tennis
shoes, white jeans, and a blue t-shirt. She had short blue hair and green eyes, and wore a white
headband as well. She was holding a baseball bat that had a smiley face on it as the dust billowed
around, her eyes looking over to the men as they just stared at her.
"What… a kid?" one of them said cautiously. The dust then cleared a bit behind the girl,
revealing butterfly wings that fluttered gently. They were brightly colored pink wings with green
trimmings and light blue spots.
"Wings! She has wings! She's a monster!" one of the men called out grabbing his sidearm.
Suddenly an ice shard flew through the dust cloud and struck him in the shoulder, the man stumbling
back into the table with the rifles on them and falling to the ground as the table was knocked over. The
man yelled out as he grabbed the shard and tried to pull it out as the other men looked to the cloud of
dust and saw another young girl walking into the room. She was a younger girl as well, only slightly older
than the butterfly girl. She had white shoes, short black pants that went down to her knees, a black tshirt with a gray button-down shirt left undone over it, long purple hair that went down past her
shoulders and clear blue eyes, having a stern expression on her face as she rolled her lollipop around in
her mouth slightly. Behind her she had feathered wings that appeared to be made of ice, the angelic
looking wings shimmering frost behind them while the girl had her hand outstretched towards the men
still.
"It's another one! It's a monster attack!" one of the men yelled out as they both reached for
their sidearms. The snow angel growled and waved her arm, in doing so creating a chilled blast of air
that flew over the soldiers. Frost formed on their uniforms as they shielded their eyes from the flurries.
One of the men grabbed his gun and aimed at them before the butterfly girl vanished and instantly
appeared in front of him, with her bat finishing her swing as the man's gun and hand were annihilated
by a searing rift through time. She swung her bat back around and struck the man against his head, the
soldier tumbling to the ground screaming in pain as the snow angel raced forward with her hand formed
into an ice claw, the girl then slicing the other man's hand along with his gun apart with a yell. The
soldier screamed in pain before the snow angel swung her arm and launched out an ice shard at his
throat. The blade struck through the neck with a crunch, the man coughing out blood and dropping
down next to his comrade that just pulled the ice shard out from his shoulder. The other soldier
screamed in pain as his hand was missing, reaching for his rifle on the ground with frustration. The
butterfly girl growled and raced up to him, then swung her bat down and crushed his other hand. He
screamed as she swung her bat back down on his head with a loud crack, the man dropping down as
blood dripped from his ears. The remaining soldier yelled as he grabbed a rifle on the ground and aimed
it at the snow angel, the girl looking with a glare at him as the butterfly girl glanced to him with
frustration.
"Goddamn monsters!" the man yelled as he aimed at the snow girl. He pulled the trigger just as
the butterfly girl gripped her bat tightly. The gun fired a round out with a bang, at the same time the

butterfly girl instantly appeared next to the man with her bat held down to the side. At the same time
the bullet that was traveling towards the snow angel and the gun were destroyed by the girl's swings
through time. The shattered weapon flew off to the side as the man stared with shock at the two
monster children while falling back onto his rear. The snow angel growled and walked towards him as
the butterfly girl glared at him with discontent.
"What… what the hell are you?" he asked shakily. The snow girl raised her claw as the man
stared with wide eyes.
"A pissed off wife," Arial said before she sliced down, striking her frozen claw down the man's
face and through the skull. He let out a hoarse cry as he dropped down while Complica looked around at
the room.
"Well… we're in. Now what do we do?" she asked looking back to her friend. Arial glanced
behind them and nodded.
"We find my Dark, and free him," she said as another figure walked into the room from the
receding dust cloud. It was an older teenager, one who had blue eyes and blue hair that went down to
her shoulders with a polka-dotted ribbon tied in the back. She wore a long sleeved, knee-length white
dress with red polka-dots and a red ribbon on her chest along with white dress shoes. She had a small
sketchpad clipped to her hip as she walked in with a curious glance around the room. Behind her
feathered wings were extended out, the siren looking around at the destroyed break room with the
three dead humans then to the two monster children.
"What? They were in our way," Arial scoffed.
"They were going to kill us. We had to defend ourselves, right?" Complica reasoned worriedly.
Sun nodded a bit and shrugged, then glanced to the door out of the room.
"C'mon, we need to get Dark and his friends out of here," Arial urged, running towards the door.
Sun nodded then glanced to Complica, the chronofly angel gripping her bat worriedly. She looked to the
silent siren as her new friend smiled gently at her.
"Are we going to get in trouble for hurting the humans like this? I don't want to be a murderer,"
Complica asked worriedly. Sun grabbed her sketchpad and wrote something down, choosing not to use
her voice in fear that she might harm the chronofly angel. She then showed the pad to her with a calm
expression.
We'll do what we must to save the innocent monsters here, and then we'll do the same to save
your sister.
Complica looked at the pad worriedly and nodded with a quiet whimper.
"Luna…" she said looking down, fearful what may have become of her sister in the darker world.
Sun wrote down something else as Arial popped her head back into the room.

again.

"Let's go you guys! C'mon!" she yelled out. Sun glanced to her then showed Complica the pad
You won't be a murderer for saving the innocent Complica, remember that.
Complica nodded and looked down with a troubled expression.
"I'll try," she said softly.

"Hey!" Arial yelled out with frost forming around the ground below her. Sun and Complica
looked to her then ran over to join the impatient snow angel.
"Let's get going, if we don't bust them out of here nobody will," Arial said as the three girls ran
down the hall in search of the imprisoned monsters that were somewhere inside the building.

Gunfire echoed out into the air as HDA soldiers open fired on an incoming truck, the vehicle
being one of theirs as it was speeding down the street toward the HDA command center. The crowds of
human spectators and supporters ran away from the scene as several soldiers fired their rifles at the
truck, the bullets striking the paneling and glass of the reinforced transport yet not slowing it down. The
truck raced by the soldiers and crashed through the metal gate into the compound, running through the
area towards a lowering ramp into an underground parking garage that had the large doors lowered
still. Guards on the inside of the concrete barrier surrounding the compound fired on the truck before it
raced down the ramp and crashed through the doors into the building. The truck raced into the parking
area of the structure, the large garage having several other parked HDA trucks and SUVs off to one side
and multiple support pillars around the area. There was a check-in office to the side, and a few more
rows of HDA vehicles parked around the structure. Several HDA soldiers and personal watched with
surprise as the vehicle drove quickly through the garage towards the end of the large area, then crashing
into another truck which was about to pull out. The two collided and the intruding vehicle flipped onto
its side as it tore through the front engine of the other vehicle, with two surprised humans watching as
the other vehicle tumbled onto its side and careened through the garage with sparks flying from the
ground behind it. The vehicle spun around a bit and slammed into another truck parked down by the
end of the garage, the downed vehicle facing the group of soldiers as it lay in front of a row of parked
HDA armored trucks. The humans stared at it with surprise as soldiers were running in from the outside
entrance ramp.
"Intruders! Stop them!" one of them yelled out. Other HDA soldiers in the area armed their rifles
and ran towards the downed truck while other personal ran into the adjacent check-in office and
sounded the alarm. Sirens started going off as red flashing lights lit up around the large garage.
"Open fire!" one of them called out, with the group of soldiers then firing their rifles at the
downed vehicle. Bullets riddled the roof of the vehicle as it lay on its side while the hood of the engine
started smoking with bullet holes piercing through it with sparks. Gunfire echoed out with the sirens as
the HDA soldiers fired at the truck with focused expressions. After a while the soldiers stopped and kept
their aim on the truck with a careful eye, the sounds of metal casings dropping all around the men while
the sirens continued to go off. Two of the men ran towards the vehicle with their weapons kept at the

ready, both examining the truck while other soldiers kept on guard. The sirens echoed out inside the
concrete parking area as the two soldiers looked into the front of the vehicle, both of them seeing
nothing but cracked glass from the windshield. One of them kicked in the glass and shattered it to reveal
nobody in the front seats. They then ran towards the back of the truck, keeping close to the roof of the
vehicle as they readied themselves. One quickly leaned around the corner with a careful eye, seeing the
back door to the truck open and hanging off its hinges. The two soldiers slowly crept around the truck as
the others nearby approached the vehicle. One of them grabbed the door and swung it up, the two
looking inside to seeing the back part of the truck empty.
"It's empty, nobody's inside," one of them called out to the others.
"It didn't drive here on its own, search the area right now," another called out as the soldiers
looked around carefully.
"Who the hell would be stupid enough to try to break into here?" one scoffed while looking
around as he kept his gun ready to fire.
The two soldiers near the back of the truck looked around carefully, then down as black
tentacles whipped out from the ground below from dark rifts. One of them grabbed a soldier by the leg
while the other was grabbed around the waist.
"What the HELL?" one yelled as he was whipped around wildly by the leg, screaming as the
others watched with wide eyes. The other soldier was swung around as he screamed, right before he
was slammed into the ground and splattered into a bloody mess. The other man screamed as he was
swung around, then was whipped back and slammed into the roof of the downed truck. His body
crushed in the metal slightly with a crunching sound as his leg was ripped off by the tentacle and thrown
away.
"What the fuck is that?" another soldier yelled looking to the two dead men, with one a bloody
mess on the ground as the other slowly dropped down from the truck and collapsed dead from sheer
impact to the metal chassis.
Suddenly the truck rumbled a bit then tumbled into a roll towards the soldiers. The men jumped
aside as two were crushed by the rolling vehicle, the truck crashing to a halt as the men looked to it with
wide eyes.
"How… what is going on here?" one called out, looking back to where the truck just was. From
the row of parked trucks a figure walked out from between the vehicles. Ruby was holding her wand out
still from having used her telekinesis magic to throw the truck into a tumble, and then fired out a blast
of magical energy from the stick. The bolt of purplish energy shot through one of the soldiers and struck
into the downed truck's engine, the vehicle blasting apart behind the group of humans as one of their
comrades dropped back dead.
"Monsters! Kill them!" one of the men yelled out as they fired their rifles at the witch. The
bullets struck a flickering wall of light before the woman as she smirked at the humans. The men
watched with surprise as two girls walked out from behind her. They were both dressed in Yokai

Academy uniforms and were the same height. One had short black hair and yellow eyes, while the other
had long blonde hair and black eyes.
"Nice throw Ms. Ruby," Apoch said as had her hand held out, focusing her magic to keep the
barrier she erected before them in place still.
"And nice shot too," Astreal said as she aimed her hand at the soldiers. Her arm lit up slightly as
she focused her magic, a trail of red light circling around towards her palm then firing out as a red bolt
of energy that struck through the skull of one of the soldiers and threw him back into a tumble.
"Magical casters, switch to explosive rounds!" a soldier yelled out. The men switched their rifles
to grenade launcher mode and fired out four rounds towards the witches. Apoch held out her hand
along with Astreal, the sisters focusing their magic as Ruby held out her wand. The explosives struck the
overlapping magical barriers and exploded into a powerful blast, with the concrete above and below
them cracking severely. The three witches stumbled back from the shockwaves as Apoch tried to keep
her barrier standing, the witch's shield the only one that remained after that forceful attack. The ceiling
above started to rumble as the girls looked up with surprise. A large chunk of concrete broke free then
dropped down towards them as they screamed. It neared them then slammed into another barrier
above the girls, the three staring at the chunk of the ceiling as it was suspended above them. The
soldiers stared at it with wide eyes then looked to see another figure walking up to the girls.
"Mind if I lend a hand?" Leon asked, the mimic mage using Apoch's barrier to hold up the debris.
He was dressed in worn tennis shoes, frayed ended blue jean shorts, a white t-shirt with a Hawaii flower
style short sleeve button-down shirt over it that was left undone. His light brown hair was set in poofy
spikes while his brown eyes watched the human soldiers carefully. Astreal smiled at her boyfriend as he
walked up to them, the boy having his hand held up as he copied Apoch's shield from witnessing it in
action.
"Nice catch Leon," she said softly. Apoch looked at her own barrier being cast above them with
wonder then to the mage with a smile. A soldier grabbed his radio as the men watched the monsters
with caution.
"This is the parking garage; we've got monsters down here. I repeat, we've got monsters
breaking into the building!" he shouted out.
From behind the monsters another figure walked out to them from between two parked trucks.
He had a bit less of a physical build than the previous boy, this one having pale blue hair that was spiked
up and trimmed roughly around his neck along with his front bangs being slightly longer. He had black
steel tipped leather boots, black jeans, a white t-shirt, and a black and red checkered jacket over it that
was zipped up halfway. His deep blue eyes looked up at the large chunk of debris as the flickering wall of
light kept it up, then smiled amusingly at his friend.
"See, now you're just showing off. I mean seriously, lifting heavy weights in front of your
girlfriend, c'mon man," Render said with a laugh. Leon smirked and shrugged as Astreal giggled a bit.
Apoch smiled at her new boyfriend as he walked up to the group.

"What's this, is that another one?" a soldier called out as they aimed their guns at them still. The
boy glanced to Leon then back to the soldiers with a playful smile.
"Well, no reason why you get to have all the fun man," he said holding his hands together. A
blue light flashed between them then swirled around him quickly, the group of monsters looking at their
friend as a bright light engulfed him. It flashed brightly then vanished, revealing the boy standing there
with three times the muscle mass as before. Apoch blushed at seeing her boyfriend's fighting form as he
held his hands behind him to his sides. A bright glow came from them then he slowly moved them
forward. As he did blades seemed to form from the light out of thin air, the boy bringing his hands all
the way forward and then grabbing the hilts of his two summoned weapons. The blade in his left hand
was a long sword that was a metallic blue and green, the sword's tip pointed while the handle had a few
small red gems in it. The one in his right hand was the same length as the other, this one being angular
with a metallic red finish to it. The sword's tip was pointed as well while the handle had a few small blue
gems in it. Render spun the blades around casually then smirked at the soldiers.
"He's one of them too! Fire!" a soldier yelled out as they took aim. Suddenly a bolt of lightning
shot out from the side between two other parked trucks, zapping through the soldiers and causing them
to jerk about before dropping to their knees. From the side a man walked out with his hand
outstretched towards them. He was the same age and height as Ruby, wearing gray boots, dark pants, a
red belt, and a black shirt with a black cape flowing behind him. He had dark hair and black eyes as he
watched the soldiers cough and waver a bit.
"No you don't, just stand down and we'll- …holy shit, what the hell?" he cried out looking
around at seeing the dead soldiers nearby. The others walked over towards him as Leon let his magic
drop, and in doing so let the concrete debris slam into the ground behind them.
"What is this? We're not here to kill them, just to detain them!" Razico yelled out looking to the
group with surprise.
"Really? I thought we were ok with killing them, I mean Ceal took out the first two pretty
brutally," Ruby said looking back to the splattered remains of the first two fatalities. Razico looked to
them and growled.
"What the hell? We're not here to make monsters look like murderers! I thought before we
jumped out of the truck we all agreed not to kill anyone!" he yelled out.
"I never agreed to such a thing hunter," a voice said from nearby. The group looked over to
seeing two boys walking towards them from between two other trucks. One was dressed in black tennis
shoes, black jeans, and a simple black t-shirt. He had short black hair and cold blue eyes, the catalyst
mage glancing to the soldiers that were trying to stand again. He held out his left hand, which was
reptilian and covered in black scales, and dark rifts opened up around the human soldiers. Black
tentacles whipped out and ensnared the humans, then ripped them to pieces with screams and bloody
crunches as the boy showed no expression at all. Next to him another boy was staring at the sight with
shock. He was about the same age and height as his merciless friend, having short messy red hair with
brown eyes. He was wearing white tennis shoes, blue jeans with holes ripped open at the knees, a white
t-shirt, and the green Yokai Academy jacket which was left undone.

"Why did you do that?" Gabriel cried out gripping his hair. Ceal rolled his eyes as they walked up
to the group.
"They shot at your witch, yet you still wish to spare them? In case you haven't noticed they're
going to try to kill us, the humans already despise monsters. There's no need to hold back while we're
here," he reasoned calmly.
From nearby two other figures ran out from between two other trucks. Kokoa was dressed in
her usual outfit from school while her pet bat flew near her, the familiar following her mistress on her
mission to rescue her sister and friends. Next to her Gin was wearing his usual outfit from the academy
as well, looking back from where they came then over to the group with a smirk.
"Hey, we found a way in- what the hell?" he said looking around at the dead humans.
"I thought we weren't killing anybody, what's all this?" Kokoa cried out looking around at
everything.
"Hey, don't yell at me, I never got a chance to do anything yet. I just brought out my toys to play
with, I'm innocent here," Render said shaking his head while holding his large swords up.
"You still look very handsome and daring Render," Apoch said softly with a smile, the
battlemage glancing to her with a smirk from that.
"I… only fired because Ms. Ruby did," Astreal defended while looking to the elder witch.
"I told you I thought we were ok with doing that, Ceal smeared two humans all over the
pavement and the side of our truck," Ruby said looking to Ceal.
"Have you lost it? We look bad enough as it is, we don't need to add anything else against us!"
Razico yelled out at the boy. The catalyst mage glanced to him with a raised eyebrow.
"You wanted me to help save your friends did you not? That's what I'm doing. Did you honestly
believe we could get them out of here without having to spill blood?" he asked accusingly.
"Yes! That's what I was sincerely hoping for!" Gabriel cried out. He looked to the slain humans
with frustration and shook his head.
"Dammit, I'm supposed to be watching over mankind, not aiding in their slaughter," he said
looking back to the group.
"Times change angel," Ceal said glancing to the boy.
"Holy shit, you tore them to bloody pieces," Kokoa said looking at the humans that Ceal ravaged
with his necro magic. Kou landed on her shoulder and stared at the remains of the humans with wide
eyes.

"We're supposed to be the good guys here!" Gin shouted out at the mage. Ceal glanced to him
then around.
"Don't tell me that wolf, tell them," he said as soldiers ran in from all around them and aimed
their rifles. Ruby held up her wand and formed a purplish dome around the group as bullets started
flying wildly. The rounds struck the shield repeatedly as the group looked around at the soldiers trying to
kill them.
"Um, I don't think they're up for listening to us," Render pointed out while glancing to the group.
"We can't kill them, they're just misguided humans," Gabriel pleaded worriedly.
"Misguided and trying to turn us into bloody bullet bags. I hate to admit it, but Ceal's right;
we're not getting through here trying to be pacifists," Leon said shaking his head.
"I can't get human blood on my hands, I'm supposed to be their guardian," Gabriel argued with
concern. Ceal held out his hand before the angel grabbed it.
"You can't hurt them!" Gabriel cried out. The mage glanced to him with narrowed eyes.
"Two choices angel…" he said as the group glanced to him.
"One, we kill those that stand in our way and save your friends. Or two, I kill you and then we kill
those that stand in our way and save your friends," he said coldly. The angel looked at him worriedly
then around as the humans kept firing at the group, the bullets bouncing off the shield as Ruby held her
wand up. A few grenade rounds flew over and blasted the shield, the witch holding the flickering barrier
up as she strained her magic.
"Either way, blood will be spilled here today angel. It's either ours, or theirs. What's it going to
be?" Ceal demanded with discontent. Gabriel slowly let go of his hand and looked around.
"Is there really no other way of getting them out of here?" he asked worriedly. Razico looked
around with frustration then to Ruby, the witch looking at him with concern.
"Dammit…" Kokoa said looking down.
"Is it right?" Gin asked unsurely.
Razico looked around at the soldiers with frustration as his clenched his fists.
"Dammit… we're not bad monsters," he said shaking his head.
"Whoever said we were bad?" Ceal asked plainly. The group looked to him as he waved his
reptilian hand, and in doing so several dark tentacles came forth from the ground through small rifts.
The limbs whipped around and grabbed several soldiers around the waists and shoulders, the men
watching with surprise as they tried firing at the dark appendages from below. A few shots got a
tentacle to recede back into the ground with a ghostly groan before more came from the ground.

"We're just monsters hunter, monsters who aren't ready to die yet," Ceal said before he
snapped his fingers. The limbs then ripped apart the soldiers violently, with the remains being thrown
around in bloody pieces. The humans screamed and cried out in agony as their comrades watched with
shock at the sight, the soldiers then resuming their efforts to gun down the intruding monsters. The
catalyst mage glanced to the others as they looked from the massacred soldiers to him.
"You want to save your friends? Well it's their lives or these humans', plain and simple. What's it
going to be?" he asked firmly. The group looked to each other then to the surrounding soldiers.
"I can't… I just can't go against my job as their guardian," Gabriel said worriedly.
"You already did angel," Ceal said glancing to him. Gabriel looked to him with surprise as Ceal
shrugged.
"You didn't stop me from killing them," he reasoned. Gabriel looked at him with frustration then
to the humans that Ceal tore apart with his magic. Ceal glanced to Razico with a raised eyebrow, the
warlock looking from him to the soldiers that were firing at the magical barrier. The caster breathed out
then looked to Ruby, the witch nodding slowly with concern.
"This isn't like it was with Fairy Tale; they're not trying to destroy the world. They're only doing
what they think is right," she said softly. She then looked to the humans with a careful eye.
"However, if we don't act now then our friends will be put to death. Given that's our situation…"
she said glancing to Astreal. The girl nodded then held out her hand towards the soldiers, a bright glow
building her wrist as she narrowed her eyes.
"We have no choice," the girl said before firing a shot out towards them, the blast of magical
energy shooting through the chest of one of the soldiers. Leon mimicked the attack and fired out
another shot, striking through another soldier and sending him tumbling back dead. Razico growled then
held out his hand, in doing so black chains shot out from dark rifts in the ground, the links swinging
around and ensnaring two soldiers. The men looked around with surprise before they were thrown over
against a truck, then tossed back into two more soldiers, all of them then dropping down to the ground
with a thud. The links appeared across the air leading over to the warlock's hand, the man looking at the
soldiers with narrowed eyes as he gripped the chain-link whip tightly. Fire flared around his hand as he
shook his head.
"Fine. So be it," he said as fire raced along the links, the flames searing across the air before
igniting the soldiers. They screamed as they flailed about before dark tentacles whipped around and
ensnared a nearby SUV, the limbs then tossing the truck into a tumble and rolling over the men with a
loud crunch. Razico dissolved his chains and looked to Ceal as the boy glanced to him.
"If it makes you feel better hunter, I killed those humans," he mused with a smirk.
"You don't care about killing anyone, do you?" the warlock asked with discontent. Ceal chuckled
and shook his head.

"I'll kill anyone that gets in my way hunter, just as I've always said. I suggest you follow that
philosophy while we're here, if you want your friends to walk out of here in one piece," he declared
casually. Razico growled a bit and looked down. He didn't want to show the world that monsters were
murderers; however he didn't have a choice. The HDA wouldn't be negotiating or be willing to reason
with them anymore, they were going to kill any monster they saw approaching them. If the group
wanted to save their friends, then they would have to fight back, even if it meant making their own kind
look worse in the eyes of the humans.
"Razico?" Ruby asked as she lowered her barrier. The warlock nodded and glanced to her.
mage.

"Let's find our friends, and get them out of here," he said, and then looked back to the catalyst

"No matter what," he finished assertively. Ceal smirked at that while the others looked to each
other in silent approval. Gabriel showed a worried expression and looked down.
"I can't use force here, and I can't be seen with my wings either," he said with concern.
"Then leave the force to us. It's what I'm here for after all," Render said as he gripped his swords
tightly. He glanced to his girlfriend and winked at her. Apoch giggled softly and nodded as she formed
her barrier sword, ready to follow her battlemage into the fray. Leon walked over to a dead soldier and
picked up the assault rifle, examining it before looking back to the group.
"We've spilled blood before hunting treasure, saving your friends seems like a much nobler
cause. I think we'll sleep ok at night after doing this," he reasoned as he armed the gun and looked
around cautiously. Astreal smiled softly at the boy, watching her boyfriend standing there holding a rifle
while fires were flaring up behind him.
‘Wow… I think I see what Apoch likes about rough boys…’
"I need to save big sister and the others, no matter what. I won't let anybody, especially some
humans, get in the way of that," Kokoa said with determination. Gin nodded and stretched out his arms,
then shifted into his werewolf form.
"Well then, we'll do just that. We're monsters after all, nobody's going to stop us from doing
what's right," he agreed with. Kokoa nodded and held up her hand.
"Let's go Kou," she called out. The bat squeaked and flew up into the air, then formed into a
giant morning star that dropped into her hands. She gripped the massive weapon as the group just
looked at her.
"Huh, interesting… pet," Render commented with a raised eyebrow.
"How… does he do that?" Leon asked.
on it.

"That's a very good question," Gabriel said examining the giant weapon that had a smiley face

"We'll explain later, right now we have a job to do," Ruby said looking to Razico. The warlock
nodded and flexed his hand, causing lightning to arc around his arm briefly.
"We've already spilled blood, no reason to hold back any longer," he said looking to Ceal. The
boy chuckled and glanced towards the side of the area as sirens continued to sound off.
"Then if you're all finally ready to act, let's go find your friends," he said simply. The group then
ran off from the ravaged parking area towards the entrance into the building that Kokoa and Gin had
spotted, ready to find and rescue their friends no matter what. They didn't want to harm any of the
humans that were going to be in their way, well actually Ceal didn't really give a damn about that little
detail, but they were left with no other choice. There was only one way they were going to break their
friends out of imprisonment, and that was with brute force.

Inside the large HDA command center were the holding areas for monsters that were captured
or arrested, with the large building structured like a prison with an atrium. There were cells lined along
the sides of each floor with secure chain link fences that enclosed the walkways from the middle
opening. Armed guards were patrolling around the sectors as they kept their weapons held at the ready,
the walkways circling around the floors large enough for four soldiers to walk side by side easily. The
cells had industrial strength bars and walls inside, each only having a simple cot and no window. There
were roughly a dozen floors to the holding areas as the atrium showed a long way down to the ground
below. Sirens were going off as red lights were flashing around the area, the echoing sounds of the
alarms along with some faint crashing sounds being heard as well. Inside many of the cells monsters in
human form were looking around outside cautiously from their cells as they wondered what was going
on. More HDA soldiers were beginning to run around on all the floors as radio chatter was scarcely
heard among them.
Towards the top level of the large atrium a group of soldiers were still keeping their weapons
aimed at a select group of prisoners despite the recent commotion. They were under strict orders to
keep the monsters scheduled for public execution under close watch no matter what, and were keeping
their rifles aimed at the monsters with a keen eye.
In one of the holding cells two girls were against the wall looking at the soldiers worriedly.
Yukari was dressed in her usual witches outfit; however her wand was clipped to the belt of one of her
guards outside. She had a fearful expression as she wasn't able to cast any spells in this state or even use
her tarot cards. Next to her Ran was looking at the soldiers with fearful eyes from behind her rounded
glasses, the siren dressed in the Yokai Academy girls’ uniform still. She had short blue hair that went
down to her shoulders that shifted to a teal color at the bottom, having one strand of hair curled up on
the right side while she wore a small green ribbon in her hair on the other side. Both girls were also
wondering about the alarms going off, but knew if they even said one word they might be gunned down
before they could get an answer.
Inside the cell to their right two other girls were watching the soldiers outside with a careful eye.
Kurumu was dressed in her usual outfit from the academy along with her golden cross she wore in the
purple bow holding her blue hair up in a ponytail, the succubus watching the guns being aimed at them
with nervous eyes. She could feel the pull of the bond with her Destined One still as he was in the cell

next to her, yet was still struggling to remain calm as she watched the humans aim their guns at her
while she was behind bars. Next to her Mizore was leaning against the wall while eyeing the soldiers
with a cold glare, having her arms crossed before her as she remained quiet. She was dressed in the
same outfit as usual, along with two other accessories she had started wearing since her recent
adventures. One was a choker around her neck that had a white pendant with a unique insignia written
in black. Another was a crystal ring on her wedding finger, the band having a dark hue flowing around
inside of it while it had the same insignia etched onto the top part of it.
In the cell next to them two boys were watching the armed soldiers carefully as alarms
continued to go off inside the atrium. Rason was leaning against the wall watching the soldiers with
discontent still after how they wrongfully arrested him and his friends earlier that day. He was dressed
in his usual outfit of black tennis shoes, blue jeans, white t-shirt with a golden button-down shirt over it
that was left undone, and a golden crescent moon necklace that he wore around his neck. His short
blonde hair was still neatly combed while his brown eyes were glaring at the soldiers outside his cell.
Sitting on the cot in the cell Dark was glaring at the men with his dark brown eyes as well, dressed as
usual with black tennis shoes, blue jeans, black t-shirt with a gray button-down shirt over it that was left
undone, and a bandage over his leg from a bullet wound he received earlier. His dark hair was still messy
and he wasn't wearing his trademark headphones as they were taken from him upon his arrest when
the group was blamed for the attack on a human city that day.
And in the cell next to them two more monsters were watching the soldiers with caution while
other HDA officials were running around the floors in a hurry. Moka was dressed in her usual academy
uniform, the pink haired vampire trying to comprehend what happened with her friends that were
originally sent to live in the human world and how that turned into ground zero for a monster attack.
Next to her Ahakon was showing fear at seeing the guns being aimed at them, the young mage dressed
in his usual attire of brown boots, black pants, and a brown sweater with a red cape. His red hair was
still messy while his blue eyes watched the soldiers, the mage worried about the safety of his girlfriend
and his friends as well.
As the soldiers kept their aim on the monsters one of their radios sounded off.
"Attention, this is the parking garage on the east side, we have intruders. All units be advised,
we have intruders who have breached the outer perimeter. Radio reports claim they were monsters. I
repeat, we have monsters that have broken into the building," a man's voice called out. The soldiers
glanced to each other then back to the group. A moment later the radio sounded off again.
"This is the west side perimeter, we have a breach. A hole was blown clean open in the side of
the center, three dead inside. We are sending a search party to the surrounding blocks, all units in the
vicinity keep on guard," another man's voice called out.
"This is Unit 12, west side entranceway compromised. Reports of gunfire inside ground level
blocks, dispatch heavy level reinforcements immediately. Take no chances, this may be a monster
attack," another voice called out.
"This is Unit 3, encountering three intruders in the east wing. Preparing to engage- AHHH!"
another voice cried out before cutting to static. The group of monsters all glanced to their cellmates
then back to their guards who were glancing to each other as well.

"You're making a mistake holding us here," Moka warned.
"Shut up monster, the time for you to talk is over," a guard snapped as he aimed his gun at her.
"She's right, we have friends, family. They're not going to allow this, neither will the dark lords,"
Mizore said coldly.
"They're all going to join you as well. And as for your dark lords they've already fled back into
their world after your attack failed, they're just as despicable as you are for attacking us after we tried to
make peace with your kind," a guard said with discontent.
out.

"But we didn't attack you! Why are you blaming us for this, we're on your side!" Kurumu cried
BANG!

"Kurumu!" Rason shouted running to his cells bars and looking out them worriedly. In the cell
next to his Kurumu was trembling with fear as a bullet mark was etched into the wall next to her head,
the girl staring with wide eyes as the soldier's rifle was smoking slightly.
"One more word out of you and the next one is going through your head," the man said with
narrowed eyes. Rason growled and grabbed onto the bars.
"Dammit, we're not the ones that did that to your city. We're not your enemies," he said with
frustration.
"Get back against the wall or I will shoot to kill," a soldier ordered aiming at him. Rason growled
and slowly backed up from the bars. Dark narrowed his eyes and slowly stood up, then walked towards
the bars as the men aimed at him.
"Sit back down right now, or else we'll shoot more lead into you," a soldier said with a grunt.
"You're making enemies with the wrong monsters here," Dark said with discontent. Mizore
glanced to the side worriedly as she heard her demon's voice.
"I said shut up and get back!" a soldier shouted out.
"C'mon Dark, they're not going to listen to reason," Rason said shaking his head. Dark growled
then glanced to him with a glare.
"Shut up Rason, I'm not about to just sit back and do nothing as these idiots threaten us," he
said sternly. Moka and Ahakon glanced to each other as Yukari and Ran did, the group then glancing to
the side as they heard the boy's voice.
"It's not like I want to sit here and do nothing, but we're not exactly in a good spot here, and
you're wounded," Rason reasoned gently. Dark grunted then walked up to him with a glare.

"At least I tried out there; at least I tried to stand up to them. You did nothing back there, you
let them take you and your girl without so much as a fight," he snapped. The angel looked at him with
surprise as the soldiers watched them carefully.
"Hey c'mon, they had us surrounded, what was I supposed to do?" Rason asked shaking his
head. Dark grabbed him by the collar and shoved him against the wall with a thud.
"Do something, anything! Are all you angels so damned peace minded that you won't even
stand up to a few humans?" the demon shouted out. Mizore and Kurumu glanced to each other
cautiously then looked towards the wall where their boyfriends' voices were coming from. The soldiers
were watching them with dull expressions as Rason narrowed his eyes and pushed Dark away.
"Hey, I didn't want my girlfriend being shot. Maybe you're fine with soldiers shooting at your girl
but that doesn't sit well with me," he said sternly.
"Hey, pipe down in there you two," a soldier called out.
"My Mizore can handle herself just fine in a fight. What's wrong angel, think your succubus is so
weak that she can't do shit without you?" Dark shot back with anger. Kurumu and Mizore looked to each
other curiously then to the wall, both puzzled by the sudden dispute between their boyfriends.
"What's Dark talking about?" Kurumu asked quietly. Mizore merely shook her head as she
listened to the boys talking.
"My girlfriend's a stronger demon than both you and your snow girl buddy; this has nothing to
do with strength. It's all about common sense, which you seem to be lacking," Rason quipped as he
clenched his fists.
"I said shut up in there, hey!" a soldier yelled out as he aimed his rifle at the boys.
"Yet you both did nothing to try to stop them from wrongfully taking us in. I was the only one
that did anything back there," Dark said waving his arm to the side.
scoffed.

"Yeah, and you got shot because of it. Way to go, I see that worked out well for you," Rason
"What's gotten into those two?" Moka asked worriedly.
"They're fighting now? Of all times, they're doing this now?" Ahakon said quietly in disbelief.
"I can handle a bullet just fine, I'm not so soft and cowardly like you are," Dark said sternly.
"Who are you calling cowardly demon?" Rason shouted out.

"Hey! Knock it off in there, both of you!" a soldier shouted out. Dark growled then sent a right
hook to Rason, the angel being hit and slamming into the bars. The boy growled then swung back at
Dark, the demon blocking the hit and punching the angel in the gut causing him to cough out.

"Hey! Break it up!" a soldier yelled out.
"Dark? What are you doing?" Mizore said shaking her head.
"Stop it you guys, please!" Kurumu cried out.
"You goddamned demon!" Rason shouted as he punched Dark in the gut, the demon growling
then shoving the angel into the bars with a tackle.
"Hey, hey knock it off!" a soldier said as the men glanced to each other.
"What are you guys doing? Stop fighting," Moka pleaded, running to the bars and trying to look
to the side.
"We're all friends, knock it off," Ahakon said running over as well. Mizore and Kurumu ran up to
their bars as Yukari and Ran did the same, the girls looking towards the commotion as all the soldiers
were gathering in front of the boys' cell.
"If you had at least tried to do anything I wouldn't have been alone out there, we might have
been able to do something about this! But no, you all just chose to be taken without putting up a fight!"
Dark yelled out as he threw Rason to the ground. The angel scrambled back to his feet then charged
Dark back into the bars with a tackle. The demon growled then shoved the angel to the side and
punched him against the wall, the angel then kicking back and knocking Dark into a tumble onto the
ground.
"Dammit I said break it up!" a soldier ordered as he grabbed a key from his belt. Other soldiers
aimed their guns into the cell as the others watched with worried eyes.
"Stop it you guys, this isn't helping our cause!" Moka shouted out.
"He's right," Mizore said softly. Kurumu looked to see the snow girl growling then turning to
glare at her.
"If you all would have done something rather than just giving up we wouldn't be in this mess.
My Dark's the only one that tried to help," she said with anger. She pushed Kurumu back as the
succubus looked at her with disbelief.
"What are you saying? Are you crazy? We were surrounded, we couldn't have done anything
then," Kurumu argued shaking her head.
"You're just as cowardly as your angel," Mizore hissed. Kurumu jumped at that then glared at
the snow girl.
"Hey, what the hell! Rason's no coward, and neither am I. Just because your demon got shot
doesn't mean we all had to share that fate. We couldn't have done anything then and you know it, at
least we all had enough common sense to see that," she barked back. Mizore growled then rushed at

her and tackled her against the wall. Kurumu tried pushing back as Mizore held her against the wall with
a glare.
"For the Lord of Hell's daughter you're pretty weak being taken by simple humans like this,"
Mizore hissed. Kurumu gasped then growled loudly at her.
"What the hell you bitch, who are you calling weak? And you're one to talk, you didn't do
anything either. You just let them take you while your stupid demon tried to disappear and run away!"
she shouted before she tackled the girl to the ground.
"Goddammit, knock it off, all of you!" a soldier yelled out as the two girls rolled around on the
ground yelling at each other.
"Have you all lost it?" Yukari cried out.
"Stop fighting, this isn't helping us at all," Ran said shaking her head.
"Dammit, we said stop!" a guard ordered grabbing his key. The two soldiers ran over and
unlocked the cell doors as the others aimed their rifles at the fighting monsters. The key holders and
another guard each ran into the cells and tried to wrestle the two fighting parties apart while the other
four men aimed their guns at them.
"Break it up you two, right now!" a soldier yelled out grabbing Dark and trying to pull him away
from Rason while another soldier grabbed the angel by the shoulders and dragged him away.
"One more outburst and we'll execute you right now!" a soldier yelled grabbing Mizore and
pulling her off of Kurumu as another soldier grabbed the succubus and brought her to her feet then
shoved her against the wall.
Dark growled then quickly grabbed the soldier's pistol, the demon spinning around the man and
twisting his head around with his other hand. The boy fired out a few shots to the guards outside his cell
as Rason grabbed the other solider and tossed him down, the angel rolling onto top of him and sending
a powerful punch to the head. As the skull shattered from the impact a guard outside the cell was shot
repeatedly in the chest as the other took a shot to the head.
In the adjacent cell Mizore formed her ice claw and struck into the soldier holding her, digging
into his gut as she grabbed him and charged out towards the others with him in front. They fired at the
girl and struck into the man repeatedly before the snow maiden shoved the guard into another soldier
and pinned him to the chain fence, the snow girl then flinging out an ice kunai and striking the other
soldier in the head. The snow girl turned back and threw out another, the small frozen blade flying
between the bars and striking into the skull of the other soldier. Kurumu watched the man fall then
looked to Mizore with wide eyes, the snow girl smiling at her friend before looking back to see the other
soldier pushing his dead comrade away and aiming his gun at her. In a flash a bolt of lightning flew out
from Ahakon's hand and struck the fence, the chain link wall electrifying and causing the soldier pushed
against it to jerk about. Mizore fashioned her ice katana with her other hand and swung around at the
man, slicing the head off as the blade sparked through the chain links behind him. Rason got up and

quickly ran out of the cell holding the dead soldier's rifle as Dark did the same, the two boys looking
around to seeing other soldiers looking over towards the commotion.
"They're escaping! Open fire!" a soldier on the floor below them across from the breakout
shouted. He and his comrade fired a few rounds before more shot past them, the two men running in
opposite directions as Dark and Rason fired at them. Dark looked up and fired some more rounds into
the level above them, pelting a soldier in the chest as another fired down at him. Dark darted to the side
as Rason fired up at the human, the angel then jumping back as gunfire struck the edge of the floor in
front of him from below.
"Dammit, we're surrounded still!" the angel yelled out.
"Tell me something I don't know," Dark said as he reloaded his gun. He glanced to Mizore as the
girl was holding the dead soldier against the fence as a shield, the body being struck with bullets as the
snow girl looked around with frustration.
"Mizore, grab the keys and get the others out now," Dark called out, then grabbed a soldier
from the ground and shoved it against the fence as more bullet shot by. Rason did the same and the two
boys fired around while using their human shields, literally, to stay alive. They fired up at the one upper
level above them as soldiers were running to the opposite side to shoot down at them.
"Right," Mizore said glancing back into the cell. Kurumu looked to the body of the soldier then
quickly ran over and grabbed the keys from the belt.
"You were just faking with what you said?" she asked looking to her friend. Mizore smiled and
winked at her.
"Just following my demon's lead, he knows best after all," she said coolly. Kurumu blinked then
looked at her with a dull expression, then ran over next to her friend as the others backed away from
the cells. Gunfire sparked around the ground as guards from all floors were starting to fire up at them,
the bullets striking the edge of the floor and around the cells as soldiers fired from the lower floors. The
three bodies the monsters were using as shields started to get shot and torn apart quickly as more
bullets were flying by at high speed.
"This is crazy, we can't hold them all off like this," Rason said shaking his head. Dark growled
then fired a few more shots up at the soldiers above them, striking two down while more showed up.
"Shoot for the ones above us, we can use the ground as cover from the lower ones," Dark called
out as he fired a few more rounds. Mizore glanced down to a rifle and picked it up, pushing Kurumu over
to hold the body up.
"What are you doing?" the succubus asked franticly as she held the dead soldier against the
fence for protection.
"Helping," Mizore said as she aimed down the sight at the soldier in the upper floor. She fired a
few rounds, surprised by the kickback of the gun at first, and struck the ground around the HDA soldiers.

They looked over to her and started firing down again as Dark and Rason kept shooting from behind
cover.
"How the hell do you handle using these anyway? I can't hit anything with this thing," Rason said
as he tried to use the rifle with one hand. He fired a few rounds and missed them all as the bullets struck
the ground of the upper level and the ceiling. A soldier's cry of agony echoed out as Mizore smiled
brightly.
"Got one!" she cheered out.
"Mizore one, Rason zero," Dark said dryly as he kept firing, striking the enemy soldiers with
precision. Kurumu watched with wide eyes then looked down to seeing Yukari's wand on the belt of the
soldier that was missing its head. She grabbed it then slid it into Yukari's cell.
"Yukari!" she called out. The witch smiled and ran towards it, then jumped back as bullets struck
around the floor in front of her. She screamed and ran back to the siren, both girls pressing against the
wall with fear. Kurumu looked at the wand with frustration then to the upper level as more soldiers
were still firing from up there.
"Clear those upper level ones out, we can't stay here like this," she called out.
"I'm trying to, I've never used this thing before," Rason said as he franticly tried to shoot the
soldiers, missing every shot.
coolly.

"Working on it," Dark said simply. Another soldier's cry of agony echoed out as Mizore smiled

"Got another one," she said softly. Dark glanced to her and smirked, the girl smiling at him then
trying to fire up at more of the enemies. After a few more kills Dark looked around carefully to not
seeing any more soldiers above them. Mizore looked around then kept low to the ground as she made
her way towards Moka and Ahakon's cell. Kurumu kept low as she went over to Yukari and Ran's while
Rason and Dark started firing down at the floors below them as more soldiers were firing up at them.
The two boys dropped down low to the ground as the bodies they were using were shot to shreds
against the fence.
"Ok, now what?" Rason called out.
"I came up with the idea of a fake fight; do I have to think of everything?" Dark said dryly.
Mizore unlocked Moka and Ahakon's cell door as Kurumu unlocked Yukari and Ran's, the group then
rushing out to the two boys while keeping low to the ground.
"That was a pretty slick idea, we thought you were really at each other’s throats there," Ahakon
said with a chuckle.
"Yeah, you were really convincing," Moka added with a smile.

"I thought you were serious too," Kurumu said looking to Mizore. The snow girl giggled and
shook her head.
"I figured that would be the only reason our boys would be arguing like that, I knew Dark was up
to something. So I thought we should help them as well," she reasoned. Dark glanced to her with a quick
smile then resumed firing his gun while keeping low to the ground. Rason dropped his since he wasn't
doing any good with it and looked around quickly.
"We need to get the hell out of here, fast," he said urgently.
"Really? Why do you say that?" Dark said dryly as he fired a few more rounds before ducking
back. He shook his head and looked around carefully.
"Going to run out of ammo at this rate, head for the stairs," he ordered looking to the side.
There were stairwells at two opposite sides of each level on opposite corners while the other corners
had large elevators. Other monsters in the atrium were yelling and shouting as more HDA soldiers were
running into the complex. Several squads were rushing into the stairs as the two elevators were already
traveling up, the carrying cars having large doors as they were used to move equipment and monsters
with heavy escorts.
"Not taking the elevators, good idea," Rason said with a quick nod, remembering how that was
ill-advised during their Fairy Tale assault.
"C'mon, let's get the hell out of here," Moka said looking to the stairwell down the walkway
from them. They started to move when gunfire riddled the edge nearby as well as the ceiling, the group
ducking back against the wall from the incoming fire. The chain link fence next to them at this point was
tearing apart and falling away as the HDA soldiers kept up their suppressing fire. Dark looked ahead and
fired a few rounds as a few soldiers ran up from the stairwell. He took them down as more showed up
from the other side of the floor across the atrium. Yukari aimed her wand towards them and fired out a
powerful blast of magic, the ball searing through the fence, flying across the atrium, and striking into the
soldiers with a powerful explosion.
"We're too exposed here, we need to get out of the open," Mizore said looking around. She
blinked then glanced behind them as the elevator down the walkway opened its large doors. From the
walkway an engine sound was heard as the group looked back to it.
"What is that?" Rason asked worriedly. From the elevator stepped out a large metal suit, the
black painted armored walker having metal plates covering the arms and legs as it carried a mini-gun in
its hands. It was heavily armored on all sides as it had articulating limbs to assist the pilot with carrying
heavy weaponry such as the large one it had at the moment. The suit had a dark blue visor as a human
pilot was inside driving the mechanized walker, the back of it having a small compartment sticking out
holding the engine for the powered suit. The walker slowly stepped out with a clomping sound and
aimed the gun towards the group, the barrel spinning up as they watched with wide eyes.
"Oh my god," Kurumu said with fright.

"Move!" Dark yelled as he grabbed Mizore and darted into Moka and Ahakon's cell. Rason
grabbed Kurumu and did the same as Ran grabbed both Ahakon and Yukari and leapt in as well. Moka
screamed and jumped in as the mini-gun spun quickly and fired lightning fast rounds down the walkway,
with the ground and walls being torn up as the high velocity rounds flew by as streaks of white light.
"Holy fuck, what is that thing?" Rason cried out.
The outside walkway was torn apart as the concrete walls and floors chipped away from the
deadly rounds being shot out at insane speeds. The walker fired around as the gun made a high pitched
whirring sound while more HDA soldiers gathered behind it.
up.

"What do we do now?" Kurumu cried out as the group watched the outside of the cell get torn
"Well we're not taking the stairs now, that's for sure," Ahakon said shaking his head quickly.
"We need to get off this floor though," Yukari said with fear.
"We need to get the hell out of here, that's what we need to do!" Kurumu shouted out.
"Any ideas?" Moka asked worriedly.

The bullets stopped firing as the mini gun slowly spun down, the barrel red hot from the heat as
smoke and debris billowed around the walkway from the onslaught. The walker then started moving
forward with a loud clomping sound as a few HDA soldiers walked behind with their guns at the ready.
"Now what?" Ran asked worriedly. Dark growled then vanished into a black wisp. The group
looked to where he just was then over to the cell doors as the walker stepped in front of it, the suit then
aiming the large mini-gun towards the group of monsters as soldiers stood on both sides of it and did
the same.
"Take no chances, kill them all!" a soldier yelled out as the group of men aimed their guns. The
group of monsters watched with frustration before a few pins to the soldiers' grenades snapped off and
were thrown away. The men looked to their belts with surprise as the mini-gun started to spin up. One
of the soldiers had his gun yanked away before he was bashed in the head with it, the man stumbling
back as the men looked around quickly.
"What the hell?" a soldier shouted before looking to seeing Dark reappearing down the walkway
from a black wisp, the boy glaring at them while holding the stolen rifle.
"Bye," Mizore said coldly before the grenades detonated, the walkway being destroyed by a
large explosion from the grenades as dust and debris flew about. The armored suit took aim at the
monsters before the ground below it cracked and gave away slightly, the walker then falling through the
floor and crashing down onto the lower level with concrete falling around it. The suit slowly started to
get back up as the metal was banged up and damaged, then looked up to see Dark aiming a rifle down at
it. The group walked over and looked down as the man in the suit stared with wide eyes before Dark
fired the gun, the bullets striking the visor and cracking it. After a few rounds the demon stopped firing

and tossed the gun away. The armored suit slowly began to aim the mini-gun up at them as the barrel
started to spin.
"Bulletproof?" Rason asked glancing to his friend. Dark nodded then glanced to Yukari. The
witch aimed her wand down as it started to spark and glow. The mini-gun aimed up at them as the witch
fired a blast down at it, the large ball of magical energy striking down on the suit and exploding into a
powerful explosion. The ground shook a bit as the group braced themselves, then watched as the
destroyed remains of the walker fell down to a lower floor in flaming pieces and debris.
"But not Yukari-proof," Ahakon said glancing to his girlfriend. The witch smiled proudly and
nodded while the group smiled at her.
"Nice job Yukari," Moka said.
"Yeah, not bad pipsque- look out!" Kurumu yelled out looking to the side. The group looked to
see a rocket fired from a soldier a floor below them from across the atrium, the projectile racing
towards them with a whistling sound. The group scattered as the rocket flew over and struck against the
edge of the walkway, the explosion blasting apart more of the floor as a dust cloud flew around with
flames flying about. Moka and Ahakon coughed and looked back to it, the two having jumped back into
the cell along with Yukari and Ran. Mizore and Kurumu coughed then ducked back down as gunfire
riddled the ground and ceiling around them.
"Is everyone ok? You guys?" Moka called out.
"Hey, are you ok?" Yukari called out as she coughed a bit. Mizore and Kurumu shook off the hit
then looked to see Rason against the ground and wall on the other side of the large gap in the walkway,
the angel coughing and looking around.
"Dark? Dark?" he called out. Mizore and Kurumu looked around for the demon then saw him
reappear down the walkway further. He slumped against the wall and coughed out, then looked to the
others. Rason looked back to his friend as the demon kept low from the bullets that were shooting up
the edge of the floor and ceiling above him.
"Dark! You ok man?" he called out. Dark coughed a bit and nodded. Moka, Ahakon, Yukari, and
Ran slowly stood up as Rason looked around quickly.
"We need to get out of here now!" he called out.
"No shit," Dark said as he brushed the dust and debris off his shoulder.
"Dark," Mizore said softly with relief as she saw her demon was still alive. Kurumu looked
around quickly then back to Rason.
"Hey, we should go-" she started before two more high pitched whistling sounds were heard.
They looked to see two more rockets flying at them quickly.

"Not again!" Rason yelled as he ducked down on the ground. Dark watched with frustration then
leapt away as the rocket flew up and blasted the ceiling above him. The other projectile raced over and
detonated in the floor beneath Mizore and Kurumu, the girls bracing from the impact as the ground
cracked below them. Rason looked to seeing Dark struggling to get up as the concrete ceiling above him
started cracking apart.
"Dark!" he yelled out as he scrambled over and pushed the demon out of the way before the
upper walkway gave away and crashed down, the two boys stumbling forward as the walkway behind
them was blocked off by twisted steel and chunks of concrete.
"Dark!" Mizore cried out.
"Rason!" Kurumu screamed before the ground below them gave away, the girls falling down
into the lower walkway and tumbling into a cell that had its bars destroyed from the previous
explosions. There wasn't any other monster in there as the two girls rolled into it while the concrete
walkway fell down behind them and crashed into a pile outside their cell against the fence. The girls
coughed as dust flew about and looked to it with wide eyes, both stumbling to their feet then running
over to it. Concrete slabs with twisted metal were piled up alongside the chain-link fence, the remains of
the upper walkway blocking gunfire from the other side of the atrium while there was a large gap above
the two girls and next to them where the powered suit crashed down from before. They ducked behind
the rubble as gunfire started to pelt the other side, the girls pinned there as there was no other cover
blocking the HDA soldiers from across the atrium.
"Dammit, we're trapped here," Kurumu said with frustration. Mizore looked around worriedly
then up, worried about her demon that was still above.
Rason and Dark coughed a bit and looked back to seeing they were blocked off from the rest of
the group while Moka and the others ducked back into the cell they were in as gunfire riddled through
the open gap and cell door.
"AH! Now what do we do?" Yukari cried out.
"There's no way out of here," Ran said looking around in a panic.
"We could try to jump down below, couldn't we?" Ahakon asked.
"They'll shoot us to pieces!" Yukari cried out.
"Well we can't stay here," Moka said shielding herself from debris that was being chipped away
from the gunfire.
Rason and Dark slowly got up then stumbled hastily out of the walkway into the nearby stairwell
as more gunfire echoed out behind them. They ran into the opening for the stairs that went up and
down between floors then looked back to the firefight in the atrium with frustration. They were
separated from the group, which was now divided onto two different floors while being kept down by
suppressing fire by the HDA soldiers. More reinforcements were on the way, all aiming to shoot to kill
on sight.

black.

"Well, what's our plan now?" Rason asked cautiously. Dark growled as his eyes turned pitch
"We show these humans that they made enemies with the wrong monsters."

Chapter 2
Containment Failure
Up above a lush forest a figure was flying in place with white feathered wings. A girl was
hovering over the forest in a blue sky that had green streaks flowing through it against white clouds. She
was wearing white tennis shoes, a Yokai Academy girls skirt, a white t-shirt, and her unique white hat
that had cat ears and blue bows on each side. She had long hair that shifted from pink at the top
towards a dull yellow at the bottom, the girl's pink eyes looking down below at something with interest
as she had a gentle smile on her face. Below the girl loud crashes and roars could be heard echoing out
in the forest as a few trees toppled over and dust kicked up in the area. A strong vampiric aura was
flaring around as a red glow was flickering amongst the obscured forest floor.
"You really are something else," Ren said with a soft sigh, captivated by the aura down below,
and the monster that it belonged to.
Inside the billowing dirt cloud among the destroyed trees a large scorpion demon was skittering
around, having a disfigured face with twisted mandibles while its red and yellow body moved about
through the area in a strafing pattern. Its tail struck out quickly with a snapping sound into the dust
cloud, the pointed end piercing through trees and boulders and reducing them to rubble as the demon
hissed loudly. The tail struck again into the dust cloud, then stopped suddenly. The limb suddenly
yanked back and the demon was thrown across the area through a tree and into another scorpion
demon that was skittering towards the area. The two monsters tumbled back as the dust cloud calmed
down to reveal a figure standing there. He stood there with his normal black shoes and brown pants,
along with a black t-shirt that was fluttering a bit as his vampiric aura was flaring around him wildly. His
black hair had a gray streak that was bled through the side and his eyes were black and crimson, the
vampire staring down the two demons as they stumbled back to their feet and charged him again. Dust
and foliage flew about as the monsters charged through two more trees and struck at the boy with their
tails again. The limbs moved at blinding speeds, yet were dodged easily enough by the vampire as he
darted back in the blink of an eye. He narrowed his eyes then jumped up as a claw swiped by where he
was. The boy flipped back over a lizard demon that had tried to sneak up on him and landed behind it,
then struck the monster with a powerful kick to the head. The demon flew off to the side with a
shattered skull as the vampire bolted forward towards the scorpions, the two demons skittering towards
him as their faces hissed at him wildly. The boy darted to the side of one of the tails as it struck forward,
then jumped up over the second, the vampire then striking down with a powerful punch to one of the
monsters causing it to be blasted into the ground with a powerful explosion.
Up in the sky Ren giggled as she watched the boy with caring eyes, knowing full well he could
handle these things without any problem.
As the scorpion demon was crushed into the ground by the tremendous power of the vampire,
the boy then darted over and sent a powerful sideways kick to the tail of the other monster. The kick
carved right through the appendage causing the demon to howl and screech in pain. The boy grabbed
the dismembered tail then with a powerful thrust he sent the pointed end through the body of the
demon with a crunch. The monster howled before wavering and falling down dead, the echoing cry of
the monster causing growls and snarls to be heard all around. The boy stood up on his kill and glared

around with his eyes. As he did he saw the approaching monsters all around, seeing nothing but
darkness around him except for the glowing lights of blood from his incoming enemies.
"Nearing my limit, need to make this quick," Tsukune growled, feeling his hunger spiking from
the use of his vampire energy. In a flash he darted towards one of the glowing blood signatures he saw,
the boy's vision returning to normal just in time to show him sending a punch towards a blue skinned
brute and obliterating his skull. While the broken bits of bone and splatters of blood shot back while the
body dropped down dead the vampire glanced to the side as his vision switched again from his
bloodlust, seeing an illuminated figure racing towards him with four arms.
Up in the sky Ren watched him carefully, seeing the vampire dart forward and punch right
through an incoming punch from a four armed lizard demon. Tsukune's fist blasted apart the demon's
hand, arm, shoulder, and then head as he followed through with great force, causing the remains of the
monster to be thrown back into a bloody tumble. Ren watched the sight with wonder then smiled with
awe.
"I swear, nothing can stop you Tsukune," she said confidently as she watched the boy dash
around at high speed, the vampire using his full strength to annihilate all the monsters from Paradise
that were converging on him. He sent a powerful kick to a bulbous giant, causing the large demon to
blast apart like a popped balloon. The boy then spun around and punched right through the chest of an
armor scaled brute, the hardened skin shattering from the strike as the demon coughed out blood into
the air. The boy then jumped up and kicked off of the monster, the demon being shot into the ground
with a powerful blast, then flew over and sent a powerful punch to a tall spider demon. The giant
arachnid's head was smashed in, the boy then swinging around the crushed skull and landing on the
body before stomping his foot down with great force. The monster shot down and the large body of the
beast splattered on the floor of the forest as Tsukune seemed to shoot off like a bullet and reappear in
front of another demon, striking it down with a quick punch as his aura flared around him like a wild
torrent. He started growling and looking around with a glare as the world around him was dark, seeing
nothing but darkness except for the glowing signatures of the blood from the demons.
"Getting… so… thirsty," he growled as the hunger for blood started to escalate. He shook his
head and tried to focus his mind, feeling his senses slipping as his bloodlust started to reach critical
levels. Ren watched him carefully as she saw him struggling in place then glanced around at a few more
incoming demons.
"He's getting to that point. C'mon Tsukune, just finish them off quickly," she said carefully.
Tsukune growled and glared around at the incoming monsters, his world getting darker as his
hunger for blood started getting heavier. In a flash he dashed towards an incoming illuminated demon,
the boy seeming to vanish and reappear instantly before the monster with a powerful punch to the face.
Before the skull and brain shattered back into fragments Tsukune vanished again, only to reappear and
send a fierce kick to a lumbering brute. As the boy struck into the chest of the gray skinned monster the
previous demon's head blasted apart into pieces, just as the brute's chest was smashed in while blood
and bone fragments shot out his back. Ren watched with wonder as Tsukune vanished again in a blur
then appeared over by where another demon was instantly splattered back against a tree from a
powerful punch.

"My god… he really is invincible," Ren said softly.
A large four legged demon scrambled towards Tsukune with its jaws open, the large extended
mouth filled with razor sharp teeth while the vampire was facing the other way. Tsukune growled then
roared out, his aura blasting around him as the ground below him scorched and cracked apart. Ren
watched with wide eyes as the lizard closed its jaws down on the boy, right before the blast of sheer
vampiric energy blew the jaws apart. Teeth and bone along with blood flew out on either side of the boy
as the lizard demon staggered back with a howl.
"No way…" Ren said with wonder. Tsukune glanced back to the demon and held out his hand
toward it, his aura turning a deep red. He felt the full force of his vampire energy surging through him
wildly, using no restraints as he tried to push his will to the limit. He focused on keeping his hunger in
check with all his might while he let his power run freely, and in doing so he could sense the monster
energy of the lizard demon. He could almost feel it in his hand as he flexed his fingers.
"His energy… he's… he's using only his energy to kill that thing," Ren said with amazement. The
siren watched with surprise as Tsukune yelled and swung his hand to the side, and in doing so the
demon was thrown over and crashed into several trees. The boy growled and then focused his energy
on the demon, the ground around the vampire lighting ablaze as his aura seemed to ignite the area
around him. Ren stared with surprise before a powerful wave of vampiric energy washed over her,
feeling her senses being shot as she moaned out loudly. She dropped from the sky as her eyes couldn't
focus, her world spinning from the powerful vampire aura that hit her. She fell and tumbled down
through a few branches, then dropped down onto the ground shaking as her mouth was quivering.
‘My god… so much energy!’
"Tsukune!" she cried out with passion, feeling her mind going numb as she tried to think straight
again. After the wave hit her she not only had an orgasm but lost all cognitive thought, the girl rendered
in shock from the powerful wave of energy that rippled through her. She slowly rolled over and
stumbled to her feet, wearily looking over to Tsukune as he was holding his hand out towards the
demon still. The lizard demon was howling in pain while its mouth was torn apart as Tsukune's aura
seemed to swirl around him wildly. But it wasn't just a red glow circling him, as the siren saw streaks of
fire flaring up briefly as well.
"Tsukune… how… how much monster energy do you have?" she asked with disbelief.
Tsukune yelled out as he clenched his fingers in his hand, the boy's aura seeming to spike in a
drastic shot all at once. Instantly the demon's chest burst apart as blood and bone blasted out. Ren
watched with wide eyes as Tsukune had literally used nothing but his vampire energy to cause the
monster's heart to explode.
"Tsukune… how… you…" she said with shock. She looked at the dead lizard demon then over to
Tsukune with wide eyes, seeing a massive torrent of power circling around him. He lowered his hand
slowly as his eyes were set in a glare still, the boy's power flaring around him causing the siren's heart to
skip a beat.

"Tsukune…" she said under her breath. She had never felt more attracted to the boy, feeling her
entire body being drawn towards him like no other. The boy slowly looked over to her, the girl feeling
her legs wobble as he set her in his sights. She suddenly felt like she couldn't move or talk, the world
around her shifting to a blurry haze. His crimson and black eyes pierced into hers as he held out his hand
towards her, the girl suddenly being dragged towards him by his energy. Her feet skidded a bit on the
dirt and grass as her eyes remained locked onto his, the girl unable to think or move at all. She was
brought over to him as he bared his fangs, the boy's eyes only showing him the illuminated blood from
the girl. He grabbed her around the waist as he used his other hand to move her hair away from her
shoulder then tilt her head.
‘Tsukune…’
He snarled then bit down into her neck, the girl not showing a reaction as her eyes remained
unfocused.
‘Tsukune…’
She felt her blood being taken from her quickly, the girl's strength dropping as he held her
forcibly. She shivered a bit and slowly opened her mouth.
"Tsu… Tsukune…" she breathed out.
Her eyes started to slowly close as her breathing slowed down, the girl feeling her body going
numb as she tried to move. She couldn't break free from his grip, and couldn't form any proper words to
sing him to sleep in this state.
"Tsu… kune... stop…" she whimpered out quietly. The boy growled as he held her forcibly, the
boy's bloodlust showing him only the illuminated blood as his senses were overwhelmed by sheer
hunger. She shakily brought up her hand and gripped his arm that was holding her.
"Tsukune… please," she said softly as her world started to turn to black.
The boy growled loudly then suddenly jerked back from her neck. He looked at her with a
strained expression as she wavered in his arms.
"R… Ren..." he said as he struggled to fight his hunger. The siren slowly looked into his eyes as
her world started to blur.
"Tsukune…" she said before she lost consciousness.

Ren's eyes opened slowly as she started to stir a bit, the girl blinking then looking around. She
was lying on the grass near the cliffside while Tsukune was sitting next to her. He had his rosary seal
attached to his wrist again, the boy's hair and eyes having returned to normal. His fangs however
remained as he was now a full blooded vampire, his power only somewhat suppressed by the magical
seal. The boy was looking at her worriedly as she slowly looked up at him.

"Tsukune?" she asked softly.
"Ren, I'm so sorry. Are you alright?" he asked with concern as the girl just looked up at him with
a gentle gaze.
"I… think so," she said softly.
"I'm so sorry Ren, I almost lost complete control. Please forgive me, I never meant to… I couldn't
stop myself," he said looking down with closed eyes. The siren slowly sat up and looked at the boy with
wonder.
"How… did you do that Tsukune?" she asked softly. He looked to her worriedly as she turned to
face him.
"You… you killed that demon with nothing but your monster energy. And… the way you looked
at me like that… I couldn't do anything but let your energy carry me to you," she said with wonder. He
looked at her worriedly then down.
"I… I'm not sure. I just… when I was facing that monster… I could feel it. I could feel his monster
energy. It was like… I could reach out and… grab it," he said looking to his hand.
"You did, you blew apart his mouth with nothing but your energy Tsukune. You… you tore apart
its heart without ever actually touching him," Ren said with awe. Tsukune looked to her then up as he
recalled the event. He was mostly trying to keep in control of his vampire urges, but he did remember
the feeling of using his energy to tear apart the monster's heart. It was as if he could reach out and grab
the actual monster energy of the demon and rip it apart with his willpower.
"And… the way you controlled me…" Ren said softly. The boy looked to her worriedly as she held
a hand to her chest.
"I couldn't do anything. I couldn't think, I couldn't move, I couldn't even talk. It was like… you
controlled me with your energy alone," she said softly. He looked at her with wonder then down, not
remembering that part too well.
"I… did?" he asked. He shook his head and looked back to the siren with worried eyes.
"I'm so sorry Ren; I never meant to do that to you. I don't remember what happened; I was just
trying to keep in control. But… I failed at that. I nearly killed you," he said before looking down with
remorse. Ren looked at him with concern then slowly held out her hand and grabbed his. The boy
looked to see her smiling at him gently.
"It's ok Tsukune. I'm here to help you get through this; I wouldn't want to be anywhere else.
Besides, you stopped yourself, you regained control and stopped yourself from taking too much of my
blood," she reassured kindly. The boy looked down at her hand then away.
"That was too close though, what if I hadn't heard your voice in time?" he asked.

"My voice?" the girl asked softly. He nodded and looked back to her.
"I heard you call my name, before that everything was dark. I couldn't stop myself from
feeding… until I heard your voice. Only then did I realize it was actually you I was feeding on," he
explained with remorse. She looked at him with wonder then down timidly.
"You… heard me Tsukune?" she asked softly. He nodded and looked down with closed eyes.
"I'm sorry Ren, I nearly drained you dry of all your blood. I tried to put an end to those demons
before I pushed myself too far, but I failed in that. I nearly got you killed," he said with regret.
"I'm still alive Tsukune, and so are you. You did what you came out here to do, to fight your
bloodlust and learn to overcome it," Ren said gently. Tsukune looked to her with concern then over at
the horizon near them, seeing the moon that was strangely close to them in this unique world.
"

"Maybe we should wait until Ruby gets back before doing that again, just so you're not alone if I"No!" Ren shouted out. Tsukune looked to her as she shook her head.
"No, I can do this. We don't need her here with us Tsukune," she said firmly.

"But Ren, what if I lose control again and nobody's here to help you? You nearly died because
you were all alone when I was struggling to keep in control," Tsukune asked worriedly. Ren leapt
forward and hugged the boy, holding him close as he jumped a bit in surprise.
"I'm not scared Tsukune. I know you'll be able to beat this thing, I just know it. Nothing can stop
you, not a damned thing," she said closing her eyes and holding him close.
"But Ren," Tsukune said worriedly.
"I'm staying by your side Tsukune; I'm the only one you need here. I’m the only one you need
with you. I promise we can do this together, I know we can," she reassured. Tsukune glanced to her as
the girl smiled softly while looking ahead with a gentle expression.
"You need my blood to stop the thirst, you need my singing should you go out of control, and
you need…" she said before looking down. She leaned back and let the hug break as Tsukune watched
her curiously.
"I need what?" he asked. The girl hesitated for a moment then smiled at him.
"Never mind, but the point is you need me Tsukune, not that witch. We can't stop now, not
when we have a long road ahead of us," she reasoned assuredly. Tsukune looked at her with wonder
then down a bit.
"But… what if I go out of control like that again? You couldn't sing me to sleep when it happened
before, you might not be able to when it happens again," he said worriedly.

"I don't care," Ren said. Tsukune looked back to her as she shook her head.
"I don't care if it's dangerous for me, or if I might die next time. I'm not giving up on you
Tsukune, no matter what," she said firmly. He looked at her with wonder as she smiled gently at him.
"You're stuck here with me Tsukune, get used to it. I'm not leaving this place until you're cured,
and that's final," she said with a smile.
"Ren… why are you so determined to stay here with me? We hardly knew each other before
coming in here," he asked curiously. She nodded and looked down a bit.
"It's my choice Tsukune; I'm doing this to help you. Besides… we can still get to know each other
while we're here," she said glancing back to him with a timid smile. The boy smiled a bit and looked
down as the girl watched him sit next to her.
"Thank you Ren, for helping me like this. I'll try to be more careful next time I start to get thirsty
again," he said with a weak smile. He blinked then rubbed his eyes a bit, the siren looking at him with a
gentle gaze.
"You're still hungry, aren't you?" she asked softly. The boy looked at her and saw her blood
illuminate before his eyes for a brief moment. He nodded and looked down as he held a hand over his
eyes.
"Yeah… I stopped myself as soon as I saw what I was doing to you, I didn't want to risk hurting
you," he said. He then looked to see Ren moving closer and holding him around the waist, the girl
flicking her hair over her shoulder and tilting her head.
"Ren, no. You're still too weak; I've taken too much from you before. You need to rest," he said
shaking his head.
"Tsukune…" she said softly as she looked at him with gentle eyes. She smiled and moved closer
to him, the boy smelling her scent and blood as she had her neck close to his mouth.
"Please, take what you need from me. It's ok, really," she said as she closed her eyes.
"But Ren, you need to rest," Tsukune said as he saw the blood illuminate quickly along her neck,
the girl's scent filling his nose and causing the hunger to grow.
"I'll be fine, I promise. This is what I want Tsukune, so please, take what you need of me," she
said holding him close to her.
"Ren…" he said closing his eyes.
"It'll be fine, take what you need. I trust you with my life," she said softly.
"Ren," the boy said as he slowly held the girl around the waist.

"For you Tsukune, I'll give anything," she said quietly. The boy trembled slightly then slowly bit
down onto her neck. She didn't flinch or make a sound this time, having a gentle smile on her face as the
vampire had more of her blood. She already felt weak, but was ready to give anything she had to him if
it meant it would help him. She wanted to give the boy everything he needed to overcome this
condition, and was determined to do just that. Even though it was her own blood that she had to give to
help him with his training, which weakened her after each time, she didn't mind at all. In fact it was
quite the opposite, as she held onto the back of his head with one of her hands she felt her heart
beating a little faster for the vampire.
‘Tsukune… I'm all yours. Everything I am… is yours.’

Alarms were sounding off as red lights were flashing in the hallways of the HDA command
center, with soldiers running around armed with their weapons while radio chatter was scarcely
overheard. Security breaches on the east and west side of the compound were being reported along
with a monster escape taking place in the holding cells. Up at the top floor of the tall building a man was
looking out the window of his office as he was sitting back in a cushy office chair. He was dressed in a
dark business suit, having dark hair and a thin mustache while his black eyes were looking out at the sky
outside. He growled a bit and glanced back to his desk where he had a computer screen showing the
building's layout, along with three red dots pulsating with exclamation marks. Standing in front of his
desk were two HDA soldiers, the men standing at attention.
"So, two simultaneous break-ins and a prison break at the same time. I was wondering if the
monster world really was so naïve to think that they could actually attack us like this and expect to get
away with it. Seems the answer to that question is yes," Jenner scoffed with discontent. He turned his
chair back around and looked at the monitor.
"Sir, west side patrols are reporting three monsters breaking into the structure at the ground
level. East side forces are reporting a larger group of ten monsters that have broken through one of the
parking garages with a stolen truck. They are in the basement area and are moving deeper into the
complex as well," one soldier reported in a professional tone.
"Also we are getting reports from the holding cells; the group of monsters scheduled for
execution tonight are attempting to escape. We have them pinned down in the atrium and are sending
in more reinforcements. Do we try to detain them or execute them now?" the second soldier asked with
a firm expression. Jenner glanced to them then to the monitor.
"It appears they won't go down without a fight. So be it. Send the order to all squads. Any
monster that isn't in their cell is to be shot on sight. If any of them try to surrender kill them anyway.
We'll settle for showing the public and the monster world their bodies after we kill them like the rats
they are," he said with discontent.
"Yes sir," the soldiers said with a salute. Jenner examined the monitor carefully as he looked
between the three simultaneous disturbances.

"Keep the holding cells under strict lockdown; shoot any monster that tries to flee their cells.
We're supposed to be keeping some alive for research, however take no chances. If they even breathe
funny, kill them," he ordered. He looked from the middle icon showing the holding cells' emergency
status to the lower status icons that were showing two groups of intruders entering from both sides of
the building.
"And find those intruders, and kill every last one of them. Take no prisoners, and use every
available soldier for the job. I want no problems dealing with a few misguided rats in our basement," he
said with a scoff.

A group of four soldiers were firing down a hallway, the gunfire echoing from their rifles as
spent shell casings dropped to the ground around them. Red lights were flashing around the halls while
alarms were going off. All four HDA soldiers were at a T-intersection firing down the middle hallway with
focused expressions, their bullets streaking down the corridor and tearing up the wall at another Tintersection. After a moment they stopped firing and looked around the three different halls with
careful eyes.
"Damn, how could we miss that one? She was right there in front of us then she just vanished,"
one of them muttered.
"Keep a sharp eye out, who knows what these things are capable of," another cautioned as he
peered down a hallway for any sign of movement.
Down the hall near the bullet riddled intersection Complica was keeping against the wall next to
the corner with her baseball bat held tightly in her hands. She took a breath and glanced to the hall next
to her, having just dodged out of their line of fire with her chrono magic.
"Ok, I can do this. Just take out their guns… and maybe they'll run away," she said to herself. She
concentrated her mind and shifted into the moment of time, then ran around the corner towards the
men that were frozen in place. She raced up to one of them and lifted up her bat, aiming at the rifle that
was being held by the soldier. Suddenly her magic fluxed and the intersection warped and bent around
erratically as her magic slipped out of her control. In a flash the entire area along with the men were
torn apart as waves of chrono magic rippled around the girl wildly. Complica blinked then looked around
with remorse as she shifted out of the moment, watching the bloody remains of the men splatter
around the walls violently as the area was ravaged by her magic. The floors and ceiling around her
ripped and cut apart while the walls that were concrete with plaster were torn apart and mangled in a
flash. She sighed and lowered her bat as the bloody remains slowly dripped from the walls and ceiling.
"Sorry…" she said softly as she looked around at the humans' remains. She didn't want to kill
anybody if she could avoid it; however her magic was always unstable whenever she used it.
she did.

"I really need to get a handle on that," she said worriedly as she looked around at the damage

"Complica!" Arial called out from down the hall. Complica looked to see Arial running towards
her from down one of the corridors.
"Hey, there you are, are you- wow!" she said looking around at the ravaged area. A few bloody
chunks of the remains from the soldiers dropped to the ground while pieces of concrete and plaster
crumbled down as well. Arial blinked then looked at the butterfly girl with wonder.
"You're a stone cold killer Complica," she said with a smirk.
"What? No I'm not! I didn't mean to do that, really!" Complica pleaded while waving her arms
around franticly.
"Wow, your time magic is so cool. You slaughtered them," Arial said looking around with
amazement.
"I only tried to disarm them; I just wanted them to stop shooting at me!" Complica cried out.
A bloody disfigured hand dropped from the ceiling and plopped onto the floor along with the
mangled remains of a rifle in its grip. Arial looked at it and nodded.
"Mission accomplished," she said simply. Complica looked around at the area with worry and
shook her head.
"I'm not a murderer I'm not a murderer I'm not a murderer," she kept telling herself. Arial
looked at her with worry and walked up to the girl.
"You're not a murderer Complica; you're doing what you have to here. Same as all of us, we're
trying to free my husband and the innocent ones that are being held here, we're not bad monsters. The
only bad ones here are these humans," she reassured gently. Complica looked at her with concern then
down.
"I just want to go home and free my sister and get out of this world and stop fighting and draw
at home like I wanted to earlier before I came down here and everything fell apart and WHY WON'T YOU
LISTEN TO ME?" she shouted out as she saw Arial just looking around at the damage the butterfly girl
caused with her magic.
"Seriously, that's just incredible the way you can do that," Arial said with wonder. She blinked
then looked back to Complica.
"Huh? Were you saying something?" she asked.
"Yes I was saying something and you just ignored me again why do you never listen to anybody
that tries to tell you anything?" Complica yelled out.
"There's more of them!" a soldier called down from the other end of the hall. The two girls
looked over to where Complica had come from to see three soldiers aiming at them with their rifles.

"Take them down!" a man yelled out as they took aim.
Suddenly the corridor and soldiers blasted apart furiously as a sonic wave shot by, with the
bloody remains of the men and chunks of the corridor flying off down a hall as a high pitched yell
seemed to echo out. The air rippled away violently as streaks of light shot down the hall while Arial and
Complica watched with wide eyes. From the intersection Sun ran over and stopped, glaring down the
corridor where the soldiers were sent flying away in bloody pieces. Her wings were arched behind her as
she had a focused expression.
"Sun?" Arial asked with wonder. The siren looked over to them then waved with a friendly smile.
She ran over to them then looked around at the bloody remains that were splattered around the
ravaged intersection with surprise. She looked around at the surroundings then to the girls with wonder.
"Um… she did it," Arial said pointing to Complica. The butterfly girl jumped and started waving
her arms around franticly.
"I didn't try to kill them I only wanted to stop them from shooting at me I'm sorry my magic is
always unstable when I use it I'm not trying to kill them I swear it just happened I didn't mean to do any
of this!" she pleaded urgently while somehow being able to say that extremely long run-on sentence
with no pauses for air. Sun looked around at the ravaged hall then to the girl with wonder.
‘Just how powerful are these kids anyway?’
"Wow Sun, that was amazing! You took them all out with nothing but your voice!" Arial cheered
looking back down to the other ravaged intersection, with bits of concrete and plaster dropping around
the hall that was reduced to ruins from the siren's voice.
"Her voice?" Complica asked looking at Sun curiously.
"Yeah, she's a siren Complica, I mean look at that! I wish I could do that as well, that's so cool!"
Arial cheered out looking at the ravaged area from the siren's attack. She giggled and looked to
Complica again.
"There, you see? Sun's doing what she has to as well, and she's not a murderer. That means
you're not one either," she reasoned assuredly. Complica looked around at the bloody remains of the
soldiers then to Sun with worry.
"I'm not a murderer am I?" she asked nervously. Sun shook her head with a gentle smile.
Complica looked down a bit as Arial looked around the surrounding hallways.
"No you're not Complica, I promise. Now which way do we go? We need to find my Dark before
it's too late," she said urgently. Complica looked around while gripping her bat, trying to be as brave as
she could be given the extreme circumstances. Sun glanced around then started running down a hall,
the two monster angels then following after as the alarms around the area continued to sound off.

In the lower levels of the complex gunfire was echoing out in a large supply storage hall.
Concrete pillars were holding up the ceiling in the expansive hall as large storage crates and boxes were
piled up around the area, the storage hall used to take in supplies, ammo, weapons, and other
equipment from the loading garage next door. On one side of the large rectangular hall HDA soldiers
were firing from behind cover of the large storage crates, the group of men shooting towards a group of
intruders that were taking cover behind stacked crates on the other side of the hall.
Apoch and Render were leaning back against a few steel containers as bullets whizzed past and
struck the sides of their cover. Apoch was looking around worriedly as she gripped her barrier sword,
hearing gunfire echoing out constantly while bullets were pelting the surrounding area the group was
hiding behind. Render chuckled and glanced to the side as he held his swords down casually.
"Hey Leon, ever get the feeling you're not wanted?" he called out. Next to them Leon and
Astreal were hiding behind a concrete pillar, the mimic mage taking shots out from around the corner
with his rifle before ducking back as bullets struck around him. Astreal shot out blindly with her magical
attacks from around the corner of the pillar, the searing red projectiles flying out and striking storage
boxes and bursting them into flames.
"Not going to lie, sometimes I do," Leon said casually with a shrug. Near them Gin and Kokoa
were crouched down behind some storage crates, the couple keeping their heads down as bullets were
striking off their cover repeatedly. Gin held the girl close as she gripped her Kou-mace, the girl growling
with frustration as they were pinned down behind cover. Next to them Gabriel was keeping pressed
against a stack of storage crates with a fearful expression while Ceal was casually leaning against them
next to the angel with his arms crossed.
"So angel, still want to protect them?" Ceal asked glancing to his frightened comrade. Gabriel
glanced to him then looked ahead again.
Next to them Razico and Ruby were crouched down behind cover as well, the casters leaning
against the storage crates as bullets struck their cover and wall in front of them.
"So what now?" Ruby asked glancing to her boyfriend.
"We need to push through here," he said as fire raced along his arm. He leaned up and shot out
a fire ball before ducking down, the warlock's attack flying over and striking a stack of crates causing
them to burst into flame.
Apoch and Astreal looked to each other and nodded, then stepped out from behind their cover
as they raised their magical barriers before them. Bullets struck the shields repeatedly as the girls looked
to their boyfriends.
"Let's go," the sisters said in unison. Render smirked and walked out next to his girlfriend while
holding his two swords while Leon stepped out and fired off some more rounds with his rifle.
"Alright, I'm done waiting here," Ceal said as his reptilian hand glowed a black hue. From in front
of their cover black tentacles whipped out from the ground, the limbs grabbing storage crates and
flinging them down the hall towards the soldiers. Several crashed into a stack of crates and knocked

them over onto some of the men as others struck the pillars and broke apart, their contents of boxes of
ammo and guns flying about. A few burst into flames as another exploded.
"Watch it you guys, you don't know what's in these things!" Gin shouted out.
Apoch and Astreal started running down the hall between the large stacks of crates while
Render and Leon kept close, the four moving behind the protective barriers as HDA soldiers fired at
them from behind cover. A few grenades flew over and bounced around as the group looked to them
with surprise.
"Watch out!" Leon yelled as he grabbed Astreal and yanked her back behind a concrete pillar.
The grenades exploded and several crates blasted apart furiously, the force throwing debris and flaming
pieces around. Apoch's barrier stood strong against the large explosion as Render braced from the
impact, the boy looking over to seeing Astreal's barrier blasting away while Leon held her against the
pillar. She looked at him with a blush as he leaned out and fired his rifle with one hand, the boy glaring
at the soldiers that nearly killed him and his girlfriend.
"Leon… thank you," she said softly.
"Are you ok?" he asked looking back to her. She just nodded as he held her against the pillar.
Apoch looked over to them then growled as she ran towards the soldiers with her barrier held before
her. Render raced right behind her and geared back with his swords. Apoch raced up and jumped into a
kick at a soldier, knocking him back before she swung her blade around, the barrier sword slicing
through a concrete pillar and a soldier's skull with a crunch. She then swiped her blade and cut down the
other soldier with a loud yell. Render jumped up over the crates and landed down between two soldiers,
the boy spinning his blades around and slicing them through their chests with a quick maneuver. Apoch
held out her hand and the barrier formed behind the boy as bullets from other soldiers started flying at
them, the girl then looking behind her to see a soldier aiming his gun at her. Before he could fire a large
spiked mace swung down and smashed him into the ground with a crunch. Kokoa and Gin ran over as
Render looked back to the other soldiers that were firing at them still. Gin then darted out and raced
across the hallway towards the other side at high speed, the large werewolf moving at high speed.
Razico and Ruby jumped out of cover and ran towards the end of the hall, with the witch firing her
purplish bolts of magical energy from her wand while the warlock let out an electrical bolt towards a
soldier. Ceal calmly walked out from around cover and headed towards the end of the hall while Gabriel
kept looking ahead at the wall, the angel feeling conflicted about allowing humans to die by monsters
like this.
Leon fired out some more rounds from his rifle while Astreal kept staring at him with wonder,
the witch's heart still racing from how he saved her life.
"Let's go Astreal," he said glancing back to her. She blinked then smiled softly.
"Right," she said softly, then followed him out while they fired at where the humans were hiding
behind cover still. Gin raced towards the far end of the hall at high speed then darted around the crates
to see the humans still firing at Render and Apoch. The werewolf grabbed a soldier and smashed him
into the wall, then darted forward and swiped another into a stack of crates. The other soldiers looked
back to him with surprise before purple and red blasts of magical energy shot through the storage crates

causing them to explode next to them. A few soldiers were thrown back into the wall on fire while
others stumbled back. One of them was riddled with bullets as Astreal and Leon raced up while another
was struck with a bolt of lightning and blasted back into the wall. Ruby and Razico raced up as another
soldier pulled the pin to his grenade and geared back to throw it at them. Suddenly a black tentacle
wrapped around his arm and yanked the man away into a spiral off into the hall. Ceal casually walked up
to the group as an explosion blew apart more crates behind him along with the soldier.
"Everybody ok?" Razico asked looking around.
"I think so. Where's Gabriel?" Ruby asked looking around cautiously.
From the flaming crates nearby Gabriel walked past and over to the group, looking around at
the flaming warzone with worried eyes.
"Gabriel, you ok?" Kokoa asked. The angel looked down to a burnt body of a human with
remorse then over to the one Leon shot to death. He shook his head and looked down with frustration.
"Hey, it's ok Gabriel. We did what we had to do," Ruby reasoned gently.
"Yeah, they were trying to kill us. We're innocent here," Render agreed with a nod. Gabriel
looked to him then to the blood that was trickling down from the boy's swords.
"I used to kill monsters that did what you did to humans… and now I'm just watching and doing
nothing. What kind of guardian angel am I?" he said looking down with remorse.
"But what we're doing is right; we're trying to save my big sis and our friends. We're not the bad
guys here," Kokoa said shaking her head. Gabriel grabbed his hair as he had a strained expression,
conflicted about what he was doing.
"Rason's being held here as well, he's going to be executed by these guys. Isn't that reason
enough to fight back?" Ruby asked worriedly. Gabriel looked to her with concern then down.
"It's my job to guard humans until they die, no matter what. I… I can't go against that law," he
said shaking his head.
From the side of the hall three HDA soldiers ran in and looked around with surprise at seeing the
storage hall a flaming mess. Shipping crates were on fire, some having been blasted open as supplies
and equipment lay strewn about. They then looked over to the monsters and aimed their guns.
"They're still alive, fire!" one of them yelled out. They fired as Apoch held out her hand, the
witch creating a barrier before the group as the bullets struck the shield repeatedly. Ceal waved his
reptilian hand and black tentacles whipped out and ensnared the humans, the men struggling to break
free as their guns dropped to the ground.
"Tell me this angel, if your lord ordered you to kill yourself, would you?" he asked as one of the
men was ripped apart violently by the limbs.

"Stop it Ceal!" Gabriel cried out as the other two humans stared at the catalyst mage with fear.
"Do you have a single ounce of freewill in that body of yours?" Ceal asked as another soldier was
ripped apart violently, the dark limbs tearing the body into pieces and throwing them to the sides. The
group looked to Ceal then to Gabriel as he watched with horror at the humans being slaughtered by the
catalyst mage.
"Stop, don't hurt them. They're done, they can't fight back," Gabriel said looking at the fear in
the soldier's eyes.
eyes.

"So you want me to let him go?" Ceal asked looking to the angel. Gabriel nodded with pleading
"Please stop killing them. They don't have to die," he said urgently.

"If I let him go he'll leave, rearm, and come back with more help. They'll try to kill us again and
again, they won't show mercy angel," Ceal said coldly. Gabriel looked at him with worry then to the
human. The group looked at the angel with concern as the boy shook his head.
"I… can't let this go on. They're human beings, they're… they're sacred," he said with frustration.
"They nearly killed those two witches behind you. They've been trying to kill us this entire time.
They're going to kill your friend and the others held here tonight. And you're calling them sacred?" Ceal
mocked with a raised eyebrow. Gabriel looked to him with worry then down. Ceal glanced down and
picked up a handgun, then tossed it to Gabriel. The boy caught it and looked at the weapon with
surprise, then to Ceal.
"Make your choice angel. If you want him to live, you're going to have to kill this monster," Ceal
said with cold blue eyes. The tentacles around the human tightened and he coughed out, a few ribs
cracking from the pressure as the group watched Gabriel carefully. The angel trembled and looked to
the human.
"They're going to kill you and all the monsters they see. They're going to execute your friend
tonight in cold blood. If you really wish to spare this human, then shoot me," Ceal said simply. Gabriel
shook a bit as he gripped the gun in his hand.
"Stop, just… stop this Ceal," he said nervously.
"Time's running out angel," Ceal said glancing to the soldier as blood started to drip from the
man’s mouth. The human coughed and choked as the dark limbs applied more pressure to his body.
Gabriel looked to the human and shakily brought the gun up to face Ceal.
"Let him go… please," the angel pleaded.
"No," Ceal replied. Gabriel shook his head and aimed the gun at the boy.
"I said let him go. He's not a threat anymore, he doesn't have to die," he said shakily.

"Gabriel calm down, just lower the gun," Ruby said worriedly. Apoch kept her hand ready to
form her barrier as she watched the angel closely. Ceal looked at the angel and shook his head.
"Five," he said simply.
"Don't do it," Gabriel pleaded while shaking his head.
"Four," Ceal continued.
"He's gonna do it," Render said glancing to the bound human soldier.
"Stop!" Gabriel shouted out.
"Three," Ceal said calmly.
"He isn't stopping," Leon said glancing to Ceal.
"I mean it!" Gabriel yelled out as he showed a frustrated expression.
"Two," Ceal said simply.
"Put the gun down Gabriel," Razico said sternly.
"One," Ceal said as he raised his reptilian hand up, his fingers poised to snap and give the
command to his pet to kill the soldier.
BANG!
The group watched as the soldier jerked back from the bullet going through his head, the man
falling limp in the grip of the dark limbs from below. The tentacles vanished back into the dark rifts as
the body dropped to the ground. The group looked from the body to Gabriel, the angel still holding the
gun out towards where he shot the human with a frustrated expression. He was breathing raggedly,
slowly lowering his gun and trembling a bit. After a pause he slowly looked over to Ceal.
"Gabriel," Ruby said softly.
"You… killed him," Kokoa said in wonder. The angel looked at the man he shot then slowly over
towards the vampire.
"I gave him a merciful death… far from what Ceal was going to do to him," he said looking down
with a pained expression. He dropped the gun and looked to his hand, mortified at what he had done.
"What… have I done? I killed a human being," he said quietly.
"Rason did the same thing when he came to this world," Gin said with a slow nod. Gabriel
looked over to him as the wolf looked at the fallen soldier.

"He struck down a human because he wanted to do what was right, to save a monster," he
continued.
"He didn't know the man was human, he made a mistake," Gabriel said shaking his head.
"Maybe, but knowing him I'll bet he still would have made the same choice even knowing that
fact," Ruby said gently. Gabriel looked to her then to the soldier that he killed.
"It was because of him that Luna is alive today, he saved her that night. There's no way he
regrets his actions or what came of them," Kokoa said assuredly. Gabriel looked at his hand then to Ceal,
the mage smirking slightly at him.
"Congratulations angel," Ceal said casually.
"For what?" Gabriel asked.
"Now you're one of us," Ceal said looking down to the dead soldier. Gabriel looked down then
glanced to the soldier he killed. He had gone against his own code to protect human beings, first by
allowing them to be attacked by the monsters he was with, then by personally shooting one dead. He
knew shooting Ceal wouldn't be right, and likely wouldn't end well for him either, and knew the only
thing he could do was give the human a quick and painless death while he could. After a moment he
glanced back to Ceal.
"Were you expecting me to do that?" he asked curiously.
"Not sure to be honest. Though it was interesting to watch you struggle with that little decision
of yours," Ceal said with a shrug.
"What if I had killed you instead?" Gabriel asked.
"You wouldn't have," Ceal said simply.
"How could you know that? I had the gun aimed right at you up until the last second," the angel
said curiously.
"The bullet never would have reached me," Ceal said glancing to Astreal, the witch lowering her
hand a bit to her side.
"Sister? You had your shield up?" Apoch asked. Astreal nodded and looked at Ceal with wonder.
"Yes, but how did you know that Mr. Ceal?" she asked.
"I saw you raise your hand up a bit out of the corner of my eye when he aimed the gun towards
me. The slight glow from your wrist showed you were using your magic," Ceal said casually.
"You knew she was protecting you," Ruby said looking to the blonde haired witch. Astreal
looked around at the group then down.

"Ms. Falla would have been upset if her boyfriend was killed here. I didn't want to risk it," she
reasoned with a shrug.
"I was wondering why you were so confident handing over a loaded gun to him like that,"
Render mentioned with a simple nod.
Gabriel looked at the group then to the soldier he killed with remorse.
"I'm a murderer, I killed a human being and went back on my sworn code to protect them," he
said sadly.
"You're not a murderer angel," Ceal said solemnly. The group looked to him as he shrugged.
"You're just another monster like us," he reasoned. Gabriel looked at him with a stunned
expression then down.
"And with that being the case now…" Ceal said as he reached down and picked up a rifle. He
held it out towards Gabriel, the angel looking at it with caution.
"You're no longer bound by your old code. You're free to act, as a fallen angel if you will," the
mage said with a smirk.
"Fallen angel," Gabriel said softly.
"That's the title Rason had when he was banished to the monster world, for going against his
code," Kokoa said looking to Ruby. The witch nodded and watched Gabriel curiously, the angel staring at
the weapon being held out to him. He slowly looked up to Ceal then to the others.
"We could use your help Mr. Gabriel, to free our friends from this place," Apoch said softly.
"Please, Rason and the others need us. We need all the help we can get if we're going to save
them," Ruby said as she held her wand securely. Gabriel looked around at the group then to Ceal. He
slowly reached out and took the rifle, looking to it cautiously.
"Now do your job angel," Ceal ordered. The group looked to him curiously at that remark.
"My job?" Gabriel said slowly.
"Yes. Kill those that threaten your friends, and let the Almighty sort them out," Ceal said as his
reptilian hand glowed with a black hue. Gabriel looked to the rifle in his hands, the weapon he would
need to help save his friends from captivity. He had spilled the blood of a human soldier, going against
his code to always watch over mankind and protect them from monsters. However there was no getting
around it, the HDA would not hesitate to shoot and kill them along with any innocent monsters they
came across. He felt conflicted about fighting against those he had once sworn to protect, yet knew
what had to be done. He needed to save his friends from this place, and there was only one way he
could do that.

He slowly armed the rifle and nodded.
"I guess I don't have a choice now, no going back after what I did. Let's see if I'm half the fallen
angel Rason was," he said looking to the group.
"You're a real angel in my eyes still," Leon said with a small smirk.
"Same here, having you with us is going to be a big help," Ruby said with a small smile.
"An angel holding an automatic assault rifle in his hands, my how times change," Render mused
with a chuckle. Apoch and Astreal giggled at that while Razico smirked at the angel. Gabriel smiled at
that a bit and looked down at the weapon.
"Alright you guys, let's get going. Our friends are waiting for us," Gin said looking to the nearby
door. The group nodded then ran off into the complex in search of their friends. As they did Gabriel had
a focused expression, having chosen what side to aid in this war. There was no going back for him; he
had already gone against his code to protect human beings that were alive in the mortal realm. In doing
so he realized that these humans weren't sacred, they were just as evil as monsters could be, and were
going to kill the innocent monsters along with his friend from heaven. He understood what Rason meant
when he defended his actions for protecting Luna on that fateful night. A life is a life, no matter what it
is.
The group ran down the hallway as sirens and red lights flashed around, and as they did the
angel looked down to the rifle he was holding in his hands.
‘I'm the first angel in history to wield such a weapon against humans, but I'll do what I must to
save Rason and the others. If using this weapon is what it will take to free them, then a fallen angel I
shall be. I know Rason wouldn't hesitate to do what's right, he would use this weapon to save his friends
without a second thought.’

"Seriously Rason, you are just god-awful with that thing," Dark said flatly, leaning back against a
wall with a raised eyebrow. He was holding a rifle in his hands while two dead HDA soldiers were laying
on the ground next to them, the men having their necks snapped after the demon had taken them out
while unseen. The demon and his angel friend were inside the stairwell that led to the upper and lower
floors of the holding cell atrium along with having a hallway that led into the complex alongside the
holding area on that floor. HDA soldiers were firing from down the hall at them while Rason was trying
to shoot from around the corner, the angel's rifle kicking around as the bullets shot around wildly and
struck everything but the soldiers.
"Give me a break, I'm the first angel in history to use something like this, I'm not a trained
soldier like you are," Rason snapped as he ducked back behind the corner.
"Even Mizore got two of them on her first try," Dark said shaking his head.

"This isn't easy! I mean seriously, this thing is impossible to aim!" Rason cried out as he looked
at the rifle in his hands. Dark rolled his eyes then aimed out from behind the corner, firing a few rounds
down the hallway with a keen eye. He ducked back as two soldiers dropped dead while the others
backed up behind a corner branching out into the complex.
"Got two. Mine's working fine," the boy said with a shrug. Rason just looked at him with surprise
then shook his head.
"Whatever man, some of us didn't do this for a career," he said dryly. He then glanced back out
into the atrium where gunfire was still echoing out.
"We need to do something fast man, they're going to shoot everybody to pieces in there," he
said worriedly. Dark grabbed his shoulder and the two vanished into a black wisp.
From down the hall two soldiers peeked out from behind a corner with their rifles, watching for
movement at the nearby stairwell. They stepped out and started firing down at the corner, shooting
apart the area as they took a few steps closer. They stopped and waited a moment then gunfire echoed
out as they were shot repeatedly from behind, the two falling forward dead as Rason fired on them at
pointblank range from under the shadow demon's cloak.
"Much better," the angel said with a smirk.
"Way to go hotshot, now let's keep moving," Dark said as they ran down the hallway.
Inside the atrium Kurumu and Mizore were keeping low and against a wall of rubble, the two
girls under constant fire as soldiers were shooting at them from across the atrium. The concrete wall
chipped and cracked apart a bit as the two girls kept down while holding each other.
"This is crazy!" Kurumu cried out. Mizore looked around, only seeing the empty walkways on
both sides of them. There was no cover to hide behind, and the level was encased with the chain-link
fences that surrounded the opening in the middle of the area.
"We need to get out of here, we can't just sit here like this," she said with frustration.
"And just how do you propose we do that without getting shot into teeny tiny pieces?" Kurumu
cried out with fright.
On the floor above them Moka, Ran, Yukari, and Ahakon were keeping low as they were trapped
in one of the open cells, the four monsters watching gunfire strike up at the edge of their cell and ceiling
as the soldiers kept firing up at them. The walkway in front of the cell was collapsed down below, the
four monsters trapped inside the cell as the HDA used suppressing fire.
"Well, any ideas?" Ran asked worriedly.
"Don't get shot?" Ahakon asked fearfully.

"If we jump down they'll just shoot us right away, we can't outrun bullets," Yukari said
worriedly. Moka looked around then ran over towards the wall, the girl's rosary lighting up as she struck
at the wall with a fierce punch. The hit stopped and she froze in place, the girl then backing up holding
her hand with a strained expression.
"For the love of…" she grunted shaking her hand in pain. She looked around with frustration and
shook her head.
"What's this place made of anyway? I can't break through the walls," she said with disbelief.
"This place is made to keep monsters in cells, I'd imagine it's no ordinary prison," Ahakon
reasoned.
"I noticed, that hurt like hell. Yukari, could you try to blast apart the wall with your magic?"
Moka asked looking to the witch.
"Um… if I fire a powerful burst of magic in here I'd be doing those humans a favor by killing us,"
Yukari said shaking her head.
"Well we can't just sit here, we have to get out of this place and find the others," Moka said
looking around.
Down below them on the lower floor Kurumu and Mizore were keeping against the rubble for
cover as bullets continued to race by them. A whistling sound was heard from a rocket before a
powerful explosion detonated against the side of their cover, causing a good portion of it to blast apart
and off into the nearby empty cell. The two girls tumbled to the ground then scrambled back to the
cover, both of them lying on the ground as their concealment was now much shorter than before.
"We're going to die, this is it!" Kurumu cried out.
"We need to make a break for it," Mizore said looking down the walkway to the stairwell
entrance.
"We'll never make it, they'll tear us apart long before we-" Kurumu said before looking over to
the other side, seeing an armored HDA walker stepping out from an elevator along with two other
soldiers. The large suit aimed it's mini-gun at them as the soldiers held their rifles at the ready. The two
girls stared with wide eyes as they lay on the ground, both watching the mini-gun barrel spin up as the
humans aimed at them.
"Goodbye Mizore…" Kurumu whimpered with tears forming.
"No… not like this…" Mizore said with fright.
Another whistling sound was heard as the girls shut their eyes, both ready for death to strike
them down. A rocket raced over and struck through the chain link fence into the walker, the projectile
detonating into a powerful explosion. The two human soldiers were blasted back into flaming heaps as
the walker stumbled over and crashed back into the elevator, the suit's right side a flaming wreck as the

pilot inside was screaming loudly. Kurumu and Mizore looked to seeing the soldiers taken down then
peeked out from behind the rubble. On the other side of the atrium they saw humans staring with
surprise at the sight then over to see one of their men holding a rocket launcher, the confused man then
being thrown through the opening in the fence and falling down with a scream towards the ground
below. The launcher however remained floating in midair as the HDA forces stared at it with wide eyes.
Even monsters that were still in their human forms while in their cells were looking at the sight with
puzzlement as they kept away from the bars in front of them.
"Rason," Kurumu said softly as she felt the pull of the bond towards the floating weapon. Mizore
glanced to her then over to the launcher.
"Dark," she said with a smile forming.
From around the rocket launcher a black wisp flew around to show Dark holding a rifle and
Rason holding the launcher with a cool smile, the demon letting the shoulder of his friend go as the
angel chuckled a bit while aiming at the other soldiers nearby.
"See, this is more like it. Can't miss with this one," Rason said coolly as he fired a rocket out, the
projectile flying over and veering up at the ceiling. It exploded and knocked the soldiers back as Rason
blinked and looked to seeing he missed them.
"Good thing I took the shot to save our girls. You would have killed them yourself," Dark said
flatly while shaking his head. He looked over to Mizore and shrugged, the snow girl smiling brightly at
seeing her demon alive still.
"I don't get it; the crosshair in this scope thing was right on them. How did I miss?" Rason asked
puzzled as he looked at the launcher in his arms. The HDA soldiers got up and fired at them with their
rifles, the angel being grabbed by Dark and vanishing into a black wisp. The launcher dropped down as it
was pelted by gunfire, the soldiers firing their rifles all along the cells and walkway which was torn apart
by bullets. Monsters in their cells ran back to the far walls as the entire walkway before them was lit up
by gunfire.
"Dark!" Mizore cried out.
"Rason!" Kurumu cried out as they watched the walkway get torn apart. Suddenly a large ball of
magical energy flew down and struck the walkway, the blast destroying the concrete area and
incinerating the soldiers. Part of the walkway collapsed onto other soldiers below them as smoke
billowed around the impact site. Up in their cell Yukari was looking with frustration as she held her wand
out, the witch then ducking back as gunfire shot up again at her from the other lower floors.
"Yukari! Are you ok?" Ahakon asked as the witch scrambled back to him.
"Yeah, I'm fine. But Dark and Rason… they… they…" she said looking back to the opening.
"Oh no. Dark, Rason," Moka said holding a hand over her mouth.

sob.

"No, don't say it Yukari," Ahakon said shaking his head. The witch trembled and choked back a
"They didn't have anywhere to run to in time," she said before she started crying.

Mizore and Kurumu looked at the bullet riddled walkway with fright, seeing dust and broken bits
of the ceiling falling about from the onslaught of gunfire from the soldiers.
"Oh no… no!" Mizore cried out as the girls scrambled out of their cover and ran along the
walkway. The soldiers below their floors continued firing up where the witch shot out her attack from,
with a few then firing at the two moving girls that came into view. Kurumu and Mizore ducked down
and ran low as bullets shot over them, the projectiles striking the ceiling and the cells as monsters inside
of them jumped back with fear of getting shot. The two girls rounded the corner and raced along the
walkway towards where they saw their boyfriends vanish before the area was shot apart.
"Dark!" Mizore cried out as they ran over to the walkway that was ravaged by bullets.
"Oh god no… Rason! Rason!" Kurumu cried out looking around.
"Where are they? They're not here," Mizore said looking around the walkway quickly. Even
monsters in their cells were peeking out wondering what happened to the two escapees. Kurumu
looked around, blinked, and then looked out at the open atrium.
"Rason," she said as she felt the bond of her Destined One. Mizore looked over to her then out
at the opening. They ran over to where the fence that surrounded the walkway was torn apart and
looked around.
"They're… they're right there!" Kurumu said pointing at something. From the air gunfire echoed
out, the bullets flying down and pelting the floor below the girls as HDA soldiers scrambled away and got
shot down. Other soldiers looked up and around to find the source of the gunfire as the floor below
Kurumu and Mizore was gunned down from something unseen. Monsters in their cells jumped back as
HDA soldiers were shot by an unseen assailant, the men jerking back and dropping against the bars to
the cells. Mizore narrowed her eyes as she looked around atrium then saw the flicker of something
moving about.
"They're airborne," Kurumu said with a smile.
"They're armed," Mizore said looking down at the ground, picking up a rifle from a dead soldier.
Kurumu looked to her with worry then around. The snow girl then ran back to the other walkway to
their side, kneeling down close to the edge and aiming at the soldiers below them.
"Mizore, what are you doing?" Kurumu cried out running over to her. The snow girl took aim
and fired a few shots.
"I'm helping them. We'll provide cover and keep them busy, go back and get Moka and the
others, bring them down here," she said as she started firing. She shot up the ground and edges of a few
floors; with soldiers ducking back before gunfire echoed out from the open space in front of them. A few

soldiers fell back dead as monsters in their cells started yelling and cheering loudly. Mizore glanced to
Kurumu then glared at her.
"Get going, hurry!" she ordered out. Kurumu jumped a bit and nodded nervously, then ran back
down the walkway. Mizore looked down the iron sight of the rifle and fired a few shots, trying to keep
the soldiers distracted while her airborne fiancé was firing at them as well.
"This is crazy, this is crazy, this is so crazy!" Kurumu cried out as she ran back over to where the
girls first fell down onto the level. Her wings emerged from behind her and she flew up through the
opening, the girl then running over and leaping over the gap into Moka and the others' cell.
"Kurumu! You're ok!" Moka said with relief.
"Yeah, I'm fine. The others are keeping the humans busy, c'mon we need to go," Kurumu urged
while waving the group over to her.
"Dark and Rason are alive?" Yukari said with relief.
"For now, but we need to get the hell out of here, c'mon," Kurumu said running back and
jumping down to the lower floor. The other four quickly followed her as gunfire echoed out in the
atrium. Mizore kept firing the best she could while Dark and Rason flew around, the angel carrying Dark
about as the demon used his rifle to fire at soldiers from above. The HDA soldiers started firing around
wildly into the air, confused and frustrated about what trickery the monsters were using against them.
Rason weaved and dodged around as Dark continued to fire at any target he could. Mizore fired a few
more shots then looked over to see the others running up to her.
"Oh thank god, you're both alright," Moka said looking between her two friends.
"Glad to see you're all safe as well," Mizore said standing back up as the group backed away
from the edge. She looked over and open fired into the stairwell as a few soldiers ran out, striking them
down as Yukari aimed her wand back down the walkway and fired another powerful blast towards more
soldiers that were running along the walkway after them. The projectile blasted apart the area and sent
the men flying back into a smoking tumble as monsters in their cells jumped away from the explosion
with surprise.
"Where are Dark and Rason?" Ran asked looking around. Mizore and Kurumu looked out to the
open area inside the atrium as gunfire echoed out from midair.
"Doing their flight maneuver of course," Mizore said with a soft smile. Kurumu followed
something with her eyes and turned her head a bit, the group then seeing Dark and Rason reappearing
from a black wisp as they landed back down in the walkway through the broken fence. Rason's shirts
were torn off as his wings were arched behind him, the angel looking back to the opening as he let go of
the demon. Dark dropped the rifle that had spent all its ammo then picked up another from a dead
soldier before the two ran over to the group.
"Hey, are you guys alri-" Rason started before his world went black.

"You're alive Rason! You're alive! You had me so worried there; I thought for sure they shot you
to pieces before you vanished like that! Oh my Rason, they didn't hurt you did they? I'm so glad you're
safe and sound again, and oh my god, the way you were holding that rocket launcher like that, you know
just how to get my motor going babe! You looked so hot like that, just like an action hero!" Kurumu
cheered out as she hugged her boyfriend dearly, the group watching as Rason's head was engulfed in his
girlfriend's bosom while his arms were flailing about before dropping to his sides.
"Kurumu!" Moka cried out. The succubus paused and blinked, then looked down at her angel.
She screamed and jumped back as the boy dropped to the ground out cold.
"Rason! Oh my god, I'm so sorry! I didn't mean to do that! Rason, speak to me, please!" she
cried out as she knelt down next to him and started shaking the boy.
"Poor angel," Yukari said with a sigh.
"Now? You're going to do that to him now?" Ahakon said in disbelief.
"Oh my god, she killed him," Ran said with fright. Moka sighed and shook her head.
"No, he'll be fine. He's probably used to it by now," she said dryly as she watched Kurumu shake
the angel while having a frightful expression. Mizore smiled at her demon and took out her lollipop, then
being held by the boy with one arm as he pulled her into a kiss. As they had their moment Rason jumped
up a bit with a gasp, looking around quickly then seeing Kurumu watching him with worried eyes.
"I'm so sorry," she said softly with teary eyes. He blinked then smiled at her.
"Glad to see you're ok too lover," he said before he pulled her into a kiss. She closed her eyes
and let the boy hold her as the group watched the two couples.
"Again, now? You're seriously going to do this now?" Ahakon cried out. Mizore broke from the
kiss and put her lollipop back in her mouth as Dark brushed the hair away from her eyes with his free
hand.
timidly.

"Nice shooting there my little snow bunny," he said softly. She blushed and looked down
"I wanted to help my husband," she reasoned with a small shrug.

"And you did, thanks for the assist," Dark said with a slight smile. Mizore nodded and smiled at
him timidly as Kurumu and Rason got up from the ground.
"You're all ok still, that's a relief," Rason said looking at the group.
"For now, let's get the heck out of here while we can," Yukari said looking around worriedly.
They turned to head for the stairwell entrance before a blast door slid down and slammed shut in front
of it. The group looked at it with surprise then over to see the elevator entrances and the other stairwell
entrances on all floors having blast doors dropping down in front of them. The red flashing lights

stopped and blue flashing ones started as the sirens stopped blaring. Monsters that were in their cells
looked around worriedly as they kept away from their bars.
"What… what's going on?" Ran asked worriedly. Dark walked over towards the edge of the
walkway and aimed his gun down, not seeing any sign of other soldiers below them.
"They're gone… they pulled back," he said looking around carefully.
"They ran away? That's good, right?" Rason said hopefully. Dark glanced back to the blast door
and shook his head.
"They didn't run away, they sealed us in," he said with a cautious tone. The group looked to the
blast door as the atrium got very quiet all of a sudden.
"This… isn't making me feel any better," Kurumu said worriedly.
"We're trapped in here?" Ran asked looking around nervously.
"What are they up to now?" Mizore wondered as she held her rifle in her hands still, looking
around carefully.
The speakers around the area sounded off with a tone before an automated woman's voice
spoke up.
"Attention. Holding cells compromised. Atrium integrity below minimum safety standards,
monster containment failing," it said in a calm voice.
"What's going on?" Yukari asked looking around puzzled.
"Monster outbreak eminent. Removing holding area sector from facility for disposal," the voice
said again.
"Um… what does that mean?" Ahakon asked carefully.
"Removing it from the facility? What are they talking about, how can they remove-" Kurumu
started before the entire area started shaking. Monsters in their cells started yelling as they were
looking around outside their bars while the lights flickered wildly.
"Now what's happening?" Rason said as the group tried to balance themselves.
Outside one of the ground level blast doors three soldiers were watching a monitor on the wall
with cool smiles.
"Good riddance to them. Should have done this from the start," one of them said.
"Tell me about it. Guess the higher-ups decided it wasn't worth the risk of keeping any of them
alive anymore," another said with a laugh. Suddenly an ice shard struck through his head from behind,

the man falling forward against the wall and slumping down as the two other men looked over with
surprise. In a flash Complica appeared and finished swinging her bat, the girl's attack through time
blasting one of the men into two bloody halves that tumbled down to the ground. The remaining soldier
staggered back and dropped down against the wall, looking to seeing three girls walking up to him.
"What the… monsters!" he yelled out as he saw the girls' wings behind them. He grabbed his
rifle before Arial flung an ice shard at him, the blade striking into his shoulder and pinning him to the
wall. He yelled out as he dropped his gun, grabbing the shard as he watched the three monsters with a
strained expression. The girls walked up then looked at the monitor as it had a static feed of inside the
holding cells. It showed a level where a cell door was blown apart and the walkway before it was
missing.
"This is it, this is the holding cells. We found it!" Arial said looking to the blast door. Complica
looked to it then to the monitor which cut to static as the area started to rumble violently.
"What's happening?" she asked as she tried to balance herself.
"You damn things… you're too late," the soldier spat out as he glared at them. Arial banged on
the blast door then looked around, then turned to the soldier with a glare.
"Open the door right now!" she yelled out. The man chuckled and shook his head.
"Nothing doing monster, that door can't be opened now. Not like it would make a difference,
those inside are already dead meat," he scoffed. Sun looked at the man cautiously then to the monitor.
Arial growled and shook her head.
"Like hell they are. Complica, tear the door open!" she yelled out. The chronofly looked to the
blast door and gripped her bat. The area shook violently as the young monster angels stumbled to the
ground while Sun held onto the nearby wall. She looked at the monitor which switched to a side view
layout of the HDA center. It had a large illuminated sector that stood tall inside the main complex, the lit
up sector then sliding downward. The girls heard loud engine noises as sirens sounded off inside the
hallway.
"What's going on here?" Complica said standing upright again as the place shook about still.
"Never mind that, bust open this door! I need to get to Dark right now!" Arial yelled out. She
looked to the monitor as the lit up area slowly lowered down below the building and kept going.
"What… what is this?" Arial said shaking her head.
"Did you really think we were going to let you set all those monsters free into our world? Did
you really think… that we wouldn't be prepared for an attempted prison break?" the soldier grunted as
he struggled to pull the shard out from his shoulder. Arial screamed and held her ice claw towards his
face, the man looking at the girl with wide eyes.
"What's happening here?" she yelled out with anger. The man looked at the frozen claw
worriedly then to the snow angel.

"It's our security protocol… if we start to lose control of the holding cells," he said nervously.
"What security protocol? What are you talking about? What happened here?" Arial yelled out.
Complica vanished then reappeared near the door as she swung her bat down, the blast door being torn
apart violently by a tear through time. The destroyed fragments of the door flew out into a large empty
chamber, with the butterfly girl looking around with wide eyes.
"What… what the heck happened? Where are the holding cells?" she asked as she saw nothing
but darkness inside the doorway. Arial ran over and looked around, then down to see flashing red lights
on the ground that was slowly dropping lower.
"What… is… is that the holding cells?" she asked with surprise. Sun ran over and looked down,
the girl's eyes widening as emergency lights turned on all around the large empty chamber along the
walls. She saw large metal treads on four sides of the empty area then looked down to see the ground
lowering with large gears spinning against the treads.
"The holding cells… they're being lowered into the ground," Complica said nervously. Suddenly
giant metal doors started closing from the sides of the walls below the girls, the large bay doors covering
the hole into the ground with a large thud. The wounded soldier started chuckling as the girls looked
over to him.
"Like hell we'll let those things go free. You and all your kind are going to hell, you fucking
monsters," he spat out at them.
"Where are they going? What have you done to them?" Arial screamed as she ran over to him,
the ground below her freezing over solid as she growled with rage. The man shivered as frost appeared
on his body then chuckled weakly.
"The holding cells are suspended on metal tracks kid, in the event of a possible breakout the
whole chamber is lowered down underground to keep anything from getting out into our world," he
explained.
"You're trying to bury them?" Arial yelled out. The man laughed and shook his head.
"No no, of course not. That wouldn't stop monsters from breaking out eventually. Those walls in
the chamber may be strong but they couldn't guarantee a monster breakout I'm sure," he said with a
cold smile.
"What's going to happen to them then? Why are they being lowered underground like that?"
Complica asked nervously. The man glanced to her and chuckled.
"Simple, once all four security gates are closed above it, the chamber will be surrounded by 20
feet of reinforced steel and safely below the city. That way nobody else will be harmed when the bomb
inside that chamber goes off," he said with hatred.
"Bomb?" Arial and Complica yelled out. Sun looked at the man with surprise then to the
monitor, the siren seeing the lines representing the second security gate closing underneath the first

one they saw below them. The soldier laughed a bit as Arial looked at the monitor with horror. She
growled loudly then struck her ice claw down, slicing into the skull of the man with a crunch. She swiped
out to the side and splattered the blood and bone from his head before she screamed out.
"DARK!"

Chapter 3
Intertwined Intruders
The students at Yokai Academy were continuing with their day, all of them still in class as they
were learning about how to properly coexist with humans once the two worlds finalized a peace treaty.
Students and staff were going about their usual day, however all the teachers knew about recent events
in the human world, and how peace may no longer be an option with the other world. They were
however instructed to keep the students occupied with their studies until the dark lords could formulate
what should be done next. The headmaster of the academy knew that once the truth was out the
students would likely panic, and he didn't want a distraction right now as he was already busy with
dealing with the impending crisis of both the human world declaring war on them and with this
mysterious threat that was hiding in the dark world beyond.
In the cafeteria three girls were seated at a table near the window, all of them dressed in the
Yokai Academy uniform. One had short black hair with silver clips to the sides, her teal colored eyes
looking at one of her friends with worry. Even though Kyouko was from the human world she had opted
to stay at the academy, both to wait for her cousin to return from wherever he was being held during his
vampire trials, and to remain with her friends during their troubled times.
She was watching her friend with concern as the other girl was looking out the window with a
distant gaze. She had short black hair and red eyes, the chronofly's attention being far from the
conversation at the table as so much had happened to her that day. Falla had woken up that morning
with only one eye, no boyfriend, and had only the goal of helping a boy she had fallen for open a
mythical relic known as Pandora's Box. That had changed as Falla now had both her eyes, was in a
relationship with a catalyst mage, and was horrified about how the world was already falling apart
around her even though the mythical box her boyfriend was after hadn't even been reached yet. Her
sister Luna was known to no longer be up in heaven, but had disappeared into a dark world of sorts. Not
only that, but the world where she had disappeared was ruled by a strange and powerful monster, one
that would use the rare chronofly he would have captured to breed more of the time altering monsters
for the rest of her life. And on top of that the human world now had declared war on the monster world
after this strange monster sent her original evil self along with two evil witch sisters after her, the dark
being having taken their souls right out of hell apparently. Although Falla and her new friends from the
human world managed to stop the three evil souls and destroy them once and for all, the damage from
the battle caused the human world to turn against all monsters. Now she was known to be hunted by
this strange monster due to her race, and was confined to the academy for protection until the group
returned from rescuing Moka and the others.
And the one assigned to protect her was also watching the chronofly, the siren sister Rin. She
had long hair that shifted from yellow to an orange tint at the bottom, a silver treble clef clip to one side
of her bangs, and large headphones over her ears, the device having a good amount of black duct tape
holding it together after it was nearly destroyed the other day in an incident. Her blue eyes were
watching Falla with worry as the chronofly had been quiet ever since the three girls came to the
cafeteria to get something to eat.
"Falla?" Kyouko asked gently. The chronofly kept looking out the window with a distant gaze,
having not eaten yet as her tray remained untouched before her.

"Hey, are you alright?" Rin asked. Falla glanced to her then looked at the girls with a small
forced smile.
"What? I'm sorry, did you say something?" she asked. Rin and Kyouko looked to each other then
to the chronofly with concern.
"I know you're worried about them, but we have to remain positive here. I'm sure they'll be
back soon with Moka and the others," Kyouko reassured hopefully.
"Yeah, your boyfriend has that scary pet with him; he can get my sister back for us. Right?" Rin
asked worriedly. Falla smiled a bit and nodded.
"Yeah, I'm sure he can Rin," she said softly. Kyouko and Rin nodded then looked down to their
trays as well, having only eaten a bit since they arrived there.
"I still can't believe so much went wrong today. It's like a bad dream," Kyouko said softly. Falla
nodded and held a hand up to her left eye, remembering how Ceal had torn the eye right out of her evil
double's head and gave it back to her, the catalyst mage having given her back not only her mind and
magic, but her eye as well. She had a boyfriend, a dragon slayer even, and yet was still weighed down by
how much the world had gone to hell around her. Her sister was captured and possibly being used as a
breeder for more chronoflies, the human world was declaring war on monsters everywhere, and Moka
and the others were scheduled to be executed that night as enemies of humanity.
"I would trade it all…" she said softly. Rin and Kyouko looked to her as she closed her eyes.
"I would give back my eye and my magic… to set things back to how they were before," she said
remorsefully.
"Falla," Kyouko said quietly.
"What about your boyfriend?" Rin asked. Falla looked to her then to Kyouko. After a pause she
looked down.
"I…" she said quietly.
"Would you really trade him away to end this?" Kyouko asked. Falla hesitated then glanced back
up to her.
"If it meant my sister… would be safe again… I…" she said reluctantly. She paused for a moment
then sighed and shook her head.
"I don't want to think about that, I… I can't choose something like that," she said sadly. The
other two girls looked to each other then to her again.
"Ceal… I wish you were here with me right now," Falla said before looking down with closed
eyes, a tear rolling down her cheek as the other two girls watched her with concern.

"I'll take that as a no then," Kyouko said softly.
"Don't cry Falla, that angel from before said they’ll save your sister too, along with mine. It'll be
ok," Rin said softly. Falla nodded as she sobbed a bit.
"Why is this happening? I was going to start a new life in the human world. I found a cute guy,
and he does the most amazing things for me. I mean he healed my mind, put me back together after
that other me tore me to pieces, and he even gave me back my eye. And then everything falls apart,"
she whimpered as she covered her face with her hands and cried. Kyouko got up and walked around the
table, sitting next to her friend and holding her in a hug.
"Don't cry Falla, Rin's right. It'll be ok. Your boyfriend and the others will fix this, I know they
will," she said reassuringly.
"Yeah, don't cry. Otherwise… you're going to get me going too," Rin said as she started crying.
Kyouko and Falla looked to her as the siren started crying as well, the girl holding a hand to her eye and
rubbing away the tears. As she did Falla looked at her curiously, the image of a blonde haired girl with
headphones crying flashing before her eyes… along with flames flaring around behind her.
Falla stumbled back off her seat and fell to the ground with surprise, staring at Rin with wide
eyes as Kyouko and the siren looked down to her.
"Falla? Are you ok?" Kyouko asked. Falla slowly got back into her seat as she looked at Rin with
wonder, the image being gone as she sat back down again. After a moment she slowly nodded.
"Yeah… just…" she said looking at Rin cautiously.
"What is it?" the siren asked as she wiped her tears away. Falla looked at her closely and shook
her head a bit.
"I know I've seen you somewhere before, I'm positive. I just can't remember where for the life
of me," she insisted. Kyouko looked to the siren as the blonde haired girl showed a puzzled expression.
"You have? But when?" Rin asked.
"Was it when your people made those headphones for her?" Kyouko asked looking to the device
on the siren's head. Falla looked to it, the image of the headphones seeming to drive at something.
"I don't know, but… a girl with headphones and long blonde hair that shifted to orange at the
bottom, I've seen that before. I know I have…" she said looking down in thought. She grabbed her head
and shook a bit, closing her eyes with frustration.
"Why is all this happening at once? If there's one thing we chronoflies hate its headaches and all
this crap is giving me a bad one," she groaned while shaking her head. Kyouko held her worriedly as Rin
showed a concerned expression.

"It'll be ok Falla. The others are going to be ok, and your sister as well. They'll put an end to this
nightmare, I just know they will," Kyouko reassured gently. Rin nodded and looked down to her tray.
"I hope so too," she said softly. She sighed and stood up as she picked up the tray.
"I'm not hungry anymore, all this worrying has ruined my appetite," she said as she started to
walk off. Falla looked to seeing the siren walking away, her blonde hair swaying gently behind her as her
headphones rested on her head. The image of the girl with her white feathered wings flashed before
Falla's eyes, along with flames and screaming surrounding her. The chronofly shook her head with
closed eyes then looked back to see Rin walking away normally again.
"Falla?" Kyouko asked.
"Something's not right Kyouko," Falla said softly. Kyouko looked at her worriedly then to Rin as
the siren dumped her tray in the trash and looked up with a worried expression. Falla felt a cold chill run
down her spine as she looked at the siren that was going to be guarding her from the dark world.
"Something about that girl… it's not right," she said shakily.
"What do you mean? She seems so nice," Kyouko said curiously.
"Yeah, but… I know I've seen her somewhere before, something about her… I'm just getting a
bad feeling," Falla said worriedly. She trembled a bit and looked to the window again.
"Ceal… please come back to me soon," she said quietly.

"DARK!" Arial screamed out as she ran into the large empty chamber that used to be the holding
cells in the HDA command center. The entire atrium had been lowered down below on large tracks as
high level blast doors had sealed shut above it. The snow angel ran onto the large steel door and looked
around at it with fright. Complica and Sun ran in and looked down with fear as sirens continued to sound
off in the adjacent hallway.
"Oh no! Oh no oh no oh no! They're going to be blown to bits down there!" Complica cried out.
Arial looked around with fright then to the chronofly angel.
"Dig Complica! Use your time magic and cut through this thing, hurry!" she yelled out. Complica
looked around then gripped her bat, shifting over slightly as a crevice tore apart below her from her
swing through time. She looked down to see that she tore apart a good chunk of metal with her swing,
but didn't break through to the other side. She shifted over slightly again, the girl's hands appearing over
to the side as she held her bat while more of the ground below her seared off into fragments. The girls
looked down to seeing the crevice had grown larger and deeper, but still did not come out on the other
side.
"Oh no, how deep is this anyway?" Complica said as she shifted again, tearing apart more of the
steel below them with a powerful swing through time. The crevice turned into a small hole of torn metal

as the girls looked down into it. Sun looked at the ground with frustration then ran back out into the
hallway, examining the monitor that showed the layout of the building and the decent of the holding
chamber. The second set of bay doors over it had closed and the third was slowly starting to.
‘When all four gates close… it's going to blow!’
She waved to the other girls, the two running out quickly and looking at the monitor.
"The third gate… if they all close that bomb will explode," Complica said with fear.
her.

"We have to get Dark out of there!" Arial cried out. She grabbed Complica and started shaking

"You have to dig down to them now! Hurry!" she yelled out. The chronofly looked at with wide
eyes then broke free from the girl's grip.
"I can't cut through that much in time! And even if I did how are we going to get them all out of
there? We can't fly them all out in time!" she cried out.
"You're a chronofly; can't you do all that in a single moment in time?" Arial yelled out.
"I can't use my magic properly you know that! I can't stay shifted too long without something
going wrong and if I shift and try to carry them I might do to them what I did to those soldiers earlier!"
Complica whined while shaking her head. Arial stepped back and gripped her hair, screaming as the
ground below her froze over.
"NO! DARK!" she screamed out as a cold blast of air shot around the hallway. Sun and Complica
looked at her with sorrow then at the monitor as the third gate closed.
"No… one more and it's going to blow!" Complica cried out. Arial screamed and ran back into
the empty chamber, swiping furiously at the ground with her ice claws.
"NO! DARK! DARK!" she shrieked as she started crying. She struck at the metal barrier with all
her might then started pounding her fists on it.
"DARK! PLEASE DON'T TAKE HIM FROM ME! PLEASE!" she cried out. Sun and Complica looked at
the angel with sorrow then to the monitor as the fourth gate started to close.
"The last gate…" Complica said holding a hand over her mouth. Sun shook her head with sorrow
then looked back to the gate on the ground.
‘We can't get to them… we can't get them out in time.’
"DARK! PLEASE DON'T DIE, I LOVE YOU!" Arial cried out as she dropped to the ground crying
loudly, the ground around her freezing over as she screamed loudly. Sun and Complica looked to the
monitor as the fourth gate was almost closed.

"No, its closing!" Complica cried out. Sun held a hand over her mouth and shook her head as
Arial screamed loudly.
"DON'T LEAVE ME DARK!"
Complica shut her eyes and buried her face into Sun's dress as the siren looked at the monitor
with remorse. She blinked then looked at it curiously. Complica paused then slowly looked up to her,
then over to the monitor. Arial cried a bit then looked around slowly as nothing was felt or heard below.
"What… wait, what happened?" she asked quietly. She looked back to seeing Sun and Complica
looking at the monitor with puzzled expressions.
"What happened? It… it didn't blow up?" she asked standing back up. Sun just shook her head
then tilted it slightly. Arial ran back over to them and looked at the monitor. The fourth gate had
stopped a hair from closing all the way, the icon showing a red exclamation mark flashing by the side of
the wall where the gate came from.
"What happened?" Complica asked.
"The gate… it stopped?" Arial said with surprise.

"You've got to be kidding me!" Render shouted out, pulling on one of his swords as the angular
blade was caught between two giant gears to his side. Ruby and Razico's group were on a small walkway
suspended over large gears and pistons, the group looking back to the battlemage as he tried pulling on
his sword that was caught between two large gears that were mounted on the side of the spacious
underground room.
"What happened?" Gabriel asked.
"My sword got caught in these stupid gears, that's what happened! I mean what's the point of
having them so damned close to the walkway anyway, that's gotta be a safety hazard or something!
Who designed this place?" Render barked out as he put his foot on the gear and tried pulling his blade
out, the sword stuck in the gears tightly yet holding strong. Creaking and squealing sounds echoed out
as the gears tried to turn while nearby gears and pistons were moving faster now.
"Can't you watch where you're waving those things around?" Leon said tiredly.
"Hey, it's not like I wanted to feed my beautiful sword to these things!" Render shouted out as
he tried to pull his sword out still. He struck his other sword into the walkway, the blade's edge
protruding out the bottom, and then grabbed his trapped sword with both hands.
"C'mon you… give it back!" he yelled as he put both feet to the gears, now pushing off from the
wall as the group watched with blank expressions.

"Um… Render? Is that… safe?" Apoch asked nervously. Should the boy manage to free the
sword how he was going about it he would be launched off the walkway and down into the moving
gears and mechanisms below in the room, something that clearly wasn't registering in his mind at the
moment.
"Are you crazy? Get down from there," Ruby said shaking her head.
"I'm not leaving my sword here like this, it took forever to carve it just right," Render grunted as
he tried to pull his sword out from the lodged gears.
"Would you hurry up already?" Ceal asked with annoyance.
"I'm trying here!" Render barked back.
tiredly.

"You have plenty more of those things in the magical ether, losing one won't kill you," Leon said

"Plenty more? How many of those swords does he have?" Kokoa asked looking to the
battlemage.
"He has dozens of those things," Leon said shaking his head.
"Dozens?" Razico said looking to Render with surprise, the battlemage still trying to pull his
sword out of the gears with both feet against the wall.
"This is my 28th sword, it's special to me!" Render shouted out.
"28th?" Apoch said with wonder.
"Why do you have so many?" Gin asked with surprise.
"Hey, it's a passion of mine alright?" Render barked out while glaring at the group. He resumed
trying to pull the sword free as the group just watched him with wonder.
"Just let it go man, we've got to keep going," Leon said with exasperation.
"Never! Each one of my swords I put my heart and soul into! Polishing and forming into perfect
blades of awesomeness, I can't let one of them go like this! They're a part of my very being!" Render
called out with energy. He got down onto the walkway and tried pulling on the sword with both hands
as she growled loudly.
"I remember the exact day I made this sword; it was on a Thursday after school, the day we tried
making those homemade fireworks. I needed to relax after we nearly burned our place down to the
ground, so I got to work on this beauty," Render grunted as he tried again and again to yank the sword
free.
"Homemade fireworks?" Astreal asked.

"Yeah, didn't turn out well. Fire everywhere, nearly died, not my fault," Render said simply.
"It was entirely your fault, you were the one making those damned things," Leon said looking up
with a tired expression.
"Not the point here buddy, the point is that each one of these things I put my heart into, and no
way would I leave one behind. Never!" Render said as he gripped the handle to his blade and pulled with
great strength. Apoch watched him with wonder as the battlemage growled loudly.
"It's just a sword Render, you have plenty more. And by the sound of it you can make another to
replace it anyway," Razico said shaking his head.
"Just leave it, we have to find my big sis and the others," Kokoa said with urgency.
"No way!" Render shouted as he kept pulling on the handle. He blinked then looked to see
Apoch running up next to him and grabbing on as well, the witch putting her foot to the wall and pulling
alongside him.
"Apoch what are you doing? We need to keep moving," Ruby said shaking her head.
"He wants his sword back, so I'm going to help him get it back," Apoch said as she tried pulling
with all her might to get the sword. The boy glanced to her and smiled then looked back to the sword
with determination.
"Sister it's just a sword, he's got dozens more," Astreal said.
"Rason has dozens of feathers on his wings, but you cherished each one didn't you?" Apoch
quipped while glancing to her with narrowed eyes. Astreal jumped a bit and looked at her with surprise
as Leon raised an eyebrow.
"But… that was different," Astreal said shaking her head.
"No it isn't, he said it himself. Each one is part of him, he made them all himself and put his
heart and soul into them. To leave it behind is to leave a part of him behind, and I won't do that," Apoch
said as she strained to pull the blade free. Astreal looked at them with wonder then down a bit.
"Rason? The other angel that's here?" Leon asked glancing to Astreal. The girl jumped then
smiled nervously at him.
"Well… yeah. He's my… ex-boyfriend… sort of," she said with a weak laugh as she rubbed the
back of her head. Leon looked at her curiously then to Apoch and Render. The two kept pulling on the
sword as gears started to squeak and whine around them as they spun faster. The blade started to
budge as the gears trembled a bit nearby.
"C'mon… just let it go already!" Render yelled out. Apoch growled loudly as she helped pull on
the blade, the sword budging a bit as the group watched them curiously.

"Almost got it," Apoch grunted as she kept pulling on the handle. Render pulled as he put a foot
against the wall, using all his strength as the sword started to slowly budge. The gears started to creak
and tremble as the two kept pulling on the blade.
"Just… give… it… back!" Render yelled, giving one hard yank on the sword. The blade struck out
and the two gears shot off from the wall, the metal objects just missing Render and Apoch as they flew
down onto the moving gears and pistons below them, the broken cogs jamming into more of the
working gears and jamming them instantly. Apoch stumbled back a bit then looked to see Render
holding his sword proudly. He smiled coolly and winked at her with a confident expression.
"Thanks for the help babe," he said. Apoch just stared at him as she felt her heart skip a beat,
slowly nodding as she smiled softly at him.
"Babe?" Ruby said with an amused smile. Render chuckled and pointed his sword at Leon.
"You see? I never leave a sword behind," he said proudly. Leon rolled his eyes and looked at his
friend with a dull expression.
"Fine, you got your sword back, now we can all sleep tonight without any regret. Since that crisis
is over with, can we get going now?" he asked dryly.
The place started rumbling as steam began to shoot up around the area. The group looked to
see a few gears spinning quickly while others fell off their handles and crashed down below. Other gears
were jammed shut and started squealing as their motors started smoking.
"Um… what's going on?" Gin asked worriedly. A large gear dropped down behind the group and
smashed through the walkway, with everybody stumbling forward as the narrow walkway started
swaying and rattling with the tremors. The remaining gears on the walls started spinning wildly as a few
jammed into place and cracked slightly.
"I think we should get out of here, now!" Gabriel called out looking around. The group ran down
the walkway as a few pipes and broken gears dropped down behind them and smashed apart more of
the walkway. They ran across the area and jumped through the door out of the large room, just as the
walkway gave away and fell down with a loud crash. Metal screeching and crashing sounds echoed out
as the room seemed to fall apart. The group regained themselves out in the hallway that had stairs
leading up to the ground level then looked back to the room as the area seemed to collapse into itself.
They watched large gears and metal beams drop down while dust kicked up inside the engine room then
looked to Render, the battlemage watching the chaos inside the room before looking to the angular
blade in his hand.
"Way to go man, we're supposed to be sneaking through this place, remember?" Leon said
looking at his friend with annoyance.
"Yeah, we finally lose the HDA soldiers down here and then you destroy more of their base, I'm
pretty sure they know we're down here now," Razico said shaking his head.

"You nearly got us all killed for that damned sword, what the hell man?" Gin yelled out. Render
examined the blade and breathed out in relief.
"Thank god," he said softly. The group looked at him puzzled as he looked to Leon with a smile.
"Not a scratch on it. Lucky break huh?" he said playfully.
"Lucky break? I'll give you a lucky break! You nearly got us crushed all for a piece of metal!"
Kokoa yelled as she swung at him furiously with her giant morning star, being held back by Gin as the
weapon just missed Render with each swing. The group jumped away from the wide arc of the weapon
as Render just watched her curiously.
"What's her deal?" he asked puzzled. Astreal and Ruby looked at the battlemage with dull
expressions then over to Apoch, the girl looking at her boyfriend curiously. The raven haired witch
blinked then glanced to them.
"Well… he wanted it back. Nothing wrong with that," she reasoned with a nervous smile.
"He nearly got us all killed," Ruby said flatly. Apoch twitched a bit and looked back to him
worriedly.
"But… it was his sword," she said softly.
"He has dozens more," Astreal said flatly. Apoch looked down then glanced to them timidly.
"But he looks hot with them," she said quietly. Astreal and Ruby rolled their eyes then looked
back to seeing Kokoa still swinging around at the battlemage with fury in her eyes.
"Kokoa, calm down, he's on our side remember?" Gin said as he held the raging redhead back.
"Our side? He nearly got us all killed!" Kokoa yelled out.
"Hey c'mon, I didn't mean for the place to fall apart like that," Render said defensively. Ceal just
stared at the battlemage with a dull expression, wondering if Falla would be alright with him killing the
mage under the circumstances. Gabriel looked around from inside the doorway at the destroyed engine
room.
"Well… not like we should care what happens to their base here anyway. For all we know us
breaking that place may have been a good thing," he reasoned with a shrug.

"It's a miracle, the gate stopped. It stopped!" Arial cheered with a bright smile. She laughed a bit
and looked to the others, both looking at the monitor with wonder. The flashing red exclamation mark
was showing right next to the fourth gate, just before it had closed all the way.

"It stopped, I wonder what happened," Complica said curiously. Sun looked at the monitor
carefully then to the doorway leading into the empty chamber.
"Who cares how it happened? It's the answer to our prayers! Now we can free my Dark!" Arial
cheered out. Sun looked to the monitor and examined the flashing red area on the screen carefully. Arial
jumped up with a cheer then grabbed Complica's arm.
"C'mon, now's our chance to bust them out!" she said tugging on the chronofly's arm. Sun shook
her head and pointed to the screen. The two angels looked at it curiously then to her.
"What is it Sun?" Complica asked.
"Yeah, it's broken. We can see that, now let's bust them out of that place while we can," Arial
said looking to the doorway. Sun shook her head and brought out her sketchpad, writing something
down quickly as the girls watched her. She pointed to the screen then showed them the pad.
We need to get down to where that failure happened quickly.
"What? Why would we want to do that?" Arial asked puzzled. Sun wrote down something else
and showed them the pad with a worried expression.
That gate is an inch away from closing. If they fix the problem it'll blow before we can get
anybody out, maybe even with us along with it.
The girls read the pad then jumped a bit, then looked to the monitor with worry.
"What? But… Dark," Arial whined while looking back to the doorway.
"If they fix the problem it'll finish the final gate's closure right away, we'll be killed for sure if
we're down there. No! If we die Arial then we're gone forever!" Complica cried out. Arial growled with
frustration then looked back to the monitor.
"But… he's right down there! I can't just leave him like this!" she cried out. Sun shook her head
and wrote down something else.
We can't get down to him without some serious digging, even with Complica's magic. We need
to make sure they can't close that gate ever; this might just be a slight mechanical problem. They might
be trying to fix it right now.
Arial read the pad then looked down with frustration.
"No… I'm so close. He's so close! I'm so close to being with my husband again!" she yelled out,
with snow flying around her in a small torrent. The girl growled with rage and looked to the monitor.
‘Dammit, but she's right. If that gate finishes closing Dark's a goner. It could be fixed any second
now; we need to make sure that bomb can't go off.’

The snow angel growled as the ground below her froze over slightly, the girl's eyes shifting to
white briefly before back to normal.
"Alright, fine, let's get going then. My husband's waiting down there for me right now, I'm not
going to keep him waiting long," Arial said looking around. Sun nodded then looked at the monitor
carefully.
"Ok, so where do we go then?" Complica asked. Sun looked at the layout of the building then
pointed down the hall, clipping her sketchpad to her hip and running off with the two angels right
behind her.

Inside the holding cell chamber the group was looking around as all had fallen dark inside the
atrium. All the lights had flickered then shut off after the entire chamber had shaken wildly. Monsters
that were still in their cells were yelling and shouting out as the group slowly regained themselves.
"What the hell was that? An earthquake?" Kurumu asked as she tried to stand back up.
"It felt like… we were moving," Yukari said as she stumbled back to her feet.
"I can't see anything, what's going on?" Moka asked as she slowly stood up again. There were no
emergency lights or anything, the group only seeing total darkness around them.
giggled.

"Is everybody ok?" Rason asked as he helped his girlfriend stand. The girl squealed a bit then

"Oh Rason, you know just how to check for my vitals don't you?" Kurumu said coyly. The boy
jumped a bit and stammered as he felt he was holding onto her arm and breast with his hands.
"What? No, I wasn't trying to… I mean I just thought… um, glad you're ok?" he said nervously
with a smile. Mizore sighed softly then glanced down.
"Dark? Is… that you holding me?" she asked softly.
"Whoops! Sorry!" Ahakon said stumbling away and holding his hands back.
"Ahakon!" Yukari yelled out.
"I'm sorry, I can't see anything, I thought she was you," the boy said defensively.
"I'm over here! How could you think she was me?" Yukari yelled out.
"Actually, he thought my thigh was you," Mizore said simply.
"Ahakon!" Yukari shouted out.

"I said I was sorry! I can't see any of you!" the boy cried out defensively.
"Going to pretend that didn't happen," Dark said flatly.
"I didn't know!" Ahakon cried out.
"Is that why your hand was moving upwards?" Mizore asked curiously.
"Start running kid," Dark said with a tone of annoyance.
a laugh.

"Wow Ahakon, touching Dark's wife during a blackout, you've got some balls," Kurumu said with
"I didn't mean to!" Ahakon shouted out.
"Would everybody calm down, we need to figure out what happened here," Moka called out.

"Well, the whole area was sealed off, the place shook like an earthquake, the lights went out,
and Ahakon felt up Mizore," Rason said simply.
"No I didn't!" Ahakon cried out with tears forming.
"That's not what I meant! Wait… where's Ran? Ran?" Moka called out.
"Ran? You still here?" Kurumu called out. They heard the yelling and shouting of the prisoners
all inside the atrium, and a quiet whimpering sound nearby.
"Ran?" Yukari asked. She held up her wand as is started to glow. Rason's wings extended out
slightly and glowed brightly as well, the two sources of light illuminating the area around them. They
saw the sealed blast door near them along with Ran curled up into a ball on the ground. The siren was
trembling while whimpering quietly.
"Ran? What's wrong?" Moka asked kneeling down next to her. The siren shakily glanced over to
her as she remained curled up into a ball.
"Too dark… too dark… make it stop," she said fearfully.
"What's wrong with her?" Ahakon asked. The siren trembled then stumbled over to him quickly
and held him close, the boy's face being lodged in her chest as she cried out.
"I hate the darkness! I don't want to be in here, get me out get me out get me out!" she
shrieked as she shook the boy in her embrace, the mage flailing about as he couldn't breathe. He pried
the girl off and leaned back, only for the siren to immediately hold him closely again, this time around
the waist as she had her head next to his.
"Get me out of here! Please!" she cried out.

"Ran? Calm down, it's just a blackout," Ahakon said worriedly.
"Let go of him, it's just a blackout," Yukari said with annoyance while pulling on the siren's arm.
"I hate the dark! I hate the dark!" Ran cried out.
"What's wrong Ran? Why are…" Moka said before she looked at the siren. Everybody stopped
and watched as the siren trembled with her eyes closed, the girl holding onto Ahakon for dear life. It
was more than apparent the girl was scared out of her wits.
"Ran? It's ok, it's just a blackout. Why are you so scared?" Ahakon asked.
"It's… it's just like before!" Ran cried out shaking her head.
"Before?" Kurumu asked. Moka looked at the siren with a gentle gaze then down.
"When they were slaves to that evil monster," she said softly. The group looked to her then to
Ran. Yukari paused for a moment then showed a sympathetic expression.
"When… you and your sisters were kept in the darkness," she said softly. The siren trembled
while holding onto the young mage tightly, fearing being trapped in the dark once again.
out.

"Get me out of here! Get me out of here I hate being in the dark! No more! No more!" she cried

"Ran, it's going to be alright. We'll get out of here, just try to calm down," Ahakon said gently.
Ran shakily leaned back and looked at him as he smiled a bit.
"I promise, you're not going to be trapped in the darkness again," he assured gently. The girl
slowly nodded then looked down worriedly. She let go and slowly stood up, trembling still as Moka
walked over and held her gently. Yukari looked at the siren with a bit of sympathy then down. She
couldn't get too mad at the siren for clinging to her boyfriend like that, the girl was scared to death of
the darkness and needed her hero's comfort. The group looked at the frightened siren then around as
crashing sounds were heard echoing out. Rason and Yukari walked over towards the edge of the
walkway and looked down to see red flashes streaking by below along with howls. They looked to their
side as a cell door smashed outward then blasted off as a large horned brute charged out, the monster
roaring as he looked around with yellow eyes.
"Looks like everybody's breaking out now," Mizore said looking around. Sounds of cell doors
being knocked open echoed out as the prisoners started shifting into their monster forms. Some took to
the air with wings while others charged around on the walkways towards the blast doors, all the
rampaging monsters hardly seen as only flickers of fire and flashes of magic were seen around the
atrium.
"Well that's great for them, but what about us? We're still trapped in here," Kurumu said
looking back to the blast door near them. Yukari looked back to it then aimed her wand at the door, the
girl's magic flaring up as the group stepped away.

"Magical BLAST!" she yelled out, sending out her trademark burst of magical energy. The ball
shot over and struck into the door then exploded into a bright flash. The group shielded their eyes then
watched as the light slowly faded. The impact site was burnt and smoking, however the door remained
standing strong.
"Damn, not even a scratch," Yukari grunted shaking her head. The group looked around to
hearing banging and roaring sounds, the other prisoners trying to bust through the blast doors as well.
Fireballs were shot at the doors while larger brutes tried smashing against them.
"Everybody's trying to bust out of here now," Moka said worriedly.
"Doesn't look like they're having any better luck," Rason said shaking his head.
"What do we do? We're trapped in here. We're trapped. Trapped in the darkness," Ran
whimpered while she was shaking. Moka held her worriedly then looked to the door.
"There must be something strong enough to get through that door," she said worriedly.
"My magic didn't even make a dent, what else could we use?" Yukari asked looking around.
Rason looked around then to his girlfriend.
"Kurumu, what about you?" he asked.
"Me? How am I going to break that door down?" she asked with surprise.
"She may have oversized boobs, but I highly doubt she'll be able to knock the door down with
them," Yukari said shaking her head.
"Hey! Watch your mouth you little brat! At least I have assets for my boyfriend to enjoy, unlike
somebody!" Kurumu yelled out pointing to her. Yukari growled and raised her wand before Rason
grabbed her arm. The angel shook his head then looked to the blast door with a focused expression.
"No, I mean with her full power. She managed to stop Tsukune with that much strength, maybe
she can bust through that door as well," he reasoned hopefully.
"My full power? Wait… no. I can't do that. Every time I use that much demonic power I… I…"
Kurumu said shakily.
"You lose it and rape anybody you see. But your demonic energy is enormous then, with that
much strength maybe you can tear through this door," Mizore said simply.
"She's right, if you use just enough power to break the door you can stop yourself and calm
down before you go out of control," Ahakon said looking up in thought. Kurumu shook her head and
grabbed onto her boyfriend with fright.
"No! I can't risk that, I'm not ready to use that much power in a fight yet, what if I lose control
again? What'll happen to my poor Rason? I don't want to lose control and turn into that demon again; I

have to protect my angel! There's no way I'm doing that again, I can't put him through the torment of an
out of control succubus," she said fearfully.
"Yet you're ok with suffocating him again?" Dark asked raising an eyebrow. Kurumu blinked then
looked down to seeing Rason shoved into her breasts and slowly losing consciousness. Yukari watched
with a blank expression then looked to Ran.
"For the record, if you ever do that again to my boyfriend I'll kill you," she said flatly. Ran
jumped a bit and nodded fearfully. Kurumu cried out and let go, the angel then dropping to the ground
gasping for air. Mizore just looked down at the angel as he slowly regained himself then shrugged.
"He's in grave danger either way, I say give it a try," she said looking back to Kurumu.
"Rason? Rason are you alright?" Kurumu asked as she quickly knelt down next to the angel. He
shook his head a bit and smiled weakly.
"Yeah, I'm alright dear, don't worry about it," he said with a small chuckle. He slowly stood up
with Kurumu's help then looked to his girlfriend with hopeful eyes.
"But please Kurumu, you have to try. We all know with your demonic blood you can get
incredibly powerful, you might be the only one who can break down this door," he pleaded. The
succubus bit her lip and looked around. Other monsters were crawling/flying/running/slithering/oozing
around the area while many were banging or charging against the doors that had them trapped here.
However they too weren't making any progress in breaking out of the darkened atrium.
"But… I can't. What if I lose control again?" she asked fearfully.
"Just hurry up and break down the door, please!" Ran cried out with fright.
"You'll only need a quick second's worth of power to break through the door, you can stop the
power from building up any more after that," Moka said reassuringly.
"Yeah, and if you do lose it I'll just knock you out like always," Yukari added with a bright smile,
looking forward to the opportunity to do so again. Kurumu looked around at the group then to Rason.
"Please Kurumu, I know you can do it," he said gently.
"Rason…" she said softly. She looked to the door then down a bit.
"Alright. I'll give it a shot at least," she said unsurely. She breathed out then looked to the door
as the group stepped away from her. She focused on her demonic blood, the girl's eyes staring at the
door intently as she clenched her fists. Her monster aura started to build gradually and flare around her,
the group watching her carefully as she tried to bring out her full demonic energy. Her wings and tail
started to smoke as the group watched the girl stand there, her purple eyes glowing softly as her
muscles started to tighten slightly. She concentrated on her demonic blood, focusing on bringing out all
the energy she could from within. After a while her wings and tail ignited with purplish flames, the fires
burning wildly as her power skyrocketed. Monsters around the atrium stopped what they were doing

then looked up towards the purplish glow and to where they all felt a massive amount of monster
energy just appear out of nowhere.
"Kurumu…" Rason said softly as he watched his girlfriend stand there, seeing a massive amount
of dark energy flowing around the girl wildly. She narrowed her eyes then darted towards the door,
striking out with a powerful punch. The group watched as the door seemed to crush in as a large
indentation was shot into the heavy steel. The mangled door shot back a bit then stopped, the succubus
then punching forward again with a powerful strike. The door smashed in further as it was crushed back
into more steel behind it.
"What? But… where's the exit?" she said as she punched again. The heavy blast door was
crushed inward and pushed back into a wall of steel, the metal bending in a bit as the group watched
with wonder. Kurumu backed up a bit as her purple flames lit up the area around her, staring with
surprise at seeing nothing but more steel behind the blast door.
"What is this? Where did the stairwell go?" Yukari said looking at the solid wall of steel.
"There's nothing but more steel behind it? Where did all that come from?" Ahakon said with
surprise. Kurumu looked at the wall of steel cautiously then around.
"I don't get it, what did they do? Where did the stairs go?" Rason asked scratching his head.
"We felt the place move earlier after that announcement. They said they were going to remove
this place from the facility. The entire holding cell sector was removed from their command center,"
Dark said looking around.
"But… then where are we?" Moka asked worriedly.
"Best guess, under the command center," Dark said looking up. The group looked up with
surprise.
"They buried us?" Ran screamed with fright. She started breathing heavily as the thought of
being trapped in the darkness while deep underground wasn't doing wonders to stop her fear.
"Holy shit, they lowered the entire holding cell block underground?" Rason said with disbelief.
Kurumu growled then darted out into the open atrium through the metal fence, then shot up towards
the ceiling as the group looked up at her. She yelled out as she struck up at the concrete ceiling with her
fist, shattering apart the stone slabs with great force. Behind the concrete was more reinforced steel
and severed wiring, the succubus then gearing back and punching up at it again. The steel indented
upwards and creaked loudly as more concrete blocks dropped around her. The group watched as the
succubus struck again and again at the ceiling with great power, the girl smashing the steel upwards
with each hit.
"Look at that… just how strong is she now?" Ahakon asked in wonder.
"She's the Lord of Hell's daughter, she's in a league all her own like that," Moka said softly, still
in awe about how strong her friend really was. The succubus struck again and again at the steel barrier

then with one more strike blasted up through it and into the air. She looked around to seeing the
ground below her having flashing red lights, with giant gears on the four sides of the lowered chamber
that were situated against heavy steel tracks. She looked around at the empty space then up to seeing a
large set of steel bay doors a few feet up, the two large thick gates almost closed all the way. Behind
them she saw another set of steel gates that were already closed.
"They tried to seal us away underground," she said in wonder. She then flew down through the
opening and back down to her friends, landing down before dropping to her hands and knees.
"Kurumu, are you ok?" Rason asked. The girl nodded as she took a deep breath, then shakily
looked up to him as her fires died out. She slowly stood up and walked towards him, then collapsed into
his arms as he held her worriedly.
"Yeah… just… so hot," she said quietly as she buried her face into his chest. She had stopped
herself from going out of control completely, yet was still greatly turned on and was trying to calm her
mind. She took a few deep breaths then looked around at the others, having a blush on her face.
"They tried to seal us away… there's more giant bay doors above us. One of them isn't closed all
the way, but the one behind it is," she said looking up. The group looked up with worry then to each
other.
"So that's what happened. That's a bit extreme to stop a prison break isn't it?" Moka asked
worriedly.
"We're monsters, they must have thought sealing us away would be the only way to stop us
from getting out into their city," Mizore reasoned softly.
"So now what do we do?" Yukari asked.
"Can you break through what's above us?" Ahakon asked Kurumu. The succubus took a deep
breath then looked down with a heavy blush still.
"Not… right now. I nearly lost it just getting through the ceiling to this place. I need to cool down
first… my body still feels so hot right now," she said weakly. Rason held her gently as the girl looked up
to him.
"You did great Kurumu, thank you for trying," he said before he kissed her. She closed her eyes
as the bond shot through her like lightning, the world around her turning into a blurry haze as she
relished the feeling. When the kiss ended she looked at him with a deep loving gaze.
"Rason…" she said under her breath.
"Kurumu…" he said gently.
"Rason…" she said softly.
"Kurumu…" he said gently.

She looked at him for a moment then down with closed eyes, holding him around the waist as
she fidgeted. She trembled a bit and shook her head.
"Dammit I want you so bad!" she cried out as she held onto him, the boy smiling weakly and
holding her still. Her hips started fidgeting from side to side as she rubbed her breasts against his chest,
the girl wanting to go wild with her Destined One with every fiber of her being.
"It's so unbearable, I can't stand this! I need you I need you I need you!" she whined loudly. The
angel smiled a bit at her and held the girl close, the succubus whimpering as she tried to calm down her
libido.
"You can have all the quality time with him you want once we get out of here Kurumu," Moka
said looking back up to the ceiling as she held the frightened siren still.
"So now what do we do? We're trapped underground unless Kurumu can break through
whatever's above us," Ahakon said looking up to the ceiling.
"How long before she can do that?" Ran asked nervously. The group looked to Kurumu as she
was dry humping Rason, the girl's legs wobbling as she was looking up at him with pleading eyes.
"Please? Can't we find an empty jail cell or something? It's dark here, nobody will see," she
whimpered quietly. The boy smiled weakly and shook his head.
"Now isn't the time for that my dear, just… try to control yourself," he said as he held her gently.
The girl whined and bounced up and down, her breasts rubbing against his chest vigorously.
"Please please please please," she begged quietly. Moka sighed and looked back up to the
broken ceiling. Other winged monsters were flying up through it, though the vampire knew they
wouldn't be going anywhere beyond that.
"Might be a while," she said shaking her head. The group looked up to the opening in the ceiling
that was just barely visible. They were trapped underground in the dark while their fellow imprisoned
monsters were running around in a riot. Only Kurumu seemed able to break through the reinforced
holding chamber, although she nearly lost it due to using too much of her power. There was no telling
how much of her strength would be needed to break through whatever was sealing them in from above,
or how long it would take her provided she needed to cool off before she lost control of her body and
mind.

Sun and her two angel companions were running down the hallway as alarms were sounding off
and red lights were flashing about, the three girls rushing towards where the final security gate for the
holding chamber had a malfunction of some sort. They had to make sure that the final gate couldn't be
closed at all; otherwise the bomb to the holding cells would go off and kill everybody inside. As they ran
down the hall Arial was growling with frustration, knowing where her beloved demon was yet not being
able to reach him yet.

‘Just wait a bit longer Dark; I'll get you out of here no matter what. I swear as your wife I won't
fail you.’
They rounded a corner at an intersection and looked around quickly as sirens continued to go
off. Complica held her bat tightly in her hands as Arial glanced to Sun.
"Which way?" Arial asked quickly. Sun looked around carefully then ran down a hallway with the
two angels following after. They ran up to a T-intersection just as two HDA soldiers rounded the corner.
In a flash Complica shifted forward and swung down with her bat, blasting off the arm and right
shoulder of a soldier with a strike through time. Arial fired out an ice shard and pinned the soldier to the
wall through the left shoulder, the snow angel then racing up and striking her frozen claw into the man's
chest. Sun ran up and kicked back the other soldier, grabbing his rifle then bashing him with it. He
stumbled back into the wall as the girl aimed at him with the gun. The man shook off the hit then raised
his hands up as the three girls glared at him. The siren narrowed her eyes a bit as the soldier glanced
from the gun to her quickly.
"Easy there girl… don't be stupid," he cautioned slowly. Arial and Complica watched him
carefully then glanced to Sun as the girl was looking at the soldier with a bit of frustration. He lunged
forward to grab the rifle before the girl fired the weapon, shooting through his chest and neck
repeatedly. He flew back and slumped down against the wall as the siren lowered the gun. She glanced
to the monster angels before looking around carefully, and then ran down a hallway with the two angels
right behind her. They ran up towards another four way intersection, the three girls then jumping
against the wall as they heard gunfire echoing out while bullets shot out ahead of them. The intersection
and part of the corner was shot apart as the girls watched with surprise. Yelling and shouting along with
gunfire was heard around the corner, the three monster girls looking to each other then towards the
corner.
"How did they know we were coming this way?" Complica asked. A grenade exploded from
around the corner, the girls moving back a bit as smoke flew about around the intersection.
"Just run over there and hit them with your bat Complica, you can go through time. They'll
never see you coming," Arial said nudging her friend. Another explosion blasted from down the hallway
as more screams of agony were heard. Complica blinked then shook her head.
"No… I'd rather not right now. They seem busy," she said nervously. The girls waited as the
yelling and gunfire slowly stopped, then they only heard the sirens going off around them. Sun glanced
to the two angels then inched closer towards the corner. She paused then darted around it while aiming
her rifle down the hall. Arial and Complica watched as the siren slowly walked out while aiming at
something. The two angels walked out carefully and saw the siren pointing her gun at a lone figure in
the hallway. HDA soldiers were torn apart and strewn around the hallway, their bloody remains dripping
from the walls and ceiling while bullet holes were everywhere. And standing in the middle of the
corridor was a single boy who was looking at the siren with cold blue eyes.
"What… happened here?" Complica asked looking around at the slaughtered HDA soldiers. The
two angels looked at the boy as he raised an eyebrow at them.

"Well well well, what do we have here?" Ceal asked curiously. Sun glanced around at all the
dead humans then back to the boy, then noticed his reptilian hand.
"His hand… he's not human," Arial said looking at the limb with wonder.
"Who is he?" Complica asked looking at the boy while holding her bat nervously. Ceal looked at
the girls curiously then smirked a bit. Sun narrowed her eyes and shook her gun towards him in a
threatening manner. The boy chuckled and tilted his head.
"Oh? Are you going to try to shoot me?" he asked with a tone of amusement.
"You're not part of the HDA… are you?" Arial asked cautiously. A bloodied dismembered arm
dropped from the ceiling and plopped onto the ground along with a crushed skull of a soldier. Ceal
glanced down to the remains of the human then back to the girls.
"What was your first clue?" he asked flatly. Sun looked around at the ravaged hallway then back
to the boy with caution. He looked at her for a moment then glanced to Complica.
"Butterfly wings," he said looking at the girl's wings. Complica glanced back to them then to the
boy nervously. He looked at her curiously with a raised eyebrow.
"I've only seen one type of monster with those wings before, however I was under the
impression that only two were left in existence," he said thoughtfully.
"You know about the chronoflies?" Arial asked cautiously. The boy merely nodded as he eyed
the young chronofly carefully. Complica looked at him with wonder then down the hall behind him to
see more soldiers rounding the corner. The five armed humans aimed their guns at them as Ceal merely
glanced back to them. Sun and the two monster girls watched with surprise as the men fired at them,
with gunfire echoing out as shell casings dropped around the soldiers. The bullets flew at them and
collided with a wall of flickering light before them, with Ceal chuckling a bit in amusement. Sun and the
two angels watched with wonder as the gunfire was blocked by some sort of barrier.
"What… happened?" Arial said looking to seeing that nobody got hit by the many bullets that
were shot at them. The soldiers stopped firing and looked with surprise before a blast of red light shot
by the monsters, the projectile striking through a soldier as a purplish blast of light shot by and took
down another. Sun and the two angels looked to seeing three figures walking past them. Astreal had her
arm extended out while Ruby had her wand held out, the two witches glancing to the other girls while
Apoch held her barrier up before them still.
"Who are you girls?" Ruby asked.
"Who are we? Who are you?" Arial asked looking around at the newcomers.
"There's more of the intruders! Call for backup!" a soldier yelled out. Before the men could
move a figure darted out from behind them around the corner. Render swung his straight edge blade
and sliced a soldier diagonally through the chest then spun around and struck his angular blade through
the chest of another soldier. As the battlemage whipped his blade up and out the side of the man's neck

gunfire echoed out from around the corner and the third soldier was pelted back and dropped dead.
Leon walked out from the corner with his gun held at the ready while Render whipped the blood off of
his blades. The boys then looked down the hall as all eyes fell onto the three other monster girls.
"Who… who are all of you?" Complica asked looking around at them. Before anybody could say
anything they all heard a loud whirring sound, the group then looking behind to see an armored walker
aiming it's mini-gun at them from down the hall where the three new girls had come from.
"What the hell is that?" Ruby said as Apoch turned to face them and held up her barrier, the
wall of light forming as the large gun fired off its rounds at them. The hallway lit up as streaks of light
were seen flying at the group before sparking wildly against the barrier. Sun and the two angels looked
around at everybody with wonder as Render and Leon ran towards the group. Ruby and Astreal took
aim and fired their magical bolts of energy again, the projectiles flying down the hall and striking at the
powered walker. The armored suit took the hits to the shoulder and arm, the metal scorching and
tearing apart slightly as the soldier continued to fire.
"It's strong, that's what it is," Astreal said with worry. Apoch growled and formed her barrier
sword, with the three new girls looking at it with surprise.
"Whoa… how did she do that?" Arial asked in amazement. Before the witch could move Kokoa
ran over from behind the corner and swung her giant morning star down on the suit, smashing it down
into the ground and crushing in the gun. The vampire geared back and swung down again, the large
spiked weapon slamming down onto the suit and crushing it into the ground. The vampire growled and
lifted up her weapon then looked to the others as the armored suit sparked and smoked a bit in its new
crater.
"Hey, you guys alright?" she called out. She blinked then looked at the new girls curiously as she
walked closer.
"Who are they?" she asked. From behind her two more soldiers rounded the corner and aimed
at her with their guns.
"Ms. Kokoa! Behind you!" Astreal said as she aimed her hand out and fired a shot. Kokoa looked
back to seeing the attack flying by her and striking through the skull of one of the soldiers while another
aimed at her. Suddenly a black chain whip flew out and grabbed onto the man, the soldier then being
thrown over into a corner with a thud. Fire ignited along the links towards the man, the soldier then
screaming as fire ignited around him wildly. He thrashed and screamed before dropping down while the
chain-link whip vanished. Razico walked out from the side hall and smirked at the young vampire.
"You missed two," he said playfully with a chuckle. She scoffed then pointed to the smoldering
wreckage that once was the armored walker.
"Hey, I just took out the big guy that was attacking everybody, I thought I could trust the smaller
weaklings to you," she quipped arrogantly. The warlock shook his head amusingly then looked down the
hall.

"You guys alright? Um, who are they?" he asked pointing to the new girls. The warlock and
Kokoa walked over as Sun and the two young angels looked around at everybody.
"What happened here?" Render asked looking around at the dead soldiers that were strewn
about in the hallway.
"They were in my way," Ceal said casually. The group looked to him then to the new girls.
"Who… who are you guys?" Arial asked looking around. A loud wolf's howl was heard as the
group looked down towards where Render and Leon came from. A soldier was running while firing
backwards with his gun, screaming for his life before a large werewolf darted over and swatted him into
the wall with a powerful swipe. The wolf then sent a punch towards him that crushed the human into
the wall, the beast then flinging the dead soldier down the other hall with a snarl. He looked around
quickly then down the hallway towards the others.
"Hey, there you guys are. Why did you all run ahead like that?" he asked shaking his head. He
blinked then looked at the girl that was staring at him with wide eyes. Sun slowly turned to face him as
the wolf froze in place at seeing her.
"S… Sun?" he asked in disbelief. The group looked to the siren who dropped the gun she was
holding as she stared at the werewolf with wonder. Gin started walking towards the group as he shifted
back into his human form, looking at the siren with wonder.
"Sun? Is that you?" he asked. Kokoa looked at the siren curiously then to her boyfriend.
"You know her Gin?" she asked. Sun slowly took a step forward then ran towards Gin with a
bright smile. She leapt into a hug with him, the boy catching her with surprise as the group watched with
wonder, except for Kokoa who was staring with shock. The siren held the boy tightly then pulled him
into a kiss, something that caused him to look at her with wide eyes while Kokoa's jaw dropped. The
group looked to her as her aura flared up and she growled furiously.
"What the hell is going on here?" Razico asked looking around at everybody.
Sun broke from the kiss and looked at Gin with loving eyes as he had a stunned expression on
his face.
"Uh… Sun?" he asked shakily. The siren smiled at him before she was grabbed by the hair and
thrown back into a tumble. She rolled to the ground then looked to see Kokoa swinging down at her
with her giant morning star with a furious yell. The siren rolled to the side as the vampire slammed her
weapon down into the ground, the redhead growling loudly as she yanked it up then swung it towards
the siren again. Sun leapt back towards the others with a tumble as the large weapon crashed into the
wall with a fierce impact. The siren stumbled back to her feet and looked over to seeing the vampire
glaring at her with fury.
"What the hell bitch? Who do you think you are kissing my boyfriend like that?" Kokoa yelled
out. Sun blinked and looked at her bewildered, then slowly over to Gin with a raised eyebrow then back
to Kokoa. The vampire growled loudly and glanced back to Gin who still had a stunned expression.

"What the hell was that about? Who is this bitch?" she yelled out.
"Who are all of you?" Ruby asked looking to the monster angels.
"Complica?" Gabriel cried out. The group looked back towards where Gin had come from to
seeing the angel walking towards them. He was holding his rifle down to the side and staring at the two
young angels with wide eyes. He blinked then looked to the snow angel.
"Arial?" he cried out. The group looked to the snow angel as she waved at Gabriel nervously.
"Um… hi Gabriel," she said weakly. The group looked at the snow angel with surprise as Gabriel
walked up to them. He looked between the two and stammered something.
"That's… that's Arial? The Arial?" Kokoa said looking at the young angel with a jump.
"Oh my god… it's her," Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth, stunned to see the famous
snow girl that was responsible for Dark's freedom. The snow angel looked around at everybody as they
were all staring at her with surprise.
"You know who I am?" she asked.
"Never mind that! What are you doing here Arial? And you Complica, why are you here also?
You're supposed to be in heaven still!" Gabriel yelled out with frustration. Arial cringed at hearing that
and looked at him worriedly as Complica stammered something while shaking her head.
"I'm sorry I just wanted to find my sister and find Arial and I tried to save them but I was
attacked by all these dark monsters and I ran and I ended up down here then I couldn't get back so I
went looking for you and I thought I found you but it wasn't you and it was another monster and I found
Arial and I'm sorry!" the chronofly cried out.
"Holy crap, there wasn't a single comma in that entire sentence," Render said shaking his head.
"What… what's going on here?" Razico asked looking between the two young angels. Kokoa
looked at them with surprise then to Sun, the siren glancing to her cautiously.
"I can't believe this Complica; do you have any idea what you've done by coming here?" Gabriel
yelled out. Ruby blinked then looked to the butterfly girl.
"Wait… Complica? Complica… Cii?" she asked with surprise. The butterfly girl looked at her
curiously.
"You know my last name?" she asked. Ruby stared at the girl with amazement.
"You're… you're Luna and Falla's little sister," she said pointing to her. Ceal looked at the
butterfly girl curiously at that remark as the group looked to her with wonder.

"Wait, the one that cast the Chrono Displacement spell and died?" Kokoa said looking to the
young angel.
"She did what?" Razico said looking to Complica with a jump.
"Enough of all that!" Gabriel yelled out. He grabbed his hair in frustration then pointed to
Complica.
"You are in serious trouble Complica, do you hear me?" he said sternly. The girl nodded
nervously and gripped her bat worriedly in her hands. Gabriel shook his head then looked to Arial.
"And you… explain yourself! Why the hell did you go into that rift like that? What were you
thinking?" he yelled out. The group looked to her as she showed a determined expression.
"Because that rift was my way back into this world, it was my only chance. I needed to come
back to be with my husband!" she declared proudly. Gabriel growled and shook his head with
frustration.
"Dark is not your husband!" he yelled out. Arial growled loudly as her hair froze over, the group
stepping back as the temperature dropped around her.
"Yes he is!" she shouted as her eyes flickered white a bit. Sun and Complica stepped back
worriedly, the group noticing this then looking to the snow angel cautiously. Gabriel looked at the girl
with caution and slowly shook his head.
"Arial, stop this," he said carefully.
"NO!" the girl yelled as she stomped her foot down, the ground below her freezing solid as ice
spires shot up around her. The group jumped back as the girl screamed loudly.
"I'll never stop! I'll be with my husband again no matter what!" she yelled out.
"Oh no… Arial please… calm down," Complica said before she ran behind Razico and trembled a
bit. The warlock looked back to her then to the raging snow angel.
"She really is obsessed with him?" Kokoa said with a bit of fear.
"Enough of this Arial, I'm taking you two back to heaven right now," Gabriel said sternly. Arial
growled and shook her head.
"No no no NO! I'm not going anywhere without my Dark!" she yelled out. From down the hall
three soldiers ran around the corner and looked with surprise at the sight.
"What the hell happened here?" one of them called out seeing dead soldiers everywhere. They
looked to the group then aimed their guns at them.

"It's the intruders! Kill them!" another yelled out. Arial screamed loudly as the corridor was
blasted with cold air, the group stepping back from her as they shivered while the soldiers shielded their
faces with their arms as snow flurries flew around wildly. The snow angel looked over to the soldiers
then stomped her foot down furiously. Frozen ridges and cracks shot out erratically from her foot and
raced towards the soldiers. The group looked over to seeing the intersection suddenly erupting with
giant ice shards from the ground. One soldier was sliced into two as another was struck up through the
leg and out his neck, the two remains of the men being shot up into the ceiling with a crash. The third
soldier was struck through the legs and chest as the spires jettisoned up around him. The group watched
as the intersection was demolished by gigantic frozen spires then looked to Arial as the snow girl yelled
out with fury.
"Oh my god…" Ruby said with wide eyes.
"Did you see that? She… annihilated them all," Razico said with a stunned expression.
"Don't make her angry Gabriel! I don't want to die and be gone forever!" Complica cried out
from behind Razico, shaking her head and holding onto the warlock's cape fearfully. Arial growled
furiously and looked back to Gabriel, the angel watching her with caution. Sun took Gin's arm and
backed him up more, the boy looking to her with surprise then back to Arial. Kokoa glanced to them
then backed away as the group did the same. Arial growled loudly as the ice started to build around the
snow girl, the temperature dropping even more as a cold chill and snow flurries were flying around in a
torrent.
"Arial, stop this. This isn't a game, I need to get you back to heaven where you're safe," Gabriel
cautioned as he slowly shook his head.
"Never… I'll never stop…" Arial growled as ice spires slowly erupted from behind her. The group
watched the snow girl as the ground and ceiling above her froze over solid, the girl growling with rage
and frustration.
"I'll never give up; I won't let anything keep me from my Dark!"

Chapter 4
Need A Hero
Underground inside the lowered holding atrium Moka and her group were looking around with
growing concern. Yukari's wand and Rason's wings gave their only constant light source as the entire
holding block had lost power after it was lowered underground. The other captive monsters had broken
out of their cells and were running around in a riot, with many trying to break out through the lowered
blast doors on each of the atrium's floors. Streaks of light from fire and magical spells were seen faintly
around as monsters were trying to break free from their darkened dungeon. A few winged monsters had
flown up through a hole Kurumu had blasted through in the ceiling earlier, the succubus having used her
full demonic blood to strike through the reinforced steel. She wasn't successful in breaking through the
door as only more solid steel was behind it, and up through the roof of the holding block she saw only
more sealed gates above them. The succubus wasn't able to continue her efforts to break free as she
had to rest in order to calm her mind, as during that short time she used her full power her libido nearly
got the better of her. She was in the arms of her angel as she tried to fight off her lust so she could try
again to break her friends free from their prison, as with her demonic strength she might be their only
way out of that place.
As the girl tried to calm her emotions and her sexual appetite Rason was holding her gently,
looking around with concern as darkness surrounded them all. The bond flowing between them was
helping calm them down, the girl more so as she tried to focus on her goal of breaking through the large
steel gates above their prison rather than stripping her angel down and having her way with him,
however the angel was worried if they would be able to escape from this place at all.
Near them Mizore was looking around while holding her stolen rifle, staying close to her fiancé
as the demon was looking around with a cautious eye. Being in the dark didn't bother him, if anything he
felt rather comfortable in total darkness. What did bother him was that his fiancée and his friends were
trapped underground with an army of humans above that wanted them executed for crimes they didn't
commit. Mizore also wasn't finding this to be a very comfortable situation, even though she was
engaged to a shadow demon and had grown to love the dark, and was trying to think of any other way
they could escape without having to rely on Kurumu's demonic strength.
Yukari was holding her wand up as she looked around worriedly, trying to think of any way the
group could escape from this underground prison. Her magic was useless to break through the
reinforced blast doors surrounding their floor, not that it would have mattered as there was nothing but
steel and earth behind those doors. Ahakon was also looking around while trying to brainstorm of any
possible escape for the group, coming up with nothing as they seemed to be completely buried
underground. He could only see Kurumu breaking through their prison, although how long it would take
her to do so was still a mystery.
Next to them Moka was holding Ran as the siren was trembling with fear. She had only recently
been freed from the dark world where her sisters and she were kept in for so long, and being trapped
underground while in total darkness was causing the siren to have a small freak out. She was trying to
remain calm, as her hero was doing, but was still finding herself scared out of her mind and wishing to
be anywhere else but trapped in the darkness once again. Moka was looking around with a worried
expression, also trying to remain calm about their current situation. She was growing fearful that unless

Kurumu could gather her focus to break through the prison the group might not be able to escape. Even
her inner self was becoming both frustrated and concerned that they may never see Tsukune again, with
both sides of the vampire desperately trying to think of any way to once again see their mate.
"Get me out of here, please please please. I hate the dark, I hate it I hate I hate it," Ran pleaded
quickly as she looked around.
"It's going to be alright Ran, calm down. We'll find a way out of here," Moka reassured gently as
she held the trembling siren.
"There has to be some way out of this place," Rason said looking around. Kurumu looked up
towards where the hole she blasted into the ceiling was barely visible by the faint sources of light
around the area.
"Maybe… but who knows how much is blocking the way up there. There's no telling how far we
are underground," she said worriedly. Ran screamed and held onto Moka tightly as the group looked to
her.
"GET ME OUT OF HERE! PLEASE!" she cried out as she buried her face into Moka's shoulder.
"Ran, it'll be alright. I mean it, we'll be just fine," Moka pleaded. Ran cried out as she shook her
head, holding onto Moka tightly as the vampire tried to pull her off.
"She's really scared of the dark," Ahakon said sympathetically. Yukari nodded with a worried
expression as she watched Ran hold onto Moka for dear life.
"She and her sisters were inside that dark world for so long, I can't blame her," Kurumu said
watching the siren tremble while Moka looked at her with concern.
"There's nothing wrong with being in the dark Ran, I think it's quite relaxing actually," Mizore
said softly.
"That's easy for you to say, you're engaged to a shadow demon!" Ran cried out. Mizore nodded
then looked down with a soft smile.
"Yeah," she said glancing to Dark with a dreamy smile.
her.

"Please Ran; it's going to be ok. Calm down," Moka pleaded as she tried to pull the siren off of

"I can't calm down! I can't stand the darkness, get me out get me out get me out!" Ran cried out
as she held on tightly, and then buried her face into Moka's chest.
"Get a hold of yourself Ran; it's going to be alright. Hey, c'mon, let me go," Moka grunted softly
as she tried to pry the siren off of her still.

"It's not alright, we're trapped underground and it's dark and we can't get out! I just want to get
out!" Ran cried out from inside Moka's chest, the vampire trying to push the girl off while the group just
watched the siren freak out.
"Ran, calm down. We'll be alright," Ahakon reassured gently. Ran trembled a bit then glanced to
him. The mage smiled and nodded with a hopeful smile.
"We've been through stuff like this before, compared to Alucard a little darkness isn't so bad,"
he reasoned with a shrug. The siren shakily glanced around then back to him.
"He's right; we'll get out of here yet. We won't let you stay trapped down here in the dark,"
Kurumu added with a gentle smile. Ran trembled and looked around while whimpering.
"Just relax Ran, I promise you'll be fine," Ahakon said genuinely. The siren slowly let go of the
vampire and looked at the young mage with worried eyes.
"R… really?" she said shakily. He nodded and looked around at the dark atrium.
"Really. There's no way a little dark is going to-" he started before he was tackled to the ground
by the siren, the boy's world going dark as his face was engulfed in the siren's bosom.
"You're so brave Ahakon! You really are my hero, I don't know what I'd do without you!" she
cried out as a few tears were forming, hugging the mage on the ground as his arms and legs were flailing
about under her. The group just looked down at her as Yukari growled with rage. Kurumu watched the
siren suffocate the boy with her breasts then looked to Rason.
"I'm so sorry. Really, I'm so sorry!" she cried out as she hugged boy with fright, the angel
thrashing around as his face was also shoved someplace soft and oxygen free.
"I never knew I was doing that to you all this time, oh my poor Rason, why didn't you ever tell
me I was causing you such pain? I'm so sorry, please forgive me! I'll do anything you want to make up for
this, anything!" Kurumu cried out.
"You can start by letting him go," Dark said flatly. Kurumu blinked and looked down, then
jumped with a scream as Rason was let go and dropped down to the ground gasping for air.
"Rason! I'm so sorry, Rason!" Kurumu cried out as she knelt down and held the dazed boy, then
shook him a bit as his world was spinning slightly.
"Maybe he was safer with Luna," Mizore said with a raised eyebrow.
BANG!
The group looked over to see Ran dropping to the ground next to Ahakon after a golden
washtub clonked her on the head. The young mage gasped for air as Yukari growled with fury at the
dazed siren.

"Get off him!" she yelled out. Ran groaned a bit and slowly started to get up before another
washtub clonked her on the head and knocked her down.
"Yukari stop!" Moka cried out.
"Stop doing that Ran! Just because he's your hero doesn't mean you can hold onto him like
that!" Yukari shouted out as another washtub dropped down and clonked the siren on the head, the girl
dropping to the ground again in a daze. Ahakon shook his head a bit and looked over to see Ran holding
her head with a strained expression as she tried to get up again.
"Ran, are you ok?" he asked worriedly.
BANG!
The siren dropped back down to the ground as another washtub hit her on the head.
"Yukari stop that!" Moka cried out.
"Ease up Yukari, she gets the message already," Kurumu said worriedly as she helped Rason
stand again.
BANG!
The group watched as another washtub fell onto the siren's head, the girl crying out as she held
her head while on the ground in pain.
"I told you not to do that again, and you just don't listen! He's mine Ran, he's my boyfriend! How
dare you suffocate him like that other milk cow!" Yukari shouted out with anger.
"Hey, watch it pipsqueak!" Kurumu yelled out.
BANG!
Ran jerked about as another washtub hit her on the head, the group looking to her then to
Yukari as the witch was growling with anger still.
"Hey, why are you hitting her still? I called you the name, not her," Kurumu said confusedly.
"Yukari stop, you're hurting her," Ahakon said as he watched the siren groan on the ground
while holding her head.
"You just keep following him, you just keep hounding him, and now you're throwing yourself at
him whenever you can! Why won't you just learn already that he's my boyfriend?" Yukari yelled out.
"Yukari stop it, she's had enough," Ahakon said shaking his head. He helped the siren slowly sit
up, the girl's world spinning as her mind tried to focus. She heard a ringing in her ears as everything was
spinning around her in a blur.

"Ran? Ran are you alright?" Kurumu asked kneeling down and helping the siren sit up.
"Yukari that's enough, she was just scared of being down here in the darkness, you didn't have
to go overboard like that," Moka said with discontent at Yukari. The witch looked at the siren with
frustration and shook her head.
"She never gets the hint, he's my boyfriend! She keeps crossing the line and she needs to learn
her place!" Yukari yelled as she held up her wand again.
"Enough!" Dark called out. The witch looked to him as he had his eyes narrowed at her. The
demon shook his head while Mizore was looking at the witch with discontent.
"You've done enough to her already Yukari, you're done," Dark said sternly.
"But Dark, she-" Yukari said before Ahakon looked to her with disbelief.
"How could you do that to her? She's just sacred Yukari, you know that!" he yelled out. The
witch looked at him with worry as the mage and succubus slowly helped the siren stand again.
"Ran? Are you ok?" Kurumu asked as she looked at the siren worriedly. The girl's eyes weren't
focusing as she wavered a bit. She trembled slightly in their arms then collapsed, with the succubus and
mage catching her as her head hung down.
"Ran!" Moka said running over to her.
"Dammit Yukari, how could you do that to her?" Rason said looking at the witch with discontent.
Yukari looked around at the group worriedly as Rason shook his head.
"She just wanted to be near her hero, and for that you gave her a concussion?" he said with
disappointment.
"But she suffocated him just like Kurumu always does to you!" Yukari cried out.
"She may have gone a bit overboard with her affection, but she wasn't trying to do anything
mean, she just wanted comfort from her hero," Mizore said shaking her head.
"Yukari I think you really hurt her," Kurumu said as the siren remained limp in her arms.
"Oh no, Ran? Ran wake up!" Moka said shaking her. Ahakon looked at the siren with disbelief
then to Yukari with frustration.
"Why did you do that to her Yukari? Why? She was just frightened of being in the dark!" he
shouted out.
"But she was smoothing you in her chest; she keeps sticking to you everywhere you go!" Yukari
defended with worried eyes.

"You seriously hurt her Yukari. She's not waking up," Kurumu said shaking the siren.
"You never hit Kurumu that much ever at one time, you might have given her brain damage,"
Rason scolded looking to the witch.
"Ran? Wake up, hey!" Kurumu said shaking the siren. Ahakon looked back to the unconscious
girl with worry then to Yukari.
"Yukari…" he said with anger as he walked up to her. The witch looked at him with worried eyes,
never having seen him angry with her before.
"Ahakon… I…" she said nervously.
"Never again," he said sternly. She looked at him nervously as he shook his head.
"You hear me? Never hit her like that again," he said sternly.
"But Ahakon, she-" the witch started before the boy grabbed her hand with her wand, the girl
backing up a bit with worry.
"I said, never again!" he yelled out. The girl stared at him with wide eyes as the group looked
over to her. Not once had the mage ever yelled at her like that, the witch feeling her heart stop briefly
as she stared at him with sorrow and fear. She slowly nodded and whimpered as the mage just looked
into her eyes with discontent. He let the girl's hand go then walked back over to the group as Kurumu
and Moka tried to wake the sleeping siren.
"I'm… sorry…" Yukari said softly.
"Don't tell me, tell her when she wakes up," Ahakon said glancing back to the witch. The girl
nodded slowly and looked down with tears forming.
"She's out cold," Mizore said as Kurumu tried shaking Ran again. Moka and Kurumu lowered Ran
down onto her knees and rear as Ahakon held his hands to her head, the mage using his magic to try to
relieve her pain. A soft white glow formed around his hands as the group watched with concern. Yukari
sniffled a bit then walked over to them, holding her wand to the siren and using her magic to help.
"How could you do that Yukari? She was just scared of being trapped in the darkness again,"
Ahakon said with concern.
"I'm sorry, I just couldn't help it. She keeps chasing you around everywhere and throwing herself
at you, I mean she had your face lodged in her breasts, how could I not get mad?" Yukari asked
worriedly. Ahakon sighed as the group watched them curiously.
"You know nothing will ever take me away from you Yukari, right? You know I love you and only
you," he said gently. The witch nodded slowly and looked down with remorse.
"I know, I just couldn't help it. Seeing her do those things to you got me so mad," she said softly.

"She may have crossed a line during her panic attack, but what you did was still overkill," Rason
said shaking his head.
"I'm sorry. I really am, I didn't mean to hurt her so much. I just wanted her to stop getting so
close to you Ahakon," Yukari said remorsefully. Ahakon shook his head a bit and looked at his girlfriend.
"I love you Yukari," he said softly. The witch looked to him as Ran remained quiet and
motionless.
"Nothing will ever change that. Ran could throw herself at me all she wants and I still wouldn't
choose her over you," the boy said reassuringly. Yukari looked at him with wonder as the group watched
the two while the glow of their light illuminated the area around them.
"Ahakon…" Yukari said softly.
"She's been alone for so long in the darkness, she's always wanted a hero to believe in like the
ones she's read about in her stories. I know how she feels about me, but I don't think its real love she
feels Yukari. It's just…" Ahakon said before looking down a bit.
"Admiration," Dark said calmly. The group looked to him as he watched the siren with a blank
expression.
"She's had her nose in her books for so long; she's always wanted to meet a real hero like the
ones she's read about. And then she did, she saw Ahakon. She looks up to him Yukari, that's something
that can't be told is wrong. In her eyes Ahakon will always be her hero, a source of comfort and hope for
her to hold onto. That's something she must have desperately wanted while in the darkness, a real hero
to have in her life," he reasoned. Yukari looked at the siren worriedly then down as she kept her wand
held out over the unconscious girl's head.
"If she really wanted him Yukari, she could have charmed him away. She could have taken him
away from you by now if she really wanted, but she hasn't. She's accepted being just friends with him,
and even offered to help you cook better for him," Moka said looking at the witch.
"Ran," the young witch said softly as she looked back up at the siren. She sniffled a bit and
looked down with closed eyes.
"I'm sorry Ran, I really am," she said softly.
"Don't do that again to her Yukari, after all she's been through she certainly doesn't deserve
something like that again," Ahakon said. Yukari nodded and looked at the siren with worried eyes.
"Ok, I promise," she said softly. Moka and Kurumu continued to hold the sleeping girl up as
Ahakon and Yukari worked to heal her head and relieve the pain from the girl. The others watched while
the prisoners of the holding block continued their futile efforts to break through the sealed doors of the
atrium. As the group waited for their unconscious friend to be healed and wake up again the siren's
fingers twitched slightly, the girl reacting a bit to her dream.

Deep in a forest two young girls were flying through the wooded area under the bright blue sky,
their feathered wings flapping as they weaved around the trees playfully. They were young girls looking
to be around Yukari's age. Ran was flying around with her short hair flowing in the wind, having her
single colored blue dress and glasses on while Ren was flying next to her, the young siren having her
single colored pink dress on along with her unique hat that somehow stayed on her head during their
flight. The two girls laughed and flew around through the forest as the sunlight from above shone down
through some branches.
The girls flew through the trees then came upon their home in the forest. It was a large area that
had a few gigantic trees rising up into the sky above the surrounding forest. Around the trunks of the
trees were wooden houses built into the sides, with the buildings having windows and doors that led into
the open air. They were made of wooden boards and some stone that were well polished and smoothed
while the roofs were comprised of wooden shingles that were slanted down. Along the grounds below
were several dirt paths and houses along with small fire pits that had blue flames in them. Other winged
sirens were seen flying around the village as sunlight shone down from above. The two sisters flew up
towards their home, circling around the large tree before landing down inside their front foyer.
"Father, we're home," Ran called out as the two sirens ran into the living room. Inside they saw
their father reading a book while sitting in his chair, the man looking up to his daughters with a calm
smile.
"Welcome back girls, did you have fun out in the forest?" he asked.
"It was alright," Ren said with a shrug.
"You had fun just like me, admit it," Ran said nudging her sister. Ren rolled her eyes then looked
over towards the table where her other sister was sitting. Rin was bobbing her head a bit as she listened
to her music, the young siren wearing her enchanted headphones that were plugged into a small disc
player. The girl was wearing her single colored yellow dress and white shoes while she was humming a
tune. She glanced over then smiled at her sisters.
"Hey, you're back," she said happily.
"You're still listening to those music CDs?" Ren asked walking over to her. Rin nodded and looked
down at the table. There were dozens of CDs lying on the table along with a book about human
musicians.
"Of course, father got so many from that human village near our forest. I want to listen to them
all," she said with a bright smile. Ren and Ran smiled softly at their sister, both glad she had her memory
back again. She had to wear her headphones wherever she went, whether they were plugged into
anything or not, as they were the only thing keeping her mind working under her own spell. Since she
had to wear them all the time now the siren was getting into the habit of always listening to music, the
girl using her portable CD player wherever she went while enjoying music.

"We should get you one of those human things… um, I think they're called 'mp3 players'. You can
store a whole bunch of songs on it and it's much smaller in size," Ran suggested with a smile.
"I think you need a computer for that," Ren said flatly.
"I was just saying it could be something to look into for her. It would be easier to carry around all
the time," Ran reasoned defensively. The father chuckled and looked back to his book.
"I guess we can look into that, I hear humans have countless songs available on their modern
devices now," he said casually.
Ren walked over and looked at all the CDs of music that were on the table.
"How many of these have you listened to?" she asked curiously.
"Only about six, there's just so many. The humans have so many types of music, it's awesome,"
Rin said as she opened her CD player and popped in another disc. Ren looked at the CD curiously then
watched as her sister was reading through the book to find the artist she was listening to.
"Geez, as if you weren't already overly obsessed with music," Ren said dryly as she shook her
head. She then sighed and smiled a bit.
"Still, I'm glad you're back to your normal self again," she said softly. Rin glanced to her then
looked at the girl curiously.
"What? Did you say something?" she asked. Ren blinked then rolled her eyes.
"Yep, just as difficult to talk to as before," she said walking back towards Ran and her father. The
man chuckled and watched his daughter enjoying the music from the human world. The family and
village were thankful the girl was able to be cured somewhat by the chronoflies, even though only he
himself knew what race did the miracle for his daughter. Everybody, including his wife, had asked who it
was that saved the young siren's mind, but the man couldn't tell them as he was sworn to secrecy. After
all the chronoflies did for his daughter, he wouldn't go back on his word.
"Ran? Ren? Is that you?" the mother asked walking into the living room. She smiled at her
daughters as the two girls ran over to her. She held them with a hug and smiled down at them.
"I'm glad you're back, did you have fun flying around the forest?" she asked kindly.
"Yeah, it was a beautiful day out today," Ran said.
"It was alright," Ren said with a shrug.
"Why are you always so negative?" Ran asked her sister with a dull glance.
"Hey, I'm not saying I didn't have fun," Ren said looking away with a scoff. The mother laughed a
bit and smiled at her daughters.

"Well glad to hear it. Say, could you two do me a favor? We're a bit low on vegetables for dinner
tonight, could you two run to the market nearby and bring back some more?" she asked kindly.
"Sure mother," Ran said with a smile.
"I guess we could," Ren said glancing away.
"Thank you both. Here's some money, just pick up some lettuce and carrots for me," the mother
said handing the two girls some money. Ran took the money and hugged her mother while Ren glanced
to Rin.
"Hey Rin, you coming?" she asked. The blonde haired siren continued bobbing her head a bit as
she listened to her music, turning the page in her book as she hummed a tune to herself.
"Just let her enjoy her music dear, she can stay here," the father said looking to his happy
daughter.
"Why is it she gets to listen to music and we have to go run errands?" Ren muttered walking
towards the front door.
"Again, always so negative. She's happy again, don't take that away from her," Ran said simply.
Ren sighed and nodded then the two girls flew out towards the village below. The mother watched them
go then walked over towards Rin.
"It's just so incredible, our daughter really is back with us," she said gratefully. She walked
behind the girl and hugged her, the blonde haired siren looking back to her with a small laugh.
"Mother? What is it?" she asked with a smile.
"Nothing dear, I'm just thankful you're still you," the woman said gently.
"What?" Rin asked tilting her head as she kept listening to her music. The woman smiled and
shook her head, then kissed the young siren on the forehead. The girl giggled then went back to reading
the book while the mother walked over towards the father.
"You really can't tell me who did it? I'm just dying to know who saved our daughter," she asked
curiously. The man chuckled and shook his head.
"Sorry dear, but I'm not going to go against my word with them. Let's just be thankful somebody
out there was able to save our daughter's mind," he said looking at the woman. She smiled and nodded
then looked back to Rin.
"I suppose, still, I wish I knew who performed the miracle. It would be nice to know who to thank
in my prayers," she said gently.
Rin giggled and ejected the disc out of her player, then looked back to her parents with a smile.

"These are incredible; I never knew the humans had so many different kinds of songs. Hey, where
did Ran and Ren go?" she asked looking around.
smile.

"They ran to the market for me really quick, they'll be back soon," the mother said with a kind
"What kind of music have you been listening to dear?" the father asked with a curious smile.

"It's something called 'pop', I'm not sure why it's called that but the humans singing it sure are
lively. So energetic and bouncy, I love it," Rin said looking back to the book she had on the table.
"There's so many different types of them out there, it's amazing," she said with a bright smile.
"Dear, maybe you should take a break. You've been inside all day listening to your music, why
don't you go outside and get some fresh air?" the mother asked gently. Rin shook her head as she started
sifting through the other music CDs on the table.
"No way, I never want to stop listening to this stuff. Can't I listen to a bit more before they get
back? Please?" she asked looking back to her parents with a hopeful smile.
"Well… I guess so," the mother said with a nod.
"Let her listen to her music dear, look how happy she is," the father said watching the young
siren looking through her music collection with a bright smile.
"I suppose you're right. That's our Rin, always so curious about music," the woman said with a
small laugh.
Rin looked through the discs with a curious smile, eager to listen to every kind of sound out
there. She only had a few discs before from a nearby human village that her father had gotten for her,
but now that she was wearing her headphones all the time she wanted to hear music wherever she went,
and was eager to listen to every kind of music she could now. She looked through the collection with a
curious eye, not being familiar with the different types of music from the human world. There was
classical music, country, jazz, j-pop, rock, techno, and"Wow, what's this?" Rin asked looking at a disc case curiously. She looked at the rather unique
cover art and opened the case to see the disc that had red and black letters written on it. She smiled and
put the disc in her player then flipped the pages in her book to find out more about the genre called
'heavy metal'.
Outside in the village Ran and Ren were walking around the marketplace. A few other sirens
were flying around as others were walking through the open market area. The two young girls walked up
to a vegetable stand and looked at the carrots that were available.
"Here we go, these look good," Ran said examining the vegetables.
"They look a bit stale," Ren said simply. Ran sighed and glanced to her.

"Can't you for once be positive for a change?" she asked. Ren nodded then looked to her.
"Ok, I'm positive they look stale," she said simply.
"Why are you always so negative about everything? Can't you just enjoy life for how it is?" Ran
asked handing some money to the owner and taking a small basket of carrots.
"I'm not negative; I just see the world for how it really is. It just so happens that life is usually a
letdown anyway," Ren said with a shrug.
"You're never going to find a boyfriend with that attitude," Ran said flatly.
"I'll have a better shot than you, at least I'll be looking at boys my own age," Ren replied with a
dull expression at her sister. Ran twitched at that then shook her head nervously.
"What are you talking about? Where did that come from?" she asked franticly.
"Just what I said, you're always-" Ren started before looking up. The sky above started to get
cloudy and dark as the wind began to pick up.
"Odd, what happened to the sunny day we were having?" the store owner said as he scratched
his head. Other sirens were looking around as lightning and thunder echoed out above. The wind started
to pick up as rain fell around the area. Ren sighed and looked to her sister while pointing up.
"See? Always a letdown," she said flatly.
"C'mon, we better get back before-" Ran started before a giant blast of lightning struck down
into one of the large trees, the bolt blasting the tree and several houses that were built into it into a
firestorm. Screams were heard as large chunks of bark and charred wood dropped to the ground around
the area. Ran and Ren watched with wide eyes then saw a massive wall of fire seeming to flare up
behind several other large trees, the wall of flame scorching and engulfing the area slightly as the wind
started to pick up fiercely.
"What's going on?" Ren cried out while shielding her eyes from the flying wind and rain.
A loud crashing sound was heard before they looked over and saw a giant tree crashing down
through the village, the fallen tree being on fire while several houses on it were falling apart as it
slammed into another giant tree. The two crumbled and collapsed violently as screams of panic were
heard only slightly above the raging wind.
"C'mon, we need to get home now!" Ran cried out, dropping the basket of carrots and grabbing
her sister's hand. The two took off into the air as the wind howled and rain flew by wildly. The two girls
saw another large tree crashing down through their village, the trunk having several homes of sirens
attached to it slamming down onto the ground kicking up dust and debris that flew around wildly. Other
large trees were on fire and falling apart while lightning continued to strike around the area constantly,
the bolts causing fiery explosions around the village.

"What's happening?" Ren cried out with fright.
"What kind of storm is this?" Ran yelled out looking around at the chaos in their village. Other
sirens were flying around franticly as more of the area was falling apart into a blazing inferno. The two
girls weaved around a large tree that had streaks of fire flaring around its trunk, then stared at
something with horror.
"NO!" Ren cried out as they saw their home and tree burning brightly. Other houses built into the
trunk crumbled and fell to the ground as their own home started to collapse into itself.
"No! Mother! Father! Rin!" Ran shrieked as the two girls flew towards it. Before they could get
close the burning residence seemed to violently explode as a sonic boom blasted out, the house and most
of the tree next to it being annihilated and thrown about into pieces. The two sirens gasped and watched
as the large tree crackled then started to fall over.
"No… NO!" Ran cried out as the large tree crashed into another, the flames catching onto the
new tree as they started to crack and shatter apart. The other tree groaned loudly and caved in as the
other burning tree dropped down to the ground, the standing one then crackling and falling off to the
side with a thunderous crash.
"NO!" Ren cried out as the two girls floated in place, staring at their fallen home with horror. A
lightning bolt struck down from the sky towards the remains of their old home's tree. The bolt struck into
the wood and it blasted apart from top to bottom as flaming chunks of timber were thrown everywhere.
Ran gripped her hair and screamed while Ren started to cry, the girl's eyes locked onto their fallen home.
"This isn't happening… this isn't happening!" Ren cried out with agony. The wind started pick up
furiously, the two girls looking over to seeing a large tornado running through the area. Large trees were
torn apart while others were stripped clean of their bark and siren houses. The spiraling wind came
closer as the girls watched with fright. Ran screamed and grabbed Ren's hand then flew down and away
from the tornado. The two girls flew as fast as they could as broken debris and bark were flying around
with the rain. Other sirens were flying around in a panic as lightning continued to strike down wildly at
the ravaged settlement.
"We need to get out of here!" Ran cried out as she looked around franticly.
"No! Mother! Father! Rin! This is a bad dream! This is just a bad dream!" Ren cried out shaking
her head.
Suddenly a bolt of lightning blasted down through the large tree next to them, the trunk then
exploding into charred bark as houses were thrown around in the air. The two girls screamed as they
were thrown off into a tumble before a large chunk of smoking wood smacked into them. Ran spiraled
around holding Ren in her arms, the two girls flying down and tumbling into fallen braches and leaves.
They rolled through the foliage and crashed against a downed tree, with Ran groaning in pain while Ren
was out cold. The blue haired siren shakily looked up and watched with terror as the storm intensified.
Their village was in a state of chaos with many of the large trees they used for homes burning wildly or
falling to the ground. The wind was howling wildly as rain and ash were thrown around through the air.
Other sirens were flying around in a panic or being crushed by falling debris while thunder roared out

above. Ran looked around with fright then up as she heard a tree crackling and falling. She saw a large
trunk of a tree crashing down from the side along with a few burning homes attached to it. The girl
screamed and ducked down onto Ren as the roaring of the falling tree echoed out above them.
“REN!” Ran screamed while ducking down and trembling with fear as the area around them
shook wildly. The large tree above crashed down onto the one the girls ran into at an angle, the burning
trunk then cracking apart and falling off to the side with a powerful crash. The branches with giant
leaves and scorched bark smashed into the ground as fire and ash flew about wildly. Dust and debris shot
around the area as Ran held onto her sister while screaming out of fright. She paused then looked
around to seeing they were both still alive.
"Oh my god, Ren? Ren wake up! Ren!" she cried out as she tried shaking her sister. Ren groaned
as she lay on the ground, remaining still as the howling wind roared above them. Ran lifted the girl up
and over her shoulder with her arm, then tried moving forward between the large tree trunks as screams
and crashes were heard all around them.
"This isn't happening… this isn't happening… this isn't happening…" Ran whimpered shakily to
herself. She looked up between the two fallen tree trunks at the sky above. Streaks of lightning were
flying by while burning leaves and ash were being carried about wildly. Ash and water got onto Ran’s
glasses obscuring her view as tears formed in her eyes.
"It's like a nightmare… just let me wake up!" she cried out.
Suddenly a large sonic boom erupted out nearby with a high pitched shriek. The charred tree
next to Ran and Ren blasted apart as ash and bark flew around. The sirens were thrown back against the
other large tree and slumped down, with Ren dropping to the ground while Ran coughed and tried to
wave the flying dust away from her. She coughed and looked around as her glasses were coated with
ash, only seeing rain and debris flying around wildly. She only heard a ringing sound in her ears as her
vision was blurred.
"What… what's doing this?" she coughed as she dropped to her knees, feeling lightheaded as she
couldn't breathe. She waved the dust away from her face before dropping onto her hands and knees,
coughing as the wind blew the ash around wildly. The rain fell from the sky and drenched the ground
around the girls as Ran tried to breathe. She shakily crawled back towards her sister before dropping
down next to her, the girls being covered in burnt leaves and mud while screams echoed out nearby.
"Ren… wake up… we… need to get… out of here," she said as her vision started getting dark. She
slowly looked back to seeing a blast of lightning striking down through a large tree, the trunk and houses
built around it bursting into flames as burning branches fell from above and crashed into the ground.
Another high pitched shriek echoed out before another large tree was blasted into pieces, with the large
chunks of the tree being thrown off into the storm as a burst of wind flew by wildly.
"What's… doing this?" Ran coughed as she struggled to focus her vision. She took her glasses off
and tried to wipe off the ash from them, then shakily looked up to seeing a figure flying in the sky near
them. It was a winged figure obscured by the rain and flying debris, the shadowy silhouette floating in
place as lightning shot down around the area.

"What… is that?" Ran said as she shakily put her glasses back on. Before she could see anything
a wave of fire erupted around the shadowy figure and flew around in a torrent, the blaze shooting off
around wildly and setting fire to surrounding trees and debris. A red glow erupted around the area as
Ran watched with weary eyes, the girl trying to make out the shadowy figure.
She saw feathered wings flapping behind it.
"You… you did this…" she said as she started blacking out.
Long hair that went down past the shoulders which was lit up with a red glow from the
surrounding flames.
"You… killed my family…" she said as she started to slowly drop.
A dress that had an orange hue on it from the light around the area which fluttered around in
the wind.
"You… monster…" she said before she passed out, dropping next to her sister as the area was
ravaged by the brutal storm. The winged figure let out a high pitched shriek, sending out a shockwave
that annihilated the surrounding areas and blasted debris around wildly. A chunk of a broken tree flew
over and crashed against the large tree the girls were next to, the debris then covering them from the
onslaught that continued around their ruined village.
Ran slowly opened her eyes, the girl's senses coming back to her as she started to move slightly.
All was quiet around her as a gray haze was seen out through the cracks of the charred piece of tree that
was leaning over them. The siren slowly sat up and coughed then looked down to Ren. She shook her by
the shoulder as she blinked a few times.
"Ren?" she asked softly. The pink haired siren groaned and slowly opened her eyes.
"Wha… what happened? Ran?" she asked as she slowly looked up to her sister. Ran smiled a bit
with relief then looked around.
"We're alive," she said softly. Ren slowly sat up while Ran pushed against the broken timber that
was leaning over them while wooden debris was around both other sides of the girls. She pushed hard as
the wood started to crack and splinter, trying to move the charred timber as Ren coughed a bit. The
younger siren then started to help and they both pushed against the charred wood. After a moment it
creaked and then cracked apart, the two girls falling through and out the other side as the wood
shattered apart. They tumbled to the ground and coughed a bit as ash flew around gently, the girls then
sitting up slowly and looking around with wide eyes.
"Oh… my… god…" Ran breathed out.
"Our village," Ren said as her eyes started to water. The two girls slowly stood up and looked
around at what was left of their peaceful village. All around was a grayish fog of ash and dust with
sunlight barely coming through from above. The large trees that were once used as their homes were
lying around smoldering and torn apart. A few trees were still standing with siren houses falling apart or

completely destroyed. Other sirens were walking around trying to find survivors while a few were flying
around quickly. A few fires were still going around the rubble and debris on the ground while shouting
was heard in the distance.
"It's… all gone," Ran said with disbelief. She choked back her sob and looked down as Ren
trembled.
"Mother… father… Rin…" she said before she buried her face in her hands, crying as Ran started
to as well. A few other sirens looked over to the crying girls then rushed towards them.
"Hey, we've got a few more over here," one of them called out as they gathered around the girls.
Two older siren women walked up and held the girls as they cried.
"Thank the lords you're both alright," one of the women said.
"It's a miracle they survived that," the other woman added with relief.
"Are you two ok? Where are your parents?" an older siren man asked as he walked up to them.
The girls cried loudly as the crowd watched them with remorse.
"They… they…" Ren sobbed as she shook her head.
"Oh dear," the woman holding her said softly.
"Our home… it was destroyed. Our parents… they… they were inside of it when… it blew apart,"
Ran whimpered looking up to the woman holding her with teary eyes. The siren woman nodded slowly
and looked around.
"Maybe they got out in time dear. Come; let's get you over to where the other survivors are.
Maybe your parents are there right now," she said hopefully. The sirens led the two girls off away from
the ruined area, the two young girls crying the entire way.
At the edge of what was once their village a large gathering of sirens was seen with a few tents
put up near the smaller trees of the surrounding forest, the survivors of the storm having gathered in a
clearing away from their destroyed home. Ran and Ren looked around to seeing sirens being treated
with wounds while lying on the ground, with some of them having their legs, arms, or wings bloodied
while they were screaming in pain. Other sirens were flying around calling out to others while some were
gathered together around small campfires. Some were crying out of agony or sorrow while others were
looking down at the ground while sitting together, either in mourning of losing their loved ones or in
disbelief and sorrow about the horror had befallen their home.
"What happened to our home?" Ren asked fearfully.
"Mother? Father? Rin?" Ran called out. The two girls ran off into the crowd as the group that
came with them watched with worry.
"Please let their family be safe," a woman prayed softly.

The two girls ran around the gathering of their fellow villagers. They saw friends and neighbors,
some injured and some grieving over their losses. They saw many fellow sirens as they were all coping
with the destruction of their village, however they didn't see the ones they were looking for.
"No… they're… they're not here," Ren said looking to her sister with frightful eyes. Ran shook her
head and called out again.
"Mother! Father! Rin! Please, answer me!" she yelled out. She looked around and started
breathing heavily.
"They didn't get out… they didn't get out in time," Ren whimpered as she started crying. Ran held
back her tears the best she could and gripped her hair. The image of their home blasting apart violently
flashed before her eyes, the siren feeling her heart stop for a moment before she started shaking in fear.
"No… they had to have gotten out in time… they had to!" she cried out running into the crowd.
Ren followed after as the two looked around franticly. They saw many sirens there that had escaped or
were brought out of the ruined village, but not the ones they prayed to find.
"No! They can't be gone! They can't be!" Ran cried out with tears falling from her cheeks. She
looked around then spotted somebody, seeing Rin lying on a blanket near a tree. A few other sirens were
watching over her as Ran and Ren raced over to her.
"Sister!" Ren cried out.
"Rin? Are you ok? Rin?" Ran cried out as she knelt down next to her unconscious sister. The girl
was lying peacefully on the blanket, her yellow dress muddied and torn while her hair was dirty as well.
Her headphones were still on her head, although having ash and mud on them, however her CD player
was gone as the cord for the headphones was lying at her side without being plugged into anything.
"Is she ok?" Ren asked urgently.
"We think so. We found her unconscious a little while ago. She's a lucky girl, we found her lying
right out in the open in the village, it's a miracle nothing fell on her," a male siren said while looking
down at the sleeping girl. Aside from appearing dirty with ash and mud the girl seemed to be physically
fine.
"Rin… thank the lords you're alright," Ran said looking down at her sister with relief.
"I remember that girl, she was the one that had those headphones enchanted for her, Otonashi
correct?" a male siren asked curiously. Ran and Ren nodded and looked at him with remorse.
"She's the one, my word. She really is lucky to be alive and with those things still on her head," a
woman said with relief.
"You two must be her sisters, I'm glad to see you're still in one piece after all that," another
woman said looking at the two girls. The group of sirens that escorted the two girls walked up to them as
Ran and Ren looked back down to their sleeping sister, the two girls fighting back tears still.

"Where are your parents?" the male siren that was sitting near Rin asked. Ran and Ren looked to
each other then down.
"They said their house was blown apart during the storm, we found them in the ruins of the
village together. But… we didn't find anybody else with them," a woman said looking at the sisters with
remorse.
"That wasn't a storm…" Ran said looking down with teary eyes.
"What? What do you mean child?" a woman asked.
"I mean that wasn't a storm, it was… it was a monster!" Ran cried out before she started
sobbing. The crowd and Ren looked at her with wonder as the girl cried.
"What do you mean it was a monster?" Ren asked worriedly.
"I mean it was a monster that did this, I saw it!" Ran cried out.
"What was that?" a male siren walking by asked.
"A monster?" a woman asked as more sirens walked over towards the girls.
"That storm did seem too suspicious, it came out of nowhere then just vanished," a man said
looking up at the sky carefully.
"What did you see sister?" Ren asked.
"I saw a monster with wings; I saw it destroy the village!" Ran cried out. The crowd started
talking amongst each other with hushed whispers as they looked at the young siren cautiously.
"What? There was another monster in our village?" Ren asked worriedly.
down.

"Are you sure? What did this thing look like?" a woman asked. Ran shook her head and looked

"I don't know exactly, I couldn't get a good look at it. It had wings… long hair… and it created
bright fire all around it. It destroyed the village with a horrible noise," Ran said looking down while
holding herself nervously.
"You saw it do that?" Ren asked. Ran nodded and looked to her worriedly.
"After you got knocked out… I saw it before I passed out. It was horrible, that thing was creating
that storm. That monster did this!" she cried out. The crowd started talking to each other with concern
as a few sirens looked at the young girl curiously. Ran cried out as she started sobbing, the crowd looking
to her as the girl dropped to her knees.

"That thing killed my parents!" she cried out. Ren started crying then and broke down into tears,
both girls crying as the crowd looked at them with sorrow.
"It had to be a monster attack, that was no ordinary storm," a man cautioned with a nod.
"Who would do such a thing? And why, we've done nothing to warrant such an attack," a
woman asked looking around.
"Young girl, are you sure of what you saw?" a man asked cautiously. Ran nodded while crying,
looking at the siren with teary eyes behind her glasses.
"I know I saw it, that thing did all this. That monster killed my parents!" she screamed out before
she dropped to the ground sobbing.
Rin stirred slightly and slowly opened her eyes, blinking a few times before coughing a bit.
"What… what happened?" she asked wearily. Ran and Ren looked to her then hurried over and
held her as they were crying.
"Sister!" Ren cried as she held the confused siren. Rin looked around worriedly then to the group
of sirens watching them.
"What's going on? Where… where are we?" she asked looking to her sisters. Ran looked at her
with teary eyes and then hugged her, crying out of sorrow while Rin looked around with growing
concern. Ren held onto them as the crowd watched the girls with sympathetic expressions.
"Those poor girls…" a woman said softly.
"Their father went to such lengths to have his daughter cured… and then she nearly dies in a
monster attack. Thank the lords she's still alive," a man said as the blonde haired siren looked around
then to her sisters, confused as to what was going on and what had happened.
"I don't get it… I was listening to music at home… and then…" Rin said looking around. Ran and
Ren looked to her as they tried to hold back their tears.
"Ran? Ren? What's going on? Where's… where's mother and father?" Rin asked looking around.
She slowly stood up as Ran and Ren did, the blonde haired siren looking around at seeing everybody
watching her with remorse.
"Where are they? Where… where are they?" she asked looking to Ren and Ran. The two girls
sobbed and looked down with closed eyes. Rin looked at them with worry and started to get a very bad
feeling.
"What is this? What happened? Where are mom and dad?" she cried out.
"Rin…" Ran said looking back up to her. Rin looked at her nervously and shook her head.

"What's going on? Mom? Dad? Where are you?" she cried out looking around, growing fearful of
what may have happened. She only saw remorseful expressions on everybody's faces as they looked at
her along with her sisters. The girl looked around quickly then to Ren, then to Ran.
"Tell me! Where are they?" she cried out. Ran and Ren broke down crying then hugged the girl
again, the sisters crying as Rin started to as well.
"Where are they? What… what happened?" she cried out as the crowd watched them with
remorse. The three girls cried out of sorrow as their fellow villagers looked down with closed eyes. Their
home had been decimated by a strange monster of incredible power, with many dead and wounded from
the sudden onslaught. Although the three sisters had survived the sudden destruction of their home,
their parents did not.
"What's going on? Please… tell me!" Rin cried out as she held her sisters, the three girls crying as
word began to spread throughout the gathering, word that a monster was responsible for their home
being destroyed.

"Mother… father…" Ran said quietly as she started to open her eyes, still crying a bit as her
senses came back to her. She was lying on the ground as Moka and the others were looking down at her
with worry. Ahakon and Yukari were sitting next to her as the siren blinked a few times then slowly
started to sit up.
"Ran? Are you ok?" Ahakon asked.
"I'm so sorry Ran. I didn't mean to attack you like that, please forgive me," Yukari said worriedly.
Ran slowly sat up and wiped her tears away, then looked around at the group curiously. Yukari's wand
and Rason's wings were lighting up the surrounding area while the roars of monsters on the other floors
of the atrium were heard echoing out still.
"What… what happened?" Ran asked sitting up and rubbing her head.
"Yukari happened. She sent several washtubs straight down onto your head," Kurumu said
glaring over at the young witch. Yukari jumped a bit then bowed nervously to Ran.
"I'm sorry; I didn't mean to get so carried away. Please, I promise I'll never do that to you again!"
she pleaded franticly. Ran looked at her for a moment then up with wonder.
"Where… do you get those things from anyway?" she asked in disbelief.
"A very good question, but for now a better one is are you feeling ok?" Rason asked gently. Ran
nodded slowly then looked around at the dark holding atrium.
"We're… still here," she said worriedly.
"Afraid so," Moka said softly. She then looked at the siren curiously.

"Ran?" she asked. The siren looked over to her as the vampire showed a concerned expression.
"You… kept calling out your parents in your sleep. Are you alright?" she asked gently. The siren
looked at her for a moment then down with a saddened expression, nodding slowly.
"I just… remembered the day they died," she said quietly.
"Ran… I'm sorry," Ahakon said looking down with remorse.
"You said it was a monster attack that took them from you, right?" Mizore asked softly. Ran
nodded, remembering the shadowy figure that was flying in her village that night.
"Yes… I saw it myself. It… destroyed everything. It killed so many of the villagers where I lived…
and my parents too," she said looking down with sorrow. Yukari looked at the siren with worried eyes as
the girl trembled a bit.
‘She's lost so much… her family, her village… and then she was used along with her sisters by this
dark monster as his slaves. She's been through hell and darkness for so long. The others were right, she
just wants her hero to show her that there's hope.’
"I'm so sorry Ran," Moka said softly. Yukari looked down with remorse then hugged the siren
tightly, the girl looking to her with surprise.
"I'm sorry Ran; I never meant to take your hero away like that. I promise I'll be more considerate
about your feelings," she said assuredly.
"What? My… feelings?" Ran asked unsurely. Yukari backed up and nodded at the girl.
"You've been through so much in your life… so much pain and loss, I can see why you wanted a
hero to believe in so badly," she said softly. Ran looked down with closed eyes as the group looked at
her with sympathy. Yukari looked at the girl for a moment then smiled a bit.
"I'm glad… you found your hero Ran," she said gently. Ran slowly looked up to her with wonder
as the witch smiled, the young girl then looking to Ahakon with an expectant expression.
"What are you just sitting there for Ahakon? She needs some comfort right about now," she said
pointing to Ran. The boy jumped a bit and looked at her with puzzlement as the group looked at the
witch curiously.
"What? But… I…" Ahakon stammered. Yukari growled and shook her head.
"You're her hero Ahakon, don't just sit there and do nothing!" she scolded. Ran slowly looked
over to the mage as the boy blinked, his mind trying to comprehend what his girlfriend was telling him.
After a pause he looked to Ran and smiled a bit.
"Ah… right. Anyway, Ran, we'll be alright. I promise you," he said standing up. The siren looked
at him with wonder as the boy smiled confidently.

"We'll get you out of the darkness, you have my word. And we're also going to deal with your
old master, he'll pay for using you the way he did," he said assuredly.
"Ahakon…" Ran said softly. The boy smiled gently at her and rested his hand on her shoulder.
"I mean it Ran. I'll keep you safe, you have my word," he said gently. The girl stared at him with
wonder as the group smiled at the mage. Yukari looked down with closed eyes and a gentle smile.
"My boyfriend's right Ran, we'll keep you safe and sound. You don't have anything to worry
about," she said assuredly. She paused then looked back up, then jumped with surprise as her eyes
widened.
"Oh thank you Ahakon, you're the best! I knew I could depend on you!" Ran cheered out as she
was hugging Ahakon tightly, the mage's arms and legs flailing about as the girl had his face pressed into
her bosom again. The siren was smiling softly with a blush while she held the boy closer, having been
moved by his words. Yukari just watched the sight with wide eyes then twitched a bit. She growled and
raised her wand as the group looked to her worriedly, then paused and lowered it with a glare in her
eyes still. After a moment she sighed and looked at Ran with a dull expression, then glanced to Rason as
the group was watching the siren continuing to hold onto the mage despite the boy's frantic motions to
try to free himself.
"Just out of curiosity Rason, do you like it when Kurumu does that to you?" Yukari asked dryly.
The angel jumped a bit and smiled nervously as the group looked to him.
"Well… I mean… it's not exactly bad… I guess…" he stammered. Kurumu looked at him curiously
then smiled coyly.
"Rason… is that why you've never complained about that before? Do you… like me doing that?"
she asked. The boy blushed a bit and looked up with a nervous smile.
"I honestly wouldn't be surprised seeing as how he never really fights you off," Dark said plainly.
Kurumu blushed while Rason rubbed the back of his head nervously.
"Well… um… I…" he said with a weak smile as Kurumu giggled. Yukari sighed and looked back to
Ran, the siren jumping back with a scream as she let go of Ahakon. The boy dropped to the ground
unconscious as the group looked down to him. Ran blinked then slowly looked back to Yukari.
"Um… sorry?" she squeaked out. Yukari looked down to her sleeping boyfriend then back to the
siren. The witch walked over and knelt down next to her boyfriend, shaking him a bit to try to wake him
back up.
"Ran," she said simply. The siren gulped and looked at her nervously.
"Yes… Yukari?" she asked with fear. The witch glanced back to the girl as she kept casually
shaking the unconscious mage.

"I'm fine with him being your hero. I'm fine with you being around him. I'm fine with you looking
to him for your ray of hope in this bleak time," she said. Ran looked at the witch worriedly as the girl
kept shaking Ahakon a bit.
"However, shove his face into your breasts one more time and you and I are going to have a
problem," she warned with narrowed eyes. Ran jumped a bit as the others looked at the witch curiously.
"But… you promised…" Ran stuttered nervously. Yukari nodded while still looking at the siren
with a dull expression.
"I promised I wouldn't use my washtubs on you, and that I would be considerate of your
feelings," she said simply. Ran looked at the witch curiously as the young girl looked back to her
boyfriend.
"I never said anything about not burying you alive for suffocating my boyfriend with your
boobs," she said flatly. Ran jumped a bit as the group looked at the witch with weak smiles.
"Well… I suppose that's fair," Moka said with a shrug.
"What?" Ran cried out looking to her with fear.
giggle.

"Well you did just suffocate him with assets that Yukari will never possess," Kurumu said with a
BANG!

The succubus dropped to the ground from a golden washtub connecting to her head as Yukari
glanced back to the group.
"Hey, Ran," she called out. The siren jumped a bit and looked to her with fear as Rason was
looking down at his dazed girlfriend.
"Don't just stand there, help me wake him up," Yukari said looking back to her boyfriend. Ran
nodded nervously then raced over, the two girls then shaking the mage as he was still out cold. Kurumu
jumped back up and tried to race towards the witch with a loud growl before Rason grabbed her and
held the enraged succubus back. Moka watched them with a weak smile while Mizore and Dark just
looked at the sleeping mage being shaken by the two girls.
"Easy dear, save your strength, we need it to try to bust out of here after all," Rason said as he
held his girl back. Kurumu blinked then looked to the angel, then up at the ceiling. Moka, Mizore, and
Dark looked up as well while Yukari and Ran continued to try to wake the sleeping mage up.
"Think you can give it another go Kurumu?" Moka asked looking to her friend. The succubus
looked around at the ceiling as her angel held her, feeling the bond flowing through them and helping
calm her mind down.
"I can try, I just hope we're not too far underground," she said worriedly.

Ahakon jumped up with a gasp, blinking a few times then looking around quickly.
"What… what happened?" he asked. He looked to see Yukari and Ran smiling at him with relief.
"You're ok, I'm so glad. Sorry about that Ahakon, I… got a little carried away again," Ran said
looking down timidly. Ahakon nodded slowly then smiled a bit.
"I noticed, but that's alright. Don't worry about it Ran," he said calmly. He looked over to seeing
Yukari giving the siren a dull stare. Ran looked at the witch nervously before the young girl sighed and
looked back to Ahakon.
"I love you Ahakon," she said softly. The boy blinked then smiled a bit at her.
"I… love you too Yukari," he said.
"Good. Now, please try to keep this poor girl calm. I'd really hate to have to bury my friend alive
for crossing that line again," the witch said looking over to Ran with a raised eyebrow. The siren jumped
a bit and nodded nervously.
"I'll behave, I swear," she said quickly. Ahakon looked between them curiously then over to see
Kurumu's wings and tail igniting again, the group looking over to the succubus as she summoned her
demonic strength again. Ahakon, Yukari, and Ran got up as the group backed up a bit from Kurumu, the
succubus summoning her full power again as she was looking up at the hole in the ceiling with a focused
expression.
"Well, here goes," she said before flying up at high speed towards the hole up above. The group
watched her fly up through the broken ceiling as other monsters around the area had stopped once
again and looked up to where a massive amount of demonic energy had erupted out of nowhere.
"Do you think she can break through this time?" Mizore asked softly.
"I hope so," Moka said with worry.
"What do we do if she can't?" Ran asked looking around at the group.
"Pray for a miracle," Rason said with a shrug.
"We're buried underground in the human world with the HDA trying to kill us. Nobody else
knows we're here. If Kurumu can't get us out of here I don't think anybody can," Yukari reasoned
worriedly.
"If she can fly us out of here we're going to be in for one hell of a fight up there," Ahakon
pointed out.
tone.

"We may be outgunned but we'll survive. We've been through worse," Dark said in his usual

"Still, I wish we weren't alone in this," Moka said shaking her head.
"I could help with that, if you'd like," a voice said from nearby. The group looked over towards a
holding cell as a figure was leaning against the wall near the bars.
"I myself could use a hand getting out of here, perhaps we could help each other," the boy's
voice said again. Yukari held out her wand and slowly walked towards the bars along with the group.
"Sorry, but we'd rather not get help from criminals of the monster world. We're not the bad
guys here after all," Rason said cautiously. The figure laughed a bit and shook his head.
"Well, we're all considered criminals here friend, I don't think these humans are going to say
differently now, especially after how you all broke out of your cells and caused such a lovely commotion.
And I'm not a bad guy for the record, just another monster wrongly treated by the HDA and locked
away. I'm as innocent as you are," he reasoned assuredly. Yukari held out her wand and illuminated the
cell.
"Who are you anyway?" she asked. Inside the cell the figure walked up towards the bars and
was seen in the light. He stood about as tall as Tsukune, having long black hair tied into a braid behind
him that had two small yellow beads at the end. He had feminine looking eyes that were light pink and
thin eyebrows. He was wearing a light blue Chinese long sleeve jacket, black pants, and light blue shoes.
He smiled kindly at the group and gave a slight bow.
"My name is Fang Fang, nice to make your acquaintance fellow prisoners of war."

Chapter 5
Another Thing Gone Wrong
All of Dark's friends knew the story about the young snow girl that set him free, how she had
granted him life even after she was cut down by his blade when he was under his old master's
command. How the shadow demon adopted her last name in honor of her, and even listened to music
everywhere he went as the young girl used to do. She was like a mother to him, a guardian angel, for it
was because of her that he lived and it was for her memory that he strived to be a good soul in the
world, even though he was made of countless dark spirits from hell. It was she that allowed the shadow
demon to be free, it was she that set into motion Fairy Tale's downfall by inspiring the shadow demon to
have a heart.
And it was she that was screaming out furiously while snow and ice was forming around her, the
young snow angel that had returned to the mortal realm to find the demon that she was so in love with.
"Arial stop! Please!" Complica cried out from behind Razico, staying out of sight as she felt chills
run down her spine.
"Stop this Arial!" Gabriel yelled out as he shielded his eyes with his arm, stepping back from the
snow girl as ice spires jettisoned around her. The group slowly backed up as Arial yelled out with anger.
"YOU WON'T KEEP ME FROM HIM!" she screamed as the hallway flash froze around her, the
ground freezing solid and erupting into ice spires as a blast of arctic wind flew down the halls.
"My god… her monster energy," Ruby said with wide eyes. A sheer torrent of chilled air and
monster energy swirled around the snow angel as her hair was frozen over, the girl growling loudly as
she had her fists clenched. The group looked at her with wonder and a bit of fear as the hallway around
her was covered in solid ice.
"Enough Arial! I need to get you back to heaven before its too late!" Gabriel yelled out.
"This is the girl that freed Dark that night?" Kokoa said shaking her head.
"She's… got a bit of a temper doesn't she?" Razico said cautiously.
"You have no idea! Get her to stop before she goes crazy!" Complica pleaded loudly.
"Wait, this isn't 'going crazy' for her?" Render asked looking at the snow angel carefully while
Apoch was shivering from the cold wind flowing down the hall.
"Could have fooled me," Leon said cautiously as Astreal stared at the snow angel with surprise.
"Just how much energy does she have?" Ruby asked looking to Gabriel.
"Being a soul she didn't have physical restraints on her power in heaven, and it looks like it still
applies to her now down here," Gabriel said worriedly.

"So… what does that mean?" Gin asked glancing to the angel cautiously.
"Her power… might be limitless in this state," Gabriel explained as Arial screamed loudly, the girl
creating a frozen wave of spikes that erupted around her. The walls of the hall on either side of the snow
angel were obliterated as the jagged spires smashed through the steel and plaster. The group looked at
it with surprise then to Arial as the girl thrashed around in her rage.
"Holy shit… she's out of control," Ruby said backing up more.
"You think this is bad? Imagine what'll happen if she learns about you-know-who," Gabriel said
looking back to the group. They thought about that and jumped at the realization.
"Oh god… Mizore…" Kokoa said quietly while covering her mouth.
"She'll kill us all if she learns the truth," Gin said trembling. Sun nodded fearfully and stepped
behind the boy as the cold air flew around the hallway.
"Arial please! We don't have time for this, Dark needs our help now!" Complica cried out. The
group looked to her as Arial stopped screaming, the snow angel looking towards her friend then jumping
a bit.
"Wait, that's right! We have to hurry, c'mon!" she yelled as she started running down the hall.
Gabriel grabbed her hand and held her back as the group looked back to her cautiously.
"Hold on Arial, you're not going anywhere but back to heaven," he said sternly.
"Let me go! My husband needs me! Let me go!" Arial yelled as she tried to yank away from
Gabriel. Complica ran over to him and grabbed his other arm and started tugging on it with fright.
"Please help Gabriel! We found Dark and the others but they're trapped underground and
there's a bomb and it's going to explode if all these doors close and we can't let them close and they
might close any second now unless we keep them from closing otherwise Dark and the other monsters
down there are going to be blown to bits!" she cried out. Gabriel looked to her as Arial yanked away
from the angel.
"Wait, what?" he asked.
"Does she even know what a comma is?" Render asked raising an eyebrow.
"I got 'bomb' and 'underground' out of all that," Leon said glancing to the others.
"Bomb? Where? Where are they?" Razico asked quickly.
"They're in some holding area, but it's underground now! We have to help them before that
bomb explodes!" Arial cried out.

"Where is this holding area?" Ruby asked urgently. Sun grabbed Gin's hand and took off down a
hall with Kokoa looking over with surprise.
"Hey! Get back here with my boyfriend!" she yelled as she took off after the siren with her
oversized morning star.
"C'mon!" Complica cried out grabbing Gabriel's hand and taking off after them. Arial followed
after while the group just watched the snow angel carefully.
"Well, that snow maiden friend of yours is going to die," Ceal said casually.
"I can't believe it, that's the snow girl that freed Dark. It's really her," Ruby said with wonder.
"She's… not as gentle as I had imagined her in the stories," Apoch pointed out unsurely.
"She's out of her mind; I mean she tore apart the area with just a tantrum. What… what's she
going to do to Ms. Mizore when she learns the truth?" Astreal said nervously.
"Arial's going to tear her to pieces when she learns the truth, did you see all that monster
energy? Mizore won't stand a chance against her," Ruby said fearfully.
"Seriously, that's the girl that freed Dark?" Razico said in disbelief.
"Well, let's go and try to keep your friends alive long enough for Arial to kill them," Render said
with a shrug before they took off after the group.
Further ahead Sun was dragging Gin down the hallway quickly, with the boy looking at her with
surprise.
‘What's she doing here? And… what was with that kiss? She picks now to kiss me of all times?’
She pulled him over to where Complica had torn apart the blast door into where the holding
atrium was, looking to Gin then pointing to the monitor urgently. He looked at it for a moment then
quickly grabbed Sun and moved her away as a giant morning star crashed down where she was just
standing.
"You think you can kiss my boyfriend like that and get away with it? You're dead meat bitch!"
Kokoa yelled as she geared back with her weapon again.
"Kokoa wait! Stop, she's an old friend, that's all!" Gin cried out waving his arms around while
Sun looked at the vampire cautiously.
"An old friend? She kissed you! She's a corpse now, that's what she is!" Kokoa yelled out.
"Please wait Kokoa! I can explain!" Gin pleaded loudly. The vampire swung again towards Sun,
with Gin grabbing the siren and jumping away as the giant weapon crashed down into the ground again.

"Get away from her Gin! I'm going to show that bitch her place, as a smoldering crater under my
foot!" the vampire yelled as she geared back again.
"Kokoa stop!" Gabriel called out running up to them with Complica and Arial.
"Don't hurt our friend!" Complica pleaded.
"Touch a hair on her head and you're dead!" Arial yelled out with her hands freezing over into
claws. Kokoa looked back to the snow angel nervously then to Sun as the siren was watching her
carefully. Gin looked between the two worriedly then to the monitor again.
"Is this what you wanted to show us Sun?" he asked. The siren nodded and pointed to the
monitor as the others ran up to them.
"Where are they?" Razico asked looking around.
"They're underground, see?" Complica said pointing to the monitor. The group looked at it then
over to the door that the chronofly had torn apart. Razico ran over and looked around inside then down
at the large metal gates that were closed.
"They're buried underground. We heard some humans saying that once all four of those big
gates close the bomb in the holding area will blow up," Arial said nervously. The warlock growled then
ran back over to the screen with a look of frustration.
"Oh man, we need to stop… wait, it looks like it already stopped," Razico said examining the
monitor.
"Yeah, something happened and the fourth gate stopped a little while ago. We weren't sure
what happened but we wanted to make sure that they couldn't fix it. It's a hair away from closing, we
can't let them fix whatever went wrong otherwise Dark's a goner," Arial said nervously.
"Wait… a little while ago?" Leon asked carefully. The group looked to Render who was tilting his
head curiously. He glanced around then looked up in thought.
"Um…" he said unsurely.
"That engine room we were in…" Ruby said with surprise.
"Oh yeah… heh, kinda ruined that place didn't I?" Render said with a laugh.
"Wait, it was you? You stopped the gate from closing?" Arial asked looking to the battlemage
with surprise.
"It seems so, looks like they had mechanical problems with that gate. And we were just in a
large room with gears and pistons a while ago," Apoch said looking to Render. He smiled a bit and
nodded.

"Well, looks like it was a good thing I was there after all," he said proudly.
"Oh please, your sword accidently got caught in the gears, you didn't know what you were
doing," Leon said shaking his head. Render rolled his eyes then glanced to his friend with a dull
expression.
"Hey, I just saved everybody down there with my beautiful sword, the least you could do is say
'Thank you Render, you're the best. What would we do without you?'," he said flatly. He was suddenly
tackled to the ground by Arial, the snow angel's wings fluttering a bit as the two swords of the
battlemage dropped to the ground.
"You're the best! You saved my husband!" she cheered out with joy as a cold blast of air blew
around her. Render shivered and looked at the girl with a nervous smile.
"Um… yay?" he said unsurely.
"Thank you! Thank you so much! I promise I won't forget this ever, you'll be an usher at Dark
and I's wedding for this great service!" Arial cheered while leaning back and looking at the boy with a
bright smile.
"An usher… I'm honored," the boy said nervously through a smile.
"They can't fix the problem? Really?" Complica asked looking to Gabriel. The angel shook his
head with a smirk.
"I doubt it. That place was in ruins after we left, they're not going to be closing that gate
anytime soon," he assured. The chronofly smiled with relief then looked to Arial as the snow angel was
getting up from the frosted battlemage. Render shivered and slowly got up with Apoch's help as the
snow girl looked to the monitor with hopeful eyes.
"Now all we gotta do is dig them out of there! This is great!" she cheered out.
"Wow that's cold," Render shivered as he picked up his swords again.
"That was a close one, it looks like that last gate was almost closed when we happened by the
engine room," Gabriel said with wonder.
"It's all thanks to my usher, he saved the wedding! It's a miracle!" Arial praised looking to
Render. The boy smiled weakly and glanced around at the group.
"Yeah… totally what I had in mind then," he said with a shrug. Arial ran into the empty chamber
above the large metal gate and looked around at it.
"Alright Complica, let's get to it!" she called out. The chronofly gripped her bat and ran in,
shifting forward and swinging outward as the steel below her was torn apart. She shifted around
franticly as more steel got torn apart wildly below her, the girl then appearing over by the door with a
worried expression.

"Um… how deep are they?" she asked nervously. Arial looked around at the steel that her friend
tore apart then to the group who was staring at the chronofly curiously.
"Are you… using a baseball bat… to rip apart the steel floor?" Render asked pointing to the girl's
bat with a puzzled expression.
"She's shifting through time like her sisters could, she's using the bat to attack with like when we
fought against Alucard," Ruby said in wonder.
"Wait, what?" Arial said looking to Ruby. She ran over and looked around at the group.
"You… you were there that day with my husband?" she asked in surprise. Gabriel slowly nodded
as Ruby, Razico, Gin, Kokoa, Apoch, and Astreal smiled a bit.
"Yeah, we were there. It was because of your sisters' help that were able to stop that thing once
and for all," Gin said with a smile. He blinked then looked to Sun, the siren staring at him with wide eyes.
She shakily grabbed her sketchpad and hastily wrote down something while staring at the boy as one of
her eyes twitched a bit.
You were one of those heroes that day?
He smiled nervously and nodded as the siren stared at him with amazement.
"Well… yeah, I guess I was," he admitted with a weak smile. Kokoa glared at the siren as she
moved closer to her while growling a bit.
"That's right, me and my boyfriend were there fighting to save your sorry ass from annihilation,"
she said sternly. Sun looked at the group with surprise then to Arial, the snow angel looking around at
everybody with wonder.
"Wow… I heard stories about all of you during that fight. This is amazing! You're like legends
with my Dark!" she cheered out with a bright smile.
"Well… I don't know about legends…" Ruby said bashfully while looking away.
"Hey, somebody had to save the world that day," Razico said with a proud smile and a shrug.
"Always knew my girl had a lot of fight in her," Render said glancing to Apoch, the witch blushing
and smiling timidly at him.
smile.
out.

"We just did what needed to be done," Astreal said calmly while Leon looked to her with a small
"Amazing, this is awesome! My husband is as good as saved with you all here!" Arial cheered

"Arial…" Gabriel groaned face palming and shaking his head. Arial grabbed Complica's hand and
started running back into the empty chamber.
"C'mon Complica, dig down to them so we can get my Dark out of there!" she cheered happily.
"Arial stop!" Gabriel yelled out. The snow angel stopped and looked back to him as Complica
had a nervous expression.
"You and Complica are coming with me right now, I need to get you two back into heaven
before anything happens to you," he said sternly.
"Listen to him Arial, we need to go back to our own realm before its too late," Complica
pleaded.
"What? No way! I'm not going anywhere now that I'm so close to being with my Dark again!"
Arial yelled out.
"Dammit Arial, this isn't a game. You could be gone from all existence if anything were to
happen to you down here," Gabriel said walking into the chamber. The others followed after as the
snow angel growled and shook her head.
"I don't care! I don't care what happens to me, all I care about is being with my husband!" she
yelled out. Complica backed up from the girl as snow and ice started to appear on the ground around
her.
"Arial please, calm down," the chronofly said nervously.
"No!" Arial yelled as she stomped her foot down, the echoing sound of the thud being heard as
an ice spire shot up behind the girl. She shook her head and looked to Gabriel with frustration.
"My husband is right below this barrier, I can't just leave him like this! Nothing, and I mean
nothing, is going to stand in my way of seeing him again!" she yelled out.
Suddenly a banging sound was heard below them, the group blinking and looking down. A large
thud was heard as the gate trembled a bit.
"What… what's that?" Arial asked.
Another large thud was heard as the steel creaked and groaned slightly. The group looked
around carefully as another bang was heard with a slight shake in the gate.
"Um… what's going on now?" Gin asked as the group slowly looked around at the ground.
Suddenly the steel ground behind Arial dented upward, the girl looking back to it as her snow
spire cracked apart and fell to pieces around the indentation. The steel banged and bent around
upwards as the group stared at it with wide eyes.

"What the hell is that?" Render asked as he gripped his swords tightly.
"Arial, get away from there!" Ruby called out.
The steel blasted upward as a purplish firestorm shot up from the ground, the fires flaring
upward as a blue haired succubus shot through the ground with a furious yell. Arial shrieked as the fire
flew by her, stumbling back then dropping to the ground as Kurumu flew up into the air, her demonic
flames casting the area into a purplish glow.
"Arial!" Complica cried out as Arial lay motionless on the ground.
"What the hell is that?" Render said getting into an attack stance.
"Kurumu?" Ruby, Kokoa, and Gin said with surprise.
"Kurumu?" Razico said with shock at seeing the succubus flying in the air with her flaming wings
and tail.
"What happened to her?" Apoch and Astreal cried out with surprise.
"She appears to be on fire," Ceal said flatly with a raised eyebrow.
"Arial!" Gabriel cried out running over to the snow angel. The group looked over to seeing him
lifting the snow girl into his arms, the boy looking at her with fright.
"No, no! Arial!" he yelled out shaking the girl a bit. Her head rocked on his arm while her body
was motionless.
"Oh my god! Is she ok?" Kokoa said running over to the snow angel.
"Is she ok? Kurumu's on fire!" Razico yelled out while pointing to the succubus. Kurumu yelled
out into the air then looked down at the group, all of them looking up at her with surprise. The succubus
was breathing heavily with a blush, looking at the group down below as she tilted her head a bit. The girl
growled heavily then flew down in a purplish blur, shooting down and tackling Sun to the ground with a
mighty pounce. The group looked to her as the succubus kissed the siren deeply while her wings arched
back, the silent girl staring with shock as Kurumu started to grab her breasts and squeeze them.
"What the hell is she doing?" Ruby cried out shaking her head.
"Sun!" Gin yelled as he ran over, grabbing the succubus and trying to throw her off of the siren.
Kurumu swatted him away effortlessly, the wolf flying over and smacking into the wall with a thud as
the group stared at the succubus that was kissing the siren passionately. Kurumu started dry humping
the siren while holding her hands down forcibly by her head, the shocked girl staring with wide eyes as
the demon forced her tongue into her mouth passionately.
"What is going on here?" Razico shouted out.

"She's raping Sun!" Complica cried out as she ran over, whacking her bat alongside Kurumu's
head. The girl was knocked clean off the siren and tumbled over as her flames died out, collapsing down
as Sun scrambled back with a look of shock on her face.
"Are you alright Sun?" Complica asked as the siren slowly stood back up again.
"Arial! Arial speak to me!" Gabriel cried out as he shook the angel a bit. The group looked from
Kurumu to Sun, then back to Arial as they ran over to her while the siren was staring at the love demon
that nearly raped her with wide eyes still.
"She's not moving, is she ok?" Kokoa asked worriedly.
"Her lifeforce, it took a severe hit from the heat," Gabriel said as she looked at the snow angel
with great concern. The girl's lifeforce was nearly wiped out with that blast of heat so close to her.
"My god, she nearly died… she nearly died for good!" Kokoa cried out shaking her head.
"What happened to Kurumu? Her body was on fire!" Razico said looking back to the unconscious
girl. Suddenly multiple winged monsters flew out from the hole in the ground, the group stumbling back
as the winged monsters flew up and around inside the chamber. The beasts roared and snarled before
flying down and racing out the opened doorway into the HDA command center. Apoch and Astreal
screamed as they raised their barriers before them, deflecting a few large monsters that banged against
their shields as they flew out the open door into the center. The group watched them fly out as crashes
and roars started to echo outside the building then looked back to Arial.
"Arial wake up! Wake up wake up wake up!" Complica cried out running over to her friend and
hopping up and down. Gin slowly got back to his feet then looked over to Kurumu.
"Wow, she packs a punch even with a mere touch like that," he grunted rubbing his side. He
then looked over to Sun as the siren was staring at Kurumu with shock still, the girl slowly looking over
to him as he ran over to her.
"Are you alright?" he asked. The girl looked at him for a moment then leapt into a hug with him
as the boy showed a bit of surprise.
"Hey! Get off him!" Kokoa yelled as she looked over to the siren with fury in her eyes. She ran
over towards Sun and grabbed the girl, then flung her over into a tumble next to Kurumu.
"What do you think you're doing hugging my mate like that?" the vampire barked out as she
gripped her large morning star. Sun slowly got up then looked to the unconscious succubus next to her
with a jump. She quickly scooted away from the girl then looked to Kokoa as the vampire growled at her
with fury.
"Is she going to be ok?" Ruby asked worriedly looking at the unconscious snow angel.
"I hope so, she almost ceased to exist right then and there," Gabriel said shakily.

"I know snow people are weak against fire, but how did that blast of heat nearly kill her?" Ruby
asked with concern.
"She doesn't have a physical body; all you see here is her soul. She has literally no resistance to
fire whatsoever, even a small flame can kill her in this state," Gabriel explained as he held the snow
angel.
"My god, if the fires had touched her…" Apoch said with fearful eyes.
"She would have died on the spot," Gabriel said shaking his head. The group looked at the snow
angel with worry. Even though she had far greater monster energy then when she was alive, she had a
serious Achilles heel; even a small fire was lethal to the snow angel.
"You need to get her out of here Gabriel. Dark would go on a rampage if he found out Arial's
soul was destroyed," Ruby said nervously. She looked over to where Gin was trying to hold back Kokoa,
the vampire yelling and swinging her morning star around as she tried to charge Sun.
"Hey! Would you knock it off, we have bigger issues to deal with right now than Gin's old
girlfriend," Razico called out. Kokoa looked back to Gin with wide eyes as the boy waved his arms
around franticly.
"She's not my old girlfriend, she's just a friend! Really!" he desperately pleaded. Sun looked at
him curiously then over towards the group, and then upwards as her eyes followed something. The
group looked up to see an angel flying up into the air, his wings glowing a bit as he looked around
quickly. His shirts were tied around his waist as his wings flapped behind him.
"Rason!" Gabriel called up to his friend. Rason looked down with surprise at seeing everybody
then quickly landed down next to them.
"Gabriel? Wha… what are you all doing here?" he asked looking around.
"Rason you're alive!" Astreal cheered as she ran over and hugged the angel. Leon's eyebrow
twitched as he saw his girlfriend hugging the half-naked angel. Rason watched with surprise as the witch
looked up to him with a bright smile.
"Astreal? What are you doing here?" he asked with a curious smile.
"We came to rescue you," Astreal said backing up from the boy a bit.
"I didn't hear a 'Mr.' there, did you?" Render asked with a raised eyebrow. Leon shook his head
slowly as he watched the new angel.
"So, that's her old boyfriend?" he asked glancing to Apoch. The witch smiled nervously and
nodded a bit.
"Um… in a way," she said softly. Leon raised an eyebrow then looked back to the new angel
cautiously.

"Thank god you're alright, are the others down below? Are they ok still?" Ruby asked worriedly.
Rason looked to her and nodded.
"Yeah, we're all still alive, but what are you all doing here? And… where's Kurumu?" he asked
looking around quickly. He looked over to his unconscious girl and blinked, then glanced to Gin and
Kokoa.
"Yeah… she sorta… lost it again," Kokoa said with a weak smile.
"She tried to rape Sun, we had to… knock her out. Sorry," Gin said with a shrug. Sun looked at
the succubus with worry then to the new angel.
"She did what? To who?" Rason asked looking over to the siren.
"Gin's old girlfriend apparently," Razico said with a shrug.
"She's not my old girlfriend!" Gin cried out as Sun looked at him with wonder while Kokoa
growled furiously at the siren. Before anybody could say a word explosions and loud roars were heard
echoing out inside the command center as the place shook a bit.
"Um, could we possibly have introductions later and get the hell out of here as soon as possible?
I don't think this is the best place for you guys to be having your reunion," Render said looking to the
new angel.
"He's right, we need to get the others out of here while we can," Ruby said looking to the hole in
the steel ground.
"Dark…" Arial said quietly as she stirred a bit. Rason looked to her curiously as Gabriel held the
snow angel in his arms.
"Who's that?" Rason asked.
"We'll explain everything later Rason, just know that the world's gone to hell and very very
strange things have happened," Razico said glancing to the snow angel. Rason nodded slowly then
looked to Gabriel with a puzzled expression.
"He's right friend, for now let's get everybody out of here. We have much to tell you, and not
enough time to do so here," he said worriedly as he looked to the snow angel. Rason looked at the
group of monsters and slowly nodded then glanced back to the hole in the ground.
"Um, alright then. I could use some help carrying the others out though," he said looking back to
the group. Ruby's raven wings extended out as Astreal manifested her glowing wings. Gabriel nodded
then looked over to Ceal as he walked towards the angel. The mage took the snow angel from the boy
and held her in his arms.
"What are you doing?" Gabriel asked.

"I'm taking these two up to the roof to await their escort," Ceal said glancing to Complica.
"What?" she asked worriedly. He looked at her with a blank expression then shook his head.
"You're staying with me, I won't let Falla's sister come to any harm while I'm forced to be here,"
he said eyeing the chronofly carefully.
"Falla's sister?" Rason asked looking at the girl. He saw the butterfly wings as she looked to him
nervously.
"Wait… but…" he said looking to Gabriel cautiously. Gabriel looked at the chronofly then back to
his friend with worry.
"Again, much to tell you, not enough time. Let's get your friends out of there as fast as we can,
we'll explain everything later," he said with haste. He then looked back to Ceal as the boy held Arial in
his arms.
"For the love of the Almighty, please watch them closely," he pleaded urgently. Ceal nodded and
glanced to Complica.
"Let's go," he said simply.
"But…" Complica said looking to Gabriel.
"Just go with him, you'll be safe under his care. I'll meet you two up on the roof and take you
back to heaven when we get the others out," Gabriel reassured.
"Back to heaven?" Rason said slowly as he looked to the chronofly angel.
"Shouldn't we all go up together? This place is turning into a warzone," Gin said looking towards
the doorway where roars of monsters and gunfire echoed out.
"You want this snow angel here when the shadow demon and his wife show up?" Ceal asked
glancing to the wolf. Gin looked at him with concern then to Arial.
"That's a very good point," Ruby said with a nod.
"Yeah, get her out of here. Please," Render urged with an eager nod.
"Snow angel?" Rason asked looking to Arial.
"Never mind that, c'mon Rason," Gabriel said taking off his shirts and tying them around his
waist, then extending out his wings. Rason looked around with a confused expression then towards
Kurumu.
"Alright, just… watch over her would you?" he asked before he and the other angel flew up and
then down into the breach in the ground. Ruby and Astreal followed after as the group watched them

go. Sun showed a determined expression and extended her wings, then followed them as well down
through the opening.
"Who the hell is she Gin?" Kokoa demanded looking to the wolf. He smiled nervously and shook
his head.
"Just an old friend from the academy, before she graduated she was in charge of the newspaper
club," he said nervously.
"An old friend that hugs and kisses you?" Kokoa asked with a loud growl.
bit.

"I… um… well… I didn't expect that either to be honest," Gin said nervously as he backed up a
"Who the hell IS SHE?" Kokoa roared out.

"Well, while she murders you I'm going to take these two to the roof. Tell that angel to hurry up
and meet us there when he's done," Ceal said as he started walking towards the door. The group looked
to him as he stopped and glanced back to Complica.
"Let's go, you're staying in my sight at all times," he said firmly.
"Who are you anyway?" Complica asked worriedly.
"He's Falla's boyfriend Complica, his name is Ceal. He'll take care of you," Leon said assuredly.
"You're… my sister's boyfriend?" Complica asked curiously. Ceal merely nodded as the chronofly
looked at him with wonder. Complica looked around at the others then walked over to him.
"It was nice to have met you Complica," Kokoa said kindly. The chronofly looked over to her as
the vampire smiled while tilting her head slightly.
"Luna was right, you really are an angel," she said with a warm smile.
"You know my sister?" Complica asked.
"Yes, and we know all about the danger she's in. Rest assured that we're going to get her out of
the darkness when we're done here, I promise you that," Razico said assuredly. Complica nodded with a
worried expression then looked to Ceal. He glanced back to her then looked ahead.
"You are?" she asked worriedly. He nodded as he kept looking forward.
"I'll rip apart the monster responsible for this nightmare myself chronofly, make no mistake
about that," he said calmly. She smiled a bit and nodded then looked back to the others.
"Thank you, all of you," she said graciously.

"Get to the roof and wait for Gabriel, he'll take you back home with Arial. Stay close to Ceal, he
may be lacking basic social skills and manners, but he'll keep you safe from the humans," Razico said
glancing to Ceal. The mage just glanced to him without a reaction then looked ahead again. Complica
nodded then looked to Ceal, the mage then walking out the door holding the unconscious snow angel.
The chronofly looked to the others and waved, then followed him out into the hall.
"Incredible, I never dreamed we would have met them like this. The snow girl that freed Dark
and Luna's little sister," Kokoa said with wonder.
a smirk.

"Yeah, a polite dead sister and a crazy snow angel, today's full of surprises," Render jested with

"Still hard to believe that crazy snow girl was the one that freed Dark," Gin commented with a
raised eyebrow.
"Do you think they'll be ok on their own? Should we go help them?" Apoch asked curiously.
"I wouldn't worry about it. Ceal's shown himself to be quite capable of dealing with those that
get in his way, usually in a very brutal and merciless sort of way. I have a feeling he can handle
babysitting those two for now," Render said simply.
"I'm sure with Falla's sister being with him he won't take any chances with their safety, he
wouldn't want Falla to be sad after all. Right now we need to focus on getting the others out of here,
things are going to get crazy with all those monsters running wild inside this place," Leon said looking to
the open doorway where gunfire and monstrous roars were heard echoing out. Apoch walked over to
Kurumu and looked at her curiously.
"Um… why was she on fire like that?" she asked looking back to the group.
"And why did she try to make out with Gin's old girlfriend?" Razico asked looking to the wolf.
Gin jumped a bit and waved his arms around franticly while Kokoa growled with anger.
"She's not my girlfriend, she was just a friend from the academy, really!" he pleaded.
"Just who the hell is she anyway?" Kokoa yelled out. Gin stammered a bit and smiled nervously
at his girlfriend while Apoch looked back down to Kurumu, the succubus out cold and breathing softly.
‘What happened to you Ms. Kurumu?’

Inside the holding atrium Moka and the rest of her group were looking up towards where Rason
had flown off to see how his girlfriend was doing, with Yukari's wand lighting the area around them
softly. The roars of the monsters that couldn't fly out still echoed around the atrium as the escaped
prisoners were banging and charging against the blast doors in a futile effort to break out.
"Do you think Kurumu broke through yet?" Yukari asked.

"She and Rason haven't come back yet, either they got through or Kurumu's likely occupied with
him," Ahakon said with a worried expression.
"I hope they got through ok," Moka said softly. Ran trembled a bit and looked around at the
darkness.
"Me too, I want out of this place right now," she said nervously.
"What about him?" Mizore asked looking towards a cell that had a figure standing by the bars.
The group looked over to him as he smiled nervously.
"So… could you please help me?" Fang Fang asked kindly. Dark looked at him for a moment then
took Mizore's rifle, then aimed at the cell with a keen eye.
"Whoa! Hold on, if you don't want to help that doesn't mean you have to kill me!" Fang Fang
cried out as he ran back to the far wall, pressing against it and staring at the demon with wide eyes.
BANG!
A shot echoed out as a bullet sparked against the cell door. The group watched as the lock to the
cell crumbled apart then looked to Dark. The demon handed the rifle back to Mizore and walked up to
the cell. He grabbed the door and yanked back on it, shattering the broken steel and opening the cell
door. Fang Fang smiled brightly and walked up towards the demon.
"Thank you, you had me scared there for a moment. And what might your name be good sir?"
he asked kindly. He stopped as the demon stood there holding the cell door while staring at him.
"Can you fly?" Dark asked flatly. Fang Fang blinked then slowly shook his head.
"Well, no, I'm afraid I cannot," he said with a shrug.
"Something to consider then…" Dark said as he glanced behind him. He looked back to the boy
with narrowed eyes.
"It's a long way down to the ground from up here," he said coldly. Fang Fang jumped a bit and
looked at the demon worriedly as the group watched him carefully. Dark walked back towards the
others while looking around at the darkness with a casual glance.
"I… I assure you I mean you and your friends no harm," Fang Fang said as he slowly walked out
of the cell.
"So Fang Fang… what are you in for?" Yukari asked with a raised eyebrow. The boy looked to her
and smiled weakly.
"Well, for being a monster I'm afraid. Other than that I really have no outstanding charges with
the human race," he said while rubbing the back of his head.

"What sort of monster are you?" Ahakon asked. The new boy smiled with a calm expression.
"I'm a yasha, a summoner of sorts," he said with a polite bow.
"You're a monster summoner; I haven't met one of your kind before. What sorts of monsters
can you summon?" Yukari asked curiously. Fang Fang rubbed the back of his head with a simple smile.
"A few different kinds my dear, I'd be happy to show you provided we can escape this place," he
offered looking around. He then looked to the group and smiled curiously.
"So, who might you all be?" he asked.
"My name is Moka Akashiya. Nice to meet you," Moka said politely.
"I'm Yukari Sendo, and this is my boyfriend Ahakon Maradoza," Yukari said with a small wave.
Ahakon nodded as Fang Fang smiled around at the group.
"I'm Ran Otonashi," Ran said looking at the boy carefully.
"I see, nice to meet you all. And what was your name my good sir? I didn't catch it after you
liberated me from my cell," Fang Fang said looking to Dark. The demon glanced to him then looked
away.
"Dark Kuyumaya," he said simply. Fang Fang nodded then looked to Mizore.
"And what might your name be my dear?" he asked kindly.
"I'm his fiancée Mizore," the snow girl said softly.
"Ah, well congratulations you two. If we escape this place I'll be sure to send you two a lovely
wedding gift," Fang Fang said with a polite smile. Mizore looked at him with a blank expression then
back to Dark, the demon looking around up above with a careful eye.
"So, now that we've all gotten the introductions over, what is our next move here?" Fang Fang
asked curiously.
"We're waiting to see if our friend can break through the ceiling to get us out of here," Moka
said looking up.
"Ah yes, that girl with the purple flames on her wings. I was rather curious what that was all
about, never quite seen a monster with such a display of power before," Fang Fang said looking up.
"She might be our only way out of here, we're just hoping that she can break through what's
above us," Yukari said hopefully as she lifted her wand up, peering around above for any sign of her
friends.
"I see, and… if she can't? What do we do then?" Fang Fang asked curiously.

"Panic," Ran said nervously.
"Oh, well, I've done enough of that in the holding cell, so I think I'll try to remain optimistic
about your friend," Fang Fang said with a weak smile. He chuckled and looked around at the group.
"Still, after seeing your performance breaking out of your own cells I feel confident your friend
can do the impossible already," he reasoned. The group looked to him with slight smirks as he looked
back up at the ceiling. He showed a focused gaze and pointed to something.
"Isn't that your friend that flew up after the girl?" he asked. The group looked up to see four
figures flying down to them.
"Rason, you're back. And… Gabriel? Ruby? Astreal?" Moka said with surprise as the four flyers
touched down next to them. Rason and Gabriel's wings were glowing softly while Astreal's illuminated
the area around her.
"What are you three doing here?" Mizore asked looking at her friends.
"We came to bust you out of this place, what else?" Ruby said with a smirk.
"I met them up above after Kurumu broke through the steel barriers, them and a few others,"
Rason said looking to Gabriel curiously.
"It's a long story, we'll explain after we get you all out of here," Gabriel said looking around at
the group.
"Yes, many things happened, world gone to hell, we'll give you all the details later," Ruby said
with a nod.
"Astreal, where's Apoch? Or Falla? Are they ok?" Yukari asked worriedly.
"My sister is up above with the others, and Ms. Falla is back at Yokai Academy with Ms.
Kyouko," Astreal reassured.
"She's alright? She's safe still? Wait, Kyouko's at the academy too? What's going on here?" Moka
asked shaking her head.
"Who's that?" Ahakon asked pointing up at something. The group looked to seeing Sun flying
down towards them, the siren landing down and looking at the group with a bit of relief.
"Oh, that's Gin's ex-girlfriend I think," Rason said scratching his head. Sun jumped a bit with
surprise as the group looked to her curiously.
"What? He had a girlfriend before Kokoa?" Moka asked with surprise. Sun showed a dull
expression and rolled her eyes, then wrote down something on her sketchpad for the group to see.
I'm not his ex-girlfriend, but can we talk about that later?

"Um… why did she write that down instead of just telling us?" Yukari asked curiously.
"Again, we'll play 20 questions later, let's get you all out of here," Ruby said with a confident
smile. She blinked then pointed to Fang Fang.
"Who's that?" she asked. The boy smiled and gave a polite bow.
"Fang Fang Huang, a pleasure to meet you all," he said graciously.
"Who… who's that?" Rason asked looking to the others.
"Again, ask later, let's get going now," Dark said simply. The group looked to each other then
around at the darkness.
"Alright, well let's get up top and get out of here. We brought the cavalry for the rescue and
they're waiting for us," Ruby said with a nod. She paused then looked to Dark and Mizore, then to
Gabriel and Astreal, the two also eyeing Dark and Mizore carefully.
"Any particular reason you're staring at us?" Dark asked with a raised eyebrow.
"Um…" Gabriel said looking up with worry. He slowly shook his head and glanced to Rason.
"No, nothing to worry about. Let's get them up top and out of here," he said. Rason looked at
his friend curiously then to the others.
"Alright, Kurumu breached through the barriers, so let's get you guys out of here," he said
walking over to Moka. The vampire smiled and nodded eagerly as the angel held her around the waist,
the boy then flying up with her towards the opening in the ceiling. Ran extended her wings out as Sun
walked over to them, the sirens looking at each other curiously. Ran smiled a bit then looked to Ahakon.
"Need a lift?" she asked with a giggle. The boy smiled and nodded as Yukari rolled her eyes. The
siren held the boy around his waist then flew up towards the others. Yukari watched them go then
looked to Astreal as the witch walked over to her.
"Thank you Astreal," she said as the witch held her close.
"Of course Ms. Yukari, hang on," Astreal replied as she took off into the air with the witch in her
arms. Sun watched them fly up then looked to Fang Fang, the boy smiling curiously at her.
"Thank you for the assist my dear, it's much appreciated," he said gratefully. Sun glanced to the
others then nodded at him. He walked over and the girl held onto his arm, then flew up towards the
opening with a cautious expression.
"Alright, let's get out of here," Mizore said looking to Ruby and Gabriel. The angel and witch
glanced to each other then looked back to the couple.
"You're still staring, what's going on?" Dark asked cautiously.

"It's just… we're glad you two are safe," Ruby said with a nervous laugh. Gabriel nodded then
looked up again.
"Although I don't believe that as an excuse I'm more concerned about getting my fiancée out of
here in one piece, so we can we just get going?" Dark asked impatiently.
"Fiancée?" Ruby said with surprise. She looked to Mizore as the snow maiden held up her hand
showing them her wedding finger and the ring on it.
"Oh my… Mizore," Ruby said with awe.
"He made me an official engagement ring and proposed," Mizore said bashfully with a soft
smile. Gabriel and Ruby smiled at the snow girl then looked to the shadow demon.
"Dark… Mizore… that's fantastic. I'm so happy for you two," Ruby said kindly.
"Congratulations you two," Gabriel said with a warm smile.
"Thank you, now, can we get going?" Dark asked flatly. Ruby jumped a bit then nodded quickly.
"Right, of course," she said walking up to Mizore. She held her around the waist as the snow girl
dropped the gun to the ground. The two took off into the air as Gabriel looked to Dark, the two seen in
the light from the angel's wings.
"Alright, let's get-"
"What aren't you telling us?" Dark asked cautiously. Gabriel looked at him with a bit of surprise
as the demon narrowed his eyes.
"You kept staring at me and Mizore since you landed, in fact, why are you even here Gabriel? I
thought your territory was in heaven," Dark asked carefully.
"I… well, there's been a few problems forming as I'm sure you've noticed," Gabriel said
worriedly.
"I have noticed a few things today, yes. For starters I was shot in the leg and the school where
Falla had been attending was destroyed. Not to mention that humans have been trying to execute us all
day. Is there anything else I should know about?" Dark asked with a cold stare. Gabriel showed a
nervous expression and nodded.
"Yes, and we'll tell you all once we get out of here. I promise," he said while trying to keep a
calm tone. Dark just looked at him for a moment then glanced to the side. Gabriel looked at him
worriedly then upward.
‘Please Ceal; get Arial to the roof quickly. If Dark finds out about her I fear he might be a bit
angry with me… to say the least.’

"Anyway, we'd better get going. Dark?" Gabriel said looking back to the demon and seeing that
he was looking around carefully.
"Dark? What's wrong?" Gabriel asked.
"Listen," Dark said softly. Gabriel blinked then looked around. There was nothing but darkness
around them as the two stood there.
In silence.
"It's… quiet," Gabriel said curiously.
"Too quiet," Dark cautioned, looking towards the center of the atrium. There were no roars or
shouts from other captive monsters, there weren't any streaks of light from magic or fire anywhere on
any of the floors. The entire atrium had fallen into darkness and silence.
"What is it?" Gabriel asked.
"Just another thing gone wrong I'm sure," Dark said as he narrowed his eyes. He and the angel
looked around at the darkness in the center of the atrium. A slight rumbling was heard as steel and
concrete cracked and bent around the area inside the darkness. Sounds of scratching and scraping were
heard for a moment then silence again.
"We're not alone in here," Gabriel said cautiously. He glanced to Dark then to the pitch black
atrium in front of him.
"What should we do?" he asked quietly.
From the darkness in front of them a giant red eye opened, the reptilian-like iris focusing a bit as
it stared at the two boys who looked at it with surprise. A loud growling sound was heard as more
sounds of concrete and steel being crushed and bent was heard all around them.
"I'd say run, but that's just me," Dark said simply.

Ceal was walking down a hallway inside the command center while holding Arial in his arms, the
snow angel groaning softly every now and then as she felt incredibly weak. Complica was walking next
to the boy while looking around nervously, gripping her baseball bat tightly as she looked behind then
forward again quickly.
"Don't worry, I'll keep them away from Arial for you, I promise," Complica said nervously.
"Another girl with a baseball bat to my rescue, I'm saved yet again," Ceal said flatly.
They walked forward into an intersection as two soldiers to their left and right were running
closer, the HDA soldiers then aiming their rifles at them.

"It's more of them! Shoot to kill!" one of them yelled out. Complica tensed up and looked
around quickly before multiple dark rifts formed around the soldiers, the men watching with surprise as
dark tentacles whipped out and ensnared them. In a flash the limbs ripped apart the humans and threw
their ravaged remains all around the corridor walls into a bloody mess. Complica stared with wide eyes
then looked to Ceal as the boy was still casually walking forward past the intersection.
"Stay close chronofly, I wouldn't want to be separated from my escort after all," he called out
dryly. The girl looked around at the slaughtered soldiers with wonder then ran off after the catalyst
mage. She ran up to him and kept pace with the boy as he was walking down the hall with a blank
expression on his face still.
"How do you do that anyway what are you are those icky tentacle things yours are you some
sort of octopus-squid monster thing that walks on land but breathes in the water and have all these
tentacles on you that you keep hidden in your shirt and pants and shoes and what's with your hand how
come it looks like that what happened to you were you in some sort of accident?" she asked curiously.
Ceal stopped and glanced to the girl. He then held Arial in his arm with his reptilian hand and rested his
other hand on the chronofly's head. She looked at him curiously as the boy looked at her for a moment
before removing his hand.
"Your mind isn't suffering from chrono dementia like your sister's was; it appears your mental
condition isn't curable. My sympathies," he said solemnly before walking ahead again. Complica looked
at him curiously then walked after him.
"What do you mean what did you just do how come you held you hand to my head like that and
what do you mean my condition isn't curable is there something wrong with me that I don't know about
but everybody else does what's wrong with me tell me please!" she cried out walking next to the boy.
Ceal kept walking down the hall as Complica looked at him curiously, the chronofly tilting her head a bit.
After a while she looked down with a gentle expression.
"So… you're going out with my sister?" she asked softly. Ceal nodded and kept looking ahead.
"Is she… really good now?" Complica asked worriedly. Ceal stopped and glanced to the girl, the
chronofly looking up at him with concern.
"Yes, she is," he said calmly. He looked at the girl carefully then resumed walking ahead.
"I heard about what happened, how her darker self was so cruel to you and helped you die," he
continued with a tone of regret.
"She may have shown me how to cast the spell knowing I would die, but I didn't care. I knew I
would die by casting the forbidden spell from the start," Complica said looking down with closed eyes.
Ceal stopped walking and looked to her curiously.
"You knew you would die yet you still cast it? Why?" he asked. Complica shed a tear and shook
her head.

"Because I wanted to see my boyfriend again, I didn't care that I would die. I wanted to be with
him again so badly," she explained with a whimper. She wiped a tear away and looked up to Ceal.
"My sister was always so cold, only Luna was like a real sister to me. But even with her care I
couldn't get over his death, I had to be with him again, even if only for one day," she said softly.
"You chose death for him," Ceal reasoned solemnly.
"I chose to spend any time I could with him again, no matter the cost. I love him and I always
will, nothing can change that," Complica said looking down with a gentle expression. They stood there in
silence for a moment, with Ceal looking at the girl with a curious eye while lights were flashing above
along with the droning of alarms nearby.
"To this day Falla blames herself for your death," he said softly. Complica looked up to him as he
watched the young chronofly angel.
"It tears her up inside knowing you're dead because of her darker self. Even if you cast the spell
knowing full well you would perish in the end, Falla regrets ever having shown you the spell that she
did," he said gently. The girl looked at him with teary eyes as he rested his normal hand on her head.
"The sister that was always so cold, the one that led to your death and the annihilation of your
kingdom, is no more. Falla fought her inner demon Complica, and she won," he said gently. The girl
looked at him with wonder then down again as he removed his hand.
"She won…" she said closing her eyes and wiping her tears away.
"I understand the pain of losing a loved one; I know how it must feel. However what you did was
still foolish and selfish Complica," Ceal said shaking his head. The girl looked to him curiously as he had a
bit of a softer expression for a moment.
"You left your family and friends, all because you were blinded by love. You caused them all
such pain and heartache with your death, and didn't even stop to think about that happening in your
desire to spend a single day with that boy," he said with a tone of regret.
"I… just wanted to be with him again," Complica said worriedly.
"Is he in heaven now? Were you with him before coming down here?" Ceal asked.
"Not yet, the Almighty is still working to bring him and the other good monsters to our heaven
up above," she said with concern.
"And how do you think he'll react hearing that the girl that loved him, the one he loved as well,
killed herself after he died?" Ceal asked with a cautious glance. Complica looked at him with worry then
down.

"How do you imagine he'll take the news that he drove you to kill yourself, that he's responsible
for you dying so early on in your life?" Ceal asked again. Complica trembled and looked to him with
watery eyes.
"I… I…" she said shakily.
"Your family may have forgiven you for your actions, but what you did will still hurt them inside.
Falla hates herself, even after killing her dark side and becoming whole again, she hates knowing what
she did to you and feels that pain every day. I know this because she told me," he said shaking his head a
bit. Complica looked at him with remorse then up.
"And your other sister, Luna, the one who was always so caring to you before, how do you
imagine she took your death, or even deals with it now?" Ceal asked.
sob.

"I… but…" Complica said shakily. She shook her head and looked down as she choked back her

"I didn't mean… to hurt everybody. I just… I just wanted to see my boyfriend again," she said
trembling a bit. She broke down crying and hugged Ceal around the waist to his side, sobbing out of guilt
and sorrow while Ceal looked down at her with a bit of remorse. After a pause he slowly held his normal
hand on her head gently as she cried.
"I didn't want to hurt them, really," Complica sobbed as she held onto the boy. Ceal looked at
the angel as she cried into his side. She never once stopped to think about how her actions would affect
her family, only fixated on seeing the boy she fell in love with again however she could. Even up in
heaven the parents didn't bring up the matter, since even if she didn't do what she did she would have
been annihilated by The Ender spell being cast, yet they still felt bad that their daughter had died so
early in her life.
"I know you didn't, you're a good soul. You being brought into heaven is proof of that alone,"
Ceal said softly. Complica looked up to him as a few tears were still flowing down her face.
"Whenever you do see Falla again you need to tell her the truth. Hearing it from me wouldn't be
as effective as it would be coming from you. Let her know that she isn't responsible for your death
Complica, remove that weight off of her heart," he said gently. The girl slowly nodded and looked at the
boy with wonder.
"Do you love my sister?" she asked softly. Ceal looked at the girl for a moment as he held Arial in
his arms, the snow girl groaning softly as she was still in a daze. He imagined Falla's smile and laugh, the
way she always followed him around and looked at him with adoring eyes. How he healed her mind and
body, and kept her alive through her nightmare in the human world.
"Ceal? Do you?" Complica asked softly. Ceal remembered to when the chronofly told him that
she loved him before he left, how the girl couldn't wait to express her love to him after all he did for her
and her friends. After a pause he nodded.

"I do," he said softly. There was no denying it, as much as he had tried to remain in control of his
feelings he couldn't argue with it any longer. He felt the same way about her that she did about him. The
boy glanced away as Complica looked at him with wonder. She smiled softly and stepped back from him.
"You'll take care of her… right?" she asked hopefully. He looked back to her as a few soldiers ran
toward them from around a corner, the men yelling and aiming their rifles at the monsters. Ceal's
reptilian hand glowed a black hue as dark tentacles whipped out from the walls around the humans, the
men being ensnared as Ceal had a focused expression. The humans were ripped apart and thrown
around into bloody pieces by the dark limbs, the remains splattering around the corridor walls and
ceiling as the chronofly looked over to them with surprise.
"I will not let anybody harm her Complica," Ceal said with a cold tone. The girl looked back at
him, staring into his cold blue eyes as he stood there before her. Her wings fluttered slightly behind her
as she tuned the world out around her, staring at the brutal yet caring caster that was escorting her
through the command center.
"Whoever is responsible for this mess, and for your other sister's captivity, will pay dearly," Ceal
said firmly. Complica looked at him with wonder, never having seen such a focused and sharp gaze from
anybody before, and then smiled a bit.
"Thank you, thank you Ceal," she said softly. She looked back down the hallway where they
came from then to the boy again as the remains of the soldiers dripped down from the walls and ceiling.
Normally she would have been scared out of her wits from seeing people savagely killed like that before
her, but somehow with this boy she felt perfectly safe.
"You and the others are going to save my sister, right?" she asked hopefully. He nodded as the
chronofly angel smiled timidly at him.
"I promise Complica, we'll save her. First we need to get you and this snow angel back to heaven
where you are safe, then we'll take care of the monster responsible for all this," he said assuredly.
"Really? You can really do all that?" she asked hopefully.
"There's nothing that can stop us," Ceal said with a slight smirk.
Suddenly the whole hallway rumbled and shook violently as a loud roar echoed down the hall.
Ceal and Complica looked back to where they came from as the building shook a bit.
"What… was that?" Complica asked nervously.
"Something that's going to try to stop us I imagine," Ceal said narrowing his eyes.

Inside the empty chamber where the holding atrium was beneath the group was looking around
with surprise as the entire building seemed to shake violently along with a loud roar that came from
below them.

"What was that?" Razico asked as he and Ruby looked towards the opening in the steel floor.
"Just out of curiosity, was there something else down there with you guys?" Render asked
glancing to Moka. The vampire looked to him worriedly then towards the breach in the ground.
"Nothing that was that big," she said backing up a bit.
"Where's Gabriel and Dark? Why didn't they follow us?" Rason asked as he was holding the
unconscious Kurumu in his arms, the angel backing up as well.
"They were right behind us I thought," Astreal said as she and Apoch looked around nervously.
"Dark's still down there?" Mizore cried out as she and Leon stumbled a bit after another wild
tremor, with the mimic mage helping her stand upright again.
"If they are they're not alone," Leon said as he helped the snow maiden stand.
"We need to go help them," Ahakon said as he helped Yukari stand again, the two then
stumbling back as the ground below them rumbled wildly. Ran helped them stand again and looked
around nervously.
"What's going on?" she cried out as the walls around the area started to crack slightly from the
stress. Sun stumbled back and was caught by Fang Fang, the boy looking around worriedly.
"Should we perhaps get out of here while we can?" he asked nervously.
"We're not leaving Dark and Gabriel down there," Kokoa said looking to the hole in the ground.
She stumbled back before Gin caught her, the wolf looking around quickly at the ground as it started to
creak and groan.
"Just what was down there with you guys anyway?" he shouted out.
"There wasn't anything big down there at all, there were just other monsters that were trying to
escape, nothing that could do this," Moka said worriedly.
"Well something's trying to bust out of there," Render said as the group backed away from the
breach in the ground as a loud roar echoed out from below. From the hole in the ground Gabriel shot up
into the air holding Dark, flying up and then over to the group quickly.
"Gabriel, Dark! Are you ok?" Rason called out.
"What's going on down there?" Moka asked as the ground around the breach started to bend
up, the steel creaking and bending as a large banging sound was heard below. Dark and Gabriel touched
down and ran over to the group.
"Get back! Get back now!" Gabriel shouted out as they looked back towards the disturbance,
the group watching the steel blasting up and tearing apart as a feral roar echoed out.

"What the hell is that?" Gin cried out. The steel ground ripped apart as a giant figure crashed
through the barrier. The group watched as the monster shot up into the air and clung to the wall of the
chamber. It was massive in size, having ridged black scales that had a slight greenish shimmer to them. It
held onto the wall with its four large claws, the beast's long tail whipping around behind it. It had large
wings that extended out slightly, having dark and gray scales along with sharp talons at the edges. It had
a reptilian head with three horns sticking back from its forehead, the monster's red eyes looking around
quickly as its large mouth showed razor sharp teeth inside. The monster crawled around on the wall
then turned around, looking down at the group who stared at it with wide eyes.
"What is that thing?" Ruby cried out as the large beast growled at them with smoke coming
from its mouth.
"No… it can't be…" Ran said as she backed up. The group glanced to her as she shakily pointed
towards the large creature.
"That monster… it's from the dark world," she said with fear.
"What?" Moka said looking back to the monster.
"It's from my master's world, I've seen them before. He keeps those things as his pets," Ran said
with fright.
"That thing is your old master's pet?" Rason said with wide eyes.
"That's no pet…" Fang Fang said as he watched the monster roar at them. The group tensed up
and got into defensive positions as Ran stared at the beast with fear, the siren knowing full well what it
really was. She shook her head and screamed out in terror.
"It's a dragon!"

Chapter 6
Reunited
Down a hallway inside the HDA command center two human soldiers were running with a
quickened pace, the two men armed with rifles that were held at the ready while sirens and roars
echoed out down the corridors. Further ahead gunfire shot out from an intersection as a winged scaled
beast was pelted with bullets before tumbling down next to a large gray skinned brute with large
demonic wings. The two monsters were shot dead as the humans ran over to see other HDA soldiers
down the nearby hallway junction firing at other monsters, the beasts and creatures being torn up by
the bullets from four other armed personal.
"This is crazy, they're everywhere now," one of the two men said before they continued down
the hallway while their comrades kept firing at other monsters running towards them from down their
corridor. Up ahead a soldier was thrown from an adjacent hallway as an explosion echoed out, with dust
and debris shooting from the corridor as the two humans readied their rifles. From the smoke a large
ogre with bony wings and an armored plated brute that had its wings shot off already charged through
with feral roars. The soldiers opened fired as they stopped and aimed at the two monsters, the bullets
flying down the hallway at the rampaging creatures. The ogre was pelted all over the chest and head,
with the eye bursting apart before the beast dropped dead. The brute roared as a few bullets cracked
and splintered his plated skin before he ran up and smashed his fist down on one of the soldiers, the
human being crushed into the ground while his comrade aimed his rifle pointblank at the head of the
large monster. Blood and bone splattered out of his skull as the beast tumbled to the side while the
remaining human showed frustration and fright at the sight of his comrade having been reduced to a
bloody smear next to him.
"God damn… fucking monsters!" he yelled before he ran down the hallway once again. He raced
down the hall as more roars and explosions were heard all around while many monsters had managed
to flee their containment and start an uproar inside the building.
The soldier ran through the hallway and stopped at an office door, quickly barging through with
urgency.
"Mr. Rythmore, we need to evacuate. They're breaking free, the monsters are breaking free
from the building," he said quickly. Inside the office room Jenner was seated at his desk looking at the
computer screen with frustration, tapping his finger on his desk impatiently as he bared his teeth
slightly.
"I want to know how the hell these damned things managed to get out, that holding sector was
supposed to have been completely sealed off and blown into subatomic ash!" he yelled out.
"We don't know sir, there was a problem in one of the engine rooms for the security gates, the
detonation sequence for the bomb never got started," the soldier reported shaking his head.
"A problem in one of the engine rooms? For fuck's sake, don't tell me that's because of those
other intruders that were reported, why haven't they been dealt with yet?" Jenner demanded banging
his fist down on his desk.

"The ones that broke in were indeed monsters as well; we couldn't stop them before damage to
the engine room occurred. We're sending in a repair team to the affected sector to see if repairs-" the
soldier started before Jenner yelled out while grabbing his hair in anger.
"Dammit we're the HDA, monster containment and control are what we're paid for you idiot!
Forget the damned repairs; send all available personal to deal with anything that's crawling around
above ground. I'll just start the bomb sequence myself from here," he said with frustration.
"But sir, the lower sector isn't fully sealed, if the gates have been compromised then the whole
command center could be in danger of being blown sky high," the soldier said worriedly.
"The whole command center is swarming with these monstrosities because you idiots couldn't
keep a few stragglers from going more than two feet into our headquarters. We cannot allow a single
monster to escape into the human world, I will not allow it. Have all your men kill what's above ground,
use any and all hardware available. Get this situation under control now!" Jenner yelled out.
Before the soldier could say anything the building shook as a deafening roar echoed out through
the area. The soldier looked around down the hall then back to Jenner with surprise.
"What… what was that?" he asked nervously. Jenner growled then looked to his monitor, the
screen showing red danger circles all over the building. Near the lowered atrium a flashing exclamation
point was seen.
"Whatever it is, kill it. Do you hear me? I don't care if this building has to be leveled to the
ground in doing so, you use any means you have to in order to kill these things," Jenner ordered sternly.
The soldier nodded then grabbed his radio, calling all squads to use any and all resources to kill
whatever was outside the holding area. As he did Jenner watched the screen carefully as another large
roar was heard inside the building. The images on the monitor flashed through several areas inside the
building showing firefights and monsters running on a rampage while others only showed static and no
audio.
"I will not allow these things to ruin our world, I simply will not allow it," he declared firmly.
The soldier put his radio back on his hip then looked to Jenner as he armed his rifle.
"All available personal are working to deal with the monsters running free now, however I feel
we should get you out of here and to a safer location sir," he said with a nod.
"I'm not going anywhere; I'm not going to flee like their cowardly kind does in a crisis. As head of
the HDA I'll face whatever comes to the very end, and you can be damned sure that I won't allow a
single one of those monstrosities to run free as long as I'm still in charge," Jenner said typing a few keys
into his system.
"Then sir, requesting permission to remain here as your guard, I can't let you stay here unarmed
and vulnerable while these things are running free," the soldier said with a salute. Jenner glanced to him
and shook his head.

"That won't be necessary; I can handle myself just fine. Take your gun and go help the others
deal with these pests quickly. If any monsters dare show their faces here I'll deal with them myself," he
said firmly. The soldier nodded as he readied his rifle, then was quickly ensnared by a few dark tentacles
that came up from rifts on the ground. Jenner watched with surprise as the soldier yelled out before
being ripped to pieces and flung to opposite sides of the room in bloody chunks. From the doorway a
boy walked in carrying a snow angel in his arms while a young butterfly monster walked in behind him
while holding a baseball bat in her hands. Jenner stood up quickly as the dark tentacles around the boy
slowly vanished while he looked at the man with a cold stare.
"Well well well, what do we have here?" Ceal asked as Arial stirred a bit in his arms.
"You… you're one of those things," Jenner said with a growl as he glared at the kid. He reached
towards his desk drawer before a dark tentacle came from the ceiling and whipped down, the limb
grabbing the man by the throat and lifting him up slightly. Jenner coughed and thrashed around before
two more limbs dropped from above and grabbed his arms, the dark appendages then holding him up
while he looked at the catalyst mage with frustration.
"So, you'll deal with me yourself huh? And just how did you plan on doing that?" Ceal asked with
a slightly amused tone.
"Why are we here Ceal? We need to get to the roof, Gabriel's going to be meeting us there
remember?" Complica asked worriedly as she looked around at the remains of the HDA soldier she saw
get torn apart a moment ago.
"Just thought we'd stop in to say hello to the man responsible for all this," Ceal said with a cold
glare at Jenner. Arial slowly opened her eyes as Complica looked to Jenner with worry.
"Dark?" Arial asked softly as her vision came into focus. She blinked then saw Ceal carrying her,
the girl slowly looking around with weary eyes.
"What happened? Where am I?" she asked.
"Arial, you're ok!" Complica said with relief as she saw her friend waking up. Ceal gently set the
girl down as Jenner watched them with frustration while being held up in the air by the boy's necro
magic. Arial looked around quickly then to Ceal.
"Where's Dark? And the others? And… who's he?" Arial asked looking back to Jenner.
"I saw the signs on the way here; office of Jenner Rythmore, head of the HDA. I remember that
name from the news reports, you're the one that declared war on monsters on behalf of humanity,"
Ceal said with a tone of annoyance. The two angel children looked to the human with surprise as he
growled at them.
"What? Wait… that's right. You were on TV; you're the one that gave the order to execute my
husband!" Arial yelled out with anger. Jenner glanced to her with a bewildered expression then looked
back to Ceal with anger as the boy slowly walked up towards him.

"Yes, I remember you now. You were the one blaming us for all the misfortune upon one of your
cities. You were the one that accused us of being spies and traitors to humanity. You were the one that
captured our kind to be executed. And I'm willing to bet that it was you that made the call to shoot
those two witches outside my school," Ceal said coldly.
"You won't get me to beg you fucking monster, I'm not scared of you or your kind. The HDA is
going to exterminate every last one of you filthy breeds," Jenner spat out.
"This is all your doing? Why? Why are you trying to start a war with our kind?" Complica asked
shaking her head.
"Don't give me that crap monster, you attacked us! You killed and slaughtered our people and
ravaged our cities! Even when my people were so foolish to trust you, to allow you to come to our
world, you tried to kill us anyway! You started this war, and now we're going to finish it!" Jenner yelled
out.
"That's not true, my husband and his friends saved all of you; they're heroes!" Arial shouted out.
Ceal glanced to the angel then back to Jenner with a cold stare.
"This girl speaks the truth human; our kind did want peace with you until you tried to kill us.
Those cities that fell under attack were done by monsters, yes, and they were saved by monsters as
well. The ones you attacked were your allies, the ones that protected you from the real dark monsters of
the world," he said as Jenner glared at him.
"Of course, how could I have been so foolish to think that the monsters in this building who are
killing my men would be the enemy? Spare me the bullshit monster, I've already had to watch as my
misguided government bought that crap, but I will not make that same mistake," Jenner snapped.
"You're making a different mistake human, one that could cost the lives of many of your kind.
You're making enemies with the wrong monsters," Ceal said coldly.
"You're all the same, every last one of you. You lie, you kill, and you slink around in our world
pretending to be allies when actually you're only trying to get closer to us to do away with us. You had
your chance for peace, even against my deepest wishes our kind gave you a chance to coexist. And what
do we get? A school and a city are thrown into chaos!" Jenner shouted out. Ceal looked at the man for a
moment then glanced to the glass window behind him.
"Lie and kill," he repeated as he walked over to the glass. Jenner watched him with a glare as the
boy shook his head.
"You speak as if humanity is any different. You speak as if no humans commit any crimes or are
hostile to their own kind. You speak as if all of your kind are as pure as angels themselves," he said
solemnly. Jenner watched him cautiously as the boy glanced to him, the mage then snapping his fingers
causing the tentacles to vanish and drop the man down onto the ground with a thud. Jenner scrambled
back to his feet as Ceal just watched him with his cold blue eyes.

"I could kill you, it would be easier than killing an ant," he said simply. Jenner looked at him with
a careful eye as Arial and Complica watched the man cautiously.
"Even those two kids over there could kill you easily enough, and one of them has more than
enough of a reason seeing as how you were going to execute somebody precious to her," Ceal said with
a shrug. Jenner glanced over to Arial as the girl growled at him through bared teeth.
"To me, your life has no value. You're just another human that thinks he's above monsters,
simply because he's human," Ceal said calmly. Jenner looked back to him cautiously as the boy shook his
head.
"However, my life should have value to you human, just as the others that you've kept locked
away here," the boy said looking out the window.
"And why would that be?" Jenner scoffed.
"Because we're the ones that can stop the real monsters in this world from killing everybody,"
Ceal said simply.
"Oh really? And just what 'real monsters' are you talking about?" Jenner quipped with
annoyance.
The building shook violently as a large crashing sound was heard below them, with Jenner and
the two girls looking out the window as the side of the building below them blasted apart with a
deafening roar. From the debris and smoke a large figure flew out, the massive beast extending its wings
out and flying up over the courtyard of the complex. Down below human soldiers and nearby humans in
the city watched with wide eyes as the dark scaled dragon roared out into the air. The massive beast
flew down and landed on the ground, with its legs crushing in two trucks causing them to explode under
its feet. Gunfire echoed out as bullets bounced right off the scales of the dragon before the monster let
loose a powerful fire stream from its mouth, the torrent of searing flames striking a smaller building next
to the main complex and blasting it into an inferno.
"That would be one of them now," Ceal said as he saw the monster slowly moving around
outside. He shook his head a bit as he recognized what it was.
‘However, how the hell did that thing even get here is a better question.’
"What… is that?" Arial cried out as the two girls ran over to the glass.
"A dragon," Ceal said with narrowed eyes.
"Dragon?" Complica cried out.
"What is this? Another one of your attack dogs?" Jenner asked cautiously.
"You're mistaken human," Ceal said glancing to him. Jenner looked to the boy as the mage
shook his head.

"In the monster world, these things are not our allies. They are just as dangerous to us as they
are to you," he explained. Jenner looked at the boy cautiously then outside as the giant dragon roared
out into the air as its wings spread out. Several rockets were fired from nearby in the courtyard and
slammed into the body of the beast, the explosions only budging it a bit as the dragon let loose a torrent
of flame around it. The entire courtyard burst into a firestorm as HDA soldiers were incinerated instantly
while vehicles were melted into disfigured heaps of metal.
"Dragons follow nobody's rule or command; they are true monsters of power and destruction.
Even our dark lords are cautious in their presence, as they are far stronger than legends give them credit
for," Ceal said crossing his arms before him.
"What's it doing here? How did it get here?" Arial asked shaking her head.
"What do you mean how did it get here? Isn't that just one of your kind that we detained in our
world now running amok?" Jenner asked glancing to the snow angel.
"Dragons can't conceal their form; they can't blend in to your world. Not like they would ever
desire to do so, as they are more like wild animals than sentient monsters," Ceal said shaking his head.
"But… how did it get here then?" Jenner demanded with anger looking back to the giant beast.
"I don't know human, but I do know that it’s going to be a real problem for both of us," Ceal said
with a tone of annoyance. Jenner growled then reached into his desk drawer and pulled out a handgun,
aiming it at Ceal as the boy merely glanced to him.
"I'm not going to fall for your tricks monster; this is all your doing. Like hell that thing isn't on
your side, it's just like that Alucard thing you let loose in our world! You won't fool us into thinking we
need your help to survive, we don't need anything from you!" he shouted out. Ceal raised an eyebrow
then glanced down to the courtyard.
"Like I said human, your life has no value to me. I don't advise acting so foolishly when all that's
driving you is fear," he said calmly.
"Fear? Fear? You think I'm afraid of you or your dragons? You think the human race will cower
to monsters when we are the rightful owners of this world?" Jenner yelled out as he aimed the gun at
Ceal's head. Arial and Complica watched him with worry as the dragon outside roared again.
"No no, we're not afraid of you monster. We're not going to let you take our world, you or these
supposed others that are your enemies. You're all the same to us; you're all the ants in this world that
we're going to be rid of. This is our world! And nobody is going to take it from us!" Jenner shouted. Ceal
paused for a moment then shrugged.
"What was it that you said…" he said distantly. Jenner looked at him carefully as the boy
nodded.
"Ah yes, I believe it was 'we gave you a chance for peace'," he said, the boy's reptilian hand then
glowing black as dark limbs whipped up from the ground. They grabbed Jenner's arms and legs, the man

being yanked into the air as his gun fired and shattered the window with a stray bullet. The gun dropped
out of his grip as Arial and Complica looked up at the bound human with surprise. Ceal glanced to him
then down to the dragon.
"I gave you a chance human, that's far more than what it's going to do," he said before the limbs
flung the human out the window. Arial and Complica watched the human scream as he tumbled down
through the air towards the courtyard. The dragon down below looked up at the falling human as
people all around watched the figure drop towards the ground. The large beast roared then snapped its
jaws up, snatching Jenner in its mouth with its razor sharp teeth. A blood spray shot out the side of the
mouth before the monster snapped its jaws again and devoured the human. Ceal watched the monster
with discontent as Arial and Complica watched with wide eyes.
"You… fed him to it," Arial said softly.
"Well… he did give him a chance for peace," Complica reasoned quietly. Ceal nodded once then
narrowed his eyes at the dragon.
‘Feeding a dragon isn't necessarily something I should feel good about, however I think this time
I'll make an exception.’
The dragon roared then fired a torrent of flames back into the building from where it came
from, with humans all around screaming while on fire as some were still trying to shoot it.
"We need to get to Dark now, he needs me!" Arial cried out a she turned to run out of the
office. Ceal quickly grabbed her hand and yanked her back.
"You're not going near that thing angel," he ordered.
"Let me go, Dark needs me, I can't let that thing eat my husband!" Arial yelled as she tried to
yank her hand free.
"Arial you can't go near that dragon; you'll be incinerated for sure!" Complica cried out. Arial
shook her head then looked to the girl with desperation.
"Then you kill it, use your time magic! Hurry!" she pleaded. Complica gulped and looked down
from the window as she held her bat in her hands.
"Neither of you are going near it," Ceal said looking down to the dragon.
"Why not? Complica can take care of it for sure, right Complica?" Arial said quickly. Complica
paused for a moment then trembled a bit.
"Um… well…" she said unsurely. She knew if her magic could be controlled properly she likely
could take down the large monster, however given that her magic was always unstable and that it was a
dragon her frightened eyes were seeing the girl felt her legs wobble in fear.

"You both are going to wait for that angel to take you to heaven. I will not allow Falla's sister to
go near a dragon while I'm here, and you snow angel will cause even more problems if you are seen by
the others," Ceal ordered as he lifted the snow girl up by the back of her collar. The girl kicked and
thrashed around as Complica looked down with fear.
"What's that supposed to mean? Put me down, let me go this instant! Do you have any idea
who I'm married to? Do you?" Arial yelled out with frustration. Complica looked at the dragon with
worry then to Ceal as the boy had a dull expression on his face as he watched the snow girl kick and
scream in the air.
"I don't have time for this," Ceal said simply as his reptilian hand glowed black. Arial yelled and
kicked around then looked down as multiple black tentacles came from the ground around her. She
blinked then slowly looked to Ceal as Complica watched with worry.
"What are you doing?" Complica asked nervously as the ground below the snow angel seemed
to shift into darkness. The snow angel glanced down to the rift then to the boy as he narrowed his eyes
at her.
"If you're not going to behave then I'm going to have to put you in a time out kid," he said with a
slightly cold tone.
"Time… out?" Arial asked quietly.

Down in the empty chamber above the lowered atrium a few figures were slowly getting up as
large chunks of debris were lying around on the metal gate that was the floor. Near them a large hole in
the wall was seen as the dragon had crashed through it out into the open area outside. Part of the metal
ground near the group was bent upward and melting slightly showing a dark hole down into the lowered
atrium that the dragon had somehow appeared in. All around the walls and ground flames were flaring
around as the dragon roared outside, along with a scorched trail of metal and debris that went from the
opening to the dragon towards the other side of the chamber where the fire stream had flown by and
demolished the side of the chamber with superheated flames.
"Dammit, is everybody ok?" Razico called out as he helped Ruby stand up, the witch looking at
the dragon with wide eyes still as her jaw was lowered. They had just jumped to the side of the fiery
blast, with the witch's dress being singed on the end slightly from the heat wave flying past her. Nearby
Apoch and Astreal lowered their hands as their shields dissolved, the two girls looking back to Render,
Leon, Gabriel, and Rason who was holding the sleeping Kurumu in his arms still behind them.
"Yes, I believe we are," Apoch said with relief. Render looked at the scorch marks on the ground
around them then to the girl with a smile, the group standing on a patch of ground that wasn't
blackened as the girls’ shields had deflected the flames around them.
"You really are something," he said with a nod. Apoch smiled and blushed as Astreal looked up
with worry. Flying above the group Sun was carrying Fang Fang while Ran was holding onto Yukari and
Ahakon.

"Wow that was close," Ran said shakily as she looked to the wall on the other side of the
opening showing the melting steel and concrete from the fire stream that just flew under them.
"Indeed, thank you very much miss," Fang Fang said looking to Sun, the siren using her wings to
keep them airborne while staring at the dragon with wide eyes. She just slowly nodded as she watched
the dragon roar outside the building.
Moka coughed and slowly got up as Gin pushed broken debris off of himself and slowly got up,
the boy in his human form still as he shook his head a bit.
"Damn, Moka, are you ok?" he said as he ran over and helped the vampire stand up again. The
girl nodded a bit as she coughed.
"Yeah, that was too close. Kokoa? Kokoa are you alright?" she asked looking around. She blinked
then saw Kokoa standing there near her naked, the girl's hair flowing loose behind her as her bows were
gone. Everybody turned to her as the vampire looked around with an embarrassed expression.
"Um… Gin?" she asked nervously. The wolf jumped a bit and then quickly took off his green
school jacket, then handed it to her before she quickly grabbed it and slipped it on.
"Um… what happened to her?" Leon asked with a bewildered expression.
"Ms. Kokoa's immune to fire," Apoch explained.
"Yes, but her clothing is not," Astreal added with a weak smile. Kokoa buttoned up the jacket
and looked around nervously, the clothing just covering her thighs and rear.
"I'm sorry, I couldn't get around it in time," she said with a weak smile.
"Good thing she is immune otherwise she would have been incinerated," Rason said with relief.
"She's immune to fire? Wow, didn't think vampires had that kind of power," Render said
curiously.
"They don't, Kokoa's one-of-a kind in that way," Yukari said as she and Ahakon were flown down
by Ran, the siren setting them down as Sun and Fang Fang landed next to them. Sun looked at the
redhead curiously then to Gin with a raised eyebrow. The boy chuckled and rubbed the back of his head
with a small smile.
"Wait, where's Dark? And Mizore?" Gabriel asked looking around. The group looked around
quickly as the silent couple was nowhere to be seen.
"Dark? Tell me you got Mizore away from that. Dark?" Ruby called out looking around. There
was no sign of the shadow demon or snow girl anywhere in the chamber.

"Where are they? Did… did they get…" Ahakon said shakily as he looked to the massive scorch
mark and melting steel that was near the wall of the chamber, the area having been hit hard by the
dragon's fiery breath.
"No… tell me they didn't get caught in that," Moka said shaking her head with fear.
"Dark? Mizore?" Yukari called out fearfully.
"Mizore wouldn't have been able to survive that hit at all, she would have been vaporized
instantly," Kokoa said with a frightful expression.
"No… no!" Rason cried out looking around quickly. Outside the dragon roared as more rockets
hit it from the sides, the beast blowing fire all around it as the group looked to it with stunned
expressions. The massive monster then turned back to the group as the surrounding courtyard and sides
of the building were burning wildly, with vehicles and HDA personal being burnt to ash all around the
creature.
"Oh no, that thing incinerated them!" Yukari cried out gripping her hat.
mouth.

"No, there's no way. Dark… Mizore…" Moka said looking around while holding her hand over her
"Oh man… not like that," Render said looking at the melting wall of steel and concrete.
"No… this can't be happening…" Apoch said as her eyes started to water.

"I'm sorry," Fang Fang said looking down with remorse. Sun looked at the scorched wall with
worry then down as well. The dragon roared out and started walking towards the group, all of them
then looking to the monster with anger and frustration.
"No… NO!" Yukari yelled as she aimed her wand towards it. Ruby aimed her wand as it glowed
with a bright purple light while Ahakon and Razico aimed their hands towards the beast, with electricity
and flames flaring around their arms. Astreal aimed her hand as a red light swirled around her arm
towards her palm, with Leon mimicking the magic as he took aim as well. All of them fired out their
magical attacks towards the dragon, with the projectiles striking the head of the dragon and exploding
into a bright flash. The group stepped back as the light faded to show the dragon roaring at them while
smoke billowed away from its mouth.
"No… dammit not even a scratch," Ruby said with worry.
"We can't kill a dragon, they're beyond S-Class," Gin said shaking his head.
"As much as I would love a good fight, I gotta agree with him. We can't fight a dragon, its
suicide," Render while holding his swords tightly.
"What's it even doing here? And how, it wasn't down below with us before," Yukari said as she
stared at the dragon with fright. The large beast roared then lunged forward, the group darting back as

the dragon reached out and grabbed Sun with one of its claws. The siren thrashed around as the beast
stepped back and held her up towards its head, the girl staring with eyes of fright at it as it held her in its
grip.
"Sun!" Gin yelled out. The dragon backed up out of the chamber then looked to the group as its
mouth glowed red, leaning back a bit as fire built up in its mouth as its jaws opened slightly.
"It's going to fire again!" Kokoa yelled out.
"Me first," Dark's voice came from next to her, the group then watching as a rocket fired out of
thin air between them towards the dragon. The missile flew past Sun and raced into the mouth of the
beast, the projectile then detonating causing the dragon to howl and stumble back while flames and
smoke flew out of its mouth to the sides. It held onto Sun with its claw still as Dark reappeared near the
group, the demon dropping the spent launcher as he glared at the dragon.
"Dark! You're alive!" Moka cried out.
"You're ok, but… where's Mizore?" Ruby asked looking around. Dark looked back towards the
broken door leading into the chamber, the group then looking to see Mizore peeking out from behind it.
"Why would I want her to be anywhere near a fire breathing dragon? I got her out of here as
soon as the dragon crashed through the wall out of this place," Dark said simply.
"She's ok, you're both ok," Kokoa said with great relief.
"Geez, you had us scared there," Rason said shaking his head.
"That's great they're alive and all, but what about Sun?" Gin cried out as the group looked back
to the dragon as it held the siren in its grip.
"Sucks to be her," Kokoa said with careless shrug.
"Kokoa!" Gin shouted out. The vampire glanced to him then back to the siren with a dull glare.
The dragon shook his head slightly with a growl then geared back as fire built up in its mouth again.
"It's going to try that again," Moka said as the group backed up a bit. Mizore watched with
worry as her fiancé was standing with the group while the dragon prepared to lay waste to the entire
area with its fiery breath. The dragon built up its fire inside its mouth as the group tensed up, the beast
holding Sun in its grip as the siren looked back to the group with fear. Before the dragon could fire Ceal
dropped down from above onto the nose of the beast, jerking the head of the dragon down as its mouth
shut. Flames and smoke blasted out the sides of its mouth and the monster recoiled as the boy jumped
off towards the claw that held the surprised siren. Ceal landed down on the arm and grabbed the girl as
the claw released her, then lunged down while holding the siren as the group watched with surprise.
Sun watched with wonder as the mage landed down on the ground and started running towards the
others while the dragon roared out with smoke billowing from its mouth.

"Who's that?" Moka asked as Ceal ran over to the group, the boy then looking back to the
dragon as he set Sun down. The siren looked at him with wonder as the dragon roared while smoke and
flames came from its mouth. After a pause Ceal glanced to Gabriel.
"Angel, get up to the top floor outside. Those two are waiting for you," he ordered.
"Who is this guy?" Yukari asked. Rason looked at him with surprise then to Gabriel, the
redheaded angel looking up then back to Ceal.
"Um… right. Ok," Gabriel said as he started to run out. He took two steps before Rason shook his
head then called out to him.
"Wait, what's going on Gabriel, just who is this guy?" he asked looking to Ceal.
eyes.

"Ceal Erres," Fang Fang said with a nervous smile. Ceal looked over to the boy then narrowed his

"You're still alive?" he said with a bit of anger. Fang Fang chuckled weakly while rubbing the
back of his head then slowly stepped behind Gin, and then peeked out again with a bit of fear.
"Um… it's nice to see you again friend," he said with a worried smile. Ceal growled a bit then
looked back out to the dragon as it stopped roaring and looked back to the group with its red eyes.
"Angel, get up there now. I can't use my magic in two places at once, and I need it to deal with
this pest," he said firmly.
"What's going on, what's he talking about?" Rason asked looking to his friend. Gabriel looked
around nervously then up.
"Um… I'll explain later Rason, I promise," he said before he started running again, extending out
his wings then flying up out the opening. The dragon looked up to him as it roared again, the angel
looking down to it with fright before flying up as fast as he could. Ceal watched him go then looked to
Fang Fang.
"I should feed you to the dragon before I kill it," he said with discontent. Fang Fang jumped a bit
and waved his hand around nervously as the group looked to him curiously.
"Wait, let's not be rash. You can't be mad at me for what my family did; I had no say in the
matter. Really, I'm innocent," he pleaded.
"Ceal, you can murder him later. But for now, how about we see some of that dragon slaying
you were bragging about earlier," Leon urged as he watched the dragon roar at them.
"Dragon slaying?" Rason said as he held Kurumu in his arms still.
"Ceal's a dragon slayer, or at least that's what he claims," Ruby said as she and Razico backed up
carefully.

"He's a what?" Moka said looking to Ceal with surprise.
"Are you insane? How's he going to kill a dragon?" Yukari cried out.
"I'm very interested in seeing that as well, like right now. Seriously, do something man," Render
said as the large beast started moving towards them while smoke came from its mouth. Ceal looked
back to the dragon then up.
"Move it angel, I need my magic now," he said with a tone of frustration.

Gabriel flew up towards a broken window at the top floor, landing down inside to seeing
Complica there looking at something. Next to her a few black tentacles were holding a screaming snow
angel in their grip, with her arms, legs, and body ensnared and suspended above the ground. Arial yelled
and thrashed around while Complica watched with a worried expression. Gabriel looked at Arial for a
moment then shrugged.
"I suppose I can understand why he did that," he said simply.
"Get me down now! Let me go, I need to get to my husband before it's too late! Dammit get
these things off of me now Complica, what are you waiting for? Do something already!" Arial screamed
as she tried to free herself from the dark limbs that held her in the air. Complica looked to Gabriel with
worry then ran up to him.
"Hurry Gabriel, Ceal said for you to pull on that one when you got up here," she said pointing to
a lone tentacle that was swaying around slowly near the angel. Gabriel nodded then yanked on the limb,
the appendage and all the others then letting go of the bound snow angel and vanishing into the
ground. Arial dropped to the floor as Gabriel watched all the dark rifts vanish, the angel then looking
back down to the dragon as it slowly moved towards the hole in the building below.
"I hope Ceal really is what he says he is," he prayed worriedly. Arial scrambled to her feet before
Gabriel grabbed her hand, the snow angel looking up to him with frustration as he had a stern
expression.
"Let me go Gabriel, I'm not leaving without my husband!" she yelled out.
"Yes you are or so help me Arial you will answer directly to the Almighty himself for this!"
Gabriel yelled out. Arial blinked then looked up nervously as Complica trembled fearfully.
"You… you can't tattle on me," Arial whined as she looked back to Gabriel.
"You two are under my care while you're dead, and as such I sure as hell can inform the
Almighty of just what you've been doing down here Arial. I'm not in any mood to hear more of this
nonsense, I need to return you two back to heaven now and get back to help the others," Gabriel said
looking up to the sky. Complica nodded as her wings fluttered a bit.

"No… but… Dark!" Arial cried out shaking her head.
"We need to go Arial, that dragon will kill you for sure if you don't go," Complica pleaded.
"Just kill it with your time magic! What are you waiting for; you can do it no problem!" Arial
cried out. Complica looked down with fear, knowing that she likely could if she could keep focused,
however facing a dragon was making her shake with fear as she was scared to death of it.
"It's not her job to lay her soul on the line like that Arial, she shouldn't even be here just like you
shouldn't be. You two are coming with me right now and that's final," Gabriel stated firmly before taking
off into the air while holding Arial's hand. Complica flew after them with a worried expression, looking
down to seeing the dragon down below as it slowly moved into the hole leading into the building.
"I'm sorry… I'm sorry but… I'm not ready for this," she whimpered with a few tears forming then
looked ahead as she prayed the others would be able to deal with the mighty beast.

Inside the chamber as the dragon growled loudly with smoke coming from its mouth the group
backed up with caution while Ceal stood his ground, the catalyst mage watching the beast with a careful
eye. The dragon started to move towards the opening as the group glanced to Ceal quickly then back to
the large monster.
"C'mon man, you're the dragon slayer of the group, do something," Render said as he backed up
with Apoch.
"I would love to, provided that angel hurries up," Ceal said glancing up to the ceiling then back
to the dragon again.
Kurumu stirred a bit and slowly opened her eyes, the girl's vision slowly coming into focus to
seeing Rason watching something with fright.
"Rason?" she asked softly. She blinked then looked over to seeing a large black scaled dragon
moving towards the opening, pausing for a moment then jumping with a loud scream.
"What is that?" she cried out as she dropped down to her feet and backed up with her angel.
"It's a dragon, and a big one too," Ahakon said shakily.
"Actually it's not that big, it's a youngling in fact. Then again obsidian dragons don't really grow
much bigger than this," Ceal pointed out casually.
"That's a youngling? It's huge!" Yukari cried out.
"They’re dragons witch, they tend to grow to a large size," Ceal replied with a shrug.

"What's a dragon doing here?" Kurumu cried out as she and Rason backed up with the group,
everybody watching the large monster with fear while Ceal remained standing still.
"A better question is what the hell is he going to do against it? All our magic and the HDA firing
at it only pissed it off," Rason said looking to Ceal.
"Well Ceal? You said you were a dragon slayer didn't you? Well slay this one already, hurry!"
Ruby cried out as she and Razico backed up. Ceal looked at the dragon then over to Sun with a careful
eye.
"Tell me girl, why is it that this dragon seems fixated on you?" he asked. The group looked to
Sun as she pointed to herself with a puzzled expression.
"Dragons don't take prisoners and yet it seemed to hold onto you all while its mouth was
burning from the inside. Not to mention that this creature appeared out of nowhere as I would imagine
it wasn't down in those holding cells with the others here all this time, and it isn't running wild around
the area. It's staying here, near you," Ceal said cautiously. Sun looked around at the group then
shrugged with a worried expression. Ceal glanced to the dragon then back to her.
"And even now it's only looking at you girl," he said with narrowed eyes. The group looked over
to see the dragon growling as smoke came from its mouth, all while its head was facing the confused
and frightened siren.
"Sun?" Gin asked worriedly as the group looked to her curiously. The siren looked to him and
shook her head then turned back to watch the dragon’s mouth light up again. Ran looked at the girl
cautiously then back to the dark beast she recognized from her old master's domain. The group backed
up a step while Mizore watched with growing concern over by the broken doorway.
"You can interrogate her later about it, I'll gladly help you beat an answer out of her even, just
please do something already!" Kokoa cried out. Ceal looked to the dragon then to his reptilian hand as it
glowed with a soft black hue.
"It's about time angel," he said scoffed as he flexed his hand a bit.
"Ceal? Seriously, do something!" Gin cried out as the dragon roared at them. Ceal waved his
hand out as it glowed with a black light.
him.

"Xarai," he called out. The group looked to him as a ghostly groan came from the ground below
"My sword," he commanded as he narrowed his eyes at the dragon.

From the ground two dark tentacles came from a rift on the ground, the limbs holding a sword
housed in a black and golden sheath. It rose up next to the boy's side while the group looked at it with
surprise.

"What the heck is that?" Yukari cried out. Ceal reached out and grabbed the handle of the blade
and yanked it out, the long sword sliding out of the sheath with a slight metallic ring. The blade was a
well-polished double-edged long sword, giving off a slight glimmer to it as Ceal held it with one hand.
"A sword? Dude, if all you wanted was a sword I could have given you one already. Seriously,
I've got plenty," Render said with bewilderment. Ceal smirked and glanced back to him.
"You may have quantity hunter, but not quality," he said with a slightly amused tone.
"How are you going to kill this thing with a mere sword? Magic and rockets didn't do anything to
it, what's a piece of metal going to do?" Moka said shaking her head.
"Just what are you anyway?" Ran asked looking to Sun. The silent siren looked to her worriedly
as Ran shook her head.
"Why is a dragon from my master's dark world coming here after you? What are you?" she
asked nervously. Sun glanced to the dragon, the large beast still keeping its eyes on her.
‘I'm just a siren, why is this other world sending all these dark monsters after me like this?’
a bit.

"Who cares, just throw her to the dragon and maybe it'll leave us alone," Kokoa said backing up

"We're not throwing Sun to the dragon," Gin said shaking his head. Kokoa glanced to him with a
growl then looked back to the dragon.
"C'mon Ceal, do your job already and kill this thing," Razico said as he and Ruby tensed up.
The dragon geared back as it turned its head to look at Ceal, the group tensing up as fire and
smoke built up inside the monster's mouth.
"Everybody run!" Leon called out as the dragon fired out a stream of flame towards the catalyst
mage. The group watched the torrent fly towards Ceal as he smirked a bit. He whipped his sword up
then struck down, the blade making a sharp pitched bang as a wave of light flew out in front of him. The
torrent of fire was split down the middle as the pulse of energy tore through it, the group then watching
as the two streams of fire flew past Ceal and blasted into small firestorms behind him.
"Wha… how…" Ruby said with wide eyes.
Ceal clutched his blade with both hands then dashed towards the dragon with a cold glare,
running closer to it as the dragon roared at him. The mage swung off to the side with a powerful swipe,
the blade sending out a slice of magical light that seared through the air and cut across one of the
dragon's legs. The monster roared as it stumbled back outside of the hole in the wall while dark red
blood came from the cut near its claw. Ceal whipped the blade to his other side and sent out another
strange slice of light, the energy being dodged as the dragon jumped up into the air and started to flap
its wings. It roared at the boy as he looked up to it, the mage holding his sword that glimmered with a

soft vibrant glow. The dragon's mouth lit up again as the surrounding courtyard continued to burn with
the flames of the beast's rampage.
"You won't get away from me," Ceal declared with a cold glare as his arm electrified with black
lightning. He spun his blade around to his side as the dark power arced around it, and then swung it up
towards the dragon causing a sear of light and dark energy to fly up in a wide arc. The wave of light
sliced through the left wing of the dragon and cleaved it right off, the dragon howling as it spiraled down
and crashed into the ground.
"What… the hell is that sword anyway?" Render asked with wide eyes.
"What the hell is he?" Ahakon said shaking his head.
"A dragon slayer… he really is a dragon slayer," Razico said in wonder. Mizore slowly walked out
from the doorway towards the group as she watched the sight with wonder.
The dragon got back up and roared as it flexed its remaining wing, then blew a stream of fire
towards Ceal. The boy dodged and rolled to the side as the torrent of flame shot past and blasted into
the wall of the building. Steel and concrete melted and burned away as the mage got back onto his feet
while holding his blade down to the side. He geared back and swung his blade out, creating a slice of
magical energy that flew out and razed across the dragon's side. The monster roared and stumbled back
as Ceal's arm electrified again with necro energy, the boy then swiping out into the air with his sword.
The blade lashed out with a slice of light and dark energy, the wave arcing out and tearing through the
remaining wing of the dragon. The wave sliced it right off with a clean cut, the dragon then roaring and
thrashing around as Ceal whipped his blade down to his side again.
"How can he damage that thing when all our power combined didn't do anything?" Ahakon
asked with amazement.
"It's his sword," Fang Fang said as he watched the catalyst mage closely.
"His sword?" Render asked glancing to him. Fang Fang nodded and watched as Ceal dodged to
the side from another torrent of fire from the dragon.
"Yes, each family of dragon slayers has a unique method of fighting these beasts. From his
family they use powerful enchanted swords, ones that are supposedly forged from the bones and scales
of dragons themselves. His weapon is able to create energy waves with the dragon's essence fused into
it, which gives it the power required to actually damage the dragon's body," he explained as he watched
the mage swipe out again with his sword, the small arc of energy slicing across the other front leg of the
dragon as it roared at him.
"You and this slayer have met before?" Dark asked glancing to Fang Fang. The yasha nodded and
smiled nervously.
"Well, in a sense. I only saw him briefly as he was hired by my family to take care of a dragon
problem we had. I learned all about how he and his family fought from my father," he said, then rubbed
the back of his head and looked down worriedly.

"Unfortunately for Ceal here, my father refused to pay him as the dragon had already destroyed
some valuable property of ours. It wasn't Ceal's fault; the dragon was slain in the process, however the
monster was very destructive and unfortunately we lost a good amount of… family resources," he said
nervously.
"Your father skipped out on paying a dragon slayer? That doesn't seem too wise," Ruby said
shaking her head.
"I thought Ceal didn't care about gold or money, he never seemed to be concerned with that
before," Leon asked looking to the catalyst mage. Fang Fang nodded and looked down worriedly still.
"No, but to all slayers it's a matter of pride and honor. They expect payment in return for doing
this great service, and rightfully so. Killing a dragon is no trivial matter for any monster, even the dark
lords often seek these slayers to deal with these things. Their monster energy is immense and very
dense, making them extremely durable and tough to kill even with the strongest weapons and magic. If
Ceal hadn't killed that dragon we might have lost much more that day. By refusing payment we are
nothing but thieves in their eyes, ones that used them and then discarded them when we got what we
wanted," he explained with a slight shudder.
"So he doesn't like you, that much I gathered earlier," Gin said with a nod.
"Oh if only it were just that, I'd say he rather hates me and my family. I gathered that much as
after Ceal was refused payment he sort of… well…" Fang Fang said shakily. The group glanced to him as
he gulped and looked back to the catalyst mage.
"He caused far more damage to our family investments than the dragon likely could have," he
said weakly.
"You tried to rip off a dragon slayer, what did you think was going to happen?" Razico asked
shaking his head.
"My father thought a lone slayer wouldn't have been a match for our family guard. He was very
well mistaken. Ceal… slaughtered everybody that stood in his way, his necro magic was far stronger than
anybody thought at the time," Fang Fang said nervously.
"We've seen it in action, his pet's pretty rough," Leon said simply.
"Oh yes, I've seen it too friend. Up close and personal. However I managed to elude a gruesome
death as I hid under a body of one of my family's guards, or at least what remained of him," Fang Fang
said with remorse. The group looked at him for a moment then over to Ceal as the mage swiped down
with his blade, the magical slice of energy carving a torrent of fire apart as he stood his ground against
the dragon still.
"Eventually he was pushed back out of our land after he inflicted a great deal of damage to our
home. My father has yet to offer any apology or payment to his family, and I'm afraid we're not exactly
on good terms with dragon slayers anymore," Fang Fang said with regret.

"Just what exactly is your family involved with that can afford to employ a dragon slayer?" Moka
asked glancing to him. Fang Fang smiled a bit and rubbed the back of his head.
"Oh, a little of this, a little of that," he said casually.
"Alright, so he's going to kill you after he deals with this dragon because your father is a
cheapskate. I guess it's good we at least know why he's going to tear you limb from limb before he does
so," Render reasoned with a shrug. Fang Fang jumped a bit then waved his hands around nervously.
"But I'm innocent, I never wanted to deny him his payment, really," he pleaded.
"Good luck convincing him of that, he's rather hard to deal with to be honest," Razico said dryly.
"How come he hasn't been using that sword of his all this time? It seems like its extremely
powerful, maybe more so than his necro magic," Leon asked curiously as Ceal swung his blade and
unleashed another arc of magical light that sliced across the dragon's neck. The monster roared and
spun around, swinging its tail towards the mage at high speed. Ceal spun his sword around then swiped
down, slicing right through the tail causing the end to tumble off while the dragon roared out into the
sky.
"Because he can't," Fang Fang said shaking his head.
"What do you mean he can't? Look at him, he's actually taking on a dragon with it
singlehandedly, it's incredible," Yukari said with awe.
"I mean he can't young miss. It's against the laws of his people," Fang Fang said glancing to her.
"Against his laws?" Mizore asked. Fang Fang nodded and watched as Ceal held his sword at the
ready while the dragon turned to roar at him again.
"Yes, my father told me about these slayers and their ways. Their weapons are indeed powerful
and are able to slay these beasts; however they are only forged for that purpose. It is against his laws to
use that blade to spill any blood other than a dragon's. Even if he so desired it, even if his life depended
on it, he is prohibited from using that sword against anything else," he explained.
"He can only use it against a dragon," Ruby said softly.
"Correct. Dragon slayers have a high code of honor and pride, and Ceal is no exception. No
matter what may happen he will never turn that blade against anything other than a dragon. He never
once drew it against my family in his anger, even though if he had done so he likely could have killed us
all. That's why my father assumed he could have dealt with a lone slayer, he thought that Ceal would be
no match for our people if he couldn't use his sword," Fang Fang said as he watched the catalyst mage
swipe another arc of energy towards the dragon. The group watched as Ceal geared back with his sword
while dark electrical energy swirled around the blade. He could use all the magic he wanted to amplify
his sword, he could use any means necessary to slay a dragon in his sight, as long as the ends justified
the means he was free to do whatever he saw fit in order to slay these beasts. However there was one
golden rule that he would follow above all else, something that he would never dare defy.

No matter what the situation may be, he could never use his sword against anything other than
the dragons he was sworn to kill.
"He really is a dragon slayer," Apoch said softly.
"I don't believe it… Ms. Falla really does have a dragon slayer for a boyfriend," Astreal said with
wonder.
"What? This guy is Falla's boyfriend?" Rason asked with a jump.
"He is?" Moka asked with surprise.
"How did Falla hook up with a dragon slayer in the human world?" Kurumu asked with
bewilderment.
"Again, we have many things to tell you later, possibly a whole day's worth of stories," Ruby said
as the group watched Ceal stand before the large obsidian dragon. She then looked up with worried
eyes, hoping that Gabriel was taking care of the two wayward angels during all this.
‘Please tell me at least something went right today.’

Up in the sky Gabriel was flying higher and higher while holding onto Arial's hand, the snow
angel looking down towards the earth below with sorrowful eyes. Complica was flying next to them as
she was looking up ahead with a worried expression.
"But Gabriel, I can't leave now, my husband is down there and he needs me!" Arial whined
loudly as she tried yanking her hand free.
"Don't give me that crap Arial, you are in so much trouble, do you hear me?" Gabriel said sternly
as he looked back to the girl. She looked at him with frustration and worry then down again.
"I can't believe you would be so foolish to fly into that rift like that, both of you even," Gabriel
said looking to Complica. The girl flinched at those words then nodded with tears starting to form.
"I'm sorry, I just… I just wanted to save my sister and friend, I was worried about them," she said
as she wiped her tears away. Gabriel and Arial looked to her as they flew higher into the sky, with the
redheaded angel showing a bit of remorse.
"As soon as I drop you two off with the elder I'm going back to join the others Complica. We'll
save your sister, I swear it," he assured gently. Complica nodded and looked to him with a small smile.
"Ceal promised that too," she said softly.
"And he meant it. I don't think a dragon slayer would lie to you," Gabriel said with a soft smile.
Complica nodded then looked ahead with worry.

"I just want her back safe and sound, I don't want her to be alone in the darkness," she said
sadly. Gabriel looked ahead with concern, knowing that Luna wouldn't really be 'alone' in the darkness
while she was in captivity, something that he hoped to free her from before she suffered any horrible
fate.
"I'll bring her out of the dark world Complica, I promise," he said softly, remembering the
beautiful chronofly that he escorted into the heavenly realm.
‘Luna… please be alright still, please.’
"Don't take me back now; I need to be with my husband! It's not fair it's not fair it's not fair!"
Arial yelled out as she kicked and thrashed around. Gabriel glanced to her then looked ahead again with
a focused expression.
"I really need to have a talk with your parents about your upbringing Arial," he said with
annoyance.
They flew higher up into the sky towards the clouds while the wind raced past them. Gabriel
reached out and grabbed onto Complica's hand, the girl looking at him with worry as Arial looked down
towards the earth with teary eyes.
"Alright, it's back to heaven with you two. And this time you're going to stay there," Gabriel said
firmly as he glanced to Arial. The girl reached out towards the earth below and cried out.
"Dark! Wait for me! I'll see you again soon, I promise!" she yelled out.
Suddenly the two girls were yanked from his grip and bounced back as a wave of glowing light
flickered in front of them. Gabriel flew up then stopped, looking back down to seeing Arial and Complica
rubbing their heads and flying in place in the air.
"What?" he said under his breath as his eyes widened.
"Ow, what was that for?" Arial groaned, looking up at the angel with annoyance. Complica
shook her head then pressed her hands on the barrier, trying to push through as the light held her back.
"What… what is this? Gabriel? What is this?" she cried out. Gabriel flew back down, passing
through the glowing barrier, and grabbed her hand. He tried to pull her up but her body wouldn't pass
through the light. Arial pressed on it and looked around as the light rippled and pulsated in front of her.
"Gabriel? What's going on? Why aren't we going back? I want to go back!" Complica cried out as
the redheaded angel kept trying to pull her up.
"What… this… this isn't right," he said cautiously as he grabbed Arial's hand and tried to pull her
up. The snow angel's body would not pass through the light, the girl pressing on the barrier as she
looked around nervously.

"Gabriel? What's going on?" she asked worriedly. Gabriel let go and floated in place above the
barrier of light, watching with nervous eyes as Arial and Complica couldn't pass through.
‘No… don't tell me…’
"Gabriel!" Complica cried out as she pounded on the barrier. Arial pushed with all her might and
looked around at the barrier, unable to pass through the light.
“Um, Gabriel? What’s going on?” she asked nervously.
"No… it can't be…" Gabriel said as Complica clawed at the barrier fearfully. She started breathing
heavily as Arial shook her head.
"No… you're not thinking…" the snow angel said with fear.
"We can't go back! We can't get back in! Let me in let me in! Please Gabriel! I want to go back to
my family! I want to go back!" Complica cried out with tears forming, pounding wildly on the barrier of
light. Gabriel shook his head then looked up, knowing what he feared to be true. The heavenly realm
was sealed off from the mortal world by its own barrier. Guardian angels and those brought by them
were able to pass through the gateway into the realm without problem, however all souls in heaven
were always intended to remain in the realm in their eternal afterlife. This meant that no soul could ever
leave the heavenly realm under any circumstances.
No soul could pass through the gateway, from either side.
"No… you can't go through the heavenly gateway," he said looking back to the angels with
shock. Complica cried and pounded on the barrier with all her might while Arial started to breathe
heavily.
her.

"We're trapped… we're trapped here?" she said in surprise as her frosted wings flapped behind

"No! I don't want to be trapped out of heaven, please Gabriel! I'm sorry I left, I'm sorry! Please
let me back in!" Complica cried out. Arial pressed against the barrier with wide eyes and looked around
as the light rippled away from them showing the heavenly barrier that was keeping them in the mortal
realm.
"Gabriel help!" Complica cried as she kept trying to fly up through the barrier. Gabriel looked at
the two wayward angels with frustration and sorrow.
"No… they're trapped… they can't pass back into heaven," he said as he shook his head. He flew
down and held Complica, the girl crying into his shoulder as she hugged him tightly.
"Please Gabriel, I want to go back home! I want to go back home!" she cried out. Arial looked at
her friend with worry then down as she flew in place in the air, showing a bit of fear in her eyes as she
realized that she wasn't able to return to heaven.

"It'll be ok Complica; we'll get this sorted out. I promise, we'll get you two home again," Gabriel
said looking up with worry.
‘This isn't good, souls aren't allowed to pass through the barrier, which means they're blocked
from both sides of the gateway. How am I going to get them back home now?’

Outside the walls of the HDA command center people and other soldiers were watching with
wide eyes as a large dragon was roaring and breathing fire around inside the courtyard of the
compound. People started running away screaming while soldiers radioed for every unit within the city
limits to get down there for support. As people were running away in a panic one girl was sitting in her
car watching the sight with fright. She was dressed in normal blue jeans, a white t-shirt, and white
sneakers, having short green hair and hazel eyes that were watching the dragon roar before it blew
more fire around into the courtyard.
"Oh… my… god…" Sandra breathed out as her hands trembled. She shook her head and looked
around quickly as people were scrambling far away from the area as fast as they could. She shifted the
car into drive and drove forward a bit then hit the brakes and shook her head with frustration.
"No, I can't leave them here like this. Dammit this sucks! Sun, Arial, Complica, please just get the
hell out of there soon," she said looking ahead at the dragon as a firestorm erupted around the
courtyard of the compound.
Inside the building the group was watching as fire was flaring around outside in the courtyard
while the dragon was roaring and stomping around. Flashes of light and sharp pitched bangs were seen
and heard as the flames billowed around. Inside the haze Ceal was seen darting around as the dragon
snapped and swiped at him, the boy swinging his blade and striking at the beast with powerful arcs of
magical energy.
"He wasn't just blowing smoke when he called himself a dragon slayer, he's the real deal," Gin
said with wonder. Kokoa blinked then looked to Sun with a glare.
siren.

"Ok, what's your deal anyway?" she yelled out. The group looked to her as marched up to the

"First you kiss my boyfriend, and then you've got dragons here chasing after you! What's your
deal?" she shouted out. Sun looked at her worriedly and shook her head, then was grabbed by the collar
and lifted up by the young vampire.
"Enough with the silent act, talk!" Kokoa yelled out.
"Kokoa stop, put her down," Gin pleaded. Kokoa growled then looked to him with a glare while
holding the siren up still.
"Please Kokoa, she's not doing anything malicious, don't hurt her," Ruby said worriedly.

the gut.

"Yeah, she was the one that was protecting Com-" Razico started before Ruby elbowed him in

"Was protecting who?" Moka asked. Razico coughed a bit then smiled nervously as he glanced
to Dark and Mizore.
"Um… nobody," the warlock said shakily.
"Again with the staring at us, what aren't you telling us?" Dark asked cautiously. Kokoa growled
then looked into Sun's eyes with a deep glare.
"Start talking now, or else I'll beat you into the ground until you're a bloody smear," she said
sternly. Gin ran over and pried her hands off of Sun, the siren then quickly running behind him as he
shook his head worriedly.
"Stop Kokoa, please, she's just an old friend from the school. Really, I wasn't expecting her to
kiss me earlier like that either, honest," he pleaded. Sun looked at him curiously as he turned to face her
while Kokoa growled and glared at the siren.
"But what are you doing here Sun? And why were you with… um, those two," he asked, saying
the last part quietly.
"I can read lips wolf, what other two?" Dark asked narrowing his eyes. Gin and Sun jumped a bit
and looked to him worriedly.
"What's going on, what are you all hiding from us?" Mizore asked looking around at the group.
Rason looked around then scratched his head.
"Wait, where are those other two monster children at?" he asked. Apoch and Astreal jumped a
bit then waved their hands around nervously.
"What other children? There were no other children with us, really," they said in unison.
"Holy… how did you two say that together like that?" Render asked with surprise. Leon just
looked at them with wonder then to Rason as the angel watched the sisters with puzzlement. He blinked
then looked up.
"Wait, Ceal said for Gabriel to go up to meet 'those two' earlier, was that them he was talking
about?" he asked.
"What two? What are you all talking about?" Yukari asked.
"That's what we want to know," Mizore said looking at Kokoa carefully. The vampire smiled
nervously and rubbed the back of her head. Dark growled a bit and shook his head.

"I'm not up for secrets between us right now, there's enough shit going on that I have to deal
with already. The humans are trying to execute us, we've got a dragon that came out of nowhere
attacking us-" he said, and then looked to Apoch. After a pause he turned back to Kokoa.
"And for some reason Apoch's heart no longer has my mark on it," he finished. Moka and her
group looked to Apoch with surprise as the witch smiled nervously. Render glanced to her then looked
back to Dark with a bit of worry.
"Um, I can explain that…" Apoch said nervously.
"Your mark is gone?" Yukari asked with disbelief.
"But… how?" Mizore asked looking at the witch with bewilderment.
smile.

"Again… we'll explain everything when we get out of here," Ruby said worriedly with a small

From the courtyard the dragon roared as it charged into the building, the group looking to it
with surprise as it arched back while its mouth glowed a bright red. Its body was cut up all over while its
wings and tail were sliced off. The group jumped back and tensed up before an arc of light and dark
energy shot through the dragon from behind, tearing through the dragon's chest causing blood to spray
out. The monster stumbled forward and crashed down with its head dropping onto the steel ground
with a loud thud. It growled weakly as it looked to Sun, the siren staring at it with wide eyes.
"Holy… shit," Rason said quietly.
From behind the dragon Ceal walked towards the group, holding his sword in his normal hand
while his eyes watched the dragon closely. He walked up towards the group and stood in front of the
dragon, looking from the beast to Sun with a careful eye.
"Ceal… you did it," Ruby said softly with wonder.
"Holy shit man, you really took it down," Render said with amazement.
"Who are you girl?" Ceal asked coldly. The group looked to Sun as she pointed to herself
worriedly.
"A dragon," Ceal stated as he started walking towards her while the dragon groaned a bit on the
ground behind him.
"A dragon. A dragon was sent here for you. It tried to take you away girl, and even now when
it's on the verge of death it's only looking at you," Ceal said glancing back to the beast. Its large red eyes
were fixated on Sun as the girl looked to it with worry.
"An obsidian dragon never comes into the human world girl, never. They remain in their homes
near the volcanic region near the dark deserts in the monster world. Yet here one is, in the human

world, after you," Ceal said looking into the eyes of the siren. Sun looked around nervously then shook
her head.
"I've seen those things before, my old master kept them as pets," Ran said nervously. Ceal
glanced to her as the group looked to the siren. Ran looked to the dark monster then to Sun.
"But… how did it get here? And why was it after you?" she asked worriedly. Sun shook her head
then looked back to the dragon. Ceal looked at Ran for a moment then over to the dragon, and then
walked towards it with a cold glare. He geared back then thrust his blade into the skull of the beast with
a slick crunch, twisting it slightly with a focused expression. The group watched with wonder as the
dragon twitched slightly then fell limp on the ground as its eyes slowly closed. Ceal yanked the blade out
with a carving sound and looked at the downed dragon for a moment, then back over to Sun.
"When we're out of here, you and I are going to have a very long talk," he said coldly. The siren
just looked at him with worry then glanced to the dragon. Ceal looked over to Fang Fang then walked up
to him while holding his bloodied sword.
"Um… well done. I knew you could do it, bravo," Fang Fang said nervously with a weak smile.
Ceal growled as his reptilian hand glowed with a black hue. From the ground multiple dark tentacles
came up around the boy as the group watched cautiously.
"What the hell is that?" Ahakon asked shakily. Yukari looked at the tentacles with fearful eyes as
she and the mage stepped back a bit.
"Ew, what are those things?" Kurumu said as she backed up behind Rason, the angel looking at
them with surprise.
"Again, many things happened you guys. Frankly I'm not even sure where to start at this point,"
Ruby said as Fang Fang looked around nervously at the limbs then to Ceal.
"So, about what happened with my family… I know it was very wrong of my father to try to go
back on the deal, and believe me I'm on your side in the matter completely," Fang Fang said with a
worried smile. After a moment of uneasy silence Ceal reached out and yanked off a sleeve from the
yasha’s outfit with one pull, the group watching as he then used the fabric to wipe the blood off his
sword while glaring at Fang Fang still. The yasha gulped and smiled nervously.
"Um… I can pay you whatever the price was on behalf of my father, really. I don't want any
trouble with the dragon slayers of course, especially after you did do what you were hired to do. That
and how you handled this one as well," he offered shakily.
"I care not for money or gold yasha, I never did," Ceal said as he examined his blade. He tossed
the bloody rags off to the side and looked back to Fang Fang with discontent.
"What I want is penance from your family for going back on our deal," he said coldly. Fang Fang
gulped and looked down to the dark tentacles that were swaying around him. Ceal looked at him for a
moment then glanced down.

"Xarai," he called out. The group watched as a dark limb came from the ground behind him
holding the sheath in its grip. Ceal spun the sword around and slid it into the sheath with a click while
keeping his eyes on Fang Fang. The limb then lowered the sword down into the dark rift before
vanishing completely.
"Now then…" Ceal said coldly as the dark limbs wrapped around Fang Fang's arms and legs. The
boy looked at the dark appendages with worry then to Ceal as the catalyst mage narrowed his cold blue
eyes at him.
"Give me one good reason why I shouldn't let Xarai devour you whole," he said as the group
watched with worry. The ground under Fang Fang shifted away into a darkness that showed razor sharp
teeth below in the void.
"What… what the hell is that thing?" Kurumu cried out shaking her head.
"His pet, Xarai," Ruby said looking at Ceal worriedly.
"A necro demon," Dark cautioned as he and Mizore watched the monster from below groan
softly while holding Fang Fang in its grip.
"Wait, please don't do this, he said it wasn't his fault for what his father did. He even offered to
pay what you were denied in order to avoid a fight," Moka pleaded. Fang Fang nodded quickly with a
nervous expression.
"Yes, that's right. I never harbored any ill will towards you, I was thankful you killed the dragon
for my family. Please, let me make this right between us, just name whatever it is you want and I'll make
it happen," he said quickly. Ceal glared at him for a moment as the group watched worriedly. Fang Fang
trembled a bit and glanced around at the group.
"Somebody help me out here, please," he begged nervously. Mizore looked at him curiously
then to Dark, the demon showing no real expression on the matter.
"Sorry, but it sounds like this is a matter between you two. I don't know either of you, I'm not
going to get involved in your little quarrel," he said with a shrug. Mizore just looked to Fang Fang with
no expression, going with her demon's decision.
"Um… could I suggest not killing him? I mean it sounds like he didn't really have anything to do
with his father's choice," Rason said raising his hand. Kurumu looked at the yasha curiously as he was
bound by the dark tentacles, shuddering a bit as she saw them coming up from the ground through a
dark rift.
"Yes, please listen to the angel, I had nothing to do with how they treated you," Fang Fang
pleaded. Ceal narrowed his eyes as the group glanced to each other.
"How about you feed this bitch to your pet instead and call it a day?" Kokoa said looking at Sun,
the siren jumping a bit and shaking her head quickly. Gin looked to his girlfriend then to Sun, then over
to Ceal with a troubled expression.

"Ceal killed a dragon for us, I'd say let him do what he sees is fair," Razico said simply.
"That does make sense, though I'm not sure I want to see this poor boy be devoured right in
front of us," Ruby said with pity. Fang Fang turned pale and trembled as Ceal glanced down to the open
mouth of his pet.
"Whatever we say won't make a difference, it's up to Ceal how to deal with those that go back
on their word with him," Leon said looking at Fang Fang.
"Yes, but he personally didn't do anything wrong, his dad was the corrupted one," Render
reasoned. Apoch and Astreal glanced to each other then looked back to Fang Fang.
"Isn't there some other way you can settle this? Something that wouldn't involve killing him?"
Ahakon asked curiously. Fang Fang nodded eagerly as Ceal looked back up to him.
"Couldn't he offer some form of payment to you? He said he would do whatever it took to make
things right with you again," Yukari suggested.
"Yes, she's right. Just let me make up for how my father treated you, really. I insist," Fang Fang
pleaded. Ceal looked at him for a moment then flexed his reptilian hand slightly.
"I don't have any need for you yasha," he said coldly. The group looked at him worriedly as Fang
Fang shook his head with fear.
"Wait, can't we talk about this? I'm sure we could come to some sort of agreement," he
pleaded. Ceal narrowed his eyes at him then looked behind quickly. The group turned to see Gabriel
standing next to the downed dragon, the angel looking at it with wonder.
"Gabriel? Where did you go?" Rason asked. Gabriel looked over to him then shook his head.
"I… I…" he said shakily. Ceal looked at him for a moment then glanced behind the angel.
Complica ran past the redheaded boy and raced up to Ceal, hugging him tightly around the waist and
crying.
"Ceal! I couldn't go back, I couldn't go back home!" she cried out.
"Who is that?" Moka asked as she saw the butterfly wings behind the young girl. Ceal looked at
the girl with a bit of surprise then to Gabriel.
"What is this, why is she still here?" he demanded loudly. Gabriel looked to him and shook his
head, opening his mouth to speak then looking down as words failed him. Ceal growled then walked
over to him, his magic fading as the tentacles holding Fang Fang vanished back into the dark rifts. The
yasha cried out and thrashed around in the air above the open rift that showed the endless teeth of the
necro demon, then fell down onto the ground just as it phased back to normal.
"Why is she still here angel?" Ceal demanded loudly as he walked up to the boy. Gabriel looked
to him with remorse and showed a worried expression.

"They… couldn't go back," he said weakly. Ceal looked at him for a moment, then grabbed him
by the shoulders, lifted him up, and slammed him against the body of the dragon.
"What do you mean they couldn't go back?" Ceal demanded with a glare. Sun looked at him
with surprise then to Complica.
"Who is that? She has butterfly wings just like Luna and Falla," Kurumu asked looking at the
young angel. Complica looked at her worriedly then to Gabriel.
"Hey, what are you doing? Put him down," Rason called out, running over to Ceal and grabbing
his arm. The mage glanced to him then looked back to Gabriel.
"Why is she still here angel? Explain!" he yelled out. Complica started crying and shaking her
head as the group looked to her.
"She couldn't go back?" Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth.
closely.

"Who is she?" Yukari asked looking at the girl. She blinked then looked at the butterfly wings

"Those wings, they're just like Luna and Falla's," she said in wonder. Complica looked at her with
a nervous expression and nodded.
"Um…" she said softly. Rason looked back to the young chronofly then to Gabriel as he tried to
pull Ceal's grip off of him.
"Gabriel what is going on here?" he demanded. Gabriel looked at him with remorse and shook
his head.
"I'm sorry friend, I'm sorry. I tried to bring them back, but… they couldn't go through the
heavenly barrier. They're trapped in this world. I… I had to bring them back here to you guys," he
explained nervously. Ceal looked at him with a slightly surprised expression and dropped the angel
down to the ground, then looked to Complica. The girl cried out and ran over to him, hugging him
around the waist again as the group looked to her.
"I can't go back home Ceal, I can't go back! I tried and I tried but I couldn't go back home!" she
sobbed as she held onto him. He looked down at the girl with a bit of wonder then to Gabriel.
"Heavenly barrier? Gabriel, who… is she?" Rason asked cautiously.
"Uh… well… funny story actually," Render said with a weak smile, looking around at his group
with a nervous expression. Ruby bit her lip slightly then looked to Rason with a slight cringe.
"Complica… Cii," she said softly. The group looked to her then to the young angel, and then
slowly went wide eyed as they remembered that name.
"Complica… wait, that's… she's…" Kurumu said pointing to the girl with a shaky finger.

"Luna and Falla's… dead sister," Moka said with surprise. Complica looked to her and nodded
with a worried expression. Rason looked at the girl with shock then to Gabriel.
"Gabriel... what is this? How… how can she…" he asked slowly. Gabriel looked at him with worry
then over to the side, and then jumped a bit as he stared with wide eyes at something. One by one
everybody looked over to the side as another figure was seen flying down into the chamber from the
opening.
"Who's that?" Moka asked as a girl with frosted wings landed down next to the dead dragon.
"Oh no…" Gabriel said under a whisper as Arial slowly walked towards the group. Her wings
fluttered a bit behind her as her eyes were locked onto somebody in the group. Slowly everybody
looked over to Dark as he was staring at the girl with wide eyes, showing complete surprise for the first
time as he stood there with his mouth opened slightly. Mizore looked at him curiously then to Arial
again as the snow angel walked closer to him.
"Dark? You ok?" Ahakon asked as he saw the demon standing there with a stunned expression.
"Dark…" Arial said softly. Everybody looked to her as she walked closer to the group, her wings
fluttering a bit as snow gently dropped from her wings.
"Who is that Gabriel?" Rason asked as he glanced to his friend.
"Arial," Dark breathed out. The group looked to him curiously then over to the snow angel as
she stared at the boy with loving eyes, tuning the world around her out completely as she felt her heart
beating faster.
"Arial?" Rason asked. He blinked then jumped with surprise as everybody made the connection,
everybody looking at the snow girl with frosted wings who was named Arial.
"A-A-Arial?" Moka stuttered out with a stunned expression.
"Arial… Kuyumaya?" Kurumu cried out.
"Arial," Mizore breathed out in disbelief. Yukari and Ahakon watched the snow angel with awe
as she was smiling at Dark with loving eyes. Gabriel gulped and nodded as the group watched the snow
girl with disbelief.
"Who are these two?" Ran asked looking to Moka.
"They're… they…" the vampire said as she looked from one angelic monster to the other, trying
to comprehend what she was seeing. Sun was watching Arial with nervous eyes however, fearing what
may be coming soon.
"They came here from the heavenly realm… their souls found a way back," Gabriel said
worriedly. Mizore stared with wide eyes at Arial, unable to believe that she was seeing the very girl that
set Dark free from his old master's command. Arial smiled brightly then lunged forward into the air at

Dark, the group watching as she tackled him down to the ground. He landed on his back looking up with
surprise at the young snow angel, her wings fluttering behind her as she was smiling with loving eyes.
"Dark… I finally found you again," she said softly.
"Arial… is… is it really you?" Dark asked quietly. Arial slowly reached up and pulled her lollipop
out as the group looked at the two monster angels with stunned expressions. Rason blinked then looked
to Gabriel with disbelief.
"Gabriel… what are they doing here? Why are they down here in this world? Why?" he yelled
out shaking his comrade.
"I searched for you for so long; I waited and waited until we would finally be reunited…" Arial
said softly as she caressed Dark's cheek, the demon staring at her with wonder as Mizore was rendered
speechless by seeing the snow angel like this. Gabriel showed a worried expression and shook his head.
"I'm sorry, I tried to stop her, I really did," he said looking to Arial.
"Stop her? Stop her from doing what?" Rason asked looking to the snow angel. Arial gazed at
the shadow demon with loving eyes as her wings fluttered a bit.
"At last I found you again, now we can be together just like we were always destined to…" she
said softly. The group all looked to her as she smiled happily at her loved one.
"Now we can finally be together my darling husband," she said lovingly, right before she leaned
down and kissed the boy with a loving embrace.

Chapter 7
Vengeful Spirit
High up in the sky a fighter jet was flying over a human city, the sleek black and gray aircraft
moving near the clouds as its pilot was looking ahead through his closed visor. The sides of the craft had
the letters HDA written on the body and tailfin of the jet while under the wings were two sets of missiles
each, the fighter used for heavy warfare and air combat while it patrolled the skies above the city. It
banked to the right and roared through the air as it made its way back to an airfield on the side of the
city near the barren plains. There were multiple airstrips along with hangers used for the fighter planes
off to the side, as well as dozens of combat helicopters parked over near the airstrips. There was a large
structure with armored trucks, humvees, and tanks parked outside in columns as well, all bearing the
HDA paintjob and branding. The pilot looked around while soaring over the city, flying towards the HDA
army center and outpost used for the local area to guard against monster attacks.
"Another quiet day, just figures," he said quietly as he flew towards his home base. As the field
came into view his radio clicked on, first having static then switching over to the proper frequency.
"Attention all HDA units in the area, we have received word that the command center and
containment facility has been overrun. I repeat, monsters are breaking free from containment in the
city," a man's voice came over the radio. The pilot looked to his dashboard then around at the sky.
"Sounds like all the action's there, the skies are clear still," he said simply.
"All aircraft and ground forces are to converge on the command center at once, location is in a
critical state and quarantine measures have failed," the man's voice over the radio called out again. The
pilot shook his head as he flew towards the airfield still.
"Command I'm not carrying collateral friendly armaments, requesting permission to return at
landing strip nine," he called out into his radio.
"Negative Eagle 2, you are cleared to engage in targets at the command center. Set course for
the south end of the center and begin your strike," the radio called back.
head.

"What? Sir, I'm carrying heavy ordinance and that center is in the city," the pilot said shaking his

"The nearby populace is being evacuated and the city is under lockdown. You are cleared for
your strike Eagle 2, set course for the south end of the center and begin your run," the radio called back.
The pilot paused for a moment then banked off from his course to the airfield.
sky.

"Roger sir, requesting status of command center and targets," he said as he flew through the

"The command center is considered lost at this point. All units are to surround and block off any
monsters from escaping into the city. Use of lethal force is authorized. All heavy ordinance cleared for

use on the command center, we've gotten reports of… very large targets seen breaking through the
command center's walls," the radio said cautiously.
"Again sir, I'm carrying heavy ordinance, what about HDA personal inside the center?" the pilot
asked cautiously.
"Those that are inside have been given orders to evacuate and regroup with surrounding forces
outside the center. Security teams and measures in the center have failed and heavy casualties have
been sustained. Chief Jenner Rythmore is believed to be dead, contingency protocols are in effect and
the vice chief of the HDA has given the order," the radio called back.
"Roger sir, this is Eagle 2 getting ready for my run. ETA to contact is about five minutes," the
pilot called back as he flipped a few switches on the dashboard.
"Roger that Eagle 2, attack the south end of the building and then engage targets of
opportunity. All other units are to converge on the center at once, do not let any of those things break
out into our world," the radio called back. The jet roared through the air as it flew towards its target,
carrying four missiles used for surface to air combat and a single warhead housed inside the craft's
underbelly for high profile targets on the ground. The pilot clicked a few buttons on his dashboard then
held the steering stick with both hands as he flew the jet towards his target.
"Looks like this day is going to get interesting after all," he said with caution.
Back at the airfield dozens of soldiers and pilots were running towards their attack choppers
with haste, the sleek black and gray vehicles armed with machine guns on both sides of the chassis’
along with missile pods on both wings. As they started up their rotors and prepared to take off other
soldiers were jumping into armored transport trucks and humvees, the HDA vehicles then racing out of
the complex towards the city to join other local forces. The combat personal of the base boarded their
jets, choppers, trucks, humvees, and a few tanks as well, all of them racing out as fast as they could to
engage the enemy they were all ready to kill on sight.

High atop a black and darkened mountain a stone palace was barely seen in the shadows. Above
the building dark clouds swirled around while lightning and thunder crackled above around the
mountain obscuring any visibility higher up. Below the palace overlooked by a stone courtyard were
dark swirling clouds as well, the bleak weather flying around the mountain as glimpses of light pierced
through every now and then from the world below. Seated inside the palace a figure was watching
something with annoyance while he was obscured by the shadows, sitting at his throne that overlooked
the courtyard before him between the stone pillars. Between two of the pillars a swirling fire was seen
floating in the air, with the center of the ring of flame showing an obsidian dragon roaring while a boy
with a sword struck at it with a powerful magical attack. The dark ruler watched as the dragon slayer
dodged and evaded the mighty beast's attacks while slicing and cutting it apart with his powerful strikes.
The dragon roared as it stumbled down and crashed onto the ground inside a human building, with the
dark ruler watching with discontent as the dragon slayer struck his sword into the skull of the beast and
killed it.

"A dragon slayer… I ponder the odds of one being there at that given moment, and I find myself
wondering why I wasn't informed that a dragon slayer was even in that world to begin with!" the man
roared out. The fire flickered and vanished as a winged minion appeared before the palace and bowed
to his king. He was obscured as well, however his feathered wings were seen in his outline as the minion
trembled with fear.
"I apologize my lord, we were not aware that this monster was indeed a dragon slayer," he
pleaded in a shaky voice.
"This is quite a thorn in my side. Do you realize I have other preparations to attend to that
require my attention? Not to mention that opening a rift in that world was something I didn't want to
waste the energy on without getting something in return. All I got out of it was a waste of my time and a
dead dragon," the dark lord's voice boomed. The minion jumped a bit and nodded nervously.
"Well, the dragon almost succeeded my lord," the minion said worriedly.
"Yes, almost, until a dragon slayer appeared in their group. It's bad enough they have my sirens
in their ranks, but now I must deal with a pesky slayer as well. I don't have time for all these distractions,
not when I'm so close to readying my army," the lord said with anger. The minion trembled fearfully as
the dark lord growled to himself.
"What do you wish of me my lord?" the minion asked shakily. The dark lord breathed out in
discontent then stood up in the shadows.
"With two sirens and a slayer in that group I'm not going to waste more energy on the matter by
sending a few pawns at them. These misguided monsters will be wiped out when the invasion begins, no
matter who they may have playing for their side," he scoffed with annoyance.
"Sir? What about the siren Sun Otonashi? With her power she would make a perfect addition to
our forces, will we really just abandon our pursuit of her?" the minion asked. The dark lord looked at
him through the shadows as thunder boomed above.
"She would be a valuable addition, but I have other matters that take precedence over her. Keep
an eye on her and where she may try to flee with her new escorts. I would rather have her leading the
charge for my army than being crushed under it; however I'm not going to waste more of my power
when the odds are stacked against us. Without committing to a full on attack we are unable to capture
her now, especially if she uses her full power in her own defense," the dark lord said with a tone of
anger. The minion nodded then lowered his head.
"As you wish my lord, I'll keep a close watch over the siren," he said humbly.
"I shall return for your update later, right now I have greater work to attend to. Don't let her out
of your sight, and if the chance presents itself, bring her in alive. I have no concerns about sending other
troops if need be, however I will not waste my energy with anything other than a small contingent," the
lord ordered firmly. The minion nodded and bowed as the dark lord vanished into a rift in time, the sear
sealing up as it crackled and pulsated with a distorting effect. The minion then extended out its wings
and took off into the sky, phasing out of view as well.

From the shadows near the rocky mountain next to the palace a figure slowly walked out.
"When the king's away, I shall play," she said in a quiet voice. The figure then dashed towards
the palace as lightning streaked by above. She wore black shoes and jeans, with a dark hood and cloak
around her body. She ran towards the palace and snuck alongside the stone wall towards the front of
the building. She peeked around from under her hood to seeing the courtyard empty and the pillars of
the building next to her leading into the shadowy palace.
"Guessing he's not a fan of the light," she said quietly to herself. She then darted into the palace
and held out her hand, using a bright flashlight to illuminate her path. On her wrist over a black leather
sleeve a glowing band of greenish light was seen, the bracelet having green and light blue colors swirling
around slowly inside of it. Her footsteps echoed out as she ran down the darkened corridors, with the
floors being black marble and the walls being smoothed dark stone.
"His interior decorator sucks ass," she muttered quietly to herself as she ran down the hall. She
came up to an intersection and stopped, glancing around cautiously from under her hood.
"Where are you?" she asked quietly to herself as she peered around in the dark castle. There
were no light sources at all except for her flashlight and the faint glow from her bracelet. She spun
around and saw a dark skinned humanoid figure phasing into view nearby, the tall and muscular beast
having blood red eyes and a row of spines sticking out along its back down to its waist. The girl quickly
drew out a handgun with her other hand and fired a few rounds at the beast, the bullets striking into the
skull of the monster and dropping him instantly. The echoes of the bangs from her shots rang out as she
looked around quickly.
"This is going to get bad soon, better hurry," she said as she picked one of the corridors at
random, running quickly as she held her flashlight in one hand and her handgun in the other. From
behind she heard growls and roars echoing out along with her footsteps as she ran as fast as she could.
Ahead of her a bony figure phased into view, the large creature taking up the entire hallway as it had
two stumpy legs, a bony body, and eight long arms that came from around its torso. The monster had
one red eye as two of the arms reached behind it and drew out a sword each while two others swung at
the girl. She darted back then spun around to see a large wolf demon with two heads running towards
her, the monster taking up the entire hallway as well. The girl flicked the flashlight up above her and
quickly drew out a second handgun, firing a few rounds at the wolf before turning back towards the
armed (literally) monster and firing a few more. The monster swung at her with a sword and fist, the girl
darting to the side, jumping off the wall and firing at the monster's eye while the flashlight reached the
peak of its toss into the air and spun around slightly. The armed monster stumbled back as the girl
landed down and darted over to the other wall then kicked off it and jumped up into the air as the wolf
monster snapped at her with one of its heads.
"Down boy!" she yelled as she fired repeatedly into the beast while in the air, landing back down
and tossing up one of her guns while she aimed at the bony armed monster with the other. She caught
the flashlight as it dropped down while she fired at the bony monster as the wolf demon stumbled back
with both heads bleeding from bullet wounds. The bony monster was hit a few times in the chest and
stumbled back, collapsing dead as another dark humanoid figure raced up towards the girl with fire
flaring around his hand, the caster dressed in a dark cloak and hood while its red eyes glowed in the
darkness.

"Dammit I don't have time for this," the girl snapped as she tossed her flashlight up, quickly
ejected the empty magazine in her gun, reloaded it, then caught the other handgun as it dropped down.
She fired her newly reloaded gun at the caster while ejecting the magazine in the other spent gun,
dodging to the side as a fiery blast shot past her before the caster was pelted and dropped back dead.
The wolf demon behind her took the fiery blast to one of its heads and tumbled back with a howl as the
girl holstered her armed gun, grabbed the flashlight as it dropped back down, then grabbed a new
magazine and reloaded her other gun. She ran down the hall away from the three dead monsters as
more roars were heard behind her.
"Gonna run out of ammo at this rate, dammit where are you?" she said with frustration as she
ran down the hall at a quickened pace. She looked around franticly as she moved her flashlight all
around the corridor.
"A fucking map or visitor signs would be nice, but no, he's gotta make this whole place look like
the same black shit everywhere you go," she growled with frustration. She ran around a corner and
looked around quickly, then spotted several steel doors on each side of the hallway. The cloaked girl ran
up and kicked open one of them, shining the light in and seeing nothing but an empty stone brick
holding cell. She growled then ran to the adjacent one and kicked it open as well, looking inside to
seeing nothing there either.
"Fuck, where are you?" she cursed out loud as she ran to another door. She kicked it open and
aimed her flashlight and gun inside, seeing nothing in that cell either. She looked around as footsteps
were heard getting closer from both directions. The girl aimed the flashlight down one way and saw a
dark scaled lizard beast running towards her with red eyes and a large broadsword, then down the other
hall she saw a large hairy spider demon crawling down the corridor towards her with its eight legs
gripping the floor and walls while its pincers snapped at her. Its multiple red eyes were fixated on the
intruder as she growled with frustration.
"Getting pissed off now," she said as she dropped the flashlight onto the ground then kicked it
sharply causing it to spin around in circles on the marble floor showing both incoming enemies briefly
with the spinning light. She brought out both of her guns and aimed down both halls as the two dark
monsters closed in on her. The girl fired both weapons repeatedly, the bangs echoing out as flashes of
light were seen while the bullets flew down both halls at the same time. She looked from one monster
to the other as she repeatedly hit them; watching as the spider demon staggered and hissed at her while
the lizard monster darted around and got hit in the arms and shoulders. The monster roared and swung
his blade at her, the girl dodging to the side, shooting him in the head pointblank, then darting around
and kicking the demon's body towards the spider monster. It crashed into the large beast and knocked it
back as the girl aimed both guns and fired repeatedly at the giant arachnid. All its eyes were shot out as
it howled and hissed in pain, then dropped down with a thud as the girl looked around quickly. She
ejected both empty magazines and started to reload them as she stepped down on the spinning
flashlight and stopped it.
"Last two clips, not looking so good," she said as she clicked the guns with the new magazines.
She holstered them under her cloak then reached down, picking up her flashlight and the sword
dropped by the lizard demon.
"Guess I should conserve the ammo for my escape, provided I can actually find my way out of
here," she said before she ran over to another steel bolted door and kicked it open. She kept the sword

ready to strike as she moved her light around inside the empty cell. The girl growled in frustration then
ran over to another door, promptly kicking it open and shining her light in. She paused then trembled
slightly as this cell wasn't empty.
Inside the room multiple figures were seen with another being bound in the center of the area
by multiple chains.
"Oh… my… god…" the cloaked girl said under her breath as she held her light in the room.
In the middle of the room a girl was on her knees, with chains around her ankles and thighs. She
was leaning forward with her arms being chained outward at the wrists. A strong shackle was around
her waist while her brightly colored butterfly wings were limp at her sides, the girl being completely
naked while her clothing was lying on the ground in tatters.
"What… the… fuck!" the cloaked girl screamed as she saw the bound chronofly before her.
Around the chained girl were a few larger dark skinned demons, all of them having long shaggy
black hair and red eyes. They were grinning and showing their fangs as their muscular bodies were in full
view. One of them was holding onto the butterfly girl from behind while riding her vigorously, grunting
as he violated the butterfly girl like the many others before him. Another dark monster was in front of
the girl using her mouth on his large member, the girl's green eyes seeming dull and unfocused as she
was held by the monster's hands and moved back and forth. Her body glistened slightly in the light of
the cloaked girl, with her short dark hair and naked body having been used by the dark monsters for
their sick pleasure. The bracelet over her wrist was dull with all the gems being clear and dark as her
magic was repressed in this world. As the two dark monsters continued to chuckle and violate the
chronofly two others looked over to the cloaked girl as she watched with utter shock at the sight.
"No… no! LUNA!" she screamed as she ran in and swung her blade, slicing down the chest of one
of the monsters before she spun around and cleaved the other across his waist. The other two dark
monsters looked over in surprise before the cloaked girl swung her blade around and struck through the
skull of the one using the chronofly's mouth. He jerked about then dropped dead, with his member
falling out of the chronofly's mouth along with a white liquid that dripped down her chin. She wavered a
bit then her head slowly hung low, not making a sound or moving while her eyes were unfocused.
"HOW DARE YOU!" the cloaked girl roared as she swung around and sliced through a few chains,
the links sparking as her blade swiped around and cleaved the other monster's head right off his
shoulders. The dark being dropped dead as the cloaked girl looked at the bound chronofly with horror.
"Oh my god… oh my god! LUNA!" she cried out in shock as the bound girl remained limp in the
remaining chains holding her up. The cloaked girl shook with fear at the sight, staring at the chronofly
who had been abused to the breaking point during her captivity.
"Luna… I'm so sorry… I'm sorry!" the cloaked girl cried out shaking her head. She roared out with
anger as she swung her blade around, slicing the chains off of the bound girl with fierce strikes.
"You're going to pay for this you asshole! You're going to pay for what you did to her!" she
yelled as she sliced the last chain, the chronofly then dropping to the ground with a thump. The cloaked

girl dropped her sword and rushed over to the chronofly's side, then ripped off the steel shackles that
were on the girl's body still. She tossed them aside with a yell then lifted the chronofly up a bit and held
her in her arms.
"Luna? Luna! Can you hear me? Luna!" she cried out as she shook the girl. Luna's head rocked a
bit in her arms as her eyes didn't focus at all, the girl remaining quiet as a white liquid dripped from her
mouth and down between her thighs. The cloaked girl looked her over with fright and screamed out.
"LUNA!" she cried out holding her close. She sobbed and looked at the girl as more roars were
heard echoing outside the cell.
"Don't worry… I'm going to get you out of here. I'm going to get you out of this place," she said
as she picked up the chronofly and held her in her arms bridal style. Luna's wings remained limp as they
were held behind her back while the cloaked girl held her flashlight in one of her hands still. She lifted
the girl up and raced out the corridor, then looked around quickly as snarls and growls echoed out
nearby.
"I won't let them take you Luna, I swear to the Almighty I won't let them use you again!" the
cloaked girl yelled as she took off down a hall while the roars of the dark monsters got closer from
behind her. She ran down the darkened corridor as her light swayed from side to side in front of her,
looking around quickly then back to the chronofly in her arms.
"Luna, please wake up!" she cried out as she ran down the corridor. She came up to an
intersection and looked around quickly, seeing shadowy monsters approaching from the two side
hallways. The girl then bolted down the middle corridor as roars of monsters echoed out behind her.
She rounded a corner and raced down a darkened hall as she held the chronofly tightly in her arms.
"God fucking dammit, the entire garrison is going to be on top of us soon," the girl snapped with
frustration as she rounded another corner and raced down a darkened hall, the girl's light swaying
around quickly in front of her as her footsteps echoed out along with the roars of the shadowy monsters
behind her. She ran down the hall and out the front of the palace, making haste across the stone
courtyard as dozens of shadowy figures and beasts started to phase into view behind her. As she
approached the edge of the stone courtyard overlooking the swirling clouds below a winged figure
landed down in front of her. He was dressed in dark shoes and dress pants, a white undershirt with a
black dress shirt left unbuttoned, a long black tie that flowed in the wind, and had short spiked dark hair
with black eyes that had a green shimmer in them. His gray feathers fluttered in the wind as he crossed
his arms and smiled amusingly at the intruder.
"And where do you think you're going with our guest?" he mused with a chuckle.
"You fucking bastard, you're not getting her back. Never!" the cloaked girl yelled out. She
glanced behind to see dozens of dark monsters glaring at her with their red eyes, the beasts ranging in
size and shape yet still obscured by the shadows around them.
"Oh but we are, I'm afraid we can't let her go now, after all she has a very important role to play
here," the dark minion said with a laugh.

"Important role? As your fucking sex doll? How about you go fuck yourself instead!" the cloaked
girl yelled out. The minion chuckled and shook his head.
"A sex doll? Oh come now, it’s nothing like that. We're giving her protection from the world,
we're keeping her alive and safe, we're even giving her so much pleasure her mind is going numb; and
all to help her start a family," the being said with a dark tone. The cloaked girl growled with anger as she
held the chronofly in her arms.
"You're going to pay for trying to-"
"Haha, oh there is no trying involved my dear. After all, soldiers that can control time, that
would be a perfect addition to my lord's army. And we would not waste time or effort with this one
unless we were guaranteed that army," the minion laughed. The cloaked girl looked at him cautiously as
he eyed the naked chronofly in her arms.
"Those that were selected to breed with her are a special and useful type of demon. They're
strong, physically fit, and they're reproduction is of an accelerated rate," he said with a smirk.
"What… what are you talking about?" the cloaked girl asked as the monsters behind her growled
and snarled.
"Simple my dear intruder, they're born to breed. After the first release into her she's guaranteed
to be pregnant," the minion said with a cold smile. The cloaked girl breathed out in horror then looked
down to the chronofly.
"No…" she said under her breath.
"Oh yes, their breeding is of a much higher rate than others. They mature faster, they mate
faster, and they are born faster. We have no intention on waiting long for a time controlling army after
all, and the more she is given the faster they will spawn," the minion said with a chuckle.
"Luna…" the cloaked girl said with a pained voice, looking at the chronofly who's eyes were just
staring up at the sky while being dull and unfocused.
"So you see her place is here, where her new family will be born and raised. You wouldn't want
to keep her from being a happy mother for our new lord, would you?" the minion asked with a laugh.
"No… NO! How could you?" the cloaked girl cried out shaking her head.
"Why are you so upset? She'll be overjoyed with her new offspring. Think about it, time altering
chronoflies bred with the reproductive speed of these demons. She'll give birth to hundreds of
chronoflies who will serve as soldiers and breeders for more. Why, it won't be long before my lord has
an entire legion of these mighty warriors at his command, and all thanks to her," the minion said
gesturing to the chronofly.
"You… you fucking monster!" the cloaked girl yelled out with fury.

"Haha, oh I'm more than just a monster. I'm above all you lesser beings of your world, as are all
servants to the new king of all existence," the minion said as his body shifted into his monster form. His
shirts ripped apart as his muscle mass increased. His skin shifted into a smooth dark scaled covering
while his head stretched out and widened. His mouth opened to show razor sharp teeth as twin pincers
emerged from the sides of his mouth. His feathered wings shifted into large leather demonic wings with
bony spines coming from the edges of the skeletal frame. His hands shifted into large claws while his
feet grew and tore apart his shoes to show reptilian feet. His dark eyes shifted into red ones as they
glared at the cloaked girl.
"Now our dear guest is going back home, I'm sure her harem is waiting for her body right now,"
the dark being said as he stepped forward. The cloaked girl held on tightly to the chronofly and glanced
behind to see dozens of shadowy figures filling the courtyard, their red eyes locked onto her as she
stood there with her cape flowing a bit in the wind.
"You however have no place here, so I'm afraid I'm going to have to send you-" the minion
started before he looked closely at the cloaked girl. This minion could see the monster energy from the
chronofly clearly, the aura of the girl as her lifeforce was still intact. However the cloaked girl was a
different story as her lifeforce was not the same.
"Wait… you're…" the minion said as he narrowed his red eyes at the girl.
"Luna…" the girl said as she held the chronofly close and lowered her head. She knelt down and
held the girl close, then slipped one of her hands back into her cloak as the dark monster eyed her
carefully. She had a monster aura, a signature of her being, however her lifeforce was different.
"You're not from the mortal world," the minion said as he narrowed his eyes.
"If you're not going to play fair, then neither are we," the cloaked girl hissed with malice. She
gripped the chronofly and quickly tossed up a small grenade, then ducked down as a bright flash
erupted from the device. All the dark monsters howled and shielded their eyes as the girl dashed
towards the edge of the courtyard as fast as she could. The dark minion yelled and swiped blindly at the
blur he assumed was the girl. His claw caught her cloak and tore it off, the girl then jumping over the
edge of the courtyard while holding onto Luna tightly. The minion roared and shielded his eyes as he
threw the cloak aside.
"You won't escape me!" he yelled before he spread out his wings and took off. Two other large
winged demons from the horde took off into the air after him and the three flew over the courtyard and
down after the falling girls. The two girls flew down through the dark clouds at high speed, the wind
whistling past them while Luna was still unaware of what was going on around her. Her mind was shot,
her senses were shut down, and her body was unresponsive to everything.
The three winged minions flew down through the clouds quickly, looking ahead with their red
eyes as they chased after the two girls. When they broke down through the clouds they were high in the
sky above the human world. The sky was starting to turn to dusk while down below a human city was
seen.

Luna was held by her rescuer then let go and fell alongside her as they raced down through the
sky. The other girl reoriented herself to look up at the three chasing monsters while falling backwards.
Although Luna was freefalling next to her she wasn't aware she was even in the sky or that someone
was next to her. She wasn’t aware the girl dressed in dark shoes, black jeans, a white shirt, and a black
leather jacket. She didn't notice the parachute strapped to the girl's back while she grabbed her two
handguns. She didn't see the girl's long light green hair or glaring blue eyes.
And she didn't hear her voice as the girl took aim at the chasing monsters.
"Fuck you!" Felucia yelled out as she started firing up at the airborne dark minions. The bullets
flew up at high speed as the winged monsters weaved around. One of the demons was pelted and
jerked about, then spiraled in his freefall as he was shot dead by the girl. The other winged demon took
a few shots to its wings and spiraled out of control with a roar. The remaining minion eyed the girl
closely as bullets whizzed past him.
‘She's not from this world; she's just a disembodied soul. Where the hell did she come from?’
Felucia fired off all her rounds then growled as she saw she only killed one of the monsters,
which was tumbling around still above her, clipped the wings of the second, which caused it to spiral
around wildly as it roared in anger, and missed the third one which was getting closer to her.
"Well, this is going to end roughly," she muttered as she tossed her empty guns aside and
grabbed Luna, the two girls freefalling down towards an industrial district of a human city. The dark
minion behind her flew down and grabbed onto her foot, the girl looking back and trying to kick the
monster away.
"I don't know how you got up there, but this is the end of the line for you," he growled. He then
watched with puzzlement as Felucia unbuckled her parachute and quickly strapped it to Luna. The girl
secured the pack to the chronofly then looked back to the dark monster with a glare.
"Sorry, but I've got work to do still," she said as she yanked on the cord to the pack. The
parachute deployed and the chronofly was halted in her fall, flying up past Felucia and the minion while
the two other demons tumbled past her. The dark minion looked up with surprise then smiled wickedly
at the girl he was holding.
"Ha! You idiot, you couldn't have made it easier for me to kill you and reclaim her. Just how do
you expect to survive the fall now?" he laughed. Felucia smirked then reached back and grabbed the
monster's pincers, lifting herself up and bashing the monster in the face with her knee. He staggered a
bit as the girl grabbed onto his head and spun around to his back, holding her hands over his eyes as she
held onto him. She dug her fingers into his eyes as he screamed out in pain, the monster spiraling
around as they closed in on a warehouse down below. She then reached out and grabbed his wings and
snapped them back, the monster then spiraling out of control towards the ground below.
"Oh don't worry about me, I've done this bit before," she said with a laugh before they crashed
through the roof of the warehouse, the two other demons then crashing in after them. Through the
rafters and support beams the three winged monsters tumbled down through before crashing into a few
parked cars, the warehouse having two floors with dozens of cars parked inside of it. The monsters

crushed in and tore through the metal chassis' of a few vehicles before crashing through the concrete
floor and into the ground level of the large structure. The concrete floor above caved in around the
impact zone as mangled cars and wreckages dropped down with rubble and steel beams, the area
kicking up a dust cloud as the sounds echoed out inside the building. As the dust cleared Luna slowly
floated down on her parachute, dropping into the building before her chute got caught in the torn roof.
She stopped and gently swung in the air while still unresponsive to all that was around her.
From under the pile of concrete and destroyed cars two winged monsters burst out with feral
roars. One had its eyes gouged out and its wings broken while the other's wings were ripped from bullet
holes while a large steel beam was going through its shoulder.
"AH! Damn that bitch!" the eyeless monster yelled as the other demon grabbed the steel beam
in his shoulder and started pulling it out. The beast yanked it out and tossed it aside before the ceiling
above him gave out and collapsed down, the concrete and cars above falling down and crushing the
monster with a loud crash. The other minion stumbled forward as dust kicked up around the area while
he held a hand over his eye sockets.
"You may have wounded me girl, but I'll be leaving this place alive still with the chronofly," he
said as he growled and looked around shakily. He held a hand over his eyes and the sockets started to
burn and seal up with smoke coming from them. After a moment he removed his hand to show his eyes
having been cauterized. The minion looked around as his visual senses were reduced to an energy
signature, making out the faint glimmer of outlines around him while seeing the other two demons'
fading auras nearby. He looked up and saw Luna's lifeforce swinging around gently from near the roof.
"I don't need my eyes to see the world around me girl, you think a lowly soul like yourself could
have stopped me?" he laughed out.
"Actually, I do," Felucia's voice came from behind. The minion spun around and saw the girl's
lifeforce flickering around in front of him. He saw the girl's body outlined by her aura as she stood up
and stretched her arms back, with a cracking sound echoing out.
"How… how could you have survived that?" the minion asked as he shook his head. He saw her
lifeforce waver around her; however there was a solid spike of her aura coming from her wrist in a
bright glow to his senses.
"What… what the hell are you?" the minion said as he backed up a bit. The girl's outline looked
down as she grabbed something sticking out of her chest, pulling out a broken steel beam from her body
with a slick crunch. The minion watched as the glow from her wrist sent out a strange wave of light
through her body, with the pulse washing around the area where she pulled the object out of herself.
She then geared back and thrust forward, impaling the skull of the minion with the bloody beam that
was driven through her heart a moment ago.
Felucia glared at the minion as she let go of the beam and the monster dropped dead in front of
her, standing upright and in one piece despite having crashed through the roof, a car, the concrete floor,
and another car before the steel wreckages from above fell down and crushed her lower body with a
jagged steel beam piercing down into her heart.

"Just another soul passing through," she said before looking up at Luna, the chronofly still in a
state of shock as her eyes were dull and her body was unresponsive.
"Oh god, Luna," Felucia said before she raced up to roof of the warehouse via the stairs near the
side of the building, running over to the breach in the roof and pulling the chronofly back up to her. She
held her in her arms as she knelt down next to her. She looked with devastation at the chronofly's body,
her skin having bruises on her hips and rear while she had the demons' semen on her in some areas still.
"Luna… I'm so sorry…" Felucia said quietly as she saw more of the white liquid dripping from the
girl's private region. She held the girl close and whimpered then looked at her with worry.
"Don't worry, I'll get you help. I promise Luna, I'll get you to the others," she reassured as she
looked around quickly. Police sirens were heard nearby as authorities were responding to a disturbance
in the warehouse district of the city. She took off the spent parachute from the chronofly and lifted her
up, then glanced to her own wrist and looked at the glowing green and bluish band.
"I need to hurry, not much time left," she said before looking around with a focused gaze. As she
did Luna remained motionless in her arms. Her eyes weren't focusing on anything, her wings were limp
behind her, her hearing wasn't picking up any sounds.
And her bracelet was still dark and void of any magical energy.

Inside the HDA command center a large group of monsters were seen around the body of a
dead dragon, the beast having had its wings and tail hacked off while it was cut and sliced all over. The
inside of the large chamber above the lowered holding cells was in ruins, with scorch marks and melting
steel around the area, a large torn hole through the steel gateways below from the dragon's emergence,
and one of its walls torn down showing the courtyard outside that had fires still going while HDA soldiers
and vehicles were scorched and mangled around the area. Sirens and gunfire echoed out inside the
building as other monsters were still running loose while alarms were heard outside as well from HDA
and local officials gathering around the building. However inside the large chamber all was silent as the
group stared with shock and disbelief at something.
"W… what did she just say?" Moka asked tilting her head a bit.
At long last the group of monsters had been reunited, with the ones that were captured by HDA
soldiers earlier that day being freed from their captivity while two other groups had found them as they
each tried to mount a daring rescue.
"Did… she just say… what I think she just said?" Yukari asked with a confused expression.
With the convergence of all these monsters came several reencounters as well. One of which
was with Gin meeting an old friend from the academy, the silent siren Sun who displayed a great deal of
relief and joy at seeing him again. Of course Kokoa wasn't as thrilled as much as she was filled with rage
at seeing the siren getting extremely close to her mate.

"I think… she did," Kurumu said with bewilderment.
Another was with the dragon slayer Ceal and the newly freed yasha Fang Fang, with the two
apparently having had a rocky history as the yasha's father had gone back on a deal for Ceal killing a
dragon for his family. The catalyst mage was about to kill the frightened boy out of spite before another
issue came up.
"Um…" Ahakon said unsurely as he raised an eyebrow.
The group of monsters were also introduced to two others, two monster children who were
actually dead. To their complete surprise they saw the young chronofly Complica Cii and the snow angel
Arial Kuyumaya with their own eyes, something that not only took them by surprise, but rendered Dark
and Mizore in shock at seeing the very snow girl that freed the shadow demon so long ago.
"She just called Dark… her…" Rason said while slowly shaking his head. Mizore blinked then
looked at the snow angel with complete bewilderment as the group saw Arial kissing Dark on the
ground… after declaring him to be her husband.
Arial leaned back and sat up on the boy as he stared at her with wide eyes, the demon showing
complete surprise for the first time. Though whether he was surprised more about seeing the girl that
freed him or the fact that she just kissed him like that was unknown.
"Finally we can be together again Dark, just like I always dreamed of," she said happily. Dark
blinked then slowly glanced over to Rason.
"Am… I dead?" he asked unsurely. The group slowly shook their heads while staring at the snow
angel with disbelief as they continued to stare at the girl. Arial smiled brightly then hugged the boy
tightly, nuzzling her head against his cheek.
"I finally found my husband! It's a dream come true!" she cheered out.
Silence.
"What… the… hell?" Rason said looking to Gabriel. Mizore just stared at the snow angel in shock,
not being sure how to react to any of what she was seeing or hearing. Fang Fang blinked then tilted his
head curiously.
"Wait a minute, I thought this Dark fellow was engaged to the snow maiden here," he said
looking to Mizore.
"NO!" Render, Leon, Apoch, Astreal, Kokoa, Gin, Ruby, Razico, Gabriel, and Complica cried out
while Sun shook her head franticly. The others looked to them with surprise as Ceal shook his head.
"One more word out of you yasha and I'll kill you where you stand," Ceal said coldly. Fang Fang
looked around surprised as Arial sat up again. She looked at the boy cautiously as the others looked back
to her with fright.

"Oh no…" Complica breathed out as she backed up. Sun and Gin backed up as Kokoa grabbed
Moka's hand and pulled her back as well, the vampire looking at her sister with puzzlement then back to
Arial. Gabriel took Rason by the arm and backed him up while Apoch and Astreal grabbed Kurumu's
hands and pulled her back as well. Render pushed back Yukari and Ahakon while Leon backed Ran away
from the snow angel. Ceal merely glanced to Mizore who was still staring at Arial with wide eyes.
"What did you just say?" Arial asked as her eyes seemed to turn colder.
Arial.
mouth.

"What's going on?" Moka asked worriedly. Fang Fang looked around nervously then back to
"I just said that-" he started before Gin and Kokoa ran over and clamped their hands over his
"Nothing, he didn't say anything Arial," Kokoa said with a large nervous smile.
"Yeah, he's crazy, don't listen to him. Really," Gin said shaking his head franticly.

"What's going on?" Rason asked worriedly. Arial slowly stood up as Dark continued to look up at
her with surprise.
"What did you just say? You thought my Dark was engaged to somebody?" she asked as walked
closer to the yasha. Fang Fang glanced to Kokoa and Gin as they shook their heads franticly.
"No! He never said that, really," Kokoa said nervously.
"What are you talking about, Mizore's going to be his wife and-" Kurumu started before she was
knocked straight down to the ground from Apoch and Astreal smacking the girl downside her head.
"Ms. Kurumu, shut up!" Apoch cried out. Astreal looked at the dazed succubus with worry then
over to Arial, the snow angel glaring towards them.
"Mizore?" Arial asked coldly as her eyes narrowed.
"No! There's nobody by that name, really! Don't listen to her; she's out of her mind!" Astreal
pleaded as she waved her hands around franticly. Moka's group glanced to each other then over to
Mizore who was watching the snow angel with concern now. Arial looked at Astreal with a cold stare
then over to Complica, the chronofly trembling with a frightful expression.
"What are they talking about?" the snow angel asked as she walked closer to her friend.
"Please Arial… calm down," Complica squeaked out as she backed up a step. Kurumu jumped
back up and rubbed her head with an annoyed expression.
"What was that for?" she barked out. Arial walked closer to Complica and narrowed her eyes.

"What are you hiding from me?" she asked slowly. Complica trembled fearfully then vanished,
appearing away from the snow angel and behind Razico as a trial of distortion rippled from the
chronofly's path through time. Arial looked over to her, then around at the group.
"Arial calm down, now isn't the time for this," Gabriel pleaded. Arial glanced to him then looked
around at the group.
"Who is this… Mizore?" she asked with a low growl. Dark slowly stood up and stared at the angel
with wide eyes still as Mizore glanced to Kokoa, the vampire motioning with her head towards the
nearby door quickly.
"Run… run…" she hushed out through a forced smile. Mizore looked at her with worry then to
Arial. Complica backed up worriedly from the warlock as she stared at the snow angel with fright. Before
she got far Arial stomped down on the ground with her foot, causing an erratic frozen line to shoot out
from the impact, around the side of the group, and then towards Complica. The snow line jettisoned up
into large ice shards and created a large wall behind the chronofly as the group watched with surprise.
Complica looked back to it then to Arial as the snow girl walked closer to her. Ruby and Razico backed
away as snow formed under Arial and crept towards the chronofly.
"Holy shit," Rason said as he saw the massive wall of ice appear out of nowhere. Mizore stared
with wide eyes and an open mouth, her lollipop almost falling out as Dark just kept his eyes on Arial with
disbelief.
"Arial… please…" Complica whimpered with a few tears starting to form.
"Who is Mizore?" Arial demanded as ice spread out from her feet towards the chronofly then
shot up around the girl's feet holding her. Complica looked down to it as she shivered then back to Arial
with fright.
"Nobody, I swear. Please, stop this Arial," Complica pleaded as she trembled in the ice's grip.
Mizore looked at the snow angel then over to Apoch and Astreal, the witches waving to the door with
frightful expressions.
"Run. Run. Run," they whispered out franticly. Mizore looked at them worriedly then over to
Arial as the snow angel walked up to Complica.
"Who is Mizore?" Arial asked sternly.
"Nobody! There is no Mizore!" Complica cried out.
"Don't lie to me Complica! What are you hiding from me? Who is Mizore?" Arial yelled out with
fury. Complica looked at her nervously and a few tears dropped from her cheeks. She hesitated for a
moment then gulped with fear.
"Dark's… girlfriend," she squeaked out with a cringe. Arial blinked and looked at the girl carefully
for a moment as everybody else glanced to Mizore. After a long pause the snow angel smirked then
chuckled a bit.

"This isn't a very good joke Complica, Dark doesn't have a girlfriend," she said with a small laugh.
Complica trembled as her mouth quivered fearfully while the ice around her slowly receded. Arial
looked at her carefully then back to Gabriel.
"Right?" she asked expectantly. Everybody turned to Gabriel as he flinched a bit.
"Well…" he said slowly. Arial looked at him for a moment then narrowed her eyes.
sternly.

"Dark doesn't have a girlfriend, the elders told me so. You told me so. Right?" she demanded
"Gabriel? What's happening here?" Rason asked worriedly.

"Gabriel. Right?" Arial asked sternly as she started walking towards him. He glanced away and
rubbed the back of his head.
"Um… about that Arial…" he said slowly. Arial stopped and just looked at him with a careful eye.
"Dark's old girlfriend died during the Fairy Tale attack, all the elders told me this story up in
heaven. That's what happened, right?" she demanded with anger. Everybody looked to each other then
Mizore, the snow girl watching Arial with bewilderment from hearing that. She then looked at the snow
angel worriedly then to Gabriel, the boy showing a troubled expression and looking back to Arial.
"That's not… entirely accurate Arial," he admitted carefully. Arial stared at him for a moment
then started walking towards him.
"What do you mean not accurate? Dark doesn't have a girlfriend. He's not engaged to anybody.
Tell them Gabriel, tell them," she said as ice started to form around her and creep towards the angel. He
looked at her nervously as her hair frosted over.
"Gabriel…" she said with a low growl.
"What the hell is going on here?" Kurumu asked shakily.
"Gabriel, tell them!" Arial yelled out. Gabriel gulped and shook his head with a remorseful
expression. Arial stopped and looked at him with surprise as the angel looked down with closed eyes.
"I'm sorry Arial, but… we had to change the story. You were out of control, we needed to calm
you down," he said softly. Arial looked at him for a moment then back to Complica, the chronofly
nodding with a remorseful expression.
"What is this? I don't believe you; all the elders said she died in that attack. She's dead!" Arial
yelled out as she looked back to Gabriel. The redheaded angel slowly shook his head as the snow angel
watched him with disbelief. Arial looked at him for a moment then over to Dark.

"Tell them… tell them there isn't anybody else. Tell them Dark!" she cried out. The group looked
to Dark as he just stood there, his eyes still locked onto Arial as he remained silent. After a moment the
boy wavered a bit then collapsed down, with everybody looking at him with surprise.
"Oh… my… god…" Moka said covering her mouth.
"Did… he just faint?" Yukari said in shock.
"Is that even possible?" Rason said with wide eyes.
"Holy crap, he's out cold," Kurumu said with surprise.
"I don't believe it," Gin said with bewilderment.
"Dark… passed out," Kokoa said in disbelief.
Arial looked at Dark with surprise then ran over to him, kneeling down next to him and trying to
wake him up with disbelief. Everybody just stared at the shadow demon as they had witnessed for the
first time ever the boy literally passing out from the shock. Arial stopped then slowly looked back to
Gabriel.
"You… you lied to me?" she said with anger, the girl's eyes turning into a cold glare.
"Arial please, try to understand. You were out of control, we had to calm you down before you
froze over heaven," Gabriel pleaded.
"Froze over heaven?" Moka said with surprise.
"You lied to me? You mean some other woman's been around my Dark all this time and you
never told me?" Arial screamed out with rage, the ground around her flash freezing as ice spires shot up
around her. A cold wind flew around her as the group backed up worriedly.
"What is with this girl anyway?" Ran asked nervously.
"She's crazy," Kokoa said with fear.
"She's obsessed with Dark, like off the deep end kind of obsessed," Gin said worriedly.
"And she's got a bad temper. Really bad," Ruby added nervously as she and Razico stepped back.
Arial yelled as she stomped her foot down, creating a frozen blast of ridges and cracks that shot out
around her. The group watched as the ground behind Gabriel and Rason blasted up into giant ice spires
and shards, the two angels looking back to it with wide eyes then to Arial who was screaming with
anger.
"What the hell is wrong with her?" Rason cried out.

"She's in love with Dark; she's been obsessing over him ever since she died! She thinks they're
destined to be together!" Gabriel cried out as the group watched Arial yell with fury. Moka's group
looked to him with surprise then back to Arial.
"What? She's in love with him?" Moka cried out. Mizore stared at Arial with shock at hearing
that, still unable to think of what to say or do about the situation.
"How can she be in love with him? That's crazy!" Kurumu cried out as ice covered the area
around the raging snow angel.
"You really haven't noticed how she's being completely irrational and obviously out of her
freakin' mind?" Render called out. Arial yelled out into the air then looked at Gabriel with fury.
"Where is this girl? Where is Mizore?" she yelled out with glowing white eyes. Mizore stared at
the snow angel with surprise while Dark was out cold on the ground still, the boy overwhelmed from
seeing his guardian angel in person. Arial screamed as she stomped her foot down, jettisoning a giant ice
shard up into the air… through the dead dragon's skull.
girl.

"Holy fuck!" Rason cried out. Ceal looked at the ice spire with surprise then over to the snow
‘Impossible, how could ice be that strong?’

"She… she tore right through the dragon with her ice!" Kurumu said with shock while pointing to
the bloody ice shard protruding through the dragon’s skull.
"It can't be, even when dead a dragon's body is extremely durable," Fang Fang said turning pale.
"How can ice be that strong to go through a dragon?" Ahakon cried out gripping his hair. Mizore
looked at the impaled skull of the dragon then over to Arial with wide eyes.
‘Her control over the ice… it's unreal. It's impossible.’
"WHERE IS MIZORE?" Arial yelled out as the ground around her erupted into ice spires that shot
around her. The group watched her scream then glanced to Mizore. The snow maiden felt her arm being
tugged and looked to seeing Complica trying to pull her away.
"Run, hurry, you have to get out of here, she’s going to kill you," she pleaded quickly. Mizore
looked at her with a stunned expression then over to Arial as the snow girl was yelling out into the air.
"Arial stop this!" Gabriel called out.
"How can she be that strong? She's just a kid!" Rason cried out.
"She's a disembodied soul; she doesn't have any physical limitations on her power. There may
be no limit to what she could do with her monster energy in this state!" Ruby cried out as the group
watched Arial roar out in anger.

Flying over the city a fighter jet soared through the skies towards its target. Under the craft two
bay doors opened and a sleek black and red missile was lowered down with holding clamps.
"This is Eagle 2, I'm starting my run, approaching designated target zone at south end of the
HDA command center," the pilot called out into his radio.
The group watched with wide eyes as the raging snow angel yelled into the air, with multiple ice
shards shooting up around her. Her monster energy was beyond massive, the girl exuding a great deal of
power around her in her rage. Complica tugged on Mizore's arm repeatedly as the snow maiden
watched Arial with a stunned expression. Arial yelled out then looked over to Complica.
"You knew, didn't you? You knew all along some other girl was after my demon, and you never
told me! I thought you were my friend! How could you lie to me all this time?" she yelled out furiously.
Complica looked at her with fright as Mizore just stared with unblinking eyes.
"Arial… I'm sorry… please, we just had to calm you down. There was no other way to make you
stop freezing everything in heaven, you were out of control. We wanted to tell you the truth, really, we
just never could with… your… temper," Complica pleaded shakily. Arial growled loudly as she walked
towards them.
"My temper?" she growled as her hands froze over into claws.
"My temper?" she said through bared teeth. She stomped down with her foot causing ice spires
to erupt around the area, the girl growling with rage.
The jet launched the missile and banked off to the side, the projectile then flying forward with a
powerful thrust towards the HDA command center.
"You haven't seen my temper, but you're sure as hell going to unless you tell me where this
Mizore girl is right now!" Arial yelled out as the ground around Complica shifted up into ice shards and
spikes. The chronofly looked around worriedly as Mizore stared with shock at the snow angel.
‘This is the girl that freed Dark? This is the girl that he dedicated his life to?’
"Arial stop, please!" Complica cried out.
The missile flew at high speed towards the command center, the projectile being seen by people
down below in the streets.
"Where is she? Tell me now Complica!" Arial yelled out with anger. Complica trembled as Arial
glared at her. She always knew her friend had a bad temper when it came to her shadow demon, and
she was a bit frightened as the snow angel's rage was being directed at her now. The chronofly tried to
keep her eyes looking forward with all her might, but glanced quickly to the side for a moment out of
fear. Arial looked at her carefully then slowly over to Mizore, the snow maiden staring at her with a
stunned expression still.
"Oh no…" Ruby said with fear.

Sandra was in her car watching the command center down the road ahead of her with worried
eyes, sitting in her car still as she waited for her friends to return. She glanced to her rearview mirror
and spotted a gleam in the sky moving towards the area.
"You?" Arial asked as she looked at the snow maiden carefully.
"Oh… crap," Render said flatly.
"Mizore run!" Kokoa cried out, the group looking over to her then to Arial as the snow angel's
eyes widened a bit.
"What is that?" Sandra asked looking back behind her.
"You? You're the girl?" Arial demanded with anger. Mizore glanced around at the rest of the
group as they were keeping their distance from the swirling torrent of chilled air around the snow angel.
The missile flew over Sandra's car above the street and raced towards the command center as
the human girl watched with surprise.
"Oh shit!" she cried out.
"You think my demon belongs to you?" Arial yelled out with cold white eyes. Mizore stood there
in stunned silence as a swirl of arctic air flew around the raging snow angel. After a pause Mizore slowly
nodded.
"…yeah," she said quietly. Arial started growling loudly as the ground around her was freezing
solid. Complica looked at her with fright then over to the side, and then screamed as she pointed to
something. The group looked over and saw a missile streaking towards the building from down the
street.
"AHH!" Kurumu cried out as she watched with wide eyes. Apoch and Astreal gasped and raised
their barriers as did Ruby, the walls of light only covering a small amount in front of the large group of
monsters.
"We can't shield everybody!" Astreal cried out.
hands.

"We're all going to die!" Ran screamed as she ducked down and covered her eyes with her
"Everybody run!" Razico yelled out.

"Where? There's no time!" Leon shouted as the missile flew over the outer perimeter wall of the
compound. Arial glanced over to it and yelled out with fury, switching her focus from the snow maiden
towards the incoming threat that would harm her demon. She yelled out and waved her arm fiercely
towards the opening in the side of the building, throwing all her rage into her power. In doing so a
massive wall of frozen ice shards erupted from the ground and blasted upwards towards the opening in

the building, the wall of ice expanding out as it crashed through the opening's edges and completely
obscured the view outside with layers of solid ice.
"Oh my god…" Moka said with wide eyes as the group watched what appeared to be a frozen
mountain of ice jettisoning up from the ground out of nowhere. Mizore stared with wide eyes at the
sheer amount of ice created by the young angel.
‘Impossible… how can she create so much so quickly?’
The missile struck into the frozen wall of ice as it flowed out of the building like a cascading
wave and detonated into a powerful explosion with a bright flash. A deafening bang echoed out as the
outer courtyard was blasted apart by a fierce shockwave. The concrete barrier at the edge of the
courtyard was demolished as the ground was torn apart. The massive wall of frozen shards and spires
cracked and shattered apart, the force from the explosion blasting the broken shards back into the
chamber. The large chunks of ice and snow crashed into the adjacent wall along with others falling down
onto the ground around the group. Everybody stared with wide eyes as outside a bright light was seen
before frost and smoke swirled around wildly.
The fighter jet flew around the area and looked to seeing the building standing properly still
while the missile appeared to have detonated outside in the courtyard.
"What the… it stopped?" he said with puzzlement.
Inside the building the group was staring with amazement as white smoke and frost flew around
outside while the sky started to turn darker above.
"I don't… believe it," Kokoa breathed out in awe.
"She blocked a missile… with nothing but ice," Ruby said with astonishment.
"She blocked the entire explosion and shockwave," Leon said as the group looked back to Arial.
The snow girl was facing towards the opening as her wings were arched back, having her hands frozen
over into claws still with one being held out towards where she launched a great deal of her power. Her
eyes were glaring still as her teeth were bared, the girl's lollipop stick held in place between her teeth
securely.
"Arial… my god… how did you…" Yukari said looking back to the opening where white smoke
and frost flew about still.
"She saved us, she saved us all," Moka said with wonder. Complica looked at her friend with
wonder as well. The young chronofly remembered how Arial lost her temper up in heaven, the resulting
snowstorm having frozen over a great deal of the monster's heavenly city as her ice was nearly
unstoppable. It was no secret to the young chronofly that Arial was indeed a powerful force when
angered, however it appeared that even back in the human world her power was still just as strong.

"Arial… that was… incredible," Gabriel said looking back out to where the snow girl's power
stopped a lethal strike from wiping everybody out. Mizore looked at the sight of frost and snow flurries
flying around with white smoke then to Arial.
"Arial…" she said softly. Arial lowered her arm and looked down a bit as her hair was still frozen
over, growling quietly to herself. Mizore walked over towards her and looked at the girl with wonder.
Slowly Arial glanced back to her with narrowed eyes. Mizore looked at her with amazement then over to
the broken wall.
"That was unbelievable Arial, I don't know how you-"
In a flash Arial spun around and yelled out with anger, the group watching with shock as blood
splattered off to the side on the ground.
"Mizore!" Kurumu cried out as the snow maiden staggered back, the girl looking down with
wide eyes as Arial had slashed across her gut with a fierce strike. Before she could move Arial swung
around again with her other claw, slicing through Mizore's stomach and splattering blood off to the
other side.
"NO!" Gabriel yelled out as Mizore fell back onto the steel ground, the snow girl's eyes wide as
her lollipop fell out of her open mouth. Arial screamed out with rage as she swung down again, tearing
through Mizore's chest with her ice claw before she hacked again with her other claw, the snow angel
mercilessly attacking the shocked snow girl. Mizore coughed out blood and screamed out in agony as
the snow angel viciously clawed at her.
"Arial NO!" Complica screamed out as Arial savagely swiped again and again, the snow angel
having pure rage in her eyes as she clawed again and again at Mizore. Her eyes were filled with fury, her
attacks swift and relentless, and only one thought was in her mind as Mizore's blood splattered on the
ground around her.
"DARK IS MINE FOREVER!"

Chapter 8
A Rough Day
"Mizore!" Moka cried out as the group watched with horror at the sight before them.
At long last the three groups of monsters had reunited, with two of the groups having staged
separate and daring rescues on their part while the other managed to free themselves from HDA control
and isolation inside the fortified command building.
"No!" Kurumu screamed as the group saw blood and torn flesh splattering across the ground.
They had managed to fend off armed human personal, the sudden appearance of an obsidian
dragon from the dark world, and even survived a missile attack at the last possible moment. Not only did
they meet new and strange companions that had come to their aid in the interest of escaping HDA
oppression, but they also met two young monsters that had defied the laws of life itself by returning to
the mortal world.
"What is she doing?" Yukari screamed as she grabbed her hat with fear.
To the shock of everybody there they had met the wandering souls Arial Kuyumaya and
Complica Cii, the two well-known children who died long ago. Such shock in fact that Dark had actually
passed out from seeing the girl that set him free standing before him again. Although the young
chronofly angel was shown to be gentle and timid with the group while wishing to return to heaven
above, the snow angel was an entirely different case.
"Arial STOP!" Gabriel yelled out as he ran towards Arial, the young girl attacking a severely
wounded Mizore with fire in her eyes.
The snow angel had only one prominent desire and goal in her mind ever since she returned to
the human world; to find the shadow demon that she was obsessed with. Although the two rescuing
groups had attempted to keep the temperamental angel from meeting the demon again she had at long
last found her loved one. Of course in meeting him she also found out something else, something that
the two rescuing groups had wanted to prevent as they were warned, and saw firsthand, how the young
snow angel could become when angered or upset. She found out that Dark was currently with another
girl, Mizore.
Something that didn't sit too well with her.
"HE'S MINE!" Arial screamed as massive ice spires shot up all around the group, swiping one last
time through Mizore's body before Gabriel grabbed her and yanked her away by the shoulders. Moka,
Kurumu, and Yukari screamed as they ran over to Mizore, the snow girl lying on the ground with wide
eyes of shock while blood was coming from her open mouth. Her body and torso was hacked and
slashed apart while her blood was all over the ground around her, the girl having been viciously clawed
by Arial.

"Mizore!" Moka cried out as the she dropped down next to her friend with fright. The snow
maiden coughed out blood and cried out hoarsely as she shakily looked over to the vampire, unable to
move or speak coherently.
"Holy shit, she tore her to pieces!" Rason cried out as the group looked at the ravaged snow
maiden. Moka looked at her friend's wounds with horror and shook her head.
"Yukari! Ahakon! Heal her, quick!" she cried out looking to them.
"Heal her? Are you insane, I can't heal that!" Ahakon said shaking his head.
"Your vampire blood won't even heal that, she's torn to shreds!" Yukari cried out with tears
forming.
"Oh god, Mizore!" Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth. The group looked at the mortally
wounded snow woman then over to Arial, the snow angel thrashing around in Gabriel's grip as the boy
was looking at Mizore with a pained expression.
"Let me GO! LIKE HELL SHE'S GOING TO TAKE MY DARK FROM ME!" Arial screamed as more
jagged spires of ice shot up around the group. Kurumu looked at the snow angel with disbelief and wide
eyes then growled with fury.
"You… YOU BITCH!" she roared as she ran towards the snow girl with her nails extending out.
She swung towards the girl before she collided against a barrier of light.
"No Ms. Kurumu, you can't kill her!" Apoch pleaded as she watched Mizore with tears forming in
her eyes, holding a hand out to keep the succubus from tearing Arial limb from limb.
"Like hell I can't, just you watch me! How dare you attack my friend like that you little bitch!"
Kurumu yelled as she pounded on the barrier of light with tears forming in her eyes.
"Mizore!" Moka cried out as she shakily held her hands over the snow girl's body. Mizore
coughed out more blood as she trembled, being in unbearable pain and unable to move.
"LET ME GO! I'LL KILL HER! NOBODY TAKES MY DARK FROM ME!" Arial screamed as dozens of
ice spires shot up around the group. Two of them struck through the dead dragon's arm and pierced
through while others struck upwards near the group who looked around with fearful expressions, except
Ceal who merely watched the snow angel with a careful eye.
"Somebody stop her, she'll kill us all!" Kokoa cried out holding her hands over her head as ice
flurries and shards flew about. Arial screamed loudly as the area around the girl froze over. Gabriel
yelled out as he stumbled back, unable to bear the cold as he backed away from the girl with frost on his
body. The group looked to her as the girl glared at Mizore with fury in her eyes, the wounded snow
maiden shakily looking over and seeing the snow angel staring into her eyes.
"HE'S MINE FOREVER!" Arial screamed as she aimed her frozen claw at the snow girl.

"No!" Gabriel yelled as he looked back to Arial.
"Don't!" Moka cried out with fear.
"Stop!" Complica screamed as she started crying.
In a flash a bolt of fire flew past Arial's face, the girl halting in place and shrieking as the flame
shot past her. The group watched her collapse as her claws retracted and her hair returned to normal.
Everybody then looked to Razico as he lowered his hand, the warlock looking at Arial with remorse then
over to Mizore. Kurumu blinked then yelled out as she tried to swing down towards the unconscious
snow angel, her nails once again hitting a barrier of light and stopping.
"What the hell Apoch, how can you protect her after what she did?" Kurumu yelled out looking
to Apoch. The witch shook her head with sorrow then looked to Arial.
"Please Ms. Kurumu, you mustn't hurt her, you don't understand," she said shakily.
girl.
body.

"I don't care! Look what she did to Mizore!" Kurumu cried out looking back the wounded snow
"Mizore! Hold on, we'll… we'll fix this!" Moka said shakily as she looked over the snow maiden's
‘How in the world are we going to fix this?’
‘Oh dear god, she's torn apart, what do we do?’
‘She's ripped apart completely; no magic in the world is going to fix this.’

"Mizore!" Yukari cried out as she looked at the girl's body with teary eyes. Rason stared with
shock at his friend's condition then grabbed Gabriel by the neck and slammed him over against the body
of the dragon again.
"What the HELL IS THIS?" he yelled out. Gabriel grabbed the angel's arms and tried to free
himself while looking at him with remorse.
"Please… I'm sorry. Really, I wanted to avoid this, I really did," he pleaded weakly. The rest of the
group rushed over to Mizore as she was choking and coughing out blood.
"Holy crap, her body's in ruin," Render said as the group saw the snow maiden's internal organs
and ribs slashed and torn apart. The girl was at a hair of her lifeforce as her body was starting to shut
down from the snow angel's onslaught.
"Mizore no!" Kokoa cried out dropping to her knees next to the ravaged snow maiden.
"Oh my god, she's been eviscerated," Ahakon said with a stunned expression.

"Somebody do something! Anything!" Moka cried out shaking her head.
"Do something? Like what? Oh god we can't heal this, she’s way too far gone to save," Yukari
said as she trembled at the sight. Leon looked at the girl worriedly then over to Ceal.
"Ceal, hurry up and help her, please!" he called out. The group looked to Ceal who merely raised
an eyebrow.
"What's he going to do, we can't heal this serious of an injury," Ahakon said shaking his head.
"Hurry Mr. Ceal, please put her back together," Apoch and Astreal pleaded quickly.
"Put her back… together?" Kurumu said as the group looked to Ceal with confusion. The boy
rolled his eyes then glanced away with annoyance.
flatly.

"I've already done far more than enough for you people, and yet you ask for more?" he said

"Wait, what are you talking about?" Moka asked quickly as Mizore coughed out more blood and
groaned in pain.
"C'mon kid, you put Falla and the witch sisters back together no problem, hurry up and do
something," Razico said urgently.
"He did what? What are you talking about?" Yukari asked looking around at the group.
"Can you help her? Can you?" Moka asked desperately. Ceal looked to her then to the snow
maiden as her eyes were losing focus.
"I've already helped break your friends out of captivity and slayed a dragon for you. I've done
more than enough here," Ceal said shaking his head.
"C'mon man, don't let her die like this," Render said looking to Mizore.
"What's he going to do for her, she's torn wide open," Yukari said shaking her head.
"Who cares, if you can do something then do it! Please!" Kurumu cried out.
"Ceal please, don't let one of Falla's friends die," Gabriel urged. Ceal growled then glanced to
him with narrowed eyes.
"This snow maiden is not my responsibility angel, and I will not have Falla's feelings being used
against me again. I've done more than enough here, I owe you all nothing," he snapped firmly. Complica
ran over to him and grabbed his hand, the boy looking down to seeing the girl pulling on it repeatedly.
"Please Ceal, don't let her die! Please please please!" she begged. The boy growled quietly then
looked to Mizore again.

"You can help her; we've seen you do this before. Please!" Kokoa begged.
"Do something, she's dying!" Apoch cried out as the snow maiden trembled and slowly started
to fall limp. Moka looked at the girl with watery eyes then to Ceal.
"Please, I'll pay anything you want, I'll do anything you ask, just don't let her die! If you have the
power to save her then I'm begging you to do so!" she cried out. Ceal glanced to her then to Mizore
again with a blank expression. Sun and Fang Fang looked at the snow maiden with worry then over to
Ceal. The boy glanced down to Complica as she was crying.
"Please, you're not a bad guy, you can't be," she said softly.
"Please Mr. Ceal, you saved us when you were under no obligation," Apoch pleaded.
"Don't let our friend die, we're begging you," Astreal whimpered. The catalyst mage rolled his
eyes and looked away.
"Please," Complica said with tears dropping from her cheeks. The mage paused then glanced
down to her. After a moment he walked over to Mizore and looked down at her. He eyed her torn body
carefully then shook his head, then glanced to Complica.
"After this, you will not ask me for more, understood?" he said in a commanding tone. The girl
nodded quickly then looked back to Mizore with worry. Ceal glanced around at the group then down to
Mizore with a careful eye.
simply.

"Her body is in ruin on the inside, I'll require more matter to rebuild what's been lost," he said

"What are you talking about?" Rason asked shaking his head. Render looked to the dragon then
pointed to it with one of his swords.
"Use the dragon, that's gotta be more than enough organic matter right?" he reasoned
hopefully. Moka's group looked to the dragon with confusion as Ceal shook his head.
"It would, however the dragon's natural temperature would fry the snow girl from the inside out
before it could be properly cooled. I would need matter that's not so naturally hot," he said calmly.
"I don't understand, what is he talking about?" Yukari asked shaking her head.
"What do you need? Tell us!" Razico called out with urgency.
"I just told you, I need matter to heal her body," Ceal said with a shrug. He then looked to Fang
Fang with narrowed eyes.
"Perhaps you would be the one to make the noble sacrifice, it would be fitting that you do
something proper with your life before you die," he said coldly. Fang Fang looked at him nervously and
slowly shook his head.

"What… what are you talking about?" he asked worriedly.
"It's simple yasha, I need flesh. Bone. Blood. I need organic matter to transfer over to the snow
maiden and regenerate her body. But I can't pull that matter out of thin air, somebody has to surrender
that for her," Ceal said as his reptilian hand glowed a black hue. Moka's group looked at him with
stunned expressions as Rason slowly let go of Gabriel.
"What? What's he talking about?" Rason asked cautiously.
"Just what are you anyway?" Ahakon asked nervously.
"He's a catalyst mage; he can transfer organic matter from one being to another. He can heal
and mend any injury with his magic," Ruby said looking to Mizore with concern.
"He can?" Yukari said with surprise.
Mizore.

"So wait… you mean… in order to help her, one of us has to…" Kurumu said looking down to

"Die," Ceal said glancing to her. Moka's group looked to him with surprise as the others looked
down at Mizore with concern. Sun and Fang Fang looked at the mage with surprise as well before down
to the wounded snow girl. Complica started crying and shaking her head while Dark and Arial were still
unconscious on the ground.
"Die?" Moka said under her breath. Mizore coughed out more blood and shakily looked to her
with a strained expression, feeling her body weakening and going numb.
"You wanted me to save her correct? Well I can only do that if I rebuild her body, and to do that
I will need organic matter to do the job. So, which one of you wants to die for her?" Ceal asked looking
around at the group.
"Shit, you've got to be kidding me," Render said with frustration.
"One of us… has to die?" Yukari asked while trembling slightly.
"He can't regenerate her body without more matter to transfer to her, and he needs a lot of
matter to patch her up. Whoever he takes it from will die during the process," Ruby said with remorse.
Everybody looked to each other with worry. They all wanted to save the snow girl, however in order to
do so somebody would have to sacrifice their own body for Ceal to heal the snow maiden's serious
injury.
"Then use Arial's, she did this to her!" Kurumu yelled out looking to the snow angel.
"Great, then Mizore will live and Dark will kill you for wiping Arial from existence," Ruby said
shaking her head.

"Are you kidding me? Dark's precious little angel just slaughtered Mizore in a fit of jealousy!
Dark's not going to want to save her after what she did," Kurumu argued sternly.
"Arial means the world to Dark, there's no telling how he's going to react hearing what she did.
But if we kill Arial's soul I'm willing to bet he would be even more furious, and at us even," Kokoa
reasoned nervously.
"You can't kill Arial, please!" Complica pleaded loudly.
"I need a volunteer now, she's about out of time," Ceal said looking down to Mizore, the girl
struggling to keep her eyes open as she was looking up at the boy. Kokoa looked around then grabbed
Sun by the arm.
"Use her then," she said sternly as she glared at the siren. Sun looked at her with wide eyes and
shook her head fearfully as she tried to pull away.
"Oh yes you, you kissed my mate, you deserve to die," Kokoa hissed.
"Kokoa stop, please, we're not killing her, she's not involved in this," Gin said urgently. Kokoa
growled then glared at him.
"She kissed you!" she yelled out. Sun yanked free and backed up a bit as Kokoa glared at her
with anger.
"We're running out of time, we need to make a decision now," Rason said looking back down to
Mizore, the snow girl trembling as her mouth was dripping blood. Everybody fell silent as they thought
about the choice of one of them sacrificing themselves to save the snow girl.
Sun looked at the snow girl worriedly then jumped a bit. She waved her hands around franticly
in front of her as the group looked over to her.
"Sun? What is it?" Gin asked.
"About ready to atone for what you did?" Kokoa barked out as she gripped her giant morning
star tightly. Sun looked at her with nervous eyes and shook her head then pointed towards the broken
door out into the hall.
"What is she doing?" Rason asked as the siren looked to Gin then pointed franticly towards the
door. Gin glanced to it then back to the siren with a puzzled expression. Sun grabbed her sketchpad and
wrote something down quickly for him.
Outside there are HDA soldiers that Arial killed, can't we use them?
Gin read the pad then jumped at the realization.
"Wait, that's right!" he said looking to the door.

"What's going on?" Ran asked looking at the boy puzzled. Gin ran towards the door with haste
as the group watched curiously. The boy ran out into the hall and picked up the soldier that Arial had
clawed to death outside, then ran back into the chamber with the body over his shoulder. He ran up and
dropped the body onto the ground next to Mizore as the group looked at it with wide eyes.
"Here, you can use this right?" Gin asked hopefully.
"That guy's dead. Real dead," Ahakon pointed out as he saw the diced skull and body of the man
Arial had clawed in her rage.
"It doesn't have to be alive, just organic matter. He can use it to help her, right?" Leon said
looking to Ceal. The catalyst mage looked at the body for a moment then nodded.
"That will do, yes," he said simply. He walked over and knelt down between Mizore and the
dead HDA soldier, the entire group watching him with hopeful eyes as Mizore shakily looked over to
him. He glanced to the dead body then over to the snow girl.
"Listen up snow girl," he ordered as he grabbed her hand with his normal one. The girl made a
choking sound as more blood dripped from her mouth while her head rocked to the side. Ceal watched
her with a cold stare then reached over with his reptilian hand and grabbed her by the jaw, turning her
gaze towards him.
"I said listen snow girl. I'm going to transfer the flesh and bone from this human to you, however
in doing so the matter will be at a normal temperature for a human, not exactly ideal for a snow girl
such as yourself. You need to focus on cooling your body as I recreate it, otherwise you'll die from your
body cooking you from the inside out," he said firmly. Mizore struggled to keep her eyes on him as the
group watched with concern, everybody trying to ignore the boy's rather forceful and crude way of
holding her. Ceal paused for a moment then shook her head a bit.
"Do you hear me?" he said again. The girl trembled slightly as she tried to breathe then slowly
nodded. He then reached out and grabbed onto the dead body of the human next to him and looked at
the snow girl's injury.
"Start cooling your body snow girl," he ordered as his hands glowed with a white light. The
group watched as a swirl of light slowly circled the body of the dead human in wisps while another swirl
of light started to circle around Mizore's body. She shook a bit as she cried out hoarsely, feeling pain
shooting through her wounds along with a strange numbing sensation. The group watched as the
human's body started to slowly tear and break down, the skin and bones appearing to wither and
degrade as the body shifted around slowly. Ceal glanced to the snow maiden and shook his head a bit.
"Cool your body off snow girl, you're getting too warm," he cautioned.
"Focus Mizore, you have to cool your body down," Moka said kneeling down and holding the
snow girl's other hand. Mizore coughed out blood and trembled as she tried to focus, her mind blurry
and unable to concentrate properly. The group watched as the torn organs and broken bones inside the
girl's body started to glow and slowly regenerate right before their eyes.

"Oh my god…" Rason said as he and Gabriel watched with wonder.
Slowly Mizore’s internal body started to shift back into place, with bones seeming to re-grow
and take form while flesh and veins formed and took shape.
"I don't believe it," Ahakon said quietly.
"He's… he's really doing it," Yukari said softly.
"I said cool your body now snow girl," Ceal ordered sternly. The group looked to him then to
Mizore as she looked like she was screaming, her mouth open while her eyes were wide. She was
making quiet short gasps as she clenched her hands tightly.
"Mizore, please you have to focus your power," Moka pleaded worriedly.
"Hot… so hot…" Mizore coughed out as she trembled.
"Do it now, you're getting too warm," Ceal said as he looked to the girl's injury with a cautious
glance. The matter forming in the girl's body was taking shape; however it wasn't cooled to a snow
woman's proper internal temperature yet.
"Hurry Ms. Mizore, cool your body down. Focus," Apoch pleaded. Mizore cried out in pain,
thrashing around as Moka and Ceal held onto her hands.
"Hold her down, the process isn't finished yet," Ceal ordered looking to Razico. The warlock ran
over and knelt down by the girl's head, holding her shoulders down. Rason and Gabriel held the snow
girl's legs down while the others watched worriedly.
"Mizore! Please Mizore, focus on cooling your body down!" Kurumu cried out.
"It's so hot! It's hot! Oh my god, I’m on fire!" Mizore cried out as she thrashed around, feeling
like her body was on literally fire (which for a snow woman is a very big deal).
"Please Mizore, you have to try to cool yourself down," Ruby called out worriedly.
"We have much more to do before your body is healed, you need to cool yourself down now or
else you will die long before I finish," Ceal said firmly. The girl kicked and thrashed around while being
held down, her body feeling warmer to her by far and causing just as much pain as when it was ripped
apart.
"Mizore! Please, you can do it!" Moka cried out as she held onto her friend's hand. She could
feel Mizore squeezing her hand tightly, the snow girl crying out as the glow inside her open wound
wavered.
"You need to do so now snow girl, if I go any further you'll go into shock," Ceal said as the glows
around the two bodies faded slightly.

"You can do it Mizore, just concentrate," Yukari pleaded hopefully.
out.

"You can't let this beat you, you still have to marry Dark. Don't die on us, please!" Kurumu cried

"Isn't there anything we can do to help her?" Rason asked as he and Gabriel continued to try to
hold the snow girl's legs down.
"She needs to cool off her body angel. The matter I've regenerated for her needs to chill and
adjust to its new host, otherwise it'll be at the same temperature that it was at before," Ceal said
shaking his head. Mizore thrashed around and screamed in pain, her mouth dripping blood as her open
wound started bleeding again.
"She's going to die at this rate, do something!" Kokoa cried out.
"I can't do anything until she cools down her body, she needs to bear through the pain and
focus," Ceal said firmly.
"God! It's… so hot! I’m melting!" Mizore cried out as she trembled while being held down. Ran
looked at the girl worriedly then rushed over next to Razico, kneeling down next to the snow girl's head
and holding her gently. She started to sing a soft and quiet song into the snow girl's ear, the group
watching as Ran was trying to keep her voice calm and gentle while Mizore was crying out in pain.
"What's she doing?" Render asked tilting his head. Sun observed the siren curiously as did the
others, everybody watching as Ran sang a gentle song. Her words seemed to make everybody feel a bit
more relaxed and calm, with Mizore slowly calming down and thrashing less as well. She looked at Ran
with wide eyes as she tried to stop her screaming, feeling her mind focusing a bit more with the siren's
melody.
"I feel… pretty calm all of a sudden," Leon said looking around at the group.
"Yeah… me too," Astreal said curiously.
"It's her singing, she's calming us all down with it," Yukari said as she saw the siren using her
magical voice to soothe the snow maiden's mind. After a moment Ran looked to Mizore with a small
smile.
"Please Mizore, focus your mind now," she said gently. Mizore slowly nodded and looked to
Ceal, the girl's mind tuning out the fact that she was ripped open at the moment. He nodded as he held
her hand, having the same focused expression still.
"Ran, that was incredible," Ahakon said with wonder. The siren glanced to him and smiled
bashfully then looked back to Mizore. The snow girl closed her eyes and focused on cooling herself, her
monster energy causing the air around her to chill and the ground below her to slowly frost over. Ceal
looked to the open wound as the glowing lights once again swirled around the girl's body as well as the
dead human's.

"How did she do that?" Fang Fang asked.
"She's a siren; she used her voice to calm us all down. Thank you Ran," Moka said looking to the
girl. Ran smiled and nodded a bit.
"I thought that might help her out. My parents used to sing that song to me whenever me or my
sisters got upset," she said softly. Sun looked at the girl with wonder and tilted her head a bit, then back
to Mizore as the girl's body started to once again regenerate. The group watched as her bones and
internal organs began to take form again while a glowing light flashed and swirled around her open
wound. Gradually her skin and flesh started to close up over the open wound as she slowly opened her
eyes, the girl then leaning forward a bit and watching with amazement as her mortal injury vanished
before her eyes.
"How…" she said softly.
"Don't talk snow girl, and lie back down, we're not finished here yet," Ceal said simply as he kept
his eyes on the girl's body. Mizore looked to him with wonder then slowly lied back down.
"It's working, her body looks as good as new again," Kurumu said with amazement. Complica
watched with wonder then smiled a bit.
Near the group Dark's hand twitched slightly and the boy shifted a bit while Arial remained
motionless on the ground.
"Thank you Ceal, you saved her life," Ruby said graciously. The group looked to the boy as
showed no reaction to that statement. He looked to the dead human's body which was collapsing down
while crackling and shifting sounds were heard from the body breaking down from the boy's magic.
After a moment he let go and brought over his reptilian hand to Mizore, resting both hands on her
stomach.
"I need to finalize your circulatory system and critical organs. Don't move until I tell you to,
understand?" he said glancing to her. She nodded as she watched the boy with wonder.
"Thank you…" she said softly. He glanced at her then started to slowly move his hands over her
skin, his palms lighting up as he used his magic to finish reconstruction of the girl's insides. She felt a
strange numbing sensation and a few cramps every now and then, but they quickly subsided and she felt
no real pain.
"Mizore, you're ok," Moka said as she smiled with relief and wiped a tear away.
"That was too close, we thought we lost you," Kurumu said kneeling down next to Moka and
smiling at her friend. Rason and Gabriel stood up and smiled down at the girl as she watched Ceal use
his magic to heal her body. Her sweater and undershirt were torn apart in the front, with her front body
being naked and exposed. She looked at her exposed body and breasts then glanced around nervously
before looking to Moka, the vampire jumping a bit then looking around to seeing all the boys in the
group now looking up. Render spun his blades around struck them down into the ground then took off
his checkered jacket.

"Here, um… don't want you running around like that after all," he said weakly as he held the
jacket out. Kurumu smiled a bit and took it from him while Mizore smiled slightly as well.
"Thank you, um… what's your name anyway?" Kurumu asked.
"Render Asaga, nice to meet you. Um, even though this isn't really the ideal way of meeting new
people," Render said while still looking up, then grabbed his swords and yanked them back up again.
Moka nodded and glanced around at the other new faces.
"Who… who are all of you anyway?" she asked curiously. The group then looked over as Dark
started to get up, the boy holding his head and blinking a few times. He stood up and shook his head
then looked around slowly.
"Dark, you ok?" Rason asked. The demon nodded a bit then glanced to him.
"Yeah... just a weird dream," he said. He then saw Complica standing there, the girl looking at
him worriedly. Dark paused then slowly looked down to seeing Arial on the ground near him.
"Um… it wasn't a dream," Complica said worriedly. Dark just stared at the body of the snow girl
that gave him life with wonder then looked to Gabriel. The angel showed a nervous smile and rubbed
the back of his head.
"Well… it's a long… story," he said shakily. Dark looked at him carefully then over to seeing
Mizore on the ground with the front of her body exposed… and with Ceal slowly moving his hands
around her stomach and chest. Mizore glanced to Ceal then back to Dark with worried eyes as the
mage’s hands ran by her stomach just below her breasts. Dark blinked then growled as the area around
him turned darker. Rason looked to Ceal then back to Dark while waving his hands around.
"Wait, it's not what it looks like man!" he pleaded as Dark glared at the catalyst mage with fury.
"What the HELL ARE YOU DOING?" Dark yelled as he marched up towards the boy while
clenching his fists.
"Wait! Stop Dark! It's not what it looks like, really!" Gin shouted out. Dark grabbed Ceal by the
shoulder as he geared back with a fist, the group watching him with surprise as Mizore watched with
great concern. Ceal merely glanced over to him as he kept his hands down on the snow girl's bare skin.
"Don't hurt him, he saved her life!" Moka quickly pleaded. Dark stopped and looked to her
quickly, then back to Ceal as the mage was still focusing on his work.
"Don't interrupt him Dark, he's saving her," Kokoa said urgently.
"Saving her? How is this saving her?" Dark yelled out with anger as he saw Ceal's hands moving
just under Mizore's breasts then back down around her stomach.
"She was seriously injured, Ceal's healing her body," Gabriel explained as the shadow demon
was growling at Ceal. Dark glanced to him then back to Mizore.

"It's alright, don't hurt him Dark. It's true, he saved my life," Mizore said nodding eagerly. Dark
looked at her with concern as the area around him slowly returned to normal, then to Ceal with a
careful eye.
"Saved you from what Mizore?" he asked cautiously. The group glanced to each other worriedly
then back to him as Mizore stuttered something.
"Um… well…" she said shakily. Dark looked at her carefully then to Ceal with narrowed eyes.
"Would you mind taking your hand off of me demon, or would you rather I removed it for you?"
Ceal said coldly as he glanced to him.
"You have your hands on my Mizore's body and you think you're in a position to threaten me?"
Dark demanded with anger.
"Seeing as how I'm the only one here that can keep her alive for you, yes," Ceal said simply.
"Please Dark, don't interrupt him, he saved her life," Yukari said worriedly.
"Saved her from what?" Dark asked sternly as he looked to the witch. She stammered
something nervously as she backed up a step.
"I said, let go of my shoulder demon, unless you want your snow girl to die," Ceal said looking to
Dark with cold blue eyes. Dark looked at him with a deep glare, tightening his grip with frustration. After
a moment he slowly let go of the mage's shoulder and narrowed his eyes at him. Ceal just looked at him
for a moment then down to Mizore again.
"I have no desire for this snow girl at all demon, I'm only doing this at their rather persistent
insistence," he said calmly. Dark growled quietly then looked to Rason.
"What is going on here? Why is Arial unconscious… or even here at all for that matter? And why
is my Mizore being treated like this?" he demanded. Rason glanced to Arial then to Mizore with worry.
"Um… well…" he said shakily.
"I'm going to need more than that Rason, now talk," Dark said sternly. Rason stammered
something for a moment before Dark turned his eyes to Ceal again.
"She was seriously injured, she would have died if it wasn't for Ceal here," Moka said looking at
the catalyst mage.
"Injured from what? What happened to my Mizore?" Dark demanded looking to the vampire
with anger. Moka rubbed the back of her head nervously as she tried to think of what to say.
‘How do we explain this? How do we tell him that Arial was the one that nearly killed Mizore?’

‘There's no telling if he'll even believe us, or what he might do. The girl that gave him life tried
to kill the girl he loves.’
"Um… well…" Moka said slowly.
"I'm getting tired of hearing that response, now somebody tell me what happened to my
Mizore!" Dark yelled out as the area around him flickered black for a moment from his aura. Everybody
looked to each other then back to Dark with worry, all of them wondering what to say. Mizore glanced
to Arial then back to Dark.
"I was shot," she said softly. The group looked to her as she glanced to the dead HDA soldier
near her.
"Shot?" Dark asked carefully. Mizore nodded a bit and looked back to him with remorse. She
knew lying to Dark was the wrong thing to do, but she just couldn't blame Arial for what happened, even
though it was what really happened.
‘If he hears his guardian angel did this it would crush him. Please Dark; forgive me for lying to
you like this.’
"He took us by surprise. I was seriously hurt before Ceal healed my body with his magic," she
said softly. Dark looked at her carefully then over to the dead human.
"How did a single soldier get the jump on everybody here?" he asked looking back to Mizore.
The snow girl blinked then glanced to Moka. The vampire looked at her then to Dark with a nervous
expression.
"Well… we were a bit… distracted. Yeah, distracted, because… well, they're here," she said
quickly before looking to Arial then to Complica. The chronofly jumped a bit and looked at Dark
nervously as the group glanced to each other. Dark looked at the young chronofly angel then to Arial
with a careful eye. Kurumu looked around at the group then to Mizore with a puzzled expression.
"What are you talking about? You nearly died because of-" she started before Moka grabbed her
and slapped a hand over the girl's mouth. Kurumu struggled to get free as the vampire smiled nervously.
"Because of… us letting our guard down. We were taken by surprise… to say the least. But we're
ok now, we're all ok now," she said glancing to Kurumu with a stern expression. The succubus looked at
her with bewilderment as the group glanced to Mizore.
"Yeah… that's right," Kokoa said softly glancing to Gin with a cautious expression. The wolf
slowly nodded before looking back to Mizore again.
"Yes… we're all… ok now," Apoch said softly as she nodded a bit. The group glanced to each
other then to Dark, everybody knowing that the snow girl didn't want to tell Dark the truth about Arial
just yet. Dark looked at Mizore carefully as the girl nodded in agreement.

"I'm fine, really. He saved my life Dark," she said softly with a small smile. Dark smiled briefly
then glanced to Ceal with a careful eye. After a moment he looked around at the group then over to
Arial. The demon slowly walked over to her as Moka let go of Kurumu's mouth and gently shook her
head. Kurumu looked at her with disbelief then to Dark as the demon slowly kneeled down next to Arial.
"What is she doing here?" he asked softly as he gently held out a hand and brushed her hair. She
was lying on the ground unconscious while her frosted wings shimmered a bit. He blinked then looked
to Gabriel.
"What did she say earlier?" he asked. Gabriel glanced to the group then back to Dark.
"Um, what do you mean? Did she say something to you?" he asked cautiously. Dark looked
down to Arial and shook his head.
"I'm not sure, I think she said something… but…" he said before he looked down again. He
slowly brought up a hand to his mouth as his eyes moved around a bit in thought.
"She kissed me… I remember that," he said softly. He clearly remembered seeing the angel
walking up to him, with himself being stunned at seeing the snow girl that freed him long ago in person
again. How she tackled him to the ground and looked at him with adoring eyes. She did say something at
the time, however her words seemed to be a muffled echo in his mind as he was shocked to not only
see her again but also from the girl kissing him suddenly. After that his mind tried to piece together
what was happening but was overwhelmed with actually seeing the one that he dedicated his life to,
and after the realization that Arial was indeed standing in front of him sank in he simply passed out.
"I remember the kiss… then…" he said shaking his head. He looked around at seeing ice and
snow everywhere then back down to the snow angel.
"She was… saying something to me, but I don't remember what," he said holding a hand to his
head. He remembered Arial talking to the group about something, yet her words didn't seem to register.
As soon as he had laid eyes on the snow angel his mind was struggling to focus as he was stunned to say
the very least.
"He doesn't remember what happened," Moka whispered into Kurumu's ear. Mizore looked at
Dark with a bit of wonder then to Arial.
‘He only remembers the kiss… he doesn't know what she was saying to all of us.’
Dark looked around then back down to Arial, then slowly reached down and lifted her up into
his arms. As he stood up he looked down at the snow angel with wonder, the girl sleeping peacefully in
his arms while her wings swayed a bit below her.
"She's really here… I don't believe it," he said softly. He was actually holding the snow girl from
that one fateful night, the same girl that set into motion his freedom and new life.
“Arial…” he said softly as he gently ran his hand along her cheek.

"She, uh… really wanted to see you Dark," Gabriel said with a worried smile. Dark looked at the
snow girl with wonder then over to Gabriel.
"What is she doing here? What is going on?" he asked cautiously. Ceal glanced to him then
looked down to Mizore again.
"A better question that needs to be explained is why those two young angels weren't returned
to heaven like they were supposed to have been," he mentioned. The group looked to Gabriel as he
showed a nervous expression.
"Um, well…" he said nervously.
"Why is Falla's sister still here angel?" Ceal demanded with a stern tone.
"Why are either of them here? How did they get here from heaven?" Rason asked in disbelief.
"What did you mean they couldn't go back? What happened?" Ruby asked shaking her head.
Gabriel looked around nervously as all eyes turned to him, except for Ceal's as the boy was working on
healing Mizore.
"Um… I'm not sure we have time to discuss all this right now, we need to get out of here while
we can," Gabriel reasoned weakly.
"We're not going anywhere right now angel," Ceal said, the group then looking to him as he was
using his magic to rebuild Mizore's internal body with a careful eye.
"She can't move until I finish my work on her injury, I have to properly reconstruct all her vital
organs and make sure they're in working order, so until then do enlighten us as to why you returned
with both of those angels," he said as he glanced to Gabriel with narrowed eyes. Dark looked at Mizore
with worry as the girl was lying on the ground with the front of her body exposed after she apparently
was seriously wounded.
"How badly was she shot?" he asked with concern. Mizore glanced away worriedly as Ceal
merely shrugged.
"The injury would have been fatal if I wasn’t here," he said simply. He didn't really feel the need
to correct Mizore's lie and quite frankly didn't care anyway. Dark looked at Mizore with worry then to
Ceal.
"I see. Thank you… for helping her," he said genuinely. Ceal kept working on the snow girl's body
without saying a word. Rason looked at Mizore with concern then to Gabriel.
"Ok Gabriel, what is going on here?" he asked cautiously. Everybody looked to the redheaded
angel as he showed a worried expression. He glanced to Arial then to Complica then back to his
comrade.

"Look, I'll explain everything to you all when we're safely out of here. A lot has happened friend,
and… I'm afraid it's all bad news. I don't have time to explain everything right now," he said nervously.
"You will explain right now why Falla's sister is still here angel, otherwise when I'm done putting
this girl back together I'll tear you apart," Ceal said coldly. Gabriel glanced to him then looked back to
Rason with remorse.
"I'm sorry, but… they managed to sneak out of heaven," he said with a small shrug. There was a
long pause as the group just stared at him in silence.
"Sneak… out… of heaven?" Rason said slowly. He shook his head and walked up to Gabriel.
"What do you mean sneak out of heaven? How… how the hell can anyone sneak out of
heaven?" he shouted out. Gabriel flinched and looked down while rubbing the back of his head.
"Well…" he said slowly.
"They're dead Gabriel. Dead. How can they even leave heaven, it's not possible," Rason said in
disbelief. Gabriel nodded slowly then glanced up to him.
"Well… apparently it isn't impossible," he reasoned weakly. Rason blinked then grabbed his
comrade by the shoulders and started shaking him.
"What the hell is going on Gabriel?" he yelled out.
"I'm sorry; they found a way to return to the human world. But that's not the problem here, the
problem is I can't take them back," Gabriel said urgently. Rason stopped shaking him and looked at him
speechless.
"What do you mean you can't take them back?" Ceal asked glancing to the angel. Complica
started crying a bit, the group then looking to her as she looked at Ceal with watery eyes.
"We can't go back. We can't go back home Ceal. We tried and tried and tried but… we couldn't
go back!" she sobbed out before she broke down crying.
"They can't go back to heaven?" Moka said with surprise. Gabriel looked at the crying chronofly
with remorse and nodded.
"I tried; I tried to take them back up while Ceal was dealing with that dragon. But… they couldn't
pass through the heavenly barrier. I can't get their souls to return to heaven," he explained with regret.
"I can't go back to my parents! I'm stuck down here!" Complica cried out as she held her hands
to her face.
"They're stuck down here in this world?" Gin said looking to Gabriel. The angel nodded and
looked up.

"The heavenly barrier prohibits any soul from heaven to leave the heavenly realm. And… it also
prohibits any soul from trying to get in from down here as well. They can't pass through," he said with
remorse. Dark looked at Complica with wonder then to Arial, the snow angel still asleep in his arms.
"Oh my god, they're trapped here," Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth. Rason looked at
the two young angels with disbelief then shook his head.
out.

"This is insane, how did they even get out of heaven in the first place, it's not possible!" he cried

"It is possible friend, and I'll explain everything later. But right now we need to get out of here
fast, they're not safe here in this world," Gabriel said urgently.
"What do you mean not safe? They're dead already, what else could happen to them?" Kurumu
asked puzzled.
"They're disembodied souls Ms. Kurumu," Astreal said worriedly.
"They're not supposed to be outside of the heavenly realm ever," Apoch said shaking her head.
"I don't understand, what does that mean?" Moka asked.
"It means that they're just souls. If they die down here outside of the heavenly realm…" Gabriel
said before everybody turned to him. He paused then looked to Rason with nervous eyes.
"They'll be gone forever," he finished. Moka's group looked to Complica and then to Arial,
everybody then going wide eyed as that information sank in.
"Gone… forever?" Yukari said nervously.
"They'll be erased from existence entirely. They won't go back to heaven, they'll disappear
forever," Ruby said worriedly.
"What?" Moka and Kurumu cried out. Rason looked at Complica with a stunned expression
while Dark held Arial securely, the demon looking down at the snow angel with great concern now.
Complica looked around at the group and trembled a bit.
"Please… help me," she whimpered.
"She… she'll be gone forever?" Moka said looking to Gabriel. The boy nodded and looked at the
young chronofly angel.
"They can only exist and be safe in heaven, that's where their souls are supposed to remain.
Outside of the realm their souls are exposed and unprotected, if they're killed in this state they'll vanish
from existence forever," he explained with regret. Rason looked at the two young angels with disbelief.

"How did this happen? Who was in charge of watching over them in heaven?" he demanded.
The group looked to Gabriel as he showed a nervous expression. After a moment he slowly pointed to
himself.
"That… would be me," he said weakly.
"You? You were supposed to be watching over them?" Rason said with frustration. Gabriel
gulped and nodded a bit. Rason looked at his comrade with disbelief as he grabbed his hair.
"How… how the hell could you let this happen Gabriel?" he yelled out.
"You let Arial come down from heaven where she could be wiped from existence? This is all your
fault?" Dark demanded as he glared at the angel. Ruby looked at the angel worriedly then glanced to
Ceal.
"Um, Ceal? We may need your help putting Gabriel back together again in a little bit," she said
carefully. Ceal showed no reaction as he remained silent while using his magic on the snow maiden.
"What have you done Gabriel?" Rason yelled out at the angel.
"I'm sorry, but it's not easy watching over these two. One of them can warp around in the blink
of an eye and the other is… well, she's like a ninja or something, she keeps sneaking into the palace
every day," Gabriel pleaded nervously. Rason shook his head with frustration then marched up to his
comrade.
"Two children. Two children Gabriel. You're a guardian angel, how could you let two children
sneak out of heaven like this?" he yelled out.
"You think I wanted them to sneak out like this? I kept telling them over and over to stay in the
heavenly city. Complica was an angel; she knew to stay in the realm like a proper soul. But Arial…"
Gabriel said looking to the snow angel then to Dark.
"What about her?" Dark asked with a cold tone. Gabriel looked at the boy nervously and backed
up a bit.
"She's… very stubborn. She just doesn't listen," he said shakily.
"Are you implying that Arial isn't a proper soul Gabriel?" Dark inquired with malice as the area
around him darkened a bit. The group looked at him worriedly as the demon slowly walked towards the
angel. Gabriel waved his hands in front of him nervously and shook his head.
"I didn't mean it like that… it's just…" he stammered.
"Choose your words wisely, I don't care if you are an angel of heaven or not, nobody speaks
about Arial with such disrespect," Dark said firmly as he held the snow angel in his arms. Gabriel looked
at the boy nervously then to Rason. The group glanced to Mizore who was showing a troubled
expression from her fiancé’s choice of words.

"Ceal? Is she about ready to go?" Leon asked cautiously as he looked out the opening in the
large area.
"Getting there," Ceal said simply. Leon nodded and glanced to the others.
"Then we should probably continue this little conversation later guys. We've got company on
the way," he said looking back outside. The group looked towards the large opening and saw dozens of
helicopters in the distance closing in on the building.
"What is that?" Ahakon asked.
"Reinforcements," Render said gripping his two swords tightly.
"Holy shit, how many are they sending over here?" Rason said with surprise.
"I'd say everyone they've got," Dark said as he watched with frustration at the incoming armed
forces. The group looked to Ceal as he was still using his magic on Mizore.
"Hurry up man, we need to go right now," Gin said urgently.
"She's not fully healed inside yet wolf, I can't rush this," Ceal said with a tone of impatience. The
snow girl looked at him worriedly then down at her body while she was lying on the ground.
"How much longer do you need? And please don't say more than five seconds," Render said
looking out at all the incoming vehicles.
"I told you I can't rush this, if I don't reconstruct her body properly then she could bleed out and
die. I need to make sure her entire body is whole again and it's a bit complex in there in case you didn't
know," Ceal said shaking his head.
"We don't have time to wait though, can she at least move?" Moka asked looking to her friend.
"If she tries to walk, let alone run, she'll regret it. She can't use her muscles yet until I finish or
she might do more damage to her own body," Ceal said glancing to the vampire. Render looked to the
snow girl then back outside, and then held his blades upward as a glow came from his hands. The group
looked to him as he moved his hands up, the boy phasing his swords back into the ether. As the blades
vanished from sight he looked back to the snow girl and ran over to her.
"Then I'll carry her, we need to go now," he said quickly.
"What the… how did you do that?" Ahakon asked looking at the battlemage with wonder.
"I'll explain it all later kid, but right now we need to go. Actually, we need to already be gone,"
Render said kneeling down next to Mizore. Moka and Kurumu helped slip the mage's jacket onto the
snow girl while she was lying down as Ceal stood up, the glow from his hands fading as he halted his
magic. Moka zipped up the jacket and Render gently lifted her up into his arms.

"Her body isn't fully restored yet hunter, drop her and she'll rupture," Ceal warned. Mizore
blinked then looked to Render nervously as he held her. He smiled confidently as a bluish aura flared
around him faintly, the snow girl suddenly feeling like she was perfectly safe.
"Don't worry, I won't let you fall," he said with a nod. Mizore just slowly nodded as she felt her
fears melting away. She didn't know this guy at all and was in critical condition from her injury, yet she
felt like she was as safe as could be with him. Apoch smiled a bit as she saw her boyfriend's aura keeping
Mizore calm then looked out the opening at the incoming forces. Dark watched the battlemage closely
then looked outside as well. He wasn't exactly thrilled about the idea of somebody else carrying his girl
while she was in such a critical condition; however there wasn't much time to debate that.
"We need to get out of here now," Dark called out.
"How are we going to do that? Where do we go?" Ran asked looking around.
"We need to get to the parking garage and get a ride, we're not running out of this place,"
Razico said looking to the nearby doorway into the complex.
"C'mon, we'll show you the way," Ruby called out as she and Razico ran off. The group quickly
followed after them and down the hallway, the large group of monsters running quickly down the
corridors of the building. Gunfire and monstrous roars were still heard echoing out in some parts as the
group made haste back towards the parking garage. As they ran down the hall Mizore glanced over to
Dark and Arial, looking at the snow angel that viciously attacked her just a short while ago. She watched
as Dark held the young angel securely in his arms, the demon looking ahead with a focused expression
as he was holding his own guardian angel. Mizore knew how much Arial meant to him, how Dark would
do anything he could to protect and take care of the wayward angel. She knew that the young girl was
like a mother to him; however it was more than apparent that Arial didn't see herself that way. It was
clear to everybody there but Dark that Arial wanted the demon all to herself, and was willing to do
whatever it took to make that a reality. She had defied the laws of life and returned to the living world,
she had rushed to the HDA command center to mount a rescue on the imprisoned demon, she used her
powerful monster energy to block a missile attack at the last moment to save him.
And she had made it known that she would kill anybody that tried to take him from her.

The sky above was turning to night as stars were faintly seen amidst the glow of the lights from
the human city. All around the HDA command center armored trucks and SUVs were pulling up on the
streets, the vehicles coming to a stop before soldiers and armed personal jumped out and surveyed the
area. Up above the rotors of HDA attack choppers were heard as human police officers were quickly
escorting and evacuating the nearby area. People were running and screaming as they tried to put as
much distance as they could between themselves and the location where a monster breakout was
taking place. They ran across sidewalks and in the streets, all in a panic as police officers and squad cars
were guiding them out of the area. A few armored tanks moved down the streets while people quickly
parted for them, the heavy HDA armaments moving towards where their command center and holding
block of the city had fallen into chaos. As one of the tanks made its way towards the south end wall

surrounding the building a girl in a parked car was watching with wide eyes. She watched the large
manmade vehicle roll by on its treads then looked ahead with fright.
"Tanks… they're bringing in tanks now. First aircraft then tanks, how long before this place just
gets nuked?" Sandra cried out. She held onto the steering wheel in her car as she shook her head wildly.
"This is insane! Monsters or not they're outgunned here!" she said before she grabbed her hair
in frustration. She wanted to drive off, to get as far away from where the HDA may very well just bomb
the entire area as a precaution, but she just couldn't bring herself to leave the three monster girls she
brought here.
"Dammit! Arial, Sun, Complica, get out of there already!" she cried out as she looked to the
large building ahead of her. She was shocked and left speechless when she witnessed a missile attack on
the building somehow fail as after the large explosion, followed by her screaming for her life as the
nearby street and buildings were hit by a powerful shockwave, she saw that the attack didn't seem to do
anything to the building while giant shards of ice appeared to fly off from the missile's impact. She
wasn't sure if Arial did that or another monster, but it was obvious that something from another world
stopped the missile attack from going through. Still, even with renewed hope that her friends were still
alive inside the command center, seeing all the heavy armor and weaponry surrounding the building
was bringing back her doubt and fear.
"Arg! This is crazy, I can't stay here like this!" she cried out looking around at all the civilians
running away from the place while HDA soldiers and vehicles were marching towards the building. The
girl yelled out and shifted the car into drive then halted as she struggled against her own desire to stay
for her friends. The image of herself holding onto Sun when the siren was about to be taken by a dark
monster flashed before her eyes, the human remembering how she held onto her friend and helped
keep her from being taken away.
"Don't worry Sun, I won't let you go!"
Sandra closed her eyes and gripped the steering wheel tightly. After a pause she looked to the
building ahead with worried eyes. The girl then drove the car around and headed down the street away
from the building, looking ahead with a pained expression. She growled and shook her head, then
turned down a side road. She drove down through the street while people were running away in a panic
then made another turn, driving slowly as people and other cars were trying to flee the area. After a
while Sandra came to an intersection and stopped in it, glancing to her side at seeing the north end of
the building. HDA armored trucks and SUVs were gathering near a broken gateway into the compound
while police cars were setting up roadblocks to cut off the street. Sandra looked around then back
towards the building.
"Sun… I'm sorry," she said looking down. The sounds of sirens and people yelling as they ran
past were heard as the girl was stopped in the middle of the intersection. After a moment she slowly
looked ahead with a focused expression.
"I'm sorry if this isn't enough to help you," she said before she floored the gas, the car's tires
squealing as she turned and raced towards the roadblock. The policemen watched with surprise and
waved wildly as she drove down the street towards them with a focused expression. The men jumped

aside as the girl crashed through the roadblock signs and roared down the street. HDA soldiers and
personal looked back to seeing the car driving towards them at high speed.
"What is that driver doing?" a solider called out.
"Hey! Get out of here now, this is a hot zone!" another man yelled out. Sandra raced down the
street and weaved around HDA trucks and SUVs, nearly missing a few men as she raced towards the
broken gate. A few soldiers took aim and fired their rifles as the girl clipped an SUV and struck off its
front bumper while her headlight smashed in. The rear of the car was shot apart as the back window
was shattered. The girl screamed as her windshield cracked before she raced into the HDA compound.
She swerved a bit as she looked around franticly for where to go, having not really thought of much of a
strategy other than 'rush the front gate'. She raced past other surprised HDA personal and vehicles
before she flew down the ramp into the lower garage. Her car hit the floor and sparked a bit as she
continued to drive ahead at full speed. Inside other soldiers and personal watched with surprise as the
car raced through the underground garage at high speed.
"AHH! This was a fucking mistake!" Sandra cried out as she floored it through the garage. The
back left tire blew out and the car swerved slightly, the girl struggling to keep in control despite the fact
that she had no idea where she would be going now. The car swerved then spun around wildly, the tires
screeching as the girl screamed inside the vehicle. After a few spins and multiple screams of terror from
the girl the car slammed rear first into a parked SUV at the end of the parking garage, the vehicle coming
to a swift halt as Sandra held onto the steering wheel for dear life. She shakily looked ahead and saw
multiple HDA soldiers running towards her car, the men holding their rifles and calling out to their
comrades as the engine in her car was smoking.
"Well this was a bright idea," she muttered to herself as she shook her head. She stumbled out
of the car and dropped to the ground, looking ahead to seeing five soldiers running up to her and aiming
their guns.
"Hands behind your head now!" one of them yelled out.
"Stay on the ground or else we will fire," another ordered sternly.
"She could be another monster in disguise, just like the last ones," another said as he aimed at
the girl's head. Sandra narrowed her eyes at the humans and clenched her fists a bit.
"No sensible human would try to break in here alone in that piece of junk, she's probably a
monster," another said as he armed his rifle.
"Take no chances, take her out!" a soldier yelled before they all fired. Sandra screamed and
closed her eyes as she covered her head, lying on the ground trembling as gunfire echoed out inside the
garage. After a moment she heard shell casings drop yet didn't feel anything hit her. She slowly opened
her eyes and looked ahead to seeing a flickering wall of light before her. The soldiers lowered their
weapons slightly as they stared with wide eyes at the wall of light that stopped all their bullets from
going through.
"Wha…" Sandra breathed out.

"What the hell is that?" a soldier called out.
"She is a monster!" another shouted out as they took aim again. Suddenly black tentacles came
from below and ensnared three of the men, the soldiers yelling as they were lifted into the air. The
other two soldiers watched with surprise as the men were swung around before being ripped apart
savagely by the dark limbs. Sandra watched with terror as the human men were torn to pieces by the
many dark appendages while the other two soldiers watched with shock.
"What the hell?" a soldier yelled out.
"Holy shit!" a boy's voice cried out. The soldiers and Sandra looked over to seeing a very large
group of figures standing near the area, with a boy who had wings staring with an open mouth. Rason
pointed at the bloody remains of the soldiers as Moka's group was staring with shock at the sight.
"Oh my god, you tore them to pieces!" Kurumu cried out grabbing her head in fright. Moka's
group looked to Ceal as he showed no reaction to them. The two soldiers looked with surprise then
aimed their guns at the group.
"There's more of them!" one of the men yelled out. They fired their rifles at the group and
watched as the bullets struck a flickering wall of light once again. Apoch shook her head as she held out
her hand still, using her barrier to effortlessly block the bullets. Astreal aimed her hand a red glow
swirled around her arm to her wrist, firing a shot of magical energy towards a soldier while Leon
mimicked the attack. The two shots blasted through the soldiers and knocked them back into a tumble
as Sandra stared with wide eyes at the group still.
"Did… did you just use Astreal's magic?" Yukari asked looking to Leon with surprise. The boy
smirked and nodded as Ceal walked towards the remains of the soldiers. One of the men shakily looked
up to him as he had a burning hole through his chest.
"You… goddamned… monsters…" the man choked out. Ceal's reptilian hand glowed with a black
hue as dark tentacles slowly crept up around the wounded soldier.
"There are worse monsters than us human, perhaps you should have pointed your guns at
them," the boy said coldly before the limbs grabbed the man by the neck and torso. The group watched
as the two limbs ripped the man into pieces then tossed the remains away.
"What... what the hell is he anyway?" Kurumu said looking at Ceal with fear. The boy looked
around at the slaughtered remains of the soldiers then over to Sandra, the girl trembling while on the
ground still as her eyes were wide.
them.

"Sandra!" Complica called out. Sandra looked over and saw Complica and Sun running up to

"Sun. Complica. You're… you're ok," Sandra said shakily. She then looked to Ceal as the boy just
watched her with no reaction.

"What are you doing here Sandra? It's not safe here," Complica said worriedly. Sandra blinked
then looked at the girl with disbelief.
"I know damned well it's not safe here! I was the one that was trying to tell all of you that from
the start remember?" she cried out as she scrambled to her feet. She looked at Sun and showed a bit of
relief, then hugged her with a small smile.
"I was scared to death waiting for you, I thought you were all killed," she said worriedly. Sun
smiled at her friend as the group just looked at them curiously, except for Rason who was still staring at
the bloody remains of the soldiers. Sandra looked to Complica then around quickly.
"Wait, where's Arial? Is she alright?" she asked quickly. She then looked over and saw Dark
holding the snow angel in his arms. Sandra looked at the boy then slowly pointed to him.
"It's you… you're the one she was looking for," she said in wonder. Dark looked at her curiously
then glanced down to the snow angel who was still asleep in his arms.
"Yeah, we found him and all the others before they were executed. And… some more of their
friends too," Complica said looking to Ruby's group. Sandra looked around at all of them with wonder.
"You're… you're all monsters?" she asked softly.
"Technically we're angels if that makes a difference for you," Gabriel said with a weak smile as
Rason was still staring with wide eyes at where Ceal had massacred the human soldiers with his necro
magic. Sandra looked at them with wonder then to Sun, the siren smiling a bit and nodding.
"What are you doing here though Sandra? I thought you were going to wait outside for us,"
Complica asked. Sandra looked to her with concern and shook her head.
"I came to get you the hell out of here. The HDA is throwing everything they have at this place,
they're coming for you with everything they've got," she said urgently.
"I was getting the impression we weren't wanted here, but I didn't want to jump to
conclusions," Render said with a shrug as he held the snow maiden in his arms.
"You don't know the half of it; they're bringing in everything to stop you guys. Helicopters, jets,
tanks, it's a freakin' mess out there!" Sandra said waving towards the exit of the garage.
"Sounds like they're desperate to stop us," Leon said looking towards the exit.
"We have to get back to the monster world, we're not safe here anymore," Ruby said shaking
her head. Sandra looked to Complica with urgency.
"You and Arial need to go back to heaven Complica, this is getting out of hand down here," she
said. Complica whimpered and shook her head.
"But… I can't," she said softly.

"What do you mean you can't? You have to go now before this gets any worse. You can't stay
here like this, if you die down here you're gone forever," Sandra pleaded. She looked to Rason and
Gabriel with great concern.
"You said you're angels right? Get her and Arial back to heaven, please," she said with urgency.
Gabriel showed a worried expression and shook her head.
"I'm sorry, but… we can't do that," he said with remorse.
"What do you mean you can't do that? You're angels, they're souls from heaven! It's your job
isn't it?" Sandra cried out. Rason blinked then slowly looked away from the slaughtered humans over to
Gabriel.
"It was his job to keep them in heaven in the first place," he said dryly.
"I'm sorry alright? Human souls are one thing Rason, but I was never trained to watch over
monsters," Gabriel said defensively.
"We can't go back Sandra, we tried but we can't go back to heaven. We can't pass through the
heavenly barrier," Complica said fearfully. Sandra looked at her with disbelief then over to Arial.
"What? You mean… they're trapped down here?" she said shaking her head.
"I'm afraid so," Gabriel said with remorse. Sandra looked to Complica as she was trying not to
cry, the young chronofly angel whimpering and looking at her friend with watery eyes.
"This is crazy, you need to do something!" Sandra cried out looking to Rason. He nodded with a
focused expression.
"We will. First we're going to get the hell out of here, then I'm going to murder my friend here
for letting these two come back at all, then we'll figure out a way to send them back home," he said
assuredly.
"Give me a break here, I have other duties up in heaven to deal with other than watching them
every second," Gabriel pleaded.
"I've got a bone to pick with him as well for allowing Arial to be placed in this situation," Dark
mentioned coldly. Gabriel jumped a bit and looked at him nervously.
"I said I was sorry!" he cried out.
"You can kill your friend later, we need to leave this place now," Ceal said looking around at the
HDA vehicles. He looked over to a nearby HDA armored truck then over to Render.
"Get the snow girl into the back of the truck, I'll finish up with her on the road," he said
motioning towards the vehicle. Render ran towards the truck while carrying Mizore as Dark followed
while carrying Arial.

"I'll get behind the wheel, driving is something I can at least help out with," Leon reasoned as he
ran towards the truck.
"Shotgun," Astreal called out following after him. Apoch giggled then ran after her sister and
boyfriend.
"We're going to need more than one ride here for everybody," Razico said looking over to
another armored truck. He ran towards it while Ruby looked back to where their original vehicle was
lying on its side and torn up in the front from their break-in.
"Here's hoping we don't have to do that again," she said before following after him.
"Wait for us," Yukari called out as she, Ahakon, and Ran followed after them as well. Ceal looked
to Sun and narrowed his eyes.
"You're coming with me," he ordered firmly. The siren looked at him worriedly as the boy
walked up to her.
"I want an answer as to why a dragon came here after you," he said as the siren backed up a bit.
"Dragon? Wait, that giant monster that was rampaging outside was after you?" Sandra asked
looking to Sun with wide eyes. The siren looked at her nervously and shrugged a bit.
"It was? Why?" Complica asked with surprise.
again.

"That's what I want to know," Ceal said coldly. Sun shook her head worriedly while shrugging

"I'll help you beat an answer out of her," Kokoa growled as she gripped her giant morning star
tightly. Gin glanced to his girlfriend worriedly then back to Sun as the siren looked at the vampire with a
nervous expression.
"Um… I think I'll ride with the others then, if that's ok," Fang Fang said uncomfortably. Ceal
glanced to him and narrowed his eyes.
"You're not coming with us yasha, I have no intention on helping you survive this," he said
coldly. Fang Fang looked at him worriedly then around at the others.
"C'mon, I'm not a bad person. Really," he pleaded.
"We can at least help him get away from this place, he doesn't have to come with us back to the
academy," Rason reasoned. Fang Fang nodded eagerly to that.
"Yes, thank you good sir. You truly are an angel of heaven," he said graciously. Ceal growled a bit
then looked back to Sun.

"Fine, he's your problem to deal with then. As for you girl, get in the truck now," he ordered
sternly. Sun looked at him nervously then glanced to the truck.
"You heard him. Move," Kokoa hissed.
"Easy Kokoa, she's not a bad person either. She's just an old friend from the academy," Gin
reasoned.
"She kissed you!" Kokoa cried out, her voice echoing throughout the garage. Sandra looked at
her with wonder then to Gin.
"Kissed him? Are you her boyfriend or something?" she asked. Kokoa growled then swung her
mace down into the ground with a fierce strike, the spiked weapon digging into the pavement as the
group looked to her with a jump.
"HE'S MY BOYFRIEND!" she roared out. Sandra backed up in fright while Gin watched his
temperamental girlfriend worriedly.
‘In some ways, she and Arial aren't so different.’
"Ok! Sorry!" Sandra cried out. Sun looked at the vampire nervously then to Gin. Kokoa growled
furiously and grabbed her weapon, then brought it up and pointed it at Sun.
"Get in that truck now, and you'd better start talking!" she yelled out.
"Don't hurt her, please," Complica said worriedly. Sun looked around at the group before Ceal
snapped his fingers. From the ground dark tentacles slowly crept up around the siren, the girl looking to
them with wide eyes.
"I'm not going to ask you again girl. Get in the truck," Ceal said coldly.
"What… what are those things?" Sandra asked fearfully.
"Ceal please, don't hurt her," Complica pleaded.
"Then she'd better start listening," Ceal said while keeping his eyes on the siren. Sun glanced
around at the dark limbs then slowly nodded, then walked towards the truck as the limbs slowly
vanished. Ceal glanced to Complica and motioned her towards the truck.
"You too Complica, I want to keep an eye on you at all times," he said somewhat gently. She
slowly nodded then looked to Sandra. The human looked at her worriedly then around at the others
while holding her arms across her chest. Kokoa growled then tossed her weapon up, the object poofing
back into a bat. Sandra just stared with wide eyes at the sight as the bat flew down and landed on
Kokoa's shoulder. The vampire started walking towards the truck before Gin grabbed her hand.
"Hold on Kokoa, we're riding with the others," he said.

"What? Why? I want to know what's going on with that bitch," Kokoa snapped as she looked
back to him.
"Because it's getting crowded in there as it is, because Mizore is in serious condition and needs
Ceal to heal her, because we have two young angels that could be wiped from existence if they die. That
being said, the last thing we need is for you to lose your temper and start a fight in there," Gin reasoned.
The vampire looked at him with frustration then over to the truck. She growled loudly then looked back
to Gin.
"Just who the hell is she anyway?" she demanded with anger.
"I told you, she's just an old friend from the academy. I'll tell you everything I know about her if
you like, but right now we need to go," he said firmly. Kokoa looked at him carefully then glanced back
to the truck. After a pause she looked back to Gin with a firm expression.
"Fine, but she still has some groveling to do for kissing you like that," she snapped before she
marched off towards the other truck. Gin sighed and nodded a bit.
"Yeah, I'm not going to get any rest any time soon," he said before he followed after her. Fang
Fang looked around at the group then followed after the couple as well.
"Are you ok?" Moka asked looking to Sandra. The girl slowly nodded as she glanced around at
the group.
"Oh yeah… dandy," she said weakly.
"You didn't do too badly for a human," Ceal said looking over to the damaged car. Sandra looked
at him with a tired expression.
"Give me a break, I tried to help didn't I?" she asked.
"You did," Ceal said pointing to something. The group looked over to seeing a bloody smear
behind the car between the vehicle and an HDA truck. Sandra looked at it then jumped a bit.
"Oh… oh god," she said holding a hand over her mouth.
"Wow, you got one," Rason said as the group looked at the bloody mess that was once an HDA
soldier before he was crushed between the two vehicles. Sandra shook her head then looked down with
disbelief.
"Oh great, now I'm a murderer too," she groaned with defeat.
"Don't think of it like that. Think of it as you coming to help your friends from some pretty
unreasonable and downright nasty humans," Kurumu reasoned with a shrug. Sandra sighed and looked
to Complica with worry. The young chronofly angel smiled a bit at her and nodded as Leon pulled the
truck up near them while Razico drove his over behind it.

Inside Leon's truck Mizore was lying down on one side in the back with Dark kneeling next to
her, the boy looking at his fiancée with worry while she was smiling softly at him. She then looked
behind him to seeing Arial being held by Apoch, the witch watching the snow angel in her arms with
concern while hoping the temperamental soul didn't wake up anytime soon. Aside from Mizore, Apoch
was the only one there that Dark would entrust the snow angel too, with the witch accepting the offer
with a forced smile. Render was seated next to her, using his magic to dissolve his combat form. Mizore
and Dark looked at him curiously as the boy leaned back in his seat in his normal form.
"What?" he asked curiously. Dark and Mizore looked at him then to Apoch, the witch smiling
softly at her boyfriend.
"What… happened to you?" Mizore asked looking back to Render. He chuckled and rubbed the
back of his head with a small smile. Next to him Sun was looking at the boy curiously as well, not being
sure what he was or why he changed like that.
"Tell you what, I'll add it to the extremely long list of things we need to talk about if we get out
of here alive," Render offered with a shrug.
"As if that list isn't long enough already," Leon commented flatly. Astreal merely nodded in
agreement while looking down with worry.
Inside Razico's truck the warlock and elder witch were at the front of the vehicle, with the man
looking around the garage carefully while Ruby was looking down at her wand with a worried
expression, thinking about how the others would handle the news of the world going to hell all around
them. In the back Yukari and Ahakon were sitting next to each other while Ran was next to the young
mage, the siren looking down nervously while the two young casters were looking down and holding
hands. Across from them Gin and Kokoa were seated along with Fang Fang who was next to the wolf.
"So… rough day huh?" Fang Fang said with a weak smile.
"You'd be surprised how our days usually are," Kokoa said flatly while she was looking down,
holding Gin's hand tightly while the wolf nodded in agreement.
Astreal waved to the others still standing in the garage and called out to them.
"Hey you guys, let's get going," she said motioning them to hurry up.
"C'mon Ceal, you're needed in the back," Leon called out to him.
"Thank you Sandra, for coming after us," Complica said kindly. The group looked to her as
Sandra smiled a bit.
"Sure thing kid. I just wish I could have done more to help you," she said softly.
"Well actually, there is something you could do if you want," Rason said looking to her. She
looked to the angel as he shrugged.

"It's getting a bit crowded in those two trucks, and we could use a driver for another ride," he
said with a small smile. Sandra blinked then looked around at them.
"Just to at least get us out of here, you don't have to come with us all the way back to the
monster world of course. But we could use the help driving out of here. Unfortunately driving isn't
something they taught us at our school," Kurumu said with a smirk. Sandra looked to Complica then to a
nearby HDA SUV.
"Well… not like I wanted to stay here anyway," she reasoned with a shrug. She ran over to it
along with Kurumu, Rason, and Gabriel. Moka looked over to Ceal and smiled a bit.
"Thank you, for helping us like this," she said gently.
"C'mon Moka, let's go," Kurumu called out as she and the two angels ran over to the SUV.
Sandra got in the driver's seat and started up the vehicle as Gabriel jumped into the front passenger
seat. Rason and Kurumu jumped into the back seat as the human revved the engine.
"Let's go Ceal," Complica said tugging on the boy's arm. He glanced to her and nodded then
looked to the truck near them. The young chronofly ran over to the truck and jumped in the back while
holding her baseball bat before Ceal glanced to Moka.
"I'm not doing any of this because I care about you or your comrades vampire, do not get the
wrong idea," he said simply. Moka watched him worriedly as the boy looked back to the truck.
"I'm here not by my own wishes but rather because of Falla's. It's because of her wish to have
you all spared that I'm here at all," he said while looking around at damaged vehicles in the garage.
"Falla. Is she… is she ok?" Moka asked. Ceal nodded and looked back to her.
"She's waiting for you all at your academy in the monster world, she's safe," he said assuredly.
"I see. Well, thank you anyway for helping us, and for saving Mizore. Whatever your reasons are,
I'm very grateful for what you've done," Moka said with a gentle smile. Ceal just looked at her for a
moment then walked towards the truck without saying a word. Moka smiled a bit at him then ran over
to the SUV with her other friends. She got in the backseat with Kurumu and Rason then closed the door,
the vehicle then driving through the garage with the other two armored trucks following behind.
From the check-in station a guard watched as they passed by then grabbed his radio.
"They're heading for the front gate, they've stolen three vehicles and are heading your way," he
called out.
Ceal knelt down next to Mizore and held his hands over her stomach, showing no real
expression as the others watched him curiously. The glow once again formed as he slowly moved his
hands around her body, the mage working to finish his reconstruction of her insides.

"Thank you for helping her like this," Dark said while watching the glow coming from the catalyst
mage's hands. Ceal glanced to him then looked back down to the snow maiden.
"I suggest you hold her down demon," he said simply.
"Why?" Mizore asked with a bit of worry.
The three vehicles drove up the ramp to the outer compound, the HDA trucks and SUV driving
through the courtyard that appeared to be empty. As they approached the destroyed front gate
however they saw that they were far from alone.
"Oh my god," Moka breathed out.
"Because this ride is about to get rough," Ceal said as he glanced towards the front of the truck
where Leon and Astreal were looking ahead with wide eyes. Inside Ruby and Razico's truck the casters
were staring with equal disbelief at the sight before them. Moka and her group were looking around
with wide eyes and open mouths as the three vehicles pulled out of the command center's outer barrier.
The three vehicles screeched to a stop as they looked around with surprise. All around were the bright
lights of the city, the night sky above with a few clouds floating by, debris and broken steel from the
group's rough entry into the command center.
And dozens of HDA gunships, SUVs, humvees, and tanks that were called in to surround the
building and kill every monster they saw.
"Holy shit," Sandra said fearfully.
"That's… a lot," Kurumu said shakily.
"What… what do we do now?" Rason asked nervously.
Leon stomped on the gas pedal and the truck's tires squealed loudly as the boy turned the
vehicle sharply. Razico did the same thing and the two trucks turned away from the large army in front
of them and down a street that ran alongside the HDA command center. Sandra screamed as she hit the
gas and turned her SUV as well, following after the two trucks as a large amount of HDA enforcers gave
chase.
The group raced down the street as gunfire started to echo out into the air. They were
outgunned, outnumbered, and targeted for immediate execution. There was only one option left for
them.
Run for their lives.

Chapter 9
Enemies Of Mankind
"Get us out of here!" Kurumu screamed as she held onto the side door and seat with fright. The
back window of the SUV cracked severely as gunfire echoed out, the vehicle swerving as the side mirrors
were shot right off while the windows cracked from the bullets flying at them.
"What do you think I'm trying to do?" Sandra yelled back as she tried to keep the vehicle steady,
racing down a road right behind two HDA trucks that were coming under heavy fire.
"This is crazy, they're sending the entire army after us," Rason said looking back out the window,
seeing a large task force of helicopters and humvees chasing after them.
"We need to get to the monster world right away!" Moka cried out as she held onto her seat
with fear.
"I don't think we're going to make it like this," Gabriel said before a bullet shot through the roof
of the truck and pierced through the front windshield, the glass cracking as Sandra screamed in terror.
She tried to keep driving steady while following behind the other HDA trucks ahead of her. Inside one of
the trucks Razico was looking out his window with frustration as bullets struck at the truck from behind,
the occupants looking around worriedly as sparks and dents lit up along the ceiling.
"Hurry up! They're right behind us!" Yukari cried out as she gripped her hat with fright.
"There's so many out there, we can't outrun them all!" Ruby cried out as she saw helicopters
and humvees chasing after the group, before her mirror was shot right off the truck. One of the vehicle's
rear tires was shot off, the truck swerving as the warlock tried to keep it steady.
"We're all going to die!" Ran cried out as she held Ahakon out of fear, with half of the boy's face
being pushed into her chest as he thrashed around. The siren screamed as a bullet tore through the
chassis and struck past her, jumping back with fright as the group saw the smoking hole in the rear of
the truck.
"This thing isn't entirely bulletproof, do something!" Gin shouted out.
"I'm trying, not much else I can do besides floor it here!" Razico shouted back.
"Well that's not working, think of something else quick!" Kokoa cried out as another bullet
pierced through the chassis and struck into the ground between the seats. Fang Fang looked at the hole
with wide eyes then towards the rear of the truck where he saw the smoking hole from the bullet's
entry.
In the truck ahead of them Leon was driving as fast as he could, gripping the steering wheel
tightly while Astreal was holding onto her seat with fright. In the back Dark was holding onto Mizore
from around her upper chest while he was knelt down beside her, sitting next to Ceal as he was working
his magic to restore the snow maiden's body.

"Keep it steady, I need her to remain still during this," Ceal called up.
"You tell that to them!" Leon yelled back. Apoch held onto Arial worriedly as she looked around
at the interior of the truck, hearing the bullets striking the outside repeatedly, all while the snow angel
was out cold in her arms still. Complica trembled and looked around nervously while Render was
watching Mizore worriedly.
"Please tell us she's almost good to go man, this ride's about to get really bumpy really quick,"
he said urgently.
"Afraid not, I still need more time to finish with this, her circulatory system isn't a simple thing
you know," Ceal said shaking his head.
"Sorry but I sort of slept through biology class a lot, not really my thing. But c'mon man, isn't
there a faster way of doing this?" Render said before he saw a bullet strike through the ceiling and
pierce the side of the truck. Sun looked at the bullet hole with wide eyes while Complica turned pale
with fear.
"If there was don't you think I would have done so?" Ceal said flatly.
"Just hang on Mizore," Dark said looking around as the truck swerved a bit on the road. Mizore
held onto his arm tightly while watching Ceal slowly move his hands around her stomach and lower
body.
"We're going to die. We're going to die and I'm going to be gone forever and Arial will be gone
forever and we'll be gone and you'll all be dead and no no NO!" Complica cried out shaking her head.
Sun held her worriedly as she looked around, holding the chronofly angel close with one arm while using
her other to hold onto her seat.
"We're not going to die Ms. Complica; we're going to get you out of here. Just try to remain
calm," Apoch said while holding Arial in her arms, the snow girl's hair swaying gently behind her as the
truck swerved a bit on the road.
"Get us out of here; we need to get out of their sight!" Dark called out.
"You think this is easy buddy? You want to try this?" Leon shouted back. Dark looked to the
front then to Mizore, the snow girl nodding in agreement for him. Dark nodded then got up and ran
towards the front of the truck, grabbing Leon and yanking him out of the seat. Astreal watched as Dark
sat in the seat and took the wheel, the demon then looking back to Leon.
"Keep my Mizore still back there. Now!" he ordered out.
"Wha… just who the hell do you think you are anyway?" Leon snapped with discontent.
"Just do it!" Apoch cried out. Leon glanced back to the snow maiden then to Dark, then back to
Mizore. The boy then ran over and tried to help keep her steady by holding her by the shoulders while
Dark looked around ahead of him at the city streets.

"There's nowhere for us to go, we're going to be shot to pieces," Astreal said nervously. Dark
growled then looked ahead to seeing the road coming to a T-intersection, with a large mall in front of
them while people were running away screaming in the streets.
"You can't make that turn at this speed," Astreal warned shaking her head. She watched as Dark
was still driving towards the end of the street at high speed, the demon narrowing his eyes as he kept a
firm grip on the wheel. Dark looked ahead then glanced to Astreal, the witch looking ahead with nervous
eyes.
"Um… Mr. Dark?" she asked glancing to him. Render looked ahead and slowly shook his head.
"Don't tell me he's going to…" he said worriedly.
"He's going to," Apoch said as she grabbed her seat firmly while holding Arial close. Leon and
Ceal looked ahead then down to Mizore as Leon held her shoulders securely. Render knelt down next to
Ceal and held the snow maiden's legs down while Sun held Complica close to her. Astreal gripped her
seat and the dashboard ahead of her as she shook her head.
"Is this really a better way?" she asked.
"It's the only way. We need to get off the streets now," Dark said as the vehicle raced towards
the mall, the front of the building having glass doors as well as large panes of glass above them showing
the three story galleria with its open atrium. Dark floored the gas and the truck roared down the road
towards the mall, with the following vehicles watching with surprise.
"What's Leon doing?" Razico said shaking his head.
"What's going on out there?" Gin called out.
"Um… looks like we're taking a detour!" Ruby cried out as she gripped the seat, watching as the
truck ahead of them drove through the front of the mall with a crash. Glass and steel blasted away as
the truck raced into the galleria, with people inside screaming and running to the sides of the building.
Razico floored it and followed after while Sandra watched with wide eyes, as did the rest of her
passengers.
"Are they insane?" Gabriel cried out. Kurumu looked back to see several rockets firing from the
helicopters, the missiles flying towards them at high speed.
"Just go! NOW!" she screamed as she held onto her seat. Sandra yelled with fright as she drove
into the building after the two trucks, with the rockets flying down and blasting apart the entrance and
shattering all the glass above it right behind them. The explosions demolished the panes of glass and
front of the building as people were thrown back from the blast. Two HDA humvees raced through the
flames and smoke into the building as the rest of the ground forces swerved and turned down the other
roads. The choppers flew up over the building while people all around the area were screaming and
pointing to the chaos.

Inside the building the three escaping vehicles floored it through the ground level of the mall,
with people screaming and diving out of the way as the trucks crashed through a few stands and carts.
People on the upper levels looked down to seeing the vehicles plowing their way through the ground
level with surprise as smoke and debris flew around at the front of the building.
"I don't think we're supposed to be driving in here!" Astreal cried out as she held onto her seat
for dear life, seeing plaster and cardboard blasting apart in front of the truck as the vehicle raced
through the building. The tires from the trucks squealed loudly while people screamed and ran off to the
sides as fast as they could.
truck.

"I didn't think Leon was this brave to do this," Razico said as he kept close behind the other HDA

"I'm sorry, brave? More like suicidal!" Ruby cried out as she held onto her seat, watching as
people and stores along the walls of the building flew by her window in a blur. Yukari looked ahead out
the front window and just stared with wide eyes.
"Are we inside a human mall?" she asked in disbelief.
"Now isn't the time to go shopping!" Gin shouted out.
Behind them Sandra was driving through the mall with fearful eyes while her passengers were
looking around curiously.
"I've… never been in a human mall before," Gabriel said weakly.
"This isn't how it's normally done," Rason said shaking his head.
"Is this really any better than being outside?" Moka asked worriedly.
"At least they're not firing rockets at us in here," Kurumu said while breathing out in relief. The
rear window shattered as a bullet struck through it, the group looking back to seeing two humvees
chasing after them. Atop each vehicle a solider was holding a heavy assault rifle while standing up
through the roof, firing at the escaping group while people screamed and ran off from the scene.
"Get down!" Moka cried out grabbing Rason and Kurumu, the three ducking down as Sandra
swerved the truck around a bit. Gabriel held onto the seat as he looked back to seeing the HDA men
firing at them, the bullets striking the hood and rear of the truck as a few shot past them. A round shot
off the rearview mirror, another struck the rear tire causing the vehicle to skid and tremble, another
cracked the front windshield.
And another shot through Sandra's head.
"No!" Gabriel yelled out as the human jerked forward onto the wheel as blood splattered onto
the front windshield. Moka and the others looked over and gasped as Sandra was hunched over on the
wheel, the girl's eyes wide while a hole was through her head.

"Sandra!" Moka cried out. Gabriel stared with wide eyes as he saw the girl shot dead right
before him, her eyes no longer focusing as her hands dropped to her sides.
"Oh god, she's dead!" Kurumu cried out. Gabriel looked at the girl with a stunned expression
then ahead as the SUV continued to drive with the fallen girl's foot on the gas pedal.
Dark looked around quickly as he continued to race through the human mall, then ahead to
seeing them approaching a large courtyard in the atrium. In the center of the area was a large pyramid
made of steel and glass, the centerpiece to the rounded courtyard lighting up with a soft glow of
different colors. The courtyard had tables and chairs set up around it while branching off in four
directions into the mall. People looked to seeing vehicles racing towards them, then screamed and
scattered away from the area. Dark gripped the wheel tightly and looked back to the others.
"Everybody hang on!" he called out as he turned the wheel, the truck's tires squealing as he
tried to turn the large vehicle. Razico watched the truck ahead of him start to turn then followed after,
the two sliding a bit as they started to drive around the large pyramid that glowed with a green and blue
light. The two trucks swerved a bit and slid sideways as they tried to keep steady, their wheels squealing
as they drifted around the large centerpiece. The passengers held onto their seats while Render and
Leon tried to keep Mizore still, the snow girl looking around worriedly while Ceal concentrated on
finishing up her body's reconstruction. The two front drivers then watched as an HDA SUV raced into the
courtyard and struck into the pyramid, the vehicle going up at an angle as the glass cracked and
shattered while the steel bent and twisted under the weight.
air.

"No!" Astreal cried out as the SUV spiraled off the edge of the pyramid and soared through the

"Is that… no!" Ruby cried out as the SUV crashed into the ground on its side and skidded across
the courtyard. Dark and Razico slammed on their brakes causing the two trucks to swerve and skid
through several tables and chairs while people ran off screaming. Humans on the upper levels watched
with wide eyes and open mouths as the SUV slammed into a clothing department store, crashing
through the front glass and into the department while people inside ran towards the back screaming.
"What happened?" Apoch called out as the truck came to a halt.
"Ms. Moka's vehicle crashed!" Astreal said as she saw the downed SUV inside the clothing store.
Sun and Complica stood up as Mizore watched with worried eyes.
"Oh no, Sandra!" Complica cried out.
"Oh god, they're down!" Ruby said as she and the warlock watched with surprise.
"Who's down?" Ahakon called up as the passengers in back regained themselves. They stood up
and looked out the front window to seeing the SUV smoking from inside the clothing store.
"Big sis!" Kokoa cried out.

Inside the SUV that was on its side Moka, Kurumu, and Rason were slowly regaining their
senses, the three lying on top of each other on the broken side window. Gabriel shook his head to clear
his vision then looked with dismay at seeing Sandra hanging above him, the girl buckled in still with her
seatbelt while one of her arms was broken and twisted over the steering wheel. Her head was hung low
while blood trickled down from her bullet wound.
"I'm sorry girl… I'm so sorry," Gabriel said softly as the others looked to her. They all screamed
as bullets started to shoot around them, the group looking out the back window to seeing the two
humvees pulling to a quick stop out in the courtyard. One of the gunners opened fired on the SUV while
the other fired off to the side at something else. Moka and her group ducked behind the seats the best
they could as bullets tore through the chassis and shattered the windows.
"We're trapped!" Kurumu cried out.
"Now what do we do?" Gabriel called out as he ducked behind the seat while another bullet
shot through Sandra's body above him.
Astreal screamed as she and Dark ducked down, the two avoiding gunfire as the windshield and
windows shattered from bullets flying through. The two darted into the back of the truck as bullets
struck the side of the vehicle repeatedly.
"We need to get to them, fast!" Render said as he and Leon heard the gunfire strike all along the
side of the truck. The group looked over to seeing a grenade flying through the front window and
dropping down onto the seat then the floor, the round device rolling a bit as everybody stared at it.
Apoch screamed and held out a hand, manifesting a barrier between the group and the front of the
truck. The grenade detonated and blasted the front of the truck into fiery pieces, the debris and flaming
shrapnel flying off as the group braced from the explosion.
"This can't possibly get any worse," Astreal said worriedly as they saw smoke and flames
billowing around outside of Apoch's shield.
bit.

"Dark…" Arial said softly, the group looking to the snow angel as she slowly opened her eyes a

"Oh yes it can," Leon said quietly as Mizore stared with wide eyes at Arial, the snow maiden still
unable to move and in very close proximity to the angel that clearly didn't like her very much.
"No!" Ruby cried out as she and her group saw the truck ahead of them blast apart in the front,
the witch and warlock then ducking down as gunfire struck their windows and shattered them. The two
scrambled back into the truck with the others as the front of the vehicle was pelted with gunfire along
with the side.
"We need to help them!" Ahakon called out.
"Help them? Who's going to help us?" Ran yelled as a bullet tore through the side and just
missed her head, the girl screaming as the spark from the round flashed on the wall behind her.

Arial stirred a bit then slowly sat up, looking around slowly while Apoch held her nervously.
"Wha… where am I?" Arial asked softly as her vision slowly focused. She blinked then saw Dark
looking at her with wonder.
"Dark!" she said happily as she leapt out of the witch's arms and embraced him in a hug. He held
her with one hand as he looked down at the snow angel.
"Arial, you're ok," he said with relief. The angel looked up at him with bright eyes and held him
closely around the waist. She then looked around quickly as she heard all the gunfire echoing out.
"What's going on Dark? Where are-" she said before she saw Mizore, the snow maiden looking
at her with worry while Ceal had his hands on her stomach still. Render and Leon glanced to Mizore then
to Arial as Apoch and Astreal backed up a bit.
"You," Arial said as she bared her teeth slightly and glared at Mizore.
"…hey," Mizore said softly.
"You're still alive?" Arial growled out. Mizore slowly glanced to Ceal as the catalyst mage didn't
even bother to look over to the snow angel. Dark looked at Arial with wonder before a bullet shot
through the wall with a spark and a bang, striking the wall above Mizore as the group watched with
surprise.
"Can we have this conversation later you guys? We have a bit of a problem here," Render said as
he saw the flames and smoke die down to show the mangled front engine and seats of the truck. Dark
looked towards the front of the truck then down to Arial.
"Stay here with Mizore, I'll be right back," he said gently. Arial looked to him curiously while
Mizore stared at him with wide eyes, the snow maiden not liking that suggestion at all. Dark glanced to
Apoch then to Astreal.
"You two, with me," he said as his eyes turned pitch black and looked back out toward the front
of the truck. Arial watched him with a dreamy expression and wavered a bit, captivated by the dark aura
of the demon. As Arial tuned the world out around her the witch sisters glanced to Mizore, the snow
maiden shaking her head worriedly.
"What exactly are you going to do? And why are you taking them with you?" Leon asked
cautiously as Apoch and Astreal slowly walked over to Dark. He grabbed their hands and glanced back to
them.
"We're going to kill them," he said before they vanished into a black wisp. Sun and Complica
watched with wonder as the three seemed to vanish right before their eyes while Leon and Render
peered around for any sight of their girls.
"Wow… handy trick," Render said with a nod.

"He'd better bring them back alive," Leon said with concern. The group then looked to Arial as
she was still staring out to where Dark and the witches had left. After a pause she slowly looked back to
Mizore. The snow angel growled as her hair froze over, turning to face Mizore as her hands formed into
ice claws. Before she could take a step closer to the snow maiden Complica jumped in front of her and
shook her head.
"Please don't Arial, don't hurt her," she pleaded. She then looked around with surprise as the
interior of the truck started to freeze over, with frost and ice appearing on the ground and walls around
the snow angel. Sun looked around worriedly as Ceal kept working on restoring Mizore's body.
"You think you can take my Dark from me?" Arial demanded as her eyes grew colder.
Outside in the courtyard the two heavy gunners were firing at the vehicles with a focused glare
as the humvees were parked by the destroyed pyramid display. One of them was shooting up a downed
SUV while the other was pelting the truck that had its front engine blown off. Standing outside on both
sides of the humvees were HDA soldiers firing their rifles at the trucks as well, all eight of them trying to
gun down the escaping monsters while people all around were running away screaming. They shot out
all the wheels and windows, all while trying to pierce through the armored chassis to take down the
monsters within.
"Keep firing, don't let those things escape!" a soldier called out. Another grabbed his radio as he
ducked back inside one of the humvees.
"We have them pinned down in the galleria, we need backup here!" he yelled out into the
device before reloading his rifle.
Suddenly a bolt of red light shot out of thin air and struck through one of the top gunners, the
man jerking back as the light pierced through his head. As he fell down into the vehicle a soldier by the
front door was slashed down his chest by an invisible blade, the man crying out as he dropped down.
The other soldiers watched with surprise as another blast of red light flew out of thin air and struck
down the other heavy gunner.
"What the hell is that?" a soldier yelled out looking around franticly. He looked down to seeing
the pin from his grenade being pulled off, then being punched back into the vehicle next to him. The
grenade blasted the humvee into a fireball as the other soldiers stumbled back.
"Where are they? I don't see them!" a soldier called out before he was sliced down the middle
by an invisible blade. Another was shot down by a bright red light and flew back into the side of the
other humvee. Soldiers looked around quickly before another was slashed down and one more was shot
by the bright red projectile.
"Dammit, get us some damned backup now!" a soldier yelled into his radio. His hand twisted
around as the pin popped off of his grenade, the man then being thrown into the humvee as his other
comrade was shot pointblank in the head by a bright red light. The vehicle blasted apart as Dark, Apoch,
and Astreal reappeared away from it, the trio looking at the downed HDA soldiers with discontent.

"Apoch, check on Moka and her group. Astreal, make sure Ruby and hers are alright," Dark
ordered glancing to the sisters.
"Right," they said as they ran towards the vehicles. Dark ran back towards where Mizore and
Arial were, looking around quickly to seeing people screaming and pointing at them.
"This isn't going to end well," he said dryly.
Apoch ran up to the overturned SUV and looked around worriedly.
"Ms. Moka? Ms. Kurumu? Hey, are you ok?" she called out. She saw Moka, Kurumu, and Rason
slowly crawling out the back window while Gabriel climbed out the front window. The witch hurried
over and helped Moka stand up, then helped Kurumu crawl out.
"Are you all alright?" Apoch asked worriedly as she helped the succubus stand up. Moka looked
back to the SUV with remorse.
"Not all of us," she said softly. Apoch looked in and saw Sandra buckled in still, motionless while
blood dripped from her head.
"Oh dear, the poor girl," she said with remorse. Gabriel looked back in at the fallen human then
down with closed eyes.
Astreal ran over to the other truck and hopped up onto the side door, looking in worriedly to
seeing the front dashboard and seats torn apart.
"Hey, are you guys alright?" she called out.
"Astreal? What's going on out there?" Yukari said as the group looked to her from the back of
the truck.
"Is everybody ok?" Astreal asked worriedly.
"I believe we are, yes," Fang Fang said looking around at the group who was keeping their
distance from the front of the truck.
"C'mon, we need to get out of here right now," Astreal said before jumping off the truck. The
others quickly bolted out the back door and followed after while Apoch and Moka's group ran towards
the other truck. Dark ran up to the vehicle quickly but before he could climb back inside Arial and
Render tumbled out of the front, the boy trying to hold the arms of the snow angel who was yelling out
furiously.
"LET ME GO!" Arial yelled out as the ground around her flash froze in an instant. Render
shivered as his arms frosted over while he tried to hold the raging snow angel back, holding onto her
arms as she thrashed around in his grip.

"Calm down kid, you need to chill out!" Render said as he struggled to keep the snow angel
down. He was then yanked back and swung around into the side of the truck, being held against it as
Dark held onto his throat tightly.
"How DARE you touch Arial like that!" Dark roared out as the ground around him darkened.
Render grabbed the demon's arms and tried to free himself while his legs kicked around under him. Arial
looked over to Dark with loving eyes, the girl's hands and hair returning to normal as she was captivated
by her demon once again.
‘My husband…’
Dark growled then tightened his grip around Render's neck.
"Nobody touches Arial," he said coldly.
"Hey… c'mon man… I was just trying to help," Render coughed out.
"Dark, please don't hurt him!" Apoch cried out as she and Moka’s group ran over to the scene.
Leon, Complica, and Sun jumped out of the back of the truck and looked over with surprise as well, with
Leon then running over towards them.
"Put him down!" he yelled as he grabbed the demon's arm and tried to release his friend.
"Please Dark! I'm begging you, don't hurt my boyfriend!" Apoch cried out. Dark glanced over to
her as Moka's group looked to her curiously.
"Boyfriend? This guy's your boyfriend?" Kurumu asked looking to Render. The boy smiled weakly
and nodded as Dark glared back at him.
"Hey… nice… to meet you… by the way. Heard… a lot of… good things about you. So… could you
please… let me go?" he coughed out weakly. Dark growled loudly then threw him over into Leon, the
two tumbling down next to the truck as the demon glared at them.
"If you ever touch Arial again, I will kill you where you stand," he threatened with a cold tone.
Arial smiled bashfully then ran over to him, hugging him at the side and smiling arrogantly at Render.
Leon and his friend slowly got up as Render caught his breath, with Apoch running over to him
worriedly.
"Are you ok?" she asked as she helped him regain his balance. He breathed in and nodded a bit.
"Yeah, so… that's your old boyfriend huh? He seems… nice," he said with a small smile. Apoch
smiled a bit then looked back towards Dark, the demon looking down at Arial with a gentle gaze as he
had one hand holding her gently. The girl was nuzzling her head against his side, her wings fluttering a
bit as she was held by her demon.
"Are you guys alright? We saw you crash pretty badly there," Razico said looking to Moka. The
vampire nodded then looked down.

Moka.

"We're fine, but…" she said glancing back to the SUV. Complica looked around curiously then to

"Where's Sandra?" she asked. Sun looked around quickly then to Moka, the vampire slowly
shaking her head and looking to the chronofly angel.
"I'm sorry Complica…" she said softly. Arial looked over to her then to the SUV that was crashed
into the clothing store nearby. Sun shook her head nervously then ran over to it.
"Oh no…" Complica said quietly looking over to the siren. Sun ran over and looked inside, then
covered her mouth as she stared with wide eyes at something.
"Sandra," Arial said softly. Sun started crying quietly, shaking her head as she saw her friend's
body in the SUV.
"The poor girl, this wasn't her fight. She didn't deserve that," Gabriel said with remorse. Gin ran
over to Sun as she was holding her hands to her face, the girl making quiet whimpering sounds as she
shook her head. He looked into the SUV and saw Sandra's body still in the driver's seat.
"Sun… I'm sorry," Gin said softly as he looked back to her. The siren looked to him then quickly
hugged the boy close, burying her face into his chest as he held her. Kokoa growled as she saw the girl
hugging her boyfriend then ran towards them.
"Hey! Let go of my-"
"Kokoa stop!" Gin yelled out at her, the vampire stopping instantly and looking at him with
surprise.
"Not now, don't make this worse for her," Gin said sternly. Kokoa looked at the boy worriedly
then to Sun, the siren holding onto Gin as she cried into his chest. The human may have been rude
before in the past, but she did have a good heart and even tried to come to the siren's rescue despite
the overwhelming odds. Slowly Kokoa looked down and away as Gin started walking the siren back
towards the group.
"She's dead?" Arial asked softly.
"Yes, she died trying to save us," Moka said looking down. Complica whimpered and wiped a
tear away, then looked towards Arial. The snow angel looked down with closed eyes, hoping the human
would be taken to heaven for her noble efforts.
"We'll pay our respects to her for what she did later, but right now we need to get out of here,"
Razico said looking around at the mall. Sun nodded and wiped a tear away as Gin let her go, glancing to
him with watery eyes while Kokoa watched her closely. The group then looked over to see Mizore slowly
climbing out of the truck, the snow girl standing on her own and looking towards them with a curious
glance.

"Mizore, you're alright," Moka said with relief. Dark ran over to the snow girl as Arial blinked
then saw her demon wasn't holding her anymore. She then looked over towards Mizore with anger as
the snow girl was being held by Dark.
"Are you alright now?" he asked as he held her close. Mizore looked over his shoulder and saw
Arial glaring at her, the group watching her as she shook with anger. Mizore held onto Dark worriedly as
the demon was still looking ahead, the boy not seeing the murderous look in Arial's eyes.
"She'll be fine demon," Ceal said as he hopped out the back of the truck. The group looked to
him as he glanced around the mall carefully.
"Her body is as good as new again. However that will be the last time I do such a service for
you," he said glancing to the demon. Dark looked at him carefully then nodded.
"I see. Thank you for helping her," he said as he held his girl close. Mizore glanced back to Ceal
then to Arial again, holding onto her fiancé closely as she saw fury in Arial's eyes. Ceal merely looked
away without saying a word as Dark leaned back from his embrace and looked at his girl carefully.
"I was worried about you, are you sure you're feeling better?" he asked as he held his girl close
to him. Mizore glanced to him and slowly nodded.
"Yeah… I feel much better now. Just a little warm is all," she said softly. Sun walked over to
Mizore and held out a mint colored lollipop, the snow girl looking at it curiously then to Sun. She slowly
took the candy and looked at it as Dark glanced to Sun cautiously.
"Wait… this is…" Mizore said looking at the candy carefully. She put it in her mouth then looked
to Sun curiously as it started to help her body keep cool.
"It's chilled… but how did you…" she asked in wonder. Sun glanced to Arial then back to Mizore,
the snow girl looking to the angel worriedly as she was growling through bared teeth with a lollipop stick
being seen in her mouth. Sun wrote down something on her pad and showed Mizore.
I know all about snow women and their need to stay cool, I brought these along for Arial.
Mizore and Dark read the pad then looked at Sun curiously.
"Just who are you anyway?" Mizore asked as Dark let his embrace go, the demon looking at the
siren carefully.
"I'd like an answer to that myself," Kokoa growled with annoyance.
"Again, we'll play Q and A later guys, right now we need to go," Razico said as they heard engine
roars and yelling coming from where they had raced through the galleria.
"They're sending more of them in here after us, we gotta get out of here now," Render said
looking around.

"Well we're not driving in those things anymore," Ruby said looking to the two trucks that were
smoking and had all their tires shot out.
"What are we going to do, just walk out of here?" Ahakon said shaking his head.
"Actually, yes," Dark said glancing out into the mall. The group looked at him curiously as Arial
ran over to him and held him around the waist again, the snow angel shooting Mizore a glare before
looking up at Dark with timid eyes. He smiled down at her as Mizore looked between the two with
worry.
"Let's go, we need to disappear," he said as he lifted Arial up into his arms. The snow angel
smiled timidly and nuzzled against his chest, holding onto his shirt as he glanced back to the others.
"Disappear?" Moka asked curiously. Dark nodded and looked ahead while Mizore watched Dark
with concern as he held his guardian angel in his arms.
"Follow me," he said, and then started running into the mall. The group quickly chased after
him, with Mizore watching her fiancé worriedly as he was carrying the snow angel that clearly had it out
for her. And it was clear to everybody that Dark would protect Arial, and wouldn't let anything harm her
as her soul was exposed and vulnerable down here on earth. As they ran out of the damaged courtyard
Sun glanced over to the crashed SUV, showing a remorseful expression then following after the others.
‘Sandra… thank you for coming after me. Please, rest in peace my friend.’

On the second floor of the mall people were running out of stores and towards the exits with
haste as some watched HDA trucks drive into the mall and park near the other vehicles that were
heavily damaged. Soldiers started to jump out and run around the area, with some urging people to
evacuate the building immediately while others searched the empty vehicles. As the armed men started
to sweep the area for the escaped monsters police officials and HDA soldiers were guarding the exits,
with armed men watching the people being quickly evacuated.
"Oh man, we're surrounded here," Render said looking down over the railing, dressed in blue
jeans and a white t-shirt. He put a baseball cap on looked over to Leon, the mage watching the people
running around in a panic down below while he was dressed in blue jean shorts and a button-down gray
shirt.
"C'mon, we need to get the others and get out of here," he said as they ran back into the nearby
clothing store. The place was nearly empty as the staff and customers had fled during the shootout,
however it wasn't deserted.
"Hurry up guys, they're going to be coming through here soon," Render called out as they ran
down the aisles of racks filled with human clothing. They raced over to the dressing rooms as a few
others of their group were waiting there still. Moka and Kurumu had already changed out of their school
uniforms, with the vampire wearing light gray jeans with a gray sweater, having the hood pulled up with
her hair tucked back inside. Kurumu was wearing a purple miniskirt, a black low-cut t-shirt that seemed

to be a size too small as her assets were very noticeable, and white tennis shoes. Ruby was wearing a
long black skirt and a white dress shirt, and glancing to Kurumu with a raised eyebrow.
"We're supposed to be keeping a low profile," she said dryly. Kurumu smirked and looked at her
amusingly.
"I am, what's wrong with this outfit?" she asked as she struck a pose with one hand at her hip
and the other behind her head, the girl's breasts bouncing a bit as Moka sighed and glanced away.
"Oh yeah, all the men out there won't notice her at all. Very inconspicuous," Leon said flatly.
Render shook his head then looked around.
"Whatever, where are the others? We need to get out of here now," he said urgently.
"We're all set," Apoch and Astreal said from behind. The boys looked over to seeing the twins
running up to them, both girls wearing white jeans with Apoch wearing a gray hoodie while Astreal wore
a light blue one.
"Do we look alright like this?" Astreal asked looking down at her clothing.
"This is a common appearance, yes?" Apoch questioned.
"You look great," Render and Leon said with smiles at the girls. The twins looked to them and
smiled a bit as the boys stared at them with gentle smiles.
"Thank you," the girls said in unison.
"Hey, we all ready?" Yukari called out as she ran over to the group with Ahakon. The young
witch was dressed in a white miniskirt with a light brown t-shirt, having a gray backpack behind her.
Ahakon was wearing dark blue jeans, a gray t-shirt, and a black baseball cap.
"Almost, just waiting on the others," Moka said looking back to the dressing room doors.
"You still have my wand with you?" Ruby asked curiously. Yukari nodded and waved her
backpack a bit.
"Yep, got our wands right here," she said assuredly.
"Where's Ran?" Ahakon asked looking around.
"She was still getting changed I think," Astreal said looking back from where they came from.
"We'll go check on her," Apoch said, the twins then running back to where they changed as
Render and Leon watched with slight smiles, the boys seeing the girls running with their hips swaying a
bit. Render chuckled and crossed his arms before him.
"Told ya man," he said confidently.

"And I'm telling you they look exactly the same," Leon said glancing to him. Render shook his
head and glanced to his friend.
"Nope, Apoch's got more of a wiggle to her. Don't get me wrong, your girlfriend is alright, I'm
just saying is all," he said with a smirk and shrug.
"Wait, you're Astreal's boyfriend?" Moka asked looking to Leon.
"Wiggle?" Ruby asked with an amused smile and a raised eyebrow. Leon nodded and glanced
back to the girls.
"Yeah, is there a problem with that?" he asked. Moka looked at the boys curiously then shook
her head.
"No, I'm glad they found somebody in the human world. Really," she said with a small smile.
"Ok, we're ready," Gin said as he and Kokoa ran over to the group. The wolf was wearing blue
jeans, a white dress shirt and a long sleeve green shirt over it left undone. Kokoa was wearing a red
miniskirt, a white t-shirt with a small pink jacket over it and had her hair up in pigtails again with red
bows. Kou was again perched on her shoulder as he looked around at the group's new outfits. Gin
glanced around the store as Kokoa looked at Kurumu curiously.
"What's this? We're trying to be discrete here," she said shaking her head. Kurumu scoffed at
that and looked away arrogantly.
"There's nothing wrong with how I'm dressed," she stated firmly.
"Why is Kurumu wearing that?" Razico asked tiredly as he walked over to the group, dressed in
black jeans, a gray t-shirt with a black and red sports jacket over it. Kurumu growled and glared at the
warlock.
"What's wrong with me wearing this?" she yelled out.
"It may be a bit… flashy my dear," Rason said from behind. The group looked to see Rason and
Gabriel walking up to them, with Rason wearing his blue jeans, white shirt and a yellow long sleeve shirt
over it that was unbuttoned, while Gabriel was wearing his ripped jeans still along with a white shirt and
green jacket over it. Kurumu smiled brightly then raced over to her boyfriend in a blur.
"I knew you'd like it Rason, I just knew you would love your girl wearing something like this! You
are a man after all, my man! And don't you worry, I'm only showing off what's yours, nobody else could
ever have this girl! Never in a million years!" she cheered out as she hugged her boyfriend tightly.
"Um, Kurumu?" Gabriel said worriedly. The others just watched as after a moment's pause
Kurumu cried out and started shaking her dazed boyfriend with fright.
"Poor angel," Yukari said shaking her head.

"You'd think he'd see it coming by now," Ruby questioned while raising an eyebrow at the
couple. As Rason slowly came to again with Kurumu franticly apologizing another boy walked up to the
group. Ceal was wearing his same outfit of black jeans and t-shirt as well as wearing a black leather glove
over his reptilian hand.
"Always with black," Razico said shaking his head.
"You're one to talk hunter," Ceal quipped with a glance to him.
"How come you guys didn't change into different clothes? We're trying to avoid being seen by
the HDA, remember?" Yukari asked looking at the catalyst mage then to the angels. Ceal merely glanced
to her and raised an eyebrow.
"I imagine the demon only suggested this for your school uniforms and obvious monster
apparel, the rest of us didn't have to change," he said simply. Render and Leon blinked then looked
down to their clothes.
"Oh, really? We didn't need to change as well?" Render asked.
"I guess our normal clothes would have been fine in the human world still, we already looked
like average humans anyway," Leon reasoned with a shrug. Ceal rolled his eyes and looked away.
"Idiots," he said flatly.
"Hey! Don't call them idiots!" Apoch and Astreal shouted out from behind. The group looked to
see the witch sisters glaring at Ceal while Ran stood next to them, the siren wearing black shoes with
long white socks, a blue and green miniskirt, a light green t-shirt and a blue bracelet over her left wrist.
She had her glasses on still along with the ribbon in her hair. She looked at Ahakon with timid eyes then
glanced away.
"Um, is this alright?" she asked softly. Ahakon smiled at the girl and nodded.
"Yeah, you look great Ran," he said reassuringly. Ran looked to him with a timid smile while
Apoch and Astreal walked up towards their boyfriends.
sternly.

"Stop calling them idiots, we couldn't have saved our friends without their help," Apoch said

"Yes, besides they look great in these clothes anyway. They do have good taste in clothing,
unlike somebody," Astreal said firmly. Render and Leon glanced to each other then back towards the
clothing racks.
"Be right back," Render said before he headed towards the clothing aisles, with Apoch looking to
him with surprise.
"We'll be back in a minute, don't mind us," Leon said before he followed after his friend, with
Astreal blinking then watching the boys run off.

"What? Hey, wait," Apoch said as she somewhat reached out after Render.
"You don't need to change again, really," Astreal pleaded worriedly. The sisters glanced to each
other then back to Ceal, the boy merely raising an eyebrow at them.
"Good taste in clothing huh?" he said flatly. The sisters gave him dull glares then looked away
with a scoff.
"I must say, today's been quite the rollercoaster," Fang Fang said walking up to the group,
dressed in brown dress pants, a white undershirt with a gray dress shirt over it that was buttoned up
halfway. His long braided hair waved a bit behind him as he walked up to the others.
"You can say that again," Kokoa said looking down with discontent, feeling frustrated about
Gin's old friend showing up like this still. The group looked over to the dressing room doors as one
opened and Complica ran out, still dressed the same but now having a pink jacket over her wings. She
looked around at the others while holding her baseball bat.
"Are you ok Complica?" Kurumu asked gently. The chronofly looked at her curiously then tilted
her head.
"Why are you dressed like that?" she asked. Kurumu twitched a bit then forced a smile to hide
her scowl.
"I'm just dressed casually like all of you," she said with a simple nod. Complica showed a
concerned expression then pointed her bat at something.
"I think you forgot your… bra," she said softly. The group looked to Kurumu as the girl tried to
hide her scowl with a forced smile, the girl laughing weakly as Rason glanced down to the girl's bust with
a slight blush.
"My old one was ripped and there weren't any in this store that could fit me. Besides I'm ok like
this, really," she reasoned through bared teeth. Rason blushed more as Moka and Ruby rolled their eyes.
Complica looked at the succubus with concern then glanced to Gabriel.
"Isn't she going to attract attention walking out there like that?" she asked.
"I'm not attracting attention! This is a normal human appearance!" Kurumu yelled out.
"It is if you're working the corner," Ceal said flatly while still looking away. Kurumu growled then
glared at the boy.
"Hey, watch it buddy!" she yelled out.
"Don't mind him Kurumu, he's always like that," Razico said shaking his head. Kurumu grunted
then looked away with a scoff.

"I think I look good, and so does my angel. So the rest of you can just deal with it," she said
firmly. She looked over and saw Sun slowly walking towards the group, the siren looking down as she
was dressed the same while having a sun hat on. She walked up to the group then glanced to them,
having a slightly saddened expression still.
"I'm sorry about your friend," Moka said softly. Sun glanced to her and slowly nodded, then
looked down again.
"I'm sure she got into heaven, right Gabriel?" Complica said looking to the redheaded angel. The
boy nodded and looked at Sun with a bit of remorse.
"I'm sure she did," he said gently. Kokoa glanced to the siren with discontent then away,
choosing not to verbally attack the girl since she just lost somebody close to her. The group then looked
over to a dressing room door as Mizore walked out of it, heading towards the group while glancing
behind her at another door. She was her usual outfit again with a new sweater and undershirt, only this
time her skirt was white and black striped instead of the Yokai Academy colors. She held Render's jacket
in one hand as she walked over to the group, then handed it to Apoch. The witch took it with a small
smile as Mizore looked back to the changing rooms.
"Are you really ok now Mizore? You were torn up something fierce back there," Kokoa asked
worriedly. The snow maiden nodded and glanced to Ceal.
"Yeah, I feel as good as new again," she said softly. Ceal glanced to her then looked away again
without saying anything. Mizore then looked to Kurumu and raised an eyebrow.
"What are you wearing?" she asked.
"For crying out loud, there is nothing wrong with me dressing like this!" Kurumu yelled out with
frustration. Mizore merely looked at her with a blank expression then over to the dressing room doors.
"So… what are we going to do about… her?" Ruby asked looking to the doors as well.
"We need to get her and Complica back into heaven before anything happens to them," Gabriel
said looking up with growing concern.
"What about Mizore? I don't think Arial is just going to let her be near Dark again," Moka asked
looking to Mizore, the snow girl having a worried expression on her face. Before anybody could say
anything regarding how Arial would likely kill Mizore the second she got the chance Render and Leon
walked back to the group, the two boys dressed again in their usual attire.
"Much better," Render said looking down at his outfit, the boy then looking to Apoch as the
witch smiled a bit while holding out his jacket to him. He smiled and took it then looked to Mizore as he
slipped it on.
head.

"Hope it wasn't too warm for you," he mused with a chuckle. Mizore smiled a bit and shook her

"No, and thank you for that," she said softly. Render nodded as he zipped up his jacket, and then
shivered a bit as the fabric was chilled from the snow girl.
"No problem, ha, I think you got it plenty cool for me," he said with a weak smile. Mizore
shrugged with a small smile then looked back to the dressing room doors with concern as Apoch smiled
amusingly at her boyfriend. Astreal smiled gently at Leon, both witch sisters feeling drawn to their new
boyfriends even with the boys' unique clothing style.
"So now that we're all in casual human clothing, what's next? Where do we go?" Leon asked.
"Well hopefully like this we can sneak out of here with the crowds and get away from this city,"
Moka said looking down at her outfit.
"We need to get to the nearest gateway into the monster world. We're not safe here in this
world anymore, and we need to bring you guys back before anything else goes wrong," Ruby said
worriedly.
"Just what else has gone wrong besides the humans trying to kill us all and these two souls being
trapped down here?" Rason asked glancing to Gabriel. The redheaded angel looked down and shook his
head.
"A lot my friend, a lot," he said with remorse.
"Today sucks, just gonna put that out there," Gin said shaking his head. Kokoa nodded in
agreement to that as Kou squeaked a bit. The group looked over to the side as Dark walked towards
them, dressed in new clothing that looked the same as his older set. He glanced to the dressing room
door then to Mizore.
"Did she find something to cover her wings?" he asked.
"I'm not sure," she said glancing to the doors. She had more or less grabbed a new pair of
clothing and darted into the dressing room before Arial found out which one she went into, in a rush to
change into new clothing and to remain out of Arial's sight while Dark wasn't near.
"Once she's ready we need to go, the HDA will be sweeping through here soon," Render said as
he looked around the clothing department.
"Are you KIDDING ME?" Arial's voice yelled out. The group looked to the dressing rooms as the
snow angel screamed with frustration. Dark ran over to the door as the group glanced to each other
with concern.
"Arial? What's wrong?" Dark asked urgently. The door opened and Arial walked out, still dressed
in her same outfit with her frosted wings behind her. She looked up at Dark with saddened eyes and
held up a black jacket, the clothing having been reduced to tatters.
"My wings keep cutting up anything I put on over them, I can't hide them," she whined bouncing
up and down. Dark looked at the torn up jacket then to the girl's wings. Like Rason and Gabriel the two

monster angels couldn't retract their wings in all the way, since their natural form was with them out.
Complica's wings could retract slightly and fold to be concealed under a jacket like Rason's could, but
Arial's were too ridged and jagged, the frozen feathers ripping apart anything she tried to put over
them. She couldn't even retract the wings a little bit, the girl's frozen angelic extensions being the same
size as always.
"I can't hide them, what do I do Dark?" she asked worriedly.
"This is a problem, there's no way the HDA or any human within eyeshot of her is going to miss
those wings," Fang Fang said scratching his head.
"She can't retract them or conceal them with any clothing, what are we going to do?" Moka
asked. Dark smirked and held Arial's hand, the girl looking at him with wonder.
"Just stay close to me and hold my hand, you'll be fine," he said as the girl vanished into a black
wisp. Arial looked around as she saw her body shrouded slightly with a black shadow then to Dark with a
curious smile.
"Of course, Dark can just cloak her. Keeping one monster concealed won't be a problem for
him," Yukari said with a smile.
"You're the greatest Dark," Arial's voice said bashfully. Mizore showed a bit of concern, worried
that not only could she not keep Arial in her sights but now the snow angel would have to remain close
to Dark one way or another. The demon smirked then looked around the group.
"Alright, we need to get out of here. Just keep with the crowds of humans and don't act out of
the ordinary. As far as they're concerned we're just scared humans as well," he said in a commanding
tone. He then looked to Moka and Kokoa.
"And you two need to keep your mouths shut," he ordered. The vampire sisters looked at him
bewilderedly.
"Hey, I wasn't going to say anything to the HDA, are you serious?" Kokoa snapped with
annoyance. Dark glanced to her and raised an eyebrow.
"I meant keep your mouth shut so they can't see your fangs," he said dryly. Moka and Kokoa
blinked then glanced to each other, then smiled weakly and nodded.
"Right, that's why," Kokoa said with a bit of embarrassment.
"Your bat should probably hide as well, humans don't normally walk around with them perched
on their shoulders," Render mentioned looking to Kou. The bat squeaked then dove down into Kokoa's
jacket pocket, the girl smilingly confidently.
"Easily done," she said with a shrug.

"C'mon, we need to get out with the crowds while they're still inside. If we leave on our own it
may be more suspicious," Leon said looking towards the exit of the store.
"Where are we going to go once we're outside? We're in the middle of a human city," Ran asked
worriedly.
"We need to get some transportation, and fast," Render said looking down in thought. Ceal
rolled his eyes then glanced towards the exit.
"There's bound to be a parking structure next to the galleria if this place is so large, we'll go
there and get new vehicles," he reasoned casually.
"Anything would beat walking the streets," Leon said in agreement. Apoch and Astreal pulled up
their hoods from their sweaters and glanced to each other as Complica ran over to Ceal, the girl
grabbing onto his hand. He glanced down to her as she had a worried expression on her face then
looked ahead as he didn't make an effort to free his hand from her grip.
"Let's get going then," he said as he and the chronofly started walking out. The group followed
after, with Arial holding onto Dark's hand and remaining invisible to the naked eye. Even though she
couldn't be seen Mizore was sure the snow angel was glaring at her, and was also sure that going near
Dark right now might provoke the temperamental snow angel.
The group headed out of the clothing store then ran quickly down the mall as a few other
humans were busy running out as well. They raced down the escalators then towards one of the exits of
the large building, where a crowd of people were gathered as they slowly moved through an HDA
checkpoint. Several armed soldiers and policemen were motioning the crowd to leave through a few of
the doors of the building while looking around carefully for anything suspicious.
"Ok, remember, act normal," Moka said worriedly.
The group gathered together as the crowd ahead of them gradually passed by the soldiers, the
armed men examining them carefully then waving them through while the people were screaming and
trying to push through. As the group got closer the HDA soldiers eyed them closely while holding their
rifles cautiously.
"They're watching us," Ran said nervously as she tried to keep looking ahead.
"Don't look at them, just keep moving forward," Ruby said quietly.
They approached the exit before two HDA soldiers walked in front of the group and held out
their hands.
"Hold it," one of them ordered. The group glanced to each other then back to the men as two
more HDA soldiers walked over as well. They started whispering to each other as they eyed the group
carefully.

"That one looks familiar," a soldier said pointing to Kurumu. The group looked to her as she
gulped and smiled nervously.
"Yeah… she does…" another soldier said with a keen eye.
"Kurumu…" Ruby growled quietly. The succubus twitched a bit and glanced around at the group
worriedly.
"We told you that outfit was too flashy," Yukari whispered sternly.
"C'mon, it's not that flashy… is it?" Kurumu said quietly.
"Goddammit Ms. Kurumu," Astreal said looking away with closed eyes.
"Now what?" Gabriel asked quietly. After a pause Ceal stepped forward while holding
Complica's hand.
"What are you stopping us for? Can't you see my little sister is scared out of her mind? Let us
through at once!" he demanded sternly as Complica looked at the soldiers with watery eyes. The
soldiers glanced to him then to Complica as she held onto the boy's hand tightly. Ahakon glanced to the
mage then walked forward with an expression of fright.
"Please let us out of here, there's monsters back there!" he cried out, trembling with fear as the
soldiers glanced to him.
"Get me out of here now!" Yukari cried out, crying a bit as the men glanced to each other.
"Somebody save us!" Apoch and Astreal cried out together while trembling. The soldiers looked
to each other then back to the group.
"I thought the HDA was supposed to prevent this sort of thing from happening, why are there
monsters in the goddamned mall?" Gin yelled out at the soldiers. The men looked at him worriedly as
the group glared at them.
"Do your damned job and kill those things already!" Ruby yelled out.
"Well… um…" one of the soldiers said nervously.
anger.

"This is crazy, what are we paying you guys for anyway?" Razico yelled out at the men with
"It's just… um…" one of the armed men said slowly. They looked to Kurumu and smiled a bit.

"Aren't you… Roxetta Rola?" one of them asked. The group looked to Kurumu who just blinked
with a puzzled expression.
"Um… who?" she asked.

"It's just, you look just like the teen idol Roxetta Rola, we thought you were her," one of the
men said with a shrug and a smirk. Kurumu glanced around then back to the soldiers, and then smiled
slightly.
"Um… no, sorry boys," she said shaking her head.
"Amazing, she looks just like her," one of the men said with an impressed smile. Kurumu
laughed a bit and fluffed her hair as she looked away smugly.
"Well, I do get that a lot. I've been told I look pretty good in this outfit," she boasted with a
shrug. Rason glanced to her with an amused smirk while the group just looked at her with dull
expressions.
"Wait a minute, you mean the only reason you're stopping us is because you think she's a teen
idol?" Ruby asked with a puzzled expression as she looked back to the HDA soldier. The men jumped a
bit then looked around at the group with somewhat focused expressions.
"We were just making sure is all, now please… leave this area at once," one said hastily as he
waved the group towards the exits. The group glanced to each other then quickly ran past the soldiers
as the men watched Kurumu curiously. One of them whistled and looked back towards the mall as the
group left the building.
"What I wouldn't give to get a hottie like that," he said with a laugh.
"Yeah right, you'd have better luck getting a monster into bed with you," another said with a
chuckle.
The large group of monsters ran out of the mall and down the sidewalk, running with other
people as HDA and police cars and trucks were parked all around the street. The group followed the
crowd as they were quickly waved towards the side of the road by policemen.
"C'mon, all of you need to get out of here now! Let's go!" a policeman yelled out as he waved
the crowd past him. The group ran with the crowd past the blockade of soldiers and armed forces then
darted off into the nearby parking structure across the street. Inside the multistory concrete building
people were rushing to get to their cars as some were driving out quickly. A few crashed into each other
while others raced down into the street and drove off as fast as they could.
"So now what do we do?" Yukari asked.
"For starters you can say you're sorry for doubting my taste in fashion. After all, I was
complimented for my perfect looks by armed soldiers," Kurumu said arrogantly as she looked up while
crossing her arms. Yukari blinked then reached back into her backpack. A moment later a golden
washtub dropped onto Kurumu's head, the girl dropping down with a thud as Yukari looked around
again.
"So, now what?" she asked again.

"What… just happened?" Render asked looking down at Kurumu.
"Where did that come from?" Leon asked pointing to the spinning golden basin next to the
dazed succubus. Sun and Complica looked at the washtub curiously as well then up and around at the
ceiling. Kurumu jumped back up and tried to charge the young witch as Rason held her back with a tired
smile.
"Please, can we just get a ride out of here?" Ran pleaded while looking around. Outside more
HDA trucks and police cars were driving around while helicopter rotors were heard above. Ceal started
walking over towards the side of the structure where a few cars were parked, looking around at them
carefully while Complica held onto his hand still.
"If you're trying to pick a color, why not black?" Razico said flatly as the group followed after
him. Ceal glanced to him then to a nearby car… that was black. He held his gloved hand to the driver side
window and a soft black hue glowed around it. Complica watched inside the car as a dark tentacle came
through the seat from a rift, the long appendage swaying over and unlocking the door.
"Wow…" she said softly as Ceal opened the door from the outside, the boy then walking over to
another car nearby as his magic faded from inside the vehicle.
"What's wrong? Not the shade of black you're looking for?" Ruby asked with a raised eyebrow.
Dark walked over to the opened car and let go of Arial's hand, the snow angel coming into view and
watching him as he lied down on the seat and broke open the paneling under the steering wheel.
"I'm merely providing you all with a ride, problem with that?" Ceal asked glancing back to Ruby.
The witch blinked then looked over to see Dark digging around inside the car's paneling. The group
watched as after a moment the demon hotwired the car and started it up. He sat up in the seat and
smirked at Arial.
"You're riding with me," he said. The girl eagerly nodded then ran around to the front passenger
door, jumping in and looking at Dark with loving eyes. The demon smiled at her then looked to Mizore.
"Let's go my little snow bunny," he said calmly. Arial glared at Mizore with fury as her hair froze
over slightly, the group looking at the snow angel then to Mizore as she had a worried expression. She
slowly glanced to Moka and grabbed her hand, tugging her over slightly. Moka smiled nervously and
nodded then the two got into the backseat of the car. Dark closed his door and looked around in front of
him while Arial glared back at Mizore, the snow girl and vampire looking at her nervously as they leaned
back in their seats.
Ceal unlocked another car and started walking towards a nearby SUV, holding onto Complica's
hand still as the chronofly watched him use his magic with wonder.
"I got this one," Leon said running over to the car. Astreal smiled a bit and followed after him.
"Shotgun," she called out. Apoch and Render glanced to each other then followed after them as
Leon started to hotwire the car. Astreal watched him curiously as the boy started up the car, the mage
glancing to her with a wink.

"Where did you learn to do this?" Astreal asked before she walked around and got in the car.
Apoch and Render got in the back seat as Leon sat in the driver's seat.
"We were on the road a lot with our work, it helped to have a set of wheels wherever we might
go," he reasoned with a shrug. Apoch looked at him curiously then to Render.
"Do you know how to do that as well?" she asked. The boy smiled weakly and shook his head.
"No, Leon's been the driver of the group. I've just been the muscle," he said with a shrug. Apoch
smiled timidly and held onto his arm, the boy looking at her with a curious smile as Leon glanced back to
them.
"I'll say," she said softly as she remembered his fighting form.
again.
eyes.

"You two start making out back there and I'm kicking you out," Leon said as he looked ahead
"You're just no fun man," Render said with a chuckle. Apoch merely giggled as Astreal rolled her

Ceal unlocked the door to the SUV then started walking towards another car while Razico and
Ruby walked up to the vehicle. The warlock got into the driver's seat and started to hotwire it as Ruby
watched him curiously.
"Do all treasure hunters know how to hotwire cars?" she asked playfully. He chuckled and
shrugged.
"Not sure, it's not a requirement. But it does help," he said casually. Yukari, Ahakon, and Ran
walked up to them as Razico started the truck. He sat up and smiled confidently at them.
"Let's go home," he said, with them nodding then quickly getting into the truck. Ruby sat in the
front passenger seat as Ran sat in the back seat next to Ahakon and Yukari, the boy between the two as
the girls were holding his hands tightly. He glanced from one to the other then ahead with a worried
expression.
Fang.

Ceal walked over to another car and unlocked it with his necro magic, then glanced to Fang
"Can you drive?" he asked. The yasha smiled nervously and nodded.
"Well, I do know how to drive a bit, yes," he said somewhat confidently.

"Then you're not completely worthless. You can drive this one," Ceal said simply as he started
walking towards another SUV. Fang Fang smiled weakly then jumped a bit.
"Um… but I don't know how to hotwire these things," he said looking to Ceal. The catalyst mage
looked back to him with a cold stare.

"Then you are worthless to us," he said as black tentacles started to form around the yasha.
Complica looked at Ceal worriedly then to Fang Fang, holding onto Ceal's normal hand tightly. Fang Fang
waved his hands around nervously and shook his head.
"Please, I'll gladly drive your friends to your destination, if somebody could start it for me," he
pleaded. Gin looked at the yasha for a moment then to Dark with a wave.
"Think you can start this thing before we see this kid get mutilated?" he asked dryly. Dark rolled
his eyes and opened his door, then glanced to Arial.
"I'll be right back, stay here," he said. Arial nodded while staring at him with dreamy eyes. The
demon got out and closed the door then walked towards the other car as Fang Fang smiled nervously at
him.
"Thank you good sir, I do appreciate-"
"Stop talking," Dark said as he walked past him towards the car. Fang Fang hesitated for a
moment then smiled weakly. Ceal just looked at the yasha for a moment then started walking towards
another SUV with Complica following with him.
Arial watched Dark get into the other car and start to hotwire it then looked back to Mizore with
a cold glare. Mizore and Moka smiled nervously at the snow angel as the temperature started to drop in
the vehicle.
"Arial… easy now… you don't want to do anything rash here," Moka said cautiously.
to Arial.

"How the hell are you still alive?" Arial demanded with anger. Mizore glanced to Ceal then back

"Um… lucky break?" she said softly. Arial gripped the seat tightly, her hand freezing into an ice
claw that the two other girls stared at with worry. The snow angel growled loudly as Mizore glanced to
seeing Dark still working on starting the other car.
"Calm down Arial, if you attack her again Dark will find out… he won't be happy," Moka said
shaking her head.
"She has no right to be with my demon, Dark is mine. Forever!" Arial yelled out. Moka and
Mizore glanced to each other then looked back to Arial as the snow angel continued to glare with fire in
her eyes at the one that was taking her demon away from her.
"But Arial, Dark loves Mizore, he even marked her to be his wife. She's the one he wants to be
with," Moka reasoned nervously. Arial glanced to her then to Mizore.
"Marked?" she asked slowly. Mizore nodded quickly and glanced down to her chest.
"My heart has his mark on it, it means he chose me to be his wife," she said softly. Arial glanced
to her chest then glared at the girl.

"Then I'll guess I'll have to get rid of that mark, won't I?" she said through bared teeth as her
eyes flickered white. Her hair froze over as Mizore's eyes widened, the girl glancing to Dark out in the
other car then back to Arial. The snow angel geared back with her ice claw then looked over to the side
as the car Dark was at started up. The demon got up out of the car and started walking back as Fang
Fang got into the started vehicle along with Rason, Kurumu, and Gabriel. Arial growled and slowly
lowered her claw, the ice and frost then vanishing as she glared back at Mizore.
"I'm the only one that's going to be his wife, and I'm the only one that's going to have his mark,"
she hissed before looking back ahead. Dark got into the car and buckled up as Mizore and Moka stared
at the snow angel with wide eyes. The boy glanced to them in the rearview mirror then looked back to
them.
"What's wrong Mizore?" he asked. The snow maiden blinked then smiled nervously.
"Nothing, just… eager to get back," she said softly. Dark smiled a bit and nodded then looked
ahead as Arial glanced back to Mizore with narrowed eyes. Moka and Mizore exchanged glances then
looked back to Arial with growing concern, fearful when the temperamental snow angel would try to
'get rid' of Mizore's mark.
Ceal walked over to an SUV and used his magic to unlock it, then opened the door and glanced
to Complica.
"You're riding with me, get in," he said simply. Complica nodded then quickly ran around the
truck and got into the front passenger seat. Ceal then looked back to Sun with narrowed eyes.
"You too, get in," he ordered. The siren looked at him worriedly as Gin and Kokoa glanced to
him. Sun looked to Gin then quickly held onto his arm, the boy watching her with a bit of surprise as
Kokoa growled loudly.
"Let him go now or I'll tear your arm right off!" the vampire yelled out as Kou popped out of her
pocket and landed back on her shoulder, the bat glaring at the siren as well. Sun looked at her worriedly
then down as black tentacles were forming around her feet.
"You and I need to have a long talk still, and we will once we're out of here. Now, get in or else
I'll make you," Ceal said sternly.
"Easy man, she's not our enemy here," Gin said defensively.
"She's not exactly on my good list right now," Kokoa snapped with a glare. Ceal glanced to them
then motioned towards the SUV where Complica was watching with worried eyes.
"Then either she gets in on her own, or I'll throw what's left of her in there," he said coldly. Sun
glanced to Gin as he looked at her worriedly.
"C'mon, we'll ride with you," he said gently. Sun nodded eagerly as Kokoa looked at him with a
cautious eye. She then glared at Sun and pointed to the SUV.

"Get in, now!" she yelled out. Sun started walking towards the SUV as Kokoa turned back to Gin
with discontent.
"You and I are going to have a long talk as well," she said sternly. The boy smiled nervously and
nodded, then watched as his girlfriend walked after the siren. He then walked after and got in the
backseat, with Sun by the door and Kokoa between them. The vampire had her arms crossed as she was
glaring at Sun, the siren looking at her nervously then to Gin. Ceal got into the truck and closed the door,
then glanced to Sun in the rearview mirror.
"Either you give me a good answer later as to why a dragon came here after you, or else I'll let
that vampire use you as her own punching bag," he said coldly. Sun glanced to Kokoa as the vampire
cracked her knuckles then to Gin with worried eyes, the boy showing a concerned expression.
Razico took off in his SUV with Dark and Leon following after. Fang Fang followed behind them
as Ceal drove right after, the five groups then driving out of the parking structure and into the city
streets. As they drove, at the speed limit to avoid any problems of course, they saw more HDA trucks
and humvees driving around as well as helicopters flying in the sky. The night sky had a few stars that
could be seen however the lights of the human city cast the sky into a soft glow while the five groups
made their way through the area. As they drove everybody was looking out the windows at the human
city, at the people walking in the streets and driving by, at the world that now saw them as enemies of
mankind once more. They had managed to escape captivity and execution, however only barely and
with a casualty in the process.
"This is a nightmare. The human monster war is going to start up all over again," Ruby said
looking down with despair.
"We'll get this sorted out, there must be some way of making the humans see that we're not all
bad monsters," Razico said glancing out at the sky above.
"That was too close," Render said breathing out in relief. Apoch nodded and looked at him with
a gentle expression.
"Thank you, both of you, for helping us," she said softly.
"Yes, we couldn't have done it without you," Astreal said looking to Leon as the sisters removed
their hoods. Leon nodded and looked ahead with a distant gaze.
"Don't thank us yet, something tells me the hard part is coming up still," he said reluctantly, the
other three nodding in agreement before looking out the windows at the passing human city.
"Poor Sandra," Complica said softly as she looked down at the floor. Ceal glanced to her then
back to Sun in the rearview mirror.
"I will say this; your human friend did not die in vain. She helped your friends escape this place.
That's twice today I've seen a human prove themselves as a step up from the rest of their race," he said
before looking ahead.

"Twice today?" Complica asked curiously.
"Yes, another human girl killed a monster with a baseball bat," Ceal said simply. He then glanced
to Complica with a slight smirk.
"Something you two have in common I suppose," he mused with a small shrug. Complica smiled
softly then looked down to her bat in her hands. Sun looked at Ceal curiously then to Gin, the boy
nodding with a slight smile.
"Yeah, we'll tell you later, after you meet her," he said with a shrug. Sun looked at the boy
curiously then down in thought, trying to picture a human taking on a monster with nothing but a
baseball bat and winning.
"I wonder what father is doing about all this, I'm sure he and the other dark lords must know
about it," Moka said softly while looking up at the sky, taking off her hood while showing a worried
expression.
"I'm not sure, but we're going to find out," Dark said while still looking ahead. Arial looked at the
demon with loving eyes and smiled softly, keeping him in her sight as she gently rolled her lollipop
around in her mouth. Mizore looked at the snow angel worriedly then to Dark.
‘This is crazy, how can this be the girl that freed my Dark? Every time he spoke about her he
always treated her with the utmost respect, she was his guardian angel. He always talked about her like
she was perfect and a real angel. But she's out of her mind; she's more obsessed with him than I was
with Tsukune.’
"Gabriel, when we get back I want to know just what the hell is going on here," Rason said
sternly looking to his friend, the redheaded angel sitting in the front seat and nodding with a troubled
expression. Kurumu looked at Gabriel and shook her head.
"You'd better have a good excuse for letting Arial and Complica come down here like this.
Otherwise I'm not sure who's going to kill you faster, Luna and Falla or Dark," she said with discontent.
Gabriel cringed a bit as he thought about Luna being captured; knowing that piece of news was likely
going to cause quite the uproar with the group.
"I'll… tell you all everything Rason. I promise," he said looking ahead, worried about his own
personal safety, but not as much as he was about Luna's. Fang Fang glanced to him then looked back
ahead with concern as he continued to drive.
The five vehicles drove out of the busy center of the city towards a tunnel in a small
mountainside near the sea, the group seeing the sparkling water stretching out with the night sky in the
horizon to their left.
"I wonder if we'll ever be able to come back to this world again," Moka said softly as she looked
out at the blue sea.
‘Tsukune… I'm sorry. We tried to stop this from falling apart… but…’

‘We need to fix this; we can't let our mate come out of Paradise into this war.’
The five vehicles drove into the tunnel that was a gateway into the monster world, watching as
the view of the seaside and night sky vanished behind the darkened tunnel walls.
"At least we can go back and rest a bit. Today's been a real nightmare," Yukari said looking down
with relief. Ahakon nodded then glanced to Ran, the siren looking down with closed eyes.
"Are you alright Ran?" he asked. The girl glanced to him and smiled slightly.
"Yeah… just… how do you keep so calm during all this?" she asked. Yukari and Ahakon looked at
her as she leaned back in her seat and closed her eyes.
"I was scared all day today with you guys, but you… you managed to keep your head and keep
pushing forward, all of you even. How do you do it?" she asked. Yukari smiled a bit and looked down.
"I suppose we've gotten used to it. We've been through so much together, I guess we've
changed a lot during all of it," she reasoned softly. Ruby looked down and nodded, knowing she was far
more battle experienced than before after everything the group had been through. They had all fought
in wars and fights to the death, and have all even killed when needed to in order to survive and protect
the innocent. Ahakon smiled a bit and patted the siren's hand gently.
"You did great out there Ran, really. And we were all scared too, it's not like this was a piece of
cake for us either," he said gently. The siren smiled at him then glanced away with timid eyes.
"Thank you Ahakon," she said softly as she felt her heart beating a bit faster from his words.
Yukari smiled amusingly at the siren's reaction to her hero complimenting her then leaned back in her
seat.
"I'm just glad we're at least going back home," she said softly.
"Um… about that," Razico said looking around. The group looked to him then around, all of
them noticing something that everybody else was as well.
"Wait… you guys?" Kurumu asked worriedly.
"This… isn't right," Leon said shaking his head.
"What's going on?" Gin asked looking around.
The five vehicles exited the tunnel and screeched to a stop in the middle of the road, the group
looking around as they all noticed the same thing. There were no flashing streaks of light in the tunnel,
no strange sights, and they still saw the blue sea and night sky off to the side after exiting the tunnel.
"We're… still here?" Moka said with surprise.

"But how?" Mizore asked looking around. Dark and Arial looked around as well, both of them
seeing that the group was still in the human world.
"Wait, did we go through the wrong tunnel?" Gin asked looking back to the darkened tunnel
behind them.
"I could have sworn that was the right one," Kokoa said looking around curiously. Ceal looked
around slowly then shook his head a bit.
"The dark lords…" he said solemnly. The group looked to him as he slowly glanced to Complica.
"They sealed off the gateways."

Chapter 10
Isolated
"We're coming to you live-… as you can see the HDA center here-… all around HDA officials are
working to contain-…" a female reporter on the news station said, the video and audio cutting out as
static fluxed across the screen.
"Dammit what's wrong with this thing? Hey!" Falla cried out as she scrambled towards the TV
and shook it a bit, looking at the news report with fearful eyes while Rin and Kyouko were behind her
sitting on the bed. The trio of girls were inside Rin's dorm room at the academy, watching the news
report with worried expressions.
"That thing looks like it's an antique," Kyouko said shaking her head.
"Falla? I don't think hitting it is going to help," Rin said shaking her head. Falla shook the TV
more then looked back to the two girls with frustration.
"If this thing doesn't tell me what happened to Ceal and the others I'm going to tear it apart
before you can say another word," she snapped before looking back to the TV, shaking it wildly as her
friends watched her worriedly. The video distorted and cut out slightly before showing the feed again.
"We're getting reports that a few of the monsters inside the center have escaped and have fled
into the city. HDA officials were quick to deny these reports and state that all monsters are being
contained and eliminated as we speak," the reporter said as she stood before a heavily damaged HDA
command center. Fires and small explosions were seen around the structure as gunfire and screams
were heard in the background.
"Oh god, that place looks like a warzone," Kyouko said biting her thumbnail. Falla looked at the
report with worried eyes and slowly sat back.
"Ceal…" she said softly.
"He said he was going to save my sister, what happened?" Rin asked worriedly.
"Reports of monsters running loose in the city have been coming in, with one incident regarding
a car chase taking place inside a local galleria. However HDA officials were quick to report to the scene
and found no traces of these dark creatures in the area. Local officials are working with the HDA to
quarantine the city and begin a large-scale sweep to make sure that nothing of the monster world is
loose," the reporter continued, the video having static and blurring occasionally.
"Please tell me they got out of there," Kyouko said softly as the video showed a torn up mall
from the inside, with damaged HDA trucks and soldiers running around while people were being
evacuated quickly. The feed changed to the reporter outside the damaged HDA command center again
as bright flashes and gunfire were seen around the structure.
"The HDA-… and will continue to-… exterminate these-… no word yet as to-"

The feed cut out and static was seen as the girls watched with surprise. Falla scrambled back to
the set and quickly tried changing the channels, seeing static across every one with the video distorted.
"What the hell, what's with this thing?" Falla yelled out as all the channels showed static. She
yelled out as she shoved the TV back against the wall and held her hands to her face, struggling not to
scream or cry. The TV video feed wavered then cut out completely as Kyouko watched with concern. She
ran over and tried changing the channels, seeing nothing but static on all the channels.
"What happened though? Where's my sister?" Rin asked nervously.
"That's weird, all the channels are out," Kyouko said turning the channel again and again. Falla
looked to the set with worry then over to the window, standing up as yelling was heard outside. The
three girls walked over and saw dozens of other students outside in the courtyard while talking to each
other franticly.
"What's going on?" Falla asked. Kyouko looked back to the TV then to the students outside.
"Something's going on here," she said cautiously. The girls ran out of the room and down the
stairs then outside to seeing other students talking franticly while a few teachers were trying to calm
them down. The three girls pushed their way through the crowd and saw Ms. Nekonome and Ms. Ririko
trying to calm the students down.
"Ms. Nekonome? What's going on?" Falla asked. The cat demon looked to her with a troubled
expression and shook her head.
"Oh dear, I'm sorry Ms. Cii, but… there's a bit of an emergency going on," she said with remorse.
"All of you need to return to your rooms and stay there for the night. Classes are canceled
tomorrow and you will all be allowed to call your parents to leave the academy grounds then," Ms.
Ririko called out. Rin, Falla, and Kyouko glanced to each other worriedly.
"Secret's out," Kyouko said shaking her head.
"They must have heard about the declaration of war," Falla said with remorse.
"I can't go home now, my parents are in the human world!" a girl in back cried out.
"Mine too, where are we supposed to go? We're stuck here now!" a boy yelled out.
"It's too late for us to go back now, what are we supposed to do?" another girl cried out. Rin,
Falla, and Kyouko looked to each other puzzled then to the teachers as they were motioning the crowd
to calm down.
"If your family was located outside the monster world then you'll be allowed to stay here until
further notice," Ms. Ririko called out. She blinked then saw Kyouko standing at the front of the crowd.

"Wait, you… you're that human from before," she said with surprise. The crowd looked to
Kyouko as she jumped a bit.
"Um… yeah," she said cautiously as she glanced around.
"What? She's a human?" a boy said with surprise.
"What's she doing here? Is she one of their undercover agents?" a girl snapped eyeing the
human carefully. Falla glanced around quickly as she kept on guard, not liking the looks her human
friend was getting from the crowd.
"She's here as a guest from the headmaster," the chronofly said looking to the teacher as Rin
held an arm out to back Kyouko away from the crowd, the siren also not liking the harsh looks Kyouko
was receiving. Ms. Ririko looked at the human girl carefully then nodded slowly.
simply.

"Well, I suppose it doesn't matter, not like we could send her back now anyway," she reasoned
"What's that supposed to mean?" Kyouko asked.
"Oh dear, um…" Ms. Nekonome said looking at the human girl.

"Didn't you hear? The monster world has been sealed off from the human world," Ms. Ririko
said shaking her head.
"What?" Rin, Falla, and Kyouko cried out.
"Yes, I'm afraid the dark lords have sealed off the gateways to the human world after your kind
declared war on us," Ms. Nekonome said worriedly.
"Wait, sealed off? You mean… we're trapped here?" Kyouko said with wide eyes.
"But… Ceal's still out there, him and all the others. They can't seal the gateways now; they need
to come back here still!" Falla cried out.
head.

"My sister's still out there, you can't seal the gateways now," Rin pleaded while shaking her

"I'm sorry girls, but it's already done. The dark lords have completely locked down the monster
world until they can figure out what to do about the human race declaring war on us. All passageways
into the human world are now closed off," Ms. Ririko informed with a solemn tone.
"No! No you can't let them do that! My boyfriend's still out there, he was going to bring the
others back here! He's still out in the human world!" Falla cried out shaking her head.
"I'm sorry, but there's nothing we can do," Ms. Nekonome said looking down with remorse.
Kyouko looked at the teacher with wide eyes then down.

‘That's why all the channels cut out; we're sealed off from the human world. We can't go back…’
"How are they going to get back now? You can't do this!" Falla cried out with frustration. Kyouko
looked at her with concern then to the crowd behind her, seeing all the worried and frustrated students.
A few of them glared at the human while others merely looked away to avoid eye contact.
"I'm sorry Ms. Cii, but the decision was made by the dark lords," Ms. Nekonome said with regret.
Falla cried out and looked down while grabbing her hair in frustration.
"No… no! Ceal!" she shouted out shaking her head. Kyouko looked at her friend with remorse
then down.
"But my sister is still out there, the others were going to bring her back. How can they bring her
back if the gateways are closed?" Rin whined as she tried to keep from crying.
"Can't the headmaster open the gateway for a quick second, just to let them back in?" Falla
begged loudly. The teachers shook their heads with sympathetic expressions.
"I'm sorry, but until the dark lords figure out how to deal with this turn of events I'm afraid the
monster world will remain sealed off for our own protection," Ms. Ririko said with a solemn tone. Falla
looked down with closed eyes, worried greatly about her boyfriend. She wasn't sure if he was still alive,
and even if he was he couldn't return to her now.
"No… I can't be separated from him like this, I just got him. I just got him!" she cried out. Kyouko
walked over and held her gently, looking at her friend with worried eyes.
"I'm sure he's fine Falla. You know your boyfriend, he's a tough guy. He and the others just had
to have gotten out of city," she reasoned hopefully.
"But what good is that if they're trapped in the human world?" Falla asked looking to her friend
with watery eyes.
"Let's just stay positive here and keep believing in them, that they're still alive. That's all we can
do now. As long as they're still alive there's hope they'll return," Kyouko said looking to Rin. The siren
nodded slowly and looked down with worried eyes, fearful if her sister eluded execution or not. Falla
held back her sobs and nodded slowly as she wiped her tears away.
"You're right, Ceal isn't some weakling, he doesn't go down easily. Neither are the others, they…
they just have to be alive still. I can't lose faith in them," she said hopefully.
"He's going to come back Falla; he still has to tell you that he loves you right?" Kyouko said with
a small smile. Falla smiled a bit and nodded, hoping to hear those words from the catalyst mage upon
his return.
"Yeah, you're right. Thank you Kyouko, I'm… glad you're here," Falla said looking to her friend
with a bit of relief.

anger.

"Why is that human staying here? She doesn't belong here with us," a girl in the crowd said with

"How could your kind declare war on us like that, we never attacked you!" another girl shouted
out. Kyouko looked at them with worry then down.
"She's probably a spy from the humans, she shouldn't be here at all," a boy said with narrowed
eyes. Kyouko clenched her fists and looked at the student with frustration.
"Hey! I'm no spy, and I never wanted to declare war on you. I wanted your kind to be in our
world, dammit I was friends with the three monsters that went to my school," she declared sternly. She
shook her head and looked down with anger.
"I never wanted any of this. I know monsters can be trusted; I owe my life to one even. The only
ones that shouldn't exist are the HDA, they're the real monsters!" she yelled out. The crowd looked at
her cautiously as the human trembled a bit.
"Why did you come here? This isn't your world," a girl said shaking her head. Kyouko looked to
her with concern.
"Because my own people tried to kill me, I was chased out of my world into this one for trying to
help monsters like you," she said softly. The crowd looked at her with wonder as Kyouko looked down
with concern.
"My own kind… tried to shoot me down all because I sided with the innocent monsters in the
world. Even if the gateway wasn't sealed… I can't go home now, not after how they treated you all. I… I
don't know if I belong there anymore," she said closing her eyes.
"She's an outcast?" another girl in the crowd asked curiously.
"She's here as a guest from the headmaster, not because she's in danger in our world, but
because she's in danger in hers," Falla said looking at the human with concern. Kyouko nodded slowly as
the crowd looked at her curiously. The human then looked around at the crowd with remorse.
"I never wanted this to happen, I wanted peace like you all did. It's all that HDA's fault, they're
the ones that shot first and didn't even bother to ask questions. They're the ones that turned the world
against all of you. They're the ones that are responsible for the gateways being sealed now," she said
with regret. Kyouko looked at her two friends with remorse as the girls were trying to remain hopeful
that their loved ones were still alright, both of them praying that at least the group managed to escape
HDA custody and get out of the human city.
"Well, either way you're stuck here now. You're welcome to stay in the dorm building since the
headmaster has granted you a visit here," Ms. Ririko said while adjusting her glasses then turned
towards the dorm building nearby. Kyouko nodded then looked to the other students.
"I'm sorry, I'm so sorry for what my people did. Please, we really did want peace, but… some
humans… well, they can be real monsters themselves," she pleaded with remorse. The crowd watched

her cautiously as the human girl looked down with closed eyes. From the crowd Saizo walked up to the
girls and looked at the human carefully.
"Just who are you anyway, what's your name girl?" he asked. She looked at him with worry then
glanced away.
"Kyouko Aono," she said softly.
"Aono?" Saizo said with surprise. The entire crowd and teachers looked to her with wide eyes as
the human looked around curiously.
"Yeah, what's wrong?" she asked.
"Did… did she just say Aono?" a boy in the crowd asked.
"No way, it couldn't be," a girl said looking at Kyouko with wonder.
"Are you… are you related to Tsukune Aono?" Saizo asked carefully. The human looked at him
and nodded.
"Yeah, he's my cousin," she said.
"He is?" Saizo said with a jump.
"Did you hear that? She's related to Tsukune Aono," a boy in the crowd said with surprise.
"Oh my god, she's… his cousin," a girl in the crowd said with wonder. Kyouko looked around as
suddenly everybody was staring at her with awe and talking about her.
"What's going on? You all know my cousin?" she asked.
"Know him? He's a freakin' hero! He took down Alucard!" a boy in back cheered out. Falla
blinked then glanced away with a dull expression.
"Well, technically he couldn't have done it without my help, but yeah, sure, let’s give him all the
credit," she said quietly.
"You're related to the famous hero Tsukune Aono?" a girl asked looking at Kyouko with
amazement.
"Oh my, is that true?" Ms. Nekonome said with surprise. Kyouko looked around and nodded as
all eyes were locked onto her.
"Yeah, I am," she admitted. Ms. Ririko stared at the human with wide eyes then jumped a bit.
"Um… oh dear. Say… about before… I'm… really sorry about that. I… wasn't quite myself what
with that damned mirror's influence that day," she said shakily with a nervous smile. Kyouko looked at

her curiously then around as everybody was smiling at her. Saizo looked at the girl with wonder then
smiled coolly.
"Well if you're his cousin, then you're more than welcome here," he said with a nod. The girl
was suddenly rushed by the crowd, all of which surrounded her and stared at the girl with amazement.
"Wow, you're really his cousin? Does that mean he has human relatives, or was he adopted by
humans?" a boy asked with wonder.
smile.

"You can sleep with me in my room tonight, I can bake us cookies," a girl offered with an eager

"No, you can sleep with me, and you can tell me all about your sexy cousin," another girl said
with a blush.
"No way, you can sleep with me babe, I'll make sure to keep you safe here," a boy said flexing
his muscles a bit. Kyouko looked around at the crowd with a stunned expression as everybody was
suddenly begging her to sleep in their rooms tonight. Before she could say a word Saizo pushed them all
back with a fierce grunt.
"Back off already, you're crowding her. Give her some room," he scoffed looking around at the
crowd. He straightened out his shirt then smirked at the human.
"Name's Saizo Komiya, don't worry, you're safe here with me," he said with a twinkle coming
from his smile. Kyouko looked at him with wonder before the boy moved closer and held her close
around the waist, her face taking on a slight blush as the boy smiled coolly at her.
“You can stay here with me, I’ll take real good care of you and keep you safe,” he said proudly.
Kyouko glanced to the arm that was holding her as his hand held her near and caressed her slightly right
under her breast then looked back to him with a blush.
‘Wow… ok, being hit on by a boy monster… um, now what? Oh my god, he’s trying to feel me up,
this… this is so cool; a monster is hitting on me!’
“Really, Saizo was it?” she asked as she smiled timidly at him.
Falla gave the boy a dull expression then crossed her arms.
"Yes Kyouko, meet Saizo, the boy that nearly killed Tsukune on his first day here at Yokai
Academy," she said flatly. Saizo twitched at that then smiled nervously as Kyouko looked at the boy with
narrowed eyes.
"Wait, he nearly did what?" the human asked sternly before pushing his arm off of her and
stepping back.
"That… was just a misunderstanding. Really, it's all water under the bridge for us. We've actually
become best friends here," Saizo said with a nervous chuckle.

"Really? I don't recall him ever mentioning you, or seeing you with him while he was helping to
save the world," Kyouko said crossing her arms. Saizo laughed weakly as Falla cleared her throat, the
boy looking over to her as she narrowed her red eyes at him.
"I appreciate you keeping the crowd from suffocating her, but if you try to touch my friend again
you're going to be in a world of hurt before you can blink," she said firmly. Rin looked at Saizo worriedly
as the boy smiled nervously at the chronofly.
"Hey c'mon now, I'm not doing anything bad here. I'm just trying to be the gentleman here for
the young lady," he said with a simple shrug.
"Right, because orcs are the picture of chivalry and honesty," a boy's voice came from near the
crowd. Everybody looked over to seeing a figure walking up to them. He was slightly taller than Tsukune
in height, dressed with white tennis shoes, black jeans, and a dark green t-shirt with a black denim vest
that was left unzipped in the front. He had short black hair and dark green eyes, the boy raising an
eyebrow at Saizo while he walked closer to him.
"Honestly, you orcs and your unjustified arrogance, nothing but a joke," he scoffed, then
glanced to Kyouko with a blank expression and shrugged a bit.
"Besides, something tells me she doesn't need protection, she seems pretty calm about all this
as far as humans go. Stranded in this world surrounded by monsters, and she's not screaming at all," he
reasoned casually.
"Who are you? Do you go to this school?" Kyouko asked as she saw the boy wasn't wearing the
normal school uniform. He shook his head and looked towards the academy nearby.
"Not really, I was just passing through and saw the commotion," he said without a care.
"I'm sorry, but we don't allow visitors at this hour, not to mention that the school has been
closed down until further notice," Ms. Ririko said adjusting her glasses while eyeing the new boy. He
glanced to her as Kyouko looked at him curiously.
"As I mentioned, I was merely passing through. I have no intention on staying here the night," he
said simply.
"Just who do you think you are insulting me like that? You've got some nerve calling my race a
joke," Saizo said with anger. The other boy looked to him with a dull expression.
"That's what you are orc, don't get mad at me because you can't deal with the truth. Trying to
hit on a girl while claiming to be so noble and just, pathetic," he said flatly. Saizo growled loudly at the
new boy and clenched his fists.
"You little bastard, I'm going to make you eat those words!" he yelled as she swung at the boy
with anger. The newcomer grabbed Saizo's arm and flung him over his head without much effort, the
crowd watching as the newcomer slammed Saizo into the ground behind him. The teachers watched

with a bit of surprise as the new boy merely glanced back to the student that had his upper body dug
into the ground while his legs were twitching in the air.
"Wow, he's strong," Kyouko said with an impressed nod. Rin looked at the student stuck in the
ground with a curious glance then back to the new boy.
"Who are you anyway?" she asked. The newcomer glanced to the girl then back as Saizo
stumbled back up, the boy shifting to his orc form and growling loudly at the newcomer.
"You little punk, you're going to pay for that!" he yelled as he swung his large fist at the boy. The
crowd watched as the newcomer grabbed the fist and held it with one hand, looking at the orc with a bit
of discontent. The large monster swung his other fist at him, the boy again catching it with his other
hand.
"Wow, he's… really strong," Kyouko said with wonder.
"An orc isn't that strong Kyouko, at least not as far as most monsters go," Falla reasoned with a
shrug. She knew physically she couldn't stand up to an orc either, but with her magic she was far above
him regardless. Rin tapped her headphones and looked at the newcomer curiously.
"Did he tell us who he was yet? I blanked out again. Um, when did they start fighting?" she
asked. Kyouko looked at the new boy curiously then smiled a bit.
"So, what kind of monster are you?" she asked. The newcomer shoved Saizo back and just
watched the orc with a bit of annoyance.
"I don't think my type has a name in your world," he said glancing to the human. She watched
him curiously as he shrugged a bit and looked back to the orc that was glaring at him with anger.
"But, I suppose 'hybrid' is a fitting name," he said as large demonic wings spread out behind him.
As they did Falla's eyes widened, the girl staring at the wings with surprise. It wasn't the fact that he had
wings that shocked her, many monsters did after all. It was what the wings looked like that made her
heart skip a beat. They were slightly larger in size than Kurumu's wings, had no feathers, phased through
his clothing unlike Rason's wings did.
And were grayish with a metallic shimmer to them, seeming to be made of metal and flesh
melded together.
"That… that's…" Falla said shaking her head, recognizing that type of appearance from before.
Kyouko and Rin looked to her curiously then back to the newcomer as he arched his wings behind him.
Saizo charged towards him with a punch geared back, the winged boy then darting up into the air in a
flash. Saizo swung his fist and looked around, seeing the winged boy flying around him out of the corner
of his eye before being kicked in the back of the head. He was blasted down into the ground as the
newcomer landed next to him, his wings retracting slightly as he looked at the dazed monster with a dull
glare.

"Seems the only one around here eating anything is you with the dirt," he said simply. Kyouko
looked at the boy with wonder, his wings shimmering slightly from the moonlight as he stood with a
casual stance over the orc that was once again headfirst in the ground.
‘Wow… he's pretty hot for a monster…’
Falla stared at the boy's wings with wide eyes then slowly pointed to them.
"Those wings… they're…" she said shakily.
head.

"So cool," Kyouko said with a soft smile. The winged boy glanced to the girls as Falla shook her

"No, not cool. They're the same as Alucard's!" she cried out. The crowd looked to her with
surprise then to the newcomer while Rin and Kyouko stared at him with wide eyes.
"What? Like Alucard's?" a boy in the crowd said with a jump.
"Wait, they are?" Ms. Ririko said looking at the newcomer carefully. He didn't show any reaction
as he continued to look at Falla with a dull expression. The chronofly stared at the wings with surprise
then at the boy.
"What… what the hell are you?" she asked. Kyouko looked at the boy's wings, remembering the
news broadcast about the large destroyer that was rampaging through the human world. How its skin
had a strange metallic shimmer to it, just the same as the newcomer's wings.
"Just another monster trapped in this world like you," the boy said casually. He then looked
down as Saizo growled with frustration, the orc slowly getting up as he spat out dirt.
"You… I'm going to crush you into the ground and-" he started before the winged boy held out
his right arm towards him, and in doing so a wraith blade extended out from the top of his lower arm
near his wrist. The metallic looking blade was held to Saizo's head, the orc staring at it with wide eyes.
"As foolish as you orcs are, I would seriously recommend rethinking your little strategy. Perhaps
more towards something of a cowardly retreat," the winged boy said while looking down at the orc with
a focused expression. Saizo looked at the blade then to the newcomer with wide eyes as the crowd
watched with wonder. The orc blinked then slowly shifted back into his human form and raised his
hands up defensively.
"Easy now, I was just-"
"You were trying to feel up a girl under the guise of being noble, another cowardly trait you orcs
possess. Now, you’re going to walk away, and if you value your skin you will leave that girl alone," the
winged boy said before retracting his blade and wings. Kyouko stared at him with wonder while a faint
blush formed on her cheeks. Saizo looked at the newcomer carefully then slowly stood up while holding
back his frustrated growl. He glanced to the girls then started walking away as the newcomer merely
watched him leave out of the corner of his eye.

"Are you… one of Alucard's offspring?" a girl in the crowd asked nervously.
"His wings are just like Alucard's, what else would he be?" a boy said cautiously.
"I thought Alucard and all his offspring were killed that day, they were all wiped out by our
heroes," a boy said worriedly. The newcomer showed no reaction to the murmurs and whispering
forming in the crowd regarding him while Falla stared at the boy with a stunned expression.
‘His wings, they look just like the kind from Alucard, no other monster I know has that look to
them. How can that be, what is he?’
"Who are you?" Rin asked curiously. The boy didn't say a word, then turned around and started
walking away. He stopped and glanced back to Kyouko.
"You're fortunate to be on this side of the gateway; after all, humans are the real monsters of
the world. You're far safer here than you were out there," he said simply.
"They're not… all bad," Kyouko said softly with a curious expression at him still. The boy just
looked at her for a moment then back ahead.
"I suppose not, seeing as how the headmaster of this academy is allowing one to stay here," he
said before walking away. Kyouko watched him walk away with a curious eye while Falla just stared at
the boy with disbelief.
"Who was that? …what was that?" Falla asked with a cautious expression. Rin tapped her
headphones and looked around.
"Hey, where did he go?" she asked curiously, the girl's mind lapsing slightly from her damaged
headphones. Kyouko and Falla glanced to each other then ran off after the boy, with the confused siren
looking around quickly before following after her friends. The crowd and teachers watched them go with
wonder as they ran down the worn path towards the academy.
"I wonder what that was about, and who do you supposed that boy was?" Ms. Nekonome asked
curiously.
"I have no idea, I just hope that human girl doesn't inform her cousin about my… less than
professional behavior with her last time we met," Ms. Ririko said worriedly.
Down the worn path the three girls ran quickly in search of the mysterious boy, all of them
looking around quickly through the darkened woods.
"Where is he? Where did he go?" Kyouko asked quickly.
"How should I know? I may have both eyes back but that doesn't mean I can see any better in
the dark," Falla said looking around. Only the red moon above gave any remote light to the surrounding
area, the three girls looking around carefully for any sign of the mysterious boy yet seeing nothing.

"Why are we looking for him?" Rin asked curiously as the three girls stopped and looked around
the rotting forest.
"His wings were just like Alucard's, I want to know what he is and what he's doing here," Falla
said with a firm expression.
"His wings did look similar, but do you really think he has any connection to that thing?" Kyouko
asked as she looked to Falla. The chronofly glanced to her and shook her head.
"I don't know, but I'm going to find out. If he's related to Alucard in anyway, nothing good could
come from it," Falla said looking around the darkened woods with a careful eye.
"What if he is related to Alucard? What if he's that thing's son? What if he becomes another
invincible destroyer and kills us all?" Rin cried out fearfully.
"If he's a threat I'll handle him myself, even if he does have Alucard's blood in him I can take him
down," Falla said with determination.
"Akua and Kahlua have Alucard's blood in them, and they're not evil," Kyouko reasoned.
"If he has Alucard's blood I want to know how and why, that's not something that he would just
find in the monster world," Falla said glancing around carefully.
"He wasn't really a bad guy though, he was only trying to defend me from that orc," Kyouko
pointed out.
"I still want some answers; those wings and his blade, they all looked exactly like those of
Alucard. It's just too… too…" Falla said shaking her head.
"Suspicious," Kyouko finished, looking around the darkened forest curiously.
"What do we do now? We'll never find him in the dark like this, and he could be long gone by
now," Rin asked worriedly. Falla and Kyouko glanced to each other then looked around again at the
darkened woods.
"Well, for now we don't have a choice. All we can do is wait here, and see what happens next,"
Falla said looking up towards the sky. The girls all looked up to seeing a few clouds rolling by in the sky
near the blood red moon. They were stuck in the monster world now while their friends were all
trapped in the human world. They didn't know if the group had escaped the HDA, or even the human
city, and had no way of contacting them as all lines of communication between the two worlds were cut.
And on top of that a strange boy with wings similar to Alucard had appeared, the mysterious monster
raising concern with the isolated girls.
"Please tell me they're ok, just let them at least be ok," Falla said softly.
"With all of them together, I don't think there's anything in the world that could stop them,"
Kyouko reasoned hopefully.

"Except for being trapped in the human world," Rin said worriedly.
"They'll find a way back, they just have to," Falla said hopefully. She closed her eyes and held a
hand over her heart.
‘Ceal… please come back to me.’
"I wonder if they know, I wonder if they know the gateways are closed," Kyouko said softly. Falla
opened her eyes and looked up at the sky, wondering how the group would handle the news of being
trapped in the human world.

"We're trapped here!" Kurumu cried out, sobbing loudly as she was held by Rason.
The group had managed to elude HDA forces and make their getaway out of the city, the large
group of monsters having rescued those that were captured by the human military as prisoners of war.
"This isn't happening… tell me this isn't happening…" Ran whimpered shakily.
They even came across two wandering souls from the heavenly realm, the snow angel Arial and
chronofly angel Complica, both girls having joined the group as they couldn't reenter heaven from the
human world.
"The dark lords sealed off the gateways, we're… stuck here," Ruby said with growing fear.
However their escape did come at a cost. Mizore was nearly killed on the spot from Arial's
wrath, the snow angel furious that anybody other than her was near her precious shadow demon.
Although the snow angel had mercilessly attacked the snow girl in a fit of rage, Mizore's life was saved
by the catalyst mage Ceal. However Arial's act of violence wasn't known to Dark, the shadow demon the
only one of the group that wasn't aware of Arial's true feelings towards him as he had passed out briefly
upon seeing his guardian angel in person.
"This is a nightmare… and it just won't stop," Leon said looking up at the night sky.
Another instance came from the human girl Sandra, who was shot dead during the escape from
HDA soldiers. Sun and the two wandering angels showed remorse and sorrow for losing their friend,
however pushed on so her sacrifice wouldn't be in vain. Although they didn't know her, the rest of the
group did hope that the brave human would have a peaceful afterlife for her noble efforts to help them.
"What do we do now?" Apoch and Astreal asked together worriedly.
Through the gunfire and close calls the large group of monsters had managed to escape the HDA
controlled city and flee towards the monster world for safe refuge. However their escape came to a
quick stop as the gateway into the monster world was no longer in place, the group seeing that they
were still in the human world after traveling through the tunnel that was once a way into their own
realm.

"We panic, that's what we do," Gin said holding Kokoa from behind, the vampire holding his arm
and looking down with fear.
Near the road that led into a tunnel in the mountainside the group had parked their 'borrowed'
escape vehicles near the side of the road and were gathered in an overlook next to the blue sea, the
area having a few benches over by the railing above the cliffside.
"Why did the dark lords do that? Don't they know there are still monsters here in the human
world?" Ahakon asked worriedly.
"They know that, but they also know that mankind outnumbers and overpowers the monster
world by far. They sealed the gateways to prevent the fall of the monster realm," Razico said looking out
at the blue sea with a distant gaze.
"What do we do now, we're trapped here," Yukari said shaking her head. Rason growled a bit
then looked to Gabriel.
"Alright Gabriel. I want answers, now," he demanded walking towards his comrade. The
redheaded angel looked at him worriedly as Dark walked up towards him with Arial holding onto the
demon's hand tightly.
"You said you had more to tell us, what more has been going wrong today besides you letting
these two out of heaven where they could be wiped from existence forever?" Dark demanded with a
tone of anger. Gabriel looked at them nervously then glanced to Ruby, the witch nodding then looking
towards her friends.
"I'm afraid… today has been a bad day," she said with remorse.
"A bad day?" Kurumu said in disbelief. She shook her head and marched up to the witch.
"We've been arrested, shot at, chased, and hunted down like criminals. We've been through
HELL Ruby! Today isn't a 'bad day', today's a fucking nightmare!" she yelled out.
"A human girl gave her life today trying to save us, I want to know why she had to die," Moka
said looking towards Sun with concern, the siren looking down with remorse.
"What happened to Falla's school? And the city? Why did the humans arrest all of us?" Mizore
asked. Rason grabbed Gabriel by the collar and lifted him up.
"Talk Gabriel! I'm in no mood for any more waiting, I want to know what the hell is going on
right now!" he yelled out.
"Ok! I'll explain everything, really! Just… put me down!" Gabriel pleaded. Rason dropped the boy
onto his feet and crossed his arms. Gabriel looked at him worriedly then down with remorse.
"Alright, it's just… I'm not sure where to begin," he said looking towards Render and Leon, then
over to Ruby.

"How did this all start?" Yukari asked. Gabriel nodded then gestured towards Render and Leon,
all eyes switching to them as Apoch and Astreal stood by their boyfriends.
"Ok, so here's the deal. Shit went down, and it kinda… got out of control," Render said with a
shrug. The group just looked at him as Leon shook his head while looking up.
"They're going to need more than that Render," he said tiredly. Apoch and Astreal stepped
forward and looked towards Moka's group with concern. They explained that Jovian, Jacqueline, and
Falla's darker self showed up at their school, how the evil witches used them to try to steal from the two
hunters while Falla's other self tortured the good version of herself. As they explained why the school
was destroyed and how, Moka's group stared at them with shock along with Sun, Fang Fang, Arial, and
Complica.
"Jovian and Jacqueline? They came back again?" Yukari cried out.
"Those two… came back? With the other Falla?" Moka asked in disbelief.
"How… how did they…" Rason said looking to Gabriel.
"I don't understand, what was it they wanted to steal from you two?" Ahakon asked looking at
Render and Leon. The two hunters explained what they were after along with Razico and Ceal, the
legendary relic Pandora's Box. How unlocking it would unleash the monsters long since sealed away by
the Almighty, and if the monsters could be beaten back then a single wish could be granted. They
explained that the three dark souls from hell wanted the box to wish for their lives back, since they were
disembodied souls like Arial and Complica. The group listened with stunned expressions as the hunters
told them that they killed the three evil girls, with Render and Leon dispatching the S-Class sisters for
good while Falla dueled with herself and won… after their battle demolished the surrounding area.
Complica stared at the two hunters with amazement then looked down, stunned to hear how her sister
had literally 'fought her inner demon' and won.
at him.

"So… any questions so far?" Render asked. Rason slowly raised his hand up and Render nodded
"What… the… hell?" Rason said looking at the other group with wide eyes.
"That's how that city got destroyed? Falla and… Falla did that?" Moka said with disbelief.

"You're going to unlock something that has monsters sealed away by the Almighty? Are you out
of your mind?" Yukari cried out.
"I think I'm going to be sick… I'm going to throw up… I just know it," Kurumu said weakly as she
felt her knees wobble a bit. Render looked around at them and smiled nervously.
"Um… the box is actually safe. Ceal's family has opened it plenty of times in the past, so it's
cool," he reassured looking to the catalyst mage. The group looked to Ceal as he was just standing off to
the side with a blank expression. Complica was still standing next to him, holding his human hand tightly
while her bat was still in the SUV.

"Just who the hell are you anyway? You're a dragon slayer, a necro monster's owner, and Falla's
boyfriend? Where the hell did you even come from?" Kurumu said looking at the catalyst mage. Render
and Leon explained how Apoch and Astreal were shot in the hearts in the human world by the HDA, and
how Ceal kept them alive with his magic. How the group fled the human world back to Yokai Academy
where Ceal used the remains of the deceased witch sisters to regenerate new hearts for the witches.
They also explained why Ceal had his demonic hand, how his wish to kill Fafnir backfired and took his
hand while making the dragon immortal to all others. They even told the group how the catalyst mage
had not only restored Falla's mind and magic, but also how he managed to put her back together after
her darker self had torn her apart, and even gave the girl her eye back from her darker self. Complica
stared at the catalyst mage with awe, stunned to hear what kind of boyfriend her sister had.
"You… gave Falla her eye back?" Moka asked with even more disbelief. Ceal merely nodded as
the group stared at the mage.
"I… don't believe it. I can't believe any of this, this is… crazy!" Kurumu cried out.
"Is this true?" Rason asked looking to Ruby. The witch nodded and looked at Ceal curiously.
"Yes, I saw her myself back at the academy. She's as good as new again and has full control over
her magic with no trace of her dementia. He really did heal her," she said in wonder. Moka looked at the
mage with surprise then down.
"I… I don't know where to begin with all this…" she said as her eyes darted around a bit.
"Well… if you have any questions so far I'd recommend asking them now, there's still… more to
tell," Render said carefully. The group looked to him as he and Leon glanced to Ruby. The witch nodded
as all eyes fell on her.
"I'm afraid as good as that bit of news is to hear, our remaining report gets much worse. The
humans didn't take Falla's little duel too well, and… the HDA used the incident to declare war on the
monster world," she said with remorse.
"War?" Moka cried out.
"No… they didn't…" Rason said quietly. Ruby nodded and looked down with remorse.
"With Jovian, Jacqueline, and the dark Falla attacking people in plain sight like that, and all
caught on camera, the humans have revoked the peace treaty," she said shaking her head. Moka
covered her mouth and shook her head as Kurumu and Mizore looked down with stunned expressions.
"No… this isn't happening," Yukari said as she started to cry, being held by Ahakon who was
trying not to freak out.
"That's… that's why they arrested us?" Ran asked. Razico nodded and looked at Moka's group.
"You all showing up there was bad timing, they accused the 'heroes that defeated Alucard' of
the whole mess," he said with regret.

"Wait, heroes of Alucard?" Fang Fang said looking at the group with wide eyes. Gin glanced to
him and nodded.
"Yeah… that… was us," he admitted with a shrug. Again Sun stared at him with wonder as Kokoa
glanced to her with annoyance. Fang Fang looked at them with surprise then up with wonder.
"Well… today is certainly one of those days," he said with a nervous laugh. Arial held onto Dark's
arm tightly, knowing that her demon was one of those heroes and loving the fact even more.
"I'm going to start with the most prominent question at the moment; how did those three even
come back? They were dead, and as far as I would have guessed they should have been down in hell,"
Dark said looking to Gabriel. The angel nodded with a worried expression, knowing what this was going
to lead to. He then looked to Ran with concern.
"Your old master sent them," he said. The group looked to Ran as she went wide eyed at that.
"My… old master?" she asked nervously. Gabriel nodded with a worried expression.
"Yes, he pulled their souls out of hell and sent them into the human world. Whatever he is… he
defied the laws of life somehow," he explained with remorse. Ran looked at him a stunned expression
then down with even more fear than before. Sun and Fang Fang looked at the siren curiously as she
trembled a bit, the girl then jumping and looking to Gabriel.
"Wait… then… that means…" she said shakily. Gabriel nodded as the group looked back to him.
"He sent them there, after Falla," he said looking to Rason. The blonde haired angel looked
down with frustration as that was something he feared would be true.
"Oh no, we were too late," Yukari said with fear.
"We were right, he found out about her. He tried to… wait, but Falla's other self tried to kill her.
I thought she would have wanted to take her alive," Kurumu said looking at Gabriel with a confused
expression.
"She originally was going to, but she and those other witches wanted freedom more, so they
tried to go after Pandora's Box instead of taking Falla back alive," Leon explained.
"We were too late, we couldn't save her in time," Moka said looking down.
"Save her in time?" Fang Fang asked. Moka nodded and looked to him.
"Our friend Falla is a powerful monster, but she's also one of the last of her kind. Ran's old
master wants to find her to-" she said worriedly, then blinked and slowly glanced to Complica, the
chronofly looking at her with worried eyes.
"Wait, you mean those dark monsters want to take away my other sister too?" she asked
nervously. Moka's group looked at her with surprise as the chronofly tried not to cry. The girl

whimpered and shook her head as she held onto Ceal's hand tightly. The group turned to Gabriel as he
was looking down with a pained expression.
"Gabriel, what is she talking about, what-" Rason said before halting in place, the angel then
looking at Gabriel with a careful eye. After a pause he narrowed his eyes at Gabriel.
"Gabriel, where's Luna?" he asked slowly. Moka's group jumped a bit and watched Gabriel as
the angel continued to look down at the ground.
"Gabriel? Where is Luna?" Rason asked sternly. Gabriel slowly looked up to him with a
remorseful expression.
Gabriel.

"I'm sorry Rason," he said softly. Moka's group went wide eyed at that as Rason walked closer to

"Gabriel. Where. Is. She?" he demanded with anger. Gabriel looked at Complica with remorse as
the chronofly was whimpering.
"She's still in heaven right? She's still safe, right?" Rason asked with clenched fists. Gabriel
closed his eyes and slowly shook his head. Rason looked at him with wide eyes then grabbed him by the
collar and lifted him up.
"Where is SHE?" he yelled out with anger. The group looked to Complica as she started to cry,
the girl burying her face into Ceal's side as the boy held her gently with one arm. The mage glanced
down to her then back to Rason.
"Take one guess angel," he said solemnly. Rason looked at him with shock then to Gabriel.
"The anomaly in heaven… the one the Almighty wanted her to look at… it was… a rift… into that
world," Gabriel said shakily. Kurumu and Moka held hands over their mouths with a gasp as Ran stared
at the angel with fright.
"She… she went in there?" the siren asked fearfully. Gabriel looked at Rason with a pained
expression and nodded.
"She… volunteered to check it out. She flew into it days ago, and…" he said before he closed his
eyes and shook his head. Rason growled as his eyes started to glow, glaring at Gabriel with rage.
"Gabriel…" he said with great anger. The redheaded angel looked back to him with remorse.
"She never came out," he said sadly.
WHAM!
Gabriel flew back and crashed down through the pavement, coming to a halt after he tore up
the ground from the powerful strike by Rason. The group looked to the furious angel as he trembled
with both anger and devastation.

"You… sent Luna… IN THERE?" he yelled out as his wings ripped out from behind him, the group
seeing the brightly glowing wings from the angel as his shirts flew off in tatters.
"I'm sorry Rason; we didn't know what it was. The Almighty had no idea either; it wasn't
anything of his design. That's why he asked Luna to look at it; we thought it was another rift in time. We
thought she could fix it," Gabriel groaned out as he slowly stood back up. Rason yelled out with anger as
he clenched his fists, then struck down at the ground and shattered the pavement beneath him. The
group watched as he yelled out in agony, the boy unable to bear the thought of his friend being used as
a breeder for this dark monster.
"LUNA!" Kurumu screamed looking up at the sky with horror and grabbing her hair.
"Oh god, NO!" Moka cried out holding her hands to her head.
"She's going to be… she's going to be…" Ran said shaking her head with fright.
"What? What's going to happen to my sister?" Complica asked looking around with tears in her
eyes. The group looked to her as she shook her head while whimpering.
"What's going to happen to her? Tell me! What's going to happen to my sister? What’s going to
happen to her?" she cried out. Everybody looked at her with remorse as the chronofly held onto Ceal's
hand tightly. The mage glanced down to her with a gentle eye then away.
"She'll be kept in the darkness Complica… alone," he said softly. Complica looked at him
worriedly as the group watched the young chronofly angel. Everybody except Sun, Arial, and Fang Fang
knew that Luna wouldn't be alone in the darkness at all, how she would be used as a breeder for more
chronoflies.
"No… Luna…" Yukari whimpered as her eyes started to water. Rason growled heavily then
looked to Gabriel.
"We need to go after her, right now!" he yelled out.
"Let's go, we need to get her out of there right away," Kurumu said as her wings sprang out from
behind her.
"Take me up there Gabriel; take me to that rift right now!" Rason shouted out. Gabriel looked at
him with worry then up at the night sky.
"You guys might need a bit more help getting her out of there, who knows how many bad guys
you're going to run into there," Render mentioned cautiously.
"I don't care!" Rason shouted out at him, the battlemage backing up while holding his hands
defensively.
"There's so many of them, so many in that world," Arial said shaking her head. The group looked
to her with surprise as Complica nodded in agreement.

"They're all so dark and scary and there's so many of them," the chronofly whimpered.
"Wait, you two were there? You two were in this dark world?" Moka asked with surprise.
"Arial? You went into that place?" Dark asked with concern. The snow angel looked up at him
worriedly.
"I didn't want to go there; I wanted to come down here with you. I overheard Gabriel talking
about the rift and thought I could come back down here through it. But… when I went through it there
was just… just…" she trailed off looking down.
the sky.

"Darkness," Ran said softly. The group looked to the siren as she was looking up at the stars in

"Dark clouds, shadows everywhere, no light, nothing but darkness," she said softly. She looked
to the two young angels with worry.
"That was where I was kept prisoner with my sisters for so long. Whatever you saw, however
many you thought you could make out in the darkness, it was nothing but a small fraction of what he
has. He has countless minions at his disposal from all over the human and monster worlds," she said
with regret.
"He does?" Complica asked worriedly.
"Ran and her sisters were once this evil bastard's slaves, he used them to charm legions of
warriors into joining his army," Kurumu said with frustration.
"That means… Luna's surrounded by hundreds of these dark monsters," Ruby said with worry.
Ran shook her head with a frightful expression.
"Thousands even. You'll never get to her, not even close. It was a miracle you two got out of
there alive at all," she said looking to the young angels.
"Dammit! We need to get her out of there now!" Rason yelled out into the air. The group looked
at him with worried expressions as the angel tried to control his anger.
"We will Rason, we'll figure out something to save her. I promise," Gabriel said while looking
down with a pained expression. The thought of Luna being raped and violated in the dark world was
causing the angel great pain as well. Rason looked to him with anger, growling loudly as he clenched his
fists. He then looked down with closed eyes as Kurumu held him from behind, the girl crying softly and
holding her angel close.
"Luna…" Rason said with sorrow as he trembled a bit, the glow from his wings and eyes slowly
dying down.
"We'll get her back… we'll get her back Rason," Kurumu said before she started sobbing, crying
into the angel's back while Moka's group looked down with pained expressions. They had no idea that

this entire time Luna had already been captured by the dark being. Ahakon slowly glanced over to Arial
then looked at her curiously.
"But how did you get down here from there though?" he asked the young angel. Arial shrugged
and looked up at the sky.
"I just flew down through the clouds, and ended up here in this world," she said softly.
"Me too, that's how I got trapped down here as well. I flew down through the dark clouds, but I
couldn't go back up through them," Complica said worriedly.
"So this dark world… it's above us?" Moka asked looking up at the sky.
"Wherever it is, it's between the heavenly realm and the human world. There is a rift that's
remained open in heaven, however the rift into the human world is inconsistent, it’s disappearing and
reappearing around randomly," Gabriel explained.
"That somewhat explains how these two got down here, but that makes me even more worried
that an army of dark monsters could be raining down on us from above at any time," Ruby said looking
up at the sky with a bit of fear.
"Nothing has come out of the rift in heaven, neither from the dark world or one of our own,"
Gabriel said with regret. Arial nodded and looked up at the sky.
"Only one of them chased me out when I left, it followed me all the way down to the ground
before I got too hot. That's when I met Sun, she saved me," she said looking to the siren. The snow angel
jumped then looked at the siren worriedly.
"Wait, that's right. Those dark monsters, they kept coming after her. They kept trying to take
her away as well," she said. The group turned to Sun as she looked around worriedly.
"They did? Why?" Moka asked.
"That's what I want to know," Ceal said coldly. The group looked at him as he walked closer
towards Sun.
"Alright, everybody knows what's going on now. I've waited long enough for my own answers.
Now, what are you girl? What makes you so special that this monster sends minions and dragons after
you? I want to know what the hell you are right now," he said sternly. Sun looked at him nervously then
wrote down something on her pad to show him.
I'm just a siren, I'm nothing special.
Ceal read the pad then looked at the girl carefully.
"Why is it you never speak? You always write down everything on that pad, why?" he asked.

"She has to, her voice is too powerful to use with us nearby," Gin said looking at his friend.
Kokoa looked at him curiously then to Sun.
"Her voice is too powerful?" she asked cautiously.
"Yes, she's a siren, and her voice has always been extremely powerful, even when speaking
normally. She uses that pad to talk to people around her for their own protection," Gin explained as Sun
looked at him with a gentle expression.
"She's a siren too?" Ran asked. Sun looked at the girl curiously and pointed to her. Gin nodded
and glanced to Ran.
"Yeah, and as if that wasn't a coincidence enough, her last name is Otonashi as well. I thought
she was your other sister when you girls came to the academy," he said. The two sirens looked at each
other with surprise as the group looked between them.
"You have my last name?" Ran asked. Sun just looked at the other siren puzzled and nodded
slowly. Ceal growled and dark tentacles started to slink up and around the group. Everybody looked
around at the limbs then back to Ceal as he glared at Sun.
"You're not just a siren girl. Whoever this dark being is he wouldn't send a dragon after you for
no reason. I want an answer right now as to why he wants you," he demanded.
"Start talking right now," Kokoa ordered with a glare at the siren. Sun looked at her and shook
her head while shrugging. Kokoa growled and clenched her fists.
"Then start writing, I don't care. You kissed my boyfriend, there was a dragon chasing you in that
city, I want a goddamned explanation right now; just who the HELL ARE YOU?" she yelled out with
anger. Sun looked at her worriedly then to Ceal as the boy was growling a bit.
coldly.

"I'm losing my patience siren, and you will not enjoy my company when that happens," he said

"Seeing as how he's just a ray of sunshine when his patience isn't being lost, I suggest you give
him an answer right now," Render suggested glancing to the catalyst mage then to the silent siren. Sun
showed a fearful expression and wrote down something quickly then showed everybody.
I honestly don't know why this monster is after me, I'm really nothing special. I'm just a siren
who worked at a human inn; I never did anything to provoke anyone coming after me.
"He's sending quite a lot of dangerous creatures after you, you're obviously worth something to
him," Dark said cautiously.
"Well it can't be because she's a siren, I mean Ran's a siren and the dragon didn't go after her at
all," Ahakon reasoned looking to Ran.

"Ran and her sisters haven't been targeted at all since they were freed, this monster doesn't
seem as interested getting them back as he does getting her," Mizore said looking at Sun curiously.
"Sun killed a few monsters that came after her, the same ones I saw in that creepy place.
Whoever's in charge there wants her badly," Arial said looking at Sun with concern.
"Just how powerful is her voice? I mean if she can't talk without hurting us maybe that's why
this monster wants her," Fang Fang asked curiously. Sun looked around then wrote down something
else.
My voice is powerful yes, but I still don't think that makes me that special. Besides I never use it,
I've always kept quiet to protect those around me.
"I've never heard of a siren having to keep quiet for the protection of others," Ran said
curiously. She looked at the girl carefully then tilted her head.
"How is it you have my last name anyway? Where did you come from?" she asked. Sun looked at
her then wrote down something on her pad.
Well I was alone most of my life, I never had any parents and I only knew my first name. I
thought the family name I took was no longer in use.
Ran looked at her puzzled and shook her head.
"You… knew of my family name? How?" she asked. Sun wrote down something else then
showed her.
I adopted it after leaving a village of sirens deep in the forest, I heard the family was killed the
night before and I really liked the sound of the name. So I just started using it, I wasn't aware the family
had living members still.
Ran watched her carefully as the group looked to her.
"Wait… a village of sirens… deep in a forest?" she asked cautiously. Sun nodded then wrote
down something more.
Yes, of course I stumbled across it at a bad time as the entire area was nearly leveled to the
ground in a vicious storm.
Ran looked at the siren with wide eyes then slowly pointed to her.
"You… you were there? You were there that night?" she asked looking at Sun carefully. The
silent siren nodded and looked at her curiously, then wrote down something else.
Yes, are you alright?

Ran stared at the siren with wide eyes, the images of the horrible night flashing before her
again. How she saw the shadowy figure flying before her, the one that had feathered wings, long hair,
and a long flowing dress. How the mystery monster cast out fire and chaos all around that annihilated
her village and killed her parents. How the monster used high pitched sounds and shrieks with powerful
magic.
"It was you…" Ran said under her breath. Sun tilted her head curiously as the group watched
Ran, the siren staring at Sun with shock.
"It… was you… it was you!" she yelled out with rage. Sun backed up worriedly as Ran clenched
her fists.
"Ran, what is it?" Moka asked worriedly.
"You were the monster I saw that night… it was you! You were the one that destroyed my home;
you were the one that destroyed everything! YOU KILLED MY PARENTS!" Ran screamed before she
dashed forward and tackled Sun to the ground. The group watched with surprise as Ran started choking
Sun with fury, the silent siren's legs kicking around from under her.
"You killed my family! You destroyed my village! It was you! It was you that took everything
from me!" Ran screamed with anger.
"Ran stop! Let her go!" Gin yelled out running over and yanking the furious siren off of his
friend. Sun coughed weakly as Arial and Complica rushed over to her, the siren looking at Ran with
surprise as the girl was screaming and trying to claw at her still.
"She killed my family! I saw her! I saw her!" she yelled out. Sun slowly stood up before black
tentacles grabbed her by the arms and waist, the girl being lifted up into the air as Arial and Complica
watched with surprise.
"Ceal stop! Put her down!" Gin called out to the catalyst mage.
"Don't hurt her, please!" Complica begged.
"Let her go now!" Arial yelled out at the mage. Ceal walked up towards the surprised siren and
glared at her.
"No more lies siren, either you start giving me the answers I want or I'll end your life right here
and now," he said coldly.
"Stop Ceal, let her go now!" Gin called out as she tried to hold Ran back still, the girl trying to
charge Sun with fury and tears in her eyes. Kokoa growled and stepped forward.
"Kou, transform now," she ordered sternly, the bat squeaking then shifting into a large morning
star. The group looked to her with concern as the vampire glared at Sun while grabbing her oversized
weapon.

"What kind of bat is that?" Fang Fang asked curiously.
"So, you're a murderer huh?" Kokoa snapped with discontent at the silent siren. Sun shook her
head quickly as the group looked back to her.
"She's not a murderer, put her down right now!" Arial yelled out, the ground around her
freezing over as her hair frosted over slightly.
"She killed my family! I saw her! I saw her destroy my village!" Ran cried out as she broke down
into tears, still trying to charge Sun with vicious swipes of her hands. Arial looked at her with a careful
glance then back to Sun with concern. Gin looked at Ran with worry then to Sun as the siren was bound
by the dark limbs.
"Sun, what is she talking about? You never killed anyone, right?" he asked. Sun shook her head
at him then looked to Ceal with fear as the boy glared at her. He reached down and picked up her
sketchpad then held it out as the tentacles holding her arms loosened.
"I'll give you one chance to explain yourself. If I don't like your answer, this is the end of the line
for you," he said coldly. Sun looked at him nervously then grabbed the sketchpad, shakily writing
something down. Ran stopped moving and watched her as did everybody, the group waiting to hear
how the silent siren would defend herself from the accusation of being Ran's family killer. The siren
wrote down something and quickly showed Ceal.
I was there but I wasn't the one that caused that place to be destroyed. There was another that
was going wild and using very destructive magic.
"Another?" Ceal asked flatly with a raised eyebrow. A black tentacle wavered around behind the
siren then wrapped around her neck, the girl staring with wide eyes at Ceal as the dark limb tightened a
bit.
"Is that the best defense you've got? Blaming somebody else for what you did?" Kokoa growled
as she glared at the siren.
"It was you! I saw you destroying everything! My village, my home, my parents, you took
everything from me!" Ran cried out as she tried not to break down completely. Sun shook her head and
hastily wrote down something else.
I tried to stop the one responsible for the village's destruction, but I was knocked out during the
fight. I couldn't stop her from destroying everything, even with all my power.
Ceal read the pad then glared at the siren.
"Really, and just who was it that you tried to stop then? If you're so powerful with your voice
who was it that you lost to?" he asked as Kokoa glared at the siren while gripping her weapon tightly.
Sun shakily wrote down something else as everybody watched her carefully. The girl then showed the
pad to Ceal with a worried expression. The mage read the pad then growled a bit, then glanced to Sun
with cold eyes. Kokoa read the pad then jumped with surprise.

"No…" she said looking to Sun. The siren looked at them worriedly while she was bound by the
dark limbs.
"What did she say?" Gin asked as Ran watched the siren with anger and frustration. Ceal
grabbed the pad and looked at it carefully then back to the siren. Moka walked over and looked at the
pad then gasped.
"Oh no…" she said looking at the writing with wide eyes.
"Moka? What is it?" Ruby asked.
"What did she say?" Ran asked with anger. Moka glanced back to her then to the pad, then read
aloud what Sun had written down, what the siren claimed to be the true destroyer of the village that
night.
"A siren wearing headphones."

Chapter 11
A Siren’s Desire
Up in the skies of Paradise a few clouds were gently rolling by, the blue and green colors of the
sky seeming to meld and shift around while streaks of yellow light swirled by as if outlined by the wind
itself. Deep in the lush forest of the strange land Ren was looking up at the lights in the sky with a calm
gaze, leaning against a tree while humming a gentle tune to herself. She slowly glanced over to the side,
blushing a bit as there were a few large bushes separating where she was and where a boy was in a
small spring by a waterfall. The water was falling down from a nearby cliffside in a small stream causing
a slight rainbow to shimmer above the clean water below. Although he was now a full blooded vampire
Tsukune did not share the weakness to water in the least, something he was thankful for as he was
leaning back against the edge of the spring while breathing out calmly. On the rocks nearby his clothes
were folded and set aside while he took this moment to relax and wash himself the best he could while
in his isolation. He looked down to his rosary that was attached to his wrist, watching it glitter slightly in
the sunlight as he tilted it slightly.
‘I would gladly trade away my immunity to water to be rid of this bloodlust. If only I was dealt
such a lucky throw by fate.’
He sighed and slowly moved over toward the waterfall and let the water douse his upper body,
washing the sweat, dirt, and blood off of his body and hair the best he could while thinking of his
girlfriend that would be waiting for him back in the monster world. As he did a set of eyes were peeking
through a bush, with the branches shifting a bit as a girl was fidgeting while watching the boy bathe in
the spring.
"Tsukune…" Ren said with a blush and soft smile, kneeling down in the bush as she watched the
vampire bathe in the falling water. She gulped and stared at his body with wonder, getting a full view of
his muscle and figure while a rainbow shimmered above him.
‘What I wouldn't give to bathe with him… or to bathe him. Maybe… if I ask nicely…’
She shook her head violently then looked back at the boy in the spring with worry.
‘No, there's no way he'll allow me to do so now. He's too much of a gentleman to do that.
Besides, I'm sure he's still thinking of… her.’
world.

She bit her lip and clenched her fists slightly, remembering the image of Moka from the monster

‘It's all her fault. She did this to him, and now… he's stuck here dealing with this horrible plague.
That damned vampire, she doesn't deserve somebody as incredible as Tsukune.’
She slowly looked down and closed her eyes, then backed away behind the bush as she sat
down on her knees.

her…’

‘How can he still think about her after what she did? If it wasn't for her blood… if it wasn't for

"Moka…" she hissed silently, feeling anger towards the pink haired vampire that gave Tsukune
her blood. She had been informed by both Ruby and Tsukune that all the vampire sisters did indeed give
their blood to save him; however she couldn't help but feel anger towards Moka after Tsukune had
fallen victim to this condition, especially with Moka still keeping him to herself even though she was the
initial cause to Tsukune's change into a vampire. Ren breathed out slowly and then looked down with a
worried expression.
"Tsukune…" she said softly.
"Ren?" Tsukune's voice called out. The girl jumped a good foot in the air then quickly spun
around to have her back against the bush.
"Y-Y-Yes?" she stuttered out.
"What are you doing over there?" Tsukune called out. Ren gulped and looked up nervously.
"I… was just coming to see if you were ok. I didn't look, I swear! Really, I was just… wondering
how your bath was," she said with a small smile. She glanced back then forward again.
"Do you need me to do anything to you? Ah! I mean, do you need me to do anything for you
now? I mean, help with the bath, not with… no! I meant, do you need anything?" she said erratically,
then clonked herself on the head as she tried to talk straight. There was a pause as Ren looked down at
the ground with a deep blush.
‘For god's sake, I'm a siren! How can I not talk correctly like this, speaking perfectly is what we're
supposed to do!’
"I'm alright; did you want to get cleaned up in the spring now?" Tsukune asked. Ren blinked
then looked ahead with wide eyes.
"C-C-Cleaned up… now?" she stammered out.
"Yeah, the water is great and feels relaxing, no need for you not to enjoy it. Besides, I'm sure
you'd be glad to get cleaned up as well," Tsukune said with a small laugh. Ren tried to keep her thoughts
straight, which she was having the utmost difficulty doing.
"Yeah, I'd love to get cleaned up with you. No! I mean, I would love to get cleaned up because
I'm so dirty with you, no I mean because I must look horrible to you. No! That's not what I meant!" she
said as she hit herself repeatedly on the head.
‘For fuck's sake just talk right! You're making yourself out to be some sort of idiot!’
Tsukune just looked over towards the bush where he heard Ren muttering loudly with a curious
expression then smiled a bit.

"Are you alright?" he asked with some concern. Ren froze then slowly regained herself.
"Yes, I'm alright. Um… are you… are you finished then?" she asked with a deep blush.
"Almost, just give me a second to get changed then I'll give you your privacy so you can come
in," Tsukune said with a friendly tone. Ren smiled softly and held a hand to her cheek, then said the first
thing that came to her mind.
out.

"You don't have to leave for me Tsukune, I don't mind," she said softly. She gasped then cried

"No! I didn't mean that!" she yelled before she whacked her forehead against a tree in
frustration… then promptly dropped to the ground in a daze. Her world was spinning from her strike to
her own head, the girl rolling onto her back as the sky was a blur with the trees around her.
"Ren? Ren!" Tsukune's voice was heard, his words seeming to echo faintly. She saw the boy
leaning over her quickly, his expression of concern as he shook her a bit.
"Ren? What happened? Are you ok?" he asked, his words fading in and out as her eyes slowly
focused.
"Yeah… um… I'm fine," she said as she blinked a few times. She groaned as she held a hand to
her head, feeling a lump forming already.
‘What is wrong with me? I've never been this much of a ditz before, I'm acting more so than Rin!’
She blinked then slowly realized that she was being carried, and then looked to seeing Tsukune
holding her in his arms and walking towards the spring.
"Ts… Tsukune?" she said shakily, then slowly glanced down to see that he still had no shirt on.
She trembled a bit then slowly glanced down more, not being able to tell if he had pants on or not. He
looked at her worriedly as she blushed even more.
"Your face looks red, are you feeling alright? You look like you're burning up," he said with
concern. She looked at him with timid eyes as words completely failed her.
‘If you're not wearing pants right now… I think I'm going to lose it.’
"I… uh… you… I…" she stuttered weakly. He looked at her worriedly then slowly set her down by
the water, the siren looking at him with timid eyes the entire time while seeming unable to speak. She
glanced to the water then back up to him, trying not to look down to see if he had any pants on or not in
fear that if he didn't she would probably lose all self-control. The boy leaned in closely and examined her
head, the girl feeling her throat dry up a bit.
spring.

"What… what are you doing?" she asked shakily. He smiled then reached down towards the

"It's alright, the water isn't cold or anything," he said as he got a handful and gently rubbed it on
her forehead, the girl seeming to freeze in place as he washed off a bit of blood.
"What hit you? You're bleeding," he asked with concern. She blinked then glanced up to her
forehead, feeling a small amount of pain from the bruise.
"Um… a coconut," she said quickly. Tsukune looked at her puzzled then over towards the tree.
"A coconut? Here? Weird, I didn't see any around," he said looking around curiously.
"Tsukune… are you… not wearing… any…" Ren asked shakily, trying to keep eye contact as he
looked back to her with an amused smile.
"Relax Ren; I put my underwear on when I jumped out. It's alright," he said gently. She smiled a
bit then glanced down, seeing that he had white briefs on. She gulped then slowly looked back to him,
the girl's eye twitching a bit as she could easily tell what was in his pants. He looked at her worriedly as
she turned a deeper shade of red.
"Ren? What's wrong? You don't look so well," he said worriedly. She shook her head quickly
then looked down to the water.
"No, I'm fine. Just… a little hot. That's all," she reasoned hastily. Tsukune nodded then stood up.
"Well ok then, I'm going to go finish getting changed. The water's all yours Ren, why don't you
relax a bit while I stand guard nearby," he said with a gentle smile. The siren just looked at the water
then glanced up to him.
"By… myself?" she asked softly. He looked at her curiously then around.
"I won't be too far off, just call out my name if you need something," he said with a shrug. She
just looked at him for a moment then down to the water. She glanced away then wavered a bit, then fell
into the water with a splash. Tsukune jumped a bit then watched as Ren surfaced while coughing and
moving around a bit.
"Ren? Ren what's wrong?" he asked as he quickly jumped in and helped the girl stay above the
water. She coughed a bit and glanced away.
"Sorry… just a little dizzy still. Don't worry about me," she said softly. Tsukune looked at her
worriedly then slowly brought her back to the edge of the spring, lifting her up and sitting her down on
the edge. Ren's hat dripped with water while her hair was wet. Her legs and feet were wet and
submerged in the water while her skirt and t-shirt were soaked… which gave the boy a clear view of her
black bra. He jumped then quickly spun around as she blushed more.
"Sorry! Um… maybe you should lie down for a bit then. I'll… get changed then watch over you
while you rest… from over in those trees," he said as he started to move around her. The girl quickly
grabbed his shoulders and pulled him closer, the boy then being held from behind by the siren as she
shook her head.

"But I need to get cleaned up still… I'm still so… dirty," she said hugging the boy closer to her. He
trembled a bit as he could easily feel her breasts pushing against his back, while her arms held him
around his shoulders.
"You can get cleaned up when you're feeling better Ren, its ok; we'll just rest here for a while-"
"No, we can't waste the whole day on my account Tsukune. Besides there's no telling how long
before the weather changes on us again, or when we might be ambushed by more of the locals," Ren
said worriedly.
"But Ren, if you're feeling weak or dizzy you should lie down. I'll keep you safe from anything
that comes near while you rest, and if the weather changes I can move you away from here," Tsukune
said reassuringly.
"But we're already here… and I'm already so wet," Ren said holding the boy closer. He tried to
keep his eyes looking forward while Ren held him gently and rested her body against him.
‘Please let her just be talking about her clothes.’
The girl blushed and smiled softly as she held Tsukune close to her.
"I might as well… get cleaned up now while I'm here," she reasoned softly.
"Um… alright. Do you think… you can stand on your own then?" Tsukune asked worriedly. The
girl glanced to the water then back to him.
"I'm not sure; my head still hurts a bit. I should be alright though," she said with a nod. He
smiled as she let him go then started to move towards the edge of the spring.
"Um, Tsukune?" she asked softly. He looked back to her as she was smiling timidly at him.
"Please don't go," she said softly. The boy jumped a bit and looked at her with a nervous
expression.
"What? But… I can't stay here with you. I'll just be over there, I won't be far away," he said
pointing to the nearby trees. Ren shook her head as she pulled off her shoes and socks, setting them
down by the edge of the spring.
"I would feel safer if you were here watching me… just in case," she said looking at the boy with
an innocent smile. He stammered something and shook his head as the girl pulled off her wet t-shirt, the
boy then immediately looking up to avoid seeing her bra… which he already could make out before.
"Ren, I can't watch you… do that. I'll be close by if you need anything, I promise," he said
nervously. She looked at him with a slight pout as she unhooked her bra.
"But what if I lose consciousness in the water? I would drown before you ever knew what
happened," she said softly.

"If you're that worried about passing out you shouldn't be in the water at all," Tsukune said with
urgency. He heard the siren jump back into the water with a splash, the boy still looking up with closed
eyes. Ren giggled softly as she pulled her skirt and underwear off then tossed them over onto the edge
of the spring next to her clothes.
"Too late, I'm already in," she said with a shrug. Tsukune paused then showed a nervous
expression.
"You're… not naked, are you?" he asked hesitantly. There was a pause as Tsukune only heard
the small waterfall nearby.
"No," Ren said simply. Tsukune breathed out then looked over to the siren, then went wide eyed
and blushed slightly.
"I still have my hat on," Ren said looking up at her unique hat. Tsukune's eye twitched as he
caught a full view of the siren as she was standing up in the water which only went up to below her
thighs. She had her white feathered wings extended out slightly, her hair glistened in the sunlight behind
her, and her figure and breasts were seen clear as day. A few drops of water ran down her body around
her breasts and hips as Tsukune felt himself freeze seeing her exposed before him. He yelled out then
quickly spun around as the siren giggled.
"I need to go right now!" he cried out as he started climbing out of the spring.
"But Tsukune, you can't leave me all alone in here," Ren pleaded. The boy paused as the siren
looked at him with worried eyes.
"What if a monster sneaks in here while you're gone? Or if I faint in the water? You need to
protect me Tsukune," she said softly.
"Then get out of the water now!" the boy cried out while keeping his eyes closed.
"But you said I could come into the water to relax and get cleaned up," Ren said worriedly.
"This isn't what I had in mind when I said that," Tsukune said with desperation.
"Please Tsukune, don't go," Ren said as she came up behind the boy and held him close. He
jumped a bit as he felt the siren's body pushing up against his back, trying to keep his mind from going
off track. He tried not thinking about how soft her breasts were against his body, he tried not to picture
the siren's figure which was standing right behind him naked, and he tried to remember just how
severely Moka would throttle him if she ever learned about this moment.
"Ren I can't… this isn't… we can't…" he said nervously.
"Don't leave me all alone, please. I don't want to be alone again," Ren said with a whimper. The
boy looked ahead towards the forest as the siren clung to him from behind.
"Please Tsukune, don't leave me alone," she said quietly.

"But Ren…" he said gently.
"If you really don't want to look at me… then you don't have to. But please, just stay here with
me," Ren said softly. Tsukune paused then looked down a bit.
"If I'm really that bad to look at… I don't want you to have to…" Ren said looking away.
"Ren… it's not that you're bad to look at, quite… the opposite really. It's just… I'm with Moka,
remember? I can't be… doing this with you. Please, don't ask me to… do this," Tsukune said gently. The
two stood there as all that was heard was the sound of the waterfall near them. After a while Ren slowly
let go of Tsukune and turned away.
"I see. I'm… sorry Tsukune. Forgive me, I… should be fine on my own with this," she said quietly
as she started walking away from him. He looked ahead with concern then slowly climbed out of the
spring. He walked over to his clothes and started to dress again, glancing back to seeing Ren standing in
the water near the cliffside with her back turned to him.
"Ren, I'll be nearby if you need anything. Just call me if you're not feeling well, alright?" he said
worriedly. The siren paused for a moment then slowly nodded. Tsukune looked down for a moment
then walked out into the tree line surrounding the spring. After he left Ren slowly glanced back to where
he was at, her eyes watering slightly as she sniffled.
"Tsukune…" she said softly. She then looked up as the waterfall was to her side, seeing the
strange sky through the faint rainbow by the falls. She closed her eyes as she listened to the sound of
the water falling next to her, remaining still as her wings were retracted slightly behind her.
Over by the trees facing away from the spring Tsukune was leaning back against a tree while
looking up at the sky through the leaves and branches. He had calmed down from seeing a naked Ren
and was trying to focus his mind back on the task of dealing with his bloodlust. As he did so he had to try
to fight off the image of the siren as it kept slipping back into his mind, the boy trying not to think about
her in such a way. After a moment he sighed and looked down at the ground with closed eyes.
‘She may be the youngest of the three, but she certainly didn't seem that way to me.’

All eyes were on Ran as the siren stared with disbelief, unable to believe what she just heard as
she looked at Sun who was bound by the necro demon from below. Gin looked to Ran as the siren was
stunned to hear what the group just heard. It wasn't the fact that Sun was at her home village all those
years ago, or that she was supposedly there on the night the entire village was wiped out by a vicious
monster attack. It was that Sun had described the true culprit of the village's destruction, somebody the
group knew of very well.
"It couldn't be. Her?" Yukari said looking to Moka with surprise. The vampire just stared at the
sketchpad that Sun had written on what she saw that night, what she tried to stop from destroying the
village, and what overwhelmed her even with her powerful voice.

A siren wearing headphones.
"My god…" Moka said looking back to Ran. The siren shook her head and glared at Sun with
tears and frustration.
"No… no! That's not true; my sister would never do that! She couldn't do that!" she yelled out.
Sun looked at her with surprise as Ceal was looking at the pad in his hands with a focused gaze. He
growled then gave the pad back to the silent siren.
"I want a full description of what you saw siren, right now," he said sternly. Sun looked at him
with wonder then to Ran again, the girl crying and shaking her head.
"Liar! You're a murdering liar!" she yelled out. Sun took the pad and wrote down something
else, the group all watching her cautiously.
"Do you think Rin could have done that? I mean, a siren wearing headphones, that's gotta be
her right?" Kurumu said worriedly.
"Depends, how many sirens do you know that wear headphones?" Leon asked carefully.
"My sister couldn't have done that, it's not true!" Ran cried out. Sun glanced to her with a
careful eye then back to her writing. The girl then finished writing something down and handed the pad
to Ceal, the boy grabbing it and looking down at the writing. Kokoa and Moka walked closer and read
the pad as Sun looked at Ran with wonder.
She was a younger siren, with long blonde hair that shifted to orange at the bottom. She had
headphones on, a yellow dress, and had red eyes.
"Oh god, that's her, that's… wait, red eyes?" Kokoa said looking at the pad closely. Moka looked
at the pad then to Sun.
"She had red eyes? Are you sure?" she asked. Sun nodded with a worried expression. Ran
looked at them cautiously as Ceal shook his head.
"The siren back at Yokai Academy had blue eyes," he said glancing to the silent siren.
"That's right, Rin's eyes are blue. But… the headphones, and hair color. That sounds just like her.
Is it just a coincidence?" Moka asked looking down at the pad again. Ran looked at Sun carefully and
shook her head.
"I don't believe you, you were that monster I saw, I know it!" she yelled out.
"Are you sure it was her? I mean did you really see her?" Ahakon asked worriedly. Ran looked to
him then down.
"I know I did… but…" she said hesitantly.

"But?" Dark asked. Ran paused then glanced back to Sun.
"I didn't get… a clear look at her. There was smoke and ash flying around… and my glasses got
smudged… and I hit my head then…" she said reluctantly. Arial growled and shook her head.
out.

"Then you didn't see Sun do anything, it sounds like you couldn't see anything at all!" she yelled

"She's right, it sounds like you're not too sure yourself," Fang Fang reasoned curiously. Ran
looked at Sun with frustration as the silent siren gave her a sympathetic expression.
"But she was there! It had to have been her, my sister couldn't have done such a thing, it’s not
possible! There was no siren in our village powerful enough to destroy the entire place in one night!"
Ran cried out.
"She never said it was your sister, she just said she saw a siren wearing headphones," Gin
reasoned defensively as he let the siren go. Ran looked at him with worry then to Sun. The silent siren
reached out and grabbed her pad then wrote down something else, then showed Ran with a remorseful
expression.
I'm sorry; I truly did try to stop that siren from destroying your village. I wanted to help; I
thought I finally found a home for myself then. I'm sorry.
Ran looked at her with sorrow then down.
"But… if she didn't do it… who did?" she asked shakily.
"That description sounds just like Rin, except for the eyes," Kurumu said worriedly.
"And she's back in the monster world with Falla," Ruby said looking to Ceal. The mage growled
then glared at Sun. He hesitated then snapped his fingers, and in doing so the black tentacles around the
siren let go and vanished. The girl dropped to the ground with a thud as the mage looked back over to
Ran.
"I trusted Falla's life in your sister's hands. Pray for her sake that was not a mistake," he said
coldly. Ran looked at him nervously and shook her head.
"My sister wouldn't have killed our family; she couldn't have destroyed our village. It's just not
possible," she said shakily. Ceal looked at her with a cold glare for a moment then over to the silent
siren. Sun slowly got up as Ceal walked up towards her.
"Your accusation of that siren’s nature may be valid, however there's still the matter regarding
this dark monster's interest in you," he said as the siren backed up slowly, the girl moving closer towards
the railing overlooking the blue sea. Ceal walked closer to her still as the group watched cautiously.
"Sounds like he wants you badly, after all he's willing to throw all these monsters and even
dragons at you. You're more important than you seem to believe. What I want to know is what makes

you so damned valuable to him? If that other siren truly was more powerful, why not go after her? Why
is it he seems fixated on you?" he demanded eyeing the girl carefully. Kokoa walked up next to him with
her large morning star in hand, watching the siren carefully.
"Maybe we can trade her for Luna," she said with discontent. Sun looked at her worriedly and
shook her head.
"We're not giving that bastard Sun, that's not an option," Gin said shaking his head.
"Hey, he wants her, and we want Luna back. It's a fair trade," Kokoa said sternly.
"You're not giving that creep Sun, no way!" Arial yelled out. She pulled on Dark's arm, the
demon looking down to her as she shook her head.
"Please don't let them hurt her, she saved my life. She's a good person, I know she is," she
pleaded worriedly. Dark nodded then glanced to Ceal.
"She does have a point; this siren so far hasn't done anything wrong or suspicious. She helped
Arial and Complica survive in this world until they met us. As far as I can tell she's innocent," he
reasoned. Ceal glanced to him then down to Complica, the chronofly nodding in agreement.
"She's not bad, she's not," she said softly. The catalyst mage just looked at her for a moment
then back to Sun. The siren nodded with a worried expression as all eyes fell on her. Kokoa growled and
pointed her morning star towards the siren with a deep glare.
"Kokoa stop, she's not a bad-" Moka started before Kokoa whipped the morning star down into
the ground with a fierce strike, the pavement cracking apart as the group jumped back a bit.
"She KISSED my BOYFRIEND!" Kokoa screamed out. The group looked to Gin who just shrugged
with a nervous expression.
"I… didn't expect that either to be honest…" he said nervously. Kokoa growled then looked at
him with frustration.
"Just who is she? How do you know her, and why did she kiss you like that?" she yelled out.
"We have more pressing matters right now to deal with rather than your petty jealousy
vampire," Ceal said flatly. Kokoa growled loudly as she looked at him with fury.
"Oh I'm sorry, I know the world has gone to hell all around us, my friend's captured and being
kept in the darkness, and we're all wanted criminals. It's just that in times like this I would really love to
try to calm down with my boyfriend, but there's the pressing matter of the fact that SOME FUCKING
BITCH KISSED HIM IN FRONT OF ME!" she roared as she looked back to Sun, the vampire's skin starting
to give off a haze.
"Kokoa, wait! Don't use your overcharge!" Moka cried out.

"Too late," Ruby said as the group watched the vampire growl loudly at the siren, her skin giving
off a deep haze as her monster energy started to multiply. Dark backed Arial up with his arm as Mizore
backed up as well, the snow girls watching Kokoa carefully as they could see the heat coming from her.
"Overcharge?" Render asked.
"What's with her vampire energy, it's growing even larger," Leon said as the group saw the
torrent of energy starting to circle around the vampire.
"She can amplify her monster energy to extreme levels… this is going to be bad," Yukari said
backing up with Ahakon. Kokoa roared and dashed towards Sun in a flash, grabbing her mace and
swinging it around with a fierce strike. Chunks of pavement shot out from resting spot of the large
weapon as Sun watched with a stunned expression, seeing the vampire moving in a blur towards her
with a large burst of monster energy around her. As the vampire swung down with her mace the siren
shot into the air, her wings spreading out as she soared up over the overlook. The group watched as the
strike from the vampire created a massive shockwave and explosion, the ground shattering and cracking
apart as the group stumbled back. The vampire looked up with a murderous glare as Sun watched her
with wide eyes. The cliffside below them cracked slightly as bits of loose dirt and small rocks dropped
down towards the sea.
"Kokoa stop this, don't hurt her!" Gin called out as he looked at his temperamental girlfriend.
Kokoa growled loudly then looked over towards the wolf, glaring at him as smoke started to come from
her clothing.
"Who… is… she?" she growled as she started walking towards him.
"Um… you're smoking," Render said pointing at the girl. A burst of fire flared around her
shoulders behind her, the vampire staring down Gin as she walked closer to him while holding her large
weapon. Her shirt and jacket seared off into ash as the haze from her skin started to intensify.
"You're… on fire," Render said backing up with the group. Arial watched nervously then darted
behind Dark, peeking out from behind him to seeing fire flaring around the vampire. Mizore backed up
more as she saw flames starting to flare along Kokoa's arms.
"Kokoa calm down, you're going to burst into flame soon. Literally," Gin pleaded.
"And just why is she going to do that?" Leon asked carefully.
"Her monster energy creates a massive heat buildup, she'll really burst into flame soon," Ahakon
said as he and Yukari backed up even further. Arial's eyes widened and looked at the vampire with a bit
of fear as Dark shielded her with his arm.
Kokoa gripped her weapon with both hands as she growled furiously.
"Calm down? Calm DOWN?" she yelled with anger.

"Going to assume she's not going to calm down," Fang Fang guessed nervously. Moka and
Kurumu merely shook their heads.
"I've been shot at, hunted down, and forced to run away all day trying to save my big sis and the
others… I'm trapped here in the human world… and this girl kissed you right in front of me. Either you
give me one good explanation why she did that or I'm going to throttle BOTH OF YOU!" Kokoa yelled
out.
"Calm down Kokoa, I'm not sure Ceal would be up for putting either of you back together,"
Moka said worriedly.
"That would be correct," Ceal said flatly.
"See? He's not going to do anything this time, so calm down Kokoa," Kurumu said nervously. Gin
glanced up to the siren that was looking down at him with worry then back to Kokoa.
"She… used to be in the newspaper club, she graduated two years ago. She was in charge of it
until she graduated, then I took over," he said cautiously.
"You already told me that, but what I want to know is why she KISSED YOU!" Kokoa screamed
out. Gin looked at her worriedly then up to Sun, the girl flying above the group while watching the
flames race across Kokoa's back.
"She… I…" he said hesitantly.
"She what?" Kokoa yelled out. Gin looked down with closed eyes for a moment then back to her
with a solemn expression.
"She was the girl I… confessed my love to first," he said with a bit of remorse. Kokoa looked at
him with wide eyes as he shook his head.
"And, she rejected me. She said that she wasn't ready for anything serious yet, and that we
should just remain friends," he said with remorse. Kokoa looked at him with wonder then up to Sun, the
siren watching them with a cautious expression.
"So… she said no to you… and then kisses you?" Razico asked with a raised eyebrow.
"Looks like she changed her mind on her answer," Kurumu said looking up at the siren. Kokoa
growled as flames flared around her, her pink jacket starting to burn and char as the group looked at her
cautiously.
"So, that's what this is about. You think you can just take him back now? You think you can just
say yes to him now? Well too bad, you had your chance and you blew it. He's MINE!" Kokoa yelled as
she swung her mace up and threw it towards the siren. Sun watched with wide eyes as the weapon flew
towards her, the girl dodging to the side just in time as it raced past her in a blur. Before she could move
she looked down to seeing Kokoa having leapt up towards her, the vampire grabbing the siren's foot

then throwing her down towards the ground. The girl slammed into the ground on her back and
coughed out, her eyes going wide as her sketchpad bounced away from her.
"Sun!" Gin cried out.
"No!" Complica cried out shaking her head. Arial looked at the siren with wide eyes then up to
seeing Kokoa flying down towards the girl with a kick, her eyes glaring at the siren while flames flared
around her foot. The group watched as Kokoa flew down and struck into the ground, the pavement
around her blasting apart with a powerful bang as debris flew up into the air. The entire area around the
vampire seemed to erupt and shatter as dust flew around wildly. The ground started cracking as the
overlook trembled violently, the group looking around as large cracks started to etch across the
pavement near the sidewalk.
"Kokoa no!" Moka cried out.
"No… no! Sun!" Arial cried out shaking her head. Gin stared with wide eyes as the dust cloud
billowed around while the ground was shaking.
"Kokoa, no…" he said softly.
"Um, guys? I think we should move," Render said looking around. The entire overlook started to
crack apart and slide down into the water, with the railing and benches crumbling away as the group ran
over to the road near their vehicles. Gin stared with wide eyes then ran into the dust cloud as fast as he
could. He raced over and saw Kokoa lying unconscious in a large crater, out cold from her release of all
her energy.
"Kokoa, how could you, how could-… Sun?" Gin said looking around quickly. There was no sign
of the siren at all, only her sketchpad was nearby. Gin looked around then quickly grabbed the pad and
picked up his girlfriend, then raced off as the ground shattered and started dropping down towards the
seaside.
"Gin!" Ruby yelled out, the group standing by their vehicles and watching as dust shot up
around the area before the ground began to drop down towards the water.
"Oh god… Kokoa, how could you?" Moka said shaking her head.
"She… annihilated that girl… and the surrounding area… with one kick," Render said with
disbelief.
"No… Sun!" Arial cried out shaking her head. She buried her face into Dark's side and cried as
the group watched Gin jump out of the dust cloud while the last chunks of land fell down towards the
sea. He landed down near the group holding Kokoa in his arms, looking down at her with a pained
expression as the group looked to him. Arial looked at the vampire with wide eyes then growled
furiously.
"She… she killed Sun!" she yelled out.

"No she didn't," Dark said, the group turning to him as he was looking over to the side.
Everybody looked over to seeing Sun sitting on the ground next to Complica on the sidewalk, the siren
looking at the chronofly with wide eyes as the young angel was watching the remains of the overlook fall
into the sea.
"Sun!" Arial cheered out as she ran towards her.
"Complica, did you… did you save her?" Moka asked with surprise. Complica looked at her then
to Sun, the siren slowly standing up as Arial ran over and hugged her tightly.
"You did it Complica; you saved her with your time magic!" Arial cheered out. Suddenly a ripple
shot out around Complica and blasted apart the ground around her, the girl looking around with
surprise as rifts of time seared away through the air and ground in a flash. She blinked then looked over
to Sun and Arial, the siren holding the snow angel close as the two were staring with wide eyes at the
two large crevices that were carved around them. They had watched as searing rifts of space shot past
them by a hair, the two girls nearly torn to shreds in the blink of an eye.
"What… the hell?" Arial said nervously as she and the siren looked back to Complica. The
chronofly shook her head worriedly.
"Sorry… my magic has always been… unstable," she said nervously. Arial and Sun looked to each
other then to Complica, the girl looking down with remorse.
"Amazing, you moved her out of the way in time," Moka said as the group walked over to them.
Complica jumped a bit then rubbed the back of her head.
"Well… I tried to," she said nervously.
"What do you mean? You moved her out of harm's way just like your sisters could always do,"
Yukari said with awe. Complica cringed a bit then looked to Sun, the siren looking at her with wide eyes
still. The group looked to her as the siren glanced around at everybody.
"Sun? Didn't she save you?" Gin asked. Sun glanced to Kokoa then to Complica.
"So… what just happened here?" Leon asked. Gin tossed Sun her sketchpad, the siren catching it
then writing something down before showing the group. They read it then blinked, and then just looked
at Complica.
"I tried alright! I'm sorry!" the girl cried out.
A few moments earlier:
"No!" Complica cried out shaking her head. Arial looked at the siren with wide eyes then up to
seeing Kokoa flying down towards the girl with a kick, her eyes glaring at the siren while flames flared
around her foot. Complica ran towards Sun and shifted into time, focusing with all her might to stay
shifted properly as she raced towards her friend.

'C'mon, focus! Focus, you have to save her!'
The girl ran over and grabbed Sun's hand, the siren shifting into the moment and looking at
Kokoa with shock. She then looked over to Complica as the chronofly was trying to pull her away.
"Run Sun! Run before it's too late!" she cried out. Sun got to her feet before a wild ripple of
magic flew around Complica, the ground around her blasting apart as Sun watched searing rifts of torn
space fly at her. The girl jumped back in surprise then froze in the moment, remaining still as the erratic
trails of torn space flew around in the air. Complica cried out and tackled the siren to the ground as a
sear sliced around where the girl's head was a moment ago. Sun shifted back into time and looked at the
chronofly with a stunned expression.
"I'm sorry, my magic isn't stable! Just please hurry!" Complica cried out tugging the siren's arm.
Sun looked at her with wide eyes then scrambled to her feet. She took one step before another pulse of
magic blasted around the chronofly, the siren then jumping away with a frightened expression as the air
around her tore apart and seared away. Complica cried out and darted over and pushed Sun out of the
way, the siren then freezing into place as the tear ripped past where she just was and dug into the
ground. Complica ran over then grabbed Sun’s hand again, the chronofly shifting her back into the
moment.
"I'm sorry! Just run!" she cried out. Before Sun could even take step another pulse of magic
rippled around Complica, the ground below her tearing apart as waves of torn space flew around
erratically. Sun looked around with an open mouth then backed up as a tear flew around towards her
face. She dodged over to the side into a roll, freezing in place as the tear just missed her back. Complica
cried out with frustration as she ran over to her and grabbed her hand. The siren continued with her roll
and took Complica with her, the chronofly tumbling around before landing on her back with Sun on top
of her.
"Um… sorry about that…" Complica said nervously. Sun blinked then watched as another pulse of
magic rippled from the chronofly around her sides, the ground searing apart wildly as the siren looked
around with shock. She jumped off to the side as a tear flew by where she just was; freezing in place once
again while Complica watched with worry as the tear just missed her as well.
"I'm sorry!" she cried out as she scrambled back to her feet and grabbed Sun’s hand. The siren
shifted back and started to freak out as she looked around fearfully while Complica tried to guide her
away from the vampire's point of impact. Before she could take a step the ground below them was sliced
apart wildly as ripples of torn space flew around. Sun hopped around on her feet with an expression of
fright as Complica cried out with remorse.
"I'm sorry!"
Back to the present:
The group stared at Complica as the girl was looking down with embarrassment, everybody
having read Sun's explanation on how she was 'saved' by Complica. The chronofly rubbed the back of
her head and looked back over to the overlook.

"So wait… the reason the area was destroyed… was from you?" Render asked looking at the
chronofly. Complica twitched a bit then nodded.
"Um… kinda," she said softly.
"Holy crap, you nearly killed her worse than Kokoa would have," Yukari said shaking her head.
"I'm sorry! My magic is always unstable, I can never properly control it," Complica whined
before looking down with remorse. Arial looked at her friend with wide eyes then up to Sun. The siren
wrote down something else and showed the group with a shrug.
You have to give her credit for trying.
"Trying? Sounds like she was trying to kill you more than anything," Ruby said shaking her head.
"I'm sorry!" Complica cried out. She cried and looked down while rubbing a few tears away from
her eyes, the group looking to her with sympathy.
"I tried to save her, but I can't stay shifted properly. I can never focus enough to keep stable, I've
always been horrible with my magic," she whimpered. Sun looked at her with a sympathetic expression
then to Kokoa. Everybody looked to her as Gin held the sleeping vampire in his arms.
"I can't believe she tried to… well, actually I can believe it," Kurumu said simply.
"Saw it coming as well," Mizore said in agreement. Sun cringed a bit then dropped to a knee,
holding her side as the group looked at her with concern.
"Sun, are you ok?" Arial asked urgently. The siren showed a strained expression as she tried to
move a bit.
"She hit the ground pretty hard back there, that had to have hurt," Apoch said worriedly.
"She must have been terrified during Ms. Complica's attempted rescue/murder of her to pay it
any mind," Astreal reasoned.
"Stop picking on me!" Complica whined loudly. Sun cringed then looked behind to seeing Ceal
holding a hand to her back. A glow came from his hand as the group watched him curiously while he was
kneeled down behind her.
"Ceal? What are you doing?" Moka asked. The group watched as Sun showed less and less
discomfort, the girl's spine and muscles healing and shifting around a bit as the boy restored her internal
body to normal. The siren blinked then slowly stood up as her back was healed, looking towards her
back then to Ceal with wonder. The mage stood up and glanced away with a dull expression.
"Ceal, you healed her," Complica said in wonder. She smiled then ran over to him, hugging him
around his waist.

"Thank you Ceal," she said softly. Ceal rolled his eyes and looked away.
siren.

"I merely need her alive," he said simply. The group looked at him curiously as he glanced to the

"Whatever you are, this dark being is going to be coming after you. We could use you as bait,"
he reasoned. The siren looked at him curiously then a bit worriedly.
"Really? Are you sure you helping her has nothing to do with the fact that Complica wanted her
to live to the point that she nearly killed her herself?" Razico asked with a smirk. Complica looked down
with embarrassment as Ceal growled a bit.
"That has nothing to do with it," Ceal asserted firmly. Render and Leon smirked and glanced to
their girlfriends, the girls glancing back with knowing smiles.
"I think you have a thing for butterfly girls. I mean you only ever took Falla's feelings into
account, now you're helping her little sister as well. Just admit it, you have a soft side like a normal
person," Render said with a chuckle. He was then yanked into the air as a black tentacle lifted him up by
his foot, the group looking to him with surprise as Ceal glared at him.
"Watch your mouth hunter, or those words may be your last," the mage said with a dark tone as
Render was swung around, crying out with surprise as his leg was held by the dark limb. Apoch formed
her blade of light and sliced away the tentacle, then looked up to seeing Render falling down and
crashing into her. As the two dropped to the ground with a thud Complica looked up at Ceal curiously.
"Arg, um… thanks babe," Render groaned as he rubbed his head.
"Sure thing Render," Apoch said slowly getting up, the witch then helping her boyfriend up as
well. Render chuckled a bit then looked to Ceal carefully.
"Anything else you'd like to say?" the catalyst mage asked with a cold glare. Render glanced to
Complica then back to Ceal.
"Um… nope, nothing else that needs to be said," he said shaking his head. Ceal looked at him for
a moment then back to Sun.
"Do not take what I did as an act of kindness siren, I merely need you in one piece for this dark
being to come after," he said with a cold tone. Sun looked at him worriedly then to Gin, the wolf looking
down at his sleeping girlfriend still. Arial growled as she glared at the vampire.
"She tried to kill Sun," she said with anger. Gin looked at her with concern then to Sun, the siren
looking at him worriedly.
"Gee, I wonder why. Sorry girl, but this guy's taken now, you're a bit too late," Kurumu said
shaking her head. Sun looked at her with worry then back to Gin, and then wrote down something on
her pad to show him.

I wasn't aware you had a girlfriend now, I'm sorry.
She glanced to Kokoa with a raised eyebrow then wrote down something else.
So you picked somebody with a serious anger problem as your girlfriend?
Gin jumped a bit then smiled nervously.
"Well… she and I have been through a lot together, and-" he started before Sun wrote down
something else and showed him with a curious expression.
Isn't she a bit young for you? She doesn't seem mature enough for somebody like you.
"Hey, you had your chance when Gin asked you, you can't get mad at him for moving on," Moka
said shaking her head. Sun glanced to her and wrote down something else.
I'm not mad, just curious. This girl seems a bit unstable, I'm just wondering what she has that he
finds attractive.
Gin looked down to the sleeping vampire and smiled gently, holding her securely while she was
out cold from her spent overcharge.
"I find her attractive Sun, everything about her. I love her," he said assuredly. Sun looked at him
curiously then wrote down something else.
You said those words to me before, do you no longer mean them?
"What the hell girl, he picked somebody else after you gave him up. Get over it and move on,"
Kurumu scoffed at the siren.
"I'd say this guy is better off with Sun, she's a lot prettier and isn't out of her damned mind,"
Arial said while glaring at Kokoa. Sun glanced to Kokoa then back to Gin as the boy was looking down at
his girlfriend.
"Are you serious guys? Have you all forgotten about Luna?" Rason yelled out. The group looked
to him as he pointed up at the sky.
"You do realize that she's up there right now suffering while we're down here discussing who
Gin should have as a girlfriend. What the hell is wrong with all of you?" he yelled out. The group looked
at him as he growled with frustration.
"I don't care if this girl is a murderer or a better choice for Gin or whatever, what I care about is
getting Luna out of that dark world right now!" he shouted out as his wings gave off a bright glow
briefly. Complica looked up worriedly then to Ceal.
"You're going to help her right? You're going to save my sister right?" she asked urgently. Ceal
glanced to her then to Rason.

"We haven't forgotten angel, my group has known about her whereabouts long before we
found you. However we haven't forgotten that we can't get to her from here, in fact we can't even
return to our own world," he said with a bit of annoyance. Rason clenched his fists and growled loudly,
feeling furious about his friend's captivity.
"We can fly through the rift that's in heaven right? Take us up there and we'll get her out,"
Kurumu said confidently.
"We all can't fly up there Kurumu. That means that it would be just you, Rason, Gabriel, Ruby,
Astreal, and Ran on a suicide mission into that place," Mizore said shaking her head.
"I'm not going back in there, are you crazy?" Ran cried out.
"We would be going against so many of his minions there, we would be greatly outnumbered.
He may even have more dragons at his disposal. Even with all of us we're still facing overwhelming odds
here," Astreal said worriedly.
"But you all faced Alucard, you beat an unbeatable destroyer!" Complica cried out.
"We did so with your sisters' help, and we all just barely won that battle. But this isn't going up
against a single dangerous enemy, this is going up against an army of dangerous enemies," Yukari said
worriedly. Arial looked to Dark with worry.
"You can save her right? You can get her out of that place right?" she asked hopefully. The
demon glanced down to her then looked over towards the seaside.
"We will Arial, but at the moment we don't have the ability to go after her or even locate where
in the dark world she is. Right now we don't have much to work with," he said with a bit of frustration.
Arial looked at him worriedly then to Complica, the chronofly whimpering and looking around at the
group.
"Please, she needs help. You all have to help, you just have to," she begged.
"We want to help, really. And we will, but we need a bit of a plan here," Render said cautiously.
"And if he suggests stopping to think of a plan, that usually means that we'd better damned well
do it," Leon said flatly. Rason looked to them with frustration then down as Kurumu looked down with
worried eyes.
head.

"Luna, we have to get her out of there. We… we can't just do nothing," she said shaking her

"There's nothing we can do for her right now, we can't even help ourselves. We're stuck here in
this world, we don't even have a place to go to for the night," Moka said with remorse. She felt pain
from the thought that Luna would be suffering in the dark world, willing to give nearly anything to save
the chronofly from such a dire fate.

"Excuse me," Fang Fang spoke up while raising a hand. The group looked to him as he was
smiling worriedly at them.
"If I may make a suggestion, it seems we're all a bit on edge here, what with being hunted down
like dogs and coming across slight issues with one another. So, seeing as how you all won't be able to
return to the monster world, I'd be happy to offer you all a place to stay, as thanks for helping me
escape as well," he said graciously. The group glanced to each other then back to him.
smile.

"You're… offering us a place to stay?" Moka asked curiously. Fang Fang nodded with a gentle

"You all saved my life, I owe you. The least I can offer you is a place to rest after all this," he said
kindly. He looked to Rason and Kurumu with a sympathetic expression.
"I do feel sorry for your friend's plight, but it sounds like you going after her right now won't
help her. Please, rest and plan a proper move to make better use of your strength, don't rush into this
and ruin your only chance of saving her," he reasoned worriedly. Rason and Kurumu looked at him for a
moment then to each other. The yasha then turned to Ceal with a nervous smile.
"And I'd be more than happy to allow you to stay as well. I know such an offer doesn't quite pay
off my family's debt to you, but please allow me to offer you a place to rest after your long ordeal. At
least give me a chance to make amends for how my father treated you," he said kindly. Ceal just looked
at him with a cold stare for a moment then narrowed his eyes. Fang Fang looked at him nervously then
over to Sun.
"And you miss, you may wish to stay close to this group of monsters, for your own safety," he
advised with a shrug. Sun looked at him curiously as he gestured around at the group.
"Like Ceal mentioned, this dark being is after you and is throwing a lot of powerful monsters in
your direction. I would recommend staying in the presence of those that defeated Alucard, they may be
the only ones that can keep you safe," he reasoned. Sun looked around at the group then to Ceal, the
mage glancing to her then back to the yasha. Fang Fang smiled nervously at him then looked to
Complica and Arial.
"Not to mention you can't have these two walking the streets, especially seeing as how they are
in such danger down in this world. They'll be as safe as can be at my place until you can figure out how
to return them back to their heaven," he said reassuringly. Arial and Complica looked to each other then
back to him curiously. Fang Fang smiled at them then looked around at the group.
"If that would be acceptable, I'd gladly show you the way to my family's estate. You may be
monsters, but you'll be safe there," he said reassuringly.
"I don't need your charity yasha," Ceal said with a cold tone. Fang Fang glanced to him worriedly
as the catalyst mage's reptilian hand glowed with a black hue.
"I was merely offering to help, I want to pay you all for helping me escape the HDA today," he
said nervously.

“Where do you live that would allow us to stay?” Gabriel asked curiously. Fang Fang rubbed the
back of his head with a small smile.
“Well… someplace where there’s lots of room and you won’t be bothered by the HDA,” he said
with a shrug.
“Where’s that?” Moka asked. Fang Fang looked at her with a calm smile.
“My family has a large estate on the edge of the city,” he said simply. The group glanced to each
other then back to the yasha.
“Really? You’ll just let all of us stay there?” Leon asked curiously. Fang Fang nodded as he
gestured around the group.
“It’s the very least I can do to help you all, please, I insist,” he said graciously.
“Well, we could use somewhere to sleep for the night,” Ruby said looking to Razico. The warlock
nodded then looked to Fang Fang.
“Thank you Fang Fang, I think we’ll take you up on that offer,” he said with a slight smile.
“Splendid, it’s been so long since I’ve had guests over to visit,” Fang Fang said clapping his hands
together. Ceal growled a bit, with the yasha looking over to him worriedly.
“I assure you that you will be welcome as well, my father is out of the city on business at the
moment. I’ll have my guards allow your stay without a problem,” he said assuredly. Ceal glared at him
for a moment then glanced down to Complica, the girl holding onto his hand worriedly. After a pause
the mage looked away with annoyance.
“One condition yasha,” he said firmly. The group looked to him as he kept looking away.
“Your family is paying the bill for me killing that dragon today. I don’t work for free after all,” he
said coldly. Fang Fang jumped a bit and looked at him nervously.
“What? But… we never hired you to kill that one,” he said nervously.
“No, but I did save your worthless life by doing so. If your father has a problem with that I’ll
speak to him directly,” Ceal said looking back to the yasha with a cold glare.
“But… but…” Fang Fang stuttered.
“I’d say that’s fair, I mean your family did stiff him after the first dragon he killed for you,”
Ahakon reasoned with a shrug.
“You owe Ceal for killing two dragons now, don’t try to weasel out of that again,” Yukari said
shaking her finger at the yasha. Fang Fang looked to her worriedly then back to Ceal.

“Just out of curiosity, what are your rates for killing a dragon?” Razico asked the catalyst mage.
Ceal glanced to him then looked back at Fang Fang.
“3000 gold bars for a youngling, 6000 for an adult,” he said crossing his arms before him. The
group jumped and stared at him with wide eyes as Fang Fang looked down with worry.
“Oh dear… I fear that’ll be coming out of my allowance,” he said with concern.
“Holy shit!” Rason and Gabriel said in shock.
“Holy shit is right… that’s… 9000 gold bars for both of those dragons!” Razico cried out.
“Good lord,” Apoch and Astreal said holding hands over their mouths.
“Wow, I figured it would be pricy to hire a dragon slayer, but that’s really expensive,” Kurumu
said with surprise. Complica looked at Ceal with wonder then over to Fang Fang as the yasha sighed
softly. Moka looked at Ceal with wide eyes then over to Fang Fang.
“Just what is it your family does that allows you to pay for that?” she asked with a stunned
expression. Fang Fang smiled nervously and rubbed the back of his head.
“Oh… you know, this and that,” he said with a shrug.
“What kind of ‘this and that’ would that be? That’s a fortune in the monster world,” Gin asked
with puzzlement. The group looked to Ceal as he just stared at the yasha with a dull expression. Fang
Fang glanced to him then back down.
“I don’t suppose we could negotiate that price, could we?” he asked worriedly.
“Of course we could yasha, gold doesn’t matter to us after all, we only ask for a fair payment for
our services. If that’s too much for you I could always settle for your family’s blood,” Ceal said coldly.
Fang Fang jumped a bit then waved his hands around nervously.
“No no! The gold is fine, really! I’ll pay it!” he pleaded loudly. He then sighed and glanced away.
“Father’s going to kill me,” he said quietly. He nodded then looked at the group with a weak
smile.
“Well then, let’s get going shall we? I’m sure you’re starving as well, a warm meal and a good
night’s rest will help you prepare for your endeavors tomorrow,” he said kindly.
“Thank you Fang Fang, we really could use all the help we can get here,” Moka said with a polite
bow.
“Please, the pleasure is all mine. Helping the famous heroes of Alucard, never imagined I would
have such an honor,” Fang Fang said waving his hands in front of him. Ceal rolled his eyes then looked to
Gin.

“Keep your vampire on a tighter leash, we need this siren alive for now,” he ordered. Gin looked
to Kokoa then to Sun, the siren showing a worried expression from that. Ceal started walking towards an
SUV then glanced to Fang Fang, the catalyst mage narrowing his eyes for a moment before walking over
to the vehicle. Complica pulled on Sun’s arm, the siren looking down to her as the young angel was
motioning towards the SUV. Sun nodded then looked to Ran with remorse, then wrote something down
on her pad to show her.
I am sorry about your village, really. I really did try to stop that siren from destroying it.
Ran looked at the pad then to Sun with a cautious expression.
“I still don’t believe you, my sister could never have done something like that,” she said shaking
her head. Sun nodded then wrote down something else.
It must have been another siren; I never meant to accuse your own family of doing such a thing.
Ran just looked at the pad then the siren with a cautious expression then started walking over
towards the other SUV. Ahakon and Yukari looked to each other then to Sun as the silent siren was
looking down with worry.
“I don’t think you’re a murderer, but I’d tread lightly around Kokoa and Ran right now. Especially
around Kokoa,” Ahakon warned before he walked after Ran. Yukari showed a bit of worry then nodded.
“But thank you for helping keep Arial and Complica safe,” she said with a small smile. Sun
nodded with a slight smile then walked towards Ceal’s vehicle with Complica. Razico and Ruby glanced
to each other then walked over to their ride with Ran and the two young casters. Gin looked towards
Ceal’s ride then over to see Arial glaring at Kokoa still.
“If she goes near Sun again she’ll regret it,” Arial hissed through bared teeth. Gin looked down
to his girlfriend worriedly then walked towards the SUV as well. As he did Kou flew down from the sky
and landed on Kokoa’s chest, watching his mistress with concern while she was out cold still. Fang Fang
rubbed the back of his head then looked to Rason.
“I’m sorry about your friend. I do hope you get her back safely,” he said gently. Rason nodded
then started walking towards a car with Kurumu.
“So do I,” the angel said softly. Gabriel looked down with worry then walked after his comrade.
“We’ll get her back Rason, I promise,” he said softly. Fang Fang nodded then looked to Moka,
the vampire looking over at the blue sea. The girl sighed and looked over to him with a gentle gaze.
“Thank you for your hospitality Fang Fang,” she said softly before walking towards a car. Fang
Fang nodded and followed after her.
“Of course my dear,” he said as he walked over and got into the car with Kurumu and the two
angels. Moka got into the backseat of another car and looked up at the sky through her window,

worried about Luna’s fate. Render and Leon walked towards their car with Apoch and Astreal, the four
getting into their vehicle as well.
Dark looked down to Arial with a curious eye.
“Arial, why did you come down to this world?” he asked. The snow angel looked up at him with
a timid smile.
“I wanted to be with you again, I couldn’t wait until you came up to heaven,” she said softly. He
smiled a bit and kneeled down to face her.
“As much as I would have wanted to see you again, I don’t want you in danger like this,” he said
gently. Arial hugged him tightly as her wings fluttered a bit behind her.
“Nothing could keep me from you Dark, nothing at all. I’m not afraid, I have you with me,” she
said softly. Dark smiled and held the girl as Mizore watched them with a troubled expression. Dark stood
up as Arial hugged him around his waist.
“Let’s go, I’ll make sure to keep you safe,” he said with a confident tone. Arial nodded eagerly as
she held onto his hand.
“Whatever you say Dark,” she said softly. Dark nodded then looked to Mizore.
“Mizore? Is something wrong?” he asked as he saw the snow girl’s expression. She jumped a bit
then shook her head.
“No, nothing. It’s just been a rough day. I’m fine, really,” she said with a soft smile. Dark smiled
briefly and nodded, then started walking toward the car with Arial following him, the girl holding his
hand tightly as she smiled at her demon. As they walked towards the car Arial swung her other hand
back, launching an ice shard right towards Mizore’s heart. The snow girl jumped to the side with surprise
as the shard flew past her. She looked at Arial with wide eyes as the snow angel glanced back to her with
a cold glare. From their car Render and Leon were watching along with Apoch and Astreal.
“Did you see that?” Leon asked cautiously.
“Oh my, Ms. Mizore,” Apoch said worriedly.
Mizore looked around worriedly then slowly followed after Dark and Arial, watching the snow
angel carefully. Dark and Arial got into the front seats of the car while Mizore sat down next to Moka,
the snow girl looking ahead at Arial with a bit of fear. Moka glanced to her then ahead as Dark started
the car up again. Arial glanced back to Mizore with cold eyes and a quiet growl then looked ahead again.
Moka looked to Mizore with concern, the snow girl glancing to her then back ahead at the snow angel
that clearly had it out for her life.
The five vehicles then drove off with Fang Fang leading the way towards his family’s estate. As
they traveled down the empty road the group thought about everything that they had learned.

“Luna…” Kurumu said looking up at the sky with worried eyes.
“All this time… she’s been suffering and we didn’t even know,” Rason said with remorse.
“I thought she would just be kept in the darkness, is that not true?” Fang Fang asked looking to
them. They shook their heads with remorse.
“I’m afraid her fate… is much more dire,” Gabriel said worriedly. Fang Fang looked ahead with
concern from that.
“Oh dear,” he said quietly. Gabriel nodded then looked out the window at the passing sky.
“Gabriel, get back to heaven and tell the elders-” Rason said before Gabriel shook his head.
“I’m not leaving Rason, not until I find a way to get Arial and Complica back into heaven, and not
until Luna is out of the darkness,” he said firmly. Rason and Kurumu looked ahead at him as the angel
looked down with closed eyes.
“I’ve already spilled human blood Rason, I belong down here with you more than I do up in
heaven right now,” he said with a bit of remorse.
“You killed a human?” Rason said with wonder. Gabriel nodded then looked ahead with a
focused expression.
“I’ll do whatever it takes to save her. I won’t let Luna be taken away like this,” he said as he
clenched his fists slightly. He didn’t care anymore if the elders saw him as a fallen angel, his right to be a
guardian angel didn’t matter. All he wanted was to save the beautiful chronofly from the darkness,
something that he would do anything to achieve.
Behind them Ceal was driving his SUV with Complica sitting next to him, the girl looking down
with worried eyes while she held her baseball bat. Sitting behind them Gin was holding Kokoa in his
arms still while Sun was sitting next to him. The siren glanced to the vampire then to Gin with a raised
eyebrow. Gin glanced to her as the siren wrote down something and showed him.
I’m sorry, that I didn’t say those words back to you then. I just wasn’t ready; I wasn’t sure what I
wanted to do with my life.
He nodded and looked down to the sleeping girl in his arms.
“It’s alright; I don’t hate you for that. Maybe I was too eager to say it back then. It doesn’t
matter anymore,” he said gently. He looked back to seeing Sun showing him something else on her pad.
It does matter Gin. I’ve been thinking about you ever since I left the academy.
He looked at her curiously as the siren nodded with a gentle smile, the girl then writing down
something else for him to see.

You remember how you owed me that favor, for me helping get rid of those pictures you took of
Ms. Nekonome in the school’s changing room?
Gin jumped a bit then smiled nervously.
“Oh yeah… still remember that do you?” he asked as Kokoa stirred a bit. Sun nodded with a
smirk and wrote down something else.
Very clearly, yes. Well anyway I want to call in that favor now.
Gin looked at her curiously as she wrote down something else, the girl then showing it to him
with a coy smile.
I want us to have a little quality time together, just the two of us. To discuss things.
Gin looked at the pad worriedly then down to his girlfriend, the redheaded vampire slowly
opening her eyes.
“Gin?” she asked softly. She shot up and looked around quickly, then over to see Sun looking at
her carefully.
“You!” Kokoa yelled out.
“Sit down vampire,” Ceal said while looking ahead still. Complica looked back to Kokoa as the
vampire growled loudly. Sun looked at her with a dull expression then wrote down something else to
show the vampire.
Do you have to yell at everyone?
“You bitch, I’ll kill you!” Kokoa yelled as she tried to lunge towards the siren, being caught and
held back by Gin.
“Hold it Kokoa, calm down, she’s not doing anything wrong!” he cried out.
“She kissed you! You bitch, you think you can just come back into his life and expect him to
come running back to you? You turned him away, you missed your chance! He’s mine now!” Kokoa
yelled out as she growled loudly at the siren.
“I said sit down vampire,” Ceal said sternly. Kokoa was yanked down as black tentacles crept up
from the floor and grabbed hold of her legs. The vampire looked to them with surprise then ahead as
Sun smirked at her.
“I need her alive to find this dark being responsible for this mess. Until that time comes keep
your petty jealousy to yourself,” the mage said without a care.
“Petty jealousy?” Kokoa yelled out.

“I’m only going to say this once vampire, keep quiet back there or else I’ll throw you out,” Ceal
said glancing to the vampire in the rearview mirror. Kokoa growled with frustration then glared at Sun,
the siren watching her with a solemn glance. Complica looked at Sun worriedly then back ahead. Kokoa
bared her teeth as she felt her anger rising then grabbed hold of Gin’s arm while glaring at the siren.
“He’s mine,” she hissed. Kou perched himself on her shoulder and glared at the siren as well.
Sun looked at the vampire then to Gin, the boy watching his fiery girlfriend with a bit of worry. He then
looked down as he thought about something.
‘The first time I have girls fighting over me, and I’m likely to be killed in the crossfire.’
In the SUV behind them Razico was driving with Ruby sitting next to him. Sitting behind them
Ran was seated between Ahakon and Yukari, the siren looking down with disbelief.
“It couldn’t have been her, Rin couldn’t have been that monster,” she said worriedly.
“It had to have been another siren, Rin’s too kind-hearted to be a mass murderer,” Ahakon
reasoned.
“But the description of her hair color and headphones, and her age. It sounds just like her,
except for the eyes,” Ruby said while looking down in thought.
“It couldn’t have been Rin, there’s just no way,” Ran said shaking her head. She whimpered and
closed her eyes as a tear leaked out. Ahakon held her hand gently as Yukari looked at the siren with a bit
of remorse.
“It’ll be alright Ran, we’ll find a way back into our world then we’ll get this sorted out. I’m sure
Rin had nothing to do with what happened to your village, Sun must have just seen somebody that looks
like her,” Ahakon reasoned reassuringly. Ran trembled then grabbed Ahakon and held him close.
“I don’t know what I would do without you Ahakon, thank you so much,” she sobbed as she held
the mage close, with his face being buried in her chest once again. Yukari looked at them with disbelief
then face palmed as Ahakon flailed about in the siren’s embrace.
“Ran…” Yukari growled as she tried to refrain from using her magic to kill the siren.
Driving behind them Leon and his group were talking about something that had them a bit
concerned.
“So what do you think the odds are Arial will slice Mizore’s throat tonight when she’s asleep?”
Leon asked plainly.
“I’d say pretty good, although she might go postal on her body before the poor girl finally dies,”
Render said with a shrug.
“What do we do, Ms. Arial is going to kill Ms. Mizore over Dark,” Apoch said worriedly. She
blinked then glanced to Render as he was looking at her curiously.

“Um… I mean Mr. Dark.” she said nervously. Render chuckled and shook his head.
“Its fine Apoch, don’t worry about it. So, that’s the guy that… marked your old heart huh?” he
asked looking down to Apoch’s chest. The girl nodded and looked down as well.
“Yes, I was originally marked to be his wife in my own timeline, but… well, the Dark that did died
then. I was fortunate to be saved by Ms. Luna and brought here, and allowed a chance to live a new
life,” she said softly. She blinked then looked back to seeing Render just staring at her chest with a
curious expression.
“Render? What… are you staring at?” she asked with a small blush. Render leaned back in
thought then looked to Leon with a smile.
“Ha, told you man. They’re not exactly alike, Apoch’s are a bit bigger,” he said proudly.
The car swerved on the road as Leon jumped with surprise while Astreal looked back to Render
with wide eyes. Apoch however was blushing brightly and looking away with a hand to her cheek.
“What?” Leon cried out looking back to Render through the rearview mirror.
“You pervert!” Astreal cried out covering her chest with her arms. Render held up his arms
defensively with a nervous smile.
“Hey, it’s just an observation,” he said nervously. Astreal looked at him with frustration and a
slight blush then over to Apoch, the raven haired witch looking down at her breasts with a curious eye.
‘Are they really? Is that good?’
Driving behind them Dark was watching as the car in front of him swerved around on the road.
“Are they ok?” Moka asked curiously.
They watched as the car ahead of them swerved around a bit more, the tires squealing as the
vehicle shook around.
“What are they doing?” Mizore asked looking at the car closely.
Inside the other car Leon was driving with one hand while having his other arm behind the seat
holding Render in a headlock.
“What the hell is wrong with you? You can’t say something like that, and like hell they’re bigger
than Astreal’s!” Leon yelled out as he tried to keep the car steady. Render was coughing and grabbing
his friend’s arm while Apoch was trying to free him from the mimic mage’s grip.
“Let him go, he was just being honest,” Apoch pleaded.
“No he wasn’t, we’re the same size!” Astreal yelled out while holding an arm over her chest still.

“Actually, Apoch’s are a bit bigger, but I didn’t mean any offense by it. Really,” Render coughed
out with a weak smile.
“No they’re not!” Astreal yelled as she started hitting the boy on the head with one of her fists
while Apoch tried to pull him free still.
“They’re twins Render; get it through your head! They’re physically the exact same!” Leon yelled
out. Render coughed out and shook his head.
“But Apoch-”
“Is the exact same as me!” Astreal yelled as she hit him in the face again.
Dark’s group watched as the car eventually stopped swerving around then continued to drive
straight behind the others.
“What was that about?” Moka asked looking to Mizore, the snow maiden shrugging in response.
In the car in front of them Leon was driving ahead with a dull expression while Astreal was
looking down with embarrassment, looking at her breasts with concern. Behind them Render was
leaning back in his seat with a few lumps on his head, in a daze as he coughed a bit. Apoch was next to
him holding onto his arm, blushing still while smiling timidly.
“Anything else you’d like to say?” Leon asked glancing back to his friend. Render paused for a
moment then nodded.
“Yeah, I could go for a caramel frappe… that would be nice,” he said wearily.
Dark’s group glanced to each other then looked back ahead as the car in front of them seemed
to be driving properly now.
“Wonder what that was about,” Moka said curiously.
“They seem alright now,” Dark said with a shrug. Arial smiled gently and looked at him with
loving eyes, rolling her lollipop around in her mouth a bit as she stared at her demon. Mizore looked at
the snow angel worriedly, knowing that if it wasn’t for Dark being in the same car the temperamental
angel would likely be splattering her blood all over the windows.
“What do we do now? We’re trapped here in the human world,” Moka said while looking down.
“We try to find a way back, and hope that Sun was mistaken about Rin,” Dark said while looking
out at the night sky. Arial looked at him curiously and shook her head a bit.
“I don’t think she would lie Dark, she’s a good person,” she said softly. Dark nodded then
glanced to her.

“Then let’s just hope she saw a different siren, otherwise we’re going to have another problem
waiting for us back in the monster world,” he said before looking ahead at the road again. Moka looked
back out the window up at the night sky, now worried about Falla and Kyouko being alone with Rin back
at the academy.
The five vehicles drove down the road towards a possible safe refuge for them, the group now
being hunted down in the human world by the HDA. They all knew the danger Arial and Complica were
in while outside of the heavenly realm, they all knew that Luna had been captured by the mysterious
monster and was being held prisoner in the dark world, they all knew that they were trapped in a world
that saw them as evil monsters once again.
And they all knew that their nightmare was far from over.

Chapter 12
Retribution
Driving down a darkened road near the seaside a lone car was heading away from a human city.
The dark blue car raced along at high speed as the blue sea was next to the road under the moonlight.
Inside the car Felucia was looking ahead with worried eyes, driving the vehicle as fast as she could. The
paneling under the steering wheel was broken open after the demon had hotwired the first car she
came across. She glanced next to her side at Luna, the girl still unresponsive to everything around her.
Felucia had wrapped the chronofly in blanket she found in the trunk of the car and rested her in the
front seat, showing great concern for her friend as the girl's eyes wouldn't focus and she hadn't made a
sound since her rescue from the dark world.
"Just hang on Luna; we're going to see the others real soon. They'll help you, I promise," Felucia
said looking back ahead. She growled and hit the steering wheel with her fist in frustration.
"I can't believe that fucker used you like that, Dark's going to fucking tear him apart for this!"
she yelled out as she drove the car down the darkened road.
The car headed along the road towards a nearby tunnel up by a small hill, racing towards it as
Felucia looked up at the sky.
"When my friends hear about this, they'll be after you, mark my words," she said with hatred.
The car raced into the tunnel with its headlights shining ahead, roaring through the empty passageway
as Felucia looked around quickly.
"What the… hey, isn't this…" she said as the car raced through the tunnel. After a while the
vehicle sped out of the other end, the demon then slamming on the brakes and stopping in the middle
of the road.
"What the fuck? We're still here?" she said looking around quickly. She growled then turned the
car around, racing back into the tunnel. A while later the vehicle roared out of the other end of the
passageway, again stopping with a loud screech.
"What is this? Why are we still here?" Felucia yelled out. She growled with frustration and
looked around to seeing that they were still in the human world on the same street as before.
"No… no no no, this isn't happening, not now," she said looking back to Luna. The chronofly's
gaze was looking down a bit as her head rested against the window. Felucia looked at her worriedly then
to the glowing band of light on her wrist.
"I don't have time for this," she said worriedly before looking around quickly, showing a nervous
expression from the thought of being unable to return to the monster world. She hit her fists on the
wheel with a yell and looked down with frustration. After a pause she turned the car back around and
raced through the tunnel, once again driving out the other side at high speed.
‘Dammit, I don't know what the fuck is going on here but I need to get Luna help right now!’

ordeal.

She looked back to her comrade, the chronofly still seeming to be in a state of shock after her
‘Luna… my god, what did they do to you?’
Felucia growled a bit then looked ahead at the road.

"Just hang on Luna, I still have a few old contacts in this world, somebody will help us get you
home," she said with frustration as the car raced down the road under the night sky above.

Under the same night sky five vehicles were driving down a road next to the seaside, the large
group of monsters heading towards possible refuge nearby from the human authorities. The vehicles
drove down the road for a long while before coming up into a human city near a large hillside. As the
group of cars continued through the streets of the human city some concerns were being voiced.
"What are we doing here? I thought we were going away from the humans, not into another
one of their cities," Moka said looking around outside.
"How are we going to hide here? There are humans everywhere," Mizore said looking around as
the five cars passed a few other vehicles and people walking down the streets of the city. There were
small houses and shops set up around the edge of the city with larger buildings towards the center, with
streetlamps lighting up the roads as humans were going about their usual nightlife.
"Why is Fang Fang taking us here? There are humans all around us," Yukari said worriedly as she
looked outside her window. Ran trembled a bit and shook her head.
"This isn't good, we can't hide here, they'll find us for sure," she said nervously.
Complica looked around worriedly then back to Ceal.
softly.

"Ceal, what are we doing here? I thought we were going to hide from the humans," she said
"Relax, we're not in danger," the mage said simply while driving behind the others.

"Not in danger? There are humans all around us, how are we not in danger here?" Kokoa asked
looking out the windows with concern. Ceal glanced back to her in the rearview mirror then forward
again.
"I meant she and I are not in danger vampire. Worse comes to worse I'll keep her safe from the
humans. You however are on your own," he said simply. Kokoa looked at him with a bit of surprise as
Gin and Sun glanced to each other worriedly.
In the lead car Fang Fang was driving with a calm expression while his passengers were looking
around with wide eyes.

"What are you doing taking us into a human city? We're trying to avoid being near the humans,
remember?" Kurumu said looking to the yasha with disbelief. The boy glanced to her in the rearview
mirror and nodded.
"Yes miss, and we will be safe once we get to my family's estate, it's just outside the city limits.
We merely have to pass through here, but don't worry, there's nothing suspicious about us just driving
through like this," he said calmly. Gabriel and Rason looked to each other then back around as the group
continued through the streets.
"Your family lives right next to a human city?" Rason asked cautiously.
"Why yes, we do a lot of business with both the human and monster worlds," Fang Fang said
with a smile.
"What kind of business is that exactly?" Kurumu asked.
"Oh, a little of this, a little of that," Fang Fang said with a shrug.
"That seems to be all we ever get out of him," Gabriel commented.
"Yes, it's not doing wonders to calm my concerns about this," Rason said dryly as he looked
around at the passing city. Fang Fang led the other vehicles through the city limits and towards the large
hillside next to the area, with the group seeing a large lush forest surrounding the hill. They drove
through a road into the woods which was lit up by street lamps along the way, with the group looking
around curiously as they headed towards the yasha's home. After a long while the group of monsters
emerged from the woods, with all of them looking ahead with wonder.
"Welcome to my home," Fang Fang said with a hint of pride in his voice. Up ahead was a large
Chinese villa with smooth stoned walls around the expansive compound. A few roofs were seen above
the large walls while dozens of torches were lit along the top of the barrier. A large structure was seen
towards the back of the villa with a multiple stories that had a few windows lit as well with a soft glow.
Off to the right side of the villa was a large pond that had an elegant bridge across it, while on the left
side of the villa there were several large semi-trucks with their trailers parked under a simple roofing
structure that had a sloped wooden shingle top.
"Wow," Ahakon said with wide eyes.
"Wow is right, is this kid rich or something?" Ruby asked looking to Razico. The warlock just
shrugged as the vehicles drove up towards the large main gate. It was a larger metal barrier that had
emblemized flames in front of it. As they came to a stop several men were seen coming from a small
metal door off to the side of the main gate, all of them wearing black shoes, black dress pants and shirts
with white undershirts, black ties, and sunglasses. They also had handguns and SMGs in their hands as
they watched the five vehicles park off to the side of the main gate.
"Fantastic, he leads us up to a heavily armed human villa, this was a great plan," Render said
flatly as the other passengers looked at the armed men with caution.

From one of the cars Fang Fang stepped out and waved to the guards.
"Hello, it's me, Fang Fang. I have returned," he called out. Two men walked up and looked
closely at the yasha, then jumped a bit.
"Master Fang Fang, you've returned. We thought you were taken in by the HDA." one of them
said with a smile. The yasha chuckled and walked up to them.
"I was, however I was liberated by a group of monsters. I'm pretty lucky to have met them when
I did, otherwise I might still be in that damned HDA cell or worse," he said with a calm smile. He looked
back to the vehicles then to the guards.
"I've brought them back here to rest after a daring rescue, please open the gates and let them
in. I'm afraid they've been having a very tiring day," he said with a smile.
"Yes, of course," a guard said before he walked back towards the small door. Fang Fang nodded
then walked back to the car and got in with the passengers staring at him with curious eyes.
"You live here?" Kurumu asked with wonder. The boy chuckled nodded a bit.
"Well yes, my family does own a few estates around the world, but I spend most of my time
here. I did grow up here as a little boy, so it's more of my actual home compared to the others," he said
simply. The three passengers looked to each other with wonder then back ahead as the large metal gate
started to rise up through the barrier and up over the top. Fang Fang drove in with the others following
after, the five vehicles driving into a large courtyard with small gardens on both sides and a stone brick
pathway leading into the villa up ahead. There were a few small buildings and structures with the larger
one seen down the path towards the back of the estate. There were dozens of armed guards walking
around while several black and white limos and SUVs were parked off to the side of the entrance
courtyard.
"Wow, this guy must be loaded," Render said looking around.
"Well his father was able to hire a dragon slayer, looks like they're pretty well off," Leon
reasoned in agreement. Apoch and Astreal just continued to look around with wonder at the very large
estate of the yasha.
The vehicles pulled off to the side of the courtyard as a group of guards walked up to them. Fang
Fang and his passengers got out of their car and walked in front of the vehicle, with a few of the guards
jumping a bit from seeing Rason's wings.
"Wha… what is he? Is he…" one of them said pointing to him. Fang Fang nodded and gestured to
Rason and Gabriel.
"Believe it or not, these are two angels from heaven gentleman; please make sure they feel
comfortable here. They are on assignment from above with a very important task, so please give them
whatever they need while staying here," he said casually. Rason glanced to his wings then back to the
guards as Gabriel waved a bit. Kurumu continued to look around with wonder as the large gate started

to close behind them. From another vehicle Dark, Arial, Moka, and Mizore got out and walked up to the
others, with Arial holding onto Dark's hand while looking around curiously. Fang Fang waved to Arial
then looked to the guards.
"That young one is an angel from above as well, treat her with the utmost care and make sure
you keep fire away from her at all times, is that understood?" he said in a commanding tone. The men
nodded and stood at attention.
"Yes master Fang Fang," they said together.
"Master Fang Fang?" Moka asked looking to the yasha with wonder. The boy chuckled and
shrugged modestly.
"You can just call me by my name, I'm not much for formal titles anyway," he said casually. Dark
and Mizore glanced to each other then looked around curiously while Arial gazed around at the large
estate.
From an SUV another group got out and walked over to the others, with Razico and Ruby
looking around curiously while Ahakon, Yukari, and Ran looked to Fang Fang with wonder.
"This is your home? Really?" Ahakon asked looking around with awe. The yasha nodded and
gestured around.
"Yes, and you're all welcome to stay here as long as you like, heroes of Alucard," he said
graciously.
"What? Heroes of Alucard?" the guards said in shock looking to the group. Fang Fang nodded
and gestured to the group with a proud smile.
"Yes, these are indeed the heroes of that day. Do not fear, they are indeed the peacekeepers
that their stories told of; the HDA had blamed another monster attack on them with their ignorance. It
was by greatest luck that they turned out to be my saviors today, so please make them feel welcome,"
he said with a slight bow. The guards jumped a bit then bowed at the group, with everybody glancing to
each other curiously.
"I gotta say, this is some… place to lay low," Razico said with a nod.
"I'll say, I might be able to get a nice bath tonight after all," Ruby said with a small smile, eager
to have a proper bath after her long duration in Paradise and through her ordeal in the human world.
From another car Render and Leon got out along with Apoch and Astreal, the four walking over
to the others while looking around with wonder.
"Holy crap man, this is your place?" Render asked looking to Fang Fang. The yasha nodded and
smiled at the boy.
"Yes, please, make yourselves at home while you stay here," he said politely.

"This is quite a large estate, what is it your family does anyway?" Leon asked.
"Oh you know, a little of this, a little of that," Fang Fang said with a slight smile.
"Just what exactly does that entail, I mean look at this place," Kurumu said looking around with
wonder.
"Father has some summer homes like this around the monster world, is your father a dark
lord?" Moka asked curiously. Fang Fang smiled nervously and shook his head.
"No no, nothing like that my dear," he said before glancing away.
"Then just what does your family do to afford living in place like this and hiring a dragon slayer?"
Dark asked curiously. Fang Fang hesitated then smiled worriedly at them.
"Well…" he said slowly.
"Go on yasha, explain to them what your family does in this world," Ceal's voice called out. The
group looked over as the guards jumped in surprise to seeing Ceal walking towards them with Complica
holding onto his hand. Behind them Gin, Kokoa, and Sun were looking around at the villa with wonder
before back to the catalyst mage.
"Selling weapons, magic, artifacts, and having connections with most of the lower street gangs
and low rate mobs in the area; of course that's probably just a small part of your family's income, am I
right?" Ceal said staring at the yasha with cold eyes. The group looked to Fang Fang with surprise as the
nearby guards aimed their guns at the catalyst mage.
"It's Ceal Erres! He's returned!" a guard yelled out. Fang Fang jumped a bit then waved his hands
around quickly.
"No, don't shoot! He's a guest here too! Stand down now, stand down!" he called out. The
guards looked to him with surprise then back to Ceal as the mage glared at them. Complica held onto his
hand and shook her head worriedly.
"Don't hurt him, he helped everybody today," she pleaded urgently. Fang Fang looked around
nervously then back to Ceal.
"So wait, you're…" Render said looking to Fang Fang. The yasha smiled and nodded while
rubbing the back of his head.
"A member of a major Chinese mafia in this region, or rather the son of the leader," Ceal said
simply. The group stared at the yasha with surprise as the boy laughed weakly.
"I guess… you could put it that way," he said nervously.
"What is he doing here master Fang Fang?" a guard demanded with anger as the men kept their
guns at the ready. Fang Fang shook his head and gestured to them to lower their weapons.

"I said for all of you to stand down, he is one of those responsible for my safe return, and is a
welcome guest here as well," he asserted firmly.
"A guest? He's not allowed on these grounds after what he did, your father would never permit
it," a guard said shaking his head.
"Well I'm permitting it. I'll deal with my father if he has a problem with that, in the meantime
you will treat this one as a guest here as well, that's an order," Fang Fang said sternly. The guards looked
to each other then slowly lowered their weapons.
"You're part of the Chinese mafia?" Moka asked with wonder at Fang Fang. The yasha smiled
weakly and nodded.
"Yes, that is correct miss," he said gently. He looked around to everybody staring at him then
sighed quietly.
"I'll be happy to answer any of your questions that I'm sure you're eager to ask, but first how
about we go inside and have a nice warm meal. My guards will show you all to your rooms while you're
staying here, and my tailors will be happy to provide you with more comfortable clothing if you prefer,"
he offered, gesturing towards the villa.
"Wow, that's very nice of you Fang Fang," Ruby said with a smile.
"Yeah, a warm meal sounds great right about now," Ahakon said with a nod.
"Hold it yasha," Ceal snapped with narrowed eyes. Fang Fang jumped a bit and looked to him
nervously as the catalyst mage raised an eyebrow.
"There's still the matter of my payment," he said expectantly.
"Payment?" a guard scoffed with discontent. Fang Fang raised a hand to silence the guards then
nodded slowly.
"I'll be happy to pay you the full amount we agreed to, but for now please allow me to offer you
all lodgings and a meal, I'm sure you're all hungry after a tiring day," he said glancing to the others.
"Either you offer the agreed amount now or you'll pay with your blood," Ceal said coldly. The
guards aimed their guns at him before Fang Fang waved his hands around quickly.
"I said stand down! Stand down, that means don't fire!" he called out. The group looked at Fang
Fang curiously then to Ceal as the boy glared at the yasha. Slowly the guards lowered their guns as
Complica looked from them to Ceal's necro hand that had a black hue slowly fading from it. Fang Fang
sighed and nodded then smiled a bit at the mage.
"Very well, I will honor our agreement, both on behalf of my father and myself," he said
assuredly. He looked to a guard with a firm expression and snapped his fingers.

"Bring forth 9000 gold bars at once, I'll be paying off the debt to Ceal Erres on behalf of my
family as well as a fair price for today's hardships," he ordered. The guards looked at him with surprise
as the group watched Ceal curiously.
"What's he going to do with it? Take it to a bank then come back here?" Yukari asked puzzled.
"9000 gold bars isn't exactly walking around money, how's he going to take it out of this place?"
Moka wondered curiously.
"I'm not sure, but it's his money so it's his call," Razico reasoned with a shrug. Complica nodded
then looked to Fang Fang while holding onto Ceal's hand.
"But master Fang Fang, 9000 gold bars? Your father would never allow this, we can't-" a guard
pleaded before Fang Fang clenched his fists in frustration.
"Just do it! Bring it out of my own savings if you must, I will not go back on our word with a
dragon slayer!" he yelled out at the guard. The man nodded then took off as Fang Fang looked down
with a downtrodden expression.
"I can just tell how father will react to this, though I'm not sure which ceremonial blade he will
choose to behead me with. Oh well, better dying by him than a dragon," he reasoned with a shrug. He
glanced back to Ceal and smiled a bit.
"You're more than welcome to your money Ceal, but what are you going to do with it? And right
now no less," he asked. Ceal glanced to him then looked around casually at the villa as all eyes were on
him. Fang Fang looked at him curiously then smiled a bit at the others.
"Well, while we wait for my guard to return with his payment, I suppose you have a few
questions to ask," he said with a small smile.
"Depends, what's your definition of 'a few'?" Dark asked with a raised eyebrow. Fang Fang
nodded and rubbed the back of his head.
"I suppose I see what you mean. Well, let's just start with the most prominent ones you may
have for me," he suggested with a slight smile.
head.

"So are you really a criminal?" Yukari asked curiously. Fang Fang jumped a bit and shook his

"No no no, not at all young miss. Yes, my family does deal with… less than reputable humans
and monsters with our work, but all our dealings are perfectly legal, both in this world and the monster
world. We may run close to that line, but we never cross it, we do have some pride you know," he said
with a chuckle.
"So why did the HDA lock you up then?" Leon asked curiously.

"I'm afraid it was because I'm a monster. I was registered with the HDA, seeing as how I wanted
to be able to move freely between countries without incident, and those that were registered with them
were immediately arrested and taken in when things started to go bad. I was taken straight off the
street to their command center to be held in contempt merely for being a monster in this world," Fang
Fang explained with remorse.
"So you being in the mafia had nothing to do with it?" Render asked curiously. Fang Fang paused
then smiled weakly.
"Well, nothing that I would imagine would warrant an execution," he said with a small laugh.
The group glanced to each other then back to him as the boy looked down to the ground with worry.
"But they know you're a monster, they'll come here looking for you won't they? How is this a
safe place to be?" Ran asked looking around. Fang Fang looked to her and smiled.
"Because my dear, I may have been registered with the HDA, but all my paperwork listed my
home being in China, not here in Japan. This estate is owned by my father, who my paperwork does not
refer to at all as I listed my family being deceased. I may have been registered with the HDA, but being
raised in the mafia did teach me some things about keeping my identity and assets hidden from view. As
far as the human government is concerned this villa is owned by a rich businessman, which is technically
true, and I was a simple yasha from the monster world who lived in China," he said with a shrug. Ran
nodded slowly then glanced to Ahakon, the mage looking at the yasha curiously.
"Where is your father anyway?" he asked. Fang Fang smiled slightly and looked off over to the
horizon.
"He's away on business outside of the country for the time being. However with the HDA now
declaring war I'm sure he'll be seeking refuge and keeping out of sight until this is cleared up. I'll trust
he'll be safe for now," he said with a nod. He paused then glanced to Ceal, the mage looking off to the
side with a dull expression.
"Pity, I would have looked forward to meeting him again," Ceal said flatly. Complica looked up at
him and tugged his hand gently to get his attention.
"What are you going to do with your money Ceal? That's an awful lot of gold," she asked softly.
He glanced down to her then away again without saying a word.
"I'm rather curious myself, 9000 gold bars… none of our vehicles will carry that without breaking
down. Why are you asking for it now?" Ruby asked curiously.
"Retribution," Ceal said simply.
"But he's agreed to give you your money whenever you want, why take it now? Where are you
going to put it, we're trapped here anyway, it's not like you can take it back to your home in the monster
world," Kurumu said curiously. Again the mage didn't say a word and continued to look around the villa
carefully as everybody watched him with a curious eye.

After a long wait the front gate opened and in drove a large semi truck with a cargo trailer
hooked to it. It had several wheels under it as the vehicle pulled to a stop in the middle of the courtyard.
A guard stepped out and walked over to Fang Fang then stood before him with a slight bow.
"Here you are, 9000 gold bars from your own personal account master Fang Fang. I must say
however, I don't believe your father will approve of this in the slightest," he said cautiously.
trailer.

"I know, but a deal is a deal. Thank you," Fang Fang said with a nod before looking at the large
‘There goes my shopping money for the summer.’

"Alright then Ceal, here you are, just as we agreed on. Does this make amends for what my
family did in the past?" he asked looking to Ceal. The catalyst stepped towards the truck as Complica
stood back and watched with wonder. The boy held out his necro hand as the group watched him
curiously, the mage focusing his magic as his hand glowed a black hue. From under the large truck black
rifts appeared with dark tentacles reaching up and around the vehicle.
"What is he doing?" Gin asked as the group saw the necro demon from below slowly grabbing
onto the truck. From under the vehicle the dark rifts started to grow and expand under it, with the
image of the demon's large mouth with teeth slowly becoming visible. Fang Fang looked at the sight
with wonder as all the nearby guards watched cautiously. Suddenly the dark limbs started to crush down
and ensnare the truck, the trailer bending down with a screeching sound while the windows from the
front shattered. The vehicle rumbled a bit before crushing downwards and slowly sifting down through
the large rift.
"What's he doing?" Moka asked with surprise as the group saw the dark tentacles pulling the
large truck down into the mouth of the necro demon. Complica watched with awe as the truck
screeched and crushed inward before sliding down into the rift. A ghastly groaning sound was heard as
the limbs pulled the truck down into the necro demon's mouth. Fang Fang watched with shock as the
truck was devoured by the demon, with the last bits of the vehicle sifting down into the rift before the
limbs receded down into the darkness. The rifts then slowly vanished as Ceal lowered his hand.
"What… what the hell?" Razico said as the group looked to Ceal.
"You… fed the gold to your pet," Leon said with surprise.
"What, why? Why did you do that?" Render asked looking back to where the truck carrying a
fortune was devoured by the necro demon.
"I merely wanted him to pay for what I've done, gold doesn't matter to me," Ceal said looking
back to Fang Fang. The yasha looked at him with a stunned expression then over to where the gold had
vanished.
"But… why…" he asked slowly.

"I told you, I wanted you to pay for what you did. Taking away 9000 gold bars from you is all I
wanted, I never had any intention on keeping your money," Ceal said without a hint of interest.
"You… you just destroyed 9000 gold bars… just for the hell of it?" Ahakon said with shock. Ceal
glanced to him then looked back to Fang Fang with a smirk.
"No, I destroyed 9000 gold bars because they didn't deserve having it at all," he said calmly.
Fang Fang looked at the spot where the demon had devoured his gold then downward in stunned
silence. Ceal chuckled a bit and looked back to where his demon had pulled the truck down into.
"Gold doesn't matter to me, my family has all the money we need in life. However, gold does
matter to you yasha, as it does to so many. Taking away your money and seeing your grief is sufficient
payment for your father's ignorance," he said casually. The group looked at him with surprise then over
to where 9000 gold bars were destroyed right in front of them.
"He… he just threw away 9000 gold bars… like it was nothing," Render said in disbelief.
"How could you just throw that gold away like that?" Razico asked grabbing his hair. Ceal
glanced to him with a raised eyebrow.
"I just said gold doesn't matter to me hunter, I only wanted retribution from this yasha. His loss
will do nicely," he said before looking back ahead. Complica looked at the mage with wonder as she held
onto his hand, the boy seeming not to care at all about destroying a large amount of gold.
"I… I don't know what to say about this," Moka said with a stunned expression.
"I've never seen anyone throw so much money away, just like that," Kokoa said with shock. Sun
just stared at the spot where the necro demon devoured the large amount of gold then looked over to
Ceal with wonder.
‘Just how much money does his family have anyway?’
Fang Fang sighed then looked to Ceal with a saddened expression.
"I suppose… this makes us even then?" he asked. Ceal glanced to him then towards the larger
building near the back of the estate, and then simply nodded once. Fang Fang smiled then glanced to
the others.
"Well… anyway, now that that's settled, let's head inside and rest. You've all had a long day, and
I imagine tomorrow may be a bit… difficult as well," he said with a bit of remorse. The group looked to
him then to each other, all of them knowing that more trouble was looming ahead for them. Fang Fang
nodded then snapped his fingers, his guards then snapping out of their stunned state, from having seen
a necro demon destroy a truck full of gold, then stood at attention.
"Please escort them inside, and have our cooks prepare a good meal for them. There is much to
discuss about current events, but before then they've earned a reprieve," the yasha said calmly.

"Yes sir," the guards said before walking off towards the main building. Fang Fang waved the
group over then walked off as well, with the group then following him while looking around at the large
estate curiously. For now it appeared they would be safe in the human world, which would give them
time to figure out what their next move was regarding so much that had gone wrong in their lives.

"Help me!" Kyouko cried out, running down a darkened street with smoke and flames flaring
around her. The girl was dressed in her usual human outfit while running as fast as she could down the
damaged street. The sky above was covered with dark clouds as lightning crackled around through the
air.
"Somebody, help me!" the girl yelled as she looked around franticly while running down the
street. All the tall buildings around her were in ruin with flames flaring through the windows and large
openings in the walls. The streets were covered with debris and scorch marks while nearby wreckages of
cars were on fire. Kyouko ran down to an intersection and looked around quickly, breathing heavily as
she had a frightful expression.
"Tsukune! Falla! Somebody!" she cried out. She looked down one street and saw nothing but
billowing smoke, then down another to see fires flaring around a pileup of cars. The girl whimpered and
looked back to see a familiar face smiling at her wickedly.
"Where are you going?" Jovian asked with a cold look in her multicolored eyes. Kyouko stared at
her with fright and backed up, bumping into something then looking back to seeing another monster
standing behind her.
"What's wrong? Are you scared of something?" Jacqueline said before grabbing the human's
arms and holding her in place.
"No… you can't be here… you're dead! You're dead!" Kyouko cried out as she thrashed around in
the witch's grip. Jovian giggled and walked up to her, eyeing the girl's body with a cold eye.
"You're so cute when you scream Kyouko, you know you always were my favorite toy," she said
before she grabbed Kyouko's shirt and tore it off, the human screaming as her bra and chest were
exposed.
"Aw, sister, I thought I was your favorite," Jacqueline pouted as she pulled Kyouko down and
held her on the ground by her shoulders, the girl screaming and kicking before Jovian grabbed her legs
and held them back.
"You are too, but she's my favorite human toy," Jovian said as she tore off the human's denim
skirt. Kyouko screamed as she tried to break free, watching with wide eyes as the witches giggled while
holding her down.
"No… let me go!" Kyouko cried out as the witches eyed her body with wicked smiles.

"My my Kyouko, you always were the screamer. I just love that about you, so let's see if I can't
get you to scream louder for me," Jovian said licking her lips.
"Let me have some time with her too sister, she's such a lively one," Jacqueline said with a
giggle. Jovian reached down towards Kyouko's panties, the human staring with fright and shaking her
head.
"Somebody HELP!" she screamed at the top her lungs.
CRUNCH!
Jovian jerked back as a metallic blade pierced through her chest, the girl looking down with wide
eyes of shock at the blade that appeared to be made of flesh and metal melded together. Kyouko and
Jacqueline watched with surprise as Jovian was lifted up into the air by the protruding blade. She
coughed out blood and twitched a bit before looking behind her, the girl's head then being cleaved
across by another blade with a slick crunch.
"SISTER!" Jacqueline shrieked out as the dead witch's body dropped to the ground. Kyouko
stared with wide eyes at the sight, seeing a boy with grayish metallic looking wings standing there
staring at Jacqueline with discontent. His dark green eyes glared at the evil witch, the boy dressed with
white tennis shoes, black jeans, and a dark green t-shirt with a black denim vest that was left unzipped
in the front.
"You…" Kyouko breathed out as the boy had his arms down to his sides, with both of them
having metallic looking wraith blades extended out. Jacqueline growled loudly then stood up as she held
out a hand to him.
"YOU BASTARD!" she screamed as she fired out her multicolored blast of magical energy. The
projectile raced towards the boy before one of his wings swung over to shield him, the attack striking it
and streaking off to the side with colorful flames and smoke. In a flash the boy darted forward and sliced
off Jacqueline's hand, and then her arm with his other blade, then spun around and sliced off her head
with a clean cut. Kyouko stared with wide eyes as the evil witch dropped back dead and in pieces while
the winged boy stood over her. He glanced down to her as his blades retracted, the girl blushing as she
laid there on the street.
"It's… you…" she said quietly. The boy then kneeled down and lifted the girl into his arms, the
human looking at him with wonder as he stood up carrying her. He didn't say anything, just gazed into
her eyes as she was held close to him.
"Thank… you…" she said softly. After a moment she blinked then looked over to seeing a
growing dark shroud creeping towards them from down the street, the black void howling with a ghostly
wail as everything was engulfed by the shadow. Kyouko looked at the approaching darkness then to the
boy who was looking ahead at the void with narrowed eyes.
"Who are you?" she asked softly. He glanced to her and smirked slightly, the girl feeling her
heart beating faster as his eyes gazed into hers. He opened his mouth to speak and-

"AHHHH!" Rin screamed with fright, waking Kyouko who shot up with wide eyes and a jump.
The human looked around quickly, being inside the siren's dorm room at the academy and dressed in
simple white shorts and a t-shirt for the night. She and Falla had been asleep on the ground on sleeping
mats; however both were wide awake now as Rin was pointing to them with a frightful expression while
sitting up in her bed.
"Who are you? What are you doing in my room?" Rin screamed as Kyouko and Falla looked back
to her with surprise.
"Rin? What is wrong with you, it's us, Kyouko and Falla," Kyouko said with surprise.
"What's going on, why is she screaming?" Falla asked looking to Rin with wide eyes. The siren
pointed to both of them and shook her head.
"Who are you two?" she cried out. She blinked then tapped her headphones, pausing for a
moment then showing a worried expression.
"Oh… Kyouko, Falla. Sorry, I… blanked out again," she said with remorse. Falla blinked then
groaned and dropped back down onto her pillow as Kyouko stared at Rin with disbelief.
"Seriously? You woke us up screaming all because your headphones glitched out again?" Kyouko
asked tiredly.
"I'm sorry; I woke up from a dream and… I didn't remember you two right away. I'm sorry," Rin
said with remorse.
"Thank god she's here to protect me, otherwise I don't know what I'd do," Falla muttered into
her pillow. Kyouko sighed and lied back down on her pillow, looking up at the ceiling with a blank gaze.
"I'm sorry, I didn't mean to wake you two like that," Rin said softly. Falla sighed then looked back
up to her.
"Its fine Rin, just… go to sleep," she said laying back down again and closing her eyes. Rin
nodded then looked to Kyouko.
"Sorry about that Kyouko," she said softly. Kyouko nodded as she kept looking up at the ceiling.
The image of the winged boy coming to her rescue and holding her close was at the forefront of her
mind, the girl unable to stop seeing his dark green eyes that gazed into hers. Rin looked at her worriedly
as she lied back in her bed.
"Kyouko? Is something wrong?" she asked. Kyouko kept looking up at the ceiling with a deep
gaze, the girl's mind fixated on something still.
"What was he?" she asked softly. Rin looked at her curiously as Falla merely glanced over to the
human with one eye still closed.
"What was who?" Rin asked.

"That boy who stood up for me today, the one with the wings. What is he, who is he?" Kyouko
asked softly.
"The one with Alucard's wings?" Falla asked looking over to her friend. Kyouko nodded then
glanced to her.
"He said he was a 'hybrid', what kind of monster is that?" she asked. Falla looked at her with
concern then up at the ceiling while lying down on her pillow.
"I'm not sure, I never heard of that type of monster before," she said thinking about the
mysterious boy they saw earlier that night. Kyouko nodded and looked up with worried eyes.
"I had a dream about him. I was being chased by Jovian and Jacqueline… we were in a city that
was in ruins," she said softly. Falla and Rin sat up and looked at the human curiously as she trembled a
bit.
"They were going to rape me again… they had me trapped in the street and… they were going to
rape me again. I couldn't get away, I couldn't escape from them no matter how far I tried to run," she
whimpered.
"Kyouko…" Falla said softly. The human shook her head then looked over to her friend.
"But then he showed up. He came and… he killed them. He killed them like it was nothing at all.
He saved me," she said with a slight smile. Falla smiled a bit at her friend, the human girl then looking up
at the ceiling with worry.
"He saved me from them… then… a dark shadow started to cover everything nearby. It was…
just a black void swallowing up everything in its path," she said softly. Falla and Rin looked at her with
concern as the human showed a cautious expression.
"It was coming right for us… but he wasn't running away. He was staring at it… like he was going
to fight it. He didn't show any fear, he just stood his ground," she said softly.
"A dark shadow?" Rin asked worriedly. Kyouko nodded then looked over to her.
"Yeah, it… just covered everything, like a pitch black cloud," she said curiously. Rin trembled
then hid under her blanket.
"I don't like your dream. I hate the dark, I hate it," she whimpered.
"Sounds like you were just having a nightmare Kyouko," Falla said rubbing one of her eyes as she
was still tired.
"It started out like that… but… when he held me in his arms, I wasn't scared. Even with the
darkness coming towards us, I wasn't scared at all. I felt so safe and secure, all because of him," Kyouko
said looking up with wonder.

"You know what I think Kyouko?" Falla asked simply, the human looking over to her curiously.
Falla paused for a moment then shook her head a bit.
"I think we need to find you a boyfriend, one that has nothing to do with Alucard at all, and
soon," she said flatly. Kyouko jumped a bit then shook her head with a blush.
"What are you talking about? This has nothing to do with… I wasn't saying… I mean there's
nothing wrong with him being in my dream, is there?" she stuttered out.
"At least tell me you weren't naked with him," Falla groaned as she held a hand to her head
tiredly. Kyouko turned a bit red and shook her head.
"We weren't naked; it wasn't that kind of dream! …although I was in my underwear when he
was carrying me," she said, looking away with a timid expression during the last part. Falla rolled her
eyes while Rin peeked out from under her blanket.
"I don't believe this, you can't be serious about liking him that way; he has Alucard's blood in
him. That can only lead to trouble Kyouko," Falla said with exasperation.
"So? You don't know that he's bad; he was nice to me when we met earlier. Besides, Akua and
Kahlua have Alucard's blood in them as well, and they're not evil," Kyouko reasoned defensively. Falla
looked at her with disbelief then shook her head.
"That's not the point here; the point is that some stranger that just flew through the area has
wings and blades just like Alucard, something that could only have come from Alucard. That's way too
suspicious to trust. Tell me you're not falling for this guy Kyouko, tell me you're not…" she said before
she saw Kyouko looking down with a blush. Falla looked at her carefully then shook her head.
"Oh my god, you are. You… you were having that kind of dream about him weren't you?" she
said with disbelief.
"No I wasn't! At least… that's not how it started," Kyouko said looking down with
embarrassment.
"You've got to be kidding me, you can't seriously like this guy just because he stood up for you,"
Falla said in exasperation. Kyouko scoffed then looked at her with annoyance.
"Why not, so what if I do like him? What's wrong with that? You liked Ceal even after he
threatened to kill us," she snapped.
"Wait, he did what?" Rin asked with surprise.
"He was just bluffing then, he wouldn't have harmed us at all. Besides, he healed my mind
Kyouko, he saved my life! That's nothing like what this other guy did, if he hadn't stopped Saizo from
making a move on you then I sure would have," Falla argued.

"So? You know it doesn't matter if he has Alucard's blood in him, that doesn't automatically
make him evil. You don't know him, you don't know his story, you don't even know for a fact that he
does have Alucard's blood. Maybe… maybe those 'hybrid' monsters naturally look like that, maybe that's
why," Kyouko reasoned looking down in thought.
"Kyouko, if you want a monster for a boyfriend that badly, might I suggest finding one that
doesn't have the same features of a great destroyer that nearly killed all life on earth?" Falla said with
frustration.
"This isn’t because I want him to be my boyfriend!" Kyouko cried out, and then slapped a hand
over her mouth with a jump. Falla looked at her with wide eyes then shook her head.
"You're kidding me; you're really falling for this guy? You don't even know him!" she yelled out.
"You didn't know Ceal either, why's this different?" Kyouko yelled back.
"Because my boyfriend isn't related to Alucard in any way!" Falla shouted out.
"You don't know he's related to that thing, you don't know anything about him!" Kyouko
shouted back.
"We saw his wings, we saw his blades; they looked exactly like Alucard's. No other monster has
that type of skin or appearance, and the only ones that ever had Alucard's blood in them were once
involved with plotting the world's destruction. Akua and Kahlua turned over a new leaf because of your
cousin, but we don't know this guy's story, for all we know he's just as evil as Alucard himself!" Falla
yelled out. Kyouko growled with frustration then stood up.
"Stop it already! The first time a boy monster actually stands up for me and isn't some creep I'm
supposed to just think he's evil because of how he looks?" she yelled out. Falla looked at her with
surprise as Rin watched the human worriedly.
"I may never see him again, I may never know his name, I'll likely never know what exactly he is,
but he at least wasn't some lecherous jerk before he left. He went out of his way to keep that orc away
from me, something he didn't have to do but he did anyway. I never even got to thank him!" Kyouko
cried out. She trembled a bit then looked at Falla with a narrowed stare.
"You trusted Ceal, even without knowing what he was or what he could do, even after how he
was so cold to you at first you still trusted him, believed that he wasn't some heartless monster," she
said with frustration. Falla looked at her worriedly then down. Kyouko shook her head then walked
towards the door, stopping at it to glance back to Falla.
"If this other guy really was so evil, if he really was born from Alucard somehow, then he would
have killed us all with his blades. He would have gutted us all without remorse, he would have peeled
me like an onion, but he didn't. He came here, he stopped that orc from going near me without killing
him, and then he left peacefully. Similar appearance or not… I trust him," she said before walking out of
the room. Falla glanced back to the door then down with concern. Rin looked to the door with worry
then to the chronofly.

"Should we go after her?" she asked. Falla shook her head and looked out the window at the
night sky.
"No, I think she wants to be alone right now," she said softly.
"But this is a school for monsters, what if she runs into trouble?" Rin asked worriedly. Falla lied
back on her sleeping mat and looked up at the ceiling.
"She's Tsukune's cousin, nobody here in their right mind will lay a hand on her. Just get some
rest Rin, she'll come back when she's had time to cool off," she said as she thought about her boyfriend
that was trapped in the human world. She closed her eyes and shook her head a bit.
‘Ceal was different, he's somebody with a code of honor and a noble cause. This other guy… he's
nothing like him at all.’

Standing out in the courtyard near the dorm buildings Kyouko was looking up at the night sky,
watching a few clouds passing by with the red moon behind them. She sighed and looked over to the
horizon with a gentle gaze, thinking about the boy that came and went so quickly.
"Thank you… for defending me," she said softly. The wind gently rolled by, her hair flowing
slightly in the breeze as she looked down with a gentle expression.
"I wonder where you went to… or if you'll ever come back," she said quietly. She remembered
him looking back to her before he left, how he said something to her before vanishing into the night.
"You're fortunate to be on this side of the gateway; after all, humans are the real monsters of
the world. You're far safer here than you were out there."
"Do you not like humans? But if not, why try to save me?" Kyouko asked herself quietly. She
looked up at the sky as a few stars were seen behind the clouds.
‘Hybrid… I wonder what kind of monster that is.’
She blinked then looked over to see two figures running towards the dorm buildings from the
beaten path through the woods. As they approached Kyouko recognized the two and waved them over.
"Akua, Kahlua!" she called out. The two vampire sisters stopped and saw the human standing
there, the sisters then running towards her with surprise.
"Kyouko? What are you doing here?" Kahlua asked looking at the human with wonder.
"You're ok, thank god, I thought I saw a girl like you on the news report being killed," Akua said
in relief.
"What are you two doing here?" Kyouko asked looking between the two sisters.

"What are we doing here? What are you doing here? What happened at your old school?" Akua
said grabbing the human by the shoulders and shaking her a bit.
"We saw Falla killing innocent humans on the news report, what happened?" Kahlua asked
shaking her head. Kyouko looked at them then down with worry.
"Um, well…" she said softly.
"Well what? What happened?" Akua asked urgently. Kyouko looked at them worriedly then
shook her head.
"It's a mess; this whole day is nothing but a complete mess. Come with me, we'll explain
everything," she said before quickly leading them into the dorm building. They raced up the stairs and
towards Rin's room, the three then rushing in with Falla and Rin looking over in surprise.
"Akua, Kahlua? What are you doing here?" Falla asked with a jump.
"Falla!" Akua yelled out, the vampire then lunging forward and grabbing the chronofly by the
shoulders and throwing her against the wall. Falla watched with wide eyes as Akua held her against the
wall by the shoulders as Kahlua's arm shifted into a bladed weapon, the vampire then holding it to the
surprised girl's throat.
"What are you doing? Don't hurt her!" Rin cried out.
"What have you done Falla? You killed innocent humans, you started a war with the two worlds;
why?" Akua yelled in anger.
"No I didn't, I tried to stop her! Really!" Falla cried out.
throat.

"Stop her? Stop who?" Kahlua demanded as she held her bladed arm towards the chronofly's
"The other me!" Falla cried out. Akua and Kahlua just stared at her then glanced to each other.
"The other… you?" Kahlua asked puzzled.

"What are you taking about, why did you murder innocent humans? You were supposed to be
setting an example of our desire for peace, not blood!" Akua yelled out with anger. She blinked then
looked at the chronofly curiously.
"Wait… your eye," she said as she noticed the girl had two red eyes. Kahlua leaned closer and
examined the girl curiously.
"Hold on, I thought she only had one. How come she has two now?" she asked tilting her head.
"Put her down, she's not the one that tried to kill me, really," Kyouko pleaded. The vampire
sisters looked to her with wonder as Falla struggled in the vampire's grip.

"What? You mean, that… that was you on the news I saw? But then… how…" Akua said looking
back to Falla.
"How did the school get destroyed, and how did you get your eye back?" Kahlua asked curiously.
"I'll explain everything, just put me down," Falla said nervously. Akua slowly let her go as Kahlua
lowered her arm, the vampire's limb shifting back to normal as Falla regained herself.
"What are you two doing here anyway?" Falla asked as she straightened out her shirt and closed
the door.
"We came here to bring Moka and Kokoa home, father wants them back from the academy until
this crisis is resolved," Akua said while looking at the chronofly's two eyes curiously.
"What happened out there, why did we see you on the news report trying to kill Kyouko?"
Kahlua asked looking to the human. Kyouko sighed and waved for them to sit down, the two sisters then
sitting down next to Rin who was watching them all with concern. Falla and Kyouko explained everything
that happened at their school, how they came against Jovian, Jacqueline, and the dark side of Falla, how
the three souls from hell were destroyed once and for all by three monsters that were attending their
school in disguise, and how they all came to the monster world to save Apoch and Astreal thanks to
Falla's new boyfriend who also happened to cure Falla of her dementia and restore her eye. They also
explained how they learned that Moka and the others had ventured out to try to bring Falla back before
this dark monster from another world came after her, the same one that brought the three souls of hell
out in the first place and who also had Luna now imprisoned in his world to be used as a breeder for his
growing army. How Moka's group was captured at the scene of the school and blamed for the whole
incident by the HDA. And they explained how they last heard on the news reports the HDA command
center experiencing a monster breakout, however further details were unknown as the TV lost its signal
to the human world when the gateways were completely sealed off. After the girls explained everything
Akua and Kahlua were staring at them with shock.
"Moka and Kokoa are still out there? Moka's in the human world right now in the HDA's
custody? They're still in the human world?" Akua cried out.
"I'm sure Ceal and the others got to her, they had to have gotten them out of that place," Falla
said worriedly.
"Luna's been captured by this other monster? To breed more chronoflies?" Kahlua cried out
shaking her head.
"Don't talk about that, I don't want to even think about what's happening to her!" Falla yelled
out covering her ears and shutting her eyes. She could almost imagine the screams of her sister as she
would be violated by shadowy figures, the red eyed chronofly feeling her heart ache as she struggled to
retain hope that he sister could be saved before enduring such a dire fate. Kyouko held her worriedly
then looked back to the vampire sisters.
"You need to do something, we have to open the gateways to let them back in here, we need
them to go after Falla's sister," she said urgently. Akua and Kahlua looked at her with shock then down.

"We'll inform father right away, but I don't know if he'll be able to do anything at the moment.
All the dark lords of the monster world have the realm sealed off until they can formulate their next
move," Akua said worriedly.
"Moka, Kokoa, they're trapped in the human world… this is horrible," Kahlua said shakily. Akua
shook her head then looked around in disbelief.
"I swear this school is cursed! They can't even go one day without all hell breaking loose, it's
unbelievable!" she cried out.
"Never mind that, you need to do something! Moka's father is a dark lord; can't he open the
gateway for them? Just for a little bit?" Falla pleaded with desperation. Akua and Kahlua shook their
heads with remorse.
"He's going to be greatly troubled by this news, to say the very least, but he alone doesn't have
the power to open the gateways. It would take all the dark lords of the monster world to reopen the
realm to the human world. If only we had known they were there at the time, we would have gone to
bring them back before the gateways were closed," Akua said looking down in frustration. She breathed
out then stood up with Kahlua.
"We'll go inform father about her whereabouts. Our sisters are strong; surely they escaped the
HDA and have fled to safe grounds, especially with all your friends going to help them. I just pray they
stay hidden from the humans long enough for us to get to them," Akua said with concern.
"If we hear any news about them or the gateways being opened again we'll let you know. In the
meantime stay here with the headmaster of the academy, and let us know if you hear anything," Kahlua
said looking at the other girls. Falla nodded then glanced away.
"Um, there is one thing we saw here," she said looking back to Kyouko.
"Oh? What might that be?" Akua asked looking to the human. Kyouko looked down with a
worried expression then back to the vampires.
"We saw a boy come through here, but…" she said hesitantly.
"But what?" Kahlua asked. Falla and Rin glanced to each other then back to Kyouko as the
human continued.
"He had wings… and blades coming out of his arms," she said cautiously.
"This is the monster world Kyouko, I'm sure there are stranger creatures than that right next
door to you in this very academy," Akua mused with a slight smile. Kyouko shook her head and looked at
them with concern.
"No, you don't understand. His wings and blades… they… they looked just like…" she said before
looking to Falla. The chronofly paused for a moment then glanced to the vampires.

"Like Alucard's," she said cautiously. Akua and Kahlua looked at her with surprise then slowly to
each other.
"Yeah, it was like… flesh and bone… just mixed together. His wings and blades both seemed to
be made of the same type of matter," Kyouko said thinking about the strange wings and blades on the
mysterious boy.
"Wings like Alucard…" Akua said quietly.
"He came through here then just took off, we were wondering if either of you might know how
he would have wings like that," Kyouko said curiously. Akua and Kahlua looked at each other with worry
then down.
"It can't be," Kahlua said softly.
"What's wrong?" Falla asked.
"It can't be him, he should be dead," Akua said shaking her head.
"Who should be dead? You know who that guy was?" Falla asked. Akua looked to Falla then to
Kyouko.
"Tell me, what color were his eyes?" she asked. Kyouko looked at her worriedly as she didn't like
where this was going.
"They were dark green," she said cautiously. Akua looked down with frustration, seeming to be
thinking about something very troubling.
"It's him sister, he's still alive," Kahlua said shaking her head. Kyouko looked at the vampires
worriedly as Falla and Rin watched them closely.
down.

"You know who that guy is?" Falla asked carefully. Akua nodded slowly as she kept looking
"Who is he?" Kyouko asked softly. Akua slowly looked over to her and showed a bit of concern.

"No! Get away!" a voice cried out in the darkened forest of the monster world. Running through
the rotting wooded area a figure was franticly dashing around trees and over ditches as fast as he could,
the monster having two bony legs and arms with a smaller skull that had four eyes. He had a unique pair
of glasses on which held four lenses over the four eyes with a brass frame, the monster looking around
franticly behind him while tree branches were overhead against the night sky. Behind him a shadowy
silhouette was seen flying over the trees with a large wingspread.
"Keep away, no!" the bony monster cried out as he ran through the forest towards a small
house by a swampy bog. The building was a stone brick one-story house with a slanted roof that had

multiple metal antennas sticking out to one side and a stout chimney with colored smoke billowing out
of it. The monster raced into his home and closed the door behind him. He locked it and put down a
large metal breaker across it before rushing across his living space, which had a few tables with beakers
and boiling chemicals that were letting off strangely colored fumes that billowed up towards the
ventilation ducts. The frightened monster pushed books and papers off of his desk before grabbing a
handgun from under the piles of research he had laid out, the monster then spinning around and
watching the door with four nervous eyes. From the desk a unique insignia pin rolled off and bounced
onto the floor, the old pin having two golden fox tails in a loop.
"This isn't happening, it can't be him," the monster said nervously.
The door blasted apart from a powerful strike down across it, the wooden and metal pieces of
the door flying apart as the four eyed monster watched with terror. From the entryway a figure walked
into the building, the dark green eyes of the intruder glaring with anger ahead of him. His metallic
looking wings were extended out behind him while both his arms had wraith blades extended out.
"Get back!" the four eyed monster yelled as he fired a few rounds at the winged boy, the
assailant using his blade to block a round before his wing swung around and blocked the others. The
bullets ricocheted off and struck a bookshelf off to the side causing tatters of paper to fly about. The
four eyed monster trembled as he fired off the rest of the rounds, with the winged boy walking towards
him while his wing blocked every attack without a scratch.
"No… it can't be you… you're dead!" the monster said shaking his head with fright. The boy
removed his shield before him and walked up to the trembling monster with a dark glare.
"What's wrong, aren't you glad to see me again?" the assailant asked in a cold tone.
"No… why are you here? What do you want?" the monster said nervously as he dropped the
empty gun.
"What I want is revenge, plain and simple. Revenge against all those that took away my life," the
boy said with hatred. He struck forward with one of his blades and pierced through the bony monster's
chest. The monster coughed out blood and screamed as the boy lifted him and struck him against the
wall with one arm.
"Dr. Jovona Litchwend, head of bioengineering division number six, and one of the engineers
responsible for turning me into Fairy Tale's twisted freak. What I want is your life," the boy said with
malice. The monster looked at him wearily as blood dripped from his mouth.
"Please… I didn't… have a choice. I had to follow… my orders," he coughed out as he was held up
by the boy's wraith blade.
"Of course, you didn't have a choice. How convenient, just like I didn't have a choice. I didn't
have a say in being taken away from my family, I didn't have a voice to object to being turned into a
monster, I didn't have a choice either thanks to Fairy Tale!" the boy roared out with fury.

"But… we made you better… we made you… into something more," the monster coughed out
weakly. The winged boy glared at him with fury as he drew his other arm back.
"What you made me into, is a monster. Tell me, are you satisfied with how I turned out? Are you
happy to see your creation like this? Do I please your ego?" he yelled out. The monster trembled a bit
and stared at him with fright.
"Please… have mercy," he said quietly.
"Mercy?" the boy growled with narrowed eyes. He then swiped his other arm forward and
struck his blade through the skull of the monster with a slick crunch. The monster's legs and arms
twitched then fell limp as his body was held up by two blades going through him into the wall.
"There will be no mercy for you or any of those that were part of that accursed organization.
You thought you could hide from me? Human world, monster world, it makes no difference; I'll hunt you
all down wherever you try to hide, I'll kill every last one of you that ever wore that insignia. I'll kill every
Fairy Tale operative, scientist, and agent out there with my own hands, hands that they themselves
turned into weapons of war!" he yelled out before he threw the dead monster's body over to the side,
the corpse crashing into a table and knocking over several beakers. The table and body crashed down
onto the ground as pink and green flames flared around from the chemicals breaking free. The boy
growled furiously as he saw the corpse of the fallen monster ignite and start on fire, with the flames
flaring around and catching onto the ceiling and walls.

"He's one of the test subjects that Fairy Tale used to experiment Alucard's blood on," Akua said
cautiously.
"He went crazy with rage at what Fairy Tale did to him and tried to kill everyone when he
transformed into a powerful monster, he went on a rampage killing everybody from Fairy Tale he could
find," Kahlua said nervously. Kyouko, Falla, and Rin looked to each other worriedly then to Akua as the
vampire shook her head.
"Dark green eyes, wings and blades like Alucard, that's him alright," Akua said with concern.

Outside the burning building the boy walked away with a cold glare in his eyes, his wings arching
back a bit as he looked to the sky. He took off into the air with a powerful thrust from his wings, flying
off over the forest as the building burst into colorful flames before collapsing into itself with smoke
billowing upwards.
"I'll kill you all… every last one of you that thought they could run away after what you did to
me," he said with hatred.

"He was supposedly killed a while ago by Fairy Tale enforcers, after he caused considerable
damage to the company's assets. He earned quite a name for himself during his killing spree though,
those in the organization referred to him as 'the Fairy Tale killer'," Akua said shaking her head.
"The Fairy Tale killer?" Kyouko asked curiously. Kahlua nodded and looked down worriedly.
"He targeted anyone who worked there, he was killing everybody who ever set foot in Fairy Tale
after what the organization did to him," she said with regret.
"Last I heard about him though he was gunned down near the southern coast of Japan after a
long and bloody chase, but it appears… that was incorrect," Akua said with a slight amount of frustration
in her voice.
"Who is he?" Kyouko asked.
"What is he?" Falla asked urgently. Akua breathed out then looked to them with concern.
"His name is Talon Ryashen, he's a hybrid monster like Kahlua and myself are. He was one of the
few like us that were transformed by Alucard's blood into a powerful monster. His body generated wings
and wraith blades, both of them possessing the same durability and strength as our own permanent
changes we received from the great destroyer's blood. His own physical strength increased as well as his
healing rate, he became a real weapon of war," she explained, the girls looking at her with wonder.
"Hybrid. Wow, so he's part vampire like you are?" Kyouko asked. Akua shook her head as the
girls watched her curiously.
"Then, if he's only part Alucard, what was he before?" Falla asked carefully.

Up in the sky Talon looked around with a cold glare at the horizon in front of him, the boy on a
hunt for all those that were once responsible for his transformation into this twisted creation. Every
single human or monster that ever worked for the evil organization was his target, the boy fueled by
sheer hatred towards them for what they did to him. He looked to his arm as he slowly extended his
wraith blade, watching the weapon as it shimmered slightly in the moonlight from above.
"I'll make them pay as the very weapon they turned me into… I'll make them pay for taking away
my humanity."

Chapter 13
Conflicts
Inside Rin's dorm room at the academy a group of girls were rendered silent after learning about
the mysterious boy that had come and gone earlier that night. Kyouko and Falla were looking at the
vampire sisters Akua and Kahlua with wide eyes while Rin tapped her headphones a bit, the siren
blinking then looking at them curiously.
"Um, I blanked out again. What did she just say?" Rin asked looking to Akua. Kyouko blinked
then looked down with a stunned expression.
"He's… half human?" she said in disbelief.
"Yes, Talon was originally a human that was taken off the streets and away for experimentation
by Fairy Tale. I'm not proud to admit that I was once part of this organization, and knowing that
monsters and humans were once used as test subjects for Kiria's own benefit hurts all the more," Akua
said with remorse.
"Wow… so he's a human with Alucard's blood infused into him," Kyouko said with wonder.
"So that's why he attacked Fairy Tale? Because they used him for their experiments?" Falla
asked curiously.
"Yes, once he turned into… a monster, he broke out of containment and went on a rampage. He
destroyed the testing facility he was held at and worked his way across the land hunting down
everybody that had once worn that Fairy Tale insignia. Whether they were agents, scientists, or even
receptionists at our human offices, he killed everybody he could find. Nobody was safe from him," Akua
said with regret.
"So he's a good guy like Tsukune and the others, he wanted to stop Fairy Tale as well," Kyouko
reasoned hopefully. She laughed a bit and looked at Falla with a confident smile.
"And you were convinced he was evil, I told you he wasn't bad just because he had Alucard's
blood in him," she said proudly. Falla slowly looked to her and shook her head.
"Kyouko, you're not seeing the big picture here," she said worriedly.
"What are you talking about? He's just after everybody that was in that evil organization, he's
not-" Kyouko said before she blinked then looked back to Akua and Kahlua.
"We were in that organization Kyouko, as much as we regret it, it's true. We once served Kiria
with his dark plans," Akua said with remorse.
"That's not all," Falla said looking down. The girls all looked to her as she shook her head.

"I knew it was too strange for him to be just passing through, he was here for a reason," she said
with a bit of frustration.
"What's wrong?" Kyouko asked.
"Dark worked at Fairy Tale," Falla said looking to her.
"What? Dark was part of that place too?" Kyouko asked with surprise.
"Oh no, that's right, Dark was Fairy Tale's top agent, everybody in the organization knew him,"
Kahlua said worriedly.
"That's why he was here Kyouko; he didn't drop by just to keep Saizo from going near you, he
was looking for Dark!" Falla exclaimed.
"That makes sense, he must have learned about Dark staying here and came after him," Akua
said worriedly.
"What? But… Dark's one of the heroes that put an end to Fairy Tale and Alucard, he's not evil at
all," Kyouko said shaking her head.
"It doesn't matter Kyouko, didn't you just hear them? This Talon guy is looking for anybody who
ever worked at Fairy Tale, regardless of what they did. He's looking for and killing everybody whoever
worked there, and that includes Akua, Kahlua, and Dark. He came here looking to kill Dark," Falla said
with concern.
"This isn't good. Dark is safe from him since he's in the human world, but we're trapped here,"
Kahlua said nervously.
"Calm yourself sister, one of us alone should be more than a match for him, together we can
handle him if he shows up. He may have Alucard's blood in him, but so do we along with our vampire
blood as well," Akua said looking to the window carefully.
"But you two aren't evil; you made a mistake and helped rectify it. You even helped save my life
from Jovian," Kyouko said with concern.
"He doesn't care Kyouko, to him we're guilty and to be executed for what Fairy Tale did to him,"
Akua said shaking her head.
"But… he can't be evil, he can't be," Kyouko said looking down with concern.
"Get it through your head Kyouko, he's a murderer. Fairy Tale created a monster and now it's
running loose," Falla said looking down with caution.
"We need to head back home and send word to father about this. It's only a matter of time
before he tracks us down," Kahlua said worriedly.

"Then we'll have to track him down first," Akua said with a focused expression.
"Wait, what do you mean by that?" Kyouko asked worriedly.
"I mean we need to find him first and take him down, before he does so to us," Akua said
glancing to her.
"No, you can't kill him, he's just… he's just angry about what Fairy Tale did to him, he has every
right to be. You can't kill him for that. There… there must be some way to reason with him, to show him
you're not bad anymore," Kyouko pleaded.
"There's no reasoning with him, many agents have tried. He's out there right now searching for
any in the monster world that once belonged to Fairy Tale. And what do you think will happen if the
gateways are ever opened again?" Kahlua said with a solemn expression.
"He'll head out into the human world, and kill all those that were part of Fairy Tale as well. The
humans will see a monster going on a killing spree, and it will only further their cause to wage war
against us. We need to kill him before the gateways are opened again," Akua said firmly.
"No, you can't do that. He's not a bad guy," Kyouko pleaded.
"Didn't you hear them at all Kyouko? This guy's been spilling blood everywhere he goes because
of his quest for revenge. What if he finds Dark and kills him too? Are you still going to say he's not bad?"
Falla said while crossing her arms.
"But he's not bad, we can talk to him, tell him that Fairy Tale has been defeated and those
responsible for his abuse have been killed. He doesn't need to keep looking around for revenge, he can
stop and live his life," Kyouko said urgently.
"He won't stop, he's even declared so. He won't stop until he kills everybody from Fairy Tale
with his bare hands," Kahlua said shaking her head.
"We need to get going and send word to father about this. You girls stay here at the academy
where it's safe, at least he won't be coming after any of you," Akua said as the sisters walked towards
the door.
"Wait, there must be another way," Kyouko pleaded.
"It's us or him Kyouko, and I intend to live," Akua said simply.
"If by some miracle the gateways are allowed to be opened again he'll get out and run loose in
the human world, we'll have another monster making us all look bad to everybody," Kahlua said shaking
her head.
"But… but…" Kyouko said as the two vampires left the room. The human watched them go with
disbelief then looked to Falla.

"I told you that guy would be bad news. I told you, if he had Alucard's blood in him that means
he's going to be a serious problem," the chronofly said with discontent.
"He's not evil; if he was evil he would have just killed us all for the hell of it. He's just seeking
revenge against those that took away his humanity," Kyouko reasoned with concern.
"If Dark had been here those two would have gotten into a fight. I would like to think with Dark's
training and strength he would have been victorious, but what if he wasn't? What if Talon had killed
him? Would you still think he's not evil?" Falla asked with an accusing stare.
"He hasn't killed any of our friends yet, he can still be reasoned with. He just wanted to put an
end to Fairy Tale, that's not wrong," Kyouko said defensively. Falla shook her head and looked over to
the window.
"He's trying to kill our friends Kyouko, and if I ever see him again, I'll kill him first. I won't let him
kill those we care about all because he's angry at Fairy Tale. There's a difference between killing out of
revenge and killing out of anger Kyouko," she said firmly. Kyouko looked at her worriedly then down,
shaking her head a bit.
‘No, he's not evil, he can't be. That dream, it felt so… real. He's a good person, I just know it.’

"Ok, for the last time, you're an idiot," Leon said flatly.
The large group of friends/allies/rivals/wandering souls had finally arrived at a safe haven for
them, with everybody having a chance to finally rest and recover from their ordeal thanks to one of their
new friends they had picked up during their lengthy and dangerous escape from HDA custody. Fang
Fang, a yasha they had liberated from HDA imprisonment, had graciously allowed the group of monsters
that saved him to stay at his family estate, a large Chinese villa located atop a large hill near a human
city, as thanks for everything the group had done for him.
"And I'm telling you for the last time it's just a realistic and honest observation of the truth,"
Render said simply.
To everybody's surprise the yasha was the son of a mafia leader, and had not only great wealth
from his family but also a sound retreat for the group to lay low until they could figure out their next
move. There was some slight tension as Ceal and Fang Fang had a rocky history, however the yasha
made good on his word to make amends for his father having tried to avoid paying the dragon slayer,
and offered a truck filled with gold to the catalyst mage. Of course Ceal had no desire for gold, and the
group watched with surprise as the mage had destroyed the gold simply to take the wealth away from
Fang Fang as payment. With a place to stay at the group had taken the yasha up on his offer, and
although they had escaped from HDA and human law officials thanks to their new friend giving them
shelter, they still had various other problems to deal with, some even relating to internal conflicts within
the group.

"No, it's just your biased opinion on the matter. You're always impossible to reason with," Leon
argued shaking his head.
Everybody had learned the truth about how the human city around Falla's school was thrown
into chaos, and how the dark being from another world had come after the chronofly by bringing three
souls out of hell to use as his pawns. They also learned to their dismay that Luna had already been
captured by the dark being, and was being held in the other world surrounded by countless minions and
monsters.
"It's not biased; everybody can see it but you. You just can't face facts man, it's sad but true,"
Render said with a casual shrug.
The group also had a few immediate conflicts to deal with besides the human world declaring
war on them. One was with the return of two wandering souls, Arial and Complica. The two young
angels weren't able to return to heaven through the barrier above the mortal realm, and were stuck
down in the human world while being faced with the possibility of being wiped from existence should
they die again. Complica had expressed her desire to return to her heavenly home with great urgency;
however Arial had no desire at all to return. She wanted to remain down in the mortal realm near her
demon, refusing to let him go in her belief that they were destined to be together.
"Enough about this, we already have enough to be dealing with right now without you getting so
easily distracted like this," Leon said with a bit of annoyance.
Of course Arial's reunion hit a major snag as she had finally learned the truth about Dark and
Mizore, how the snow maiden was apparently claiming the demon as her own. This wasn't something
that was taken lightly by Arial, given her obvious attempts to kill Mizore, which she came close to doing
earlier that day. However the snow angel's true motives were only visible to everybody but Dark, the
shadow demon being unaware that his guardian angel was in love with him romantically, something that
Mizore was painfully aware of.
"I'm not distracted, I'm just aware of my surroundings to a higher level than you are. Its part of
being a battlemage, no need to be so jealous man," Render said with a smirk.
Not only was the group faced with trying to keep Arial from killing Mizore, another conflict arose
with the addition of another siren. The newcomer Sun had shown her good nature by not only taking
care of Arial and Complica upon their arrival, but also aided in the group's escape from HDA control.
However everybody was a bit surprised to learn that she and Gin were already acquainted; something
that Kokoa wasn't taking too well, especially since the siren had kissed Gin on first sight. The group
learned that Gin had once expressed his love to the siren; however the girl turned him down at the time
as she wasn't ready for a serious relationship in her life. That now seems to have changed as the siren
has shown that she isn't about to let Gin go even though he has a girlfriend now.
"To a higher level? You do remember that you more often than not set off the traps during our
hunts rather than avoid them like I did," Leon said with a raised eyebrow.
The entire group of monsters had a few things to deal with all at once, and for the time being
were trapped in the human world as the gateways into the monster realm had been sealed off. They

had to prevent mankind from going to war with their world, they had to rescue Luna from her dire fate,
they had to find a way to send Arial and Complica back home (and hopefully do so before Mizore would
be killed from the snow angel's wrath), and they needed to deal with the mysterious monster in the
darkness before his army would bring about more havoc in the world.
"That's because I fear nothing during our adventures, just like a true treasure hunter. Now,
admit I'm right and save yourself the headache of trying fruitlessly argue with me," Render said
confidently.
And they needed to settle another dispute as well.
"For the last time Render, Apoch and Astreal are the exact same physically, Apoch does not have
larger breasts than her sister," Leon said with exasperation.
Walking down a hallway inside the main building within the compound's barrier the two mages
were making their way towards the dining hall to meet with the others. The interior of the building was
of high class surroundings, with red carpets over smooth wooden floorboards, elegant wooden rafters
complete with lamps inside decorative metal holders, and fine crafted wooden doors leading into the
various chambers of the grand building. The two boys walked down the hallway from their guestroom
they were given from the resident yasha, were dressed in their usual outfits, with their usual hairstyles,
and having another pointless argument… as usual.
"And I'm telling you she does. I'm not being offensive to your girl, ok? I'm just pointing out that
Apoch is more developed. She has a more seductive sway with her hips when she walks, and her bust
size is indeed more mature and larger than her sister's. She's just blossoming into a fine woman before
Astreal, there's nothing wrong with that," Render reasoned with a cocky smile.
"First off, Ceal was right to call you an idiot; I'm now in full agreement with him on that one.
Secondly, if anything Astreal has a more dignified walk to her and a more enchanting smile as well.
Third, your vision of Apoch being 'more developed' is being misinterpreted by your brain due to your
'aura of confidence' that she keeps saying you possess. It's more like an aura of arrogance and
simplemindedness if you ask me," Leon said rolling his eyes. Render chuckled and shook his head while
looking forward still.
"Oh Leon, you poor thing. I know you're just now moving on and opening your heart to another
girl, and I'm happy for you. I really am. Selena would be happy too. But you're the one that isn't seeing
the big picture here. Again, I'm not saying Astreal's a bad pick for you, I'm just saying I hit the jackpot
among the two of them by getting a hottie with a badass fighting spirit," he said with a nod. Leon took
another step then stopped while looking ahead. Render stopped and looked to him as Leon glanced
down.
"Finally starting to see the truth?" Render asked with a smile. Leon shook his head and glanced
back behind them.
"No, but my low level of awareness tells me we're being followed," he said turning around.
Render blinked then looked back to seeing Apoch and Astreal standing behind them, with the two girls
wearing new black shoes and white socks, light blue miniskirts, white t-shirts, and both of them having

deep blushes on their faces. Apoch glanced down to her body then looked back to Render, fidgeting a
bit while Astreal was staring at Leon with wonder.
"What the… how long were you two behind us?" Render asked curiously.
"High level of awareness huh?" Leon said flatly while glancing to him.
"We… were behind you the entire time," Apoch said quietly. Astreal nodded slowly in
agreement.
"So you've heard everything we've been talking about?" Render asked curiously. The girls slowly
nodded while staring at them with blushes. Render looked at them curiously for a moment then up in
thought. After a pause he looked to Leon with a shrug.
"Anyway, like I was saying, Apoch definitely has larger-" he started before Leon just whacked
him in the back of his head, the boy keeping his eyes on Astreal.
"I see you found more comfortable clothing. You look great Astreal," he said with a soft smile.
Astreal just continued to stare at him while Apoch looked at Render curiously.
"Thank you. You look great as well," Astreal said softly. Leon looked at her with a curious smile.
"I'm wearing the same thing as before though," he said with a shrug. Astreal just nodded slowly
then glanced to Apoch, the raven haired witch smiling at her boyfriend while he rubbed the back of his
head with an annoyed expression. Apoch glanced to her sister and smirked with a twitch of her
eyebrow, the blonde haired witch giving her a dull glance in response. Render shook his head then
looked at Leon with a puzzled expression of annoyance.
"What was that for? I was just pointing out that Apoch-" he started before a loud scream was
heard from nearby.
"Get out of my way Complica!" Arial yelled out. The four casters looked over to see Arial running
down the hallway towards them only to be tackled to the ground by Complica. The angels were still
wearing their normal outfits, with Complica no longer wearing her jacket leaving her wings exposed.
ground.

"Stop Arial, please calm down," Complica begged as the snow angel thrashed around on the

"I don't need new clothes and I don't need my own room, I'm sleeping with my husband after
dinner, right after I kill that snow girl for daring to take my demon from me!" Arial yelled out as she
scrambled to her feet and ran down the hall.
"Wait, hold on, time out!" Render cried out waving his arms around.
"You need to cool down kid, he's not your husband," Leon said shaking his head. In the time it
took Arial to throw a massive ice shard towards him Astreal held out her hand and formed her barrier,
the wall of light blocking the shard then the snow angel as she ran up to it. She pounded on the barrier

then growled loudly, the hallway around her freezing over instantly as the four casters watched her with
wide eyes.
"Holy crap, that girl's an angel?" Render asked with disbelief.
"I used to believe so," Apoch said softly.
"Please calm down Ms. Arial, and please stop trying to kill everybody around you," Astreal said
firmly. Arial growled loudly as her hair froze over and her hands formed into ice claws.
"Don't you dare to tell me to calm down; some other woman is trying to take my husband away!
Now move aside, nothing is going to stop me from being with my true love!" Arial yelled out with anger.
"Ah, to be young and in love. And also insane," Render said weakly.
"Arial, enough!" Gabriel yelled out from behind. The group looked back to seeing Gabriel and
Rason walking up towards them. Gabriel was dressed in his usual clothing while Rason had a new pair of
his shirts on, the boy wearing his trademark white t-shirt and golden button down shirt that was left
undone.
"I have had it, I have had it Arial. We have enough to deal with right now, the world's gone to
hell and Complica's sister needs our help. I'm in no mood to deal with your obsession over Dark," Gabriel
said sternly.
Rason.

"Obsession? He's my husband!" Arial yelled out. Gabriel narrowed his eyes and pointed to

"Do you know who this is?" he asked firmly. Arial glanced to Rason then back to Gabriel, the
angel crossing his arms with a firm expression.
"His name is Rason, and he's the official guardian angel of the monster world. That means that
his authority is over mine regarding you, and also something you need to keep in mind Arial…" he said,
the group then looking to Rason as he raised an eyebrow at the snow angel.
"He reports directly to the Almighty," Gabriel said with a nod. Arial glanced to Rason cautiously
as the angel stepped forward.
"I'm willing to overlook your defiance at the Almighty's laws regarding you leaving heaven, you
helped save us all back at the HDA command center. But if you lay one hand on Mizore again you will
have to answer directly to him, do you understand?" Rason said sternly. The group looked to Arial as the
snow angel showed a worried expression.
"But… that's not… fair. I saw Dark first, he's mine!" she cried out.
"Not one more word Arial," Rason ordered sternly, the young snow angel's frozen hair and claws
returning to normal as she backed up a step.

"We're all going to eat dinner now, and then rest. If you even mention Dark being your…
husband, I will send you straight to the Almighty myself upon your return to heaven. Do you hear me?"
Rason demanded. Arial stuttered something as Astreal lowered her shield, the casters and chronofly
watching the snow angel carefully.
"You… you can't…" Arial said nervously.
"Just say yes Arial, don't upset the Almighty," Complica said shaking her head.
"Do you hear me?" Rason repeated sternly, his eyes giving off a slight glow briefly. Arial looked
at him with disbelief then over to Gabriel.
"He… he can't do this, that's not fair," she whined.
"Like I said Arial, all monsters are his jurisdiction. You may have been allowed into heaven, but
your actions are against the Almighty's design regardless. It's his say, or else," Gabriel said firmly. Arial
looked at them with sorrow then down with a deep glare, growling loudly.
"You… you can't keep him from me like this…" she said through bared teeth.
"Do you hear me or not?" Rason said with a commanding tone. Arial growled loudly with
clenched fists, closing her eyes tightly as she trembled a bit. She then looked to Rason with a deep glare
and a few tears forming, breathing deeply as she tried not to scream in anger. Rason pointed down the
hall while Gabriel had a solemn expression.
"Go to dinner, keep your wild dreams to yourself, and leave Mizore alone. If you touch a single
hair on her head it's all over for you Arial," Rason said sternly. Arial growled loudly then looked down
while glancing back down the hall. After a pause she turned and walked down the hall with a frustrated
expression, muttering and growling to herself as the group watched her go. Rason sighed and glanced to
Gabriel as Complica ran ahead after her friend.
"I really hope Dark never hears that I spoke to her like that," he said weakly.
"As long as you keep that girl from going postal again your secret is safe with us," Render said
with a curious eye while he watched Arial and Complica round a corner down the hall.
"You think she'll behave now?" Leon asked looking back to the angels.
"As much as she wants to be with Dark, I doubt she'll be eager to stand before the Almighty in
contempt. She'll behave… at least for now," Gabriel reasoned with a shrug. Rason nodded then sighed a
bit.
"It's just one problem after another around here, I don't know how we're going to deal with all
of this at once," he said shaking his head.
"You kept Ms. Arial from killing Ms. Mizore for now, I'd say that's a victory in itself," Apoch said
with a small smile.

"I suppose that's true, one problem down for now," Rason said with a shrug.
A loud crashing sound was heard nearby, the group looking over down the hall to see some dust
billowing from one of the connecting hallways.
"And another one to go," Render said simply. The group ran down the hall and rounded the
corner to see Sun stumbling back onto the ground while Kokoa was growling loudly at her, the vampire
carrying her large morning star weapon again while glaring at the siren.
"Kokoa stop, don't hurt her," Moka pleaded, running up to her sister and trying to hold her back.
She was wearing a new outfit consisting of black shoes with white socks, a pair of pink shorts, and a
white t-shirt that had a red stripe around the waist.
"What's going on here?" Rason asked.
"That bitch was trying to sneak into Gin's room, I saw her!" Kokoa yelled out. Sun shook her
head as she slowly got up onto her feet.
"How do you know she was looking for Gin's room?" Gabriel asked.
"Because I was in Gin's room with him!" Kokoa yelled out. The group looked to Sun as she
glanced around worriedly.
"Kokoa stop, she wasn't trying to sneak into my room," Gin called out as he ran down the hall
towards them. He was wearing a pair of gray shoes, black pants, and had a dark green t-shirt on while
still wearing his wolf necklace and red headband.
"Yes she was, I saw her poking her head through the door while you were changing, the damn
peeping tom!" Kokoa yelled out. Gin blinked then looked over to Sun curiously, the girl blushing a bit
and glancing away.
"Sun? Is that true?" he asked. The girl looked to him then wrote down something on her
notepad.
I figured with all the times you watched me undress in the ladies room at Yokai, me watching
you one time wouldn't be so bad.
Moka and Kokoa's eyes widened then looked back to Gin, the boy showing a nervous
expression.
"You did what to her? Gin, how could… wait, I already knew he was like this, what am I saying?"
Kokoa said, then shaking her head before looking back to Sun with a glare.
"It doesn't matter if he did that or not in the past, he's my boyfriend now and only I can see him
like that! You had your chance and you blew it, so back the hell off from my mate or so help me I'll
smash you into the ground and burn your fucking remains!" she yelled out with anger.

"I always thought vampires were more elegant and civilized," Leon mentioned raising an
eyebrow.
"The actions and words of Kokoa do not reflect our race as a whole," Moka said flatly.
‘I'm not sure which is more odd, the fact that two girls are actually fighting over Gin, or that
I'm bothered by the idea of the siren coming between him and Kokoa.’
‘I'm with Kokoa on this one. Sun may be a nice girl, but she has no right to go near him like this
now. He's Kokoa's mate, our sister has every right to be upset.’
"Sun, we are grateful you protected Arial and Complica before we met, but still you need to
understand that Kokoa and Gin are together now," Moka said gently. Sun glanced to her then wrote
something down with a dull expression.
Isn't she a bit young for him?
Moka's eyebrow twitched a bit as the girl forced a smile.
"They're in love, that's all that matters," she replied with a tone of annoyance. Sun raised an
eyebrow then wrote something else down.
He was in love with me while also taking pictures of me in my underwear. Doesn't that count?
Moka looked at the pad with a stunned smile then glanced to Kokoa, the young vampire looking
back to Gin with a worried expression. He shook his head and smiled nervously as Kokoa showed a bit of
uneasiness.
"Oh c'mon, it's not like I'm doing that now, I'm a changed man remember?" he pleaded. Kokoa
nodded slowly then looked back to Sun.
"You're too late; we're together after you rejected him. He's all mine now," she said firmly. Sun
looked at her with a dull expression then wrote down something else.
Did he even take pictures of you in your underwear?
Kokoa smiled arrogantly and stood proudly while having her large weapon resting over her
shoulder.
"He sure did, I was the best piece in his collection," she boasted. Moka smiled weakly and
glanced to the others, not sure how she should feel about her sister bragging about Gin having taken
pictures of up her skirt before. Sun smirked and wrote down something else for her to see.
times.

Really, I doubt that seeing as how I was the best piece in his collection. He even told me so many
Kokoa looked at the pad with a jump then growled at her.

"You wish bitch, he took far more pictures of me and my underwear than you by far, both in the
girls’ changing room and outside while I was just walking to school. He had at least three cameras filled
with them," she said proudly.
"Um… what are they arguing about here?" Render asked with a bewildered expression. Sun
rolled her eyes and wrote down something else.
He took high definition shots of me and also filmed me while I was in swimming class on
multiple occasions. I saw the videos myself, very high production values on his work.
Moka showed a concerned expression and glanced to Gin, the boy looking down with a hand
over his eyes as he shook his head a bit.
"Again, I'm not like that now," he pleaded. Kokoa looked at the pad with wide eyes then
growled loudly at the siren.
"That's nothing, he and I had sex in the newspaper club room on multiple occasions, after all I
am the girl he picked to be his mate," Kokoa said proudly. Rason and Moka looked down with slight
cringes as they remembered a few occasions walking in on the couple during those events. The others
looked at Gin with wide eyes while Sun glanced to him curiously.
"Do we really need to be talking about this now?" he groaned, shaking his head while still
looking down.
"I vote no, I still want to have an appetite for dinner," Astreal said flatly.
"Seconded," Apoch said quickly.
"Seriously, they're really arguing about this?" Render asked in disbelief. Sun looked at Gin with a
raised eyebrow then back to Kokoa, then wrote something down on her pad and showed the vampire.
You're far too young to handle him properly; I doubt he was fully satisfied with such an
inexperienced schoolgirl.
Kokoa growled then swung her giant weapon into the floor, the wooden boards below
shattering and crushing down into the ground.
"You've got a lot of nerve speaking to me like that. I'll have you know I took him all the way
inside while he was in his werewolf form! Like hell you could handle something like that without being
split apart, only a true S-Class monster like myself could do that!" she yelled out. The group looked to
Gin with wide eyes as the boy looked down with embarrassment.
"And there goes my appetite," Leon said flatly while looking up.
"Enough Kokoa, we don't need to hear any more about this. For crying out loud don't you have
any shame?" Moka said shaking her head.

‘That would be an obvious no.’
"Yeah, you made your point. You have absolutely no shame and you guys do it wherever you
please, can we just end this little discussion of yours?" Render asked with a disturbed face. Sun
narrowed her eyes at Kokoa as the two stared at each other with discontent, faint traces of lightning
barely being seen as they shot between them. Rason and Gabriel glanced to each other then turned to
walk away.
"We'll be in the dining hall making sure Arial behaves, feel free to join us once you're done
having this colorful discussion," Rason said simply, the two angels then walking down the hall and
rounding a corner. Kokoa scoffed and grabbed onto Gin's arm as her weapon poofed back into its bat
form, the familiar flying over and perching on her shoulder.
"Get it through your head, he's mine! I've gone through hell to keep him in my life and there's
no fucking way some old high school friend is going to take him away from me, you got that?" she
shouted out. Sun glanced to Gin then back to Kokoa with discontent. Moka looked at her sister then to
Sun with concern, the silent siren then walking away with a bit of annoyance. Kokoa growled quietly
then glanced to Gin, the boy still looking down with a hand over his eyes.
"Well… I think we'll be joining the others now," Leon said taking Astreal's hand and leading her
away. Render nodded and took Apoch's hand, the four then walking down the hall while trying not to
think about Kokoa and a large werewolf having sex before dinner. Moka sighed and glanced to her
sister.
"Kokoa, you didn't have to go into such detail about that. We really didn't need to know about
any of that," she said weakly.
"You think?" Gin said with exasperation. Kokoa looked down with annoyance while she held
onto her boyfriend's arm.
"Who the hell does she think she is peeping on my boyfriend like that?" she growled with anger.
Gin looked at the girl with a bit of concern then lifted her chin to look at him.
"She's not going to take me away from you Kokoa. No girl ever could," he reassured gently.
Kokoa nodded slowly then hugged him around the waist.
"Still rubs me the wrong way seeing her going near you. She needs to get it through her head
that you're mine, or so help me I'll beat it into her skull myself," she muttered.
"Welcome to the club Kokoa," Moka mused with a smirk. Kokoa looked to her curiously as Moka
started walking away.
"Now you know how we've all felt from time to time," she said with a slight laugh. Kokoa
showed a small smile to that then looked over to see Ran and Ahakon walking down the hall, the siren
wearing her outfit from before while the boy was dressed back in his usual mage's outfit complete with
red cape. Walking on the other side of Ahakon was Yukari, dressed in her usual witches outfit and hat
again.

"Wow, what are the odds they would have the exact same clothes I wore before?" Ahakon
asked looking down to his outfit with a curious smile.
"I know, Fang Fang's tailors got this put together for me so quickly, I feel like I'm at home again,"
Yukari said with a giggle. Ran blushed a bit and glanced to Ahakon.
"You look very dashing in it Ahakon, as always," she said while walking near him. Yukari glanced
to her with a dull smile and nodded while Ahakon smiled a bit and rubbed the back of his head, looking
down with a small chuckle. The three walked up to Gin and Kokoa then saw the damage to the hallway
around them.
"What happened here?" Yukari asked.
"Kokoa and Sun got into a little argument," Gin said with a weak smile. Kokoa growled a bit then
glanced to see Ran looking down with concern, the siren then looking away with a worried expression.
She took Ahakon's hand and held it tightly, feeling uneasy about the other siren being nearby still. The
mage looked at her with concern as Yukari glanced around the hall.
"I never thought I'd see the day when Gin would have girls fighting over him," she said looking
around the damaged hallway with a curious eye.
"Hey, what's that supposed to mean? My boyfriend is a very desirable S-Class werewolf," Kokoa
said firmly.
"That used to be the biggest pervert in school. He even took pictures of me in my underwear,"
Yukari said tugging her skirt down.
"Wait, he did what?" Ahakon yelled out looking to Gin with a glare.
"Oh come on! Can we please just forget about how I used to be, I'm not like that anymore! It's
all in the past! Besides I didn’t mean to get her in the shot, I was taking it of other girls and she walked in
front of me!" Gin cried out. The group just looked at him as he shook his head with exasperation.
"You took pictures of Yukari like that? Isn't she a bit young for you?" Ran asked.
"Just forget about it already! He's not like that anymore! Besides you're one to talk, you keep
hanging onto Ahakon and he's clearly way younger than you are!" Kokoa yelled out.
"That's different, I'm not taking pictures of him in his underwear," Ran defended shaking her
head as she held the boy's hand tightly.
worry.

"Yeah, you only drew him like that," Yukari said flatly. Ran twitched a bit then looked down with

"He had his pants on still," she said quietly. Kokoa rolled her eyes then glanced down the hall to
where the others had left. Ahakon looked down with a nervous smile then glanced to Gin, the wolf
rubbing the back of his head with a nervous expression as well.

"Well… I'm getting pretty hungry, how about you?" Gin asked with a forced smile. Ahakon
nodded quickly and the two boys walked ahead down the hall, both eager to avoid any more discussions
about Sun and Ran's obvious infatuations with them. Kokoa watched them go then looked to Ran with a
raised eyebrow.
"Was Sun really the siren you saw that night? The one that destroyed your home?" she asked as
the girls started walking down the hall together.
"I'm sure it was her, it had to have been. My sister couldn't have done such a thing," Ran said
with a bit of anger.
"But you didn't actually see her did you? You just saw another monster causing the damage,"
Yukari pointed out. Ran glanced to her then back ahead.
"She was there that night, she looked just like the monster that killed my parents and destroyed
my home. It had to have been her," she said firmly.
"But what about her accusation of the siren wearing headphones? Is that just a coincidence?"
Yukari questioned.
"She saw Rin's hair color and headphones, but the siren she claimed was there had red eyes, not
blue," Kokoa said looking down in thought.
"She's making the whole thing up, I know it was her. It had to have been," Ran said with
frustration. Kokoa glanced to her then looked back ahead.
"As much as I would love to crush her into the ground under that assumption, the way she
described Rin's exact appearance is too much of a coincidence to be ignored. It may not have been Rin,
but sounds like she saw somebody that looks like your sister," she said cautiously. Ran looked at her
worriedly then ahead, unable to believe her kind-hearted sister could have destroyed their entire home,
or even had the power to do so.
The three girls walked down the hall and entered the main dining hall of the building. It was a
larger room with small wooden tables and sitting pillows set out around a small pond in the center, the
centerpiece having a few exotic fish swimming around through the crystal clear water along with
colored stones resting on the bottom.
Sitting at one of the eating tables Fang Fang was talking to one of his guards with a calm smile,
the yasha dressed in his usual apparel of a light blue Chinese long sleeve jacket, black pants, and light
blue shoes. He glanced over and waved to the new arrivals then motioned for them to sit anywhere.
Sitting next to him Moka was looking down at her meal prepared by the yasha's cooks, having a blank
expression as she hadn't touched her food yet. Kokoa walked over and sat down next to Gin, the wolf
seated next to Moka and smiling at his girlfriend. The vampire smiled a bit at him then looked over to
see Sun sitting on the other side of Fang Fang, the siren glancing to Gin with a curious eye. Kokoa
snarled quietly and grabbed hold of Gin's hand tightly, looking down to her meal with annoyance as Gin
looked between the two girls worriedly. Sun glanced to Kokoa with discontent then looked down at her
meal as well, clenching her fists slightly in her lap. To her side Apoch and Render were seated next to

each other with Leon and Astreal next to them, the four glancing around at the dining room and sensing
the conflicts of their peers.
"Yeah, all of us eating dinner together. Nothing could go wrong with that," Render said flatly.
"Not sure which is going to cause more problems, Sun or Arial," Leon said shaking his head.
"Ms. Arial," Apoch and Astreal said simply.
Nearby Gabriel was looking down with a raised eyebrow while Kurumu was shaking Rason as the
angel was again passed out from her overzealous greeting. The succubus was wearing a blue miniskirt,
light purple t-shirt, and a worried expression as she was trying to wake up her boyfriend after her bosom
had once again deprived him of oxygen.
"I'm so sorry Rason, wake up, please!" Kurumu cried out.
"Poor angel," Yukari said shaking her head. She walked over and sat next to Ahakon, the boy
smiling at her then over to Ran as she sat on the other side next to him. The three smiled a bit at seeing
Kurumu trying to wake up her boyfriend then looked over to see Arial and Complica sitting next to each
other across the centerpiece. Arial was looking down at her table with a focused glare while Complica
was glancing to her with a worried expression.
"Please Arial, just let it go," Complica said quietly.
"I will never let my demon go. Never," Arial hissed.
"Think she'll behave?" Apoch asked worriedly. Render glanced to the side of the hall and
shrugged.
"We're going to find out," he said as the group saw Dark and Mizore walk into the room, the
snow girl holding onto the demon's hand while they both had blank expressions as always. As they did
everybody glanced to Arial, the snow angel quickly looking over to Dark with a bright smile. She blinked
then looked over to see Gabriel glancing to her with a stern expression while Rason shot up with a gasp,
the boy coming to his senses as Kurumu breathed out in relief. Arial looked back to seeing Dark and
Mizore walking over and sitting next to her, with the demon right beside her and Mizore on the other
side of him. Mizore glanced to Arial worriedly then to the others, all of them watching the snow angel
carefully. Dark smiled at Arial then looked around to seeing all eyes watching her.
"Why are you all staring at her like that?" he asked carefully. The group jumped a bit then
smiled nervously.
"Just… still amazed to see her… here," Moka reasoned shakily.
"Yeah… hard to believe that this is the girl that… you dedicated your life to," Kokoa said in
agreement.
"Yes… very hard to believe," Mizore said quietly.

"Dedicated… his life to?" Arial asked looking to Dark curiously.
"That's right Arial, Dark's lived his whole life in honor of you," Rason said as he and Kurumu sat
next to Mizore, the snow girl glancing to them then back to Arial. Gabriel sat down next to Complica and
watched the snow angel carefully, the girl looking at Rason puzzled then to Dark.
"I don't understand, what is he talking about?" she asked.
"I wanted to make you proud Arial, I wanted you to be happy with the life you gave me," Dark
said softly. Arial looked at him with wonder as the demon smiled gently her.
"I wanted to honor your wish of granting me my freedom, I've lived my whole life in your
memory," he said gently. She looked at him with surprise as the group smiled a bit at that.
"You… have?" she asked softly.
"Yes, you were my guardian angel Arial. I know I was used as a weapon of war during my life,
but I've always pushed on to lead a good life for you. I wanted you to be proud of your demon," Dark
said with a slight tone of pride. Arial looked at him with awe then smiled lovingly.
at him.

"Dark…" she said softly. Dark brushed a few hairs away from her face, the girl smiling bashfully

"I hope I haven't let you down Arial, I've tried to be a good soul in this world. I've tried to be
worthy of your wish, and of your faith in me," he said genuinely.
"Dark…" Arial said softly with a few tears forming. She cried out and leapt into a hug with him,
holding him close as her wings fluttered a bit.
"You're the best shadow demon ever, I always knew that. I never had a doubt that you were a
good soul," she said with a few tears in her eyes. The group smiled gently at seeing Dark holding the
angel, the demon showing a calm smile as she held onto him tightly. For a moment the world around
Arial vanished as she was held by her demon, the girl feeling her body warming up from her heart
beating faster.
"Thank you Arial," Dark said gently. Mizore smiled a bit and brushed a few hairs away from her
face, and in doing so Apoch glanced to her then jumped in surprise at seeing the ring on the snow
maiden's hand.
"Ms. Mizore… is that…" she said pointing to it. The group all looked to Mizore as she glanced to
her wedding ring, the girl smiling softly and nodding.
"Oh my… is that a wedding ring?" Astreal asked with wonder. Arial looked over to the ring with
wide eyes then slowly to Mizore with a deep glare.
"Yes, Dark officially proposed to her, and even had that ring forged just for her," Yukari said with
a smile. The group then glanced to Arial as the snow girl was growling quietly, her eyes glaring at Mizore

while Dark was smiling at his fiancée. The snow angel glanced to Rason then back to Mizore, then stood
up and looked away with her hair covering her eyes.
"Arial?" Dark asked as the girl started walking away towards a doorway. As she got to it Ruby
and Razico walked in, the witch wearing her usual choice of a gothic dress while Razico was dressed with
his usual gray boots, black pants, red belt, and black shirt.
"Sorry we're late, this is such a huge place, we sort of got lost," Ruby said with a shrug. She
watched as Arial walked past them and out of the dining hall.
"Where's she going?" Fang Fang asked curiously. Razico looked out in the hallway and saw Arial
forming a large block of ice before her away from the dining hall, focusing her power and shaping the
block into a perfect likeness of Mizore. Arial looked at the statue for a moment then formed her ice
claws, then started hacking and cursing loudly as she viciously tore apart the likeness of the snow girl.
"Um…" Razico said looking back to Ruby. The witch peeked outside of the dining room and
watched with wide eyes as Arial dismembered the snow statue of Mizore with furious swipes of her
claws. Ruby blinked then glanced to Razico with concern as the warlock just watched the snow angel
venting her rage, the young girl cleaving the head of the statue clean off while slicing apart the upper
body with powerful strikes.
"What's wrong?" Dark asked. Razico glanced back to him then out in the hallway to seeing Arial
swinging a giant hammer made of ice onto the remains of the snow statue's body, smashing it into the
ground with loud snarls.
"She's… just going to the restroom I think," Razico said looking back and smiling at the group
nervously. Ruby looked back out through the door and saw Arial stomping down on the bits of snow and
frost with fury, having rage in her eyes as she hopped up and down while nearby guards just watched
with puzzled expressions.
"Going to the restroom?" Dark asked puzzled.
"Yeah… the poor thing must have had it building up all day," Ruby said with a nervous smile as
she watched Arial walk over to a decorative sword that was on the wall, grab it, and then walk back to
the remains of the statue. She geared back with the sword and swung down at the statue's head that
was next to the frost and pieces of the body that were annihilated by the snow angel. She struck down
again and again with vicious snarls, destroying the head with powerful strikes while nearby guards just
watched with stunned expressions. After the head was reduced to frost and dust the snow angel placed
the sword back on the wall then stomped around while growling loudly in frustration. Ruby and Razico
closed the door then walked over to the others with nervous smiles.
"She'll be right back I'm sure," Ruby said with an eager nod, the two casters then sitting down
next to the others as Dark looked over towards the door. After a while Arial walked back in and across
the dining hall with a blank expression. She walked over towards Dark, sitting down next to him and
looking down at her meal with a focused gaze.

once.

"Arial? Are you alright?" Dark asked. Arial glanced to Rason then back to Dark, and then nodded
"Yeah, I'm fine," she said softly.

"Well then… please, dig in everybody. There's plenty more where this came from," Fang Fang
said gesturing around at the meals before the group. Ruby and Razico glanced to Arial carefully as the
group started to eat, the snow angel just staring down at her meal with a dull expression. After a while
she started to eat as well, avoiding eye contact with everybody while still looking down.
"Thank you for all of this Fang Fang, we would be in real trouble without your hospitality," Moka
said softly while looking down at her meal, eating slowly with a slightly saddened expression.
"Of course. I know you all have had a rather unpleasant day, and surely have more hardships
before you, but please take this time to rest. You've earned it," Fang Fang said looking around at
everybody.
"We're very grateful for you letting us stay here, we'll try to be on our way and out of your hair
as soon as we can," Ruby said graciously.
"Nonsense, it's been ages since I've had guests. Besides, it looks like the human world won't
exactly be welcoming you with open arms at the moment, this villa is the safest place for you now,"
Fang Fang reassured with a wave of his hand. He looked to Sun with a sympathetic expression as the
siren was still looking down at her meal.
"I am sorry about your friend today. She was very brave to help a group of monsters such as us
escape from her own kind," he said gently. Sun nodded as she held back a few tears, wiping her eyes as
the group looked at her with sympathy.
"Her name was Sandra, yes?" Ruby asked gently. Sun nodded and glanced to her. Moka raised
her glass with a sympathetic expression.
human.

"To Sandra then," she said softly, the rest of the group doing the same in honor of the fallen
"Not often monsters have a toast to humans," Ceal said as he walked into the hall.
"Ceal, there you are," Razico said looking over to him.

"You're just in time to eat with us, please, have a seat and dig in," Fang Fang said motioning
towards an empty seat. The catalyst mage walked over and sat next to Gabriel, taking a drink as the
group saw his reptilian hand holding the glass. He then glanced over to see Complica smiling softly at
him, the girl's wings fluttering a bit as she sat on the other side of Gabriel. Ceal looked back down to his
meal with a blank expression before he started eating, not making eye contact with anybody.
"What kept you? You get lost too?" Ruby asked curiously.

"I'm well aware of the layout of this building, I was here before," Ceal said casually while still
looking down at his table.
"I hope my guards weren't giving you any trouble, I gave them specific orders not to bother you
while you stay here," Fang Fang said with concern. Ceal kept eating while not looking at anyone, while
all eyes were on him.
"I was just feeding Xarai. All that gold gave him an appetite for real meat," he said simply. Fang
Fang blinked then looked at him worriedly.
"Um… what… did you feed him?" he asked nervously.
"Relax yasha, I fed him outside of the compound walls, I wouldn't feed him such junk food as
your guards," Ceal said simply. Fang Fang looked at him curiously then up in thought.
"But… what's around here to feed a necro demon with?" he asked curiously.
"There were quite a few deer in the woods near your home. Not many now," Ceal answered.
The group looked at him curiously as Fang Fang smiled weakly.
"Oh, I see," he said while rubbing the back of his head.
"All that gold and deer, he must have a full stomach by now," Render said with a laugh. Ceal
merely shook his head as he kept eating with a blank expression.
"What do you mean no? How much does he eat?" Kurumu asked curiously.
"He can eat forever succubus, his many stomachs digest food rather quickly and are always
available for more," Ceal said glancing to her. The group looked at him with wonder from that.
"So… he's always hungry?" Moka asked.
"He's a big boy, he's got a big appetite," Ceal said dryly. He blinked then glanced to the side as a
soft groaning sound was heard under the floor. The group looked around curiously as the sound seemed
to echo around them.
"What was that?" Ran asked. Ceal paused for a moment then resumed eating.
"You missing a dog yasha?" he asked without a care. Fang Fang blinked then looked at him
curiously.
"Why, yes, we are. My father's dog Riko ran away a while ago. Why do you ask?" he asked tilting
his head a bit.
"Xarai found him," Ceal said simply. The group blinked then looked to Fang Fang, the boy
showing a nervous expression.

"Um… found him?" he asked carefully. Ceal nodded then glanced to him.
"In the woods," he said simply.
"Oh dear, is he… ok?" Fang Fang asked worriedly. Ceal paused for a moment then held out his
reptilian hand, snapping his fingers as the group watched curiously. From beside him on the floor a dark
rift opened up with another ghostly moan heard from below, the group watching as a mangled dog
collar flew up through the rift and into the boy's hand. He tossed the collar over to Fang Fang across the
centerpiece as the rift slowly sealed up. The yasha caught the pink collar and looked at it with wide eyes
as Ceal kept eating casually.
"I'd say he's seen better days," Ceal said simply.
"Oh dear, Riko," Fang Fang said shaking his head.
"Your demon ate his dog?" Yukari asked with surprise.
her.

"Not my fault the dog was lost in the woods, he was fair game to Xarai," Ceal said glancing to

"Well… father's not going to be pleased about this," Fang Fang said softly. Ceal glanced to him
then smirked a bit.
"If you'd like, I can have Xarai give him back, although I doubt you'll be eager to pet him now,"
he said with chuckle. Fang Fang looked at him with a blank expression for a moment then down.
"What the hell, your demon ate his dog and you're laughing about it?" Kurumu said with
discontent.
"Um… sorry Fang Fang," Moka said softly. The yasha trembled a bit and held an arm across his
eyes. After a moment he started laughing and looked up with a smile.
"Thank god that dog is gone, it's a miracle," he said with relief. The group looked at him puzzled
as he shook his head with a chuckle.
"I hated my father's dog, the horrible little monster always bit me whenever I tried to pet him,"
Fang Fang said with annoyance. The group glanced to each other then looked back to him as he looked
down with a relieved smile.
"I was glad when he ran away; he was like a demon dog in some ways. Always tearing up my
clothing and biting on my hair braid like a chew toy, I always feared he might come back some day, the
little monster," he said shaking his head.
"Then I guess… Ceal did you a favor… by feeding your father's dog to Xarai… which sounds very
weird," Razico said looking down with confusion. Fang Fang laughed a bit and nodded slightly.

"Yes, I suppose he did. Although I'm not sure if that was his intention as he was just feeding his
own pet. Still, I guess I should thank you for making sure that demon dog never came back," he said
looking to Ceal. The mage continued to eat without even glancing to him. Fang Fang nodded then looked
around as he tossed the mangled collar behind him carelessly.
"Well, now that we're all here and the hound from hell is no more, perhaps we could get to
know each other finally. I'm very eager to know more about my saviors today," he said with a curious
smile.
"Yeah, I think some introductions are an order as well," Rason said looking at the new faces in
the group. Render and Leon smirked and shrugged a bit while Ceal didn't show any reaction at all. Sun
glanced to Gin and smiled softly, then looked over to see Kokoa glaring at her. As the group started to
introduce themselves and what they were Arial slowly glanced to Mizore, the snow maiden listening to
what Render and Leon actually were with a blank expression as always. The snow maiden then slowly
glanced over to catch Arial's eye, the snow angel narrowing her eyes as she scowled slightly. Dark
continued to listen to the newcomers' introduction, not seeing Arial glaring at Mizore or the snow girl's
worried expression. Arial mouthed out something before looking back down to her meal, something
that Mizore, although wasn't fluent with reading lips, could make out.
'He's mine.'

After the meal was over the large group of monsters were heading towards their rooms for a
much needed rest after a nightmarish day. Fang Fang bid the group a goodnight before heading off
towards his own room on the other side of the building, talking casually to one of his guards and
instructing him to make sure the group was not disturbed during the night, including Ceal.
"So a battlemage, a mimic mage, and a catalyst mage, all were in your school? What are the
odds of that?" Yukari asked looking to Apoch and Astreal. The sisters giggled in unison and looked to
their boyfriends, the mages smiling a bit at that.
"It was a good thing they were there; I still can't believe Jovian and Jacqueline came back like
that. Those two were a nightmare," Kurumu said shaking her head as she was holding onto Rason's
hand. The angel nodded and looked up with a worried glance, still concerned about Luna's fate and
whether she was ok in the dark world.
"Render took care of Ms. Jovian splendidly, he was certainly more than a match for her," Apoch
said holding Render's hand, the boy chuckling a bit while rubbing the back of his head.
"Leon's ability to mimic their magic saved the day, Ms. Jacqueline finally got what was coming to
her and then some," Astreal said holding onto Leon's hand, the mage glancing to her with a smile.
"But Render saved his life as well, Ms. Jovian was going to kill him before he cut her down with
his sword," Apoch pointed out.

"It took Leon using Ms. Jovian's magic to break down her own barrier, without him we would
have been killed," Astreal said glancing to her sister.
"That's not true, Render maneuvered around Ms. Jovian and used my own sword to his
advantage in cutting through her barrier, he didn't need Mr. Leon's help at all," Apoch said proudly.
"I vaguely recall having to save that idiot from that witch's attack today," Ceal mentioned flatly,
walking ahead of all of them with a dull expression.
"Hey, c'mon man, this is between me and my buddy here," Render said with a nervous chuckle.
Astreal smirked at her sister, the raven haired witch giving her a dull stare as the others behind them
glanced to each other.
"Well, at any rate, we're glad to have you all helping us like this," Ruby said graciously. Razico
nodded then looked over to see Moka looking down with a worried expression.
"Moka? What's wrong?" he asked. The vampire shook her head and looked ahead with a gentle
expression.
"I wish Tsukune was here," she said softly.
"He's got his own battle to deal with, and we have our own. We'll deal with this problem so
when he comes out of Paradise he won't have to," Ruby said assuredly.
"He's going to come out of that place any day now Moka, we just need to make sure the world's
still spinning then for him," Kurumu said gently.
"I hope so, I really miss him. I just hope he's doing ok," Moka said softly.
"He'll be fine Moka," Dark said from behind them. Moka glanced back to seeing Dark and Mizore
walking together holding hands, with Arial walking closely to the demon's other side.
"After all that boy's been through, I seriously doubt anything in Paradise is going to slow him
down during his recovery," the demon said simply.
"He's right Moka, he'll be fine. We need to deal with this crisis in the meantime, you don't want
your mate coming out into a war," Gin said from next to Kokoa, the two walking and holding hands
while Sun was walking behind them. Moka nodded and looked down with a small smile.
"Thank you, I just miss him is all," she said softly. Sun walked up next to Gin and showed him her
sketchpad.
Who is this Tsukune she's talking about?
"He's her boyfriend Sun, and also the one that struck down Alucard," the wolf said proudly.

"What? He was the one that did that?" Render asked looking back to Moka with surprise. Leon
looked at the vampire with wonder while Ceal merely glanced back to her. Sun stared at Moka with wide
eyes as the vampire nodded with a gentle smile.
"Yeah, my mate put an end to that destroyer for good," she said with a proud tone.
"Along with Falla's help vampire," Ceal added while looking back ahead. Moka looked to him
then smiled a bit.
"That's right, if it wasn't for her chrono magic and Tsukune's strength, Alucard would have
destroyed all life in both the human and monster worlds. Those two really did save the day," she said
gratefully.
"You all fought bravely that day, you really are the heroes the world needed that day," Ran said
glancing to Ahakon as she walked next to him, the mage rubbing the back of his head with a chuckle in
response.
"You're the heroes the world needs now, if only the humans would understand that," Gabriel
said looking down with concern, walking next to Rason. In front of him Complica nodded then ran up to
Ceal, grabbing hold of his reptilian hand with worry.
"You're going to help my sister, aren't you?" she asked softly.
"Of course, after all I need to kill this monster in the darkness for all the distractions he's laid
before me in my quest to slay Fafnir," the mage replied dryly. Complica smiled at him then looked down
as her wings fluttered gently.
"And the fact that Falla's in great danger by this guy has nothing to do with you wanting to kill
him, right?" Render mused with a chuckle.
"Careful Render, getting Ceal to admit that he has a heart can be hazardous to your health,"
Razico jested with a smirk. Ceal kept walking ahead while a blank expression as Complica looked up to
him curiously.
"Of course he has a heart, he loves my sister Falla," she said softly. Ceal glanced to her then
ahead as Render smiled amusingly at the boy.
"Oh ho ho, he admitted it did he? About time, and here I thought he was going to play the part
of a cold heartless jerk forever," he said with a laugh.
"You love her Ceal?" Ruby asked with an intrigued smile. All the group got out of the mage was
an annoyed low growl as he kept walking forward.
him.

"That's a yes," Razico said with a laugh. Moka looked at the boy curiously then smiled kindly at

gently.

"She's lucky to have you Ceal, it sounds like you've really been protective of her," she said

"Yeah, and of Complica too. I think he's got a thing for butterfly girls," Render added with a
chuckle. He was instantly yanked into the air and swung around by a black tentacle, the group watching
with surprise as the boy swung around against the walls and ceiling with loud yells. Ceal kept walking
forward as Complica looked back curiously to seeing Render being smacked around the hallway before
Apoch formed her blade and cut him down. The boy landed on the ground with a thud as the dark limb
vanished back into the rift.
"Render, are you alright?" Apoch asked worriedly as she knelt down next to him. The boy
nodded in a daze as he was slowly helped to his feet.
shrug.

"Yeah… I'm alright. Heh heh… I may have pushed him too far… I think," he said with a small

"What was your first clue?" Leon asked flatly. The group looked ahead to seeing Complica
walking with Ceal down the hall, the chronofly looking ahead as her wings fluttered a bit behind her
while she held onto his reptilian hand.

Yukari lied down on her sleeping mat with a soft sigh, pulling her covers up as she looked at the
ceiling. She was dressed with a white t-shirt and underwear as she tried to rest her mind from her long
day. Glancing to her side she saw Arial sitting on her mat, the angel dressed in her normal clothing still
as her wings glittered a bit behind her from the moonlight coming through a nearby window. She was
rolling her lollipop around in her mouth with a low growl, having her legs held up to her chest while she
was looking down with a focused expression. Yukari looked at the temperamental snow angel worriedly
then over to see Complica looking down at her sleeping mat for the night, the girl dressed in a simple
white t-shirt that went down to her thighs and underwear as well. After a moment of silence Complica
walked towards the doorway with a saddened expression.
"Complica? Where are you going?" Yukari asked.
"I can't sleep right now, I'm just going to go walk around for a bit," Complica said softly before
opening the door. Arial looked to her then quickly stood up.
"I could go for a walk as well," she said simply. Complica glanced to her then walked out, the
two angels leaving the room while Yukari watched with concern.
Outside in the halls the two angels split up and walked away from each other, with Complica
looking down at the ground with a saddened gaze while Arial walked away with a focused expression.
The snow angel looked around carefully as she walked silently through the hall, peeking around the
corners as the hallways were barely lit with low flame lamps. She looked around carefully then saw Dark
walking out of one of the rooms, the boy dressed in his jeans and black t-shirt still while he had a blank
expression as always. She smiled and walked towards him, the boy looking to her with a curious glance.

"Arial? What are you doing up?" he asked gently.
"I couldn't sleep, I was… just going for a small walk," she said softly. Dark smiled a bit and
kneeled down in front of her as she looked down bashfully.
"It's late Arial; you've had quite a tiring day. You should try to get some rest," he said gently. The
girl smiled at him as she walked closer to him.
"I'd sleep better… if I was sleeping with you," she said softly. The boy smiled and hugged her,
not getting that she meant it literally.
"I'll be here when you wake up Arial, I promise. Get some rest, you've earned it after going
through so much today," he said leaning back to face her. The girl nodded and smiled lovingly at him.
"Whatever you say Dark," she said, looking down with a timid expression as he held her gently.
He smiled a bit and kissed her cheek, then stood up and walked away. The girl blushed brightly as she
held a hand to her cheek, her eyes wide and her heart racing. She wavered slightly then smiled brightly,
looking back to seeing the boy rounding the nearby corner.
"Dark… kissed me. Dark kissed me, he kissed me, he kissed me!" she cheered quietly with joy,
hopping around a bit with her wings fluttering behind her. She stopped when she heard voices from
around the corner, then quickly ran over quietly to listen.
"Still up man?" Rason asked curiously.
"Just getting Mizore some cold water, she's getting a little warm," Dark said simply. Arial blinked
then narrowed her eyes as she looked back down the hall to where Dark had come out of a room.
"Well don't you two lovebirds stay up too late, we have a busy day tomorrow," Rason said with
a slight laugh before footsteps were heard of them walking away. Arial clenched her fists with anger
then raced towards the door where her demon had come from, slowly opening it and peeking inside.
The room was darkened to near pitch black inside as the window blinds were closed, the room having a
cold chill inside of it as well. Arial narrowed her eyes and walked in, slowly closing the door behind her.
"Dark?" Mizore's voice asked softly. The window blinds were drawn up and light was seen
coming into the room, illuminating the small table to the side, the dresser and closet door to the other,
and the bed in the corner that had a snow girl tied to the bed frame with her belt. She had her white bra
and purple and white striped panties on still along with her stripped leggings, the girl's hands bound
together at the top of the bed as she had been busy with her demon before he left to get her a drink to
cool off. Mizore's eyes widened as she saw Arial glaring at her, the snow angel's wings glittering in the
moonlight as the girl's eyes were cold.
"Arial," Mizore breathed out, her hands shifting around a bit as she couldn't move. Arial walked
up towards the bed then climbed up onto it, looking down at the bound snow girl with a cold glare.
Mizore glanced to the door then to Arial with worry, the snow angel tilting her head slightly as she
scowled down at the girl.

"What… what are you doing?" Mizore asked worriedly. Arial slowly put a hand over her mouth
and formed her other hand into her ice claw, with Mizore watching with wide eyes. She aimed the
frozen claw down with a pointed finger touching above Mizore's heart. The snow maiden whimpered
something and shook her head as Arial held a hand over her mouth.
"Dark is mine, do you understand me?" she asked coldly. Mizore tried to move her hands,
unable to budge as her belt held her tightly.
"Do you understand?" Arial asked as her frozen claw pushed down slightly, the snow girl
whimpering as the tip pierced her skin. Mizore stared at Arial with fear as the snow angel held a hand
over the girl's mouth tightly.
"Dark is my demon, he's going to be my husband, and only I'm going to have his mark over my
heart. Do you hear me?" she said harshly as she pushed down her with her claw more. Mizore yelped a
bit and looked at the snow angel with fright as she squirmed on the bed.
"If you kiss him, I'll claw off your lips. If you touch him, I'll cut off your hand. If you take his seed
into you, I'll carve it out of you. He belongs to me, everything about him is mine," Arial said with anger.
Mizore glanced to the doorway then back to Arial with wide eyes, unable to move at all and with the
snow angel poised to strike down into her heart with a frozen claw. Arial leaned in closer and narrowed
her eyes at the snow maiden.
"You don't deserve him, nobody else could ever be worthy of my demon," she said with hatred.
She then held her frozen claw up towards Mizore's face, the girl looking to it with wide eyes.
"This is your only warning bitch, back off from my husband," Arial said firmly. Mizore looked at
the claw with wide eyes then to Arial, the angel glancing up to seeing the shimmer of the ring on
Mizore's finger. Arial retracted her snow claw then reached up and took the ring off of the snow
maiden's finger.
"Like hell you're going to marry him," she said with anger. Mizore whimpered something and
shook her head as Arial tightened her grip around her mouth.
"The only one that could ever have this ring, is me," she said firmly. She got off the bed as
Mizore looked at her with disbelief.
"You can't do this Arial; don't you see that he doesn't love you like that? He think's you're like
his mother, not like you're his wife. You're his guardian angel, he's always thought of you like that," she
said shaking her head. Arial narrowed her eyes as she kept the ring in her grip tightly.
"Then as his guardian angel, I forbid you to marry him," she said sternly. Mizore stared at her
with shock as the angel started to walk away.
"No… you can't do this," Mizore said as she struggled to move in her bonds. Arial walked over to
the blinds and reached up for them.

"He's mine snow girl, now and forever," she said before she closed the blinds, the room going
dark as Mizore looked around franticly.
"No, no! Arial!" she cried out as she tried to free herself. She whimpered and shook her head,
feeling that her ring from her demon was no longer on her finger. She thrashed around on the bed as
she struggled not to break down.
‘This isn't happening, this isn't happening! That girl's no angel, she's a goddamned demon!’
Arial walked out into the hall and quietly closed the door behind her, looking down with a
focused gaze as she put the crystal ring in her pocket. She glanced back to the door then walked down
the hall, having a slight glare in her eyes as her wings fluttered once behind her.
"He's mine, now and forever," she said quietly to herself.

Complica walked down the darkened hallways with a saddened expression, trying not to cry as
she couldn't stop thinking about her sister that was trapped in the darkness. She finally found help to try
to save her, however they were all trapped in the human world while her sister was supposedly alone in
the dark world above. The girl wiped a tear away then knocked on a door, looking down worriedly as she
waited. After a pause the door opened and Ceal looked down to her.
"What are you doing up?" he asked.
"I couldn't sleep I can't stop thinking about my sister and the dark world she's trapped in and
we're trapped here and we need to save her but we can't and I can't sleep knowing that she's suffering
and we're all here resting and we can't get to her and this is horrible and I'm trying not to cry but I can't
help it I miss my sister so much," Complica whimpered as she rubbed a few tears away from her eyes.
Ceal just looked at her with a blank expression then raised an eyebrow slightly.
"I suppose with all that swirling around in your head sleep may elude you," he said flatly.
"Can… can I sleep with you Ceal? Please?" she asked looking up to him with pleading eyes.
"Wouldn't you rather sleep with your snow angel friend?" Ceal asked glancing down the hall.
"Not when she's upset like this because when she's upset she keeps making the room colder and
even in heaven it's uncomfortable when she keeps making the room colder during our sleepovers
because then it's so hard to sleep when I'm so cold but she never notices and she never listens because
she's so stubborn but don't tell her I said that because she's my friend it's just that I can't sleep near her
when she's like this," Complica said worriedly. Ceal just looked at her for a moment with a blank
expression.
"Well, I suppose that answers that question," he said glancing back to his room.

"Please Ceal?" Complica begged. The boy paused for a moment then looked up with a dull
expression.
"As long as you stop talking so much, fine," he said before walking back into his room. Complica
nodded then walked in after him, closing the door behind her. She looked around his room as the boy
walked over to a bed and laid down on it, the mage reading a book while a lamp next to him was lit on a
small table. He held the book with his human hand while his reptilian one rested at his side.
"You're reading? I like to read too, what are you reading? Is it a bedtime story or a school report
or a bestselling novel or a fanfiction or-"
"I said if you stop talking so much," Ceal said while still reading his book. Complica nodded
worriedly then looked down, then walked over towards the bed with a timid expression. The bed was
about a queen size, with the mage sitting next to the edge of it near his table on the right side. The girl
gently crawled up onto the bed and lied next to him on another pillow, being next to the wall where the
blinds were pulled over the window. She looked at the boy curiously as he kept reading with a blank
expression. After a pause he slowly glanced over to her.
"What?" he asked.
"Thank you for letting me sleep with you," Complica said with a gentle smile. The boy just
looked at her for a moment then back to his book.
"Sure," he said as he turned a page in the book. She looked at him curiously as she lay on top of
the covers next to him.
"Was I really a bad person for going back in time?" she asked softly. Ceal glanced to her as the
girl had a worried expression.
simply.

"I don't think you're a bad person Complica, you just made a mistake with your life," he said

"I know, I just wanted to see him again. He was the first boyfriend I ever had, I loved him," she
said looking down with worry. Ceal looked at her for a moment then back to his book.
"Sounds like you loved the idea of having a boyfriend more, and didn't want to let that go. You
were young Complica, you both were. He may have been the one for you, or just another star in your
sky. Either way, ending your life to spend one more day with him was a mistake no matter how you look
at it," he reasoned calmly. The girl whimpered and nodded as she closed her eyes.
"I thought he and I… oh he's going to hate me. He's going to hate himself knowing what our love
did to me. How could I have made such a stupid mistake? I threw away my life for him," she said before
burying her face into his side. The boy glanced to her as she held onto his arm, the girl crying softly as
she lay next to him.
"We've all made mistakes Complica," he said softly. The girl slowly looked up to him then down
to his reptilian hand.

"That's part of life. What matters is what you learn from them, and what you choose to do
differently to avoid them again," he said as Complica ran a hand gently along his reptilian limb, the girl
looking at the otherworldly hand he had with gentle eyes while her fingers traced along the scales. She
looked down as she wiped a tear from her eye then looked back to him.
"But I'm dead now, it's all over for me," she said sadly.
"You may be dead, but you're here aren't you? You still exist, both here and in heaven when you
return. You can still learn and exist in your afterlife," he said calmly. She looked down with worry as he
returned to reading his book, the girl then lying back down next to him.
"But what do I do about him when I see him again? What do I say? What do I do?" she asked
nervously.
"Do the same thing you'll do when you see your sister Falla again. Assure him that what you did
wasn't his fault, that you made a mistake. After that, it's up to you what you wish to do," he said with a
shrug. Complica nodded then slowly closed her eyes.
"Ceal?" she said softly. The boy glanced to her as she gently held onto his arm.
"Falla's lucky to have a boyfriend like you," she said quietly. He looked at her for a moment then
back to his book, not saying a word.
After a while all had fallen quiet inside the large building in the villa. Ceal was lying down on his
bed as he looked up with a calm gaze, then glanced down to seeing Complica sleeping quietly next to
him. She shivered a bit as she held onto his arm, both of them above the covers as she had fallen asleep
holding onto him. The boy slowly freed his arm then focused his magic as he sat up, with Xarai's limbs
then sifting through the wall above the bed. The dark limbs slowly and gently lifted Complica up as Ceal
pulled the covers down, the girl then being laid down on the bed by the dark limbs. Ceal pulled the
covers up over the chronofly as the limbs vanished into the wall, watching the girl slowly stop shivering
and then sleeping quietly. Slowly he moved his reptilian hand and brushed a few strands of hair away
from her face, then lied back down on the bed with a blank expression. He lifted his reptilian hand and
looked at it with a dull gaze, slowly forming it into a fist.
‘We all make mistakes Complica, some of them just make us stronger in the end.’

Chapter 14
Sleep Well
Up in the night sky the moon was seen behind a few clouds that were gently rolling by. Moka
was gazing out at the sky through her window, sitting on a bed in her room within the large villa. She
sighed quietly as she pictured her boyfriend's smile, the same smile that he always had whenever he
looked at her. They were separated, by both the sealed barrier between the monster and human realms
and also by him being confined within another world known as Paradise deep within the monster realm.
‘I can't stand being so far away from him like this; I never thought I could miss him this much.’
‘I'm not overjoyed by this either, but we must remain strong. We'll find a way back to him,
there isn't a force out there that will keep us from our mate.’
‘I know, I just miss being with him. I would give anything to see him again.’
‘As would I. Try to get some rest, we'll figure out what to do in the morning.’
Moka nodded then lied back down on her bed, looking up at the ceiling with saddened eyes. Her
body ached to feel the touch of her mate as her mind couldn't stop thinking about him at all.
‘Tsukune… I hope you're doing ok in Paradise still.’
‘You know our Tsukune; nothing will stop him when he puts his mind to something.’
‘He really is incredible that way. Fairy Tale, Alucard, even time itself; he's risen above everything
that stood before him.’
‘I wouldn't expect any less from our mate. He'll overcome his bloodlust and come back out to
us, rest assured. We just need to make sure he has a world to come back out to.’
Moka nodded slowly as her expression became more focused. She wouldn't allow the two
worlds to erupt into a war, or to let this mysterious monster in the darkness raise more chaos with his
growing army. Her mate would come back to her, she was sure of it, and she would do everything in her
power to make sure they had a future together when he did.
‘Tsukune has his battle to deal with…’
‘And we have ours. We'll find a way back to our world, we'll get our friend out of the darkness,
and then we'll deal with whoever is behind all of this.’
As the vampire remained wide awake while going over every obstacle standing before the group
again there were others in the building that were also unable to sleep so easily. In another guestroom
Rason and Kurumu were lying in bed together, the succubus resting her head on her angel's chest as
they both were kept awake by their growing concern for their captured friend.

"I can't believe Luna's been in that dark place all this time. All this time we were at school, and
the festival, and during Dark's proposal, and even when we were in the human world… oh god Rason,
she must be suffering so much," Kurumu said before burying her face into his chest. The angel held her
worriedly as the girl sobbed quietly.
"We need to hope she eluded capture in there, hopefully she's still alright," Rason said with a
tone of remorse.
"But what if she's not? You know what that sick bastard's going to do to her… she's going to be
used as a breeder for more chronoflies; she'll be violated for the rest of her life. She’ll be raped to
death," Kurumu whimpered with sorrow. Rason held her gently and looked at her with concern.
"You can't think like that, we have to hope that she's still ok. That's all we can do right now," he
said softly. Kurumu held onto him and whimpered quietly, nodding slowly as she prayed with all her
might that her friend was still ok.
close.

"Luna…" she said softly. Rason looked up at the ceiling with worried eyes as he held his girl
‘Luna… please be alright. Please. We're going to come for you, I promise.’

As the angel from heaven held his girlfriend while trying to hope that his friend wasn't being
raped to death, another angel from heaven was looking out his window up at the night sky. Gabriel was
sitting on a bed in his room as he watched the clouds gently roll by overhead, having a remorseful
expression as he too was concerned about Luna's fate.
"I'm so sorry Luna, please; I didn't know what that thing was either. I never should have brought
you up there," he said with regret. He remembered the last time he saw the chronofly, right after having
taken her up into the heavenly realm.
"What is it?" she asked as she glanced away with a soft smile as the angel looked at her
curiously.
He looked down as he held his head with his hands, seeing her smile clear as day. He had never
seen a girl so enchanting to him before, even with her wings she was an absolute beauty to him.
"I can't stop seeing her… everywhere I go there she is," he said softly.
"Gabriel."
"The guilt is unbearable, it's as if she's haunting me now," he said shaking his head.
"Gabriel."
"I'm sorry! I didn't know, I didn't know! Please forgive me Luna!" he said as he gripped his hair.
"Gabriel."

He looked up with a jump, staring with wide eyes at seeing Luna standing in his room. She was
wearing her Yokai Academy uniform, her butterfly wings fluttering gently behind her as she looked at
the boy with a longing gaze.
"L-Luna?" he breathed out. She slowly walked towards him and smiled softly, gently resting one
of her hands on his cheek.
"Gabriel," she said gently. She slowly moved forward and sat atop the boy, the angel leaning
back as she straddled his lap and looked at him with loving eyes.
"Is… is it really you?" he breathed out. The girl leaned in and kissed the angel, their eyes closing
as her wings fluttered a bit behind her. He sat there stunned, his mind going blank as the world around
him seemed to fade away. After the kiss broke he paused for a moment then slowly opened his eyes.
his.

"Gabriel…" Luna said gently as she held his cheeks with her hands, her green eyes gazing into

"Luna…" he said softly. She smiled softly at him as he sat there staring at her with wonder.
Before he could say a word suddenly black chains wrapped around her arms and body, the girl being
bound and pulled back towards a dark void.
"GABRIEL!" she cried out as she was yanked back into the darkness, her scream echoing out as
she vanished from view.
"Luna!" he yelled out as he ran toward the void, dashing through it and crashing out through his
bedroom door. He tumbled into the hall as the broken bits of the door flew about, collapsing onto the
ground in a daze as he groaned weakly.
"Gabriel? Are you alright?" Ahakon asked from nearby. The angel looked over to seeing the
young mage running over to him.
"Ahakon?" he asked as he slowly got up.
"What happened, why did you just charge through your door like that?" the mage asked looking
at the broken entryway with puzzlement. Gabriel stood up and looked back to where he had crashed
through then around as he came to his senses.
"I… um… sorry, just… a bad dream," he said quietly. Ahakon looked at the angel with concern
then glanced to the broken door.
a bit.

"About Luna?" he asked softly. Gabriel looked at him with worry then down as the mage nodded

"I heard you cry out her name," Ahakon said. Gabriel nodded and looked up with a worried
expression.

"I keep seeing and hearing her, I feel so guilty about having taken her into heaven to look at that
damned rift. This is all my fault, she wouldn't be in that dark world at all if I never would have brought
her up into heaven," he said with regret.
"You didn't know what was on the other side of that rift, nobody did, not even the Almighty. She
wanted to help, it was her choice to go in, not yours. You didn't do anything wrong Gabriel," Ahakon
reassured gently. Gabriel looked at him with worry then down as the mage showed a remorseful
expression.
"As mad as Rason was, he knows it wasn't your fault either. Arial and Complica sneaking down
here, that's all on you. But Luna going into that thing wasn't your fault," Ahakon said, looking down as
well as he was worried about Luna like the rest of the group. Gabriel sighed then glanced to the mage.
"What are you doing up anyway?" he asked curiously.
"I couldn't sleep, I just wanted to go for a small walk to clear my mind," Ahakon said with a small
shrug. Gabriel nodded then looked back towards his room.
"Well, don't stay up too late. Something tells me we're going to have a busy day tomorrow," he
said with a bit of worry.
"That's how all my days are, I'm starting to get used to it. See you in the morning Gabriel,"
Ahakon said as he started to walk away.
"Sleep well friend," Gabriel said as he watched the mage walk off, then walked back into his
room. He sat down on his bed and looked up with worried eyes, his mind still thinking about the missing
chronofly. He looked down as he closed his eyes, seeing images of the chronofly flashing before him. He
sighed then laid back down on his bed as he tried to relax his mind, knowing sleep would likely elude
him as he had one thought swirling around in his mind.
‘Luna…’
As the angel attempted to get some rest after a tiring day Ahakon walked down the hall with a
solemn gaze. After a while he stopped and glanced to the side as he heard a girl's quiet whimpers on the
other side of a door that was slightly opened. The boy walked over and peeked inside, his eyes barely
making out the darkened room as the blinds were closed inside.
"Sister…" Ran said quietly, her voice being heard within the dark room. Ahakon showed a
concerned expression then looked down.
"Your sister couldn't have been the one that destroyed your home Ran, it had to have been
someone else," he said softly. He turned to walk away before the girl spoke up again.
"Ahakon…" Ran said softly, the mage halting then looking into the room with a curious eye.
"Don't leave me," she pleaded gently.

"Ran? Are you awake?" he asked curiously. There was a long pause as the boy looked around
inside the darkened room.
"Ahakon…" the siren said again, her voice seeming strained slightly. Ahakon slowly opened the
door and quietly walked in, his eyes slowly adjusting to the dark a bit. He saw the bed over by the side of
the room where a girl was tossing around slightly. Ran was dressed in a dark blue t-shirt and white
panties while her glasses were on the small table next to her bed, the girl seeming to be dreaming as she
moved around a bit. Ahakon slowly walked over as she whimpered again, the girl tossing around as her
dream apparently was causing her some distress.
"Don't leave me… please…" she pleaded quietly.
"She's dreaming," the boy said quietly as he saw her talking in her sleep. He showed a
concerned expression and shook his head.
"But why would she ever think I would leave her? I would never abandon her, none of us
would," he said curiously.
"I need you…" the siren said quietly, rolling her head over to face him while she was still asleep.
He looked at her curiously as the girl laid there before him.
"She really does think I'm her hero," he said quietly with wonder.
"Please… I love you…" she said softly as a few tears started to drop from her cheeks. The boy
looked at her with a bit of surprise as the siren appeared to be crying in her sleep.
"Ahakon… I love you so much," she whimpered quietly. The boy just looked at her with a
stunned expression then showed concern.
"Oh boy…" he said quietly, having always suspected she might have felt that way about him.
"Please… don't leave me…" she said quietly.
"Ran…" Ahakon said softly. He didn't want to hurt the girl's feelings, but it was more than
apparent that he wasn't just her hero. He sighed quietly then looked at the sleeping girl with a gentle
gaze.
"Ran, I'm sorry. I just can't say those words back to you. Please, don't waste your love on me,"
he said quietly.
"Ahakon…" the siren whimpered quietly as a few more tears dropped from her cheeks. The boy
looked at her with a gentle expression and slowly wiped one of the tears away.
"I'm sorry," he said softly. He blinked then looked back to seeing Yukari walking past the door,
the witch looking around curiously as she was dressed in her white t-shirt and a pair of gray shorts.
Ahakon jumped a bit in surprise, his finger then brushing against Ran's nose. She flinched then slowly
opened her eyes, the girl's vision dark and blurry.

"Wha…" she said softly as she slowly sat up. She looked around then saw a dark silhouette near
her bed, then jumped with surprise and wide eyes.
"Who's there, who are you?" she called out urgently. She reached for her glasses before Ahakon
grabbed her hand, the girl crying out before he tackled her down onto the bed while holding his other
hand over her mouth. He looked back to seeing Yukari stopping outside the door and looking around the
hallway with a curious expression.
‘If she finds out I was in Ran's room like this she'll kill me!’
Ran thrashed around as Ahakon struggled to keep her down, the boy pulling her hand around to
the side of her head while he held down on her mouth with his other hand. The girl started hitting him
with her other hand as she struggled to get free, the girl's muffled screams barely being heard as she
kicked around under him. Ahakon looked to seeing Yukari just standing outside in the hall looking
around, the witch blinking then glancing towards Ran's door. The mage showed a frightful expression as
he imagined how Yukari would bury him alive for being in the siren's room at this hour. He looked
around quickly then down to Ran, the girl letting out muffled cries as she tried to free her other hand
from his grip. The boy hesitated then leaned in close to her ear.
"Stop right now," he ordered in a hushed tone. The girl whimpered then stared at the silhouette
with wide eyes, unable to make out who was on top of her. He brought her hand around and held it
over her mouth, then grabbed her other and did the same with it. He looked back to seeing Yukari
glancing around slowly while being seen in the soft light from the hallway. Ran's heavy breathing was
heard through her nose as Ahakon held her down firmly with both of her hands over her mouth, the
mage looking back to her as she was staring up at her assailant with fearful eyes.
‘Great, I've scared her to death now. Way to go Ahakon.’
"Just be quiet," Ahakon said quietly, holding the siren's hands over her mouth firmly. He glanced
over and saw Yukari slowly walking towards Ran's door, the witch peering into the darkness with a
careful eye. Ahakon trembled a bit and looked down to Ran, the siren staring up at the silhouette that
was holding her down.
this!’

‘If Yukari sees me like this I'm dead meat! I just wanted to make sure Ran was ok, not end up like

Ahakon glanced around then looked down to Ran with a careful eye. He paused then leaned in
closer, the girl trembling and leaning back as much as she could as she saw the silhouette getting larger
and closer.
"Don't move, don't make a sound," he said quietly. The girl stared at him with wide eyes, feeling
frightened and confused as to what was happening. Ahakon looked over to see Yukari peering into the
room with a curious eye before looking back down the hall. After a pause the witch walked off and out
of sight, the girl's soft footsteps slowly fading away. Ahakon breathed out in relief then looked down to
Ran.
‘Great… now what do I do?’

He looked around worriedly as he was stuck holding down the frightened siren. He wouldn't be
able to run out in time before the girl either screamed in terror, or screamed and killed him with the
sonic blast. After a pause he slowly leaned closer to the girl, the siren leaning back into her pillow more
with a whimper.
"I'm going to let go of your hands now, don't scream," he said quietly. The girl slowly nodded as
she kept her eyes locked onto the darkened figure on top of her. He slowly removed his hands and
leaned back, watching her carefully as she kept staring at him. After a pause she parted her hands a bit
as she was breathing shakily.
"Who are you?" she asked quietly.
"I… um…" Ahakon said quietly. He looked around quickly then down to the siren. Ran looked at
the silhouette closely as she slowly moved her hands to the sides of her head, keeping her hands held up
defensively.
"What do you want? Who are you?" she asked fearfully. He gulped and glanced to the doorway.
‘This isn't going to end well, how am I going to get her to forget about this?’
"I… I'm…" he stammered unsurely. Ran looked at the figure closely then with a bit of wonder.
"Ahakon?" she asked softly. The boy froze in place and stared at her with wide eyes. Ran looked
at the figure closely then reached over towards her glasses.
"Ahakon, is that you?" she asked. Ahakon quickly grabbed her hands and pinned them down by
the sides of her head, with her watching with surprise as the boy franticly looked around for a way out.
"Uh, well… um…" he stuttered. He looked down at the girl worriedly as she tilted her head a bit.
After a pause he glanced to the doorway then back to the siren.
"It is you… isn't it," she said quietly. The boy flinched a bit then looked away with worry.
‘I'm dead.’
He glanced back down to the girl as she kept looking at him curiously, her hands gently holding
his as she tilted her head the other way slightly.
"Yeah… it's me," he said softly. The girl opened her mouth with surprise then looked closely at
the figure.
"Ahakon? What are you doing here?" she asked quietly. The boy paused for a moment then
looked at her worriedly. He glanced around quickly then smiled nervously at her.
"I'm not here. You're… dreaming. Yeah, you're dreaming Ran," he said shakily. The girl looked at
the figure curiously then glanced to his hands holding hers down.

"I am?" she asked curiously.
"Yeah, this is your dream, can't you tell?" he asked with a nervous smile. The girl looked at the
figure holding her down then over to one of his hands that was holding hers down.
"This isn't… exactly how my dreams normally go with you," she said looking back to him with
wonder. He looked around worriedly as the girl shifted around a bit underneath him.
"Well, that's because-"
"You usually tie me up with rope or something, not… hold me down forcibly," she said with a
small smile. He blinked then slowly glanced down to the girl.
"W… what?" he asked shakily.
"I don't mind though, this is kind of fun too. I love it when you’re forceful with me," she said
softly. The boy looked up with a nervous expression as the girl shifted around slightly under him.
‘I did not need to know that, I really did not need to know that.’
"So… what happens now?" Ran asked softly. The boy looked down to her with a nervous
expression as she smiled bashfully at him.
a while.

"Well… uh…" he said unsurely. She looked at him curiously as the figure remained motionless for

"Aren't you going to… ravage me?" she asked softly. The boy trembled a bit and looked up with
closed eyes, trying not to even think about the girl he was straddling right now like that.
"I… well…" he said nervously.
"If this is my dream, then how come you're not having your way with me?" she asked curiously.
"Well, that's because…" he said nervously. He slowly looked down to the girl as she was looking
at him worriedly. He sighed then let go of her hands as he leaned back.
"Because this isn't that kind of dream," he said softly.
"What do you mean? What kind of dream is this then?" she asked reaching over to her glasses.
She put them on and looked at the boy with wonder as he had a remorseful expression.
"It's the kind where we talk, about what's going on in your heart," he said gently.
"I don't understand, in my dreams you've never talked about such things," she said looking up at
him curiously.

"That's because this is a special dream. Ran, you need to understand that I love Yukari, that
she's my girlfriend," he said with concern. She looked at him with worried eyes and shook her head.
"No… no no no. This… this isn't a dream…" she said shakily. The boy looked at her nervously as
she trembled a bit.
"This isn't a dream, it's a nightmare. Don't talk about Yukari, not now. Not here. Please don't
mention her!" she cried out as she reached forward and hugged the mage, the boy being taken down
and held tightly as the siren tried not to cry. Ahakon tried freeing himself as his head was right next to
hers, the girl holding onto him with a tight grip.
"Please, I'll do whatever you want! Just love me Ahakon, love me and nobody else," she
whimpered.
"Ran, calm down," Ahakon pleaded as he tried to pull himself back up.
"I love you so much Ahakon, don't leave me. You can't leave me in my dreams too, it's all I have
left for us!" she begged loudly. The boy looked ahead with a gentle gaze as the girl held onto him tightly.
"All I have left for us is my dreams; don't break my heart here too. Please," she said as she cried.
"Ran…" he said softly while closing his eyes. The girl cried a bit before he leaned back, the boy
looking at her with a remorseful expression as she choked back her sobs.
"I would never leave you. Either here or in the real world, I would never abandon you," he said
softly. He gently held one hand to her cheek, the girl nuzzling against it as she looked at the boy with
pleading eyes.
"I love you Ahakon. I can't help it. I don't care if you're younger than I am, I don't care if I'm a
weird girl. You're not just my hero, you're everything to me. Please, I need you," she said worriedly. The
mage looked at her with sympathetic eyes as he realized what kind of dream she was having before he
woke her up, why she was calling out for him not to leave her. She had been dreaming of this same
conversation, about him rejecting her love.
"Ran, you'll always have me, as your friend. I'll even be your hero if you want, but I just can't be
your love," he said remorsefully.
"But you are," Ran said sitting up, the mage looking at her with concern as she held onto him
around his waist while he was on her lap.
"I've always known it since I saw you fight Alucard. With the way you saved me from that
monster in the pool, and even how you saved me from being taken back by the darkness. I've always
known it to be true, you can't tell me otherwise Ahakon," she said shaking her head.
"Please Ran; I don't want to hurt you like this. I really don't, but you need to understand, I love
Yukari," he said softly.

"But I love you!" Ran cried out, then pulled him into a kiss and held him tightly. The boy went
wide eyed as she held him close, the girl crying softly as she kissed him. After the kiss ended she looked
at him with pleading eyes.
"It broke my heart when I had to charm you for my old master; I hated myself for having to have
done that to you. I was stupid; I just wanted my sisters to be free. I fooled myself into thinking it would
be alright, that I was doing what I had to. But I hated myself for ever having done that to you. And even
after I did that, you still set me free, you still protected me," she said softly. Ahakon looked at her with
remorse as the girl shook her head a bit.
"Please, I'm begging you. If this is my dream, if this really isn't real, then please don't break my
heart here too. It's already in pieces knowing that Yukari's out there, that she has you all to herself. It
kills me knowing that when I wake up I'm going to have to put up with her hanging all over you and
kissing you," she pleaded shakily.
"Ran…" Ahakon said softly.
"All I have left for us is my dreams Ahakon," she whimpered with a tear dropping from her
cheek. Ahakon looked at her with remorse then down. After a moment he gently pushed the girl down
onto the bed, the mage taking her glasses and setting them on the table.
"Ahakon?" she asked quietly. He got up off of her and stood by the edge of the bed, looking at
the siren with a soft smile.
"Close your eyes," he said gently. The girl looked at him with wonder then closed her eyes,
sniffling as she tried to calm down. The boy sighed quietly then leaned in closer, then kissed her on the
lips. She breathed out softly and kissed back, slowly calming down as she felt the world around her
fading away. After the kiss ended he leaned over to her ear.
"Sweet dreams Ran," he said quietly. The girl laid there in silence as his words and kiss were all
her mind could think of. After a while she opened her eyes and looked around.
"Ahakon?" she asked quietly. She grabbed her glasses and put them on, sitting up on the side of
her bed and looking around quickly. The room was empty with the door opened only a crack. She
breathed out then looked down with a longing gaze.
"Ahakon… why must my dreams remain just as dreams?" she asked softly.
Outside in the hallway Ahakon was leaning against the wall next to the siren's door, looking
down with a remorseful expression. After a moment he slowly stood up and walked down the hall
towards his room, hoping that he didn't hurt the siren's heart any more.
"I'm sorry," he said softly before he rounded a corner.
"Sorry for what?" Yukari asked from in front of him. He jumped a bit then saw Yukari looking at
him curiously.

"Yukari. Um, I was just… what I meant was…" he stammered. She looked at him with a raised
eyebrow then behind her to see Arial walking down the hall towards them.
"Arial, there you are. I was looking for you, where did you go?" she asked.
"I just went for a walk, I already told you that, remember?" Arial asked dryly.
"Well I was getting worried when neither of you came back. Where's Complica?" Yukari asked
looking around.
"How should I know?" Arial replied with a shrug as she started to walk past them. Ahakon and
Yukari watched the snow angel walk down the hall and round the corner, the two then looking to each
other with concern.
"Tomorrow's going to be a long day," Yukari said looking down.
"Shouldn't we just tell Dark what Arial did? He should know what really happened to Mizore,"
Ahakon said with concern.
"I don't know which would be worse; Dark after he learns that his sacred guardian angel is a
psychotic snow angel from hell, or Arial when she tears us apart for tattling on her," Yukari said with a
nervous expression. Ahakon glanced back down the hall then looked back to his girlfriend, the witch
looking down with a worried expression. She sighed then started walking down the hall past him.
"Well I'd better go make sure she stays in our room tonight, Mizore deserves a good night's rest
after what she's been through," she said tiredly. Ahakon nodded and grabbed her hand as she passed
him, the girl pausing and looking to him curiously.
"Sleep well Yukari," he said, then gave her a small kiss on the lips before walking off towards his
room. Yukari smiled softly and blushed as she watched her boyfriend walk away.
"You too Ahakon," she said before walking off towards her room. As the young witch headed
back to her room to keep an eye on Arial and while Ahakon walked back towards his room hoping things
between him, Yukari, and Ran wouldn't become a problem, two others were wide awake and having a
very important discussion regarding the day's events.
"So, in conclusion, I'm right and you're wrong. Any questions?" Render asked as he glanced to
his friend, the two sharing a guestroom that had two beds, two closets, a table, a window, and two
mages from the human world that were expressing a difference of opinion on something.
"Yes, how the hell did you take our topic on what are we going to do tomorrow and switch it to
a 20 minute discussion about how you think Apoch is more endowed then Astreal?" Leon said tiredly,
lying in his bed looking up with a hand covering his eyes. Render chuckled as he glanced to him, lying on
his own bed on the other side of the room with a cool smile.

"Because I feel we need to remain focused during these troubled times, and in order to do that
you need to finally admit that I'm right and move on, otherwise this is going to be eating away inside of
you. Once you get this weight off your chest you'll think more clearly like I do," he said proudly.
"I pray the day I would 'think like you do' never comes," Leon said shaking his head.
"Just admit I'm right man, seriously, the evidence was right before you. Apoch has a more…
voluptuous figure to her, while Astreal is still waiting to blossom into a woman. There's nothing wrong
with that, or any reason to be ashamed, it's just the truth," Render said with a shrug.
"For the last time Render, they are exactly the same. The only things that are different are their
hair styles and eye colors. And preference of magic, and preference in boyfriends," Leon argued looking
to him. Render looked at his friend for a moment then raised an eyebrow.
"So they're not exactly the same, is what you're saying," he said flatly.
"Don't you think we have better things to be discussing here? Falla's sister is trapped in that
dark world, the human race is declaring war on the monster world, we're trapped here in the human
world, there are two souls down here that could be wiped from existence if we don't get them back
home, one of those souls is out of her mind, and would you focus here and pay attention to what I'm
saying?" he yelled out as he looked over to seeing his friend looking up with a carefree smile. Render
blinked then glanced to Leon with a curious eye.
"What? Did you say something?" he asked.
"I'm going to kill you in your sleep. I'm going to do it and everybody will understand that I had
to," Leon muttered with a dull expression. Render looked at him puzzled as Leon lied back on his bed
with a sigh of annoyance.
"You know, for somebody who has a new girlfriend you don't seem too thrilled. I mean, we
rescued all of their friends, we found a safe place to rest. Things aren't all that bad," Render reasoned.
Leon rolled his eyes and glanced away.
"As happy as I am that I have Astreal, I still can't ignore all the problems coming our way right
now. Losing another girl to a bullet isn't something I want to go through again," he said shaking his head.
Render sat up and smiled a bit at his friend.
laugh.

"C'mon, I think we can manage this just fine. We've been through a lot worse," he said with a

"When have we been through worse?" Leon asked looking over to him with a puzzled
expression. Render looked up in thought then back to his friend with a weak smile.
'Well, the night you made those homemade fireworks was a close one, we nearly died," he said
with a shrug.

"You made those things, and this is a bit worse," Leon said flatly. Render looked down with
concern as Leon closed his eyes and breathed out.
"This is a lot worse," Leon said softly.
"You know, it was always the three of us. Me, you, and Selena. And I loved traveling around the
monster world in search of treasure and adventure, no question. But as much fun as I had getting into
fights with hideous treasure keepers and eluding death from all the deadly traps, I always wanted what
you had, a girlfriend," Render said softly. Leon glanced to him as the battlemage lied back on his bed and
looked up at the ceiling.
"It was so weird. You had her all the time, and all I had were girls I never even said hello to trying
to maul me with affection wherever I went," he said softly.
"You poor thing," Leon said flatly.
"Well, yeah. I didn't know those girls, didn't know why they liked me, and frankly was a bit
scared that they would tear me apart with their love. Even though they all said they wanted me, it just
didn't seem real. I wanted a real girlfriend, like you had," Render said softly. Leon looked at him
curiously as Render closed his eyes.
"Apoch lied to us, tried to steal from us, and pretended to like me just to get closer to us. I
originally thought she was pretty cool, then I thought she was just like all the other heartless monsters
out there after what she did," he said softly. He smiled a bit then looked up at the ceiling.
"But when she was being used by that other witch, I couldn't stand it. Though I gotta admit it
was pretty awesome to see her in action with her blade… even though she was trying to kill me with it,"
he admitted with a shrug. Leon smiled a bit as Render looked over to him.
"Then she wanted to be with me, for real. She was ok with me opening Pandora's Box, and
trusted me. It was like… I fought for her, and won," he said sitting up. Leon nodded and looked down,
thinking about how he fought to keep Astreal alive as well, and how the two had grown closer from it.
"I finally got a girlfriend too, one that likes me for who I am. She's beautiful, can handle herself
in a fight, and she’s one hell of a kisser too. So tell me, how could I not be happy right now that I have
her? How could I not be thrilled that I have something like this with her?" Render asked with a curious
smile.
"You know, you're not supposed to make sense like that. It's just not your style," Leon said
laying back down with a smirk.
"So you agree with what I've been saying?" Render asked.
"Yeah, we should be grateful at least for having those two alive and with us," Leon said with a
small smile.

"Then you agree that I know what I'm saying when I say that Apoch is sexier than Astreal,"
Render said proudly. Leon twitched a bit then looked to him with annoyance.
"I never agreed to that, Astreal's way hotter than Apoch," he said firmly.
"But if you think that, then that means you were wrong and they don't look exactly alike. And if
you were wrong about that, then logically you're wrong with thinking that your girlfriend is sexier than
mine," Render reasoned arrogantly.
"There's no logic to that at all. Astreal has her feminine charm and appeal, she's more reserved
and alluring than Apoch by far," Leon argued.
"I don't see how that can be when Apoch has those beautiful golden eyes and perfect figure,"
Render said proudly.
"They have the same figures you idiot, and Astreal's eyes are more beautiful than Apoch's," Leon
barked out.
Outside their room the two mages were heard going back and forth with their discussion on
which witch sister was more appealing, with yelling and cursing being heard as well. Standing outside
their door Apoch and Astreal were listening with wide eyes, blushing more and more as each boy
continued to argue about which one was better. They had been walking by towards their room for the
night when they overheard the conversation, the two girls stopping and listening with wonder. Astreal
was frozen in place as she heard her boyfriend talk about all her attractive features, hearing how Leon
found her to be more alluring than her sister. Next to her Apoch was staring with an open mouth,
hearing every part of her that Render found to be attractive while also talking about how he always
wanted a girlfriend like her.
"Oh my…" Astreal said softly. Apoch blinked then smiled brightly, then reached out towards the
door handle before Astreal grabbed her.
"What are you doing? We can't just barge into their room," Astreal grunted with a hushed tone
as she tried to keep her sister back.
"I was merely going to bid Render goodnight, let me go," Apoch growled as she struggled to get
free. Astreal held her back and shook her head as Apoch franticly tried to grab the door handle.
"You already said goodnight to him earlier, you can't just run into their room at this hour, it's not
dignified," Astreal said with frustration.
"Then he can scold me all he wants, I don't mind. Let me go right now," Apoch snapped as the
two stumbled around outside the door. Astreal tried to pull her away before Apoch formed her barrier,
the blonde haired witch hitting against it and knocking her off-balance. Apoch broke free from her
sister's grip and rushed to the door only for Astreal to grab her by an arm and her hair, the two yelling
and stumbling about. Apoch grabbed her sister's hand and tried to throw her to the side, the blonde
haired witch then grabbing her sister around the waist and struggling to drag her away. The two
stumbled around for a bit then barged through the door and dropped onto the ground. Astreal tried to

hold her sister while lying on the ground while Apoch growled loudly as she tried to pull herself free.
They paused and blinked then looked to seeing Render and Leon staring at them with surprise.
"Astreal? Apoch? What are you doing?" Leon asked sitting up. The girls got up to their feet and
stammered something as they looked at their boyfriends with nervous smiles.
"Leon, um, hello. We were just… we didn't mean to… um…" Astreal stuttered glancing down
then back to him.
"We just wanted to say goodnight… again," Apoch said quickly. Render looked at her curiously
and tilted his head in question.
"Were you two eavesdropping on us?" he asked. Apoch jumped a bit then looked down with a
nervous smile.
"Well… we… may have heard a few things…" she said softly. She glanced up to him with a timid
smile as Astreal glanced away with a blush. Leon looked at them curiously then over to Render, the
battlemage watching his girlfriend with a curious eye. After a pause he nodded a bit then looked to
Leon.
"Anyway, just face facts man, how long are you going to be in denial over this? The proof is right
here before you," he said shaking his head while gesturing towards the sisters.
"Would you give it a rest already? They have the exact same physical features!" Leon cried out
with exasperation. Astreal blushed and glanced to Apoch, the raven haired witch standing proudly with
her arms crossed before her. She glanced to Astreal and twitched her eyebrow a bit. Astreal looked at
her with disbelief and shook her head.
"You're not agreeing with him are you? We're the same, we're made from the same spell," she
said with annoyance.
"We may be from the same spell, but it appears that I have a more 'voluptuous' physique,"
Apoch quipped with a shrug.
"No you don't, we're the same from head to toe. Our only differences are hair and eye colors,"
Astreal argued holding her hair with a frustrated expression. Apoch swayed from side to side while
holding her arms below her chest, her breasts swaying about under her shirt as she had a coy smile.
"But Render says my figure is more attractive, how could that be unless we weren't the same?"
she asked innocently.
"That's because Mr. Render is an idiot!" Astreal yelled out.
"He is not!" Apoch barked back.
"Yes he is," Leon said flatly.

"Do I get a say in this?" Render asked curiously.
"No!" Leon and Astreal yelled out at him. Apoch growled then grabbed Astreal's hair, yanking on
it as her sister cried out.
"Take that back! My boyfriend isn't an idiot, he knows what he's talking about!" Apoch yelled
out with anger. Astreal grabbed her arm and swung her down, the two sisters rolling around on the
ground yelling at each other while Render and Leon watched curiously.
"He doesn't have a clue what he's talking about, we're the exact same! The exact same!" Astreal
yelled back.
"Aside from the hair color, eye color, magic preference, taste in boyfriends, and figures," Render
said with a shrug. Leon growled then got off of his bed, walking towards his friend with frustration.
"Would you get it through your head already, they're identical. How long are you going to keep
going on and on about this, Apoch does not have bigger breasts than Astreal," he snapped with
discontent. The two boys looked at each other with annoyance then down as they heard a ripping sound
followed by more screaming from the two girls. Render just stared at something then looked to Leon
while pointing to the girls on the ground.
"Yeah she does," he said simply. Leon blinked then looked up with a slight blush as more ripping
sounds were heard. Render looked carefully at something then smiled proudly.
"Told you my girl was more endowed," he said looking to Leon with an arrogant smile.
"She is not!" Astreal's voice yelled before a blast of red light flew at the battlemage.
"Yes I am!" Apoch yelled as a barrier of light blocked the blast from hitting the boy.
"They're not bigger than mine, they're not!" Astreal cried out.
"Um, yes they are," Render said pointing between the two girls. Leon whacked him upside the
head and glared at him.
"Stop looking at Astreal like that!" he yelled out.
"Well it's kinda hard not to see when they've torn their shirts off of each other," Render
reasoned defensively. The yelling suddenly stopped as Apoch and Astreal froze in place, the two girls
locked into a struggle on the ground with their shirts in tatters around their shoulders. Apoch looked
down at Astreal as she was holding her sister on the ground by the arms then glanced to see they were
fully exposed in the front. Astreal looked with wide eyes at Apoch then glanced down. They cried out as
they quickly stumbled back to their feet while holding their arms around their breasts. Leon glanced to
them then looked away as Render looked at Apoch curiously.
"Why did you rip my shirt off?" Astreal cried out looking at her sister.

"Why did you rip off mine?" Apoch shot back with embarrassment.
"How did neither of you notice until now?" Render asked puzzled. He was again whacked in the
back of the head while Leon kept looking away.
"Stop looking at them man, show some class," he said with frustration. Astreal looked around
quickly then smiled nervously at the boys.
"Um… I think we should get going, it's rather late and… we have a lot to do tomorrow.
Goodnight, and… sorry about… um… well…" she said shakily.
"It's alright Astreal, just forget about it. Sleep well, we'll see you in the morning," Leon said with
a wave, still looking away with a slight blush. Apoch looked away then back to seeing Render walking up
to her with a smile.
"Sleep well Apoch, and thanks for dropping by," he said before he kissed her, the girl sighing
happily as she slipped her hands around his neck. She held him close with her bare chest pressing
against his, the boy looking with a bit of surprise as she kissed him blissfully.
"Sister!" Astreal cried out. Apoch jumped back with a blush, quickly covering herself as Render
smiled amusingly at her.
"Sorry, I didn't mean to… I mean I wasn't…" she stammered. He chuckled and winked at her.
"Don't say sorry for making sure I'll have sweet dreams tonight about my girl," he said coolly.
Apoch looked at him with wonder as a faint blue aura flared around him for a brief moment. She blinked
then jumped into a kiss with him, holding him around his neck as he stumbled about a bit. He wasn't in
his fighting form but to the witch he was just as attractive all the same. Astreal watched with wide eyes
as her sister clung to the battlemage with a deep kiss while Leon face palmed.
"Sister!" Astreal shouted while shaking her head. Apoch leaned back then jumped back down
with a small smile, covering herself again as she kept staring at her boyfriend. Render regained his
balance then smiled curiously at the girl while Astreal grabbed her with one hand and started pulling her
out.
"Would you get a grip, and try to have some self-restraint, have you no shame?" Astreal said
with annoyance. Apoch was pulled out of the room by her sister, smiling at Render and blowing a kiss
towards him with a wink before being yanked out of sight down the hall. Render watched them vanish
from view then whistled.
"Like I was saying, I hit the jackpot with-"
WHAM!
While Render twitched on the ground with a lump on his head Leon breathed out and looked
back towards the doorway. He walked over and closed the door as Render murmured something in a
daze.

"At least one of our girls had some self-control," he said flatly. He glanced to his friend and
shook his head, then walked towards his bed while Render was on the ground in a daze. After a pause
the battlemage slowly crawled towards and into his own bed, laying down on it face first as he
murmured something into his pillow. Leon glanced to him then looked back up at the ceiling.
"Just go to sleep," he said before closing his eyes. As he started to fall asleep while Render lost
consciousness from the blow to his head Apoch was being dragged down the hallway by her sister who
had an embarrassed expression. Astreal glanced down to her exposed breasts then ahead with worry
while Apoch was still looking back down the hall with a loving smile.
"I can't believe Leon saw me like that. It's only our first day as boyfriend and girlfriend, what
must he think of me?" Astreal asked worriedly.
"He's probably thinking that Render was right and that I have a bigger bust size," Apoch said
with a snicker.
WHACK!
"You do not!" Astreal yelled as she dragged her dazed sister down the hall, the raven haired
witch being pulled by one arm as she stumbled about with a lump on her head. As the sisters headed
back towards their room they passed by another room where a couple was still wide awake. Inside the
guestroom Razico was standing near the window looking out at the night sky, having a solemn
expression as he watched the clouds slowly drift by overhead.
"There was no avoiding it," Ruby said gently. Razico looked over to see Ruby sitting on the single
bed in the room, looking at him with a bit of remorse.
"The only way we could have saved them was to attack the humans. If we didn't, our friends
would have been executed," she reasoned.
"I know, the only way we had to save them was to become the monsters mankind so despises,"
Razico said looking back out the window. Ruby looked down with a worried expression as Razico sighed
and walked over to her, the warlock then sitting next to her.
"I suppose we did get lucky, we managed to get them all out safely, and even found Arial and
Complica before anything happened to them. Still, our actions are going to cost us in terms of peace
being formed between the two worlds," Razico said shaking his head.
"We'll figure out how to fix this, we're still alive after all. We won't let peace die out so easily,"
Ruby assured looking to him with a small smile. Razico nodded then looked over to her with a slight
smile.
"I'm sorry; I didn't mean to take you off on this crazy adventure when I got back. I only wanted
to take you away from the academy on good terms," he said gently.
"Razico, you didn't have to take on that job for the headmaster just for me, and you didn't have
to pretend to be a thief in order to get closer to me either. I wanted to be with you ever since that night

we met at Fairy Tale," Ruby said softly. Razico smiled a bit and gently brushed his fingers along her
cheek, the witch slowly taking hold of the hand with hers and nuzzling against it gently.
"I'm sorry I wasn't able to go with you that night, but I'm glad our paths crossed again. As much
treasure and fortune I searched for after that night, nothing could compare to the Ruby that slipped
from my grasp," he said gently.
"Razico…" she said softly as she leaned towards him. He smiled gently and slid his hand around
the back of her head, holding her close as they kissed. After the kiss broke she looked at him with loving
eyes as he held her close from around the waist.
"I'm just glad you're back again. I haven't stopped thinking about you since you left that day,"
she said softly.
"As I've never stopped thinking of you," he said gently. She looked down bashfully then glanced
up to him.
"You know… all those nights you stayed at the academy… you didn't have to sleep in the dorm
building. I would have gladly allowed you to sleep in my chambers with me. I would have preferred it
over sleeping alone," she said timidly. He smiled curiously as Ruby leaned back on the bed, the witch
looking at him with loving eyes as she lied back and rested her head on the pillow.
"Really? You never once offered such a thing before," Razico said lying next to her on his side.
She nodded and glanced away.
‘Ok, we're in bed together, it's just like you've been waiting for. Now, don't screw this up. Say
something romantic, something from the heart. Tell him how much you dreamed about falling asleep in
his arms, tell him how much you wished you could wake up to him every morning.’
"I know, the truth is… I…" she said looking back to him. He leaned in closer to her, his face near
hers as she blushed a bit. She glanced to his lips then into his eyes as she moved towards him slightly.
"I really… wanted…" she said as she started to close her eyes, the warlock holding her close and
leaning closer to her still.
"Ruby…" he said softly.
"For you to…" she said as she felt his breath on her lips. He kissed her as she sighed happily, the
witch holding him closer to him as they lied in bed together. When the kiss broke she looked up at him
with loving eyes as he smiled down at the witch.
"Make me your toy," she said lovingly. She blinked then went wide eyes as she realized what she
just said. Razico looked at her with a warm smile that slowly shifted into an awkward smile.
"What… was that?" he asked curiously. She sat up quickly while he watched her with a raised
eyebrow, looking away with a deep blush and holding her hands to her face.

"Ah! What I mean is… um… what I meant to say was… um…" she stammered.
eyes.

"Ruby?" he asked curiously as he sat up next to her. She paused then looked to him with timid
"I…" she said shakily. She looked down as she covered her face with her hands.

"I'm sorry, forget I said that. I didn't mean to just blurt that out," she said worriedly. He looked
at her curiously then down in thought as the witch tried to calm her mind. After a pause she looked
away with worried eyes.
"I'm sorry Razico, it's just-" she started before she was pushed down onto the bed, the witch
looking with wide eyes as Razico held her hands above her head while lying on top of her.
"Razico?" she said under her breath.
"Would this have anything to do with what you said to me before I left the academy that day?"
he asked with a sly smile. She looked at him with wonder as he glanced down to her body then back into
her eyes again.
"About you waiting for your 'punishment from your master'?" he asked with a raised eyebrow.
Ruby's blush intensified as she stuttered something. Razico smirked as Ruby looked at him with a timid
expression.
"Tell me Ruby, do you have a penchant for being controlled?" he asked as he started to form a
black chain around her wrists. She looked up to seeing the warlock binding her hands together then
back to him with wonder as he had a curious smile.
"I… um…" she said quietly. He leaned back up and lifted Ruby with him, the witch then sitting
upright next to him while he held her bound wrists with one hand.
"Whenever I tied you down like this before, you never once fought back. In fact, you only
seemed to get excited by it. Why is that?" he asked with a knowing smile. She gulped and looked down
with a bashful expression, her heart beating faster as he held her close.
"Well…" she said softly.
"Why, Ruby Tojo, you wouldn't happen to be a masochist, would you?" he asked leaning in
closer to her. She looked at him timidly as he slowly moved his other hand around to the back of her
neck, staring at him with a blush as he watched her curiously. She glanced away with a slight smile as
Razico chuckled a bit.
"I see, well I had no idea that I was teasing you so much all those times I bound you down. I
didn't know you would be getting so hot over it," he said gently as he leaned in and kissed her cheek.
She trembled a bit as she felt a cold feeling on the back of her neck, then looking down with wonder as a
black chain formed around her neck from the warlock’s hand.

"Razico…" she said under her breath as he held the chain with one hand, the links tightening
around her neck while he held her hands.
"So then, me holding you like this must really be torture for you. Right?" he asked playfully as he
saw the witch closing her eyes as her mouth quivered a bit. She gulped and trembled slightly as she felt
the chains binding her wrists as well as the ones that went around her neck.
‘Oh my god… he's… he's really…’
"Y… yes…" she said shakily as she looked to him with pleading eyes. He smiled confidently and
stood up, holding the chain that was wrapped around her neck while her hands were bound together on
her lap.
"Tell me, is this what you always wanted?" he asked as she stared up at him with wonder. She
slowly nodded as her breathing was picking up, watching the warlock with longing eyes. He chuckled
and leaned in closer to her, gripping the chain and pulling her to him with a gasp.
"Well, I don't mind being rough with you Ruby, if that's what you truly want. I must say you do
look good with those chains around you like that. However in return there is something I would like to
ask of you," he said calmly.
"Anything… anything Razico," she said softly. She felt her heart beating faster for the warlock,
her body heating up from being controlled by him as he stood over her. He smiled slightly then leaned in
closer to her ear, the witch trembling a bit from the feel of his breath on her neck.
"Stay with me, forever," he said softly. The witch looked at him with wonder as he leaned in
close to her face.
"I love you Ruby, and I want you with me now and always," he said gently. The witch looked at
him with a deep blush for a moment then nodded slowly with a loving smile.
"Of course… I'll be yours forever," she said softly. He smiled then leaned in and kissed her, the
witch sighing happily as he held her close to him.
‘Razico… I'm yours… now and forever...’
When the kiss ended Razico leaned back and smiled at Ruby, the witch slowly opening her eyes
and looking at the warlock with a gentle gaze. She was then pulled closer to him by her leash as he stood
up, the witch slowly standing up in front of him as he held her close.
"Razico…" she said under her breath.
"I thought that was master to you?" he mused with a twitch of his eyebrow. Ruby blinked then
smiled bashfully.
"Yes… master," she said with a small tear forming, feeling overjoyed by her boyfriend's control
over her. He smiled confidently at the witch then pulled her closer to him by her leash.

"Now then, about that punishment you so desired," he said slyly. Her eyes brightened slightly as
she nodded slowly.
"Please… I beg of you. Use me master, however you wish," she said timidly. With one hand he
held her close while undoing her dress in the front, the witch watching him with longing eyes as her
clothing dropped down around her feet. She trembled a bit with excitement as she kept her eyes locked
onto his.
"The most beautiful treasure in the world, and she's all mine," he said before pulling her into a
kiss. The witch sighed happily as he held her close, trembling slightly as she felt his hand slowly caress
her back and rear. When the kiss ended she smiled bashfully as she was held close by the warlock,
holding her hands to his chest while they were chained together still.
"All yours Razico, now and forever," she said softly, the two then kissing again before slowly
dropping back onto the bed.
While Ruby enjoyed her warlock's loving touch combined with the feeling of chains holding her
down forcibly, another couple was in bed together while not engaging in such a romantic and carnal act.
Inside another guestroom Gin and Kokoa were lying in bed together, both naked with the boy leaning
back against the pillow while Kokoa was next to him resting her head on his chest. Her hair was loose as
her pigtails were let down while her eyes showed a troubled expression. Gin looked down to his girl as
he had one hand holding her gently while the vampire was holding onto his chest.
"Kokoa? Are you ok?" he asked gently.
"No, I'm not ok. Your old high school friend is trying to take you away from me all while dragons
are being drawn to her like a magnet, and she's sleeping down the hall right now," Kokoa said with a
frustrated growl. Gin showed a concerned expression and held her close.
"She's not going to take me away from you Kokoa, she's-"
"She's a siren Gin, she could charm you away from me and you'd never be able to resist her.
Arg! That bitch, who does she think she is, just coming back like this and expecting you to come running
back to her. It makes my blood boil just thinking about it," Kokoa said with anger.
"Easy now Kokoa, calm down. If you start on fire while you're asleep you'll be fine, but I'll be
burnt to a crisp," Gin said with a nervous smile. Kokoa trembled a bit then looked at him with worried
eyes.
"You really did love her before?" she asked softly. Gin held a hand to her cheek as he held her
close to him.
"I did feel something for her before, but that's behind us now. Just like when you felt something
for Dark and Tsukune, it wasn't meant to be. I love you Kokoa, and just you," he reassured gently. She
nodded then sat up while looking at him curiously.

"You really filmed her while she was swimming in the pool at the academy?" she asked carefully.
Gin smiled weakly and shrugged a bit.
"Well… yeah, but I'm not like that anymore remember?" he asked nervously. Kokoa nodded and
looked down with worry. After a pause Gin smiled a bit and gently lifted her chin to bring her gaze to
him.
"If it makes you feel any better, I filmed you too," he said with a wink. She stared at him with
surprise as he smiled confidently at her.
"You did? When?" she asked.
"When you were walking to the academy in the morning a couple of times. Got some great
shots of your legs and under your skirt from in the bushes," he boasted proudly. Kokoa looked at him
with wonder then showed a curious expression.
"You filmed me… walking to school?" she asked softly.
"You bet, and in the girls’ changing room," he said with a nod.
"What? When, I never saw you in there with me before," Kokoa asked with wonder.
"Hey, werewolves are quick, remember? I managed to get some good shots of you while you
were changing while hiding in one of the storage lockers. And also from the window at the side of the
changing room," Gin said coolly. Kokoa stared at him with wonder then leaned in closer to him.
"You filmed me naked, in the girls’ changing room? Really?" she asked softly. Gin held her close
and nodded.
"You bet, and you were by far the best piece of my collection. Moka and the others didn't even
come close," he said assuredly. Kokoa looked at him with surprise then held a hand over her mouth.
"Did you… touch yourself while looking at them?" she asked quietly. He smiled calmly as he
brushed a few hairs away from her face.
"You bet I did, you were a firecracker then just like you are now," he said with a wink. Kokoa
stared at him with wide eyes as he smiled at her, the vampire then smiling lovingly at him while leaning
in closer to him.
"Gin… you're the best boyfriend ever," she said before kissing him, bringing her arms around his
neck as she laid on top of him. He held his girl close as a few rays of moonlight were seen through the
nearby window. After the kiss ended the girl sat up on top of the wolf, her body having a bit of light on it
as she smiled lovingly at her mate. Gin looked at his girl with a gentle smile, knowing he loved this young
vampire without a doubt. He never thought admitting how perverted he was with her before would be a
good thing, but for Kokoa it was comforting to know that her mate found her to be the most enchanting.
"I love you Kokoa," he said softly.

"I love you Gin, I really do," she said with warm smile. She then licked her lips and reached down
under the covers below her, shifting her hips around a bit as Gin looked at her curiously.
"Kokoa?" he asked.
"I need this Gin. After today, I need you," she said as she slipped something of his into her from
under the covers, letting out a soft grunt before leaning forward onto him. He smiled a bit as he held her
at the hips, the vampire slowly moving up and down as she held onto her boyfriend.
"Kokoa, you'll always have me," he said before they kissed again, the girl holding onto her mate
while slowly riding on top of him. She had been through a rough and violent day, was trapped in the
human world with a darkness looming ahead, and had to deal with an old friend of Gin's suddenly
appearing in their lives. After all she had been through with escaping from the human forces and nearly
being killed, she needed the comfort and love of her wolf. The kiss broke as the girl leaned back a bit,
her body being seen by a few rays of light as she rode atop her mate.
"You're damn… straight I will… I'm never letting you go… never," she said between breaths, then
pushed the boy back down and kissed him. As they continued with their lovemaking into the night one
thought was crystal clear to the vampire.
‘You're my wolf Gin, now and forever.’

In a darkened room a girl was breathing heavily while her hands were bound down by her belt,
her movements being slightly heard as she struggled to free herself franticly.
"This isn't happening… this isn't happening…" Mizore said as she tried to pull her hands free,
bound down securely from her demon as she normally preferred to be. However this time her desire to
be taken by her fiancé was overshadowed by her frustration and anger towards Arial.
"Dammit… that… bitch!" she shouted out as she struggled to free herself. She no longer felt the
special wedding ring on her finger, trying not to scream as she felt like a part of her was stolen with it by
Arial. She thrashed around for a while then stopped moving, catching her breath while she was
surrounded by darkness in the room.
"This is crazy, that girl's no angel; she's a horrible little demon. How could she be the one that
freed my Dark? She's out of her goddamned mind," she said in disbelief. After a while the door opened
and closed to the room, the snow girl feeling an evil presence moving towards her.
"Dark, is that you?" she asked softly. The bed shifted slightly as somebody sat next to her.
"I thought I taught you to be more aware than that my little snow bunny," Dark said with a slight
tone of amusement. Mizore smiled softly as she covered her left hand with her right, not wanting Dark
to find out about her missing ring.
"Sorry, I'm just…" she said softly.

"A little warm? It's alright, I brought you some cold water," Dark said as he undid her belt and
dropped it to the ground. Mizore slowly sat up, sensing Dark right next to her even in the darkness. She
slowly reached out with her right hand while keeping her left hidden down by her side, feeling Dark
handing her the cool glass of water. She smiled slightly and glanced to her side.
"You see perfectly even in the darkness, don't you?" she asked before drinking from the glass.
"Not with my eyes, no," Dark said with a calm tone. Mizore drank the cold water then smiled
worriedly.
"Thank you Dark, I needed that," she said before Dark gently took the glass from her. She
glanced down then back towards the bed with worry.
"Um, Dark?" she asked carefully.
"What is it Mizore? You sound troubled," Dark asked gently. Mizore paused then glanced to
where her demon was sitting next to her. She wanted to tell him, she wanted to tell him everything
about Arial. How the snow angel was the one that struck her down out of rage, how she was in love with
Dark romantically, how she stole her wedding ring out of jealousy and spite.
But she couldn't bring herself to crush him, for him to hear that his guardian angel that he
dedicated his life to was nothing like how everybody imagined her to be.
"I'm a bit shaken up still… after today. Would it be alright if… you just hold me tonight?" she
asked softly.
"Of course Mizore," he said gently. Mizore nodded and lied down on the bed on her side, feeling
Dark then laying down behind her and holding her close with one arm around her waist. She held onto
his arm with her right hand while keeping her left hand under the pillow near her.
‘I can't tell him, it'll break his heart to know what Arial is really like.’
"I love you Dark, so much," she said softly, holding back her tears as she felt the demon holding
her close from behind. She had finally come face to face with the snow girl that had freed her fiancé,
something that she only dreamed of doing before. And she, like everybody else except for Dark, had
found out that the snow girl that freed Dark was madly in love with the demon, and was determined to
be with him not as a guardian angel, but as a wife. Arial had made it clear she wouldn't stand for
anybody else being near her demon, with both mercilessly attacking Mizore on sight and stealing her
wedding ring.
"I love you my Mizore, sleep well," Dark said before he kissed the back of her head and closed
his eyes. She nodded slowly and held onto his arm securely, closing her eyes as she lay with her demon.
"You too, my beloved."

Chapter 15
Tension Under The Ice
All throughout the expansive villa silence had fallen, with only the quiet footsteps of the
numerous armed guards walking around on patrol being heard over the gentle rustling of leaves and
grass in the wind. High up in the sky a half-moon was seen behind the clouds, the soft bloom of the
moonlight just barely illuminating the interiors of the buildings below through the windows.
Inside one of the many bedrooms within the villa Mizore was sleeping quietly, a few strands of
her lilac hair dropping down across her face as she slept next to her shadow demon. Although she
normally had a blank expression on her face, even when asleep, this time faint traces of dismay were
seen as she slowly turned over onto her side, trembling slightly as her hand which once donned her
engagement ring clenched slowly. As far as she could tell Dark hadn't noticed that the ring was missing
upon his return to the bedroom, however she wasn't sure what to do come the morning, as not only
was he bound to notice its disappearance but so were the rest of her friends.
Outside in the hallways that spread throughout the large building all was quiet as a few armed
guards quietly walked the halls, slowly glancing around as they had their firearms holstered at their
sides. They weren't expecting to encounter any hostiles, especially this deep inside the compound, but
were dedicated to their jobs for the Huang family and were remaining vigilant. There was no telling
when an assassin might try to sneak in, or if the villa would fall under siege from rival organizations, or if
monsters from an unknown dark realm would show themselves out of the shadows that lurked about.
Or a quiet snow angel which moved silently through the halls, her bare feet making little noise
as she had a focused expression on her face. Arial snuck around the halls with agility and grace, avoiding
the eyes of the watchful guards as her frosted wings shimmered slightly behind her while passing by a
window in the moonlight.
Mizore rolled over onto her back and slowly opened her eyes, only seeing darkness with a few
rays of moonlight coming through the window to the side. She held in her whimper and lifted up her
hand that was no longer wearing her special ring, trying to hold back her tears as she shook her head in
disbelief.
'Out of all the possible ways I dreamed of meeting the snow girl that freed my Dark for the first
time, I never would have imagined that she would be so… so… out of her fucking mind.'
She closed her eyes and breathed out in sorrow, trying to calm her mind the best she could.
After a pause she slowly glanced over to the side of the room at the light coming into the room, her eyes
unfocused as she felt her inner conflict growing.
'If I tell Dark what happened… he may not believe me. And even if he does… to hear that the
angel that he looks up to, the girl that he devoted his life to, is nothing more than a psychotic demon
herself that's madly in love with him… I have no idea how he'll take it. As reserved and in control as he
is... I fear what such a thing would do to him, or how he might react afterwards.'

"What do I do?" she asked herself quietly. Suddenly she felt something sitting on her lap, the girl
then looking back to seeing a frosted shimmer behind a darkened silhouette. Before Mizore could say
anything a hand clasped over her mouth, creating ice that froze over the sides of her mouth towards the
bed. Mizore gripped the hand as she stared with wide eyes, seeing Arial glaring down at her while one of
her hands was keeping her quiet. Her other hand however was held back, formed into an ice claw that
sparkled in the moonlight.
"You can just die," Arial said quietly, before striking her claw into Mizore's chest. Mizore felt the
frozen hand pierce through her lungs and ribs, letting out a muffled cry as she struggled to move. She
tried to kick around before Arial carved with her claw upwards, the frozen ridges slicing through
Mizore's flesh and shirt as the snow maiden trembled. Blood started to drip out of her mouth and turn
the ice that held her down red as Arial leaned in closer to her face.
"He's mine, forever," she hissed, then sliced up with her claw, cutting through the ice and
splattering Mizore's blood and skull fragments onto the wall above her.
"Arial!" Mizore yelled as she shot up from her dream, breathing shakily as she stared ahead with
a shocked expression. Dark quickly sat up and looked to her as she tried to control her heartbeat.
"Mizore? What's wrong? What about Arial?" he asked quickly. Mizore held a hand to her
forehead and closed her eyes, catching her breath as she came to her senses. After a moment she slowly
glanced over to Dark, not being able to see him too well but knowing he was looking right at her.
"Sorry, I… just had a… bad dream," she said quietly.
"About Arial?" Dark asked curiously. Mizore paused for a moment then slowly lied back down on
the bed.
"Yeah… about… how she's trapped down here with me-… us," she said softly. She quickly yet
quietly moved her left hand back under her pillow, fearing Dark might see or feel it was missing should
he take her hand to comfort her. Dark remained silent for a moment then rested back down next to her,
gently holding her chin with his hand and turning her gaze over to him.
"It'll be ok Mizore, we'll figure out a way to send her back to heaven where she belongs," he
assured gently. Mizore just looked towards where she believed was his eyes with worry.
'She belongs in hell, far more than you do.'
"I hope so. The sooner we can do that… the better," she said softly, kissing his hand before
looking away. Dark gently held her around her waist as he lay next to her.
"Don't worry Mizore, I won't let anything happen to my angel," he said gently. Mizore closed her
eyes as she took hold of Dark's arm with her other hand, choosing not to comment on that remark.
Slowly she and Dark fell back asleep, with the shadow demon hoping to save his snow angel the next
day while Mizore hoped to just stay alive from the snow angel the next day.

The sun started to rise over the horizon, the rays of light creeping over the expansive villa as the
new day began. Inside the compound servants and guards of the Huang family were busy going about
their morning routines while a large group of guests were waking from nights of peaceful slumber,
horrible nightmares, threatening encounters with angels from above, and releasing pent up desires with
one another after a very long and near-fatal day yesterday.
Inside one of the guestrooms Moka slowly started to get out of bed, her eyes looking downward
with worry as she slowly stretched out her arms with a yawn.
'Did you have bad dreams as well?'
'Depends, if you call being separated from the boy I love with all my heart while the world
around us is being plunged into darkness and horror a bad dream, then yes, I had bad dreams all
night.'
'Same here, but mostly about Tsukune being so far away from us, I miss him so much.'
'As do I, I can only hope we get this crisis resolved before he gets out of Paradise, which he
will. When our mate returns from his ordeal the last thing I want him to have to deal with is a war.'
'Then we'd better get to work.'
Moka looked towards the window, seeing the sunlight coming in from above the large wall that
surrounded the villa. The group had their night to rest, but now needed to organize their next move.
"I won't let my future with Tsukune fall into the darkness, no way in hell will I let that be taken
from me," she said confidently as she stood up.
'Us.'
'You know what I mean.'
A knock came from the door, with Moka then walking towards it while still wearing her
sleepwear of a white shirt and shorts. She opened the door to see Kurumu and Kokoa standing there,
both also dressed in their night clothing.
"Morning Moka, we were all about to get cleaned up before we… get started today. Care to join
us for a warm bath?" Kurumu asked, having a slight smile on her face while her voice did nothing to hide
her concern for what was coming. Kokoa nodded slowly, also seeming to be deep in thought about the
future.
"A bath? I think I could go for one as well; sure, I'll join you. Are the others awake yet?" Moka
asked as she walked outside of her room, the three girls then walking down the hall together.
"I'm not sure; we came here first after waking up. Rason and Gin went to see if the boys are
going to have a relaxing bath as well, before we all get down to business," Kokoa said. Moka nodded
then looked up at the ceiling as they walked down the hallway.

"I hope this isn't our last peaceful moment, seems we're only dealt so many when this sort of
thing happens to us," she said softly. Kurumu and Kokoa nodded in agreement as they walked down the
hall, rounding the corner and seeing Ran leaning against her door. She had her glasses on, along with her
sleepwear from the night before, and her expression was of remorse while she had her eyes closed.
"Ran? Are you ok?" Moka asked. Ran looked over to them then forced a quick smile.
"Oh, good morning. Yes, I'm fine, just… thinking about a lot," she said softly.
"We know how that is, anyway we're about to take a nice relaxing bath before we strategize our
next move. Want to join us?" Kurumu asked. Ran nodded slowly as she glanced over down the hall.
"Sure, couldn't hurt," she said as Yukari was walking towards them, yawning slightly as she was
still in her sleepwear as well.
"Morning, hey, have you girls seen Arial or Complica?" Yukari asked as she walked up to them.
"Arial and Complica? Weren't they sleeping in your room?" Kokoa asked. Yukari nodded then
looked around curiously.
"They both went out for a walk last night, but they didn't come back. I ran into Arial in the
hallway with Ahakon looking for them but she disappeared before we got back to our room," she said
puzzled. Ran blinked then looked at Yukari carefully.
"You… and Ahakon were walking around last night? Through here?" she asked suspiciously.
Yukari nodded while glancing around still.
"Yeah, he was having trouble sleeping as well. I haven't seen him yet this morning either, but I'm
getting worried about Arial and Complica. Well, more so for Complica, I feel Arial will be just fine on her
own," she said with a shrug. Ran looked at her with wonder then down the hall as she held a hand to her
lips.
'Ahakon… was walking around last night? That dream… it did feel so real…'
"I wonder where those two went," Moka said looking around. She blinked then looked to
Kurumu and Kokoa with concern, the two looking to her with a jump as well.
"You don't think Arial…" Moka said nervously.
"No, she wouldn't have…" Kokoa said worriedly.
"Oh… shit," Kurumu said looking down the hall. The three girls took off running down the hall as
Ran and Yukari watched with wonder.
"Hey, where are you going?" Ran called after them. She then glanced to Yukari curiously, the
witch then taking off after the other girls. After she ran off Ran slowly looked back down the hall.

"Ahakon…" she said softly, and then ran down the corridor as well.
Moka, Kurumu, and Kokoa sprinted down the hall, quickly rounding the corner and crashing into
two very surprised witch sisters. The five girls tumbled down onto the floor, all wearing their white
sleeping clothing from the night before, while Yukari and Ran rounded the corner, the two stopping
instantly and staring at the sight with stunned expressions.
"Ow, watch where you're going!" Kokoa barked out as she sat up and rubbed her head, blinking
once then staring at something with an open mouth.
Moka slowly sat up and rubbed her head, her senses coming back to her to seeing Kurumu lying
on top of Astreal. Kurumu was coming to her senses as well while the witch was flailing around under
her, face first in the succubus's bosom. Moka stared at the sight with wide eyes then felt something,
jumping a bit before looking down to seeing she was sitting on Apoch's face. The witch sister was also
flailing around as Moka's rear and panties were suffocating her. Moka screamed and scrambled back to
her feet as Kurumu shook her head to regain herself, then looked down to seeing Astreal gripping at her
shoulders while trying to free her head from the oxygen free and extremely soft hell it was trapped in.
As Apoch gasped for air and Moka's face turned a deep shade of crimson out of embarrassment Kurumu
screamed and jumped back up to her feet, with Astreal gasping for air desperately.
"Oh my gosh, I'm so sorry, are you ok?" Moka asked quickly. Apoch blinked a few times then
slowly looked over to Moka.
"I vaguely recall you having horrible coordination in my original timeline, I see that you share
those traits all the same, don't you?" Apoch asked shakily. Astreal slowly got back to her feet while
looking at Kurumu with disbelief.
"How… how the hell does Rason stand being forced into those things on a daily basis anyway? I
thought I was going to die!" she cried out. Kurumu blushed and looked down with worry as Apoch
stumbled back to her feet.
"We've only been awake for a few minutes and already we've had our faces shoved into places
that we most certainly shouldn't have had to," Apoch muttered as she straightened out her hair.
her.

"I'm so sorry Apoch, really. Are you ok?" Moka asked worriedly. Apoch nodded then glanced to

"Yes, I believe I can blackout that little… incident. Why are you in such a rush anyway?" she
asked curiously.
"Arial and Complica are missing, we're worried Arial may have gone to see Dark… and Mizore,"
Kurumu said nervously. Apoch and Astreal looked at her then to each other, the two sisters then
jumping with a startled expression.
"Oh dear," Apoch said softly.

"She wouldn't have been so foolish, not after what Rason said to her last night," Astreal said
worriedly.
"After what Rason said to her? What did he say?" Kurumu asked.
"Hey, good morning," Ruby called out as she walked over to the girls, dressed in a simple
sleeping dress with her hair loose around her shoulders. She had a calm smile on her face as she walked
slightly off-balance, her cheeks having a blush to them while she approached the girls.
"I don't know about the rest of you, but last night was one of the best nights of my life," Ruby
said softly while looking up with a loving gaze. The other girls looked at her with disbelief.
"What? The best night of your life? Ruby, we were nearly executed as enemies of mankind,
we're trapped in the human world with no way back to the monster realm, Luna's trapped in the dark
world above us, Arial and Complica are trapped down here with us, and we're on the HDA's most
wanted list. How the hell could that have been the best night of your life?" Kurumu asked with shock.
Ruby glanced to her then showed a wide grin.
"Finally went all the way with my boyfriend," she said smugly. The other girls just looked at her
with surprise as she sighed and looked down with a hand held to her cheek.
"It was everything I've ever dreamed about, and more so. It was perfect, it felt beyond what
words can describe; and my word, the way Razico was with those chains-"
"Excuse me Ruby, but we've got bigger issues to deal with other than you losing your virginity!"
Kurumu interrupted with a stern expression. Ruby twitched slightly then looked to her with annoyance.
"Well pardon me for relishing in a very touching and wildly romantic moment of my life that was
the saving grace to yesterday's hell," she shot back.
"You got laid, big deal! For all we know Arial could be hacking up Mizore in her sleep as we
speak!" Kurumu shouted back. Ruby jumped in surprise then looked to Moka. Kokoa glanced down the
hall and blinked then pointed at something.
"Hey, there she is," she said, with the other girls looking over to seeing Arial walking past the
hall with a blank expression. She was wearing her normal attire again while her frosted wings fluttered
once behind her. Moka and the girls ran over towards her as she rounded the corner, the group of girls
then following after and seeing Arial walking up towards Sun. The siren waved to the snow angel as she
approached her, wearing a soft blue robe with her sketchpad clipped to her hip. Sun then looked over to
the large group of girls curiously, with Arial then glancing back to them.
"Arial, where were you last night? You never came back to our room," Yukari asked. Arial
remained as silent as Sun, the siren who was also looking to Arial curiously. After a moment of silence
Arial merely shrugged.
"I couldn't sleep, I just walked around. What's wrong with that?" she asked simply.

"And just where did you walk around to?" Kokoa asked cautiously.
"None of your business," Arial said looking away.
"Ms. Arial, need we remind you of what Rason told you last night?" Astreal said firmly, crossing
her arms just as her sister did.
"What did Rason say to her anyway?" Yukari asked.
"Mr. Rason has warned Ms. Arial for the last time, that if she so much as touches a hair on Ms.
Mizore's head then she will have to stand before the Almighty himself upon her return to heaven,"
Apoch explained. The other girls looked to Arial with wonder as she growled quietly.
"Arial, you didn't go near her again, did you?" Moka asked carefully.
From around the nearby corner Mizore ran over, dressed in her sleepwear still along with having
a frustrated expression. She rolled her lollipop around in her mouth as her teeth were bared slightly,
turning her focus over to the girls as they looked over to her.
"Mizore, there you are. We were just talking about you," Ruby said as the snow maiden
marched up towards the group.
"Give. It. Back. Now!" Mizore shouted at Arial, with the group looking at her curiously while Arial
merely glanced back to her.
"Give what back, what happened?" Kokoa asked. Mizore held up her left hand, showing the girls
that her ring was gone.
"She stole my ring last night!" Mizore yelled out. She was normally very quiet and reserved,
however it was more than apparent how upset she was given the escalation in her voice. The group
looked at her hand with surprise then over to Arial.
"You stole her ring? Arial!" Kurumu yelled out with anger.
eyes.

"Rason specifically told you not to go near her, remember?" Ruby demanded with narrowed
"Give it back to her right now you little thief," Kokoa hissed.

"Mr. Rason and Mr. Gabriel will not be happy to hear that you disobeyed them like this," Apoch
threatened.
witch.

"Hey, I've done no wrong. She doesn't deserve to have that ring," Arial snapped back at the
"Yes she does, Dark gave it to her!" Yukari yelled out.

"She never received my blessing," Arial stated, turning to face Mizore while crossing her arms.
"Blessing?" Ran asked puzzled. Arial nodded and narrowed her eyes at Mizore.
"Yes, my blessing. Dark said it himself that I'm his guardian angel. You all admitted that as well,"
she said firmly. The girls all watched her carefully as she shook her head.
"Well, then as his guardian angel I get a say in who he can and can't marry, and I certainly never
gave this girl my blessing. I'm just doing what I know is best for my shadow demon, I've done no wrong
acting as his guardian angel that he sees me as," Arial declared firmly.
"Dammit Arial, get it through your head that Dark wants Mizore to be his wife! He proposed to
her, he told her he wants to marry her, for crying out loud he marked her heart as his! He doesn't need
your damned blessing to marry her, he never did!" Kurumu barked out at the snow angel. Arial glared at
her as the hallway started to turn colder around them.
"The only thing this girl has done is get in the way of me and Dark’s happy life together. If you
want to get married then you need the parents' blessing. Well, you said I'm like his mother didn't you?
Then as his mother I forbid Mizore from marrying my Dark!" Arial shouted out. Mizore clenched her fists
with frustration, growling through bared teeth as she struggled to control herself.
"You can't forbid me to do anything you little bitch, I'm going to be his wife with or without your
blessing," she angrily declared. Arial glared at her with a scowl.
"You can't be serious Arial; if you're his mother then you sure as hell can't marry him either!"
Ruby shouted out. Arial glanced to her and shrugged.
"Then think of me as his step-mother. All the same rights as a real mother, but no blood
relation, and thus being capable of feeling such love for him. Call it whatever you want, I'm the only one
good enough for him," she stated calmly. Sun shook her head then wrote down something on her pad.
She tapped Arial's shoulder, earning a glance from the snow angel, and then showed her the pad.
Not to take sides here, but have you told Dark any of this yet?
Arial read the pad then looked at Sun with a small glare.
"I haven't seen him yet this morning, why?" she asked accusingly. Sun nodded then wrote down
something else for the angel.
Arial, you know I'm your friend, right?
Arial read the pad then nodded while looking at Sun questioningly. The other girls watched
carefully as Sun wrote down something more.
Then please, listen to me and think carefully about what you're doing, about what you're going
to do to him by bringing all of this up.

The group read the pad then looked to Arial who was showing confusion.
"What are you talking about?" Arial asked shaking her head.
"Can't you see how much Dark loves Mizore?" Yukari asked expectantly. Arial looked over to her
with a glare as her hair slowly shifted to ice.
"He does not love her, he loves me!" she shouted out. She shook her head while growling
furiously, eyes shut tight as the ground around her froze over. Arching back she yelled out into the air.
"He loves ME!" she screamed.
SLAP!
Arial recoiled from the hit to her cheek as the group stared wide eyed at Moka, the vampire
having her hand held out to the side from her strike. Her expression was solemn while Arial's was of
shock.
"Moka…" Mizore said softly. Arial looked back over to Moka while holding a hand to her cheek, a
stunned expression on her face.
"Enough of this Arial," Moka said sternly, crossing her arms before her. Arial growled as she
glared at the vampire, with the other girls looking to her cautiously. Moka shook her head with
discontent.
"You will return Mizore's ring to her right this instant, or I'm going to tell everybody what you've
done," she declared. Arial continued to growl as the air around her swirled around in a chilled torrent.
Moka showed no reaction to the snow angel's fury as she stood before her.
"I mean it Arial. I'll tell Dark it was you that cut down Mizore yesterday, that it was you that stole
her ring from her last night, that you disobeyed Rason's order and how you're anything but what Dark
sees you as. I'll tell them both just how horrible and rotten you really are," Moka stated firmly. Arial
growled with frustration as the girls just watched her carefully.
"You want Dark to know the truth about you? You want to stand before the Almighty in
discontent? Is that what you want to happen?" Moka demanded.
"I can only imagine how much it will crush Dark's heart to find out his precious and sacred angel
is nothing but a wretched little thief," Ruby commented.
"Or how she's so violent as to nearly kill the girl he chose to marry," Kokoa added while crossing
her arms in discontent.
"You're in enough trouble as it is with the Almighty, how much deeper are you going to dig
yourself in here?" Yukari asked shaking her head. Arial growled loudly as she looked down with
frustration, clenching her fists as Moka watched her expectantly.

"Arial, the ring," Moka demanded, holding out her hand. Arial glared up at her as the others
watched her cautiously. After a pause she slowly shook her head.
"No," she hissed. Moka showed a slight amount of surprise before her stern expression
returned. Arial's hair returned to normal as she looked down with a focused gaze.
"You can threaten me all you want; I will not back away from the demon I love. If I must speak to
the Almighty and convince him that Mizore doesn't deserve my Dark, that Dark belongs to me, then so
be it. You won't scare me away from what's rightfully mine," she declared.
"Rightfully yours? How blind are you, you have no right to Dark at all!" Kurumu yelled out at the
angel. Moka shook her head then turned to walk away.
"Fine, have it your way. This ends now," she said before walking off down the hall. Arial looked
to her with a frustrated growl then quickly followed after, with the other girls following right behind
them. Arial ran ahead of them then looked back to Moka with a glare.
"Go ahead and try, you'll never take my husband away from me!" she shouted out before
running down the hall. Moka shook her head then marched down the hallway with a dull expression
before Mizore grabbed her hand, halting her as the snow maiden shook her head worriedly.
"Wait Moka, I don't want Dark to know about this," she said softly.
"What? Are you kidding me Mizore? She stole your ring, and she tried to kill you yesterday!"
Kurumu shouted out. Moka looked back to Mizore curiously.
"Mizore, we need to tell him the truth, this needs to stop," Moka said with concern. Mizore
shook her head then looked down with a troubled expression.
"You don't understand, Arial's image to Dark is sacred, I can't destroy that for him. Especially not
now, not with everything else that's been happening. If he hears how his angel really is… it'll crush his
spirit, I just know it will," she said softly.
"Mizore, she stole your wedding ring. She's trying to steal Dark away from you, how on earth
can you defend that?" Moka asked shaking her head.
"I'm not defending that, I'm only asking for you not to let Dark know about her like this. Please,
telling him now will only cause more problems, some of which may not be able to heal properly," Mizore
pleaded softly.
"If it wasn't for Ceal you wouldn't have healed properly, you'd be dead now because of her!"
Kurumu argued.
"She's right Mizore, Dark deserves to know the truth about his precious little angel," Kokoa said
with discontent. Apoch looked down the hallway for a moment then shook her head.
"No, Ms. Mizore is right," she said softly.

Moka.

"Sister? You're agreeing with her?" Astreal asked in disbelief. Apoch nodded then looked over to

"Please Ms. Moka, Dark's faith and praise in Ms. Arial's spirit means so much to him, I know this
since I was once marked as his wife," she said gently. Mizore looked over to her with worry while Apoch
nodded.
"I know precisely how he feels about her, and if you taint that image in his mind by telling him
the truth, it may forever scar him inside, knowing that his angel is nothing but a little demon herself. We
mustn't let Dark know the truth, it would crush him to the point of no return," Apoch said worriedly.
head.

"But Apoch, we need to put a stop to this. We can't keep this from Dark," Moka said shaking her

"Please Ms. Moka, don't tell him anything yet. You wouldn't be solving a problem by doing so,
you'd be creating a much larger one," Apoch pleaded. Moka looked at her with concern then over to
Mizore, the snow girl nodding in agreement.
"This isn't going to go by unnoticed; Mizore doesn't have her ring anymore. Dark is sure to find
out," Ran pointed out.
"She's right; you can't keep hiding this from him. He was Fairy Tale's top agent, he's going to put
the pieces together eventually," Ruby said shaking her head.
"I know, I just… need to think of what to do next. In the meantime, please, none of you speak a
word about this to Dark. I mean it, he can't find out the truth about this, not yet," Mizore said looking
around at the girls. They all looked to each other worriedly, not sure of what to say. Sun showed a
concerned expression then wrote down something to show her.
I won't say a word, but it's only a matter of time before Dark finds out one way or another. If
you're going to say anything to him, you'd better think of something soon.
"I know, but telling him isn't going to be easy," Mizore said looking down with worry.
"Alright Mizore, if this is what you want, I want say anything to the boys. But you need to get
this under control and soon, we have enough to deal with up ahead as it is, we don't need her making
this worse for us," Moka said. Mizore nodded while still looking down at the floor.
"Well, shall we go get cleaned up for the day then? A relaxing bath sounds like an even better
idea now," Kurumu suggested while looking around at the girls. They nodded in agreement to that.
"But where did Complica go? We still don't know where she went," Yukari said curiously.
"That's a good question; we should let the boys know about her disappearance. Hopefully one
of them has seen her," Ruby suggested. The girls walked down the hall together towards the side of the
building where the boys were staying in.

"Something tells me Arial is going to find Dark soon, what if she says something to him about…
you know…" Ran asked glancing around at the girls.
"If Rason and Gabriel are with him hopefully that will be enough of a deterrent to stop her.
Otherwise… we might not get a relaxing bath this morning at all," Ruby said shaking her head. As they
neared a hallway up ahead they started to hear a young girl’s cries echoing down the corridor.
"Do you hear that?" Moka asked as she heard the young girl's sobs up ahead.
"Wow, do you think Dark set her straight already?" Kurumu asked curiously.
"No, I don't think that's Arial, there's no ice or snow flying around. All of hell isn't breaking
loose," Kokoa said shaking her head. After a pause Moka, Kurumu, and Mizore then looked to each
other with the same realization.
"Complica!" they shouted out, all the girls then running down the hall. They rounded the corner
and saw the boys gathered together watching something. Dark and Rason were standing near the front
along with Gabriel and Ahakon, the four boys dressed in simple clothing from the night while watching
something carefully. Behind them Razico and Gin were glancing to each other questioningly while
Render and Leon were holding in their laughter at the back of the crowd.
"Render? What's going on?" Apoch asked as the girls ran up to them. Render looked to her as he
held a hand over his mouth still, trying to hold in his laughter while Leon was shaking his head in
amusement.
"It's… it's…" Render stuttered between hearty laughs.
"Why are you laughing? Who's crying?" Astreal asked looking around at the crowd of boys.
Before Leon could say anything Fang Fang walked up towards the group from behind, wearing his usual
attire and a curious expression.
"Good morning everybody, um, what's going on here?" he asked looking around at the large
group gathered in the hall.
"See for yourself," Leon said gesturing them ahead. Fang Fang and the girls made their way to
the front of the crowd of boys who were watching with surprised and amused expressions at something.
"I'm sorry!" Complica cried out, holding her hands to her face as she sobbed loudly. She was still
dressed in her shirt and underwear from the night before, however her panties had a large damp spot
on the bottom. Standing near the front of the crowd next to Dark was Arial, who was looking at her
friend with exasperation. Mizore glanced to Dark then quickly hid her left hand behind her, holding it
with her right.
"Did you wet the bed again?" Arial asked tiredly. Complica trembled and sniffled, then slowly
looked up next to her. Leaning against the wall next to his room's door Ceal was looking up with a
withheld expression of annoyance, his arms crossed, and a large wet spot along his left pant leg.

"You peed… on Ceal?" Gin asked with a raised eyebrow.
"What was she doing in your bed?" Rason asked cautiously.
"Besides peeing on his leg?" Ahakon asked flatly. Complica whimpered and shook her head
while hiding her face in her hands.
"I'm sorry! I couldn't sleep last night and I was alone and scared and I just wanted to sleep with
somebody I could feel safe with and Arial wasn't around and my sisters aren't around so I went to Ceal
asking if I could sleep with him just for one night just one time and I didn't think this would happen I
didn't mean to wet both the bed and his leg I swear!" she sobbed loudly. The group looked at the crying
chronofly then to Ceal as he continued to keep his gaze upwards.
"Does she even know what a comma is?" Razico asked curiously.
"I'm sorry!" Complica whined loudly. Ceal breathed out then glanced down to her.
"It's alright Complica, I've been covered in worse out in the field before," he said dryly. Complica
wiped her tears away then looked up to him with watery eyes.
"I'm really sorry, please forgive me," she whimpered.
"I told you its fine," Ceal said glancing away. Laughter was heard behind the crowd, with Render
unable to control himself anymore. Even Leon started laughing too as the group looked back to Ceal.
Razico held in his chuckle as Ahakon held a hand over his mouth.
"Wow Ceal… that was very… kind of you to offer her a place to sleep," Gin said with a snicker.
"Yeah… good to know you do… have a warm spot," Ahakon said with a chuckle.
"Um, I really don't think laughing at him is such a good idea," Ran said nervously as she eyed the
catalyst mage.
"I have to agree with her, maybe we shouldn't make a big deal out of this," Yukari said nervously
as Ceal's necro hand glowed with a black hue.
"You must really love Falla for you to endure so much like this," Ruby said with a slight giggle.
Ceal growled as dark tentacles started to creep out of the walls and ceiling around the group, everybody
then looking around at the limbs as Complica looked up to Ceal worriedly. From behind the group
Render and Leon were snatched up by the dark limbs, the two boys thrashing around before they were
brought up to the ceiling above the group.
"Render!" Apoch cried out.
"Leon!" Astreal called up with worry.

"Hey, put them down, what are you doing?" Rason shouted out at Ceal. Ceal walked forward
into the middle of the hall, glaring up at the two bound mages with cold blue eyes.
"I've spared your two witches an early demise, I've slain a dragon for you people, and I helped
rescue your friends from the humans. I've done all this not because I had to but because of Falla's
insistence that I help you. I should be in the monster world right now, slaying Fafnir, but instead I'm
trapped here with the likes of you. My patience is spread thin enough as it is, do not test me hunters or
so help me you will meet an early grave despite Falla's wishes," he said coldly. Render and Leon looked
at him with cautious expressions while black tentacles were bound around their limbs and necks,
holding them against the ceiling.
"Yeah, but… in all fairness… an angel peed on you… it's just kinda funny," Render said with a
weak smile.
"Although, in hindsight, perhaps it's not that funny," Leon pointed out, glancing to his friend.
Render glanced to him then chuckled a bit.
"Yeah, it kinda is though, I mean an angel-"
"Shut up already!" Kurumu shouted out. Render glanced to her then looked to Ceal nervously
with a weak smile.
"Anyway, we're kind of getting off track here. We were going to go take relaxing bath, you
know, before we deal with everything else that's been happening to us lately. You can come with;
maybe scrub down that leg of yours while you're there, could be fun. What do you say buddy?" he said
with a small shrug. Moka sighed then glanced to Ceal worriedly.
"Ceal, please?" she asked gently. He glanced to her as she shook her head.
"At least not in front of Falla's sister," she said glancing to Complica. After a long moment of
silence Ceal growled quietly and waved his hand to the side, causing the tentacles around the hall to
vanish. Render and Leon flailed about wildly in the air then dropped down with a thud onto the floor in
front of the group. Apoch and Astreal rushed to their sides and helped them back to their feet as the
group looked to Ceal carefully. Complica whimpered and hung her head low.
"I'm sorry Ceal," she said softly. Ceal glanced to her then looked away.
"No apologies are needed Complica, I was aware of your little problem from the beginning," he
said calmly. She wiped her tears away then looked at him curiously.
"What?" she asked.
"Falla told me about her little sister, and her rather unfortunate… reoccurring problems," Ceal
said glancing to her. She looked at him with wonder as the rest of the group showed curious
expressions.
"Wait, you knew she was a bed wetter?" Yukari asked.

"You knew she had that kind of problem, and you still allowed her to sleep next to you?" Ruby
asked in wonder. Ceal merely nodded as he once again looked away from the group. Moka looked at the
catalyst mage curiously then showed a gentle smile.
"Ceal, that was very kind of you," she said softly. Ceal growled then glanced over to her.
"Would you just take her to get cleaned up? There's no reason for her to be standing around in
dirty underwear," he asked impatiently. Moka nodded then walked over to Complica as the group
looked at Ceal curiously.
"Complica, we were all about to take a nice bath together, would you like to join us?" Moka
asked kindly. Complica looked to her for a moment then back to Ceal.
"Um, sure, thank you," she said quietly. Ceal glanced to her briefly then started walking away.
"Ceal? Where are you going?" Gabriel asked. Ceal stopped while he kept looking ahead.
"There are three baths in this building angel, one of which will be needed to be cooled for the
snow girl and snow angel here to bathe in comfortably. That leaves one for the boys and one for the
girls," he said simply. Mizore glanced to Arial worriedly at that remark, catching the snow angel's scowl
at her.
"Yeah, so, are you not going to take a bath now?" Rason asked puzzled.
"I am angel, just not with you. There's another bath in the right wing of the villa, I'll get cleaned
up there alone," Ceal said.
"Wait, in the right wing? But that's my private washroom," Fang Fang said worriedly. Ceal
glanced back to him for a moment, then ahead as Fang Fang smiled weakly.
"Of course, I suppose after all you've done I can let you borrow it," Fang Fang said with a shrug.
Ceal walked off as the group looked to each other curiously. Complica however watched Ceal walk away
with wonder; her eyes locked onto the mage before he rounded a corner and vanished from sight.
"He's not a very social kind of dragon slayer, is he?" Render asked flatly.
"I'm not complaining he's not joining us, let him head off to get cleaned up alone elsewhere,"
Gin said with a wave of his hand.
"I hope he doesn't use up all of my expensive shampoo," Fang Fang said worriedly. The group
glanced to him questioningly at that remark. Fang Fang sighed then looked around at everybody with a
small smile.
"Anyway, please make yourselves at home here today. There are three main baths in this
building, with two being located down the hall and the third across from it. Just inform the guards
outside which bath you want cooled down for your snow friends and they'll take care of it for you. When

you've all had a chance to get cleaned up I'll have my cooks prepare us a good breakfast in the dining
hall," he offered kindly.
"Thank you Fang Fang, we really do appreciate all you've done for us," Moka said gratefully.
"It's the least I can do for you all, I insist. Take your time and rest up before we begin with
today's work, I'll be in my study in the meantime. When you've finished getting ready my guards will let
me know and I'll meet you in the dining hall," Fang Fang said with a graceful bow. He then walked off as
the group looked to one another.
"Well, shall we go then?" Moka asked looking to Complica. She slowly nodded then looked
down with worry.
"Hey, Complica, it's ok. Accidents happen, don't worry about it," Ruby said gently.
"Yeah, besides, Ceal said he didn't mind. He was even half expecting you to do that from the
start," Kokoa said with a hopeful smile. Complica sniffled and shook her head slowly.
"Luna always ate her blankets in her sleep, and I wet the bed. Falla was the only one of us that
wasn't broken," she whimpered. The group looked at her with worry as she closed her eyes.
"I can't even use my magic right, I'm really a mess after all," she said quietly before starting to
walk away.
"Complica, wait, you're not a mess," Arial said running over to her. She took Complica's hand
and stopped her, the chronofly looking down still with closed eyes.
"It's ok, I never judged you once, even with your accidents. You're not a mess," Arial said gently
with a small smile. Complica growled then glared at Arial, the snow angel backing away worriedly.
"Yes I am! I threw my life away all because of a stupid feeling I had that I was too stubborn to let
go of, I can't use my magic at all without risking me killing everyone around me, and I keep wetting the
bed, why can't I stop wetting the bed?" she cried out before breaking down into tears. Arial looked at
her worriedly and slowly held out a hand towards her.
"Complica, you… you just made a mistake, that's all," she said softly.
"I am the mistake!" Complica cried out before running off.
"Complica wait!" Arial called out as she ran after her. The group watched them disappear
around the corner before looking to each other.
"Poor kid," Leon said gently.
"What did she mean by she threw her life away?" Ran asked.

"She cast a forbidden spell when she was alive, to spend one day with a boy she loved. She died
after the day was up," Kurumu said softly.
"The Chrono Displacement spell, you mentioned she cast it before," Razico said glancing to her.
Kurumu nodded and looked down with concern.
"Somebody important to her died, and she wanted to see him again. She killed herself with the
spell, all to spend just one day with him," she said softly.
"She killed herself with it? What kind of spell was that anyway?" Leon asked.
"One that is gone forever now, something that was too dangerous for anyone to use," Gin said.
"Luna and Falla mentioned that their little sister was always a bit of a mess, I never knew she
was so hard on herself about it though," Moka said shaking her head slowly.
"How did she cast such a difficult spell though, she said she could never use her magic properly,"
Razico asked curiously.
"We're not sure, somehow she was able to," Moka said with a shrug. Razico looked at her
confusedly then down the hall again.
"But how? I saw that spell myself; it was a real complicated and elaborate one. If she can't use
her magic stably at all, how in the world did she cast that one on her own?" he asked puzzled.
"It shouldn't surprise you," Dark said simply. The group looked to him as he too was looking off
towards where the chronofly had run away.
"What do you mean?" Razico asked. Dark glanced to him then looked back ahead.
"You've seen what her sisters can do. Luna has done what a normal chronofly couldn't have
done, defied time. Her control over her magic is so commendable that the Almighty himself asked her
for help with something. And Falla, she survived The Ender spell that not only did she cast but had fired
back at her. Not only that, but she even defied time by coming here, and put an end to her darker self
once and for all. Those girls, they're not bound by limitations as they were supposed to be, they've
defied fate and death again and again. Complica alone is proof of that, she killed herself with the Chrono
Displacement spell, and yet she walks the earth once again by defying the rules of life," he said calmly.
Mizore nodded and looked down the hall as well.
"If anybody could cast such a dangerous and elaborate spell at such a young age, it would be
her. She may be a mess most of the time, but if she's focused enough, I wonder which of them would be
more powerful; Luna, Falla, or Complica," she said softly.
"She must have been so determined to see that boy again that she was able to think properly
and cast the spell," Yukari said in wonder.

Running down a hallway blindly Complica was crying while looking down with watery eyes, her
footsteps echoing out as she sobbed and whimpered.
idiot!'

'I threw everything away, how stupid am I? I killed myself all for the first boy I fell for, I'm such an

She tripped and tumbled into a roll, landing down on the floor with a cry. Her sobs echoed out
around her as she lay in a large hallway intersection. Large decorative vases were situated against the
four corners while a circular bronze emblemized sun was above on the ceiling. Slowly Complica sat up
on her knees and whimpered, her wings hanging down low at her sides.
'What if he wasn't the one for me? What if I really was just in love with the idea of having a
boyfriend? Now I'll never know what love really is!'
"What the hell is wrong with me?" she cried out, holding her hands to her face.
"Complica!" Arial called out as she ran towards her friend from down the hall. Complica dropped
down onto the ground sobbing, shaking her head as held her hands to her face still. Arial ran up towards
her and knelt down next to her friend, looking at her with remorse as the girl cried on the floor.
"Complica… I'm sorry," Arial said softly, gently resting her hand on her friend's shoulder. After a
while Complica slowly sat up, sniffling as she wiped her tears away.
"I'm an idiot; I wasted my life without thinking about what I was doing at all. Why am I always
like this, I can't focus on anything, I never can," she said with remorse. Arial looked at her with worry
then over to see Moka and Mizore walking up to them. Arial narrowed her eyes at Mizore, the snow
maiden glancing to her cautiously before looking back over to Complica.
"Complica, it's ok, really," Moka said gently, kneeling down next to the chronofly.
"No it isn't, I threw my life away all because I didn't want to let go of having a boyfriend. I gave
up everything, all because of a feeling," Complica said shaking her head slowly.
"You made a mistake in your life, everybody makes mistakes," Mizore said softly.
"My mistake killed me, not everybody makes those," Complica said glancing to her with sorrow.
Mizore paused for a moment then shook her head.
"I nearly did, I nearly killed myself because of a mistake. If it wasn't for Kurumu, I would be dead
right now," she said gently.
"So she's to blame for you being here," Arial growled with discontent. Moka and Mizore glanced
to her for a moment then back to Complica, the chronofly looking at Mizore curiously.
"What do you mean? What did you do?" Complica asked softly.

"I was a fool, I was hurt inside, so… I tried to end it. I thought there was nothing left for me in
this world. It was the worst thing I ever did in my life," Mizore said shaking her head.
"The worst thing you ever did was try to come between Dark and I," Arial hissed.
"Arial," Moka hushed sternly, glancing back to the snow girl with narrowed eyes. Arial looked at
her with discontent then away with a scoff.
"But you're still alive, I'm not. You can still live your life, mine's over," Complica whimpered.
Mizore smiled and held out her hand to Complica's cheek, the chronofly feeling the cold touch from the
snow maiden.
"You're here now, aren't you? And even in heaven, you exist. You can still learn from mistakes,
and grow because of them. You can still find love in the afterlife, true love," she said gently. Complica
looked at her with wonder as Moka smiled at the chronofly.
"She's right Complica, just because you made a mistake doesn't mean everything is all over for
you. You can still exist, both in memory down here and in the afterlife up above. You're not going to
fade away into time, not now or ever," Moka said assuredly. Complica looked at her with watery eyes
then hugged her tightly, burying her face into Moka's shirt as she cried softly. Moka held her and smiled
gently at the girl as Mizore tilted her head slightly with a small smile.
"Besides, you've already done the impossible, something not even your sisters have done,"
Mizore pointed out. Complica slowly looked over to her as Arial showed a confused expression.
"What? What did she do?" Arial asked shaking her head. Mizore smiled and stood up.
"You're the only chronofly to ever cast the Chrono Displacement spell, and still walk the earth.
You've defied the laws of death Complica, not even the forbidden spell could keep you from coming
back and making an impact with those around you," she explained. Complica looked at her with wonder
then to Moka, the vampire nodding with a calm smile.
"It's true, you coming back helped Arial and Sun stay alive, you even helped in rescuing us.
Without you having existed, we might not all have gotten away from the HDA alive," she said gently.
Complica showed a curious expression then looked down as Arial smiled at her.
"I just… wanted to be brave like my sisters could be, I wanted to help," Complica said softly.
"And we owe you our thanks for your help, all of us," Moka said gently. Complica smiled slightly
and looked back up to her.
"Luna and Falla are going to be proud of you when they hear about what you did, I guarantee
it," Moka said with a wink. Complica giggled softly and looked down, her wings fluttering once behind
her. Moka nodded then glanced down with a slight smirk.

"Now, how about we take a nice relaxing bath, and get you out of those?" she asked with an
amused tone. Complica blinked then looked down at her damp panties, blushing slightly before nodding
slowly in agreement.
"Yeah, ok," she said quietly. Moka stood up and helped the chronofly back up to her feet. The
two started walking away as Mizore smiled calmly at the young angel. She then glanced over to see Arial
glaring at her again. After Moka and Complica had left, with the vampire having glanced back carefully at
the two snow girls before looking back ahead, Mizore turned to face Arial with a dull expression.
"Where's my ring?" she asked sternly.
"With me, where it belongs," Arial snapped back.
"Odd, I don't think it'll fit your finger. Ever," Mizore said crossing her arms before her.
"Doesn't matter, I'm going to be his wife, no matter what," Arial growled. Mizore looked at the
angel for a moment then raised an eyebrow in question.
"Oh? And what makes you think you're fit to be his wife more so than I?" she asked.
"Because I love him and he loves me! I'm his soul mate!" Arial yelled out. Mizore continued to
watch the angel with a dull expression then tilted her head slightly.
"You don't know anything about him, about who he is or what he's been through. You don't
know him at all. A proper wife should be able to understand him, know what he's thinking, how he feels.
You can't provide that," she said simply.
"I know everything about Dark, the elders in heaven told me all the stories about what he's been
through and what he's done. I know everything there is to know about my demon," Arial asserted firmly.
Mizore shook her head then looked up casually.
"What's his favorite color?" she asked.
"Black," Arial declared, crossing her arms with a scowl.
"Wrong, it's white," Mizore said shaking her head. Arial looked at her confusedly as Mizore
glanced down to her.
"What's his favorite type of food?" she asked.
"A warm cooked steak," Arial said firmly. Again Mizore shook her head.
"Wrong, it's frozen tuna. Is he left handed or right?" she asked expectantly. Arial looked at her
cautiously then down in thought, remaining silent.
"The correct answer was right handed, in case you didn't know. What's his favorite type of
music?" Mizore asked tilting her head again.

"Um… heavy metal," Arial said glancing away.
"Wrong, it's classical. What's his favorite type of weapon?" Mizore asked accusingly. Arial
hesitated then looked at her with a stern expression.
"A rocket launcher," she declared. Mizore shook her head and held a hand down to her side,
swinging it back and forming her ice katana. Arial watched as the frozen blade extended out from
Mizore's grip, taking shape with an elegant design on the handle, before Mizore whipped the blade
towards her. It stopped a hair short of touching Arial's neck, the snow angel staring with wide eyes as
Mizore glared at her.
"Wrong, it's a katana. Just like this," Mizore said sternly. Arial glanced to the blade then back to
Mizore as the snow maiden held the weapon firmly.
silent.

"What's his mark look like?" Mizore asked. Arial just looked at her confusedly, again remaining

"It's on my pendant, if you want to know since you have no idea. It's also imprinted on my heart,
permanently, because Dark gave it to me when he marked me as his wife. You think stealing my ring
makes you his wife? Wrong, all it makes you is a little thief, something else that Dark wouldn't want in a
wife. I'm his wife, now and for all time Arial, and there isn't anything you can do to take that away,"
Mizore declared firmly. Arial growled as her hair started to frost over.
"You're not his wife, and you never will be. He's my demon, he's my soul mate, he's mine," Arial
hissed as she glared back at the snow maiden. Forming her hands into ice claws she swatted away
Mizore's katana then followed through with another swipe. Mizore swung around and angled her blade,
blocking the strike as Arial pressed on her attack, the frozen ridges clashing and shaving off frost bits
from each other.
"And that's going to be my mark, like hell you're worthy of it!" Arial yelled out as her hair froze
over completely. Mizore growled around her lollipop and shoved Arial back, the snow angel quickly
rebalancing herself as her frosted wings fluttered behind her. The two girls glared at each other as the
temperature started to drop around them. Frost formed around the walls and vases while the floor
beneath them began to freeze over. Slowly the two girls started pacing around in a circle, keeping their
eyes locked onto one another as snow flurries drifted about. Mizore held her blade up at her side while
holding her other hand back behind her.
"You think you can take my mark away from me?" Mizore dared, forming a second katana in her
other hand. She narrowed her eyes as she kept both blades at the ready, her patience for Arial having
finally ended.
"Then come and get it."

Chapter 16
I Swear
In the giant castle of the dark lord Issa Shuzen all was quiet as the day was slowly beginning. The
magnificent castle of the great vampire stood amidst a vast countryside deep within the vampire
homeland in the monster world. Peace and tranquility were all that was around for miles, which you
should have known by now since I've opened with this very same intro many times by now.
Inside one of the many extravagant living quarters within the right wing of the large estate Akua
slowly opened her eyes, yawning quietly as she started to rise out of bed. Her raven hair was slightly
messy as she glanced over towards her window, with small beams of light passing through the glass.
Dressed in finer white silk sleepwear the elder vampire slowly got out of bed and stretched her arms
out, sighing quietly as she looked down with a blank expression.
"Moka… Kokoa… I hope you two are doing well on this morning," she said quietly before
standing up in the room and walking towards her closet. Casually undressing she glanced down to her
bare chest, seeing her normal looking skin over her breasts. She held a hand up to her chest and looked
down with closed eyes. After a moment's pause she opened her eyes with a focused expression, her
front chest shifting into a metallic armor from her foreign blood. Slowly she clawed down with her nails
against the chest plate, a screeching sound echoing out in her room as she looked ahead again. Lowering
her hand her chest shifted back to normal, the vampire looking over towards her window with a focused
glance.
"Stay focused," she reminded herself as she looked ahead to her wardrobe in the closet.
"Stay focused Akua," she reminded herself as she got dressed in her preferred clothing style.
"Stay focused Akua, you're a vampire," she reminded herself as she set her hair up in her
traditional pigtail style.
"Stay focused Akua, you're the daughter of a vampire lord," she reminded herself as she stood
before a full sized mirror, having a determined expression.
"Stay focused, you have a job to do," she stated before walking out of her room. Her footsteps
were faintly heard as she traveled down the hallway and down a large spiral staircase.
"Stay focused, father will be depending on us," she reminded herself as she reached the bottom
of the staircase, walking down an elegant hall with a proud stride.
"Stay focused, you cannot let anything get the upper hand on you, not today," she reminded
herself as she glanced around carefully, walking down the halls of the seemingly deserted castle.
Walking up to a large double door she nodded with a determined expression before opening the doors,
looking inside with a raised eyebrow.
"Hey Akua!" Kahlua called over with a bright smile, the vampire dressed in a fuzzy white robe,
her hair wrapped back up in a white towel, sitting on a plush couch with a bag of chips, and watching

cartoons on the big screen television. Akua just stared at her sister with a dull expression as the blonde
haired vampire waved over to her.
"About time you woke up, I was getting bored being down here all by myself," she said with an
adorable smile.
"Stay focused Akua, you're literally the only one around here doing so," Akua said flatly before
walking into the parlor. Kahlua laughed as she watched the cartoons on the TV while munching on some
chips with a blissful smile.
"I love this show; it's a good thing we got them on video before we lost the connection to the
human world. Haha, that stupid cat, being outsmarted by a dumb little mouse," Kahlua laughed while
Akua walked up to her, the elder vampire looking at her sister with a dull expression.
"Kahlua, what are you doing?" she asked flatly.
"Watching cartoons, sit down and watch with me, this is a good episode. See that cat there?
He's trying to catch this mouse that keeps running around this human home, and the mouse keeps
outsmarting him and hitting him on the head with a hammer. It's hilarious," Kahlua said as her eyes
were glued to the show. Akua glanced to it then back down to her sister.
"Kahlua, as much as I would love to sit here and watch human animation with you, have you
forgotten about father's order?" she asked accusingly. Kahlua jumped and looked to her with surprise,
the bag of chips flying out of her hand and spilling out across the couch. Akua narrowed her eyes and
crossed her arms with an accusing stare.
"While he's away from our homeland with the other dark lords he wanted us to keep a sharp
eye out for the Fairy Tale killer, he's our responsibility to deal with, and we must deal with him before
the gateways are opened again. Father was furious enough that Moka and Kokoa were left out in the
human world, getting on his bad side right now would be the last thing in the world that we should be
trying to do, mainly by sitting around here and watching cartoons!" Akua shouted out.
"Um, well, I…" Kahlua stammered. Akua closed her eyes and breathed out, then looked back at
her sister with a calm gaze.
"Why aren't you dressed and ready to go?" she asked simply. Kahlua hesitated for a moment
then looked up thoughtfully.
"Oh… well, I was going to, but then I got hungry and went to the kitchen for a snack, then I
thought I could watch something while I ate, so I came here, then I remembered we didn't have our TV
reception anymore since the barrier was sealed, and then I remembered we had these videos I brought
from the human world. And… I sort of lost track of time," Kahlua said with a nervous smile. Akua
drummed her fingers on her arms as she kept staring at Kahlua. After a moment Kahlua slowly pointed
the remote at the TV and turned it off.
"So, anyway, I'll… I'll go get ready now," she said before scurrying off. Akua glanced back as her
sister ran out of the room.

"And hurry up this time, I'm not up for waiting for hours while you fixate on your hair!" she
called back. Sighing she walked over towards the bar and sat down, holding a hand to her head as she
rested her elbow on the finely polished wooden counter.
"Stay focused Akua, stay… focused…" she trailed off, looking ahead at the glass cabinets that
held dozens of fine wine and alcoholic drinks from both the monster and human worlds. She stared
ahead with an unfocused gaze, watching her vague reflection on the glass while her mind wandered
again. The image of the young boy she saved in the human world flashed before her, his smile and the
way he looked up to her bringing a slight smile to her face. She had saved him all from an impulse upon
seeing him facing certain death, her body seeming to react on its own and risk her very life to save his.
Although she wouldn't be one to admit it, she felt moved by his confidence in her, how he saw her
nothing like a monster but as a guardian angel, or rather a guardian vampire as he had said in his letters
to her.
"Denzel, I won't let you down," she said as she closed her eyes. She used to believe humans
were a plague, that they were barbaric and primitive creatures not fit to walk the earth. Now however
she valued their lives just as she did with her own kind’s, and felt a sense of pride in protecting them all
the same. With a quiet sigh she slowly opened her eyes, looking ahead with a gentle expression.
"I'll prove to you that we're not-" she started before seeing something else in the reflection.
Spinning around quickly she scanned the parlor with a keen eye, seeing nothing moving or standing out.
Slowly she stood up and glanced around carefully while remaining on guard. A faint echoing sound was
heard nearby, with Akua looking over towards an open doorway out into the hallway. She quickly ran
out and peered around the elegant corridor, seeing nothing moving still. After a quick glance back into
the parlor she walked down the hallway looking around carefully. Again a sound was heard nearby,
coming from a large set of double doors up ahead that were opened slightly.
"Father's court, he shouldn't have returned so quickly," she said quietly to herself. Running over
to the doors she quickly peered inside, seeing the empty hall with the vampire lord's throne seeming to
be empty, with only faint traces of light coming in from the large stein glass windows above. Slowly Akua
opened the door and walked into the hall, glancing around cautiously while making her way towards the
lord's empty throne.
"Who's in here? This hall is off limits to everybody while my father is away. Show yourself!" she
called out, her voice echoing out amidst the empty court. Walking up towards the empty throne chair
she looked around carefully then breathed out.
"This isn't staying focused at all, chasing ghosts in your own home. Denzel would be ashamed of
me," she said softly. She looked down to the empty chair and slowly ran her hand along the top. Looking
around slowly one last time she relaxed her stance and shook her head, then sat down in the chair with
a sigh.
'Maybe I'm too uptight; I'm getting worked up over the slightest sounds I hear now.'
Akua sat back in the chair and calmed her mind, focusing her thoughts once again as her
perceptual senses returned. After a while she looked ahead and saw Kahlua walking into the hall,
dressed as usual along with her tiara that held back her long blonde hair.

"What are you doing in father's chair?" she asked curiously.
"Just trying to stay focused with our task at hand. Though I may have been stressing over it and
started to imagine ghosts here," Akua mused with a shrug. Kahlua stopped and looked at her with wide
eyes.
"Ghosts? Here? Really, this place is haunted now?" she stammered looking around fearfully.
Akua raised an eyebrow and tilted her head in question.
'I wonder what it's like to be so blissfully unaware of the world around her, to be so carefree and
impressionable.'
"No Kahlua, there are no ghosts here. Anyway, now that you're ready we need to head out and
try to track down this Fairy Tale killer once and for all," Akua said standing up. Kahlua walked up towards
her and looked down with worry.
"Where do we start looking, he could be anywhere in the monster world," she said with
concern. Akua nodded and looked up at one of the large windows.
"We need to find out if any remnants of Fairy Tale fled into this world and are in hiding now.
Knowing Talon he'll be tracking them all down with ease, it still amazes me how he managed to
memorize so many names from our operatives. He really is a natural born killer," she said cautiously.
"I am now, thanks to you," a voice called out. Akua and Kahlua looked over to seeing a figure
walking through the doors into the hall, his metallic looking wings and wraith blades extended out while
his dark green eyes were glaring at the vampire sisters. Akua and Kahlua turned to face him with
cautious expressions as the hybrid walked across the hall towards them.
"Akua and Kahlua Shuzen, ranking operatives numbers two and three from Fairy Tale, and Kiria's
personal lackeys. It wasn't hard tracking you two down, the fallen daughters of the dark lord Issa
Shuzen," Talon said coldly.
"That doesn't seem to cause any concern on your part, both from approaching us like this and
from trespassing on our father's estate. Seems you don't mind getting on a dark lord's bad side with
breaking into his home and threatening his daughters," Akua said with a narrowed stare.
"You can't hide behind your father from what you've done, you can't run from the wretched
lives you two have led, and you can't scare me away with your family's name or nobility," Talon said
firmly.
"Talon, listen to reason. We're not part of Fairy Tale, Fairy Tale is no more. Kiria is dead, it's
over," Akua said shaking her head.
"No, it's not over. You see I'm still scarred from you what you all did to me, that will never heal
and just go away. No no, this will never be over until everyone responsible for my life being stolen is
dead," Talon said with anger.

"You've killed more than those who were responsible for your violation. You've killed those who
never had a clue what was going on behind closed doors within the organization. You've gone too far
with your quest for revenge," Akua argued.
"Yeah, and you're not the only one that's scarred you know. We have Alucard's blood in us as
well, we'll never be full blooded vampires again," Kahlua added with remorse.
"I care nothing for your loss, agent of Fairy Tale. Those that wore that insignia are to be damned
for all time, to know true suffering for all the pain they caused, either from their own hands or by signing
away others' lives without a care. You'll get no sympathy from me agent, and you'll certainly receive no
mercy either!" Talon yelled before he flew towards the sisters with his blades held out at his sides, the
two vampires tensing up with Kahlua's arm shifting into her bladed weapon while Akua's chest plate
formed under her shirt. Kahlua swung out with her blade, connecting to Talon's wing as he blocked the
attack and knocked her aside. He followed through with a strike at Akua with his blade, the vampire
dodging back before the razor sharp weapon sliced through the top half of the throne chair. Before the
sisters could regain themselves Talon spun around, both his wings knocking the girls back into a tumble
away from him on either side of the throne while the broken chair dropped back onto the floor.
"Hey, that's daddy's chair!" Kahlua yelled as she quickly rolled back onto her feet. In a flash
Talon dashed towards her and swung his blade at her head, the vampire blocking it with her weaponized
arm. The two blades scratched and screeched as they were pushed against each other before Talon's
wing arched forward and pierced into Kahlua's shoulder. She screamed as he swung his other blade at
her, the vampire catching his wrist and holding it just in time before it had pierced her head. Talon
growled then arched his other wing back, blocking Akua's kick as she had jumped over the broken
throne towards him. She braced from the impact before his wing effortlessly swatted her away, the girl
flipping back and landing down on the severed throne.
"Dammit, those wings are just as durable as our old reports stated," she cursed as Kahlua kicked
at Talon, the boy dodging to the side before lunging forward and tackling her down to the ground. His
wing yanked out of her shoulder and struck down at her, the girl moving her head before it pierced into
the floor with a heavy strike. She growled and rolled over on top of him, struggling to hold him down as
Akua ran up towards them. Talon put his foot to Kahlua's chest and kicked her off, the girl flying back
into her sister and knocking them both back into a tumble as he jumped back up to his feet. He dashed
towards them before Kahlua stumbled back to her feet and swung at him with her bladed arm, striking
against his wraith blade before he swung out with his wing. Kahlua dodged under it and swung around
with her arm, her strike being blocked by his other wraith blade before he spun around to use his wing
with a horizontal slice. Kahlua jumped over it as Akua ran over, rolling under the wing and sweeping
Talon's feet out from under him. He dropped down as she swung over with her leg and attempted to
slam down on his skull, the boy's wing again swinging over him to shield from the strike. Akua's foot
struck down on it before the wing threw her over to the side, the boy quickly getting back onto his feet
while Kahlua ran up from behind with her blade geared back. She swung at him before his wing arched
to the side and stopped the strike, his eyes remaining focused on Akua as the elder vampire got back
onto her feet.
"You're going to pay for hitting me like that, and for breaking daddy's chair!" Kahlua yelled out
as she swung to the side and razed across his wing. He swung his other wing back and swatted her away
then ran towards Akua. She ran up to him and swung out with a powerful punch, the boy dodging it
before his wing arched over his shoulder towards her. She knocked it aside with her fist then spun

around with a kick, again being blocked by his other wing. He swung at her with his blade, the vampire
dodging it by a hair, and then swung around behind him at Kahlua, blocking her attack as their two
blades clashed. Akua jumped into a kick before Talon's wing arched to the side, stopping her strike as
she growled with frustration.
'I don't believe this, his wings and blades are just as strong as our own mutations; they can stop
nearly any attack we throw at him without putting any pressure on him.'
The two sisters continued to try to take down the assassin by repeated strikes, each of them
being held back as Talon's wings and wraith blades were always moving to block, deflect, and even strike
back just as fast. Akua swung around with an elbow strike, being stopped again by a wing acting as
Talon's shield.
'If we can only land an actual hit on his body we can bring him down, this is crazy how he can
fend us both off with his wings alone. No wonder he killed so many of our operatives before, Kiria really
did create a monster with this one, a monster that won't be caged by anyone.'
"You stupid meanie!" Kahlua yelled as she swung again and again at Talon, each strike being
deflected by his wings before he counterattacked with his own blade. Each time Talon swung at the
vampire he then instantly swung back behind to stop Akua's assault, his movements seeming to be just
as precise as theirs as he showed little trouble with taking both vampire sisters on at the same time.
Akua growled with frustration as she tried to pick up her pace, kicking and darting around as fast as she
could only for Talon's wings to continue to get in her way.
them.'

'This is ridiculous, his wings are able to cover nearly all of his body all the time; we can't get past

"I'm going to enjoy spilling your blood ladies, you've had this coming for a long time," Talon said
as he spun around, his wings knocking the two girls back into tumbles. Akua regained her footing before
Talon raced at her and drove his blade through her shoulder, the vampire screaming as she was pushed
back into a pillar. She tried to push him off before his other blade pierced through her other arm, the girl
screaming as she was pinned to the wall while Kahlua stared with wide eyes.
"Sister!" she cried out before rushing towards them. She geared back with her blade and swung
with a powerful strike, the attack again being stopped by his wing which arched back and blocked it.
Talon narrowed his eyes as he twisted the blade in Akua's shoulder, the vampire crying out with anger
and pain as she glared at him. He turned the blade and readied to swipe up through her skull before she
reached out with her free hand and jammed it into his gut, the boy gasping as she drove her fingers
through his flesh.
"You think I'm some helpless victim?" Akua hissed. Talon growled with frustration then swiped
down with his blade, carving through Akua's shoulder and slicing down across her arm. She yanked her
hand back just before it would have been hacked off, with Talon then striking up towards her head. She
reached up and caught his wrist, straining to hold it back as the blade was an inch away from her eye.
Her arm ached as blood trickled down it while Kahlua again and again tried hacking at him from behind,
his wings keeping her at bay while he struggled to drive his blade through Akua's head.

"You're no victim, you're the evil that's going to finally be laid to rest in this world," Talon
growled with anger.
"STOP HURTING HER!" Kahlua screamed as she geared back and swung straight down with her
blade, her strike being blocked by his wing but not before the girl's attack struck into his shoulder. He
yelled out in anger and looked back to Kahlua before the girl yanked her blade and him away from Akua,
throwing him back into a tumble as Akua slumped down against the pillar. Akua held her wounded
shoulder as she watched Talon carefully, the boy getting back up while glaring at them with frustration,
his shoulder bleeding as his wings twitched slightly behind him. Kahlua raced at him with another swing
before his wing swung out and knocked her attack to the side, the girl spinning around off-balance
before he struck his own blade through her shoulder that had yet to be stained with her blood. She cried
out as he forced her down onto her knees, gearing back with his other arm as Akua watched with shock.
Talon growled then glanced to Akua as she watched her sister about to be cut down.
"No… stop this! We're not your enemies!" she yelled out. Talon twisted his blade, causing
Kahlua to scream as her bladed arm twitched at her side. Akua shook her head as Talon brought his
other wraith blade down and in front of Kahlua's throat, ready to slice across it as he glared at the elder
vampire. Kahlua looked to Akua with fearful eyes as she was held down.
"You were part of Fairy Tale, that makes you my enemy," Talon said coldly before looking down
to Kahlua.
"No… I'm begging you, spare my sister's life," Akua said through bared teeth. Kahlua shakily
looked up to Talon as he glared down at her. Slowly her hand made its way towards her hip near her
dress as she started to cry.
"I'm not a bad girl, I'm really not," she whined.
"You and your other comrades ruined my life; you took away something that can NEVER be
given back to me!" Talon yelled out with anger. Kahlua slowly reached in under her dress near her thigh
towards her garter belt as she closed her eyes.
"I'm sorry," she said softly. Talon growled as he pressed his blade against her throat.
"I don't want your apology, I want your blood," he said coldly. Kahlua glanced to Akua with one
opened eye, the elder vampire watching carefully while Kahlua slowly removed her hand out from under
her dress, a sparkle being seen in her grip.
"I see, well then…" Kahlua said slowly, and then swung back with her hand which held a small
thin blade. She struck into his leg causing him to yell and stagger slightly, the vampire then bashing back
with her head to knock him back off-balance. Gracefully ducking under his blade as it swiped by where
her neck was she then swung around with her bladed arm, slicing across his chest and carving nearly
through his arm with a slick crunch.
"You'll get nothing at all from me you murderer!" Kahlua yelled as she swung around with her
blade again, striking near Talon's face and slicing across his cheek. He swung around with his wings in a
wild spin, knocking Kahlua's arm and herself off-balance and back a bit before he took off into the air. He

flew in place above the vampire as he held onto his wounded arm with a strained expression, blood
dropping down from the large cut across the limb while he had Kahlua's small dagger stuck in his thigh.
Kahlua held her blade at the ready while Akua got into a fighting stance, ignoring her wounds which had
begun to slowly heal.
"You goddamned monster," Talon growled with anger.
"Look who's talking," Kahlua shot back.
"You can't run away from us Talon. It is us that are hunting you in this world, not the other way
around. You will fall long before the gateways into the human world are opened," Akua threatened
sternly. Talon growled then yanked out the blade from his leg, tossing it off to the side as he flew above
them. He glanced to Akua then back to Kahlua, seeing that both sisters were indeed still combat ready.
After a moment's pause he glanced to his arm which had slowly begun to heal as well.
'My healing rate isn't as fast as theirs; it's slower by seventy percent according to Fairy Tale's
medical research on me. Another blow like that and I'll be crippled while they just get back up.'
"This isn't over vampires, you can't hide from me. I'll find you again, and put an end to your
damned lives once and for all," he said with malice. Akua and Kahlua watched as she flew up and shot
out through one of the windows, the glass flying out into the air as he flew out into the sky. Akua
breathed out then looked down at her arm, the skin slowly healing while her blood dripped down to the
ground. Kahlua slowly lowered her stance while her arm shifted back to normal.
"He knows where we are, he'll be back for sure to try to finish us off," Kahlua said looking over
to her sister. Akua nodded then looked around.
"We need to stay on guard, he's extremely crafty seeing as how he managed to sneak into our
estate without being noticed by anyone," she pointed out.
"Should we tell father about this?" Kahlua asked. Akua shook her head.
"No, let's not inform him about this little… setback. We'll take care of Talon just as father
ordered us to, we will not fail with that task. Besides, I'd rather father didn't destroy this place again,
you know how he is whenever somebody unwanted finds his castle," she said glancing to Kahlua.
"Yeah… the whole place goes down into rubble," Kahlua said looking around cautiously. Akua
nodded then looked around at the damaged court.
"We need to have this place fixed up before father gets home, it'll save us time in having to
rebuild a new castle should he level this one to the ground. After that we'll head out there and try to
find him. He's hurting from that fight, but he'll be back on his feet in no time. This time we're going to
find him first," she said confidently. Kahlua nodded then looked up at the sky through the broken
windows.
"I hope Moka and Kokoa are doing alright in the human world in the meantime. How long do
you think it'll be before we can get the gateways opened again?" she asked worriedly.

"I'm not sure, until then however all we can do is hope that they're safe and sound, hopefully
hiding away from the HDA and lying low until we can reach them. Have faith though, you know our
sisters, they're very adept at surviving difficult scenarios such as this," Akua reasoned with a small smile.
Kahlua nodded and looked around with a sigh.
"I suppose so. Well let's get this place cleaned up, then after that how about we take a quick
bath and get cleaned up ourselves?" she asked looking to her bloodied clothing. Akua nodded and
shrugged while looking at her own clothing.
"I suppose we might as well, a relaxing bath is always good for soothing the mind and body. I
could use the refreshing scent of herbal water to calm my senses."

"What is that horrible smell?" Ran asked while holding her nose, the siren clad in a white towel
while she was standing inside a large bathing room. It had elegant marble tiles and hand-carved pillars
around the walls while the center of the room had a large bath with greenish looking water and small
leaves floating inside of it. Sun was standing next to Ran while holding her nose, also wearing a white
towel around her body along with having a disturbed expression.
"It's just herbal leaves we added to the water, we have to otherwise the water would hurt
Kokoa and I," Moka said with a shrug and a weak smile, sitting at the edge of the bath with her bare
body under the water. Kokoa was removing her towel and looking at the water with a small smile, eager
to take a relaxing bath. She glanced to Sun with an annoyed glare then looked back down with a scoff,
agitated that she would have to share the bath with the girl that was trying to come between her and
Gin.
"Vampires can't bathe in regular water, they have to use those herbs to make it safe for them.
You get used to the smell actually," Kurumu said with a shrug, sitting next to Moka and leaning back
with a relaxed smile. She had gotten used to the smell from Moka's necessary addition to their
bathwater by now and didn't mind anymore.
"I'm still not used to it, but she's right girls. It's perfectly safe, hop on in," Ruby said while sitting
in the bath as well. Apoch and Astreal were sitting near her while leaning back in the warm water, the
two witches not showing any aversion to being in the herbal water. Sun and Ran glanced to each other
then looked at the water.
"Well… if you say so," Ran said unsurely as she slowly removed her towel. Sun shrugged and did
the same, the two sirens then slowly getting into the bath while looking at the water carefully. Sun set
her sketchpad down next to the edge, slowly sitting down and closing her eyes as she felt relaxed by the
warm water. Yukari giggled a bit while she sat next to Moka then looked to see Complica over across
from them, the chronofly facing towards the door out into the hall while sitting in the bath. Her wings
slowly fluttered behind her, causing ripples to flow away from her while she continued to watch the
door with a deep gaze.
"Complica? Are you alright?" Yukari asked gently. The other girls all looked over to Complica as
she didn't say anything.

"Complica? If you're still upset about what happened, it's nothing, really. Just forget about it and
enjoy the bath," Moka said reassuringly. Complica glanced back to her then looked ahead again.
"I'm fine, really," she said quietly.
"You're being as quiet as Sun, are you sure you're fine?" Ruby asked. Complica nodded then
looked down with a sigh, having her arms crossed on the edge of the bath while she rested her chin on
them. The other girls looked at her for a moment then to each other worriedly. Moka moved over across
the bath and sat next to Complica, the chronofly just looking down while remaining silent.
"Complica, what's on your mind?" Moka asked gently. Complica kept looking down at the floor
while the other girls watched her.
"Complica, talk to us. What's bothering you? Is this about what happened in the past again?"
Moka asked. Complica shook her head then looked over to Moka.
again.

"Can I ask you something?" she asked quietly. Moka nodded as Complica looked back down

"You're in love, aren't you?" Complica asked softly. Moka smiled and looked down,
remembering Tsukune's smile and voice.
"Yes, I am. I love somebody very much, why do you ask?" she asked looking back to Complica.
The chronofly hesitated for a moment then glanced back to Moka.
"What does it feel like? I mean… how do you know you're in love?" she asked. Moka looked at
her curiously then smiled.
"You just know Complica, it's a feeling unlike any other. It's a sensation you only get with that
one special somebody, whenever you're around them or merely thinking of them you feel so much
happier inside. They're more than special to you, it's the kind of feeling that once you have it, you'll
know," she said gently. Complica looked at her for a moment then shook her head.
"No, I don't know. I thought I was in love before, but… now I'm not sure," she said before
looking back down.
"You're not sure?" Moka asked with concern. Complica shook her head and looked towards the
doorway with worried eyes.
"I'm not sure anymore. I thought I did, I was so sure back when I was alive. But… I'm not sure if it
was love for him, or love of actually having a boyfriend. I… I can't remember how he made me feel when
we were together. I can't… remember if I felt that special feeling inside or not," she said with remorse.
Moka looked to the other girls then back to Complica with worry, the other girls glancing to each other
curiously.
"I don't know what the feeling is, I don't know if I had it or not," Complica whimpered.

"Complica, you went to such extreme lengths for him, that sounds like love to me," Ruby said
with a gentle smile at the chronofly. Complica looked down with closed eyes and shook her head.
"I made a horrible mistake. I killed myself without thinking about what I was doing, what I would
be doing to my family," she said softly.
"You made a mistake, everybody does in life. Stop beating yourself up over it," Kokoa said
gently. Moka looked at Complica with sympathy then smiled at her.
"You went back to spend one day with him, don't you remember how it felt to be with him again
during that time?" she asked. Complica nodded slowly then glanced to her.
"I do remember that day, how happy I was with him, how much fun we had playing out in the
fields, how it was like a dream come true for me then," she said softly. After a pause she shook her
head.
"But… it's not the happiest I've ever felt in my life. I know I've felt happier than that, so how
could that have been real love?" she asked worriedly.
"You've felt happier than when you were with him? When?" Kurumu asked.
"When I'm around Ceal," Complica said looking over to her. The other girls jumped and looked
at her with surprise as she looked down with a small smile.
"Whenever he's around I feel completely safe. More so than when I was in heaven even, I feel
warm inside. He's so protective of me, he's not like anyone else I knew back in my original home in life.
He's the coolest guy I know, I… I don't want to be separated from him ever," she said softy before her
expression changed to worry. After a pause she looked to Moka with concern.
"Oh no, does that mean I love him? I can't love him like that though that would be horrible
because he's Falla's boyfriend and I can't fall in love with my sister's boyfriend that would be so cruel to
both of us but what if I do love him oh no then what if I turn into somebody like Arial who becomes
obsessed over him and I lose my mind completely and try to kill Falla in a fit of jealousy oh dear god tell
me that won't happen please!" she cried out. Moka just looked at her with a stunned expression then
slowly shook her head.
"That… won't happen Complica," she said slowly. Complica looked down with worry as Moka
glanced to the other girls with disbelief, the others watching Complica curiously as she closed her eyes.
"My heart beats faster when he's around, I feel as safe as can be when he's around, I… I don't
want to be without him. If that's not love what is it?" she asked before looking back to Moka. Moka
slowly stammered something for a moment then looked over to the other girls.
"It just means… you love him, but in more of a brother sister way. Yeah, that's it, you love him
like a brother," Ruby said with an eager nod. Complica looked at her curiously then down.

"Yeah, like siblings, not in a romantic kind of way," Kurumu added. Complica thought about it for
a moment then looked back to Moka puzzled.
"But I dreamed about kissing him, brothers and sisters don't do that, do they?" she asked
curiously. Moka just stared at her as silence filled the room, all the girls looking at Complica with wide
eyes.
"Um… well, no…" Moka said, slowly shaking her head with a careful expression.
"Then doesn't that mean I love him? I can't love him though, I just can't do that to him and Falla.
Not to mention I'm dead, he can't have a dead girl for a girlfriend. Oh god why is this happening to me,
why am I feeling this way about him?" Complica said looking down embarrassed.
"You're just… confused about your feelings. I mean you are young, so… such things may be a
bit… different for you," Ruby reasoned carefully.
"She's right, maybe you need to just relax and calm your mind down, then you'll be able to think
clearly," Ran said hopefully.
"But I can't calm my mind down, I've never been able to calm my mind down. I can't control my
train of thought, it's so hard to remain focused on anything I do," Complica whined while shaking her
head.
"You managed to cast the Chrono Displacement spell on your own, I'd say if you put your mind
to it you can do anything you wanted," Yukari said hopefully.
"Yeah, casting that powerful of a spell at your age, that was simply incredible Complica. I'm sure
if you tried to think this through carefully you'll be able to reach a sound answer," Ruby said in
agreement. Complica looked over to them curiously then down in thought. Sun moved over to the other
side of Complica and wrote down something to show her.
I know Ceal's been protective of you, he cares about you because you're Falla's little sister. With
what you're describing, it sounds like you do love him, but like a brother. That dream you had may have
been your mind trying to make sense of this new feeling, and was confused on what to show you.
Complica read the pad then looked at her curiously.
"You think so?" she asked softly. Sun nodded then wrote down something else.
Another thing about love Complica, is that it has many different forms and can feel different at
certain times.
Complica read the writing then looked at Sun again.
"Like with how you love Gin?" she asked curiously. Sun smiled nervously and glanced to Kokoa,
the vampire narrowing her eyes as she growled with annoyance. Moka and the other girls looked over
to her then to Sun as the siren quickly wrote down something else.

Yes, but that's not the point here.
Moka looked at the pad with a dull expression then to Sun with a raised eyebrow. After a pause
she shook her head then looked back to Complica with a gentle smile.
"Anyway, what she means is that you do love Ceal, but only like a brother. Doesn't that make
sense to you if you think of him like that?" she asked calmly. Complica looked at her curiously then
down.
"I guess so. I never had a brother before, I kinda always wanted one actually," she said with a
small smile. Breathing out with relief she rested her head on her arms once again on the edge of the
bath.
"That's a relief, for a while there I was worried I was falling in love with Ceal," she said closing
her eyes in content. Moka and Sun smiled a bit and glanced to each other. The other girls looked to each
other then breathed out in relief, all thankful that issue was put to an end quickly.
"I hope… I can spend at least one day with my new brother… and my sisters when we see them
again, all of us… together like a real family," Complica said softly, whimpering quietly afterwards then
looking down while burying her face into her arms. The other girls looked at her worriedly.
"We'll rescue Luna and bring her back safely Complica, I promise you that," Moka said gently.
"We'll all help bring her out of the darkness. And I'm sure your new big brother will personally
see to it that she's brought back," Kurumu said in agreement. Complica nodded then looked up at the
ceiling with teary eyes.
"Please let her be ok," she said before looking down and wiping her eyes. Sun looked at her with
sympathy then glanced over to see the other girls exchanging worried looks. Moka looked over to see
Sun watching her cautiously, the siren then writing down something and showing her.
Her sister is going to be ok, right?
Moka slowly glanced down to Complica then back to Sun while remaining silent, the siren's eyes
widening a bit before she wrote down something else.
Her sister is just alone in the darkness, right?
Moka slowly shook her head with remorse. Sun looked at her with surprise then to the others,
all of them looking at her with worried eyes. Slowly Sun shook her head and wrote down something
more while Complica buried her face into her arms again, the chronofly not seeing the other girls or
their expressions. Sun glanced down to her then back to the other girls with a cautious expression.
What exactly is going to happen to her?
Ran glanced to Complica then back to Sun with concern. Moka quietly reached over and took
Sun's sketchpad, writing down something before handing it back to her. Sun read the pad then looked to

Moka with a hand over her mouth, the vampire nodding slowly with remorse. Sun slowly looked down
to Complica, stunned to hear what the girl's sister would be going through in the dark world above.
'Oh my god, Complica… I'm so sorry.'
"We'll get her back Complica, I swear it," Moka said before looking up at the ceiling with
cautious eyes, the other girls all looking to each other while they worried about the fate of the captured
chronofly.

Parked along a deserted road which made its way through a small forest a dark blue car was
near a small abandoned shrine, with two girls seen sitting on the edge of a small pool next to an old
fountain. Luna was lying back against Felucia as the doll demon gently scooped some of the water from
the pool next to them and used it to wash the chronofly's body, the naked girl remaining motionless
while her eyes were partially closed. Felucia washed her friend the best she could while watching her
with a worried expression, cleaning and washing away the crusted spots of semen that remained on her
skin.
"I'm so sorry Luna, I'm sorry it took me so long to get to you," Felucia said quietly as she held her
friend gently, the chronofly's wings limp at her sides still while her bracelet remained dark and void of all
magical energy. Luna had yet to say a single world, or even make a sound after her rescue, the girl
staring off into space with half closed eyes just as she had done ever since being brought back into the
human world. When Felucia had stopped to help clean the girl off she had carried the chronofly in her
arms towards the shrine, and tripped on a stone causing them both to drop to the ground. To Felucia's
surprise Luna didn't make a sound when she both hit the ground and when a rock cut her leg. The
chronofly seemed completely unresponsive to all manner of contact as she continued to have a lifeless
gaze in her eyes.
"It's going to be ok, I promise. We'll get you someplace safe, somewhere that we can hide until I
can find our friends. Rason will be with you soon, you'll see, he'll be with you soon," Felucia whimpered
as she held her friend with a remorseful hug. Luna remained silent as Felucia shook her head slowly near
the girl's neck.
"Luna, please, say something. Anything," Felucia said softly. Hearing no response she looked
down towards the water, seeing a few faint ripples that were bouncing around inside the small pool.
'They broke her… they completely destroyed her mind. Luna, please come back to us.'
"Please Luna…" Felucia said softly as she closed her eyes, holding her friend as a gentle breeze
rolled by. The leaves in the trees rustled slightly, the only noise that was heard as Luna remained
perfectly silent and still. Felucia held back her tears then resumed her efforts to bathe the chronofly.
"It's going to be ok Luna, I won't anything happen to you again. I swear on my soul's existence
that I'll see to your safe return back to our friends, you can count on that," she said hopefully as she
washed Luna's leg. She paused then slowly drew her hand over to just below the girl's stomach. After a
moment Felucia shook her head and looked up with worried eyes.

'Please, don't let her be pregnant with one of those horrible demons. Just please, don't let what
that monster said be true.'

Sunlight began to slowly creep across the old rotting forest around Yokai Academy as another
day was starting anew, with bats flying around the trees, a few clouds drifting by overhead, and a girl's
loud cry echoing out from the girls dorm building.
"WHO ARE YOU TWO?" Rin screamed out as she shakily pointed to two girls in her room, sitting
up in her bed with her blanket being held tightly to her chest as she looked from one girl to the other.
Kyouko and Falla were looking at her with disbelief as they slowly came to their senses after being
woken up by the siren's loud cry, both sitting up from their sleeping mats on the floor of the girl's dorm
room.
"What the hell, it's us Rin, Kyouko and Falla," Kyouko said shaking her head. Rin looked at them
for a moment then blinked, tapping her headphones a few times before looking down with remorse.
"Oh, right. Sorry, I… forgot again," she said softly. Falla groaned and dropped back down onto
her pillow.
"That's it, if I have to stay here another night I'm getting my own room in the dorm again," she
muttered into her pillow. Rin looked at her with remorse then down again.
"I'm sorry, really," she said softly. Kyouko sighed then slowly got up onto her feet.
"It's ok Rin, it's not your fault," she said looking towards the window.
"Yes it is, it's all my fault I have to wear these stupid things all the time. I did this to myself," Rin
said with closed eyes. Falla glanced up to her then sighed.
"It's ok Rin, we're not mad," she said before she too got up. Rin sat at the edge of her bed and
looked down while holding her hands to her headphones, listening to a quiet melody from her player
while she kept her eyes closed. Kyouko and Falla looked at her with sympathy then to each other. After
a while Rin got up and walked over towards her dresser, pulling out some new clothing for the day while
the two girls watched her. They watched as she got dressed in the school uniform again she had to stop
a few times to tap her headphones, shaking her head with frustration before continuing to change.
"Poor girl," Kyouko said quietly. Falla nodded then looked at Rin carefully as the girl was facing
away from them, the image of the siren seeming to poke at her again. For a brief moment she saw Rin
flying with her wings, her hair covering the view of her eyes and face, with flames flaring around her
wildly while thunder echoed above. A cold chill ran down Falla's spine before the image vanished, with a
faint voice echoing in her mind.
"Heavy…"

The voice sounded familiar yet became a distant echo in her mind, with Falla watching Rin
cautiously.
'Heavy? What does that mean?'
After Rin finished getting ready she glanced back to see Kyouko and Falla watching her still.
"What?" she asked. Kyouko smiled slightly and walked over to her.
"Nothing, I just hope when the others get back they can fix those things for you," she said kindly.
Rin smiled a bit and looked down, a few strands of her hair falling before her face. Falla smiled slightly at
the siren as well before another vision flashed before her eyes, this one of Rin lying down on a bed
inside a dark room, the girl appearing to be much younger while looking around at dark figures with
worried eyes. The vision appeared to be through Falla's eyes as she walked closer to Rin, the siren
looking to her curiously with a few strands of her hair before her face. Falla rubbed her eyes and looked
at Rin again, seeing her standing there normally.
"Yeah… me too," Falla said before looking down with concern.
After Falla and Kyouko got dressed again with their school uniforms the three girls walked out of
the dorm building, looking around as only a few other students were walking about. Classes were
obviously canceled for the day while a few students and faculty remained on the campus grounds, either
waiting to be picked up by family members or having nowhere else to go.
"So what do we do now? We're stuck here until the gateways are opened again, and Tsukune is
stuck in Paradise until he can gain control over his bloodlust. What are we supposed to do in the
meantime?" Kyouko asked looking around at the sky.
"I'm not sure, but for now I could go for something to eat," Falla said looking up at the sky. She
glanced over to Rin, the siren looking around with a calm gaze. As she walked her headphones bobbed
slightly on her head, the device seeming to draw Falla's attention.
'This is going to drive me crazy, who is this girl? I know I've seen her before, somewhere…'
Rin glanced over to her then looked at the girl curiously.
"How come you keep staring at me?" she asked. Falla smiled weakly then looked down.
"Sorry, I don't mean to stare. It's just… I can't figure out where I've seen you before. It's been
stuck in my mind ever since I saw you," she admitted. Rin nodded then looked down curiously.
"Maybe it was when we were little. Everybody says the chronoflies made these headphones for
me, when my father took me to see your people while I was still young. I remember seeing butterfly
wings, but not much else, maybe you saw me then," she said with a shrug. Falla glanced to her curiously
then up in thought.

"Maybe," she said quietly to herself. She glanced over and saw Kyouko looking around at the sky
with a distant gaze. She seemed to be tuning the other girls out as her eyes kept scanning across the sky
slowly.
"Kyouko?" Falla asked. Kyouko blinked then looked over to her.
"Huh? Were you two saying something?" she asked. Falla looked at her curiously then glanced
up to the sky. After a pause she looked back to Kyouko with a dull expression.
"You're thinking of the Fairy Tale killer again, aren't you?" she asked flatly.
"His name is Talon," Kyouko said looking ahead with a dull expression of her own.
"Just forget about him, he's just another reckless and bloodthirsty monster out there," Falla said
shaking her head.
"He's not bloodthirsty, he's just seeking revenge on those that hurt him, those that took away
his humanity," Kyouko argued.
"Right, and to him that would include Akua, Kahlua, and Dark, three of our friends which he
wishes to slaughter in cold blood all without listening to reason," Falla said. Kyouko glanced away while
Falla and Rin watched her while walking alongside the girl.
"Kyouko, if you want to meet some boy monsters I can introduce you to some of them here at
the school, you know, ones that aren't looking to kill our friends," Falla said dryly. Kyouko scoffed at that
while looking away still.
"You don't know for a fact Talon would hurt our friends, maybe he knows about what they did,
how they helped save the world from Alucard and Fairy Tale. He can't hate them for that, they proved
themselves to be good monsters," Kyouko said defensively.
"He came here looking to kill Dark!" Falla shouted out.
"You don't know that!" Kyouko shouted back at her.
"Right, of course. He came here to keep other boys from going near you, to sweep you off your
feet and carry you off into the sunset. Wake up Kyouko, he's one of the bad monsters in the world,
those that Tsukune and all of us have fought against to keep the peace," Falla scoffed with discontent.
"You don't know that, you don't know anything about him," Kyouko shot back.
"Yes we do Kyouko, Akua and Kahlua told us everything about him. He's a failed experiment
from Fairy Tale, one that has gone on a killing spree against everyone that ever worked at the
organization. That includes those that were truly evil and corrupted, those that had nothing to do with
his violation and transformation, those that had no idea what Fairy Tale was really doing deeper inside
its core, and those that are our friends now who, even though are good monsters, are still on his hit list

because he can't move on with his life!" Falla shouted out. Kyouko looked at her with frustration as the
girls all stopped walking, coming to a halt at a crossroad inside the rotting forest.
"He just wants to exact revenge against those that turned him into that monster, there's nothing
wrong with that," Kyouko said sternly.
"If it involves killing our friends, then yes there is. Dammit, why are you so protective over this
guy who you hardly know? So what if you had a dream about the guy, there's nothing good about him at
all Kyouko," Falla said firmly. Kyouko growled with frustration then looked away. Falla walked over and
turned the girl by the shoulders to face her again.
"If you want a boyfriend so badly then I'll show you other monsters around here who aren't
murderous psychos!" Falla shouted out. Kyouko knocked Falla's hands to the side and backed up a step.
"Don't call him that, he just wants revenge for what that place did to him. He's not evil, he's
just… in pain," Kyouko reasoned before looking down.
"He's causing pain to others, some of which who don't deserve it. He's not just after revenge
Kyouko, he's after blood. He's killing again and again without being satisfied, not being content even
with Fairy Tale already having been defeated. The guy's on a warpath, and our friends are next in his
sights," Falla said shaking her head.
"Then we need to talk to him, to reason with him. There has to be a way to calm his anger, to
show them our friends are good monsters," Kyouko reasoned hopefully.
"He doesn't listen to anyone, Akua and Kahlua already told us this. There's no reasoning with
him Kyouko, he's going to come after our friends and try to kill them; he came here looking to kill Dark
last night, remember?" Falla said expectedly. Kyouko continued to look down with worried eyes as Falla
sighed before walking over to her with a sympathetic expression.
"Just forget about him, ok? You can do much better than him anyway," she said with a small
smile. Kyouko sighed while closing her eyes, the girl then turning to walk away.
"Kyouko? Where are you going?" Falla asked.
"He's not a bad guy Falla, I just know it," Kyouko said softly as she walked away.
"Kyouko," Falla said softly.
"Should we go after her?" Rin asked. Falla shook her head then glanced back to her.
"She needs to get this figured out for herself. C'mon, let's grab a bite to eat in the cafeteria, we'll
meet up with her later once she's had time to think it over," she said.
"But should we really leave her alone out there?" Rin asked looking towards where Kyouko was
walking away.

"Don't worry, like I said before everybody here won't lay a hand on her, not if they want to avoid
answering to Tsukune in person. If anything Rin, she's as safe as can be here at this academy. Nobody
here will dare touch her," Falla said looking over towards her friend with worried eyes. The two girls
then walked off towards the academy while Kyouko walked slowly through the forest along the path. As
she did she kept thinking about the strange boy that showed up and vanished so quickly.
"Maybe he didn't come by to keep an orc from going near me, but he didn't kill anyone. He
could have easily done it, but he didn't. He's not bloodthirsty, he's just… in pain," she said quietly to
herself as she walked through the woods. After a while she came up to the bus stop near the cliffside
overlooking the red sea. She walked up to the cliffs and looked around with a gentle gaze, her skirt
fluttering slightly in the breeze.
"Why am I so fixated on him? Is it because he's a monster? Or because he did stand up for me?
Or maybe… I feel sorry for him?" she asked herself quietly. Sighing she looked down with worried eyes,
her mind still unable to take his image out of her head.
"I just know he's not evil, I'm sure of it. That dream did feel so real, and I never felt scared of him
in person. He's just angry and hurt about what happened to him, it's not his fault he's like this," she
reasoned to herself. Looking back out at the red sea she watched a few clouds drift by in the horizon
over the water, her hair fluttering slightly in the breeze. She breathed out then turned to walk back,
freezing with a gasp as her eyes widened. Over by the trees to the side she saw Talon, the boy sitting
down against a tree with his wings behind him while his head was hung low. One of his arms was
bleeding severely while his shirt had multiple cuts and wounds bleeding as well.
"Oh… my… Talon," Kyouko said under her breath. She quickly ran over towards him, looking at
the injured boy with surprise. He remained motionless while sitting against the tree, his wings behind
him slumped down while his arm looked like it was nearly hacked off by something.
"Talon, my god, what happened to you?" Kyouko said quickly kneeling down next to him. She
looked over his body with sorrowful eyes then to him as she gently lifted his head to face her, his eyes
half closed as he was breathing quietly. Slowly he turned his focus to her while she had a worried
expression.
"What happened? Oh my god, you're in terrible condition," she said looking at his body. He
didn't say anything as he kept his eyes on her. She shook her head then looked back to him.
"I'll go get help from the academy, I'll be right back, I promise," she said before standing up.
Talon just looked back down again, not saying a word as Kyouko watched him with worried eyes. She
whimpered as she saw his wounds, the boy appearing to have been seriously injured by something.
"I'll be right back Talon, we'll get you fixed up, just try to hold on," she said before running off
towards the academy. Talon slowly looked out towards the horizon in the distance, his eyes narrowing
slightly as his hand flinched at his side.
'Next time we meet vampires, I'll be sure to drive my blade through your hearts. You won't get
away with what you've done to me, I swear it.'

Chapter 17
Mizore vs Arial
"Ok, so now that we're all relaxed and refreshed this morning, I think it's time we address the
elephant in the room," Render said with a shrug as he sat in the bathwater.
Down the hallways inside the expansive villa a cold arctic wind flowed by, frosting over windows
and the walls while lights flickered.
"Elephant in the room? What elephant?" Gabriel asked looking around the bathing room
puzzled while sitting in the water as well.
A few guards who were stationed around the hallways shielded their faces with their arms as
the chilled wind raced by, frosting over their black outfits and sunglasses while they shivered from the
extreme cold.
"It's just a phrase Gabriel, he means he wants to point out something overly obvious that's not
being seen by everybody else. But what are you talking about Render?" Gin asked as he lied back with
his arms behind his head casually, sitting in the water along with the other boys in the group.
Ice spires and frozen shards erupted away from a hallway intersection as a furious arctic wind
blasted through, flash freezing the floor and ceiling as icicles trailed sideways off of edges and corners.
"Really? This doesn't seem odd to you? Nothing about this seems off to you in the slightest?"
Render asked with a raised eyebrow while glancing to something.
Large shards of ice jettisoned up into the hallway on the second level of the building, the
floorboards breaking apart violently while a few guards jumped back with surprise.
"What's so odd about us bathing here together? We've got plenty of room, and we're not
exactly total strangers anymore. What's the problem?" Ahakon asked as he washed his hair casually.
An entire hallway dropped down into the lower level, the debris falling into the snow and ice
that had blanketed the lower hallway and kicking up a snowstorm while the lights flickered above.
"I don't think he's referring to us bathing together, I think he's referring to the fact that your
friend is bathing while wearing earbuds and having an mp3 player in his hand," Leon said, pointing over
to Dark with a puzzled expression. Everybody looked over to the shadow demon as he was just sitting
back in the bath against the edge, looking down with closed eyes, and was once again listening to music
through a new player and set of headphones.
"What's so weird about that?" Rason asked with a smirk.
"Dark's always had a thing for music," Razico said with a shrug while he was lying back against
the edge of the bath, relaxing in the warm water while he was looking up with closed eyes.

"A thing? More like an obsession," Gin chuckled.
"But why is he wearing them while bathing? Nobody does that," Render said looking around the
group with confusion.
"Trust us, he does. In fact, don't be surprised to see him wearing them everywhere he goes,"
Rason said glancing to his silent friend.
"Everywhere? So, what, he's a big music fan?" Render asked looking over to Dark. Rason nodded
and looked over to him with a shrug.
"Something like that. It's perfectly normal for him to have those things on all day every day;
actually it was kind of weird seeing him without them for so long to be honest. Just pay it no mind, and
whatever you do, don't ever try to take them from him," he said assuredly. Render and Leon glanced to
each other then to Dark as the demon was still silent while listening to his music.
"Well, I'm not going to judge him for wanting to listen to music, but isn't it going to be a little
hard talking to him if he's listening to it all day?" Leon asked glancing to Rason. Rason shook his head
then nudged Dark, earning a glance from the demon.
"Just out of curiosity, what kind of music is on that player?" Rason asked. Dark looked at him for
a moment then shrugged.
"Mostly classical symphonies with a little rock mixed into the playlist," he said casually.
"That seems a little tame for you, nothing with a stronger beat?" Rason asked, showing a more
curious expression on purpose.
"I only requested these be put on it for now, I'll update the library later on when I have more
time," Dark replied. Render and Leon stared at him with wide eyes while Razico glanced to Dark with
one opened eye and a smirk, the warlock waving slightly to get the demon’s attention.
"Say Dark, I've been meaning to ask you, that was some ring you forged for Mizore. How exactly
did you do that anyway, I've never seen a ring quite like that before," he asked casually.
"I had Kokoa use her overcharge to superheat some ice I had hand carved into the ring, the
extreme heat and pressure forged it into a crystal band. I also imbued the ice with my own essence by a
few drops of my blood to give it a bit of flair," Dark said casually.
"Wha… how is he hearing us?" Leon asked.
"Maybe the music is turned down to a low level?" Render guessed with a shrug. The others
laughed a bit as Dark looked back down with closed eyes.
"Not exactly, he can read lips," Ahakon explained.
"Read lips?" Render asked.

"Yeah, as long as you're in his eye line he can understand you perfectly," Rason added. Render
looked at him curiously then to Dark.
"Well, he can understand us anyway, not so much with Mizore," Gin chuckled.
"Why not with her?" Leon asked.
"Her lollipop interferes with the way he reads her lips. So far he's been rather… off with his
assumptions on what she's been saying to him," Rason said with a shrug. Leon nodded slowly as he
examined the demon wearing the headphones then looked down with puzzlement.
"But doesn't that present a bit of a barrier for them? If he listens to music so much, and she
can't be understood by reading her lips then, doesn't that cause some problems for them?" he
questioned.
"Not really, nothing seems to be able to keep those two apart," Rason said shaking his head.
"Except for a demented snow angel from heaven with some serious anger problems," Render
added. He looked up curiously for a moment then to the others again with a quizzical expression.
"So… what's her story anyway? How come she thinks she and Dark are going to get married?" he
asked. Everyone glanced to Dark, seeing that he was still looking down with closed eyes and remaining
silent while listening to music just as he had grown accustomed to doing so. Gabriel then looked up as
the others turned to him with curious eyes.
Down one of the hallways inside the expansive villa Mizore dashed through the storm of flurries
and frost that billowed around, the ice maiden glancing to the side as she kept both her katanas ready.
Her hair was frozen over while visibility in the corridor was almost zero, the temperature dropping fast
around her as ice etched across the walls and floors wildly. From the wall next to her a large explosion of
ice and debris shot out towards her, with Arial swinging her claw towards Mizore causing a furious wave
of frozen spikes to strike out at the snow maiden. Mizore jumped up over the wall of ice that crashed
into the other wall, then swung down and threw her katana in a sharp spin towards Arial. The snow
angel flapped her wings with a powerful thrust and launched up, just avoiding the blade as it struck
down at where she was and piercing through the solid ice with a mighty thrust.
"When she was alive, she was just another villager in Mizore's hometown. From what I've heard
from the elders in heaven she wasn't very friendly with anyone, always keeping to herself and her
music," Gabriel said softly.
Arial flew up and swung her claw out towards Mizore as the snow maiden started to descend
from her leap, creating another massive wall of frozen ridges and shards that expanded out towards her
target. Mizore dropped down and tucked into a roll on the floor, just missing the wall of ice that flew
over her body by an inch before crashing into the wall and decimating it. Mizore rolled back onto her
feet and swung around with her other katana, missing Arial by a hair as she darted down under the
swipe.

"She's always had an anger problem; ever since she was little her temper has always gotten the
better of her despite the peaceful nature of most snow people. She was always frustrated she could
never find a boy to like or a potential husband, and grew bitter and cold to all those around her. The only
thing she had to love was her music, which she played all day every day to tune the harsh world around
her out."
Mizore darted to the side, just avoiding a massive ice shard that shot past her and struck
through a statue of a horseman near the wall, the stone ornament being obliterated while a wild torrent
of chilled air flew around Arial. Mizore raced up and swung her blade at the snow angel again, her attack
swift and steady while Arial flew up above it, her frosted wings stretched out as she hovered above the
snow maiden. She geared back with both hands over her head before swinging down with them,
creating a giant ice shard that flew down towards Mizore out of thin air. Mizore lunged to the side just
before the wall of ice struck into the floor and crashed down through it, with ice spires erupting around
it and shattering the floorboards.
"Then one day a wizard came by their village, saying that either they worked for him and
provided all the ice crystals he needed for his research, or he would destroy them all. The village laughed
him off, thinking that a lone wizard wouldn't be a threat for any of them. They were proven wrong
however, as the wizard summoned a true killer to slay them; a shadow demon."
Mizore ran over and jumped up onto the top of the ice shard that was struck down into the
ground, leaping off of it and swinging up at Arial with her blade. The snow angel darted back while
swinging with her claw, clashing against the katana before Mizore followed through with her other
hand, forming ice around her fist as she swung at Arial with a vicious snarl. Arial dodged the attack and
pushed Mizore away to the side, the snow maiden dropping back down onto the ground which she
immediately started running on. Arial watched with anger and frustration as the snow maiden ran and
jumped up onto the wall next to her, leaping off and flipping around in the air with a spiral. As she did
she flung her ice katana at the airborne snow angel, the blade whipping through the air while Arial
swung out with her claw again. A torrent of arctic air blasted around her, causing spires of snow and ice
to wildly fly out around her in a spiral, the spinning shards of ice blocking the blade which struck into
one of the spires with a slick crunch before launching off to the sides and into the walls. Mizore landed
back down and held her hands out, forming two new blades as she turned to face Arial with a cold glare.
"The shadow demon slaughtered a good portion of their village, doing just as he was
commanded to by his master. He killed without mercy, without remorse, and without question. Until he
came across Arial," Gabriel said softly.
head.

"Question," Render asked holding his hand up. The others looked to him as he scratched his
"So, cool story and all, but when do you get to where Dark and Arial meet?" he asked.
"What? Dark is the shadow demon, you couldn't figure that out?" Rason asked bewildered.

"How was I supposed to know? Maybe there were two shadow demons, and Dark killed the
other one because he was killing everybody, and they had like this epic swordfight and that's what Arial
saw while she was frightened and alone, causing her young, innocent mind to instantly become fixated

on him," Render said with a shrug. Everybody just stared at him with blank expressions while Dark was
still looking down with closed eyes. After a long pause Gabriel shook his head and looked up with a dull
expression.
"Anyway…"
Mizore ran towards Arial with her blades down at her sides, her feet running across the frozen
ground with grace while Arial growled furiously. The snow angel yelled as she held her claws out at her
sides, causing a shockwave of frozen wind and ice spires to blast away from around her. Mizore watched
with surprise before rolling off to the side, avoiding a barrage of spires that flew past her. Mizore quickly
rolled back onto her feet and jumped off to the side, just before two more spires struck into the floor
where she was just at with a powerful strike. As she regained her footing on the frozen floor Mizore
whipped both katanas towards Arial, the blades whistling through the air in sharp spins as Arial flipped
around in the air. The blades whizzed past both above and below her as the angel twirled around before
reorienting herself, her eyes locking onto Mizore again as the snow maiden held one of her hands back
with the other at her side in front.
"Dark was going to spare Arial's life, because she was just a young child. However the wizard
ordered him to specifically cut her down, something that even a monster from hell wouldn't have done.
Striking down a young child is a horrible deed, and even those from hell itself would never harm an
innocent child. However, faced with his order, Dark carried it out with remorse, and mortally wounded
Arial with his blade."
Arial yelled out furiously before she dived down onto the ground with a mighty strike of her
claw, the impact sending out a rolling wave of frozen shards that engulfed the hallway and crashed
towards Mizore. The snow maiden focused her power with all her might, her sheer determination to
finally set Arial in her place pushing her forward, then held her other hand back to the one behind her,
holding both together as a swirl of frozen air spun around her. As the wall of ice tumbled towards her
she growled loudly before swinging up over her and down onto the ground, her hands striking the floor
and erupting forth a large solid column of ice. The frozen pillar from the snow maiden launched up and
struck through the ceiling, jettisoning up into the floor above where the floor was breaking apart along
with a few guards running around in a panic. Arial's frozen wave crashed into Mizore's pillar, with shards
and icicles flying past Mizore on both sides as her pillar was chipped away violently while blocking the
wave from hitting her dead on. Mizore stood up and glared ahead as she watched her pillar crack and
shatter slightly before the frozen wave finished flying past her, with shards and frozen debris now
covering the walls and hallway behind her. The remains of her pillar shattered and dropped down,
collapsing into frost and snowflakes while Arial growled furiously at the snow maiden.
"After seeing what he had done, what he was forced to do, he couldn't take it anymore. He
hated himself and wanted to die, but mostly he wanted his master to die for what he had done. Dark
butchered his master, painfully, and slowly. He did what shadow demons do best, he made his master
suffer before violently executing him. After that Dark expected to die, to be removed from this world
after the horrible act he had done. However he survived, because of her."
Arial screamed and flew toward Mizore, the snow maiden quickly forming both her katanas
once again. She darted forward and swung with her blade, with Arial darting under it and swinging
towards her with a frozen claw. Mizore blocked the strike with her other blade, pushing back as Arial
continued to push with incredible force. Mizore yelled out as she swung down with her other blade, just

missing Arial as the snow angel jumped back before lunging forwards with two swipes of her claws.
Mizore blocked one with her blade then kicked Arial back, the snow angel flying off-balance before
quickly regaining herself. She growled furiously then screamed as she arched back, causing another blast
of arctic wind followed by dozens of frozen spires erupting from the ground. Mizore darted around one
then avoided another, her movements fast and agile as she closed in on Arial and swung down again
with her katana.
"Arial had watched the whole thing; she saw how Dark killed his master after what the man did,
how he went against his code as a summoned being and turned against the one that summoned him.
She saw the anger and torment in his eyes, and felt moved by his actions. Even though he had struck her
down, struck her parents down even, she felt no anger towards him. It was quite the opposite actually, as
seeing a powerful demon turning against his master all because of her caused her to become instantly
attracted to him. It was in her last moments in life that she fell in love with the demon, the one who she
believed was her soul mate."
Mizore swung towards Arial with her blade before a blast of chilled air erupted around the snow
angel; knocking Mizore back while the walls and floors flash froze instantly along with spires erupting
around Arial. The hallway started to rumble as the ceiling above was losing structural stability, with ice
and wood dropping down in pieces around the hall. Mizore regained her footing and swung towards
Arial again, her blade clashing against Arial's claw and stopping there. Mizore swung with her other
blade, again being blocked by Arial as the two girls entered a power struggle. Arial's wings arched back
as the ground around them erupted outwards with frozen ridges and spikes. The two girls glared at each
other with fire in their eyes while struggling to push against each other. Even though Mizore was bigger
than Arial in size, the snow angel's arctic storm that continued to blast around her was working to keep
Mizore at bay.
"She had grabbed his old master's bracelet at the last moment, making her his new master. Just
before she died she ordered Dark to be free, so that he wouldn't be forced to kill against his own will
again. After that she was thrown into the limbo that was once a monster's afterlife. However, recently
monsters have been allowed into a special heaven of their own, and with that Arial and many others
have been relocated there. Ever since she came to be there, she's obsessed over Dark, pestering the
elders to tell the tales of what her demon has been doing down on earth, and eagerly awaiting his arrival
when he too crosses over. Dark dedicated his life in her memory, seeing her as a guardian angel. She
however saw him as her soul mate, and has ever since longed to be his official wife. She won't listen to
any of the elders, none of the angels or even her parents can sway her from this crusade, nobody can talk
her out of this pursuit of hers; she's madly in love with Dark, and refuses to let go of the demon that
overcame his nature for her."
"HE'S MINE!" Arial screamed as the ground cracked and refroze over instantly.
"He's mine, forever!" Mizore yelled back as she struggled to stand against the powerful torrent
of snow blasting against her.
"Nobody will ever take my demon away from me! You hear me? NOBODY!" Arial screamed as a
wall of frozen ice blasted up around them, destroying the hallway and crashing through the ceiling. The
floor above them rumbled before being torn apart by the spires that had struck up through it. Mizore
and Arial continued to push against each other in their struggle while all around them debris and broken
shards of ice rained down and crashed into the ground.

"He chose me as his girlfriend! He chose to mark my heart as his! He chose me as his wife! He
chose me to spend his life with, not you! I'm his wife Arial, he's chosen me!" Mizore yelled back as she
kept her blades sturdy while pushing against the snow angel's claws.
"HE DID NOT CHOOSE YOU! HE CHOSE ME!" Arial roared, her power fluxing and blasting away
from her furiously. Mizore stumbled back before a wall of ice exploded around Arial, demolishing the
hallway as debris and snow flew back down the hall, with Mizore stumbling back further while struggling
to stay standing. Arial growled loudly then arched back as she screamed, the entire hallway around
them flash freezing in an instant while Mizore saw icicles protruding from all sides near her. The snow
maiden jumped back just as dozens of spires shot out from all around the hall at her, the frozen shards
clashing into each other and exploding into more while Mizore kept darting back to avoid the onslaught.
She leaped back as another volley of frozen spires caved in all around her, the hallway filling up with
shattered walls of ice and snow while Mizore was pushed further and further back.
"Dammit… I've had enough of this girl, she's not the angel my Dark spoke of, she's not the angel
I gave my thanks to at night; she's a fucking nightmare!" Mizore yelled out with anger. The walls of ice
before her shattered apart and flew towards her, the swirling waves of frozen ridges and spikes
destroying the hall completely while Arial flew through the center of the torrent towards Mizore with a
claw geared back.
"HE'S MINE FOREVER!" Arial roared as she raced towards Mizore with fire in her eyes.
"Over my dead body!" Mizore yelled as she ran towards Arial with her blades held at her sides,
glaring at the angel with anger.

Inside the girls bathing room all was quiet as everybody was trying to enjoy their last relaxing
moment before meeting with the boys to discuss the insanely large list of problems they needed to
address all at once.
Moka and Kokoa were slowly washing their arms and legs while looking down with unfocused
eyes at the water, both knowing trouble was looming ahead while at the same time concerned about
their mates. Moka's was isolated inside of Paradise which was even further beyond her reach as now
she was trapped in the human world. Kokoa's was still in the human world with her, but was the target
of another's affections, one who she unfortunately was also stuck with.
Near them Ran and Sun were quietly washing their arms, both sirens keeping their eyes locked
downward as well. For Sun she was worried about the strange monster in the darkness that was after
her for some unknown reason, as well as concerned about Gin's choice in a girlfriend over her. Ran
however was mostly concerned about the siren next to her, wondering if this girl really was the one she
saw destroying her home and killing her parents. There was that, and how the dream she had about
Ahakon might not have been a dream after all, as the mage was indeed walking around at that hour and
how the kiss she felt from him seemed so real.
Apoch and Astreal were also showing concern about the upcoming conflict that was sparking a
war between the two worlds, both however finding a slight amount of comfort knowing they at least

weren't alone with their struggle. They had nearly all of their friends with them once again, along with
two new boyfriends who had proven themselves capable fighters by freeing them from their evil
doubles' control. Astreal sighed quietly as she thought about her kindhearted boyfriend while Apoch
was blushing slightly, imagining her boyfriend in fighting form along with his aura that just melted all her
fears away.
Kurumu and Ruby were looking up at the ceiling with distant gazes, both occupied by their own
thoughts and not really paying much mind to anyone around them. For Kurumu she was worried about
Luna, fearing that the chronofly would be enduring a hell similar to what she herself experienced down
in the actual hell. Ruby however was replaying her night with her warlock in her head over and over
again, trying to calm and soothe her mind the best she could by remembering how she and her
boyfriend finally expressed their true love to each other in a very intimate and kinky way.
Complica was looking down at the water while she sat against the bath's edge, deep in thought
as always. With her however her mind wasn't focused on one thing, as it never really was, but multiple
things. What was going to happen to her sister Luna? Will she ever be able to return home to heaven?
Was it just brotherly love she felt towards Ceal or more? Would Arial go ballistic and try to kill Mizore
again? What was her sister Falla doing while trapped in the monster world? Were those herbs in the
bath water going to turn her skin green? If she held her hands over her ears and shut her mouth while
sneezing would her head explode? What was that monster in the dark world and why was he after Sun?
How come she felt like all her actions and thoughts were being dictated by some unknown force like she
was trapped in some sort of story being told?
Yukari sighed and leaned back against the bath's edge, looking up with a blank expression while
she thought about all the crap the group was going through once again.
"Are we cursed?" she asked worriedly. The other girls looked over to her as she shook her head.
softly.

"I mean, it's always the same with us, every day it's just another thing going wrong," she said

"We're monsters, there's always a fight around every corner," Moka said looking down again.
Yukari looked over to her with concern.
"But doesn't it seem like it's just fight after fight after fight with us? First there was the vampire
lord that wanted to kill you, then Fairy Tale was trying to wipe out the human race, then Alucard was
threatening to destroy everything, and now this guy in the dark world wants to start up a war. Every
time we finally put one of these jerks down another just steps up in his place," she said with disbelief.
Moka nodded slowly then shrugged.
"It's not like we're going out looking for trouble, we didn't ask for any of these things to happen
to us. But we've survived before, each time something like this came at us we came out on top in the
end," she reasoned. After a pause she glanced to Yukari with a small smile.
"After all we've faced we can handle this, I know we can. We'll stop this war from breaking out,
and we'll set things right with Complica, Arial, and Luna as well. With all of us together on this there isn't
a doubt in my mind," she said assuredly. The other girls looked at her then to each other. Sun and Ran

looked at each other for a moment before Ran looked down with worried eyes. Sun showed a
concerned expression then wrote down something, showing it to the other siren with a sympathetic
look.
Is there anything I can do to prove to you that I'm not the monster that destroyed your home?
Ran looked at the pad for a moment then to Sun. After a pause she sighed then looked down
with closed eyes.
"You helped keep those two young angels alive down here, and Gin does seem to believe you're
a good soul. Maybe you weren't the one that killed my family, you don't seem like a heartless killer to
me, but you being there when it happened is still too suspicious to me," she said softly. Sun nodded
then wrote down something else, the other girls all looking over to her as she then nudged Ran and
showed her the pad.
I never meant to accuse your own family with what I saw. I'm sure your sister had nothing to do
with what happened to your home, I'm only sorry I wasn't able to stop it all from happening.
Ran looked at the pad then down again with gentle eyes, trying to believe that the girl next to
her wasn't the one responsible for her family and village's demise. After a pause she glanced to Sun
again.
"I'm sorry… for attacking you before. I just assumed… with what you said and you being there…
I'm sorry," she said softly. Sun nodded with a small smile and wrote down something else.
I don't blame you at all for what you did; you had every right to be angry with how what I said
sounded. I am sorry for your loss, if it would make you feel better I will renounce my last name, I don't
want to take anything away from you in having your family's name.
Ran smiled a bit and shook her head.
"No, keep it if you like. I'm sure Rin would be happy to have another sister. Maybe not Ren so
much, but Rin would," she mused softly. Sun smiled curiously and tilted her head. Ran giggled slightly
and nodded.
"If you're going to be in our family, you're going to have to deal with having three sisters. And
just so you know, Rin's a handful," she said with a shrug. Sun smiled and nodded as the other girls smiled
at them, Kokoa not so much of course.
"I'm glad you two worked out your differences, there's no reason for you two to be fighting.
We're all in this together," Moka said, then glanced over to Kokoa. All the girls looked over to the
redheaded vampire as she growled quietly.
"If you think all is forgiven between you and me, you're out of your goddamned mind," Kokoa
snapped at the siren. Everyone looked over to Sun as the siren glanced away.

"Sun, you do understand that Gin loves Kokoa, right? Please respect his choice and leave him be,
you have no right to chase after him anymore, especially since you turned him down before," Moka
reasoned gently. Sun glanced to her then wrote down something on her pad, showing the vampire as
the group looked at it as well.
Excuse me, but I haven't charmed him or anything have I? And I already did apologize for kissing
him before; I apologized to him directly on that matter. What's so wrong about me being near an old
school friend?
"What's wrong with that is you keep staring at him, peeping on him when he's changing, and
saying that I'm not good enough for him!" Kokoa yelled out. Sun looked at her with a dull expression
then wrote down something more.
There's nothing wrong with me looking at him, he had his door opened a crack so it's not my
fault I could see him from out in the hall, and yes I do believe you are not the ideal match for him. But
I'm not stealing him away from you by force am I?
Kokoa growled furiously and stood up in the bath.
"Like hell you even could, now I'm telling you for the last time to stay away from my mate!" she
yelled out with anger. Sun calmly glanced around then looked back to Kokoa with a raised eyebrow. She
then wrote down something and showed it to her.
And just how can I do that if we're stuck here like this? We're all in this together, remember? I'm
not going anywhere, no matter how much you try to threaten me.
Kokoa growled through bared teeth while she clenched her fists.
"If you so much as touch him, if you even try to undress him with your eyes, I will beat you into a
bloody smear on the ground. Do you hear me?" she shouted out with anger. Sun just looked at her with
a dull expression then wrote something down.
If I really wanted to steal Gin away from you I would just charm him into loving me and charm
you into jumping into a river. And for the record who can't hear you when you're yelling all the time?
The group looked at the pad cautiously then to Sun while Kokoa fumed with rage. Yukari looked
at the pad carefully then showed a puzzled expression.
"Wait, charm her?" she asked. Sun glanced to her and nodded. Ran looked at the pad then to
Sun curiously.
"What do you mean charm her, I thought sirens could only charm men," she said confusedly.
Sun glanced to her and shook her head then wrote down something else.
I can charm either men or women with my voice; I've done so before to get rid of disruptive
guests at the inn I worked at. I never harmed them though, just got them to leave before they caused
any trouble. A quick melody into their ear and I would order them to leave and never come back.

The group looked at Sun curiously from that.
"You can charm women with your songs as well?" Ruby asked. Sun nodded before the other girls
all looked to each other with wonder. Yukari looked down in thought for a moment then jumped with a
gasp.
"That's it… that's it, that's why this guy wants Sun so badly!" she declared looking over to Sun.
"What, what are you talking about Yukari?" Moka asked. Yukari pointed to Sun as the siren had
a puzzled expression.
"That's why he's after her; he wants to use her to charm more warriors to follow his command.
Just like with Ren, Rin, and Ran, only with Sun she can charm anybody, not just male warriors," Yukari
reasoned. The group all looked to Sun as she pointed to herself curiously.
"Oh my, that's right. He used Ran and her sisters to charm legions of followers, he must want
Sun so he can obtain even more for his army, ones that they couldn't steal away for him," Ruby said
carefully. Ran looked at Sun worriedly then gasped.
"Oh no, if that's true, and if her voice really is so powerful, all her enchantments will be even
stronger than our own. She could singlehandedly lead his entire army with all of them under her spell,"
she said nervously. She jumped then looked around at the others with fright.
"If they're charmed to such a powerful degree, they may be hexed with her voice for the rest of
their lives," she said fearfully. Everybody looked at Sun as she had a surprised expression.
"So that's what he wants with her, to expand his army and make them his permanently," Ruby
said cautiously. Sun looked down with a stunned expression while Kokoa eyed her carefully.
"He sent so many monsters after her, a dragon even, he wants her badly. Sounds like we know
what he wants her for," Kurumu commented.
“He doesn’t want three normal sirens to keep his army hexed, he wants one powerful siren,”
Yukari said pointing to Sun. Moka looked at Sun with caution then down in thought.
'No wonder he gave up on Ran and her sisters.'
'He found a more powerful replacement, one that will ensure complete control over his
enslaved army.'
"Well Ms. Sun, it appears Mr. Fang Fang was correct," Apoch said carefully, with everyone
looking over to her and Astreal. Sun showed a worried expression while Astreal nodded in agreement.
"You're going to want to stay very close to us from now on, seeing as how you are indeed in
need of protection," Astreal reasoned. Sun looked at them with concern then down as all the girls
looked at her carefully, everyone now seeing why this particular siren was so sought after by the dark
monster. If her voice really was so powerful then she wasn’t being sought after to be used as a weapon,

she was being sought after to charm every warrior, male or female, that the dark monster wanted,
permanently. Complica shook her head then rushed over to Sun, hugging her while her wings fluttered
slightly behind her.
"You can't let that monster take Sun away too; he's already taken one of my sisters! Don't let
him take her as well!" she cried out. Sun gently held her while looking around at the other girls
worriedly.
"We won't Complica, we'll protect her just as we will with you," Moka said gently. Sun looked to
her with concern, the vampire nodding assuredly at her.
"I promise Sun, we won't let him take you away," Moka said. Sun nodded slowly then looked
down at Complica, the chronofly whimpering while holding onto the siren closely. Kurumu smiled and
nodded in agreement.
"She's right, we've dealt with problems like this before, you're as safe as can be around us," she
said confidently.
Suddenly a wall in the bathing room exploded violently, shards of ice and debris scattering out
and raining down near the girls while dust and frost billowed into the room. They all screamed in
surprise before a large shard of solid ice struck down right behind Sun, piercing into the tiles near the
bath's edge with a loud crunch. All the girls jumped away from the side of the bath as they stared with
wide eyes, shivering as a freezing wind blew into the room.
"What the hell is going on?" Kokoa cried out as she held her arms around her body, lowering
herself down deeper into the water to avoid the freezing draft.
"That's it, we're cursed! There's no doubt about it now!" Yukari whined as she shivered wildly.
Sun and Complica stared with wide eyes at the shard of ice that nearly crushed Sun then looked over
towards the ruined side of the room where snow and debris were strewn about.
"What happened out there?" Ruby called out as she held a hand over her breasts to shield them
from the chilled air.
"It's so cold!" Apoch and Astreal cried out as they covered their bodies above the water the best
they could. Kurumu whined loudly while holding her arms around her, trying to block the chilled air from
washing over her breasts which she could barely cover up.
From the broken hole in the wall Mizore tumbled out into a roll across the floor, the other girls
watching with surprise as the snow maiden rolled back onto her feet and whipped an ice katana towards
the broken entrance. Another barrage of frozen ice barreled through the hole and annihilated the
katana, crashing down towards Mizore who jumped away from the collapsing wave.
"Mizore!" Moka cried out. Mizore regained her footing just as Arial flew out from the broken
hole and over the newly formed frozen debris, the snow angel racing towards her target with her claws
held out to her sides. Mizore growled then ducked under Arial's swipe, swinging over with her other
katana and blocking the furious angel's second claw from razing across her face.

"Arial! Mizore, stop!" Kurumu cried out.
"Are you crazy?" Yukari yelled out
Arial growled furiously then swung around with her claw, the strike being dodged by Mizore
who rolled off to the side. A giant explosion of frozen shards and spires shot out past Mizore and
crashed through the wall, the volley seeming to have been created out of thin air by the furious snow
angel's attack. Mizore swung around with her katana, with Arial darting over to the side as the blade
swung down and struck the ground, causing a splashing effect of frozen shards to jettison away from the
blade and up into the air before freezing into place.
"Arial stop! What are you doing?" Complica cried out while grabbing her hair with fright.
"Are you serious, you're picking now to do this?" Kokoa yelled out at the two snow girls.
Mizore swung her blade over with a powerful swipe, creating a frozen wave of ice that barreled
towards Arial near the wall. Arial growled then struck down with her claw, blasting up ice spires around
her wildly, blocking the wave of ice which crashed into them. The ice and snow shattered and blew
around wildly while the other girls watched with stunned expressions and shivering violently from the
cold.
"Ms. Mizore, stop! Don't hurt her!" Apoch shouted out while shaking her head.
"Are you trying to wipe her from existence?" Astreal cried out in disbelief.
Mizore raced towards Arial with her sword geared back, with Arial screaming out in rage while a
torrent of arctic air swirled around her. Mizore ran up and leapt into a downward slice, just missing Arial
as the snow angel darted to the side of the furious swing. Almost instantly Mizore then kicked Arial back
against the wall, the snow angel smacking against it with a gasp before Mizore ran up and swung down
with her blade, the strike just missing Arial again as she rolled off to the side. The powerful swing struck
into the wall and demolished it, with ice shards and flurries blasting out from the impact along with
wooden debris. Arial growled then swung at Mizore with her claw, the snow maiden reaching out and
grabbing Arial's wrist before throwing her through the broken hole in the wall. With a furious yell she
followed after while all the girls stared at the sight with stunned expressions.
"Oh… my… god," Ruby said looking around the ravaged bathing room with shock.
"We need to stop them, move!" Moka called out before the girls quickly jumped out of the bath
and grabbed their towels.
Arial stumbled to her feet amidst a cloud of frost and dust, coughing as she looked around with
narrowed eyes. Suddenly Mizore tackled her to the ground, the snow angel kicking around furiously and
screaming while Mizore held her down. Arial swung her claw to the side and knocked away Mizore's
katana, the snow maiden growling then grabbing Arial's hand and yanking it down. She geared back with
her other fist, encasing it in ice, then swung down and struck Arial across the jaw.

"You need to learn your place right now Arial!" Mizore yelled before she punched Arial again,
the snow angel recoiling to the side with a yell. From behind them the other girls ran out through the
broken hole, all wearing their white towels around their bodies and gasping as they stared at the sight
with wide eyes.
"He's mine! Do you hear me? Dark's mine!" Mizore yelled as she struck Arial again and again,
the snow angel kicking around as her other arm flailed at her side. Mizore yelled out with anger and
frustration as she punched the girl again, her frozen fist knocking some blood out of Arial's mouth.
"Arial!" Complica shrieked. The other girls watched Mizore mercilessly beat down on Arial with
stunned expressions, and then gasped in surprise.
"Mizore? Mizore!" Kokoa cried out as she pointed towards them.
"Stay the hell away from my husband Arial! Stay the hell away from him!" Mizore yelled as she
struck Arial again, the snow angel's face bruised with blood dripping from her mouth.
"Mizore, stop! Stop!" Kurumu shouted while shaking her head.
"He's mine you little bitch, he chose me! No way in hell are you going to take that away from
me, do you hear me? He's mine!" Mizore yelled with another strike to Arial's face, the snow angel's legs
dropping down while her wings twitched behind her.
"Dear god, stop Mizore!" Ruby cried out.
"I've had enough of you coming between me and Dark; I'm through putting up with you Arial!
Stay away from my husband you little bitch!" Mizore shouted with another blow to the snow angel's
face, blood dropping down onto the floor next to Arial's mouth as she coughed weakly.
"Ms. Mizore! Stop!" Apoch cried out while grabbing her hair.
"Know! Your! Place!" Mizore yelled out with rage, striking Arial again and again and again. With
one more swing she struck at Arial's face, knocking more blood out of her bleeding mouth while she
groaned weakly on the floor. Her blood was splattered over to the side from her beating while her other
hand dropped down, her claws and frozen hair returning to normal as she twitched a bit. Mizore
growled heavily with each breath, glaring down at the girl she was sitting on with fury while the other
girls stared with shock. Slowly Mizore looked over to the other girls while the dust and frost started to
settle around them, all of the girls staring at Mizore with wide eyes.
"Mizore…" Moka breathed out quietly, holding a hand over her mouth.
"The bitch had it coming," Mizore said with anger.
Apoch stared at her with horror, and then slowly glanced over to the side. Mizore looked at her
carefully then slowly looked over as well. Her mouth started to quiver as her eyes widened, her body
shaking as her hand slowly returned to normal. As the dust and frost settled around them Mizore saw
clear as day where she was; inside the other bathing room with all the boys staring at her with surprise.

Slowly all eyes turned to Dark, the demon shakily sitting up as he stared at Arial with absolute shock. His
mouth was open, his breathing was short, and he slowly pulled off his earbuds, dropping them and the
player into the water as his eyes were locked onto his battered angel. With a trembling hand he shakily
reached over and grabbed a towel, the boy standing up and covering himself up as he slowly shook his
head in disbelief.
"Dark…" Mizore breathed out in horror.
"Ms. Mizore… what have you done?" Apoch said quietly while shaking her head.
Dark slowly walked out of the bath and towards the girls, his eyes locked onto Arial while Mizore
started breathing shakily.
"Dark… I… she…" she stuttered out weakly.
"Holy… shit," Rason said quietly as everybody turned to Dark. The shadow demon slowly walked
up towards the girls and looked to Mizore with devastation, his normal blank expression having been
replaced with heartbroken eyes. Mizore held back her tears and shook her head, slowly getting up and
backing up fearfully.
"No… it's not what it looks like Dark…" she said quietly.
"Mizore… how could you?" Dark asked softly, his voice conveying real pain as he looked back
down to Arial. He slowly kneeled down and held the snow angel in his arms, her wings and arms limp at
her sides while she groaned weakly. Arial slowly looked up to him with weary eyes, blood dripping from
her mouth as she started to cry.
"Dark…" she coughed out. Dark held her with trembling arms, looking at his angel with disbelief
and sorrow. He slowly shook his head as he gently ran one hand along her hair, brushing a few strands
away from her face. Mizore shook her head and took a step towards him, slowly reaching out for him
while she struggled to speak.
"Dark, please… it's not-"
"GET AWAY FROM HER!" he roared as he looked up to her with furious eyes. Mizore froze in
place, staring at Dark with total shock as her lollipop dropped from her open mouth. Not once had he
ever yelled at her, or shown her such anger before. Her heart skipped a beat as she trembled with tears
forming in her eyes.
"Arial!" Complica cried out as she ran over to her friend. The other boys quickly grabbed their
towels and covered themselves up before getting out of the bath, all of them watching Dark carefully as
he was growling at Mizore.
"How DARE you attack her like that!" Dark yelled out. Mizore stared at him as her throat dried
up, words failing her as she saw the sheer amount of anger coming from him.
"I… she… but…" she squeaked out.

"Dark, you don't understand, Arial-" Kokoa started before Dark shook his head with anger.
"There is no excuse for attacking her; I can't believe what I just saw. You of all people should
know how precious she is to me, and you mercilessly beat her down to an inch of her life in front of
me!" he yelled out with fury. Mizore stared at him with wide eyes and an open mouth, her body freezing
in place as she tried to form a single word in her defense. Dark shook his head with anger then stood up
while holding the angel in his arms. He showed a frustrated expression as he looked at Arial, the girl's
arms and wings hanging down limp.
"I'm taking her to the infirmary to get looked over," he said, the concern and anger evident in
his voice. He then looked to Mizore as he held Arial close to him.
"I'll deal with you and your actions later Mizore," he said sternly. Mizore just continued to stare
at him, rendered speechless as she felt her legs wobble. Dark then ran Arial out of the room quickly, the
now unconscious snow angel being held securely in his arms. Complica quickly ran after them, crying out
Arial's name with worry. After they left everybody looked over to Mizore, the snow maiden staring at
where Dark had vanished with a devastated expression.
"Dark… please…" she breathed out. Slowly she dropped down onto her knees, whimpering while
shaking her head.
"What have I done? I… I attacked his guardian angel… right in front of him," she said with tears
forming in her eyes. Apoch looked at her with disbelief and shook her head.
"Ms. Mizore… how could you? You nearly wiped Ms. Arial's soul from existence in your anger,
attacked her right before Dark's eyes. What were you thinking?" she asked franticly.
"Are you kidding? I'd say Arial had that coming for a while now, she almost killed Mizore
yesterday, remember?" Kurumu argued while crossing her arms in discontent. Mizore choked back a sob
and shook her head.
"I couldn't take it anymore… I… I couldn't control myself. She wouldn't listen, she wouldn't back
off, she just wouldn't let him go, I had to stop her," she said quietly. Moka and Sun walked over to her as
the snow maiden looked down with heartbroken eyes.
"I lost my patience with her… I just lost it… and I attacked her with my all. I just wanted her to
leave Dark alone; I didn't mean to hurt her so badly… I just wanted her to leave him alone!" she cried
out before breaking down into tears, holding her hands to her face as she sobbed. Moka and Sun knelt
down on either side of her, both gently holding the girl as she cried out of sorrow.
"Oh god, what have I done?" Mizore cried out as she shook her head. The other girls looked over
to the boys, all of them showing worried expressions as well.
"Oh man, what do we do now?" Gin asked looking around at the group.
"I'd say we get dressed first, and then deal with yet another issue before us. I think it goes
without saying that bath time is over," Leon said shaking his head.

"Yeah, something tells me this is just the tip of the iceberg for today's problems," Render said
looking to Mizore, the snow girl crying softly while holding her hands to her face. Mizore trembled as
she felt her heart ache at what she did in front of Dark.
'Dark, please, forgive me.'
eyes.

Moka and Sun helped Mizore stand back up, the snow girl crying and looking down with closed

"Let's go Mizore; we'll get you cleaned up as well. Then you're going to have to have to tell Dark
the truth about Arial," Moka said softly. Mizore looked to her with fearful eyes and shook her head.
"No, I can't do that to him, it'll destroy him inside. Please, you can't say a word to him about
her," she shakily pleaded.
"He needs to know why you nearly beat that angel to death just now, you can't keep covering
this up," Moka said shaking her head.
"Moka's right Mizore, Dark needs to know the truth about Arial. It may hurt him, but if you don't
come clean about it then you may lose him forever," Ruby said worriedly.
"You don't understand, you don't know how much Arial means to him," Mizore argued while
shaking her head.
"Who matters more, Arial or you?" Kurumu asked softly. Mizore looked over to her as the
succubus showed a sympathetic expression.
"We all know how much Arial means to him, she's like a perfect angel in his eyes. But if you
don't say anything Dark's going to think you really did try to kill her. He loves you frosty, but if you don't
give him a reason why you attacked her, then he... he might not want you to be his wife anymore," she
said with remorse. Mizore looked at her with sorrowful eyes then down, fearing that she may never get
to wear that ring again as things stood now.
"It's going to kill him inside to know the truth," Apoch said worriedly.
"If he isn't told the truth then he may leave Mizore altogether, he needs to know what Arial is
really like," Ruby reasoned. Moka sighed and shook her head.
"Either you tell him yourself, or we will Mizore. This can't go on, he needs to know and
somebody needs to put an end to this obsession of Arial's. One way or another, it has to stop," she said
with exasperation. Mizore looked at her with worried eyes then towards the doorway.
eyes.

"But… I…" she said softly. The others watched her worriedly as she looked down with closed

"Alright, I'll… tell him the truth. Just please, none of you say a word about it until then, hopefully
hearing it from me… won't be as painful to him," she said softly. The others nodded as Mizore shook her
head slowly.
"There's no way I can resolve this without hurting him, is there?" she asked before looking to
Moka. The vampire glanced to the doorway then back to her with a remorseful expression.
"I'm sorry, but it's either he finds out the truth about Arial, or he hates you for attacking his
guardian angel. Either way, he's going to be hurting inside, there's no avoiding it now. Tell him the truth;
let him know why you fought back against her and what really happened yesterday. If anybody can stop
Arial's crusade for his heart, it's him," Moka said hopefully. Mizore nodded then looked towards the
doorway again with worried eyes.
"We'll go get changed and meet up with you girls outside when you're ready," Rason said while
looking down while rubbing the back of his head. The group nodded and started to slowly disperse, with
the girls walking back through the broken wall towards their bathing room to go get changed while the
boys started to walk out of theirs. As they did Ahakon walked over to the bath and looked down at the
water.
"Never a dull moment," he said quietly to himself as he waved his hand to the side, causing a
rippling wave of water to roll away from him with his magic. He watched the ripples and reflected light
dance around the bath before they calmed down, with the water's reflection then showing Ran standing
next to him. He looked up to see her watching him curiously.
"Ran?" he asked. The siren glanced around, seeing nobody else was in the room now, then back
to Ahakon with a careful eye.
"Ahakon… were you… were you in my room last night?" she asked curiously. Ahakon looked at
her for a moment then jumped a bit while waving his hands around in front of him.
"What? No no, you were just dreaming about me, really," he pleaded quickly. Ran looked at him
with a raised eyebrow. Ahakon stammered something while shaking his head.
"No, no I wasn't, that… you… um…" he said nervously. Ran looked at him with wonder then
gently held a hand to her lips.
"That kiss… it was real, you really were in my room last night, weren't you?" she asked. Ahakon
looked around quickly then back to the siren. After a pause he sighed and looked down while nodding.
"Yes, I was," he said softly. Ran stared at him with amazement as he looked back up to her.
"I'm sorry, I overheard you calling out my name, so I thought you were awake and I came into
your room. But you were just dreaming, talking in your sleep. I was going to leave before you woke up,
and Yukari was out in the hall, I didn't want you freaking out and causing scene, so… I panicked," he said
with remorse. Ran looked at the mage with wonder then glanced down to her hands as she kept them
over her chest.

"Then… why did you hold me down… so forcibly?" she asked with a small blush forming.
"I didn't want Yukari finding out I was in there and getting the wrong idea. You were going to
scream and cause a scene, so… I had to… stop you. I'm sorry, I didn't mean to scare you like that, I was
just concerned when I heard you calling out my name," he explained with remorse. Ran showed a
curious expression then looked down with gentle eyes.
"Then what you said to me… about us… that wasn't my imagination, it was real," she said
quietly. Ahakon nodded and looked at her with a sympathetic expression.
"I'm sorry Ran. I do care about you, but I'm with Yukari, and you need to understand that that's
how it needs to stay," he said gently. Ran turned to face him, slowly kneeling down and looking at him
with watery eyes behind her glasses. Ahakon looked down with closed eyes and shook his head.
"Please don't cry Ran," he said quietly. Ran looked at him with saddened eyes for a moment
then glanced over behind him. After a pause she looked back to Ahakon curiously.
"Ahakon, can you at least tell me one thing? Honestly?" she asked softly. Ahakon looked back to
her as she showed a longing gaze while looking into his eyes.
"When you kissed me last night, did it at least feel good for you?" she asked hopefully. Ahakon
stuttered something as she tilted her head.
"It felt so magical for me, but… was it at least enjoyable for you? I wasn't horrible with it, was I?"
she asked worriedly, slowly wiping a tear away from her eye. Ahakon hesitated then slowly shook his
head with a sympathetic smile.
"It wasn't bad, you're not a horrible kisser," he said gently.
"WHAT?" Yukari cried out from behind. Ahakon looked over to see Yukari staring at him with
shock and tears forming in her eyes.
"You… you kissed her last night?" she cried out while shaking her head.
"Yukari! What? No, wait, I can explain!" Ahakon said while waving his hands around in front of
him. Ran looked at him innocently then down as she glanced away.
"Ahakon…" Yukari said shakily as she started to break down, holding her hands close to her
chest as she shook her head.
"Yukari, it's not what it sounds like, I can explain," Ahakon pleaded urgently.
"How could you, how could you Ahakon? Is that what you were doing when I found you walking
around last night, were you sneaking into her room to make out with her?" Yukari accused while starting
to cry.
"No!" Ahakon cried out.

"Yes," Ran said softly, with both Ahakon and Yukari looking to her with surprise.
"Ran!" Ahakon shouted out. Ran looked at him with a timid expression.
"But you did, you came into my room and held me down, then you kissed me, you even
admitted it," she reasoned softly.
"You did WHAT?" Yukari cried out with shock. Ahakon looked back to her and shook his head
while stammering something incoherently.
"How could you Ahakon, how could you sneak around behind my back with her?" Yukari yelled
out while shaking her head. She growled furiously then looked at Ahakon with frustration and tears in
her eyes, slowly holding up her wand as it glowed softly.
"Yukari, wait, it's not what it sounds like, honest!" Ahakon pleaded again.
"You… you… YOU JERK!" Yukari yelled out as she held her wand up high.
BANG!
Ahakon dropped down with a thud from a golden washtub hitting him on the head, the boy and
basin collapsing down onto the floor as Ran looked at him with worry. Yukari screamed and then ran off,
her crying echoing out slightly before vanishing. Ahakon groaned as he started to sit up, holding a hand
to his head as he wearily looked over to where his girlfriend had ran off.
"Yukari, wait!" he called out weakly. He started to get up before Ran grabbed hold and pulled
him closer from behind. He looked back to seeing her watching him worriedly while holding him close,
his head resting against her chest as she slowly shook her head.
"Ran, what are you doing, I need to go after her!" he cried out.
"Why? So she can just hit you on the head again with her magic? So she can feed you more
horrible and disgusting meals that could possibly kill you? She doesn't love you like I do Ahakon; she
couldn't possibly love you more than I. You're everything to me, my hero and so much more. Please,
stay with me," she pleaded while holding him from around his chest.
"Stop this Ran, I need to talk to her, I need to explain what really happened," Ahakon said as he
struggled to get free.
"No! I love you Ahakon! I love you!" Ran cried out desperately while holding him close, shaking
her head as she whimpered while her body trembled. Ahakon tried to break free still, his thrashing
becoming slower and weaker as he closed his eyes while looking down with a strained expression. His
girlfriend had run off heartbroken, the cries of the siren holding him were all that he could hear, and this
was just the start of the day for him.
He knew it was only going to get worse.

Chapter 18
Painful Truth
Sitting at a table in the cafeteria Falla and Rin were eating their breakfast, both of them keeping
quiet as it was nearly silent in the large hall within Yokai Academy. There were a few students spread
about at certain tables making small talk, however it was mostly depressing conversations about
possibly being trapped in the monster world forever or the humans coming to wipe them all out. A few
rays of sunlight were coming through the windows as Falla and Rin ate peacefully, with Rin tapping her
headphones every few minutes to remember where she was and who she was eating breakfast with.
"Those things really are on the fritz, aren't they?" Falla asked as Rin blinked a few times and
looked around with a puzzled expression. After a pause Rin held one of the earpieces with her hand and
nodded.
"Yeah, they keep cutting out randomly, it's really getting annoying," she complained, then
started to hold some noodles up to her mouth before shaking her head again with an annoyed
expression. She looked at the food for a moment then resumed eating.
"I almost forgot what I was eating even, I wish I could get these darn things fixed," she muttered
with defeat.
"Isn't there anybody here that can look at them for you?" Falla asked. Rin shook her head while
looking down at her food with a remorseful expression.
"Dark managed to fix them the best he could, but this was all he could do with them after they
were nearly destroyed," she said regrettably. Falla nodded then looked down as well. Rin hit her
headphones with an annoyed grunt then set down her chopsticks.
"Damn things. Hey, you guys mentioned Pandora's Box can grant wishes, right?" she asked. Falla
glanced to her and nodded again.
"So then couldn't we open that box and wish for my mind to be cured?" Rin asked curiously.
Falla looked at the headphones for a moment then shrugged.
"I suppose that could be done, but we're going to use the first wish to go after my sister when
everybody comes back, we need the keys to save her," she said softly, trying to hold onto hope that
Luna wasn't being raped by the monsters in the darkness yet.
"But couldn't we go and open it before they get back? You have all the keys; can't we just make
a wish quick so I can cure myself?" Rin asked worriedly. Falla looked at her for a moment then down
again.
"It's not that simple Rin, trust me. Besides, it's dangerous to open the box alone. All the worst
monsters of the world are sealed away in that thing, we'll be in for a serious fight before any wish can be
made," she reasoned.

"But you all said it was ok to open didn't you? So why can't we do it ourselves first? I mean, I can
charm anything that comes out and you have your time magic again don't you?" Rin asked curiously.
"We said it was ok because it's our only chance at saving my sister, despite how dangerous it will
be. And Ceal is an experienced hunter with opening it, he knows what to expect and how to defeat what
comes out, he managed to defeat what came out of it last time. We need to wait for them to come with
us; we can't risk damn-… um…" Falla said before cutting herself off, glancing to Rin cautiously as the
siren watched her curiously.
again.

"Can't risk damn what?" she asked. Falla hesitated for a moment before quickly looking down

"Uh… never mind. The point is we need their help with opening it, we have to wait until they get
back," she said assuredly. Rin showed a saddened expression and tapped her headphones again.
"But what if they… what if they can't come back? What if I'll never see my sister again, or you
with your boyfriend?" Rin asked worriedly. Falla closed her eyes and lowered her head, praying that her
friends and loved one would find a way back to her somehow.
"We don't have a choice Rin, we have to wait, it's all we can do now," Falla said with remorse.
Rin looked down with sorrow for a moment then jumped a bit.
Falla.

"Hey, you guys mentioned Pandora's Box can grant wishes, right?" she asked looking back to

"Did you forget that already?" Falla asked with sympathy. Rin shook her head and looked
towards the window.
"No, at least… not yet, but what if we used the wish to open the gateway for them?" she asked
hopefully. Falla looked at her with wonder as the siren smiled at her.
"If it can grant any wish, then we could wish for an open gateway into the human world, we
could bring them back ourselves," she said with a bright smile. Falla sighed and shook her head.
"Again, we can't open it ourselves, it's too dangerous. Even with my magic unsealed there's no
telling exactly what we'll be up against when it opens, we need our friends for support," she reasoned.
"But what if they can't find a way back by themselves? My sister is trapped in that world, so are
your friends. Your boyfriend even, don't you want to bring him back?" Rin asked worriedly.
"Of course I do Rin, it's just… opening the box without Ceal here isn't a very smart thing to do,
trust me," Falla said shaking her head.
"Why not? We have to try, what if we're their only way of getting back here? If we don't wish for
that gateway to be opened again we might never see them again," Rin said with concern.

"She has a point," a girl's voice said from next to them. Falla looked over to seeing a girl sitting
on the table near her, causally looking around with a bored expression. She wore black sandals, a dark
blue miniskirt with black swirls around it, a white sleeveless shirt, and gray fingerless gloves. Her hair
was silver colored with thin streaks of black running through it, held in two long messy pigtails with dark
blue ribbons. She was the same height as Yukari, with her left eye being yellow while her right was blue.
She glanced over to Falla with a smirk and nodded.
"It would be an awful waste for you not to use those keys, especially when you already know
exactly what you want to wish for," she said with a shrug.
"What? Who are you, how do you know about the keys?" Falla asked carefully. Rin looked over
in the direction of the new girl then back to Falla.
"Who are you talking to?" she asked. Falla looked at her confusedly then over to the new girl,
who was leaning back playfully and shifting side to side casually.
"She can't hear or see me, after all, you're the only one who has all my keys," she said with a
twinkle in her eye. Falla looked at her carefully while slowly moving her hand down to her pocket,
feeling the four keys to the legendary artifact at her side.
"Your keys?" she asked quietly. The girl nodded as she looked at Falla with a smug grin. Rin
looked around puzzled then back to Falla.
"Um, are you ok? Whose keys?" she asked. Falla glanced to her then back to the new girl.
smile.

"Who… are you?" she asked cautiously. The girl giggled and leaned closer to Falla with a coy

"Why, I'm the one who can grant any wish you desire my dear little girl. Anything you wish, so
long as you open my lovely little box for me," she said with a wink. Falla looked at her carefully then
showed a bit of surprise.
"Pandora?" she said quietly. Pandora giggled and nodded as she leaped up onto the table, her
body seeming to weigh nothing as she floated up and touched down on the table gently before giving a
graceful bow.
"At your service. I couldn't help but overhear your little plight, such a bad thing to be separated
from somebody who you love so dearly," she said looking back to Falla with a saddened smile. Falla
looked at the girl with wonder while Rin glanced over to match her eye line then back to Falla.
"Should… I get the nurse?" Rin asked worriedly. Falla shook her head as she pointed to
something that Rin couldn't see.
"Pandora, she's… it's…" she stuttered. Rin raised an eyebrow before Falla shook her head and
looked down to her pocket.

"Are you alright Falla?" Rin asked. Falla looked to her then over to Pandora, the girl smiling
curiously at her.
"Don't you want to see him again? Don't you want to bring him home so you can give him lots of
kisses?" she asked sweetly. Falla stared at the girl with wonder and disbelief, questioning if her
dementia was returning. She glanced to Rin then back to Pandora while slowly reaching into her pocket
and bringing out the four keys. Rin looked at her puzzled as the chronofly set the keys down on the
table.
"Rin, hold your hand on these with me," Falla said cautiously. Rin looked at her with confusion
then to the keys.
"Why?" she asked.
"Because… you have to see this," Falla said carefully. Rin looked over to where Falla was staring
with wonder then back to the keys. After a pause she shrugged then reached out and rested her hand
on the keys, with Falla then holding her hand gently.
"Ok, now wha-" Rin said looking over to the side, freezing in place while seeing a girl standing on
the table smiling at her.
"Hey," Pandora said with a twitch of her eyebrow. Rin blinked then screamed as she pointed to
the girl, drawing the attention of others in the cafeteria.
"Wha… who… who are you?" Rin cried out. Pandora giggled then moved down onto her hands
and knees, crawling closer to Rin with a calm smile.
"You don't need to shout, I can hear you just fine my troubled siren. Such a shame, having your
mind cursed with such a bad spell, I'm sorry about your difficulties," she said with a sad smile. Rin looked
at her with wonder then over to Falla. Falla glanced around, seeing other students staring at them
before minding their own business again, then looked back to the new girl with awe. Pandora giggled
and rolled onto her back, her body phasing through the trays of food as if she were a ghost.
"You know, I could help you, both of you actually. It's kind of what I do after all, I'm a merciful
guardian of desire," Pandora said holding a hand out and examining her fingernails casually. Falla and
Rin looked at each other with wonder then back to Pandora.
"You're… you're the one who made that box, aren't you?" Falla asked softly. Pandora blinked
then glanced to her with annoyance.
"No, I did not make that infernal pris-… I mean, yes, I did," she said, quickly showing a bright
smile again. With a playful giggle she rolled over and landed down next to Falla, leaning against her
elbow on the table while tilting her head curiously.
"It's sort of a little chest of wonders of mine, with the power to grant you any wish you desire,"
she said with a purr. Falla looked at her carefully then narrowed her eyes.

"A chest of wonders filled with monsters that were sealed away by the Almighty himself. We
know what's really inside that box," she said firmly. Pandora giggled then licked her lips.
"Now you're just splitting hairs. Tell me, what is the one thing you want more than anything? I
heard two desires from each of you, but I can't tell which is more important," she said playfully. Falla
and Rin watched her carefully as the girl looked up thoughtfully.
"You wish to seek your sister, in a far away world, to rescue her and bring her back home safely.
But you also seem to desire your friends and boyfriend to return to you, who are all trapped in the
human world. My my, which wish is more precious to you?" she asked looking back to Falla. Falla
showed a frustrated expression for a moment then looked down with worry.
"Well… both," she said softly.
"Sorry, no can do. One wish is all that can be granted should you open the box, I cannot do two,"
Pandora said shaking her head. Falla looked back to her with a careful eye as Pandora glanced over to
Rin.
"And you, you desire to have your memory restored, for that pesky spell over your mind to be
removed forever. That, and you wish to see your sister again, the one who is also trapped in the human
world, correct?" she asked curiously. Rin nodded while looking down with worry. Pandora smirked and
shook her head again.
"Well, I'm sorry, but opening the box will only grant one of those wishes. I cannot do more than
that, no matter how touching the desire may be," she said gently. Rin looked at her with pleading eyes.
"But… can you at least bring my sister back to me? I'll settle for that, really. I don't mind living
like this, just please bring her back safely," she begged. Pandora smiled and gently held out a hand onto
theirs, although the girls couldn't feel anything touching them.
"So caring and loving to your own kin, I can respect that in others. If you open my box then I can
bring her back to you," she said softly.
"No, you can't," Falla said narrowing her eyes at the girl. Pandora and Rin looked to her curiously
as she shook her head.
"Ceal told me about the limitations of your wishes, how you can't transfer a living being from
different worlds. You could create a body that looked like Rin's sister, but it would be an empty shell, a
lifeless doll and nothing more," Falla accused harshly. Rin looked to Pandora worriedly as the girl
showed an annoyed expression.
"Ceal? Ceal Erres? Oh yes, him. I know that boy, very well, very well indeed. Actually I've gotten
to know his whole family, one relative after another, all with the same desire that never seems to be
met. I know that name very well now. How is he doing by the way, is he still chasing after that silly
dragon?" Pandora asked with a sly smile.

anger.

"Yeah, he is. Especially now that he's cursed to because of your damned wish," Falla said with

"My wish? No no, it was his wish girl. I granted exactly what he requested, if he isn't satisfied
with it he should have been more specific about his wish, after all, I'm not a mind reader," Pandora
laughed with a cruel smile.
"Ceal was right, you twist whatever wish is made around just to screw with those that open your
box. You're nothing but a liar, a deceptive little rat," Falla growled. Pandora giggled and looked at her
amusingly.
"That's not very nice to say such things so wrongly. I only did what was asked of me, just as I
always have by those who open my box. Besides, if you're so mad at me and don't like me, then why are
you holding onto all of my keys? Why are you hoping to open the box yourself if you don't want me to
grant you a wish?" she asked with a smirk. Falla growled then looked down at the keys with a glare.
"We need them; I need them to save my sister. But you won't be twisting that wish around, I
won't let you ruin my only chance of getting her back," she declared looking back to Pandora with
discontent. Pandora laughed and shook her head.
"I'm not a bad girl my dear, no need for such trivial threats, and if you know exactly what you
want then by all means come and claim it. The keys are all in your possession, the wish is yours so go
and make it," she said waving her towards the nearby door. Falla narrowed her eyes and shook her
head.
"We're waiting for our friends to return, so we can all go together. We know about what will
come out of that box when we open it, all those accused, wretched, vile monsters that-"
"DON'T YOU DARE TALK ABOUT MY LOVELIES LIKE THAT!" Pandora roared, her voice causing
Falla and Rin to jump with surprise. It was as if the Almighty himself had shouted at them, her voice
echoing in their heads to a deafening degree. Pandora glared at Falla with cold eyes, causing a horrible
chill to run down the chronofly's spine. Extreme fear and dread washed over Falla and Rin as they saw
Pandora's rage, both girls feeling their mouths quivering.
"What… what are you?" Rin breathed out fearfully. Falla stared at Pandora speechless, stunned
that she felt even more terrified than when a chrono wraith was trying to devour her alive.
'I… I can't stop shaking… what the hell is she?'
"Don't you ever speak about my lovely babies like that again, do you hear me?" Pandora
growled with malice. Falla breathed out something, unable to form any audible words. Rin started to cry
softly, staring at Pandora with absolute fright.
"What are you?" Falla asked shakily. Pandora growled then leaned in closer to her, with Falla
feeling like death itself was breathing on her.

"I am Pandora, the goddess of chaos and calamity. I can grant any wish you desire, I can break
the laws of time and space if need be. Should you wish to be immortal, you shall live forever. Should you
wish to be rich, you'll have more gold than you could possibly know what to do with in any number of
lifetimes. Should you wish to be powerful, you'll be a god amongst all others. I can grant you the
impossible, I can bestow upon you the inconceivable, I am the ultimate treasure to seek in this pitiful
world, I am all that is horrible and beautiful with fortune itself," she declared, her voice causing Falla and
Rin to freeze in place. Pandora smiled coldly and slowly reached over to Falla, holding her ethereal hand
near the girl's cheek. Falla felt her heart stop as the chaotic god gazed into her eyes, the world around
them seeming to fade away as an overwhelming sense of fear filled Falla and Rin's minds.
"You wish to see your beloved sister again, don't you?" Pandora asked coldly. Falla only
squeaked out a small response as she trembled before the chaotic god. Pandora smiled wickedly as she
leaned in closer.
"I can be a merciful god to those who seek me, granting any desire you may have. You want me
to be your shining ray of hope, your golden opportunity to bring those you cherish close to you once
again. I can do that, I can grant you that and so much more my dear girl," she said softly. Falla
whimpered as her hand over the keys trembled on the table. Rin slowly shook her head as she prayed
for her headphones to glitch out again, so she wouldn't remember seeing the terrifying specter that was
likely going to be giving her new nightmares now.
"Please… stop..." Falla said quietly. Pandora giggled, her voice echoing out in Falla's mind.
"With the turn of four keys, you can see her again. You know you need me, you want me to
help, and I can do that for you. All you have to do… is open my box," Pandora said with a cold smile, her
eyes giving off a faint glow. Falla breathed out slowly, the chaotic god's cold expression sending chills
down her spine. It was almost like looking into the eyes of Alucard himself, the chronofly feeling nothing
but sheer evil coming from the young looking girl. Falla trembled then quickly yanked her hand away
from the keys, throwing them off the table as she shut her eyes tightly. Rin watched with surprise as the
keys dropped onto the floor, along with Pandora's image vanishing instantly. Falla tried to steady her
breathing then looked down to the keys on the floor.
"Oh… my… god," Falla said quietly.
"What… what just happened?" Rin asked while shaking her head. Falla caught her breath then
looked down with a hand held to her head.
"I've never been so frightened in my whole life, what the hell was she?" she shakily asked.
"That… that's Pandora? That's her box we're planning to open? Maybe… maybe we shouldn't
open that box, ever. Never ever," Rin said fearfully. Falla slowly knelt down next to the table and started
to pick up the keys. She grabbed hold of three and reached out for the fourth, stopping herself before
slowly retracting her hand. After a quick glance to the keys in her hand she set them down on the table
then picked up the last key, making sure not to have them all in her possession at the same time.
"The goddess of chaos and calamity, Pandora. I've never felt anything like that before, it was… it
was like I was staring at death itself," Falla said softly as she sat back down at the table, looking at the

key in her hand with wonder. Even though Pandora only appeared as an ethereal apparition, her mere
presence when angered was overwhelming.
'That wasn't a normal monster, wasn't anything like a monster of any class. She… she's not a
monster at all, she's an actual goddess.'
"Maybe we shouldn't open that box after all, that girl scares the hell out of me, way worse than
your boyfriend's tentacle pet," Rin whimpered while shaking her head. Falla showed a worried
expression as she looked at the key in her hand.
"But… we need the wish to go after Luna. It's our only way of saving her from the darkness. And
Ceal said he's opened it before, he managed to kill what came out just like everyone in his family did.
Ceal…" she said before looking back to Rin.
"She knew him, she remembers your boyfriend," Rin said worriedly.
"Yeah, something tells me Ceal knows all about her as well. Knowing my boyfriend though I
doubt Pandora scared him at all," Falla said looking back at the key with a careful eye. After a moment's
pause she handed the key towards Rin.
wildly.

"Here, you hold onto this one, I'll keep the others with me," she said before Rin shook her head

"I'm not touching that thing; it's giving me the creeps just looking at it. I don't want to see that…
that… whatever she was again," she said fearfully.
"You won't, as long as the keys aren't all together. I'll keep three with me and you hang onto this
one, as long as they're separated… hopefully she won't show up again," Falla said looking at the key
worriedly.
"No way, I'm not holding onto that thing. I don't want anything to do with Pandora's Box
anymore, whatever that girl was seemed just as bad as my old master. I don't want anything to do with
her at all," Rin said holding her hands up defensively. Falla shook her head impatiently then grabbed
Rin's hand, placing the key into it and closing the siren's fingers around it.
"There, see? No visions or anything. Just hold onto it alright?" Falla said while Rin stared at the
key with wide eyes and a pale expression. She glanced around fearfully then gulped and nodded slowly
while Falla put the other three keys back into her pocket.
"But… what do we do now?" Rin asked shakily while still staring at the key with fright. Falla
sighed then looked to the windows with worried eyes.
"We pray that Ceal and the others can get back here soon. I really need him right now, in more
ways than one," she said softly. Rin nodded as she reluctantly put the key into her pocket, trying to calm
her mind and heart before it burst out of her chest. She looked down with a worried expression for a
moment then back to Falla.

"Should we tell Kyouko about this?" she asked softly. Falla shook her head and glanced to her.
"I'd rather we didn't, you know how easily she scares. If she knew about… this right now, she
might have another freak-out," she said with concern. Rin glanced to the side then pointed at
something.
"I think she's already freaking out about something though," she said as Falla looked over to the
side. They saw Kyouko racing outside along the building in a panic along with a few other adult faculty
members, with somebody being carried on a stretcher. The human girl was saying something urgently to
the three with her, with Ms. Nekonome and Ms. Ririko being among them along with a third female
teacher.
"Kyouko? What's going on out there?" Falla asked as she and Rin stood up quickly. The two girls
ran out of the cafeteria and saw Kyouko and the others racing down the hall further away from them.
Falla and Rin ran after them, with Kyouko and the others not seeming to notice them. As the two girls
started to catch up to them they saw the group heading into the infirmary with Kyouko calling out
something in a panic.
"Kyouko! Hey, what's going on?" Rin called out. She and Falla got to the door and looked inside
to seeing Ms. Nekonome and Ms. Ririko running around quickly along with the other female teacher,
and with Kyouko standing by a bed that had a sheet pulled over in front of it. Kyouko looked over to
Falla and Rin then jumped in surprise, then quickly darted over in front of the sheet and pulled it over
slightly as the two ran up to her.
"Kyouko? What happened, what are they doing?" Falla asked as the three teachers ran over
behind the sheet to look at their patient.
"What? Oh, um… somebody… was hurt, so I-… they… brought him here," Kyouko said hesitantly
while glancing back to the sheet.
"Somebody was hurt? Who?" Rin asked puzzled.
"Oh my, meow. He's in horrible condition, there's blood everywhere," Ms. Nekonome said
worriedly. The three girls looked back to the sheet, only seeing the silhouettes of the teachers standing
around the bed.
"Where are the nurses and doctor that are supposed to be here?" Ms. Ririko shouted out at the
other teacher.
"I'm sorry, they're not here at the moment; I was the only one stationed here for today. But…
I'm just an assistant, I'm not… ready for something like this," the woman said shakily while looking down
at the bed.
"Oh no, is he going to be ok?" Kyouko asked quickly, peeking in from around the sheet.
"Who's going to be ok? Who is that?" Falla asked as she started to move towards the sheet.
Kyouko jumped back and shook her head while holding her arms out to her sides.

"Nobody, it's nobody Falla, just… somebody I found outside," she said nervously. Falla looked at
her puzzled while Kyouko smiled weakly.
"If it's nobody you know then how come you're so worried about him?" Falla asked.
"Worried? I'm not worried, who said I was worried?" Kyouko asked franticly.
"Get something to ease his pain, move! And you, get some bandages, he's losing a lot of blood,"
Ms. Ririko called out. Ms. Nekonome ran over to the cabinet and started to get a syringe, quickly filling it
with a clear liquid while Kyouko looked back behind the sheet.
"Oh god, Ta-… I mean…" she shakily said, glancing back to Falla as the other teacher ran over to
get some bandages from a nearby drawer. Falla and Rin looked at Kyouko carefully then to the sheet.
"Kyouko, who is that?" Falla asked cautiously. Kyouko stammered something as she looked back
to the patient while Ms. Nekonome ran over with a syringe. Falla darted over and yanked the sheet
aside, with her and Rin gasping as they saw Talon lying on the bed. His wings and blades were still
extended out, with him appearing to be unconscious. Blood was dripping down one of his arms that was
hanging over the bed, the drops trickling off his wraith blade while his shirt was cut up and bloodied as
well.
"What the… the Fairy Tale killer!" Falla shouted out. The teachers all looked to her with surprise
as Falla pointed to Talon with a shocked expression.
"Wait Falla, don't hurt him, please!" Kyouko pleaded loudly, jumping in front of Falla and
holding her arm.
"Fairy Tale… killer?" Ms. Nekonome asked looking down to Talon. Suddenly Talon's eyes
opened, glancing around quickly as he came to his senses. Everybody looked to him as he quickly looked
around franticly, his expression of surprise and frustration. He glanced over to see Ms. Nekonome
holding a syringe near him, the boy then quickly rolling off the bed and darting behind her. In a flash he
grabbed her from around the waist and held another blade up to her throat, holding the stunned
teacher from behind while looking around quickly.
"Talon stop!" Kyouko cried out.
"Wait, please!" Ms. Nekonome cried out as she was held firmly by the boy, his blade resting
against her throat as she trembled with fear.
"Let her go now!" Falla shouted out as she tried to push aside Kyouko. The human held onto her
arm and shook her head.
"No Falla, don't attack him, please!" she begged.
"Let her go this instant," Ms. Ririko demanded as she watched Talon with narrowed eyes. The
other teacher trembled in fear, having frozen in place as she watched the boy hold Ms. Nekonome

captive. Talon looked around while breathing heavily, his arm still bleeding while Ms. Nekonome
whimpered in fear.
"Get off me Kyouko, how could you bring that monster here? He's a goddamned murderer!"
Falla yelled as Kyouko wrestled with her, the human not letting the chronofly go so she could shift into
time.
"Please, he was hurt, he needed help! Don't hurt him Falla, he's not evil!" Kyouko begged.
"He's going to kill her!" Falla yelled out. Kyouko shook her head and looked back to Talon.
"It's ok Talon, they were just trying to help you; they're not going to hurt you!" she called out.
Talon looked to her intently while holding his blade firmly, his wings twitching a bit behind him. He
glanced around quickly to the others while they watched him carefully.
"Easy boy, she was just getting you something to help ease your pain," Ms. Ririko said cautiously
while slowly holding a hand out to him. Talon held Ms. Nekonome firmly while breathing heavily,
looking around at everybody franticly as he backed up with her.
"Please… I wasn't going to hurt you," Ms. Nekonome said softly.
"It's ok Talon, they're going to help you, it's ok!" Kyouko called out. Falla struggled to push her
off then watched Talon with frustration while Rin was watching with worried eyes. Talon glanced to Ms.
Nekonome then to the needle. Kyouko glanced to it then quickly shook her head.
"Drop the syringe Ms. Nekonome, he doesn't want you to give him anything," she ordered. The
teacher quickly let go of the needle, holding her hands up defensively as Talon watched her carefully.
Falla glanced to Kyouko then back to Talon as she tried to yank free again.
"Where am I?" Talon demanded.
"You're at Yokai Academy, in the infirmary room where they treat the students here. I found you
out by the cliffs, you were severely wounded. I was worried about you, so I got them to bring you here
to help you," Kyouko explained.
"Kyouko, let me go, now," Falla hushed out while glancing to her.
"Only if you swear you won't hurt him," Kyouko said looking over to her with a stern expression.
Falla looked to her with disbelief.
"He's going to kill her, let me go now Kyouko," she said expectantly. Kyouko looked to Talon
then back to Falla with worry.
"If you harm a hair on his head I'll never forgive you," she said softly. Falla looked at her with
surprise then back to Talon. Kyouko slowly let go of Falla's arm, the chronofly glancing to her as the
human held her hand out slowly towards Talon.

"Please Talon, you're safe here. I swear, nobody is going to hurt you," she said gently. Talon
looked to her with a small glare while holding the teacher firmly still. Kyouko shook her head and
gestured around the room.
"This isn't like it was with Fairy Tale, they're not going to do anything bad to you here, I
promise," she said gently. Talon glanced to the teacher then back to Kyouko again, breathing heavily
through his nose as he wavered slightly. Ms. Nekonome closed her eyes and whimpered softly as she
felt the blade pressed against her throat.
"It's alright. Just calm down, and lower your weapon," Ms. Ririko said cautiously.
"It's ok Talon, please," Kyouko pleaded gently. Falla glanced to her with frustration then back to
Talon with narrowed eyes. Talon looked around the room then wavered slightly, taking a shaky breath
as he blinked a few times to clear his vision.
"You're not in any condition to be standing right now. Please, let us treat you," Ms. Ririko said
carefully. Talon glanced to her then back to Ms. Nekonome. Slowly he retracted his blade, the metallic
looking extension sliding back into his arm as he carefully let go of the teacher. Ms. Nekonome
scrambled away and looked back to him with fright while pressing against the cabinets. Talon looked
around wearily as he wavered off-balance.
"Talon, you're hurt. Please, let us help you," Kyouko said gently as she took a step closer to him.
Talon looked to her with a weary glance before dropping back, knocking over a table and collapsing
down next to the bed.
"Talon!" Kyouko cried out, running over to him along with Falla and Rin.
"What have you done Kyouko, why did you bring him here?" Falla demanded. Kyouko quickly
knelt down next to Talon and held his head up worriedly, looking at him gentle eyes.
"He's not bad, he's not," she said looking back to Falla.
"He nearly killed Ms. Nekonome!" Falla shouted out.
"He was scared, you know what doctors did to him in his past; he was reacting on instinct. He
didn't know that we were only trying to help," Kyouko reasoned while shaking her head. Falla looked at
her with a narrowed stare then to Talon, the boy out cold again while he was breathing quietly. Ms.
Ririko walked over to look at the boy carefully while the other teacher was trying to calm down Ms.
Nekonome from her ordeal. Kyouko looked down to Talon as she held him in her arms.
"Please, give him a chance, he's not evil," she said softly. Falla and Rin looked down to him, with
Falla breathing out with annoyance.
"When this turns around and bites us in the ass Kyouko, I'm blaming you," she said flatly.
Kyouko shook her head as she watched over the wounded boy.

"Talon… what did you get yourself into this time?" she asked quietly. Rin tapped her
headphones and blinked a few times, then jumped in surprise as she pointed to Talon.
"It's that guy again, the one with the wings!" she cried out. The teachers looked at her with
confusion while Falla merely rolled her eyes, the chronofly then looking towards the window with
worried eyes.
'Ceal, please come back to me. I really need you.'

Inside the infirmary within Fang Fang's family estate a few nurses were running around quickly
while a snow angel was lying on a bed, unconscious with blood dripping from her bruised jaw. Dark was
standing at her side watching his angel with worried eyes, holding her hand gently while her frosted
wings remained limp on the bed. A nurse ran over and started to clean the girl's mouth and face with a
wet cloth while another opened her eye and shined a light in it, getting only a small flicker from the iris.
"Arial…" Dark said in a pained voice, feeling heartache from both seeing his angel like this and
having watched his fiancée mercilessly beat the angel into this state a little while ago. Arial groaned
quietly as the nurses tended to her injuries, while from the open doorway Mizore was peeking in. She
bit her lip lightly as she watched Dark guard his angel with heartbroken eyes. After a moment he looked
back to her with a narrowed glare, the snow maiden backing up quickly with a whimper realizing he
detected her presence. She stepped away from the door moments before Dark walked out, the demon
staring into her eyes with anger.
"Mizore… explain yourself right now!" he yelled out. Down the hall the group was listening from
around the corner, all dressed again in casual clothing. Fang Fang, Yukari, Ahakon, and Ran however
were not present while Complica had run off to try to find Ceal in hopes he could speed up Arial's
recovery. The rest had opted to follow Mizore and find out what would happen rather than wait outside
in the courtyard or try to explain to Fang Fang what just occurred in his home.
"Dark… I…" Mizore said quietly, feeling fright for the first time at seeing her fiancé glaring at her
with anger that she knew he would of course be showing.
From around the corner nearby the large group of monsters were glancing to each other with
worry, listening in to the conversation and waiting to see what would happen next.
"If he strikes her out of anger… I'm stepping in," Render said looking to Apoch carefully. The
witch shook her head while looking down with worry still.
"He won't, I don't believe it's in his power to willingly harm her. He has his code about always
treating women properly," she said softly.
"Dark won't hurt her… I hope," Moka said glancing to the corner. Ruby looked around quickly
then to Moka.
"Hey, where are Yukari and Ran?" she asked.

"Not sure, Ahakon's missing too," Rason said looking around curiously.
Mizore looked at Dark worriedly while holding her hands together down in front of her, fearing
how her demon would react to hearing what Arial was really like.
'I'm going to hurt him no matter what I do. Either he learns the horrible truth about Arial, or he
sees me as somebody who attacked his precious angel. Dark… I'm sorry.'
"Dark… the truth is…" Mizore said softly. Dark watched her with a narrowed stare, his anger
more than apparent. She hesitated for a moment then slowly shook her head.
"I need to tell you something, about Arial. I… didn't want to, I didn't want to tell you out of fear
how you might take it, what it would do to you," she said softly. Dark watched her carefully while
crossing his arms before him. Mizore took a slow breath then looked down with closed eyes.
"I wasn't shot yesterday," she said with remorse. Dark looked at her with a raised eyebrow while
Mizore's hands fidgeted slightly.
"What do you mean you weren't shot?" he asked sternly. Mizore looked to him with worry,
fearing what would happen next.
"I mean, I wasn't injured by a human soldier. I… the truth is…" she said, trailing off as she
struggled to form the words to continue. The group around the corner waited and listened closely, all
knowing Mizore was no doubt having trouble telling Dark the truth.
"The truth is what Mizore?" Dark demanded. Mizore sighed and looked at him with worried
eyes, slowly holding up her left hand. Dark glanced to it then to her carefully.
"Where's your ring?" he asked. Mizore glanced to the infirmary room door then back to Dark.
"Arial stole it from me last night Dark," she said shaking her head. Dark looked at her carefully
then glanced to the doorway.
"What do you mean she stole it?" he asked looking back to Mizore.
"Here we go…" Kurumu said closing her eyes.
Mizore walked towards Dark with a remorseful expression.
"I mean she stole it Dark. She doesn't want me marrying you, she… the truth is she's…" she said
before pausing, looking down with closed eyes while Dark watched her carefully.
"She's what?" he asked. Mizore rolled her lollipop over to the side of her mouth then looked
back to him.
"She's in love with you Dark," she said softly. Dark just looked at her with a careful eye, not
showing any further reaction. Mizore breathed out and looked down to her body.

"She's in love with you Dark, she always has been. She didn't want me marrying you, so…
yesterday when you were unconscious… she attacked me," she said softly. Dark looked at her with a
narrowed glance then back to the doorway.
"She attacked me, tore me apart in her rage. If it wasn't for Ceal I would have been dead back
there after what she did to me," Mizore said with remorse. Dark just looked back to her with a cold
stare. After a long silence Mizore looked back to him.
"She-"
"Enough!" Dark yelled out, with Mizore jumping back with a squeak.
"How dare you accuse her of such a thing, how dare you speak about Arial in such a way. First I
witness you beating her nearly out of existence then you approach me with such wild accusations about
her," Dark said walking up to her.
"But Dark, it's the truth, she's in love with you. She thinks you're her soul mate, she wants to be
your wife," Mizore pleaded.
"I said enough! I don't want to hear any more of your lies!" Dark shouted out. From around the
corner Moka and Kurumu ran out followed by the group.
"She's not lying Dark, it's the truth," Moka said shaking her head.
"Yeah, ask Gabriel, he'll tell you just how crazy Arial really is," Kurumu said waving over to
Gabriel. Dark looked to her with a glare, causing her to jump a bit.
"Don't you dare call her crazy!" he yelled out.
"Um, but she is dude," Render said with a shrug. Dark growled and glared at him, the
battlemage then tensing up with a cautious expression.
"Dark… it's true," Apoch said softly. Dark glanced to her as the witch shook her head.
"We're not lying to you, we were surprised and skeptical at first when we heard, but what Ms.
Mizore said is the truth. Ms. Arial tried to kill her yesterday, right in front of all of us," Apoch said
remorsefully.
"That's a lie. That's a lie!" Dark yelled out at her. Mizore whimpered and shook her head.
"You think I would lie to you? That we all would about this?" she asked softly. Dark looked back
to her as she held her hands together over her chest.
"I know how important Arial is to you, we all do. She's your guardian angel, the one who you led
your life in honor of. I know how much she means to you Dark; you've told me all about her when we
were together. I prayed at night to her, thanking her for what she did by setting you free. She was an

angel to me too," she said with a few tears forming in her eyes. Dark looked at her with disbelief and
anger then to the infirmary doorway. Mizore shook her head and looked at him with pleading eyes.
"Please, I'm your wife Dark, please believe me. She doesn't see herself as your angel; she wants
to be your wife. She tried to kill me when she found out you were with me, then she stole my ring and
threatened me to stay away from you or else she'd try again. Arial's in love with you, she wants you to
marry her and not me," she said holding her hands out to her sides. Dark shook his head as he looked
back to her with frustration.
"What is the meaning of this, how can you all say such a thing? None of that can be true!" he
shouted out.
"It's the truth Dark," Gabriel said looking down, with Dark looking over to him with anger. The
angel breathed out then looked back to him.
"That's why we were so nervous about you seeing her, about her finding you and Mizore. We
didn't want her image in your eyes to be tainted. The truth is she's been in love with you ever since she
died. She saw what you did Dark, how you killed your master for her. She's obsessed over you in heaven,
to the point that if she ever thought somebody else was in love with you she would lose her temper.
Really badly," he explained. Dark shook his head as he backed up a step.
"You're lying, that can't be true," he said with frustration. Mizore stepped closer towards him
and reached out towards him with pleading eyes.
"I'm not lying to you Dark, please. It broke my heart to tell you otherwise yesterday, but I didn't
want to defile Arial's image for you. I wanted to avoid this, I wanted to spare you knowing that she…
that… that she isn't what you think she is!" she cried out.
"Shut up!" Dark yelled out as he covered his ears while looking down. He shook his head with
frustration then looked back to Mizore with anger.
"She would never do such a thing, never!" he yelled out.
"She tried to murder me yesterday Dark, and again today when I tried to reason with her. She
hates me, wants me dead and gone because we're together. I'm not lying to you, please, believe me,"
Mizore pleaded. Dark shook his head as he backed up.
him.

"No, that can't be true, it can't be!" he shouted out. Mizore glanced to the doorway then back to

"Then see for yourself, she probably still has my ring with her, keeping it all to herself because
she doesn't want anyone else to have it. Dark… she's obsessed with you, possessive of you, and in love
with you," she said softly. Dark growled then looked to the doorway. He ran into the room with Mizore
rushing over to the doorway, the others then running up behind her as Dark approached Arial. The snow
angel groaned quietly and opened her eyes, slowly looking over to him as he looked down at her with
heartbroken eyes.

"Dark…" Arial said softly. She flinched then slowly sat up, holding her head while Mizore stood in
the doorway watching her carefully.
"Arial…" Dark said quietly, watching his angel as she looked around in a daze. She blinked a few
times then looked to him with wonder.
"Dark," she said with a soft smile forming. Glancing over to the side she saw Mizore, the snow
angel then glaring with anger at her.
"You!" she shouted out.
"Tell him… tell him the truth Arial. Tell him how you really feel about him," Mizore demanded.
Arial looked at her carefully then up at Dark, the demon shaking his head slowly.
"Arial…" he said softly, trying not to believe what the others had told him. Arial looked at him
worriedly as he stepped back, the angel then sitting over on the edge of the bed while keeping her eyes
on Dark.
"Dark, what's wrong?" Arial asked. Everybody looked to Dark as he stared at the angel with
saddened eyes. He closed his eyes for a moment then looked down.
"Arial… do you have Mizore's ring?" he asked slowly. Arial glanced to Mizore then back to him.
There was a long silence before Dark looked back to the angel.
"Did you… did you take it from her?" he asked in disbelief. Slowly Arial reached into her pocket,
and then pulled out the crystal ring. Dark stared at it with a stunned expression as he backed up a step.
"No…" he said quietly.
"She doesn't deserve it Dark, she's not worthy of being your wife," Arial said shaking her head.
"No…" Dark said softly.
"You can't marry her, you're my demon, we're supposed to be together," Arial pleaded, standing
up again next to the bed.
"No… Arial…" Dark said with a pained expression.
"Please Dark… I love you," Arial pleaded while reaching out for him. Mizore looked to Dark as he
stared at the snow angel with disbelief and sorrow.
"You… you're… no…" he said quietly. Mizore showed a worried expression then looked to Arial
with anger.
"It's true… what Mizore said… you really… you…" Dark said while shaking his head.

"Dark please, you can't marry her, you belong with me. We're soul mates, destined to be
together. I know we are, I love you!" Arial cried out before running over to him, hugging the demon
closely as he stared ahead showing no further reaction. The snow angel cried into his shirt as she held
onto him tightly.
"I'll be a good wife for you, I promise. I've been waiting and dreaming of being that for so long,
just give me a chance, please," she begged.
"Arial," Mizore growled out quietly.
Arial cried while holding Dark then looked up to him with worried eyes.
"Dark, I love you, more than anything in the whole world. Please, mark my heart as yours, make
me your wife, please!" she pleaded loudly. Dark slowly looked down to her with a stunned expression,
remaining silent as Arial wiped her tears away. He then slowly looked back to Mizore, the snow maiden
showing him a remorseful expression while shaking her head. Dark looked back down to Arial with a
stunned expression.
"Dark?" Apoch asked. Dark remained silent for a while then gently removed Arial's arms from
around him, turned around and slowly walked away from the snow angel who watched with worried
eyes, passing Mizore and heading out into the hall while looking down with disbelief.
"Dark?" Moka asked softly.
"Hey, say something man," Rason said worriedly.
Dark just kept looking down, remaining silent as everybody watched him with concern. His eyes
slowly darted around slightly, the demon trying to process what he just heard. After a while he closed
his eyes then slowly walked away, passing by the group that watched him in silence.
"Dark? Where are you going? Dark!" Arial called out before she tried to run after him. Mizore
grabbed her by the shoulder and stopped her, glaring at her with fury while the others looked over to
the snow angel with discontent.
"How could you? How could you say such things to him? Do you have any idea what you just did
to him?" Mizore yelled out at the snow angel, shoving her back towards the bed. Arial regained herself
and growled at Mizore with anger.
"Get out of my way, you won't keep me from my husband!" she shouted out.
"You stupid girl," Apoch hissed with anger. Arial glanced to her as Apoch shook her head.
"You just don't see, do you? You don't see how badly you hurt him just now do you? You're not
his wife, you could never be his wife after scarring him the way you did," Apoch said sharply.
"I didn't do anything wrong! And I am his wife! I am I am I am!" Arial shouted out.

SLAP!
Arial recoiled from the strike to her face by Mizore, the snow maiden trembling with anger and
frustration.
"You were his angel, his guiding light in this world. He looked up to you, idolized you, and
worshiped you. You were his guardian angel, the one soul in this world that he led his life in honor of,"
Mizore said through bared teeth. Arial looked back to her while holding a hand to her cheek. Mizore
shook her head and looked down with tightly shut eyes.
"Do you have any idea how much you hurt him inside just now? Do you have any idea what you
just did to him?" she demanded shakily. Arial looked at her carefully before Mizore glared at her.
"You know NOTHING about him Arial! You have no idea what he likes and doesn't like, you don't
see how he feels about anyone, and you just destroyed him inside by taking away his precious guardian
angel! You took everything from him!" Mizore yelled out. Arial looked at her worriedly then to the
others by the doorway, all of them watching her with discontent.
"You little bitch, look at what you've done to him," Kurumu hissed at her.
"You crushed his spirit, you did more harm to him than anything else in this world could have,"
Ruby said shaking her head.
"You're the furthest thing from his wife Ms. Arial," Astreal scoffed in discontent.
"The Almighty will not be happy to hear about this Arial, you've gone too far this time," Gabriel
stated while crossing his arms.
Arial looked around at them then back to Mizore, the snow maiden on the verge of tears. Arial
growled with frustration and put the ring back in her pocket. Looking down with closed eyes Mizore
took a steady breath before glaring at Arial again.
"I'm going to go find him, and try to soothe his pain that you inflicted upon him," she said with
hatred. Arial opened her mouth to speak before Mizore pointed to her accusingly.
"As for you, stay the hell away from him, do you hear me? You may have been an angel to him
before, but now you're nothing but a wretched little demon. You don't belong in heaven, you belong
deep down in hell for what you've done to him," she said with malice. Arial looked at her with a stunned
expression as Mizore walked up to her.
"I'm going to go calm down my husband, then I'll be back for my ring, and I will get it back one
way or another," she threatened sternly. Arial just stared at her in silence before Mizore turned and ran
out of the room, running past the others in search of her demon. The group then looked back to Arial as
she looked down with worried eyes.
"How does it feel Arial?" Moka asked. Arial glanced to her as the vampire narrowed her eyes at
the angel.

"How does it feel knowing you just crushed the demon you love?" she asked before walking
away. The group then followed after, leaving Arial and the stunned nurses who watched everything
standing in the infirmary room in silence. Slowly Arial held a hand to her heart, a few tears welling up in
her eyes.
"Dark…"

Running down a hallway Complica was whimpering while shaking her head, the chronofly clad in
only her towel still as her bare feet ran across the carpeted hallway with haste. She ran past two guards
who watched the butterfly angel curiously, the girl stopping and looking back to them.
"Do you know where Ceal is? Where did he go?" she asked urgently.
"Ceal Erres? I believe he was heading towards master Fang Fang's private washroom earlier,"
one of the men said with a shrug.
"I still can't believe Fang Fang would allow that slayer anywhere near this estate, let alone into
his home like this," the other scoffed while looking away.
"Where is he? Tell me quickly!" Complica cried out. One of the men pointed down the hall.
"The washroom is down that way, third hall on your left. What's wrong-" he started before
Complica vanished instantly, a trial of distorted air rippling away down the hall from where she was just
at. The men stared at the sight with surprise then looked to each other.
Further down the hall Complica appeared as a rippled wave of torn space wavered behind her,
the chronofly running down the corridor as fast as she could.
"Arial, you went too far, you went too far this time," she whimpered as she ran up to an
emblemized doorway, the silver plated door having a waterfall design on it.
"Ceal! Ceal we need your help!" Complica cried out as she quickly opened the door and ran in.
Inside the washroom a thin veil of mist floated around as it was a comfortably warm temperature all
around. There were two dragon sculptures on either side of a luxurious bath, both acting like fountains
with a small gentle stream of warm water dropping down from them into the pool. Sitting in the bath
against the edge Ceal was leaning back while looking down with closed eyes, his arms resting on the
edge of the bath casually. He opened his eyes and glanced back to Complica, the girl standing behind
him while staring at him with wide eyes.
"Complica? What are you doing here?" he asked. Complica's eye twitched slightly as she stared
at the boy, his lower body obscured by the water which rippled gently from the twin fountains. A blush
formed on her face before she quickly turned around, gripping the towel around her body tightly as she
tried to gather her thoughts.

"Um… Arial… Mizore… fight… hurt… you… uh…" she stuttered nervously. Ceal looked at her for a
moment then back down with a sigh of annoyance.
"You already promised you wouldn't ask more of me, and besides I'm not their personal medic,"
he said simply. Complica nodded slowly and looked down with worried eyes.
"Arial got hurt, really badly," she said softly. Ceal hesitated for a moment then shook his head.
"I'm not going to step in this time, not when it’s not my fight or concern to begin with. If those
two are fighting over that shadow demon again, then let them settle it themselves," he said calmly.
Complica nodded then glanced back to the boy.
"I'm sorry; I was just worried about her. I'm sorry for bothering you," she said quietly. Ceal
shook his head while still looking away from her.
"Don't be sorry for worrying about your friend Complica. However this is her matter to deal
with, and there are bound to be consequences for her actions. Her getting physically hurt is the result of
her own decisions," he said simply.
"I know, I had a feeling something like this would happen. But she's impossible to reason with,
she loves Dark so much," Complica said looking down with worry. Ceal remained silent for a while then
glanced back to her.
"She got into heaven didn't she? That must mean the Almighty himself saw a good soul in her.
She needs to figure this out for herself, and she may get hurt along the way. If she's a good friend of
yours Complica, then stay by her to help her see the truth, she'll be alright," he said calmly. Complica
nodded slowly then looked back to him, her breathing becoming quiet as her wings fluttered once. He
looked at her for a moment then raised an eyebrow.
"What?" he asked. Complica gulped quietly then shook her head.
eyes.

"N-Nothing. Um… sorry for… disturbing you," she said softly. Ceal looked back ahead with closed

"It's fine Complica. Did you at least enjoy your bath with the others?" he asked. Complica stared
at him as her blush grew.
"Um… well… sort of… until…" she said softly.
"Until the snow angel ruined it?" Ceal asked flatly. Complica considered telling him that wasn't
the only thing that had been distracting her from relaxing earlier, with the other reason being her
thoughts about him.
"Um… something like that," she said quietly. Ceal nodded then looked off to the side, grabbing a
towel nearby. Complica turned back around with a squeak as Ceal stood up, wrapping the towel around
his waist before stepping out of the bath.

"Sorry to hear that. This bath is quite relaxing actually, just what one needs to keep their mind
focused. Why don't you stay here and enjoy a private bath, hopefully it'll make you feel better," he said
casually. Complica slowly turned to face him, trying to only look at his face and not his bare chest.
"A private… bath?" she asked softly. He nodded and walked past her towards a new pair of
clothing he had set aside near the wall.
"Let your mind unwind Complica, and just relax. It will help you see clearly," he said taking his
clothes with him into the changing room nearby. Complica just looked at the water with wonder while
standing there, her breathing quiet as she tried to focus her thoughts. That was something that she
naturally always had a hard time doing, of course this time it was even more difficult as the multiple
thoughts racing through her mind were all about the same thing. After a long pause she slowly dropped
her towel down onto the floor and walked into the bath, sitting down against the edge and closing her
eyes. Not too long after that Ceal walked out of the changing room, dressed again with black pants and
t-shirt along with white socks. He glanced to the chronofly then walked towards the door. Complica
glanced behind her at him, seeing him leaving and closing the door. All that was heard then were the
gentle sounds of the fountains and her breathing, the girl looking up with a distant gaze.
"Stop thinking about him like that, he's like your brother, you're like his sister. You're not falling
in love with him, you can't fall in love with him, don't fall in love with him," she said quietly to herself.
She sighed and shook her head as her mind continued to run its own course, the girl's blush intensifying
before she looked down with worry.
"Oh no," she said softly, her mind unable to stop thinking about Ceal in ways that she was sure a
sister shouldn't be thinking about him in. She breathed out and slumped back against the edge of the
bath, gently holding a hand to her cheek as she looked down at the water with a longing gaze.
"I'm… a bad, bad little sister."

Chapter 19
Guardian Of The Chronofly
Sitting in a warm, relaxing bath a lone chronofly angel was looking down at the water with a
worried expression. Complica always had a problem with controlling her train of thought; ever since she
was born her mind was constantly running at full speed. Her dreams were more surreal and vivid than
anyone else's from her home, her attention span for most things was difficult to maintain, and her magic
was nearly impossible to control properly. She couldn't help it, nobody could. No healer in her former
home was able to help her mind focus; she wasn't suffering from chrono dementia. It was as if her mind
was naturally swarming with dozens of thoughts and commands at the same time, yet she never went
crazy. If anything she was the most peaceful, although very talkative, chronofly that lived in her former
home. It was speculated by their healers that should her mind mature and she managed to gain better
control over her magic, she might have grown up to be one of the most gifted chronoflies of all time.
That theory was further supported by her most impressive, although fatal, action in her short life. She
cast the forbidden spell Chrono Displacement, all on her own. It was proof that she had a very unique
potential, to control time to a further degree than the rest of her race. However, as she was now, her
ability to control time was far less manageable and her mind was unable to properly focus on anything
in one given moment.
Well, almost nothing.
"Alright, let's do what Ceal said, and try to calm down and think clearly," Complica said to
herself while shaking her head.
"He does know best, doesn't he?" another Complica said next to her, leaning over the edge of
the bath and gazing towards the doorway out of the bathing room with loving eyes.
"Stop thinking about him like that!" the original Complica shouted, shutting her eyes and
holding her hands to her head.
"I thought you wanted to calm down? You're not calming down at all," a third Complica said
sitting across from her.
"How can I be, did you see that chest of his? And his arms? And his eyes… oh my god, I want to
cuddle up with him in bed so badly," Complica 2 purred with a blush.
"Yeah, you're not calming down either," Complica 3 said while shaking her head and looking at
the love-struck girl. Complica 1 sighed and looked down with a worried expression.
"I can't fall in love with Ceal, its wrong wrong wrong. He's my sister's boyfriend, not to mention
I'm dead!" she cried out.
"Well your sister was mean to you before, maybe it's only fair she gets a little payback. Stealing
her hot boyfriend seems fair," Complica 4 said while leaning back against the bath, looking up with a
calm expression.

"I can't steal him away from her, that's so mean. Besides, I shouldn't be thinking this way, he's
like my brother," Complica 1 said shaking her head again.
"So how do you feel about incest then?" Complica 2 asked glancing to her with a smirk.
wildly.

"No no no no!" Complica 1 yelled out, holding her hands to her head while shaking her head

"That's not right at all, how can you think about him like that?" Complica 3 asked with a stunned
expression.
"How can you not?" Complica 2 asked annoyed.
"Look what I can do," Complica 5 said, doing a handstand on the edge of the bath.
"What does that have to do with anything?" Complica 3 asked puzzled.
"What doesn't it have to do with anything?" Complica 5 asked curiously.
"Can't argue with that, she has a point," Complica 4 said, getting up on the edge of the bath and
doing a handstand too. Complica 1 growled with frustration.
"We're talking about Ceal here!" she yelled out.
"Yeah, but this is kinda fun too," Complica 5 said, now doing a handstand with one hand.
"That seems awfully dangerous, what if you hit your head and fall in?" Complica 3 asked
worriedly.
"Who cares, I'm just a figment of her imagination, I can't get hurt," Complica 5 said with a laugh.
"I thought you were a figment of my imagination," Complica 4 said next to her.
"No, we're a figment of hers," Complica 3 said pointing to the girl who was growling loudly with
frustration.
"Stop it stop it stop it! Focus on the problem with Ceal here! I need to know what to do!" she
cried out with desperation.
"Tell him you've been a bad little sister, thinking about him in such naughty ways, and you need
a good spanking," Complica 2 said wiggling her rear while she kept staring at the doorway with longing
eyes.
"You're not helping here!" Complica yelled out at her.
"That does sound fun actually," Complica 3 said with a blush.

"Yeah, same here," Complica 4 said looking over to the door.
"Do that, that sounds like the right thing to do," Complica 5 said in agreement.
“We’ve been so bad!” Complica 3 and 4 called out while shaking their heads with remorse.
"I'm not asking Ceal to spank me, this isn't helping!" Complica 1 cried out. She shut her eyes and
whimpered, with all the other girls looking to her curiously. Complica 4 and 5 sat back down on the edge
of the bath while 2 looked towards the doorway again with a loving sigh.
"I can't fall in love with Ceal. I can't fall in love with Ceal. I can't fall in love with Ceal," Complica 1
whimpered again and again.
"Why not, what's so bad about falling in love with a handsome dragon slayer?" Complica 2 asked
with a shrug. Complica 1 looked at her with desperation.
"I can't… he's not… but… we…" she stammered. Complica 2 smiled coyly then slowly moved
towards her.
"He's not what? You do think he's hot, don't you?" she asked slyly. Complica 1 squeaked out
something then slowly nodded as all the others watched her curiously.
"And you do feel something for him, don't you?" Complica 2 asked with a curious smile.
Complica 1 opened her mouth to protest, and then slowly nodded.
"And don't you feel so safe with him? So secure? So happy?" Complica 2 asked, standing up and
putting her hands to her hips.
"I… well, yes…" Complica 1 said, looking down with worried eyes. Complica 2 scoffed at her and
shook her head.
"Then who are you to deny what the heart truly wants?" she asked firmly.
Arial looked down at her hand, holding the crystal ring on her palm while she sat on the bed in
the infirmary. Nurses were treating her bruised jaw and cheeks while she just stared at the ring with a
deep gaze, a tear forming in her eye.
"You can't fight this feeling, nobody can. It's love, real love; it cannot be driven away just
because others say it's wrong."
Ahakon stumbled away from Ran inside the ruined bathing room, the mage looking back to the
siren as she was on the verge of tears while sitting on the floor. She let her towel drop slightly, revealing
her breasts as she reached out for him with pleading eyes. Ahakon showed a pained expression then
looked down and away with closed eyes.
them."

"If you're in love with somebody then you can't just let them go, you can't just stop loving

Yukari shakily got dressed, crying as she looked down with closed eyes. Her hands trembled as
she tried to fasten her skirt, her body shaking before she dropped to her knees inside the girls changing
room. She dropped down onto her side and cried, shaking her head as her voice echoed out inside the
empty room.
"If anything gets in your way then you need to fight for that love, you can't just let it be taken
from you by anything."
Sun glanced over to Gin, the group standing around outside in a small courtyard next to the main
building. Gin was looking down at a small stream that was flowing by with Kokoa holding onto his arm,
the vampire looking back and then glaring at Sun. The siren narrowed her eyes at the vampire, crossing
her arms in discontent while leaning back against a tree.
"That's what real love is; true dedication and desire for someone that means the world to you,
the will to do whatever it takes so you can be together forever!" Complica 2 declared while holding her
arms out at her side. Complica 3, 4, and 5 started clapping with admiration while Complica 1 watched
with worried eyes.
"Bravo! Bravo!" Complica 3 cheered out.
"You're an inspiration to lovers everywhere!" Complica 4 said with a jump.
"I hope I'm a figment of her imagination," Complica 5 said while glancing to the others. Complica
2 bowed gracefully and waved her hand around selflessly.
"Thank you, thank you everyone, you're too kind," she said proudly. Complica 1 looked at them
with disbelief and frustration then down with a whimper.
"Why can't I ever focus?" she said softly while closing her eyes. She grabbed her hair and shook
her head wildly as the others looked to her curiously.
"I can't love Ceal, I can't I can't I can't! It's not right, it's so not right! I can't do this, I can't feel
this way, I can't… I can't…" she said, slowly stopping herself and looking down with watery eyes.
"I can't stop thinking about him," she said quietly.
"It's not so bad," Complica 2 purred while moving over and sitting next to her.
"It's so wrong," Complica 1 whimpered.
"Maybe he likes younger girls," Complica 3 said with a hopeful smile.
"He loves my sister Falla, he even said so," Complica 1 whined.
"She was so mean to you before, taking Ceal away from her makes you even," Complica 4 said
with a shrug.

"I don't want to be mean to her; she's learning to be good now. She's sorry for how she was in
the past, Gabriel and Luna even said so," Complica 1 reasoned.
"But you want him don't you? You want to be his little butterfly, don't you?" Complica 5 asked
with a smile.
"I do, but… no, I don't… arg, I do I do! No, I don't, I can't!" Complica 1 said erratically, shaking
her head with closed eyes.
"There's nothing wrong with following your heart," Complica 2 giggled.
"I don't know what my heart wants anymore, I thought I wanted Lloyd but now I have no idea!"
Complica 1 cried out.
"Lloyd?" Complica 2 asked puzzled.
"Who's that?" Complica 5 asked curiously.
"He was our boyfriend! …wasn't he?" Complica 3 said before looking around puzzled.
"Oh yeah, I think I remember him. Um, what color were his wings again, I forgot," Complica 4
said looking up thoughtfully. Complica 1 looked around with surprise and disbelief at the girls.
"Who cares, Ceal's way hotter," Complica 2 said, once again leaning over the edge of the bath
and gazing at the door with loving eyes.
"No, how can you say such things about him, Lloyd's the one I love, I gave my life to be with him
again!" Complica 1 cried out. Complica 2 looked over to her with a glare.
"You made a mistake, you gave away your life all because you weren't ready to let go of having
a boyfriend," she scoffed.
"No, I… but… he…" Complica 1 stuttered.
"What color were his wings?" Complica 2 demanded. After she got nothing but stunned silence
for a reply she continued.
"What about his eyes, what color were those?" she asked expectedly. Complica 1 looked down
as she held back her tears.
"No… they were… um…" she said softly.
"Ceal was right, Ceal is always right after all. You were just in love with the idea of having a
boyfriend then, he wasn't your destiny. And you admitted it yourself, how you only felt this strong of a
feeling with Ceal; can't you see that he's the one for you?" Complica 2 asked accusingly. Complica 1
shook her head while looking down at the water, the other girls all watching her carefully.

"No, that… but… I love him like he's my brother, not… because…" she said unsurely. Shakily she
held her hands over her heart.
"Your heart beats for him, you can feel it," Complica 3 said in wonder.
a nod.

"You want him all for yourself, you want to be his butterfly, it's so obvious," Complica 4 said with
"How… how is that the obvious answer?" Complica 1 asked.

"Because we're all thinking of him, all wanting him, all in love with him," Complica 5 said softly.
Complica 1 looked around to seeing all the girls looking at her with hopeful eyes.
"You are focused," Complica 5 said before she vanished.
"You are thinking clearly," Complica 4 said before vanishing as well.
"You've known all along, whether you want it to be true or not," Complica 3 said before fading
away. Complica 2 walked up to the original girl and shook her head with remorse.
"You're in love with him; he's everything you've ever wanted and more. You can't fight it, you
can't run from it, you can only accept it," she said softly.
"No, I can't. I know it's not right, I know it won't happen. I won't deceive myself like Arial did!"
Complica 1 cried out with desperation. She whimpered and looked down with closed eyes.
"I can't love him. I can't love him. I can't love him. I can't love him," she said repeatedly. After a
moment of silence she opened her eyes, seeing that she was alone in the bathing room again. She
looked around then slumped back against the edge with a sigh.
"The one time my mind is focused on something… and it's not helping me at all," she said quietly
to herself. The gentle lapping of the water from the fountains were all that was heard for a while as the
girl sat there in silence. After a while she breathed out and looked up with worried eyes.
"Luna… I wish you were here. You would know what I should do, you always know what to do,"
she said quietly with a tear forming in her eye. She shut her eyes out of frustration and splashed the
water away from her, then again and again, crying out with each strike.
"What do I do, I can't do this by myself!" she cried out.
"You don't know how to take a bath by yourself?" Ceal asked from nearby. The girl jumped with
a yelp and looked back to seeing Ceal by the doorway. The girl quickly dropped down and held her arms
around her chest, her wings blocking most of the view of her.
"C-C-Ceal, w-what are you d-doing here?" she stuttered out.

"I came by with some new clothes for you. I heard you screaming from outside in the hall, are
you alright?" he asked with a calm expression as he held a new clean pair of clothing for the girl; white
jeans, a blue shirt like she had worn before, a white headband, and also her shoes and socks. He set the
clothing down next to one of the fountains while Complica tried to steady her breathing, the girl then
slowly peeking back at him.
"I… um…" she said quietly. She didn’t know whether to feel embarrassed that he was in the
bathing room with her or if she should be happy that he was nearby. After a pause she looked back at
him with timid eyes.
"Can… I ask you something?" she asked softly. Ceal was now looking up slightly, keeping his eyes
away from the view of the naked chronofly, and nodded once. Complica looked at him with wonder,
seeing how he was standing there casually with his hands at his pockets.
"What do you do… if… you're in love with somebody, but know you shouldn't be?" she asked.
Ceal glanced to her briefly then back up again.
"You mean like with your snow angel friend and her obsession with the shadow demon?" he
asked carelessly. Complica hesitated for a moment then nodded.
"Yeah, sure, I mean her, Arial. What can somebody like her do if they're in love… but needed to
stop being in love with that certain somebody?" she asked nervously. Ceal just stood there in silence
while Complica looked down worriedly.
"What can she do if… her heart just won't let go of him?" she asked softly. Ceal paused for a
moment then shrugged.
"If memory serves the girl in question would be beaten down and taken to the emergency room
for not thinking properly," he said casually. Complica blinked, and then envisioned a very upset Falla
glaring at her with rage.
"You… made out… with MY BOYFRIEND?" Falla roared, gearing back with a chopping hand while
Complica waved her hands frantically in front of her out of fright.
"It was only for 20 minutes!" Complica pleaded before Falla struck down at her, the wave of torn
space annihilating the younger chronofly in a flash.
Complica trembled and shook her head shakily.
"Um… is there any way of avoiding something like that? You know, helping let go of this feeling
I'm hav-… I mean, that she's having, before anyone gets hurt again?" she asked worriedly. Ceal glanced
to her as the chronofly was fidgeting, her hands trembling together as she shook her head slowly.
"I don't know, I've never had that sort of problem to deal with," he said with a raised eyebrow.
Complica nodded worriedly then looked down and away. She started crying softly, wiping her eyes with
her hands while she lowered her head.

"Why are you crying?" Ceal asked.
"Because… I don't know what to do," Complica sobbed. Ceal looked at her carefully then up.
"We're not talking about your snow angel friend, are we?" he asked. Complica whimpered then
looked over to him with pleading eyes. He paused for a moment then glanced to her.
"Ceal…" she said softly.
'I can't look away from him, can't stop looking into his eyes. Oh god, I can't fall in love with him,
this is a disaster. I'm just as bad as Arial!'
Ceal glanced to his reptilian hand then sighed quietly.
"How about I tell you a secret Complica, something just between the two of us," he said calmly.
Complica tilted her head slightly while her eyes remained locked onto him, unable to look away. He
walked towards her, looking around the room casually.
"However, if I tell you this, then I want your word you will not tell another soul," he said glancing
back to her.
"A secret?" she asked softly. He nodded as he knelt down near the bath's edge, gently holding a
hand to her cheek.
"Yes, something I haven't told anybody else, not even Falla. However, I'll trust you with it, as if
you were my own sister," he said calmly.
"Sister," she breathed out. He nodded and looked at her carefully, a slight smile forming.
"Can I count on you, to act like a faithful sister, and keep my secret?" he asked carefully. Slowly
she rose up her hand to his and held it gently, nodding with a small smile.
"Yes, I… I can be a little sister for you," she said softly. He nodded then glanced to the water, the
chronofly watching him with wonder.
"I can't swim Complica," he said, looking back to her with a blank expression. She looked at him
curiously as he shook his head.
"You can't… swim?" she asked softly.
"No, I never learned how to. Killing dragons was all I ever focused on, and very few if any of
those we were hired to kill dwelled within the water. I may have trained to fight dragons Complica, and
learned a great deal about magic and the world, but I never successfully learned how to swim," he said
before closing his eyes. Complica stared at him with wonder, surprised to hear that the dragon slayer
that helped her stay alive and who helped their friends survive yesterday couldn't swim.

"But everybody can swim, even I know how to," Complica said curiously. Ceal opened his eyes
and gave her a knowing smirk.
"Perhaps, but not everybody learns how to Complica. Maybe someday I'll learn how, but until
then, it's one of the very few things I cannot do in this life," he said calmly.
"Ceal," Complica said softly, holding securely onto his hand. He nodded then looked at her with
a careful eye.
"So now you know my secret, something I've never told anybody. I want you to guard that
secret, understand? Don't tell a single soul about it, ever. And in exchange for your trust, you can come
to me with any problem you have, or if you're scared about something. You can think of me as your big
brother, one who will always be there to help you when you seem lost," he said calmly. Complica looked
at him with wonder as her wings fluttered slowly behind her. She then smiled softly and nodded.
"Thank you… big brother," she said, gently nuzzling against his hand. She felt her heart beating
faster, but in a different way. She felt happy with Ceal, that was clear as day to her. She felt safe with
him, knowing he would protect her always. And she felt her love for him grow, but not in a romantic
way.
She moved forward and hugged him, nuzzling her head against his chest. He paused for a
moment then gently held her with one hand around her back, staring ahead with a blank expression.
"Thank you," Complica said softly. She knew how she felt now, touched by his trust in her as
well as his unspoken wish for their relationship to remain like this. She loved Ceal Erres, like her new big
brother. After a moment she looked up at him with a gentle smile and giggled softly.
"How come you're so nice?" she asked. He chuckled and shook his head while glancing down to
her, gently wiping away a tear from her cheek with his reptilian finger.
"I'm not nice. I'm a mean, scary monster," he said softly. She smiled happily and hugged him
again, burying her face into his shirt as he looked ahead again. After a moment he leaned back from the
hug and looked down to her.
"Finish getting cleaned up, then we'll go meet up with the others," he said standing back up.
Complica smiled and nodded then looked down as she turned around again.
"Ok," she said softly. Ceal turned to walk away, with Complica glancing back to him as she
smiled softly.
"You're not a mean monster at all big brother. Thank you for helping me think clearly, I don't
know what I'd do without you," she said gently. Ceal paused then glanced back to her, the girl smiling
gently at him as her wings fluttered a bit. After a moment he smiled slightly then walked out of the
room. Complica giggled softly to herself and looked down at the water.
'Your secret is safe with me Ceal, I promise. I'll always be a faithful little sister to you.'

Outside the bathing room Ceal was leaning against a wall while casually looking around the
hallway with a blank expression, his arms crossed before him while he waited for the chronofly to finish
with her bath.
'I used to be a mean, scary monster Complica, until a stubborn butterfly followed me home.'

Walking out through a pair of elegant double doors Moka and Render had uneasy expressions,
closing the doors behind them then glancing to each other as they stood out in the hallway. They had
offered to inform Fang Fang about the snow girls' fight within his home, and to alert him that there
might be some minor damage to the building from the little scuffle.
"Well… he took that pretty well, don't you think?" Render asked with a weak smile.
"He was crying when we left," Moka said shaking her head.
"True, but at least he wasn't screaming," Render said with a shrug.
From behind them a high pitched wail was heard from a yasha as he was hunched over at his
desk in sorrow. Render and Moka glanced to each other then sighed.
"Well, I did offer to have my family pay for the repairs once we get home again, I think the word
of a dark lord's daughter helped ease his troubles… slightly," Moka said before they started walking
down the hall.
"Yeah, that reminds me, you're the daughter of a great dark lord?" Render asked looking at the
vampire curiously. She nodded with a small smile.
"Yes, my father is Issa Shuzen, the dark lord and ruler over the vampire realm," she said calmly.
Looking over to the side she saw Render staring at her with wonder.
"What?" she asked. Render jumped slightly then looked ahead with a weak smile.
"Sorry, it's just… I kinda pictured the daughter of a vampire lord to be… I don't know, more…
intimidating," he said with a chuckle. Moka giggled and gave him a playful glance.
"Intimidating?" she asked curiously. Render nodded with a small laugh.
"Yeah, I mean you're the daughter of a great dark lord, but still you look like a normal, innocent
girl. I don't know, I just kinda expected something more… powerful looking," he said with a shrug. Moka
smiled slyly then grabbed him by the shoulder, turning him to face her as she pushed him back against a
wall. Render watched her with surprise as she leaned in closer to him, holding him against the wall as
her rosary started to glow.
"I'm not a helpless kitten you know, looks can be deceiving. You of all people should know about
that," she said with a twitch of her eyebrow. Render looked at her with wonder as she chuckled.

"Let's just say, you have your fighting form, and I have mine," she said before slowly backing up
and letting him go.
"Really?" he asked. She nodded and winked at him.
"Maybe I'll show you someday," she said calmly. Render smiled and tilted his head curiously.
"How about right now?" he asked. Moka giggled and started walking away again.
"Sorry, but you'll have to wait for that show," she said with a shrug. Render quickly followed
after, eyeing the girl from head to toe curiously. She was certainly one of the more beautiful girls that he
had seen in his life; long finely combed hair, a lovely physique with her hips swaying gently with each
step, a gentle and enchanting face, and a bosom that bounced just enough to let you know that she was
certainly a woman. Moka smirked and glanced to him, sensing she was being viewed.
"Watch your wandering eye Render, my mate is very possessive of me," she said with a slight
tone of pride. Render jumped a bit then looked ahead with a nervous laugh.
"Sorry, just… curious about your fighting form," he reasoned quickly. She nodded and looked
back ahead.
"Like I said Render, someday. For now I'd rather not cause any more damage to Fang Fang's
home, he seemed pretty broken up about what's already happened this morning," she mused. Render
chuckled and nodded, looking around the hall casually.
"That's true I guess, I hate seeing a grown man cry like a little girl," he laughed.
From further ahead of them they saw Yukari walking into the hallway, rubbing her eyes as she
trotted away while crying.
"Yep, just like that actually. Sad really," Render said pointing ahead at the young girl.
"Yukari? Yukari, what's wrong?" Moka called out as she and Render ran toward the witch. Yukari
sobbed and looked back to them with watery eyes.
"What's wrong Yukari, why are you crying?" Moka asked worriedly.
"Yeah, you look more upset than Fang Fang was after we told him about the redecorating those
snow girls did to his place," Render said as he watched the witch lunging into a teary-eyed hug with
Moka.
"Aha… Ahakon… he… he..." Yukari stammered between sobs.
"Ahakon? What about him? What happened?" Moka asked with concern. Yukari trembled then
buried her face into Moka's chest, shaking her head with a loud cry.

"He kissed Ran!" she wailed before she broke down sobbing. Moka and Render looked at her
with surprise then to each other as Moka held the heartbroken witch.
"He did what?" Moka asked.
"Wait, I thought those two were a couple," Render said looking at Yukari curiously.
"They are, Ahakon loves Yukari. Why would he do something like that?" Moka asked worriedly.
Yukari cried some more then looked down and away with watery eyes.
"I overheard them talking, Ahakon was in her room last night… he held her down and kissed her,
and she loved it," she whimpered. Moka showed a sympathetic expression and held her friend close.
"Oh Yukari. That can't be true, you must have misheard them. Ahakon loves you, he wouldn't-"
"He admitted it! I heard him clear as day that he kissed her, he said he liked it!" Yukari cried out
while shaking her head. Moka and Render watched her cry then looked to each other with concern.
"This is going to be another one of those days, isn't it?" Render asked. Moka looked at him with
worry then down to Yukari, the young witch crying into her chest out of sorrow.

Felucia stepped into her car, closing the door and breathing out softly. Glancing to her side she
saw Luna sitting next to her, the chronofly buckled in while still looking down with an unfocused gaze.
She was clad once again in a blanket, her wings remaining limp behind her on the seat while her bracelet
was still void of any light or magic.
"Luna… please say something," Felucia said softly. She remembered back to the last time she
saw the chronofly, before being hexed by the dark witch sisters. How Luna had walked back with her
and Jovian towards the girls dorm building at the academy, and how she was heard one last time from
the other side of the door to Hokuto's room as she was asking for directions to the chronofly statue out
in the monster world.
'If I had known… that would be the last time I saw you alive and well… or heard your voice…'
"Please Luna, come back to us," Felucia said softly before she started up the car. She shifted the
car into drive, looking over again at her catatonic friend with worried eyes.
Before she could speak a large figure dropped down from the sky in front of them, slamming
onto the road with a furious impact. The concrete cracked apart and shattered as the car jumped a bit
from the force, with Felucia looking back ahead with surprise. Slowly standing up was a very large dark
haired demon, the monster's four muscular horse legs standing upright as the creature towered over
the vehicle. Its large leathery wings spread out behind it as it stretched out its four arms, the monster's
head being an enlarged ogre's with three red eyes that were glaring at the car. A dark scaled tail swayed
behind the monster as it growled loudly, drool coming from its mouth which had two large tusks

protruding upwards from the lower jaw. Felucia stared at the demon with wide eyes as it roared at
them, its voice echoing out causing dozens of birds to vacate from their trees.
glare.

"That's… a big one," Felucia said weakly. She glanced to Luna then back to the demon with a

"Oh hell no, over my dead soul you're getting her back!" she yelled before switching the car into
reverse. She floored the gas, speeding the car backwards as the demon ran after her with another roar.
Felucia spun the wheel and turned the car around with a sharp spin, quickly switching it into drive then
racing off down the road with the demon chasing quickly after.
"There is no fucking way in hell you are taking Luna back to that world!" Felucia shouted as she
made a sharp turn, the car skidding across the road out of the wooded area and onto a street with other
cars driving through it. The large demon trampled out of the wooded area, knocking trees aside wildly as
it scrambled after the elusive car. Humans driving nearby watched with shock as the monster barreled
through the street, knocking cars and motorists aside with its many arms while roaring loudly. Vehicles
rolled and tumbled aside, some knocking into other passing cars while others crashed into the sides of
the street. The monster's four legs trampled over a car as the large demon kept pace with the fast
moving prey ahead of it. Felucia glanced back to the demon in her rearview mirror then looked ahead as
she stomped down on the gas, speeding down the street while veering left and right to avoid other
passing vehicles.
"What part about fuck off don't you understand?" she yelled out before veering around a large
bus. People inside the vehicle watched with terror as the large demon behind the car raced after it,
crushing in the bus from the rear with its mighty legs while it smashed down the front with one of its
fists. Felucia glanced back to see the monster continuing its pursuit while the mangled bus burst into
flames behind it.
"Why is it every time I step behind the wheel of a car something has to try to kill me?" she
muttered before looking ahead with a focused expression. People were screeching to a halt and veering
away from the rampaging monster as it ran along the street, its powerful legs cracking the pavement
underneath while its arms kept scrambling to reach out for the escaping car. Felucia growled with
frustration as she kept speeding down the street, hearing the sounds of the roaring demon along with
cars and vans being destroyed right behind her. She glanced to the side and shook her head with
frustration.
"Only one way to reach help…" she said with desperation, seeing a human city in the distance.
She glanced to Luna then back to the road with a shrug.
"Well… if the humans didn't hate monsters before, they're sure about to now," she said before
racing onto an onramp for an elevated highway, the car speeding up onto the multilane road which led
towards the city in the distance. She looked behind in the rearview mirror and saw the demon trying to
follow, the monster's large legs destroying and falling down through the concrete onramp as it failed to
support the demon's weight. Felucia chuckled before she saw the monster take off into the air, its wings
flapping as it roared out again.

"This is going to get ugly," she said before looking ahead again. Her car raced down the highway,
with dozens of other cars honking and swerving as a large winged demon swooped down low to the
road in pursuit of the speeding motorist. The monster touched down briefly, crushing in a truck which
burst into flames, then lunged towards Felucia's car. She swerved quickly and avoided the swipe,
banging into another car next to her before speeding ahead. Felucia held an arm over to help steady
Luna, the chronofly shaking around in her seat while she was still out of her senses. The winged demon
swooped up into the air then dove down towards the car again, with Felucia swerving off to the side just
in time to miss another strike. The demon's hand crashed through the concrete highway before the
monster dropped down through the road in its dive, annihilating a few other vehicles as the road behind
them started to break apart.
"Hang on Luna!" Felucia shouted as she tried to steady the car, the highway rumbling violently
before the winged demon lunged up through the concrete behind them. It roared as it tore through the
pavement, flying up and swinging its hand at the car once again. It missed by a hair and struck another
car off the side of the highway into a fiery wreck. The demon took off into the air just above the highway
as it continued to follow its prey, the speeding car swerving around other motorists as they were
starting to run into each other and bounce around. A truck clipped a car and swerved off-balance,
tumbling into a roll in front of Felucia's car. She swerved quickly to the side, avoiding the truck by a few
inches, and then floored it around another car that flipped over a crevice that carved through the street
below them.
"I wonder what it says about who I am that as this as a normal fucking drive for me," Felucia said
while shaking her head. The winged demon behind swooped down and struck into the road again, the
force knocking Felucia's car forwards and up onto its two front wheels as the vehicle skidded forward
while its rear wheels revved loudly. Felucia screamed out in frustration before the car landed back down
on its rear wheels, skidding wildly before taking off again just as the monster swooped up into the air
again. Felucia glanced into her rearview mirror, seeing flaming wreckages and a collapsing highway
behind her along with the winged demon that was still giving chase.
"Ok… well, so far… so good, I guess," she said unsurely before looking back ahead, watching as
the approaching city grew closer. She gripped the steering wheel tightly with both hands as she showed
a focused expression.
"Yep, just like the good ol' days in Fairy Tale," she muttered.
Within the human city sirens were blaring as police cars and fire trucks were speeding through
the streets while people on the sidewalks were looking over into the distance where explosions and
smoke was seen rising from a nearby highway.
"What the heck is going on over there?" a man asked curiously.
"Must have been one hell of a car accident," another man said with a shrug.
Racing down the street a police car was leading the pack of rescue workers as they were
responding to a crisis forming near their city. More explosions rang out, this time closer to them as
clouds of black smoke were seen rising up from the highway.

“What the hell is going on over there?” the policeman said shaking his head.
From the highway dozens of cars were speeding away from the chaos, swerving and weaving
around the rescue forces as they raced past. Suddenly the street blasted up behind the horde of fleeing
humans as a winged demon shot through the concrete into the air, chunks of debris flying off as the
monster roared viciously. Policemen and rescue workers stared with shock before the winged demon
flew through a billboard over the highway and dove down towards them. Cars and trucks swerved
before the monster trampled down on them as it swung its arms towards a single car. Police cars and
motorists were crushed under the legs as the monster galloped along before taking flight briefly,
touching down again as the ground cracked and shattered under its weight. The monster swung its arms
around, knocking fire trucks and vans off to the side wildly while Felucia floored the gas to try to escape.
“Well, being quiet was always Dark’s thing, not mine,” she said with a shrug. Luna rocked
around in her seat as she was still in a catatonic state, unaware of the chaos that was erupting around
her.
Felucia raced into the city as people started screaming and running around in a panic. Cars
crashed into each other and swerved around as the streets filled with vehicles all scrambling to get away
from the monster. The winged demon took off into the air again before diving down towards Felucia,
the girl swerving to the side and taking a side road before the monster landed down and trampled over
an ambulance right behind her. It roared and scrambled after her, its tail whipping behind and knocking
more cars around wildly while people were running about in a panic. Felucia raced down the side road
before making a hard turn, the car screeching as it turned onto another street that had people looking
around franticly from the sounds of nearby chaos. The winged demon crashed through the corner
building as it chased after its prey, roaring loudly as its legs trampled people and cars that got in its way.
It swung its hand and knocked a truck into a spiral towards Felucia, the vehicle slamming down and
clipping her rear bumper. She skidded around as she struggled to maintain control before another car
flipped over nearby and crashed against her hood, with her car then sliding around and smashing into a
bus sideways. Felucia smacked her head against the window, cracking it as she jerked about. Everything
cut to muffled sounds for her as the world was spinning, her eyes struggling to focus as she felt the
ground trembling. Slowly she looked over to Luna in a daze, the chronofly’s head hung low next to her
window that was cracked and had some blood on it.
“Lu… na…” Felucia said weakly, trying to move her body. She saw the hazy image of the winged
demon rushing up to them through Luna’s cracked window, the monster knocking aside other cars as it
grew closer. Felucia strained her body to move, hitting the gas pedal as she tried to turn the wheel. Her
car skidded in place, a broken steel beam lodged next to her rear wheels while the front of the vehicle
was crushed in by another car.
“No… c’mon… c’mon,” she grunted as she shook her head. Suddenly the passenger side door
was ripped off and thrown away. Felucia looked over to see the winged demon reaching in and grabbing
Luna, yanking her out of the seat and up into the air.

“Luna!” Felucia screamed as she tried to grab her, missing the girl’s leg as the chronofly was
lifted up into the air next to the demon.
“No! No!” Felucia yelled as she ripped off her seatbelt, scrambling out of the car just before it
was smashed in by one of the demon’s giant fists. Felucia rolled to the side as the monster tried to
stomp on her, the force of the strike shattering the concrete and knocking her back into a tumble. She
rolled back onto her feet as she glared at the monster with fury.
“Give her back!” she roared before rushing towards the monster. The winged demon roared
before its wings spread out, with Felucia watching with surprise.
“No! No, Luna!” she cried out before the monster flapped its wings, launching off the ground as
Felucia ran over to it. She jumped up and grabbed hold of the monster’s leg, trying to climb up before its
tail swung around and whacked her off. She flew down and slammed into the roof of the bus, crushing it
in slightly as she let out a strained gasp. Slowly she reached out for Luna as the winged demon hovered
above in the air, holding the chronofly in its grip.
“No… don’t take her back there!” Felucia cried out. She envisioned what would happen to Luna,
the screams of agony from her friend as she was raped again and again in the darkness. A horrible image
of a vile demon being born from the mortified chronofly caused her to scream while shaking her head.
“NO!”
SLASH!
The winged demon spiraled down towards the ground with a roar, with one of its wings
dropping down and collapsing onto the road as it had been severed from the beast. Felucia watched
with surprise while her spine and broken bones slowly shifted back into place, her glowing bracelet
giving off a faint light briefly as her body healed again. The winged demon crashed down onto a truck as
it howled, stumbling back to its feet before the arm holding Luna was hacked off by a swipe of bright
light. The chronofly and severed limb dropped down onto the ground as the demon stumbled back,
roaring in pain as Felucia slowly sat up.
“What… the…” she breathed out as she saw a figure standing next to Luna. Felucia blinked then
shook her head with surprise.
“Moka?” she asked.
The winged demon roared as it glared at the newcomer. She had long pink hair flowing behind
her, however as she turned her head to look down at the chronofly with her green eyes Felucia noticed
it wasn’t Moka, seeing as how the new girl looked to be a bit older than her vampire friend. She wore
silver boots and armored plated leggings along with black pants underneath. She had a silver armored
chest plate with a crimson rosary insignia over her breasts, the armor having black shoulder guards. In
her hand she held a long sword, the handle being silver and gold while the finely polished double-edged
blade shimmered slightly in the sunlight.

“What… who are you?” Felucia called out. The woman glanced back to her and smirked then
looked ahead as the winged demon rushed towards her. The newcomer gripped her blade tightly with
one hand then dashed towards the demon at high speed, lunging up and swiping her blade which
cleaved off two of the monster’s hands in one swing. As she dropped from her leap she swung down
again, hacking through one of the demon’s legs and causing it to stumble off-balance. It staggered
before the woman raced towards the side and swiped off another leg, then jumped up and avoided the
demon’s tail as it whipped by under her. As she dropped down she struck her blade into the tail, pinning
it to the street as the monster howled while thrashing around.
“Who the hell is this bitch?” Felucia asked with wonder.
The demon roared then swung down with its remaining fist as the woman merely glared at it. In
a flash she reached up with her arm and blocked the attack, stopping it instantly as the ground under
her shattered from the force. Felucia stared with wide eyes as the woman had blocked the attack with
what appeared to be no effort.
“What… the… fuck…” Felucia breathed out. The newcomer grabbed the demon’s large arm and
yanked it down, bringing the monster down towards her as she gripped her sword in her other hand.
The monster roared as it tried to lunge down at her with its teeth, the woman then letting go of its arm
and punching it across the jaw. A broken tusk flew off as the monster’s head recoiled to the side, while
the woman yanked her blade out and swiped around with a powerful crosscut. In a flash the demon’s
head was cleaved off, dropping down as the body collapsed back onto a car. Felucia stared at the
woman with surprise while she dropped down from the bus, seeing the newcomer standing there with
her bloodied blade held out to the side still from her strike. Slowly she relaxed her stance, looking over
to Felucia with a calm expression.
“Who… who the hell are you?” Felucia asked in wonder. The woman started walking toward
Luna, flicking her blade sharply to the side to get the blood off of it. She walked up to the chronofly who
was still in the grip of the severed hand, the woman then striking her blade into the street with a
powerful thrust before reaching down and prying the fingers apart forcibly. Felucia ran over to them as
the woman gently brushed Luna’s hair away from her face, showing a remorseful expression.
“Hold it lady,” Felucia ordered before quickly rushing down and picking up Luna. The woman
merely looked up at her calmly as Felucia stepped back while holding the chronofly in her arms.
“I don’t know who you are or what you’re doing here, but stay away from her, you hear me?”
Felucia barked out. The woman smiled coolly as she stood up, grabbing her blade and yanking it out of
the ground. Felucia growled and tensed up.
“Thanks for helping and everything, but nobody’s going near this girl except for my friends, got
that?” she stated sternly.
“I mean her no harm child, you can relax,” the woman said calmly. Felucia looked at her
carefully then glanced around, seeing flaming wreckages and debris scattered about while people were

still running around in a panic. Some were stopping to stare at the sight with side eyes while others were
still fleeing out of fright.
“Who are you anyway? You’re not human,” Felucia said looking back to the woman. She
chuckled and shook her head.
“No, far from it. I’m sorry, but I don’t really have time to chat, and I need to be taking her with
me now,” she said pointing to Luna. Felucia growled and backed up while holding the chronofly close to
her.
“Like hell you’re taking her, nobody’s going to take her from me, you got that bitch?” she yelled
out. The woman laughed and brought up her sword, resting it on her shoulder casually as she smirked at
the doll demon.
“Really, because that thing almost did until I saved her,” she pointed out.
“I wouldn’t have let her be taken away! I’m here on behalf of the Lord of Hell lady, this girl’s
under my protection! Nobody’s taking her away from me!” Felucia yelled out. The woman showed a
serious face as she lowered her blade to her side.
“And I’m here on behalf of the Almighty,” she said firmly. Felucia looked at her with surprise
then up, and then back to the woman again.
“What? The Almighty? Just who the hell are you anyway?” she asked carefully. The woman
bowed slightly with a cool smile.
“My name is Akasha Bloodriver, and I will be watching over this chronofly now,” she said before
standing upright again. Felucia looked at her with wonder then jumped with surprise.
“Wait, Akasha? Akasha Bloodriver?” she asked carefully. Akasha nodded as Felucia remembered
hearing that name from Hokuto.
“You’re… you’re Moka’s mother?” Felucia asked with disbelief. Akasha showed a curious smile
and nodded.
“Yes, are you friends with my daughter?” she asked. Felucia slowly nodded as she saw the near
perfect resemblance with the woman and her vampire friend. They could almost be sisters.
“Yeah, I know her, she’s one of my friends that I’m trying to take Luna to,” Felucia said looking
down at the chronofly. She blinked then looked back to Akasha.
“But… I thought… you were dead,” she said puzzled. Akasha chuckled and walked up to the girl.
“I still am my dear, but that won’t stop me from helping out, just as you are refusing to let death
itself stop you from helping your friends,” she said calmly. Felucia stared at her with wonder then
showed surprise.

“You’re… a disembodied soul, just like me,” she said softly. Akasha nodded and looked down to
Luna.
“I have a contract with the Almighty; save this one from the darkness that is looming overhead
and be granted entrance into heaven. I’d say it’s a fair trade,” she said with a shrug. Felucia looked at
the woman with awe then showed puzzlement.
“Wait, you’re not already admitted into heaven? But why not, you’re the one that sealed away
Alucard long ago. How was that not a good enough deed to allow you entrance into heaven?” she asked.
Akasha sighed and shook her head, her expression showing signs of remorse.
“I’m afraid I have a sin that hasn’t been forgiven just yet, one that overshadows my deed of
sealing away the destroyer. However doing this will allow that sin to be wiped from my slate, and I’ll be
allowed a peaceful afterlife,” she explained. Felucia looked at her with wonder then down to Luna. The
chronofly had two souls that were sent to help her escape the darkness, one from hell and another from
heaven. Akasha nodded then glanced around, the sight of humans screaming and staring at them while
sirens rang out nearby. Slowly she looked up as she sensed something, seeing a dark shadow clinging to
a tall building. Six red eyes were seen, watching the girls as a pair of large wings spread out. Felucia
looked up and gasped as two more shadowy monsters were seen crawling out from behind the tall
buildings.
“You’ve got to be kidding me, he’s sending his entire army after just her?” she asked in disbelief.
“No, just a small retrieval party,” Akasha said narrowing her eyes as the three extremely large
shadowy demons screeched at them from above, the monsters looking like featherless birds with large
mandibles next to their beaks. Akasha glanced to the side then looked to Felucia.
“You can drive, can you not?” she asked quickly. Felucia looked at her curiously and nodded.
Akasha smiled and gestured over to a few cars that were empty nearby.
“Then perhaps we should take this party of ours out of the city,” she reasoned. Felucia looked
up as the three winged demons took flight, tearing apart the building next to them as their large talons
let go of the walls and windows.
“Yeah, I think you’re right,” she said before they quickly ran over to a car. Felucia quickly
strapped Luna securely in the backseat then hopped into the driver’s seat while Akasha got in next to
her.
“If it’s not too much trouble, could you avoid crashing this time?” Akasha asked playfully. Felucia
glanced to her with annoyance as she started the car up.
“Easier said than done,” she said before taking off, the car speeding down the street through the
city as the three winged demons swooped down and quickly followed after. Humans screamed and
watched with shock as the giant monsters flew over the street, their wings scraping against tall buildings
and shattering windows while tearing up the walls.

“They’re following us,” Akasha said casually, glancing to the side mirror.
“No fucking shit!” Felucia yelled out as she swerved around other cars while racing down the
street.
“So where were you taking our much-sought-after friend back there anyway?” Akasha asked
while looking to Felucia, somehow remaining perfectly calm despite the three giant demons following
closely behind.
“I have an old contact outside of the city limits, one who owes me for helping him out in the
past. He’s an oddball, but he’s the only one around here I trust,” Felucia said with a nod. Akasha nodded
then glanced out her window.
“Is he a strong friend?” she asked as she watched something.
“He’s a decent caster, a monster summoner even. But he’s got a pretty well defended home and
some serious firepower at his disposal, perks of being the son of a mafia boss,” Felucia said with a smirk.
“You’re taking us to the mafia for help?” Akasha asked while watching something out her
window carefully.
“Beggers can’t be choosers. We need help, and since we can’t get to the monster world he’s the
closest contact nearby I can turn to. Besides he might be able to help with our friends back there,”
Felucia said looking to the rearview mirror, watching the three winged demons flying low over the street
after them. The nearby buildings were torn apart and clipped by their wings while one of the demons
struck through a passing truck with its talons, blasting the vehicle into a fiery wreck. Akasha nodded
slowly then glanced to Felucia.
“And those as well?” she asked, motioning with her head to the side. Felucia looked to her then
out the window, seeing two more winged demons flying in parallel with them down another street, the
two monsters screeching at them as they were seen before a row of buildings blocked their view.
Felucia then looked out her window, seeing two more winged demons flying along another street near
them, also watching the girls as they tried to escape.
“What the… seven of those things? This is a small retrieval party?” she asked with shock while
looking back to Akasha. The woman nodded and leaned back in her seat.
“Here’s hoping your yasha friend has a good garrison at his home, otherwise we’re in for a very
rough time,” she said, still having a calm tone while looking ahead. Felucia looked at her with surprise
then forward while she drove as fast as she could, the vehicle speeding through the streets and weaving
around other cars while seven of the dark demons from another world chased after them.

Ceal was leaning against the wall with a calm expression, looking down at his necro hand while
he had his arms crossed before him. After a while he glanced over to see Complica walking out of the
bathing room, fully dressed again and smiling softly at him.
“Thank you for bringing me my clothes,” she said glancing down timidly.
“Can’t have you running around in a towel all day. I assumed those clothes would be acceptable
since you were wearing them yesterday,” he said with a shrug, looking at his reptilian hand. Complica
giggled and nodded, then looked at him with a curious smile.
“Um, can I ask you another question?” she asked softly. He glanced to her and nodded while her
hands fidgeted in front of her. After a moment she shook her head and looked down.
“Never mind,” she said quietly. He looked at her for a moment then stood upright.
“Let’s go pay your snow angel friend a visit, perhaps speed up her recovery,” he said casually.
Complica looked at him with wonder as he smirked.
“That is what you were going to ask, isn’t it?” he asked knowingly. She slowly nodded then
smiled a little.
“Yeah, but… I know you’re not responsible for her or her injuries, I didn’t want to ask for too
much,” she said softly. He nodded then held down his hand toward her, the girl gently grabbing it with
hers.
“I’m actually quite curious to see what condition she’s in, I can’t imagine the snow maiden took
it easy on her after all your friend has put her through,” he reasoned. Complica nodded and looked
down with worry.
“I know she had it coming she would have killed Mizore yesterday if you weren’t there but she’s
still my friend I just wish she would see reason about this whole thing she’s so stubborn and hard to talk
to it’s like you can’t get a single word in with her and she just doesn’t listen to anybody while going on
and on about Dark and how they’re meant to be together it’s like she can’t stop talking about him if her
life depended on it it’s so frustrating,” she said sadly. Ceal just looked at her for a moment then
squeezed her hand gently, the girl looking up to him as he motioned with his head to walk with him
down the hall.
“You may not be able to sway her in her crusade for the shadow demon, only he himself may be
capable of doing such a feat. You can however stay by her side, as a true friend, and help her when she
falls,” he said gently. She smiled and nodded before they started walking down the hallway together. As
they did Complica glanced to Ceal curiously, the boy looking ahead calmly while the girl held onto his
normal looking hand. After a moment Complica smiled softly and looked down, her wings fluttering
slightly behind her.
‘You’re way cooler than Dark is big brother. That much I know without a doubt.’

Chapter 20
Charmed
"All units! All units, we have confirmation-… there are reports of-… proceed to-…" a radio said
with static and sirens muffling the transmission.
Throughout the streets of a human city screams of terror and sirens were heard, along with
thunderous roars which seemed to be on the move between the towering buildings. Crashes and gunfire
were heard while a skyscraper rumbled violently before collapsing down towards the ground below,
debris and fire raining down onto the streets as people ran around screaming in a panic.
"Holy fucking shi-… get some goddamned backup over here now! There are-… I repeat, there are
monsters-…" the radio chatter sounded off.
A helicopter up in the sky hovered near a large building, its camera crew filming the chaos down
below in the streets. A dark shadow engulfed the vehicle before a large creature flew by, with its wing
destroying the chopper and reducing it to flaming wreckage that rained down towards the streets
below.
"Evacuate the city! Monsters are attacking! I repeat, monsters are-" the chatter said before
cutting to static.
Racing down a street inside the city along with dozens of other frightened motorists a car
weaved around traffic accidents and people that were running around through the streets in a panic.
Felucia swerved her car around a truck that had crashed into another van, then banked right and just
avoided a woman who was running across the street while holding her daughter's hand. Sitting next to
the doll demon's soul Akasha was glancing to the side, watching as two more of the giant winged
demons were still flying alongside them down another street, the monsters' eyes watching the car that
had the catatonic chronofly in the backseat. Luna continued to look down at the floor with lifeless eyes,
showing no reaction to anything around her at all still.
"How far is it to your friend's place?" Akasha asked as she looked back behind them, watching
three of the demons that were chasing them keeping close, with the two on the edges of their flight
pattern tearing apart walls and signs of buildings they passed by. The one in the middle swooped down
and annihilated a truck with its talons, its powerful wings flapping and throwing cars and people wildly
to the sides as the demons slowly started to gain on the fleeing car. Felucia glanced back to the
monsters in her rearview mirror then looked back ahead with frustration.
"Not too far, but I'm seriously questioning if these guys are going to let us get that far," she said
shaking her head. Akasha nodded then looked back to Luna.
"She must be valuable indeed to warrant such a strong retrieval party. What makes her so
special that this monster would send so many after her?" she asked curiously.
"You didn't know? That asshole wants Luna to breed more chronoflies, he wants an entire army
of time controlling minions, and the sick fucker is going to have her raped to death to get it," Felucia said

with anger. Akasha looked at Luna with concern, the chronofly's head bobbing slightly as the car
swerved to the left and right.
"Oh my, the poor dear," Akasha said gently. Felucia glanced back to Luna then ahead again.
"He already had her being used by his demons, she… she was violated before I got to her. I just
pray to the Almighty that she isn't pregnant with one of those vile monsters," she said with remorse.
Akasha looked at Luna with a worried eye then back ahead.
"I see. I wasn't informed exactly why she was so valuable to be freed and guarded, only that I
was to protect and guide her far away from the darkness," she said softly. Felucia glanced to her then
back ahead.
"We can't let her be taken back. No matter what, she can't go back into that world," she said
firmly. Akasha nodded as she gripped her sword's handle, the blade resting down on the floor between
her feet.
"If he really wanted her so badly, he should have sent more after her," she said coolly.
Up ahead a fire truck raced across the intersection, being struck in the side by an oncoming
semi-truck that crashed into the vehicle causing them both to spin slightly, with two more cars slamming
into them followed by another. Felucia swerved to avoid them then made a hard right turn as an
oncoming bus had veered to avoid the pileup from the other side.
"Shit!" Felucia yelled as they were now traveling down the road while behind them two more
vans slammed into the traffic accident. Akasha looked back to see the three winged demons flying over
the intersection, with one skidding across the ground and plowing through the vehicles as it tried to stop
while the two above it banked hard and swooped down road after their prey. Akasha then looked ahead
to see the two that had been flying down a road parallel to them banking around building and flying
towards them.
"Fuck, definitely not the right way!" Felucia yelled out looking around.
"They've got us trapped, get us out of here," Akasha said as she looked around for another
route, only seeing tall buildings along both sides of the street as the demons in front and behind closed
in while keeping low to the road. Felucia looked around quickly then reached over, yanking the strap to
Akasha's seatbelt to tighten it.
"Hang on!" she yelled before making a hard left turn. Akasha watched as the car skidded along
in a drift before driving towards a shopping center, the vehicle racing up and crashing through the
multiple glass doors while people all around screamed and darted out of the way. The car's loud engine
echoed out up above through the three story shopping center, the structure built as a long stretching
atrium that connected to the street down the block. There were dozens of shops and stores on each
floor, walkway ramps and elevators set all around to get from floor to floor, and people on all levels of
the mall watching with surprise as a car floored it through the ground level of the center. A moment
later the glass and brick wall near the street exploded as two of the winged demons tried to follow after
the car, the giant monsters tearing through multiple stores on the two lower levels after their prey

before they slowed down while they got stuck and collided against each other. Felucia glanced back to
seeing the winged demons unable to follow them properly while the third floor above collapsed down
onto the beasts, with debris and broken glass flying out from a large cloud while people ran away
screaming in terror.
"Driving through a human mall, bet Dark's never done anything like this before," Felucia said
with a laugh. Akasha merely glanced to her then back ahead as people dodged the fast moving car while
small stands and carts were obliterated and tossed to the sides. Far ahead of them they saw the glass
entrance to the other street along with dozens of windowpanes above it that towered up the three
stories. As the car got near the exit two of the large winged demons swopped down and crashed
through the glass, with one demon clawing and grabbing hold to the upper floors while another scraped
along the ground, its large wings destroying the stores and shops on both sides of it while people were
either crushed under the monster or by falling debris.
"So what now?" Akasha asked, glancing to her friend. Felucia stared at the monsters with wide
eyes then hit the brakes, squealing to a stop inside the mall as she and Akasha looked back, seeing two
of the demons struggling to rush them while both occupying the same two lower floors and tramping
over each other, while the other two in front of them closed in with one on the ground level while the
other crawled along the side of the atrium above it.
"Ok… now we're trapped," Felucia said with a grunt. She looked back then forward again while
Akasha gripped her blade tightly. After a pause Felucia narrowed her eyes and floored the gas, making a
sharp spin with the tires screeching loudly. She raced back towards the two demons that were struggling
to catch them, both of the monsters destroying the two lower floors with both their large wings and the
fact that they couldn't both fit through the narrow atrium very well together.
"Um… what are you doing?" Akasha asked as Felucia stomped down on the gas, driving towards
the demons at high speed while people all around were trying to flee into nearby stores for safety.
Felucia glanced back to seeing the two monsters behind them still crawling toward them at a steady
pace then forward as the sides of the atrium started to crumble above.
"We're not getting past those two back there," Felucia said with a shrug.
"And how are you planning on getting past those two then?" Akasha questioned as she gripped
her sword and seat while tensing up. Felucia smirked then swerved off to the side, racing towards a
walkway ramp that led up towards the second floor.
up it.

"Only one way, let's hope this works!" she called out as her floored it onto the ramp and raced

"Wait, what do you mean hope?" Akasha shouted out before the car launched off the ramp,
soaring up and skidding across the ceiling with its roof. They flew just over the demons as the two
monsters smashed through the mall below them, the car then landing down on the other side while
large chunks of debris started to fall and crash down around. The two demons tried to turn around but
got stuck as the floors above them collapsed down, with smoke blasting towards the car in a furious
cloud as the entire building above started to crash down. The demon that had been crawling along the
walls leapt over and landed down behind the escaping car while behind it large chunks of debris rained

down and buried the three others that had gotten boxed in. Akasha looked behind to seeing the
monster snapping and lunging at them ferociously while right behind it large concrete blocks and debris
crashed down onto the ground. Felucia raced through the mall while weaving from side to side, avoiding
falling debris and glass as the car's tires squealed loudly.
"If you could possibly go faster, I would highly recommend doing so," Akasha said as she
watched the dust cloud behind the demon racing towards them along with furious crashes from the
collapsing building. Felucia saw the broken entrance they had plowed through up ahead, narrowing her
eyes as she gripped the steering wheel tightly. The winged demon behind them leapt forward and
snapped at the car, its beak tearing off the roof and windows with a powerful snap. Felucia screamed as
she kept the car steady, the demon's long hair along with Akasha's flowing behind in the wind. As she
neared the entrance she turned the wheel, making a sharp turn with the car and sliding it sideways in a
drift, the tires squealing as the winged demon lunged towards them. Before it got close the building
above slammed down onto it, crushing it into the ground as the dust cloud enveloped and raced past
the monster. Felucia kept the wheel steady as the car skidded back onto the road, heading left back
onto the street while the dust cloud and debris shot out from the destroyed atrium like a wave, crashing
into the adjacent buildings with a fierce impact. Akasha looked back to the large dust cloud then over to
Felucia curiously.
"Where did you learn to drive like that anyway?" she asked. Felucia glanced to her then looked
ahead with a proud smile.
"By the best agent that ever lived," she said confidently. Akasha looked at her curiously then up,
seeing the remaining three winged demons flying around above. They screeched loudly then swooped
down to chase after them, with Felucia glancing back to them with frustration.
"They just don't give up," she growled. The car raced further down the road then made a sharp
left turn onto another major street, skidding along on all four wheels and then taking off while dodging
other cars as they were driving by in a hurry.
"Hopefully the other four are at least down for the count," Akasha said with a shrug. A powerful
explosion was heard as the buildings to their left rumbled, right before two of the winged demons
plowed through the structures while two more shot up into the air through the roofs. The two behind
banked around and scampered along with road, destroying cars and crushing people before taking flight
again and chasing after the girls while between the towering buildings. The two in the air banked around
and followed after high in the sky while the three from earlier swooped around the corner and followed
the rest.
"You've got to be kidding me, why won't those damned things just stay down?" Felucia yelled
out with frustration. Akasha leapt back into the backseat next to Luna, watching the demons that
followed behind with narrowed eyes while she readied her sword. Her long pink hair flowed to the side
of her head as she held the blade to the side while standing on the seat. A winged demon closed in and
snapped at her, with the vampire swiping her sword and screeching the blade across the monster's
beak. It howled and stumbled along on the street, destroying the pavement and knocking a few cars
aside before it lunged at the girls again.

"Get her to safety, that's your only priority now," Akasha declared before she leapt off the car
towards the monster with Felucia looking back with shock.
"Akasha!" she yelled out as the vampire flew towards the low flying demon. Akasha landed on
the beak of the demon, striking her blade into the eye of the beast before running along the monster's
back towards its tail. Her blade carved through the spine and body of the large demon, the vampire then
leaping off towards another winged beast while the one she sliced dropped down and crashed into the
pavement. Akasha landed down on the second monster's head, swiping her blade down and through the
skull of the beast before leaping over to the side at another low flying demon, the woman's blade
trailing blood from the second kill which spiraled off to the side and crashed into a department store
violently. Akasha landed against the third demon's head on the side, jamming her blade into the skull
with a yell.
"You shall never reclaim that chronofly!" Akasha yelled as the monster spiraled around while
banking off to the side, with Akasha standing against the head and holding onto her blade tightly. The
vampire then leapt off before the large monster slammed into the ground and crashed into a few
buildings, the woman flipping through the air before landing down on a car and crushing in the roof with
a rough impact. She slowly stood up as her hair flowed behind her, with the giant monster behind her
collapsing down with large crash while the vampire glared at the two other winged demons that were
closing in on street level with her. Felucia stared with wide eyes then looked up to seeing the two
airborne demons diving down towards her.
"God fucking dammit!" Felucia yelled as she continued to speed down the street, unable to stop
without being caught by her pursuers.
Akasha casually spun her blade around with one hand then held it at the ready with both, her
vampire aura suddenly flaring around her like a storm. Felucia blinked then glanced back, sensing a
powerful boom of monster energy behind her.
"Holy… fuck," she said softly.
Akasha tensed up, and then ran towards the winged demons, both monsters closing in on her
fast while screeching loudly. The vampire jumped up onto a car then launched up towards the monsters
with a mighty leap, swinging her blade and striking across the face of one of the demons. Akasha
spiraled down to the ground and landed on the pavement, her feet cracking the ground under her from
the fierce impact as the winged demon she struck spiraled down towards the street with her blade
lodged in its skull. As it crashed down onto the pavement the second demon flew towards Akasha with
its beak opened, howling as the vampire turned to glare at it. She reached out and caught the upper
beak with both hands while she used a foot to hold the lower beak down, bracing from the impact as
she skidded down across the street with the monster still charging her. Her boot tore up the pavement
as she remained firm in her stance, the vampire showing a focused expression while the winged
monster scampered along on the street while trying to bite down on the woman. She skidded back
towards the downed monster which was howling weakly while flailing around on its side. The woman
was pushed back before hitting against it, becoming pinned against the monster as the other tried to
snap down on her. Akasha narrowed her eyes and then reached over to the side, grabbing her nearby
blade that was sticking out of the other demon's head. With a mighty swipe she swung around and
sliced off the top beak while jumping over to the side, the wounded monster howling before it stumbled
forward into the other demon. Akasha lunged forward and struck into the monster's skull with a

powerful thrust, killing it as the other monster stumbled back to its feet. It shakily looked over to see
Akasha yanking out the blade from the downed demon, the woman then glaring over to it as she
gripped her sword tightly.
"Your master underestimated that chronofly's guardians by a large margin. Pity," Akasha said
coldly before running towards the beast, jumping into a powerful downwards cut as the demon stared
with shock. A splatter of blood coated the ground before Akasha landed down, followed a moment later
by the demon collapsing down in front of her with a large gash carved through the front of its skull.
Akasha whipped her blade to the side with a quick swing, flinging off the blood from the sword before
looking towards where the remaining two winged demons were seen in the distance as they were
chasing after Felucia and Luna. Sirens were heard echoing out nearby along with peoples frightened
screams as dozens of people were still running away from the area in a panic. A few had stopped to
stare at the powerful woman who killed a few of the flying beasts with surprise while many were lying
about wounded from the chaos that had befallen their home.
"Here's hoping that girl can elude her pursuers long enough to reach sanctuary," she said softly
to herself.

Running down a hallway inside the large villa Mizore searched franticly for any sign of her
demon. She peered down each hallway and intersection, desperately searching for any trace of Dark's
essence. She felt no dark aura nearby or around the halls as she ran through the building with a
remorseful expression.
"Dark, where did you go? Please, don't hide from me now," she said to herself before rounding a
corner, just missing colliding with a guard who watched her run down the hall hastily. She searched the
lower floor and rooms, then ran upstairs to the next floor and started searching the offices and lounges,
finding no trace of her beloved demon.
"Dark! Please, come back!" Mizore called out as she looked around the halls with worried eyes.
She shouted out with frustration and continued her search.
"Dammit Arial, how could you crush his spirit like that? How could you be so goddamned blind?"
she yelled out with anger. After running through the building's second floor to no avail she walked out
onto a balcony, overlooking the courtyard inside the villa. She saw some of the group standing around
near a small garden and stream nearby. Apoch and Astreal were sitting down next to a flower garden
with Leon and Gabriel standing near them, Gin was looking down at the gentle stream that flowed
through the garden with Kokoa hanging onto his arm, Sun was leaning against a tree nearby watching
Gin carefully, Ruby and Razico were standing together on a small wooden bridge over the stream, and
Rason and Kurumu were looking up at the sky with worried eyes. Kurumu blinked then glanced over as
she saw Mizore out of the corner of her eye, then turned to wave at her.
"Mizore, did you find him?" she called up.
"No, I can't find him anywhere," Mizore called out while shaking her head.

"He's a shadow demon, he's going to be nearly impossible to find, especially if he doesn't wish
to be found," Apoch pointed out with concern.
"So what can we do now?" Leon asked.
"All we can do is wait until he wants to be seen, that's how he's always been," Rason said,
looking down with concern for his silent friend. Sun looked down for a moment then over to see Moka
and Render walking out of the building towards them, along with Yukari who was crying.
"Yukari? What's wrong?" Ruby asked as she and Razico saw the crying witch.
"Hey, what's wrong with her?" Kurumu asked as Moka walked up towards them.
"She… um, Ahakon…" Moka said looking down to Yukari.
"What about Ahakon?" Rason asked.
"He kissed Ran!" Yukari cried out, with everybody looking to her with surprise.
"What? He did?" Kurumu asked, looking back to Moka questioningly. The vampire nodded
slowly and looked back down to her young friend.
"That's what she says she overheard, Ahakon was talking to Ran inside about how he… kissed
her last night," she said softly.
"No way, he wouldn't do that to Yukari. He loves her," Kurumu said shaking her head. Mizore
saw her young friend crying then leapt off the balcony, landing gracefully on the ground just as Ceal and
Complica walked out nearby. The two stopped as the snow maiden stood up in front of them, both
trying to ignore having seen the girl's panties clear as day from her landing.
"Ever heard of the stairs?" Complica asked, holding onto Ceal's hand still. Mizore glanced back
to them then ran over to her friends as they were watching Yukari cry.
"Is that true Ms. Yukari? Did Mr. Ahakon… really do that with Ms. Ran?" Astreal asked worriedly.
Yukari nodded while crying, whimpering as she wiped her tears away.
"I heard him confess that he likes her kisses, and he even admitted he was in her room last
night. Ran admitted they were making out together, I can't believe he did that with her," she said
sorrowfully. Ceal and Complica walked up to them while Mizore looked at her friend with worry.
"That can't be true Yukari, he loves you. He wouldn't cheat on you with her," Mizore said softly.
"Yeah, Ran probably charmed him with a stupid siren's song," Kokoa scoffed, glancing to Sun
with narrowed eyes. Sun showed an annoyed expression from that insult then looked back to Yukari
curiously. Yukari cried and held onto Moka from around the waist, the vampire holding her gently with a
sympathetic expression.

"We should find and talk to him Yukari, find out what really happened," she said softly.
"Finding him won't be a problem," Leon said, pointing over the building where Ahakon was
stumbling out of, with Ran trying to cling to his leg. They were both dressed in casual clothing again,
with the siren desperately trying to hold onto the mage as he tried to get away.
"Let me go Ran! Let go!" Ahakon yelled before he dropped to the ground. He looked back to the
siren as he kept trying to scramble away from her, not noticing that everybody was watching them.
"Please Ahakon, I love you! I really do!" Ran cried out. Ahakon yelled out as he pushed her off,
stumbling back to his feet as he faced her while trying to hold in his tears.
"Just stop already! I don't love you, you hear me? I love Yukari! I love Yukari!" he yelled out
while shaking his head. Ran stared at him with heartbroken eyes while on her knees as the group
watched him with wonder. Yukari took a step closer before Moka held a hand out across and stopped
her, the vampire shaking her head as she wanted to hear what the mage would say.
"But Ahakon… that kiss…" Ran pleaded with teary eyes. Ahakon growled with frustration and
shook his head more.
"That wasn't a lover's kiss Ran! I told you before, I told you I only love Yukari, that I don't love
you!" he cried out with tears forming in his eyes. Ran stared at him with worried eyes as he looked down
with a tired sigh.
"I didn't want to crush you, I didn't want to make you cry; I didn't want to break your heart. I
only went into your room last night because I heard you calling my name, I thought you were awake and
something was wrong. Then I found out you were dreaming, about me," he explained with remorse. The
group watched him curiously as Yukari tilted her head slightly. Ahakon shook his head and then looked
back to Ran with concern.
"I was going to leave, but then you woke up. I didn't want you freaking out and causing a scene,
and Yukari was right outside, she wouldn't have believed anything I told her about why I was in there
with you like that. I had to silence you, to try to reason with you. I'm sorry, but I can't return your love, I
never could. I didn't want to take everything away from you, you said it yourself that your dreams were
all you had left. So… so I gave you that kiss so you could have your dreams still, to have something. I just
wanted to let you down easy, I didn't want to hurt you," he reasoned. Yukari watched him with wonder
as the group glanced to her. Ran trembled and slowly held a hand out towards Ahakon, with the mage
backing up with a frustrated expression.
"But then you went and said that to Yukari, said that I was sneaking into your room to make out
with you. How could you, how could you do that to me? I didn't want to hurt anyone, I wanted
everybody to get along, and then you ruined it! You took my girlfriend from me Ran, you took
everything from me!" he yelled out with anger. Ran backed up as she cried softly, with Ahakon
narrowing his eyes at her.
"But… Ahakon…" Ran pleaded shakily.

"You're just as delusional as Arial! You ruined my relationship with Yukari, now she'll never
forgive me because she thinks I'm unfaithful, because I'm supposedly sneaking around with other
women! I would have been fine being friends with you, I would have been fine being your hero Ran, but
you ruined my life! You cost me my only girlfriend! I hate you!" Ahakon yelled out. Ran's mouth opened
slightly as she trembled, tears dropping from her cheeks as she shook her head slowly.
"No… please… I love you, I love you Ahakon…" she said quietly. Ahakon backed up a step and
looked down with closed eyes.
"Stop saying you love me, stop loving me Ran. Stop loving me!" he yelled out with frustration.
Ran looked at him with sorrow then over to see everybody watching her. After a moment of silence
Ahakon looked back to her, seeing her watching something. He slowly turned around, and then jumped
in surprise as all eyes fell on him.
"Ahakon…" Yukari said softly.
"Um… how long… have you guys been there?" Ahakon asked nervously.
"From start to finish Ahakon, we heard everything," Ruby said glancing to Ran with discontent.
"So, that's what this was all about," Kurumu said with narrowed eyes at Ran.
"He never made out with you Ran, you little liar, he just wanted to let you down easy because
he felt sorry for you," Kokoa said, putting her hands to her hips.
"I knew Ahakon wouldn't have been unfaithful to Yukari, not after all they've been through,"
Rason said, glancing to Yukari. She slowly walked towards Ahakon with eyes of wonder.
"Ahakon… is that… true? You were just trying to let her down gently?" she asked. He nodded
with remorse and looked down.
"I'm sorry, I never meant for it to go so out of control like this. I only gave her that kiss because
she thought she was dreaming, and I didn't want to take her dreams away. She was broken," he
pleaded. Yukari looked at him with awe then over to Ran carefully. Ahakon sighed then looked back to
Yukari.
"I'm sorry, I didn't want her freaking out last night when I went in to check on her, and you were
right outside. She thought she was dreaming, I thought I could let her down gently and then leave
without anybody ever finding out. I just didn't want to crush her heart," he said softly. Yukari looked at
him with a gentle gaze then down. After a pause she looked back to him with worried eyes.
"Promise me that you'll never kiss another girl but me, promise me Ahakon," she said softly.
Ahakon nodded quickly as Yukari watched him timidly.
"I promise Yukari, never with anyone else, either here or in a dream. Only with you," he said
assuredly. Yukari smiled softly then hugged him, the mage then holding her gently as the group smiled
at them. Well, not Ceal of course, and certainly not Ran. After the hug ended Yukari glared at Ran,

walking in front of her boyfriend and holding her wand up. Ran scooted back fearfully as Yukari growled
with anger, the group watching her carefully as her wand glowed brightly. After a moment she slowly
breathed out then lowered her wand, with Ran trembling in fear still.
"Our deal is off Ran," Yukari said with discontent. Ran whimpered as Yukari looked at her with a
dull glare.
"Stay away from my boyfriend. He may be your hero, but he's all mine, got it?" she said sternly.
Ran looked to Ahakon with pleading eyes, the mage looking down and away. Ran whimpered and looked
down with sorrow as Yukari walked up to her.
"You had your chance to stay by his side, as his friend, but now you've thrown all that away,"
Yukari said firmly. Ran growled then slowly looked up to Yukari, a deep glare in her eyes as she bared
her teeth. Yukari showed a bit of caution then aimed her wand at the siren.
"It's not fair… I love him, I worship him, he's everything to me. And yet I'm supposed to believe
that you are more worthy of him than I?" Ran demanded with anger.
"He chose me as his girlfriend Ran, not you," Yukari said with a nod. Ran yelled out as she
swatted the wand out from the witch's grip, the siren then grabbing the young girl and lifting her up into
the air. Ran stood up while glaring at Yukari with rage as Ahakon watched with surprise.
"It's not fair! I love him more than you could ever possibly dream, I've dreamt of him unlike any
other! He's my world, and I'm supposed to just forfeit that to you? The one who nearly kills him with
horrible cooking every day? The one who is a constant danger to his health every day? The one who
doesn't have a damn clue just how incredible he really is?" Ran shouted out with anger.
"Ran stop, put her down!" Ahakon called out.
"Enough Ran, he's with Yukari, you need to deal with it!" Kurumu shouted out. Ran growled with
fury and wound back a fist, with Yukari struggling to pry free from the siren's grip.
"Stop taking my hero away from me!" Ran yelled out with tears in her eyes. Yukari watched with
surprise as the siren readied to strike her in the face, followed by a sudden blast of arctic wind that blew
out from the doorway behind her. The ground and walls froze over instantly while ice raced up and
solidified across Ran's legs, back, and arm that she had geared back. Ran screamed as she let go of
Yukari, the witch dropping down and stumbling back as the group stared at the frozen siren with
surprise.
"Mizore?" Ruby asked, looking to Mizore. The snow maiden just shook her head.
"That… wasn't me," she said softly. The group looked behind Ran to see Arial walking out, fully
healed and looking down with a dull expression. She stopped next to Ran and glanced up to her, with
the siren trembling and shivering loudly while looking down to her.
"First you accuse Sun of being a murderer, and then you try to beat up a little girl. And they say
I'm being a problem," Arial said flatly.

"S-S-S-Stay… out-t-t of… th-th-this," Ran shivered with frustration.
"She's healed again, how…" Rason started before the group looked to Ceal, the catalyst mage
merely glancing away.
"Complica requested her friend be healed, under the agreement that such a service would not
be repeated should the snow angel repeat her mistake," he said simply. Complica nodded and smiled up
at Ceal gently, holding onto his hand securely as the group looked back to the frozen siren. Arial sighed
and waved her hand to the side, causing the frost and ice to instantly recede. Ran dropped to the
ground holding her arms around her body, shivering violently as Arial looked down at the siren.
"What is it with you sirens, always thinking you can charm away any man you see?" Arial asked
with discontent.
"You're one to talk! You're trying to steal away Dark when he's clearly engaged to Mizore!" Ran
barked out at her with frustration.
"I never gave my blessing on the matter," Arial said crossing her arms in discontent.
"I don't need your goddamned blessing you little bitch!" Mizore yelled out with anger. Arial
growled then glared over to her.
"Alright already! That's enough!" Moka yelled out. Everybody looked to her as she marched
towards Ran and Arial.
"I have had enough! We have far more important matters to deal with right now, and I'm sick of
all of these interruptions," she declared loudly.
"You and me both," Ceal added while glancing away. Moka walked up to Arial and stared her
down with discontent.
"Get it through your head Arial, open your eyes and see what's in front of you for once. Dark.
Loves. Mizore!" she shouted out. Arial opened her mouth to speak before Moka shook her head.
"There are no buts or excuses at all Arial! Dark marked Mizore to be his wife. Dark proposed to
Mizore to marry her. Dark loves Mizore, he always has! If you really cared about him in the slightest you
would have seen that before ruining the image of his guardian angel by you telling him that you love him
like a husband! You scarred him, cut him deeper than anything else ever could have! You should be
ashamed of yourself!" Moka shouted out. Arial stared at her with a stunned expression as the vampire
looked over to Ran.
"And you! …what the HELL is wrong with you Ran? Never mind the age difference, Ahakon loves
Yukari! That trumps any other reason why you can't have him! You know this! We all know this! So what
if he's your hero, that doesn't mean you have any right over him at all! He gave you that kiss last night to
let you down easy; he wanted to avoid taking away everything from you. He wanted to be kind to you,
to keep you as a friend. He doesn't love you; he even shouted it to you pointblank! If you have any shred
of a heart, if you truly do care about him, then you will apologize to him and Yukari for your behavior!"

she yelled out with anger. Ran stared at her speechless as the vampire turned around and pointed to
Sun who had stepped closer to Gin's side opposite of Kokoa.
"And you! Are you just as blind as these two? Gin loves Kokoa, how can you not see that? You
had your chance to be with him and you turned him down. You sent him away after he confessed his
love to you, you gave him up! You can't just turn around and say differently now and expect him to
come running, he's moved on, found somebody who returned those feelings! If you really want to keep
him in your life then you will acknowledge Kokoa as his one and only mate, and you will respect them as
a couple! You have no idea what Gin went through to be with her, what they both did to stay together!
And so help me Sun, if you try to take that away from them then I'll beat you into the ground myself!"
she roared, her hair flashing silver while her eyes shifted to red briefly. The group stared at her with
stunned expressions, Ceal not so much of course, as she walked back towards the others.
"There is a war looming ahead of us, the human world thinks we're the devils again, we're
isolated from our home, Arial and Complica need to be returned to heaven, and Luna is trapped above
in that dark world. I can think of so many things we should be talking about rather than arguing about
your goddamned obsessions with boys you can't have!" she yelled out, looking around at the three girls
in question again.
"She's… kind of scary when she's mad," Complica said quietly while sliding behind Ceal.
"What… was up with her hair and eyes?" Leon asked curiously. Yukari slowly picked up her wand
while watching Ran closely, the siren shivering and looking down with worried eyes. Arial continued to
stare down Mizore, the two glaring at each other with discontent. Sun backed a step away from Gin as
Kokoa marched up between them, the vampire glaring at the siren with a hiss.
"So can we please settle these differences we have once and for all? Can we please put an end
to all this fighting and tension, and work together against this bigger crisis? I have a mate waiting for me
in the monster world, and I'll be damned if I let him walk out here into a war," Moka declared as she
looked around at the group, her expression and stance identical to Inner Moka's.
"I would greatly appreciate it as well if you could all resolve your differences peacefully, before
more damage is done to my lovely home," Fang Fang added while walking out of the building towards
the group. Moka turned to him then bowed with remorse.
"I'm truly sorry about the way they've behaved, I promise my father will be more than willing to
pay for all the damages," she said sincerely. Fang Fang waved his hand with a casual smile.
"I hope so my dear, otherwise my father may be slightly upset with both of us," he said with a
nervous chuckle. Moka smiled weakly and nodded then looked back to Arial and Ran with discontent.
Fang Fang sighed then glanced to the two girls as well.
"If it's not too much trouble, could you please keep your personal affairs more personal, and
refrain from causing another fight within my home?" he asked. Ran looked down with a whimper while
Arial looked away with a scoff. Fang Fang looked at them with a dull glance, and then to Ran curiously.
As she was looking down a faint glimmer was seen through her glasses.

"Excuse me, what manner of glasses are those?" Fang Fang asked curiously while pointing to
them. Ran looked up to him curiously as the group watched her.
"My glasses? They're just used for me to see better, why?" she asked. Fang Fang looked at her
carefully then to Ahakon, the young mage just watching them while Yukari remained at his side.
"I see. Could I please look at them?" Fang Fang asked, holding his hand out toward her. Ran
looked at him puzzled then slowly handed him her glasses, her eyes squinting slightly as her world
turned blurry.
"Fang Fang? What is it?" Yukari asked. Fang Fang examined the glasses then held them up to see
through the lenses, looking around slowly with an intrigued smile.
"Tell me my dear, who made these for you?" he asked. Ran blinked and looked at him curiously.
"I've always had to wear glasses, ever since I was little. My parents got them for me a long time
ago," she explained. Fang Fang nodded as his gaze rested on Ahakon, noticing something different about
the mage through the lenses.
"Tell me, did anyone ever enchant them for any purpose?" he asked knowingly. All eyes fell on
Ran as she slowly nodded.
"Well… yes. My old master, the one from the dark world, he had to enchant them so I could see
properly from above down to the worlds I was about to be sent into. Until he did my glasses obscured
my sight while my sisters could see through the rifts properly," she said with a shrug. Fang Fang nodded
and smirked as Ahakon looked at him curiously.
"I see. And Ahakon, tell me, is she the first girl to be smitten with you, besides your girlfriend
standing next to you?" he asked. Ahakon looked at him curiously then down in thought.
"Well, no, actually she isn't," he said, and then looked back over to Apoch and Astreal. The witch
sisters just watched him then raised an eyebrow each.
"Why are you looking at us?" Apoch asked.
"Um, because, well…" Ahakon said, rubbing the back of his head. Moka glanced to the sisters
then nodded.
"Apoch, Astreal, the two witch sisters from our time were in love with Ahakon before they died,"
she explained. Apoch and Astreal jumped with surprise while everybody looked over to them.
"What? They… we… were?" Astreal asked with disbelief.
"You two were in love with him? Really?" Render asked. Apoch waved her hands in front of her
while shaking her head.

"No no no, I was only with Dark, never Mr. Ahakon!" she pleaded. Yukari nodded and looked
back to Fang Fang.
"It's true, the Apoch and Astreal from this timeline were in love with Ahakon. They even tried to
steal him away from me before they died," she said. Fang Fang nodded slowly then raised an eyebrow
with an awkward smile.
"From… this timeline?" he asked.
"Long story, but back to the point here… what's your point here?" Kurumu asked. Fang Fang
smiled and pointed to Ahakon.
"You my little friend are the cause of all this," he said. Ahakon looked at him puzzled as did the
rest of the group.
"Um… what?" Ahakon asked. Fang Fang chuckled and tilted his head curiously.
"Tell me, when did those two witch sisters fall for you before, was it at first sight?" he asked.
Ahakon blinked then shook his head as the group watched him curiously.
"No… it was, well, a little while after that," he said with a shrug.
"He tried to stand up for them when they were being picked on, tried to defend them when
they were in danger, and even baked them a cake. After all that they agreed to… well, they both wanted
to be his girlfriends together," Yukari explained.
"We what?" Apoch and Astreal cried out. Render and Leon looked at the sisters curiously, the
girls then looking to them and franticly shaking their heads.
"It's not true, we swear! We've never been attracted to Mr. Ahakon!" they cried out together.
"How are you both saying everything together like that?" Complica asked puzzled.
"Thank you!" Rason said while waving to her.
"They both wanted to be his… and he said yes?" Ran asked softly while looking to Ahakon. He
waved his hands around nervously and shook his head.
"Don't read into that Ran, I made a mistake back then. I broke up with them because it wasn't
fair to them having to share me, and… and I wanted to be with Yukari, just with her," he pleaded.
"We wanted to be that little boy's lover?" Apoch asked weakly.
"Together?" Astreal asked while wavering slightly.
"You were both ready to kill Yukari to have him, you nearly did even," Mizore pointed out.
Apoch and Astreal looked at her with disbelief then to Ahakon.

"Why would we have done that?" Apoch asked.
"Yes, Mr. Ahakon isn't quite what I would want in a boyfriend…" Astreal said with a slightly
disturbed expression. Fang Fang nodded then looked to Ran.
"And you my dear, when did you fall for him?" he asked. Ran looked at him with gentle eyes
then back to Ahakon.
"When I saw him fighting Alucard. He was so brave and daring, to stand against such a powerful
foe without fear of harm or death. I couldn't take my eyes off of him the entire time I watched from
above," she said softly. Ahakon watched her with worry while Ran looked down with longing eyes.
"And then when I was sent to his school, I saw him more and more up close, and even got to be
closer to him personally. The more I was around him, the more I couldn't deny my feelings. It wasn't just
that he was my hero for standing up to Alucard, he… he was so much more to me, I couldn't control how
I felt," she said softly.
"I suppose you couldn't, seeing as how you were charmed," Fang Fang said with a shrug.
Everybody looked to him curiously from that.
"What? Charmed?" Ran asked. Fang Fang nodded and waved the glasses in front of him.
"It's true, though I doubt Ahakon had any idea he was ever doing anything at all to entice you
girls towards him," he said, then motioned for Moka to come over. The vampire walked over while
looking at Ahakon curiously then glanced to Fang Fang.
"What do you mean charmed? I don't know how to use such magic," Ahakon said while shaking
his head. Fang Fang glanced to him then to Moka.
"Here, put these on, and look at your friend," he said, handing her the glasses. Moka looked at
them carefully then slowly put them on. Looking around everything seemed fine, although slightly blurry
from the distortion by the lenses. However as she turned to look at Ahakon she noticed something
different.
"Wha… what is that?" she asked. Around Ahakon was a very small purple aura, faintly flowing in
small wisps around him. It was nearly invisible, however with the glasses Moka could see something
around the boy that couldn't be seen before.
"Moka? What do you see?" Kurumu asked.
"Ahakon, he's… he's exuding some form of aura around him. It's really small, but I can almost
see it," Moka said while focusing on the boy. Ahakon examined himself confusedly then looked back to
her.
"I am? But I'm not doing anything, honest," he said while shaking his head.

"An aura?" Yukari asked, looking to Ahakon curiously. Fang Fang nodded then walked over to
her, taking the glasses from Moka and handing them to the young witch.
"It's really faint, but it appears he's constantly emitting a small aura around him, a charming
aura in fact," he explained, with Yukari taking the glasses and looking at Ahakon with wonder.
"I am?" Ahakon asked. Yukari slowly nodded as she looked at the mage, her heart beating faster
as she blushed slightly. Even though she loved him to begin with, through the glasses he appeared even
more enchanting to her.
"Yeah… you are. Wow, you really are," she said softly, suddenly feeling more drawn to the boy
than before.
"But… I don't understand, I don't know how to cast such a spell. How can I be casting it… all the
time?" Ahakon asked, looking around confusedly.
"It's just your natural state of being Ahakon. It's very small though, I doubt anybody else ever
noticed it. Your aura is so faint nobody would have detected it naturally. Except for…" Fang Fang said
knowingly while glancing to Ran.
"Somebody who was watching him for so long, with enchanted glasses," Yukari said, looking
over to Ran with wonder.
"Or two girls who are made from magic themselves, and were exposed to multiple acts of
heroism and kindness from him," Leon said, looking over to Apoch and Astreal. Kurumu looked back and
forth between Ahakon and the witch sisters then jumped a bit.
"That's it, that's why those other two sisters were so head over heels for him. Everything he did
for them drew their attention to his charming aura. No wonder they swooned for him so quickly, in their
eyes he must have been the most attractive boy in the whole school," she said with the realization.
"I was wondering why he was having so much luck with the ladies. Seriously, he had Apoch and
Astreal chasing him after only a day," Gin said with a thoughtful smile. Apoch and Astreal looked at each
other curiously then to Ahakon, both wondering if the young mage really did sweep them off their feet
in this timeline before. He was cute for a boy, sure, but not to the point where they felt they would try
to kill for him.
"Wait, are you saying… the only reason I love Ahakon…" Ran said nervously.
"He charmed you Ran, he had you under his spell from the moment you laid eyes on him," Fang
Fang said while crossing his arms in content. Yukari walked over and handed the siren her glasses back,
the girl putting them on and looking over to Ahakon with disbelief. She never thought the aura around
him was a charming spell, rather she thought it was his monster aura.
"I see. And since Ran already had a little crush on him from all her stories she reads, that only
fueled her love for him more," Moka said looking to Ahakon. He still looked around speechless as
everybody turned to him.

"No wonder you've always been a little pimp dude, you've been charming all the girls with your
magic," Rason said with a laugh.
"Wait, but… I…" Ahakon said unsurely before looking over to Ran. She shook her head, looking
down speechless while she thought about what she heard. After a moment she whimpered and looked
back to him with heartbroken eyes.
"That's why I feel this way about you? That's why I love you? It's only because… you charmed
me? You put a spell over me?" she asked shakily.
"Ran… I… I didn't try to; I mean I never knew…" Ahakon said gently. Ran shook her head and
looked down while choking back a sob.
"Everything I've ever felt… was a lie? It wasn't real?" she asked. The group looked at her with
worry as she sobbed quietly. She closed her eyes and hung her head low while she whimpered.
"No… that can't be. How could everything I felt be a lie?" she asked with disbelief. Yukari
watched her sob quietly then glanced to Ahakon, the boy trying to think of something to say but unable
come up with anything. After a moment Yukari sighed quietly then walked over to the siren.
"Not everything was a lie Ran," she said gently. Ran slowly looked up to her and sniffled. Yukari
looked at her with a blank expression for a moment then down.
"You idolizing him as your hero, just like you did with your fantasy stories and manga, that was
real. How he was your light that you held onto in the darkness, what got you through the nightmare you
endured, that was real," she said softly.
sorrow.

"But… I… he…" Ran stuttered worriedly. She shook her head then looked back down with

"It's not true, it can't be. I know… I know I love him. I do! I have to, that can't be a lie, it just can't
be!" she cried out while shaking her head, holding her hands to her head as she desperately tried to
validate her feelings for Ahakon.
"I saw him fighting Alucard, I saw him fighting to save all those people, and I know I felt
something for him then! I had to have, he was all that kept me going in the darkness, if it wasn't for
him… I don't know what I would have done," she said shakily.
"Face it girl, you were hexed by his magic," Arial said shaking her head. Ran yelled out with
frustration and then looked to her with a glare, stumbling back to her feet as she clenched her fists.
out.

"No I wasn't! I don't believe it! I don't want that to be true, I want to love him! I do!" she cried

"Why? He doesn't love you," Arial replied coolly. Ran growled with anger and narrowed her eyes
at the angel.

"Why do you persist after Dark when clearly he doesn't love you like you want? He loves Mizore
you little bitch, yet you still claim that he loves you the most. You're the one that's deceiving yourself!"
she yelled out. Arial narrowed her eyes and formed her ice claws as the group watched them worriedly.
"Dark is my demon!" Arial shouted out.
"Ahakon is my hero!" Ran yelled back.
"You're both nuts," Render said shaking his head.
"Shut up!" Arial and Ran yelled out at him together before glaring at each other again.
"Ran has a more valid argument actually," Yukari said looking down thoughtfully. The girls
looked to her puzzled as the witch smiled a bit.
siren.

"What are you talking about?" Ran asked. Yukari thought about something then looked to the

"It's like you've said from the start, he's your hero. That wasn't something you could be charmed
about from watching him just during that battle. He was better than those characters in your stories,
just like you always said. He was your idol, somebody you admired. But answer this honestly, were you
in love with him then?" she asked knowingly. Ran looked at her curiously then to Ahakon as Arial
glanced between the two with annoyance still.
"Well… um, I don't think so… not then anyway," Ran said unsurely.
"You only started to feel that love when you were closer to him, and his aura," Ruby said with a
nod, seeing Yukari's point. Ran glanced to her then looked down questioningly. Yukari walked up to her
and smiled at her.
"He saved you from that bully in the pool, he saved you from being taken back by your old
master, and he stood by your side the entire time we were out here in the human world. Ran, think
about it. You've been exposed to his aura for so much longer; you've been so sensitive to it, seeing it
whenever you look at him. That's why you feel so strongly about him now. He really is charming you,
without even knowing it," she said expectedly. Ran looked at her with wonder then to Ahakon while
Arial slowly lowered her fighting stance out of boredom.
"But… I… he…" Ran said worriedly. She shook her head while holding a hand over her mouth.
"No, no no no, that can't be it. I… I do love him… I have to… it's real. It has to be real…" she said
sadly. She choked back a sob then looked down with watery eyes.
"Ahakon clouded your real feelings for him. You admired him as a hero, but you took that
admiration too far with his charming aura and fell in love with him," Moka reasoned gently. Ran
trembled and then looked to Ahakon with watery eyes. Slowly she reached up and took her glasses off,
watching the image of Ahakon blur slightly with her naked eyes. After a moment of silence she showed a

heartbroken expression, realizing that although she still felt a strong admiration for him, without her
glasses on she didn't feel so powerfully drawn to him.
"No… no!" she cried out while dropping to her knees, looking down with despair.
"He loses a bit of his appeal without those glasses, doesn't he?" Kokoa asked gently.
"I'd imagine a lot actually, he doesn't have that much to begin with," Kurumu said with a shrug.
BANG!
The succubus dropped down next to a golden washtub, with Yukari still looking at Ran with
sympathetic eyes while holding her wand up.
"Ran?" Yukari asked softly. Ran shook her head then looked to her.
"I… I…" she said softly. Ruby smiled gently and shook her head.
"You were tricked, that's all, the same way the original Apoch and Astreal were when they saw
him. His aura was seen by your magically enhanced sight, and along with your strong admiration for
him… well, you fell for him like a ton of bricks," she said with a shrug. Ran looked to Ahakon with
worried eyes, the mage showing a sympathetic expression.
"I'm… sorry Ran. I had no idea I was doing that. I didn't even know one could emit an aura and
not be aware of it," he said with a shrug.
"You and I both kid, but apparently we're just that awesome," Render said, looking up with a
cool gaze and a casual shrug. Apoch glanced to him and smirked amusedly while Leon and Astreal
glanced to him with dull expressions. Ran slowly stood up and looked to her glasses.
"I can't believe it… I thought that I…" she said softly. Yukari smiled gently at her then looked to
Fang Fang.
"Is there any chance you could supply her with a normal pair of glasses, ones that won't cause
her to drool over my boyfriend?" she asked curiously. Fang Fang nodded and took Ran's glasses, the
siren looking down to Yukari with a squint as the young witch smiled up at her.
"Yes, I'll have my people here prepare a new pair of glasses just for her, ones that won’t be
enchanted of course," Fang Fang offered generously.
"Yukari… I…" Ran said remorsefully. Yukari shook her head with a sympathetic smile.
"Forget about it, you couldn't help yourself. I can't blame you for that, although I wish I had
known about this before, I wouldn't have been so hard on the original Apoch and Astreal. We… could
have had a friendlier last day together," Yukari said, looking down with a sad smile. She felt guilty that
she and the original sisters had fought the way they did, and that they only managed to come to a truce
moments before the sisters met their demise. Ran looked at her worriedly then up with disbelief.

“I can’t believe this. I’m a siren, how could I be the one who was charmed by magic? Oh god,
Ren and Rin are never going to let me hear the end of this,” she whined. The group smirked at her as she
groaned and looked down while holding her hands to her face to hide behind.
“Look at the bright side,” Gin said with a shrug. Ran peeked to him as he chuckled in
amusement.
“Rin will likely forget it every few minutes. You only need to be worried about the teasing from
Ren,” he said with a laugh. The group laughed a bit at that before Moka walked over to Ran.
“Ran? Are you ok now?” she asked gently. Ran breathed out then looked down with a
remorseful gaze.
“I feel like such an idiot,” she said quietly. After a pause she looked to Yukari.
“I’m sorry… I… I thought…” she said softly. Yukari nodded then shrugged.
“Love makes you think and do crazy things. Trust me, I know how that goes. I’ve… made some
very bad judgment calls in my past, definitely did not think things through properly,” she admitted.
Moka glanced to her with an amused smile then back to Ran. Ran looked at Yukari with remorse for a
moment then over to Ahakon. The world was blurry to her, but she could mostly make out the
appearance of the young mage. She still felt a sense of admiration for him, being drawn to him like she
always had been. But without her glasses she felt that pull loosen slightly, seeing in fact that she was
being charmed without ever having realized it before.
to her.

“I’m sorry Ahakon, I’m so sorry,” she said with remorse. He smiled and nodded as he walked up

“I’m sorry Ran, I didn’t know what I was really doing to you all that time. I still don’t know how
I… anyway, don’t worry about it. It’s not your fault,” he said gently.
“Are you three good now?” Moka asked, looking between them. Ran nodded then looked down
with a quiet sigh.
“Yes, I just don’t know what to think now. I don’t know how I really feel about Ahakon, or how
I’ve ever felt, I’m so confused,” she said softly.
“No you’re not, you know exactly how you feel about him,” Yukari said, getting Ran’s attention.
The young witch smiled and nodded at her.
“He’s your hero, just like he’s always been. Just like he’s always been mine,” she said gently. Ran
looked at her curiously for a moment then smiled softly. Ahakon looked between them puzzled then
shook his head.
“What? But wait, I’m not a real hero still,” he said with a shrug.

“Yes you are,” Yukari and Ran said, looking over to him with gentle smiles. Ahakon looked at
them curiously as the girls giggled a bit, the two then glancing to each other. Ahakon opened his mouth
to speak before Ran looked back to him and shook her head.
“Please Ahakon, don’t take that away from me. It’s all I have left for us,” she said softly. Ahakon
looked at her with wonder as the siren looked down timidly.
“At the very least, I don’t want to let that thought, and that feeling, go,” Ran said gently. Ahakon
smiled slightly then glanced to Yukari, the witch watching him with a cool smile and her hands at her
hips.
“Yukari?” Ahakon asked carefully.
“So, all this time you’ve been charming other girls,” she said with an accusing smile. Ahakon
jumped and waved his hands in front of him nervously.
“Wait, I didn’t know. I had no idea… um, I never meant to, really,” he pleaded.
“Ahakon, I must say I’m surprised at you. So that’s why Apoch and Astreal were so infatuated
with you before, you hexed both of them,” Ruby said amusedly. Apoch and Astreal looked at the young
mage with wonder, imagining how the boy had somehow charmed both of them into following him
around like love-struck schoolgirls.
“No, I never wanted to do that! Honest, I had no idea I was even doing that from the start!”
Ahakon cried out.
“And now you’ve got poor Yukari under your spell too. You’re a witch eater aren’t you Ahakon?”
Kurumu said in jest with a coy smile. Ahakon stammered something incoherently as the group chuckled
amusedly. Yukari giggled then held onto Ahakon’s arm, bringing his attention to her as she smiled gently
at him.
“Charmed or not, I’m yours now. You’d better charm me and only me from now on,” she said
softly. Ahakon looked at her with a gentle smile and nodded.
“I promise,” he said assuredly. The group smiled at them, glad that they had resolved their
conflict. Yukari smiled happily then hugged Ahakon, the boy then gently holding her as well. Ran smiled
softly at the couple then looked down. She then reached over and took the glasses back from Fang Fang,
looking at them with a blank expression. She sighed then dropped them down, the group watching as
she stomped on them and shattered the glasses.
“To think I almost lost my hero because of those things,” she said with annoyance. Yukari and
Ahakon smiled at the siren, the girl looking down at her destroyed spectacles with a small amount of
relief. Moka nodded slowly then glanced to Arial with a raised eyebrow.
“Well, that’s one problem dealt with,” she said, getting everybody’s attention. All eyes then
turned to Arial, with Ran squinting to see properly of course. Mizore marched up towards the snow
angel with anger.

“Arial. Give me back my ring, now,” she demanded. Arial glared at her and shook her head.
“Over my dead soul,” she said sternly.
“That can be arranged,” Mizore said through bared teeth and narrowed eyes. Complica looked
at her friend with worry and shook her head while still holding onto Ceal’s hand.
“Don’t start another fight Arial, Ceal won’t heal you again if you get hurt,” she pleaded.
“He shouldn’t have healed her to begin with, she’s been nothing but a problem since she got
here,” Kokoa said, crossing her arms with discontent.
“Yeah, she nearly killed Mizore out of jealousy and then she broke Dark’s heart,” Kurumu said in
agreement.
“I never broke Dark’s heart! I would never hurt my demon!” Arial yelled out.
“You did worse than just hurt him,” Mizore said with anger. Arial looked to her while the snow
maiden shook her head with frustration.
“You were his guardian angel; he loved you like a mother!” Mizore yelled out. Arial watched her
carefully while the group looked at the snow angel with discontent.
“He looked up to you Arial! He worshiped you like his own mother! He led his entire life in honor
of you, to make you proud of him. He changed from a soulless killing machine into a real gentleman, and
all for you. You were his guiding light in this world, the one soul he looked up at the sky at night to,
praying that he was living up to your wish of him being free,” Mizore said before looking down with
teary eyes. Arial watched her curiously before Mizore looked back up to her with a glare.
“And you’ve ruined that for him! You took the most precious and sacred image of his and
destroyed it! You’ve hurt him more than anything else ever could have!” Mizore yelled out with anger.
Arial looked at her worriedly then over to the others, all of them shaking their heads slowly.
“You’re the furthest thing from his guardian angel Ms. Arial,” Apoch said with discontent.
“You should be ashamed of yourself after what you did to him,” Astreal said with a scoff. Arial
shook her head and opened her mouth to protest before Complica spoke up suddenly.
“Just stop Arial!” she cried out. Everybody looked over to her as she quickly stepped in front of
Ceal while watching Arial with worried eyes.
“Just stop already! Stop this please! Ever since I’ve known you it’s been ‘Dark is my husband’
and ‘Dark and I belong together’ and ‘Dark and I’s honeymoon is going to be the greatest’, just please
listen to us for once! Every time we tried talking to you in heaven you lost your temper, every time your
parents tried to reason with you the entire neighborhood was frozen solid, every time you came over to
play with me all you ever did was obsess over Dark! He’s not your husband Arial, he never was!” she
cried out with desperation. Arial opened her mouth to speak before Complica instantly appeared in

front of her, a trail of distorted air wavering behind the chronofly from the jump through time. Complica
shook Arial by the shoulders out of desperation.
“Just stop this already! Please, for once in your afterlife, take a good look at the world around
you! Dark loves Mizore! Dark’s always loved Mizore! If you really love your demon at all then for god’s
sake Arial stop trying to come between him and the girl he loves!” she cried out before hugging Arial
tightly, sobbing onto her shoulder while Arial stared ahead with a stunned expression.
“Complica… but, I-” Arial started before Complica hugged her tightly and shook her head while
sobbing.
“No more Arial! I’m begging you; please don’t let this destroy your soul! You nearly killed the girl
he loves, you broke his heart by taking away his angel, you’re going to get in trouble with the Almighty
and I may never see you again in heaven because you might not be allowed to come back into heaven
and I don’t want to lose you as friend Arial I care about you I really do!” Complica desperately pleaded.
The group watched with sympathetic expressions as Complica cried on Arial’s shoulder, with the snow
angel looking ahead with worried eyes. After a moment Complica slowly let go and backed up a step,
looking at her friend with teary eyes.
“Please, stop this. For me,” she begged softly. Arial looked at her for a moment then to Mizore.
“You can’t… you can’t just expect me to hand over my demon to… to her!” she yelled out with
frustration.
“Your demon chose her, doesn’t that mean anything?” Complica asked while shaking her head.
Arial growled with anger and stomped her feet, causing ice and frozen ridges to spread out on the
ground around her.
“No no no no! It’s not fair, I love him the most! He’s my shadow demon, he’s always been
mine!” she yelled out while shaking her head.
“The mark over the snow girl’s heart says differently,” Ceal said while still looking away. The
group looked to him as he refrained from making eye contact with anyone. He shrugged and glanced up
casually.
“A demon from hell marks those they wish to mate with by imprinting their essence and insignia
over their chosen one’s heart. She bears the demonic insignia for a shadow demon. If any girl has any
claim over him whatsoever, it would be her,” he said without a care. Mizore looked back to Arial with
discontent, crossing her arms before her while holding in her growl.
“Enough of this Arial. Give Mizore her ring back right now, Dark gave it to her because he loves
her,” Moka demanded, putting her hands at her hips.
“Never, I will never stand to allow my precious shadow demon to be taken away by some lousy
snow maiden who couldn’t find a husband of her own!” Arial yelled out at Mizore.

“Like talking to a frozen brick wall,” Razico said flatly while shaking his head. Mizore drummed
her fingers on her arm for a moment then shook her head.
“This ends here Arial. I’m going to count to three, and then either you’re going to give me back
what’s mine, or I’m going to pry it from your broken fingers after I’ve beaten you down into a pile of
slush,” she said sternly. Arial glared at her while her hands formed into ice claws, her hair freezing over
as the group watched her carefully.
“Arial, please don’t,” Complica begged.
“One,” Mizore started, lowering her hands to her sides.
“I will not be scared by the likes of you or anyone,” Arial hissed with anger.
“Two,” Mizore continued, holding her hand at the ready and preparing to form her frozen blade.
“Um, could you possibly have this little argument of yours elsewhere? Like outside of my
home?” Fang Fang asked nervously. Arial held up her claws as the group tensed up.
“Thr-” Mizore stated before everybody looked toward the front of the villa, the thunderous
sounds of howls and screeches being heard in the distance drawing their attention. The sound echoed
out through the air as everybody slowly looked around towards the sound of the disturbance.
hurry.

“What was that?” Leon asked cautiously. From the nearby doorway two guards ran out in a

“Master Fang Fang, we have an emergency. There are sightings of two very large demons flying
towards us as we speak,” one of them reported quickly.
“There are reports of a monster attack in the nearby city; it looks to be a very serious one too. A
few of our members witnessed the attack and claimed that two of the flying demons are heading in this
direction,” the other added.
“A monster attack? In the city?” Fang Fang asked with caution.
“Wait, two of those things are heading this way? Right now?” Moka asked quickly. The guards
nodded as the group looked to each other.
“Do you think it’s him?” Gin asked.
“Why would he attack a normal human city?” Kokoa questioned. Ceal narrowed his eyes
towards the sound of the roars in the distance, and then glanced to Complica.
“Complica, get inside, now,” he ordered out. She looked to him curiously as he pointed to the
building.

“Take your snow angel friend and get inside, right now,” he said sternly. Complica only paused
for a fraction of a moment before nodding quickly.
“Right, whatever you say,” she said before grabbing Arial’s arm and trying to pull her inside.
“Wait, hold on, I’m not going anywhere until I find Dark,” Arial whined before Complica yanked
her to the side with a stern expression.
“Ceal said to get inside, so you’re getting inside right now Arial! That’s an order!” she yelled out,
with Arial staring at her with surprise. Moka looked to Sun and pointed towards the building.
“You too Sun, those things could be after you again. Get inside and watch over those two,
hurry!” she called out. Sun looked back towards the distant roars then ran over to the two young angels.
“Ran, do you think you could free whatever it is he’s sent here?” Ruby asked quickly. Ran peered
around as she listened closely, hearing the howls of the incoming demons as they drew closer.
“Um, I could try, but… I can’t really see too well now, I won’t know what song to sing for them or
for how long,” she said before looking down at her destroyed glasses.
“Oh crap, she needs her glasses and quick,” Ahakon said shaking his head. Fang Fang nodded
then looked to the two nearby guards, pointing to one of them with a firm expression.
“You, take these two young angels and their friend inside, do not let anything get near any of
them,” he ordered out, with the guard quickly saluting with a nod. Fang Fang then pointed to the other
guard while gently guiding Ran over to him.
“You, take this girl inside and have her fitted with a new pair of glasses as soon as possible, she
may be needed here very shortly,” he said urgently. The man nodded and took hold of Ran’s hand, the
siren looking off into the distance again then towards Ahakon.
“I’ll be right back, please stay safe,” she said before the guard quickly escorted her inside. Sun
took hold of Arial and Complica’s arms, with the snow angel looking up to her with worry while her
claws and frozen hair returned to normal.
“But… but…” Arial said worriedly. Sun shook her head then quickly led her and Complica into the
building alongside the other guard. The group then looked back towards the front of the villa as the
monstrous roars were getting louder.
“Why would that creep attack a human city and then come way out here?” Yukari asked.
“Maybe he’s searching for our silent friend back there, who knows,” Leon said with a shrug.
“If that’s the case, then we can’t let those things found out she’s here, otherwise we may bring
down his entire army on top of us,” Razico cautioned.
“Well guys, looks like we’re getting a workout this morning,” Render said with an eager grin.

“Let’s go, and don’t let those things find Sun here!” Moka called out, her rosary glowing brightly
as she summoned her strength from within. The group ran off together towards the front of the large
estate, hearing the sounds of the airborne demons drawing closer.
From the forest near the villa a car with no top raced out onto the road, its tires squealing loudly
as it tried to remain steady. From behind it trees were annihilated as a large winged demon plowed
through the woods towards the vehicle with a loud screech, broken trees and clumps of dirt flying about
while the monster flapped its large wings to hover close to the ground. Up above a second winged
demon flew over the woods while watching the car closely with its red eyes, screeching loudly as it
soared in the air. Felucia glanced back to seeing one of the demons low to the ground and closing in, the
sight of the monster’s large beak opening with a screech while Luna shook around slightly in the
backseat, the chronofly still unresponsive to anything going on around her.
“Dammit. C’mon, almost there!” Felucia yelled out as she saw the villa further up ahead. She
floored the gas and tried to keep the car steady, her hands gripping the wheel tightly as she got closer
towards possible refuge. The winged demon behind her banked up and swooped down towards the car,
with Felucia looking back to it with a loud yell.
Inside the compound the group ran out into the large courtyard where their cars were parked
from the other night near the front gate, with multiple armed guards running around quickly. Some
were quickly taking cover around walls and corners while others were rushing towards the compound’s
wall.
“Open the gate Fang Fang, we’ll take the fight out to them,” Moka called out.
Felucia swerved at the last moment, sliding off the road into a wild spin as the winged demon
slammed into the ground and crashed through the pavement, careening towards the emblemized gate
to the villa. The monster stumbled and skidded on its talons before slamming into the gate, plowing
through it as the barrier was torn apart to the sides. The group watched with surprise as the winged
demon howled and scampered on its feet, crushing a few guards and trucks before taking off into the
air. Dust and debris collapsed near the destroyed gateway as armed guards took aim and fired into the
sky after the winged demon.
“Actually, I believe they’re bringing the fight to us,” Fang Fang said simply.
“What the hell is that thing?” Kokoa cried out.
“A very, very, very big… bird,” Render said with a shrug.
“We can take it down, ready angel boy?” Kurumu said as her wings and tail appeared behind
her, her nails extending out with a gleam across them.
“You bet,” Rason said, quickly taking off his shirt and tossing it aside.
“I’m right behind you,” Gabriel said as he took of his shirt and threw it aside, the two angels
spreading out their wings. Ruby’s raven wings extended out while Astreal summoned her magical wings,
the two girls looking up at the airborne demon with focused expressions.

“Count us in,” Ruby said firmly. Astreal nodded as a red glow traced along her arm to her palm.
The flyers got ready to take off before they heard an engine revving loudly, the group then
looking over towards the dust cloud near the destroyed gate to seeing a car flying through the smoke.
Wisps of dust and smoke billowed around it as it raced into the courtyard, two of its wheels then
blowing out causing the vehicle to spin with a loud screech across the pavement. It clipped a crevice that
had been carved up by the winged demon’s rough entrance before it and was thrown into a spin before
crashing against one of the group’s SUVs. From the destroyed gate another large winged demon tried to
follow after the car, its wings crashing into the sides of the torn up gate as it scampered wildly in an
effort to rush the downed car. The wall above it collapsed down, slamming down on the demon and
taking it to the ground with a loud crash while the nearby walls of the compound collapsed down,
kicking up clouds of dust all around.
“And that would be the second one we heard about,” Gin said while watching the winged
demon screech as it attempted to break free from the piles of debris on top of it.
From the downed car a girl stumbled out of the front seat, shakily getting her footing as she
looked back at the winged demon. Her long light green hair flowed behind her as the group looked over
to her.
“Who’s that?” Render asked.
The winged demon in the air roared out into the sky, with the green haired girl quickly looking
up and to the side towards the sound. As she did the group, minus Render, Leon, Ceal, and Fang Fang,
stared with wide eyes as they saw her face. Her long hair flowed behind her while Mizore’s mouth
dropped to the point where her lollipop almost fell out.
“It can’t be…” Kurumu said softly.
“Is that…” Moka said with wonder.
“Felucia,” Mizore breathed out, her eyes locked onto her comrade with wonder.
The winged demon nearby roared as it clawed closer towards the car, the rubble and debris on
its back rumbling and cracking apart as its wings started to budge. Felucia quickly looked back to it then
raced to the car as the group stared at her with awe. The doll demon quickly picked up a passenger clad
in a blanket from the backseat and stepped away backwards while watching the winged demon
screeching at her. She turned and started to run away desperately, stumbling off-balance as she carried
somebody in her arms.
“Help! For fuck’s sake somebody help me!” she cried out, then halting and staring with surprise
at seeing everybody nearby watching her.
“Felucia Sonsta? What on earth are you doing here?” Fang Fang asked while shaking his head.
“Felucia, you’re… alive?” Yukari shouted out with surprise.

“Wha-… what the hell are you guys doing here?” Felucia cried out. Kurumu stared in shock from
seeing the doll demon again then slowly looked down to the girl she was carrying, and then jumped with
surprise while pointing to her.
“Luna!” she screamed out, with the group quickly looking to seeing the chronofly in Felucia’s
arms. She was clad in a blanket, her wings and arms dangling down at her sides while her head was lying
against Felucia’s shoulder.
The winged demon leapt out from the rubble with a powerful thrust, its wings spreading out
and launching debris and dust to the sides while it roared at Felucia. The doll demon looked back to
seeing the large demon flying towards her, its claws outstretched as it screeched at its prey. Felucia
screamed and then turned while ducking down, holding Luna tightly in her arms as she braced herself.
“NO!”

Chapter 21
Rescue Luna
Standing over the edge of a stone courtyard a lone figure was looking down at the swirling dark
clouds that flowed around the mountain below. The shadowy palace that was built into the crag
remained cast into darkness with only a few rays of light shining from above briefly, piercing through the
darkened skies and clouds that swirled overhead. Lightning above crackled and lit up the sky,
illuminating the dark feathered winged minion that was watching events unfold below in the human
world. He wore the usual attire for those that served their dark king; black dress shoes, dark dress pants,
a white undershirt along with a black dress shirt which was buttoned up to his chest, and also a gray
scarf that he wore around his neck from personal preference. His long black hair flowed gently behind
him in the wind while his dark blue eyes stared intently at the clouds below, the eyes having a soft green
light behind them.
"Rathieal," a voice called from behind. The man glanced back to see another winged minion
walking up to him. She wore the same outfit as he did, although her outer shirt was left unbuttoned as
she loved to flaunt her bust proudly. Her short brown hair was curled around her ears while her black
eyes watched her comrade with discontent.
"If you're here to lecture me Sivia, save your breath," Rathieal scoffed before looking back down
towards the clouds intently.
"Don't give me that shit Rathieal, what is the meaning of this? You've sent down seven of our
third-class flyers to the world below, you've expended valuable energy with this endeavor and all
without any consent from our king!" Sivia roared at him. Rathieal merely continued watching down
below while he crossed his arms.
"Well? Explain yourself!" Sivia demanded as she walked over and turned Rathieal to face her by
the shoulder. The man glanced to her hand and swatted it off of him, then straightened out his shirt
with annoyance.
"First off, don't ever touch me Sivia. Secondly, they are merely third-class flyers, we have many
more as well as stronger ones at our disposal, seven of those weaker pawns won't be missed I'm sure.
Third, the chronofly that was taken away from us was in my sight, with only one escort no less. I couldn't
pass up this opportunity to retrieve my king's valuable asset which was stolen from him," he reasoned
before looking back down to the clouds below.
"You sent down seven pawns to deal with one escort?" Sivia snapped back.
"No, I originally sent just one lesser demon; however the chronofly has another guardian, one
that revealed herself and took down the demon effortlessly. Still, the chronofly is exposed, so I took
necessary steps to ensure her retrieval," Rathieal said while narrowing his eyes.
"You wasted EIGHT pawns to bring in one butterfly?" Sivia raged. Rathieal merely scoffed while
he kept observing the events down below the darkened clouds. Sivia shook her head as she growled at
the man.

"You arrogant fool, you've wasted our king's resources and energy like this behind his back?"
she demanded.
"It's for the better, he shall have his chronofly again, I will not fail with this," Rathieal grunted,
showing signs of annoyance. Sivia put her hands to her hips as she watched the man with anger.
"Well? Did they retrieve her or not?" she snapped. Rathieal didn't say anything as he continued
to watch something through the clouds.
"They failed, didn't they? You used our king's precious energy to send down eight of his own
pawns and you've got nothing to show for it, don't you?" Sivia yelled out at him.
"Two still remain, they are close to reclaiming her," he growled out with annoyance. Sivia
narrowed her eyes as she pointed to him accusingly.
"They had better retrieve that chronofly, or else you will suffer the consequences of your
actions," she threatened. She then flew off towards the palace while Rathieal watched with focused
eyes, seeing how his two remaining demons had followed the elusive chronofly towards a villa near a
human city.
"She will be back where she belongs within the hour and giving birth to our king's future army, I
guarantee it."

Moka and her friends were standing in the courtyard within Fang Fang's expansive villa near the
now destroyed front gate, all staring with shocked expressions. Though it was hard to tell if it was
because two monstrous demons had arrived at the villa after terrorizing a nearby human city, or if it was
because they saw that not only was Felucia once again standing before them, being pursued by the two
winged demons, but was also carrying in her arms Luna, who appeared to be in a catatonic state while
being clad in only a blanket. However before the group could say anything more about the shocking
matter the winged demon had launched itself from the broken gateway towards Felucia, talons
outstretched and ready to snatch up the chronofly and her rescuer.
"NO!" Felucia screamed as she turned around and held the chronofly tightly in her arms, bracing
herself as the group watched with stunned expressions. The demon screeched as it dove over to them,
grabbing the two girls with its right foot before flapping its wings. The group was knocked back slightly
from the gust of wind as they watched the large demon lifting up into the air with Felucia struggling in
its grip while still holding onto Luna.
"Felucia!" Ruby called out.
"Luna!" Kurumu cried out.
"That was Felucia! And… Luna?" Gin cried out with surprise

"Don't let it get away!" Rason shouted before taking off after the flying demon. Ruby launched
into the air after him while Astreal ran over and grabbed Apoch, the two sisters then flying off next with
the raven haired witch forming her blade in hand. Kurumu quickly shot after them while Gabriel stared
with a shocked expression still. The sight of Luna caused his heart to skip a beat as he felt his throat dry
up, the image of her broken state seeming to knock the wind out of him.
"Luna… no, no," he breathed out. He shakily breathed in and shook his head as he clenched his
fists with rage.
"No! NO!" he roared before flying up after them as well, his wings giving off a burst of light
briefly. Moka and the others watched as the flyers took chase after their captured friends.
"Let us go! Let go you fucking turkey!" Felucia yelled as she struggled to move about in the
monster's grasp. The flying demon squawked loudly before taking off back towards the human city while
the other airborne monster kept its eyes down below on the villa. Rason and the others in the air
followed after the escaping demon as fast as they could, just barely being able to keep up with it as they
started to fly over the forest.
"I don't believe this, how is Felucia back again? And how did she find Luna?" Ruby called out
with surprise.
"I have no idea, but we can't let that thing take Luna back!" Rason shouted out.
"Over my dead body they’re getting her back!" Kurumu roared out with fury.
As the flyers took off over the forest Moka and the others watched with bewildered expressions.
"Was that… Felucia? That was her; it was really her wasn't it?" Ahakon asked with disbelief.
"I don't believe it," Mizore said softly with wonder.
"Why is it that trouble always follows that girl whenever she gets behind the wheel of a car?"
Fang Fang asked tiredly as he looked around at the damaged courtyard and wall.
"Oh my god, they have her and Luna, we have to do something," Yukari said looking around.
"How did Felucia come back, or find Luna for that matter?" Gin asked shaking his head.
"Um, guys? We still have a problem here in case you've forgotten," Leon said, looking up at the
remaining flying demon. The group looked up as it appeared to be watching the main building of the
compound closely. Ceal glanced over to the building then jumped with a frustrated expression.
"What are you doing? Get inside now!" he shouted out. The group looked over to see Sun, Arial,
and Complica standing in a balcony in the main building, the three girls watching the havoc with worried
eyes. Moka looked up to the flying demon as it was staring at the building closely then to Sun with
urgency.

"Sun! Get inside, hurry! Don't let it see you!" she shouted out.
The airborne demon screeched loudly, its eyes fixating on Sun as the siren looked up to it with
surprise.
Rathieal's eyes widened slightly, seeing Sun's image through the vision of the flying demon. He
showed an eager smile as he held his hand down towards the clouds commandingly.
"Bring in that siren, don't let her get away!" he called out with a hearty laugh.
The airborne demon screeched as it hovered in the air, the monster then diving down towards
the building as Sun and the two young angels watched with surprise. The siren quickly grabbed the girls'
hands and ran them back into the building before the demon crashed through the balcony, its head and
neck reaching into the hallway as it snapped at Sun. Arial and Complica screamed as Sun stumbled
slightly from the hall shaking, the siren scrambling away with the two young angels as the demon
thrashed around and started to dig into the building while its feet scampered along the ground and side
of the structure.
"Oh no, it's after her!" Moka yelled out.
"No, not my lovely home!" Fang Fang cried out, with actual tears forming, as the group watched
the demon burrowing into the building while screeching loudly. It demolished the floors above and
below it while its wings carved through the side of the building, the monster thrashing and lurching
through the structure in an attempt to retrieve the fleeing siren.
"Shit, it's going to try to take her back too!" Gin shouted out. Moka looked back over towards
the demon that was flying off over the forest then towards the damaged building where the second
monster was crawling through while the floors above it collapsed behind in its wake.
demon.

"We have to go after Felucia and Luna," Yukari called out as she looked over towards the fleeing

"That thing's going to take Sun away, and Arial and Complica are with her too, they're all in
danger," Razico said shaking his head and pointing to the building as gunfire started to sound off within.
Moka showed a focused expression as she growled with annoyance before looking over to Leon.
"You can drive can't you?" she called out. Leon looked to her and nodded once, the vampire
then pointing over to the cars nearby.
"We need to go after Luna right now, we cannot allow her to be taken back to that world again,"
she declared sternly.
"But what about Sun, that thing's trying to take her away too," Ahakon said as he pointed to the
building. A few large ice shards jettisoned out from one of the floors as the winged demon screeched
from within structure.

"Looks like Arial's trying to stop that thing from doing so," Leon said as another ice spire shot
out from the building. Fang Fang showed a determined expression as he twitched his hand slightly, a
faint glow swirling around it for a moment.
"You and the others go after your captured friend, make sure she does not fall back into that
dark being's hands. I'll stay here and deal with my troublesome houseguest," he declared. The group
looked to him as he started walking towards the building while more gunfire echoed out inside.
"What? But what about you, you can't just take that monster on by yourself, it's gigantic!"
Yukari exclaimed shaking her head. Fang Fang chuckled and glanced back to her with a wink.
"Don't worry my young friend, I'm never alone in a fight," he said before taking off towards the
building.
"We should go help him, that monster's going to destroy his home and try to take Sun away,"
Gin said looking to the others.
"We need to go after Luna and Felucia, that other monster is going to take them back to the
dark world," Yukari said, looking off into the distance where the other flying demon was disappearing
from view. Mizore kept her focus towards the fleeing demon with a careful eye, wondering what Felucia
was doing back in the human world again. Kokoa looked back and forth between the two options then
over to Moka.
"Big sis?" she asked worriedly.
Ceal narrowed his eyes as his reptilian hand glowed with a black hue.
"Go after Falla's other sister, I'll assist the yasha with this one," he ordered before taking off
towards the building, the group watching as he followed after Fang Fang. Moka glanced back towards
the forest then to the group again.
"He's right; we need to go after Luna while she's still in the human world. We'll have to trust
that those two can deal with the problem here, this might be our only chance of getting Luna back," she
declared.
"I'm pretty sure Ceal will keep Complica safe, not sure if he'll care to save Sun or Arial. Wouldn't
be surprised if he fed Fang Fang to that monster before killing it to be honest," Render said with a shrug.
"Ran's blind in there though, what if that thing goes after her too? She won't be able to get
away," Ahakon said looking to the building with worry.
"Those two said they would handle it, so trust them to handle it. We need to go after the others,
now," Kokoa called out as she looked over to the parked vehicles.
"Because those two have always gotten along so well together," Render added dryly. Leon
shook his head then looked off towards the building where Fang Fang and Ceal ran into along with a few
other armed guards.

"Fang Fang seemed confident enough, plus he has his own personal guard here with him. And
Ceal's a dragon slayer, I'm pretty sure he can handle himself. Moka's right, this might be our only chance
to save your friend, we need to take it," he said before looking back over to Moka. She nodded then
waved to the vehicles.
"Let's move, we have to catch up to them before that thing leaves this world," she called out.
The group nodded then ran over to the vehicles while gunfire and crashing sounds echoed out inside the
nearby building. Leon got into a car with Moka sitting next to him, with Render and Mizore quickly
jumping into the backseat. Razico ran over to an SUV and got behind the wheel while Gin hopped into
the front passenger seat. Kokoa, Yukari, and Ahakon quickly got into the backseat as the two drivers
started up their rides.
"What was Felucia doing here with her? How did she come back?" Mizore asked herself
curiously.
"How did she come back from what?" Render asked.
"She's dead Render, she died before our battle against Alucard," Moka explained as Leon started
to hastily drive out of the compound, with Razico's group following closely behind.
"Dead? You mean like Arial and Complica?" Leon questioned.
"So she snuck out of heaven too?" Render asked.
"No, she went to hell when she died," Mizore said, still looking out the window with a curious
expression. She blinked then glanced over to see Render staring at her with confusion.
"It was her choice, long story," she said with a shrug. Render merely raised an eyebrow at her
while still having a puzzled expression. Moka shook her head then looked ahead to seeing the winged
demon and her flying friends no longer in sight.
"We'll explain everything later, but right now we need to get her and Luna back. Step on it," she
urged as they raced towards the woods on the road, heading towards the nearby human city as fast as
they could. As they did Mizore glanced to the behind towards the villa.
'Dark, I'll be right back, please come find me when I return.'

Running down the hallway within the compound's main building Sun led the two young angels
away from the large demon that was chasing after them while destroying the floors around it. The
monster screeched loudly as it continued to push through the building, franticly burrowing and
thrashing around as it kept close to the three girls. Guards around the area took aim with their guns and
opened fired, the bullets striking the demon but not inflicting much damage, while a few guards were
crushed and trampled over by the monster as it raced past. Arial looked back to it and waved her hand
as she yelled out, the hallway behind them erupting into a cascade of frozen spikes and ridges that shot

out towards the demon. The monster barreled through the ice, crashing through it without slowing
down as Arial watched with disbelief.
"You've got to be kidding me! What's this jerk's deal, why won't he die?" she cried out. She
looked over to Complica as the chronofly angel was looking back towards the rampaging demon with
fearful eyes.
"Hey, just use your time magic on it; you can kill this thing can't you?" Arial called out. Complica
glanced to her then looked back to the demon with fright as it continued to charge after them,
destroying the hallway and surrounding rooms while it screeched at them wildly. Complica shook her
head then looked back ahead with tightly shut eyes.
"I can't do this I'm not ready for this I can't use my magic otherwise I'll kill us all no no no no!"
she cried out desperately.
"Dammit Complica, quit being such a coward!" Arial yelled before she yanked free from Sun,
stopping at an intersection and turning to face the demon with a focused expression while Sun and
Complica stopped and looked back to her.
"You're not taking Sun away you goddamned bird!" Arial shouted as she focused her power with
all her might, creating a torrent of chilled air that swirled around her wildly. All around in front of her
the hallway froze over instantly, with massive ice spires erupting around the angel and destroying the
nearby walls. A wave of frozen ice and snow blasted up, annihilating the floorboards while the massive
upsurge of ice crashed into the demon. It screeched loudly before the entire hallway and floors around
the impact erupted into a frozen explosion of ice and frost. Spires crashed through the floors below and
above the girls while more shot out past the demon as it was encased into a block of ice by the arctic
wind. Arial growled heavily as she stood there, her hair frozen solid while she held out her ice claws still.
Sun and Complica watched with wonder as Arial geared back with one claw, then swung towards the
monster fiercely, creating a massive frozen shard that struck into the block of ice and demolished it,
frost and snow then blasting around and billowing through the damaged floors before the upper levels
rumbled and collapsed down, crashing into the frozen dust and frost as Arial breathed out slowly.
"Arial… wow…" Complica said softly. Sun slowly nodded as she stared at the destructive power
of the young snow angel. Arial breathed out then looked back over to Complica with an accusing stare.
"Why didn't you just kill it with your time magic? You could have done so easily, I saw what you
could do yesterday with that stuff, why didn't you even try?" she demanded. Complica jumped a bit
then looked down nervously.
"I'm sorry but my magic is never stable I didn't want to hurt you or Sun I tried to help Sun
yesterday and I nearly killed her so many times you saw what I did to that place using my magic the
whole area was destroyed and fell into the sea with Sun nearly along with it so I just didn't want to risk
using my magic when you two were near me again I couldn't risk it," she said sadly, with Arial and Sun
just staring at her. After a pause Arial merely shook her head then looked to Sun with a reassuring smile.
"Well anyway, don't worry, you're safe now Sun," she said confidently.

From behind her a monstrous roar came from the billowing frost, the girls looking over to see it
parting as the demon lunged forward to snap at Arial with its mandibles. Arial watched with wide eyes
as Complica and Sun jumped back, both seeing Arial standing still as she was frozen with a stunned
expression.
"Arial!" Complica screamed out. The winged demon lunged down towards Arial, right before she
was quickly grabbed and lifted back into the air, the angel watching with surprise as she was carried by
something. The winged demon stuck down on the floor where she was just at, tearing apart the ground
as Arial was quickly taken back towards the other two equally surprised girls.
BAM!
The winged demon jerked to the side as a shotgun discharged into its head. Arial blinked then
looked to seeing Dark appearing from a black wisp, holding her with one arm and a shotgun in the other
as he glanced to her.
"Dark…" Arial said softly. Dark showed a strained expression as he set her down next to the
other girls before looking back over to the monster that was thrashing around while its wings were
flailing about. He then aimed the gun at the demon and fired again, and again, and again, each shot
tearing apart the side of the skull from the shadowy monster as Dark glared at it. Arial watched as he
fired repeatedly at the winged demon, her eyes locked onto him while she showed a timid expression.
'You're my demon Dark, mine and mine alone.'
Dark emptied all the shells from the shotgun, then threw the gun down before the monster
screeched at him. Arial stared at him with wonder before the winged demon howled as it tried to snap
at Dark, the boy darting back and quickly picking up Arial again. He, Sun, and Complica ran down the hall
as the winged demon followed after, the side of its head bleeding and torn up while an eye was
ruptured. It screeched and hissed at them as it barged through the hallway, tearing apart the adjacent
rooms and floors as Arial looked up at Dark with wonder while he carried her.
"Dark, I love you," she said quietly. He glanced down to her then ahead, not saying anything
back while showing a frustrated expression. She looked at him with worried eyes and held onto his shirt
tightly, with Sun and Complica glancing to them as they all ran down the hall and rounded a corner in
haste.
"Dark… please, say it back… please," Arial whimpered before she nuzzled her face into his chest.
He kept looking ahead while remaining silent, running through the hallways as the winged demon
barreled after them through the building, and feeling Arial's ice cold tears running onto his shirt as he
held the weeping snow angel.

Flying over a small forest Rason and the others flyers of the group were following after the
winged demon that was still further ahead of them, the monster having both Felucia and Luna in its
grasp as it flew at a quickened pace.

"Where's this thing going anyway? How come it's not going straight up towards the world above
us?" Ruby called out, barely being able to keep up with her more agile and faster flying companions.
Gabriel looked up at the sky quickly then back ahead towards the winged demon.
"Maybe he can't, the rift that leads from the human world into the dark world isn't stable, it's
always moving around. He's likely flying off towards wherever the rift is still open," he reasoned.
"We need to get those two back before he does otherwise we may never see them again,"
Rason called out as he led the group, his eyes narrowed as he focused on the demon ahead of them.
'Luna, I swear I won't let them take you back there, your angel won't let you down again.'
"We can't keep up with it, its flying too fast!" Astreal called out, flying next to the group while
carrying her sister in her arms. Although she was just as fast as Rason was in flight, carrying her sister
slowed her down a bit and kept her from gaining any real distance from the demon.
The group all then looked to Kurumu as she was growling heavily, her wings smoking as her tail
was also. Her monster aura surged through her as her eyes glowed slightly, holding her hands down as
she extended her nails.
"Take it down Kurumu, don't hold back!" Rason called out. Kurumu yelled out with fury as her
wings and tail ignited, a powerful boom of demonic energy radiating out from her as her voice echoed
out around the area.
"Hurry, if we don't stop it now it's going to reach that human city again, everybody will see us,"
Ruby called out as the group saw the tall buildings in the distance that were drawing nearer. Kurumu
shot ahead of the group at blinding speed, a small sonic boom erupting from where she was as the
group looked ahead to seeing a purple blur streaking towards the shadowy demon.
Ahead of the group Felucia was thrashing around in the grip of the demon's claw, her body
unable to budge while she was still holding Luna in her arms. She yelled and tried to worm her way out
of the monster's grasp, unable to free even one arm as she was held firmly by the demon's foot.
"I'm going to fucking break your neck and fry you up for all my friends when I get free, you hear
me? I'm going to gut you like the fucking turkey you are and serve you up with stuffing and gravy for
everybody!" Felucia shouted out with anger. She blinked then looked back to seeing Kurumu suddenly
flying up to them from a shockwave that erupted behind, the succubus roaring out as she flew past the
monster with five streaks that razed through the air from her nails. The shadowy monster squawked as
its wing was sliced clean off then spiraled down towards the forest before Kurumu halted in place in the
air, shot down in a flash towards the falling flyer, and cleaved off its head with a powerful slice. Felucia
stared with wide eyes as the monster spiraled around while nearing the ground, watching as Kurumu
suddenly appeared standing on the underbelly of the beast while grabbing hold of the monster's foot.
"Kurumu?" Felucia asked with surprise. Kurumu hacked off the leg from the fallen monster and
grabbed hold, halting in the air while holding the severed limb as the remains of the beast crashed down
into the woods below. Felucia looked down to seeing the large dust cloud erupting from the impact
from the downed monster then up to seeing Kurumu looking down at her with a focused expression.

Kurumu then glanced up to seeing the others flying towards them, all of them having watched as the
succubus had singlehandedly decimated the flying demon with two strikes.
"Holy shit," Rason said with wonder.
"I can't believe it, her strength and speed…" Ruby said with awe.
"She took it down like it was nothing at all," Gabriel said with amazement.
"Wow," Apoch and Astreal said in unison, staring at the succubus with wonder.
Felucia smirked and tilted her head slightly as she looked at Kurumu while still being trapped in
the grasp of the severed claw.
"Well, forgive me for not bowing, my lady," she said politely. She glanced to the side then
gasped with surprise, with Kurumu then slowly looking back and up as well. Rason and the others
stopped in place as they stared with wide eyes at seeing a colossal shadow engulfing the clouds above.
Lowering down through them a massive winged demon descended through the haze, letting out an earpiercing screech as it started to become visible.
below.

Up above in the dark world Rathieal smirked while he held his hand down towards the clouds

"Let's see those lesser beings deal with a first-class flyer from my lord's garrison. Now, bring me
that chronofly!" he commanded.
"Rathieal!" Sivia shouted out from behind. Rathieal looked back to seeing his comrade fuming
with anger while glaring at him.
"What have you done, you've gone too far with this! You just ordered a colossus to descend into
the lower world? Colossus class minions are not for you to use ever, those are ONLY for our king to
command and you know it!" she roared. Rathieal smirked and looked back down towards the world
below.
"We've almost got his chronofly back; she would be a much more valued asset to him than a
single colossus without a doubt. I can't just let those lesser beings take back what belongs to my lord, I
will not allow this opportunity to slip through my grasp," he declared. Sivia marched up to him and
grabbed hold of his scarf, yanking him away from the edge of the courtyard and throwing him over to
the side.
"Do you have any idea how much energy you just wasted with bringing down a colossus into
that world? Those demons require huge amounts of our reserves to shift into other worlds. Our king is
collecting all the energy he can for the invasion; we are NOT to spend it on such matters as these! Not to
mention you just sent down one of our highest class demons alone, there is no just cause for doing such
a thing without our king's approval!" she roared. Rathieal showed discontent and scoffed at her as he
straightened out his scarf.

"I told you before not to touch me Sivia, that is your final warning," he snapped back. She
growled and marched up to him with fury.
"You've wasted eight of our pawns, and now you've thrown a colossus into your growing losses
as well as spending precious energy with this failed attempt to retrieve ONE monster from that world!
You will not be forgiven for this!" she yelled out before slapping him across the face. In a flash he quickly
moved forward and struck his hand through her chest and heart, impaling her as she gasped with shock.
Rathieal glared ahead with cold eyes as Sivia trembled with her arms slowly dropping to her sides.
"My king will praise me for my efforts to retrieve his precious treasure; you however will not live
to see that moment. Your failure to listen to my warnings will not be forgiven. Nobody touches me like
that, ever," he growled with anger. He yanked his hand out and walked over to the edge of the
courtyard again while the woman dropped down dead behind him.
"I will not accept failure, not when victory is so close to my grasp. Now, bring me that
chronofly!" he commanded as he watched the events unfolding down below.
Rason and the others all stared with surprise as a massive figure lowered down through the
clouds above. It was certainly colossal in size, its large feathered wingspan casting the forest down
below into a dark shadow. The monster looked to be that of a giant hawk the size of Yokai Academy
itself, its red eyes being horizontal irises while its mouth was comprised of a sharpened beak along with
three large talons on each side acting like mandibles. It was covered with large black feathers, the
monster having a long dark scaled reptilian tail with a large talon on the tip. Running along its back were
long spines, the sharp needle like extensions coming up just below its neck and going down to its tail. It
had two sets of large crow's feet, all having razor sharp claws that flexed slightly.
"My… god…" Rason breathed out.
"What is that thing?" Ruby asked with wide eyes.
"That's… a big one," Gabriel said nervously.
"It's almost as big as Alucard," Astreal said fearfully.
"No… I think it is as big as Alucard," Apoch said shaking her head.
Felucia stared at the colossus class monster with wide eyes, never in her life having seen
anything that big before in the air. Even Kurumu showed a bit of concern while she held the severed
monster's foot in her hand, watching as the massive flyer above slowly circled around while eyeing its
prey with one of its eyes. It let out another deafening shriek, the sound causing birds to fly out of dozens
of trees below in a panic as the group stared at the monster with stunned expressions.
Down in the road that ran through the forest two vehicles were driving, with their occupants
looking up at the ridiculously oversized monster that had appeared further ahead with wide eyes.
"What… the… fuck?" Leon breathed out.

"What the hell is that thing?" Yukari screamed out in terror.
"Ok… now that's a very, very, very big bird," Render said with a stunned expression. Moka
stared at the colossus with shock as the airborne monster slowly circled around in the air.
'Just what kinds of monsters does this dark king have under his command anyway?'
'I have no idea, but that thing is definitely not from our world.'
The colossus roared out into the air then dove down towards Kurumu, its massive wings
allowing it to glide downward as it screeched at her. Felucia stared at it with wide eyes then looked to
Kurumu, the succubus watching with a cautious expression as the gigantic flyer quickly closed in towards
her. She readied her nails in her free hand as she glared at the monster, then quickly dashed down and
forward while holding onto the severed limb tightly. The colossus banked down to intercept her, flying
faster than one would imagine a creature of its size to be capable of doing. Kurumu flew down towards
the forest below as she watched the monster closing in on her, realizing she couldn't fly fast enough to
dodge under it while holding onto the severed demon limb, and then banked to the side and down to
avoid it. The monster banked to the side as well, quickly swooping by with great speed as it tried to
snatch hold of the chronofly who was still in the grip of the severed limb. Kurumu glanced to the side as
she saw the claw of the colossus fast approaching then yelled out as she readied her nails to swipe at
the leg. The massive monster swooped by and grabbed hold of the severed demon limb in her grasp,
with Kurumu swiping at it with her nails. Her attack struck at the leg of the colossus… and stopped
instantly.
"No way…" she breathed out with disbelief. Even with all her demonic power, her attack only
carved into the leg by a few inches, drawing a few trickles of blood, but not cutting all the way through.
The colossus then yanked the severed limb away with one of its front legs as the other leg reached over
and grabbed hold of Kurumu. She yelled and thrashed around in its grip as the other leg passed off the
severed limb to the rear legs, both of them grabbing and tearing it apart violently. Felucia and Luna
spiraled around in midair before one of the claws snatched hold of them securely, with Felucia
screaming as she tried to budge while still holding the catatonic chronofly.
"Felucia! Luna!" Kurumu called out as she struggled to free herself from the gigantic claw that
was holding her securely despite all her demonic energy. The colossus squawked before its other front
leg reached over and grabbed hold of her wings.
SNAP!
"AHHHH!" Kurumu shrieked as Felucia watched with horror, seeing the colossus tearing off
Kurumu's wings with its leg. Kurumu screamed as loud as she could while her eyes were wide, feeling
the most painful thing she's ever felt before shooting through her back.
"Kurumu!" Felucia cried out.
Rason stared with shock as he heard his girlfriend's cry, and as he felt her lifeforce take a severe
hit. In a mere second her massive buildup of demonic energy vanished along with a great deal of her
lifeforce while the group of flyers watched the colossus flying low over the forest.

"Kurumu!" Rason cried out. He knew that something happened to his girlfriend, but the gigantic
monster blocked the sight of whatever it was.
"What happened, I can't see her!" Gabriel called out as they searched around the colossus for
any sign of the succubus.
"Kurumu… no…" Felucia whimpered while shaking her head, seeing Kurumu going into shock as
she cried out hoarsely.
CRUNCH!
One of the colossus's talons dug into Kurumu’s gut as the feet closed in around the succubus,
with the girl letting out a weak cry as her tail's flame died out. Her ribs cracked as she coughed out
blood, the girl being crushed inside the monstrous claw. Blood dripped out of her mouth as she looked
over to Felucia with a strained expression, the doll demon staring at her with horror.
"No… Kurumu!" Felucia cried out before the monster swooped up higher over the forest, the
massive wings of the colossus class flyer flapping as the beast squawked into the air. It then dropped the
wounded succubus and her wings, the girl spiraling down as her world started to blur. Rason and the
group watched as Kurumu started to descend from below the monster, as well as seeing her wings
falling down away from her.
"KURUMU!" Rason yelled out as the others stared with horror.
"Oh my god!" Ruby screamed out. The flyers then dove down towards the succubus as she fell
towards the road below in the forest. The two vehicles with the other group members watched as a
figure was falling down from the sky.
"Who is that?" Moka said as she tried to peer at the figure. Leon looked up and watched
carefully.
"Um… not sure, but whoever it is might want to slow their decent, and now!" he called out as
the figure raced towards the pavement. Rason swopped by over the trees and grabbed hold of Kurumu,
staring at his girlfriend with agony as she was trembling while whimpering, her mouth and stomach
bleeding while her back was dripping blood.
"Kurumu… KURUMU!" he cried out as she touched down on the ground. The two vehicles raced
over and came to a quick stop, the occupants seeing Rason holding a severely wounded Kurumu.
"Kurumu!" Moka cried out as her group quickly got out of the car.
"Oh my god, what happened?" Razico called out as his group got out and ran over to them.
"Her wings!" Kokoa cried out as she pointed to the succubus who was shaking in Rason's arms.
Rason held her close and shook his head as he could feel Kurumu's pain, the girl's lifeforce struggling to
rebalance as her body was going into shock.

"What happened?" Yukari asked franticly.
"That thing ripped her wings off!" Astreal cried out as she and Apoch landed down next to them
along with Ruby. Gabriel landed down, holding the two wings in his arms while watching Kurumu with a
pained expression. The group looked to the wings with horror then to Kurumu as she was breathing
sharply, her hand twitching as blood dripped out of her mouth. Ahakon and Yukari rushed over to her
along with Ruby, all seeing the massive wound in the succubus's stomach.
"How could that thing hurt her? She was using her full power on him; she's the Lord of Hell's
daughter for crying out loud! She's freakin' indestructible when she's using her demonic power!"
Ahakon cried out.
"It ripped her apart like she was nothing, even with all her demonic energy it took her down
without any problem," Ruby said with a hand over her mouth. Rason shook his head and looked back
towards where the group had come from.
"I need to get her back to Ceal, he can reattach her wings and heal her!" he called out.
"She's going to bleed out before you get there, we need to go with and heal her injury. At least
slow the bleeding down; she's going to die from this if nothing's done about it right now," Ruby said
shaking her head. Rason looked back towards the colossus that was flying away, then to his girlfriend.
He shook his head then looked to Gabriel with fury and frustration.
"Go after that thing, and bring those two back!" he ordered out. Gabriel nodded and handed
Kurumu's wings over to Ruby, the witch holding them with a pained expression, then looked towards
the colossus in the distance with anger
"We will, just get her back to Ceal, and fast," he said before taking off.
"We won't let that thing escape with Ms. Luna or Ms. Felucia, we swear it," Apoch and Astreal
said together before Astreal grabbed hold of Apoch and took off into the air again, the two witches
flying off after Gabriel. Rason didn't even bother to comment how creepy it was that they spoke in
unison that time, his mind only focused on his critically wounded girlfriend as she twitched in his arms.
"Get her into the SUV, I'll drive you to the villa while those three heal her in the back," Razico
said waving to his ride. Rason ran over to the SUV along with Yukari, Ahakon, and Ruby while Gin looked
off towards the distance, watching as Gabriel, Apoch, and Astreal continued their pursuit after the
colossus.
"That thing's not going to go down easily, those three won't be able to kill it alone," he said
shaking his head. Moka nodded and looked to seeing Rason setting Kurumu down inside the SUV on the
backseat, with the three casters jumping in as well to try to heal her. Rason quickly got into the front
seat while Razico got behind the wheel, the warlock then quickly turning the vehicle around and racing
back towards the villa while the three casters worked to slow down Kurumu's bleeding.

"Hurry Razico, please hurry," Ruby pleaded as she focused on trying to heal Kurumu's injury.
Rason nodded as he held his girlfriend's wings, looking back over the seat at the succubus as she was
trembling with tightly shut eyes, her pain unbearable as she whimpered and cried weakly.
"Just hang on Kurumu, we'll get you healed up soon, just stay with us," Rason pleaded with a
pained voice.
Moka and the others watched them drive off then looked back towards the massive flyer in the
distance.
"We need to stop that thing now, it's going to take Luna and Felucia back to the dark world,"
Moka called out.
"How exactly are we going to stop it if the Lord of Hell's daughter got clipped effortlessly?" Leon
asked cautiously.
Suddenly a wave of blue light rippled around the group, with everybody looking over to seeing a
flash dying down and revealing Render in his battle form. His eyes were locked onto the colossus as he
showed a determined expression, his muscle mass having tripled in size.
"We're going to drop that bird from the sky and curb stomp its fucking skull in, that's what we're
going to do!" he declared as she pointed to the flyer. Everybody stared at him as suddenly they all felt
like they could do just that, despite the fact that doing such a feat wouldn't be physically possible for
any of them. All of them felt their confidence building from within, all feeling like they were ready to
take on Alucard with nothing more than a butter knife and win. Render nodded then looked over to
Leon with a stern expression while pointing to him.
"Let's ride, we've got some babes to save," he boldly declared. Everybody felt a tiny sweat drop
form on the back of their heads as they suddenly felt slightly less confident about taking on the colossus.
Leon showed a reluctant expression then nodded.
"Should have stopped after the first line dude," he said flatly. Moka glanced over to the flyer in
the distance then to Leon.
"You heard him, let's go," she commanded. Leon quickly got into the driver's seat while Moka
got into the seat next to him, with Render, Mizore, and Kokoa quickly jumping into the backseat. Gin
howled as he shifted into his werewolf form, arching back as he finished his transformation then
glancing to the group with a shrug.
"Might as well stretch out the ol' legs before getting ready to go bird hunting, not like that car
would hold anymore inside of it anyway," he reasoned. Kokoa smiled at seeing her mate in fighting form
while Render glanced to him with a raised eyebrow.
"But the humans will see you like that for sure," he pointed out.

"Like they're going to care since they'll be too busy staring at that thing in the sky! Seriously,
they're going to see us no matter what at this point!" Gin shot back. Render opened his mouth to speak,
and then looked up with a thoughtful expression.
"You do have a point there," he said simply. Leon rolled his eyes before starting up the car, the
group then taking off down the road after the colossus.

Standing atop a towering building within the human city Akasha was looking up with a focused
gaze, holding her sword in hand while her hair flowed gently behind her. Sounds of sirens and people
screaming were still heard down below in the streets after the recent monster attack; however the
vampire was looking at something else that was more of a concern for her. Up in the sky above the
clouds a dark tear was seen, the wide opening crackling with energy and lightning while the outer ridges
swirled around with neon blue and red flames. The anomaly was barely visible as clouds above were
passing by, along with the billowing smoke from the damaged buildings and streets.
"That's a big gateway for a few smaller flyers," Akasha said to herself, then glanced over to the
side. She slowly shook her head as she walked over to the edge of the building, seeing the massive
colossus approaching from the side of the city over a forest.
"I was mistaken, it seems this dark being did send more to retrieve that chronofly," she said with
discontent. She looked up to the anomaly then back to the colossus as it screeched into the air, causing
more screams of panic to arise from the city below as people began to see the approaching demon.
"I'm going to guess the chronofly did not make it to sanctuary with her friend," she said as she
clutched her blade tightly.
Flying over the forest the colossus screeched again, carrying Felucia and Luna in one of its claws
as its giant wings flapped and kept the monster above the trees far down below. Felucia struggled to
move as she continued to scream out in frustration, while Luna remained silent and unresponsive to
everything that had been happening around her.
"God fucking dammit! Let us go you oversized crow! Let us go so I can fucking kill you!" Felucia
yelled as she tried to budge free from the monster's giant claw. She then looked behind to seeing two
flyers behind them, her eyes watching them with worry and desperation before looking ahead to seeing
the human city approaching.
"This is going to get ugly, one way or another," she said to herself.
Flying behind the massive demon Astreal held onto Apoch while soaring through the air next to
Gabriel, the three trying desperately to catch up to the colossus and somehow free their friends from its
grasp.
"Ms. Kurumu couldn't stop it with all her demonic power, what are we going to do?" Astreal
called out. Apoch formed her barrier blade and glanced up to her.

"Whatever we can, we can't let that thing escape with Ms. Luna and Ms. Felucia!" she called up.
Astreal nodded as her magical wings flapped as hard as they could, straining to catch up to the colossus
along with Gabriel.
"Dammit, we're not going to catch up to it at this rate," Gabriel grunted with frustration. Astreal
glanced to him then back ahead, seeing that they were just barely keeping pace with the oversized
demon.
"If we don't, then Ms. Luna…" Astreal said with fright. Gabriel shut his eyes and shook his head,
trying to stave off the image of Luna being raped in the dark world for the rest of her life. Her screams of
agony, her expression of torment, all raced through his mind as he tried to fly as fast as he could.
"No… I can't let that happen… I can't let her be taken away again!" he yelled out with
desperation.
Down below them the scenery changed from a calm forest with a single road into a busy district
street with stores and houses, and humans that were screaming in terror at seeing the colossus flying
over them as it screeched loudly again. Gabriel tried to fly faster to catch up to the monster, knowing
Luna was in its grasp and helpless.
'No! I can't let her be taken away; I can't let her be used as that sick monster's breeder!'
"Look, up there!" Astreal called out, looking up at the sky. Apoch and Gabriel looked up to see a
glimpse of the dark rift over the large human metropolis, the anomaly being seen behind the clouds high
above the center of the city.
"The gateway! It's the gateway into the dark world, he's going to fly up there and take her
back!" Apoch called out.
"No!" Gabriel shouted as the three tried to gain any distance towards the airborne demon, the
tail of the monster still far further ahead of them as it waved up and down behind the beast.
"Dammit, we're not going to make it!" Astreal screamed out.
"Let me go, you can fly faster without me! Just set me down somewhere, hurry!" Apoch said as
she looked down at the buildings passing by below, the three flying over the city now along with the
massive demon.
"It won't make a difference; I won't be able to catch up to it in time alone!" Astreal called out
with frustration.
The colossus squawked and started to ascend in the air, its wings flapping and causing massive
gusts of wind that blew down through the streets. People screamed in terror while rescue forces and
police officers stared with fright at seeing the oversized demon flying over their heads.
"No! Luna!" Gabriel cried out as the three started to fly up as well, watching as the massive
demon slowly started to circle around the central district of the city. The largest of the towers and

skyscrapers stood in the middle, with people watching from inside as the giant demon soared around
them while gaining altitude. Gabriel watched it closely as the monster started to fly higher, but only
gradually.
"It can't fly straight up, it has to gradually ascend! Cut it off when it circles around, it'll be our
only chance!" Gabriel called out.
"Right!" the witch sisters said as they followed him up higher, the three flying straight up to
ready themselves for the demon's rounding arc. They flew up past a towering building, with humans
watching them with stunned expressions.
"We have to stop it, do whatever it takes; free Luna and Felucia before it goes any higher!"
Gabriel called out. Apoch held her blade ready while Astreal focused on flying as fast as she could, the
three rising higher into the air over the human city.
Akasha watched as the massive demon circled around the middle of the city, narrowing her eyes
while she slowly turned her head to follow the monster's movements. She then glanced over and saw
Gabriel and the witch sisters flying up on the opposite side of the towering district.
"Oh? What do we have here?" she asked herself cautiously.
"LET US GO!" Felucia screamed as she was held tightly in the demon's claw, thrashing around
while holding Luna closely.
Astreal flew over low above a towering building, letting go of Apoch who dropped into a run
onto the roof. She ran forward while Astreal rose up into the air, a bright glow building up in her wrist as
she focused all her power she could into her trademark attack. Gabriel flew alongside her, the two
watching as the colossus veered around the district, the massive monster slightly below them and a few
buildings away still.
"What about Apoch?" Gabriel asked, looking down to the raven haired witch who was still
running along the roof.
"I need my hands free to use my magic," Astreal reasoned. Gabriel looked at her puzzled then
down to Apoch.
"But I could carry her in my ar- holy shit, is she going to jump?" he cried out as Apoch neared the
edge of the building, running towards a slanted roof that had windows for the roof as it sloped down
several floors to the edge of the building. Astreal nodded and glanced to him.
"Don't worry, I'll catch her if she misses," she assured.
"What do you mean 'if she misses'?" Gabriel exclaimed with surprise.
Apoch ran towards the edge of the flat roof then leapt over, angling herself as a barrier-like
board of light formed under her feet. Gabriel and Astreal watched as the raven haired witch landed
down on the slanted roof of glass and raced down along it, the windows cracking and shattering behind

her as she readied her blade in her hand. Gabriel watched with awe as the witch surfed on her board
across the glass then looked over to see the colossus flying near them, the giant monster screeching as it
rose up higher while circling the district.
"Here it comes!" he called out. Astreal aimed her arm out towards the monster with a keen eye,
placing her other hand to her arm as she focused all her magic. Gabriel veered down as the witch took
aim at the colossus, her palm giving off a bright red light. Apoch slid towards the edge of the building as
she watched the demon cross in front of her, gripping her blade tightly as she got ready to jump.
"Hold it right there!" Astreal yelled out, firing out her powerful streak of magical energy. The
bolt raced through the air and struck into the demon's eye, the shot piercing through the lens and
exploding into smoke and flames while blood and flesh flew out. The monster howled and turned its
body slightly as it wavered off-balance, just as Apoch reached the edge of the slanted roof. She leapt off
the glass as her board shattered to pieces beneath her, lunging towards the demon's feet as they drew
near. Felucia cried out as she was thrown around in the monster's grip then looked to see Apoch flying
over and striking her blade into the foot holding the girls, the sword slicing into it partially before
stopping. Apoch held onto the blade while her legs dangled behind her as she soared high above the
human city below.
"Apoch!" Felucia called out.
"Hang on Ms. Felucia; we'll get you out of there!" Apoch shouted as she struggled to hold onto
her sword. Gabriel flew over and grabbed her, then helped her grab hold of the leg as Felucia watched
with wonder. She then looked over to see Astreal firing repeatedly at the demon's head, striking across
the head and wounded eye socket as she kept up her assault.
"Let them go!" Astreal yelled as she pelted the face of the demon, not doing as much damage
but certainly being annoying to the massive flyer nonetheless.
"Get us out here! It's going to take her back!" Felucia cried out. Apoch gripped the leg and
hacked at it with her blade, watching with surprise as it only carved slightly into the limb. Gabriel
however was staring at Luna with a pained expression, seeing her lifeless gaze as she was still in a state
of shock.
"Luna…" he breathed out.
"I can't cut through this thing!" Apoch cried out as she tried hacking it again and again, her blade
slicing into the leg an inch or two before stopping. Gabriel looked to the blade with frustration then back
to Luna, the chronofly's head bobbing around gently while Felucia looked to her with a pained
expression. The colossus roared out as its legs flailed slightly, squawking again before a leg reached over
and snatched hold of Apoch. She screamed as it flung her over to the side and into the air, spiraling
away down towards the human city below.
"Apoch!" Gabriel cried out.

"Sister!" Astreal screamed, and then dived down towards her sister who was tumbling around
through the air away from the colossus. Gabriel watched as Astreal flew down towards Apoch then
looked back down to Felucia and Luna.
"Get us out of here! Do something!" Felucia shouted out. Gabriel looked around quickly then
reached down and grabbed hold of one of the toes, struggling to budge it as he pulled with all his might.
"Hurry!" Felucia screamed out as the colossus started to rise even higher still. Gabriel strained to
pull the toe loose before stopping and grunting, looking over at the bleeding leg with frustration.
"It's too strong, I can't pry you free," he said shaking his head. He tried punching the leg, his
strike doing nothing to stop the colossus from holding the two girls while it continued to rise higher up
over the city.
"Then think of something you idiot! Do you have any idea what those bastards are going to do
to her if they get her back?" Felucia yelled out. Gabriel tried stomping down on the toe, doing nothing to
budge or loosen it, and then looked around quickly with frustration.
"Dammit, let go! Let them go!" he shouted out with desperation. He shook his head as she
started breathing heavily, stomping down on the foot repeatedly while Felucia watched him with
worried eyes.
"You can't take her away again! You can't take her back to that place! You can't take her away
from us! You can't take her away from me!" he shouted out. Felucia's eyes widened slightly as Gabriel
kept trying to break the toe of the colossus.
"Away from you?" Felucia asked softly.
Akasha gripped her blade then ran towards the edge of the building she was on, leaping off of it
towards the head of the massive demon as it flew near her. She swung out and sliced her sword across
its face, the vampire then holding onto her blade and running alongside its body while her sword razed
across the beast and through its flesh. She angled her path and ran along its underbelly as the monster
screeched and wavered off-balance again, the woman racing towards the four legs as they flailed about
slightly. Gabriel quickly held onto the leg as he and Felucia looked over to see the vampire running
towards them while streaking her blade through the underbelly of the colossus.
"Who the hell is that?" Gabriel cried out.
"Akasha?" Felucia said with disbelief.
Akasha raced up to them then swiped her blade while running alongside the monster as it
turned sideways, cleaving her sword into the leg of the demon. The monster screeched as the blade
struck down to the bone, clacking against it and stopping in place. The feet twitched as it lost its grip,
the claw releasing the girls as Akasha quickly whipped out her blade from the leg and threw it towards
the building nearby. It whistled around in the air sharply before striking through a window, the pane of
glass shattering as the sword flew into the office room and struck into a wall near some people who
promptly screamed in terror before rushing out. Akasha quickly grabbed both Felucia and Luna's hands,

then leapt off the foot of the colossus and through the air towards the open window as Gabriel watched
with surprise. The woman flew over and just made the jump into the window, throwing Felucia into the
room while holding Luna in her other arm. Felucia tumbled onto the ground before quickly scrambling
back onto her feet, staring with surprise at Akasha as the woman smirked while walking towards her,
holding the chronofly up in her arm.
"I thought you assured me earlier that you wouldn't let this one be taken away, or was I
mistaken?" Akasha asked amusingly. Felucia smiled awkwardly then looked over to the vampire's sword
that was struck into the wall near her.
"You… fucking rock," she said looking back to Akasha with an impressed smile. Akasha chuckled
amusedly before the tail of the colossus struck through the floor below them as the demon flew by, the
ground beneath the girls rumbling and cracking apart as they looked around with surprise. The talon
from the demon's tail whipped up and struck through the floor between them, knocking Akasha off to
the side as the floor beneath her tore apart. She tumbled over into a roll while Luna was thrown out the
window, the girl dropping down while her blanket flew off into the air.
"NO!" Felucia screamed as she rushed over to the window, with Akasha quickly running back
over as well then looking down with wide eyes.
"Luna!" Akasha cried out as the naked chronofly plummeted down towards the city below.
Gabriel braced himself from the demon flailing around before looking down with a gasp, seeing Luna
falling out the window while chunks of concrete and debris rained down after her.
"No, Luna!" he yelled out, the angel then diving down towards her as the colossus roared out
into the air. Gabriel shot down through the air as fast as he could, tucking his wings back as he strained
to reach the falling chronofly. Luna spiraled around as glass and debris fell down above her, the girl still
unresponsive to anything around her.
"Luna!" Gabriel called out as he raced down after her, passing the debris slowly as he tried to
catch up to the girl's fatal fall. She spun around slowly ahead of him, her wings limp and fluttering in the
wind while she fell down towards the city streets below. Gabriel pushed himself to fly as fast as he
could, reaching out for the girl with all his might while the debris smacked around against the side of the
building above creating a cascading wave of concrete and glass that tumbled after them.
Apoch and Astreal watched the debris falling down towards Luna and Gabriel, the two sisters
flying up in the air away from the building after Astreal had caught her airborne sister.
"Ms. Luna!" they cried out.
Gabriel inched his way closer, a few feet away still from being able to grab the girl as she
continued to spin around slightly.
Akasha and Felucia watched as the wave of debris rained down alongside the building, both
waiting with anxious eyes to see if the angel would fly Luna away from her death.

"Luna!" Gabriel called out as he drew closer to the chronofly, the girl nearly within reach as he
tried to grab hold of her.
People down in the streets pointed up as they saw the wave of debris crashing down alongside
the building, with those in the streets scattering with loud screams while others watched what appeared
to be a girl falling down towards the ground with an angel flying after her.
"Luna… I swear…" Gabriel called out as he slowly got closer to the girl.
"I swear, I'll never let you fall again!" he yelled before he grabbed hold of her hand, quickly
pulling her up and holding her close. He looked ahead and saw the street racing up towards them, then
banked up as hard as he could to veer away from the pavement. People around the streets watched as
the angel swooped down with the girl held in his arms, just missing hitting the road as he pulled up and
flew off down the street. The debris crashed into the street behind him with thunderous roars, a dust
cloud erupting around it as Gabriel swerved around a few cars and trucks, the angel then pulling up and
soaring over the street as people all around pointed and stared at him with wonder. He flew up and
then gently touched down on top of a truck, with people around staring at him with stunned
expressions.
"That's… an angel! That's a real angel!" a woman cried out.
"He's really an angel, he saved that girl's life!" a young girl cheered out.
"What the… wait a minute. That girl he saved, she's a monster! Look at her, she's a monster!" a
man shouted out.
"He's right, she has wings! That angel just saved… a monster? He saved a monster?" another
man said with disbelief.
Gabriel looked at Luna with remorseful eyes, the naked girl still in a catatonic state while her
wings and arms were limp at her sides.
"Oh Luna… I'm so sorry, please forgive me," he said softly before lowering his head with closed
eyes, his wings slowly lowering as he kneeled down and held the girl close.
"He caught her, he caught her!" Astreal cheered as she and her sister smiled with relief.
"Well done angel," Akasha said with a smile. Felucia nodded with a smile of relief as well.
"Damn fine catch," she agreed with.
The colossus in the air roared out again, with everybody looking up to as it started to circle
around while keeping Gabriel and Luna in its sights with its one remaining eye. The humans down below
looked up to the frightening beast with terror while Apoch and Astreal tensed up, the witch sisters
watching the demon as it began to slowly turn around in the air. Akasha and Felucia narrowed their eyes
at the demon before Akasha ran over and yanked out her sword from the wall with a swift strike.

Gabriel looked up at the colossus with a cold glare, his rage for what the dark world did to Luna fueling
his anger further.
Up above in the dark world Rathieal growled with irritation as his wings arched back behind him.
"Don't just sit there you stupid bird, bring me that chronofly! You're a colossus class demon,
don't let some lesser being get in your way!" he roared. He grunted with frustration as he lowered his
hands to his sides, a dark purple light swirling around them briefly as the man narrowed his eyes.
"I won't let that chronofly escape my grasp, even if I have to go down and bring her back up
here myself."

Chapter 22
Reason To Live
Talon slowly opened his eyes, blinking a few times as he began to regain consciousness. His dark
green eyes slowly focused as he could feel his body aching in pain, a grunt escaping from his mouth as
he tried to move. His shirts were removed and had been replaced with bandages which were wrapped
around his waist and shoulder. Talon kept looking up with an unfocused gaze, his mind slowly coming
back to its senses. Gradually his awareness accumulated, his eyes staring up at the ceiling of the
infirmary room where he had blacked out earlier. Images of the surrounding room flashed before his
eyes, the hybrid locating precisely where he was inside the area without having to look around again. He
was lying down in the bed nearest the windows, with a blanket around his waist and a pillow under his
head. He could feel that his wings were no longer extended out, the unique limbs having retracted
during his sleep. His hand twitched slightly, the feeling coming back into his arms as he assessed his
physical state with an analytical mind. He could feel the arm that was severely wounded before having
bandages wrapped around it, his muscles still sore yet healing at an accelerated rate. His hearing picked
up footsteps outside the door, his eyes still remaining unfocused as he kept a blank expression on his
face so not to alert anyone else that he was fully conscious. The sound of the door opening was heard as
two sets of footsteps walked into the room towards him.
"His eyes are open, he's awake," Rin said nervously.
"I can't believe we're nursing this guy back to health again," Falla muttered. Talon's ears
twitched ever so slightly, hearing the voices to his left as the two girls walked up to him. He
remembered back to seeing the girls from before he passed out, however was unable to assess how
strong or what kind of monsters they were.
"He still seems out of it, should I go get the teachers?" Rin asked curiously.
From in front of Talon's gaze Falla leaned over, looking down at him with discontent.
"Hey, you awake?" she snapped as she shook his bed slightly. Talon kept his eyes unfocused as
he remained motionless. Falla scoffed at him and leaned in closer with a narrowed glare.
"Well, you in there?" she demanded. She shook him by the shoulders before he quickly grabbed
her hands, the girl gasping in surprise as he turned his full attention to her with focused eyes. Rin
trembled with fear as Talon slowly sat up, holding back his grunts of discomfort while Falla watched him
with a careful eye.
"Do you mind?" he asked dryly. Falla growled and yanked her hands free, glaring at him with
narrowed eyes.
"Alright, I want some answers as to what you're doing here now and why you were here last
night. Start talking," she demanded sternly. Talon looked at her with a dull expression then slowly
around, seeing that they were all alone. Falla glanced around quickly then back to him while crossing her
arms.

"Don't even think about trying to fly out of here. I'm a chronofly; I can stop you in the time it
takes you to even begin to blink. Now, start talking," she ordered sternly. Slowly he looked back to her
with a dull expression still while Rin watched him with worried eyes.
"Water," he said simply.
"What?" Falla asked.
"I said, water. Do you mind?" Talon asked simply. Falla scoffed at him while Rin looked at the
hybrid curiously.
"You're not getting anything until I get some answers out of you. You came here to kill Dark
yesterday didn't you? Admit it, that's why you were here last night, wasn't it?" Falla shouted out with
anger. Talon just looked at her for a moment then to Rin.
"Would you be so kind to fetch me a glass of water?" he asked. Rin looked to the door then to
Falla curiously as the chronofly growled with anger.
"Um… well, is that ok Falla?" Rin asked unsurely.
"No that's not ok! We're not trying to make this bastard feel comfortable here; he's not a
welcome guest at the academy!" Falla shouted out.
The door to the room suddenly opened and a girl rushed in, dressed in white shoes and socks
along with a light pink nurse's dress and white hat with a red cross on it. Falla and Rin looked over with
surprise to see Kyouko quickly scurrying over to Talon's side, a small smile on her face as she held a tray
with a bowl of soup from the cafeteria along with a glass of water.
"Hey, glad to see you're awake. Um, I brought you something to eat while you recover; you need
to get your strength back after all. Are you feeling any better? Can I get you anything else to help you
feel more comfortable?" she asked eagerly. Talon just looked at her with a raised eyebrow then glanced
to the other girls.
"Kyouko? What are you doing? And… what are you wearing?" Falla asked bewilderedly. Kyouko
laughed nervously and looked up with an embarrassed smile.
"Well, I thought somebody should watch over him while he's recovering, and since there were
no active nurses on duty for the day I decided that I would step up and do what I can to help our patient
recover from his injuries," she reasoned with a shrug. Falla and Rin just looked at her with disbelief while
Talon merely took the glass of water from her tray. He examined it carefully then glanced to Kyouko, the
girl smiling timidly at him and nodding.
"It's ok, I personally prepared everything. It's perfectly safe, I assure you," she said gently. Talon
looked at her for a moment then drank the water slowly, with Falla walking up to Kyouko while trying to
think of what to say. After a moment of silence she shook her head and looked at Kyouko with an
accusing stare.

"What the hell is wrong with you? Have you forgotten what this guy's done, or what he was
intending to do here with our friends? Why are you being so nice to him when he's clearly-" she started
before Kyouko quickly set the tray of food down next to Talon's bed on a small table then smiled at him
eagerly.
"So are you feeling better? I wrapped your bandages myself actually, you were really cut up
something fierce, I was really worried about you," she said looking over his body. Talon blinked then
glanced down as he set the glass down on the table. After a pause he slowly lifted up the sheet and
raised an eyebrow in question as all the girls watched him.
"Odd, I don't remember being naked when I lost consciousness," he said flatly as he noticed he
wasn't wearing any pants either. Falla and Rin looked to Kyouko curiously as the girl was looking down
with a blush and timid smile.
"I had to make sure he was ok from head to toe, didn't I?" she asked innocently. Talon breathed
out and glanced to her as he lowered the sheet.
"Where are my clothes?" he asked flatly. Kyouko smiled and glanced to the doorway.
"They were all bloodied and cut apart, so I had to throw them out. Don't worry though, I'll find
you something to wear in the meantime while you stay here," she said kindly.
"You undressed him?" Falla asked dryly. Kyouko nodded and smiled with a blush.
"I had to clean all the blood off of him and make sure nothing… important was injured or in need
of extra… attention," she reasoned with a few hesitations while tapping two fingers together timidly.
Falla looked at her with a dull expression then glanced to Talon while Rin was looking at him curiously.
"I'm not even going to bother pointing out that you're not qualified as a real nurse in any way,
however I must ask what the HELL IS WRONG WITH YOU?" Falla roared out as she looked back to
Kyouko with frustration.
"What are you talking about? I'm just trying to make him more relaxed and feeling better after
his ordeal," Kyouko said innocently.
"Stripping me naked doesn't quite help me relax, just so you know," Talon commented dryly
while glancing to her.
"Why not? You've got nothing to be ashamed of," Kyouko said, glancing to him while holding a
hand to her cheek as she blushed more.
"Would you knock it off Kyouko? Have you forgotten already what he's done in the past, not to
mention what he came here to do yesterday?" Falla shouted out. She growled with anger then pointed
accusingly to Talon.
"We know all about who you are and what you've done in the past, so don't try to deny any of it,
Fairy Tale killer," she said firmly. Talon looked to her with a dull expression and shook his head.

"Although that nickname wasn't from my own choice I will not deny it in the least," he said
simply. Kyouko looked at him worriedly then quickly sat down next to him on the bed, leaning close to
him as he leaned back slightly.
"Talon, you know Fairy Tale is no more right? They were defeated, completely dissolved and
disbanded by my cousin and his friends. They put a stop to that evil group, that war is over," she said
hopefully. He shook his head and looked into her eyes, the girl gazing deeply into his.
"Their leaders may be dead, but those that contributed to their evil are still alive. Those that
brought forth such evil shall not be allowed to escape from their sins, especially after all the pain and
suffering they've caused. This war will not be over until every last one of those that were ever a part of
Fairy Tale are dead," he said firmly. Kyouko showed a worried expression and slowly shook her head.
"You… did come here to kill Dark, didn't you?" she asked carefully.
"Agent Dark Kuyumaya, top operative and second only to Kiria Yoshii within the ranks of Fairy
Tale. A shadow demon with an A-Class ranking and a penchant for music; he shall not hide from his
judgment either," Talon declared coldly. Kyouko watched him with nervous eyes while Falla glared at
the hybrid.
"So, you did come here to kill him. I knew it," Falla hissed at him.
"No, but he's not evil Talon, he's a hero. He even helped bring an end to Fairy Tale for good. He's
a good monster," Kyouko pleaded.
"Good monsters don't have innocent blood on their hands," Talon scoffed.
"Please Talon, listen to us. You don't have to keep up this crusade, Fairy Tale is dead, you don't
have to keep fighting like this anymore," Kyouko pleaded, gently holding his hand with a worried
expression. Talon merely looked around the room then back to her with a dull expression.
"Where are my clothes?" he asked. Kyouko shook her head and quickly yet gently pushed him
back down onto the bed.
"You can't leave yet, you're not well enough to stand let alone fly. Please, you need to stay and
rest," she insisted. She reached over and picked up the bowl of soup from the tray and brought it over,
holding out a spoonful to him with a gentle smile.
"I brought you something to eat while you rest, here," she said gently. Talon looked at her with
annoyance while she nodded with a hopeful smile.
"It's good, I made it myself," she said bashfully.
"Why are you feeding him? He just admitted he came here to kill Dark!" Falla cried out. Kyouko
showed a saddened smile and shook her head slowly.

"He's not evil, he's just angry. He has every right to be after what Fairy Tale did to him, but that
doesn't make him a bad person," she reasoned softly. Falla growled and walked around to the other side
of the bed, grabbing a small lamp before she geared back to strike at Talon.
"Don't you dare hurt him!" Kyouko cried out at her desperately. Falla looked at her with
disbelief while Talon merely raised an eyebrow at Falla.
"You can't be serious!" Falla shouted out.
"I should say the same thing to you. A lamp? Really?" Talon asked flatly.
"He's not evil! He just doesn't see yet, that's all!" Kyouko pleaded. Falla growled then glared at
Talon, struggling with the notion of shifting into time and destroying the hybrid with one chrono infused
swing.
"If you harm a hair on his head I'll never forgive you!" Kyouko said while shaking her head.
"How can you defend him after all he's done and what he intends to do? He's a real monster
Kyouko, he's been killing uncontrollably and taking the lives of innocent monsters and humans," Falla
argued.
"Weren't you once like him?" Kyouko asked urgently. Everybody looked to her as she watched
Falla with desperation.
"There's blood on your hands too Falla, the blood of many innocent monsters. But it was a
mistake in your past; it doesn't mean you're not a good soul. You turned over a new leaf; you became a
good person and moved on from your past. You slayed your inner demon, so why can't he?" Kyouko
asked.
"That's different Kyouko, I… but he…" Falla said while shaking her head.
"You changed; you learned from your mistake and became a better person because of it. So why
can't he change, why does he have to be condemned for merely seeking revenge against those that hurt
him so deeply?" Kyouko asked. Talon watched her carefully while Rin tapped her headphones, the siren
catching most of what the girls were saying. Kyouko shook her head then looked to Talon with pleading
eyes.
"Please, Dark is my friend, he helped save my life and so many others. He knows Fairy Tale was
evil; he even rebelled against them and fought alongside my cousin and many others to put a stop to
them. Can't you see that not everyone that worked there was truly evil at heart, that they were being
used by that group as weapons of war?" she asked hopefully. Falla looked at Talon with a careful eye,
slowly setting the lamp down on the table while Talon remained silent. Kyouko leaned closer to him with
a gentle gaze.
"Please, I know you're not a bad person, I can feel it. You don't have to keep fighting like this
Talon, you've killed enough," she said softly. Talon looked at her for a moment then to Falla, the
chronofly crossing her arms with discontent.

"Dark helped put a stop to Fairy Tale as well as Alucard. He's a good monster, I know it for a
fact," Falla said with a nod.
"He saved me from being taken back by my old master, and he stood up for me when everybody
else was picking on me. He's not bad, he really isn't," Rin added with worried eyes. Talon looked around
at them then to Kyouko.
"I know you're angry about them taking away your humanity, I know what happened to you. I'm
sorry, I'm sorry it was taken from you like that, but you still have a human heart, you must," Kyouko
pleaded. Talon looked at her carefully as she set the bowl of soup down on the table and held his hands
hopefully.
"You're still you Talon, that will never change. Please, let your anger go," she said softly. Talon
looked at her for a moment then narrowed his eyes, the girl showing a worried expression from his
mood change.
"You know nothing about what I lost because of Fairy Tale, you know nothing of my pain," he
snapped as he yanked his hands away from hers.
"But I do, we all do. We heard how Fairy Tale took you away, how they changed you into a
monster to be used as a weapon of war for them," Kyouko said worriedly.
"And did you hear about how my own family rejected me, how they turned me away because of
what I had become?" Talon demanded with anger. Kyouko looked at him with surprise as he growled
with fury.
"My mother, father, and sister, all treated me like a monster and cast me away; like I was never
their own family, like I was just another abomination in the world!" Talon yelled out. Falla and Rin
looked to each other curiously then back to Talon while Kyouko had a stunned expression on her face.
Talon looked down with frustration.
"I always knew humans were monsters, I was never blind to seeing their true nature every day.
However my family wasn't like that; they were kind, caring, and always there for me. They were
everything I ever had, until I was turned into this; then they showed themselves to being just like every
other human out there! Nothing but real monsters themselves!" he shouted out with anger. Kyouko
looked at him with wonder then down as she remembered his words from before.
"You're fortunate to be on this side of the gateway; after all, humans are the real monsters of
the world."
'That's why he said that, his own family turned against him after what he became.'
"Talon…" Kyouko said softly, looking back up to him with remorse.
"Your own family threw you out?" Falla asked in wonder. Talon growled then glared at her.

"My humanity was the only thing that gave me a home, a family, a life. I was never proud of my
fellow man, but I knew there were some out there that were good souls, and I was content with living in
such a world. But when I turned into this, I had nothing, nothing but pain and being alone, surrounded
by real monsters wherever I went," he said with anger. He then looked to Kyouko with a deep glare, her
eyes gazing into his deeply.
"Fairy Tale took everything from me, they don't deserve forgiveness or a chance to run away
and hide from their sins. They turned me into a weapon of war, and so that's what I am now, nothing
but a weapon that will bring about their own end," he declared.
"No, you're not a weapon Talon," Kyouko said softly while shaking her head slowly. She looked
down and closed her eyes.
"I'm sorry, for everything that happened to you. It wasn't right of your family to treat you like
that, to cast out one of their own just because of how you looked. But, you're not alone Talon, I would
never turn you away just because you're a monster. Some of my best friends are monsters, even my
cousin is, I don't fear you just because you're different," she said gently. Talon looked at her with a dull
expression then over to the window. Kyouko smiled sadly then grabbed the bowl of soup again.
"Please, let me help you get better," she offered as she held a spoonful of the soup out to him.
He paused then glanced back to her.
"I may just be a human, but I promise I won't leave your side," she said softly. After a moment
he slowly pushed her hand back towards the bowl, the girl watching him with worried eyes. He then
reached over and gently wiped a tear away from her cheek with one finger.
"I'm not worth crying over or being cared for, don't waste your kindness on me," he said simply.
"But Talon," Kyouko said softly.
"I'm nothing but a weapon now, my revenge is the only purpose in life left for me," he said
before looking over towards the window. Kyouko looked down to the bowl of soup with saddened eyes
while Falla and Rin watched her worriedly.
"You don't have to be a weapon Talon, you don't," Kyouko said as she fought back tears. After a
while of silence she whimpered and looked down and away. Talon paused for a moment then glanced
down.
"Kyouko," he said carefully, as if pronouncing such a name for the first time. Kyouko slowly
looked up to him as he glanced back to her.
"That's your name, isn't it?" he asked. She slowly nodded as he kept an eye on her, the hybrid
then looking back out the window. He drummed his fingers on his lap for a moment then glanced back
to the girl.
"Tell me, about your cousin and friends, the ones that killed Kiria," he requested. Kyouko looked
at him with wonder as he turned his gaze back to her, his green eyes staring into hers.

"I want to know exactly how that monster died for his crimes," he said with a cold tone. Kyouko
smiled softly and nodded, scooting closer to him. As she started to explain the story about how her
cousin put a stop to Fairy Tale, with Talon listening while not showing any reaction to any parts of it,
Falla and Rin watched Talon curiously. Falla leaned back against the wall and crossed her arms, watching
Kyouko smiling happily while talking to the hybrid. She blinked then glanced next to her at Rin, the siren
sitting down on the bed while listening to Kyouko's story with wonder. As she sat there the image of her
headphones seemed to drill into Falla's mind again, something about the unique device raising a red flag
with her. She wasn't sure why, but for a moment she felt like Rin was more of a threat to her friends
than Talon was.

Running down a hallway Dark was carrying Arial in his arms while Sun and Complica were
running next to him, all while a monstrous winged demon scrambled after them while destroying the
building behind it. Its head and neck tore through the walls and ceiling of the hall while its large body
and wings ripped through adjacent rooms as it franticly chased after the silent siren in the group. The
monster squawked and kept lunging towards the group as they ran through the hallway, the ceiling
above them cracking apart while the floors behind were destroyed from the monster trampling through.
Gunfire and shouting was heard behind from the armed guards of Fang Fang, however the monstrous
demon didn't seem to be slowing down or taking any damage from them. It didn't even appear to suffer
much injury from Dark who had unloaded a full clip from a shotgun into its face earlier. As the monster
kept chasing after its prey relentlessly Arial was looking up at Dark with watery eyes.
"Dark… please say it back… please…" she begged softly. Dark kept his eyes locked ahead, his
arms holding the snow angel securely while she held onto his shirt.
"I love you… I love you Dark, please," she wept as she clung to his chest. Dark showed a strained
expression for a moment before darting down a hall to the side, with Sun and Complica quickly following
after. They ran towards a large double door entrance and barged in, finding themselves in the dining hall
from the night before. It was mostly vacant, with only a few small tables set up around the small pond
centerpiece. Dark looked around quickly then handed Arial over to Sun.
"Take those two out of here now, I'll hold it off and buy you time," he commanded before
looking back towards the doorway where loud squawks were heard coming from.
"No, put me down, I'm not leaving your side Dark! I'm not leaving here you like this!" Arial yelled
out as she thrashed around in Sun's arms. She quickly stopped when Dark took hold of her hand, the
snow angel then looking at him with worried eyes as he showed a blank expression toward her still.
"You need to go Arial; I won't let you be erased from existence. You're getting out of here, that's
final," he ordered.
"No! Please Dark; I won't leave your side, no matter what I'll stay with you now and forever! I
love you!" Arial pleaded. Dark paused for a moment then slowly let go of her hand. The roars from the
winged demon were heard nearby as Dark glanced over to the doors briefly before looking back to Arial.

"Dark…" Arial whimpered with teary eyes. Dark remained silent while the roars of the nearby
winged demon echoed out, his expression blank while he just stared at the snow angel.
“Please, I love you Dark,” Arial said softly. Dark didn’t say anything; instead he looked down with
closed eyes. His hand flinched slightly as he showed a strained expression for a moment, with Arial
watching him worriedly.
“Dark?” she asked quietly. Dark growled then looked to Sun with a harsh glare while a black
wisp flowed around his feet.
"Get those two out of here, now!" he yelled out. Sun jumped then nodded quickly while
Complica nodded nervously. Dark walked past them towards the doorway, his aura flaring up around
him as dark clouds flowed about at his feet. As he passed by he glanced to Arial while she watched him
with saddened eyes. He shook his head then looked back towards the doors, his expression being
hidden as he walked away from the girls.
“Why did you save me Arial… why did you save me only to kill me…” he said softly.
Arial's eyes widened as her jaw dropped, staring with a stunned expression before Sun carried
her off with Complica running alongside her, the three leaving the large hall as Dark faced the
approaching monster with a focused glare. The entire hall started to turn darker as he unleashed his
aura, his sheer anger pushing his power to its limit. From the doorway the large monster crashed
through, squawking as it tore through the neighboring rooms and stumbled into the larger hall. Dark
closed his eyes as his power raged around him, the cold and evil aura of his spreading throughout the
room as the monster roared before turning its sights to him.
“Why… why am I here… WHY AM I HERE?” he yelled out with anger, looking to the monster with
a furious glare. The giant monster screeched before lunging down towards him with its beak as the
room faded into total darkness. The monster's red eyes glowed in the dark before one was gouged out;
right before the beast's head was pulled down and slammed into the ground by its mandible. Loud
crashes and screeches were heard before a tearing and crunching sound echoed out inside the room,
followed by a painful howl from the winged monster.
From the adjacent hall the monster crashed through the wall, with one of its mandibles having
been removed forcibly and jammed into its head. Red blood poured out of its wounds as it screeched
hoarsely while its wings and tail tore apart the walls and ceiling above it. From in front of the monster
Dark appeared from a black wisp, his hands covered in the beast's blood while his darkened aura flowed
around him.
"What the hell have I been fighting for? What’s the reason for me living?" Dark yelled out before
the giant monster roared and trampled towards him. Dark ran back down the hall before vanishing into
a black wisp, with the monster charging through the hall and annihilating the walls and ceiling in its
frenzy. The large monster crashed through the hallway until it reached the end near the windows, from
which it barreled through the wall and trampled outside into the daylight. The monster dropped down
two stories and crashed into a small building near a large garden, its wings and tail thrashing about
before it stumbled back onto its feet. Up in the large hole in the building Dark appeared as he took aim
with a rifle he found from a recently trampled guard, the demon firing at the monster with a cold glare

in his eyes. The monster howled and turned to face him, the bullets striking its body yet not seeming to
cause any real damage. Dark emptied the clip and stared at the monster with frustration as it howled at
him while spreading out its wings.
"Going to need a bigger gun," Dark growled as he dropped the weapon.
The monster screeched at him before a blinding light etched around underneath it, the giant
demon looking down to seeing strange patterns lighting up in a circular formation along the ground.
Suddenly a wave of dark light shot up from the side of the pattern, ripping through the monster's wing
and dissolving the flesh and bone along the edge and through the limb. The monster howled as its wing
struggled to flap, having been reduced to tatters before another wave of dark light shot up in a wave
against its other wing, the limb being partially dissolved and crippled as its flesh and bone were
destroyed. Dark looked at the demon carefully as it screeched in pain, unable to fly now with its wings
being crippled, then over to seeing Ceal holding his hand out towards the monster with a focused
expression. The catalyst mage had his reptilian hand out while his normal hand was holding onto his
arm, his cold blue eyes focused on the winged demon while his demonic hand glowed with a blackish
hue. Next to him Fang Fang was looking at the winged demon with discontent while his hands were at
his sides, the two standing there while a few guards were behind them with their rifles aimed at the
monster.
"Interesting trick, just what was it that you did anyway?" Fang Fang asked glancing to Ceal with a
raised eyebrow.
"Transferring flesh and bone is my specialty, remember?" Ceal said simply.
"Yes, but… transferred to… where?" Fang Fang asked looking back to the monster. Ceal held out
his reptilian hand to the side, the glowing rings from around the winged demon vanishing while a few
showed up next to the mage. Suddenly clumps of mangled flesh, bone, and sinew dropped down onto
the ground from above the rings, the transferred matter seeming to appear from waves of dark light.
"Wherever I want," Ceal said with a shrug. The winged demon screeched before it looked over
to them with its red eyes. Fang Fang nodded then stepped forth as he held his hands out.
"I see, well done. Now I believe it is my turn to handle this unruly houseguest," he declared
before a bright glow came from his hands, followed by large circles of strange letterings appearing on
the ground before him. The rings expanded out as the winged demon roared at them, with Fang Fang's
guards remaining on alert but not firing just yet. From in front of the yasha waves of bright and soft light
rose up from the rings while circling around, collapsing into the center and then rising up from the sides
again. The winged demon howled at them before a bright light erupted from the center of the casting
spell, followed by a giant winged being of light seeming to slowly fly up through the ground. As it rose up
into the air it took shape, with bright orange and yellow feathers covering its body while its large
wingspan extended out. It had a few extremely long red feathers for the tail while its beak was slender
and smooth, sticking out in front of its golden colored eyes. As it rose up into the air its feathers seemed
to give off a bright blaze, igniting all at once while it let out a screech of its own. Ceal merely watched
the monster rise up into the air with a raised eyebrow, not seeming to be impressed, while Fang Fang
watched it with adoring eyes as he smiled lovingly at his summoned beast.

"That's my girl, come on up, that's it," he cooed gently.
From a window of the nearby grand building Sun and Complica were watching the new
summoned monster with wonder while Arial was looking down at the ground next to them, the snow
angel on the verge of tears while she held her arms around her body.
"Wow, what is that?" Complica asked curiously. Sun watched the new flyer take off just above
the courtyard with wonder.
'That's a phoenix, how did he ever learn to summon one of the legendary birds of the elements?'
"A phoenix," Dark said quietly to himself, seeing the mighty summoned beast flapping its wings
above the courtyard. The winged demon below screeched at it while Fang Fang leapt with a joyous hop.
"That's my beauty, always so graceful and elegant, so powerful and well-reserved! That is
perfection itself with a summoned entity!" he cheered. Ceal merely looked up at the phoenix with a dull
expression then glanced to Fang Fang.
"Let me get this straight, I ground the demon from flying, and you summon a phoenix to fight
it?" he asked flatly. Fang Fang stopped in place and blinked, then glanced to him while still holding his
blissful smile.
"Um… what's wrong with that? A phoenix is a very powerful creature to summon and wield you
know, one of the strongest really. Not to mention it’s one of the most lovely and enchanting beings to
summon, one of my personal favorites actually," he admitted before looking back up to his summoned
bird with adoring eyes. His guards behind him cheered and saluted the flying bird of legend while Dark
watched it with a puzzled expression.
"What the hell is he thinking?" Dark asked shaking his head.
Ceal rolled his eyes then pointed to the winged demon that was watching the phoenix in the air
above it.
"That monster is wounded, grounded, and in case you haven't noticed, in very close proximity to
the building where those two angels from heaven are currently hiding," he pointed out expectantly.
Fang Fang looked at him curiously, then to the winged demon, then to his phoenix, then to the building
nearby, then to Ceal, then to his phoenix, then to the winged demon, then to Ceal again, then back to
the building.
"Um…" he said slowly.
Sun backed up from the window slowly while taking Complica and Arial's hands, the two looking
up to her as she had a nervous expression.
"Sun? What's wrong?" Complica asked. Arial looked at her with teary eyes then back down
again, not having seen what was outside through the window as her mind was still focused on what Dark
had said to her. Sun slowly shook her head as she watched the phoenix flying in the air nearby.

'Is he crazy? That thing has to be the most fire intensive being besides a dragon, and he
summons it to fight right in his own backyard?'
Fang Fang looked up at his summoned pet then to Ceal questioningly. Ceal growled a bit then
grabbed and shook the yasha by the shirt.
"If that thing uses any of its fire here it will incinerate the entire compound. I don't give a damn
about your home yasha, but Complica is still inside along with a snow angel!" he yelled out. Fang Fang
jumped a bit then looked up to his phoenix as it howled at the winged demon below.
"Um… oh, right," he said weakly.
The winged demon screeched back at the phoenix as it leapt over and clung to the side of the
building, with Dark backing up from the opening as he watched it with frustration. The phoenix in the air
screeched as waves of fire started to ripple across its back and wings while a torrent of flame swirled
around its beak. Ceal looked up to it with frustration while inside the building Sun took off down the hall
while pulling Arial and Complica, the two girls stumbling a bit as the siren made haste for as far away
from the phoenix's target as possible.
"Wait, where are we going Sun?" Complica called out.
"No, don't fire! Don't fire!" Fang Fang cried out. The phoenix screeched then let out a powerful
cry, letting loose a large torrent of bright red flames that shot down towards the winged demon. The
courtyard and side of the building became blanketed in bright orange and red light as Dark bolted away
from the winged demon down the hall. The winged demon roared before a massive wall of fire slammed
into it, along with the side of the building. The waves of flame washed across the building wildly, with
windows shattering as fire flowed through the rooms and halls like an unstoppable wave. Dark ran as
fast as he could before jumping down through a destroyed floor, landing down on the lower level just as
a torrent of fire flew by overhead. He let out a loud yell as he rolled to the side of the corridor, the
hallway instantly becoming scorched and lighting ablaze while his skin burned across his left arm and leg
as his clothing singed and burned in some areas from the extreme heat. The hall above him became
engulfed in flames, the walls and ceiling turning to ash and charred rubble in mere seconds.
"No!" Ceal yelled out as the group outside watched as the massive stream of fire annihilated the
winged demon, along with the entire courtyard below it and side of the building it had struck against.
Everything below the impact zone was charred and destroyed while a few floors above the strike
collapsed down into fires and ash.
Inside the building Sun and the two angels looked back to seeing the entire hallway behind them
lighting up before exploding into flames violently, with a wave of fire swirling through the hall towards
them. Complica screamed as Arial stared with horror, seeing the wall of deadly fire closing in on them.
Sun stared with fright then quickly threw the two young angels to the side towards a doorway, the two
tumbling through and down a small stairway into a large library.
"Sun!" Complica cried out as she and Arial looked back to seeing Sun looking back down the hall
as it became engulfed in red light. In a flash the waves of fire crashed past the doorway, destroying the
hallway as streaks of fire erupted from the walls through a few bookshelves. Fiery pages and ashes flew

around in the air before a powerful blast of fire shot out through the wall, annihilating the side of the
library as the two angels scrambled towards the far side away from the flames. Arial screamed as she
kept low while running alongside Complica, holding her hands over her head as she saw fiery bits of
wood and debris flying past them. Complica pushed her friend over behind a bookshelf along with
herself, the two dropping down low before the shelf toppled over and crashed into another over them.
The girls screamed as the shelf fell and crashed down, coming to a quick stop against the other shelf at
an angle with books dropping down onto the two girls and covering them. After a while the rumbling
subsided as the flames flared around the destroyed wall and ceiling above the library. From the pile of
books Arial and Complica scrambled out, looking around quickly as fiery bits of rubble and paper were
dropping around them.
"Sun! SUN!" Complica cried out as she looked back over towards the inferno that was once the
hallway. Arial looked over to seeing the flames burning then up, watching the ceiling of the library
burning ablaze.
"Complica!" she shrieked out, the two looking up to seeing the ceiling burning brightly before
crashing down into a fiery rubble. The girls quickly ran away from the shelves as the flaming debris
crashed behind them, the girls rushing toward another doorway out into a hallway that wasn't on fire.
They bolted out and looked over to seeing the adjacent hall burning brightly while Sun and Ran were
standing nearby. Sun was staring at Ran with wide eyes as the blue haired siren watched the flames roar
past them, the girl then looking over to Sun through a new set of rounded glasses.
"That was too close, are you alright?" she asked. Sun slowly nodded as Arial and Complica ran
over to them.
"Sun, you're ok!" Arial cheered out.
Sun.

"Ran, did you save her?" Complica asked with amazement. Ran nodded and smiled gently at

"I saw you risk your life to save those two, that was very brave of you. I wasn't sure before, but
now I know for certain; anyone willing to risk their life for two young souls like that couldn't have been
my family's killer," she said thankfully. Sun smiled gently and nodded as Arial and Complica watched the
flames burn brightly nearby.
"We were worried Sun was incinerated there, that was a close one," Complica said with relief.
Ran nodded then looked over to the blaze.
"It's fortunate I found a new pair of glasses that worked for me, otherwise I wouldn't have seen
her in time," she commented.
Outside near the courtyard Fang Fang and Ceal were staring at the scorched and destroyed side
of the building with stunned expressions, while the corpse of the winged demon smoked before
dropping down onto the ground with a thud. It was fried from head to toe and smoking still as it had
been cooked to a crisp by the phoenix's fire. The airborne phoenix let out a screech before gently flying
down and landing on the ground which was also scorched completely. The entire side of the building it

had struck was on fire and burning ablaze while all of Fang Fang's guards were watching with a sweat
drop forming on the back of their heads.
"Oh… dear…" Fang Fang said weakly. Ceal reached over and grabbed him by the neck with his
reptilian hand, his cold blue eyes slowly glancing over to him as he growled with anger.
"If Complica did not survive that, then no amount of gold will save you yasha," he threatened
with malice. Fang Fang trembled then looked to his phoenix with a flustered expression.
"What were you thinking phoenix? That's my home, and my friends are still inside of there!
That's a bad phoenix! Bad, bad phoenix!" he scolded with a frustrated expression. The bird squawked
and tilted its head curiously while Fang Fang shook his fist at it.
"I never gave you the order to attack it like that! What's come over you?" he yelled out.
"You summoned it here to fight, what else was it supposed to do?" Ceal yelled out at him. Fang
Fang looked at him worriedly then over to his giant bird of fire.
"I… um… well…" he said unsurely. Ceal shook his head then ran towards the building while Fang
Fang's guards watched with weak expressions as the yasha continued to scold his summoned bird who
kept looking at its master with a puzzled expression.
Inside the building Dark was slowly making his way through a smoky and charred hallway,
slumping against the wall as he struggled to move. He was holding his arm which was burned and
smoking slightly as he had a strained expression on his face.
"Why… am I here… what’s the… reason for me living…” he grunted as he slowly limped through
the hall. He got to an intersection near some stairs and dropped down, coughing as he struggled to
move. From the stairs Sun and her group ran down, seeing Dark as he dropped down onto his back.
"DARK!" Arial shrieked as she ran over to him.
"Oh my god, it looks like he got hit by that fire wave," Ran said with wide eyes.
"Dark! Dark, speak to me!" Arial cried as she tried budging him by the shoulders. She saw his
arm and leg smoking as the skin was burnt, tears forming in her eyes as she shakily shook her head.
Quickly she held out her hand a chilled wind blew across his body, slightly cooling off his skin as he had a
strained expression still. He slowly looked over to seeing her looking down at him with watery eyes.
"I'm sorry, I'm so sorry I wasn't there for you Dark. Are you going to be ok?" she asked
worriedly. He slowly began to sit up, with Ran and Sun quickly helping him up by an arm each.
"You'd be surprised what I go through on a daily basis," he grunted as he got back onto his feet.
Complica then looked over to see Ceal running towards them through the hall.
"Big brother!" Complica cried out before she ran towards him, quickly embracing him around his
waist as he looked her over carefully.

"Are you alright?" he asked as she held onto him. She nodded then looked up to him with
worried eyes.
"I'm fine and Arial's fine although she almost wasn't fine a big firestorm almost incinerated her
but Sun saved her and then she was almost killed but then Ran saved her at the last moment and then
me and Arial had to run for our lives from the fire that kept falling down around us but we made it out
ok I was so scared but I'm alright thank you so much for coming after me but Dark's hurt he got hurt by
that big firestorm that came by what was that anyway where did it come from is that other monster
gone now did it cause this what's going on?" she cried out as she held onto him tightly. Ceal just stared
at her for a moment then smiled slightly.
"Glad to see you're still alright Complica," he said softly. She nodded then held onto him tightly
again, the mage holding her with one arm before looking towards the others.
"Can you please heal Dark? He got hurt really badly," Arial whimpered. Ceal glanced to Dark's
injuries then around with a reluctant expression.
"I'm getting tired of being the medic around here," he pointed out dryly.
"I'll be fine on my own, I don't need your help," Dark snapped as he kept looking down, his
expression of frustration and straining himself to stand. Ceal rolled his eyes then looked down the hall
with a blank expression.
"Of course not, you just prefer to have two girls carry you everywhere you go. Get him outside,
the smoke in here can't be doing wonders for him," he said flatly. Sun and Ran helped Dark through the
hall while Arial followed close by, watching Dark with worried eyes as he avoided eye contact with
everyone. Complica watched them go then looked up to Ceal.
"What happened?" she asked. Ceal took hold of her hand and led her down the hall after the
others with a dull expression.
"I made the mistake of letting that yasha live, something I'm considering rectifying very shortly,"
he said flatly.

Driving towards the compound an SUV was racing down the road through the forest, with Razico
at the wheel while Rason was sitting in the front seat. He was carrying the demonic wings that had once
been attached to his girlfriend, holding back his tears as he looked back to seeing Kurumu lying on the
backseat in a state of shock. She was twitching while making hoarse gasping sounds, her back covered in
blood from where the wings had been ripped out of her while her stomach had a large puncture wound
that was still bleeding. Ruby, Ahakon, and Yukari were focusing their magic to try to heal the girl's
wounds, all of them watching with worried eyes as she trembled and struggled to remain conscious.
"Please hurry Razico, she needs extensive healing and fast or else she'll die," Ruby urged quickly.

"I'm going as fast as I can, we're almost there," Razico said as they exited the forest around the
nearby villa. Smoke was seen billowing up from the compound and forming a black cloud in the air while
the main building had a large portion of it on fire.
"What the… what happened?" Razico said in surprise. The others looked ahead and gasped as
they approached the compound's walls.
"Oh my word, it's a warzone," Ruby said with disbelief.
worry.

"Do you think that other demon got Sun? What if he captured her too?" Ahakon asked with
"If he did then we're very much screwed right now," Yukari said shaking her head.

The SUV raced into the front courtyard and came to a quick stop, with guards and other people
running around in a panic inside. The group quickly got out, with Rason holding onto Kurumu's wings
while Razico lifted the wounded succubus up into his arms.
quickly.

"We need to find Ceal right away, Kurumu's in critical condition," Rason said looking around

"C'mon, we'll check the main building first," Razico called out as he took off. The others quickly
followed after, all seeing guards putting out fires and tending to the wounded around the area. They ran
over to the main building, finding out that the front of it was demolished and completely in ruin, then
started to run around the side of it towards the courtyard nearby. As they did they saw the winged
demon from before, torched to a crisp and lying motionless amidst a giant scorch mark against the
ground and side of the building which was still on fire in some areas.
"Whoa, looks like they killed it after all," Yukari said with surprise.
"What did this though? It looks like the entire area over here was lit up in a firestorm," Ahakon
asked looking around.
"Yeah, that was my bad unfortunately," Fang Fang said from nearby. The group looked over to
see Fang Fang watching his servants and guards working to clean up the mess and chaos with a troubled
expression.
"I'm afraid I may have overdone it with trying to defend everybody, and summoned something
that wasn't quite suitable for combat in my own home," he admitted with a sigh. He looked over to the
group then jumped with a gasp as he saw Kurumu in Razico's arms.
"Oh my word, what happened to her?" he cried out.
"We need Ceal right away, where is he?" Rason asked urgently.

"Oh my god, Kurumu!" Ran called out from nearby. The group looked over to seeing Ceal and
the others approaching, with the girls looking at Kurumu with surprise. Complica screamed and pointed
to the wings in Rason's arms.
"Her wings!" she cried out.
"Dark, what happened to you?" Ahakon asked as the other group saw Dark standing there
wounded and being helped up by Ran and Sun. Rason looked to Kurumu then back to Ceal with urgency.
"Please, you have to help her!" he cried out.
"What happened to her wings?" Ran asked with a hand over her mouth.
"Something big tore them right off, it severely wounded her even when she was using all of her
demonic strength," Razico explained as he looked down to the girl in his arms.
"Please Ceal, we only managed to slow her bleeding down, she's dying. We're begging you, help
her," Ruby pleaded. The group looked to Ceal who was still staring at Kurumu with a dull expression.
After a moment he merely raised an eyebrow.
"How the hell did you people even survive before you met me?" he asked flatly.

High above the human city the gigantic colossus let out a deafening screech, hovering around
the city as a dark rift was seen above the clouds far above the towering skyscrapers from the metropolis.
Down in the streets Gabriel was holding Luna in his arms, the chronofly still in a state of shock while she
was naked with her eyes being half open. The angel however was looking up at the dark rift with furious
eyes, his anger for what the dark world did to Luna rising by the second. Apoch and Astreal flew over
and landed down inside a building next to Akasha and Felucia, the two looking up at the colossus that
was slowly circling above them.
"We must go quickly, we… who is this?" Astreal asked as she looked to Akasha. Felucia glanced
to her then looked back up.
"Akasha Bloodriver, Moka's mother," she explained. Apoch and Astreal looked to her then to
Akasha with bewildered expressions.
"Ms. Moka's… mother?" Apoch asked confusedly.
"But… I thought… she was…" Astreal questioned while shaking her head.
"Tell you what girls, how about we have a nice little chat about me being here after we deal with
our little problem at hand," Akasha suggested as she gripped her blade in her hand, watching the
colossus in the air roar again with a focused gaze.

Driving into the city a car weaved around traffic and rescue workers, with all the passengers
looking up at the colossus with concern.
"I've never seen anything that big before," Leon said shaking his head.
"I have once, though it wasn't flying," Moka added.
"Well, what's our plan for attacking this thing when none of us can fly?" Mizore asked.
"We'd better think of something, we have to get Luna and Felucia back before they're taken to
that other world, and fast," Kokoa said worriedly.
From in front of them they saw Gin leap down from a building nearby, the large werewolf
running and hopping along the cars on the road as people around the area were staring up in shock at
seeing the colossus. Gin jumped up onto a parked semi-truck and scanned ahead of them down the
street, then waved to the group. The car came to a halt as people around the area slowly looked over
and stared in shock at seeing a werewolf standing on the truck.
"What is it Gin?" Moka called out.
"Up ahead, I think I see Gabriel," Gin said pointing down the street. The car and wolf raced down
the road to seeing Gabriel standing on top of a small truck further down the street, holding Luna in his
arms.
"Luna! He got her!" Moka called out with a smile forming.
"Oh thank god, but what happened to Felucia?" Kokoa asked looking around. Mizore looked
around the area quickly then back up to seeing Gabriel holding Luna as the car came to a stop next to
the truck. The group quickly got out as Gin raced over, with Gabriel gently flying up then landing down
next to them.
"Luna!" Moka cried out as the group rushed over to her.
"Is she ok?" Leon asked quickly.
"Luna? Luna, it's us, Luna? Hey, are you ok?" Kokoa asked as she tried budging Luna.
"What's wrong with her?" Mizore asked worriedly as the group saw Luna completely
unresponsive to their calls. Gabriel shook his head as he looked down at the girl with remorseful eyes.
"I don't know, she's been like this the entire time she was in that monster's grasp," he said with
a pained voice. Mizore looked her over then around the area carefully.
"What about Felucia? Where is she?" she asked. Gabriel looked up towards the nearby towering
building.

"She's up there, somebody else saved her, though I know not who," he said softly. The group
looked up towards the building then back to Luna.
"Oh god, Luna," Moka said with watery eyes.
"We need to get her out of here, now," Gin said looking up to the airborne colossus. The giant
monster squawked into the air as the group looked up at it, the large flyer slowly circling around as the
sky above started to grow dark and crackle with lightning.
"What's happening, what is that thing up there in the clouds?" Kokoa asked cautiously.
"It's the rift into the other world, that thing was about to fly up there with Luna before we got
her away from it," Gabriel said with anger.
"Gabriel, get Luna out of here, take her back to the others. We'll keep that thing from following
after you," Moka said as she narrowed her eyes at the colossus.
A thunderous boom echoed out above, followed by several streaks of dark lightning that
crackled out of the rift. The group looked up to seeing several figures dropping down through the rift
towards the city below.
"What's happening?" Apoch asked as she and Astreal tensed up.
"Reinforcements," Akasha said as she narrowed her eyes.
The figures raced down towards the city streets, with two striking through tall buildings and
annihilating them as they crashed down through the floors. People screamed and started to run around
in a panic again while the colossus above roared as it circled around in the air, the monster starting to
descend slightly as it kept Luna in its sights. The group watched as three of the figures landed down
nearby in an intersection, the force of the impact knocking cars and people away to the sides. Two large
behemoths stood up from their landing, the four legged and winged demons that resembled the ones
that chased Felucia before standing upright while a man with black wings stood between them. Nearby
a large scaled spider demon crashed out of a building that it had fallen though, the giant monster flying
out and landing down on the street, crushing in a few cars as it screeched at the group. Its eight red eyes
glowed softly while it had large mandibles extended out that dripped with a green liquid. Next to it a
large humanoid figure dropped down from the sky, slamming onto the pavement on its knee as it
braced from the impact. It slowly stood up, the dark skinned brute having dull obsidian armor on its
waist and shoulders while having a large broadsword held over its shoulder with one hand as it towered
over nearby people, being as tall as a streetlamp. Another figure crashed out of a building further away,
dropping down into the street where more screams were heard echoing out from nearby humans. Moka
and her group looked around then over to the winged man as he slowly walked up towards them with
his two behemoth escorts.
"Now then, I'll make this simple for you lesser beings to comprehend," Rathieal started as he
glared at the group. He stopped and pointed to Luna as the behemoths next to him growled while
readying to charge at a moment's notice.

"Hand over that chronofly and bow to your new king of existence, or die right here and now like
the worms that you are," he ordered. Moka and her group tensed up before Gabriel handed her Luna,
the angel then turning to face Rathieal with eyes that slowly began to glow just as his wings did.
"What did you do to Luna?" he demanded loudly. Rathieal smirked and tilted his head slightly as
the group watched him closely.
"Why, I didn't do anything to her at all. However she is missed by her harem inside of her new
home, the ones that are dying to continue breeding with such a perfect specimen. I'm sure she misses
the loving attention she was receiving before being taken away from them," he said with a bite.
Gabriel's eyes widened as the group looked to Luna with shock.
"No… dear lord no," Moka breathed out.
"You can't mean… that she… was…" Kokoa said as she stared at Luna with horror.
"Oh god, Luna," Mizore said with a pained voice.
"You bastards… you bastards raped her!" Gin roared as the group looked back to the dark being
with fury. Gabriel growled furiously as he looked back to Rathieal, his eyes and wings now glowing
brightly from his rage. The dark being chuckled and crossed his arms before him.
"It's her place in life now. Now then, hand her over, or I'll take her after I crush the life out of
you all," he declared. Gabriel bared his teeth as he clenched his fists, glaring at Rathieal with unbridled
anger. His wings arched out behind him as the group looked around at seeing the other dark monsters
from the other world watching them closely. Rathieal chuckled and smiled coldly at Gabriel.
"Oh? Are you seriously going to try to fight me?" he laughed. Gabriel growled loudly as his wings
gave off a bright light, his anger pushed beyond his limits from Luna's abuse.
"No… I'm not going to fight you…" he growled with rage. He then roared out in anger and flew
towards Rathieal, his eyes and wings giving off a bright glow as he raced towards his foe.
"I'm going to kill you!"

Chapter 23
Monsters In The City
Razico quickly burst in through a door into the infirmary room in the villa, holding Kurumu in his
arms while she was twitching and gasping hoarsely while in shock. He raced her over towards a bed
while nurses in the room watched with surprise at seeing the girl with a bleeding stomach and back.
From the doorway Rason ran in carrying Kurumu’s wings, feeling a sense of horror at holding the
severed limbs in his arms like that. After him Ruby and Fang Fang ran in, with the yasha pointing to the
nurses.
“Bring us clean water and towels, lots of them, right now!” he ordered out. The nurses nodded
then quickly scrambled around in a panic as Ceal and Complica walked into the room, the catalyst mage
looking at the wounded succubus with a dull expression while Complica was watching her with extreme
worry.
“Can you help her Ceal? Can you can you can you?” she asked looking up to him. He merely
nodded as he walked over to the girl who was lying on the bed, her eyes straining to remain open while
she choked and coughed out blood. Yukari and Ahakon ran in behind them and over to Kurumu, all of
them gathering around the girl while nurses rolled over a cart with clean water in a basin along with
fresh towels.
“Hang on Kurumu, hang on, Ceal’s here,” Ruby said with worried eyes.
“Please hurry, she’s dying,” Rason pleaded as he stood by his girl’s side.
“How many times must I act as your medic?” Ceal asked flatly as he examined the wounded girl.
“Just heal her with your magic, please!” Yukari cried out.
From the doorway Sun and Ran walked in helping Dark by the shoulders, the demon looking
down with a strained expression while his arm and leg were burnt and his clothing was singed. He pulled
his arms free and waved the girls off, slowly walking over and sitting down on a chair while he kept his
eyes locked downward. Sun and Ran looked to each other then over to Kurumu as Arial ran into the
room and over to Dark.
“Dark? Are you ok?” she asked worriedly. He glanced to her, remaining silent as his breathing
was slightly strained. After a moment he just looked down again, his arm twitching slightly as he
remained quiet.
“Is she going to be ok?” Razico asked looking to Ceal.
“Please Ceal, please help her,” Complica whimpered. Ceal rolled his eyes then held his reptilian
hand to Kurumu’s stomach. Kurumu shakily looked over to him as he glanced to her.

“Can’t… breathe…” she coughed out.
“Don’t speak,” he said simply as his hand started to glow with a black hue. The group, except for
Arial who was watching Dark with worried eyes while he was looking down with a distant gaze, watched
as small wisps of light swirled around Kurumu’s body. Slowly her ribs started to crack and snap back into
place while her flesh and bones reformed. He moved his hand slightly as the open wound below his
palm started closing up gradually; the group watching with wonder as Kurumu slowly stopped shaking
while continuing to look at Ceal with a strained expression. Slowly her stomach’s wound began to close
up, the girl feeling a strange numbing sensation washing over her injury in waves while she still felt
extreme pain from her back.
“Kurumu,” Rason said softly with growing relief.
“Thank you Ceal, thank you so much,” Ruby said gratefully.
“Where is Complica’s other sister?” Ceal asked as he continued to work on rebuilding Kurumu’s
internal body. Complica looked around at the others as they exchanged worried glances. Ceal looked to
them with narrowed eyes.
“I said, where is Complica’s other sister?” he demanded.
“Were you able to retrieve her and Felucia from that other demon?” Fang Fang asked.
“Where is she, is she ok?” Complica asked urgently. Ruby’s group looked to her with concern
then to Kurumu.
“We had to break off from the chase after something else wounded Kurumu. She killed the
monster that took away Luna and Felucia… then something else came after them from above.
Something really big. Really really big,” Ahakon said worriedly.
“It took down Kurumu without any trouble, even with all her demonic strength it… critically
injured her like she was nothing. It flew off with Luna and Felucia in its grasp towards the nearby human
city. The others chased after it while we brought Kurumu back to help her, we don’t know what’s
happened to them since,” Ruby explained.
“They still have my sister? You have to get her back! Please!” Complica cried out.
“The others are after her right now Complica, Gabriel included. They won’t let those things take
her away, I promise,” Ruby assured gently, looking to the young chronofly. Fang Fang looked to the door
then pointed to it while turning his sights onto a nearby nurse.
“You, please hurry and fetch us a TV, now!” he ordered. The woman nodded then ran out of the
room quickly. Fang Fang proceeded to wet a towel with the clean water then used it to wipe the blood
from Kurumu’s mouth and cheeks.

“If that monster you spoke of is heading towards a human city, I believe we’ll catch a sight of it
on the human news networks,” he said as Kurumu cringed and let out a hoarse cry as her shoulders
twitched from the pain. She slowly looked over to Rason as he stood by her side, the angel holding her
wings and watching her with worried eyes.
“Just hang on Kurumu, you’re going to be ok,” he said gently.
“Rason… go… after her… go…” Kurumu strained out while her arm flinched.
“I’m not leaving your side Kurumu, I’m staying right here with you,” he said shaking his head.
“You’re… her angel… too. She… needs… you…” Kurumu said quietly. Rason showed a remorseful
expression and shook his head slowly.
“I’m your angel Kurumu, I’m not going to leave you here like this,” he said gently.
“What does she mean you’re her angel?” Complica asked looking at Rason.
“Rason is the one that saved your sister’s life here on earth before Complica, she’s always called
Rason her angel because he guarded her from danger,” Ruby explained gently. Rason nodded then
looked down with remorse as Ceal glanced to him.
“Looks like you failed in being her guardian this time angel,” Ceal said shaking his head.
“Hey, we tried to save her, and the others are still going after her as we speak,” Ruby shot back
at him.
“It only took two of us, myself and the yasha with his over destructive pet, to bring down one of
those flying beings, yet with all of you chasing after one you failed in retrieving Complica’s sister. Had I
known that you wouldn’t have been able to handle the situation I would have gone after her instead, at
least then I would have gotten the job done,” Ceal said coldly to the witch.
“You speak as if we’ve failed, Moka and the others are still going after Luna; they won’t let her
fall back into that dark monster’s hands!” Ruby snapped back. Complica started whimpering then clung
to Ceal’s side, crying into his shirt as he looked down to her. Kurumu slowly looked down to the girl
while Ceal continued to work his magic on her body.
“Please… don’t let my sister be taken back into that place, please,” Complica cried as she held
onto Ceal.
“We won’t Complica, Moka and the others won’t let her go,” Razico assured gently. Complica
whimpered then looked to Kurumu, the succubus giving her a small smile while a few tears of pain came
out of her eyes.
“The second… I’m able to move again, I’m… going back out there… I won’t let Luna be taken…
away again,” she said with a few deep breaths. Complica sniffled then looked up to Ceal, the mage
looking down at her then to Kurumu’s injury.

“You’re not going anywhere for a while succubus, you’re lucky to be alive still,” he said shaking
his head. Kurumu looked to him worriedly then down at her wound with a painful cringe.
“We need to get back out there, we have to go after the others. They were heading in the
direction of the human city, we should get going before they fly any further away,” Yukari said looking to
Ruby.
“What about them?” Ahakon asked looking to Kurumu then to Dark. Arial kept watching Dark
with watery eyes as he remained silent while looking down.
“Dark? Are you ok?” Ruby asked. The demon didn’t reply, his eyes continuing to stare down at
the ground while he showed a slightly strained expression. Arial whimpered and held a hand out onto
his.
“Dark… please… I…” she said shakily. Dark trembled slightly then glanced away, avoiding eye
contact with the group.
“Dark?” Ahakon asked.
“Dark? Please… say something to me,” Arial said budging the demon’s hand. Dark continued to
remain silent while looking away from the group, seeming to be in a daze as he didn’t focus on anything.
“What’s wrong with him?” Razico asked.
Before anyone could speak a nurse and guard ran in, rolling a TV on a cart into the room. They
brought it over to the side and turned it on, with the group looking to it as Fang Fang quickly cycled
through the channels. After a few clicks it turned to a station that showed a reporter talking franticly
into the camera as the view showed people screaming and cars driving through a city street in a panic.
“We’re coming to you live from the scene-” the man started before the video cut to static, with
the group watching carefully before the feed restored to showing a blurred image of debris crashing
down with what sounded like thunderous booms before the video cut out again.
“Ok… let’s see if there’s another news channel,” Fang Fang said as he started cycling the
channels again.
“Oh no, they must have made it into the city,” Ruby said looking over to Razico.
“Great, as if they didn’t hate us enough as it is,” the warlock said shaking his head.
“Did they free my sister? What happened to her?” Complica asked urgently.
Fang Fang switched to another channel to show a female reporter standing near a news van,
looking around in the air with an open mouth and wide eyes.
“Oh… my… god…” she said as she turned pale while the screams of people were heard all
around. The video moved around then aimed up towards the sky, with the group watching with

widening eyes as they saw a monster soaring over the city, the view of the beast only seen between the
buildings above them without making out the monster in its entirety.
“What the hell is that?” Fang Fang said shaking his head.
“We told you, it’s big. Very big,” Ahakon said nervously.
“That thing was about as big as Alucard, not even Kurumu could damage it with all her demonic
strength,” Rason said while looking at the news report. The video showed the colossus moving about
above the city, the cameraman trying to a get a good shot of it before a crowd of fleeing humans
trampled through and knocked the man and woman down onto the ground. The video cut to static as
the group stared at the TV.
“Well… third time’s the charm,” Fang Fang said nervously as he started cycling through the
channels again.
“That thing has Complica’s sister?” Arial asked looking to Ruby with fearful eyes. Ruby slowly
nodded as Complica started breathing heavily and crying.
“No! You have to save her, please! Somebody, you have to help her!” she cried out looking
around at everybody. Ran stepped closer to the TV and watched it with a careful eye.
“What was that thing?” she asked cautiously.
The channel switched to another news report, this one coming from a male reporter near the
outskirts of the city.
“It’s just unbelievable to see ladies and gentleman, but it seems monsters are attacking us yet
again as another monstrosity of immense size has descended upon this helpless city,” the man said as
the camera moved over to the side, with the group staring with wide eyes at the sight. They saw the
larger towers within the middle of the city, as well as the massive colossus that was flying around the
central district.
“Holy… shit,” Fang Fang said with disbelief. Complica screamed and pointed to the TV.
“That thing has my sister?” she cried out.
“What the hell is that thing?” Arial asked with fearful eyes.
“A rylo,” Ran said with a hand over her mouth. The group looked to her as she stared at the
video.
“What’s a rylo?” Razico asked.
“That’s one of my old master’s monsters, one of the largest flyers in his possession. They’re
colossus class minions, ones that are massive in size and strength. Rylos are storm demons from another
world, they can generate hurricane winds and deadly lightning storms with their monster energy, they

can level entire cities into rubble singlehandedly,” Ran said pointing to the TV with fright. Complica
screamed and held onto Ceal tightly, the catalyst mage using his magic to heal Kurumu while glancing to
the TV with a cautious expression.
“Luna!” Complica cried out while shaking her head.
“That thing’s huge!” Arial cried out.
“We know, we saw it up close earlier,” Yukari said fearfully.
“Just what kind of world does a monster like that come from?” Ruby asked in disbelief.
“I don’t know; Ren was the one who brought them to our master. He sent her and only her to
that place while Rin and I were sent elsewhere. We weren’t always sent together on our missions to
charm more monsters for our old master, if there was a prime target for him he would sometimes send
just one of us to charm as many as we could and bring them back. Ren managed to bring back about 100
of those things in one trip, I don’t know if my old master ever sent her back for more,” Ran said shaking
her head.
“100? He has 100 of those things?” Ruby cried out. Ran looked to her with fearful eyes and
nodded.
“We told you we were sent out to collect powerful and dangerous monsters and warriors for
our old master; he has thousands under his control, and the colossus class minions are the most
dangerous of them all,” she said nervously.
“Oh god, can Moka and the others stop that thing?” Razico asked while watching the TV with
worried eyes.
“If the rylo were to use his storm magic it could annihilate that entire city,” Ran answered with
fright.
“It won’t do that, it needs to take Luna alive,” Ceal said shaking his head.
“He’s right, it sounds like as long as your friend is in that area the rylo won’t use any of its
destructive magic, it can’t afford to harm her after all,” Fang Fang reasoned.
“We have to go save her! Please, you can’t let that thing take my sister away!” Complica cried
out.
“Ran, can you uncharm the rylo? Can you free it from its magical control?” Ruby asked. Ran
shook her head quickly.
“I wouldn’t dare try to uncharm that thing. If Luna being there is the only thing keeping that
monster from using its magic because of my master’s order, then it won’t care at all if Luna is there if it
were to be free. It’ll go on a wild rampage if I uncharm it,” she said fearfully.

“Can’t you charm it onto our side?” Ahakon asked.
“It would take a while for me to sing to it and charm that large of a beast. Ren only managed to
do so because in their home world they’re at least peaceful around their nests, she wouldn’t have had
to hurry then. If it were to wake up in a strange new world with humans and monsters fighting around it
it’ll panic and use its magic to destroy everything around it. The whole city, our friends, and Luna would
all be wiped out before I could charm that thing,” Ran explained.
“What do we do then, that thing’s trying to steal Luna away and it’s in the middle of a human
city,” Yukari asked gripping her hat nervously.
“Can it be killed? Can they die?” Ruby asked urgently.
“Of course they can die, all living beings can die,” Ran said with a shrug.
“Well what can kill that thing, because the Lord of Hell’s daughter couldn’t even scratch it,”
Razico asked. Ran looked around at the group nervously then down as she tried to think of an answer.
“Um… well… I mean they are strong, but they’re not immortal. You just need to hit it with
enough force,” she reasoned.
“Besides using a nuclear missile what other choices do we have to hit it with enough force?”
Rason asked. Ran looked back to the TV as she thought hard about how to stop the rylo.
“I don’t know… I don’t know what can kill them. That’s why my old master wanted them; they’re
destructive, mobile, and extremely strong,” she said shaking her head. Complica whimpered and shook
her head then looked to Rason.
“Please, you’re my sister’s angel aren’t you? You have to go save her, you have to!” she cried
out. Rason looked to her with remorse then down to the wings of his girlfriend that he was holding.
“I’m sorry Complica, I… I don’t know what we can do. I won’t be able to fly to them from here
fast enough, and even if I could I don’t know what to do to stop that thing,” he said with regret.
Complica started crying as Rason looked to Kurumu with saddened eyes, the succubus watching
Complica cry with remorse while trying to calm her breathing as the catalyst mage continued to work on
healing her body.
“But you’re her angel! You’re her angel, if you don’t save her who will?” Complica cried out.

“YOU MONSTER!” Gabriel roared as he raced towards Rathieal, his wings and eyes giving off a
burst of light as his anger pushed him past his limits. He swooped low along the street towards the dark
monster, with the two behemoths next to the man snarling and gearing back with their four arms to
strike at the angel. Rathieal scoffed as a dark purplish light swirled around his hand which he aimed at
the angel.

“Foolish bugs,” he snapped as a dark light formed around his fingers. Gabriel flew towards him
before Rathieal fired out a bright blast of purple and red light, the searing bolt of energy streaking
towards the angel. Moka and her group watched as Gabriel spiraled around the attack, flying forward
and racing towards Rathieal as he prepared another magical attack along his other hand. Moka and her
group then jumped out of the way as the bolt raced past and struck into the street, blasting into a fiery
crevice that carved through the pavement away from them with purple and red flames.
“I’m going to kill you!” Gabriel yelled as he raced up to the dark being, grabbing his arm and
swinging it up as the magical shot fired out. The bolt struck the behemoth to their left, searing off the
two right arms of the large monster as it howled in pain and stumbled back on its four legs. Gabriel then
swung Rathieal around and threw him up, holding onto the arm and being lifted up as well before the
other behemoth swung down with two of its fists and smashed in the pavement where the two were
just at a moment ago. Gabriel then punched Rathieal in the face, the monster recoiling slightly before
grabbing the angel by the neck and throwing him around and over behind him, the boy flying over and
crashing through a window into the third floor of a building.
“You filthy bug, nobody touches me and gets away with it!” Rathieal yelled as he swung his hand
around, throwing out a purplish and fiery spear that flew towards the broken window. It raced in then
blasted the floor into a fiery explosion. A moment later Gabriel shot out of a window off to the side with
red and purple flames flaring out behind him, racing through the air as his wings glowed with a soft light.
He swung at Rathieal again, missing as the dark being ducked, then grabbed the monster’s scarf and
swung him around by the neck. With a mighty yell Gabriel flung the monster over and into the building
at the fifth floor, the dark being crashing through the window and rolling into a large office where he
crashed through tables and a large oak meeting table. As Gabriel flew in after the monster with fury
Moka and the others were looking around to seeing the other dark monsters that had fallen from above
turning their focus onto them. The two behemoths, one which was missing two of its four arms, roared
at the group while the large dark spider demon hissed at them from the other side of the street. The
towering brute brought over his broadsword with a dull groan as its red eyes fixated on Moka who was
carrying Luna in her arms still.
“We need to get Luna out of here, now,” Mizore said looking around.
“We’ll hold them off, get her out of here however you can Moka,” Gin said as he looked towards
the spider demon while in his werewolf form. Render phased his swords out of the magical ether then
held them at the ready while glaring at the brute which stood tall in the street.
“You want that girl? Then you’re gonna have to go through me!” he yelled out. Leon glanced to
where Gabriel had vanished then to the behemoths as a dark purple light swirled around his hand, and
then glanced to Mizore.
“I’ve got a few minutes before I lose focus on the magic he used, I’ll fry these guys up with what
I can. Go with Moka and guard your friend, I’ll be able to use my fire more freely and not worry about
you,” he reasoned. The snow maiden glanced to him then to Moka. Kokoa growled heavily as Kou

popped up into the air and poofed into a large morning star, the weapon dropping back down into the
vampire’s hands as she glared at the behemoths.
“I’m fireproof, I’ll take these guys on with him. Go with big sis Mizore, she needs an escort now
more than ever,” she ordered. Mizore nodded then backed up towards her friend. Moka looked around
worriedly then up as the rylo in the sky squawked loudly. People around the streets were running away
in a panic as a monster standoff was taking place while another massive demon was flying around
above.
“But where can I take her? I can’t drive, and that thing’s watching her from above, it’s going to
follow us,” Moka said shaking her head. Render glanced to the side then back to Moka.
“Cut through the shopping center to your right; it’s indoors, try to find a way to move about
while out of sight through the buildings,” he called out. Moka looked over towards the side to seeing a
small shopping center with people screaming while running out in a panic.
“Get going now!” Kokoa yelled before she ran towards the behemoths, her skin giving off a haze
as she pushed her overcharge into motion. Leon aimed his hand out and fired out a purplish and fiery
spear of light towards the large demons, the two monsters roaring before charging towards the group.
At the same time Gin sprinted down the street towards the spider demon, the dark monster hissing as it
spit out a stream of green acid. The werewolf dodged around it with blinding speed as he glared at his
foe, the green liquid striking the street and melting away the pavement quickly. Running down the same
street, although not nearly as fast as the werewolf, Render raced towards the giant brute with his two
swords, his eyes fixated on the dark monster with the intent to flat-out destroy the evil minion with
everything he had.
“Let’s go Moka!” Mizore called out as she made a dash for the shopping center. Moka nodded
and took off after her, carrying Luna in her arms while the chronofly continued to have a lifeless gaze in
her eyes.
Up in a towering building four figures were watching the starting battle down below. Akasha
watched as a girl with long pink hair carried Luna off along with another girl, the two racing into a
building while their friends began to fight the dark minions in the streets.
“Looks like they’re trying to sneak Luna out of here,” Felucia said as she watched the girls vanish
into the building. Akasha gripped her sword and looked up at the colossus as the monster veered
around slowly while remaining overhead near the chronofly’s location.
“You three, go assist with their escape, I’ll aid your friends down below in their struggle,” she
ordered, then jumped out the opening and dropped down into the air. Apoch, Astreal, and Felucia
looked down with shock as the vampire fell alongside the building.
“Ms. Akasha!” Apoch and Astreal cried out. Felucia watched the woman plummet down towards
the ground with surprise then looked over towards where Moka had fled. She grunted with frustration
then looked to the witch sisters.

“Well you heard her, let’s go after Luna,” she ordered.
“I need to catch her!” Astreal cried out as she moved towards the opening with her wings
arching up behind her. Felucia grabbed her hand and stopped her, the witch looking back to her with
surprise.
“Trust me, I’ve seen that bitch in action, she’s as crazy as they come and can pull off shit like
that just fine,” she assured firmly. Apoch and Astreal stared at her with wide eyes then down with fright.
“But… she just jumped out of the building,” Apoch said shaking her head.
“We must be at least forty stories high, how is she going to survive?” Astreal asked nervously.
Felucia smirked then glanced down to where Akasha was freefalling down towards the battle.
“She managed to seal away Alucard, I think she can handle jumping off of a building,” she
reasoned with a shrug.
Akasha raced down towards the streets below, passing by the destroyed walls and windows that
had sustained damaged from the falling debris earlier. She then started running along the side of the
building, holding her sword back as she raced downward towards the fight. Her boots cracked and
shattered some of the glass windows as she ran down along the building, her long pink hair flowing
behind her as she held her blade back and ready.
“This is for Luna!” Kokoa yelled as she jumped up with her morning star held back over her
head, lunging towards a behemoth as it charged towards her. She swung down as the monster reached
one of its arms over across its face, blocking the hit as her weapon’s spikes dug into its flesh. The
monster then swatted her mace away then punched her with another of its arms, the massive fist
knocking her back into a wild tumble in the air. As she flipped around and landed back on the ground,
her shoes skidding across the pavement as she used her fingers to dig into the ground and slow down, a
fiery spear of purple and red flames flew past her, striking into the behemoth’s shoulder and piercing
through with a fiery blast. The monster howled as one of its arms was sheared off while Leon swung his
hand around again, throwing another fiery spear towards the second monster that was charging him.
The demon flapped its wings, launching up over the attack before flying down towards him. Before the
monster could hit him Kokoa dashed by and grabbed the boy by the hand, racing past as the demon
swung down and slammed two of its fists into the ground with a roar. Kokoa stopped in place then spun
the mage around, with Leon launching another spear out as he was brought around in a wide arc, the
fiery projectile streaking through the monster’s shoulder and taking off another of its arms. It roared
while stumbling back, having only one arm now while the other demon ran towards them. Leon quickly
swung his other hand down in front of himself and Kokoa, setting a wild firestorm of purple and red
flames onto the pavement which flared into a wild arc around the mimic mage. Kokoa watched as the
flames circled past Leon while washing over her left side, searing away half her shirt and skirt while her
bow in her left pigtail burned off. Her hair dropped loose on the side of her head as she held a hand over
her breast while holding onto the half of her shirt that remained. Her other hand held her remains of her
skirt down over her lower region while the flames flared wildly against the concrete like liquid before

flowing out towards the demon. It roared as it stumbled back, with the purple and red flames flaring up
onto its front side.
“Stay down!” Leon yelled as he held his other hand back, a bright purple and red light swirling
around it as Kokoa watched him with wonder. The boy then swung his hand forward, launching out a
very large and detailed looking spear of flames that struck through the single armed demon, searing and
scorching though its chest as fire flared around and engulfed its body. The other monster roared as the
flames swirled around violently in front of it, backing up cautiously as it howled in pain while the flames
on the pavement flowed around wildly. The charred behemoth dropped down with a loud thud as
people around were screaming and running away in a panic. Leon stood boldly while glaring at the
remaining behemoth.
“One down,” he said coolly.
“Yeah, and all it took was nearly stripping me naked,” Kokoa shot back before looking around
embarrassed. People around the streets saw a large burning corpse of a demon, another behemoth
roaring while missing an arm, bright purple and red flames running along the cracked street, a boy with
poofy spiked hair who had purple and red lights swirling around one of his arms, and a half naked girl
who was looking around while her rear was completely exposed. Leon glanced to her then jumped and
looked away with a blush.
“Sorry, wasn’t my intention,” he said quickly. He blinked then looked to his hand as the lights
swirled around then died off. He waved his hand around then looked to the remaining behemoth
carefully.
“Uh oh, out of magic,” he said shaking his head. Kokoa nodded then looked towards the
monster as her skin gave off a deep haze, a small flame flaring along her back.
“I’ll try to take it down, the least you could do is find something for me to cover myself with,”
she said while trying to hide her embarrassment of dozens of humans around that could be seeing her
like this.
“But what are you going to do? You couldn’t even stop one earlier,” Leon asked. Kokoa growled
as she focused all her might on her overcharge, her skin heating up as small flames licked around her
arms and thighs. She slowly lowered her hands as her tattered and scorched clothing dropped down,
glaring at the demon as she felt her monster energy skyrocket.
“I’ll handle it, just be ready to cover me up when I pass out, it’s the least you can do after
exposing me like this,” she said glancing to the mage. Leon jumped then looked to her with a nervous
expression.
“What? But I didn’t mean to-” he said before staring at the girl with wide eyes. She looked over
to him with a dull glare as flames flared around her legs and body, the mage getting a full view of the
naked vampire and her figure as she raised an eyebrow at him.

“See anything you like? Maybe Astreal would like to know,” she said with a bite. Leon shook his
head then looked away while shutting his eyes.
“I’m not looking!” he cried out. Kokoa nodded then dashed towards the behemoth, running
through the flames that were still burning along the ground as if they were nothing. Her shoes and socks
seared away, her bare feet running along the ground causing smoke and steam to come off of the
pavement from the heated skin. With a powerful leap which cracked the pavement below her she
lunged up towards the monster, the beast swinging its arm towards her again. Kokoa swung out with a
kick, her foot hitting the large fist and shattering the bones inside as she followed through, the hand and
lower arm of the monster being broken and pushed aside as Kokoa spun around with her airborne
attack. With a loud yell she swung around with another kick, striking the arm near the shoulder and
broke the bone and crushed in the limb with a loud crack. The monster howled as it swung around with
two of its other arms, the vampire landing down then grabbing the beast’s tail as it whipped at her. She
then dug her feet into the ground, with Leon watching with wide eyes as the young vampire then swung
the behemoth around by the tail as her feet dug into the pavement from her sheer strength. Kokoa
roared as she swung the giant monster around a few times before letting it go, throwing it towards an
empty bus on the road which it crashed into violently. Kokoa then looked back behind her towards Leon,
the boy seeing the young petite vampire standing there with flames flaring up around her legs and arms
while her other pigtail came loose from its bow searing away into ash.
“Clothes, stylish, pink, now!” she ordered before running towards the monster. Leon nodded
slowly then looked down as he tried to fight back his blush.
“Right, on it,” he said before looking around to seeing people still screaming and running away,
with a few stopping to stare at the girl who was not only naked but fighting an extremely large monster
with her bare hands.
During Kokoa and Leon’s fight Gin and Render were racing towards their own targets on the
other end of the street, with the werewolf quickly closing the distance and leaping into a powerful
punch against the spider demon’s head. The dark monster hissed as it recoiled before skittering back,
spitting more of its acid at the wolf. Gin dodged to the side as the stream shot past him and scorched
through a parked car, the steel melting and dissolving away quickly as the werewolf ran forward and
jumped up over the demon. He struck down on the monster’s back as people around were scrambling
away from the scene while others were cowering near the buildings off to the sides as they stared at the
fights with wide eyes. The spider demon dropped to the ground as Gin struck at the head repeatedly
from on top of it with his fists.
“Just stay down! Fall down! Just fall down you overgrown bastard!” Gin yelled as he kept hitting
the head, the monster’s scaled body taking the strikes without breaking or bruising. The demon’s legs
flailed around before one swung up and knocked Gin off, sending him flying into a tumble onto the road.
While Gin groaned and got up while holding his side from the powerful hit he had taken Render
raced towards the giant sword wielding demon with a loud yell, the towering brute swinging back with
his large broadsword before slamming it down onto the ground where Render had jumped off to the

side at the last moment. The pavement shattered and broke apart as a large crevice shot out from the
strike, with Render then swinging down with one of his swords and slicing across the hand of the brute.
The monster yanked its sword back up while dark red blood trickled down from its hand, then swung
down with its sword towards the battlemage. Render rolled to the side as the powerful strike slammed
into the pavement, causing dust and loose debris to fly out from the impact. Render regained his footing
then leapt towards the brute’s hand, swinging down both swords and striking them into the limb. They
cut down to the bone, clacking against it before the brute roared and swung down at Render with his
other hand. The mage jumped over the brute’s hand holding the sword, razing his swords through it
before landing back down on the other side and swiping them out. He swung down again and struck at
the limb above the wrist, slicing through the flesh and again clacking against the bone before stopping in
place.
“That’s not fair, your hand is supposed to come off!” Render yelled before he was knocked away
by the bleeding hand of the monster. The large brute grabbed his sword with his other hand, yanking it
out of the ground while swinging towards Render. Chunks of the pavement flew out from the ground as
the battlemage raised both of his swords up to block the attack, the larger broadsword striking against
them and pushing the mage back quickly as his feet skidded on the ground. As Render was spun off to
the side then thrown over across the street into a car, smashing into the windshield and crushing in the
front part of the roof with a painful gasp, Gin charged at the spider demon again with a feral roar.
“Like hell some giant bug is going to take me down!” Gin yelled before leaping forward and
striking against one of the legs of the spider demon, breaking it in half before he grabbed onto it while
passing by and yanking it off with a loud snap. The demon screeched as blue blood sprayed from his
severed limb before Gin struck the pointed foot up into the demon’s body like a spear. The monster
screeched loudly before skittering to the side off-balance, spraying its acidic spit around as Gin kept
underneath it while trying to push the limb up into the monster’s body. The demon skittered quickly to
the side next to a building, with people scrambling around away from it as it sprayed acid around onto
the nearby parked cars and wall of the building. The monster struck around with two of its legs,
smacking Gin into a tumble away from it. The werewolf rolled through a bus stop, destroying the glass
windows and bench, and then collapsed down with people stumbling to the side around him. Slowly Gin
got up amidst the crowd of frightened humans who stared at him with wide eyes, glaring at the spider
demon as it grabbed its severed limb and yanked it out with two of its feet. The werewolf looked around
at the people then to the demon.
“Get out of here now; what the hell are you doing just sitting here for? Run!” he yelled before
dashing forward, the spider demon attempting to skitter to the side near the building before Gin tackled
it through the wall into a jewelry store. The concrete and glass windows blasted apart as people
screamed before running off in fright. Inside the store the spider hissed as it scrambled around, its large
legs destroying tables and glass displays with fine jewelry in them which flew about while people inside
the store scrambled out of the door in a panic. Gin punched the monster in the face before it tried to
snap at him with its mandibles, the werewolf grabbing them and jerking the monster’s head up before a
stream of acid flew up and hit the ceiling. Gin darted under the demon as it rained acid and sizzling
debris from above, racing towards the open wound in the spider and jamming his hand up into it. He

thrashed his hand around as he tried to carve deeper into the monster’s insides with his claws, the
spider screeching as it skittered around off-balance and trying to swipe at the werewolf with its legs.
Outside in the street Render shook his head to shake off the hit then quickly rolled to the side as
a large broadsword struck down and through the car. It exploded into a flaming wreck as Render rolled
over onto the sidewalk with people screaming and running away. The mage got back to his feet as the
giant brute geared back with his blade.
“C’mon, is that all you got?” Render taunted loudly. The brute roared and swung down with the
sword, with Render leaping to the side as the large blade swung down through the flaming wreckage
and pavement with a fierce strike. The two halves of the flaming car flew off to the sides as the ground
shattered from the powerful hit. Render braced from the impact then ran over and jumped onto the
large blade, running up along it towards the brute with his swords geared back.
“This is for that girl you raped!” he yelled before he lunged past the brute’s head, his blades
slicing and razing across the monster’s face as he passed by. The straight edged blade carved across the
cheek and diced the ear while the angular blade razed across the monster’s face and struck out an eye,
the brute howling in pain as it stumbled to the side before swinging its large broadsword around wildly.
Render dropped down and rolled onto the street as the large sword whizzed by overhead then spun
around while readying his blades. The brute roared out in anger as it glared at the battlemage with one
red eye then charged towards the boy while swinging its blade around from side to side. Render darted
back and avoided a swing, then jumped back into a flip as the sword swiped by again, then jumped back
further before the brute slammed down with his fist onto the pavement. Render leapt back near the
other side of the street as the brute roared and charged towards him while gearing back his sword with
both hands.
“I’m gonna strike you down like meteor buddy, nobody’s better than me with a blade!” Render
yelled as he got into a fighting stance. He blinked then looked up as he heard glass breaking above him.
Alongside the building he was next to he saw a figure running downward towards the street, a gleam of
light coming from the sunlight against it as a powerful vampiric aura suddenly boomed from the figure.
“Who the hell is that?” Render asked with a jump.
“Who the hell is that?” Gin asked looking over towards the broken wall in the jewelry store
while struggling to take down the spider demon.
“Who the hell is that?” Leon asked looking towards the sudden spike of monster energy while
he was next to a broken window for a clothing department store.
“Who the hell is that?” Kokoa asked looking over after she kicked the behemoth back in the
stomach, the large monster keeling over with a hoarse howl as it wavered from the powerful blow to its
gut.
Render watched as the figure ran down alongside the building then leapt off with a sudden
surge of vampire energy that caused a red glow to trail behind it along with glass and bricks to blast off

from the jump point. The giant brute looked up towards where Akasha was flying down towards it at
high speed with her sword geared back. The brute roared and swung down with its blade towards her,
the vampire striking back with her sword as she flew down towards it like a meteor. The blades clashed
before a bright light and shockwave struck out from the impact, with dust and loose pieces of pavement
flying off from the strike. The ground below the impact blasted apart furiously, with Render being
thrown back into the air and crashing through a window into a bakery, the battlemage tumbling through
a few tables and glass displays while cakes and pies flew about. Kokoa and Leon looked at the impact
site with wonder while the behemoth near Kokoa growled and slowly stood back upright. The dust
settled revealing Akasha standing with her blade held before her, the sword being angled downward
after its swing while the vampire glared ahead of her. Render stumbled back to his feet with a pie
dropping off of his shoulder while looking at the newcomer with surprise.
“Um… wow,” he said with wonder as the vampire stood there amidst a destroyed street with
rubble scattered around her from the fierce landing. Across from her there was a large gash torn
through the street, leading up towards where the towering brute was groaning and lying back inside a
now destroyed building. The demon slowly got up out of the rubble and ruined building while holding its
sword, loose debris and steel fragments from the cars he had plowed through after his forceful trip back
through the street from the hit took dropping down next to him off of his shoulders and body. The
monster stumbled back to its feet and looked to its sword, seeing a large crack etched into the blade in
the middle from the vampire’s powerful strike.
“Who… who the hell are you lady?” Render asked as he slowly climbed out of the broken bakery
window. Akasha glanced back to him and smirked as her long pink hair flowed gently behind her.
“My name is Akasha Bloodriver, I thought I would drop in and lend a hand, if that’s alright with
you,” she said with a wink. Render looked at the woman clad in combat armor and holding a
straightedge sword in hand, then over to the towering brute as it roared at them while gripping its large
broadsword in hand. The battlemage smirked and got into a fighting stance as Akasha did the same.
“Sure, the more the merrier I always say,” Render said with a cool glare at the brute. Akasha
nodded and glanced to the side, seeing people fleeing away further from the battleground while sirens
were heard of approaching police forces. In the crowd further away she saw a sudden explosion of
debris and smoke from a building, the structure being on the same side of the street and block as the
shopping center that Luna had been carried off into. Akasha watched as people started running away
from the disturbance before a car crash occurred near it, with a small explosion of fire followed by black
smoke billowing up into the air, obscuring the view of whether anything came out of or broke into the
building in question.
‘I hope the ones guarding Luna make their escape quickly.’

Running through the shopping center Mizore was leading the way for Moka, the snow maiden
looking back towards the sounds of monsters and people screaming from out in the street while Moka

was holding the catatonic Luna in her arms. All around people were screaming and scrambling away
from the area where monsters were seen to be fighting, the frightened humans running through the
long shopping center that stretched out into the block with stores lined along the sides in the one story
building.
“That giant monster in the sky is going to be watching for us, where do we go?” Moka called out.
“I’m not sure, just keep moving before any of those other things catch up to us,” Mizore said
looking around quickly. People in the center looked towards Luna and pointed to her with wide eyes,
seeing her butterfly wings while Moka looked down to her as she saw the looks she was getting.
“We need to vanish, now, everybody’s going to see what she really is here,” she called over to
Mizore. The snow maiden looked around quickly for anywhere they could escape to before two
policemen ran in front and aimed their guns at the girls.
“Stop! Stop right there!” one called out.
“That one has wings, she’s a monster!” the other called out. Mizore waved her hand out in front
of her quickly, sending out an arctic blast of wind that frosted over the ground in front of the girls all the
way over to the policemen, the humans shielding their eyes from the wind and snow flurries. Before
they could take aim again Mizore ran up and jumped into a kick at one, launching off him and kicking the
other away as the first one was knocked off to the side into a tumble.
“Run!” Mizore called out as Moka ran behind her, the two fleeing through the center as the
policemen aimed their guns at the girls.
“They’re monsters! They’re monsters too!” one called out before taking a shot. Moka felt the
bullet whiz by her ear before the girls ducked down slightly and veered off to the left down a junction
towards more stores further in the center. People around screamed and ran off in a panic while others
pointed to the girls with fright.
“They’re monsters! Run away!” a man cried out.
“They’re everywhere in our city, call the HDA!” a woman cried out as she held her children back
near the wall. Moka and Mizore looked around worriedly as people started running away from them
down the large hall and ducking into stores for safety.
“This isn’t good, everybody’s seeing Luna and her wings,” Mizore said looking back to the
chronofly.
“Her wings aren’t retracting, something’s wrong,” Moka said looking down to the girl with
worried eyes. She looked to Luna’s bracelet, seeing that the gems were all dark and void of energy.
“Her bracelet is dark, there’s no reserve chrono magic in them. Mizore, something’s really
wrong with her,” she called up ahead to the snow maiden. Mizore looked at her with growing concern
then around as they ran down the large hall of the shopping center.

“Her bracelet is never void of any magic, even when she’s asleep. Oh god, what happened to
her?” Moka said shaking her head with growing fright for her friend. Mizore looked to the chronofly
with worried eyes then back behind them as policemen were running after them from where they came.
“Stop them, shoot to kill!” a policeman yelled out as they aimed their guns at the monsters
while people around the area screamed and got out of the way. Mizore halted and spun around, waving
her arm fiercely as a cold arctic blast of air swirled around her. Right behind Moka a wall of ice erupted
up from the stone tiles in the ground, just as four policemen fired their guns at the girls. The bullets
cracked and splintered the ice as Moka and Mizore ran as fast as they could down the hall while people
screamed from the gunshots. After a few more shots the wall of ice shattered and dropped to the
ground in pieces, with the policemen seeing the two monster girls running into a sports equipment
store.
“Don’t let them get away!” one of them yelled out as they ran after the monsters. The four men
ran over to the store’s entrance and looked around inside quickly while people were scrambling out in
fear.
“Everyone clear out of here, right now!” one of the men called out while waving the people out
quickly. Another grabbed his radio as he kept a sharp eye out for the monster girls.
“We’ve got monsters running through the Willow Lane Galleria; get the HDA over here right
now! …yes, I’m well aware there’s a fucking monster flying over the city but we’ve got more of them in
here with civilians, get me some goddamned backup!” he yelled out.
“Stay on guard and be ready to fire,” one of them said before the men started walking into the
store with their guns poised and ready to shoot. They split up into two groups of two as they started
walking down a few of the aisles of sporting goods and apparel. Hiding behind one of the shelves
holding sports shoes Moka was kneeling down and holding Luna close while Mizore was kneeling down
near the edge of the shelf and peeking out.
“They’re coming this way, we need to go through them to get out of here,” Mizore said quietly.
“We can’t kill them; we look horrible enough in the eyes of the humans after what we did
yesterday. Just stop them without seriously injuring them,” Moka reasoned. Mizore nodded and tensed
up as the humans walked closer to them. She formed a bat of solid ice in her hands as she slowly stood
up, readying herself as two of the policemen walked towards their shelf. The snow maiden blinked then
glanced to Moka.
“Define ‘seriously injure’,” she said simply, and then darted out from behind the shelving in
front of the men. Before they could move she swung her bat down and struck at one of their hands
holding a gun, breaking the wrist with a loud crack before she swung around and whacked the other
man on the side of the head with a sharp hit. The first man yelled out in pain while the other flew off to
the side with blood coming from his ear before crashing into a shelf of sports balls, collapsing through it
as the balls bounced around in the aisle. Mizore then spun around, swinging her bat and hitting the

other man in the face which launched him to the side and toppling over his unconscious comrade. The
other two policemen in the store looked over towards the disturbance while Moka quickly darted out
from the shelving behind Mizore.
“I meant don’t seriously hurt them!” Moka cried out.
“They’re alive aren’t they?” Mizore quipped before they started running through the aisle
quickly.
“They’re over here!” one of the policemen yelled as they ran towards the scene. They rounded a
corner shelf and stumbled around on the rolling soccer and basketballs before dropping down onto the
floor. Mizore ran ahead of Moka, the two girls sprinting towards the store exit before a policeman ran
over with his gun poised.
“Hold it!” he ordered.
Mizore threw her bat towards him, knocking the gun out of his hand before the snow maiden
leapt into a kick against his chest. The human saw a glimpse of her striped panties before she kicked him
back and across the floor into the large hall of the shopping center. As the girls ran out Mizore waved
her hand over towards the human, a trail of frost and ice etching out along the ground from her towards
him before it encased one of his arms in ice to the floor. He yelled and thrashed about to free himself as
the girls made haste down the shopping center again.
“Great, two of them might have a concussion and another could have frostbite,” Moka said
dryly.
“They were going to shoot us and Luna, I’d say they got off easy,” Mizore replied with a shrug.
Moka shook her head then looked over behind them as she stopped suddenly. Mizore stopped and
looked back to her as the vampire seemed to be staring off into the distance.
“Moka? What is it?” she asked. She blinked then felt it as well, a powerful vampire aura
radiating from nearby.
“Do you… feel that?” Moka asked carefully.
“Yeah, feels like Kokoa’s turning up the heat out there,” Mizore said with a cool smile. Moka
slowly shook her head as she felt the extremely powerful aura pulsate through the area.
“No, that’s not Kokoa. It’s too much too soon, and… I think it’s actually more than what her
overcharge would exude,” she said cautiously. Mizore looked in the direction of the vampire aura
curiously. It was certainly a powerful boom of monster energy; however it was a huge spike out of
nowhere, far more than what Kokoa’s would produce in one moment.
“But then… who is that?” Mizore asked glancing to Moka.

“I’m not sure, but there’s another vampire out there,” Moka said cautiously. She looked around
then to Mizore.
“We need to get out of here and back to Fang Fang’s, it’s the only remotely safe refuge we have
for Luna,” she said urgently. The two girls resumed running through the mall, with people around them
screaming and scrambling away into nearby stores or cowering in fear against the walls. Moka and
Mizore ran through the mall then into a door at the end of the hall, both of them then running into a
block of the mall that was sectioned off and under construction. There were stone pillars set around the
large concrete hall while scaffoldings and worktables for construction workers were spread about along
with boxes and barrels of supplies. Sections where new stores were going to be built were marked off
with steel frames and yellow construction streamers while there appeared to be nobody else in the
empty hall. The area was very dark, with only sunlight coming in from several open skylights above
where windows had yet to be installed while multiple construction lamps were set around the hall and
turned off.
“C’mon, maybe we can sneak out through here,” Mizore said as she led the way for them. Their
footsteps echoed out inside the empty hall along with the sounds of screaming and sirens from outside.
Another loud squawk was heard from the airborne colossus as the girls looked up towards the openings
with worried eyes.
“What are we going to do about that thing, it’s gigantic and airborne,” Moka asked worriedly.
“Right now all we can do is try to get Luna as far away from it as possible, we’ll deal with it
later,” Mizore reasoned while looking around quickly for any way out of the construction block. The two
girls ran a ways through the large hall before a loud explosion blasted through the concrete and steel
ahead of them to the side. The girls stopped and watched as a large figure ran through the wall and over
into the center of the hall, being seen by sunlight from an open skylight above him. It was a larger
muscular monster, its two thick legs having black and crimson obsidian armor plates and leggings while
it wore leather sandals. It had pale blue skin while wearing black shoulder guards and metal braces on it
arms that had small black spikes on them. The head resembled that of a troll’s with its long gray hair and
two protruding tusks from its lower jaw. Its red eyes glared at the girls while focusing on Luna as it
flexed its hands, with one holding a spiked steel club while the other showed a swirl of dark purple and
yellow lights circling around it. The dark monster stood nearly 12 feet high as it prepared to fight the
girls to take Luna away, with Moka and Mizore backing up slightly while the snow maiden fashioned her
frozen katanas.
“What is that thing?” Moka asked worriedly.
“Trouble, move!” Mizore yelled as the dark monster charged toward them with a vicious snarl.
Mizore ran towards it before the monster swung its hand around, casting out flaring purple and yellow
flames that bounced around erratically like lightning bolts towards the snow maiden. Mizore gasped and
jumped off to the side while Moka leapt back, the bolts striking down and crackling with sparks and
flames where the two girls were just at. The demon swung its club down towards Mizore, the snow girl
rolling to the side just as the spiked weapon struck down and into the concrete with a powerful strike.

“Get Luna out of here!” Mizore called out before she swung her blade at the monster’s arm, the
frozen katana clashing against the metal braces and stopping in place. The demon swung its arm around
and knocked Mizore back into a wild tumble, the girl crashing through a workbench as pails of bolts and
screws dropped behind her. Moka tried to run off then gasped as the monster then swung its magical
hand around towards her, casting out searing hot shards of light that razed through the ground in front
of her, the vampire stopping as the attack sliced through the concrete while the bright lights from the
shards illuminated the area brightly for a moment. Mizore stumbled back to her feet then ran towards
the monster, the demon looking back to her before swinging its club around towards her head. She
ducked and rolled under it, hopping back onto her feet and swinging her frozen blades across its
stomach. She razed across its hardened flesh and drew some blood; however the monster didn’t flinch
or make a sound before it grabbed hold of Mizore’s hair with its magical arm. The snow maiden
screamed as she was lifted up by the hair while Moka stared with wide eyes.
“Mizore!” she screamed out as the dark monster geared back with its club to kill the snow girl.
Mizore dropped one of her swords as she reached up to grab the hand that was holding her while
swinging her other blade wildly at the monster. The demon geared back then swung with its spiked club,
with Moka watching in horror. She saw the weapon swing around towards Mizore then collide with a
flickering wall of light just an inch from hitting the girl. Mizore glanced to the barrier of yellowish light
with a strained expression while the demon stared at it with surprise. Suddenly a streaking bolt of red
magical energy shot down from above and pierced through the demon’s magical arm, the monster
howling as it dropped Mizore and stumbled back while shaking its hand around in pain with blood
dripping from its searing wound. Mizore stumbled back and dropped onto her rear, holding her head
with one hand and a snow katana in the other while she watched the demon howl with anger. Moka
blinked then looked up to see two girls dropping down from the skylights above.
“Ms. Mizore!” Apoch and Astreal called out in unison as they dropped down in front of the snow
maiden. Apoch held her barrier sword in hand while Astreal’s glowing wings arched behind her, the
blonde haired witch holding her hand out towards the demon as a red glow trailed around her arm
towards her wrist.
“Apoch, Astreal,” Moka said with relief.
From above another figure dropped down onto the demon, with Mizore and Moka watching
with surprise to seeing Felucia striking down with a kick against the monster’s face. Felucia grabbed hold
of the two tusks as her feet pushed against the head, with her then launching off with a powerful kick
and ripping out the tusks from the monster’s jaw. The dark monster howled in pain as it staggered back
with blood coming from its mouth while Felucia flew back and landed down in front of the other girls.
She tossed the tusks to the side then glanced back to Mizore, the snow maiden staring at her with
wonder while Moka was doing the same. Felucia winked at Mizore then looked back to the troll demon
as it roared at the girls while readying its club and magic again. Apoch and Astreal kept on guard while
Felucia cracked her knuckles, the doll demon giving the dark troll a cold glare.
“You lousy bastard, that’s no way to treat a lady.”

Chapter 24
Switched
“NO! STOP! STOP IT!” Luna’s voice screamed out inside the darkened cell, the girl’s chains and
restraints clacking amidst the grunting and snarling of the demons that were in the room with her. The
girl’s screams were muffled as her mouth was then used by the dark monsters, her screams and cries
being drowned out by the laughter and grunting of the breeders. Luna’s mind raced uncontrollably, her
magic refusing to work properly as she felt her spirit and willpower dropping. She felt her body secured
in place on her knees, the monster that was holding her from behind along with the one that was
holding her head in front, and feeling others touching her body and wings while she felt her mind fall
into despair.
‘RASON!’
Suddenly all fell quiet in the room, the girl snapping back to her senses as everything froze in
place. The demon behind her was thrown off into the darkness while the one in front of her was thrown
away violently, the two then freezing in place as well while Luna coughed and gasped for air. She looked
around franticly, only seeing darkness in the room along with the glowing red eyes of the demons that
had been raping her constantly. However none of them were moving, none were making a sound.
“Wha… what’s going on?” she whimpered.
“Honestly father, your people skills are simply deplorable,” a male’s voice sounded off from
nearby. Luna looked around franticly while trembling in fear, feeling her body aching slightly while she
was still bound in place.
“Who’s there? What do you want with me now?” Luna asked shakily.
“What’s your name?” the voice asked calmly. Luna spat out the taste of the demon that had
been violating her mouth then looked around nervously while she tried to squirm about in her shackles.
“I said, what’s your name?” the voice asked again.
“Luna. Luna Cii,” she said shakily.
“Interesting name. Tell me, are you having fun here?” the voice asked.
“Is this some sort of sick joke? Who are you; can’t you see the torment you’re putting me
through here?” Luna cried out. She suddenly felt a hand holding her cheek, keeping her head facing
forward as she trembled fearfully from the touch.
“You don’t have to shout, I can hear you just fine. My father however might hear you if you
don’t keep your voice down, so, I’ll ask you just one time to be quiet, understand?” the voice said. Luna
trembled and tried not to cry.

“What are you going to do to me?” she asked fearfully.
“I was thinking of taking you with me, unless you wanted to stay here of course,” the voice said
calmly. Luna looked ahead with wonder as the hand gently brushed her hair away from her face.
“What?” she asked quietly.
“Just what I said. Do you want to come with me?” the voice asked. Luna glanced around then
back ahead with worried eyes.
“Why, what are you planning to do with me? Please, I just want to go home, let me go, I beg of
you,” she whimpered.
“Well, I could let you go free outside, however you’ll bring down my father’s minions upon you
and all those around you if you are found to be down with your friends in your world. I’ll take you with
me; however you will need to remain with me until I say so. Don’t worry, you’ll be safe with me, I
promise,” the voice said.
“Who are you, what do you want with me anyway?” Luna whimpered.
“Right now, Luna Cii, I’m the only friend you’ve got up here. I’ll leave you to your dear harem if
you decline, however if you come with me I’ll keep you safe from my father, provided you do something
for me,” the voice said.
“Something for you? What? What do you want from me?” Luna asked worriedly.
“I need your assistance with something; it’s a personal matter that someone such as yourself
would be able to help me with. What do you say?” the voice asked. Luna tried to steady her breathing as
she glanced around. If she said no the monsters around her would resume where they left off, raping
her day and night without mercy.
“If I go… with you, could I at least see my friends again? I’ll help you, I swear I will if you get me
out of here, but can’t I see them again first?” she asked.
“No, like I said my father can’t see you down in the world below, or anywhere else for that
matter. You will remain by my side where I take you and you will stay there until I say otherwise. I know
what you can do Luna, how easily you could run away in time, but know that like my father you won’t be
able to run far enough away from me. At least with me you won’t be trapped here in the darkness with
such unsavory roommates,” the voice reasoned. Luna looked ahead at where the voice was with worried
eyes. She cringed and groaned as a painful sensation was felt below her stomach.
“Hmm, it appears they’ve impregnated you already. That can’t be good,” the voice said casually.
“Oh god… no… oh god I can feel it now! Just kill me, please! I can’t give birth to those things!”
Luna screamed out. The voice laughed amusedly and gently held her cheek again.

“I’d rather not spill your blood; you really are a beauty after all. As for your little problem, I can
take care of that for you,” he said calmly. Luna looked ahead at him with wide eyes.
“What, you can?” she asked nervously.
“Of course. If you agree to help me and do as I say to the letter, I’ll remove what’s inside of you.
And don’t worry, I won’t ruin you in doing so, you can still have children in the future when you decide
to,” the voice explained. Luna trembled then nodded with tears forming in her eyes.
“Ok, I’ll do it. Please, just get me out of here and help me, I’ll do whatever you say,” she
pleaded. The voice chuckled before the chains around Luna shattered and vanished. The girl stumbled
forward before someone caught her and held her in place.
“Easy now, I’ve got you. Alright then Luna, I’ll take you out of here, but first we need to make
sure my father doesn’t know you’ve gone missing or else he’ll come looking for you. I may be able to
hide you from others who would be looking for you, but not from my father should he find out the
truth,” the voice said.
“Fine, whatever you want, just please get me out of here,” Luna said while holding a hand down
below her stomach. She could feel a painful sensation coming and going from within her, fearing what
was happening inside her body. A small glow came from behind her, the girl looking over to seeing a soft
glowing light appearing where she just was. After a while it slowly took shape with glowing trails of light
shooting out to the sides of the room. Luna watched with wonder as the light slowly took form and
color, and saw a body form along with steel chains and shackles.
“What… the…” Luna said with awe as she saw a perfect copy of her forming in place, the doll’s
lifeless eyes staring ahead while her wings lied against the steel chains. The bracelet over the double’s
wrist phased into view, the gems remaining dormant while the girl’s naked body finished taking form.
Luna stared at the double with wonder as the lights vanished completely then looked to who was
holding her, the figure becoming obscured in the shadows again while he held her up with one arm.
“There, they can violate that doll all they want; they won’t get anything out of it. Hell, I’d be
shocked if they did, haha,” the voice said amusedly.
“Who are you?” Luna asked softly. She jumped a bit when she felt a hand resting against her
body below her stomach.
“Like I said, I’m your only friend right now. Just relax,” the voice said, with Luna feeling a strange
numbing sensation rippling through her lower body. Her legs gave out, the girl being caught and held up
by the shadowy figure as she looked down with weary eyes.
“How… are you doing this? What kind of magic… are you using?” she asked weakly.

“What is magic to you is not to me, and what is magic to me is unknown to you. For now a
simple thank you will be acceptable, rather than asking questions,” the voice said casually. Luna wearily
looked up to where she assumed the face of the figure was.
“Thank you, thank you so much for this. I can never repay you enough, but know that you have
my eternal gratitude. Please, what’s your name?” she asked. She wavered slightly as a wave of soothing
energy rippled through her body, her hearing becoming muffled for a moment as the figure said
something to her.
“What?” she asked weakly before she felt lightheaded and dazed. Before she could say anything
else suddenly she was lifted up and carried in the figure’s arms bridal style, the girl’s head resting
against his shoulder. Slowly the two vanished into the shadows, then into nothing. Suddenly all the
demons around the room started to move again, with the two that were thrown aside stumbling back
before looking around quickly. The monsters then resumed ganging up on the doll of the chronofly,
violating her body in any way they could in an attempt to impregnate and use the rare monster to breed
more for their master. Of course they’re efforts would be in vain, as the doll may have had a pulse and a
small flicker of monster energy, yet was incapable of bearing children seeing as how it was hardly alive
itself.

Inside a large casino people were gathered in the expansive lounge while watching the multiple
TVs set up showing a monster attack taking place in a city, with images of a giant airborne monstrosity
as well as multiple otherworldly creatures fighting the streets. People in the lounge were watching with
gasps and shocked expressions while seated on couches and chairs as well as gathering around the area
to see the reports.
Sitting at one of the tables a girl was watching the reports with her green eyes, a worried
expression on her face as she saw the destruction the monsters were causing. Luna was watching the
images while wearing a dark blue lace front satin dress, a silver necklace with light green gems along it,
black heels, and her bracelet on her wrist which had four glowing green gems on it.
“Oh my god, they’re really invading our world now,” a man said in the crowd of people.
“Don’t worry, as soon as the HDA gets there they’ll blow those monsters to pieces,” another
man spoke up confidently.
“Right, because they sure handled holding those things well. Didn’t you hear about the monster
breakout yesterday, the HDA can’t do shit against these things,” another man argued.
“They killed all the monsters that tried to escape and saved that city, show some respect for
those men who are brave enough to fight these things,” a woman scoffed.
“I hope the HDA really can stop that thing, I mean look at it! It’s freakin’ huge!” a man cried out
pointing to the TV.

Luna watched the reports of the monster attack with worried eyes then glanced to somebody
sitting with her at the table.
“Can’t we do anything? Please, I can’t just sit here and do nothing,” she pleaded quietly. Sitting
at the table with her was a boy about Tsukune’s height. He had messy dark hair that went down to just
above his shoulders with the bangs sticking out slightly, and differently colored eyes, with the right eye
being purple and the left one being red. He was wearing black dress shoes, dark gray dress pants, and a
dark green formal jacket similar to the ones used at Yokai Academy with red trimmings instead of white
ones.
“No, all you can do is watch now, if you are spotted by my father’s minions from above then
what you’re seeing on the TV will be happening here,” the boy said calmly. Luna looked at him worriedly
then to the reports again.
“Please, I can’t let those things do this. They’re not too far away from here, I could go and stop
them,” she pleaded.
“Luna,” the boy said expectantly, with the girl looking over to him nervously. He slowly shook his
head and glanced to her.
“Are you going to behave for me?” he asked. She trembled slightly then nodded.
“I didn’t rescue you from my father’s grasp just to have you walk back out into his sights. Now
you’re going to sit there and watch like everybody else, do not do anything foolish,” he said with an
assertive tone. She nodded slowly while watching him with worried eyes. The boy smirked and looked
back to the reports.
“Good girl. Now, how about a drink?” he asked casually. She looked down, remaining silent
while her hands fidgeted slightly in her lap. The boy glanced to her and smiled calmly.
“You’re not a prisoner with me Luna; I’m not like my father in that regard. If you would like
something to drink please say so, you can have whatever you want while you are with me,” he said
kindly. Luna glanced to him then looked to the reports on the TVs again.
“You saved me from that hell, you removed what was growing inside of me, you brought me
here and cleaned me up, and you even provided me this lovely dress. You kept me safe from the
monsters above, you offered me so many expensive meals, and you’ve never once laid a hand on me
inappropriately. I can tell you’re nothing like your father at all, and I’m certainly grateful for that. Still, I
feel bad just sitting here like this. My friends and I fought so hard to help save the world, and now here I
am doing nothing while a horrible monster attack is taking place in the neighboring city,” she said softly.
The boy smiled slightly then looked back to the broadcasts again.
“You know Luna, maybe there is a way you can help after all, if it means that much to you,” he
said casually. Luna looked to him curiously as the boy glanced to her.

“Tell me, do you feel pretty lucky?”
Inside an office building people were looking around worriedly as the entire structure seemed to
be trembling again and again from a loud disturbance. Inside a hallway two women were looking around
nervously as sounds of crashing and sirens were heard from the city around them.
“Did you feel that?” one of them asked.
“Is it just me, or are the noises getting closer?” the other asked nervously.
From the wall next to them an explosion of purple and red flames blasted out, the women being
incinerated with loud screams as the torrent of flames seared through and annihilated the hallway. In
the destroyed office room next to the hall Rathieal was looking around with a dark glare while wisps of
red and purple flames swirled around his hands. Smoke was billowing around in the room while fire
sprinkler systems went off. People out in the halls and other rooms started running away in a panic
while the building trembled again.
“You can’t hide from me you little insect!” Rathieal yelled out. From behind Gabriel flew over
and struck at him with a punch, knocking the dark being into a spiral towards the flaming hallway.
Rathieal spun around and swung his hand out, sending a wave of red and purple flames that scorched
everything they washed over towards the angel. Gabriel shot up and through the ceiling as the flames
flared by underneath wildly, the ceiling tiles being plowed right through as fires flared around wildly
inside the office. Rathieal snarled then shot up through the ceiling into the floor above, just as Gabriel
flew over towards him with glowing eyes and wings. The angel swung at him with a punch, the dark
being blocking it then swinging with a punch of his own. Gabriel ducked down as the attack sent out a
wave of fiery energy which seared through a wall and into a lounge where people screamed and
scattered about.
“You’re going straight to hell for what you did to Luna!” Gabriel roared, his anger clearly evident
as he sent punch after punch towards Rathieal. The dark being blocked one with his arm, another
quickly with his other arm, then struck at Gabriel’s fist with his own punch, the two attacks clashing and
sending out a shockwave which shattered the ground below them. Gabriel’s fist and wrist burned
slightly yet the angel continued his assault without a pause, throwing a kick towards the Rathieal and
blasting him back through a wall into an office. The dark being crashed through the wall and into a table
as businessmen ran out screaming for their lives. Gabriel flew through the opening towards Rathieal, the
dark being the striking down with his fist onto the ground, creating a large wave of purple and red
flames that flared out like a nova. The floor and furniture were incinerated and burned down through to
the lower level, then down again as people and the lower office were melted away while the two
winged fighters hovered in place while striking at each other again. Gabriel struck at him with a punch,
the dark being grabbing it and swinging him around before throwing him down into the flames and
smoke below. The angel raced down and crashed through the ground and smoldering remains of debris
before Rathieal threw down a glowing spear of purple and red flames, the attack striking through the
debris and exploding into a wide blast of flames and energy. The building trembled as the lower floors in

the attack’s blast radius were annihilated by the flames and explosion. Rathieal eyed the destruction
carefully while flying in place, his eyes slowly going from down below to up along the walls towards his
level. From a wall Gabriel blasted out while holding a steel beam that had a chunk of concrete on it,
swinging towards the dark being as smoke blew out behind him. Rathieal ducked down and swung
around with his fiery hand, the angel spiraling to the side then swinging the beam up towards the dark
being and striking him in the chest. Rathieal was knocked up towards the ceiling with a gasp before
Gabriel flew up and tackled him through the roof.
“You and your master picked the wrong world to invade; this is where you will fall!” Gabriel
yelled as he flew Rathieal up through several floors with the steel beam held across the dark monster’s
chest and shoulder. After a few more forceful crashes through the building Rathieal grabbed the beam
with both hands as purple and red flames flared around his arms. Gabriel narrowed his eyes then swung
off to the side, throwing the dark being and the beam over into a computer server room that they had
ended up in. Rathieal tore apart the beam with a fiery explosion of purple and red flames as he skidded
to a stop, knocking through several large cabinets of computers while flames started to spread and catch
along all the rows of servers.
“If you think there is anyone who can defy my lord’s will then you are gravely mistaken. No no
angel, this is where you and all those in your existence shall bow before the one and only true king. You
will all kneel before your new master,” the dark being hissed with malice. He chuckled then tilted his
head with a cruel smile.
“Of course, your little whore of a butterfly already knows that, seeing as how she was kneeling
quite well back in her new home,” he taunted. Gabriel growled furiously at him, feeling his anger
skyrocketing from the monster’s words. Rathieal laughed and stood upright while readying a spear of
red and purple light and flames in one of his hands.
“I wish I could have had a go with her myself, she was quite the specimen for the breeding
selection. Although I don’t think I’ll take up such and offer now, after all, she’s become rather defiled for
someone of my stature to bother with,” he laughed. Gabriel roared and flew towards him as a bright
light shined from his wings. Rathieal smirked and swung the spear toward him, the angel kicking off the
floor and shooting up through the ceiling as server cabinets around them started to spark and explode
slightly. Rathieal looked up and swung his spear around towards the ceiling, just as Gabriel crashed
down through the roof with a kick towards him. The angel’s arm was struck with the spear as he kicked
down on Rathieal, his skin and arm burning and scorching along with a few feathers on his wing while
the dark being was knocked down through the floor into a hallway below the level. Gabriel staggered to
the side and touched down inside the server room, holding his arm as his wing twitched slightly from the
pain.
“How dare you talk about Luna like that, I’m going to fucking kill you!” he roared out in anger.
He then dodged to the side as the fiery spear struck through the ground and flew up, with flames flaring
around the entry point and where the attack hit the ceiling and exploded into a swirling firestorm.
Gabriel dodged and weaved back as more spears struck up through the floor below him, the room

around him burning and starting to collapse as the sprinkler systems were annihilated and water was
turned to steam from the heat. The angel then flew back and out a door into a hall just as the server
room collapsed into a firestorm and burnt rubble. A spear of fire was struck through from below while
Rathieal swung upwards with it, the dark being striking through the floor as Gabriel dodged to the side.
The dark being swung around with the fiery weapon, razing through walls and small tables as people
around the area screamed and ran off in terror.
“As soon as that girl is returned to her new home she’ll serve her only purpose in life, a purpose
far greater than anything she could have done in this world. She’ll give birth to perfect soldiers for my
master, soldiers of incredible power and destruction, soldiers that will help my king rule all that is truly
his!” Rathieal laughed. Gabriel yelled and grabbed the spear of fire, his hands burning as he glared at the
dark being with glowing eyes. Rathieal stared at him with surprise as the angel held the attack in place.
“You’ll never have her back, I’ll never allow it!” Gabriel yelled before he swung the dark being
around by the spear, throwing him over into a wall and crashing him into an office. Rathieal tumbled
through chairs and a table while Gabriel clenched his fists, smoke coming up from them in wisps as he
glared at the dark being with fury.
“My friends will deal with your reinforcements outside, you however will be sentenced to hell
by me personally,” he declared with hatred. Rathieal threw his spear towards Gabriel, the angel dodging
to the side then flying towards the dark being as the weapon exploded into red and purple flames
behind him.
“If you want Luna you’ll have to go through me!” Gabriel roared before he swung towards
Rathieal with a fierce punch.

“You want Luna? You’re gonna have to go through me!” Felucia yelled before running towards
the dark troll. Apoch ran after with her glowing blade while Astreal kept her aim on the evil creature and
remaining back by Moka and Mizore, the two girls staring with awe at seeing Felucia before them once
again.
“I don’t believe it, she’s… how is she back again?” Moka asked shaking her head while holding
the catatonic chronofly in her arms still. Mizore watched with wonder as Felucia leapt up with a kick at
the troll, the dark being swinging its spiked steel club at her. The girl was whacked to the side with a
loud crack while Apoch raced up towards the monster with her sword geared back.
“Ms. Felucia!” she yelled out as she swung her blade. The troll swung his weapon back around,
the witch then slicing it apart with a powerful swing of her barrier sword. Apoch jumped up and swung
again, the monster then grabbing her by the waist with his other hand as it glowed with purple and
yellow wisps. Felucia tumbled into a violent roll and crashed through a table with power tools and bricks
on it, taking it down with her off to the side.

“Sister!” Astreal cried out as she tried to aim at the troll’s face. The monster held Apoch up
before it as she screamed and struck her blade into the arm of the monster, then shrieked as electricity
shot through her. She jerked about wildly as her sword flickered then vanished, leaving a bloody hole
through the monster’s arm that it didn’t seem to pay any mind to.
“Apoch!” Mizore yelled out as she ran towards them with her frozen katana geared back. The
troll started to apply pressure to Apoch’s body, the girl letting out a hoarse cry as she twitched about in
its grip. Astreal tried to get a good shot in but withheld from firing, feeling doubt that she might strike
through her sister. Mizore ran over and swung her blade towards the side of the monster, the troll
swinging at her with its other fist. She gracefully spun around the strike as it slammed into the ground
behind her then followed through with a swing of her blade, striking it into the flesh of the monster and
cutting down to the bone. The troll then whacked her away with its arm, the snow girl sliding back along
the ground quickly before slamming into a stone pillar with a painful gasp. Moka watched as Mizore
struggled to move while Apoch screamed from being electrocuted.
“Oh god, no!” Moka cried out.
“Put her down!” Astreal screamed out with tears forming as she saw her sister screaming in
agony.
BAM BAM BAM BAM BAM!
The troll staggered forward with a painful howl as its electrical attack stopped, with Apoch
coughing and struggling to breathe again as the monster’s grip loosened slightly. Mizore watched as the
monster howled in pain from five large steel nails being lodged into its back and neck. Walking past the
snow maiden Felucia took aim with a nail gun in each hand, her eyes glaring at the beast as the other
girls looked over to her with surprise.
“You heard her, put her down now!” Felucia yelled before firing off more of the large nails,
striking the troll all over its backside and the back of its head. The monster howled as it dropped Apoch,
the witch falling to the ground with a gasp, then swung its hand over towards Felucia and Mizore,
sending out a wave of searing hot magical shards of light towards them. Felucia dropped the guns then
tackled Mizore into a roll away from the area, with the wave of destructive light tearing through the
concrete and annihilating the pillar. The ceiling above trembled slightly and cracked apart in some areas
as the troll roared at the two girls it had missed with its attack.
“Astreal, fire!” Felucia yelled at the witch while she was lying atop Mizore, the snow maiden
looking up at her with wonder still. Astreal took aim and fired her magical bolt of energy towards the
monster, the red light streaking through the air and piercing through the monster’s shoulder. The dark
being howled then swung back around with its magical arm, sending out a wave of magical glowing
shards towards Astreal and Moka. Apoch rolled to the side as the attack razed through the ground
where she just was then held her hand out towards her sister, manifesting a wall of light that the wave
of shards struck and deflected off to the side from. The troll roared before Apoch jumped back onto her
feet and raced towards the monster while forming her barrier blade in one hand. The witch leapt up and

swung her blade through the hand of the monster, with purple and yellow streaks of light circling
around its arm still. The monster then swung at her again before a bolt of red light struck through the
side of its head and took its ear off, the dark being letting out a hoarse howl as Astreal opened fired on
it. Apoch dodged to the side as the bolts of red light pelted the monster and tore through its body, the
troll roaring loudly before it swung down with its magical arm and hit the ground. An explosion of
magical shards struck out like a wave, some of them even slicing apart the troll’s feet in the process.
Apoch gasped and formed her barrier just as the shards reached her, the magical wave plowing against
the shield and pushing her back along the ground at high speed as she screamed. Felucia gasped as the
lights tore up the ground towards her and Mizore then grabbed hold of the snow maiden and rolled to
the side, then with a mighty throw hurled the snow girl away before the shards struck through and
carved her into pieces.
“Felucia!” Mizore cried out before she dropped down into a large metal trash container, landing
on a pile of loose cardboard boxes and packing bubbles before a few of the shards struck into the side of
the container with loud strikes. Mizore stared with wide eyes at the glowing shards of light as they came
to a stop just a hair before they would have carved through her chest.
“Look out!” Astreal cried out as she tried to erect a barrier between the wave of shards and
Moka who was behind her. The wave of light struck the barrier and shattered it instantly, with Astreal
being thrown back into Moka while the glowing shards of light razed through the ground towards them.
The girls’ screams were heard as dust billowed around from the concrete being torn apart while the
shards razed through where they were and slammed into the wall behind them. The ceiling cracked
some more as the place rumbled briefly. Apoch skidded to a stop then deflected the wave of glowing
shards away from her with her shield, watching as they tore past her along the ground and sliced a stack
of metal beams to pieces violently. Dust and smoke billowed away from the ravaged grounds where the
magical attack flowed through, with the dark troll howling and dropping to its knees as it breathed
heavily. Its legs were torn up, its arms were bleeding, it had nails all over its backside and back of its
head, and one of its hands was hanging off by a few strands of flesh and severed bone. Apoch growled
then raced towards the monster as it was looking over in the direction of where Moka, Astreal, and Luna
were which was obscured by smoke and dust.
“Please fucking die already!” Apoch yelled out as she lunged up into the air, the troll looking up
to seeing the witch flying down towards it with her blade held in both hands and her skirt fluttering
while revealing her black panties. With a mighty swing she sliced down through the monster’s head and
into its chest cavity, the slick crunch echoing out along with a burst of blood that shot out behind the
troll. The monster wavered then dropped back dead with a loud thud as Apoch glared at it with hatred.
She then looked over to see Mizore climbing out of the metal trash container she was in, the snow
maiden looking with wonder at the downed troll then over to where Felucia was diced to pieces.
“Felucia… oh no, she… no, not again!” Mizore cried out. Apoch looked at the dismembered
demon with sorrow then wonder as a soft bluish green light came from a band of energy around a
dissected wrist. Mizore and Apoch watched as the pieces of the doll demon shifted around then slowly

melded back together, the body taking shape and slowly standing up again as it healed completely. Even
the clothing manifested back into place as the doll demon stretched out her arms casually.
“Calm down Mizore, no need to get all broken up about lil ‘ol me,” she said with a wink at the
snow girl. Mizore stared at her with wonder while Apoch did the same.
“You’re… really back,” Mizore said quietly with awe. Felucia smirked then looked over to where
the dust cloud was settling down.
“Hey, are you all ok?” she called out. Mizore and Apoch looked over to see Astreal coughing and
standing back up again amidst a ravaged concrete floor.
“Yes, I believe I am,” she said as she stumbled to her feet.
“AHHHHH!” Moka shrieked from nearby. The girls all looked over to where Moka was shakily
sitting up with a look of horror on her face. She screamed at the top of her lungs as the dust cloud
settled, revealing Luna’s body having been cleaved into three sections across the shoulders and waist.
Her bloody remains were lying on the concrete ground which was torn up underneath her.
“MS. LUNA!” Apoch and Astreal cried out.
“NO!” Felucia screamed as the all the girls all ran over to the body.
“No… LUNA!” Moka screamed as she started crying. All the girls stared in horror at the sight,
seeing the same lifeless gaze in the chronofly’s eyes while her body was lying in pieces on the ground
with a small amount of blood now forming a pool around the remains.
“No… this can’t be… she isn’t… no! LUNA!” Felucia cried out as she dropped to her knees.
Mizore held a hand over her mouth as she stared at the ravaged body with horror while Apoch and
Astreal started crying. Moka shakily held a hand towards Luna while she slowly shook her head.
“Luna… I… I’m so sorry… I’m sorry!” she cried out.
“No! Luna!” Mizore cried out as she dropped to her knees next to Felucia.
“I can’t believe this… she’s… she’s dead,” Felucia said with horror. Moka broke down crying and
held the head and upper shoulders of the chronofly.
“I’m sorry, I tried to protect you Luna, I’m so sorry!” she cried out. Apoch and Astreal hung their
heads low as they cried softly while Mizore rested her head on Felucia’s shoulder and cried. Felucia
stared at the body with disbelief and sorrow and slowly shook her head. She blinked then looked at the
body with a gasp.
“What the hell?” she said with surprise. The group looked to seeing the body of the chronofly
slowly dissolving and vanishing into white smoke and dust. The girls watched with surprise as the body
broke down and turned into a pile of white dust.

“Wh… what the?” Moka said quietly.
“Wait, what just happened?” Mizore asked wiping her eyes. Felucia slowly held her hand out
and touched the dust.
“That… that wasn’t Luna,” she said with disbelief.
“That wasn’t?” Apoch and Astreal asked together.
“What the hell is this? Wha… what the fuck is this?” Felucia yelled as she stumbled back to her
feet. Moka and Mizore stood up and looked down at the pile of dust with cautious eyes.
“I don’t get it, that wasn’t Luna?” Moka asked.
“That had to have been Luna! For god’s sake I broke into that asshole’s stupid castle in his
world; I just barely got her out of there in one piece! I saw his demons raping her, they were fucking
gang raping the shit out of her; that was her, I know it was!” Felucia cried out. The girls looked to her
with wonder as she grabbed her hair and growled furiously.
“You’ve got to be fucking kidding me! I went through all that trouble and put my soul’s life on
the line only to take away a fucking doll? What the hell is going on here?” she yelled out. She stomped
her foot down, with a crack etching through the concrete as she growled with frustration.
“I don’t get it, if that wasn’t Luna then why did all these assholes come down here looking for
her? They were coming after her with a fucking demon the size of Alucard, how was that not her?” she
demanded looking to Apoch and Astreal.
“I don’t understand either; they surely wanted her back, but… if that was just a doll you found…”
Apoch said with concern.
“Then where is the real Ms. Luna?” Astreal asked worriedly. Moka looked down to the pile of
white dust with caution.
‘What is going on here? The monster outside even said they were here to take her back, but this
isn’t Luna at all.’
‘There’s only one explanation for why they would be after this doll like they are.’
“They don’t know,” Moka said softly. The girls looked to her as she turned to them with a careful
expression.
“They don’t know, the dark world and this evil king, they don’t know that Luna’s wasn’t there
anymore. If Felucia took this doll out from their grasp while it was being raped, that must mean that…
that…” she said before looking down in thought.
“Somebody else got her out of there first, the dark king never noticed she was missing until
Felucia took the fake,” Mizore said with wonder.

“She was switched out for a double,” Apoch said looking down at the dust.
“Switched out by who, and why? And more importantly, if she’s not up above in that world and
not here with us, then where is she?” Astreal asked worriedly.

“What do you mean?” Luna asked curiously as the boy next to her smiled calmly at her.
“I mean there may be a chance you could help from here, depending on how lucky you are,” the
boy said with a shrug.
“I don’t understand, what are you talking about?” Luna asked shaking her head.
“Allow me to clarify. Did you know I’ve always been a fan of the concept of ‘chance’? It’s always
intrigued me; the thrill of winning or losing something all on mere luck, I believe that’s known as
gambling in this world,” the boy said while reaching into his pocket casually. Luna watched him curiously
as the boy took something out and held it in his hand.
“As powerful as I am, I prefer to base my power on that concept; that thrill. It’s a little passion of
mine you see,” he said calmly. Luna looked at him carefully as he set down a pair of rolling dice on the
table, the black cubes having green dots adoring the sides.
“You rely on the concept of luck to drive your magic? That seems very dangerous and unstable,”
Luna said shaking her head.
“Well, all magic is dangerous my dear, mine is no exception. But that’s what makes it exciting to
me, it would be boring if there were no stakes or penalties, and I just love being entertained with the
worlds around me,” the boy reasoned with a shrug. Luna looked at him curiously then to the TV reports
as an image of a building within the city under attack was bursting apart from the inside with bright red
and purple flames. People in the streets were fleeing in a panic while the large building started to
rumble and shift around slightly.
“Oh my god, those people are going to be killed,” Luna said fearfully.
“I can see how much you wish to protect them, you are indeed a very selfless and caring
individual,” the boy said with a calm smile. Luna watched the reports then looked to the boy urgently.
“Please, what are you talking about, how can I help stop this?” she pleaded. The boy nodded
and motioned towards his dice.
“Simple, you and I are going to play a little game.”

“Dammit, where could she be then?” Felucia asked with desperation.

“I have no idea, but if she’s not here we need to find our friends and get out of here ourselves,”
Moka said looking to Mizore. The snow maiden nodded then everybody looked up as a loud squawk was
heard above in the sky.
“That thing’s going to go on a rampage looking for a chronofly who isn’t here,” Apoch said
shaking her head. She blinked then looked to Felucia puzzled.
“Wait, I couldn’t cut through that thing’s leg earlier with my sword, how did Mr. Gabriel free you
and Ms. Luna?” she asked.
“He didn’t, somebody else did. She’s a tough fighter, really tough,” Felucia said looking to Moka
with a cool smile. The vampire looked at her puzzled as Felucia glanced to Apoch and Astreal with an
expectant nod, the sisters nodding slowly as they understood who she was talking about.
“Oh, yes, her,” Apoch said looking up with wonder.
“Somebody else? Who?” Moka asked.
“Ms. Moka, you’re never going to believe who we found out there,” Astreal said shaking her
head slowly. Moka looked at them curiously while Mizore showed a puzzled expression still.
“Let’s head out and find the others, you’ve got to see this to believe it Moka,” Felucia said with a
confident smile. Moka looked at her with wonder then up at the sky as another loud squawk from the
rylo was heard.
“And… what do we do about that thing?” Moka asked.
“Hopefully with all of us together we can stop it, we have to regroup and put a stop to these
dark monsters before they make us look even more evil in the eyes of humans,” Apoch said readying her
barrier blade. Astreal nodded as her magical wings took form again behind her. Moka nodded then
looked at Felucia curiously.
“Felucia, how… how are you here again?” she asked. Felucia chuckled and shrugged.
“What? I was getting bored down in hell, I couldn’t stop by to say hello?” she asked with a laugh.
Moka showed a small smile then a worried expression.
“You’re… still dead aren’t you? You’re a disembodied soul,” she said softly. Felucia nodded while
remaining quiet, showing a small remorseful smile. Moka looked at her friend with regret then smiled a
little.
“It’s good to see you again though, we’ve missed you,” she said genuinely. Felucia chuckled then
hugged the vampire tightly, the pinked haired girl smiling weakly as she was lifted off the ground.
“Well I’ve missed you all too. I heard how you all killed Hokuto and wiped Alucard off the face of
the earth, never had a doubt you guys couldn’t handle it,” she said with a laugh before setting the

vampire down. Moka smiled amusedly at her friend and nodded. Felucia smirked then looked to Mizore,
the snow girl staring at her with a worried expression.
“Felucia…” she said softly.
“C’mon Mizore, don’t tell me you’re scared of a little fight like this,” Felucia mused shaking her
head.
“Little? Um, have you seen the size of that thing up there?” Astreal said with disbelief while
pointing up. Mizore shook her head slowly as she showed a remorseful expression.
“Felucia… I…” she said softly. She trembled for a moment then quickly hugged Felucia tightly,
the demon looking ahead with a gentle gaze.
“I’m so sorry, I’m sorry I got you killed! I didn’t mean to drop the shell like that, it was an
accident!” she cried out before she started sobbing. Felucia showed a remorseful smile and held her as
the snow maiden cried into her shoulder.
“I’m sorry Felucia; I tried to save you but… I failed. Please forgive me,” Mizore said shaking her
head while crying.
“You came after me Mizore, that’s what matters, I thought I told you this before,” Felucia said
gently.
“Why did you save me though? You could have saved yourself, maybe even have been with Dark
afterwards, why did you give your life for me like that?” Mizore whimpered. She leaned back to see
Felucia smiling gently at her.
“I love Dark, I always will Mizore. I want that demon to be happy, no matter what. And what he
wants more than anything is you, he always has. There’s no way I could have let you die back in that
ship, I would have let part of Dark die as well,” she reasoned. Mizore sniffled and wiped a tear from her
eye as Felucia shook her head slowly and amusedly.
“You’re his wife, there’s no way any other deserves that title more than you, not even me.
Besides, you’re my comrade too you know, I would always make that choice for you,” she said softly.
“Felucia…” Mizore said quietly.
“Don’t ever say sorry for coming after me Mizore, it meant the world to me that you did. I don’t
regret my actions or what came of them, I never have once. So stop feeling guilty about something that
was out of your control,” Felucia said shaking Mizore lightly. The snow girl nodded slowly and looked
down. Felucia smiled gently and nodded then looked around.
“Is Dark here? Did he come after us?” she asked.
“No, he’s back at the villa, there was… another problem that had to be dealt with,” Moka said
with concern.

“That other flying demon that chased me there, yeah I remember. I bet Dark shot it right out of
the sky no sweat though,” Felucia said confidently. Apoch and Astreal glanced to each other then away
while Moka nodded slowly with a forced smile.
“Yes, I’m sure he did,” Moka said before glancing to Mizore. The snow girl looked away while
wiping the tears from her eyes, wondering how her demon was doing back at the villa with both the
dark flyer from above and Arial.
“Well then let’s get the others and clean up this mess, the faster we do that the faster I can say
hello to him again. Boy is he going to be surprised to see me, what are the odds he would see a
disembodied soul like me in person?” Felucia laughed.
“Greater than you would think,” Apoch said quietly while looking away.
“What was that?” Felucia asked looking to her. Apoch turned to her with a forced smile and
shook her head.
“Nothing Ms. Felucia, still, we’d better be going, we must hurry before the HDA shows up,” she
reasoned.
“The who?” Felucia asked.
“The Human Defense Agency, they’re against monsters living in the human world and are trying
to kill us. We’ll explain everything Felucia, but for now we need to be careful what we do here in public.
This isn’t like it was yesterday, we can’t kill any humans or else we’ll seal away our chances of forming
peace with them again,” Moka explained.
“Human Defense Agency? Yesterday? Peace?” Felucia asked shaking her head.
“Just follow us Ms. Felucia, and please do not seriously injure any humans while we are here in
the city,” Astreal said waving them towards the end of the hall where the exit was. Moka and the sisters
started running towards it while Felucia and Mizore remained and looked to one another.
“Um, what have I been missing here?” Felucia asked simply.
“We’ll explain later,” Mizore said with a shrug, the two girls then running after the others.
“Alright, but define ‘seriously injure’,” Felucia called out as they made haste for their friends
back in the streets.

Up above the city the rylo screeched loudly as it circled about in the air over the central district,
its remaining eye scanning the area below for any search of the chronofly that it was under orders to
bring back alive to the dark world. It flapped its massive wings as it soared around slowly in the sky,
casting a large shadow down onto the city below while people were screaming and running around in a
panic. Cars were crashing into each other in their haste to flee the city while rescue workers and police

officials were scrambling to evacuate people while putting out fires. Among the streets several HDA
armored transport trucks were driving towards a reported monster outbreak in the streets, the soldiers
inside armed with rifles, grenades, and other heavy weaponry as they made their way towards their
targets.
Up in the sky a few HDA fighter jets raced through the air towards the rylo, the four armed
crafts firing missiles at the large target over the city. The projectiles slammed into it and exploded yet
did no visible damage to the massive flyer. The rylo squawked and looked towards the fighters as they
swarmed around it. Two of them opened fired with their machine guns while the others fired more
missiles at it, all of the attacks appearing to do no harm to the demon. The rylo screeched as electrical
arcs zapped around between its many spines along its back.
“This is Specter 4, missiles are not having an effect on the target, we need heavier ordinance up
here,” one of the pilots called out.
“What the hell is it doing? We’re seeing some strange lights running along its back,” another
pilot called out.
The rylo let out a screech as a powerful field of electrical energy crackled and rapidly flew out
around it in a giant sphere, the fighter jets being hit and exploding into fiery wreckages while a few bolts
of lightning from the airborne demon struck down onto a nearby skyscraper. The building’s top floors
were instantly blasted into an inferno while chunks of debris crashed down towards the city below.
Down in the streets Akasha was looking up at seeing the building a block away being struck by
the rylo, watching as the demon exuded a great amount of electrical energy.
“That thing is going to be a problem,” she said simply.
“Watch out lady!” Render called out, with Akasha then looking to see the giant brute swinging
its broadsword down towards her. The vampire raised her sword up and blocked the strike with both
hands, the ground under her shattering from the force as she held the large blade up over her head.
Render stared with wide eyes as the woman had stopped the large attack from the brute with what
appeared to be no effort. Akasha smirked then glanced to Render.
“I thought you would be taking care of this thing; surely you wouldn’t let it harm a lady such as I,
would you?” she mused playfully. Render blinked then smiled curiously.
“Just what are you anyway?” he asked. Akasha chuckled lightly then swung down with her
blade, throwing the brute’s attack down onto the ground next to her. She then jumped over and kicked
off of the blade towards the monster’s head, swinging her sword and striking across its face. The
monster howled as its nose was razed through then swung its other hand around, hitting Akasha and
knocking her off to the side. She spun around then landed down on the pavement from the powerful hit,
skidding backwards as her boots sparked and cracked the pavement under her before she came to a
stop. The brute roared at her before looking over to see Render leaping up and striking down with both
of his swords at the monster’s wrist. The battlemage stuck down and slashed through the flesh down to

the bone, once again coming to a swift halt before the brute yanked its arm back up and threw the boy
off to the side. The brute then swung down with its sword at Render, the mage rolling to the side before
the large broadsword slammed into the pavement behind him and knocked him away from the force of
the hit.
“Dammit, why won’t your hands come off?” Render yelled out at the monster as he stumbled
back to his feet. The brute geared back to swing at Render again before a flash of light struck through its
wrist, the monster howling as its hand holding the broadsword was cleaved off by a fierce strike by
Akasha. The brute roared out furiously as Akasha smirked at Render.
“Let’s go with you softened that up for me, shall we?” she asked casually. Render looked at her
with wonder then smiled arrogantly.
“Damn straight I did lady,” he said with a laugh. The brute roared and swung around, knocking
Akasha off her feet and over into a parked truck, the woman crashing through the backside cargo hull
and flying out the other side, hitting against the wall of a building feet first as she braced from the hit
while stopping in place above the sidewalk. The wall cracked severely before the woman leapt off with
incredible force, flying back through the hole in the truck and out into the street. She touched down
with one foot on the pavement then jumped up into the air while gearing her blade back behind her.
Render watched as the woman stuck down her sword at the brute and sliced off the arm that had the
stump for a wrist with one swing. The monster howled as Akasha landed back down behind it and
looked to Render with a curious smile.
“Again, allowing something like that thing try to harm a lady isn’t the gentleman thing to do,”
she said shaking her head. Render just stared at her with wonder and a raised eyebrow then smiled
curiously.
“You seem to be handling yourself alright so far,” he said with a shrug. Akasha smirked slightly
with an amused murmur then looked back to seeing the brute gearing back with its remaining arm to
swing down with its sword. Akasha and Render leapt away as the brute slammed its sword into the
ground with a loud yell, the monster then swinging its blade out and around wildly as the two fighters
backed up.
“Did you want me to take its other arm off as well, or do you think you can actually fight it
now?” Akasha asked casually while glancing to Render. The battlemage smirked and stood his ground as
the brute geared back with its sword.
“Please, I could handle this thing with one hand myself,” he boasted, then tossed up his angular
blade high into the air. The brute swung down with its sword at him, the mage darting forward and
rolling towards its legs as the broadsword struck down into the pavement. Render rolled between the
monster’s legs then spun his straightedge sword around, slicing through the heel of the brute. The giant
dark monster roared and stumbled around before Render darted over and sliced through the other heel
of the beast then jumped back as the monster wobbled around while unable to stand properly. Render’s
angular sword dropped back down overhead into the battlemage’s hand, the boy smiling confidently as

the large brute stumbled and fell over to the side with a loud roar. Render then raced over and leapt
into the air as the brute tried to push itself back up with its remaining arm.
“And stay down!” Render shouted before he landed back down and drove his straightedge blade
into the monster’s spine. The brute snarled and twitched then dropped down with a loud thud as
Render stood atop it with a cool smile on his face.
“See? Piece of cake,” he said arrogantly. Akasha nodded slowly with an amused smile before a
loud crash and explosion blasted out from behind her through a building, with a dark scaled spider
demon stumbling out of the destroyed wall while hissing. Gin was stumbling around underneath it while
trying to push the dismembered demon’s leg up through the monster’s body. Akasha then spun around
and threw her blade towards the monster, the shimmering blade streaking through the air and striking
into the skull of the demon with a slick crunch. The demon wavered then collapsed down to the side as
Gin stared at Akasha with surprise. The woman walked over and grabbed her sword, then looked back to
Render with a cool smile of her own while yanking the blade out sharply.
“Well, if you say so,” she said simply with a shrug.
“Wha… who is this?” Gin asked looking at the woman while tossing the spider’s leg aside.
Render looked at Akasha curiously then to Gin with a shrug.
“The mother of all swordswomen everywhere and a certified badass,” he reasoned. Akasha
chuckled amusedly as Gin looked at her curiously. The three then looked over to see Kokoa leaping up
and kicking the behemoth again while further down the street, the redhead being completely naked and
having fire flaring around her wildly. The behemoth took the kick and skidded back while its feet tore up
the pavement, howling loudly as Kokoa growled at it while her monster energy continued to multiply.
Akasha looked at her with a raised eyebrow while Render turned away to avoid eye contact with the
naked vampire.
“This may be a silly question I’m sure, but why is Kokoa naked and on fire?” Akasha asked
simply.
“Something about her monster energy and charging up and her just being a very volatile kind of
girl I think,” Render said with a shrug while still looking away.
“How do you know her name? Who are you?” Gin asked looking to Akasha.
Kokoa growled as her power surged through her, the girl’s feet digging into the pavement
slightly while causing the ground to smoke from the heat she was exuding. The behemoth roared and
charged her again, the vampire then racing forward and leaping up into a powerful kick. The monster
tried to swing at her with its arm, the girl grabbing it and somersaulting over it while following through
with her kick. With a mighty yell the girl struck through the monster’s head, the force of the hit blasting
the skull and top of its torso off into a bloody mess that splattered back across the road. Kokoa landed
down on the other side of the monster, blood and bone fragments raining down around her onto the
ground, and then leapt back towards the monster with a powerful punch. As soon as she struck it the

monster and ground below them exploded violently as all her energy was unleashed. Dust and debris
flew out from the impact along with chunks of the demon that were pulverized and thrown about. Gin
and Render looked back over to see the dust cloud swirling around from the powerful attack while bits
of the demon were scattered about along the road.
“Um, I think she got him,” Render said simply with a shrug. Gin glanced to Akasha then raced
over towards where his girlfriend would be unconscious. Akasha then took off after him, with Render
following quickly as well. Gin ran through the dust cloud and looked around, searching through the haze
as sirens were heard getting closer. He looked around then spotted Kokoa lying naked in a small carter
in the road, the girl’s hair lying freely on the ground while her skin didn’t have a single burn or scratch on
it.
“She really is incredible,” Gin said softly with wonder. Akasha and Render ran over to see Gin
kneeling down next to the young vampire and looking her over.
“Is she alright?” Akasha asked. Gin nodded then looked back to her.
“She’ll be fine, but who are you and how do you know her?” he asked. Render glanced over then
saw Leon running towards them while carrying some shopping bags.
“Dude, what are you doing? Now’s not the time to go shopping,” Render said shaking his head.
Leon ran over to the group then looked up while holding the bags out to Gin.
“She wanted me to pick her up some clothing for when she collapsed like this, so um, here,”
Leon said with a shrug. Gin looked at the bags then quickly took them while Akasha continued to look at
Kokoa curiously.
“She had you do her shopping?” Render asked with a raised eyebrow. Leon glanced to him and
nodded then looked to Akasha.
“Um, who is this?” he asked as Gin began to dress Kokoa with new clothing. Leon had managed
to find new white panties and a bra that fit her, white and light green sandals, a pink mini skirt that was
maybe slightly shorter than her previous one, a white shirt and a hot pink half sleeved jacket that had
gray and green stripes across the sides. He even had brought two new red bows to help fix the girl’s hair
up into her usual pigtail style. As the werewolf got the girl dressed, being very quick about it as he had
practice doing this with her, sirens were starting to get louder along with loud honking from trucks.
“I believe we have company coming,” Akasha pointed out looking around cautiously. Leon
looked at her carefully then around as the sirens were getting closer. From down the other side of the
street Moka’s group raced out of the shopping center from a side exit, the girls looking around quickly to
seeing the ravaged street then over to find the other group gathered together.
“Hey, you guys!” Moka called out as they ran towards them. She stopped and looked up to
seeing the rylo circling around above, the demon letting out another squawk as the vampire then looked

around at seeing the city going into panic mode. The other group looked over to them as Gin finished
getting Kokoa dressed, the werewolf lifting the sleeping vampire into his arms and holding her securely.
“We’ve got a problem!” Apoch called out.
“Besides the entire city going to chaos around us, what else is wrong?” Render asked as the girls
ran up to them with Moka still lingering behind and looking around worriedly at all the damage that was
being caused by the dark world’s monsters. She looked back to seeing people fleeing the street further
away while sirens were getting closer.
“This is a disaster,” she said shaking her head.
“That wasn’t Ms. Luna we rescued, it was a decoy,” Astreal explained. The other group looked at
her puzzled.
“What? A decoy?” Gin asked.
“Yes, the body turned to dust inside, it was a fake. The real Luna is still out there somewhere,”
Mizore explained.
“What?” Akasha said with concern.
“So if that wasn’t your friend, then does that mean… she’s still up in that other world?” Render
asked looking up. Apoch shook her head and looked up as well.
“We don’t believe so. These other monsters came down here looking to take that double back
up with them, they believed it was the real Ms. Luna as well. It appears somebody else managed to
rescue her from above before any of us got to her,” she reasoned.
“Yeah, I risked my soul’s existence to bring back a lifeless doll, fucking sucks,” Felucia grunted
looking up as well. Gin glanced to her with wonder.
“Well I’ll be, you really are here again,” he said. Felucia smirked at him and shrugged.
“Admit it Gin, it was boring here without me,” she mused. The werewolf nodded and chuckled.
“Well, things certainly have gotten pretty lively around here, do we have you to thank for that?”
he asked. Felucia giggled then looked over behind her, the group then looking to see Moka running
towards them again.
“This isn’t good, we need to stop that thing up there and get out of the city before-” she said
before stopping in place, staring at someone with wide eyes. Everybody looked at her then to Akasha as
Felucia glanced to Moka and smirked. The world around Moka seemed to quiet down as she stared at
the woman with wonder.
“Hello again Moka,” Akasha said gently with a smile.

“Moka? You know her?” Gin asked.
“Who is this?” Mizore asked.
“Mother,” Moka breathed out. The group looked to her with surprise then to Akasha except for
Felucia and the witch sisters. Akasha smiled gently at her daughter and walked up towards her.
“I wasn’t aware that I would be seeing you so soon my dear, my how you’ve grown into a lovely
woman,” she said kindly. Moka stared at her with disbelief, images of the woman flashing before her
eyes from when she was younger and living back at home with her father. The image of her mother
wearing an elegant red and white dress came before her then faded to reveal the woman standing
before her wearing armor and holding a sword, the elder vampire appearing to be the same age still
while her pink hair flowed gently behind her.
“Mother… is it… really you?” Moka asked with tears forming in her eyes.
‘Am I seeing things?’
‘Is it really… her?’
“Yes Moka, it’s really me,” Akasha said gently.
“This is your mother? But… how?” Gin said with disbelief. Before anyone could say a word the
sirens started to grow louder as tires screeching were heard nearby. The group looked around to seeing
several HDA armored trucks and police cars swerving into the street from nearby intersections. The
vehicles approached the scene then quickly came to a halt, with policemen getting out and aiming their
guns at the group from behind their doors while soldiers started to disembark from the trucks and
approach the group from both sides. A few news crews drove up in their vans with reporters and
cameramen jumping out quickly and rushing towards the scene. Policemen tried to hold them back
while the HDA soldiers rushed over towards the group while aiming their rifles at them.
“Nobody move, hands in the air now!” one yelled out.
“End of the line monsters!” another shouted out.
“Wait, hold it, we’re on your side!” Render pleaded while holding his hands up, while holding
his giant swords.
“Then stop waving your swords around at them!” Leon barked out at him while raising his hands
as well. Render quickly dropped the large weapons down onto the ground with a nervous smile while
Apoch and Astreal dissolved their barrier sword and wings.
“Wait, don’t shoot!” the sisters said in unison while raising their hands.
“Stop, we’re not bad monsters, please!” Moka pleaded while raising her hands.

“Don’t be foolish gentlemen, we’re not the ones you should be pointing your weapons at,”
Akasha cautioned while keeping her hands up and dropping her sword. Moka glanced around at the
soldiers surrounding them, seeing them readying to fire and gun the group down.
“Please, listen to us, we’re on your side!” she pleaded loudly.
“They’re all monsters, take them down!” a soldier called out. Moka shook her head and quickly
stepped forth.
“I’m begging you to listen to me, we’re not evil!” she cried out. The soldiers glared at her as she
looked around at them with fearful eyes. Over by the sidelines a news crew snuck through an alleyway
and started filming the standoff, the cameraman panning around to seeing the group of monsters
surrounded by HDA soldiers.

“Moka!” Luna cried out as she saw the pink haired vampire on the TV, the image showing armed
soldiers surrounding a group of monsters in the street.
“Well I’ll be, Moka Akashiya, Mizore Shirayuki, and Kokoa Shuzen, what are the odds indeed?”
the boy next to her chuckled. Luna looked to him with surprise.
“You know them? You know my friends?” she asked quickly.
“In a manner of speaking, yes. I don’t know them as you do, but I do know them as I do,” the
boy said with a shrug. Luna looked at him with confusion then back to the TV.
“Oh my god, I have to go help them!” Luna said as she started to get up. The boy next to her
quickly grabbed her hand and yanked her back down; the girl looking to him with desperation as he
slowly shook his head.
“Luna, you know very well you can’t go out there. I need to keep you hidden, and I can’t do that
if you regroup with those that are being watched by my father,” he said calmly.
“But they’re going to be executed,” Luna pleaded as she tried to free her hand. She stopped
when the boy looked to her with his differently colored eyes.
“Luna, sit down and be quiet, you’re causing a scene,” he said expectantly. Luna glanced around
then looked to him with pleading eyes.
“Please, let me go help them,” she said worriedly.
“You are to sit there and be quiet Luna, understand?” the boy said knowingly. The girl paused
for a moment then nodded slowly. The boy smirked then looked back to the TV as did Luna.

“Good, now let’s see what she has to say,” he said calmly as he let go of Luna’s hand. She
glanced to him nervously then to the TV, knowing she wouldn’t be able to run away from him even if she
wanted to.

“Please, we’re not evil monsters like the ones attacking your city, we’re trying to help,” Moka
pleaded.
“Help? We don’t need help from monsters like you, every one of you damned things are all the
same!” a soldier yelled out.
“That’s not true, we risked our lives to stop Alucard from destroying your world; we wanted to
protect you all. We’re not evil,” Moka pleaded while shaking her head.
“You fought against that giant monster? You’re the ones that broke out of containment
yesterday, you’re the ones that destroyed our command center and took the lives of many human
beings!” a soldier yelled out. Another soldier walked up towards Moka and aimed his rifle at her head,
the girl staring at him with fright.
“We just wanted to free ourselves; you arrested and blamed us for something we didn’t do! We
had to defend ourselves, you gave us no choice!” Moka reasoned.

Luna watched with fright as the soldier was standing next to Moka with his rifle to her head at
pointblank. The chronofly shook her head then looked to the boy next to her.
“Please, you said I could help somehow, what can I do?” she asked desperately. The boy glanced
to her then to his dice on the table.
“Simple, we can play a game of chance. You see, I can alter reality beyond what you would
consider being possible, as you’ve no doubt have noticed by now,” he explained. Luna looked to the dice
then to him as he turned to face her with a casual smile.
“However, to keep things interesting I prefer to gamble with my dice, to wager something of
great value against something else of great value,” he continued.
“You use your dice to determine what your magic will do?” Luna asked looking to the dice. The
boy nodded and held them up to show her the sides.
“Here are the rules of my games, listen closely. We take turns rolling to win what we wish to
obtain. Rolling a snake eyes means I win, rolling two sixes means you win. If we roll doubles of any other
pairing we roll again, otherwise we take turns until there is a victor,” he explained. Luna looked at the
dice worriedly then to the TV. The boy nodded and sat back in his seat.

“You wish to help them? You want that big bad demon in the air to go away and for your friends
to be safe from the humans that are about to kill them where they stand?” he asked. Luna looked to him
urgently and nodded.
“Yes, please, can you make all that happen?” she asked quickly.
“I could, if you’re specific with declaring your wish. Tell me what it is you want to happen to the
best of your ability and then we can roll to see if it’ll happen should you win,” the boy reasoned. Luna
looked at him worriedly then to the dice.
“And… if you win?” she asked.
“Well, I do like to gamble big and for something of fair value in comparison to what I’m asked of
doing. So, tell me, what is it you will gamble for?” he asked with a raised eyebrow. Luna looked at him
then to TV with worried eyes. After a moment she looked back to the boy.
“I want that giant demon to be completely destroyed and not to harm the city, and I want my
friends to be spared from being executed,” she said hopefully. The boy nodded and tilted his head
slightly.
“That’s a pretty big order, the odds of that happening are realistically near zero,” he pointed out
amusedly.
“That’s what I want to roll for, please,” Luna begged. The boy nodded and smiled slyly at her.
“Very well, it is within reason for me to do, however that’s a very powerful wish you’re asking
for, and so I’ll be wanting something of great value to be wagered in return,” he reasoned.
“What is it then, what do you want?” Luna asked. The boy looked at her for a moment then
leaned forward on the table with a slick smile while setting the dice down between them.
“Your heart,” he said. Luna looked at him with surprise as the boy chuckled.
“Yes, gambling for a fair woman’s heart has always been something I love to do, and you are
indeed quite a catch my little butterfly. If I win, your heart will belong to me forever,” he reasoned. Luna
looked at him with shock while holding a hand over her heart.
“My heart?” she asked quietly. The boy nodded and leaned back with a simple shrug.
“You don’t have to roll if you don’t want to Luna, I’m not forcing you. However if you wish to
gamble big than so will I, it’s only fair,” he said calmly. Luna looked at him with nervous eyes then to the
TV as Moka was trying to reason with the human soldiers, all of them keeping their rifles poised to gun
the group of monsters down in the street. Luna hesitated then looked to the boy nervously.
“If you wish to roll for a lucky break for your friends then go ahead, otherwise we’ll just sit here
and watch what happens,” the boy said simply. Luna glanced to the dice then to the boy worriedly. He
had the power to supposedly save all her friends, however she would be taking the chance that she

would forfeit her heart to him forever should she lose his game. She had often seen the boy casually
tossing his dice up and catching them while she had been staying with him in the fancy hotel he had
brought her to. It was apparent that they were special to him in some way, and now it was clear why. He
loved to gamble, and he based all his otherworldly power on that for the simple thrill of it. Luna
struggled to think of what to do, wishing to help her friends while also keeping her heart.
Slowly her hand reached out towards the dice on the table, stopping an inch over them and
holding in place. She glanced to the dice then to the boy across from her, the one who would either help
her save her friends or steal away her heart and love for all time, the one who was the son of the dark
king that had imprisoned and used her like a breeder for more chronoflies, the one who saved her from
her torment and removed what was being grown inside of her against her will.
The one known as Hex Lagon.

Chapter 25
One More Chance
"Please don't do this," Moka whimpered while staring down the barrel of an automatic rifle, the
weapon being held by an HDA soldier who was glaring at the vampire. All around the group of monsters
armed soldiers were keeping their sights set on the otherworldly creatures with a keen aim while nearby
a news crew was filming the scene from between two buildings. On both ends of the street HDA
personal and police officers were blocking off the road and keeping civilians back as a growing crowd
was gathering to see the monsters being dealt with by the HDA.
"We're not your enemies, we're on your side," Gin said looking around at the soldiers, slowly
shifting back to his human form while he held Kokoa in his arms still.
"Yeah, that is not our bird up there, seriously, never seen it before in our lives," Render added
while looking up at the colossal rylo which was circling above the towering district in the city.
"You monsters think you can just take over our world do you? You think we're afraid of the likes
of you?" the soldier in front of Moka spat out while the vampire watched him with nervous eyes.
"No, I know you're not afraid of us, you've got it all wrong," she pleaded.
"We don't have anything wrong here monster, you've shown your true nature and attacked us
when we gave you a chance for peace, you unleashed another tyrant into our world after the first one
you sent after us failed, you won't be fooling us again with your words or treachery," the soldier
snapped with anger.
Two more soldiers walked up with their rifles poised and held them to Apoch and Astreal's
heads, the girls staring ahead with fright as the men stood at their sides. A few more kept their aim on
Mizore and Felucia while another two soldiers watched Akasha carefully from down their sights. Gin
looked around worriedly as all the soldiers were set to gun the group down in a flash.
"Please, we're begging you to listen to us," Apoch pleaded.
"We're not the ones who attacked your cities or harmed your people," Astreal said desperately.
Moka slowly kneeled down while keeping her hands held up, the soldier before her keeping his
gun aimed at her head.
"I'm begging you, please, we're not your enemies, we're not the ones who are attacking you,"
she pleaded while looking up at the man.
"You think you can slither your way out of this with your lies again? Are all you monsters so full
of shit that you think you're above us, that we'll just listen to whatever you say like blind sheep?" the
soldier scoffed as he kept his aim on her head. Over by the side a few soldiers saw the cameraman and
male reporter from the news crew rushing over from the alleyway.

"Hey, get those people out of here now!" one of the soldiers called out. The group looked over
to see the reporter and cameraman running over while keeping Moka in their sights.
"Ladies and gentleman, the HDA is preparing to put to death the monsters that have brought on
this horrible catastrophe, the very ones who we once let into our world under the foolish belief that
they wanted peace with our kind. What do you monsters have to say for yourselves before you are
executed for your crimes against humanity?" the reporter announced with a stern glare at Moka.
"Get that camera out of here now! Someone get those people back! The rest of you, put these
monsters down for good!" the soldier in front of Moka called out as he prepared to fire while readying
his rifle.

Mrs. Aono dropped her dish and cup of tea as she stared at the TV with wide eyes alongside Mr.
Aono, both of them watching the news report as Moka was about to be executed.
"Oh… my… no! Moka!" Mrs. Aono cried out.
"What are you doing? Don't shoot her, she's telling the truth and she's my son's hot girlfriend!"
Mr. Aono cried out.

"Mizore!" Tsurara cried out as she and her husband watched the news report from their home,
both staring with wide eyes as they saw their daughter about to be gunned down on live television.
"Don't shoot; they're on your side!" Mr. Shirayuki shouted out.

"Don't fire! Stop!" Ageha cried out as she saw the reports along with the other monsters in
disguise who were watching the TV while inside a lounge within a high class hotel. The other monsters
around her starting yelling at the screen as their own kind was about to be killed on TV.
mouth.

"Oh good lord, please don't shoot them," Ageha said quietly while holding a hand over her

"Moka!" Luna cried out. She looked to the dice next to her, then to Hex, then to the TV again
with frightened eyes as she saw Moka looking into the camera with teary eyes.
"Looks like luck's ran out for them, pity," Hex said looking to the TV. Luna shook her head then
looked back to his dice, her hand over them trembling slightly.

"Moka!" Ruby cried out as she and her group watched the news report from inside the villa.
"Oh my god, they're going to execute them in the streets!" Razico said with shock.
"Don't shoot them, we're the good guys!" Ahakon cried out. Yukari clung to his arm while
watching the report with frightened eyes.
"Run away you guys! Run away!" Ran cried out.
"Where are they going to run to, they're surrounded," Fang Fang said nervously.
"Where's my sister, or Gabriel? Where are they?" Complica cried out. Ceal and Kurumu kept
watching the reports, with the mage still working to heal the girl's body while the succubus watched
Moka with fearful eyes.
"Moka… no…" she said hoarsely before cringing in pain again.
"No, don't shoot, don't shoot," Rason pleaded desperately. Arial looked at the report with
worried eyes while Dark kept looking down at the floor with a strained expression, the demon still
remaining silent while avoiding eye contact with everybody. Sun watched the reports with fearful eyes,
seeing Gin standing there and surrounded by armed soldiers who were about to shoot him dead in the
street.

Moka slowly closed her eyes as she whimpered softly, with her group looking around at all the
men readying to gun them down.
"Please… you don't understand," she said softly.
"What's not to understand, you're a monster just like all of your kind," the soldier scoffed as he
readied his finger on the trigger. Moka chocked back her cries then looked to him with desperation.
"You don't understand, we're not your enemies, we're not here to take over your world; for
god's sake we're scared to death of you!" she screamed out at the top of her lungs. The surrounding
crowds started to grow quiet as all the soldiers halted in place while keeping their rifles aimed at the
monsters, all of them questioning what they just heard the monster cry out. Moka looked to the camera
with frightened eyes and shook her head.
"Why do you think we were hiding? Why do you think we were so worried about revealing
ourselves to you? Why do you think we had to learn to blend in to survive here in your world? We're
scared of you! Terrified!" she cried out. The news crew looked at her curiously as the girl struggled not
to break down.
"You humans own the earth, there's absolutely no disputing about that. You outnumber us a
thousand to one at the very least, you have weapons and technology that put to shame our best
warriors and magic, you're the dominant species in this world. As terrifying and dangerous as we seem,

you're the ones that are truly powerful and feared. That's why we hid in our own monster world, that's
why we ran from this world when you shot at us, we can't fight against you!" Moka cried out. The HDA
soldiers glanced to each other then back to the monsters while keeping their weapons poised still.

Mr. and Mrs. Aono were watching the report with wonder as Moka cried slightly while talking
towards the camera.
"We've had to hide in our own world, in what little room we have left to live in while in fear of
you. I'm a vampire, an S-Class ranked monster in my world, considered one of the strongest and most
powerful, so maybe that will help you see how threatening you are to us when I say that I'm scared
being in front of humans like this," Moka continued with watery eyes.
"Moka, dear," Mrs. Aono said softly.

"We were instructed by our dark lords to learn how to blend in with mankind, to disguise who
and what we were from the world so we might be able to live out here in peace. Those that graduated
our academy were allowed to move out here at their own risk, to try to make a life for themselves while
always hiding what they truly were to everyone around them," Moka continued as Mr. and Mrs.
Shirayuki watched her on TV with worried eyes from inside their home.
"Please listen to her," Tsurara said softly. Moka whimpered and closed her eyes.
"We just want to live, that's all we've ever wanted. Our numbers were drastically cut down long
ago when you humans inherited the earth and drove us out, we're struggling to survive and keep our
races alive with everything we have," she said with remorse.

Ageha and the other monsters in the lounge inside the hotel watched as Moka continued her
attempts at reasoning with the HDA.
"Yes, I know, monsters attacked you in your world; first with Fairy Tale, then with Alucard, and
then more and more started fights within your world and harmed your people. I'm not going to lie and
say all monsters are kindhearted like us, but are you going to say all humans are angels? That none of
you attack your own or others out of anger, spite, or hatred? Monsters are capable of good and evil as
much as every human being out there," Moka reasoned desperately. Ageha looked down with worried
eyes, knowing that even though her daughter was the Princess of Hell and daughter to the most evil
entity in their world, she was still kindhearted and loved by many, and even destined to mate with an
angel from the heavens.

Luna and Hex watched as Moka looked into the camera with pleading eyes while still being held
at gunpoint.
"Please, listen to me. We're not your enemies, but there are those out there that do wish to kill
you all, along with us. The ones that brought about the suffering at your school and city, the ones who
came here along with that giant demon over my head as I speak, they are truly evil monsters. And
they're not just attacking you and causing pain here in your world, they've even targeted us in the
monster world. They're not from your world or ours, they're from someplace entirely different;
someplace where their ruler wants to conquer everything he lays his eyes on. This monster, this dark
evil king, he's preparing an army of his own. The demon you see above is just the first of countless more
he has waiting in the darkness, countless more that he'll unleash onto both of our worlds to wipe us all
out," she explained urgently. The camera moved up to see the rylo squawking again while circling above
the city with a slow glide. Luna looked at the image with worried eyes then to Hex, the boy merely
shrugging while still watching the report.
"Father's love for conquering and razing worlds to the ground never did interest me, just
seemed boring in all honesty," he said plainly. Luna looked at him curiously then to the report again.

Ruby and her group watched the report except for Dark who continued to look down at the
floor in silence.
"Give us a chance to prove that we're on your side, that we believe in defending mankind just
like you do," Moka pleaded while looking up to the soldier. The camera turned to see him watching her
with a sharp eye while still ready to fire at a moment's notice.
"You monsters killed our children, destroyed our homes, brought about a hellish nightmare once
again onto one of our cities, and you have the audacity to say you believe in defending us? That you're
on our side?" the man snapped with anger. Moka showed a remorseful expression and shook her head.
"The ones that attacked your children and school were monsters, and they were killed by
monsters. The giant destroyer Alucard that attacked your home was a monster, and it was killed by
monsters, myself included. The ones that are bringing about this hell which has touched both your world
and ours are monsters unlike anything we've ever known; they aim to kill us all. Our school taught us to
value a life, whatever it is, and we hold that dearly now. Give us a chance to prove our worth to you,
that we can be allies. One chance, to earn your trust," she pleaded before bowing her head and closing
her eyes. The cameraman panned up to show the rylo for a moment before looking back to Moka, then
to the soldier as he continued to watch her with anger.
"Give us a chance, please," Yukari whimpered.
"Can any of them take down that rylo?" Razico asked.
"No, they won't be able to kill it even with all of them combined. It's far stronger than any
monster in our world, it would be above that of even a dragon's power ranking," Ran said nervously.

The HDA soldier narrowed his eyes at Moka while the surrounding troops kept on guard.
"Give me one good reason to even consider giving you another chance monster," he scoffed.
The group and cameraman looked up at hearing the sound of an explosion, seeing red and
purplish flames blasting out from the windows of a nearby building high above the street. From the
smoke and flames two winged figures flew out and started punching at each other in the air.
"Gabriel!" Ahakon said with surprise.
"Who is that he's fighting, is that one of those evil minions?" Ruby asked cautiously.
Gabriel swung his fist around, with Rathieal dodging back before swinging his fist out, throwing
a wave of red and purple flames towards the angel. Gabriel spiraled down to the side, a few of his
feathers singing from the flames, then banked around and swung at the dark monster again, striking him
in the face and knocking him back. The evil monster spun around then threw a flaming spear of his fires
again towards Gabriel, the angel dodging it before racing towards his opponent. The spear flew into the
building behind them and exploded into a firestorm, with smoke and glass shards flying out into the air.
"Going to guess that's a bad guy," Yukari said simply.
"Rathieal," Ran breathed out with fright. The group looked to her as she backed up fearfully.
"You know him?" Ruby asked. Ran shakily nodded as she held her hands close to her chest out
of fright.
"He's… he's the one that kidnapped us for our old master," she said while trembling slightly. The
group looked at her with surprise then to the TV as Gabriel and the dark monster clashed again in the air
above the street.
"That's the one that kidnapped you and your sisters?" Yukari asked.
"Yes, I remember his fiery magic well, his spears of red and purple flames, that's him. He took us
away when we were still young; he killed our guardian parents and took us into the darkness. He was
always so cruel to us, he used to choke me and my sisters with our collars just for fun, he loved making
Rin cry," Ran whimpered while backing up more. Ceal glanced to her then to the TV which was showing
Gabriel and Rathieal flying around in the air above the street while trying to strike at each other.
"Well then siren, it appears the angel is going to exact revenge for you," he said before resuming
his concentration on Kurumu's injury.

Up in the air Gabriel swung at Rathieal again, the dark being dodging under the strike before
swinging out with a fiery punch of his own. The angel was struck in the chest and thrown back towards a
building, his chest smoking slightly from the hit before he crashed through a window into a hallway.
People around screamed and backed up as he got back onto his feet, his wings arching back before he

flew out again towards his foe. Rathieal flung out a fiery spear towards Gabriel, the angel spiraling
around and catching the weapon with his hand. He withheld his scream of pain as his hand burned while
he reoriented from his spiral and threw the weapon back at Rathieal, the dark being dodging aside as
the fiery spear flew past and seared through a few of his feathers. As the flaming spear flew over and
exploded into a building, causing glass and smoke to billow out from the blast, Gabriel raced over and
struck Rathieal across the face, then again, then again, and then again while the two flew back over and
slammed into the building against a window. The grass cracked and shattered slightly before Gabriel
flew up while holding onto Rathieal, the dark monster being dragged and plowed through multiple glass
windows as the two ascended higher alongside the building. After a few floors Rathieal kicked Gabriel
off of him, the angel flying back as the dark monster was pushed back into the building. Gabriel
reoriented just as Rathieal flew out of the broken window with another fiery spear in his hand, the
monster swinging at the angel who darted around and resumed trying to strike down the evil minion
with fury in his eyes.
streets.

Down below everybody was watching as the two were darting around while high above the

"There's your reason," Moka said looking back to the soldier before her. He glanced down to her
as she looked back up to the two airborne fighters.
"Even the heavens above have seen that some monsters are good souls, that some of us are
worth protecting and fighting for," she said softly.
"Holy shit… is that… an angel?" the reporter asked with an open mouth.
"Yes, his name is Gabriel; he's a guardian angel of the human world. He and his friend Rason
have been helping us fight against those that are truly evil in this world," Moka said as she watched
Gabriel fighting the dark monster above. She then looked to the HDA soldier with desperation, the man
looking from her to the fight above then back to her.
"Please, you have to see that you're pointing your weapons at the wrong monsters. My friends
and I have fought hard to protect you people; we're not your enemies. Those that attacked your homes
are the very same that are attacking us, the very same that are bringing this hell upon your city," she
pleaded. The soldier growled and kept his gun aimed at her head.
"You won't be fooling us again monster. You all acted like you wanted to help us by killing your
other little pet that you set loose in our world, you won't trick us again," he snapped.
"Alucard wasn't a pet or under anyone's control, he was a horrible monster that wanted to kill
you all just as much as us!" Moka pleaded.
"And now you expect us to believe that you're all here to help once again, just conveniently
showing up when your demon up there is terrorizing our city?" the soldier yelled out.
"We came here to stop that thing and rescue our friends that it had taken away!" Moka
reasoned.

"Don't give us that crap, and how do we know that angel up there is really an angel? There was
a boy with white feathered wings fighting with you on that day you acted like our saviors, that was
probably some monster that just looked like an angel, the same as the one up there right now!" the
soldier accused sharply.
"Open your eyes; he's fighting to stop a real monster up there! He's fighting for you and all of
us!" Moka pleaded desperately.
"You're all monsters, you're all the same!" the soldier yelled back at her.
"What must we do to prove to you that we're on your side?" Astreal cried out. The soldier next
to her whacked her in the head with the end of his rifle, the girl dropping down with a painful gasp.
"Astreal!" Leon called out. He then glared at the soldier that was aiming his gun down at the
witch while the others looked to her worriedly.
her.

"Please… we're here to help you…" Astreal whimpered as she looked up at the man aiming at
"Listen to us, we are not your enemies," Akasha declared looking around at the soldiers.

"That demon up there tried to take away two of our friends and seriously injured another, that
thing is not from our world nor is it on our side at all," Gin said shaking his head.
"Give us a chance to take it down, we'll prove to you that we're on your side," Render said
looking to the soldier aiming at Moka, the man glancing to him then to the vampire who was watching
him with worried eyes. The soldier grunted and readied his finger on the trigger.
"Why, so you can act like heroes again just like when you did with that Alucard thing? You're not
fooling us again!" he shouted out.
"Please, give us a chance to prove to you that we're not evil!" Moka pleaded.
"Shut up monster!" the soldier yelled out, the girl slowly shaking her head with worried eyes.
"Please don't," she begged.
"Dammit, just give us one chance to kill that thing; what do you have to lose in doing that?"
Felucia yelled out. The soldier aiming at Moka growled and nodded.
"Fine, you want a chance to show you're not so bad? Alright then, I'm going to count to ten, and
if you don't stop your little pet from going on a rampage by then you're all dead right here and now," he
said with malice. Moka and her group looked to him with surprise.
"What?" Moka asked in disbelief.

"That thing's your attack dog, if you want to live for more than ten seconds then call it off right
now!" the soldier ordered.
"That monster isn't ours, we can't control it," Gin said shaking his head. The soldier aiming at
Moka held his gun to her head pointblank, the girl staring at him with fright.
"There's your chance monster, it's more than you deserve. You want to talk about peace and
how you're not evil? Then put a stop to your attack right now and surrender peacefully," he ordered
sternly.
"We can't control it, and we certainly need more than ten seconds to stop that thing," Moka
pleaded while trembling slightly. The man narrowed his eyes as the group looked around at all the men
readying to fire.
"You wanted a chance, well there you go. Ten!" the soldier called out.
"Wait, how are we supposed to kill it in ten seconds from here?" Render asked franticly.
"Nine!" the soldier continued as all the HDA men readied to fire.
"Please, this isn't fair!" Moka pleaded shaking her head.
"Eight!"
"What are we supposed to do in ten seconds? Are you fucking kidding us?" Felucia yelled out
while looking around with frustration.
"Seven!"
"We can't kill it in ten seconds!" Gin argued while holding Kokoa close to him tightly.
"Six!"
"You're being unreasonable, we need more time than this," Akasha argued while keeping her
hands held up.
"Five!"
"Please don't do this, we need more time!" Apoch pleaded as Astreal slowly got up, the witches
keeping their hands raised while seeing the soldiers readying to shoot them down.
"Four!"
"Moka!" Mrs. Aono cried out as she and her husband watched the report from their home.
"Three!"

"Mizore!" Tsurara cried out while she and her husband held each other close out of fright for
their daughter.
"Two!"
"Don't!" Ageha yelled out with fright as she watched the TV in the hotel's lounge.
"One!" the soldier shouted out as his finger readied to pull the trigger on his rifle.
"NO!" Astreal yelled as she looked up to the rylo in the sky, her wings sprouting out from behind
her and glowing brightly. A sudden surge of energy swirled around the witch, knocking those near her
back into a stumble as a bright light shined from her wrist. She held her hands up together above her as
the group watched her with surprise, seeing the bright red light in her hands sparking and glowing
brighter still.
"Astreal?" Moka asked quietly.
From Astreal's hands the red light shot out in both directions, forming a glowing red rod which
she held onto with a focused expression. Her glowing wings arched back as the line she held glowed
brightly and curved slightly in her hand, bending back as she drew her other hand away from the one
holding the magical energy. The group watched as an arrow of red light took form, resting against the
magical beam that formed into a large sturdy bow of red magical energy. The witch held the arrow back
as a string of white light formed behind the arrow and linked to the bow on both ends, the arrow
sparking and having red swirls of light rolling off it. Moka stared at the witch with surprise as the girl's
monster energy skyrocketed past her normal capabilities, then past what Kokoa's overcharge could
produce, then past even her own vampire energy when her rosary was removed, then past when
Tsukune had his full power unleashed as well, and then further still. Moka stared with shock as Astreal's
monster energy went far beyond anything she's felt before.
'What the… where is this energy coming from?'
'This isn't possible, Astreal's nowhere near as powerful as this; how is she drawing so much
energy out of thin air?'
"Sister," Apoch breathed out as she watched her sister manifesting a great deal of magical
energy, the blonde haired witch holding her arrow back as her magical bow was primed. The bow and
arrow crackled with arcs of electricity sparking around them briefly, the red translucent bow being held
firmly by the witch whose long blonde hair was fluttering behind her.
"Holy… shit," Felucia said with wide eyes.
Astreal growled as she took aim at the rylo above, her hand holding the arrow trembling slightly
as the magical projectile pulsated with a great deal of power from within.
"Artimus Arrow!" she yelled out before letting the arrow go which promptly shot out with a loud
bang and powerful shockwave. The ground under Astreal shattered from the force as the arrow

streaked up through the air, the group around her being thrown back as dust flew out wildly from the
force.
Gabriel punched Rathieal with a powerful strike to the face, the dark being flying back slightly
before stopping and glaring at the angel.
"You miserable little insect, you and your pathetic little bugs for friends will be nothing but ash
on the ground before my king!" he yelled out as he geared back with one hand, forming a fiery purple
and red spear which crackled with energy. Gabriel tensed up before a powerful streak of red light shot
up through Rathieal, the dark being exploding into ash and smoke as the arrow flew up at high speed
into the air. Gabriel blinked as he saw his foe having been annihilated in a flash by the mere contact
from the arrow then looked up with bewilderment.
"What the hell?" he said in disbelief.
The arrow shot up into the sky at high speed, swirls of red energy rolling off of it in wisps as it
raced towards the rylo. The colossal demon screeched loudly before the arrow struck into its belly,
detonating into a powerful explosion that tore through the monster and erupted out its back. Everybody
down below watched with wide eyes as the rylo screeched hoarsely as the eruption from within it
etched its way through the monster's body. A moment later the entire demon detonated into a
powerful blast, erupting into a firestorm of red light and flames that billowed up into the sky with a
distorted wave of air from the shockwave rippling outwards. A massive bang echoed out followed by the
roaring of the flames and crackles of the air as the colossus was completely annihilated. People all
around the city stared at the sight with wide eyes as the monster was destroyed with a tremendous
explosion of fire and red light. Slowly everybody looked back to Astreal, the witch staring with wide eyes
at what she had just done as her bow and wings flickered before vanishing. She remained in place as she
stood there amidst destroyed concrete and rubble while everyone around her slowly got back up to
their feet.
"A-Astreal?" Moka asked with a mixture of wonder and concern. The blonde haired witch
wavered slightly then slowly lowered her hands as she looked over to the vampire, complete
bewilderment on her face still. She blinked then slowly looked around to seeing everyone, man and
monster, staring at her. Silence filled the street as throughout the rest of the city sounds of sirens and
people screaming from what they just saw were heard.
"How…" Apoch breathed out as she stared at her sister.
"Damn girl, you been working out or something?" Felucia said with awe.
"Astreal?" Leon asked softly. The girl slowly looked over to him while remaining silent. After a
while she finally spoke up with the only thing she could think of saying.
"Um…" she said quietly.
"Holy shit," an HDA soldier said while looking up at the sky above, seeing the flames and smoke
billowing away to reveal that the rylo had been completely vaporized.

Ruby and her group were just staring at the TV in silence as the camera showed that the rylo
was completely destroyed by Astreal's attack, with Dark however still looking down and showing no
reaction to what just happened.
"Well, it appears I was mistaken," Ceal said simply. The group glanced to him as he resumed
working on healing Kurumu's body.
"It seems your witch friend exacted revenge for the siren. Didn't see that coming," he said with a
small shrug. Everybody else just looked back to the TV with stunned expressions.
"Wow…" Arial said softly.
"How… how strong is your witch friend anyway?" Fang Fang asked with a nervous smile.
"She… she just… she just killed a rylo with a single shot," Ran said with complete disbelief.
"I thought that thing was supposed to be virtually indestructible," Razico said scratching his
head with puzzlement.
"They are! How did… how did she do that?" Ran cried out.
"That was an Artimus Arrow, how could she have cast that spell?" Ruby said with disbelief.
"An Artimus Arrow? What's that?" Complica asked.
"It's a spell that launches a concentrated arrow of magical energy," Ruby started, the group
glancing to her as she stared at the TV with wonder.
"But I've only heard of a few witches that knew of it let alone were able to cast it. When the
arrow is primed it draws an extraordinary amount of power from the magical ether, much more than
should be possible for the caster," she explained.
"What does that mean?" Rason asked. Yukari looked down to her hand with wide eyes.
"If I even tried to hold it I would explode from the magical current surging through me, the
amount of energy it collects is way beyond what's safe for any caster to wield," she said with fright. The
group looked to her with surprise then to Ruby.
"That arrow is essentially in tune with the magical ether, and draws more energy from it the
longer it's primed and the farther it's fired. You all saw the force it gave off when it was fired, Yukari or
myself wouldn't have been able to even hold it without exploding from the power surge that would be
going through us into the arrow. How Astreal was not only able to wield but also fire it with perfect
accuracy… it's unbelievable!" she exclaimed with a stunned expression.

"She should have burst into pieces the moment she formed that arrow, yet she charged it up
and fired it like it was nothing!" Yukari added with disbelief. Sun just stared at the TV with wonder as the
camera showed the smoke and flames clearing up above the city.
"Well, it appears your friend is very talented indeed to be able to control such a dangerous spell
like that," Fang Fang reasoned with a curious smile.
"It's amazing, she took it down all on her own," Ahakon said in wonder.
"Amazing? It's a miracle! I can't even wrap my head around it, how did she manage to figure
that spell out and use it like that out of the blue?" Ruby said with astonishment.

Luna was staring at the TV report with wonder, having seen that Astreal singlehandedly
destroyed the monstrous demon that was circling above a human city. People all around the lounge in
the hotel were staring at the TV with stunned expressions as they witnessed the giant demon in the sky
being blown into dust by what appeared to be a blonde teenage girl using some sort of bow and arrow
made of light. Slowly Luna looked down to the table next to her, seeing the dice under her open hand
which remained in place after having rolled them.
"It worked," she said quietly as she saw that she had rolled two sixes on her first try, and
thankfully just in time as she had grabbed the dice in a panic after the HDA soldier started his
countdown to kill Moka and the others. Luna then looked to Hex, the boy smiling calmly at her as he
reached out and took his dice back.
"You seem surprised; I told you it would happen should you win. And by the way, lucky roll," he
mused playfully as he pocketed his dice.
"You… you made that happen?" Luna asked while looking at him with wonder.
"You did, when you rolled and won the game. Reality changed to make your wish come true,
and it seems it used that girl as a means of doing so," Hex said as he looked back to the report showing
Astreal standing amongst a group surprised monsters. Luna stared at him for a moment longer then
looked back to the screen as well, she along with everybody else who was there in the lounge watching
with wonder at the sight.

Astreal looked around at her friends then up at where she had dispatched the rylo all on her
own. She couldn't explain how, but out of nowhere she suddenly knew how to perform the Artimus
Arrow as if she had been practicing it her whole life. The intense power surge and how to not only
summon but control it felt so natural to her, and yet now it seemed like a hazy memory in her mind.
"Sister? How did you do that?" Apoch asked as she looked at her sister with wonder. Astreal
glanced to her then looked back up at the sky.

"I have no idea, I just… did," she said while slowly shaking her head. She blinked then looked to
the HDA soldiers nearby who were watching her with cautious expressions while keeping their guns
poised on her. She looked at them worriedly then slowly raised her hands defensively.
"May we please talk about this now?" she asked nervously. The men glanced to each other then
to their captain who was looking back at Moka with a careful eye, the man keeping his gun aimed at her
as she turned her attention back to him.
"Well… um, we did it," she said with a small shrug.
Up in the sky Gabriel watched as the HDA soldiers were aiming at the group while having them
surrounded.
"You've got to be kidding me," he said with frustration before he flinched slightly, holding his
arm as it was burned from his fight with Rathieal. He then flew down and landed next to the group, all of
them glancing to him as the HDA soldiers kept their aim on them all.
"Gabriel, you ok?" Gin asked.
"I think I'll be alright. By the way, which one of you did that? And how?" Gabriel asked looking
around at the group.
"Astreal did it," Leon said looking to his girlfriend. Gabriel looked to her with confusion.
"How on earth did you do that?" he asked. She smiled weakly at him and shrugged then looked
back to the soldier that was keeping his gun aimed at her. Gabriel looked around at the armed men then
glanced to Moka.
"Where's Luna? What happened to her?" he asked.
"We'll explain later Gabriel, now's not the time," Moka said cautiously. Gabriel looked at her
worriedly then around, not seeing any sign of the chronofly nearby. The soldier in front of Moka looked
up at where the monstrous demon was destroyed then back to the vampire. The girl looked to him and
raised her hands again.
"Please. My name is Moka Akashiya, daughter of the great dark lord Issa Shuzen. We don't want
a war with you, we never did. What happened in your cities the other day and here wasn't our doing,
but… we are to blame," she explained. The group looked to her as the soldier narrowed his eyes slightly.
"What do you mean you are to blame?" he asked carefully. Moka showed a remorseful
expression as the news crew once again had her in their camera's sights.
"The school and city near it that fell under attack, that happened because those from this darker
world came looking for one of our own who was attending there. They attacked and killed all that got in
their way in an effort to take her away, the resulting fights happening from our friends defending
themselves and all they could around them," she explained with remorse. The man continued to watch

her as the other soldiers kept their weapons poised on the group. Moka shook her head with worried
eyes.
"That's why I was there along with others, we came to find our friends and return them to the
monster world before your people got caught up in this. We wanted to keep you out of this dark world's
focus and try to deal with the problem without dragging you into a war," she reasoned. The soldiers
remained silent while the news crew looked to each other curiously.
"Then you arrested us, you took us away and scheduled us for execution just because we were
monsters. We didn't want to cause any trouble, we didn't want anyone to get hurt, we only came to try
to help, but you wouldn't listen to us," Moka continued. Felucia and Akasha glanced to each other then
to the others in the group questionably at that remark.
"Ok, what all did I miss yesterday?" Felucia asked plainly.
"A lot," Mizore said flatly.
The HDA soldier glanced to his friends then back to Moka as she spoke up again.
"We didn't want to hurt you yesterday, but you gave us no choice. We had to free ourselves
from being wrongly imprisoned and accused of being enemies of mankind. Yes, we did harm and even
kill some of the HDA when we broke out of your jail, we didn't want to but we had to. You wouldn't
listen to us, you wouldn't even try to understand, you just blamed us for everything all because we were
monsters and you were scared!" she cried out. The soldier showed a frustrated glare as he readied his
finger on the trigger. Moka closed her eyes and lowered her hands to her sides.
"We wanted peace with your race, and still do. But tell me honestly, did you want peace with
us?" she asked. The man remained silent for a while before Moka looked to him with an accusing glare.
"Did you? Were you even willing to give us a chance, or does us being monsters automatically
mean we're the devils? We told you that we would deal with monsters that were out of line, just as you
deal with your own kind who cause trouble in your world, but the moment a monster acts out you all
jump to the notion of war!" she shouted out. The soldier kept his aim steady as he just watched her
glaring at him, not saying anything back.
"We risked our lives to help save you, to save all of you, and you still think we're nothing but
horrible monsters! We exposed ourselves to you, told you everything you wanted to know about us, we
wanted to live in peace with you! But the second a rogue monster causes a scene you blame all of us,
you're unbelievable!" Moka shouted out. The soldier showed a slightly worried expression as the other
men glanced to each other with concern.
"But-" the man started before Moka yelled out and shook her head with frustration.
"We put an end to Fairy Tale! We stopped Alucard! We killed those that destroyed your school
and city! My friend here even just shot that massive demon out of the sky by means that I can't even
begin to fathom! What do we have to do to prove to you that we're not evil?" she screamed out. The
soldier looked at her worriedly then to his friends who were showing similar concern.

"You know what," Render said as he reached down and picked up his swords. The men looked to
him cautiously as he shook his head while keeping his blades held down at his sides.
"I was going to say sorry about having to kill some of your comrades the other day, I mean hey, I
didn't want to dice them into pieces, they were just trying to kill me and my smoking hot girlfriend, so of
course I wasn't going to take that lying down," he started, with Apoch blushing and holding a hand to
her mouth while the group looked at Render with raised eyebrows. The boy shook his head then phased
his swords back into the magical ether, the light coming from his palms shifting the weapons into
nothingness as he traced his hands over them.
"But it's obvious that none of you are sorry about the way you've been treating us or are even
willing to listen to us. Our friend here just obliterated that demon above for you and you're aiming your
guns at her again, the hell kind of manners is that?" he scoffed.
"You people are more of monsters than we are," Mizore said with discontent. The soldiers
glanced to her as she shook her head slowly.
"You won't even give us a chance just because we're different; you think we're all the same. I
could have used lethal force earlier while trying to help my friends escape the real evil monsters that
were here when your police tried to shoot us. They didn't even ask questions or try to detain us; they
tried to kill us on sight. But I didn't kill them, they're alive, and aside from having a few bruises they'll be
just fine," she said harshly. The HDA soldiers looked at her carefully then to the others who were glaring
at them with discontent.
"We stopped the monsters who were running around here causing havoc, but I guess that
means nothing to you does it?" Leon said flatly.
"Listen to their words, these monsters are good souls," Gabriel asserted while waving around at
the group.
"I put an end to several large demons in your city and this is the thanks I get? I see mankind's
manners haven't changed in all these years," Akasha said as she reached down and picked up her sword.
The soldiers just watched her then looked around at the group while keeping their guns poised to fire.
Moka shook her head slowly then looked into the camera as the news crew continued to film her.
"The HDA has been nothing but a barrier in any efforts to forming peace with you people; they
treat all monsters as absolute evils regardless of their nature. I've laid my life on the line for your kind
and this is what I get for it, a gun to my face and accusations of being a plague in your world. I value life,
no matter what it may be, do you?" she declared firmly. The news crew glanced to each other then
looked back at the girl as she turned her attention to the soldier in front of her again.
"We put a stop to the monster attack in your home, we tried to save as many lives as we could,
we've begged you to listen and allow us the chance to explain what happened, yet you still point that
thing at me," she said glancing to the rifle. The man looked to it then to her as she held her hands out at
her sides.

"You want to kill me just because I'm a monster? Can there really be no peace between our
worlds? If so, then go ahead and shoot, you won't get an easier shot than this. Just remember we're
willing to give peace a chance, but this monster in the darkness, the one that has attacked both of our
worlds in his quest for total domination, he will not be so merciful as to offer you a similar chance," she
said sharply.
The news crew looked back to the soldier as he watched the vampire remain motionless and
defenseless in front of him. The other HDA soldiers looked around at the group carefully then glanced to
each other. Over at the ends of the street police and HDA personal were keeping their weapons poised
on the standoff while having cautious expressions. All the spectators and civilians watched while falling
silent as people all over the world viewed the news report with wonder. The HDA captain looked at
Moka carefully then over to where the large brute and spider demon were lying dead in the street, then
over to the behemoths that were also lying dead in the road. He looked up at the sky where the gigantic
flying demon had been destroyed then back to Moka as she waited for his response. After a moment he
put a hand to his earpiece as the other soldiers watched the group carefully. The captain glanced around
at the monsters then back to Moka as she watched him while keeping herself open for execution. The
man then grabbed his radio and held it up to his mouth, and then lowered his rifle.
"All units stand down," he ordered out. Slowly the other soldiers lowered their rifles, with Moka
and the group looking around at them curiously. Over by the blockades police officers and HDA soldiers
lowered their guns as well while people in the crowds started talking in hushed tones to each other.
"All units stand down," the captain ordered again before lowering his radio. He looked around at
the group then to Moka.
"You, daughter of the dark lord, the director of the HDA wants to see you personally," he said.
Moka looked at him carefully as she slowly lowered her hands.
"To see me?" she asked. The captain nodded and held his rifle down at his side.
"You are to come with me at once, you can make your case to the director," he explained in a
commanding tone. Moka looked at him carefully for a moment then glanced to her friends, all of them
looking to her curiously.
"Fine, I will go with you, however my friends are going free," she reasoned while looking back to
the soldier.
"They will remain in HDA custody until the director decides what to do with them," the soldier
replied with a stern tone.
"They will do no such thing, the last time we were held in HDA custody you tried to execute us
simply because we were monsters, my friends are not going anywhere with you. I'm offering to go
willingly and peacefully with you to talk to your superiors, however my friends are leaving and returning
back to the others that are recovering from the torment you caused us," Moka argued while crossing
her arms.
"You're in no position to negotiate this," the soldier snapped with narrowed eyes.

"One of my friends was critically wounded trying to stop that flying demon, my little sister is
unconscious from exhausting herself to help save you people, we're all tired from fighting and going
through so much all in one morning; they are leaving to rest while I go with you, end of story," Moka
declared assertively. The soldier drummed his fingers on his rifle as the other men watched the group
carefully while having their weapons held to their sides.
"I will go with her as well, however the others are returning to their friends," Akasha said
walking up to her daughter's side. Moka looked to her curiously as the woman held her sword over her
shoulder against her armor.
"We will speak to your superior; the others here have earned a reprieve from their ordeal and
being threatened by you. That's more than reasonable," she asserted. The captain looked at her
carefully then to the other monsters.
"You expect us to just let those monsters run free?" the man asked looking back to the
vampires.
"If you want us to be your allies, then yes," Moka asserted.
"If you want our cooperation then you will allow them to leave peacefully, there is no
negotiating this," Akasha stated firmly. The captain raised an eyebrow at them while the other soldiers
watched the group of monsters cautiously. After a moment he glanced to Gabriel.
"Are you really an angel?" he asked skeptically. Gabriel nodded slowly as everybody looked to
him. The captain eyed the boy carefully then slowly shook his head.
"Why is it an angel from the heavens fights for monsters?" he asked. Gabriel looked around at
the group then to the captain as the news crew filmed him.
"We used to judge them all as evil creatures just like you do, they were monsters after all.
However we have seen the good in them, that they are capable of being kindhearted just as they can be
malicious. Not all monsters are good souls, the same as it is for humans, but there are many that do
wish for peace and can be trusted. They may be different and often times scary or intimidating, but that
doesn't make them evil," he reasoned. He then looked down with a worried gaze.
"Some of them are even quite enchanting, being more beautiful than one would have
imagined," he said softly as he remembered Luna's smile, the chronofly flashing before his eyes briefly.
The group watched him as he remained silent for a moment before looking at the soldier again.
"These monsters are my good friends, I along with those above trust them after all they have
done in their efforts to help protect the innocent, you should do the same," he reasoned while gesturing
around at the group. The captain glanced around at the monsters then looked to Gabriel again.
"If I shoot you I'm going to hell, aren't I?" he asked plainly.
"Very likely," Gabriel said with a shrug. The soldier nodded then looked to Moka and Akasha.

"I'm not going to spill his blood, I'd rather not take the chance he's telling the truth. However, if
we were to let your other friends go what guarantee do we have that there won't be another monster
attack in our world?" he asked cautiously.
"None, we can't guarantee such a thing, just as you can't guarantee none of your own kind will
cause any trouble. We have what's called free will you know," Moka answered shaking her head.
"Perhaps if our kind wasn't met with threats and accusations they wouldn't be so inclined to
fight," Akasha mentioned with a raised eyebrow. Moka started to speak before the soldier raised his
hand to silence her while holding his other hand to his earpiece. The group watched him as he kept his
eyes on the vampires while listening to his device. After a while he then waved over to the side where a
few HDA trucks were parked.
"Bring over two trucks, now!" he called out. The men by the roadblock looked to each other
then two soldiers got into their trucks and started their engines. The group watched as the trucks
started driving over to them then looked back to the captain.
"You two are coming with us, we will escort you to the HDA command center located outside of
the city and you will speak to the director personally. You will have an armed escort at all times," the
man stated.
"I hope that doesn't include restroom visits," Moka said dryly.
"And the others?" Akasha asked. The man waved to the trucks as they pulled up next to them.
"They will be taken to wherever you wish for them to go. We will not arrest or shoot anyone
unless we have to, nor we will be stationing any guards or forces where your friends are, but you are not
going to be hiding again while in our world. The HDA will monitor the location for the safety of our own
people, there are no negotiating these terms," he explained in a professional tone. Moka and Akasha
looked to the trucks then to the others, all of them exchanging glances while the soldiers around them
remained on guard.
"Do we have your word that you will leave us alone if we show you where we are resting?" Gin
asked carefully.
"The director has given his word on the matter, however if talks between him and your two
representatives don't go well then we will be paying you a visit again real soon," the captain said
glancing to him with a sharp eye. The group looked to each other then to Moka and Akasha. Moka
nodded then looked to the captain.
"Very well then, we'll take his word for that," she said.
"Question," Render said raising his hand. Everybody looked to him as he smiled curiously and
rubbed the back of his head.

"Would it be cool if we stopped and got something to eat on the way back? We sort of missed
breakfast this morning what with everything that's been going on," he asked with a small chuckle. The
captain merely looked at him with a dull stare before rolling his eyes and looking away.
"Fine," he muttered. Render smiled brightly and held his hands together, a bright light shining
from them as the group watched him curiously. The light swirled around and engulfed the boy then
flashed and vanished to reveal him standing there in his normal form.
"Great, because I don't know about the rest of you but I'm starving," he said with a laugh. The
HDA soldiers stared at him with puzzled expressions while the news crew was rendered speechless by
the sight.
"What the… what just happened to him?" Felucia asked with a raised eyebrow.
"A bit curious myself," Akasha mentioned while looking at the mage with a bit of wonder. Moka
smiled slightly at Render then looked to the HDA captain.
"Alright, let's get going, we have a lot to discuss with each other," she said assertively. The man
nodded and waved them towards one of the trucks, the two vampires then looking to their group one
more time before walking over towards their ride. They boarded the vehicle inside the back along with a
few other soldiers, the two vampires sitting down across from each other inside the truck while an
armed soldier sat down beside them each. Moka crossed her arms and legs calmly while Akasha rested
her sword down between her legs while holding the handle with both hands. A soldier closed the back
door and the vehicle then drove off past the roadblock and crowd down the street.
"Do you think they'll be alright?" Leon asked carefully.
"Like we have a choice but to trust them," Gin reasoned as the group looked around at the
soldiers near them. The HDA captain holstered his rifle behind him then waved to the other truck.
"Get going monsters, just tell the driver where you want to go, and don't try anything stupid.
This is your last chance for peace with us," he said sharply. The group glanced to each other then started
to walk towards the truck while the captain walked over towards the news crew.
"And I said get that camera out of here, move!" he yelled out as he put his hand over the lens.
He wrestled the device out of the man's hands then ripped out its battery while other soldiers headed
over to detain and remove the news crew from the scene.
Inside the HDA armored truck Moka was looking at Akasha with wonder, the woman smiling
gently at her while their escorts were watching them carefully out of the corner of their eyes.
"Mother… how are you… why are you…" Moka said softly. Akasha shook her head slowly with a
kind smile.
"We'll have our own little chat after all this has been taken care of, ok?" she reasoned calmly.
Moka nodded slowly as she stared at her mother with wonder, stunned that she was somehow back and
sitting right across from her. Akasha winked at her then looked towards the front at the driver.

"So, who is in charge of your organization anyway? I would like to know the name of the man
we'll be speaking to," she asked. The man kept his eyes ahead of him while the two vampires looked at
him curiously.
"His name is Hothorne Tamaka, he'll be expecting a very good explanation from you two
regarding what's been going on in our world," he answered. The two vampires looked to each other
then down as they prepared on how to explain everything that was happening and looming ahead to the
director, knowing that this was going to be their last chance at pushing for peace.

Inside the casino's lounge people were talking loudly with both skepticism and concern about
the HDA taking the group of monsters alive rather than killing them. Some people were wondering if
they could indeed be trusted again while others were still firm in their belief that the otherworldly
creatures were just acting friendly to weasel into the human world again.
As they were talking amongst each other while the TV had cut to a static image of the news
channel's station after the HDA captain had turned off the camera, Luna and Hex were walking out of
the lounge together. They walked through the casino towards the back while Luna was looking down at
the ground with a distant gaze. Hex glanced to her while having a calm smile on his face, seeing that she
was deep in thought about the recent events.
"You should be happy Luna, after all your wish came true," he mused playfully. Luna nodded
slowly then glanced to him.
"If I had lost… you would have had my heart and love?" she asked softly. Hex nodded as he
looked back ahead casually.
"That is what the stakes were, yes. You wished to gamble big so I did as well, and I've always
loved the prospect of gambling for a fair woman's heart," he reasoned calmly.
"I'm not sure if I should be flattered by that or not," Luna said curiously. Hex chuckled and
glanced to her.
"I would think it would be a compliment, you are quite a treasure after all," he said with a shrug.
She smiled slightly and shook her head.
"I don't believe you're that dark king's son, you're far to kind and generous to me. You're
nothing like him at all," she said softly. Hex laughed a bit and shook his head.
"Well, I'll take that as a compliment," he jested. Luna giggled softly then looked at him with a
curious smile.
"What would you have done with me if you had won?" she asked. Hex stopped and glanced to
her, the chronofly watching him with a curious smile.

"If you had won… I would have been all yours. Would you have still been a gentleman with me
then or would you have been more of a monster?" she asked softly.
"Well, I would have made sure to keep a smile on that face of yours, however I probably would
have had some fun with my new toy," he reasoned casually.
"So I'm just a toy to you? A tool?" she asked tilting her head.
"You're something that I'm going through the trouble of keeping safe from those that would do
horrible things to you, isn't that enough?" Hex asked with a raised eyebrow. Luna smirked and nodded.
"I'm just a means to an end with you, isn't that right?" she asked. Hex chuckled and turned to
face her, the girl watching him with a slightly saddened smile.
"You my dear are special, in more ways than one. I need your help with something important to
me, something that only one like you can assist me with. I think me helping you with your problem
earlier was a fair trade for your services," he reasoned. Luna looked down with a slight smile and
nodded slowly.
"I owe you everything Hex, and I intend to make good on that. Whatever it is that you need of
me, I'll do it," she said softly. She then watched as he took her hand and started walking her through the
casino floor again, her eyes going from their hands to him with wonder as he walked her along.
"That's a good girl," he said calmly. Luna blushed slightly then looked down as she let the boy
walk her with him.
'Why does he have to keep saying that to me? He's the son of great evil, yet he's so… charming.'
Luna looked at the boy again as they walked through the casino, with other humans going about
their own business as the sounds of games and laughter was heard around from the crowds.
"Um, so where are we going now?" she asked softly.
"You'll see," he said as the world around them faded to black. Luna looked around with wonder
as they seemed to shift from walking through a busy human casino to inside a strange void of darkness
all around. They walked along on translucent gray stone bricks while all around was an empty void.
"Where are we?" Luna asked softly.
"Somewhere and nowhere. Stay close to me, you don't want to get lost here," Hex said as he
pulled her closer. She gently held onto his arm while looking around, seeing and hearing nothing in the
darkness which stretched on forever.
"This place, this is that black void behind the time stream, and that rift which led to that dark
world I was in. Where is this anyway?" Luna asked with wonder. Hex chuckled as they approached a
small rounded courtyard which appeared to be floating amidst the darkness. The stones below shifted
from translucent bricks to smooth gray marble tiles while having intricate designs etched into them of

swirls and oddly shaped patterns. The edges of the courtyard seemed to branch off into other stone
walkways which melded into the darkness a few feet away from the central court.
"Someplace beyond your concept of reality," he said as they walked onto the center of the
court. As they did the surroundings seemed to shift from darkness to a blue and red cosmos with stars
gently drifting by. The ground below them lit up slightly where their feet touched while the many
bridges that extended out from the court became hazy transparent pathways that again melded into the
backdrop as they stretched further out. Luna looked around in awe then up to seeing dozens of other
courtyards with extended bridges of stone pathways floating about through the cosmos, some having
colored tiles while others had small water fountains or stone statue centerpieces. Some of the
courtyards were floating by at odd angles while some were even upside down, showing that there was
no up or down here in this place. Luna stared at the sight with wonder then looked back to Hex.
"Where are we? What are you anyway?" she asked with wonder.
"Sorry, not nearly enough time to go into detail about that, and I have other matters to be
dealing with rather than educating you about such things," Hex said as he looked towards a stone bridge
to their right.
"But this place is amazing, I can't understand… where in time or space is this?" Luna asked
looking around. Hex held her chin gently and brought her gaze back to him, the girl falling silent as she
stared at him with wonder.
"Luna, this isn't a field trip for you. Understand?" he said knowingly. She slowly nodded while
keeping her eyes on him.
"Good girl. Now then, let's get going, there's somebody I want you to meet," Hex said looking
back over to the stone bridge.
"Whatever you ask of me," Luna said quietly while keeping her eyes locked onto the boy. He
walked her over towards a pathway, the stones lighting up with a faint glow as the light rippled out into
the cosmos where the bridge would lead to.
"Glad to hear it. We're going to go pay my sister a visit," he said calmly. Luna looked at him
curiously then to the pathway before them as they got to the edge of the courtyard.
"Your sister?" she asked.
"Yes, you see my sister is trapped, all because father grounded her for not wanting to stop
playing. Like me she has no real interest in following in his footsteps for ruling worlds with an iron fist,
instead she only wishes to play with her pets. Father was most cruel to my little sister, locking her away
for so long, I can't stand for her to be so mistreated like this," Hex explained. Luna looked at him with
gentle eyes as she held onto his arm.
"That's the favor you wanted me to help with? Freeing your sister?" she asked. Hex nodded and
looked to her with a sincere expression.

"I'm unable to free my sister from her prison even with all my power. However, perhaps with
your chrono magic we could find a way to release her together. That is why I have brought you here
with me Luna, I can come and go through her sealed plane of existence, but I can't bring her out with
me. Chronoflies are capable of moving through the time stream and even further beyond, maybe you
can help find a way to save my sister," he said gently.
"Hex…" Luna said softly. She smiled and nodded while gently holding onto his arm.
"Of course I'll help you, I would love to help free your sister from your father," she said
assuredly.
"Thank you Luna, I'm glad to know I can count on you," he said as he started walking her
forward. She smiled timidly and looked down.
"You really are nothing like your father, and your love for your sister only reinforces the fact that
you really are a gentleman," she said softly. Hex chuckled as they walked along the stone pathway
through the cosmos, the surroundings starting to slowly fade to black.
"Well, I do care for my little sister, I won't deny that," he reasoned casually. Luna looked to him
with a smile as the cosmos around them vanished, the two walking on a floor which couldn't be seen.
"I think you cheated on that roll Hex," she said playfully. He looked to her as their feet started to
walk on a stone floor.
"What do you mean? I can't cheat with my rolls, whatever happens with them happens, that's
what makes it fun to gamble with," he reasoned. Luna giggled and shook her head.
"No, I mean… with winning my heart," she said softly.
"With winning your heart? What are you talking about, I didn't win your heart," he said with an
amused smile. Luna smiled gently then looked down.
'Maybe not yet, but you certainly captured my eye.'
Hex looked at her curiously then ahead as he stopped, the chronofly looking ahead then to
seeing somebody else standing before them. She was wearing black sandals, a dark blue miniskirt with
black swirls around it, a white sleeveless shirt, and gray fingerless gloves. Her hair was silver colored
with thin streaks of black running through it, held in two long messy pigtails with dark blue ribbons. She
was the same height as Yukari, with her left eye being yellow while her right was blue.
"How's my little sister doing?" Hex asked gently. Luna looked at the other girl with wonder as
they all stood amidst total darkness while still being able to see each other perfectly.
"Big brother, you came to see me," Pandora said with a loving smile at Hex.

Chapter 26
To Free Chaos
"Big brother!" Pandora cheered as she ran towards Hex, the boy smiling gently at seeing his
sister while Luna watched with a curious expression. Pandora leapt at Hex with a hug, only to phase
right through him and stumble back onto her feet as she slowed down behind the boy. Luna watched
with wonder as the young looking girl came to a stop and looked back to Hex with watery eyes and a
frown.
"Oh my little Pandora, I'm sorry to say you haven't been freed yet," Hex said looking back to his
sister with a sympathetic smile.
"It's not fair; I can't even hug you now!" Pandora whined loudly before she ran back over to Hex,
trying to hold him only to see her arms again phasing through him. She broke down crying as she
dropped to her knees, burying her face in her hands as she wept on the stone floor. Luna looked at her
with remorse while Hex slowly kneeled down and held a hand to the ethereal girl's shoulder, holding it
there as if resting it on the girl.
"I'm sorry sister," he said gently.
"I hate daddy! Why is he so mean to me, this is so unfair!" Pandora screamed as she shook her
head, her voice echoing throughout the darkness to a deafening degree. Luna cringed and held her
hands to her ears while Hex showed no signs of being fazed by the young girl's cry.
"Please don't cry Pandora," he said kindly. She sniffled then looked up to him with gentle eyes,
holding a hand to his that hovered where her shoulder was.
"I can't even hug you in here, I hate being grounded big brother. How much longer do I have to
stay here?" she asked worriedly.
"I hope not too much longer. Father has arrived in the world where your prison has landed,
though I suspect he has no intention of letting you go free seeing as how you're still trapped in here,"
Hex said with a tone of concern.
"I hate daddy, he's so mean," Pandora hissed with anger. Hex nodded then looked to Luna, the
chronofly looking at the young girl with wonder again.
"I've brought somebody special with me this time Pandora," he said waving over to the
chronofly. Pandora looked over to her with a cold stare of wonder as she slowly stood up, her gaze
causing chills to run down Luna's spine. Luna looked at her nervously as the young girl seemed to pierce
right through her with her stare.
'Um, what's with this girl?'
"You brought a snack for my lovelies?" Pandora said as a cold smile grew on her face. Luna
looked at her nervously from that remark while Hex merely glanced to her amusedly.

"What? Snack? Lovelies?" Luna asked shakily. She blinked then felt something familiar,
something she unfortunately remembered experiencing in the dark world during her captivity; the
feeling of being watched from all around. She slowly looked around with growing fear, the darkness
around them receding further away while Pandora smiled wickedly at the chronofly. The ground they
were standing on was a smooth black stone floor with swirling designs etched into them, with light
seeming to bloom from around them by no visible source. As the light slowly grew Luna's expression
turned from fear to absolute horror as she saw what was close by all around them.
"Oh… my… god…" she breathed out as she saw monsters unlike anything she had ever seen.
Some were colossal in size, almost as big as Alucard or at least what could be seen of them, while others
were the size of small buildings or larger trucks; however they were all different as no two were the
same. Some had odd number of legs and arms, others had their flesh decaying or melding into scales, a
few had their bones and skeletal frames visible as they shifted out from their bodies while others were
disfigured monstrosities that were only thought to be lurking in nightmares of children. Luna slowly
looked around to seeing nothing but horrible creatures that growled and snarled with ghostly wails at
her. One of the giant brutes walked closer, its legs half covered in green boils while its knees and thighs
were made of what appeared to be bone with small tentacles wrapped around them. The monster
lumbered on its two legs while its upper body was open in the ribcage showing pulsating and throbbing
tentacles wrapped around an enlarged skull which was staring at Luna with its two eyes, the mouth of
the entangled head wrapped in slithering limbs while the head on its shoulders was missing its jaw, the
large second skull of the monstrosity having three eyes that rolled around slightly while it had spines
sticking out and back like hair. Luna stared at the monster with absolute fright as it reached out for her
with is hand that had six fingers and large boils on it.
"Yum yum time!" Pandora yelled out with a cruel laugh. Luna screamed as the monster reached
out for her only for Hex to calmly walk in front of the girl and hold up a hand to the large creature. The
monster halted and looked at Hex with a low groan as Luna clung to the boy's back for dear life.
"No, she's not food for your pets Pandora, she's here to help with freeing you from this place,"
Hex said looking back to Pandora with an amused smile.
"She is?" Pandora asked with a curious expression.
"Pets? Pets? Those… THINGS are her PETS?" Luna cried out as she looked around with fright.
Pandora narrowed her eyes and growled loudly, with Luna looking back to her and feeling terrified by
her mere gaze.
"Don't you DARE call my lovelies things!" she yelled out, her voice causing Luna's knees to
tremble in fear. She had never felt more scared in all her life, now feeling like Alucard itself was glaring
at her. Luna whimpered and looked around fearfully as Hex turned to face Pandora, with the chronofly
then instantly clinging to his chest for safety.
"Calm down Pandora, she didn't mean anything of it. And you, Luna, please try to be nice to my
little sister," Hex said before looking to Luna. She shakily looked up towards him with wide eyes. The boy
chuckled then glanced back to the monster that was watching them with its hand still outstretched
towards Luna.

"Pandora, do you mind? You're scaring her," Hex said looking back to Pandora. The small girl
nodded then waved the monster off with a casual huff.
"Ok fine, she's not food for any of you, sorry to get your hopes up," she said plainly, with the
larger monster then backing up with a gurgling snarl. Luna looked around at all the monstrosities that
were keeping their distance, all of them seeming to fill the dark void that stretched out in all directions
around them.
"Where are we? What is this place?" she asked looking back to Hex. The boy smiled then turned
the girl around and held her by the shoulders, with her staring at Pandora with fright as the small girl
eyed her with a raised eyebrow.
"This is where my sister is being imprisoned Luna. It is, in essence, a small world confined within
a larger one. Sort of the equivalent of a young girl being grounded in her room by her father," he
explained. Pandora scoffed and looked up with a glare.
"More like an infernal prison! Created by somebody who's DEAD TO ME! You hear me father?
You're DEAD TO ME!" she screamed out, with the monsters around roaring and shouting towards the
void above as if calling out in agreement with her. Luna looked at her with wonder then glanced back to
Hex.
"Um, why… did your father imprison her here?" she asked carefully. Hex looked around at all the
monsters while Pandora stomped her foot around and flicked off the void above while growling
furiously.
"Because Luna, my sister is an excellent beastmaster, the best in any world out there. Look
around you, all of these creatures you see and the many you can't my sister can control as if ordering
around a well-trained dog," he explained. Luna looked around at all the nightmarish monsters, their
mere presence and ungodly appearances making her shiver slightly with fear. Hex then looked to Luna
with a calm smile, the girl looking back to him with wonder as he held her gently by the shoulders.
"My sister loves these beasts, very much so. She loves to play with them all day every day. To
her they are not monstrosities but in fact her babies which she cares for dearly," he continued. Luna
looked back to Pandora as the small girl was looking around at her monsters with a deep gaze, having
her arms crossed while the beasts all around watched her constantly.
"But father wanted her to command them as an army, to use her monsters like soldiers and
conquer worlds with him. She refused, and in doing so her monsters did as well. They can't be charmed
Luna, they can't be reasoned with, they are completely devoted to my sister no matter what. Father
ordered her to use her pets as his dogs of war, to which she replied with a few choice words of her
own," Hex said glancing to his sister.
"FUCK YOU DADDY!" Pandora yelled out into the air, once again getting a rouse of roars and
shouts from her monsters which looked up with anger as well. Luna looked at the girl with wonder then
around to seeing all the monsters that apparently would only listen to and obey Pandora. Hex chuckled
and nodded then looked back to Luna as the chronofly glanced to him.

"Father wasn't too amused, so he locked her away inside a powerful relic and cast her out into a
world at random, sealing her inside this prison along with her monsters while he continued on to other
worlds to conquer all that he could without her help. It was in this world Luna, in this reality, that
Pandora's Box landed," Hex explained. Luna looked at him with wonder then to Pandora as the girl
walked up to them with a mean glare in her eyes.
"I've been trapped here for so long, it's unbearable! Daddy is never going to let me out, he'll
never release me since he can't have my lovelies to add to his army, and I'll never let my beautiful babies
be used as pawns for his stupid campaigns!" she yelled out. Luna looked at the girl with a mixture of fear
and wonder as Pandora looked up into the darkness above.
"Nobody tells my babies what to do but me, NOBODY!" she yelled out, her voice ringing inside
Luna's mind. The chronofly looked at the small girl with wonder, knowing that despite her size she was
something unlike any monster she had known. Hex, Pandora, their father; whatever they were, they
weren't from this world, or maybe even from this reality as Hex mentioned.
"You hate your father too, don't you?" Luna asked softly.
"Oh, I hate him more than just hating him. He's my father, and I know I should be happy he gave
me life, but that doesn't change the fact that I WANT TO CLAW HIS HEART OUT!" Pandora screamed out
with anger. Luna looked at her with a jump as the girl's voice was overwhelming, extreme fear washing
over her along with her heart skipping a beat. She then smiled weakly and glanced back to Hex.
"Well… at least that's one thing we share in common," she reasoned shakily with a small shrug.
Hex nodded then looked around at the darkness above.
"After she arrived here in this world she tried to break free, however was unable to do so. It was
the angels from your heaven that first found her prison, which they then opened out of curiosity," he
continued.
"Angels from heaven released her?" Luna asked with wonder. Hex nodded again and looked to
his sister who was eyeing Luna over with a dull stare.
"Yes, they used the four unique keys that arrived with her box to free her, wondering what was
inside such an otherworldly relic. Their answer was Pandora and her pets. After she escaped however
her beasts didn't play too nicely with the other residents of the world, something your god put a stop to
by locking her away once again inside her box with all the power he could," he explained.
"What do you mean they didn't play nice? What did they do?" Luna asked worriedly. Pandora
scoffed and looked away.
"It's not my fault my pets got hungry, if your god didn't want his lesser beings being eaten he
should have made them stronger," she argued. Luna looked to her with a jump at that.
"Your pets were eating humans?" she asked shakily. Pandora looked to her and chuckled while
tilting her head.

"My pets ate anything they wanted, human and monster alike. They are higher beings with
appetites after all, and those higher up on the food chain eat what's below them," she giggled. Luna
looked at her with shock as Hex chuckled amusedly.
"After she was sealed away by your god she was unable to escape again, she and her pets have
been locked away inside this prison for so long now," he explained. Pandora looked at Luna skeptically
then to Hex.
"So how is she going to get me out of here?" she asked. Hex smiled gently at Luna as the
chronofly looked at the young girl with nervous eyes.
"Her name is Luna, she's a chronofly who is able to manipulate the time stream in this world,"
he explained. Pandora looked at Luna with a raised eyebrow then to Hex questionably.
"So she can control the time stream here?" she asked.
"Yes, she's very talented with her magic, so much in fact that father took a rather unsavory
interest in her. The poor girl was spending time with father's breeding demons to add more powerful
soldiers to his future armies. I thought her helping free you would be a better use of her time and skills,
not to mention that she didn't appear to be having too much fun back at father's keep," Hex said with a
slight smirk.
"But she's a lesser being, how's she going to help me? You're much more powerful than her
when it comes to altering reality and you can't even free me from this place, what's she going to do?"
Pandora scoffed with a dull expression.
"She could at least offer to try and help, perhaps with both of us here we can release you," Hex
reasoned with a hopeful smile. Pandora looked at him with worried eyes then to Luna with a dull stare.
"Wait, hold on a second here," Luna said looking around nervously.
"Hold on? I've been waiting in this damned prison forever! If you're going to help then get me
out of here now!" Pandora roared out, with Luna looking to her with fright as the girl's voice was
overwhelming.
head.

"What's wrong Luna?" Hex asked curiously. She turned back to him with disbelief and shook her

"What's wrong? Your sister was sealed away by the Almighty because her monsters from
another world were destroying the earth, and you want me to free her?" she asked franticly.
"Of course I want you to free her, that's the whole reason I brought you here," Hex reasoned
casually.
"What's the problem here? Are you going to help me or aren't you?" Pandora demanded
impatiently. Luna looked at Hex with worried eyes as he gently held her at the hips.

"Hex, I want to help you, I really do, but it sounds like your sister was sealed away by the
Almighty for a reason. She was killing people with her pets," Luna said shaking her head.
"So she let a few thousand people die and caused a couple of primitive civilizations to fall into
ashes and flames, what little girl hasn't caused some mischief from time to time in their life?" Hex asked
amusedly. Luna stared at him with shock and an open mouth while Pandora giggled with a cruel smile.
"What?" Luna breathed out as she looked back to Pandora, the small girl having a cold look in
her eyes.
"I just love giving birth to chaos, it makes me so happy and warm inside," she said, her words
causing Luna to feel a cold chill run down her spine.
"You're a monster…" Luna said fearfully at Pandora, the little girl giggling in response.
"Oh no, you're the monster here, I'm something much greater," Pandora said with a cold smile.
Luna trembled then looked back to the boy holding her.
"Hex…" she said quietly.
"Please Luna, you said you would help me with this little favor, are you saying that you've
changed your mind now?" Hex asked gently. Luna stuttered something as she shakily shook her head.
"Hex… I… I want to help you; I want to thank you for all that you've done for me. I owe my life to
you, something I intend to repay. But… what you're asking of me, I just can't… she's evil!" she pleaded.
Hex held her close while holding her chin with one hand, the girl gulping softly as she stared into his
eyes.
"Do you have a sister?" he asked gently.
"Yes, I have two," she said softly.
"Have they ever done anything bad in their lives? Have they ever caused others pain either
intentionally or by accident?" Hex asked calmly. Luna blinked and thought about that, remembering how
Complica's suicide caused their family great sorrow while Falla's greed caused their race to be nearly
wiped out.
"They have done some things, yes, but…" she said hesitantly.
"Do you still love them? After they did those bad things you still love them as family, don't you?"
Hex asked.
"Of course I do, they're my sisters," Luna said softly.
"Well, I love my sister, she's not evil in my eyes, isn't that the same?" Hex asked gently.
"But… Hex…" she said quietly. She trembled slightly then closed her eyes.

"If I say no… you're going to throw me back in that dungeon aren't you? You're going to let
those demons rape me for your father's army, aren't you?" she asked sadly.
"No," he said, the girl then looking at him with timid eyes.
"If you really wish to leave then I'll let you go. However should my father find you again, which
he will now that he will be on the lookout for you, you'll be taken back to the dungeon I found you in,"
Hex said with a tone of disappointment. Luna looked at him worriedly as the boy slowly let her go.
"If you help me then I'll keep you safe Luna, otherwise this is where we part ways," he said
solemnly. Luna looked at him with remorse then to Pandora, the little girl watching her with a dull stare
again.
"Well?" Pandora asked impatiently. Luna looked at her for a moment then around at all the
monstrosities that kept their distance from them.
"If I help free her, I'm freeing all of them as well, aren't I?" she asked glancing to Hex.
"I would think so, Pandora would of course love for her pets to go free with her," he reasoned
with a shrug. Luna nodded slowly then looked to Pandora.
"If she and her pets go free they'll just go on another rampage again won't they?" she said
cautiously.
"Oh, I'll be a good girl this time, I promise," Pandora said softly with a cold smile.
"See, why don't I believe you?" Luna said flatly with a dull stare at the girl. Pandora looked at
her with an innocent smile and tilted her head playfully.
"I just want to be free again Luna, I want to play and make love to my lovelies all day every day,
there's nothing wrong with that is there?" she asked happily. Luna looked at her with a dull expression
then awkwardly as she slowly shook her head.
"What? Make… love?" she asked slowly. Pandora merely nodded slowly while her smile
remained on her face. Luna looked at her carefully then to Hex, the boy shrugging in response.
"Oh, yes, she does have a slight beastiality complex, one of her little quirks," he mentioned
casually. Luna stared at him with shock then slowly looked back to Pandora.
"What?" she asked shakily.
"I told you I love giving birth to chaos," Pandora said with a purr. Luna stared at her with wide
eyes then slowly looked around at all the monstrosities that were standing about near them in the
darkness. She then jumped and looked back to Pandora with disbelief and horror.
"You… and… them?" she asked shakily. Pandora nodded then looked around at all the monsters
with a coy smile.

"Oh yes, every single one of them," she said before licking her lips. Luna remained silent for a
moment as she tried to comprehend what she just heard, then shook her head with absolute disbelief.
"What the hell? But you're just a little girl! How… how could you even handle any of them
without being ripped apart?" Luna cried out with shock. Pandora laughed and looked at her amusedly.
"Oh how cute, you assume I'm as young as one of you other lesser beings of my size, that's so
adorable. No no, my body may look young to you, but I'm far older than you think," she said with a
smirk. Luna stared at her with wide eyes then looked around at the monstrosities nearby.
"But… but…" she said as she held her hands out at one length, then at a shorter length as she
tried to figure out how the small girl could even physically copulate with any of the giant monsters. She
then shook her head and looked back to Pandora with disbelief.
"But that's just impossible!" she said with a mixture of puzzlement and being greatly disturbed.
Pandora laughed amusedly.
"Maybe for a lesser being such as yourself," she mocked with a sneer. Luna's eye twitched
slightly before she looked back to Hex with a stunned expression.
"Again, it's just a little quirk of hers, nothing worth judging her about," he reasoned casually.
"A little quirk? She's… she's having sex with monsters that are at least ten times her own size!"
Luna cried out.
"I don't judge others on what makes them happy in life Luna, especially when it comes to my
little sister. I love her, just the way she is," he said calmly.
"Aw, I love you too big brother," Pandora said sweetly to him with a loving smile. Luna opened
her mouth to speak before pausing, looked around at the giant monstrosities nearby, turned back to
Hex, and then looked back to Pandora who was watching her with a raised eyebrow.
"What? You got a problem with me and my babies?" Pandora asked sharply. Luna stared at her
with disbelief then looked to Hex with growing concern.
"You want me to free her?" she asked weakly. Hex nodded as Luna struggled to find a reason
that freeing this girl would be the right thing to do. The chronofly looked back to Pandora with a
troubled expression.
"How… how did you even do it with them anyway, aren't you like a ghost in here?" she asked.
Pandora laughed and shook her head.
"A ghost? You're silly, I'm not dead. I'm confined to this box in a shifted state, however I can still
interact with my lovelies, and they can interact with others around them like you. Father made it so all I
could do is provide more for his army in my confinement, but he will never command my babies, never
never never!" she shouted out while stomping her foot, rage washing over her for a moment before
subsiding and being replaced with a dull smile.

"So I spend my days in here with them, which isn't so bad since we keep each other company,
however I would much rather have them running free in the world, not being stuck inside a box all their
lives," she said with a bite. Luna looked at her carefully then up at the darkness above.
"You keep saying we're in a box, what box?" she asked.
"My box, the one we're in right now," Pandora said simply. Luna looked at her puzzled then to
Hex, the boy smirking and nodding in agreement.
"We're inside her treasure chest Luna, where space is both limitless and limited. This is where
my sister is imprisoned, inside this isolated existence while the box itself is located in your monster
realm," he explained while waving around casually. Luna looked around with wonder then back to him.
"We're… in the monster world now?" she asked. He nodded as Luna looked around at the dark
void that stretched on in all direction. Pandora tapped her foot impatiently then waved her hand around
expectantly.
"Yes, you're in the monster world and inside my goddamned box, now that we've gotten that
cleared up how about you figure out a way for me to get out of here!" she barked out. Luna looked at
her cautiously then glanced to Hex.
"Just wondering, but, if this box has four keys to unlock it why not gather those together and
open it from the outside?" she asked.
"What do you think I've been trying to do for ages now?" Pandora yelled out, her voice making
Luna jump with a squeak. Luna looked back to the small girl as she growled with frustration at her.
"My brother and I cannot use the keys; if we could he would have gotten me out of here long
ago. Four others are needed; four separate souls have to turn the keys in the box at the same time to
unlock it. I've been luring anyone I could to open my box under the promise that I'll grant any stupid
wish they desire should they do so, but as you can tell that hasn't worked out for me so far!" Pandora
shouted out. Luna looked at her cautiously.
head.

"Luring others here? How, I thought you were trapped inside this box," she said shaking her

"I am, but I can still reach out to others through the keys. They are bound to this relic, and when
all four keys are together I can speak freely to whoever is holding them. I can also appear directly
outside of my box if there is anybody nearby I could coax into finding my keys. The rumors and legends
of my wish are known throughout your world now, I just need to wait until four souls attempt to make
their wish," Pandora said with a bitter tone.
"No takers so far?" Luna quipped with a raised eyebrow. Pandora looked to her with a dull glare
and shook her head.
"There have been a few who have collected all my keys and opened the box before in the past;
however it did not lead to my freedom as I had wished. When my box is opened my lovelies will escape

into the world, but if they are beaten back by those who opened the relic I'll be sealed once again… after
I'm forced into making their pathetic wish a reality," she grunted with annoyance. Luna looked at her
carefully then to Hex for an explanation. The boy nodded and looked to his sister with a calm smile.
"You see Luna, I allow those who wish to alter reality a chance to do so should they win my
game of dice, that's how my magic works. Pandora however is bound by a different law. Whereas I use
the element of 'luck' with my magic, Pandora uses the element of 'anarchy' in hers. Those who open the
box will have their wish granted if they can defeat her chaotic monsters which come forth. Should they
push the beasts back and stop them from coming out, their wish will be granted. However, should they
fall, Pandora and her pets will be free once again," he explained. Luna looked at Pandora with wonder as
the small girl growled with anger.
"So far those who have opened my box have beaten my lovelies back, and I've had to play the
role of wish maker for those damned souls," she cursed. She smirked then glanced to away with a sly
smile.
"Of course if they're not careful what they wish for they may not be happy with what they get,"
she mentioned with a small giggle at the end.
"But… if the four who open the box die by your pets?" Luna asked cautiously. Pandora smiled
coldly at her, causing the chronofly to feel sense of dread once again.
"Then I'll be free once again along with all my lovelies, chaos will become the new reality in this
world, and not even your Almighty will be able to seal me or my babies away again," she said with a
chuckle at the end, then smiled innocently and tilted her head playfully.
"Still, I promise to be a good little girl if it will make you feel better," she said with a wink. Luna
looked at her worriedly then to Hex, the boy smiling calmly at her.
"Don't worry Luna, I promise my sister won't be destroying your world after we set her free," he
reassured while holding a hand to her cheek.
"You do?" she asked softly.
"Yes, I promise. As soon as she is freed I'm going to be taking her out of this world with me, her
and all her monsters," he said looking to Pandora.
"We're leaving so soon? Why?" Pandora asked curiously.
"Because my dear little sister, father's army will soon be descending upon this world. I want to
take you as far away from the war as I can, where you can be safe and play with your pets to your
heart's content," Hex explained.
"Wait, you're both leaving?" Luna asked worriedly.
"Oh, ok big brother," Pandora said looking down with a gentle pout. Hex nodded then looked to
Luna with a gentle smile.

"Of course we're leaving, I don't want my sister to remain trapped forever in this prison, and
once the world outside her box has been razed to the ground there won't be anyone left to open it for
her. I have to get her out of here while I can," he reasoned. Luna looked at him with a stunned
expression and held his hand next to her cheek.
"But what about the world we're in? What about my friends? What about all the innocent lives
out there? We have to stop your father from coming here and destroying everything," she pleaded.
"Luna, once the invasion begins everything in this world will fall into the darkness. Nobody here
in this realm or any other I know of will be able to stop my father in his crusade for total domination, all
we can do is run to where there is still light. Not even my own magic nor Pandora's can stop it, it's
inevitable. If you like, you could come with us, I promise to take good care of a treasure such as
yourself," Hex said, with a suave tone at the end. Luna stared at him with shock then looked to Pandora
as the girl was smirking at her.
"Big brother, are you really offering to take this lesser being with us? That's so cute, is she going
to be your pet now?" she asked mockingly.
"What?" Luna said with a startled jump. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
"I was merely offering her a way out of this world before it came to an end, but the choice is
hers whether she wishes to go, I'm not going to force her," he reasoned casually. Luna shook her head
quickly then looked back to Hex.
"Wait a minute; you're speaking as if this world is already lost, like we're already doomed. We're
still alive, your father hasn't taken this world from us yet; we can't let this happen," she pleaded
desperately.
"Luna, it's already going to happen. My father's army will walk through your world and raze it to
the ground when he's ready to attack, just how it has been with so many before. Now, are you going to
help me free my sister before he does so or do you want to leave?" Hex asked plainly while crossing his
arms. Luna looked at him with stunned silence then down as she held her hands to her chest worriedly.
"No, this can't be the end for our world, it can't end like this," she said softly.
"It doesn't have to end for you Luna," Hex mentioned casually. Luna looked to him worriedly
then down with closed eyes. After a moment she looked again to Hex with pleading eyes.
"Please, let me talk to my friends. We can stop your father; we've fought dangers like this before
in the past. We defeated a previously thought to be undefeatable destroyer and put an end to it for
good, we can stop your father's army as well," she reasoned.
"Luna," Hex said expectantly. She closed her eyes and nodded.
"I know, you brought me here to help free your sister, and that's all. But please, the world
doesn't have to end like this. You and your sister could even help us," she reasoned hopefully. She
looked to see Hex watching her with a bored expression then over to Pandora with worried eyes.

"You hate your father right?" she asked quickly.
"I don't believe 'hate' is powerful enough of a word," Pandora growled. Luna nodded then
looked around at the monsters nearby.
"You have such powerful monsters under your command, you could help us-" she started before
Hex grabbed her by the chin and turned her gaze towards her, the girl jumping slightly before falling
silent as she stared at him with surprise.
"Luna, either you help me free my sister from this place so I can take her away from the
impending death that awaits your world, or I can let you go free outside to do as you wish. But you
are not dragging my little sister into this war; I will not allow her to be harmed. As powerful as we may
seem to you we are neither gods nor immortals, my sister can bleed and she can die, neither of which I
will allow to happen," he declared firmly. Luna stared at him as she felt her legs wobble, the boy's
piercing stare into her eyes reminding her of the chilling gaze that Pandora expressed earlier.
"Hex… but…" she said quietly.
"No buts. Now, what is your answer? I freed you from father's control so you could help me
release my sister from her prison, however if you are not going to help me then there is no reason for
you to be here with me at all," Hex stated. Pandora watched Luna with a raised eyebrow and crossed
arms as the chronofly gazed into Hex's eyes. After a moment she closed her eyes and nodded.
"I'll help you Hex, just like I said I would. If I can free your sister… you'll take her and her pets out
of this world, right? They won't run loose killing innocent people, they'll be gone from this world
forever, right?" she asked looking at him again with worried eyes. Hex nodded as he slowly let go of her
chin. Luna looked at him for a moment then to Pandora.
"I still think you're evil, and what you do with your… pets is just plain disturbing to me on
multiple levels, but… I feel your father is still the true evil in this world. As a favor to Hex, and only as a
favor to him, I'll try to free you from this place," she said softly. Pandora smirked then gestured her to
proceed with a wave of the hand.
"Then please, get on with it," she said simply. Luna nodded slowly then looked to Hex.
"Thank you Luna," he said calmly with a slight bow. She smiled slightly then looked off to the
side as she held out her hand, her eyes focusing as a green glow came from them. The air distorted and
crackled before a tear etched through above the ground in front of her hand. Hex and Pandora watched
as Luna focused her magic, trying to open a rift into the time stream from where they were.
"If I can tear through to the time stream from here, maybe Pandora could leave through it with
us," she reasoned hopefully. Pandora scoffed and shook her head.
"That's stupid, big brother can pass behind even that of the time stream from your world yet he
can't take me with him through it. What makes you think your weaker rift could possibly get me out of
here?" she snapped with a hiss.

"Pandora, she's trying. And maybe she's right, my power would be restricted here inside this
place, but perhaps hers could act as a backdoor for us," Hex said while watching Luna carefully. Luna
focused on trying to open a rift into the time stream while glowing green symbols appeared around her
hand. The tear wavered and crackled but did not split as Luna showed a slightly strained expression.
"I can't cut through… I can barely hold the tear open in here, something's repressing it," she said
shaking her head. Hex walked over behind her then held his hand out onto hers, with the girl glancing
back to him with wonder as he held her hand gently from the top.
"Perhaps if we worked together, great things could happen," he mused glancing to her with a
smirk. She smiled slightly and slowly shook her head.
"You really must stop being so charming, it makes me forget the kind of person you are," she
said softly.
"Oh? And what kind of person am I?" he asked. Luna showed a troubled expression as her
fingers slowly intertwined with his.
"The kind that would allow great evil to harm innocent people," she said softly.
"It's not that I'm in favor of what fate awaits your world Luna, it's that the odds of stopping my
father are next to zero. As much as I love to gamble on big chances, luck just isn't on your world's side in
this," he reasoned calmly.
"It could be, if we make our own luck," she said turning her head to look at him with gentle eyes.
She jumped a bit as she felt his other hand holding her around her waist, the boy smiling calmly at her
while keeping his focus on the tear in time.
"There's still a chance for you to live Luna, you could come with me after this," he said kindly.
Luna looked at him with a deep gaze then down a bit.
"I can't leave my friends and family here to die, please don't ask me of such a thing Hex," she
said softly. Pandora looked at them with an annoyed glare then shook her head.
"If you two start making out I'm going to throw up. Focus here!" she yelled out. Luna jumped a
bit then looked at Hex with worried eyes as he kept smiling at her.
"I'll make a deal with you Luna," he said looking back ahead at the tear, with Luna doing the
same as she somewhat focused on trying to open a rift into time.
"I'll stay here and keep an eye on you, to make sure you remain safe for the time being, so long
as you do all that you can to help my sister," he started, with Luna feeling him holding her gently around
her waist. Her hand wavered slightly before Hex held it steady, the chronofly slowly glancing back to him
with a small blush.
"And we'll see if your friends are indeed as strong as you claim them to be. However, should
they fail in stopping my father, which I know they will, then you will come with me away from this world,

no questions asked or complaints being made," he continued while looking to her with a calm smile.
Luna turned her head back towards him and gazed into his eyes, the tear in front of them crackling
slightly as the air around the rip in time distorted and wavered some more.
"You'll come with me Luna, as the last treasure from this world," Hex finished.
Pandora watched them with a raised eyebrow and a dull expression then eyed the rift with
annoyance while Luna stared at Hex with a deep gaze. After a moment the chronofly slowly nodded.
"Should the world fall into darkness Hex, you can take me away to wherever you wish," she said
softly. He smiled confidently then looked to the rift ahead of them while the girl had her eyes locked
onto him still.
"Good girl," he said as the rift crackled and shifted around slightly. Luna watched him with a
deep gaze then slowly closed her eyes, feeling her heart beating faster as the boy held her.
'Falling for the son of the enemy, not exactly becoming of a queen, but… I've never felt safer
before in my life. If this is wrong… I don't want to be right.'
She looked back towards the rift as she focused her magic on it, her eyes narrowing slightly as
her bracelet glowed brightly. The monsters around the area watched with hushed snarls and grunts
while Pandora watched with a careful eye. The rift in time crackled violently as it started to split open,
with a bright light shining out from the tear inside. Luna focused on the tear with all her might, trying to
stabilize the rift into the time stream. After a while the tear flashed brightly then collapsed with a bang,
a small shockwave erupting out causing the monsters around the area to be illuminated for a moment
as they roared at the disturbance. Luna and Hex lowered their hands while Pandora watched the bloom
from the tear fade away with a dull glare.
Luna.

"Gee, what would I have done without her? I'm saved," Pandora scoffed while looking over to
"No go huh?" Hex said shaking his head.

"We were almost through, wherever this is it's protected by a powerful barrier, my magic is
being repressed within this place," Luna said looking at the spot where the tear was sealed up with a
careful eye.
"Can I feed her to my lovelies now, or did you want to take her clothes off first?" Pandora
snapped with discontent. Luna blushed and glanced away while holding a hand to her chest as Hex
shook his head with a blank expression, the boy still looking at where the tear had failed to form.
"She is not a snack for your pets Pandora, however it seems that this situation may be too much
for her to handle," he reasoned with a small shrug. Luna looked to him with pleading eyes and shook her
head.
"I can help you Hex, I promised you I would and I meant it. The barrier around this place is
strong, but we can still break through it with enough power, I'm sure we can," she pleaded.

"My big brother is far more powerful than you are with his magic; I bet you hardly helped him at
all. He doesn't need you, he never did," Pandora snapped with a bite as she walked over towards Luna
with a stern expression. Luna backed away nervously as the small girl stood between her and Hex while
having her arms crossed and a scowl on her face.
"Not to mention he could do far better than some lesser being such as yourself. Ooo, you can
control time with your magic, big deal! If you won't do anything useful with your life by providing flesh
and meat for my babies to eat then just get out of here!" she yelled out.
"Pandora, manners. She tried to help, you can't condemn her for that," Hex reasoned while
shaking his head amusedly at his little sister. Pandora scoffed and looked away as Hex looked to Luna
with a small shrug.
"Well, glad to see you two are connecting so well at least. But at any rate, it doesn't appear that
even with your chrono magic aiding me we aren't able to open a rift into the time stream. I can
transport you and me out of here easily enough, but I cannot bring Pandora with us using my power. If
we can't use the time stream as a backdoor out of this place for her, I don't believe we have any other
options for us to try," he said with a tone of remorse. Luna looked down with determination as she
brainstormed on a way of freeing Pandora from her isolation. If she could only get the chaotic little girl
out of her world safely she would have Hex's help with trying to stop their father from taking over the
world, as well as ensuring that Pandora's monsters never roamed the earth again.
"If only Falla could use her chrono magic again, she could help me with this," Luna said with
frustration. Pandora's eyes widened slightly at hearing that name then looked to Luna with a curious
eye.
"Falla?" she asked.
"Yes, she's my sister. She's a chronofly like me, but her magic was sealed away since it grew
unstable," Luna said looking to her. Pandora smiled slyly as she tilted her head slightly.
"Your sister's name is Falla?" she asked carefully. Luna nodded and looked at her curiously.
smile.

"Yes, that's what I said, why?" she asked. Pandora giggled then looked to Hex with an eager
"Big brother, she's the one who has all my keys, I know that girl, yes I do!" she said excitedly.

"What? You know her? And she has your keys?" Luna asked with surprise. Pandora laughed then
looked to her with a curious smile.
"Yes, I've spoken to her myself very recently. She was talking about needing my keys to wish for
something, something involving going after her sister who was in another world. My my, that must have
been you she was talking about. Now that I think about it you two look pretty similar, the only difference
was she has red eyes while you have green eyes," she said with smirk. Luna looked at her carefully then
slowly shook her head.

"Well, actually my sister only has one eye," she said holding up a finger. Pandora looked at her
puzzled as Hex watched the chronofly with an intrigued expression.
"What? No, she has two, I saw them myself, two red eyes," Pandora said shaking her head.
"No she doesn't, she only has one, she lost the other in… an accident long ago," Luna said while
looking down with a bit of remorse. Pandora looked at her with a raised eyebrow then down in thought.
"Huh, that's a strange coincidence, that other girl was named Falla and she wanted to go after
her sister who was trapped in another world," she said scratching her head.
"Where is this Falla you saw Pandora?" Hex asked.
"She's in the monster world, in some sort of school," Pandora said with a shrug. Luna shook her
head again to that.
"No, my sister went to the human world to go to school there, she's not in the monster realm
anymore," she corrected. Pandora looked at her curiously then up in thought.
"Hmm, well, somebody named Falla has all my keys, that much I know for certain," she
reasoned.
"Interesting, somebody has collected all four keys, do you know if they're on their way to open
the box yet?" Hex asked with a curious smile. Pandora looked to him with a pout and shook her head.
"Not yet, she said she was waiting for her dumb boyfriend to come back to her from the human
world. He's somebody else I know unfortunately, I know him very well, I don't like him at all," she said
bitterly.
"Yeah, that's definitely not my sister, she doesn't have a boyfriend," Luna mentioned while
crossing her arms. Hex nodded then looked to Luna.
"Well, that is a bit of good news, at least with there being a chance of my sister's box being
opened again. Still, it seems like we aren't able to do anything more with just the two of us here; as
powerful as your magic may be, it's not enough to help me free my sister. However, for your own safety
I think we should keep you here in Pandora's Box for now. Should you be spotted by my father or his
minions outside it could bring down trouble right on top of wherever you are," he warned. Pandora
looked to him with surprise then at Luna with a growl.
"I don't want some lesser being staying in here with me, are you crazy?" she snapped. Hex
glanced to her and shook his head.
"It's the only place where father won't see her, and he's going to be looking around very
carefully for her now," he reasoned. Luna nodded and looked down with worried eyes.
jump.

"All because I'm a female chronofly," she said softly. She blinked then looked to Hex with a

"Wait a minute, my sister! She's a chronofly, and she's in the human world!" she cried out. Hex
looked at her curiously as the chronofly started breathing heavily with a frightful expression, the girl
looking down while holding her head with both hands.
"Oh no, she could be targeted as well! She can't use her magic anymore, she won't be able to
fight or get away; she'll be defenseless against your father!" she cried out. She shook her head then
looked down with urgency as her eyes darted around.
"I saw Apoch and Astreal out there with Moka on the news report, and they were going to
school with Falla, but Falla wasn't there with them. Oh god, where is she? What if… what if she's already
been kidnapped? What if your father already took her back to his palace?" she said looking to Hex with
fright. Pandora raised an eyebrow with a dull expression then smirked at the girl.
"Then you're going to be an aunt very soon, congratulations," she said with a laugh. Luna
screamed then looked up with wide eyes while holding a hand over her mouth, envisioning Falla being
raped in the dark dungeon just as she had been. Hex shook his head slightly then glanced to Pandora.
"You're not making her feel any better about this situation, just so you know," he said plainly.
Pandora nodded then tilted her head with a playful smile.
"Sorry, what I meant to say is that she's probably being fucked so hard right now her mind is
swimming in sheer ecstasy and delight," she said with a giddy hop.
"Shut up! Don't say such things!" Luna shouted out at her, only getting a giggle and cold smile
out of Pandora. Hex rolled his eyes then looked up at the darkness above.
"Father surely knows you're missing by now and is on alert; if your sister really has been
captured and taken up to his palace I won't be able to sneak her out like I did with you. All we can do for
your sister is hope that she has eluded capture so far and has found sanctuary somewhere," he
reasoned with a shrug. Luna looked around nervously then to Hex with urgency.
"We have to go find my friends, I have to know if she's ok or not," she implored before rushing
towards him, running through Pandora's ethereal image. The small girl looked behind to seeing Luna
holding onto Hex's chest while looking at the boy with pleading eyes.
"Hey, let go of my big brother!" Pandora yelled out, getting a rouse of roars from the monsters
around the area. Hex looked down to Luna's hands which were holding onto his shirt then to the
chronofly as she watched him with worried eyes.
"I just got done telling you exactly why you shouldn't leave this place Luna," he said simply.
"Please Hex, my sister could be in real danger, I have to find out what happened to her. If she's
at risk of being taken away we should bring her here as well for her own safety, I can't let your father
take her away and force her to become a breeder," Luna begged desperately.

"If your sister is with your friends then we would be placing two chronoflies in the same
location, which would be a prime target for my father. I'm quite certain he would send plenty of his
minions to retrieve both of you, and probably wipe out your friends in the process," Hex pointed out.
"If she's with them we can bring her back here with me. I'm begging you Hex, we have to make
sure she's alright. She's my sister, I love her," Luna pleaded. Hex looked at her for a moment then
glanced to Pandora, the small girl growling and glaring at Luna.
"For the record, I don't want either of those girls in here with me and my lovelies, I am not
sharing my box with lesser beings! If those two think they're staying here with me they're out of their
goddamned minds!" Pandora yelled out, her voice echoing throughout the darkness as the surrounding
monsters roared again. Luna looked back to her with worried eyes then to Hex.
"I'll stay by your side the entire time then, I trust you Hex; I know you can keep me safe. You've
protected me from the darkness, you saved me when nobody else did, I know my sister and I will be safe
with you," she said softly. The boy paused for a moment then looked to Luna with a blank expression.
The girl looked at him with desperation then down with worry.
"Please, I'll do whatever I can to help free your sister, and some of my friends are very skilled
with magic, maybe they could help us too. I promised I would help you, and I'm going to keep that
promise Hex, so please help me save my sister as well," she said softly. The boy looked at her with a
blank expression then glanced up. After a pause he sighed slightly then looked back to her.
"Seeing as how my sister would likely feed you to her pets should you stay here, I suppose
moving you out of here would be the best option for you," he reasoned tiredly. Pandora growled with
bared teeth as the monsters around the area snarled at Luna. The chronofly looked to him again with
pleading eyes as he gently took hold of her hands and removed them from his chest.
"But if we're going to go back to the human world, and around those that my father is surely
keeping an eye on, then you need to stay close to me at all times. If there is any way at all you can free
my sister I will take no chances with this. Should my father come looking for you I will take you back with
me, your friends will be on their own," he said with a commanding tone. Luna nodded as the boy held
her hands down in front of her.
"I won't leave your sight, I promise," she said softly. Hex smiled slightly and nodded then looked
to Pandora.
gently.

"We're going to go find her sister and come back to free you, we shouldn't be long," he said
"You're leaving me already? And with her?" Pandora cried out while pointing to Luna.
"With her help we might be able to release you from this place," Hex reasoned.

"I don't need her help, that other girl has my keys, once she gets here she'll open the box. After
my pets slaughter her and the three she brings with her I'll be free again," Pandora whined as she ran up

to Hex, with Luna quickly stepping aside as the little girl stood in front of her brother with puppy dog
eyes.
"We don't know how long it will take for those keys to get here, how much longer father will
wait before he attacks, or if your pets will be successful in dispatching the four that open your box this
time. I like to gamble Pandora, but I will not do so with you, I'm going to explore every possible chance
of freeing you from here," Hex said gently as he kneeled down in front of his sister. Pandora looked at
him with a pout then down with worried eyes.
"Please don't go big brother, I miss you so much when you're gone," she said sadly. Hex smiled
kindly then leaned forward and gently kissed where her ethereal cheek was, the girl closing her eyes
with a small whimper.
"Big brother…" she said quietly. Hex then stood up and smiled down at his sister.
"I love you my little Pandora, I won't let you spend the rest of your days in this place. I will free
you, I promise you that," he said gently. Pandora looked up to him with worried eyes while Luna
watched with a curious expression.
"If you're going to promise that then you'd better keep your word," Pandora said softly. Hex
nodded then looked to Luna.
"Alright then, let's be off," he said with a wave to the side. She nodded then walked with him
away from Pandora, with the monsters in front of them parting while watching Luna with low growls.
She looked around at the beasts then back to see Pandora glaring at her with cold eyes. The chronofly
held onto Hex's arm as the boy kept walking with a calm expression while he kept his eyes forward.
Pandora glared at Luna as the world around the chronofly and Hex started to fade to black. Luna
watched as everything faded into darkness, with Pandora's eyes being seen like two small glows before
fading away as well.
"She's very… unique," Luna said looking back ahead.
"Yes, my sister is one-of-a-kind," Hex chuckled.
"Is it true that… she… mates with her pets?" Luna asked weakly while glancing to him.
"Yes, she's always fancied monsters and beasts all her life, and loves being able to bring more
into existence," Hex said casually. Luna nodded slowly then looked down with a disturbed expression.
"I guess that comes from being the best beastmaster out there, she's really… devoted to them,"
she reasoned unsurely. She shivered then looked ahead again as they walked along through the
darkness.
"Still, even though she scares the hell out of me and her taste in lovers is… not what I would
have imagined, she does seem to love you genuinely," she said softly. Hex smirked and glanced to her.

smile.

"You say that as if you're surprised she has a heart," he mused. She looked to him with a small

"I still think she's evil, or at least extremely dangerous to those around her, but she is like you in
some ways. You both seem to despise your father for what he's doing, and even refuse to help him with
his quest for domination," she said kindly. Hex chuckled and looked back ahead.
"You reserve the right to see her for however you wish, but to me she's not evil. She's chaos
incarnate; disorder and anarchy is what drives her, she cannot be condemned for being herself," he
reasoned calmly.
"Do all those in your family have an affinity to which your power derives from?" Luna asked.
"You could say that, although we choose what to abide by, typically from whatever interests us.
My sister is attuned to chaos because she loves to be wild and uncontrollable, whereas I am more
favorable to luck as I am very intrigued by the concept of chance," Hex said with a shrug and casual
smile. Luna nodded then looked at him carefully.
"And your father?" she asked cautiously. Hex glanced to her as his smile faded.
"War," he said solemnly. Luna looked at him for a moment then down with worry.
After a while the two walked along the translucent gray bricks towards the courtyard that
floated amidst the darkness. As they approached it the surroundings shifted from the dark void into the
blue and red cosmos with dozens of other courtyards floating by at all angles. The two walked onto the
court as the ground lit up under their footsteps, with the other bridges extending out to becoming hazy
blurs against the backdrop.
"Thank you Hex, for doing this for me," Luna said looking to him with a gentle smile. He
shrugged and looked over towards a stone bridge that extended out into the cosmos.
"You and your sister may be my best hope of freeing my sister; I should be thanking you for
trying for me. Still, my father will be searching for you; while we're in the human world you are not to
leave my sight, I can't let anything happen to you after all," he said glancing to her. She nodded with a
timid smile.
"Whatever you ask of me Hex, I'll stay by your side and do as you say," she said softly. He smiled
calmly at that then looked to her as she held onto his arm securely, the girl gazing into his eyes as her
heart fluttered again.
"I'll be a good girl for you."

Chapter 27
Dark’s Mother
"I still cannot believe this," Leon said shaking his head.
Inside the back of the HDA truck a group of monsters were gathered together while being driven
back to their friends outside the city limits. The truck driver kept his eyes focused ahead of him as he
took the road into the nearby forest which led towards a Chinese villa the group was staying at, under
orders to drop off the group at their destination then report the location of the monsters' whereabouts
to the HDA for observation.
"I know, to think we would actually be getting a ride from the HDA like this surprises me,
especially after what we went through last night with them," Astreal said looking around at the interior
of the truck while sitting next to Leon.
"No, not that, him," Leon said pointing to Render who was sitting across from him, the
battlemage drinking something while looking at Leon confusedly.
"Him? What did he do?" Apoch asked while sitting next to Render.
"He actually got the HDA to stop and get us something to eat, I'm still surprised too," Gin said
while eating a burger, the boy in his human form while Kokoa was still asleep and leaning against his
side.
"No, I'm not talking about that, although that is something I wasn't picturing to be happening
today," Leon said looking down to his paper bag in his lap which had some fries and a burger in it as
well.
"Is he talking about how he just lost all that muscle in a single second back there, because that's
still puzzling me," Felucia said before drinking her chocolate milkshake while eyeing Render with a raised
eyebrow.
"He's a battlemage Felucia, he can magically enhance his body like that when he wants to fight,
and then returns to normal to conserve energy. How you see him now is his normal form," Mizore
explained while sitting next to the doll demon, the snow maiden then eating some ice cream she had in
a travel container.
"Is it that he actually asked the humans to feed him after they were about to execute him, and
on live television in front of countless other humans?" Gabriel asked while glancing to Render with a
raised eyebrow.
"No, if you knew him like I did you would expect him to say stupid things at the worst times,"
Leon said shaking his head. Render set down his drink and shook his head with annoyance.
"Hey, it was an honest request, and frankly I think that after all we've been through this morning
me asking for something to eat wasn't too much of a burden," he defended. Apoch nodded while eating

a small salad next to him, watching Leon with a dull stare. Leon paused for a moment then waved to
Render's drink.
"You had us drive out of the way of the fast food restaurant we stopped at for food to find
another restaurant that would make your stupid caramel frappe!" he shouted out. The group looked to
Render as the boy glanced to his drink then shrugged.
"What's wrong with that? I think I deserved it," he reasoned before taking another drink.
"I swear you have an addiction problem with that stuff, seriously, that's all you ever ask to get
whenever we get something to eat," Leon said tiredly. Apoch looked at Render curiously then to his
drink as the battlemage looked at it with a calm gaze.
"Don't deny a man his life blood Leon, I've said it before. And don't judge somebody for what
makes them happy in life, that's not cool," he said wisely. Leon sighed then brought out his burger with
a dull expression.
"I'm starting to think you would die if you couldn't drink that stuff every day," he muttered
before taking a bite out of his burger.
"Do you really like that beverage so much?" Apoch asked curiously. Render nodded and glanced
to her with a smile.
"Puts a smile on my face every time, just like you," he said with a wink. Apoch blushed and
looked down with a timid smile as Felucia smiled curiously at them.
"What have we here? Apoch?" she asked playfully. Apoch giggled and glanced to her while she
took hold of Render's free hand. Felucia smiled amusedly at them then glanced to Astreal who was
smiling bashfully and holding onto Leon's arm.
"Ok, first question, how did you two survive the day Kuyou attacked Yokai Academy, because I
know I saw Apoch get shot and heard Ruby cry out Astreal's name, and yet you were both alive again
when I died. And next question, did you two find some new boy toys to replace Dark and Rason?" she
asked with a giggle. Render and Leon looked to her with raised eyebrows as Apoch and Astreal giggled in
unison.
"Boy toys?" Render asked puzzled. Apoch looked to him with a warm smile then to Felucia.
"We'll explain everything when we return to the others Ms. Felucia," she said assuredly.
"Yes, it may take some time to fully explain everything," Astreal added with a shrug. Felucia
looked at Render and Leon with a sly smile then glanced to Mizore.
"Well, that's one less girl hanging all over our Dark, right?" she jested with a laugh. Mizore
looked to her with a blank expression while remaining silent, the doll demon then smiling nervously and
holding her hands up defensively.

"Hey, I was just kidding, we know he's all yours," she said shaking her head. Mizore looked down
with concern as Felucia watched her worriedly.
"Hey, Mizore? I didn't mean to upset you with that, relax," she said with concern.
others.

"It's not that Felucia, it's just…" Mizore said softly. Felucia looked at her curiously then to the
"Again, we'll explain everything when we get back Felucia," Gin said.

"Yeah, it's going to take a while to explain everything, trust us," Render said shaking his head.
Felucia looked around at them puzzled then to Mizore.
"Ok, what else have I been missing here?" she asked. Gabriel looked to Mizore with concern.
"What happened with Luna though, where is she?" he asked worriedly.
"We don't know, the Luna you saved wasn't the real Luna, it was a fake. The body crumbled to
dust right before our eyes," Mizore said shaking her head. Gabriel looked at her with surprise.
"What? That wasn't Luna?" he asked shaking his head.
"Afraid not, seems it was just a decoy I brought from the other world. Apparently somebody
else saved her before I could get to her," Felucia said looking down in thought. Mizore looked to her
curiously.
"And how exactly did you get into that world anyway, or even leave hell for that matter? What
are you doing here?" she asked. Felucia looked to the glowing band on her wrist, the group looking to it
as well while the doll demon showed a distant gaze at the object.
"We'll add that to the list of things that need to be explained when we regroup with the others,
it'll take some time to explain as well," she said softly. The group looked at her with wonder then to
Kokoa, the young vampire stirring slightly while opening her eyes slowly and looking around in a daze.
jump.

"Kokoa? You ok?" Gin asked. Kokoa looked to him as she blinked a few times then around with a

"What the… where are we? What's going on?" she asked quickly. She saw they were inside an
HDA truck and noticed a soldier was driving them somewhere.
"What happened? Where's that guy taking us?" she asked with anger as she tensed up. Gin
quickly grabbed her shoulder and shook his head.
"Whoa, easy Kokoa, it's alright. We're just getting a ride back to the others, don't worry," he said
reassuringly.

"What? A ride back to the others? But… isn't this an HDA truck?" Kokoa asked looking around.
She blinked then looked down to the clothes she was wearing. Then she looked to Leon with a quizzical
stare as he stopped eating and noticed her watching him.
"What?" he asked.
"I said pink and stylish, I look like some preppy schoolgirl!" Kokoa shouted out at him. Leon
backed up against the wall with a nervous smile while Astreal merely held a hand out and manifested a
magical barrier of flickering light between her boyfriend and the furious redhead.
"I thought those looked good, what's wrong with them?" Leon asked shaking his head.
"What's wrong with them? Look at them! Just what kind of clothes do you think is stylish on a
girl anyway?" Kokoa shouted out. Gin pulled her closer and smiled weakly at her, the girl looking to him
as he handed her a bag from the restaurant. She looked at it puzzled as Leon kept on guard from the
fiery redhead.
"At least he got you something to wear Kokoa; you can change back at the villa if you like. And
to be honest I think you look great in those clothes, very attractive and cute," Gin said calmly. Kokoa
blinked then looked back to him with wonder as he smiled gently at her.
"Why don't you take this time to eat something and get your strength back, you've had a long
morning after all," he said with a wink. She blushed slightly and smiled at him then looked to Leon with a
dull stare.
"You're lucky my boyfriend thinks I look good in this or else I'd throttle you," she grunted before
taking out a sandwich from the bag. She took a strong bite out of it before looking down with closed
eyes of arrogance while Gin chuckled amusedly at his prideful girlfriend.
"Holy shit, you two are really still a couple?" Felucia asked with wide eyes. Kokoa glanced to her
with one eye while Gin nodded at the demon.
"Of course, Gin's my mate for life. I love him with all my heart," Kokoa said proudly and with
some food still in her mouth. Felucia looked back and forth between them while remaining quiet then to
Mizore.
"Well, didn't see that happening," she said with a laugh. Kokoa twitched then looked to Felucia
with a glare.
"What was that? What's wrong with me being with Gin?" she barked out. Felucia smiled weakly
at her and shook her head.
"Sorry, it's just… I honestly didn't think you two would still be together. I mean the guy was the
biggest pervert in the school after all, I was almost sure while I was gone that you would have kicked him
to the curb by now," she reasoned honestly. Kokoa growled as she glared at the doll demon as the group
watched her curiously, with Leon now eating again since the redhead's anger had shifted from him to
Felucia.

"He's not like that anymore! He's a changed man and I love him! Got that?" she yelled out.
"Sure, whatever you say Kokoa, no problem," Felucia said with a weak smile while holding up
her hands defensively. She laughed lightly then looked back to Mizore.
"Today's just full of surprises for me," she said amusedly.
"If that surprises you, prepare to be shocked when we get back to the villa," Mizore said before
looking down. Felucia looked at her curiously then to the others while scratching her head.
"What else have I been missing exactly?" she asked.
"A lot," the group said before resuming eating again. Felucia looked around at them then down
with wonder as the truck drove through the woods towards the villa.

Inside the infirmary at the villa Ceal was working to heal Kurumu's injury, the girl now turned
over on her stomach as the mage was using his magic to reattach her wings. The group watched with
wonder except for Dark who was still being distant from what was happening around him.
"That feels… weird," Kurumu said as she felt a strange numbing sensation rippling through her
back. Rason and Razico were each holding a wing to her back while Ceal used his hands to mend and
reattach the limbs to the girl's back.
"Is she going to be ok?" Rason asked worriedly, feeling some sense of worry as he was holding
the severed wing of his girlfriend.
"She'll be fine angel. And I trust this is the last time I am going to be asked to do such a thing for
you people," Ceal said while keeping his eyes focused on his work.
"We owe you for this Ceal, thank you again for helping her," Ruby said graciously. Ceal remained
silent while he used his hands to reattach the wings. The bright light shined from the palms of both his
hands as he focused on healing the girl's body.
Fang Fang looked back to the TV which had switched to a local news station talking about recent
events in the human city and the HDA reportedly taking in a group of monsters for 'questioning'.
"So what are we to do now? The HDA knows about your friends and are likely on their way here
right now with them," he asked.
"What happened to my sister though, did they save her from that giant monster before your
friend blew it up?" Complica asked worriedly.
"I'm not sure Complica, but it seems that they are on their way back to us, we'll find out what
happened once they return," Ruby said looking to the young chronofly with sympathetic eyes.

"But what if that monster had my sister in its giant claws and your friend blew it up then doesn't
that mean my sister blew up with it oh no what if my sister is dead please tell me she's not dead she
can't be dead please tell me that's not true!" Complica cried out before sobbing loudly. The group
looked at her for a moment then glanced to each other.
"I'm sure that's not true Complica, our friends would have rescued your sister before
dispatching that giant demon," Ruby said assuredly. Complica cried and buried her face in her hands
while the group looked to each other with concern.
"Do you think Moka will be safe with the HDA like that, I mean she just surrendered herself to
go talk to their leader, what if they decide to kill her?" Ahakon asked worriedly.
"I don't think she had much of a choice but to go with them, the humans had them surrounded,"
Ran said looking to him with concern.
"I hope Moka can talk some sense into them, otherwise we're all going to be in danger again. If
the others are coming back to us that means the HDA be following their movements, they'll know where
we are," Yukari said nervously.
"Then either Moka convinces them to give peace a chance or else we're running for our lives
again," Razico said while watching Ceal reattach Kurumu's wing to her back.
"I wonder who that woman that went with her was, she seemed a little out of place with that
full set of armor and sword," Ruby said carefully while looking back to the TV.
"She volunteered to go with Moka to speak to the HDA; do you think she's a monster too?"
Yukari asked looking to Ruby. The elder witch looked down in thought to that while Sun looked over
towards Arial, the snow angel watching Dark with worried eyes as the demon was remaining silent.
"Dark, please say something to me," Arial said sadly. The group looked to her as Dark continued
to keep his eyes locked onto the floor.
"Dark, you ok man? Hey, say something," Rason said with concern. Yukari shook her head then
looked to Arial with a frustrated glare.
"Are you happy now? Are you? Look at how much you hurt him," she snapped at the angel. Arial
looked to her worriedly as the witch walked up to her with a few tears forming in her eyes.
"How could you say you love him like that, how could you cut him so deeply, how could you be
so stupid?" Yukari hissed with anger. Arial growled and glared at her while the temperature dropped
around her.
"I love Dark, he's my everything, don't you dare tell me what I said was wrong. I love him, I love
him and I always will, he's my one and only soul mate!" she yelled out.
"He's not your soul mate, he never was! For god's sake you were his guardian angel; you were
the one soul that he looked up to for guidance in this world! You stupid bitch, don't you understand

what you just did to him? He just heard his mother declare her love for him!" Yukari yelled back. Arial
looked at her with surprise then back to Dark as the demon was now holding his hands to his ears,
showing a strained expression as he twitched slightly.
"Dark? What… what are you doing?" Arial asked.
"Um, I've never seen him do that before," Rason said shaking his head.
"Stop talking right now Arial, you're just making it worse," Ruby scolded at Arial. The snow angel
rushed over and held Dark's hand with worried eyes.
"Dark, please say something to me, look at me, please!" she cried out. Dark shakily looked over
to her with a pained expression as she held a hand to his cheek.
"Please, mark me as your wife, I'll be a faithful wife to you, I promise," she pleaded.
"Arial shut up," Yukari said urgently while watching Dark's eye twitch.
"I love you so much, I always have, I've always loved you more than anything," Arial said softly
as Dark's hands slowly dropped down.
"Stop it Arial, you're not making this better," Kurumu coughed out while shaking her head.
"Please Dark, we belong together, we're soul mates," Arial said softly while holding Dark's
cheeks with a loving gaze. Dark closed his eyes as his hand flinched at his side.
"I really think you should stop talking to him, he's not looking so good," Ran commented while
watching the demon worriedly.
"Dark… please," Arial said before she leaned in and kissed the demon on the lips. The group
watched with surprise as Arial held the demon's head and kissed him, with Dark staring at her with
stunned eyes. Slowly Arial backed up and smiled lovingly at him.
"I love you, I've wanted us to be together ever since that fateful night. Please, take me as your
wife, I promise to take care of you for all time," she said softly. The group looked to Dark as he stared at
the snow angel with a stunned expression.
"Arial… you stupid bitch," Ruby said quietly while slowly shaking her head.
"Dark?" Rason asked worriedly.
"Please Dark, I love you," Arial said softly.
Dark stared at her for a moment then looked down while holding his head, his body shaking
slightly as his expression shifted from confusion to frustration to agony. The group watched him
worriedly as he shut his eyes and shook his head, seeming to be repressing his growls and screams as he
trembled.

"Dark?" Ahakon asked carefully.
"Oh dear, is he going to be ok?" Fang Fang asked.
feet.

Dark let out a strained scream through bared teeth as he shook his head and stumbled to his
"Hey, Dark, calm down man," Rason said worriedly.
"He's losing it," Ran said nervously.
"What have you done Arial?" Complica whimpered while shaking her head.

"Dark? What's wrong, Dark?" Arial asked worriedly. Dark yelled out in frustration, the whole
group backing up as they watched him with surprise.
"Why am I here? Why? What's the reason for me being here?" he yelled out before he ran out
of the room.
"Dark wait!" Arial cried out as she chased after him.
"Go after him, hurry!" Rason called out. The others raced out while he and Razico stayed with
Ceal as the catalyst mage continued to mend the girl's injury. Ceal glanced back to the doorway then to
Kurumu again while still having a blank expression.
"Never seen a demon from hell freak out like that before," he said plainly. Rason and Razico
looked to each other with concern then to the doorway while Kurumu showed a worried expression.
Dark ran down a hallway while stumbling around off-balance, bumping against the walls as he
wasn't paying attention to where he was going. He kept holding his head while yelling out with
frustration as dark wisps wavered around behind him.
'Why am I here? Why am I alive? Everything I've lived for, everything I've stood for, it was all
meaningless!'
Running down the hall behind him Arial was watching Dark stumble about in his run, her eyes
watering up as she tried to catch up to her loved one who was having a breakdown of some form.
"Dark, please stop, where are you going? Dark!" she cried out.
"Arial! Get away from him!" Ruby yelled out from behind, with the others following closely as
they kept after the shadow demon and snow angel.
"You're just making this worse!" Ran called out.
"Dark! Please stop!" Yukari cried out.

"Stop Arial, you're hurting him!" Complica pleaded.
Dark ran through the hallway then burst through a pair of doors into the courtyard outside, with
guards around the area looking to him with a jump as the demon stumbled about while screaming out in
agony. Dark dropped to his knees as the others ran outside behind him, all seeing the demon roaring out
while black wisps swirled around him.
"Dark! What's wrong, why are you screaming?" Arial cried out. She started to run towards the
demon before Yukari grabbed her arm and yanked her back, throwing her back into a stumble behind
the group as they all looked to her with frustration.
"You're what's wrong! You're the reason he's screaming! This is all your fault!" Yukari yelled out
at her. Arial looked at her with surprise as the group turned back to Dark.
"You foolish girl, look at what you've done to him," Ruby said with concern.
"What I did? I didn't do anything to him; I didn't want him to scream like this!" Arial yelled out.
Sun shook her head with frustration then marched over to Arial, slapping her across the face as the
group looked back to her. Arial recoiled from the hit then looked at the siren with disbelief as the silent
girl wrote down something quickly on her pad before showing her.
DARK IS NOT YOUR HUSBAND!
Arial looked at her with shock then over to see Dark standing back up while yelling out in agony,
the demon holding his head as dark clouds whirled around him.
"What's happening to him?" Ran asked nervously.
head.

"He's losing control. His aura, it's unstable, he's losing control of himself," Ruby said shaking her
"Dark! Please calm down!" Yukari cried out.

Dark yelled out and stomped down on the ground, causing cracks to shatter and etch away from
him as he trembled.
"Why am I here? Why am I here?" he yelled out while shaking his head. The group watched him
run off again while dark clouds swirled around him.
"Dark!" Ahakon called out as the group ran after him, with Arial sprinting past them in a
desperate attempt to catch the demon.
"Dark please! Don't leave me!" she cried out. The guards around the area watched the group
running towards the front gate where the rubble and debris from the previous demon attack were being
cleaned up and moved aside. Dark yelled out as he vanished into a black cloud, with the group looking
around franticly for him while still running towards the gate.

"Dark! Please don't go!" Arial cried out as she grabbed her hair.
"Arial, shut up!" Yukari yelled out at her.
"Oh no, where did he go now?" Fang Fang asked looking around.
The group stopped and looked around while Arial ran further ahead before coming to a halt, the
snow angel looking around desperately for her demon.
"Dark! Come back to me, come back!" she cried out with tears forming in her eyes. The group
looked to her with frustration and marched up towards her, with the angel looking to them with teary
eyes.
"What… have… you… done?" Ruby growled with anger.
"You… you…" Yukari said through bared teeth as she slowly aimed her wand at the angel, the
stick glowing brightly as Arial watched them with watery eyes. Complica whimpered and looked around
worriedly then over to the gate as she saw a truck approaching from the road.
"Hey, hey it's the others, they're back," she said pointing to the truck. The group looked over to
see the HDA transport approaching as guards around the area and up on the wall tensed up while
drawing their firearms.
"Master Fang Fang, it's the HDA!" a guard called down from atop the wall. Fang Fang stepped
forth and held his hands up.
"It's alright, that transport should be carrying our guests back from their ordeal, allow them in,"
he called out.
"Let them in? But sir, the HDA are the ones that arrested you, they are not welcome guests of
ours," a guard said shaking his head. Fang Fang showed a stern expression and pointed to the man.
"I said allow them in, this could be our last opportunity for peace between the two worlds, don't
any of you dare fire. They are not here to harm any of us, I assure you," he ordered.
WHAM!
SCREECH!
The group looked over to see the truck suddenly slamming its breaks as a dark wisp flowed
about in front of it, with Dark appearing and tumbling into a roll violently onto the ground. A splatter of
blood was seen on the grill of the truck as everybody stared with shock at the sight.
"Oh my god," Yukari squeaked out with fright.
"DARK!" Arial shrieked out.

stop.

Inside the truck the group was looking towards the front as the vehicle had come to a sudden

"Dude, what was that for, I spilled my frappe!" Render cried out as she looked down at the
spilled drink on the floor. Kokoa coughed out a chunk of her burger then looked towards the front with
discontent.
"What's going on up there? Why did you stop like that?" she called out.
"Holy shit, where did he come from?" the driver said looking out the front window at
something. Apoch ran to the front then screamed in horror.
"Oh my god, you hit Dark!" she cried out.
"What?" Mizore and Felucia shouted out. Apoch rushed past the group out the back door of the
truck, with everybody then scrambling after her while the driver watched the shadow demon lie
motionless on the ground in front of the vehicle.
"But… where did he come from, he just appeared out of thin air," he said shaking his head. He
groaned then picked up his radio.
"This is Burton, I've arrived at the location where the monsters are, and I just hit one with the
truck," he said while holding a hand to his head tiredly.
"You what? We're under orders from the director not to harm any of them!" a man on the other
end shouted out.
"He just appeared right in front of me, I couldn't stop in time," the driver said shaking his head.
While Dark lay on the ground motionless everybody raced over towards him with shocked
expressions.
"Dark!" Arial cried out.
"Oh my god!" Ruby yelled out as their group ran out the gate towards the demon.
Mizore and Felucia ran out from around the truck then screamed as they saw Dark lying on the
ground with blood coming from his head.
"DARK!" they cried out as they raced over to him. They quickly dropped down to their knees on
both sides of the boy as they stared at him with horror.
"Dark, speak to me! Please, wake up!" Mizore cried out as she held his hand.
"Dark! Dark, wake up, wake up!" Felucia pleaded while shaking his arm. Arial ran over and
stared with horrified eyes at the sight of the demon lying in the road unconscious. She started crying

then raced over and knocked Mizore aside, quickly grabbing onto Dark's chest as the snow maiden
looked to her with a frustrated glare.
"Dark!" Arial cried out.
"What the- who is this? Get off him you little brat!" Felucia yelled as she pushed Arial away.
Mizore grabbed Arial and shoved her aside before looking back down to Dark with worried eyes. Arial
growled furiously at Mizore before Ruby and Fang Fang rushed over and knelt down beside the shadow
demon.
"Oh my god, Dark? Dark can you hear us?" Ruby called out worriedly.
"What was he doing in the middle of the road like that?" Gin asked shaking his head.
"He's not moving! Somebody do something!" Kokoa cried out. Ruby and Astreal pulled up Dark's
shirt, seeing his chest bruised and having a few broken ribs.
"Oh god, Dark," Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth. Astreal ran a hand along his upper
body and shook her head.
"His shoulder is dislocated and I can feel several breaks, he got hit hard," she said worriedly.
"Hurry and heal him, do something!" Mizore cried out at the witch.
"We need to get him inside, he's going to need extensive work with this," Ruby said shaking her
head. Fang Fang looked back to the villa then to the demon.
"Get him back into the infirmary, perhaps Ceal could treat him as well," he urged. Felucia quickly
lifted Dark up into her arms and looked to the yasha with watery eyes.
"Where is that? Where?" she cried out desperately.
"This way, follow me," Fang Fang called out as he ran off, with Felucia and the group quickly
following after. Arial shakily looked back to seeing them running off then scrambled after them while
crying.

Inside the infirmary Rason was helping Kurumu stand up again, the girl looking down at her body
with wonder while her wings were extended out behind her. Although her shirt had a huge hole in the
front from where the rylo dug its talon into her gut, her stomach looked to be as good as new again
without a single scratch or mark on her skin. She looked back to her wings then to Ceal as the mage was
looking at the demonic extensions with a casual eye.
"How do you feel Kurumu, are you ok now?" Rason asked. Kurumu nodded slowly while Ceal
walked around behind her, running his normal hand along the ridge of her wing gently.

"I feel fine, I feel all better now," she said softly with a smile forming.
"Arch your wings back succubus," Ceal said in a somewhat commanding tone as he examined
the wings. Kurumu arched them back while looking at him with wonder, the mage running his hands
along the ridges towards where they connected to her back.
"It's amazing Ceal, you really put her back together," Razico said in awe.
"Retract your wings, slowly," Ceal ordered, ignoring Razico's comment. Kurumu just watched the
mage with wonder while her wings slowly pulled back and disappeared. Ceal gently ran his reptilian
hand along her back against her skin, the girl feeling a small shiver from the touch as the boy examined
her.
"You should be perfectly fine now succubus, however don't assume that next ti-" Ceal started
before Kurumu spun around and leapt into a hug with him, the mage's face being pressed into her
bosom as she squealed with joy.
"Thank you Ceal, I feel as good as new again! I can't thank you enough for giving me back my
beautiful wings, you're really not such a bad guy after all, a bit gloomy and cold, but not bad at all in my
book! Oh thank you thank you thank you!" she cheered while Rason and Razico watched with weak
expressions. Before either of them could say a word however Ceal grabbed Kurumu by the arms and
yanked her back, holding her firmly in front of him as she yelped with surprise. The mage had a dull
expression on his face while Kurumu watched him nervously.
"Do that again and you'll be Xarai's new chew toy, understand?" he said coldly. Kurumu
trembled and nodded with a nervous smile.
"Sure, no problem, won't happen again," she said shakily. Ceal let the girl go then looked to the
other two in the room with them.
"Let me make something clear, I am not your personal medic," he said sternly.
"We know, and we do thank you for helping us like this. Our friends would have been in real
trouble if it weren't for you," Razico said kindly.
"Thank you, for healing my girlfriend and restoring her wings," Rason said graciously. Ceal
looked away and crossed his arms.
"That is to be the last time I do such a thing for you people, are we clear?" he stated.
"Crystal," Kurumu said with a nod and smile.
"We won't ask anymore of you Ceal, you've done more than enough for us," Razico said
assuredly.
From the doorway Fang Fang came running in and waving into the room in a hurry.

"In here, get him in here!" he called out.
"What's going on?" Rason asked.
Felucia ran in carrying an unconscious Dark while Mizore followed closely behind her, the
shadow demon's head having blood dripping from it while his arms were limp at his sides.
"Dark!" Razico said with a jump.
"What happened to him?" Rason asked as the girls rushed the demon over and set him down on
a bed. The others ran in behind them and watched Dark as he lay on the bed motionless.
"The HDA driver ran him over with the truck, he's not moving!" Felucia cried out.
"The HDA hit him with the truck?" Razico asked shaking his head.
"The driver said he couldn't see Dark until he got hit, he was invisible for some reason and in the
middle of the road," Kokoa said with confusion and worry.
"I still don't get what he was doing out there like that, how didn't he see the truck coming?" Gin
said with bewilderment.
"It's all her fault; she drove him insane with her stupid obsession! Dark was running around in
torment because of her!" Yukari shouted while pointing to Arial.
"I didn't make him get run over by the truck, that wasn't my fault!" Arial cried out.
"You did this? This is all your fault?" Mizore yelled out at Arial with tears in her eyes.
"Who the hell is that kid anyway? And where is this Ceal guy, get him in here and have him help
Dark, quick!" Felucia said looking back to Dark. The group then looked to Ceal as he was just watching
them with a dull stare.
"I hate all of you people," he said flatly.
"Please help us Ceal, he's in horrible condition," Ruby pleaded as she ran over to the bed along
with Apoch and Astreal. The witch sisters held their hands over Dark's chest to try to heal him while
Ruby brought out her wand to assist as well.
"It seems to me all of you are constantly getting yourselves into these conditions every five
minutes, I would consider it nothing but a miracle if you all could get through one day without hell
breaking loose," Ceal said shaking his head.
"We know, crazy shit happens to us every day, believe us when we say that is not our intention,
but please, help him," Ahakon said pointing to Dark.

sternly.

"I will do no such thing, as I've constantly reminded all of you, I am not your medic," Ceal said

"Please big brother, please help him, he's really hurt," Complica said while running up to him
with teary eyes. He looked to her with a solemn gaze then to the group.
"Complica, we had an agreement, you will not ask more of me, remember?" he said expectedly.
Complica whimpered and wiped her tears away, then nodded and looked down.
"I know, I'm sorry," she said softly.
"Please, I'm begging you to help him, you can do it can't you?" Arial cried out. Ceal looked to her
with a cold stare and crossed his arms.
"I could, however I won't," he said simply.
"What the hell, you're not going to help him? Why not?" Felucia yelled out with anger at him.
"Please Ceal, I don't know if we can properly heal his injury like this, we're just barely keeping
him alive," Ruby said looking over to the mage desperately. Ceal glanced to her then looked to Arial
again.
"I'm tired of all these distractions and hindrances with you people. I shouldn't even be out here,
yet I am because of Falla's most insistent wishes to keep you all alive. I've helped your friends escape
their prison, I've slain a dragon for you, I've healed four of you from near death, and you constantly ask
more of me. My patience is at its end with all of you, I am under no obligation to help the demon
recover nor do I personally have any desire to do so," he said coldly. Arial started to speak before Ceal
pointed to her with his reptilian hand.
"And you, snow angel, have been nothing but a thorn in our side since we found you. I helped
you recover earlier today from your injuries because of Complica's wishes; however that will not be
enough of a reason for me again. Out of all the people I've been forced into contact with lately you are
by far the most single-minded and foolish of them all. It's because of you and your futile crusade for that
demon's heart that I've had to clean up more of these problems lately and I'm sick of it," he said with a
tone of anger. The group looked to Arial as she whimpered and shook her head with tears in her eyes.
Felucia glanced from Arial to Complica then showed a cautious expression.
"Wait, that name Complica sounds familiar, who are these two anyway?" she asked.
"Complica Cii, Luna and Falla's younger deceased sister, and Arial Kuyumaya, the snow girl that
freed Dark from his original master," Gabriel said looking between the two monster children. Felucia
looked between the two children then gasped and pointed to Arial with wide eyes.
"Wait, what? That's… that's the kid that Dark spoke about, the one that set him free?" she asked
shakily. She trembled then pointed to Complica.

"And… she's the one that killed herself with that time spell? Holy shit, holy shit! What the hell
are they doing here? Just what have you guys been doing since I was gone?" she said with a stunned
expression while looking around at everybody.
"We told you, a lot," Gin said with a shrug.
"What did you say to Dark now? What did you do to him?" Mizore yelled out at Arial. The snow
angel looked to her worriedly then to Dark as the demon lay on the bed motionless. Mizore shook her
head then looked to Ceal.
"Please, I'm begging you to-"
"I will not help your friends this time," he stated, looking to her with a cold stare. Mizore
trembled and held her hands together.
"Please, you can't… you can't just do nothing," she said shakily.
"I helped rescue you all from the HDA when you were set to be executed, I put you back
together after this snow angel clawed your insides to shreds, I restored those two witches over there
with new hearts after the HDA shot them, I've healed and reattached that succubus's body and wings,
I've done far more than I had to for you people," he said with a sharp tone. Felucia stared at him with
wide eyes then looked around at everybody.
"What the fuck has been going on here while I was gone? Seriously, I haven't been gone that
long," she said with disbelief.
"Please help Dark, please," Mizore begged Ceal. He glanced to her then looked to Gabriel.
"Where is Complica's sister? Why isn't she here with you?" he asked while pointing to Complica.
"C'mon man, the guy's lying right there after he got run over, can't you help him first?" Leon said
waving to Dark.
"Answer my question, where is Complica's sister," Ceal demanded. Mizore looked to Dark with
worry then back to Ceal while shaking her head.
"We don't know, the Luna that we thought was being taken away wasn't really her, it was a
decoy," she explained remorsefully.
"What? A decoy?" Rason asked. Felucia nodded and looked up.
"Yeah, I broke into that bastard's palace above and grabbed her, only that wasn't Luna at all; it
was just some lifeless doll. It turned to dust in the city," she said.
"You went into my old master's world? How?" Ran said looking to Felucia.
"Your old master?" Felucia said looking to Ran with a jump.

"Where is she?" Ceal demanded loudly.
"Where's my sister, what happened to her?" Complica asked worriedly.
"We don't know, somebody rescued her before Felucia could get to her, we don't know where
she is. Now please, help him, we know you can heal him faster than any of us," Mizore pleaded while
waving to Dark desperately. Ceal looked at her carefully for a moment then over to Arial with a dull
glare.
"I will only do so on one condition," he stated. The group looked to Arial as she watched Ceal
with worried eyes. Ceal then pointed to Mizore while keeping his eyes on Arial.
"You will return what you stole from the snow maiden, and abandon this crusade for the
shadow demon of which you do not have any claim over," he ordered.
"What?" Arial said with a jump.
"You heard me, give the snow maiden back her ring and put an end to this childish obsession of
yours over the shadow demon. I'm not going to deal with any more of these accursed distractions, and
seeing as how even with the snow maiden beating you to a hair of your life isn't enough to deter you
from pursuing that demon I'm going to put a stop to this right now," Ceal said before crossing his arms.
Arial stared at him with shock then looked to Mizore as the snow maiden watched her with a scowl.
"Um, what ring?" Felucia asked glancing around.
"Felucia, please be quiet," Ruby said while watching Arial carefully.
"Wait, you can't-" Arial started before Ceal shook his head.
"If you want me to help that demon then you will do as I say," he stated firmly. Arial shook her
head and looked at Mizore with disbelief.
"But… she's not-"
"Just stop Arial!" Complica shouted out. The group looked to her as she was watching Arial with
teary eyes of frustration while standing next to Ceal.
"He's not your husband! He's not your husband! He never was your husband, he never was
going to be your husband, HE NEVER WILL BE YOUR HUSBAND!" she shouted out desperately. Arial
stared at her with a stunned expression then looked to Mizore, the snow maiden merely raising an
eyebrow at her while having her arms crossed.
"Your words caused him to go crazy Arial, he's in here in critical condition all because of you,"
Rason said sternly.
"You're not his wife, you're not even his guardian angel, you're nothing but a wretched little
demon," Yukari snapped. She blinked then glanced to Felucia.

"No offense Felucia," she said simply. Felucia merely had a bewildered expression while she was
looking around at everybody.
to Arial.

"I'm sorry… but, does she really think she's marrying Dark? Seriously?" she asked while pointing

"She thinks they're soul mates Felucia, and she's been too stubborn and blind to see the truth,
even when it's right in front of her eyes," Ruby said with discontent at the snow angel. She shook her
head and looked back to Dark with remorseful eyes.
"Not even we were so stupid when we were chasing after Tsukune," she said softly.
"I'm not blind! I love Dark! I love him more than anything in the world!" Arial shouted out. Sun
walked over and kneeled down in front of the snow angel, with Arial looking at her worriedly. After a
moment Sun wrote down something then showed it to her.
Do you remember how you vowed to help Marin save her inn, how you refused to go to Yokai
Academy that night in order to help a fellow wife in need?
Arial looked at her and nodded as the siren wrote down something else then showed her.
Well now you're causing pain to another fellow wife, Mizore.
Arial looked at her with worried eyes and shook her head.
"But Sun, she's not Dark's wife, she can't be, I am!" she cried out. Sun showed a remorseful
expression and sighed quietly, then wrote down something else while the group watched them
carefully.
Dark chose to marry Mizore, he loves her Arial. If you truly do care about other wives like you
say you do, then you'll honor Mizore as the one Dark wishes to be with.
"But… but…" Arial whimpered while looking at Sun with watery eyes. Sun looked to Mizore then
to Arial with sympathetic eyes before writing something else down.
Please put an end to this madness Arial, your demon is being hurt by it. You need to set things
straight again. You're Arial Kuyumaya, the mother of a proud shadow demon.
Arial read the pad then looked at her with confusion.
"What? Mother?" she asked. Sun nodded and pointed to Dark, with Arial looking to him with
worried eyes.
"He's always seen you as his mother Arial," Gabriel said softly. Arial looked to him while wiping
her tears away as Sun stood up and backed away again.

"Do you have any idea how special you were to him as his guardian angel?" Rason asked gently.
Arial looked at him with wonder then to Dark as she slowly walked over towards his bedside.
"He led his whole life in honor of you Arial, he wanted to make you proud as if he were your
own son," Rason said as the group watched her, the snow girl looking at the shadow demon on the bed
while Ruby, Apoch, and Astreal were trying to stabilize him with his injuries.
"He's never thought of you as his soul mate, you've been something else of equal value to him;
you were his mother. You were the one that gave him life in this world, you were the one that saw the
good in him before even he himself did, you were the one that gave him a reason to live," Apoch said
softly. Arial closed her eyes, remembering Dark's words earlier and understanding what he meant.
"Why did you save me Arial… why did you save me only to kill me…" Dark said softly.
'I took away his reason to live… his guardian angel…'
Arial looked at Dark with a pained expression then slowly took out the crystal ring from her
pocket, looking to it with a saddened gaze.
"Arial, your son needs you," Gin said wisely. Arial looked to him as the wolf watched Dark lay on
the bed with a worried expression.
"He's a tough fighter Arial; believe us when we say he's certainly stepped up as a protector to
those around him. You should feel proud of him and all that he's done. All that he is, all that he's
become, is because of you," he said looking back to the snow angel. Arial looked to the ring in her hand
then to Dark with watery eyes. Rason looked at Dark with concern then to Arial.
"Please Arial; he needs his mother, his guardian angel again. He needs to see that reason to live,
to fight against evil in the world. Without you in his life as his guiding light… he'll fall into darkness," he
said softly. Arial closed her eyes and lowered her head, her fingers closing around the ring in her hand.
After a moment she sniffled then looked back to Mizore, the snow maiden watching her with a careful
eye still.
"But why… why you? Why should I give him up to you, what makes you so special that you
deserve him?" she asked with a tone of annoyance.
"Because he chose me Arial. He came to me when I couldn't see him, he protected me even
when I never asked nor expected him to, he wanted to be with me and marry me because he saw
something in me. And I want to be with him as well, everything about him I cherish. I love him so much,"
Mizore said softly. Arial looked at her with a mixture of sorrow and frustration then down to her hand
which held the crystal ring. After a while she looked to Ceal with pleading eyes.
"Please, please heal… my son," she said softly. The group looked at her with wonder as she got
down on her knees and held her hands together in front of the mage.
"Please, don't let him die," she pleaded.

"The ring," Ceal said glancing to the snow angel's hands. Arial looked to them then to Ceal again
while shaking her head.
"I understand, I really do. Dark needs a guardian angel to look up to, to help him see a reason to
push on in this world and fight, and that's me. That's my place, and I'll accept that proudly. However I
cannot give the ring to this girl," she said standing back up.
"That wasn't the deal Arial!" Mizore yelled out at her. Arial looked to her with a glare as she put
the ring back in her pocket.
"Tell me, would you just allow your son to marry any girl he found without even approving
them? Would you just let your son marry somebody who might have been a horrible match for him?"
she demanded.
"A horrible match? What are you talking about; I'm the best match for him!" Mizore yelled back.
Arial shook her head and crossed her arms.
"I understand I'll never be his wife, that I have a greater purpose to fulfil for my demon. I'll be a
guardian angel for him, I'll be a caring mother for him, I'll always watch out for my Dark. And that means
that if he's going to marry anybody that they need to get my blessing first. My son deserves the best,
and unless they prove their worth to me then like hell they're going to be marrying him," she argued
sternly.
"I don't need your blessing you little bitch!" Mizore shouted out at her with anger. Arial gave her
a dull glare in response.
"If you want to marry my son, then yes you do. And I'd drop the attitude if I were you, this is not
speaking highly in your favor," she retorted. Mizore growled furiously while the group just looked at
Arial with tired expressions.
"Are you kidding me?" Rason groaned as he face palmed.
"Well… at least she understands she's not going to be his wife now, that's progress… right?"
Kurumu reasoned weakly. Ceal rolled his eyes then walked over to Dark.
"Close enough," he said flatly before he rested his hands on the demon's chest. The group
looked to him with wonder while Mizore shook her head with disbelief.
"What do you mean close enough? She's still being stubborn and thickheaded, she didn't change
at all!" she cried out.
"Watch your tongue, my Dark's wife knows how to show proper respect when addressing his
mother," Arial snapped. Mizore looked at her with shock and frustration.
"What? What?" she shouted out. She yelled out in frustration and tried to rush at Arial, with
Felucia quickly grabbing and holding her back by the arms. Arial watched the snow maiden thrash about

while trying to claw at her then looked over to Dark, the snow angel then walking over and watching
with worried eyes as Ceal used his magic to restore the shadow demon's body from the inside out.
"Calm down Mizore, I'd say take what you can get with her," Razico said with a shrug. Mizore
looked to him with a furious glare.
"Are you kidding me? She can't just take away my ring and right to marry Dark!" she yelled out.
shrug.

"Well… she is his mother… in a way…" Ahakon reasoned unsurely while looking away with a
"She's a little brat with angel wings!" Mizore yelled out at him.

"I heard that," Arial snapped as she looked back to Mizore with a scowl, with the snow girl
looking to her with frustration. Mizore growled with anger before Felucia whispered into her ear.
"Ok, I have no idea what's going on here, but might I recommend calming down for now?
Whether she's out of line or not, if you wipe her soul from existence then I'm pretty sure Dark will be
mad at you," she suggested. Mizore looked to her with frustration and worry then to Arial as Felucia let
her go, the snow maiden trying her best not to lunge at the snow angel and claw her to pieces just as
the young girl did to her last night.
"Is he going to be ok?" Yukari asked as she watched Dark being treated by Ceal.
"He should be fine soon, at least physically," Ceal said with a shrug.
"What do you mean at least physically?" Felucia asked. Ceal glanced to Arial as the snow angel
watched her demon lying on the bed with worried eyes.
"The rest will be up to her," he reasoned before focusing again on his work. Arial nodded slowly
as she watched Dark's chest heal and his ribs reform from the catalyst mage's magic, knowing she would
have to fix the damaged mind of the demon that she herself had caused.
"This morning has been quite a rollercoaster," Fang Fang said breathing out in relief. Sun and
Ran sat down on a bed and breathed out as well after all they had gone through.
"Again, you'd be surprised how our days usually go," Kokoa said simply while shaking her head.
Yukari and Ahakon nodded in agreement to that while Rason held Kurumu from behind, the two couples
watching Dark and retaining hope that he would get his senses back soon. Felucia nodded then looked
around at everybody.
"Um, speaking of which, while we're waiting for Dark to get patched up, would somebody mind
explaining… what the hell has been going on here since I've been gone?" she asked with puzzlement.

Dark slowly opened his eyes, his body shifting around slightly while he was lying on the bed in
the infirmary. He slowly sat up and blinked a few times, looking around to seeing that he wasn't alone in
the room. Fang Fang was talking to two of his guards at the door, both standing at attention for him
while the yasha was going over recent events. Razico and Ruby were standing near the TV along with
Gin and Kokoa as they were cycling through several channels, looking for any new developments
regarding the HDA and possible peace between the worlds. Yukari and Ahakon were sitting on some
chairs next to another wall while looking down in thought, both trying to think of where Luna might
have gone. Rason, Kurumu, and Gabriel were talking about the missing chronofly as well, all three
puzzled as to where their friend may have vanished to and who might have set her free. Ran was talking
to Sun while both were sitting on a bed, the two sirens talking about their youth and how they briefly
came into contact, almost, with each other during the night of the monster attack that destroyed Ran's
home. Ceal was leaning against the wall looking down with a blank expression and his arms crossed with
Complica leaning against the wall next to him, the young chronofly mirroring his stance and posture
while she waited alongside her big brother. Apoch, Astreal, Render, and Leon were gathered together
with the girls sitting on another bed in the room while talking to each other about current events.
"Dark, you're awake," Felucia said from beside the demon. Dark looked to seeing Felucia sitting
on a chair next to his bed, the doll demon smiling brightly at him while the others in the room looked
over to seeing Dark now sitting up.
"Felucia?" he asked. Felucia cheered and hugged him tightly with a large smile.
"I was so worried about you, are you ok now? How do you feel? Can I get you anything?" she
asked eagerly. Dark blinked then glanced to her with a raised eyebrow.
"Am… I dead?" he asked unsurely. Felucia leaned back and giggled, shaking her head then
looking to the other side of his bed. Dark looked over to see Mizore smiling with relief at him while she
was sitting next to his bedside as well.
"No, you're not dead, but you had us scared to death," she said before she quickly leaned over
and hugged him. Dark just looked at her with a confused expression then to seeing the group gathering
closer around his bed.
"How are you feeling buddy?" Rason asked.
"I'd say he looks as good as new again," Ahakon said with a smile.
"Of course, Ceal did heal him after all," Complica said somewhat arrogantly while she looked to
the catalyst mage, the boy merely watching the shadow demon with a blank expression.
Mizore leaned back from her hug as Dark looked back down with a slightly strained expression.
"Dark, are you ok now?" she asked softly. She and Felucia watched the demon just stare down
at his lap while remaining silent, both seeing that he was still feeling greatly troubled. Mizore then
glanced to the side and cleared her throat, with Dark then slowly looking over to seeing Arial walking up
towards his bed.

"Dark, I'm sorry," she said softly. Dark just looked at her while having an uneasy expression, with
the group seeing that he was still feeling confused and hurt by what had been said. Arial looked down
with remorse then to Dark with pleading eyes.
"When I saw you kill your old master, after what he made you do, I knew without a doubt that
you were a good soul. You weren't some killer or mindless demon from hell, you were so much more.
That was the first time anyone ever did anything so powerful and moving, and all because of me. I was
touched Dark, so much that… I thought…" she said before looking down with remorse. She whimpered
and closed her eyes.
"That I thought there was something between us, something that… wasn't there. I was confused
Dark, but I couldn't help myself. You were the only soul that ever expressed such emotion for me, that
ever did something so incredible that it just took my breath away," she said looking back to him. Dark
showed a gentle expression as Arial walked closer and held his hand.
"I am proud of you Dark, of everything that you've done. I've been bragging up in heaven every
day about my shadow demon in the mortal world, how he's the coolest guy and the best hero the world
will ever get," she said softly.
"It's true, she never shuts up about you," Complica commented dryly. Arial smirked a bit then
showed a remorseful smile at Dark again.
"I love you Dark, but… I see now that the love I feel for you isn't that which is shared between a
husband and wife. What I feel for you is special, irreplaceable, one-of-a-kind. I feel love for you, as if you
were my own son, and I'm so proud of what you've become with the life I gave you," she said genuinely.
Dark showed a saddened smile as a tear formed in his eye.
"Arial…" he said softly. She nodded then looked down to his hand which she held gently.
"I'm sorry, for hurting you like I did. I just couldn't help myself. Please forgive me Dark, forgive
your angel for letting you down," she said softly. The group looked to Dark as he closed his eyes and
looked down for a moment, the boy then lifting Arial up and setting her down on his lap with the girl
looking to him with worried eyes. He looked to her with a small smile and brushed the hair away from
her face with a gentle touch.
"I'm glad I've made you proud Arial, I wanted to make the best of the wish you made, to make
the best of my life in your honor," he said gently. Arial smiled lovingly at him then hugged him tightly,
the boy holding her gently as the group smiled at them, except for Mizore and Ceal.
"I love you Dark, you're the greatest demon a mother could ever hope to have," Arial said while
her wings fluttered once behind her. She leaned back and smiled at her demon, with Dark smiling gently
at her.
"I'm so proud of you, my son," she said softly. Dark smiled and looked down, seeming to have a
slight amount of bashfulness to the angels words. Mizore cleared her throat again, with the two then
looking to her as she had her arms crossed with an accusing stare at Arial.

"That's fine and all, however there's still the matter of my ring," she stated with annoyance.
Dark looked to Arial who crossed her arms with an accusing stare right back at Mizore. She then looked
to Dark with a raised eyebrow.
"Dark, why exactly did you propose to this girl? She's not nearly good enough for you, you can
do much better," she said shaking her head.
"What?" Dark asked with a jump while the group watched Arial with tired expressions. Mizore
growled at the snow angel as Arial looked back to her with a dull glare.
"How dare you say I'm not good enough for him you little-" Mizore started before Arial whacked
her in the head with a stern expression, the snow maiden grabbing her head with annoyance while Arial
scowled at her.
"She has no respect for your mother at all and she has the nerve to just assume she's a perfect
match for you," Arial scoffed.
"She is a perfect match for Dark!" Kurumu yelled out.
"Her heart has his mark imprinted on it permanently, she's already known to be his wife to all
demons from hell," Ruby said waving to Mizore.
"And of course she has no respect for you; you tried to kill her yesterday!" Yukari added.
Arial looked back to Dark as the boy was watching her worriedly.
"I will not have my son marrying somebody like her unless I can see for a fact she's good enough
for you," she said assertively.
"Wait… what?" Dark said shaking his head.
"Just what I said. My son deserves the best, and only the best should have that ring you made.
Until I find the appropriate bride for you that ring is staying with me," she declared.
"What? What do you mean until you find the appropriate bride for him? I am his bride to be!"
Mizore yelled out. Arial looked back to her with a sharp glance.
"I never gave you my blessing, how many times do I need to remind you of that? Dark is my
perfect demon, and I'll be damned if I let him marry somebody who isn't deserving of him," she quipped.
"Arial, Dark chose Mizore as his bride because he loves her. He's protected her more than
anybody and is always taking the best care of her. She makes him happy; she's the only one who can
actually get him to smile often. There is nobody more deserving of Dark than she is," Rason reasoned
while shaking his head. Arial looked at Mizore with an accusing stare and placed her hands at her hips.
"I'll be the judge of that," she said sharply. Mizore growled as she stood up, her hands forming
into ice claws as the group watched her worriedly.

"I don't need your blessing, I don't need your approval, and you're sure about to be damned for
coming between Dark and I like this. Now hand over my ring and get off my husband!" she yelled out.
Arial looked at her with a dull glare then to Dark with a blank expression.
"I'm sorry Dark, but she just isn't the right girl for you. We'll find somebody more deserving of a
demon such as yourself," she said shaking her head. Mizore yelled out in frustration and tried to charge
the snow angel before Sun and Ran grabbed her by an arm each and held her back.
"How dare you say that you little monster! Why are you letting her do this Dark, she stole my
ring and now she's saying we can't be together, do something!" Mizore shouted out. Dark looked to
Arial then back to Mizore, and then to Arial as the group turned to him. He opened his mouth to speak
then looked down while remaining silent, with Mizore watching him with disbelief.
"Dark? Say something to her!" she said expectedly. After a pause Dark looked to Arial with a
curious expression.
"Should she gain your approval will you give her the ring and your blessing?" he asked.
"What?" Mizore cried out. Arial glanced to her then looked to Dark with a raised eyebrow.
"If she proves her worth at being a suitable wife for you, then yes," she said simply. Dark looked
to Mizore as the snow maiden was staring at him with a stunned expression.
"She's more than worthy, you'll see that for yourself," he said assuredly. Mizore shook her head
and stared at him with disbelief.
"What? You're agreeing to this? For god's sake she tried to kill me yesterday!" she cried out.
Dark glanced to Arial then back to Mizore with a blank expression.
"She was just being a little overprotective," he reasoned unsurely. Mizore stared at him with
stunned silence as she lowered her hands to her sides.
"A little overprotective? She clawed me to pieces in a tantrum because she wanted to marry you
herself!" she shouted out. Dark looked to Arial again then down in thought while the group watched him
curiously.
"Is he really trying to justify this?" Ruby asked with disbelief.
"Looks like he doesn't want to upset his mother figure in life," Gin reasoned. Render started
laughing and pointed to Dark.
"Holy crap, the shadow demon's a momma's boy!" he laughed. Arial flicked her hand out
towards him and launched out an ice shard, which promptly struck into Render's forehead with a thunk.
The boy wavered with a dazed smile on his face then dropped down with a thump and Apoch looking at
him with a startled jump. Arial huffed while crossing her arms then looked to Mizore with an accusing
stare, the snow girl looking at her then to Dark with disbelief still. Felucia looked at Dark curiously then
to Mizore.

"Well, that doesn't sound so bad actually," she said with a shrug. Mizore looked to her with a
murderous glare and formed a rather large yet intricately detailed ice shard in her hand. Felucia jumped
and waved her hands around nervously with a weak smile as she shook her head while Mizore geared
back to throw the shard at her.
"C'mon Mizore, you know how much Arial means to Dark, and she is his guardian angel, you
can't ignore that. If all it takes to marry him is getting her blessing then that's fair, I mean he got your
parents' permission didn't he?" she reasoned franticly.
"Dark saved my life from Fairy Tale; he freed me and helped liberate my entire town! He could
have stripped me down naked and ridden me in the snow palace afterwards in front of everybody and
nobody would have tried to stop him!" Mizore cried out. Felucia showed a nervous smile to that then
slowly glanced to Arial.
"Well… so that means he did get their approval, so… it would only be fair if you got his mother's
approval," she said shakily. Arial looked to her with a slight smile.
"Looks like somebody here knows how to show proper respect for a mother," she commented.
Felucia laughed weakly then looked to Mizore with worry as the snow girl was glaring at her with anger.
Dark looked around at the girls then to Mizore as the snow girl closed her eyes and lowered her stance
while dropping the ice shard.
"Mizore?" he asked. She glanced to him then looked to Arial with discontent, the snow angel
returning the harsh look while still sitting atop Dark's lap.
"Fantastic, we solve one problem only for another to immediately take its place," Rason said
flatly. Mizore held in her growl then looked down while breathing out slowly to cool off. After a moment
she looked to Dark with a blank expression.
"Fine. I love you Dark, and I'm not letting you go for anyone or anything. I know how important
your guardian angel is to you, I'm not going to argue that. I've gone through the fires of hell for you
before, so I'll do so again if that's what it takes to be with you," she said softly.
"Are you comparing me to the fires of hell?" Arial yelled out at her. Mizore glanced to her with a
slight scowl.
"Heavens no, mother," she scoffed with a cold look in her eye. Arial glared at her while Dark
glanced between the two worriedly.
"You will address me as ma'am, you don't have the right to call me mother yet," Arial snapped.
"As you wish, ma'am," Mizore said through slightly bared teeth and around her lollipop.
"I take it back, this isn't progress at all," Kurumu said shaking her head.
"I actually think this is a step backwards," Rason commented with a raised eyebrow.

"As long as it keeps them from breaking out into another fight I'm actually ok with this
arrangement," Fang Fang commented with a weak smile. Arial got off the bed before Dark moved over
to sit on the edge near Mizore, the snow angel then walking past Mizore with closed eyes and a cold
shoulder. Mizore growled quietly then smiled slyly at her.
"Say, ma'am, how about I start right now with showing you how much I care about your son?"
she asked shrewdly. Arial stopped and looked back to her with a raised eyebrow.
"What do you mean?" she asked. Mizore giggled then looked to Dark with a seductive smile
while slowly pulling her lollipop out of her mouth, then moved closer and leaned down towards his face
while gently sliding her other hand around his back.
"Like this," she said before she kissed him passionately, with Dark closing his eyes and holding
her gently while Arial stared with wide eyes. Felucia watched the couple kissing with an amused smile
then glanced to Arial.
"Seems pretty self-explanatory to me," she pointed out.
"What do you think you're doing with him?" Arial yelled out.
"I'd say she's giving him so real powerful love right now," Felucia mused with a giggle.
"She is such a caring girl for Dark after all," Kurumu added with a grin at snow angel. Arial
watched with shock and anger as Mizore kissed Dark deeply, the snow maiden then breaking the kiss
and glancing to her with an innocent smile.
"I do so love him after all ma'am," she said softly. Arial growled with fury as her hair froze over
while the group watched her with amused smirks.
"You… you can't kiss him like that right in front of me!" she yelled out. Mizore smiled coyly as
Dark stood up, the girl then turning around and holding him close to her from behind while shifting her
hips around slightly against him.
"I'm just expressing my love for him ma'am, you can't condemn me for such a thing after all,"
she said with a smirk at the snow angel. Dark looked at Mizore with a raised eyebrow then to Arial with
a shrug.
"I'd be lying if I said she wasn't making me feel happy or loved right now," he said simply.
"She's dry humping you right in front of me!" Arial yelled out. Mizore stopped moving and
smiled arrogantly at the snow angel.
"I'll do more than that to him if it shows you how much I love him," she said casually with a
twitch of her eyebrow. Arial growled then ran over and grabbed Dark's arm, yanking him to the side
before Mizore grabbed his other arm.

to side.

"You can't touch my demon like that! Let go of him!" Arial yelled out as they tugged the boy side

"But I'm in love with him ma'am, I need to express that emotion and make sure I keep him
happy like a faithful wife would," Mizore reasoned with a smirk at the snow angel while pulling on Dark's
arm. The demon glanced between the two then looked to Felucia.
"So… what are you doing here anyway?" he asked.
"Oh, you know, dropping by for a visit, seeing how everyone is doing, that sort of thing," the doll
demon said with an amused smile at him. Mizore and Arial locked into a cold stare at each other with
what could be assumed to be lightning sparking between them while Dark looked up with a quiet sigh.
"Oh yeah, this is going to go much more smoothly for us," Ahakon said shaking his head.
From the doorway another guard ran over looking around in a hurry.
"Master Fang Fang, I've been looking all over for you," he said as he caught his breath. The
group looked over to him as Fang Fang turned to the guard with a questioning expression.
"Yes? What is it now?" he asked.
"Sir, I believe we located that girl that was taken away by that giant demon earlier, the one your
friends are looking for," the guard reported. Everybody looked at him with a jump as Fang Fang showed
a curious expression.
"The girl that was taken away earlier? Wait, you mean Luna?" he asked looking to Complica.
"You found my sister? Where is she? Is she alright?" Complica asked franticly as she ran up to
the guard. The man nodded then looked to Fang Fang.
"Yes, we just found her, she's perfectly fine," he reported.
"Where? Where is she?" Fang Fang asked urgently. The guard paused for a moment then
pointed down the hall.
"She's in the lounge," he said simply. The group looked to each other with puzzled expressions
then back to him.
"What? She's here? In the lounge?" Fang Fang asked shaking his head.
"Yes, she's here with somebody else, though I have no idea how they got in here. She said her
name was Luna and she matches the description you gave us. She's in the lounge right now waiting for
you," the guard said rubbing the back of his head unsurely.
"She's here? With somebody else? Where?" Kurumu asked urgently. Fang Fang looked to the
group then ran out the doorway with the guard, with everybody else then quickly following after. They

all raced down the hall towards the other end of the main building, all of them then quickly running into
a large lounge area. There was a lowered section with plush couches lined around the edges and a table
set in the middle off to the right, a large TV mounted inside the wall near the lowered nook, a small
kitchen off to the left, and another wall that was comprised of sliding window sections that led out into
a small garden that was set next to the building.
And inside the room were two figures who the group was staring at with surprise. Sitting on a
couch in the middle of the lounge Hex was looking at the group with an amused smirk while holding a
glass of wine.
"Hello, hope you don't mind that I helped myself to something to drink while we waited for
you," he said casually. Sitting next to him Luna was seated and looking at the group with a relieved smile
while in her dress, all of the others staring at her with shock as she stood up and waved to them.
"Hey, did you miss me?"

Chapter 28
Unexpected Ally
“LUNA!” Kurumu cried out as the group stared at the green eyed chronofly with shock. In an
instant Kurumu, Mizore, Ruby, and Yukari quickly rushed over and hugged Luna who looked around at
them with an amused smile.
“You’re ok! You’re ok!” Yukari cheered out with tears of joy.
“Oh my god, are you alright? Where did you come from, how did you even get here?” Ruby
asked shaking her head with an amazed smile.
“We’ve been worried sick about you, what happened to you?” Mizore asked looking at the
chronofly with relief. Luna laughed a bit as the girls backed up slightly, then looked to see Rason smiling
at her.
“Luna, oh thank god you’re alright,” he said with relief as he ran over and hugged her. Luna
showed a gentle smile as she held him as well.
“I’m fine Rason, really,” Luna said assuredly. Rason stepped back and looked at her with
wonder.
“How did you… but we thought… where did…” he said shaking his head with a curious smile.
Gabriel stared at the chronofly with wonder and relief, seeing her standing there while seeming to be
perfectly ok.
‘Luna... it’s a miracle, you’re back.’
Apoch and Astreal smiled with relief at seeing the return of their friend while Render and Leon
looked at the chronofly with curious smiles, both glad that she was ok but puzzled as to how she just
returned like that. Ceal looked at the new chronofly with a curious eye, also questioning the girl’s
sudden safe return. And Complica was crying tears of joy as she saw her sister standing before her.
“Sister!” she cried out as she ran though the group and hugged Luna, with the elder chronofly
staring at her with surprise.
“Complica? Wha… what are you doing here? Oh my word, is that really you?” she said looking at
her deceased sister with disbelief. Complica looked up to her with watery eyes while holding onto her
sister tightly.
“I was so scared what happened to you where did you go we thought you were trapped in that
dark world with all those scary monsters and you couldn’t get out and I was so worried I thought I’d
never see you again I’m so glad you’re ok I missed you so much please don’t ever leave me again never

never never never never!” she cried out as she held her sister, burying her face into Luna’s chest and
sobbing out of relief. Luna stared at her with a stunned expression then slowly held the young girl.
“Yeah, you’re my sister alright, but… what are you doing here?” she asked shaking her head.
“What is she doing here? What are you doing here? Where have you been?” Felucia cried out.
Luna looked to her then her jaw dropped.
“Felucia? You’re here too? But… how? I thought you were dead! You’re both dead, how can you
be here like this?” she said with disbelief.
“You’re dead? You… you’re a disembodied soul too?” Fang Fang said looking to Felucia with
wide eyes. The doll demon glanced to him and nodded.
“Boo,” she said simply. Fang Fang stared at her with surprise then looked back to Luna with a
troubled expression. Luna looked between Felucia and Complica with a stunned expression then over to
Mizore before she noticed Arial, the chronofly then showing a nervous expression.
“A-Arial… she’s here too? And… oh dear… and she’s standing next to Dark and Mizore. That’s
nice… she’s standing right there… near Mizore. That’s… great. Yes, um, Mizore? Run for your life!” she
screamed as she looked to the snow maiden with fright. Everybody looked at Mizore as she merely
shook her head.
“I could have used that good advice yesterday, a bit late now,” she said flatly.
“Well… we did try to warn you,” Apoch mentioned with a weak smile.
“Yeah, we’ve kind of got that little issue taken care of… sort of. Arial and Mizore… came to an
agreement… I think,” Kurumu said rubbing the back of her head with a weak smile. Arial glanced to
Mizore with narrowed eyes as the snow maiden looked to her with a forced innocent smile while
holding onto Dark’s arm. Luna glanced between the two snow girls carefully then around at everybody
with bewilderment before looking at her little sister.
“How are all of you here, and why are you here?” she asked.
“Luna, who is that?” Razico asked pointing to Hex. Everybody looked to Hex as the boy was
watching them with an amused smile.
“Why is it things are never dull around you people, and trouble always follows in your wake?”
he asked with a smirk. He stood up then glanced around to a few of the group members.
“Let’s see here, Yukari, Mizore, Kurumu, and there’s Kokoa, and Ruby too. And if memory serves
the Moka from this reality is currently with the humans talking about peace and such, you girls never do
lead boring lives in any world do you?” he mused playfully. The group just stared at him in silence for a
moment while Luna looked from him back to her friends curiously.
“How does he know us?” Kokoa asked carefully.

“And what the hell is he talking about?” Kurumu asked shaking her head.
“From this reality?” Yukari asked with confusion.
“Luna, who is that?” Rason asked carefully. Luna looked back to Hex with a smile while Complica
peeked at the new boy while still holding onto her sister closely.
“His name is Hex, he’s the one who rescued me from that dark world,” she said gratefully.
“What? He saved you?” Ahakon said pointing to the new boy with surprise.
“Who is this guy anyway?” Kokoa asked shaking her head.
“What the hell, that was you who saved her? But I was supposed to save her! For god’s sake I
risked my soul’s existence sneaking into that damned place to free her!” Felucia yelled out with
annoyance. The group looked to her as the doll demon marched up towards Hex with a scowl.
“Do you have any idea what I went through to save her, or what I had to do in order to even get
to her? Do you?” she yelled out. Hex merely raised an eyebrow.
“I’m terribly sorry; would you rather have had me leave her in that cell with her rather forceful
companions in that world? I wasn’t aware you had any intention on saving her from the nightmare she
was enduring, nor do I believe she would have lasted much longer in waiting for such a rescue,” he
quipped simply. The group stared at him with a surprise then looked to Luna while Complica shook her
head with a whimper.
“What’s he talking about, what happened to you sister?” she asked.
“Oh god…” Kurumu said holding a hand over her mouth.
“Luna…” Ruby said shaking her head slowly.
“Did… they…” Yukari asked worriedly. Arial showed a worried expression and shook her head.
“You were just alone in the dark in that place, weren’t you?” she asked. She looked to Dark and
Mizore, both of them showing concern while Luna held Complica close, the young chronofly burying her
face into her sister’s chest.
“Did they hurt you sister?” Complica whimpered while looking back up to her sister. Luna slowly
knelt down to face her sister and wiped a tear from the young girl’s eye.
“I’m alright now Complica, really. What happened in that world is nothing but a memory now,
don’t trouble yourself over it,” she said before hugging her sister. She looked around at the others as
they watched her with worried expressions.
“You weren’t alone, were you?” Arial asked softly.

“No, but I’m alright Arial, I promise,” Luna said looking to her. She looked to her sister as the
young girl whimpered while watching her with watery eyes.
“It’s ok, please don’t cry Complica. Hex got me out of that place… before anything worse would
have happened. He saved my life and… helped me recover from the ordeal. The important thing right
now is that I’m back and I’m perfectly fine,” she assured gently. Complica nodded then looked to Hex.
“Thank you for saving my sister, thank you so much,” she said softly. Hex smiled a little then
shrugged modestly.
“Well, she does seem happier out here than she was in there,” he mused. Luna nodded then
looked around at everybody.
“I’m fine now, really,” she said assuredly. The group slowly nodded as Luna turned to her sister
with a gentle smile.
“But as for you Complica, what are you doing here? And how did you even get here?” she asked
with wonder. Complica whimpered and shook her head.
“I’m sorry I tried to go after you to find you and bring you back I went through that scary rift in
heaven and wound up in some dark world where there were monsters and lightning and scary dark
clouds so I ran away because I was scared and when I left the clouds I was here and I couldn’t find my
way back to heaven so I-” she said before Luna rested her fingers on the girl’s mouth, with Complica
watching her with worried eyes while Luna smiled slightly at her.
“Complica, do you remember what happened the last time you tried to tell a big story all in one
go?” she asked gently. Complica nodded then looked down.
“I passed out,” she said softly. The group glanced to her with raised eyebrows at that remark.
“I was wondering if that ever happened to her,” Gin commented while scratching his head. Luna
nodded then looked to Rason.
“What is she doing here? Or Arial and Felucia for that matter?” she asked.
“Felucia I’m not so sure on, these two however went into the rift that’s in heaven and wound up
down here. Complica came looking for you while Arial was trying to find Dark again,” Rason explained.
He showed a worried expression then looked up.
“But… we’ve got a problem Luna. They can’t go back to heaven,” he said regrettably. Luna
looked at him with a jump while Felucia watched the angel carefully.
“What? What do you mean they can’t go back? Are you saying they’re not allowed back in
anymore because they left?” Luna asked worriedly. Rason shook his head and looked at her with
remorse.

“The heavenly barrier, it won’t allow a soul to pass through from either side. Souls aren’t meant
to leave heaven; it’s not supposed to be possible. We tried to fly them back up, but they can’t go
through the barrier, they’re trapped down here,” he explained.
“What?” Luna and Felucia cried out. The group looked to Felucia as she started breathing
heavily and shaking her head.
“Wait, you mean… I can’t go to heaven? I can’t go through that barrier thing either?” she said
nervously.
“Well, no. But I thought you would be going back to hell when this was over,” Rason said
shaking his head. Felucia whimpered and looked up while her hands fidgeted together in front of her.
“Felucia? What’s wrong?” Ruby asked.
“No… no no no no, you have to get me up there! I can’t stay here; I can’t stay here like this!”
Felucia shouted out looking back to Rason.
“We’ll figure something out Felucia, just calm down,” Rason said gently while holding his hands
up defensively.
“You want to go to heaven now? I thought you wanted to stay down in hell and torture evil
souls,” Yukari asked puzzled. Felucia cried out and dropped to her knees while looking at her glowing
bracelet.
“I have to get up there; I have to get into the heavenly realm now! I don’t have much more
time!” she pleaded looking to Rason.
“What are you talking about? Time? Time for what?” Kurumu asked.
“What’s that bracelet thing on your wrist?” Complica asked pointing to the glowing band.
“It’s my temporary soul band, it’s what’s tethering my soul to the mortal world,” Felucia said
looking at the band with nervous eyes. Complica looked at the band curiously then to her own wrist.
“How come we didn’t get wristbands when we came back?” she asked. Arial looked at her wrists
curiously then to Felucia with puzzlement. Felucia shook her head and looked to Rason with frightened
eyes.
“Please, you have to get me into heaven right now; I was counting on you taking me up there
after I got Luna to you guys. You have to get me up there, I’m not kidding around here!” she pleaded.
“Felucia, what’s wrong?” Mizore asked worriedly.
“This soul band is the only thing that’s keeping my spirit stable in this world, just like how my
spirit artifact worked,” Felucia said looking to her. Mizore glanced to the band then to Felucia with even

more concern as the doll demon stumbled back to her feet and ran towards Rason while holding the
band out to be seen.
“Once it runs out of energy I need to be in the heavenly realm for my soul to survive, or else… or
else…” she said before looking to the band with fright. The group looked at the band then jumped at the
realization.
“Oh you’ve got to be shitting me,” Kurumu said shaking her head.
“Oh god,” Yukari said holding a hand over her mouth.
“I’m still not following here, what’s going to happen if her wristband gives out?” Render asked
glancing around at everybody worriedly, being the only one that didn’t make the connection.
“My soul will die! I’ll be wiped from existence!” Felucia cried out.
“What? But… can’t we just send you back to hell then? Won’t that work?” Ahakon reasoned
franticly.
“I can’t go back you idiot! I made a deal with Lord of Hell, he would transport my soul into the
dark world for me to save Luna, and in return my soul would be released from hell and allowed to go to
heaven! I’m not a demon from hell anymore, I can’t go back!” Felucia yelled out desperately.
“Oh no, how much time do you have left?” Gin asked looking to the band.
“I have no idea; I was only planning on being in this world for a single day, not being trapped
here for an extended visit! It could give out at any time!” Felucia cried out while looking to her band
with fright. The band started to crackle with the green and blue colors flickering and shifting around, the
group looking to it with a jump as Felucia stared at it with a pale expression.
“Or… it could go out… right now!” she shrieked as the band started to flicker. She trembled and
dropped to her knees as she started breathing heavily, the group watching as her body was shaking and
flickering green.
“Felucia!” Mizore cried out.
“No… no! Dammit, I’m a good soul; it wasn’t supposed to end this way!” Felucia cried out as she
shook about while holding her arm as the band sparked and flickered.
“Somebody do something!” Kurumu cried out.
“Get her to heaven now!” Razico yelled out looking to Rason and Gabriel.
“We can’t fly her up to heaven in time, and even if we could we can’t get her to pass through
the barrier!” Rason said shaking his head.
“We have to do something; she’s going to fade away forever!” Yukari cried out.

“I can’t breathe… I can’t breathe…” Felucia said before she dropped onto her side.
“Felucia! No!” Mizore cried out as she and Dark rushed over and knelt down beside the doll
demon.
“Felucia!” Dark shouted out while holding the girl up in his arms. She shakily looked to him as
her eyes struggled to focus.
“Dark…” she whimpered as she started to cry.
Luna looked at her with fearful eyes then to Hex.
“Give me your dice, hurry!” she pleaded. The group looked to her with confusion as Hex smiled
amusedly at the girl.
“Oh? You’re going to press your luck even further today are you?” he asked playfully.
“Please, I have to save my friend, I’m begging you Hex, let me play your game again!” Luna
pleaded with urgency.
“What? Play a game, now? Are you serious?” Kokoa shouted out at her. Hex chuckled then
brought out his dice, with Luna quickly grabbing them and kneeling down on the floor.
“And what is it you’re playing for this time Luna?” Hex asked as he knelt down as well.
“What are you doing? Felucia’s dying over here!” Yukari yelled out as the group watched
Felucia’s band crackle and start to fade, the demon trembling while breathing sharply.
“I want Felucia, Arial, and Complica to be taken to heaven right now! I bet that will happen!”
Luna cried out.
“What on earth are you talking about?” Fang Fang asked with bewilderment. Hex shook his head
with a smirk.
“I can’t do that Luna, I don’t have that kind of power,” he simply said.
“What? What do you mean you don’t have that kind of power? You made Astreal kill that giant
demon earlier with your reality bending magic, why can’t you do this?” Luna asked franticly.
“What? He did what with what kind of magic?” Ruby exclaimed as the group looked to Hex with
surprise. Luna looked to Felucia then to Hex with pleading eyes as the boy calmly shook his head.
“I cannot transfer your deceased friends into your heavenly realm; my power is limited in that
regard. I cannot change reality when it involves crossing into the domain of another grand deity, your
Almighty’s control over the heaven above will not allow my magic to change it,” Hex explained.
“What? But… you can’t?” Luna cried out desperately.

“I’m sorry Luna, but even I have my limits. My magic is not all-powerful, even I have rules that
cannot be broken,” Hex said shaking his head.
“What the hell are you two talking about?” Gin shouted out shaking his head.
“Your friend is dying over here, why are you two playing a game of dice at a time like this?”
Render yelled out while waving to Felucia. Luna looked at the doll demon as the girl trembled weakly
while her band flickered and began to die out.
“Felucia!” Dark yelled out.
“No, no! You can’t die on us again! Dammit, you can’t die again!” Mizore cried out with tears
forming. Luna shook her head then looked to Hex.
“Then can you make it so her soul band doesn’t lose its energy down here? Please!” she begged
desperately. The group looked to them again with confusion and disbelief while Hex nodded.
“That can be done, yes. Is that your wish?” he asked.
“Yes!” Luna cried out. Hex nodded then smiled coolly at her.
“Well, you know my wager Luna, I ask of the same thing I did before,” he reasoned.
“I accept!” Luna cried out as she quickly rolled the dice. It rolled a four and five, with Hex then
picking the dice up as the group stared at them with stunned expressions.
“How can you two play a game of dice right now? What is wrong with you?” Leon said shaking
his head.
“Your friend is about to cease to exist, why are you playing with dice?” Ran asked with disbelief.
“I’m trying to save her!” Luna reasoned as Hex rolled the dice, coming up with two fours. He
smirked and took the dice again while Luna looked to Felucia with desperation.
“Just hold on Felucia, just hold on!” she cried out before watching Hex roll the dice again,
getting a five and one. Luna snatched them up as the group watched them with bewilderment.
“What are you talking about, how is this saving her?” Ruby said waving to the dice.
“C’mon! C’mon!” Luna cried out as she rolled the dice, getting two twos. She screamed and
picked them up again, rattling them around in her hand furiously with frustration.
“Please, please let this work!” she shouted as she rolled again. The dice rolled a four and six,
with Hex then picking them up.
“Felucia!” Mizore cried out as the doll demon’s hand dropped down onto the floor, the girl’s
eyes slowly closing as she breathed out one last time. The band on her wrist flickered then slowly faded
in color as the girl’s head rocked to the side in Dark’s arms.

“No! Don’t die again, please!” Mizore begged as she grabbed Felucia’s hand. Hex rolled the dice
on the floor, getting a one and three. Luna quickly swiped them up again and looked to Felucia with
fright.
“Felucia,” she said under a whisper. She shook her head then rolled the dice again with a yell,
the cubes rolling onto the floor as Dark trembled while holding the doll demon in his arms.
“No… Felucia… Felucia!” he shouted out in agony.
The cubes rolled to a stop, coming up with two sixes.
“Felucia!” Yukari cried out.
The band flashed a bright blue and green light, the group looking at it with surprise as a swirl of
light flared around Felucia’s body. The band let off a soft greenish blue glow that enveloped the doll
demon briefly before flashing away, with the band now glowing softly once again.
“What… the?” Rason said quietly.
Felucia’s eyes slowly opened, the girl blinking a few times before looking to seeing Dark holding
her in his arms. The group stared at her with surprise as she gazed into Dark’s eyes.
“Oh my god, I… I…” she said quietly.
“Felucia?” he asked gently. She blinked then smiled lovingly.
“I finally got into heaven, it’s a miracle,” she said before leaning up and kissing Dark, the boy
watching her with a blank expression as the group stared at the girl with stunned expressions. Mizore’s
eyebrow twitched just like Arial’s did as they saw Felucia wrapping her arms around Dark while the
shadow demon watched her with puzzlement. Mizore then tapped Felucia’s shoulder, the doll demon
blinking then looking to her quickly as the snow maiden slowly shook her head.
“You’re still here Felucia, you’re not in heaven,” she said softly. Felucia paused then looked to
Dark as the boy was just staring at her.
“Oh…” she said softly. After a moment she smiled nervously.
“Um, I still fully support you and Mizore, and wish you both nothing but eternal happiness. Hee
hee?” she said shakily. Dark blinked then looked to Luna as the chronofly was smiling with relief at
Felucia.
“Did… you do that?” he asked unsurely.
“It worked, that was too close,” Luna said while shaking her head. The group looked to her with
wonder then to Felucia as the doll demon was staring at her bracelet which was now glowing steadily
again.

“It’s… still here. I’m still here. How?” she said before looking to Luna with bewilderment.
“Luna, what did you two just do?” Rason asked looking between the chronofly and Hex.
“Did you just save her by playing a game of dice?” Ran asked with disbelief. Sun merely looked
at the dice on the floor then to Hex with a raised eyebrow and a confused expression. Dark helped
Felucia stand again while everybody watched Luna, the chronofly looking to the dice while breathing out
in relief. Hex smirked and picked them up.
“Seems luck is still with you Luna, how fortunate,” he mused as he stood up and pocketed his
dice. She smiled softly and nodded then stood up as everybody was looking between her and Hex.
“Ok, what is going on here? How did you save Felucia by playing with dice, and just who is this
guy anyway?” Kurumu asked pointing to Hex. Luna looked to Hex then smiled at the group.
“Well, his name is Hex, he’s a reality bender. He can change reality with his magic,” she
explained.
“Change… reality?” Yukari asked with a puzzled expression.
“That just raises more questions, a lot more,” Leon commented. Luna giggled then looked to
Astreal.
“Do you remember shooting down that giant demon earlier?” she asked. Astreal nodded slowly
with a perplexed expression. Luna smiled and waved to Hex.
“Well, that was because of his magic. I saw all of you on the news, and how you were about to
be executed by the humans. So I made a bet with Hex that you would all be ok,” she explained.
“What? You made a bet?” Astreal asked shaking her head with confusion. Luna giggled and
nodded.
“Hex bases all his magic and power on luck, he… likes to gamble. I wanted to help you all when
you were in trouble, so I played his game with dice, that’s how he decides what his magic will do,” she
said with a small shrug.
“Luck? He uses ‘luck’ to control his magic?” Yukari asked with a bewildered expression.
“Well, yes,” Luna reasoned with a weak smile.
“You let mere chance guide your power?” Ceal asked flatly. Hex nodded to that.
“You let mere chance guide your power which has the potential to change reality as we know
it?” Leon asked with a raised eyebrow. Again Hex nodded.
“Isn’t that… you know, ludicrously dangerous?” Render asked with disbelief.

“Of course, but that’s what makes it fun,” Hex said with a smirk. The group just looked at him
with confused expressions. Luna glanced to him then looked back to Astreal.
“I agree that is very dangerous, but it worked out in our favor. Reality changed to make sure you
would all survive and that the flying demon would be destroyed safely,” she explained. Astreal stared at
her with wide eyes then looked to Hex, the boy looking at her with a curious smile.
“It’s true; because she won the roll I changed reality to accommodate her wish. I didn’t
personally choose you to be the savior, since Luna didn’t specify how you would all be saved, however
because she won the game reality picked you to make her wish come true,” he reasoned. Astreal just
stared at him with disbelief as Felucia looked to her glowing band.
“And… my soul band…” she said looking back to him. Hex nodded and glanced to the glowing
band.
“She won the game just now, and her wish was granted. As long as you are here in the mortal
realm your soul band will never lose its charge,” he explained. Felucia stared at him with wonder as Luna
smiled at her.
“You… you have the power to change reality? Where did you come from?” Apoch asked shaking
her head.
“Everywhere and nowhere,” he answered.
“That doesn’t make any sense, and how do you know our names? We’ve never met before,”
Yukari said shaking her head.
“I’ve met you before Yukari, just not the Yukari that you are here,” Hex reasoned while glancing
to her with a smirk.
“What the hell is he talking about, just what is he anyway?” Kokoa said shaking her head. Luna
smiled weakly at that and glanced to Hex.
“Well, I’m not too sure what exactly he is, or how he met you before, but I do know that… he’s
the son of... that dark king in the other world,” she said carefully. The group jumped then stared at Hex
with surprise as the boy just showed a casual smile still.
“What?” Rason shouted out.
“He’s that monster’s son?” Ruby said with narrowed eyes at the new boy.
“Your father is the one that’s planning on invading this world?” Gabriel accused sharply. Hex
glanced to him and nodded.
“It’s a little passion of his, finding new worlds and razing them to the ground,” he reasoned
casually.

“Your father is the cause of all of this chaos that we’ve been going through? What the hell are
you doing here then, and why did you help Luna?” Razico demanded. Hex chuckled and looked around
at the group as they were all glaring at him.
“What are those looks for? I thought you would have appreciated me freeing her from my
father’s palace, not to mention helping you with a few other problems you all have been facing today,”
he mused casually.
“Why did you free her from that place, aren’t you concerned about what your father will say on
the matter?” Ceal asked carefully. Hex laughed and shook his head as Luna smirked to that comment.
“I don’t care in the slightest if my father is upset about losing Luna, that man is only my father
by being the one that gave me life, he is nothing more to me than a shadow of which he resides in,” Hex
reasoned.
“Hex isn’t on his father’s side at all, he has no interest or part in what’s been happening,” Luna
explained. The group looked at Hex carefully as Luna turned to him with a caring smile.
“He’s nothing like his father at all. He rescued me from the darkness, he hid me in the human
world and provided me such luxurious accommodations and meals, he even got me this pretty dress,”
she said before looking down to her outfit.
“I think it suits you well Luna, very enchanting,” Hex commented with a glance to her. She
blushed and smiled at him as the group watched the new boy curiously.
“I don’t get it, why are you helping us?” Yukari asked. Hex laughed and shook his head.
“I’m not helping you Yukari, it’s just that Luna is helping me with something very important and
our paths have once again crossed,” he said calmly.
“What? What are you helping him with?” Gin asked.
“His sister is trapped here, imprisoned by their father because she too refused to help him with
his wars. Hex is trying to free her, and he needs my help to break her out of her confinement. He’s trying
to save her before her father invades this world,” Luna explained. The group looked at Hex with wonder
as he nodded in agreement.
“Yes, and speaking of which, Luna? We have business to take care of, remember?” Hex pointed
out expectantly while glancing to Luna. She nodded then looked around at everybody.
“Listen, I’ll explain everything later when we have more time, I know you all have many
questions but right now I need to see Falla, it’s very urgent,” she said looking around for her other sister.
“Falla? She’s not here, she’s at Yokai Academy,” Kokoa said shaking her head. Luna looked to
her with surprise.

“What? What is she doing there, didn’t she come to the human world with Apoch and Astreal?”
she asked looking to the witch sisters.
“Yes, however we had to return her to the monster world for her own protection, that monster
in the darkness came looking for her as well,” Apoch and Astreal said together.
“Oh my god, how did you two say that together like that?” Render asked with wonder.
“That’s unreal,” Leon said with awe. Rason stared at the two boys with disbelief, opened his
mouth to speak, paused, then shook his head and looked back to Luna.
“Hex’s father came after her too Luna, for the same reason he kidnapped you,” he said
cautiously with a knowing tone. Luna stared at him with surprise then glanced around at everybody with
concern, realizing now that they all knew what happened to her in the dark world.
“For the same reason as me?” she said softly looking to Kurumu. The succubus showed a
worried expression and nodded slowly.
“For the exact same reason Luna,” she said carefully.
“In fact it was that fight over Falla that sparked the humans declaring war against us, the
humans have blamed all monsters for the attack and the idea of peace between our worlds is hanging
by a thread now,” Ruby informed with remorse.
“Why is this monster trying to take my sisters away? What does he want with them?” Complica
asked worriedly. Hex glanced to her then looked to Luna.
“My father wishes to add their power to his armies little one, with or without their consent,” he
explained. Complica looked to him nervously as the boy shook his head.
“Let’s just say my father is willing to go extreme lengths to harness their unique magic, and that
it would be best if your sisters remain out of his reach and sight,” he added. Complica nodded worriedly
then held onto her sister again.
“She’s in the monster world? But…” Luna said before looking down. She shook her head then
looked back to the others.
“Is she ok though, what happened to her?” she asked urgently.
“She’s better than ok, Ceal healed her body and mind, she’s as good as new now,” Kokoa said
with a smile.
“What? Ceal?” Luna asked looking around puzzled. The group looked to Ceal as the mage merely
raised an eyebrow at Luna. Ruby nodded then looked back to Luna.
“He’s Falla’s new boyfriend Luna, a catalyst mage who can mend and heal any injury with his
magic. You’re never going to believe this until you see it, but your sister is whole again. Ceal not only

cured her chrono dementia but also restored her missing eye, she’s doing better than when she left
Yokai Academy in the first place,” she explained.
“What?” Luna said with disbelief while looking at Ceal.
“It’s true, your sister is better than ever after having met him,” Ahakon added.
“She is? She has her mind and eye back?” Luna asked with a stunned expression. Ceal nodded
while Complica smiled at him with a caring smile. Luna tilted her head slowly while staring at the mage
with wonder.
“You… you really cured her dementia? And gave her back her eye? Is that true?” she asked.
“Yes, your sister is perfectly fine, I assure you,” he said simply. Luna stared at him for a moment
then jumped and looked back to Hex as the boy raised an eyebrow at her.
“But then... that means,” she said softly.
“She is the one who has my sister’s keys after all,” he concluded.
“Keys? What keys?” Felucia asked puzzled.
“I don’t believe this, how did she get Pandora’s keys as well?” Luna asked shaking her head.
“Pandora?” the group asked with surprise. Luna looked to them and nodded slowly.
“Yes, Hex’s sister, do you know her?” she asked.
“Hex’s sister is Pandora? The same Pandora from Pandora’s Box?” Mizore asked carefully.
“Yes, how do you all know about her and her box?” Luna asked. Leon and Render stepped
forward with Luna looking to them curiously.
“Because we gave Falla the keys before coming out here to help your friends, we were the ones
that found the keys in the first place. We know all about Pandora’s Box and how it has the power to
grant… wishes,” Leon said before looking to Hex with a realization.
“Wishes, just like Hex does with his dice,” Kurumu said with wonder.
“You’re just like her; you can grant any desire with your dice, can’t you?” Render asked with a
curious expression. Hex nodded and glanced to him.
“I could, depending on if you win my game. Pandora uses anarchy and bloodshed to determine
if a wish is granted, I use the concept of luck with mine,” he said casually. He then glanced to Ceal with a
smirk.
“So then, you’re Falla’s boyfriend. Pandora spoke about you, she seems to know you very well,
although she didn’t seem to take your name in the friendliest of tones,” he said casually.

“We’ve met before,” Ceal said while watching Hex carefully.
“Hold up, so Pandora is a real person, not just the name of the box?” Render asked looking to
Ceal. The catalyst mage nodded as Hex chuckled amusedly.
“Who do you think grants the wish for the hunters? The box?” Ceal replied flatly with a glance at
Render. Leon looked to Ceal with a curious eye then back at Hex with caution.
“And you’re planning on freeing her from that box?” he asked.
“Of course, my little sister does hate being trapped inside that chest after all,” Hex reasoned
with a shrug.
“And that would mean freeing her monsters too, the same ones the Almighty sealed away inside
of that tomb,” Gabriel said narrowing his eyes at Hex. Hex nodded and looked to him with a calm smile.
“My sister’s pets go where she does, I wouldn’t dream of separating her from the ones she
loves,” he said simply.
“Your sister will never go free, her monsters will never walk the earth again,” Ceal said coldly
while shaking his head slowly. Hex laughed a bit and tilted his head slightly.
“So, you two really don’t like each other do you?” he asked simply.
“Your sister’s a bitch,” Ceal said coldly.
“Ok, what are you guys talking about, who is this Pandora and what’s the deal with her box?”
Felucia asked. Leon glanced to her then looked to Hex again.
“Pandora’s Box is a relic in the monster world, whoever opens it can be granted one wish.
However to open it four keys must be turned at the same time, and then the treasure hunters must kill
all the monsters which come forth from the tomb. Those who open the box must push back the horrors
within in order to claim their wish,” he explained.
“And… if they can’t kill what comes out?” Felucia asked carefully.
“Then my sister and her pets will be free from their imprisonment forever,” Hex said calmly.
“And that’s bad, right?” Felucia asked.
“The Almighty sealed away those monsters and Pandora for a reason, they’re nothing but
nightmares, far more so than anything else in the monster world. They’re unstoppable and
uncontrollable,” Gabriel cautioned. Felucia nodded then looked to Hex again.
“Ok, that sounds bad,” she said while watching the new boy carefully.
“And you’re going to help him free her?” Complica asked looking to her sister with disbelief.
Luna nodded while looking to her with a worried smile.

“I owe him for everything he’s done for me Complica, for all of us,” she reasoned gently.
“Luna, that’s crazy, his sister is a real monster, why on earth would you agree to help him free
her?” Ruby asked with disbelief.
“Because Hex is going to take her away from this world,” Luna said looking to her with concern.
Everybody watched her curiously as she showed a worried expression.
“The truth is Hex doesn’t believe that we have a chance in stopping his father, that this world is
going to be destroyed. If his father takes over then everybody will die, and that means that nobody will
be able to collect the keys and free Pandora from her box. He wants to take her and all her monsters out
of this world before that happens, he’s trying to save his sister from their father,” she explained. She
looked to Complica as the young chronofly was watching her with worry.
“He’s trying to save his sister, he loves her. She may be a monster but she’s still somebody who
Hex cares about deeply, just as I care about you and Falla,” she said softly. The group looked to Hex as
he showed a solemn expression.
“Luna has insisted that all of you can fight and win this war. As much as I love to gamble on big
chances I wouldn’t bet on it myself. Still, she’s agreed to help with freeing my sister, and in return I’ve
agreed to keep an eye on her now that my father will be looking for her again. After all somebody took
the doll I left in her place,” he said glancing to Felucia. She stuttered something then shook her head as
the group looked to her.
“What? But… I didn’t know that wasn’t the real Luna! Besides, I was trying to save her!” she
cried out.
“Well, seeing as how my father now knows she’s no longer in his custody and will be looking for
her again, I’d say you did the opposite of what you intended,” Hex reasoned with a raised eyebrow.
Felucia looked back and forth between him and Luna while stammering something nervously.
“You were the one that made that doll of Luna?” Mizore asked looking to Hex. He nodded and
looked to Luna with a smirk.
“I’d say it was a pretty good likeness of her, I think I really captured her charm from head to
toe,” he mused. Luna blushed and looked away timidly.
“Hex, please, you’re being too nice to me again,” she said while glancing back to him. Gabriel
looked between the two with a careful eye while Hex turned back to the group.
“At any rate, I need to keep her safe and hidden from my father. That doll would have kept him
fooled for a while longer, however now I’ll have to be quick with my plans. I cannot free my sister alone
from her prison, and even with Luna’s chrono magic aiding me we still can’t free her. However, perhaps
with her sister Falla assisting us we can release Pandora from that box of hers,” he continued.

“And once you release her, you’re going to take her and all her monsters away from this world?”
Gabriel asked carefully.
“Of course, Pandora won’t leave any behind, she loves them so much after all,” Hex answered
with a shrug.
“Boy does she,” Luna said quietly, looking away with a disturbed expression.
“How do we know we can trust that you’ll take her away? If her monsters get loose they’ll go on
a rampage,” Ruby asked cautiously. Hex smirked at her and shook his head.
“Don’t worry, I’ll be taking my sister far away from here, someplace where she’ll be safe from
the crushing march of our father’s army,” he assured with a calm smile.
“I say let him take her away,” Dark commented. The group looked to him as he watched Hex
carefully.
“His sister could be just as problematic and destructive as their father, at least with her gone
that’s one less problem we need to deal with. If the Almighty saw reason to seal her away along with her
monsters, the world would be better off to just be rid of her altogether,” he reasoned.
“I’d have to agree, from what you’ve all said about this box it would be best for it to be removed
from our world, for all of our safety,” Fang Fang said in agreement.
“I’ve never wanted the thing to be opened in the first place; if you can get rid of it for all of us
you’d actually be doing us a favor. The sooner you get your sister and her monsters out of our world the
better,” Razico agreed with.
“Um, just for the record here, we still wanted to open it. You know, treasure, epic battles,
completing heartfelt promises to fallen loved ones, that sort of thing. It’s kind of a big deal to us,”
Render said raising his hand. Leon nodded as the group looked to them.
“I’m with him. As dangerous as it is, we’ve gone through a lot and lost too much hunting down
those keys. The wish may not be important to us, but opening the box and finishing what we started is,”
he said. Apoch and Astreal looked to each other then stepped forward.
“We agree, opening that box is what treasure hunters like them do, and they’ve gone through
hell for the chance to claim it,” Astreal said with a nod.
“Pandora may be evil and her monsters may be dangerous, but I have faith that they can be
stopped, and that our boyfriends will complete their legacy,” Apoch concluded with confidence.
“Boyfriends?” Luna said looking at Render and Leon with surprise.
“Again, many things happened Luna; let’s just keep moving on right now shall we?” Ruby said
simply. Ceal growled quietly and nodded.

“As much as I’d want Pandora to be gone forever, I still need that chest to make my wish, until
then she stays right here in this world,” he said coldly. Hex nodded slowly as he glanced around at the
hunters.
“So, you’re the ones that gathered the keys to open my sister’s box. I see, well then, this works
out actually,” he said with a smile.
“How does this work out for any of us?” Rason asked shaking his head. Hex smiled coolly and
gestured around at the hunters.
“Simple, they wish to open the box, and I wish for my sister to be free. This works out so well for
me. Should they fail my sister will be released from her prison after their blood stains the ground under
her monsters’ feet, and should they succeed they can have whatever insignificant wish it is they desire
while Luna and Falla assist me with freeing Pandora with their magic. I’ll have two chances of freeing my
sister this way, I love doubling the odds in my favor,” he explained with a smirk. Luna looked down in
thought while everybody glanced to each other.
“But Falla is part of our group, she was going to be our fourth with opening the box,” Leon
pointed out.
“No no, that will not do, I cannot risk her dying to Pandora’s monsters. Besides, you can surely
find another amongst this group you have here, that shouldn’t be a problem,” Hex said casually. He
chuckled then looked to Ceal with a challenging smile.
“You don’t need your girlfriend to win this fight after all, right?” he mused. Ceal held in his growl
as he shook his head.
“Not at all, she can remain on the sidelines and out of harm’s way with her sisters; I have no
problem with that at all. I’m prepared to face Pandora’s monsters all on my own if it comes down to it,”
he declared firmly.
“Hold on, I thought we all agreed that opening this thing wasn’t worth it anymore. I mean we
got your friend back, we don’t need to be doing this,” Ran said shaking her head. Sun quickly nodded in
agreement with her.
“We don’t need the wish to go after Luna, but it’s more than just the wish that’s driving us, it’s
the principle of the matter,” Leon said looking to her.
“It’s for the epic fights and glorious treasure to be won,” Render boasted.
“The wish is needed for something of true value to me siren, I will not let this pass me by when
it may be my only chance of completing my family’s legacy,” Ceal said firmly.
“But think about what you’re doing, you’re going to be going against Pandora’s monsters that
could kill you where you stand. You don’t have to fight them, Hex is going to take them all away
forever,” Ruby reasoned.

“She’s right, no more Pandora’s Box means no more risking the world being overrun with
horrible monsters, let him take his sister away and be done with it,” Razico added.
“Dark’s right, opening that thing isn’t worth it,” Arial said shaking her head.
“You’re brave for wanting to face them still, however it’s an unnecessary risk,” Mizore said
softly.
“I don’t care!” Render shouted out. The group looked to him as he clenched his fists and glanced
around at everybody.
“Just because you’re scared of some monsters in a box doesn’t mean we are. Ceal wants to
open that thing to finish what his family started, Leon wants to open that thing to honor his fallen love,
and I want to open that thing because I damn well can!” he declared. He then pointed to Razico with a
bold expression.
“Listen up old buddy, you said it yourself that you’re a treasure hunter didn’t you? Well that
means being brave to actually hunt down treasure in this world, casting away all fears in the pursuit of
obtaining what was considered unobtainable, what’s rare and precious in the world, and what gives you
bragging rights over all other hunters because you found it and you claimed it when nobody else could!
Well guess what, I’m a treasure hunter, and I’ll be damned if anything stops me from chasing after my
dreams!” he said with energy. Apoch watched him with adoring eyes and a loving smile while Leon and
Ceal merely glanced to each other. Razico stared at Render with disbelief then looked around at the
others who were now watching him.
“Wait, why am I being singled out in his speech here?” he asked.
“Because you agreed to be our fourth before we found Falla, claiming yourself to be a
respectable treasure hunter. Are you saying you’re backing out now?” Render accused.
“Are you kidding me? I’m not opening that thing anymore. Luna is safe and sound, there’s no
just reason for me going near that box,” Razico argued shaking his head.
“Honor,” Ceal stated.
“Courage,” Render declared.
“Respect,” Leon said confidently.
“Suicide,” Razico argued. Render shook his head then looked around away from the group.
“Fine, chicken out if you want, but we’re doing this. If we win, we get our wishes granted. If we
lose, then we die with honor and there’s no worry about Pandora’s monsters going on a rampage since
Hex will take them away,” he reasoned.
“Chicken out? Have you forgotten that we have more pressing matters to deal with? Hex’s
father is preparing to launch a war at us, the humans are contemplating doing the very same right now,

we have more important things to be dealing with than going after Pandora’s Box,” Razico said with
frustration.
“Pandora’s Box is just my warm-up buddy; I’m always ready for a fight. Don’t worry, I’m going to
help in this war, that bastard up there isn’t going to get away with putting all of us through the crap that
he has, but this is something that I’ve gotta do. Both for myself and to make sure my good buddy Leon
here doesn’t die horribly,” Render declared proudly. Apoch blushed brightly as she watched her
boyfriend stand there proudly, feeling her heart beating faster for him.
“I vaguely recall having to save your ass from multiple traps during our hunts in the past,” Leon
said flatly, with Apoch twitching to that while Astreal glanced to her with a slight smirk.
“I certainly recall having to save that idiot from a witch’s attack yesterday as well,” Ceal
commented with a raised eyebrow, with Apoch twitching again to that before looking at the mage with
a dull glare. Render kept his proud stance while looking off into the distance.
“Be that as it may or not, I’m not letting Pandora’s Box slip away after working so hard to find it.
If this is going to be the last time her box is opened then I’m damn well going to be the last hunter to
claim it,” he boldly declared.
“Take me now,” Apoch said softly with admiration for him. Everybody looked to her as she
jumped with a stunned expression before she quickly smiled nervously and rubbed the back of her head.
“I mean… take me with you to Pandora’s Box, I’ll gladly fight by your side to help you claim your
treasure,” she said eagerly with a few nods. Render looked at her for a moment then smiled confidently.
“Sure thing babe, it would be an honor to fight alongside you in battle,” he said coolly. Apoch
blushed and smiled brightly at him while Astreal glanced to her worriedly. She then stepped forward and
shook her head.
“No, I’ll fight alongside Leon, he can use my magic as he needs to and I’ll help open the box in
the memory of his fallen love,” she declared. Apoch twitched then looked to her with annoyance.
“You can’t do that, I’m going to be their fourth, I’m more battle-ready than you are by far,” she
barked out. Astreal glared at her with a growl as the group watched them curiously.
“I am Leon’s sword, where he goes into battle so do I. And I’m not afraid to fight alongside him
against Pandora’s monsters, I’m going to be their fourth and that’s final,” she argued.
“No, I’m going to be their fourth; Render and I alone could handle those monsters all by
ourselves!” Apoch shouted out.
“I’m going to be their fourth; you’ll be too distracted by your boyfriend to think clearly!” Astreal
yelled back. The two sisters locked into a struggle and dropped to the floor, rolling around yelling at
each other while everybody just watched them.

“They’re really arguing about this?” Ran asked shaking her head.
“You know, I don’t remember them ever fighting so much, if at all, before they got their own
boyfriends,” Mizore commented.
“Is it just me, or are they even shouting at each other in unison?” Rason asked with a raised
eyebrow.
“Were they saying Render and Leon’s names correctly just now? Or was I hearing things?” Luna
asked curiously. Render and Leon just watched Apoch and Astreal roll around on the ground in their
struggle with curious expressions while Ceal watched with a dull stare. After a moment the catalyst
mage looked to Hex and shook his head.
“We’ll sort out who the fourth member will be for the fight, but we will take on your sister for
the wish regardless. Should we fail then you can take your sister away from this world to wherever you
want, otherwise it’s up to Falla if she would be willing to assist you with her magic after your sister is
sealed once again,” he reasoned.
“That sounds fair to me,” Hex said with a cool smile at the mage. Luna nodded slowly then
looked to the three other hunters with concern.
“Well, if that’s what they want to do, then so be it. If you’re all sure you want to risk your lives
like this, I suppose all I can do is wish you luck,” she said softly. Render and Leon nodded as they
watched their fighting girlfriends while Ceal looked down to his reptilian hand with a blank expression.
The other group members looked to each other with wonder.
“Shouldn’t we stop them? This could be their suicide in the making,” Ruby asked worriedly.
“I don’t think we can, you heard how they feel on the matter. This may be their last chance to
open the chest, and none of them are going to let that slip by for one reason or another,” Rason
reasoned while shaking his head.
“I guess if that’s what they want to do, we should just let them,” Kurumu said unsurely.
“But what if they die opening that thing, Pandora’s monsters might tear them limb from limb,
they’ll be killed for nothing,” Yukari said worriedly.
“It’s not for nothing; they’re all doing this for their own reasons. Pandora will be removed from
our world or sealed again after this is over, she won’t be causing any chaos in our world either way. If
this is what they wish to do then we have no right to tell them they can’t,” Ahakon reasoned.
“Ceal can handle it, he’s done it before and he can do it again,” Complica said assuredly as she
smiled at Ceal, the mage glancing to her briefly then looking back to his reptilian hand while remaining
silent. Fang Fang and Gabriel glanced to each other while Sun and Ran looked to each other, all of them
showing concern for the treasure hunters that wished to open the mystical box for the last time.

“Um, guys? We still have a problem with this in case you’ve forgotten,” Gin called out
expectantly. Everybody stopped, including the witch sisters, and looked to him as he shook his head.
“Even if you wanted to go after Pandora’s Box we’re still trapped here in the human world,
remember? The gateways are closed, we can’t return to the monster world even if we wanted to. That
means we can’t get to Falla and we can’t get to the box, they’re both out of our reach,” he pointed out.
“Don’t worry about that,” Hex said, with the group looking back to him. Luna smiled confidently
at the reality bender as he smirked at Gin.
“They may be out of your reach, but not mine.”

Falla was walking down the hallways of Yokai Academy, her footsteps softly echoing throughout
the empty corridors. She looked around carefully as everything had darkened inside the building with
only a few lights still on in the halls. A cold chill ran down her spine as she stopped and looked behind
her, only seeing shadows along the walls and further away.
“What is this, how did I get here?” she asked, puzzled how she didn’t remember ever starting to
walk down a hall inside the school. The building rumbled slightly as a faint echo sounded off further
away, with Falla looking around worriedly.
“Hey, Kyouko? Rin? Where you are, what’s going on?” she called out. She blinked then looked
behind, seeing a younger version of herself facing away from her. The young chronofly had her wings
extended out behind her and was wearing her old white dress with black trimmings on it, the girl
giggling coldly as she faced away from her surprised self.
“What the…” Falla breathed out as she turned to face the younger girl.
“None shall know of us, or our power,” the younger girl said quietly. Falla glanced around
carefully then looked back to the young girl.
‘Is that… me?’
The building then rumbled violently, with Falla looking around quickly to seeing lights flickering
while a loud explosion echoed out inside the academy. Looking back she saw her younger self having
vanished, then turning around she saw a torrent of flame blasting through the hallway towards her, a
piercing scream of a girl sounding off before Falla screamed in terror as the entire academy around her
seemed to erupt with a powerful bang.
“AHH!” Falla screamed as she jumped up from her dream, still sitting in a chair inside the
infirmary. Kyouko jumped up and looked to her quickly while she was sitting on the bedside next to
Talon who appeared to be sleeping, the human girl still dressed in her nurse’s apparel.

“Falla? What’s wrong?” Kyouko asked quickly. Falla steadied her breathing then looked down
while holding a hand to her head. She took another breath then shook her head.
“Bad dream, just a bad dream,” she said softly. After a moment she looked to Kyouko who was
watching her curiously.
“Are you ok?” Kyouko asked. Falla nodded then leaned back in her chair while breathing out
slowly.
“Yeah, I think I need to take a vacation with Ceal after all this,” she said with a slight laugh.
Kyouko smiled softly at her then looked to Talon, watching him with gentle eyes as the hybrid remained
still and quiet. Falla looked to her then glanced to Talon with a dull expression.
“I can’t believe I’m letting you nurse this guy back to health,” she muttered.
“He’s not bad Falla, he’s just angry about what happened to him. He’s lost so much, you can’t
blame him,” Kyouko reasoned gently. Falla looked at her with a dull glance then around, seeing nobody
in the room with them.
“Where’s Rin?” she asked.
“I’m not sure, she got bored sitting here after you fell asleep and went out for a walk
somewhere,” Kyouko said with a shrug. Falla looked to the door then down with concern.
‘I’m getting a really bad feeling about that girl, if only I could remember where I’ve seen her
before.’
Walking down the halls of the school Rin was looking around with a curious eye while her
headphones played a gentle tune for her. She bobbed her head a bit to the music then stopped and
tapped the device with a puzzled expression.
“Not again,” she muttered as she hit the device with her palm. After a few blinks she looked
down with a sigh.
“These dumb things are just getting worse,” she pouted before walking again down the hall.
Passing by a room she stopped and looked to it curiously, seeing musical instruments and desks inside.
The siren then ventured in and looked around, seeing nobody there while there were no windows as the
room was near the center of the academy. Rin walked over to a table near the wall and saw some sheet
music spread about along with a stereo system and speakers set up. She looked at the music sheets
curiously then saw a stack of CDs next to the sound system, her eyes brightening as she grabbed a chair
and sat down at the table.
“Nothing makes this girl happier than having new music to listen to,” she said eagerly as she
pulled out the stack of CD cases. She set her music player down on the table and then started looking
through the choices she had.

“Not like I have anything better to be doing right now anyway, I’ll just relax here while Falla and
Kyouko watch over that Fairy Tale killer guy,” she said with a shrug. Taking a disc out she put it in her
player and started the music up, enjoying the classical symphony sounds from the human world. She
closed her eyes and gently rocked her head side to side while she listened to the music, her hands gently
setting the other CD cases down. While she enjoyed the melodies she glanced to the next disc on the
stack, the girl showing a curious smile at it as it looked familiar.
“Hm, I think I’ve listened to this before, somewhere,” she said as she examined the cover, which
had some tough looking male singers with the words written in red and black letters.

Chapter 29
Rin’s Trigger
"What do you mean they're not out of your reach?" Ruby asked as the group looked at Hex
curiously. Inside the villa's lounge everyone had fallen silent as Hex had claimed that their friends who
were isolated in the monster world behind an impassable barrier were in fact able to be reached by him
regardless.
"Just what I said Ruby, I can still get to them without any trouble," Hex said with a shrug.
"But how, the monster world is sealed off, the dark lords have closed the gateways. We have no
way of getting back to them right now, we're trapped here," Gin said shaking his head. Hex chuckled and
looked at him amusedly.
"You may not have a way to get to them, but I do," he said. Luna giggled then looked to the
group with a smile.
"We were just in the monster world, he took me to see Pandora inside her box before coming
here," she explained.
"What? You were in the monster world, and with Pandora?" Kokoa said with a jump. Ceal
narrowed his eyes slightly to that comment while the rest of the group looked at Hex with surprise.
"You actually saw Pandora? Like face to face?" Leon asked. Luna nodded with a small smile.
"Um, so, what's she like?" Render asked. Luna showed a weak smile and shrugged slightly.
"She's… very unique, just like Hex," she answered. She looked to Ceal as the boy was watching
her while remaining silent.
"She doesn't seem to like you too much though, that much was more than apparent," she
mentioned.
"I suppose she wouldn't, seeing as how my family and I have never set her free in all the times
we've opened her box. Can't say I'm too fond of her either, she tends to twist any wish that is made
around as a sick joke," he replied with a tone of discontent. Hex chuckled and glanced to him with a
raised eyebrow.
"Now now, those that make a wish need to be careful what they wish for, we're not mind
readers after all," he said with a smirk.
"Funny, that's exactly what she says," Ceal replied coldly. Hex merely watched the boy with a
calm expression while the others looked at him carefully. Yukari shook her head slightly then tilted her
head.

"I don't understand how you can travel around like that though, are you using the time stream
like Luna does or something?" Yukari asked. Hex shook his head amusedly at the witch.
"No, not quite. I move about behind even that of the time stream Yukari, through everywhere
and nowhere," he explained, even though his explanation caused more confusion with the group.
head.

"You really don't make much sense when you talk, you know that?" Kurumu said shaking her
"I'm explaining it to the best of your comprehension Kurumu," Hex replied with a shrug.

"To the best of our comprehension? Are you patronizing us?" Ruby asked insulted. Hex laughed
and looked at her amusedly.
"I see you're just like the other Ruby, she said the exact same thing to me before," he mused
with a curious smile.
"Yeah, that's making this more confusing, we've never seen you before. How do you know us
and when have you met us before?" Kurumu asked with puzzlement. Luna looked at Hex curiously, also
wondering the same thing.
"Um, when did you meet my friends before anyway? You seem to know them very well," she
asked. Hex nodded and looked around at Ruby, Mizore, Kurumu, Yukari, and Kokoa.
"Oh I do, I was just spending some time with them before coming here," he said casually.
"Ok, seriously, start making more sense here!" Kurumu shouted out. Hex laughed then walked
towards her, the girl showing a nervous expression and backing up a bit.
"I've seen you before Kurumu, you and all your friends. I've seen you all chasing after one boy in
particular too, Tsukune Aono," he said with a cool smile. The group looked at him with wonder as Hex
tilted his head curiously.
"Tell me, where is he anyway, I'm rather curious. I thought you girls didn't go anywhere without
him, you were all very attached to him before," he asked.
"How do you know Tsukune, and when have you seen us before?" Mizore asked. Hex chuckled
and looked over to her.
"Why, here and not here Mizore, in this world in another reality," he answered.
"Another reality?" Ruby asked.
"Yes, you don't think this is the only reality do you? There are endless realities out there,
countless Rubys and Mizores and Kokoas, all living different lives as their own timelines move along in
their worlds. You see this is but one of many realities out there, and it just so happens that before

coming into this one I had the pleasure of getting to know all of you girls very well," he explained. He
chuckled then pointed to Kokoa.
"I've seen you too Kokoa, living a very different life than how you are now," he said with a
curious tone.
"You have?" she asked with wonder.
"Yes, I have. You and Tsukune, such a happy couple," Hex mused. The group looked to Kokoa
with surprise as she stared at Hex with shock.
"What? Me… and Tsukune? A couple?" she said with a stunned expression. Hex laughed and
nodded.
"Why are you so surprised, I just told you there are endless realities out there, countless
different timelines for all of you. Is it really so hard to believe that out of all of those worlds there would
be an instance of you and him being together?" he asked simply. Kokoa opened her mouth to speak
then looked down with wonder.
her.

"She and Tsukune were together in another world?" Kurumu asked. Hex nodded and glanced to

"You as well Kurumu, in another reality you and him were together. In fact, I believe I saw you
and him having a daughter, it was very touching," he said casually. Kurumu stared at him with shock as
her jaw dropped.
"I… I had a family with Tsukune?" she asked. Hex laughed and looked at her amusedly.
"Again, why is that so shocking? In one reality you could be a wealthy model living the highlife,
in another you could be a slave in a dark monster's dungeon, or perhaps there's one out there with you
and Moka falling in love with each other, anything is possible after all," he reasoned casually. Kurumu
stuttered something incoherently while the group stared at her with wonder.
"You've met us all before in different worlds?" Ruby asked. Hex chuckled and glanced to her.
"Well, I've only caught glimpses of you all throughout my travels for the most part, always
seems to be something happening with you girls in every world. So, curiosity won me over and I decided
to pay you all a visit in another reality, one in that none of you were taken yet and were still all chasing
after that lucky fellow Tsukune," he explained. The girls looked to each other then to him as he smiled
curiously at Ruby.
"You were all so desperate to win his heart, all so attached to that boy like no other, I have to
say that as far as luck is concerned that guy had it in spades," he continued with a shrug. The girls smiled
slightly at that then glanced to their boyfriends.
at her.

"That sounds like how we were alright," Yukari said with a giggle, with Ahakon smiling amusedly

"Sounds like us chasing after Tsukune was a common thing for us in any world," Ruby said with a
small laugh while Razico smiled curiously at her.
"Yeah, but I prefer how this world turned out. I'm much happier this way," Kurumu said at
Rason, the boy smiling back at her as well. Mizore smiled and held onto Dark's arm, with Arial growling
at her. The snow girl looked to her with an innocent smile and shrugged.
"I couldn't agree more, it couldn't be better than this," she said with a twitch of her eyebrow.
Arial narrowed her eyes at the girl while Dark glanced between the two with a blank expression.
Kokoa smiled at Gin then looked to Hex curiously.
"So, which one of us got Tsukune in that world? Just wondering," she asked. Hex laughed then
glanced to her.
"I'm not sure to be honest, I left after I was done with my game," he answered.
"Game? What game?" Yukari asked.
"My game with all of you girls of course," he said looking to her with a cool smile. Yukari looked
at him puzzled then shook her head.
"You're not making sense again," she stated flatly.
"Yes I am, you're just not seeing it. You see Yukari, you were so desperate to win Tsukune's
heart, you all were in fact, so you played a game of chance with me. You all played a game of chance
with me to change reality so you could have him all to yourselves," Hex said looking around at the girls.
He glanced to Luna who watched him with wonder.
"And as luck would have it for you then, you all lost," he said with a gleam in his eye. Luna
looked at him with wonder then surprise.
"They… lost?" she asked worriedly. Hex nodded as the group looked to Luna curiously.
"Luna, what's wrong?" Rason asked.
"Wait, what did we lose? What happened to us?" Kokoa asked carefully. Hex looked to her with
a slick smile.
"Why, you lost yourself Kokoa," he answered.
"What?" she asked shaking her head.
eyes.

"Your heart," Luna said softly. The group looked to her as she was watching Hex with worried

"You lost your heart Kokoa, to him," she finished. The group looked to Hex cautiously as he
nodded to that.
"What does that mean? What do you mean she lost her heart to him?" Gin asked cautiously.
Luna breathed out and looked down with concern.
"In order to have your wish granted with Hex you need to play his game. You make your bet for
your wish, and he makes his, then you both roll to find out who wins. If you win your wish is granted, if
you lose then Hex claims his reward," she explained.
"His reward?" Dark asked cautiously while the group looked to Hex. The reality bender nodded
and looked to Kokoa with a cool smile.
"You all wished so badly to be his, you were ready to give anything. I was prepared to make that
your reality, however for those who gamble big then so do I in return, and personally nothing is more
exciting to gamble for than a fair woman's heart," he said with a suggestive tone. Kokoa held a hand
over her heart and backed up a bit.
"Wait, I gambled my heart with you?" she asked shakily. Hex nodded then pulled out his dice,
holding them up between three fingers for her to see.
"You rolled a snake eyes Kokoa, and with that I won your heart. As soon as the dice rolled to a
stop I was the only one you loved and wanted to be with," he explained. Kokoa stared at him with shock
as the boy glanced to the other girls.
"The same with all of you. Yukari, Mizore, Kurumu, Ruby, and even Moka, you all gambled to
win that boy's love, and lost your own in the process," he continued. The girls stared at him with
stunned expressions as Luna watched him with worried eyes.
"We gambled with our hearts to win Tsukune?" Yukari asked with disbelief.
"You stole our hearts?" Kurumu shouted out. Hex laughed and looked to her amusedly.
"I didn't steal anything Kurumu. You all came to me to play that game, you all understood what
was at stake and chose to roll anyway, you gambled on your own accord and lost, plain and simple. I
cannot force anyone to gamble against their will, that's against my rules. They have to want to play my
game on their own," he reasoned. The girls looked at him with disbelief then to each other.
"Would we really have done that? Gambled with our very hearts just to win Tsukune?" Kurumu
asked worriedly.
"I can't believe it; we wouldn't have been so stupid, would we?" Yukari asked nervously.
"If I hadn't seen Hex's magic in action today I wouldn't have believed it, but… oh god, how could
that other me have been so foolish," Ruby cursed while looking down with remorse. Mizore looked to
Hex with a troubled expression.

answer.

"So what happened to us then, what did you do with us?" she asked, almost afraid to know the

"I think I know what he did with me," Kurumu said dryly as she looked to Hex with a dull glare.
Hex laughed and shook his head.
"They're not mine anymore, sorry to say that I lost them," he said with a simple shrug.
"You lost them?" Ahakon asked. Hex nodded then looked to him with a smirk.
"Yes, as lucky as I was, Tsukune was luckier," he replied casually. The group looked at him
curiously before Yukari smiled.
"He won us back from you, didn't he? He played your game and beat you," she said hopefully.
Hex nodded and looked to her with a calm smile.
"Easy come, easy go," he reasoned simply.
"He saved us from you," Mizore said softly.
"No, Tsukune saved you from yourself. Again Mizore, I never stole you away, I never twisted
your arm into wagering your heart, you chose to do so on your own accord," Hex pointed out.
"He's right, its sounds like your selves from that world made a horrible mistake gambling their
hearts like that," Razico reasoned.
"Hex wasn't the bad guy, you all just used him to steal Tsukune away for yourselves," Dark
commented as he glanced to Mizore. The snow girl looked at him worriedly then smiled nervously.
"Um… sorry?" she said softly.
"You don't need to apologize Mizore, that wasn't you personally that made that mistake. You
have done nothing wrong," Dark said with a slight smirk.
"I can think of a few things she's done wrong," Arial growled.
Kurumu trembled then quickly turned around and hugged Rason closely, the angel's face being
shoved into her bosom as she started crying out of sorrow.
"I'm so sorry Rason; I promise I'd never gamble with our love, never ever ever! I love you so
much my angel, I wouldn't trade this world with you away for anything! Please believe me, it was that
other me that was stupid, I'm not like her at all!" she cried out.
eyes.

"Actually, you are," Hex mentioned with a raised eyebrow. Kurumu looked to him with teary

out.

"What are you talking about, I would never risk losing my angel's love for anything!" she cried

"I meant with the way you try to kill those around you with your breasts," Hex said pointing to
something. Kurumu blinked then looked down to seeing Rason slowly falling limp in her embrace. She
screamed then let him go, shaking him a bit as he gasped for air.
out.

"I'm sorry Rason; I didn't mean to do that, really! Are you ok? Oh god, I'm so sorry!" she cried

"Seems that's consistent with her in any world she may be in," Hex said with a shrug. Ruby
watched Kurumu apologizing to Rason while the angel was catching his breath then looked to Razico
with remorse.
"I wouldn't dream of risking what we have for anything Razico, please believe me when I say
that," she said genuinely. Razico nodded with a calm smile then smirked before leaning in close to her
ear.
"Still, I think you deserve to be punished later for being so reckless like that in another world,
just to make sure you know better in this one," he said softly. He leaned back to see her blushing
brightly and looking at him with adoring eyes.
"Yes, please do," she said with an eager nod.
Kokoa turned to Gin with worried eyes and held her hands to his chest.
"I don't want Tsukune or anyone else, just you. That other Kokoa was an idiot for both gambling
her heart like that and for choosing another instead of you, she was stupid and blind," she said softly.
Gin held her close and smiled gently at his girl.
"All that matters for me is that I have you now, I couldn't imagine being with anyone else but
you Kokoa," he said as the vampire blushed in his arms. Sun looked at Gin with worried eyes then to
Kokoa with a glare as she held back her scowl.
'I bet anything this is the only world where she's with him; she's not supposed to be with him at
all. Gin's supposed to be my werewolf, he loved me first!'
Yukari hugged Ahakon with a small whimper, the mage holding her with a caring smile as she
shook her head.
"I'll never gamble with you Ahakon, I couldn't live with myself if I lost you," she said softly.
"It's alright Yukari, like Hex said there's Yukaris out there leading all sorts of lives, you can't be
held accountable for their actions. What matters is that we're together in this world, that's all that
counts for us," he reassured. Yukari nodded while holding him close as Ran watched the mage with a
curious smile. She sighed quietly then looked down curiously.

'I wonder if there was a world out there where Ahakon and I were together. Could that have
been a reality for me as well?'
Luna looked around at all the girls then to Hex with worried eyes.
'He gambled for their hearts in another world, just like he did with mine in this one. Easy come,
easy go… sounds like he didn't really care or love them at all, he just wanted to take them because he
thought they were attractive. Does he see me for anything, or am I merely a gold coin to be won?'
She sighed quietly then looked down while holding her arms around herself.
'But… even if I am just a means to an end for him… just a tool to save his sister… I can't stop
feeling this way. He saved me from the worst possible fate I could have endured, he protected me and
even offered to take me away to keep me safe, and he's so charming. Even if I'm just a treasure for him…
I don't want him to leave. I want to be his.'
"Luna?" Gabriel asked. Luna blinked then looked to see the angel watching her worriedly as the
group looked over to her. Gabriel glanced to Hex then back to Luna with concern.
"Is that what you gambled with, to save us today? Did you wager your own heart in his game?"
he asked. Luna nodded slowly as the group watched her with surprise.
"Sister, you gambled with your heart?" Complica asked with wonder.
"I had to, it was the only way to save everybody. If I didn't they would have died," Luna
reasoned.
"But what if you had lost, you would have become his just like that, you would have lost your
heart to him," Complica asked worriedly. Luna smiled softly at her and shrugged.
"I wouldn't have mind Complica, to be honest… I'm thinking of rolling again just for the fun of
it," she said looking to Hex. The boy chuckled and looked to her with an amused smile.
"Really now, pushing your luck still even after winning twice in a row?" he mused.
"What can I say Hex, you make me feel like a very lucky girl," Luna said with a coy smile. The
group looked at her with wonder then to Hex as the boy watched the chronofly with a calm smile.
"Perhaps we'll play another game soon, but for now however how about we see how your sister
is doing?" Hex asked casually.
"That sounds like a plan to me," Luna said before quickly eyeing him over. Gabriel looked at her
worriedly then glanced to Hex with a raised eyebrow. Hex nodded then took a few steps away from the
group while looking up with a thoughtful expression.
"Now then, let's see here, Yokai Academy," he said to himself as he drummed one hand's fingers
at his side.

head.

"Wait, how are you going to get us there? What are you doing to do?" Rason asked shaking his

"We're not going through that dark world with those monsters are we?" Arial asked nervously
as she grabbed Dark's hand. Complica cried out and ran behind Luna while shaking her head.
"I don't want to go back in there, not again, no no no!" she cried out. Luna looked to her with
surprise.
"What are you talking about, you were in that world Complica?" she asked worriedly. Complica
looked up to her and nodded fearfully.
"I went through there looking for you and for Arial but I didn't find you I only found this dark
creepy place with shadows everywhere and lightning in the clouds and there was this palace built into
the mountain and all these scary monsters were there and one of them chased me around and tried to
kill me it was horrible so I ran away and when I ran I fell through the clouds and came out down here
and now I'm stuck down here and I can't go back up and we don't know what to-" she said before
wavering and stumbling off to the side. The group watched as the girl lost her balance and dropped to
the ground with a thump as she tried to breathe again.
"Does that girl even know how to end a sentence?" Render asked shaking his head. Luna looked
at her dazed sister then to the others.
"She was in that dark world? Where I was?" she asked worriedly.
"I'm afraid so, both she and Arial went through the rift in heaven, and they wound up in the
same place you did Luna. Luckily they managed to flee before they were captured or worse, and when
they got out of that realm they were in our world," Ruby explained with remorse. Luna looked at Arial
then to Complica as the young chronofly caught her breath and slowly sat up.
"I hate it when that happens," Complica said weakly before she got back onto her feet.
"Oh my god, you two were in that place?" Luna said worriedly. Complica looked to her and
nodded.
"I'm sorry but I wanted to come find you I wanted to be brave like you and I thought I could be
brave like you but I couldn't handle it that place was too scary so I ran away but after I got away I
couldn't-" she said before Luna rushed over and knelt down, hugging her sister closely with concern.
"Oh Complica, you shouldn't have done that, you should have stayed home with mother and
father where it was safe," Luna said shaking her head. She leaned back and looked at her sister with
worried eyes then over to Gabriel.
"Why wasn't anyone watching them or the rift? Somebody should have stopped her from going
into that thing," she said while holding her sister close. Gabriel showed a nervous expression as Rason
glanced to him.

"Yes, somebody was supposed to be watching over them as were his orders from the elder,"
Rason said dryly. Luna looked to him then to Gabriel as the redheaded angel rubbed the back of his head
slowly.
"Gabriel? You were the one watching them when this happened?" she asked with disbelief while
standing back up.
"I was trying to, but I had a lot of other things to be doing as well. I mean Arial destroyed her
parents' home with another tantrum over Dark and we were trying to figure out what happened to you
and-" he started before Luna marched over to him with a stern expression.
"You let my sister fly into that thing? You let her fly into that rift after I never came out of it?"
she demanded with anger. The group watched Gabriel as he stammered something nervously. Luna
shook her head then slapped him across the face, the boy recoiling then looking back to her with a
stunned expression while holding a hand to his cheek.
"How could you? I know they're dead and nothing can happen to them now, but still, to let my
sister fly into that place, there's no excuse for that!" Luna shouted out.
head.

"Um, actually," Ahakon said raising his hand slowly. Luna looked to him as the mage shook his

"They may be dead, but… that doesn't mean nothing can't happen to them down here," he said
with a slight cringe.
"What do you mean, what else could happen to her?" Luna asked looking to Complica worriedly.
Rason showed a concerned expression as Luna turned to him.
"They're disembodied souls Luna, pure lifeforce. Should they die down here outside of the
heavenly realm, they'll vanish forever. They'll be wiped from existence," he explained with remorse.
"What?" Luna breathed out with wide eyes. Felucia looked to her bracelet then to Luna.
"This bracelet is acting like a temporary spirit anchor for me, with it my spirit body here can
regenerate just like before. But they don't have such a thing; they're pure souls from heaven. If they're
dealt a fatal blow here in this world, they'll cease to exist," she said while Luna stared at her with shock.
The chronofly then looked to her sister who was nodding with a worried expression.
"No… Complica. Oh no," Luna said shaking her head with fright. She then looked to Gabriel with
fury as the angel backed up a step.
"My sister could be wiped from existence all because of you? This is because you didn't watch
over her like you were supposed to? How could you Gabriel? My little sister is trapped down here all
because of you, what do you have to say for yourself?" she yelled out. Gabriel glanced around at
everybody then looked at her with a nervous expression.
"Sorry?" he said worriedly.

"Sorry? SORRY?" Luna yelled before she tried to rush him, with Kurumu and Rason quickly
holding her back while Gabriel watched her with a pained expression.
"You let my sister fall from heaven, she's trapped here and it's all your fault! You bastard, what
kind of guardian angel are you?" Luna yelled out with tears forming. Gabriel watched the girl try to
charge him out of anger then looked down, feeling his heart aching from her words.
"I'm sorry Luna," he said softly. Luna screamed as she was pulled back by Kurumu and Rason,
the rest of the group watching her with remorseful eyes.
"It's ok Luna, we've been watching these two ever since we found them, we won't let anything
happen to either of them," Rason assured gently while holding the chronofly back.
"He's right; we'll protect them until we can figure out how to return them both to heaven. Your
sister will be safe with us," Kurumu added.
"They speak the truth. Look around you, they have a large escort down here in this world, they
will be kept a close eye on," Fang Fang said gesturing around to everybody. The group nodded in
agreement. Complica ran over in front of her sister and held her as Luna looked down to her with teary
eyes.
"It's ok sister, your friends have been taking care of us, we're alright. And Falla's boyfriend has
been watching over me, I know I'm safe with him," she assured with a small smile. Luna stopped
struggling in Kurumu and Rason's grip and looked to her with worried eyes, then to Ceal as the mage
nodded in agreement.
"I assure you your sister will not come to harm here," he said calmly. Luna looked to Complica
then to him again while wiping her tears away.
"Thank you, for watching out for both of my sisters. I don't know who you are, but thank you so
much," she said softly. Ceal nodded as Complica smiled at him, the young chronofly's wings fluttering
gently.
"He's my big brother," the young girl giggled. Luna looked to her with a small amused smile
while Render held back his laughter.
"Aw, big brother huh? Wow Ceal, you really do have a weakness for butterfly girls, they actually
bring out your human side. Agreeing to be Complica's big brother down here in this world, that's so
cute," Render said before laughing. Ceal showed a dull expression then snapped his fingers, in doing so
causing black tentacles to shift up through the floor around the battlemage. The group watched, with
Luna staring with surprise along with Felucia, as the tentacles grabbed Render and swung him around in
the air, the boy yelling out as he was whipped back and forth.
"What the hell is that?" Felucia said with a jump. Luna backed away before she heard Complica
giggling. She and Felucia looked to the young chronofly as she watched Render being swung around in
the air with an amused smile.

"That's Ceal's pet, Xarai," she said simply.
"His pet? What kind of pet is that?" Felucia exclaimed while shaking her head.
"A necro demon, don't worry, he's friendly," Complica said with a smile at her. She looked back
to seeing Render swinging around in the air screaming then shrugged.
"Well, he is to me at least," she reasoned.
Apoch formed her blade of light and swiped through the tentacle, severing the limb causing
Render to drop to the ground with a thud. The group looked at him then to Ceal as the catalyst mage
glanced back to the dazed boy.
"Anything else you wish to say?" Ceal asked flatly. There was a pause before Render spoke up.
"If I say yes…" he said weakly.
"Just be quiet!" Leon and Astreal yelled out at him together. Ceal snapped his fingers again, the
tentacles retracting back into the ground and vanishing as Felucia and Luna looked to Ceal with surprise.
"What… the… hell?" Felucia asked glancing to Dark.
"We'll explain later," Dark said simply.
"Don't worry about it," Mizore said shaking her head.
"As odd as it may seem Luna, that demon has been helping us with staying alive during recent
events," Ruby mentioned with a small smile. Luna looked at Ceal with a stunned expression then to
Complica as she smiled at her.
"Isn't it so cool? We never had pets like that before," she said with a giggle. Luna showed a
nervous smile and nodded then glanced to Ceal.
"Well… still, thank you for watching over her, really," she said carefully. Again Ceal nodded while
not showing any further reaction to the matter. Luna looked to Complica with a small smile then to
Gabriel with a stern expression, the angel showing a remorseful expression.
"It's good to know somebody was watching out for my sister," she snapped. Gabriel looked
down with closed eyes as the group glanced to him. After a moment Luna then turned to Hex.
"We need to make sure Falla is alright too, please Hex," she pleaded softly. The boy nodded
then looked behind him as he held a hand to his chin thoughtfully.
"I think I can arrange that," he said as he held out his hand, causing an etching crack through the
air as if breaking a mirror. The group watched as the cracks carved through the air and shattered apart
into a dark void, the shards of reality breaking away as a large circular gateway was formed into the
darkness.

"What is that, a gateway into the monster world?" Yukari asked. Hex shook his head and glanced
back to her as the edges of the gateway started to burn slightly with red and black flames.
"Not quite. This is merely a looking glass for us, a window through reality if you will. I need to
keep Luna hidden from my father, and if Falla is also of value to my father then he may likely be keeping
an eye on her right now. Before I take Luna anywhere I want to make sure the coast is clear for her
first," Hex explained as the group watched the dark void start to flicker with a soft light. Luna glanced to
him with a soft smile then looked back at the portal again. Within the window a few stars floated by
along with streaks of cosmic light.
"You didn't just leave her at the school all alone did you?" Luna asked looking back to the group.
"No, Kyouko is there with her, and so is Rin," Ruby said with a small smile.
"Kyouko's there too? Why? And who's Rin?" Luna asked.
"Kyouko sort of got dragged into this, another story for later. And Rin is Ran's sister," Ruby said
gesturing over to Ran. The siren nodded with a small smile and wave. Luna looked at her curiously then
shook her head.
"She's protecting my sister? How?" she asked. Ran smiled at the girl as the group looked to her.
"She's a siren, just like I am. We were actually once slaves to Hex's father; we were used to
charm legions of monsters into joining his army. Your friends helped free us, so in return we've been
keeping them somewhat safe. If any warriors tried to go after your sister Rin would be there to uncharm
them from their enslavement," she explained. Hex glanced back to her with a raised eyebrow while Luna
looked at the girl with wonder.
"You were once slaves to that monster?" Luna asked softly. Ran nodded then looked down with
a slightly saddened expression.
"For a long time, we were sent out to bring more and more monsters and warriors for him to
command. But we're not under his control anymore, and are helping you all however we can as thanks
for freeing us," she said softly. Kurumu smiled softly at the siren then looked to Luna.
"Plus your sister has her chrono magic restored now, she won't go down without a serious
fight," she added. Luna nodded then smiled gently at Ran.
kindly.

"I see, your sister is very kind to be helping us like this, I look forward to meeting her," Luna said

"Actually, you may have already," Ruby mentioned with a raised eyebrow. Luna looked to her
curiously as the witch glanced to the portal.
"Rin is a special case Luna. When she was young she accidently cast a spell over her mind, one
that keeps her in a clueless state constantly. Nobody could cure her, until she visited your kingdom," she
continued.

"Really? She came to our kingdom when it was still around?" Luna asked curiously. Yukari
nodded then looked to the portal as well.
"That's what we believe; she says she remembers monsters with butterfly wings when she was
little, and the name chronofly. Even with her bad memory she still remembers those things clear as day.
To cancel out the spell over her mind she wears a pair of enchanted headphones, they allow her to
remember things while she has them on. We think your healers enchanted them for her," she reasoned.
Luna looked at her puzzled then down in thought.
"A siren with a memory spell over her mind, and enchanted headphones?" she asked. After a
moment she blinked then looked to Ran.
"Wait, I remember that girl, she was about my age I think," she said curiously.
"You remember her?" Ran asked with wonder.
"Yeah, she was wearing a large pair of headphones on her head when she came to visit with her
father. The poor thing, she was so scared about where she was," Luna said looking down in thought. She
then looked back to Ran.
"But I was told our healers couldn't do anything for her, that she left while still being inflicted by
her spell. I wasn't aware we had anything enchanted for her," she said shaking her head.
"What? But, her headphones were enchanted, your healers must have done that for her, my
father even said that's what was done," Ran said with puzzlement.
"Our healers don't enchant anything to cure our mental conditions; we use magic to heal the
mind directly. We couldn't have enchanted anything for her, that's not how the process works," Luna
explained.
"But… her headphones are enchanted, they even work and help her think properly," Ran said
with confusion.
"Are you sure you were told Rin couldn't be cured?" Rason asked. Luna looked to him and
nodded.
"Yes, Falla was the one who personally oversaw her examination, she informed my father about
the siren's condition and that she couldn't be helped by any of our healers," she said with a shrug.
"Falla said that?" Ruby asked carefully.
"But your healers did help my sister, they enchanted those headphones for her," Ran said with
puzzlement.
Luna looked at her carefully then to the portal as it flickered and flashed a soft white light. The
inside of the gateway wavered as it shifted into a soft purplish glow followed by a dull yellow, then a
dark red followed by a light blue. The colors swirled around and faded away in waves as stars streaked

by inside the rift. After a while the portal wavered with ripples rolling around inside of it before shifting
into a view of inside the infirmary at Yokai Academy. The group saw Falla seated on a chair near the side
while the windows were straight across from the portal, daylight being seen outside along with the
familiar rotting forest that surrounded the academy. At the angle of the portal the group also saw a
sheet pulled over in front of a bed, with a figure moving about behind it. A moment later Kyouko walked
out from behind the sheet, dressed in her nurse's apparel while Falla was just looking at somebody who
was lying on the bed behind the sheet.
"You even got him new clothes? Seriously?" Falla asked flatly.
"His were all bloody and cut up, he needed something to wear again once he gets better. Luckily
I found some like his previous ones, I hope he likes them," Kyouko said looking back to the figure who
was remaining silent behind the sheet. Falla rolled her eyes then glanced over to the side, then jumped
with a shocked expression as she saw there was a circular rift inside the room with the group from the
human world watching them.
"What the hell?" Falla cried out as she stumbled back and onto the floor. Kyouko looked over
then jumped with a scream while pointing to the rift.
"Wha… where did that come from?" she asked with surprise. Luna rushed over to the portal and
pressed her hands against it, being held back still as if pressing on a window.
"Falla!" Luna called out. Falla stared with disbelief then shakily stood up, walking towards the
rift as Luna stared with equal wonder at seeing her sister.
"Luna? Luna!" Falla called out as she raced over and pressed her hands against the rift across
from Luna's, being unable touch the girl as the portal only allowed sight and sound to pass through.
"Oh my god, Falla, you… your eye, you really do have your eye again, it's a miracle," Luna said
with wonder.
"Luna, wha… where are you? Are you ok?" Falla asked franticly. Luna nodded with a smile as
Falla looked at her sister with growing relief.
"I'm fine, I'm alright Falla. I'm in the human world with the others," Luna said assuredly.
"Oh god Luna, I was so worried. What happened to you, those monsters in the dark world didn't
touch you did they? Please tell me they didn't do anything to you," Falla asked worriedly as Kyouko
slowly walked towards the rift. Luna showed a saddened expression and looked down, with Falla
whimpering and shaking her head to seeing her sister's reaction to that question. Kyouko held a hand
over her mouth as Luna took a shaky breath.
sister.

"The important thing is that I'm ok now Falla, I'm perfectly ok," Luna said looking back to her

"Oh Luna, they did, didn't they. Those monsters… they… I'm so sorry, I'm sorry," Falla said with
tears forming in her eyes. Luna shook her head and smiled gently at her sister.

"Don't cry, I'm alright, really," she said softly.
"Luna," Falla whimpered as she rested her forehead on the portal and cried, with Luna leaning
close and resting her forehead across from hers.
"I'm ok Falla, someone saved me from the darkness, saved me from… what would have been my
fate in that world," she said softly. Falla looked to her with wonder as she wiped her tears away.
"Who? Who got you out of there?" she asked. Luna looked to the side as Hex walked over and
smiled curiously at Falla.
"So, you must be Luna's sister, I can see the resemblance," he said casually.
"Who are you?" Falla asked.
"His name is Hex, he saved me from that hell and brought me to our friends," Luna said
gratefully. Falla smiled softly and nodded at the boy.
"I can't thank you enough for saving her, I'm never going to forget this," she said softly. Hex
nodded then looked down as somebody slowly made their way between him and Luna, with Falla
looking down with wide eyes to seeing Complica standing there.
"Sister," Complica said softly. Falla blinked then dropped to her knees, her hands remaining
against the portal's surface as she stared at her younger sister with disbelief.
"C-Complica? Wha… but… how…" she shakily said. Complica smiled softly at her as Luna and Hex
backed up, with the rest of the group watching curiously.
"Complica… is it… really you?" Falla asked under a whisper. Complica nodded and held a hand
against the portal across from Falla's hand.
"It's good to see you again sister," she said softly. Falla choked back a sob then held a hand over
her mouth as more tears welled up in her eyes, the girl looking to Luna who smiled and nodded gently.
"She came looking for me and Arial after we both went into that dark rift. She's really here Falla,
she came down from heaven to try to help us," she said looking to her younger sister while gently
resting a hand on her shoulder. Falla looked at Complica with wonder then over to see Arial standing
next to Dark and Mizore.
"Oh my god…" she said quietly. Luna nodded with a smile as Falla stared at Arial with wide eyes.
"She's… she's…" Falla said shakily.
"Yes, they're both here with us, safe and sound," Luna said gently.

"She's standing right next to Mizore! Run for your life Mizore! Run for your life, she's going to kill
you!" Falla cried out while looking to Mizore. The group turned to Mizore who merely raised an eyebrow
at Falla.
"Seriously, where were all these warnings yesterday?" she said flatly.
"Again, we tried to tell you," Kokoa said looking away with a shrug. Arial crossed her arms while
glaring at Mizore then looked back to Falla with a raised eyebrow. Falla stared at the snow angel with
fright then to Luna who shook her head with a weak smile.
"They worked that little problem out Falla, don't worry," she said with a shrug. Falla nodded
slowly then looked back to Complica as the young girl turned her attention back to her sister.
"Complica…" Falla said softly. She started crying and shaking her head as Complica watched her
worriedly.
"Oh god, I'm sorry Complica, I'm so sorry. I… I never wanted… oh please forgive me!" she cried
out as she broke down into tears, the group watching her with worry as Complica shook her head with a
sympathetic smile.
"It's alright Falla, it's not your fault," she said gently.
"Yes it is! I killed you! I told you how to use that damned spell, it's all my fault you're dead!
Complica, I'm so sorry, please believe me!" Falla cried out while looking down with closed eyes, sobbing
while holding her hand to the portal still. Complica held her hand over her sister's and shook her head
again.
"It wasn't your fault sister, I killed myself," she said with a few tears forming as well.
"No you didn't, I told you how to cast that infernal spell, I'm the one that got you killed," Falla
whimpered. Complica looked down with closed eyes and wiped away her tears.
"You didn't kill me sister, I did. I knew what would happen if I cast the spell from the start, I
knew I was going to die," she said sadly. Falla whimpered and looked to her with watery eyes while Luna
looked to Complica with wonder.
"What?" Luna asked softly.
"You… you knew you would die?" Falla shakily asked. Complica nodded and looked to her again
with remorse.
"I knew I would die, I knew that after one day I would be gone, but I didn't care. I didn't stop to
think about what I was doing. I was so blind; I thought I was in real love and that I would never be in love
again, so I killed myself to spend one more day with that boy. It was the worst mistake of my life sister,
but it was my mistake, not yours. If you didn't tell me how to use the spell I would have found out
another way, I would have broken into the archives and searched for it myself, I would have killed
myself one way or another in my foolishness," she explained with sorrow. Falla looked at her with a

pained expression while Luna held a hand over her mouth. Complica shook her head and smiled gently
at Falla.
"Please don't blame yourself for what happened to me, I made the mistake. This is all my fault,
and… I've accepted that. I didn't think, I didn't think at all about what I was really doing and threw my
life away. You're not to blame for me being dead, you never were," she said softly.
"Complica…" Falla said as she started crying again. Complica smiled gently as she held her hands
against the portal, with Falla doing the same across from her.
"I heard from Ceal about how you killed your inner demon," she said softly. Falla nodded while
looking at her sister with teary eyes.
"That monster's gone forever Complica; I made sure of it myself. I'm not her anymore, and I
never will be again," she said shakily.
"I know, I can see it in your eyes. The Falla I used to know was always so cold to me, she wasn't
like a real sister at all. But I can see you're not her, you're my sister that I never had before, the one I
should have had from the start," Complica said gently. Falla whimpered and smiled with tears dropping
from her cheeks.
"I love you Complica, I know I never said it to you before, but it's true. I love you so much," she
said lovingly.
"I love you Falla, don't ever forget that," Complica said softly. Falla smiled and gently moved her
hand down slightly across where Complica's would be, the two watching each other through the rift in
reality.
"That's so beautiful!" Kurumu cried out before burying her face in Rason's shirt, the girl sobbing
loudly as the angel held her with a sympathetic smile at Falla. The other group members had warm
smiles on their faces, except for Dark and Ceal of course, as they watched the sisters having their
moment. Sun wiped a tear from her eye and looked down with a gentle smile while Kyouko was blowing
her nose with a tissue while crying near Falla.
"Complica," Falla said softly. She wiped her tears away and smiled gently at her sister.
"I forgot how beautiful your wings were, I've missed seeing them so much," she said gently.
Complica giggled softly as her wings fluttered behind her, with Falla then looking to Luna.
"She's been ok with you guys right?" Falla asked. Luna nodded then looked to Ceal, the boy
walking towards the portal as Falla turned to him with loving eyes.
"Yes, our friends have been watching over these two, including your new boyfriend," Luna said
with a glance and smile at her sister. Falla got back on to her feet as Ceal held his reptilian hand to the
portal, the red eyed chronofly holding hers across from his while smiling softly at him.
"Ceal…" she said softly.

"Are you ok Falla?" he asked. She nodded as she smiled at seeing him again.
"I'm alright, I'm just so glad to see you again. You have no idea how much I've missed you," she
said while wiping her tears away. Ceal nodded then looked back to Ran, then to Falla again.
"Falla, as much as I've missed you as well I'm afraid we have another matter to deal with. Where
is the siren that was with you?" he asked. Falla looked at him curiously then over to seeing the others
watching her with careful expressions.
"Rin? I don't know she… she went off for a walk a while ago; she's probably wandering around
somewhere. Why, what's wrong?" Falla asked.
"We need to talk to her, something isn't right about that girl," Ceal cautioned. Falla nodded with
a worried expression.
"I know," she said softly.
"What do you mean you know?" Ruby asked. Falla looked around at the group then to Ceal.
"Ceal, I've been getting a real bad feeling about that girl. I know I've seen her somewhere
before, and not in a good way," she said with growing concern. Luna stepped forward with a cautious
expression.
"Falla, don't you remember her? She came to our kingdom when we were young, she had a spell
over her mind that prevented her from remembering anything, her father brought her to us so we could
try to heal her mind," she said. Falla nodded then looked down.
"I know what's wrong with her, but I can't remember where I've seen her before exactly," she
said shaking her head.

Rin sighed quietly in content with a smile on her face as she opened her player, taking the CD of
classical music out and setting it back inside its case.
"I don't know what I'd do without music in my life," she said as she examined the CD case. She
slowly traced her finger along the cover then looked up while closing her eyes.
"I never want to stop listening and singing such wonderful melodies," she said softly.

"Falla, do you remember trying to help Rin when she came to your home?" Rason asked. Falla
looked to him and shook her head.
"I don't remember… I think she came to our home, but… I can't remember when or how," she
said before looking down. She grabbed her hair with frustration and shook her head.

"Something's not right, I just know it. I keep getting a horrible feeling about her, like she's
dangerous or something," she said looking to Kyouko.
"But she's so nice and friendly, I don't think she could hurt a fly," Kyouko said shaking her head.

Rin looked to the next CD on the stack, this one having a group of tough looking singers in
leather jackets with the words on the cover being in red and black letters. The siren smiled curiously as
she took the CD out, examining the disc as she tilted her head slightly.
"This kind of music looks familiar, I think. Where have I heard it before?" she asked herself.

Falla shook her head and looked down with frustration, the image of a young girl with blonde
hair that shifted to orange on the bottom and wearing headphones flashing before her mind again. Luna
watched her sister carefully then spoke up again.
"You were the one who was watching over her with our healers, you said she couldn't be cured
and had her and her father sent off," she said. Falla looked to her with confusion at that.
"What? I did? But… she has headphones that cancel her spell out, our healers had to have
helped her," she reasoned.
"Yes, but that's not what you told father. Try to remember, why did you lie back then and say
she couldn't be cured? And why were the headphones enchanted, our healers don't enchant anything to
cure mental conditions," Luna asked worriedly.
"I don't know. I don't know why I would have lied, and I didn't think our healers did enchant
anything to fix mental conditions. I don't understand, what did I do back then, what happened with
Rin?" Falla said shaking her head. She grunted with frustration while holding her head.
"Heavy, heavy, heavy," she said repeatedly.
"Heavy?" Render asked.
"What's heavy?" Leon asked.
"I don't know! That word, it means something with Rin, I know it does. Something about this… it
has something to do with heavy," Falla said with frustration.
"Hey, are you calling my sister fat?" Ran asked insulted. Falla looked to her and shook her head.
"No, I know she's not fat. But something about the word heavy is driving into my head and I
can't get it to stop," she explained before looking down with a strained expression.

"Heavy?" Gin asked looking to the others questionably.

Rin blinked then tapped her headphones, her mind lapsing for a moment as she only heard
static before regaining her senses. She groaned and looked down with closed eyes.
"How many times are they doing to do that?" she muttered. She sighed then looked around
with a puzzled expression as she stood up and took a step away from the music bench.
"Wait, what was I doing again?" she asked curiously. She then looked to the CD in her hand and
smiled again.
"Oh yeah, I was going to listen to music. That would suck if I forgot about something like that,"
she laughed turning back and putting the disc into her player, then clipping it to her hip again.
"There, I'm not going to lose you now," she giggled.

"Heavy what? Heavy what?" Falla shouted while holding her head. Kyouko looked at her
worriedly then to the others with a shrug.
"Um… heavy duty?" she said unsurely.
"Heavy lifting?" Render suggested.
"Heavy weapons?" Kokoa asked.
"Heavy weights?" Ran said.
Arial looked around then shrugged.
"Heavy metal?" she asked. Falla froze in place with wide eyes as the words echoed in her head.
Slowly she looked to Arial as everybody watched her curiously.
"Heavy metal," she said quietly.

Rin looked at the artwork on the music case then giggled with an amused smile.
"Wow, wonder what this music is like," she said before pushing the play button on her player.

Falla stared at Arial with wide eyes then looked down as her mind started racing, memories
suddenly coming back into focus as the words of the snow angel resonated with something.
"Princess Falla," a chronofly wearing white robes said, walking towards a young girl with
butterfly wings and red eyes who was standing in a hallway within their palace, the young princess
looking out at the sky through an open window while she had her arms crossed before her. She glanced
to the man with a dull expression as he approached her.
"I've conducted a thorough check on the siren, her mind is indeed locked away by a powerful
spell," he reported.
"I'm aware of that, just as everybody else is you idiot," Falla snapped at him. The man jumped a
bit then smiled nervously.
"Yes, well, um, the good news is I believe we can remove the spell from her mind. Our healers will
be able to save the girl by… um, Princess Falla?" he asked as he saw the girl glaring out the window with
a scowl on her face.
"Save her?" she asked dryly. She scoffed then looked down with discontent as the man watched
her curiously.
"Well, yes, isn't that what we are being asked to do for them?" the man asked. Falla looked back
out the window at the sky above their kingdom, the celestial backdrop having a few green and blue
streaks flowing by in the air.
"We are going to be doing no such thing for her," she ordered. He looked at her puzzled as she
shook her head.
"What? But…" he said before she turned to glare at him.
"Don't argue with me, these are orders from my father, your king! These sirens are not to be
trusted, they're going to expose us to the monster world, inform the dark lords of our true power and
have all of us locked away because the world fears our mighty power," she declared. The man looked at
her with wonder as she looked down and away with a scowl.
"The king's orders? But… I thought he wanted us to save this girl's mind," the man asked. Falla
glared at him with a growl.
"Are you questioning me?" she yelled out. The man jumped a bit then shook his head nervously.
"No Princess Falla, not at all," he said quickly. Falla glared at him for a moment then looked
down the hall towards where the young siren was being monitored.
"Good. Now, these are orders from your king, my father. The sirens will not be telling anyone
about where we are or what we can do, nobody will know of our power until we are ready to assert
ourselves in this world without fear of being caged like butterflies," she declared. The man nodded slowly
then looked down the hall.

"Do… you want us to execute that little girl?" he asked worriedly. Falla shook her head as a cold
smile came across her face.
"No, she's going to help us," she said with a small chuckle.
Falla shakily looked to Luna as everybody was watching her.
"Falla? What's wrong?" Luna asked. Falla trembled as another vision flashed before her eyes.
Inside a room within the chronoflies castle Falla was walking towards a bed where a young siren
was seated. Next to the princess the robed man waved a few others into the room, all of the chronoflies
who were Falla's personal guard walking in and standing around the bed. The siren looked around at
them worriedly then to Falla as the princess had a dull expression on her face.
"What's going on, where am I?" she asked.
"She keeps asking that every 30 seconds Princess Falla, don't concern yourself with answering it,
she'll just forget anyway," the man next to Falla said. Falla nodded then walked towards the siren who
watched her with curious eyes.
"Like I would waste my breath trying to explain anything to this one anyway," Falla scoffed as
she examined the siren. She smirked then looked over to the table nearby that had Rin's headphones on
it.
"So, you like music huh?" she asked looking back to the siren. The girl stared at Falla for a
moment then tilted her head.
"What's going on, where am I?" she asked. Falla chuckled then walked over towards the
headphones, snapping her fingers so two of her guards would follow her.
"Well then, let's make sure you listen to plenty of music. Who knows, one day you might just
hear that special song that'll make everything all better," she said slyly.
"Oh my god…" Falla breathed out.
"Falla? What is it?" Ceal asked.
"What's wrong sister?" Complica asked worriedly. Falla looked to Luna with fright as she slowly
shook her head.
"I… I…" she said shakily as she remembered.
The young princess watched as the carriage started off for the sirens' home away from the
castle, the girl watching with a cold smile from a window up in the grand building while the robed
chronofly stood behind her.
"Should I inform the king?" he asked. She shook her head and glanced back to him.

"No, I'll tell my father. What you all have done is to be kept a secret, nobody else is to know.
Speak nothing of what happened to anybody, as far as our history books shall be concerned those sirens
never existed nor came to our land," she ordered. The man nodded as Falla looked back out to seeing the
carriage heading further away.
"I trust everything went accordingly?" she inquired.
"Yes, we had the headphones enchanted as you specified, as long as they're worn she'll be able
to remember her experiences properly. However should they be taken off she will fall prey to her spell
once again," the man answered.
"Good, she'll have to keep them on all the time then, which means it'll only be a matter of time
before she hears the appropriate melody, correct?" Falla asked expectedly.
"Yes Princess Falla, as soon as she hears any melody of heavy metal music the headphones will
trigger within her consciousness," the man reported. Falla nodded slowly as a cold smile appeared on her
face.
"As soon as that girl's trigger is pulled she'll wipe those sirens and herself from the face of our
world, and nobody will ever know about us once again," she said with a cold look in her eye. She
chuckled then looked back to the man with proud smile.
"None shall know of us, or our power, until we are ready to take the world as our own," she
declared.
"Yes Princess Falla," the man said with a bow. The girl looked back over to seeing the carriage
vanishing as it left the kingdom.
"Rock on siren, rock on, hahahahaha!"
Falla trembled as everybody watched her with concern, the group seeing the frightened look in
her eye as she remembered where she had seen Rin before, and how the headphones were enchanted.
"I… had them enchanted," she said shakily with a whimper.
"What? You did?" Luna asked. Falla started breathing heavily then looked around quickly in a
panic. She then grabbed Kyouko by the shoulders and shook the girl franticly.
"Where is she? Where did she go?" she asked desperately.
"I don't know, she went to take a walk, she didn't say where she was going!" Kyouko cried out as
she was shaken back and forth.
"What's wrong Falla?" Yukari asked worriedly. Falla looked to the group and shook her head.
"I had those enchanted, I rigged them!" she cried out.

"What? Rigged? What do you mean?" Kokoa asked. Falla looked down while grabbing her hair as
the group watched her with concern.
"I didn't want anyone to know about us, I didn't want anyone to find out about our race or what
we could do. I rigged those things to trigger with heavy metal music!" she said with fright.
"What are you talking about, trigger? Trigger to do what?" Kurumu asked. Falla looked to the
group before lightning struck outside the academy with a powerful boom, her and Kyouko then looking
to the window where light was fading outside.
"What the…" Kyouko said running over towards the window. She saw dark clouds above as
thunder and lightning crackled through the sky, the wind howling and causing the trees outside to sway
about. A large bolt of lightning struck into the forest, causing a powerful explosion of fire and light as
Kyouko jumped back away from the window.
"Whoa, is the weather here really wild like this?" she asked looking back to Falla. The chronofly
slowly shook her head as the building rumbled a bit.
"Oh no…" she said looking back towards the portal to where the door out into the school was. A
bolt of lightning struck into the building from above, causing a loud explosion and the infirmary to shake
about. Falla and Kyouko screamed as they tumbled back towards the windows while Talon awoke with a
jump, the hybrid quickly looking around as the room had part of its wall behind the portal blown apart
from the strike.
"What's going on? What's happening?" Ruby asked urgently as the group saw debris flying into
the room. Falla and Kyouko stumbled to their feet before another loud explosion was heard, the girls
looking towards the wall behind the portal as the rumbling in the building increased. Another explosion
detonated before the infirmary seemed to erupt into a firestorm, with Falla grabbing Kyouko before
they were thrown through the window and out into the courtyard below the raging storm above. Talon's
bed toppled over as fire and debris crashed through the room, the hybrid quickly extending out his
wings and covering himself on reflex.
"Falla!" Luna screamed out.
"Kyouko!" Kurumu cried out.
"Sister!" Complica screamed as the group saw flames and debris blasting past the portal and
destroying the infirmary.
"Oh my god!" Ruby cried out.
"What happened?" Rason said with shock.
From outside Yokai Academy a powerful bang erupted with a sonic boom, the school then
blasting apart from the middle with a furious explosion as flames flared out and ripped apart the
building violently.

"What's going on?" Ms. Nekonome cried out before Ms. Ririko tackled her to the ground in the
teacher's lounge moments before the room collapsed with flames streaking through along with charred
debris. The hallways of the school were annihilated as a loud wailing shriek echoed out before another
powerful boom of flames erupted out along with the ground exploding and blasting up violently.
Students in the dorm buildings watched with shock as the entire academy blasted apart with lightning
bolts striking into the hellish inferno and waves of debris that rippled out from the building.
"Oh my god, the school!" a girl cried out. A moment later a powerful bolt of lightning struck
down through the boys' dorm building, the girls watching with fright as the dorm was blown to pieces
with fires and debris erupting out. Glass and chunks of the building crashed through the windows and
walls alongside the girls' dorm before a wild tornado ripped through the structure from behind, the
students scrambling about before the building collapsed into a large cloud of flames and debris along
with the screams of those still inside.
"Falla! Falla!" Luna screamed out as she grabbed her hair.
"Holy shit, the school!" Gabriel cried out.
"Wha… what happened?" Arial said shaking her head.
"It can't be…" Ran said fearfully. The group looked to see her and Sun watching the chaos with
wide eyes, both of them recognizing the storm as they had seen it before.
"That's… that's just like the storm that destroyed my home," Ran said shakily. Sun nodded and
pointed to the gateway.
A horrible shriek was heard as the group looked back to the portal, seeing the flames and smoke
flaring about before parting as a figure swooped down and landed on the scorched ground. Her white
wings were arched behind her, her blonde hair with the orange tint at the bottom flowed in the wind,
her fists were clenched as her skirt fluttered about from the storm around her. Ran stared with shock
and slowly shook her head.
"No… it can't be… it couldn't be…" she said shakily.
Slowly the winged girl turned to glare at the group with red eyes filled with rage, her normally
innocent and cheery expression having turned to hatred and fury. The group stared at Rin with shock as
the siren looked around at the chaos surrounding her, the lightning above striking down wildly into the
remains of the academy.
"Rin…" Ruby breathed out. Ran slowly shook her head with disbelief and terror.
"Rin… it was you…" she whimpered as the images of her home being destroyed by a sonic boom
flashed before her eyes. The memory of her village being annihilated by the horrible storm played again
in her mind, with the sight of the winged monster that caused the destruction of her home and the
death of her parents. The obscured silhouette of the winged monster flashed before her eyes then
faded to reveal Rin standing there while flames flared around her wildly.

"Rin… it really was you… it really was you!" Ran screamed as Rin let out another shriek, her voice
causing the ground around her to explode and erupt away violently as flames and wind blasted away
from her. Rin started to sing a dark and heavy song, her voice causing the storm around her to pick up
and the ground to shake.
"What happened to Falla? Where is she?" Complica cried out as she held onto Luna's side with
fearful eyes. Luna shook her head as she watched the blonde siren singing her dark melody, the air
around her wavering and turning hazy before exploding into a fiery sphere that erupted and expanded
out. Sun watched the siren with shock then looked to Ran who was shaking her head with tears in her
eyes.
"No! Rin! Rin!" she screamed as Rin let out another horrible shriek in her song, causing the area
around her to explode violently with charred debris and fierce winds. The portal flickered then shattered
as all the lights in the lounge exploded, the group ducking a bit and backing up as the room shook from
the force of the discharge. The group looked at where the portal vanished then to Ran, the girl crying
and shaking her head.
"No! You can't be that monster, you can't be! Rin!" she screamed out before dropping to her
knees crying. The group looked to each other then to Ran with stunned expressions as Luna turned to
Hex with fearful eyes.
"What just happened?" she asked shaking her head. Hex glanced to her then to where his portal
had collapsed from the power surge by the destructive siren.
"I believe your sister's guardian may have been chosen poorly."

Chapter 30
Changes
A calm breeze flew by as the sun was shining down through the tree branches above. The parts
of the sky that could be seen through the foliage showed the blue sky with green and red streaks flying
by through the air. Sitting against a tree Ren was eating an apple while looking up at the leaves above
her, humming a gentle tune to herself as her other hand twirled a strand of her hair around leisurely.
BOOM!
A thunderous explosion followed by a monster's roar echoed out, with Ren stopping with her
chewing and looking down with a thoughtful expression. After a pause she started counting on her
fingers, getting up to three before another roar and fierce crash echoed out nearby. The siren paused
then started counting again, getting to two before a howling cry of a monster was heard followed by
another loud explosion. The siren nodded then resumed chewing again while looking up with a calm
smile.
'He's getting faster with this.'
Several loud booms were heard as multiple cries from demons were heard within the forest.
Ren held a hand to her ear while she stopped chewing, listening and hearing several loud crashes as a
few trees toppled over.
'And he's fighting more at once while doing so, I think about… eight? Or maybe there are nine.'
The siren listened as the sounds of screams, howls, and wailing cries were heard in quick
succession. The sounds echoed out as Ren showed a thoughtful expression, the girl then resuming her
snack with a nod.
'Nine, and all in about seven seconds. Not bad at all.'
From the trees nearby a large three legged brute crashed through and tumbled into a roll, with
Ren just watching it with a curious expression while chewing her apple. The monster plowed through a
few trees before stopping itself with its large hands, growling and looking back towards where it had
tumbled through before spotting Ren. The siren just watched the large beast with a calm expression as
she took another bite of her apple, chewing it leisurely before winking at the monster.
'Come and get me big boy.'
The brute roared before charging towards the girl who merely watched with a calm expression.
Ren made no effort to move as the monster raced towards her. She contemplated in her head casually
whether the giant beast was thinking about smashing her into the ground, eviscerating and devouring
her, raping her, or perhaps a combination of all three. The brute raced up and swatted the tree behind
her away, the girl watching the monster with wonder while she held the apple in her mouth with her
teeth as the splintered remains of the tree flew off to the side. She held one hand back to keep herself
propped up on the ground as the monster towered over her with a vicious snarl. Ren glanced down to

something of his for a moment then looked up at the monster while tilting her head slightly, seeing very
clearly what the monster was thinking about doing to her first.
'Yep, it's going to rape me.'
Ren watched as the monster roared while standing over her then looked down with a thoughtful
expression. She started counting in her head, only getting to two before a powerful boom of vampire
energy shot past her and knocked the towering brute away into a wild tumble. The siren smiled slightly
while holding the apple in her mouth and looked up to see Tsukune standing before her, his monster
energy flaring around him violently as he faced the brute which came to a crashing halt in few trees. Ren
giggled softly and held the apple as she took another bite, eyeing over the vampire boy with a coy smile
while chewing her snack.
'My hero.'
The brute roared and charged again towards Tsukune, the boy remaining still while the air
around him wavered with a crimson glow. Ren looked at Tsukune with a playful smile then to the
approaching beast.
'These things never do learn, Tsukune is the best there is.'
She watched as the monster swung down towards Tsukune, the boy blocking the attack by
grabbing the oversized fist with one hand and stopping it instantly. The ground below him cracked and
shattered from the force while Ren's hair fluttered behind her, the siren watching Tsukune with a smile
as she ate her snack. She giggled as the brute swung down again, only for Tsukune to send a punch to
the fist, the forceful hit destroying the arm which blasted back into bloody pieces as the brute roared
out in pain. Tsukune then darted forward and jumped into a powerful punch to the beast's head, striking
it with a hit that splattered it away into pieces. The brute's body dropped dead as Tsukune landed down
from his jump, his aura flaring around him wildly still while Ren watched with an amused smile. She
swallowed her bite then laughed a bit as the brute's body twitched on the ground.
"I almost felt sorry for that one, thinking he could stand up against you," she said with a smile.
Tsukune slowly turned to look at her with his crimson and black eyes, the girl seeing the boy's aura
flaring around him while her heart fluttered from the feeling of his aura.
"There isn't anything in this world that can stand a chance against you Tsukune," she said
assuredly. She then watched as the boy walked towards her with his aura rolling by in waves, the feeling
causing her mind to swim a little. A sudden flare of his monster energy caused the grass around to blow
away as the girl nearly blacked out from the intense feeling of her body warming up from his aura. She
nodded slowly as if in a trance while smiling up at the boy.
"You're hungry again, aren't you? I can see it in your eyes," she said softly. Tsukune nodded
slowly as he looked down at the girl. She tilted her head slightly and flicked her hair away from her neck.
"Take what you need from me Tsukune," she said with a wink. Tsukune slowly knelt down as
Ren watched him with a loving smile. After a pause he then pushed her down by the shoulders, the girl

gasping with surprise as she was held down on the ground with Tsukune looking down at her with his
crimson and black eyes.
"T-Tsukune?" she asked softly. The boy took the apple and put it into her mouth, the girl
whimpering around it as he held her down by the shoulders while using the fruit to gag her.
"I'm hungry for you Ren," he said, the girl staring up at him with wide eyes as her hands lay at
her sides. She said something around the apple before his aura started to increase, the area around
them then lighting up with fire which burned around the ground nearby. Ren moaned loudly into the
fruit as her body quivered, her legs kicking about weakly while the boy held her down by the shoulders.
The ground around them scorched and cracked apart as the girl screamed into her apple, her clothing
igniting and searing off to reveal her skin which wasn't burned or harmed in any way. Her hat seared off
into ash as she moaned and drooled around her gag, the girl's mind going blank from the overwhelming
aura that resonated with her at pointblank range. She shakily looked up to him as she whimpered
something around her apple, the boy licking his lips before leaning back.
"And I'm going to eat every last bit of you up, my delicious little siren," he said before picking
her up by the legs and moving her over so that he held the girls legs apart on either side of him. She
shakily looked down to where he was looking with a hungry eye then to him as she felt her body melting
away under his aura. She felt her willpower vanish as her mind was overwhelmed by the boy's monster
energy, her body unable to move properly while her heart was beating steadily.
please.'

'I don't know which way he has in mind about doing that, but either way… eat me Tsukune,

Tsukune moved his head down between her legs before the siren screamed into her apple, her
eyes glazing over while drool leaked out around her lips as she felt the boy choosing the less
cannibalistic way of eating her out, much to her pleasure and relief. Her muffled cries of ecstasy echoed
out into the air as she lost herself in the sensation of what was happening to her.
"Ren?" Tsukune asked, the boy looking down at seeing the siren lying on the ground next to a
tree while having an apple in her mouth, the girl seeming to be in a dreamy daze as she murmured
something around the fruit. She twitched and moaned into the snack while her hands shifted around at
her sides, with Tsukune watching her with a puzzled expression.
"Um, Ren?" he asked again. He glanced around to seeing nothing else nearby then down to the
girl as she said something around the apple that was in her mouth. Tsukune knelt down then gently
shook the girl by the shoulder.
"Ren?" he asked again. Suddenly the siren shot up with a loud scream, the apple falling out of
her mouth as Tsukune fell back onto his rear while watching her with surprise.
"YES! PLEASE MORE!" she cried out with a deep blush on her cheeks. She blinked then looked
around to seeing her dream having come to an end. Looking back over to Tsukune she saw him staring
at her with surprise while all fell quiet around them.

"Tsukune?" she asked softly. She jumped then looked down while quickly pulling her skirt down
between her legs, feeling how wet she was and fearing Tsukune would notice.
"Are you ok?" Tsukune asked as he regained himself. Ren nodded slowly then glanced to him
with a blush.
"Yeah… just a… dream," she said softly. He looked at her curiously as the siren quickly looked
away while holding a hand to her cheek.
"What were you dreaming about?" he asked. She paused for a moment then glanced to the
apple that was lying near them.
"Um… apples," she said glancing to him. He looked at her puzzled then to the apple.
"Apples?" he asked. She nodded then smiled weakly.
"Yeah, what can I say, I… really love them," she said, the image of herself with the apple in her
mouth while Tsukune ate her out flashing before her mind, causing her blush to grow. The sensation of
him enjoying his 'siren meal' caused her mind to wander again. She smiled softly and looked down with
a timid expression.
'I especially love them now.'
Tsukune looked at the apple curiously then to the siren as she shrugged with an innocent smile.
"Well, ok then. I guess that makes sense, I like having one every now and then too," he said
rubbing the back of his head with a small laugh. Ren nodded with a weak smile as they both stood up,
with Tsukune looking around the area then back to her with a shrug.
"Anyway, I wanted to show you something I found," he said with a curious smile.
"Something you found?" she asked. He nodded then picked up the apple on the ground, handing
it to her while she watched him with wonder.
"Here, I'll show you, I think you'll like seeing this," he said. She gently reached out and took the
apple, a small smile forming on her face as she nodded slowly.
"Alright," she said before the boy started leading her through the woods. She took another bite
out of the fruit, the memory of her erotic dream coming to mind again from the taste and causing her to
blush again. Tsukune led her through the forest and up a hill, the siren watching him with a curious smile
the whole way.
"Where are we going? What is it?" she asked.
"You'll see," he said glancing back to her with a smile. She took another bite out of the apple
while watching him with a timid expression. They made their way up the incline and through some
bushes, with Ren then being grabbed by Tsukune at the shoulder and halting before she would have

walked straight off a steep cliff. The girl looked down with surprise as she quickly backed up near the
bushes, seeing that they were standing on a cliffside overlooking a large river below and with another
cliff across from them. There were a few waterfalls on the other cliffside while the air above the river
had a sparkly mist with multiple rainbows glittering about from the water coming down from the falls as
well as splashing around from the surface. Ren stared in awe at the sight then looked to the left to
seeing the river heading out into what appeared to be a large sea with the horizon being filled with
clouds and streaks of light, then looked right to seeing the river weaving into the land while there were
dozens of tall thin spires of rocks with winged feathered creatures flying about squawking casually at
each other.
"Wow," Ren said with wonder.
"Look up Ren," Tsukune said. She looked to him then up, seeing a small floating island hovering
a few miles in the air above the river. It had rocky spires sticking out the bottom while there was some
trees seen popping out around the sides of the landmass. Ren stared at the floating island with awe
while Tsukune smiled curiously at her.
"Oh my god, I don't believe it," she said softly.
asked.

"I thought you might like to see this, have you ever seen anything like that before?" Tsukune
"Never," Ren said with wonder. She smiled brightly and looked to Tsukune.
"Let's go take a look up there," she suggested.

"What? Take a look?" he asked with a jump before Ren giggled and quickly hugged him close,
the girl's feathered wings spreading out behind her as she smiled at him playfully.
"C'mon, it'll be fun," she said before flying up with Tsukune in her arms, the boy watching with a
surprised smile as the siren flew them up into the air towards the floating island. The girl laughed
playfully as she spun them around while flying higher, the two making their way towards the large
landmass in the sky. They flew up and then touched down on the edge, seeing that had a few rolling hills
on it with trees here and there along with a small lake in the middle.
"This is amazing," Ren said looking around at the area. Tsukune smiled at seeing it then looked
down over the edge, seeing that they were very high up over the large river below. Ren walked through
the grass while looking around at the peaceful area that was high above Paradise.
"It's so nice up here, and there aren't any monsters or anything," she said with wonder.
"Well, none that you can see, let's not let our guard down just yet," Tsukune said with an
amused smile over to her. The girl walked up onto a small hill and gazed around at the area while her
hair flowed behind her from the wind. Tsukune walked over towards her while looking around at the
scenery with a calm smile, with Ren then turning to him with a giggle.

"I think we found our new home while we're here, we can rest and relax here when we need to
and sleep during the night. Nothing will sneak up on us way up here," she said with a nod.
"It is nice up here, but I don't want to trouble you with flying me up and down from here every
day like that. We can probably find somewhere else for camp down on the ground," Tsukune reasoned
while rubbing the back of his head.
"It's no trouble for me at all, I don't mind carrying you. Besides, it's so nice up here, this might be
the only real safe spot we find while we stay in Paradise, we shouldn't pass it up," Ren said with a
pleading smile. Tsukune looked around the area, not seeing any signs of local inhabitants or danger,
then back to the siren who nodded with an eager smile. She took his hand then led him towards the lake
in the middle of the landmass. After bringing him to it she turned to face him with a hopeful smile.
"We have water for drinking, you have me for all the blood you need, and we can bring anything
we find for food down below up here. Oh! I can even start a garden up here; we can grow anything we
need while we can fish down below in the river. There's trees here and we can even build our own
shelter, we're going to be here for a while after all and need someplace to stay," she pointed out looking
around at the surroundings. Tsukune watched her with an amused smile as she turned to face the lake
while looking around at it with wonder as the ripples and sunlight caused the surface to glimmer and
sway about.
"There might even be fish in this lake, we could have all we ever need up here," she said,
envisioning herself and Tsukune living in a house that they would have built together on the floating
island, with herself sweeping the front pathway while Tsukune relaxed in a lawn chair nearby.
"This isn't a vacation for us you know, we do have a reason we're in this world," Tsukune
reminded knowingly with a smirk. Ren giggled and looked to him with caring eyes.
"I know, and there are plenty of bad monsters down below for you to train yourself with. But at
least here you'll have a home to come back to, a place to rest," she said gently. She looked down and
away while holding her hair out of her face with one hand, having a timid smile as Tsukune watched her
curiously.
"I'll take care of you Tsukune, I promise. This may not be a vacation or pleasure trip, but… we
can still enjoy our time together can't we? We can still have something of a home out here in this
world," she said softly. Tsukune watched her with a gentle smile then looked around while taking a few
steps away from the girl, the siren glancing to him with a loving smile as he surveyed the area.
"I suppose this place would be safe to at least sleep during the night, and you can't beat the
view either," he said with a small laugh. Ren looked at him as she held a hand over her heart, slowly
nodding in agreement. A calm breeze flowed by as her hair swayed in the wind, her eyes remaining fixed
on the vampire as he looked up around at the sky which had blue and green streaks flowing by near the
clouds which were closer to them now. Tsukune chuckled then glanced to her.
"We'll have to plant some apple trees up here for you then if we're going to use this place as our
home," he mused with a wink. Ren blushed then looked down while nodding bashfully, her erotic dream
coming to mind again and making her heart flutter.

"And… I'll be sure to give you whatever you want to eat as well," she said glancing up to him
while gently brushing her hair to the side and around her ear timidly. Tsukune smiled at the girl then
looked towards the edge from where they had come from.
"Well, for now though we should get back to it. I haven't pushed myself hard enough yet, can't
be resting up here for long like this," he reasoned. Ren gave a pouty smile to him and shook her head.
"Aw, can't we stay just a bit longer? It's so nice up here," she said turning back to look at the
lake. She walked over towards the edge while Tsukune turned back to her with an amused smile. Ren
looked around at the lake as the surface glittered with the gentle rolling waves then jumped with a gasp
as the water calmed down. She stared with wide eyes at seeing a large scaly beast under the surface, its
body seeming to take up the entire bottom of the lake as two of its many red eyes focused on her.
"Ren?" Tsukune asked as he saw the girl staring at something while remaining still. Suddenly a
large splash erupted up from the surface as something shot into the air, with Ren and Tsukune watching
to see a long scaly tentacle with a small bladed sickle on the end wavering around in the air. Ren stared
at the limb with surprise while a gurgled groan was heard below the water.
"What the hell? Ren!" Tsukune called out as the siren stared at the monster's tentacle with
fearful eyes. In a flash the limb swiped at her, the sound of flesh being sliced through echoing out as
blood splattered down onto the grass.
agony.

"REN!" Tsukune's voice echoed out from the floating island along with the siren's scream of

Inside an HDA armored truck Moka and Akasha were remaining silent while riding with their
armed escorts, the two being taken out of the city and towards the HDA headquarters where the
organization's director would be expecting them. After a while Moka decided to break the silence with a
simple question.
"Just out of curiosity, where are you taking us?" she asked glancing to a soldier next to her.
"To the HDA HQ located in the barren plains near the city of Ahwasa," the man informed while
keeping a close eye on her. Moka looked at him with wonder.
"Ahwasa?" she asked.
"Yes, the city in which you broke out of containment yesterday, the city where Alucard ran loose
with its rampage, sound familiar?" the man said with an accusing glance at her. Moka crossed her arms
and leaned back with a slight huff of annoyance.
"I'm quite familiar with that city, and we escaped being wrongfully imprisoned by you people
after we put an end to Alucard ourselves to save all of you," she replied with discontent. Akasha looked
at her daughter with wonder.

"You destroyed Alucard?" she asked softly. Moka smiled at her and nodded.
"My friends all helped to fight back on that day, and it was my boyfriend that personally struck
down the destroyer for good," she said proudly.
"Your mate dispatched that accursed monster all on his own?" Akasha asked with disbelief.
Moka smiled weakly and shrugged.
"Well, one of our friends helped him a little, but he was the real hero of that day," she admitted.
Akasha looked at her with wonder then smiled curiously.
"Amazing, I simply must meet this mate of yours later, he sounds quite extraordinary," she said
with approval. Moka nodded and looked down with a gentle gaze.
"He is, he's everything to me. I love him with all my heart; he's the only mate for me in all my
life. I'm hoping to see him again soon as well; he's… dealing with another problem right now, one that's
going to be a difficult challenge even for him. Still, I know he'll overcome it, and return to me, I just need
to make sure there's a world for him to return to then," she said softly. After a moment she looked to
her mother curiously.
"Mother, is it true, about Alucard? Were you really the one that…" she asked. Akasha smiled at
her daughter with both a sense of pride and also remorse as the soldiers watched her carefully.
"I'll be happy to answer all your questions about that later on Moka. For now, I believe we have
other matters to be focused on," she said gently. Moka nodded slowly and watched her mother with a
curious eye as the truck drove out of the city and onto a highway that led towards the HDA HQ.
After a while the sounds of helicopters were heard overhead, with Moka and Akasha looking up
and around to hearing the rotors spinning from the airborne crafts nearby. The sounds stayed consistent
as the truck drove along the road out into the barren plains, showing the gunships were staying close to
the moving transport.
"Quite a big escort for just the two of us, it seems you're just as afraid of us as we are of you,"
Akasha mentioned glancing to a soldier sitting across from her.
"If we were afraid of you we wouldn't be sitting inside this truck with the two of you, don't think
that just because you're monsters that we're frightened or scared to be near you like this," the man
replied with a slight scowl. Moka glanced to him with a dull expression, the man watching them carefully
while having his rifle set next to him with one hand resting on it.
"If you're not scared then why are you keeping your hand on your rifle, surely you don't think
we're foolish enough to try anything when surrounded by you people," Moka reasoned plainly. The
soldier narrowed his eyes at her while she looked back down with closed eyes.
"If there was any just cause for you to be holding your gun you would either be shooting it at me
or be dead by now. You do realize that we're here to talk to you about peace, right?" she said simply.
The man scoffed and didn't make any further reply. The truck continued to drive along with the droning

of the helicopters above being heard, the two vampires waiting patiently for their arrival to see the
director of the HDA. After a long drive the truck came to a halt, with the soldiers holstering their gear
while the vampires looked around.
"Alright, let's get going, Mr. Tamaka is waiting for you," a soldier instructed as they disembarked
through the back door. Moka and Akasha hopped out after them, looking around to seeing that they
were inside a large military compound. Dozens of other buildings surrounded the large parking lot they
had stopped in, with other soldiers standing at the ready with their weapons lowered and watching the
two monsters carefully. A large concrete barrier surrounded the complex with its security gate closing
while armed troops stood guard along the walls. There were hangers next to a large airfield and dozens
of garages with tanks and humvees parked inside, with armed soldiers and HDA security personal
walking about while many were keeping a close eye on the vampires. The two helicopters from earlier
hovered over the complex for a moment before circling over towards the airfield.
Moka and Akasha looked around at seeing themselves surrounded by armed humans then over
to seeing a group of HDA personal approaching them; seven men with six of them having rifles in their
hands while the front officer wore an army cap while having a pistol holstered at his side.
"You are to come with us, what the… why is she armed?" the officer demanded, pointing to
Akasha who was holding her sword. Everybody turned to her as she shrugged.
"You have stockpiles of your own firearms and technology around this place, have us completely
surrounded and at your mercy, and you're concerned about one little sword?" she asked amusedly.
"You are to relinquish your weapon monster, we are not allowing you to walk about while
having that in your possession," the officer ordered. Akasha nodded then struck her sword into the
pavement with a sharp thrust, the strike echoing out slightly as the humans watched her cautiously. The
vampire left the blade sticking up from the ground and crossed her arms.
"Very well, however I'll expect to get it back once we are done here," she reasoned calmly. The
men just stared at the sword that had been driven into the concrete so easily then at her with caution.
"If you are allowed to leave by the director's order, you'll get your sword back," the officer said
with a tone of discontent. He waved them forward then turned to walk towards a larger structure at the
end of the parking lot. The two vampires followed with the six armed men then walking behind them
while keeping on guard. The group made their way into the lobby of the command center then over
towards the elevators at the side, with the vampires glancing around to seeing other officers and
personal going about their business while soldiers were stationed around the area. The elevator doors
opened and they walked into a large lift, with the soldiers standing off to the sides while the officer and
vampires stood in the middle. The car then began traveling down while soft blooms of light passed by
along the shaft from the crack in the doors on both sides of the lift.
"You two will speak to the director about the recent monster attacks, there are to be no sudden
movements from either of you or you will both be executed on the spot. Your guard detail will not leave
your side until this matter is resolved, they will be watching both of you carefully, and if either of you
even give us the slightest reason to fire we will do so without a moment's hesitation, are we clear?" the
officer ordered while keeping his eyes forward.

"Crystal," Moka said simply.
"Deep underground surrounded by armed humans, just what do you think we're going to do?"
Akasha asked amusedly.
"We will not be taking any chances with you monster, you are going to be kept a sharp eye on
down here, any suspicious behavior and you're done," the officer replied firmly.
"Our names are Moka and Akasha, the least you can do is stop treating us like animals and
address us properly," Moka said with a dull glance at the man.
"Monster, you're not even animals in our eyes, and you will speak when spoken to while you are
here, this is not some leisurely visit for your kind," the man snapped at her. She watched him with a dull
expression then looked forward again.
"As you wish," she said simply.
The elevator stopped and the doors opened, showing a long corridor with rooms and hallways
branching off on both sides. The group walked down the corridor as people around stopped and stood
aside for the monsters and their armed escorts. Moka and Akasha kept their eyes forward, not
bothering to look around at all the dull glares that were so easily assumed to be thrown their way. After
they traveled down the long corridor they arrived at a set of double doors guarded by two armed
soldiers. The men glanced to the vampires then to the head officer who nodded.
"Alright, is the director ready?" he asked.
"Yes, he's been expecting you, please proceed," a soldier said as they stood at attention. The
officer nodded then led his group through the doors. Inside was a larger office with smooth black floor
tiles. It had several large LCD TVs set up on the left wall showing broadcasts of news reports from
around the country, a small lounge-like area with two couches and a bookshelf, and a large sleek desk
set adjacent from the doorway which had a computer, phone, several books and papers lying about, and
a man who stood up from his chair behind the desk. He had a larger build with long black hair that went
down past his shoulders, his blue eyes seeming focused and his expression firm. He wore a black suit
and tie, white undershirt, dark pants and dress shoes. The HDA officer stood aside while the six soldiers
remained on guard behind the two vampires, both girls watching the director walking around his desk to
face then then leaning back against it while crossing his arms.
"So, these are the two monsters I saw on the news report today," Hothorne said with a cautious
tone. Moka and Akasha glanced to the officer next to them who nodded in agreement then looked back
to the director as he watched them with a stern expression, both waiting to hear what the man in
charge of the HDA would say to them.

Up on the floating island in Paradise the lake monster was letting out a low groan while a few of
its long bladed tentacles swayed about above the surface. Near the shore a bloody patch of sand and
grass was seen, the spot then leading away from the lake with the underwater monster in a trail

towards a hill further away. Lying on the grass at the top of the knoll Ren was looking up at the sky with
a strained expression, her breathing short and raspy while blood was dripping from her mouth. She was
being held by Tsukune who was looking at her with disbelief and sorrow as the girl's blood had soaked
the grass below them. Her stomach had a large gash dug straight across where the water demon's blade
had carved through in a flash, her internal organs having been cleaved and bleeding out as now she
started to feel cold and numb.
"Tsu… Tsu… Tsukune…" she coughed out before trembling slightly. Her eyes struggled to focus
on the boy as the pain she felt was unbearable.
"Ren, oh god, please, you have to hang on," Tsukune pleaded. Ren looked to him with a few
tears forming in her eyes, her hand at her side twitching on the grass while the other that was being
held by him began to loosen from her tight grip on his hand.
"I can't… I can't… breathe…" she said before her eyes started to lose focus.
"Ren! Oh my god, what do I do? What do I do?" he cried out looking to her mortal injury. The
girl's breathing started to slow down as she shakily looked up at him.
"Tsukune…" she said quietly. Tsukune held her close and shook his head, fearing that there was
nothing that could be done for her.
"Please, promise me… promise me that… when you leave this place…" she said before coughing
out blood. She looked to him as she tried to take a few breaths, feeling her body shutting down as her
world began to turn dark.
"That you'll find my old master… and make him pay… for what he did to us. Stop him… please…"
she whimpered. Tsukune closed his eyes and nodded slowly, holding the siren close with remorse. She
took a shaky breath before her head slowly rocked to the side.
"I believe… in you… Tsukune…" she said quietly before her hand started to let go of his. Tsukune
showed a strained expression as he held the girl, shaking his head as he watched her slowly start to fall
limp in his arms.
"Ren… Ren! No! You can't die like this, you can't!" he cried out. He looked at the girl with
desperation, struggling to think of any way of saving the mortally wounded siren. After a moment he
looked at her neck with dwindling hope, holding her close to him as he started to think of something.
"Ren…" he said softly. He closed his eyes and lowered his head, holding the girl close as she
slowly breathed out before lying still. Tsukune's hands trembled as he held the girl, feeling that her
lifeforce was fading out. He slowly bared his teeth and shook his head, then looked at the girl with a
determined expression.
"I won't let you die like this, you're going to see your sisters again," he said quietly. He closed his
eyes as he focused his mind, then without hesitation bit down onto the girl's neck.

Hothorne watched Moka and Akasha carefully then walked over towards the wall with the TVs
and glanced around at the multiple videos that were playing from various news stations.
"Before we begin I will offer you one and only one apology," he started.
"Apology?" Akasha asked. The man nodded and looked back to her.
"The other monsters you were with have been taken back to their requested destination,
however upon arrival the driver reported accidently running over somebody there, somebody who
'appeared out of thin air from a black cloud'. I'm going to assume that who he hit wasn't human, so I'm
offering this simple apology as that wasn't planned on happening," he explained. Moka jumped with a
gasp.
"Appeared out of a black cloud? Dark!" she said looking down with worried eyes.
"You know that one?" Hothorne asked with a raised eyebrow. Moka nodded then looked to him
with frustration.
"Yes, he's my friend, why did your men run him over? We told you we wanted no trouble and
would cooperate with you!" she shouted out. Hothorne narrowed his eyes then walked over towards
her, with the soldiers behind tensing up while still holding their rifles downward.
"As I said, it was an accident; the driver claimed he could not see the one he hit until after he
was hit. He reported that those that were dropped off rushed your friend into the compound,
presumably for medical attention, however he was under orders to drop off your friends then depart
while our forces keep an eye on the location from afar, he did not wait around to hear any other news.
Now, that was an accident, I gave specific orders for my men not to harm anyone, and aside from that
little run-in they have done just that. Do not push my limited generosity with you further, daughter of
the dark lord," he declared firmly with a scoffing tone at the end. Moka looked at him with frustration
then down with great concern.
"Oh no, Dark…" she said softly. Hothorne glanced between the two then looked back over to the
monitors.
"That was not intentional, I am a man of my word and my men have kept up their end of the
bargain by not killing you all where you stand. However, I expect a very good reason for what has been
happening in the world as of late, or else you and your kind that are hiding in our world will be
exterminated," he stated. He walked over towards the screens then brought out a small remote from his
pocket, turning one of the screens to the video of Moka when she was talking to the camera earlier
while the speakers tuned to the channel. Moka and Akasha watched as the image of the vampire was
pleading to the camera.
"Now then, the reason you are here is because I watched your little speech today on the news,
regarding how you yourselves claimed to be under attack by another party. As far as deceptive tricks
and poor excuses go that one is quite common, blaming the attacks on someone else. Still, seeing as
how I could have had you killed at any moment I decided to let you elaborate on this as I will take no
chances on another monster attack occurring. Now, explain to me just who this 'monster in the

darkness' you speak of is," he ordered looking back to the vampires. Moka regained her composure
while holding onto hope that Dark would be alright, and then looked to the man with a serious
expression.
"A week after we put an end to Alucard our school received three new students," she started.
"Your school, I believe that was called Yokai Academy, correct?" Hothorne asked with a raised
eyebrow.
"Yes. The school originally taught monsters to blend in and coexist with humans in disguise to
live peacefully and out of sight, however with talks between our worlds the school was starting to
change its studies in hopes our students wouldn't have to hide who they were anymore," Moka
confirmed. She looked to the monitors while Akasha watched her curiously.
"Three students were transferred to learn to coexist as well, sisters, who were all sirens," Moka
continued.
"Sirens?" Hothorne asked. Moka nodded and glanced to him.
"Yeah, just like what you've heard stories about I'm sure. They can charm those around them
with their voices, although mostly that works only on men. However, they weren't at our school for
learning, they were under the control of their master, the evil monster in the darkness. They tried to
charm and steal away every male student and faculty member in our school, to take them away to
become part of this monster's army," she explained.
"An army? You're telling me this monster who hides in shadows is using schoolgirls to recruit his
army with their voices?" the man asked flatly.
"That monster you saw flying above your city was one of those that was charmed into this
bastard's army. That dragon that was unleashed inside your jail was sent by this monster as well. Those
sirens were used by him for a long time, and they charmed countless monsters and warriors from every
world you could imagine," Moka said with discontent. She looked down with frustration as the others
watched her carefully.
"Even those that helped stop Alucard, my own boyfriend even, were charmed by them. They
were going to take them all away, to use them as pawns to invade your world and ours, and any other
this monster wanted for his own," she cursed. The humans watched her with a careful eye while Akasha
listened to the story with a curious ear. Moka shook her head and looked to Hothorne.
"Those sirens rebelled, they were used as his slaves and promised to be free, however their
master went back on his word. They freed my friends, and in turn they freed them from this monster's
control. We don't know who or what this monster is, or where he came from, or how many he has
under his control still, but we do know that earth, both the human realm and the monster realm are
next in his sights for conquest," she stated.
"So you're saying this 'monster in the darkness' came to your world to steal away your men and
use them in his army?" the man questioned carefully. Moka nodded while Akasha looked down in

thought about what she had heard. Hothorne watched Moka cautiously for a moment then glanced to
the TV.
"You did mention that the monster attack that occurred in our world was because this 'dark one'
was after your friends who were going to our school," he mentioned.
"Yes, Falla Cii, she's a rare monster from our world, and was gifted with very powerful magic.
Although her magic was sealed when she attended this world she was still the target of this monster.
Our friends tried to stop those that were sent after her, and humans were caught in the crossfire. That's
why I and others came into this world, to find and bring her back with us. We had hoped to take her
back to the monster world to keep you humans out of this monster's sights; we tried to prevent any of
this from happening. But we were too late, when we arrived she had fled after the fight and your people
arrested us thinking we were the culprits," Moka explained.
"Why was your friend so important that this outbreak occurred?" Hothorne asked. Moka
hesitated then closed her eyes with a solemn expression.
"She can control time," she explained. Hothorne held back his chuckle with a scoff as the
soldiers looked at her with dull expression.
"Time? She can control time?" the man asked dryly. Moka looked at him with a serious
expression.
"I know, we were skeptical at first too when she and her sister arrived in our school; time travel,
time control, nothing but nonsense, right? Well seeing is believing Mr. Tamaka, and I've seen it
firsthand. The organization Fairy Tale, the one I'm sure you're aware having existed before, knew of
their magic as well, and plotted to use a forbidden spell to rewrite history in their favor," she stated
assuredly. Hothorne showed a cautious expression as the girl watched him carefully. She smirked slightly
and tilted her head.
"That rings a bell doesn't it? My sisters were used in that company, Akua and Kahlua Shuzen, I'm
sure you know all about them as they were helping my father trying to establish peace with your world.
They told you something similar, of which you likely didn't believe because of how it sounded. Well
believe it, time control is possible, Falla is one of the last of her kind that can do so. And that's why this
monster came looking for her, why he was willing to wipe out anything that got in his way to get her. He
wanted her, not for her cooperation, but because she's female; she was going to be used as a breeder
for that damned monster, to give him more time controlling minions for his army," Moka said with
hatred at the end. The humans looked at her carefully as she looked down with remorse.
"Even her sister, Luna, was targeted. But she… was taken. That monster took her into his world,
and…" she said before trembling. She forced her composure again and looked to Hothorne.
"My friend was raped by those monsters, tortured and abused like a sex doll," she cursed with
anger. Akasha looked down with closed eyes while Hothorne continued to watch Moka carefully.
"So this monster now has in his possession another monster which can control time?" he asked
cautiously. Moka shook her head.

"He did, but somebody got her out of there. The thing is, it wasn't us, we didn't get to her in
time. Somebody else saved her, but we don't know who or where they took her. My friend that went in
to that world brought back a lifeless decoy, a doll. That's why those flying demons descended upon your
city, not to attack you, but to try to recover the doll. They thought that was Luna as well, they didn't
know somebody else saved her. Now that monster above knows Luna is free and will be looking for her
again as well as her sister," she explained. Hothorne watched her carefully then turned his attention to
the screens again. Moka calmed herself then looked at him with remorse.
"I understand how you must hate monsters; human blood was spilled because of these
outbreaks. I know you see very little reason in trusting us, in thinking we can ever be allies. But please
listen to me; we're all in great danger. This dark king, he's going to destroy us all if he isn't stopped. His
forces greatly outnumber our own, and perhaps even yours," Moka said regrettably. The man glanced
back to her as she showed a remorseful expression.
"And do you have any proof of what you've said?" Hothorne inquired. Moka shook her head.
"Nothing but my word," she answered.
"And we're to just believe you? To trust you just like that? I will admit your sisters did tell quite a
story about time manipulation and a farfetched plot to exterminate mankind when we asked about their
involvement with Fairy Tale; however that as well couldn't be believed by anyone. You using the same
story could just be another trick," the man reasoned with a narrowed stare at her. Moka looked at the
man with a flustered expression.
"You're one to speak about trust. How can we even trust you after how you treated us? We
protected you from Alucard, we exposed ourselves willingly and told you everything you wanted to
know about us, we've cooperated with your governments and even had three of our own students join
your school as an act of peace. You're the ones that throw us all in the same lot when one of us acts out;
you're the ones that have trust issues. Humans shot at us yesterday, tried to kill us all without even
listening to us or willing to hear reason, yet I don't assume all humans are evil and want to kill us. There
was a human girl who risked her life to free us, her name was Sandra and she gave her life helping us.
She died because her own kind shot her, killed her like a common criminal all because she wanted to
help those she knew were innocent," she snapped back with anger. Hothorne looked at her cautiously
as the vampire tried to control herself.
"You treat all of us like evil monsters, like we're all out to destroy humanity and ravage the
earth. Well those are nothing but children's stories Mr. Tamaka, not all monsters are the devils. But
there is one that's worse than the devil, and he's targeting both of our worlds for annihilation. So, tell
me this right now, is this going to be a free-for-all, or do you want to have allies who can help you
against this threat?" she demanded. The humans watched her carefully while Akasha smiled at her
daughter, seeing very clearly that fighting spirit and confidence she was expressing. Hothorne looked at
the girl carefully then to Akasha as the woman smirked at him.
"You know, you could have killed us all; us, our friends, you could have had us all executed. Yet
you allowed the others to go free, although it sounds like you did seriously hurt one in doing so, and you
even allowed us to come talk to you face to face. If all you wanted was information regarding this threat

in the darkness you could have killed our friends and interrogated us at gunpoint while you were safe in
your office here. But you chose to speak to us personally, why is that?" she asked casually.
"I'm not afraid of you monster," the man stated with a glance to her.
"Indeed, I can see that very clearly, however unless I'm mistaken I would wager a guess that you
haven't completely given up on the notion of peace yourself between our worlds. After all, just letting
our friends go like that and willing to talk to us in person like this isn't something you would do with
those you were just planning on executing anyway," she pointed out. Hothorne glanced between the
two then crossed his arms before him. Akasha chuckled as she set a hand at her hip.
"Am I wrong? Are you going to kill us right now, or was there something else you wanted to tell
us?" she continued. Moka watched Hothorne carefully as the man remained silent. After a while he
pointed the remote at the TV and changed the video to a security tape that played in black in white,
showing Ceal, Arial, and Complica talking to Jenner from the prison breakout.
"Don't give me that crap monster, you attacked us! You killed and slaughtered our people and
ravaged our cities! Even when my people were so foolish to trust you, to allow you to come to our
world, you tried to kill us anyway! You started this war, and now we're going to finish it!" Jenner yelled
out as he was bound by dark tentacles that were coming out of the ceiling.
"That's not true, my husband and his friends saved all of you; they're heroes!" Arial shouted out.
Ceal glanced to the angel then back to Jenner with a cold stare.
"This girl speaks the truth human; our kind did want peace with you until you tried to kill us.
Those cities that fell under attack were done by monsters, yes, and they were saved by monsters as
well. The ones you attacked were your allies, the ones that protected you from the real dark monsters of
the world," he said as Jenner glared at him.
"Of course, how could I have been so foolish to think that the monsters in this building who are
killing my men would be the enemy? Spare me the bullshit monster, I've already had to watch as my
misguided government bought that crap, but I will not make that same mistake," Jenner snapped.
"You're making a different mistake human, one that could cost the lives of many of your kind.
You're making enemies with the wrong monsters," Ceal said coldly.
Moka and Akasha watched the video then looked to Hothorne as the man rubbed the back of
his head and paused the recording.
"Now, I'm not going to ask why that young girl was married to anyone at such a young age as I
don't know the traditions or customs of you monsters, so I figure it would be best for me to just ignore
that comment she made. However that boy who apparently has some rather unsavory magic at his
disposal did catch my attention with his words and actions," the man said before the video resumed and
showed Ceal snapping his fingers and causing the tentacles to vanish, dropping Jenner to the ground.

"I could kill you; it would be easier than killing an ant. Even those two kids over there could kill
you easily enough, and one of them has more than enough of a reason seeing as how you were going to
execute somebody precious to her," Ceal said with a shrug.
"To me, your life has no value. You're just another human that thinks he's above monsters,
simply because he's human," Ceal said calmly. Jenner looked back to him cautiously as the boy shook his
head.
"However, my life should have value to you human, just as the others that you've kept locked
away here," the boy said looking out the window.
"And why would that be?" Jenner scoffed.
"Because we're the ones that can stop the real monsters in this world from killing everybody,"
Ceal said simply.
"Ceal didn't kill him," Moka said with wonder.
"No, he killed him," Hothorne said plainly as the video continued on. Moka and Akasha watched
as Ceal explained the nature of dragons and warned Jenner that he was making a mistake in declaring
war on all monsters. The video then showed Jenner grabbing a gun and aiming it at Ceal in a panic, the
mage keeping his sights on something outside of the window, presumably the dragon they were all
talking about earlier. The catalyst mage then snapped his fingers and summoned his necro demon which
detained Jenner before a shot was fired through the window.
"I gave you a chance human, that's far more than what it's going to do," Ceal said before the
limbs flung the human out the window. The video stopped as Hothorne looked back to Moka.
"He did, your friend released Jenner and tried to speak to him, to warn him about that dragon.
He then killed Jenner, out of self-defense," he stated. Moka and Akasha looked at him with wonder then
to the video screen.
"Your friends killed many men that day to free your comrades, however several security tapes
showed they didn't want to be killers, that they were forcing themselves to fight against us to save your
friends and were merely defending themselves," Hothorne before he clicked the remote again. The TV
cycled through different feeds as the group watched again.
"Um, I don't think they're up for listening to us," Render pointed out while glancing to the group
as they were under fire while in the parking garage.
"We can't kill them, they're just misguided humans," Gabriel pleaded worriedly.
"Misguided and trying to turn us into bloody bullet bags. I hate to admit it, but Ceal's right;
we're not getting through here trying to be pacifists," Leon said shaking his head. The feed changed to
seeing the group taking sustained fire from the soldiers.

"This isn't like it was with Fairy Tale; they're not trying to destroy the world. They're only doing
what they think is right," Ruby said softly. She then looked to the humans with a careful eye.
"However, if we don't act now then our friends will be put to death. Given that's our situation…"
she said glancing to Astreal. The girl nodded then held out her hand towards the soldiers, a bright glow
building her wrist as she narrowed her eyes.
"We have no choice," she said before firing a shot out towards them, the blast of magical energy
shooting through the chest of one of the soldiers.
The feed cut to another video, showing Complica hiding behind a wall away from HDA soldiers,
the girl clutching a baseball bat tightly with an uneasy expression on her face.
"Ok, I can do this. Just take out their guns… and maybe they'll run away," Complica said to
herself. The video then changed to Ruby's group while they were in the storage hall during their rescue
mission.
"But what we're doing is right; we're trying to save my big sis and our friends. We're not the bad
guys here," Kokoa said shaking her head. The video then changed to show Sun grabbing a rifle from a
soldier and knocking him back, the girl then aiming the gun at him while keeping on guard.
"Easy there girl… don't be stupid," an HDA soldier cautioned slowly as Sun was holding his rifle
to him, her expression of forced determination while Arial and Complica watched nearby. The man
lunged towards her only for the girl to fire at him pointblank. The silent siren glanced to the monster
angels with her then led them off down the corridor.
Hothorne stopped the feeds and looked back to the vampires.
"Your kind did spill our blood then, however it wasn't out of malice or hatred, but out of
desperation to save those we imprisoned from death. You were acting in self-defense," he stated. Moka
and Akasha watched him with wonder before he turned on another security tape of Moka and Mizore
running through a shopping center while the vampire was carrying the doll of Luna in her arms. The
video switched from one security camera to another as the girls made their way through the mall,
detaining and stopping human enforcers without killing them. The video then showed when Moka and
Mizore were hiding in a sports store while armed guards were searching for them.
"They're coming this way, we need to go through them to get out of here," Mizore said quietly
although still being heard by the security camera that was over them.
"We can't kill them; we look horrible enough in the eyes of the humans after what we did
yesterday. Just stop them without seriously injuring them," Moka reasoned.
Moka watched the video the glanced to Hothorne, the man watching her with a blank
expression.
"Stop them without seriously injuring them. Although your friend didn't quite get the full
meaning of that suggestion as she did injure those men, she didn't kill them," he pointed out.

"You were watching us," Moka said with wonder.
"I've been going over all the security footage regarding monster attacks as is my job, and in
doing so I've noticed a few things that have stood out, things that do match up with what you've been
saying," Hothorne said, then changed the video to when Moka was addressing the news crew.
"Just as you said earlier in your speech today," he said turning to the screen as Moka was talking
to the camera.
"We didn't want to hurt you yesterday, but you gave us no choice. We had to free ourselves
from being wrongly imprisoned and accused of being enemies of mankind. Yes, we did harm and even
kill some of the HDA when we broke out of your jail, we didn't want to but we had to. You wouldn't
listen to us, you wouldn't even try to understand, you just blamed us for everything all because we were
monsters and you were scared!" she cried out. Hothorne stopped the tape then looked to Moka, the
vampire looking at him with worried eyes.
"Of course we were scared; monsters were attacking our homes and children. Fear was an
acceptable response from what we were going through. However it appears as though, just as you
stated, we were pointing our guns at the wrong monsters," he said before starting another video feed,
with the vampires looking to it with wonder, showing Moka talking into the camera directly.
"The HDA has been nothing but a barrier in any efforts to forming peace with you people; they
treat all monsters as absolute evils regardless of their nature. I've laid my life on the line for your kind
and this is what I get for it, a gun to my face and accusations of being a plague in your world. I value life,
no matter what it may be, do you?" she declared firmly before turning her attention to the soldier in
front of her.
"We put a stop to the monster attack in your home, we tried to save as many lives as we could,
we've begged you to listen and allow us the chance to explain what happened, yet you still point that
thing at me," she said glancing to the rifle before holding her hands out at her sides.
"You want to kill me just because I'm a monster? Can there really be no peace between our
worlds? If so, then go ahead and shoot, you won't get an easier shot than this. Just remember we're
willing to give peace a chance, but this monster in the darkness, the one that has attacked both of our
worlds in his quest for total domination, he will not be so merciful as to offer you a similar chance," she
said sharply.
Moka and Akasha looked at the video then to Hothorne as the man turned to face them with a
raised eyebrow.
"Well ladies, to answer your question, I do value life. I have a family, a loving wife and two
daughters that I want to make sure stay safe in this world. I wanted to meet both of you, to hear what
you would have to say under the accusations of what has been happening and to see how you would
react," he stated. The vampires looked at him with wonder as he held his hand up, the soldiers behind
the girls then lowering their weapons and stances. Moka and Akasha looked back to them then to
Hothorne as he walked over to his desk, sitting down at his chair and watching the two girls with a
careful eye.

"Our organization was formed to keep our kind safe from monsters, it's our job and we take it
very seriously. The world knows about monsters, and many still fear them as they rightfully should.
However, I don't believe they are all evil at heart, if I did then you two would be dead right now along
with all of your friends," he said calmly. The girls glanced to each other then looked back to him as he
leaned back in his chair while watching them with a raised eyebrow.
"You two claim there can be peace between our worlds, that there are monsters that can be our
allies against those that are truly evil, be they human or monster in nature. Do you still believe that?" he
asked. Moka nodded agreement to that.
"We know there can be peace, with the majority of monster races in our world. Yes, there are
some that are evil and cannot be trusted, just as there are evil humans in your own world, but many do
wish for peace still," she assured. Akasha nodded as the two girls walked towards the man's desk.
"War is coming Mr. Tamaka, this monster in the darkness is more of a threat than Alucard was.
Both of our worlds are in danger of being wiped out by his forces if nothing is done about him," she
added. Hothorne nodded as a faint smile appeared on his face.
"Well then, perhaps we should consider changing this war from a free-for-all to a team game."

Ren slowly opened her eyes, seeing the sky above turning to dusk as a few green and violet
streaks gently flew by near the clouds. She blinked a few times then slowly sat up, her senses gradually
coming back to her.
"Wha… what happened?" she said looking down, seeing that her wound was gone and healed
up. She patted her belly with her hand with wonder, her body feeling perfectly fine now with no mark or
scar from where she had been cut open earlier.
"But… how…" she said before looking to the side, seeing Tsukune lying there asleep while on his
back with his arms at his sides. There was some blood on his lower lips lined up to where his fangs
would be, the siren looking at him with wonder before feeling her neck. There were no bite marks or
anything on her skin and she actually felt fully refreshed for some reason.
"Tsukune? Tsukune?" she asked nudging the boy a few times. He remained asleep as the siren
watched him with wonder, the girl then looking around as all had fallen quiet on the floating island.
"I don't get it… I'm alive?" she said looking down to her body. She slowly stood up and examined
herself, feeling no discomfort or fatigue at all.
"But how can I be ok, I was gutted open like a fish," she said with disbelief. She saw the tear in
her shirt along with her blood that had stained the fabric, showing that she didn't dream being sliced
open by the lake monster. She shook her head then looked around with a curious eye.
"What happened, how could I have survived?" she asked herself quietly. She looked to Tsukune
then back to her clothes where she had been struck earlier. Her eyes slowly moved over towards her

hand, the girl forming it into a fist and noticing something different about how it felt. She looked down
and around at her body, knowing something was different now.
"This feeling…" she said quietly. She looked to her fist then slowly uncurled it, staring at her
hand as she felt something flowing through her veins.
"Could it be…" she said softly before looking over to Tsukune. After a pause she then looked
towards the lake with a careful eye, seeing no sign of the monster's bladed limbs above the surface. She
then slowly started to walk towards the shore, her eyes focusing on the water carefully while her
footsteps were quiet. The siren got to the shore then kneeled down, gently taking a handful of water
and drinking it. After a while she stopped and just looked at the water, seeing it rippling about while her
expression slowly turned into a cold stare. Her hand slowly reached out and grabbed a rock, the girl then
standing up before throwing it into the water with a splash. A loud groan was heard before a bladed
tentacle shot up from the surface and wailed about in the air. Ren watched it with a cold glare while
standing on the shore, her hand flexing at her side before tensing up.
"This is our lake, you're not welcome here," she said with discontent. The monster swung its
tentacle at her again, the blade slicing through the air before being caught by Ren, the siren holding the
powerful limb in place instantly by the blade as her aura started to rise. Her monster energy shifted
around then grew and grew, a crimson glow coming from her as another tentacle shot up from the
surface followed by another. The first one swung down towards Ren, the girl grabbing it with her other
hand and holding the blade in place. The third swung down at her before she darted to the side in a
flash, the limb striking down into the ground as the siren's aura grew higher still. The ground below her
cracked slightly as her eyes watched the monster trying to pull its limbs back, the girl remembering
something from before.
"Moka saved his life by giving him her blood, that's what gave him vampire powers in the first
place," Ruby said as she and Ren were sitting in their small cave while Tsukune was asleep. Ren looked at
Tsukune with wonder then to Ruby as she continued telling the story about how he came to be like he
his.
"Yep, he used to be human, but not anymore. During our fight with Hokuto and Alucard he was
mortally wounded, we couldn't save him with our magic. Moka gave him her blood again, along with
Kokoa, Akua, and Kahlua, all four vampire sisters transferring their blood to him through their fangs. It
saved his life, helped him recover from his injuries, and what's more it gave him the strength to fight
again. He's a pure blooded vampire now Ren, all his human blood was replaced with that of four vampire
sisters who gave him their blood," Ruby explained. Ren looked at her with wonder then to Tsukune.
"Their blood is what changed him into this?" she asked.
"Yes, their blood is what healed his wound and infused their vampire strength and energy into
him. He was very fortunate to have had their help on that day, and became a mighty fighter in the
process. Although he is suffering from this illness, I have faith in him that he'll overcome it, he's overcome
the odds time and again Ren; nothing can stop him," Ruby assured with a nod.
Ren glared at where the underwater demon was while holding onto two of its limbs with a hand
each, the girl's strength having increased exponentially as her aura flared around her like never before.

'Tsukune, you saved me with your blood. This feeling… it's you… it's your essence within me
that's given me this power.'
Her wings arched back behind her as a powerful boom of monster energy radiated around her,
the girl's strength causing the blades in her hands to crack from the stress.
"Tsukune, you saved my life," she said softly. She then growled and shattered the blades on the
tentacles with her bare hands, the monster wailing as it whipped them back before two more struck
towards her. She grabbed the limbs below the blades and held on tightly, her grip crushing in the
tentacles slightly as she glared at the beast.
"In return, I'll always guard yours. My life is yours Tsukune, yours and yours alone for all time,"
she said while holding the tentacle monster firmly. She growled then yanked back on the limbs hard,
causing the monster to be lifted out of the water with a giant splash. The siren flapped her wings and
shot into the air with a powerful gust of wind, her movements far exceeding what she could have done
before she had vampire blood surging through her veins. Ren soared up into the air then threw the
monster up in front of her, the bulbous mass of scales and tentacles groaning while its many limbs
flailed about.
"I'll protect you Tsukune," she said as she clenched her fists.
An image of her hugging Tsukune from before flashed before her eyes.
"I'll watch over you," she said with a determined expression.
An image of him sleeping with her watching him flashed before her eyes.
"I'll give you all the delicious blood you need," she said as her wings flapped behind her.
An image of the boy drinking her blood while she smiled softly came to mind.
"And I'll be worthy of you," she said as she narrowed her eyes.
An image of Moka flashed before her eyes.
"Moka," she said with a bite.
The tentacle monster reached the peak of its climb then started to fall before Ren shot at it with
powerful kick, blasting the monster off with a painful howl. The siren growled then darted after it as the
beast flew over the floating island and above the river far down below.
"You cursed him with this bloodlust," Ren snapped before she punched the monster hard,
knocking it further away into the air before she flew after it with an angry growl.
"You took the sweetest guy in the world and plagued him with this horrible condition!" she said
with anger before kicking the tentacle monster into the air, its limbs flailing about as the siren looked up
at it with a cold glare.

"You don't deserve him after what you did to him," she said with growing rage. She flew up and
darted around the monster's bladed limbs before kicking it away again like a soccer ball, the beast flying
off into the air with a loud howl. Ren watched it with a furious glare as she clenched her fists, her aura
swirling around her wildly.
"Tsukune deserves a real mate, one who will take care of him and never let him fall in life," she
declared, then took a deep breath before singing a heavy and powerful song, her words causing the sky
above to turn dark and thunder. The tentacle monster tumbled around in the air before it was caught by
an airborne tornado, the beast then spiraling around while Ren continued with her song. She struck
powerful note as he aura flared around her, causing a large bolt of lightning to strike down from the
clouds and decimate the monster into pieces within the whirlwind. Ren watched the fiery remains drop
down towards the river below while her wings kept her flying in place with steady flaps, her aura flowing
around her as the powerful storm she created swirled around her before slowly fading away.
"And that's going to be me."

Chapter 31
Together Again
"Rin!" Ran cried out as she had tears in her eyes, her body shaking while she was down on her
knees with disbelief and horror on her face.
"Oh my god, that was Rin that destroyed their home. It was really her," Kurumu said while
looking at the grief-stricken siren. Kokoa shook her head then looked to Sun.
"You were right, you were right all along," she said with disbelief. Sun looked at her worriedly
then to Ran as the group watched the girl crying on the ground.
"No… you can't be the one that killed our parents, you can't be!" Ran cried out. Luna looked at
her with surprise then to the others.
"What's going on, what just happened with Falla and the school?" she asked. Ran screamed then
ran towards Luna, grabbing her by the neck and shaking her furiously.
"What did your sister do to Rin? What did she do to her? Tell me right now, what the hell did
your sister do to mine?" she yelled out while Luna struggled to pry the girl off of her. They dropped to
the ground as the group watched with surprise, seeing Ran strangling Luna with anger and tears in her
eyes.
"What did your sister do to her? She turned Rin into a monster; she turned my sister into a
monster!" Ran screamed before Apoch and Astreal rushed over and yanked her off of Luna, the
chronofly gasping for air while Ran thrashed about as she tried to charge the girl still.
"What happened to Rin, what did your sister do to her?" Ran yelled out while crying out of
anger and sorrow. Luna watched her with worried eyes as she slowly stood up again before looking to
the others who were all watching the raging siren with concern.
"Please calm down Ms. Ran," Apoch said worriedly.
"Ms. Luna is not to blame for any of this," Astreal added. Ran screamed and knocked them away
before glaring at Luna.
"Your sister turned Rin into a monster! She made her kill our parents, our whole village!" she
yelled out. Luna looked at her with distress then to where the portal had vanished. Ran shook her head
and cried loudly while holding her hands to her head.
"Rin! Rin!" she cried out before holding her hands to her face and sobbing.
"Falla, Kyouko," Ruby said softly while looking down with concern.
"What happened to Falla? Is she ok?" Complica asked Luna with worried eyes. Luna shook her
head then looked to the side as she prepared to swipe into time.

"I need to go find her," she said before Hex grabbed her hand, the girl looking to him as he
shook his head.
"If you carve open a rift with your chrono magic my father will certainly notice. A spike with your
magic out here is essentially lighting a beacon for him to hone in on," he pointed out. She looked at him
with fearful eyes and quickly held his hand with both of hers.
"Then we need to find her and see if she's ok, please, take me to where she was with your
power. I need to find my sister," she begged. The group looked to the boy as he watched Luna with a
raised eyebrow.
"You're asking me to take you to where all manner of destruction and chaos were breaking
loose just now? Luna, I'm trying to keep you in one piece, not throw you into a meat grinder," he
pointed out simply.
"Please Hex, you have the power to get to the monster world, you can go behind the time
stream and out of your father's sight, you're the only way I can see my sister again. I'm begging you. I'll
play your game if I have to, whatever it takes," Luna said holding her hands together with a pleading
expression.
"Luna, our deal was that I keep you safe, taking you straight to where that siren was annihilating
the world around her seems like a bad idea with your safety," Hex reasoned shaking his head.
"Then take me, right now," Ceal demanded while stepping forth. Hex glanced to him with a
smirk and crossed his arms.
"You?" he asked simply.
"Yes me, I need to make sure Falla is alright, and I don't give a damn about how dangerous it
might be. If you have the power to go to Yokai Academy then take me over there right now," Ceal
demanded sternly.
"You do realize that I'm not your ferryman from one world to another. In fact, the only reason
I'm here to begin with is because Luna insisted on coming to see all of you," Hex said shaking his head.
Ceal growled then walked up and grabbed the boy by the shirt, the reality bender merely watching him
with an amused smile.
"I'm not asking you nor am I playing any of your games, I'm telling you to take me to Falla right
now," Ceal said coldly. Hex looked to the mage's hands holding his shirt then to him without showing
any further reaction.
"You can't threaten me in the least, and I take orders from nobody," he said before grabbing
Ceal's hands and pulling them off. From the ground around them dark tentacles crept up from below as
the group watched Ceal glaring at Hex.
"You'd be surprised how persuasive I can be, do not push me any further than I already am. Take
me to where Falla was right now or else," Ceal said sternly.

"Yeah, point of advice; don't come between him and Falla. Seriously, bad idea," Render added
shaking his head.
"You have the power to go get her, why won't you?" Leon asked. Hex glanced to him while
Xarai's tentacles swayed around near him quickly.
"I'm not leaving Luna out of my sight for a moment, and I'm not taking her to where that siren
was destroying everything around her either," he explained, then looked at Ceal again with a casual
smile.
"I do need Falla's help with freeing my sister, and would love to go looking for her, however with
that siren's outburst of power it seems like a bad place to take Luna at the moment, and she is my
priority right now," Hex said calmly. Ceal growled while Luna looked at Hex with worried eyes.
"Please Hex," Luna said softly. The boy looked to her as she walked up to him and held her
hands against his chest.
"Don't let my sister die alone out there; I have to go after her, just like how you want to save
your sister. I'm begging you, take me with you to find her, I promise I'll be alright and stay in your sight
at all times," she pleaded. Hex looked at her for a moment then glanced to the group. Ran was still
sobbing as she slowly dropped to her knees while Ahakon and Yukari were standing beside her with
concerned expressions.
"Please make sure Falla is ok," Complica whimpered.
"Hex, please," Ruby said softly.
"You said you weren't on your father's side in this war, then be on ours and help us," Razico
implored.
"You need her help just as Luna's, remember? You're letting your chance of freeing Pandora slip
further away should she die," Dark added.
"Not to mention she has all of the keys to Pandora's Box with her," Render mentioned with a
raised eyebrow.
"She literally is the only way of freeing your sister no matter how you look at it, you need her
alive," Leon said. Hex looked around at the group then to Luna as she was watching him with worried
eyes.
"I promise I'll help you save your sister, so please help save mine," she begged softly. Hex sighed
quietly and gently wiped a tear away from her cheek.
"You really are a handful, you know that?" he said simply. Luna whimpered and looked at him
with watery eyes before he smirked slightly.

"Alright, I'll take you and Falla's boyfriend with me to the school, but only for a moment. If my
father saw that outburst of power he might be watching the area carefully, I cannot allow you to be
seen with me nor found by him again," he reasoned. Luna smiled and nodded quickly as the boy glanced
to Ceal.
"Piece of advice for you however, although I need Falla in one piece and am willing to risk a
journey over there to find her, I don't take kindly to those who order me around or threaten me," he
said before waving his hand down. A crackling sound echoed out as Xarai's limbs suddenly jerked down
and twisted about before shooting down into the floor and vanishing. Ceal looked down with a cautious
eye as Xarai let out a groan while the group looked at where the limbs had suddenly receded.
"What… just happened?" Gin asked. Complica looked around at the ground then to Ceal as the
mage was glancing to his reptilian hand. He flexed it briefly then looked to Hex with a glare.
"How did you…" he said coldly.
"I told you before you can't threaten me, if anything you're just amusing me with your antics,"
Hex said before looking back to where his portal had collapsed before. Ceal bared his teeth slightly while
the group looked at Hex curiously.
"Did you just unsummon his summoned being?" Ruby asked.
"I merely cut off its entry into this world, much like closing the door in somebody's face. Reality
is of course my affinity, and as such I can alter it within my own limitations," Hex reasoned with a shrug.
"What do you mean reality is your affinity? Reality isn't a magical type, it's just… reality. Just
what the heck are you anyway?" Yukari asked shaking her head. Hex laughed and glanced back to her
with a smile.
"The other Yukari was always so curious about that as well. If you wish to know so badly you can
always roll for it," he mused. Yukari took a step back while holding a hand over her heart, shaking her
head with a worried expression as the boy chuckled to himself.
"No, that's ok," Yukari said quickly. Hex nodded then looked to Ceal.
"Well, are you coming?" he asked. Ceal held in his growl then walked over to him. Luna held
onto Hex's arm while the boy extended out his other hand towards Ceal.
"Try to control yourself and your pet," Hex said simply. Ceal glanced to the hand then to him as
he reluctantly took hold of it. Hex smirked then started walking them forward, the three then slowly
vanishing from sight.
"What the… where did they go?" Kurumu asked looking around.
"How exactly can he go around the barrier between our worlds and the time stream anyway?
What kind of monster can do that?" Kokoa asked shaking her head.

"He's not a monster, he's something else entirely," Ahakon said with wonder. The group then
looked to Ran as she was whimpering while holding her hands to her face still.
"Ran, I'm… sorry," Ahakon said softly.
"If we hadn't seen it with our own eyes we never would have believed it, your sister was always
so nice and gentle before," Ruby said gently. Ran took a few shaky breaths then looked to where Hex
and the two others had vanished with a teary eyed glare.
"When I see Falla next… I'm going to KILL HER!" she screamed out with fury, her voice causing
the group to step back as it was ear-piercing to them. Ahakon regained himself then rested his hand on
her shoulder and shook his head.
"Ran, whatever Falla did do to your sister in the past, we can't blame the Falla that's here now
for it. Remember, we told you what happened with her, the Falla that did do those evil things is dead,
the good Falla killed her herself," he reasoned. Complica nodded with a worried expression.
"My sister said that was true, she put an end to that evil part of her for good," she said softly.
"Yeah, she destroyed a human city with that fight, that evil bitch side of her went down hard,"
Render added.
"Actually, it was Kyouko who laid the finishing blow on her, she was the one who wiped that
dark side of Falla out of existence forever," Leon mentioned.
"They're right Ms. Ran; the Ms. Falla that is here today is nothing like the monster from the past.
She has atoned for the sins that her original self has made and proved to have a good soul in her,"
Apoch and Astreal said together in perfect sync. Render and Leon looked at them with surprise and
wonder.
"Holy shit, how did you two just say all of that together?" Render asked.
"That was two full sentences in perfect unison, that's unbelievable," Leon said with wonder.
"Thank you! I knew I couldn't be the only one who noticed, I just knew it!" Rason cried out while
waving to them. Ran shook her head and glared at Apoch and Astreal with teary eyes.
"A good soul? A good soul? She turned Rin into a mindless killer, she had my own sister murder
our mother and father, and destroy our village! She has no soul as far as I'm concerned! I'm never going
to forgive her for this! Never!" she yelled out. She broke down crying and grabbed hold of Ahakon with a
hug, crying on his shoulder as the mage held her with a remorseful expression.
"Ran, I'm so sorry. We'll get this figured out, I promise," Ahakon said gently.
"I'm going to kill her Ahakon, when I see her I'm going to tear her throat out!" Ran cried out
before burying her face in his shoulder. Fang Fang shook his head slowly with a remorseful expression at
the girl then looked around at the others.

asked.

"If it's not one problem or crisis with you people it's another, is it always like this for you?" he

"We told you before, you'd be surprised what we go through on a daily basis," Kokoa said while
still watching Ran cry on Ahakon's shoulder, the siren feeling her heart ache at seeing what had
happened to her sister and her rage growing for knowing who was responsible.

Hex walked with Luna and Ceal through a dark void, their feet seeming to travel along a surface
which couldn't be seen.
"Just where are we anyway?" Ceal asked looking around.
"Everywhere and nowhere," Hex replied simply.
"That's an oxymoron you idiot," Ceal said dryly at him.
"No, it really isn't when you see the full picture of things," Hex said simply. Ceal growled quietly
while Luna held onto Hex's arm, the girl showing a worried expression still as she walked alongside the
reality bender.
"Falla… what have you done this time?" she said softly.
"Do you know what this is all about?" Ceal asked. Luna shook her head and looked over to him.
has-"

"I only knew that Rin was brought to our home long ago to be checked over by our healers, she

"She has a memory problem that is negated by her enchanted headphones, I'm aware of her
condition as I was the one who mistakenly asked that siren to watch over Falla in my absence," Ceal
interrupted with annoyance. Luna looked at him with concern then down as the translucent bricks
below their feet slowly came into view.
"Falla said she had them rigged to trigger with heavy metal music, that she didn't want anyone
to know about us. It sounds like her old self had the healers enchant those headphones for the siren to
cause her to go… crazy when she heard the music, to wipe out the sirens' village entirely," she reasoned
softly. Ceal watched her for a moment then looked ahead.
"I've heard how her original self was, and even had the displeasure of seeing her myself in
person. Such an act doesn't strike me as surprising with how she used to be," he said. Luna looked to
him curiously as they approached the floating courtyard while the stars from the strange cosmos
glittered around them.
"You've seen her old self? How? When?" Luna asked.

"Who do you think was sent to reclaim the real Falla for this guy's father?" Ceal said simply. Hex
smirked at that comment while Luna looked at Ceal with surprise.
"Wait, but… how? She was dead, my sister killed her a while ago when she arrived in this
timeline," she said shaking her head. That got a curious glance from Hex and a simple nod from Ceal.
"There are three dead souls back where we came from, one of which is your sister; does another
being brought into our world really surprise you still?" Ceal replied while looking around to seeing the
darkness receding as they walked onto the courtyard, with the dozens of other courtyards nearby
drifting along slowly while in the midst of the vast cosmos.
"Seeing this however, raises more prominent questions," Ceal continued before looking to Hex.
"I'm sure it does, however we're not here for Q & A. Now then, let's see, Yokai Academy…" Hex
said looking around curiously.
"So wait, you're saying that Falla's old self, the one she killed, came back?" Luna asked with
wonder. Ceal nodded as he looked around at the space they were in with a careful eye.
"She was brought out of hell to reclaim your sister. Which brings up another question, how
exactly did your father do that?" he asked glancing to Ceal.
"Again, not why we're here," Hex said looking around at the floating courtyards casually. He
nodded then leapt off of the one they were at, floating up and turning himself in the air to land on a
vertically angled courtyard which was drifting by.
"Luna dear, stay with me," Hex called down playfully. Luna quickly looked around, then up at the
floating courtyard with wonder.
"Do I just… jump?" she asked.
"You can jump, leap, hop, or whatever floats your fancy Luna, just be a good girl and get over
here," Hex said shaking his head with an amused smile. Luna nodded then jumped up, launching off the
courtyard as if there was no gravity at all holding her down. Ceal watched her go then quickly followed
after, flying up through the strange space as if weightless as well. Luna reoriented herself and landed
down next to Hex with the boy gently taking her into his arms and guiding her down, the girl looking at
him with a timid expression while Ceal turned around and landed down on the courtyard near them.
"Very graceful as always," Hex said with a wink at her before looking over towards one of the
pathways that extended out into the cosmos, with Luna blushing from that comment. Ceal glanced to
Hex with a dull expression then looked around while holding in his scoff.
"Are we almost there?" he asked impatiently. Hex chuckled and looked to him with an amused
smile as he let Luna go, the girl then slowly taking hold of his arm again.

"As a matter of fact we are, are you really complaining about me taking you all the way into the
monster world and to that school in the short amount of time that I'm doing so right now?" he asked
with a smirk. Ceal growled quietly as Hex led Luna off towards a pathway.
"Come this way, and stay close, you don't want to get lost here after all. We may never find you
again," Hex laughed. Ceal followed after while watching the reality bender with a dull glare. Luna looked
around as they walked along the brick pathway into the cosmos, the surroundings slowly growing darker
and fading away from view the further they headed away from the courtyard.
"I just hope Falla's alright," she said worriedly. Hex glanced to her then looked ahead as he took
Ceal's hand, the mage trying to tolerate having to hold his hand in order to see Falla again.
"Oh I believe she'll be just fine after that cataclysmic explosion she was caught in," he reasoned
casually. Luna looked to him with worried eyes while Ceal glanced to him with a raised eyebrow.
"How do you know that?" Luna asked. Hex looked to Ceal then shrugged.
"If she's got a guy like this for a boyfriend I doubt anything can really faze her," he laughed
before looking ahead, with Ceal baring his teeth slightly at the reality bender. He tried to crush the boy's
hand in his grip, however wasn't able to do so at all. Hex smirked and glanced to him with a knowing
eye.
"If you wish to cause me physical harm, you'll need a bit more strength than that," he
mentioned. Ceal watched him carefully as Luna glanced to him with a bit of wonder, the reality bender
then looking back ahead with a calm smile.
"Don't assume I'm as frail as you are," he said before they all faded into the darkness together.

Rin let out a powerful shriek, her voice causing flames to flare around her wildly and scorch the
ground to black while lightning struck down around her and decimated the ruins of Yokai Academy into
flaming and charred debris. She gripped her head as she couldn't control her emotions and thoughts,
images of war and chaos flashing before her eyes as she felt her rage and anger grow and grow. She
couldn't remember who she was or where she was, all she knew was she felt her fury growing while the
hardcore heavy metal music played in her ears. Her red eyes glared around the area as she sang her dark
and heavy song, her words causing the ground around her to quake and thunder to boom above. From
the rubble near her a woman slowly climbed up onto her knees, the female teacher of the school having
bruises and cuts all over her body while she wearily looked at the siren.
"What… are you doing? Stop this…" she said before coughing out blood. Rin looked to her with a
murderous glare then walked over to the woman, grabbing her head with her hands as the teacher
stared at the siren with fright.
"Please… don't…" she whimpered.

Rin struck a high note in her song, causing a powerful sonic blast which pulverized the woman
and splattered her remains back along the ground which tore apart from the sound wave. Blood dripped
from Rin's hands as the girl screamed into the air, her mind having nothing but destruction and death
going through it as the music continued to play for her. The storm around her raged on and destroyed
all that surrounded the academy. The rotting forests, the dorm buildings, the gymnasium; everything
was leveled by the power of the siren as she went berserk.
From nearby the headmaster was watching the girl sing out of control, the man's robes
fluttering about from the storm while his glowing eyes watched the siren carefully.
"What have you done child? What's come over you?" he asked cautiously. Rin turned to him
with a murderous glare in her red eyes, the headmaster watching as the girl's persona had become
drastically different.
"Rin Otonashi, can you still hear me?" he asked carefully. Rin screamed as her wings flapped
behind her, the girl shooting into the air with a powerful thrust as lightning struck down around her
wildly and into the ground. The headmaster shielded his eyes from the flashes then looked up to seeing
Rin flying in the sky erratically while tornados were forming around her in the sky.
"I don't believe she can," the man said shaking his head before the storm intensified, with more
bolts of lightning streaking down towards the academy's ruins. The headmaster held his hands together,
a white glow forming around him as casting circles glowed beneath on the ground.
"I'm afraid the song stops here Ms. Otonashi," he said gravely before holding his hands out
towards the girl, the siren singing in the sky as the storm raged around her. Rin looked to seeing glowing
rings of light made of strange looking characters and numerals appearing in circles around her, the
bands of energy circling around the girl as she screamed out with her song. A bright flash erupted
followed by a powerful bang, the shockwave sending out billowing dark clouds every which way while
the headmaster down below watched the skies carefully.
"I fear that was not enough to contain her properly," he said shaking his head. A moment later
the glow in the sky subsided to show nothing there while the storm slowly began to die down, with the
thunder receding while the dark clouds gradually dissipated. The headmaster looked around at the sky
while the wind was still blowing then down to his school which had been reduced to rubble.
"This is a rather unfortunate turn of events," he said to himself. He then looked over to seeing
three others standing behind him.
"Oh my god… the school!" Luna cried out looking around with disbelief and horror. Ceal looked
around quickly, seeing that there was nothing but piles of debris lying about where the school had once
stood. Hex looked to the headmaster and smiled curiously.
"Hello again headmaster, we were looking for Luna's sister, have you by chance seen her?" he
asked casually. The headmaster looked at him carefully then at Luna curiously as the girl was shaking her
head with disbelief from seeing the leveled school.

"Ms. Cii? I wasn't aware you were back so soon, it's good to see you again," he said. Luna looked
to him then ran off while calling out Falla's name. Ceal looked around then to the headmaster.
"Where was the infirmary located?" he asked quickly.
"I believe what's left of the infirmary would be over there Mr. Erres," the man said pointing off
to the side. Ceal took off running in that direction, followed quickly by Luna while Hex merely watched
them go. The headmaster however turned to him with a careful eye.
"I don't believe I've seen you before. Just who are you, and how did all of you arrive here just
now?" the man asked cautiously. Hex glanced to him then started walking off after Luna while the
headmaster watched him constantly with his glowing eyes.
"Falla! Falla, where are you?" Luna cried out as she ran over to another section of debris and
rubble while looking around franticly. Ceal looked around then snapped his fingers with his reptilian
hand.
"Xarai, find her, now!" he ordered. A low groaning was heard from below before a few dark
tentacles emerged around them between chunks of debris. Hex walked over towards them while
looking around the area casually with a calm expression.
"Not seeing too many if any bodies, I thought more students went to this academy," he pointed
out while glancing around the destroyed piles of debris. The remains of the destroyed floors from the
academy were strewn about as barely any walls or foundations were standing still, however there didn't
appear to be any bodies from the students of the school amongst the debris.
From nearby rubble suddenly shifted around before being thrown aside as a pair of metallic
looking wings arched up from below. Luna and Ceal looked over to seeing Talon slowly getting up while
his wings extended out behind him, the hybrid having a few cuts and bruises on his body which was clad
in a sheet. In his hands he had the scuffed clothing that Kyouko had left at his bedside, the boy's green
eyes slowly glancing over to the others as he stood up while breathing heavily.
"Ah, there's one of them now," Hex said plainly.
"Oh my god, are you ok?" Luna asked. Talon looked around wearily for a moment then took off
into the air with a mighty thrust of his wings, flying off into the sky as the others watched him go.
"He appears to be fine," Hex commented.
Ceal watched the hybrid fly off towards the horizon then looked over to hearing Xarai's groan
while a few tentacles were swaying about near some debris towards the edge of where the building had
once been. A few of the limbs were grabbing chunks of rubble and tossing them aside which revealed a
hand sticking up through the wreckage below.
"Falla!" Ceal called out as he ran over. Luna quickly followed after while Hex watched with a
curious eye. Ceal raced over to where the dark limbs were moving aside rubble and quickly started to

pick up and throw away chunks of debris alongside Luna. As they did they saw Falla on the ground
beneath the stones, the chronofly seeming to be out cold while she was holding Kyouko close.
"Falla!" Luna cried out as the two dug the two girls out. Ceal quickly lifted Falla into his arms
while Luna pulled Kyouko out from the rubble, the two girls seeming to be unconscious while their
clothing was tattered and burned.
"Falla! Kyouko! Wake up!" Luna cried out. Ceal looked Falla over then placed his hand on her
forehead, a small white glow coming from it while Luna watched with worried eyes. Hex walked over
and watched the unconscious chronofly as Ceal held her in his arm while moving his hand alongside her
head down to her shoulder. After a moment Falla twitched slightly as her eyes opened a peek.
"Ceal?" she breathed out.
"I'm here Falla, I've got you," he said as held the girl close. Falla's hand moved slightly at her side
as her eyes struggled to focus.
"You came… for me…" she said softly before losing consciousness again. Ceal looked at her
carefully then held his hand over her chest, the glow coming from his magic again while Luna watched
with worried eyes.
"Is she ok? Are they going to be ok?" she asked looking to Kyouko who was lying still in her
arms. The human slowly stirred and opened her eyes slightly, seeing the hazy image of Luna as her
vision tried to focus again.
"Wha… what happened?" she asked wearily.
"Kyouko, can you hear me?" Luna asked worriedly.
"I can't… feel my legs," Kyouko said weakly. Luna looked to seeing Kyouko's legs having a few
breaks in them while they were bleeding.
"They're broken Kyouko," Luna whimpered. Kyouko took a shaky breath as she struggled to
remain conscious.
"Then… it's good I can't… feel them," she said with a few tears forming in her eyes.
Ceal focused his magic on Falla's chest, helping her lungs breathe again from being bruised.
After a while she took a shaky breath and opened her eyes slowly, her vision still hazy while she tried to
look at Ceal.
"Ceal…" she said softly.
"Just hold on Falla, I'm not going to let you go again," he said gently.
"How… did you get here?" she asked weakly before falling into a daze, her eyes seeming to lose
focus as her head rocked to the side. Ceal looked her over then lifted the girl into his arms.

"We need to get them out of here," he said looking to Luna. The girl nodded and gently lifted
Kyouko up in her arms, the human flinching then cringing in pain.
"Ok… now I feel them… OW!" she cried out as her broken legs dangled down below Luna's arm.
Luna looked at her with worried eyes then to Ceal.
"Can you help them? You healed Falla before didn't you?" she asked quickly.
"I can, however let's get out of the open and back to where it's relatively safer for them first,"
Ceal said looking around at the destroyed school. Hex walked over to them followed by the headmaster,
the man watching them all carefully while the boy looked at Falla with a raised eyebrow.
"Well, she's certainly seen better days," he said simply.
"If I may ask, what exactly is going on here?" the headmaster asked while looking around at the
group. They turned to him as he showed a slightly curious smile.
"First that kindhearted girl obliterates my school with her destructive singing, then I find that
Luna Cii is not only safe from that darker world she ventured into but is back here along with Mr. Erres
who was, last that I recall, confined to the human world since the barrier between realms has been
closed. I feel as though I'm in need of some clarification as to how these events have taken place," the
man said crossing his arms.
"Sorry, but again, we're not here for Q & A," Hex said walking over to Luna and Ceal.
"That is not an acceptable answer. Now, please explain who you are and what has happened
here," the headmaster ordered with a firm tone. Hex stopped then glanced back to him.
"We're taking these two with us; you however should inform the dark lords of this realm that
their time is running out. My father will be descending upon you all soon; you cannot hide behind your
so-called barrier or even escape into time to avoid his arrival. If you're going to fight for your existence,
then you need to ready yourselves for war," he stated simply.
"War?" the headmaster asked carefully.
"There's a war coming headmaster, Hex's father is the evil king in the dark world, he's going to
be invading both of our worlds to conquer everything," Luna said worriedly, with Kyouko cringing and
whimpering in her arms as she started to feel just how badly hurt she really was.
"The HDA are questioning if we really can be allies or not after a recent monster attack in their
world. One of your students is talking to them now in hopes of renewing a truce," Ceal mentioned while
holding Falla who was struggling to maintain consciousness. The headmaster looked at them cautiously
then to Hex as the reality bender shrugged.
"Personally I don't believe any of you will survive the coming march of my father's army;
however Luna and her friends are determined to give it one last fight. Should you wish to help them,
you'd better get all the support you can for this war, it just may be your last," he warned.

asked.

"Your father is the one in the darkness? If that is true, why are you helping us?" the headmaster

"I'm not helping you, I'm helping Luna, it just so happens that works in your favor," Hex
reasoned simply. The headmaster watched him carefully then the group looked over to seeing Ms. Ririko
trying to move aside some rubble while she herself was injured, her clothing having rips and burn marks
on it while her left leg was bleeding.
"Shizuka!" she called out. Under the stones below her the cat demon was lying unconscious with
blood dripping from her head, her lower body still being covered by chunks of plaster and loose bricks.
Ms. Ririko franticly tried to dig the woman out then looked around desperately.
"Somebody help me, please!" she cried out as she struggled to rescue her friend. The
headmaster then looked back to seeing Hex placing his hands on Luna and Ceal's shoulders.
"It seems you have others that are in need of your help right now, and we have our own. This is
where we part ways headmaster, neither of us has time for a lengthy discussion about the inevitable,"
Hex said casually. The headmaster eyed him carefully then looked back towards Ms. Ririko who was
trying to dig out Ms. Nekonome.
"Then answer me this, son of the dark king, do we stand a chance against your father and his
army?" he asked. He glanced back to Hex as Luna and Ceal were looking to him for his answer as well.
"I wouldn't bet on it," Hex said shaking his head. The headmaster nodded then started walking
towards the two women in distress.
"Whether you are on your father's side in this or not, do not underestimate those who attended
this academy," he said solemnly. He stopped and looked back to seeing Hex and his group gone, then
after a pause started walking again towards his faculty amidst the remains of his school.
"However, it may not be a bad idea to speak to those who could aid us," he said to himself.

Inside the lounge within the villa Ran was crying on Ahakon's shoulder, the siren down on her
knees while holding onto her hero and only remote source of comfort. The mage held her with a
worried expression while Yukari and Sun were gently patting the girl on the back, both concerned about
how Ran was taking the news of hearing that Rin was indeed the slayer of her hometown and parents.
"Rin… what did she do to you?" Ran whimpered while holding onto Ahakon.
"It'll be ok Ran, I promise. We'll find Rin and make sure that she's alright," Ahakon assured while
holding the siren.
"Damn you Falla… I'm going to kill you for what you did," Ran said with anger while sobbing.
Yukari and Sun looked to each other then to Ran as the girl trembled and cried onto Ahakon's shoulder.

Sitting on the couch in the middle of the lounge Complica was looking down with worried eyes
while Ruby and Razico sat with her, the casters watching as the young chronofly was whimpering and
fearing her sister's fate from the school's destruction.
"What if she was killed what if my sister died and I never got to say goodbye or hug her again
what if that was the last time I ever saw her again oh no please don't let her be dead please Ceal you
have to bring her back you have to bring her back to us you can't let her die in that place she just has to
be ok she's my sister and I love her and I want to see her again and-" Complica said before she started
breathing heavily while Ruby held her gently with a concerned expression.
"You really need to break up your sentences more Complica, you're going to pass out again if
you keep doing that," Ruby said shaking her head.
Sitting on the couches down in the lowered seating area Render, Leon, Apoch, and Astreal were
waiting for their friends to come back from their journey to Yokai Academy, the twin sisters holding the
hands of their boyfriends while they held onto hope that Falla and Kyouko would be alright still.
"Ms. Sun spoke the truth with her story, it really was Ms. Rin that destroyed the sirens' home.
She seemed so kind and gentle, I never would have believed she would have been capable of such a
thing," Apoch said softly.
"Ms. Falla's old self is to blame for what happened to her, she turned that poor girl into a
weapon to silence all the sirens once and for all," Astreal said shaking her head.
"That other side of Falla really was a bitch. I mean yeah, she tried to have us killed and you two
turned into slaves for those other witches, and she cut apart the good Falla and tried to murder Kyouko,
not to mention she caused the humans to think we're evil monsters again, but still, what a bitch,"
Render added with discontent.
"She may have gotten what was coming to her and then some, but it seems the trouble she
sewed into this world is still being felt. A dark legacy if there ever was one," Leon said with regret.
Over by the kitchen area Gin and Kokoa were seated at the bar watching the rest of the group
while Fang Fang was making himself a drink.
"Can I offer either of you something? We have a good selection here," Fang Fang asked glancing
to the couple.
"No thank you, I don't have a real thirst or appetite right now," Gin said shaking his head.
"I just want this nightmare to end already," Kokoa said leaning back against the counter and
closing her eyes. Fang Fang nodded as he finished preparing his cocktail then looked around at the
group with sympathetic eyes.
"It seems as though we have much to deal with before this comes to an end," he speculated.

"This is our fight, not yours, you're not being asked to take up arms alongside us. We're the ones
that are used to the fighting, we're the ones that need to take care of this," Kokoa said shaking her head.
Fang Fang scoffed then set down his drink with a clink, the couple looking back to seeing him showing a
stern expression.
"Excuse me, but this unsavory monster in the darkness has caused quite a bit of trouble for
myself as well, not to mention many other innocent lives out there all because of the mess he's caused.
You all saved me from my own dark cell that I had been confined to, the very least I can offer is my
services against this foe for everything you've done for me. Like it or not, I'm your friend and ally in this,
and I believe you're going to need all the help you can get," he stated. Gin and Kokoa smiled slightly at
the yasha as he took a drink from his cocktail, his expression then changing to a blissful smile.
"Oh yes, that is simply divine. This always helps bring a smile back onto my face when the world
is being so gray," he said with a small giggle at the end before drinking more while leisurely spinning
around and walking back into the kitchen, with Gin and Kokoa watching him while smiling weakly with
tiny sweat drops forming on the back of their heads.
Sitting on another couch off to the side of the lounge Gabriel was looking down with his hands
holding his head, his expression of remorse while Kurumu and Rason were standing near him and seeing
his troubled expression.
"Gabriel?" Rason asked gently.
"She hates me," Gabriel said closing his eyes. The image of Luna slapping him across his face and
scolding him for letting Complica travel to earth flashed before his eyes, her words and anger towards
him causing his heart to feel more pain than he thought it would.
"She doesn't… hate you," Kurumu reasoned unsurely.
"She tried to attack me in her anger, she hates me for what happened to Complica," Gabriel said
shaking his head.
"Well you were the one who was supposed to be watching them in heaven," Rason pointed out.
Gabriel showed a strained expression and nodded.
"I tried Rason, I really did. Arial was the only one who kept sneaking into the palace, but
Complica… she was always behaving, she was a true angel. But after Arial snuck past our guards through
the rift, Complica went right after her, nobody even saw her near the rift before we just found her down
below. She used her time magic; we couldn't have stopped her even if we did know what she was
planning. I tried to get her back, both of them, I tried to take them back to heaven… but I couldn't, it was
too late. I failed everybody," he said with despair. Kurumu and Rason looked to each other worriedly
then back to Gabriel.
"C'mon Gabriel, you tried to set things straight, and you did take responsibly and came after
them and even us when we were in trouble," Kurumu reasoned.

"You cast aside your angelic vow to guard humans in order to find and protect them and us from
the HDA, you sacrificed so much to keep Complica safe, you did everything you could," Rason added.
"It wasn't enough, I tried to save them, I tried to save that doll thinking it was Luna, I risked
everything I had to be her angel, and I failed," Gabriel said lowering his head.
"You let my sister fall from heaven, she's trapped here and it's all your fault! You bastard, what
kind of guardian angel are you?" Luna yelled out with tears forming in her eyes.
Gabriel closed his eyes as he felt the pain in his heart seem to grow with Luna's words.
'Luna… I'm so sorry… please, forgive me.'
Over by the windows showing the outside courtyard Arial was looking up at the sky while Dark
was standing next to her. Mizore was standing next to Dark holding onto his hand while Felucia was
leaning against a window and looking up at the sky as well.
"What if I can never go back?" Arial asked softly.
"We'll find a way to send you both back up to the heavenly realm where you belong, don't lose
hope on that," Dark said glancing down to his angel. Arial nodded slowly and rested her hand on the
glass. Felucia glanced to her then looked to Dark.
"Dark, what about Pandora's Box?" she asked. The three looked to her questioningly.
"What about it?" Mizore asked.
"That thing can grant wishes right?" Felucia asked with a shrug.
"The box can't send your souls to heaven though, even Hex's magic can't do that, remember?"
Mizore said with a raised eyebrow. Felucia nodded then looked down with a careful eye.
"Yes, but what if we don't wish for all of us to be sent straight to heaven, but rather a gateway
which we could cross over on our own. Couldn't that work?" she reasoned looking back to Dark. The
demon looked to Arial then to Felucia, then up at the sky. After a moment he walked off towards middle
of the lounge with the three girls following him. He walked over behind the couch and looked at
Complica curiously, the girl catching her breath then looking back to him.
"Dark? What is it?" she asked.
"That just might work," he said looking to Arial.
"What just might work?" Razico asked.
"Pandora's Box, we could use the wish to get Arial, Complica, and myself back to heaven,"
Felucia said.

"No we can't, the box can't transfer a soul from one realm to another, not even Hex could do
that with his power," Ruby said shaking her head.
"We won't wish for our souls to be transferred, we'll wish for a gateway which we could cross
through on our own," Felucia explained. Ruby and Razico looked to each other then to Complica as the
chronofly tilted her head curiously.
"Wait, what are you talking about?" she asked. Arial looked down in thought then smiled.
"If that could really work, we could go back home!" she cheered out. The others looked to her as
she ran around to the front of the couch and took hold of Complica's hands.
"What if it really could work like that, it could be our ticket back to heaven!" she said happily.
"What are you talking about?" Gin asked as he, Kokoa, and Fang Fang walked over to them, the
rest of the group then walking over as well while Ran remained on her knees sobbing onto Ahakon's
shoulder next to Yukari and Sun.
"The wish, the wish with Pandora's Box, we could wish to have a gateway back to heaven, we
could go back home that way," Arial said anxiously.
"I thought their power couldn't cross over into the heavenly realm, isn't that against their
rules?" Yukari asked.
"But we wouldn't be wishing for their souls to be taken right into the heavenly realm, we would
just be making a gateway which they could cross through on their own. I wonder, could that really
work?" Ruby said looking to Razico. Arial giggled and looked to Felucia with an eager smile.
"You're a genius, that could be the answer to our problem!" she cheered out. Felucia smiled
modestly and looked up while rubbing the back of her head.
"Well… I don't know about genius, more like visionary I guess… although I do kind of like the ring
to that," she said with a small laugh. Arial looked at the girl with a curious smile then glanced to Dark.
'She seems like a much more worthy candidate for my Dark. She was brave enough to go after
Complica's sister in that evil world and she's smart on her feet to solve our heavenly barrier problem. I
like this one.'
Complica looked around at the group then shook her head.
"But wait, Ceal needs that wish to go after his dragon, we can't use it to send us home," she said
worriedly.
"Are you kidding me? This could be our only chance of getting back into heaven, he can find his
stupid dragon another way, it's not going anywhere," Felucia said with her hands at her hips. Complica
shook her head then yanked free from Arial's hands.

"No! Ceal needs that wish, he's given up so much to get that dragon, we can't take that away
from him," she argued.
"But Complica, think about it, if we don't get back to heaven we could be wiped from existence.
You wanted us to go back home before right? Well this is our way of doing just that," Arial reasoned.
Complica glared at her and stood up, with Arial backing up a bit.
"We shouldn't even be here Arial; we can't take Ceal's right for his wish away because we made
the mistake of coming here, that's not fair to him. He's been chasing after that dragon for so long, what
if this is the last time that wish can be made? I won't let him lose that wish, he needs it," she said
sternly. Render and Leon glanced to each other then looked to the group.
"I hate to agree with her, but she's right. Ceal's been pretty persistent going after Fafnir, that's
why he's even after Pandora's Box in the first place," Leon mentioned.
"Yeah, but he has been very protective of Falla and Complica, maybe he would want to wish for
this instead," Render reasoned with a shrug.
"Mr. Ceal is rather cold and fixated on slaying his dragon, but if it's for Ms. Complica's sake
perhaps he would be willing to change his wish for her," Astreal said hopefully.
"I suppose so, the choice will be up to him once he returns," Apoch said looking down in
thought.
"Hold on, this is to save Complica, Arial, and Felucia's souls, we shouldn't even be debating this.
We should use the wish to get them back into heaven," Rason argued while waving to the three girls.
"I won't go back!" Complica yelled out. The group looked to her as she showed a stubborn glare
at Rason.
"If you take away Ceal's wish then I'm not going back, I'm not taking away my big brother's
dream!" she yelled out.
"But Complica, this might be the only way of getting you back to your parents," Gabriel said
worriedly. Complica looked to him with a teary-eyed glare.
"Ceal saved my sister and myself when we were both in trouble, he's done so much for
everybody here, we're not taking away his wish! He's going to get his dragon and that's final!" she yelled
out, the air around her distorting slightly from her magic fluxing. The group looked at her worriedly then
to each other as the chronofly crossed her arms with a firm expression. Fang Fang looked down in
thought then to the group curiously.
"Then what about Hex? Couldn't he provide the same gateway if we played his game of dice? He
has the same power to change reality just as Pandora can, doesn't he?" he suggested. The group looked
to him then to each other.

"Hey, that could work. Hex is a reality bender like Pandora, he could make that wish come true,"
Ahakon suggested hopefully.
"Wait, remember how his magic works, we have to gamble something in return. Last time we
played his game we lost our hearts to him, who knows what he could win from us if we play again,"
Kurumu said shaking her head.
"His dealings are all based on luck, you could win just as easily as lose on the very first roll,"
Mizore said cautiously.
"Yeah, I'd rather take my chances with Pandora to be honest," Render commented.
added.

"Same here, at least then its determined on our skill in a fight rather than mere luck," Leon

"Ceal won't take a chance with Hex's game, he's survived Pandora's Box before and knows he
can do it again, he's not going to take a gamble with a game of dice," Razico said shaking his head.
"They're both incredibly risky. With Hex you could lose at any moment and with Pandora you're
fighting for your very life to get your wish," Kokoa said with concern. Dark looked down in thought for a
moment then shook his head.
"Before we consider making this wish from either source we should ask Hex if it can even be
done. Ceal, Render, and Leon want to open Pandora's Box, they're willing to face the monsters that lie
within and claim their reward not with luck but with fighting skill, and Ceal does have the right to his
wish after all he's gone through. If Hex can make such a gateway for us then we'll decide who will play
his game if that is what we choose to do," he stated. The group looked to him then to each other.
"I suppose you have a point. Still, I hope he does have the power to make such a wish come
true, it might be our only way of getting these three back into heaven," Ruby said with concern. Razico
nodded then looked around.
"So, any idea on how long before they get back?" he asked.
"They've been gone for a while now, I thought they were just going to the school then coming
back again," Gin said with concern.
"What if Rin… was still going crazy when they showed up?" Yukari asked nervously. Ran choked
back her sobs and shook her head as she shut her eyes tightly.
"Then I hope she reduced Falla into nothing but ashes for what she did to her!" she cried out.
Ahakon showed a serious expression then shook the girl once by the shoulders, the siren yelping quietly
before looking at him with surprise.
"Ran, enough of this. We told you, the Falla that did mess with Rin's head is dead. The Falla
that's here now killed her," he stated.

"Actually, it was Kyouko that killed her, but we'll be generous and say that our Falla wore the
bitch down for her," Render mentioned with a shrug. Ahakon glanced back to him then to Ran again as
the siren was watching him with watery eyes.
"I understand your anger towards what was done to your sister, but the one responsible for it is
dead now. I know it may not be much to say, that it may not fully soothe your wounds, but your parents
and village were avenged. The evil side of Falla is no more, she's gone forever," he said assuredly. Ran
whimpered then looked down with sorrow. Ahakon showed a remorseful expression then hugged her,
with Yukari and Sun watching the siren with sympathetic eyes.
"We'll cure your sister of her spell and undo what was done to her mind by the evil side of Falla,
you won't lose her," he reassured gently.
"Ahakon…" Ran said as she hugged him.
"He's right Ran, we'll find a way to cure your sister, we won't let her turn into that weapon
again," Ruby said in agreement.
"Oh my word!" Fang Fang said pointing over to the side. The group looked to see Hex phasing
into view with Luna and Ceal, along with the severely injured Falla and Kyouko.
"Kyouko!" Kurumu called out.
"Falla!" Ruby cried out as Luna and Ceal rushed the two wounded girls over to the lowered den
and rested them down on the couches.
"AHHH!" Kyouko screamed as she was set down, feeling extreme pain in both her legs while
Falla was still in a daze.
"Sister!" Complica cried out as she rushed over to Falla's side. The rest ran over to surround the
lowered den while Ceal held his hands to Falla's chest, soft white glows coming from his palms as he
slowly traced his hands around her body.
"Help her, please!" Luna cried out as Kyouko screamed out in pain. Apoch and Astreal quickly
rushed down and held their hands over the human, trying to ease her pain with their magic.
"Oh no, both her legs are broken," Apoch said looking to the girl's fractured legs.
"She's suffered multiple concussions to her chest and ribs," Astreal said worriedly while shaking
her head.
"Just help stabilize her until Ceal can get to her," Ruby said as she quickly joined in trying to heal
the human girl. Kyouko cried out as she grabbed the pillow behind her head, straining herself with the
pain while Ceal was working on healing Falla. Complica watched her wounded sister with worried eyes
while Luna rushed over to her side as well.

"GOD, IT HURTS!" Kyouko screamed out with tears forming in her eyes. Falla coughed a few
times while Ceal kept his concentration focused on healing her body.
"Ceal, she needs your help, how badly is Falla injured?" Razico asked quickly.
"Is my sister going to be ok? Tell me she's going to be ok!" Complica cried out. Ceal glanced to
her and nodded.
"She's fine Complica, she'll be back on her feet in no time," he reassured her calmly.
"What? Then why are you still using your magic on her, Kyouko's seriously wounded over here!"
Render shouted out while pointing to the human girl who was screaming in pain. Ahakon and Yukari
rushed over to help assist with her healing while Ruby looked to Ceal with disbelief.
"Why aren't you helping her, she's suffering!" she demanded.
"I am not your medic!" Ceal shouted back at her, causing the witch to jump a bit with surprise.
Ceal glared at her then glanced around at the rest of the group.
"I am not your personal doctor, your health is not my responsibility, I am not the only one here
who can heal injuries; you have the power to help her, so do it yourself. My priority right now is Falla, I
will not walk away from her when she is hurt or wounded even in the slightest, do you understand?" he
demanded. The group looked at him with stunned expressions while Hex walked over to them with an
amused smile at the catalyst mage. Ceal grunted then looked down to Falla as the girl had calmed down
while her eyes were now closed, her mind slowly regaining her senses while her cuts and bruises were
slowly vanishing.
"That human is not going to die from her injuries with so many casters tending to her, and I will
not always be around for when she is in critical condition. Do not assume that I will play the role of your
medic during all of this, you all need to learn to help yourselves with these situations," he said firmly.
Complica looked at him with worried eyes then to Kyouko, the human screaming and crying while the
five casters worked to heal her injuries. Ceal glanced to her then back to Falla again.
"She'll be fine Complica, if she's going to be staying around monsters then she needs to learn to
take a few hits and get back up again," he reasoned. Complica nodded slowly then looked to Falla,
having faith that Ceal knew what he was talking about. Luna looked at Kyouko with worried eyes then to
Falla as the chronofly lay on the couch while being tended by Ceal's magic. Ran looked at Falla with
frustration and teary eyes as she slowly moved to stand over the chronofly, with Ceal then glancing up
to seeing the siren staring at his girlfriend. Complica looked up to her and shook her head.
"Please don't hate my sister for how she was, she's changed, really she has," she pleaded. Ran
closed her eyes and tried to control her emotions, seeking to validate the belief that the Falla that was
before her wasn't the same one that led to her parents' death. She then looked to seeing Kyouko crying
and screaming while the casters were working with her, the human in unbearable pain even with the
combined magic working to heal her body. After a moment the siren quickly rushed over and held the
human down by the shoulders while resting her head next to hers. She started to sing a gentle and

soothing melody, the group watching as Kyouko slowly started to scream less while everybody felt more
calm and relaxed.
"She's doing it again, just like when she did so for Mizore," Ahakon said with wonder.
"Wow, I'm feeling really peaceful all of a sudden," Felucia said with a bit of puzzlement.
"She's using her voice to keep Kyouko calm, thank you Ran," Ruby said gratefully. Kyouko slowly
stopped screaming and looked to Ran, the siren having a few tears running down her cheeks while she
sang her melody. After a while Ran stopped and tried to stop her crying, then looked to Kyouko as the
human had a few tears in her eyes still.
"You're going to be ok, just relax," Ran said wiping her tears away. Kyouko nodded shakily then
closed her eyes as she tried to block out the pain her body was feeling. Ran breathed out then looked to
Falla with remorseful eyes. Ceal glanced to her then looked down to Falla again.
"The human you just helped was the one who personally struck down the dark soul of Falla,
wiping her from existence once and for all. Bear no grudge against this girl here, for she has atoned for
her sins and cast away her darker self for good," he said solemnly.
"He's right Ran, Falla is no longer the evil girl she once was, the part of her that led to your
parents' death is no more," Dark said in agreement.
"The Falla you see before you is a real hero, she helped stop Alucard, you saw her there on that
day yourself," Mizore added. Ran slowly nodded then looked to Ceal with saddened eyes.
"Did the other Falla… the one that corrupted my sister and killed my parents… did she at least
pay for her crimes?" she asked. Render looked up thoughtfully and nodded.
"Well, first the good Falla here fought her in a battle that laid waste to a human city, then Ceal
ripped her eye out and gave it to the good Falla, then Kyouko here went postal on the dark girl's body
with a baseball bat and just destroyed her, so… yeah, I'd say she paid the price for what she did in the
past," he reasoned with a shrug. Ran nodded then looked to Falla with remorse.
"Good… I wanted her to suffer for what she did," she said softly. She then looked to Hex with
worried eyes.
"Where's my sister, did you also find Rin?" she asked urgently. Hex shook his head with a blank
expression.
"I'm sorry, but the siren that destroyed Yokai Academy was nowhere in sight when we arrived. I
don't know where she might be now," he said simply.
"Destroyed?" Ruby asked fearfully as she glanced at him. Luna nodded and looked to the witch
with concern.
"Yokai Academy… is gone Ruby," she said, with the group looking to her with surprise at that.

"What?" Kurumu cried out.
"Oh my god," Kokoa said looking down with fearful eyes.
"The whole academy? Gone?" Gin asked with disbelief. Luna nodded and looked to Falla with
remorse.
"Everything Gin. The school, the dorm buildings, the rotting forest that surrounded the campus,
it's all gone. Everything… was destroyed," she said sadly.
"The siren annihilated the entire academy with her magic, nothing remains there now," Ceal
informed with a solemn tone.
"I can't believe it," Mizore said looking down with a stunned expression.
"Did anyone get out in time?" Rason asked worriedly. Luna shrugged and glanced back to him.
"I'm not sure. We did see somebody fly off, but he was injured so I don't know how far he got.
The headmaster is ok, he's helping those that managed to survive… but I'm not sure how many did," she
said with concern.
"This can't be happening, the entire school is gone?" Gin said shaking his head. Luna nodded and
looked back to Falla while remaining silent. Ran looked down while holding a hand over her mouth,
feeling her heart aching at knowing her sister once again leveled an entire area with her magic while
under her spell, and likely claimed innocent lives of those who were unfortunate to be near her at the
time.
her.

Slowly Falla opened her eyes, the girl's vision coming into focus and seeing Ceal sitting next to
"Ceal…" she said softly. She blinked then jumped up with a gasp while looking around franticly.
"What happened? Where am I?" she said before seeing everybody standing around her.

"Sister!" Complica cried out as she rushed over and hugged the girl. Falla looked to her with
surprise then slowly a smile formed on her face.
"Oh my… Complica. It's really you," she said before she quickly hugged her as well. She felt a
new sense of warmth as she held her younger sister, knowing that her old self likely never once held
Complica at all. Luna rushed over and hugged her as well, the group watching as the three chronofly
sisters were finally reunited.
"You're ok, thank god you're ok," Luna said while holding onto Falla.
"We were so worried about you," Complica said while nuzzling against Falla's chest. Falla looked
at her two sisters then hugged them with a small laugh of relief.

"I can't believe I'm holding both of you, I never thought I would get to again," she said softly. She
jumped then looked around quickly.
"Wait, Kyouko? Where's- AHH! Kyouko!" she cried out as she saw Kyouko struggling with her
injuries, the human so far remaining quiet while only letting out strained whimpers and short gasps of
pain every now and then. Falla quickly rushed over to her side and looked at her friend with worried
eyes.
"Oh god, Kyouko," she said holding a hand over her mouth. She looked to Ceal who was merely
watching the human with a blank expression.
"Ceal, please, can you heal her too?" Falla asked. Ceal glanced to her with a dull expression as
she held her hands together with a pleading smile.
"Please? For me?" she begged. Ceal let out a dry sigh of annoyance then made his way over to
Kyouko's legs. Render maintained a blank expression on his face while he cracked his hand to the side in
a whipping motion while making a whip cracking sound. Before anybody could say a word a dark
tentacle shifted up and grabbed Render by the leg, swinging him around in the air before throwing him
across the lounge and out through a window with a loud crash. Apoch looked to where her boyfriend
had flown out into some bushes outside in the courtyard then quickly ran off after him while Ceal
walked over to Kyouko and held his hands to her legs, the mage focusing his magic once again to help
speed up her recovery.
"Render!" Apoch called out as she leapt out the large broken window.
"Saw that coming," Leon said flatly.
"A mile away," Kurumu added while shaking her head.
Ceal held his hands to the human girl's legs as a white glow came from his palms. Slowly her
bones shifted back into place as a numbing sensation rippled through from his touch, with Kyouko
watching him with weary eyes while the other casters worked to heal the rest of her body. Falla smiled
at her friend then looked around at everybody.
"But where are we? How did we get here?" she asked looking back to Luna.
"We brought you to the human world with us, Hex let us come get you," Luna said looking to
Hex. The boy merely shrugged with a calm smile.
"Luna was very insistent on seeing you again, I just couldn't say no," he reasoned casually. Falla
looked at him with wonder before Luna and Complica quickly hugged her again, the three sisters closing
their eyes and cherishing the moment.
"I'm just glad you're safe again," Luna said softly.
"Me? I was worried sick about you," Falla said holding her back.

"You both scared me to death, and I'm already dead to begin with," Complica said while she
held onto her sisters. Falla looked down to her younger sister with a warm smile then over to see Ran
walking up to her, the siren having a troubled expression on her face. Falla showed remorse then turned
to face her as Complica and Luna watched the siren worriedly.
"Your sister… I'm so sorry. I didn't know… I didn't remember what I really… please forgive me,"
Falla said with tears forming. Ran slowly shook her head then looked down.
"You and Kyouko struck down my parents' killer, you're not the monster that I hated all my life,"
she said softly. She breathed out then looked to Falla with gentle eyes.
"Thank you… for putting an end to her for me, and for my sisters," she said softly. Falla nodded
with worried eyes then looked around again.
"Where's Rin? What… what happened to her?" she asked looking back to Luna.
"We don't know, when we arrived at the academy the place was completely destroyed, she was
gone by the time we got there," Luna said shaking her head. Falla looked down with concern then to
Ceal as the mage stood upright again, with Kyouko moving her legs a bit as they were fully healed.
"Thank you Ceal," Kyouko said looking to him with a small smile. Ceal didn't say anything then
looked to Falla as she was watching him with tears in her eyes.
"Ceal, thank you for coming after me," she said before she rushed over and hugged him. The
boy held her gently as she clung to him while trying to calm her mind.
"I missed you so much, I was worried we would have been separated for good when the barrier
closed," she said softly. She then pulled him into a kiss, the mage making no effort to push her away in
the slightest. Luna smiled at seeing her sister with her new boyfriend then looked to Hex. She walked
over to him with a caring smile.
"Hex, thank you for bringing her back, I… I can never thank you enough for all that you've done
for me," she said gratefully. Hex chuckled and looked at her with a knowing smile.
"I can think of something you can do for me in return," he mused. Luna nodded as she walked
up to him and placed her hands on his chest.
"I know, we'll free your sister, I promise. I'll do everything in my power to free her no matter
what, you have my word," she assured. She then gently held her arms around his neck and blushed.
"And also, you deserve something else for all that you've done, something else I know you
wanted," she said softly. He looked at her with a curious smile as she showed a longing gaze at him.
"And what might that be?" he asked. She glanced to his lips then back to his eyes.
"Me," she said, and then kissed him as well. She held the boy in her embrace while the others
looked at her curiously, except for Gabriel who showed a slightly pained expression. The sight of Luna

kissing Hex caused the pain in his heart to spike suddenly, the angel not knowing why it hurt so much to
see her with this boy but still feeling a great amount of sorrow from it nonetheless.
"Luna?" Kurumu asked with wonder.
"Is she…" Kokoa asked while tilting her head slightly.
"She is," Gin said with a single nod. Mizore raised an eyebrow then glanced to Kurumu.
shrug.

"I don't think you have to worry about her going after Rason anymore," she said with a small

Luna and Falla broke from their kisses, with Falla being held by Ceal gently while Hex's arms
remained at his side. Falla blushed and then looked down while she held onto her boyfriend, relieved
that she was once again with him. Luna looked down as well, feeling her heart beating faster for the
reality bender that was her saving grace in life. Ceal kept his eyes on his girl while maintaining a calm
expression, although everybody knew very well that he was relieved to be reunited with his girlfriend as
well. Hex smirked then gently held a hand to Luna's waist, the chronofly feeling her blush growing as she
glanced up to him timidly. Before anybody could say anything or even question if Render was ok since
he and Apoch had yet to come back into the lounge, Ran spoke up.
"Excuse me," she called out while trying to keep her emotions and anxiety in check. The group
looked to her as she shook her head while keeping her eyes downward.
"I'm happy for you now that you're all back together again, I really am, but what about my
sister?" she cried out. She looked around at the group with fearful eyes while they watched her with
concern.
"What about Rin? What happened to her, where did she go? What are we going to do; she's out
there somewhere all alone! We have to do something! Please!" she said as she started crying again. The
group watched her break down into tears as she dropped to her knees then looked to each other.
"Rin, where did you go?" Ruby said softly while looking up with worried eyes.

Talon swooped down into a forest far off from the ravaged grounds of Yokai Academy. He
landed on the ground with a small stumble, holding his side with a strained expression as his wings
slowly arched back behind him. After a moment he grunted and his wings retracted and vanished, the
hybrid then removing the sheet that was wrapped around him and tossing it aside. He removed the
bandages that were still on him then got dressed in the clothing that he had brought along, remaining
silent while he had a focused expression on his face. After he got dressed he extended his wings again,
stretching out his back with a slight cracking noise before rubbing his neck. He looked around at the sky
above through the branches and leaves, seeing sunlight and a few bats flying overhead.
A branch snapped nearby, with the boy instantly looking over toward the sound while his wraith
blades extended out. A few bats flew off squeaking behind some trees and bushes as Talon remained on

guard. After a moment he quietly made his way towards the bushes, carefully parting them and moving
through into a clearing. His eyes slowly glanced around then downward, seeing a girl lying on a pile of
broken branches and leaves. He looked up to see that there were broken branches above showing
where the girl had fallen down through, then to the girl as she lay there motionless. Slowly Talon walked
toward her, recognizing the girl from the academy as he got closer.
"It's you," he said as he saw Rin lying there on the foliage. Her clothing had a few burn marks
and tears, with her green jacket being undone showing her white shirt underneath with a small hole
near her belly. Her hair lay gently beneath her head while her silver hairclip was still in place. Lying near
her was a portable CD player which was smoking slightly and crushed inward, the cord of the broken
device leading over to a pair of headphones which was in pieces on the grass.
Slowly Rin's eyes opened, her blue colored eyes gradually focusing as she groaned weakly. Talon
retracted his blades as the girl looked up to him, the siren seeing a winged boy standing over her while
daylight came down through the branches above.
"Where… where am I? Who are you?" she asked softly. Talon just looked at her for a moment
then slowly kneeled down next to the girl. She looked at him curiously for a while then slowly sat up.
"Where am I? Who are you?" she asked again. He gently held his hand to her head, the girl
watching him with a curious expression still.
"It's me, remember? Are you ok?" he asked. Rin looked at him curiously, then around at the
forest, and then paused before looking back to him again.
"Where am I? Who are you?"

Chapter 32
On The Same Page
“Ok, now, after spending about one day with you people I’ve come to realize something,” Fang
Fang said while sitting down at a table, with the rest of the large group seated as well while inside a
private parlor within his villa. There were a few hanging lamps from the ceiling lighting the room
showing the rounded table where everybody had gathered to discuss all the events that have been
taking place. Fang Fang glanced around the table while a few of his guards were stationed outside to
make sure they were not disturbed.
“It is simply amazing how much trouble you all go through on a daily basis,” he said shaking his
head. He sighed then leaned back in his chair while looking up with crossed arms.
“I am grateful that you saved me from the HDA, and am more than willing to assist you against
this greater evil that is approaching all of us after the trouble its caused in this world, however I believe
we all need to be on the same page about what is going on and what we are to do and try to at least
organize ourselves properly,” he reasoned thoughtfully. After a moment of silence he cleared his throat
then looked around at the group.
“So, let’s start over from the beginning and go over all the details, I would like to know exactly
what it is we’re dealing with and how this all got started,” he stated.
“Can I ask a question first?” Render asked raising his hand. Fang Fang glanced to him and
nodded, with the battlemage then looking over to Ceal with a sharp glare.
“Why the hell did you throw me through the window like that?” he yelled out, with Apoch
sitting next to him with a stern expression at the catalyst mage. Ceal continued to look at Fang Fang with
a bored eye from across the table while his reptilian hand drummed its fingers leisurely on the table,
with Falla sitting next to him on one side and Complica on the other.
“I’m just going to guess here that it was because you couldn’t keep quiet,” Leon said flatly while
sitting next to Render, with Astreal next to him nodding in agreement.
“I didn’t say anything, I was merely implying with a gesture that Ceal’s whipped by-” Render
started before Leon clamped his hand around his mouth. Ceal glanced over to the mage with a raised
eyebrow while Falla looked at Ceal with a curious smile.
“Do you have a death wish or something?” Kurumu asked shaking her head, with Rason next to
her watching Render with a raised eyebrow. Leon sighed with annoyance as he let his friend go then
looked to Fang Fang.
“So, where do we begin with this?” he asked.

“Start from the beginning, what happened after I left the academy?” Luna asked, sitting next to
Complica with Hex on her other side. The reality bender was toiling his dice around in one hand casually,
not seeming to be paying attention to the group at all. Luna looked around at the group then to Ruby
who was sitting across from her, the witch seated next to Razico and Sun. Ruby glanced to Ran as the girl
was sitting next to her fellow siren while looking down at the table with worried eyes, still distraught
about Rin’s whereabouts.
“The day you left Luna we received three new students, Ran and her sisters,” Ruby started, with
the group then listening to how the sirens tried to steal away all the male students and faculty members
for the dark king’s army. After the details were gone over Razico nodded then looked to Render and
Leon.
“During that time I was away from the academy, on assignment from the headmaster of the
school to find and retrieve Pandora’s Box so it could be locked away forever. That’s when I met them,
and followed them back to the human world to get their keys,” he said, with the hunters then explaining
what they were all after the box for and why. Once that was covered Ran sighed and closed her eyes.
“Ruby and her friends freed my sisters and I from our enslavement, so we stayed at the
academy for mutual protection from our old master. During that time we made the connection that
Luna and Falla were the last of their race, and also very powerful monsters with their unique magic. We
realized that they would have been targeted to be…” she said, and then glanced to Complica, the young
chronofly watching her with worried eyes. After a pause the siren continued.
“To be taken away, for their magic. We came to the human world to find Falla and bring her
back, but we were too late,” she said looking to Falla. The chronofly nodded then looked down.
“This dark king, he sent three monsters after me. And not just ordinary ones, ones we’ve killed
before in the past. There was myself, the original me from this timeline who was nothing but a wretched
curse in this world, and two witches, ones Apoch and Astreal killed before during the fight against
Alucard,” she said. Fang Fang raised his hand, with Falla looking to him and nodding. The boy stared at
her for a moment then showed a puzzled expression.
“Could you clarify that a bit more?” he asked. Falla explained how she came to be in this world,
how with Luna’s time jump she was able to come into this timeline from her doomed one, and also stop
the original Falla from killing everybody by cracking her skull open with a rock. Fang Fang nodded slowly
then looked down while scratching his head.
“Well, I wouldn’t have guessed,” he said simply.
“Hold on, you mean this bastard in the darkness was the one who stole Jovian and Jacqueline’s
souls from hell?” Felucia demanded while slamming her fists down on the table, the doll demon sitting
next to Mizore and Apoch. The raven haired witch glanced to her and nodded.
“Yes, those two came to the human world with the evil side of Ms. Falla, but they were
dispatched for good by our boyfriends,” she stated before looking to Render with a smile, the boy

shrugging with a modest grin while Leon nodded in agreement as Astreal smiled at him. Felucia looked
to them with wide eyes then growled furiously.
“What? Those bitches were mine to kill! Dammit, I wasn’t done torturing them down in hell,
they had a lot more coming their way after all they did to me!” she yelled out as she stood up while
glaring at the two boys. Render and Leon watched her worriedly as Apoch quickly formed a barrier
between herself and Felucia while Astreal raised her hand towards the demon and forming a red glow in
her wrist from her magical charge.
“Felucia, sit down,” Dark said simply, being seated between Mizore and Arial. Felucia paused for
a moment then sat down while growling to herself. Render smiled nervously and held his hands up
defensively.
“C’mon, they were killing humans and even using Apoch and Astreal as slaves, we had every
right to kill them,” he reasoned.
“Damn straight we did, my whole school was thrown into chaos because of them, they had it
coming,” Kyouko added with annoyance, the human girl still dressed in her nurse’s apparel while sitting
next to Fang Fang and Arial. Apoch and Astreal lowered their magic while Fang Fang glanced to Felucia.
“Excuse me, but, how did you die Felucia? I thought it was impossible for you to ever be silenced
for good. You’re a doll demon, we couldn’t even keep you quiet before by blowing your head off with a
shotgun when you refused to calm down,” he asked. Felucia sighed and nodded.
“My artifact was destroyed the day of Alucard,” she said simply, then glanced to Mizore with a
slight smile.
“But I didn’t die in vain,” she said softly. Mizore nodded slowly while Arial watched them with a
raised eyebrow.
“She gave her life to save mine, something I’ll never forget,” Mizore said gratefully. Dark smiled
at Mizore while Arial growled to herself. Fang Fang nodded then showed a sympathetic smile.
“I’m sorry to hear that Felucia, I wasn’t expecting to meet you again under these
circumstances,” he said kindly. Felucia shrugged while looking up, resting her arms behind her head
casually.
“It was worth it, the others killed Hokuto and Alucard, and I got to spend some more time with
Jovian and Jacqueline down below,” she said with a dark chuckle at the end.
“I hope you made them pay for what they did to all of us,” Yukari said with anger, she and
Ahakon being seated next to Ran with the mage beside the siren. Felucia nodded and looked to her with
a cool smile.

“I made those bitches scream in horror; it was heaven for me Yukari. I would have been content
knowing I could torture them for all time, making them scream for me like that every day,” she said with
a laugh, then looked down with a serious expression.
“But then one day they were gone, just gone. The Lord of Hell said a few souls had been taken
from his realm somehow when I asked him what was up. I was so pissed, those two were mine to
torment forever, and they were just taken away. There wasn’t anything else in hell I really wanted to do,
so I asked him if I could move upstairs to heaven, at least then I’d see my friends when they crossed
over. He made a deal with me; he gave me this soul band to move into the mortal realm, and told me
that Luna was captured by a monster in the dark world. If I were to rescue her and stop this bastard
from harnessing her magic, I would be allowed into heaven. I didn’t even have to think twice about it,
heaven or not I wouldn’t have waited a second to get in there after her,” she said before looking to
Luna. The chronofly smiled softly at her friend as the group turned to her.
“Thank you for at least coming after me Felucia,” Luna said kindly.
“But she wasn’t really there anymore, was she?” Gin inquired with a raised eyebrow, himself
and Kokoa sitting together with Kou resting on his mistress’s shoulder and next to Yukari while all eyes
watched Luna and Hex. Luna shook her head then looked to Hex, the boy still watching his dice rolling
around in his hand with a casual eye.
“Luna, what happened to you?” Rason asked worriedly. Gabriel watched the chronofly with
remorseful eyes while sitting next to Rason and Falla, almost afraid to hear the details about her
capture. Luna looked down while breathing out slowly; closing her eyes as she remembered everything
she went through.
“I went into the rift in heaven, to find out where it led to and who opened it. When I arrived in
that world… I found nothing but darkness and monsters waiting there. But, I couldn’t use my magic, I
couldn’t flee. Wherever that place was, my monster energy didn’t work there; I couldn’t shift into time
or anything. I was captured, dragged away and thrown into a cell inside a dark palace in a mountain.
They chained me down, kept me in the darkness, and…” she said before stopping and trying to calm
herself. Complica hugged her worriedly while Falla showed a pained expression, knowing what had
happened to her sister. After a moment Luna shook her head and continued.
“And was treated very badly by those there with me, it was horrible. But then, before that evil
king would have gotten what he wanted from me…” she continued, with the group minus Complica,
Arial, and Hex showing great concern from that. Luna looked to Hex with a relieved smile.
“He saved me. Hex came and took me out of that place, stopped his father from getting what he
wanted from me, and hid me away in the human world. He took me to a human city and we stayed in a
luxurious hotel, and he cared for me so well. He treated me like a real queen,” she said softly. Hex
shrugged and glanced to her.

“Just wanted to make you comfortable Luna,” he reasoned with a wink. Complica hugged her
sister tightly then looked to Hex.
“Thank you so much for saving her,” she said softly. Arial looked at Hex worriedly then to Sun.
“Is that why that dark king wants Sun too?” she asked. Sun jumped then looked to Hex with
fearful eyes, envisioning a scenario where she was chained down inside a dungeon and raped by
monsters with a ball gag in her mouth. Ruby shook her head and glanced to Sun.
“No Arial, he wants Sun for something else, for her voice,” she explained.
“Her voice?” Fang Fang asked. Ruby nodded then looked down with concern.
“We figured out why this evil king wants her, it’s because she’s a powerful siren. But he doesn’t
want her because of her ability to attack with her voice, rather he wants her to charm all manner of
warriors and monsters, male and female alike, into joining his army,” she said, with Sun looking down
with worried eyes from that.
“Ren, Ran, and Rin charmed many monsters into being controlled by this guy, but with Sun she
could singlehandedly lead his entire army, with a charm so powerful that not even Ran or her sisters
could likely undo,” Yukari added.
“She’ll be the only siren he’ll ever need, he could turn anyone over to his side forever,” Kurumu
said looking to Sun. Luna looked at the siren with concern then to Falla.
“Sounds like we’re all on his target list then,” she reasoned.
“You and I for our magic, and her for her voice,” Falla said looking to Sun. Fang Fang nodded
then looked to Arial.
“And, how exactly do you two little ones fit in with all this? Why are you both down here?” he
asked. Arial looked to Dark and smiled softly.
“I came down here to find Dark of course; I just couldn’t wait to see him again. I overheard some
angels talking in the palace up in heaven about the rift, and how it led to the human world. If it really
was a way to come down to see him I wasn’t going to pass it up, I just couldn’t,” she said, then showed a
worried expression and looked down.
“But… everything fell apart. I went into the rift, and ended up in that dark world. I couldn’t fight;
I couldn’t use my monster energy at all, so I ran. I ran down into the clouds and ended up in the human
world. That’s when I found Sun, she saved me. But then the monsters kept coming, not for me but for
her,” she said looking to Sun, the siren nodding slowly with concern. Arial looked to Dark and continued.
“We were planning on coming to Yokai Academy, but then we heard that Dark and his friends
were going to be executed by the humans. They were being blamed for a monster attack they didn’t do
and were going to die that very night. So we went to go free them, and on the way we found Complica,”

she said looking to Complica, the group then turning to the young chronofly who nodded with a
troubled expression. She looked to Luna and shook her head.
“I’m sorry I was so worried about you and then Arial went missing and I just couldn’t sit around
and wait any longer so I went into that scary rift but then I got scared there were so many monsters and
they were trying to kill me so I ran away and I couldn’t go back up into heaven but I made it to the
human world but then I was trapped there and I didn’t know what else to do but then I found Arial and-”
she said franticly before she dropped down from her chair with a thump, the group watching as Luna
and Falla quickly stood up and saw their little sister on the ground gasping for air.
“Breathe Complica, breathe!” Luna said urgently as she kneeled down next to her younger
sister. Falla held a hand to her head with a tired sigh.
“Complica, how many times do we have to tell you, use small sentences,” she said shaking her
head.
“Is she going to be ok?” Kyouko asked. Falla nodded and sat back down while Luna slowly
helped Complica back onto her seat.
“She’ll be fine Kyouko, she used to pass out every day doing that,” Falla said simply.
“Every day?” Yukari asked with wide eyes.
“Once she starts going she just can’t seem to stop herself,” Falla said with a shrug. Complica
took a few deep breaths then looked to Luna with a weak smile.
“Sorry,” she said softly.
“It’s ok Complica, I’ve never judged you for how you are,” Luna said gently with a kind smile.
Complica smiled and looked down as Luna took her seat again. Sun nodded with a kind smile at
Complica then wrote down something on her sketchpad, then showed it to the group.
And that’s when we arrived at the HDA center, and met all of you.
Luna looked at the girl curiously then pointed to the pad.
“Why did she write that?” she asked.
“She doesn’t want to use her voice near us Luna, it’s too dangerous. She uses her sketchpad to
communicate with those around her for their own safety,” Gin explained. Luna looked at the siren with
wonder then smiled softly.
“I see. Thank you for finding my sister and watching over her and Arial,” she said kindly. Sun
nodded then wrote down something else to show her.
I’m glad you’re ok too; we were worried about what had happened to you. Complica was very
broken up about your disappearance; it’s nice to see she’s with her sisters again.

Luna looked to Complica then held her, with the young chronofly holding onto her tightly.
“I’m just glad she’s ok, I don’t know what I would have done if anything had happened to her,”
Luna said gratefully, then shot Gabriel a glare, the angel feeling his heart aching more as he showed a
worried expression. Luna looked away with closed eyes while holding her sister, with Gabriel looking
down with despair from the girl’s anger towards him. Fang Fang nodded then looked around at the
group.
“So, that’s how I came to be saved, two rescuing parties converging to save their friends. Seems
it was fate that brought us all together on that night,” he said with a curious smile. Ruby nodded and
looked down with regret.
“Well, we were hoping to be the saviors; however our rescue came to a swift end when the
gateways into the monster world were closed. We all became trapped here and hunted down by the
humans as criminals, not quite how we planned on our mission going,” she informed remorsefully. Fang
Fang nodded with a weak smile.
“Oh yes, I remember that part very well. I don’t believe I would have survived such an escape
without all of you helping me. At least I was able to provide all of you a safe refuge to recover from your
ordeal in return,” he said with a small shrug. Kyouko looked around at the group with a curious
expression.
“We saw on the news there was a monster breakout that night from the academy, but we lost
the reception when the gateways were closed. We were worried whether you guys made it or not,” she
said with concern. Luna looked to her curiously and shook her head.
“What were you doing at the academy anyway Kyouko?” she asked. Kyouko and Falla explained
what happened to Apoch and Astreal, how the sisters were shot the day of the school attack by the HDA
and how they all escaped to Yokai Academy to give them new hearts with Ceal’s magic. After the tale
was told Kyouko just shrugged.
“And so I decided to stay there and keep an eye on Falla, I mean in all honesty I felt like I was on
your side more than the humans’, I belonged there during all this,” she reasoned. Luna looked at her
with wonder then to Ceal, the boy still showing a dull expression while his reptilian hand rested on the
table. Falla smiled softly at her boyfriend then looked down.
“He saved their lives and my own that day. When we got to Yokai Academy that’s when Gabriel
found us, and told us about Arial and how she came to the human world. The plan was for the others to
go after our friends and save them from execution while I waited at the academy with Rin and Kyouko,
then find and take Arial back to heaven, and then come back to the academy where we would all go
after Pandora’s Box together and use the wish to go rescue Luna,” she said with remorse. She blinked
then jumped with a gasp.
“Oh no!” she cried out. The group looked to her as showed a fearful expression while holding
her head.

“Falla? What’s wrong?” Luna asked. Falla closed her eyes and cringed slightly.
“Ceal?” she said worriedly. The boy was watching her with a curious eye as she slowly looked to
him.
“Promise you won’t be mad at me,” she said nervously.
“Mad about what?” he asked. Falla paused then slowly reached into her pocket, taking out three
keys and setting them down on the table. The group looked to seeing three unique golden keys, one
being straight with a green gemstone in the shape of an eye, one being angular with blue crescent moon
gemstone at the end, and the third being straight with a red star gemstone on the end.
“Wow, are those the keys to Pandora’s Box?” Ahakon asked with wonder.
“Um, where’s the fourth key?” Render asked carefully. The group looked to Falla as she gulped
and turned to Ran.
“With Rin,” she said nervously.
“What? My sister has the key?” Ran asked.
“Why does she have it, I thought you were holding onto all of them,” Leon asked. Falla looked
down at the three keys with despair and shook her head.
“I didn’t want to hang onto all of them at once, when I had all four keys together… Pandora
appeared with me,” she said shakily.
“Pandora? You saw her?” Kurumu asked. Falla nodded then looked to Ceal.
“She talked to me Ceal, like some sort of ghost or something. She scared the hell out me, more
so than Alucard did. Just hearing her voice and looking into her eyes… it gave me the creeps,” she said
nervously. Ceal looked at the keys carefully then glanced to her.
“Odd, she never talked to me when I collected the keys in the past,” he pointed out.
“That’s because there was no need to,” Hex chimed in, the group then looking to him as he
rolled his dice casually on the table out of boredom.
“You’ve opened it before right? You didn’t need to be persuaded into coming after her box, she
already knew you would be going straight to her since you knew how her wishes worked. With your
girlfriend however Pandora didn’t know her or if she would be going to the box, so she wanted to give
her a little push in the right direction,” he explained. He smirked then glanced to Ceal.
“Besides, my sister doesn’t seem to like you too much, I doubt she wanted to see you anyway,”
he reasoned.
“Sister? Pandora’s your sister?” Falla exclaimed with a jump. Luna looked to her and nodded.

“Yes, Hex and Pandora are siblings. Their father is the one in the dark world, the one who’s after
us,” she explained. Falla looked at her with shock then to Hex.
“What? Your father is the one behind all this, the one who started this whole mess? What are
you doing here then, why did you help Luna?” she demanded with anger. Hex smirked and looked to
her.
“I rescued Luna because I needed her help. The reason I’m in your world is not because I wish to
help my father in the least, but rather because I wish to free my sister from her prison,” he explained.
Falla looked at him with puzzlement.
“What are you talking about?” she asked. Luna explained the situation, how Hex wanted to take
Pandora far away from this world and out of reach of their father before his armies destroyed
everything, how Pandora was locked inside of her box by her father because she wouldn’t let him use
any of her monsters in his wars, and how even with Hex’s power and her own magic they couldn’t free
Pandora from within her box.
“You were inside her box? You saw Pandora?” Falla asked with wonder. Luna nodded with a
worried expression.
“Yes, I was, I tried to help free her as a way of thanking Hex for him saving me from his father.
But I can’t get her out of her prison; our magic is greatly suppressed inside her box. I need your help
Falla, maybe with both of us-”
“Wait, help? Who said I was going to help free her?” Falla interrupted while shaking her head.
“But why not, Hex is going to take her away from this world, she won’t be running free with her
monsters or doing any harm to anyone ever again,” Luna reasoned. Falla crossed her arms with a stern
expression.
“First off, that bitch is pure evil, I saw her myself too and like hell I’m doing her any favors.
Secondly, she took Ceal’s hand when she twisted his wish around; she’s not getting any sympathy from
me. Third, if she’s gone then so is her box and the wish, and Ceal needs that to go after his dragon,”
Falla argued.
“Dragon?” Luna asked, looking to Ceal with confusion. Falla nodded with a firm expression.
“Ceal’s a dragon slayer, he needs that wish to find Fafnir, a dragon that’s cursed now because of
Pandora twisting his last wish around. His whole family has been trying to kill that thing and now he’s
the only one who can because of the curse, and the only way anyone can find it is with Pandora’s Box.
Ceal’s been chasing after that dragon for so long, he’s lost so much in his efforts to slay it; I won’t let him
lose his chance to kill that damned thing. Pandora’s not going anywhere until she takes Ceal to Fafnir so
he can slay it once and for all,” she explained. Complica nodded in agreement.

“She’s right sister, he’s done so much for us, we can’t take away his only way of finishing his
quest,” she pleaded. Luna looked at them with disbelief then to Ceal as he was watching her with a cold
expression.
“She’s not going anywhere until I get my wish granted. Once Fafnir is dead then Pandora and her
box can leave this world for all I care,” he stated.
“We’re opening that box too, we’ve put our sweat and blood into finding that thing, the right to
claiming it is ours,” Render added.
“The wish isn’t important to Render and I, however the prospect of finding and opening it is. We
have our own legacies to complete, we’re not backing out of this for anything,” Leon said with a nod.
Astreal glanced to him then to Render.
“Well, you have a legacy to complete, Mr. Render only wants to fight monsters and find
treasure,” she said dully.
“He’s a treasure hunter, that’s what they do,” Apoch shot back.
“At least Leon has a noble purpose to finding the box, letting his deceased love rest in peace is
far more touching than filling one’s pockets with gold,” Astreal quipped with a sneer.
“Render has every right to that gold; he’s the one who does all the real fighting! And he’s
helping Mr. Leon with his quest too; he’s not heartless like you make him out to be!” Apoch shouted
back at her. The two sisters tried to charge each other before Render and Leon held them back, the girls
clawing towards one another while the group watched them curiously.
“I thought those two never fought,” Felucia said scratching her head.
“That was before they got boyfriends,” Mizore said simply.
Luna watched the witch sisters yell and claw towards each other then looked to Falla again with
concern.
“Please Falla, I promised Hex that I would help free his sister, I owe him for all that he’s done for
me,” she pleaded.
“No way, I promised Ceal that he would have that dragon’s head on a silver platter and I’m not
going back on my word. The box, the wish, and that dragon are all Ceal’s, end of story,” Falla argued
while crossing her arms. Luna looked at Ceal then to Falla again while shaking her head.
“Please, help me Falla, I can’t do this alone. Hex can grant wishes too, he’s a reality bender just
like Pandora is, he could help Ceal get his dragon instead,” she reasoned. Falla raised an eyebrow to that
then looked to Hex, the boy smiling casually while watching her.
“He can?” she asked.

“Hold on Falla, Hex doesn’t grant wishes the same way as Pandora does,” Razico warned.
“His dealings are all based on luck, not fighting skill,” Gin warned. Falla looked at Hex carefully
while the boy merely shrugged.
“If it’s a dragon your boyfriend seeks that can easily be arranged, so long as you win my game,”
he reasoned.
“Game?” she asked cautiously.
“A game of dice Falla. If you win your wish is granted, if you lose then Hex claims a reward of his
choice. You both gamble something in a game of chance,” Ruby warned.
“He uses dice to determine what his magic does?” Falla asked skeptically.
“We know, that’s just insanely dangerous, not what we expected either,” Render said with a
shrug.
“He likes to gamble Falla, it’s how he chooses what wish will be granted. If Ceal really wants to
find his dragon so badly he can do so right now, all he has to do is win Hex’s game of dice,” Luna
reasoned. Ceal shook his head with a slight glare at the reality bender.
“I’m not taking any chances on this, I’ve beaten Pandora’s monsters before and I can do it again,
I’m not wasting all that I’ve gone through on a game of chance with you,” he said coldly. Hex nodded
then glanced to the keys on the table.
“Well, that is your choice, I cannot force anyone to play my game after all, however you seem to
be short one key to Pandora’s Box, not to mention she’s in the monster realm and you’re out here. How
do you plan on opening her box now?” he asked. Ceal glanced to the keys while Falla looked to him with
worried eyes.
“I’m sorry Ceal, I didn’t know that Rin would go crazy like that, I didn’t mean to lose the key,”
she said sadly.
“It’s fine Falla, we at least know who has the key,” Ceal said calmly.
“But we don’t know where Rin is, or how to get to her now,” Ruby said worriedly.
“Can’t Hex just take us to her? He took you guys to Yokai Academy and back again, can’t he just
find her for us?” Ran asked hopefully. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
“My dear girl, I’m not an all-powerful god, I can’t do such a thing just like that for you. I may be
able to travel from world to world at my leisure; however that doesn’t mean I know where everyone is
in every world at any given time. I was able to travel to Yokai Academy because I’ve been there before, I
know where it is. I have no clue whatsoever where that siren has flown off to, your guess would be as
good as mine as to where she went,” he explained with an amused smile at the siren. Ran looked at him
with worried eyes then down, hoping her sister was at least ok after her triggered frenzy.

“We need to find her, she has the last key to Pandora’s Box,” Falla said with concern.
“I hope that’s not the only reason you’re worried about my sister, just for your stupid key,” Ran
shot back at the girl with a glare. Falla jumped then shook her head nervously at the girl.
“Of course not, I’m worried about her too, really,” she defended quickly. Luna looked at Falla
with exasperation then leaned back in her chair with a sigh.
“Falla, I’m asking you nicely, please help me,” she said again.
“And I’m telling you nicely, no freaking way. Pandora’s Box belongs to Ceal and so does the wish,
I’m not going to go back on my promise to him,” Falla argued.
“I promised Hex to free his sister and that’s what I’m going to do, I’m not dropping this,” Luna
shot back.
“Go ahead and try then, she’s not going anywhere until Ceal kills his dragon,” Falla snapped with
a dull glare at her. Luna growled at the girl while Complica looked between them worriedly.
“Um, please don’t fight you two, not again,” she said softly. Dark glanced from one chronofly to
the other then shook his head.
“Since neither of you are fulfilling your promises anytime soon, let’s just put that argument
aside and move on for now. We still have the matter of Arial, Complica, and Felucia getting back into
heaven, something we need to take care of as soon as possible,” he mentioned. Rason looked to Hex
carefully as all eyes turned to the reality bender.
“Hex, is it possible to wish for a gateway into the heavenly realm, so that our friends here can
travel back there on their own?” Rason asked. Hex glanced to him then up in thought while having a
calm smile on his face.
“A gateway into the heavenly realm, hmm, yes that could be done,” he said with a nod. Arial
and Felucia’s eyes brightened as Complica looked at the reality bender with wonder.
“It can be? Really?” Felucia asked eagerly. Hex nodded then looked to her with a casual smile.
“Yes, such a thing is within my power. I can’t directly take you into that realm, but opening a
gateway for you is something within my limits,” he reasoned.
“We can really go back? Yay! We can go back home again!” Arial cheered out.
“Hold on, again, remember how his wishes work, he likes to gamble for something of value as
well,” Kurumu warned.
“Yeah, if we were to gamble for that, what would you wager for in return?” Yukari asked
carefully. Hex looked at her with a curious smile then to Arial, then to Felucia, then to Complica.

“Hmm, three wayward souls, not sure what I could really gain from them, and asking for a
gateway such as that would be quite a big order,” he mused while looking down in thought.
“Can’t you just do it for us? Or for Luna, her little sister needs to get back into heaven, this is
really important,” Rason pleaded. Hex chuckled and looked to him with an amused smile.
“Let me make something clear to you, I don’t use my power for charity cases, ever. If somebody
wants a wish from me, no matter whom they may be or what the wish is, then they have to be prepared
to wager something in return. Whether it’s with Luna’s sister or Luna herself, the game is the same for
everybody, I don’t do free wishes for anyone under any circumstances,” he said while toiling his dice
around in his hand.
“I thought you were on our side in this,” Kyouko said shaking her head. Hex slammed his dice
down on the table, the sound echoing out to a deafening thunderclap that got everyone’s attention
instantly. Hex slowly glanced around the table with everybody watching him carefully.
“The only side I am on is my own, the only goal I have is saving my sister, not saving your world.
Do not mistake me helping you so far as a token of friendship. I have agreed to help Luna in return for
her assistance with freeing my sister, and yes I did agree to watch over her while in this world, however
she is the only one that I will be concerned with keeping alive, the rest of you are on your own. Do I
make myself clear?” he stated, his words seeming to pierce everyone’s ears directly. Luna closed her
eyes for a moment then looked to him with a gentle gaze.
“Crystal,” she said softly. The group looked to her as she turned to everybody while shaking her
head.
“Hex is an outsider in this war; this is not his fight or his sister’s. We can’t ask them to fight with
us, nor expect them to bend reality for us just for our benefit. It was by good fortune that he saved me,
and by luck alone that the games I won with his dice helped you all today, not to mention he went out of
his way to bring Falla and Kyouko here from the monster world when they were in trouble, something
he didn’t have to do at all. If we want him to change reality for us, we need to be fair and play by his
rules,” she reasoned.
“But Luna, without Pandora’s Box he’s our only way we can get these three into heaven again.
Your own sister could be wiped from existence down here if she doesn’t get back up into the heavenly
realm again soon,” Ruby pointed out with concern. Luna nodded then looked to Hex.
“What is it you would wager against those three being given their gateway back into heaven?”
she asked. Hex looked up in thought as all eyes turned to him. After a while he looked back to her with a
shrug.
“If three souls are what you wish to gamble for then three rewards are what I would seek in
return,” he said with a knowing smile. Luna nodded slowly then looked down.

“And what would those rewards be?” she asked, although she was pretty sure she knew the
answer already. Hex eyed her over curiously then looked up. After a moment he pointed to Kurumu.
“You-” he said, and then pointed to Mizore.
“And you-” he continued, and then pointed to Kokoa.
“And you, if you wish to grant these three souls a way into heaven then your hearts are your
wagers,” he said coolly. The girls gasped as Luna closed her eyes and cringed slightly.
“What?” Kurumu said holding a hand over her heart.
“No, anything but that,” Mizore said shaking her head.
“You can’t be serious,” Kokoa said holding both hands over her heart.
“Wait, what is he talking about?” Falla asked cautiously. Luna glanced to her then looked to Hex
with worried eyes.
“He likes to gamble for a fair woman’s heart Falla, it’s something he has an interest in doing. If
they lose the game their hearts and love will belong to Hex, unquestionably and forever,” she explained
with remorse. Falla looked at Hex with shock while the group looked at the three girls in question with
concern.
“What, are you serious?” Falla asked with disbelief.
“Don’t do it, you could lose your loved ones on the very first roll,” Yukari pleaded while shaking
her head while quickly grabbing hold of Ahakon’s hand fearfully.
“Are you kidding me, of course I’m not doing that, how could he even ask of such a thing in a
situation like this?” Kurumu cried out while looking at Hex with disbelief and anger.
“I thought you liked Luna, why are you trying to steal our hearts away?” Mizore asked while
backing up into her seat. Hex chuckled and looked at her amusedly.
“Luna is indeed a special treasure, I’d say her heart is worth more than you three combined to
be honest,” he said, with Luna looking at him with timid eyes as her heart fluttered from his
compliment. Hex glanced around at the three chosen girls then shrugged.
“However, for such a big wish you need to be willing to gamble big as well,” he reasoned.
“But why us?” Kokoa asked.
“Well, to be honest I chose you three because I know you three already, and I wouldn’t mind
trying for your hearts a second time. However, I suppose if three others wish to volunteer I wouldn’t be
opposed,” Hex said with a shrug. The group looked to the girls then to each other.

“Well, are you going to try to help me or not?” Arial asked Mizore expectantly. Mizore looked at
her like she was crazy.
“Are you crazy, I’m not playing that game with those stakes. If we lose I’ll lose my heart to Hex
forever,” she said shaking her head.
“I’m fine with that,” Arial said simply.
“I’m not doing it!” Mizore shouted out.
“It’s to get me and the one who sacrificed herself to save your life back into heaven where we
belong, are you saying you don’t want to help us at all with that?” Arial demanded sternly. Mizore
looked at her with a stunned expression while Felucia shook her head and held her hands up
defensively.
“Wait, I don’t want Mizore doing that either, that’s too risky even for us,” she said worriedly.
Arial glanced to her with a raised eyebrow while Mizore clung to Dark’s arm. The demon looked to her
then to Arial, the snow angel giving him an innocent expression while shaking her head slowly.
“Dark, I told you she’s not fit to be your wife, she won’t even try to help me go back to heaven,
she’s so inconsiderate,” she said softly. Mizore held in her growl as she strained not to lash out at the
snow angel, getting ready to charge the girl before Dark rested a hand on her shoulder to calm her
down, the demon then looking to Hex with a slight glare.
“You’re not taking away the hearts of anyone here against their will,” he stated in a
commanding tone. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
“I wouldn’t be taking anything away, they would be offering it of their own free will as their
wagers,” he reasoned.
“I’m not doing that, no way!” Kurumu shouted out.
“Me neither, I want to help them get back to heaven, but that’s not something I’m prepared to
lose at all,” Kokoa said shaking her head.
“Same here, we just can’t risk that,” Apoch and Astreal said while holding their boyfriends’
hands.
“I don’t think anyone here is willing to take that bet Hex, we couldn’t live with the loss,” Ruby
said while holding Razico’s hand.
“Isn’t there anything else we could offer besides their hearts?” Rason asked. Hex chuckled and
looked to him amusedly.
“Those are the terms I’ve offered you, either take them or leave them,” he said plainly.

“We can’t do that, we can’t play with that risk for anyone, please don’t ask us to,” Yukari said
shaking her head.
“I’m not asking you to play, it’s you who wishes to gamble in order to change reality around you,
I’m merely asking of something of great value that I would like to obtain should you lose the game. If
you don’t wish to play then don’t, nobody is forcing you to,” Hex said calmly. The group looked to each
other with concern then to Luna, the chronofly nodding slowly while she was looking down at the table.
“He’s right, he’s not forcing us or twisting our arms, he has every right to ask for anything he
wants if we’re asking to change the world around us how we want it,” she said softly.
“He’s asking to take away the hearts of our friends in a gamble to send our little sister home to
heaven, that’s horrible of him to make those demands,” Falla argued shaking her head. Luna scoffed
then looked to her with a flustered glare.
“If we want to change reality we have to be prepared to pay a price, that’s how his magic works.
He’s not making us do anything; he’s giving us the option to try if we’re willing to gamble something of
value in return. I want Complica to go back to heaven just as much as you do, but we have no right to
expect Hex to do something as great as that for nothing,” she snapped. Falla looked at her with disbelief
then to the others who were watching Luna and Hex with concern.
“If that’s the gamble we have to take… then I’m sorry, but I just can’t do that,” Kurumu said
shaking her head.
“As much as I would want to send Arial home, and believe me I do, I can’t make that wager,”
Mizore said holding onto Dark’s hand tightly.
“It’s too risky, I just can’t,” Kokoa said looking to Gin. Ruby looked to Arial then to Complica with
remorse.
“We’re sorry, we truly do wish to help you two, but we just can’t risk losing what we have with
our loved ones,” she said softly. Complica shook her head with a worried expression.
“I’m not mad at you, I don’t want any of you to take such a risk with those you love either,” she
said.
“But then… how are we going to get back home?” Arial asked worriedly. Fang Fang leaned back
in his chair and looked up.
“It appears Hex’s game of chance is too risky for any of us to take, we won’t be making any
reality altering wishes with him,” he reasoned.
“Then that just leaves Pandora’s Box as the only other way to get that gateway into heaven for
them,” Razico concluded while looking at the keys on the table with a serious expression. Complica
shook her head again.

“No, Ceal needs that wish to find his dragon, you can’t take that away from him,” she said
urgently.
“Complica, it’s the only other way to wish for something that’s impossible in this world,”
Kurumu said with concern.
“No no no no! You can’t take his dragon away from him!” Complica cried out. Falla looked at her
with concern then down with closed eyes. She seemed to struggle with her thoughts as she held a hand
to her head, her eyes then darting around quickly as she contemplated their options.
“We… we can’t… Ceal can’t…” she said hesitantly.
“Yes I can,” Ceal said simply. The group looked to him as Complica whimpered with worried
eyes.
“No, you can’t big brother, you need that wish, it’s the only way you can find your dragon,” she
said shaking her head.
“Ceal…” Falla said softly. Ceal looked to her with a solemn gaze.
“You shouldn’t even have to think twice about it Falla, I didn’t,” he said calmly.
“But… I promised… I promised I would help you get your wish. And what about Fafnir, it’s your
lifelong quest to slay him,” Falla said worriedly.
“I was already prepared to wait until the next time with the wish to seek my dragon in order to
save your sister, merely changing which sister it is we’re saving doesn’t change my decision,” Ceal said
shaking his head.
“But Ceal, there may not be a next time with the wish, this might be your last chance to use the
box to find your dragon,” Falla said with remorse. Ceal looked to Complica as the chronofly rushed over
and hugged him while shaking her head.
“Please don’t do this, you deserve that dragon after all you’ve done for us, please don’t waste
your wish on me,” she pleaded. Ceal gently lifted her gaze up to him by the chin.
“I’m not wasting it. Family is the most important thing in the world Complica; it’s the reason
why I’m hunting that dragon after all. I will not let this chance to save Falla’s sister slip by, it may be the
only chance we get,” he said.
“But you can’t give up your dragon,” Complica said softly. Ceal smirked and chuckled lightly.
“I’m not giving Fafnir up, that thought never crossed my mind. Pandora’s not going anywhere,
we’ll use the first wish to send you home, and then I’m finding her box again and finishing my quest. I
can wait a little longer for my dragon, but we cannot wait so long as to save your soul,” he reasoned.
Complica hugged him tightly as he looked to Falla.

“Falla, you promised to help me, and I know you’re going to keep that promise. But your sister
needs that wish now more than anything, there’s nothing to think about, you know this is what has to
be done,” he said, with Falla smiling at him with loving eyes.
“Ceal… thank you, you’re too good to be true,” she said softly.
“Just remember Falla,” he said as he looked down to Complica, the young girl looking up at him
with pleading eyes. Falla nodded and wiped her tears away.
“I know, I owe you a dragon Ceal. And I’ll make sure you get it, with everything I have. Fafnir’s
head will be yours, I promise,” she said assuredly. She calmed herself then looked to Hex with a daring
smile.
“Sorry, but your sister isn’t going anywhere, we still have some wishes to make,” she declared.
Hex chuckled amusedly and raised an eyebrow at her.
“Well, I won’t stop you from opening her box, after all in doing so you could be actually freeing
her from her imprisonment. By all means, please open it as many times as you can,” he reasoned.
“Ceal won’t fall to her, he’s beaten your sister’s monsters before and he can do it again,” Falla
shot back.
“We’re not going to lose either, we’re opening that box and claiming the treasure and wish,”
Leon stated, with Astreal nodding smugly at Hex.
“Let’s see here, claiming the right to finding Pandora’s Box, helping send three innocent souls to
heaven, and smearing your sister’s pets all over the floor; I don’t think you could make it more enticing
for us if you tried,” Render dared while holding his arms behind his head with a challenging smile, with
Apoch smiling coolly at Hex as well.
“I’m going to wipe your sister’s monsters out before they can even blink, those wishes are ours,”
Falla said confidently. Apoch and Astreal looked at her worriedly then shook their heads.
“But I was going to be the fourth member for the box, you don’t have to participate anymore
Ms. Falla,” they both said in unison, then looking to each other with annoyance.
“What? No, I was going to be the fourth member, not you!” they both argued in unison. Again
they tried to charge each other before Render and Leon held them back, with the group watching the
sisters claw and yell at each other, also in perfect sync.
“Really? Nobody else found any of that to be creepy?” Rason asked looking around, again not
getting a reaction out of anyone. He showed a bewildered expression then looked back to the witch
sisters as they kept trying to claw at each other with Render and Leon struggling to hold them back. Falla
watched them fight with a puzzled expression then shook her head.

“No thanks you two, I’m staying by Ceal’s side in this just like I said I would from the start. I’m
going to be the fourth fighter with them,” she said firmly. Apoch and Astreal stopped and looked to her
with concern then down as they slowly sat back down in their seats.
“Looks like we have more of a reason to open the box now, it’s our ticket to sending these three
back to heaven,” Fang Fang said in agreement.
“It seems we have no choice,” Razico said looking down in thought. Falla nodded then looked to
seeing Luna watching her with worried eyes.
“Pandora’s not going anywhere, not until we get our wishes taken care of,” Falla stated while
crossing her arms.
“We don’t have time for all this, Hex’s father is coming soon, and I have to get Pandora out of
her box so he can take his sister away from this war. I promised I would help him save his sister after
everything he’s done for me,” Luna argued. Falla showed discontent and shook her head.
“We’re sending Complica back to heaven to be with our parents, and then Ceal’s going to slay
Fafnir to avenge his family. After that Hex can do whatever he wants with Pandora, I don’t care,” she
scoffed.
“We’ll send our sister back to heaven another way,” Luna implored.
“How? How else can we do that Luna?” Falla demanded. Luna hesitated as she looked down in
thought for a moment then turned to Hex.
“I’ll roll for Complica’s gateway into heaven, I’ll take your gamble,” she begged.
“What?” Falla said with a jump.
“Don’t do it Luna, you could lose your heart to him, it’s too risky,” Yukari said shaking her head.
“Please don’t sister, don’t gamble with your heart with him,” Complica begged. Luna held out
her hand while Hex watched her with a curious smile.
“A gateway to heaven for Complica against my own heart, I’ll do it Hex, give me the dice,” she
said softly. Hex looked at her for a moment then shook his head.
“I’m sorry Luna, but you can’t roll with that wager,” he said simply.
“What? Why not, I’ll wager my heart to you, I don’t care if you win it, really. You can have my
heart, I want you to even, please,” Luna begged desperately.
“You want him to have your heart?” Kurumu asked with wonder. Gabriel looked at Luna with
worried eyes as that feeling in his own heart seemed to ache again from her words.

“I know, and that’s why you can’t wager it,” Hex said holding a hand to Luna’s cheek with a
knowing smile. She took hold of his hand while watching him with worried eyes.
“What do you mean?” she asked. He smirked slightly and raised an eyebrow knowingly at her.
“You can’t offer for me your heart in this game Luna, it seems I already have it,” he reasoned.
Luna looked at him with wonder as he gently closed her hand with his.
“I can’t gamble for something I already own,” he said with a small shrug. Luna looked at him
with timid eyes then down as the group watched her curiously.
“Luna? You really want him to have your heart?” Rason asked. Luna looked to Hex and nodded
slowly.
“I do, I really do,” she said softly.
“Sister? Do you… love him?” Complica asked with wonder. Luna slowly smiled as she looked at
Hex and nodded again.
“I do Complica,” she said softly. Again Gabriel felt the pain in his heart for a moment, the
chronofly’s words seeming to pierce him more strongly than he had thought they would. He looked
down while trying to mask his pained expression.
‘Why… why does this hurt so much? I… I should be happy for her… shouldn’t I?’
“How can you love him, he’s blackmailing us for our hearts in order to save your sister,” Kokoa
said shaking her head. Luna looked to her with a frustrated glare and bared her teeth slightly.
“He’s not blackmailing us, what we’re asking of him is beyond what should be possible in this
world, he can ask of anything he wants in return. For such a big wish there of course would be a high
cost, it’s only fair,” she snapped, then looked back to Hex with pleading eyes.
“I understand you have your rules just as Pandora does, I can’t and won’t condemn you for that.
I can’t ask you to do this for me without a cost; I have no right to ask you of such a thing. Please, what
else could I wager to help save my sister?” she begged.
“I’m sorry Luna, but you have nothing else that I could win from you. The only other thing in this
world I want is for my sister to be free, however my power can’t do that even with a wish being made by
somebody else,” he said with a slightly sympathetic smile. Luna looked down with gentle eyes then to
Complica as the young chronofly was watching her curiously. After a moment Luna nodded then looked
down with closed eyes.
“I understand Hex,” she said softly, then looked to Falla with a stubborn glare.
“Alright, we’ll open the box if that’s the only way, and if you can beat Pandora’s monster then
we’ll wish for a way home for our sister, and if you really must then go ahead and seek out your

boyfriend’s dragon as well. But please, promise me Falla that afterwards you’ll help me with my promise
to Hex, we just have to save his sister too,” she demanded. Falla glanced to Hex then back to Luna again.
“Fine, once we get our problems taken care of then I’ll see if I can help you free Pandora, if it
means she’ll be gone forever then all the better. But until our sister goes home and Fafnir is slain
Pandora stays right where she is,” she said firmly. Luna nodded then looked to Complica with gentle
eyes.
“Then it’s settled, we’re sending you home first Complica. You, Arial, and Felucia,” she said
softly. Complica nodded then hugged her, with Luna holding her close with a gentle smile.
“Um, we still have a problem here in case you’ve forgotten,” Ran called out. The group looked to
her as she held her hands out at her sides expectedly.
“Rin has the fourth key, and she’s somewhere in the monster world. How are we going to find
her and open the box in time, Hex’s father could be starting his war any day now,” she pointed out. The
group looked to the three keys on the table.
“Our only hope of doing any of this lies with getting that key back,” Rason said carefully. Fang
Fang nodded then stood up.
“Then it seems we’re all on the same page now, and know what must be done. Is there anything
else that we need to be aware of?” he asked looking around at everybody. The group looked to him then
to each other.
“We’ve got a war coming with Hex’s father,” Razico said cautiously.
“Coexistence between humans and monsters is hanging by a thread,” Ruby said worriedly.
“Our only way of sending Complica, Arial, and Felucia back to heaven is with Pandora’s Box,”
Ahakon said looking to the keys on the table.
“And Rin has the last key with her,” Yukari added. Falla nodded then glanced to Kyouko.
“Um, there is something else we need to tell you guys. There’s sort of another problem we
have,” she said, with Kyouko looking down with concern from that.
“Another problem? What else is there?” Kurumu asked. Kyouko sighed then looked to Dark.
“Somebody came to Yokai Academy while you were all away, somebody who was looking for
you,” she said, the group turning to her while Dark raised an eyebrow at the girl.
“Who was looking for me?” he asked.

Up in the sky Talon was flying with his metallic looking wings flapping behind him, the hybrid
carrying Rin in his arms bridal style while she watched him with wonder.
“Who are you? Where are you taking me?” she asked softly. Talon kept his eyes ahead of him as
they flew over an abandoned stone village, the dilapidated buildings and worn brick roads having weeds
and plants growing amongst them while there appeared to be no living inhabitants nearby. Rin looked
around with wonder as the boy carried her through the sky then down to the village under them.
“Where is this? Where are we?” she asked. Talon merely glanced around at the village below
while still flying through the air, remaining silent as Rin looked around at the stone buildings. She
blinked then looked back to him with a curious expression.
“Who are you? Where are you taking me?” she asked softly.
“You really did suffer some form of head injury, didn’t you?” he asked glancing to her with a
raised eyebrow.
“I did? When?” she asked. Talon looked at her carefully, the memory of the siren’s destructive
storm coming to mind as he remembered the girl singing a chaotic song while everything around her
was being destroyed. Yet now she seemed so peaceful and utterly clueless to everything around her. He
then flew down towards a courtyard in the abandoned village, landing down next to a dried-up fountain
in the center of the square. Rin watched as he set her down on the edge of the fountain and examined
her head, running his hand gently through her hair as she blushed with a timid expression.
“What are you doing?” she asked.
“I don’t see any bumps or bruises, you seem to be physically fine,” he said simply. Rin glanced
around at seeing nobody nearby then looked back to him.
“Are you going to rape me?” she asked fearfully. Talon blinked then just looked at her with a dull
expression.
“No, I’m not going to rape you,” he said flatly. Rin waited a moment then looked down timidly.
“Are you going to rape me now?” she asked worriedly.
“No, I’m not going to rape you ever,” Talon said shaking his head before looking around the
area. Rin nodded then looked up to him curiously.
“Who are you? Where am I?” she asked before looking around with a curious expression. Talon
sighed and looked up with a tired expression.
‘I can’t leave this girl alone out in the world, she won’t last an hour. Still, she was the one who
annihilated that school, that much was obvious. I need to find out what’s wrong with her and where I
can leave her be in safety, I have other matters to be dealing with.’
Rin stood up and walked off to the side while looking around curiously.

“Where are we? What are we doing here?” she asked. After another step she fell right through
the ground with a scream, with Talon looking back to seeing the stone bricks where she was giving away
and falling down into a tunnel.
“Hey, are you ok?” he called out as he rushed over and looked down. He saw Rin coughing as
dust settled around her, the girl on her rear inside what appeared to be a corridor with steel and sleek
gray plaster on the walls. There were a few flickering neon lights near the ceiling as the tunnel extended
out in both directions under the village.
“What happened? Where… where am I now?” Rin asked looking around while rubbing her head.
Talon hopped down into the tunnel while his wings tucked back behind him, landing next to the girl and
helping her up onto her feet. She watched him with wonder as she held onto his chest while the boy
looked around at both passageways.
“Who are you? Where am I?” she asked softly. Talon glanced to her then started walking down a
corridor with Rin following closely after, the girl afraid to be alone in this unfamiliar place. The lights
above flickered as they passed a few rooms on either side of the hall, some of them being dark while
others were caved in with rocks and debris from above. As they walked past a darkened room a light
flickered inside, briefly illuminating the storeroom which had crates stacked up to the side with golden
twin fox tail insignias set in a loop on all the boxes.
“Where is this place? Where are we going?” Rin asked as she looked around worriedly. Talon
walked along the hallway until he approached a room to his side, stopping and glancing into it as
something caught his eye. He then slowly walked into the room with Rin following behind, the siren
seeing crates set around the room with the fox tails logo on all of them. Talon looked around at the
boxes then towards something that he had noticed, a tall round statue that had a sheet draped over it.
He pulled the sheet down, the cloth sliding off and onto the ground to reveal a large twin tail insignia
monument made of bronze with words etched into dark marble at the base which read ‘For the greater
good of monsters everywhere, for our future which will not be a fantasy’. Talon narrowed his eyes at the
statue while Rin looked at it curiously.
“Wow, what’s that?” she asked.
“Fairy Tale,” Talon said with a cold tone. He slowly looked around at the boxes then walked over
to the hall and peered around the corridors.
“Fairy Tale?” Rin asked while looking at the statue with wonder.
“This is a Fairy Tale storage bunker,” Talon said with narrowed eyes. Rin looked around the
room with curiosity then over to Talon.
“Um, who are you? Where am I?” she asked. Talon grunted quietly then looked back to her, the
girl backing up against the statue with worried eyes.

“Why are you looking at me like that? Are you going to rape me?” she asked fearfully. Talon
walked back and took hold of her hand, leading her out of the room and down the hall while she
struggled in his grip.
“Wait, please don’t be too rough with me, it’s my first time… I think,” she said before looking
down in puzzlement. Talon shook his head as he walked the siren down the hall, ignoring her comments
as he knew she would just forget them soon anyway. After a while he stopped and looked to the side
where he saw boxes with security tape wrapped around them inside another room, also bearing the
Fairy Tale insignia. The neon lights on the top of the walls flickered, with the hybrid and siren looking
into the room and noticing a box in the back on a steel table with black chains wrapped around it.
“What is this place? Where are we?” Rin asked curiously as she looked around in confusion
again. Talon walked into the room towards the box in the back, the lights above him flickering a bit while
Rin looked back to him with wonder.
“Hey, where am I? Who are you?” she asked before running over to his side. Talon walked up to
the chained box and looked at it carefully, seeing that it was even bolted to the wall and table with what
appeared to be a rush job with a heavy duty nail gun.
“What’s that?” Rin asked. Talon extended one of his blades then swiped down on the side of the
box, slicing off the chains with a few sparks while Rin watched with surprise.
“Wow, what are you?” she asked with wonder. Talon used his blade and pried open the lid to
the box with a sharp twist, and then opened it as Rin looked at it curiously. Inside the box was
something wrapped in a dark cloth, the object then being taken out by Talon and unwrapped carefully.
“Just what is it that Fairy Tale thinks they can bury away this time?” he asked himself. He
removed the fabric to find a strange looking book made of metallic leather, the material almost
resembling how Talon’s wings appeared.
“What is that?” Rin asked curiously. Talon examined the strange relic then opened the book,
seeing that it was only two slabs of the metallic leather with the inside having a strange inscription
engraved on the left side while the right had a vial embedded into the slab which was half filled with a
strange crimson liquid. On both sides of the book there were small casting circles and strange markings
etched into the material around the edges.
“What kind of book is that?” Rin asked scratching her head. Talon looked at the crimson liquid
closely then over to the inscription, seeing it was a few lines long written in a strange language.
“This is a summoning spell of sorts,” he said cautiously.
“Summoning spell? To summon what?” Rin asked him with puzzlement.

“To summon weapons of war, monsters such as myself who are only used as tools by those that
think they can do as they please with the lives around them,” Talon said with discontent. Rin looked at
him curiously then tilted her head.
“Who are you? Where is this?” she asked looking around the room.
“I’m nothing but a weapon now thanks to these monsters, but it’s the very weapon they created
that will be their end,” Talon said coldly. He looked at the inscription then narrowed his eyes slightly.
“Fairy Tale used summoned beings as their slaves, as their pawns. Well, how about we give the
pawns a chance to knock over their own kings from the board?” he said while tracing his finger over the
words. Rin looked at him puzzled as he smirked slightly.
“If I was not enough of a weapon for them, then how about we bring this one out to reap its
vengeance against those monsters as well,” he reasoned. Rin looked at him puzzled then at the book.
“Um, what is that anyway?” she asked.
Talon began reading from the inscription, with Rin watching him curiously as the lights around
them flickered again. As the hybrid recited the words the etchings and markings on both slabs started to
glow and shift around slightly, with the liquid in the vial bubbling and glowing red.
“What’s happening, what are you doing?” Rin asked as the book started to glow and resonate
with a powerful monster aura. Talon recited the inscription, his words echoing out as he watched the
words glow as he read them off. After the last word was spoken a bright flash erupted from the book,
blinding Rin and obscuring the room as the light shined out into the hallway like a star.
“What’s going on?” Rin cried out.
Slowly the light died down as the pulse of monster energy subsided from the book, the vial now
being empty and dark inside as the glows from the markings faded away. Rin rubbed her eyes as Talon
looked ahead with a focused expression, the hybrid slowly closing the book and setting it back in the
box.
“What happened, what did you just do?” Rin asked as she blinked a few times to focus her
vision. She looked around then jumped with a startled gasp as she stared at something with surprise.
Talon felt something behind him and slowly turned his head to see what it was. Standing in the room
with them two new figures were seen, both facing Talon as the lights above flickered before staying on
again.
“Who are you two?” Rin asked.
They were two girls, both being about Kurumu’s height and nearly identical.
“A summoning spell, for two,” Talon said cautiously.
One had short black hair, her eyes being multicolored with green, red, blue, and white colors.

“Summoning spell? What summoning spell?” Rin asked Talon confusedly.
The other had long blonde hair, her eyes being multicolored with yellow, pink, purple, and black
colors.
“Tell me, what are your names?” Talon asked as he turned to face the new girls.
They were both dressed with black shoes and socks, short dark miniskirts with gray underwear
just barely seen beneath, and black t-shirts.
“My name is Jovian,” the raven haired being said with a calm smile.
“And my name is Jacqueline,” the blonde haired being said with a giggle. They both bowed and
looked at Talon with coy smiles.
“How may we serve you master?” they asked together in unison.
“Master?” Rin asked looking to Talon with wonder. The hybrid looked at the two summoned
beings for a moment then walked towards them, the two girls standing at attention while watching him
with wonder.
“Come with me, we have work to do,” he said before walking past them towards the hallway.
The witch sisters turned to look at him curiously while Rin walked up alongside them, all of them seeing
Talon turning back to them with a focused expression.
“Work?” Jovian and Jacqueline asked.
“What work? Who are you?” Rin asked shaking her head slowly. Talon looked at the two
summoned beings then to his hand as he extended out his wraith blade, the girls looking at it with
curious eyes as the boy clenched his fist.
“We’re going to find those that created us, made us into weapons of war, and turned us into
killers. We’re going to find each and every last one of them that made us into these monsters, every one
of them that thinks they can hide from their sins,” he said coldly, then looked to the girls as they
watched him with wonder.
“And we’re going to kill them all.”

Chapter 33
I’m A Monster
"The Fairy Tale killer?" Felucia shouted out, the group looking at Kyouko with surprise as the girl
was showing a nervous expression while the doll demon was staring at her with shock and anger. Dark
looked at Kyouko carefully while Mizore and Arial glanced from him to Felucia questionably.
"Um, who's the Fairy Tale killer?" Arial asked. Felucia shook her head and looked at Kyouko with
an accusing stare.
"That's not possible, that bastard is dead," she argued firmly.
"Again, who is this Fairy Tale killer?" Rason asked. Dark glanced to him then to Kyouko.
"Are you sure about this Kyouko?" he asked carefully. She nodded and looked to him with
worried eyes.
"We're sure, we saw him up close at the academy, and Akua and Kahlua came by to find Moka
and Kokoa, they both recognized the description of him," she said.
"My sisters came to the academy looking for us?" Kokoa asked.
"Yes, they said they were coming to find you and bring you home during this crisis. Before they
left we told them about the boy we saw; green eyes, short dark hair, wings and blades that came from
his arms, both of which looked just like Alucard's skin," Kyouko said looking to Dark. The demon showed
a slightly surprised expression as Felucia shook her head with disbelief.
"No way, he can't be alive, that fucker's dead!" she yelled out.
"Wings and blades like Alucard's?" Razico asked cautiously. Kyouko nodded and looked to him.
"He has demonic wings, and blades that come out above his hands, they both look to be made
of the same stuff that Alucard was made of, they looked like… metal and flesh melded together," she
said with concern.
"That's him… he really is still alive," Felucia said looking down with shock.
"Talon Ryashen, the Fairy Tale killer," Dark said carefully.
"Once more, who is this guy?" Rason asked.
"Just as the name says Rason, he's someone who hunted and killed anyone who worked at Fairy
Tale when it was still around. He was one of their experiments with bioengineering gone to hell," Dark
said cautiously. Felucia shook her head with a scoff.

"Oh, it was worse than that, he killed everyone he could find, agent and non-agent alike. The guy
was on a killing spree within the organization, he was a bloodthirsty monster," she said with hatred.
"So he was somebody who fought against Fairy Tale as well, that's a good thing right?" Ahakon
said hopefully. Falla shook her head and looked to Kyouko with a slightly remorseful expression.
"I'm afraid it's not entirely a good thing Ahakon. He's blind with anger and vengeance against
Fairy Tale; they infused him with Alucard's blood and turned him into a monster. He went mad with rage
and slaughtered everyone he could find within the organization, even those who didn't know what was
really going on behind closed doors or never harmed anyone themselves. We even confronted him
about his motives at the academy, he didn't hide anything; he was looking to find and kill Dark," she said
looking to the shadow demon. The group looked to him with a jump as the demon was still looking
down with a cautious expression.
"What?" Mizore said looking back to Falla with surprise.
"He was looking to kill Dark?" Arial said with wide eyes. Falla nodded with a concerned
expression.
"Dark was Fairy Tale's top agent, Talon knew him very well, and was looking to spill his blood,"
she said carefully.
"Why was he after Dark? He helped stop Fairy Tale and even Alucard, he's a hero!" Arial cried
out. Falla shook her head and looked to her with remorse.
"It doesn't matter, Talon's consumed with his quest for revenge. Anyone who worked at Fairy
Tale, whether they were truly evil or not, is on his hit list. That means that Dark, Felucia, Akua, and
Kahlua are all his targets," she explained. Felucia slammed her hands down on the table and stood up
while glaring at Falla with frustration.
"If you knew what he was and what he was after why didn't you kill him? Why didn't you tell
anyone, why didn't you put a stop to him for good?" she demanded. Falla sighed and looked to Kyouko
with a dull stare.
"Because somebody insisted that he wasn't a truly evil monster, that he could be reasoned
with," she said dryly with an accusing tone. The group looked to Kyouko, the girl showing a nervous
expression now.
"What? You didn't want to kill him after you knew what he was going to do?" Felucia yelled out.
Kyouko waved her hands around franticly in front of her.
"He's not an evil monster Felucia, he's just angry for what Fairy Tale did to him. He lost
everything because of them turning him into a monster. His humanity, his family, his whole life was
taken away because of what they did to him, he has every right to be angry," she pleaded.
"He was human?" Gabriel asked with surprise. Kyouko nodded at him with worried eyes.

"He was, now he's a hybrid, a monster like Akua and Kahlua. But he's not evil at heart, he's just
angry at those who did what they did to him," she reasoned. Felucia looked at the girl with shock and
anger then growled loudly.
"Angry? He's more than angry; he's gone off the deep end Kyouko. I had a friend who was
receptionist at Fairy Tale, never used a gun in her life, and never harmed anyone. You know what that
bastard did to her? He gutted her open like a fish, slaughtered her like an animal. She didn't deserve that
at all, but he murdered her like he's being doing to everyone he could find in that company. I know Fairy
Tale was evil, and many of those who worked there were real monsters, but not all of them were. Some
of them had no idea they were being used, some of them made fucking mistakes and tried to correct
them, but he doesn't care, he only wants to kill us all like the weapon he is!" she shouted out.
"He's not a weapon, he's a real person!" Kyouko shouted back at her with tears forming in her
eyes. She shook her head and looked around at the group as everyone was watching her carefully.
"He's not a bad guy, he really isn't. You know what he did when he first came to the academy?
He didn't kill anyone, he didn't cause trouble, he even kept some jerk at the academy from hitting on
me; he was nice to me!" she cried out. Falla sighed and shook her head.
flatly.

"If he wasn't there I would have stopped Saizo myself Kyouko, you know that right?" she said

"Saizo tried to hit on Kyouko? She's Tsukune's cousin, just how stupid is that guy?" Kurumu
asked with a raised eyebrow. Kyouko nodded and looked down with watery eyes.
"He did, but then Talon scared him off. And then he just left, peacefully. He didn't cause any
trouble. Then the next day I found him, wounded and unable to move near the cliffs. Something
seriously hurt him, he was in horrible condition. So I brought him back to the academy to get fixed up,"
she said softly.
"Is that why you're wearing a nurse's outfit?" Render asked pointing to the girl. She nodded and
looked down to her clothing.
"I wanted to thank him for being so nice to me, so I tried to nurse him back to health. He told us
about what happened to him; how his own family cast him out because of what he turned into. But he's
not evil, he's just hurt inside. He's lost everything; he needs help to get back up again, to stop his anger.
There's still the human he was inside of him, I just know it," she said softly.
"Are you out of your mind? He's a bloody murderer!" Felucia yelled out. Kyouko growled with
frustration then looked to her with a teary eyed glare.
"Weren't you the same? Or Dark? Or Akua, Kahlua, and even Falla? You all made mistakes in
your past, you all have blood on your hands, but you're not evil. Why is he to be condemned while
you're forgiven? Why is he an absolute evil after the way he was treated by Fairy Tale?" she snapped
back. Felucia looked at her with disbelief as the human stood up and clenched her fists with frustration.

"You just act like he's the devil and you're angels, but that's not true! You were just like him
before, yet here you are with us as a good soul. Why can you change but he can't? If you saw reason
then so can he!" she shouted out.
"He doesn't see reason Kyouko, he only sees red like a wild bull, he's just out for blood and
that's all there is to him!" Felucia shouted back.
"Felucia, stop," Dark said, the girl looking to him with surprise.
"But Dark, you know I'm right, you know I am. That monster is out for blood, your blood, he's
not like us at all," she said shaking her head. Dark held his hand up to silence her, the girl then slowly
sitting back down in her chair while watching him with worried eyes. The boy then looked to Kyouko
with a careful eye.
"I'm not going to claim I'm an angel Kyouko, there is blood on my hands, Arial's included," he
started, with the group watching him as Kyouko slowly sat back down in her seat.
"However, I know this monster well, and he isn't one who listens to reason from those who have
tried to talk to him. His vengeance was well-known within Fairy Tale, hence why he was dubbed with his
nickname. He does not stop with his killings, he does not show mercy, and he does not listen to
anyone," Dark continued. Kyouko opened her mouth to speak before Mizore held her hand up to silence
her just like Dark would have. Kyouko looked to her then to Dark as the demon looked down at the table
with a solemn gaze.
"You say he can be reasoned with, that there's still a human within that monster. When we see
him again we will give him one last chance to stop, however if he does not heed that final warning we
will put him down. If he really will not abandon his crusade and refuses to stop being a weapon of war,
then it's over for him," he finished. Kyouko looked at him worriedly then down as she prayed that Talon
would see reason before his quest for revenge got him killed.
"Wait, that was him we saw," Luna said looking to Ceal. The group looked to them as the
catalyst mage nodded with a cautious expression.
"You saw him?" Felucia asked. Luna nodded then looked to Kyouko.
"When we arrived at the remains of the academy, there was somebody with strange metallic
wings who managed to survive the chaos. I was too busy freaking out about what had happened to Falla,
but I remember him now. Those wings looked just like Alucard's, that was Talon we saw," she said with
wonder.
"Is he alright? Where is he?" Kyouko asked urgently.
"He flew off into the sky; we don't know where he went. He wasn't in the best condition though,
I'm not sure if he's still alive or not," Ceal said with a shrug.
"Dammit, figures he would survive even a school blowing up around him, that bastard just
doesn't go down!" Felucia shouted out with anger.

"So we have a Fairy Tale killer on the loose as well as a siren who has the last key to Pandora's
Box flying around in the monster world somewhere, this is turning into more of a mess than before,"
Rason said with a groan as he looked up.
"We have to find my sister, please, she's going to be alone and scared in the monster world and
now there's a murderer running around where she is," Ran pleaded.
"Talon's not a murderer! He's just… misunderstood. Besides, your sister is the real dangerous
one of the two, she destroyed the whole school!" Kyouko shot back.
"Don't talk about Rin like she's the same as some Fairy Tale killer! My sister… my sister isn't a
murderer, she isn't! It's not her fault she was brainwashed by Falla!" Ran cried out before breaking
down into tears, with Ahakon holding her worriedly while Falla cringed with remorse. Kyouko looked at
her with a pained expression then to Falla, the chronofly holding her head while looking down with
closed eyes.
"Goddammit, I really hate how I used to be," she said softly.
gently.

"You changed Falla, you became a better person. Perhaps this Talon can do the same," Luna said

"Yeah, let's just hit him on the head and make him forget he was ever a killer, sounds simple
enough," Kokoa said with a shrug. Kou nodded and squeaked in agreement. Gin gave a slight smirk at his
girlfriend then looked to Ran as the siren whimpered while holding her hands in front of her face.
"Rin… oh god, please come back to me," Ran sobbed while the group watched her with concern.
"Uh oh," Ruby said worriedly. The group looked to her as she slowly shook her head.
"Um, if this Talon person is after those who worked at Fairy Tale, doesn't that mean he's going
to go after Akua and Kahlua?" she asked.
"He'd have to be an idiot to take on both of my sisters in a fight. Two S-Class daughters of a
vampire lord against him? That's just suicide," Kokoa said shaking her head.
"Yeah, Akua and Kahlua are tough fighters, I'm sure they can handle this guy no problem,"
Kurumu said in agreement.
head.

"Don't be so sure," Felucia said cautiously. The group looked to her as she slowly shook her

"That guy was turned into a real weapon, just like Fairy Tale wanted. He knows how to kill, he's
done it with ease against many agents from the organization, all of which he butchered as if they were
nothing. Akua and Kahlua may be S-Class, but they turned Talon into something that would easily reach
that ranking as well," she warned.

"My sisters won't fall to this guy, not a chance in hell," Kokoa snapped with a stern expression.
Mizore nodded then glanced to Felucia.
"There's two of them, and only one of him. He wouldn't be so foolish as to attack them all
alone," she reasoned shaking her head.

Underground inside the Fairy Tale storage bunker Talon was standing before three girls, all of
whom were looking at him with wonder. Rin then showed a confused expression while Jovian and
Jacqueline smiled at their master with a nod in agreement.
"As you wish master," they said in unison.
"Um, wait, what did he say?" Rin asked. The sisters looked to her with raised eyebrows as Talon
watched her with a curious eye.
"Master, who is this one? Is she your friend?" Jovian asked glancing to Talon. The hybrid walked
towards Rin who looked around at seeing the three watching her carefully.
"What's going on, who are all of you? Where am I?" she asked nervously.
"What's wrong with her?" Jacqueline asked.
"She appears to be suffering a form of amnesia, she doesn't seem to remember who she is or
where she's been, she forgets anything you tell her after a short while," Talon said while looking at the
siren with a careful eye. He then glanced to the witch sisters while Rin backed up nervously against a
wall while watching the three with fearful eyes.
"Tell me, what manner of summoned beings are you?" he asked. The sisters smiled at him and
gave a polite curtsey.
"We are witches, forged from a powerful spell and the blood of a great destroyer. Your wish and
will are our command," they said together in unison. Rin looked at them curiously and tilted her head.
"Wow, how did you two say that together like that?" she asked with wonder. Talon looked at
the witches carefully then to Rin and pointed to her, the girl staring at him with worried eyes now.
"If you are magical casters, see if you can cure her mind. I don't want her wandering the world in
a stupor, she won't last long at all," he ordered. Jovian and Jacqueline nodded then walked towards Rin,
with the girl shaking her head while watching them with fearful eyes.
"What are you doing, why are you all looking at me like that?" she asked nervously.
"It's alright, we're going to help you," Jovian said with a kind smile.
"Help me? Help me with what?" Rin asked.

"Please, let us try to help you think properly again," Jacqueline said as they approached the
siren. Rin shook her head then ran past them, the girl then being grabbed by the arm and halted by
Talon. Rin looked to him with a yelp as the boy turned her to stare into her eyes.
"Please, let me go," Rin begged.
"What's your name?" Talon asked. Rin paused then slowly shook her head.
"I don't know," she said softly.
"Where did you come from?" he asked.
"I… I don't know," she said worriedly.
head.

"What are you?" Talon asked again. Rin looked down as she relaxed in his grip and shook her
"I don't know, I can't remember anything," she said sadly.

"Then let us help you remember," Talon said looking to the witch sisters. They walked over and
stood on both sides of Rin, gently holding her hands and placing a hand on each side of her head.
"We're not going to hurt you, I promise," Jovian said kindly.
"Just relax, you'll feel whole again soon," Jacqueline said with a nod. Rin looked to each of them
then to Talon, the boy backing up and watching her with a calm expression.
"Close your eyes," he said with a nod. Rin paused for a moment then closed her eyes. Jovian and
Jacqueline focused their magic, their hands glowing with a swirling colorful light that matched their
eyes. Slowly the glow grew and covered Rin's head, the siren showing a strained expression while her
hands gripped the witch sisters' tightly.
"There's a spell over her mind master, it's locking away… everything," Jovian said with wonder.
"Her memories, her past; everything about her is hidden away," Jacqueline said curiously.
"Can you remove the spell over her?" Talon asked.
"We shall try," the sisters said as the glow swirled around Rin's head, the colors of the two
witches mixing and blending with odd radiances as the siren felt her mind racing and going blank again
and again. She started to hear echoing voices, see hazy images in her mind, feeling strange senses of
anger, sorrow, and fear washing over her.
"Try to remember who you are," Jovian said gently.
past.

Rin started to shake a bit, her mind putting together a hazy picture about something from her

"Rin…" a woman's voice said in her mind.
"Try to remember what you are," Jacqueline said kindly.
Rin started to whimper as her mind ached, strange memories swirling around in her head that
weren't connecting right.
"What are you doing Rin?" a man's voice asked worriedly.
"Rin…" the siren said softly.
"Rin? Is that your name?" Jovian asked.
"Good, try to remember more Rin," Jacqueline urged hopefully.
"No…" Rin said as cringed slightly.
An image of two older sirens backing away from her inside a home flashed before her mind, the
two looking at Rin with surprise and fear.
"No…" Rin said as she started to feel a chill run down her spine.
She remembered singing a chaotic and dark song, the melody of heavy metal music echoing in
her mind along with her voice which sounded angry and cold.
"Wait… stop," Rin said as she started to shake.
"What's wrong?" Jovian asked.
"Is something the matter?" Jacqueline asked worriedly.
"Rin, what are you remembering?" Talon asked carefully.
Rin shut her eyes tightly as she trembled, the images flashing before her mind becoming more
detailed and lifelike to her. She saw her parents, the two sirens who loved and cared for her, stumbling
back and knocking over a table and chair as the house around them lit on fire, the flames searing around
across the furniture and ceiling as the young girl's singing escalated.
"Rin, what are you doing? Stop!" her mother cried out.
"What's come over you, what are you singing?" her father called out as the air around the room
started to ripple and distort slightly.
Rin started to thrash about, struggling to block out the memory that was etching into her mind.
She could feel her parents' fear from her, the heat from the living room of her home on that day, the icy
cold feeling she had in her heart as she sang her heavy and dark melody. This memory was real, painfully
real, something that she didn't want to remember.

"Mom! Dad!" Rin cried out. The witch sisters looked to each other then to Rin with worry as
they continued to use their magic on her mind.
"What's wrong Rin?" Jovian asked.
"Your parents? What about them?" Jacqueline asked.
Rin shook her head and screamed, seeing the image of her home erupting into a firestorm
around her while thunder and lightning echoed in the sky outside. She started breathing heavily as she
saw the expressions of her parents, her view being from herself when she was slowly walking towards
them while singing her chaotic song.
"Rin…" her mother breathed out.
"Stop, please," her father said with worried eyes.
Jovian and Jacqueline watched Rin tremble and shake while whimpering then looked to Talon.
"She's suffering master, something in her past is causing her distress," Jovian said worriedly.
"What should we do?" Jacqueline asked. Talon watched the siren shaking and crying with a
careful eye.
"We can't run from the past, can't bury it and pretend it never happened. Keep going. Whatever
happened to her, whatever led to her being here, she deserves to know the truth," he said. The witch
sisters nodded then watched Rin as the siren was struggling in their grip, both sisters holding onto her
arms while using their magic on her head.
"You must know the truth Rin, do not run from it," Jovian urged.
"You will be fine, we're right here with you," Jacqueline said with a nod.
Rin screamed as the images kept pouring into her mind. She saw a village of sirens, her home,
being destroyed by a vicious storm. She saw large trees with siren houses collapsing down into
splintered ruins while fire and ash flew about in the air along with the rain. Fellow sirens were struck
down by falling debris, the entire village decimated as the haunting echo of her dark song filled the air.
"No, no!" Rin cried out.
She saw another siren, with blue eyes and long blue hair which was tied back in a polka-dotted
ribbon. She was wearing a ragged brown shawl and worn light blue dress, white feathered wings behind
her keeping her in the air while she was apparently looking at Rin who was watching her. The other siren
let out a powerful shriek, the sound wave distorting the air around her and knocking Rin back while
lightning crackled and shot down around them. Rin saw the world spinning around through the eyes of
her tumbling self before she reoriented and faced the opposing fighter. Rin then struck a low note with
her song, causing a thunderous boom followed by a powerful gust of wind, sending the other siren flying
back into a tumble. Before the fighter could regain herself Rin switched her tone up to a high note,

causing a powerful explosion of fire from a shockwave around her, the swirling flames expanding out
and incinerating a few passing sirens while a large tree to her other side was carved right through by the
destructive wave. The opposing siren darted up as the flames missed her, with Rin watching as she then
flew up towards and grabbed the girl by the neck. She saw the other siren struggling in her grip before
Rin let out another powerful shriek, the opposing siren looking at her with a shocked expression as
blood dripped out her ears and mouth. Rin then threw the stunned girl away into a tumble before
letting out another powerful shriek, in doing so causing a powerful tornado to form around her and
catch the injured siren. The helpless girl swirled around while debris and rain was caught in the
whirlwind, with Rin then looking up at seeing thunder and lightning above in the center of the funnel.
After a moment she sang her darker melody with a faster pace, the storm around her intensifying before
a powerful bolt of lightning struck down into and around through the whirlwind. When it hit the ground
far below it exploded into a loud bang with charred debris and sparks that flew around wildly. She felt
her anger growing from something, her rage at everyone boiling over, and the heavy metal music
echoed in her mind as she saw the village, the place she knew to be her home, annihilated by her storm.
"Make it stop! No! No!" Rin cried out as she shut her eyes. She shook her head furiously as she
saw her home being ravaged by her magic, her song killing sirens all over the village while the trees and
homes were destroyed by the raging storm.
"No… I can't be… I can't be!" she cried out as something started to take form in her mind.
"We almost have the spell removed," Jovian said with concern.
"You need to face the past Rin, it cannot be changed," Jacqueline said shaking her head.
"Please! I don't want to remember, I don't want to know!" Rin cried out.
"You must know who and what you are Rin, we can't hide from the truth of what we are in this
world," Talon said while watching the girl.
Rin let out a loud scream as she went wide eyed, her mind suddenly being freed as a bright flash
erupted around her head. All at once memories flooded into her mind, the girl watching her whole life
play out from start to finish while she felt her heart ache at the sight. She saw herself with her sisters
flying through the forest when they were little, when she blanked out her mind and fell through the air
while her father chased after her, when she was taken to the chronofly kingdom to be cured of her selfinflicted spell, when Falla had her headphones enchanted and the healers place the curse into her
subconscious behind her own forgetting spell, when her parents were watching her with fear as she was
triggered for the first time.
And when she had annihilated her home with a powerful cry, her voice not only destroying the
place where she had lived all her life but also her parents as well, both of the elder sirens being seen
clear as day to Rin now as they were splattered across the floor and wall moments before the entire
building was detonated by the powerful shockwave.
"NO!" Rin screamed, her voice echoing out throughout the corridors of the Fairy Tale bunker as
Jovian and Jacqueline slowly stepped back from her. The siren gripped her head as tears started to
overflow and drop down her cheeks, the girl having her memory fully restored. She knew her name,

what she was, where she came from, and what had happened to her. She remembered everything,
every dark and horrible detail about her life, everything she had been forced to do by both her old
master in the darkness, and her own hands when she had listened to heavy metal music. Her home was
destroyed because of her, her parents met their end because of her, and Yokai Academy was destroyed
because of her. Everything hit her like a wave, the girl shakily looking down with wide eyes full of tears
as she trembled and whimpered.
"Rin?" Jovian asked carefully.
"What did you remember?" Jacqueline asked.
"What are you Rin?" Talon asked. The siren slowly shook her head then looked to him with
horrified eyes.
"I'm a monster!" she cried out, the girl then dropping to her knees sobbing as she realized that
she was the monster from long ago, the one that she hated for taking her home and parents away on
that fateful day.

Inside the villa the group was looking at the three keys to Pandora's Box that they had on the
table, three of the four mystical relics that they needed to solve a problem they were currently facing.
"Whether or not Talon is still alive or even remotely around Yokai Academy isn't our primary
concern. Right now our only goal is finding a way to get to Rin, she has the last key and our only reliable
ticket of getting Arial, Complica, and Felucia back to heaven," Rason said carefully.
"How are we going to get to her? She's somewhere in the monster world, who knows where she
went during her rampage or how far she traveled, not to mention we're still stuck here in the human
world," Kurumu asked.
"Can't Hex take us to the monster world? He took Luna and Ceal there without any problem,"
Yukari suggested. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
"I told you all before I'm not your ferryman, don't assume that I'll just take you wherever you
please just like that," he commented.
"But you have the power to take us there even with the barriers closed, we need to go find Rin
and the key. Besides, you need us to find that key anyway, it's the only way you'll have a chance at your
sister being freed," Ruby reasoned. Hex looked to her with an accusing stare and slight smile.
"I helped Luna find Falla because I needed her help with freeing my sister from her box.
However it seems that Falla has refused to help me, so that trip was a waste for me. As for the key, yes,
having the box opened would be another chance for my sister to be free, however again I must remind
you that I have no idea where this siren has fled to with it," he pointed out.

"Then just take us to the remains of Yokai Academy, we'll find her on our own," Kurumu said
confidently. Hex laughed and shook his head.
"I have no guarantee of that, not to mention that I've done more than enough 'favors' for you
people. If you want me to do anything more then you'll have to roll for it," he said holding up his dice
between three fingers. The group looked at him carefully as he glanced to Apoch.
"No more freebies with my magic, I'm under no obligation to do so for any of you and frankly
not even supposed to be here with my father searching for Luna now," he continued before glancing to
Ran.
"I rescued her from my father's dungeon, I allowed her to come see you all against my better
wishes for her safety, I allowed her to move behind reality as you know it to bring back her sister, I've
given you all enough for free," he said, then glanced to Falla.
"So if any of you want me to help you in anyway, then you'll have to play by my rules," he said
before looking around at the group with a challenging smile. Luna looked at him worriedly then down
while she nodded, the group looking to her with disbelief.
"And you love this guy?" Kokoa asked flatly. Luna growled then glared at her.
"Do you have any idea what it was like for me in that dungeon Kokoa?" she snapped. The
vampire showed a worried expression as the chronofly looked around at the group with discontent.
"He has every right to ask for a fair game after all he's done for us. If it wasn't for him I would be
in that dungeon still, you all would have been killed by the humans, and Falla and Kyouko would be dead
at Yokai Academy. And yes, I love him! I admit it; I love him even though he's the son of that evil king.
He's done more for me than ever could have been expected or asked of from anyone, he's done the
impossible for me! I owe him everything!" she shouted out. Again Gabriel felt a pain in his heart from
her words, the angel looking at her with remorse then to Hex as the reality bender was watching Luna
looking down with closed eyes as she apparently was trying to calm down. The group watched as she
took a moment to calm her emotions before she looked around at them with an accusing stare.
"I want Complica to go back to her home in heaven; I don't want her anywhere near this world
when this war starts up. But I have absolutely no right to expect Hex to just give me that; nobody could
just give that to us without a cost. Pandora has her rules and so does Hex, if we want him to help us then
we have to play his game, there are no exceptions to his rules, not even with me," she declared. The
group looked to each other then to Hex, the boy watching Luna with a curious smile.
"Very nicely put Luna," Hex said kindly. Luna blushed and looked down with a slight smile.
"Your game Hex, your rules," she said softly.
"Then what do we do now? I'm not playing his game, no way," Yukari said shaking her head.
"As much as I would like to save them as well, I'm not gambling with my heart if that's what he
would want from me," Kurumu said watching Hex cautiously.

"We're not touching his dice at all," Apoch and Astreal said shaking their heads.
"I'll play his game," Fang Fang said raising his hand. The group looked to him as he watched the
reality bender with a careful eye.
"If I were to make a wager that you would create a gateway to the monster world for us should I
win your little game of dice, what would you ask of in return should I lose?" Fang Fang asked. Hex
looked up in thought as the group watched him carefully. After a moment Hex looked to Fang Fang and
smirked.
"Well, to allow so many to pass from one realm to another can be done, but is obviously no
small order. If that's your wager for this game then I'll ask for something of great value as well. You wish
to cheat the rules of dimensions and cross over to another realm that is sealed away, should you lose
my game then you'll be forever barred from that world even should the barrier around it be removed,"
he said calmly. The group looked at him with surprise while he tilted his head slightly.
"Those are the stakes, what do you say?" he asked simply.
"What? We'll never be allowed to return to the monster world?" Kurumu said with shock.
"How is that a fair trade? That's horrible, we can't be denied returning to our home, we have
friends and family on the other side," Yukari said worriedly.
"My whole family lives in the monster world, you can't keep me from ever seeing them again,"
Kokoa said with anger. Hex laughed and looked at her amusedly.
"I'm not keeping you from seeing anyone, however should my game be played that would be
done from his choice, not mine," he reasoned while pointing to Fang Fang.
"This is crazy, you ask for something that we can't gamble with in all your games, we're not
playing with those kinds of stakes," Ruby said with discontent.
"Then don't play, I'm not forcing you into anything. You're the ones who want me to do
something for you, the ones who came to me to make their wish come true. You're the ones who are
choosing whether or not to play, not me," Hex said casually. Falla looked at him with disbelief then to
Luna, the green eyed chronofly looking down at the table and nodding.
"Luna? You're agreeing with his terms?" Falla said shaking her head. Luna glanced to her and
nodded once.
"Yes, like I said it's his game, his rules. We're the ones who want the impossible to become
possible for us, we have to be prepared to pay a fair price in exchange," she stated.
"Pandora's Box is in the monster world, if we're denied ever returning to it then that means
nobody will be opening it, you'll lose your chance of the box being opened and your sister being freed,"
Razico pointed out expectedly. Hex chuckled and shook his head.

"Luna will not be barred since she has already agreed to help me free my sister, she will be able
to return to the monster world and by action Pandora's Box, she is going to be helping me free Pandora
one way or another after all," he started as he glanced to Luna, the girl looking to Razico and nodding in
agreement. Hex smirked then looked back to the warlock with a shrug.
"Also, the keys, although cannot be used by me, can be taken back to the monster realm. I'm
quite sure there are others who seek the relic and would love the chance to claim a wish of their
greatest desires. If you will not be able to open Pandora's Box then we'll find others who could," he
reasoned casually.
"If we're staying here then so are the keys, they're not going anywhere without us," Leon
asserted firmly.
"We're the only ones who will be opening that box buddy," Render added with a stern
expression at the reality bender. Falla narrowed her eyes then instantly was holding the keys in her hand
after having grabbed them during a time shift.
"These keys are staying with us; we're the only ones who are opening that box. Now enough of
this crap, you want that thing opened just as much as we do, so quit wasting our time and take us to the
monster world so we can find Rin and the last key. We're not playing your games," she said sternly. Hex
smirked and stood up, looking to Falla who was glaring at him.
"I don't know what you are and I don't care, we need to open that box for that wish and you
yourself want us to on the off chance we'll die by Pandora's pets. So let's just get this over with, take us
to the monster world right now," Falla ordered.
"Three things to note here Falla," Hex said holding his hand down towards the table while
watching her with a sharp eye. The group watched with surprise as Falla was suddenly thrown forward
with a yelp onto the table, sliding towards the middle before coming to a quick halt as the keys flew out
of her hand and into the air in front of her.
"One, do not order me around, I am neither your servant nor slave in any regard," Hex said
firmly. She looked to him as he waved his hand to the side, the girl then spinning around with a scream
as the keys flew around in a circle above her. Hex waved his hand down, causing the keys to strike down
into the table around her. She stopped her spin just as one key went between her legs while two others
landed near her shoulders, the girl staring at the reality bender with wide eyes as he held his hand out
to face her. The group stared at Falla with surprise as she had the keys struck into the table around her
while Luna was looking at her with worried eyes.
"Secondly, although my power is limited in some ways with dealing with those around me I am
not incapable of action when necessary. I am not helpless as you seem to think I am, my dice are not the
only way I can use my power in this world, and you are never in a position to threaten me," Hex stated.
Falla was suddenly lifted up onto her feet on the table as the keys yanked out around her, the relics
spinning around then stopping in front of her as she stared at Hex with shock.
"Third, you should care very much about what I am, I'm the reason you and your human friend
are alive right now. If you wish to hang onto those keys then please do so, however if you have no

intention of using them nor are capable of doing so then they will be given to those who could be of use
to me. Now it would be kind of you to offer an apology for you and your friends' behavior on how you've
been treating me, I don't care for rude beings such as yourself," the boy said with a dull stare at the girl.
Falla trembled then glanced to Ceal, the mage glaring at Hex as his reptilian hand gave off a dark hue.
Luna held a hand up to him to keep him from attacking and looked at Falla with an accusing stare.
"Say you're sorry sister, right now," she ordered.
"Are you kidding me? For god's sake I can't move and he's holding me with his magic, do
something!" Falla cried out.
"Falla, do it, right now," Ruby warned. Falla looked to her as the witch was shaking her head
slowly while watching Hex, the woman holding her wand in her hand while it wasn't glowing at all.
"What? Why are you agreeing with this?" Falla demanded.
"Because I can't stop his power, I can't cast anything to help you," Ruby said nervously. Falla
looked at her puzzled then around at the group. Apoch and Astreal were standing up but looking to their
hands cautiously, Razico was holding his hand out towards Hex but nothing was happening, Yukari had
her wand out but it wasn't glowing, Leon was watching Hex closely but wasn't making a move, and Ceal
wasn't summoning Xarai.
"I can't use my magic. How?" Apoch said with disbelief while staring at her hand.
"Ms. Falla, offer your apology, I can't even summon any energy at all right now," Astreal warned.
Falla looked at them with wide eyes then to Razico, the man shaking his head slowly.
"My magic isn't working either, I can't do anything," he said cautiously.
"My washtubs aren't working, what the heck is this?" Yukari said waving her wand at Hex
franticly.
"Whatever this is I can't copy it Falla," Leon said cautiously. Falla looked at them with growing
fear then to Ceal, the mage glancing to her and shaking his head.
"I can't summon Xarai, he's being blocked off by something," he warned before glaring at Hex.
Falla looked around at her friends with disbelief then to Hex as the boy was watching her with a sharp
eye.
"What's going on, what are you?" she cried out.
"Falla, say you're sorry, you were out of line," Luna urged. Falla looked to her with fearful eyes
then to Hex. Fang Fang held his hand down as he tried to summon a creature, his magic failing to even
erect a casting circle.
"How can this be, he's suppressing all our monster energy," he said looking to the reality bender
with disbelief.

"He's what?" Falla cried out. She strained herself to shift into time, her magic not responding at
all as the group watched her worriedly. The girl struggled to move as she started to breathe heavily in a
panic.
"I can't shift into time, what the hell is this?" she cried out. Arial held her hand out towards Hex,
her power not responding at all as she stared at her hand with disbelief.
"It's just like how it was in the dark world, we can't use any monster energy or magic," she said
nervously. Complica looked at Hex worriedly then to Falla as the girl was staring at the reality bender
with fright. Hex watched Falla and tilted his head slightly with an accusing stare.
"I didn't come here to fight any of you; if you want any remote assistance from me at all then
you need to behave yourselves. Now, if you want me to grant you any wishes then you will play my
game like everybody else does, otherwise I will not be granting you such things simply because you have
the keys with you. If you try to threaten me again you will regret it, do you understand?" he stated. Falla
nodded with a whimper.
"I'm sorry, I'm sorry, please," she said quickly. Hex smirked and glanced to Complica.
"Want to see a magic trick? For you, free of charge," he mused with a wink. Complica looked at
him worriedly as the boy turned his eyes back onto Falla while readying to snap his fingers with his hand
which was held out towards her. Falla shook her head quickly as the group watched Hex with growing
concern.
"Wait, I said I was sorry, I'm sorry!" Falla cried out. Hex snapped his fingers, with Falla instantly
disappearing and reappearing in her seat. The girl was staring straight ahead with wide eyes while
trembling slightly, the group looking to her as she slowly glanced around and seeing that she was sitting
in her seat again.
"Sister?" Complica asked.
"She just… but… how…" Gin said looking from where Falla was to where the stunned chronofly
was now seated.
"What… just happened?" Falla asked nervously.
"How did…" Kokoa said as the group looked back to Hex. The boy chuckled then waved his hand
around, the floating keys then gently drifting over to Render, Leon, and Ceal. The boys looked at the
keys suspended before them then to Hex as he looked to each of them with a calm smile.
"Go ahead, take them, I want you to open my sister's box after all. Don't be afraid gentlemen, I
know you're all eager to open my sister's box, surely three floating keys won't scare you," he said
casually. The three boys slowly took hold of the keys as Falla looked to Hex with fearful eyes while trying
to steady her breathing. Luna walked over to Falla's side and rested her hand on her shoulder, the girl
looking to her nervously then to Hex as the boy was watching her with a slight smile.

"How… how did you…" Falla asked shakily. The boy shook his head then looked around at the
group as all eyes were on him.
"Let me make this clear to you in case you haven't connected the dots yet, I owe you all nothing,
I am not obligated to help you with this upcoming war or your petty problems at all. If you wish for me
to change reality for you that's within my limits then you will play my game as are my rules, otherwise
you will not assume that I shall grant you anything merely because you demand or require it," he stated,
then looked to Falla and pointed to her, the girl backing up in her seat nervously while Luna watched the
reality bender curiously.
"As for suppressing the magic in the area, I did so because of you, you foolish girl," he said with
annoyance. Falla looked at him puzzled as the boy pointed up.
"My father is looking for you, you and your sister, that hasn't changed at all from the time we
came here to discuss current events. When you used your magic to take the keys from the table that's
when I put a stop to all magic in the room, to keep you from making that mistake again," he said firmly.
"Mistake?" Falla asked. Hex closed his eyes and sighed then looked at the girl with a dull
expression.
"Your chrono magic, if it's detected being used by my father or his minions then your hidden
location is no longer hidden, and he will be here to take you and Luna away for reasons I'm sure you can
guess," he explained. Falla jumped a bit then looked to Luna as she was nodding at her.
"We can't use our magic Falla. That's why Hex stopped me from opening a rift into the time
stream before I could go after you myself when Yokai Academy blew up, his father might have seen me,"
she said worriedly.
"How did you suppress all our magic and monster energy like that?" Razico asked shaking his
head. Hex chuckled then glanced to him.
"Your magic is hardly magic for me, silencing your power within a short distance around me was
no feat at all," he said casually.
"That's impossible, nobody, not even the headmaster, could cancel out all of our monster
energy just like that," Ruby said with disbelief. Hex laughed and looked at her amusedly.
"I assure you I'm nothing like your headmaster from Yokai Academy, I would be embarrassed to
be as 'powerful' as he is," he retorted with a smirk. Falla caught her breath then shakily pointed to the
boy.
head.

"You are just like her," she said nervously. The group looked to her as she slowly shook her

"Whatever Pandora was… she's not a monster at all, she even said so; she's… the goddess of
chaos and calamity. You're just like her, you're not one of us at all, you're like some kind of god," she
said fearfully. Hex laughed and looked at her with an amused smile.

"Well, we're not gods, at least not like the deities that you know and worship. My sister can be a
bit dramatic with her power, but then again what little girl hasn't dreamed of being a princess or ruler of
some form during their youth? But yes, you are correct with your reasoning that we're not like you, not
even close," he reasoned casually. Luna looked at Hex with wonder then back to Falla.
"They're not immortal Falla; they can bleed and die just like we can. Pandora, Hex, and even
their father can be killed," she explained. Hex nodded then looked around at the group.
"Now, are there going to be any further arguments about me not giving you charity wishes?" he
asked plainly. The group looked to each other as the boy snapped his fingers, a small flicker of light
flashing in the room as he did so. Ruby blinked then looked to her wand as the orbs started to glow
again. She waved her wand and created a small burst of light that trailed behind the stick for a moment,
then looked to Hex curiously. The boy smiled calmly at them then sat back down as everybody watched
him carefully. Luna nodded then sat back down next to him while Falla looked to Ceal who was watching
Hex with a close eye still. The catalyst mage held in his growl then looked to the key in his hand, the boy
then looking to Complica as the young chronofly was watching Hex curiously still.
"I guess not," Leon said looking to his key. Render looked at his then to Hex with a careful eye.
"So you really can alter reality just like nothing, can't you?" he said cautiously.
"Within reason," Hex said with a shrug.
"And what wouldn't be within reason for you?" Rason asked.
"For one I cannot free my sister from her prison, even if somebody were to wish for it with my
game. Secondly, I cannot stop my father's march into your world, in case any of you were thinking of
that right now. There are just some things that are outside of my limits, just as Luna stated I am not a
god after all," Hex said with a shrug. Gabriel looked up at the ceiling then back to him with a cautious
expression.
"So you want us to open the box for you on the chance that Pandora will kill us and free herself,
however you cannot actually take us to Rin or the last key without any of us playing your game, is that
right?" he asked.
"Correct. I personally have no idea where she is, however if the wish was made to find her, then
it would become reality," Hex said simply.
"And if my friends here do defeat Pandora and her pets, then they can wish for a gateway to
heaven for our three wandering souls, right?" Gabriel asked carefully.
"That can be granted, yes," Hex said again. Gabriel nodded then looked down with a serious
expression.
"Then I'll play your game, however I will wish for only Ceal, Render, Leon, and Falla to be taken
to Rin. They're the ones who want to open the box and claim the wish. If I only wish for those four to be

taken to Rin can you lessen your wager and not bar them all from the monster realm?" he asked. The
group looked at him curiously as Hex showed an amused smile.
"Interesting, you wish to roll for only those four to be taken, I suppose that would require less
effort from me on my part. It still would require something of real value to be wagered in return
however, what you're asking of still a lot," he mused playfully. Gabriel looked to him with a focused
expression.
"Then I ask that you only wager something against me and me alone, don't involve the others in
this. I'm the one choosing to play your game, not them. I'm the only one who will need to pay a price
should I lose," he stated firmly.
"Gabriel, what are you doing?" Rason asked. Gabriel held a hand up to silence him while still
watching Hex, the reality bender raising an eyebrow at the angel.
"Name your price Hex, and I'll roll against it," Gabriel dared.
"Hmm, you wish to wager something that is worth four lives being allowed into the monster
realm, I do wonder what it is you could offer me in return like that," Hex mused. He looked up
thoughtfully for a while then to Gabriel again.
"Oh yes, I do believe I remember Moka speaking to the humans on the news about you. You're
an angel from heaven, one who came down here to try to bring these two young souls back into the
heavenly realm," he said curiously. Gabriel nodded as he waited for the reality bender to continue. Hex
smirked and tilted his head while watching the angel with a sharp eye.
"Returning them back home must be very important to you if you're willing to bear the burden
of defeat all by yourself," Hex pointed out.
"They're down here because of me; I wasn't watchful enough and let them slip by me. If there's
anything I can do to atone for my carelessness with them then I'll do so, it's only fair," Gabriel stated.
Arial and Complica looked to each other with concern then to the angel as Hex chuckled and nodded.
"I see, then why not wish for the gateway into heaven right now, why are you choosing to go
after the siren on the gamble that your friends can defeat my sister?" he asked.
"Because we need to find Rin and make sure she's ok, and because Render, Leon, and Ceal need
to find your sister and crush her monsters into the ground for their own wishes to come true. I have
complete faith in them that they'll defeat her and earn the wish to send Complica, Arial, and Felucia
back to heaven, the only gamble I'm taking is with you in trying to find Rin and the last key," Gabriel said
confidently. Render and Leon smiled slightly at the angel while Ceal watched him with a blank
expression. Hex glanced to the three hunters then to Gabriel with a shrug.
"Very well, I believe I can make this game interesting to me then. Should you win, I'll allow the
four you chose to travel to the exact location of where the siren holding Pandora's final key is; I'll take
them to her personally right away. However, should you lose the game angel, then you will never be

allowed to return to your heaven again," he said slyly. The group jumped at that as Gabriel watched the
boy with frustration.
"What? He'll never be allowed to go back?" Kurumu exclaimed with shock.
"That's not fair, he's a guardian angel, he belongs in heaven!" Kokoa shouted out at Hex.
"Don't do it, you can't gamble with that Gabriel," Yukari pleaded while shaking her head.
"Why would you be so cruel as to make those terms? That's horrible," Fang Fang said with
disgust at the reality bender. Hex laughed and leaned back in his chair with a shrug.
"He wishes to do the impossible, and wants to carry the burden of defeat all by himself. If that's
true then I believe such a sacrifice would be a fair trade for me changing reality for four others," he
reasoned.
"He's not taking such a bet, that's not a fair trade at all," Rason argued sternly.
"I accept," Gabriel said while watching Hex with a sharp eye.
"What?" the group said looking to him with surprise.
"Don't do it Gabriel, it's not worth the risk," Complica said shaking her head.
"Please don't gamble with that for us, it's not your fault that I'm down here, really," Arial said
worriedly. Gabriel shook his head and looked between the two with concern.
"Yes it is; I was in charge of watching over you two for the elder, you're my responsibility. This is
the first step that's needed to set things right, both with returning you both to heaven and going after
Pandora's Box. We need to find Rin, we need to settle things with getting Pandora out of our world and
finishing what Ceal, Render, and Leon started, we have to deal with these problems now and quickly
before this war is upon us," he reasoned, and then looked to Luna with remorse.
"I'm the one that failed, I need to atone for it," he said gently.
"Gabriel… you don't have to do this," Luna said shaking her head.
"Yes I do, this is my choice Luna, and I'm choosing to help you however I can," he said before
looking to Hex with an accusing stare. Luna looked at him worriedly then to Hex as the boy toiled his
dice in his hand in front of him.
"What are the rules to your game Hex?" Gabriel asked firmly. Hex chuckled then set the dice
down on the table, sliding them over across the table to where Gabriel caught them.
"I play with the same rules in all my games. Roll two sixes and you win, roll a snake eyes and I
win. Roll doubles of any other number and you can roll again, roll opposite numbers and your turn is

over. We play until there is a winner or you take back your wager," Hex explained. Gabriel nodded and
picked up the dice before Rason quickly reached over and grabbed his fist.
"Don't roll with this Gabriel, you can't risk such a thing, you're a guardian angel for crying out
loud," Rason urged. Gabriel glanced to him then looked down at the table.
"I was, before I killed HDA soldiers in trying to save your friends, to save Arial and Complica from
being harmed," he said softly, with the group watching him with concern.
"I was, before I exposed myself to the world as what I am when I risked my life saving that doll
of Luna from being destroyed," he said shaking his head, with Luna looking at him with wonder at that.
Gabriel closed his eyes and smirked slightly.
"I was a guardian angel, but not anymore," he said softly. He then removed Rason's hand from
around his fist and looked to him with a faint smile.
"Now I'm like you," he said.
"Like me?" Rason asked. Gabriel nodded with a kind smile at his friend.
"Now I'm a monster too," he said, and then rolled the dice onto the table. The group watched
with a jump as the cubes rolled to a stop, showing a six and one. Hex tapped his fingers on the table,
causing the dice to roll over to him where he picked them up.
"Gabriel stop this, don't gamble away your right to return to heaven," Kurumu pleaded.
Hex rolled the dice, getting two threes. The boy chuckled and picked them up to roll again while
the group was looking at Gabriel with wonder and concern.
"Call off the bet Gabriel, take it back right now," Ahakon begged.
"No," Gabriel said firmly as Hex rolled the dice, getting a five and six. The reality bender slid the
dice over to Gabriel who picked them up and rattled them around in his hand.
"This isn't funny Gabriel, you'll never be able to return to heaven again if you lose," Rason said
urgently. Gabriel nodded and rolled the dice, getting a two and four. Hex tapped his fingers on the table,
causing the cubes to slide over to him while Luna watched them with worried eyes.
"Wait, I want to find my sister, but not like this," Ran said shaking her head.
"It's what we have to do, what I have to try to do," Gabriel said as Hex rolled the dice, getting a
five and one. He slid the dice back across the table to Gabriel as the group watched him worriedly.
"Think about what you're doing Gabriel, it's not worth the risk," Falla begged.
"C'mon man, call off the bet, please," Render said worriedly.

"We'll find another way to get the last key, don't do this," Leon said shaking his head. Gabriel
rolled the dice, getting two twos, and then picked them back up again. Falla looked at him with concern
then to Luna.
"How can you just agree with Hex and his conditions, how can you be fine with this?" she asked
with disbelief.
"Hex isn't making him roll, this is Gabriel's choice, the same way it would be anyone's choice to
fight Pandora for a wish as well. There's no foul play involved, it's a fair game, we can't argue with that,"
Luna reasoned shaking her head. She didn't want Gabriel to lose his right to return to heaven, but
couldn't find any reason to be mad at Hex for asking of such a wager. It was his game, his rules; if the
group wanted to gamble to change reality then they had to be prepared to face the cost, and what they
were asking of was something big.
"Gabriel," Mizore said looking to the angel with worried eyes. He glanced to her as she slowly
shook her head.
"Are you sure you're ok with this? We're not asking you to play with these terms," she said
softly. Gabriel looked to Arial, then to Complica, then to Felucia, all of them watching him with worried
eyes as well.
"I know you're not asking me to do this, but I want to try. It's worth the risk," he said gently.
"No we're not, we're not Gabriel," Complica said shaking her head with a whimper. Gabriel
smiled gently at her and nodded.
"Yes you are Complica, I would do this for any of you, you're all worth the risk to me," he said
softly. He then rolled the dice as the group watched with worried eyes, the cubes bouncing on the table
before coming to a stop.
"NO!" Kurumu cried out as the dice had rolled a snake eyes. The group stared at the dice with
shock then looked to Gabriel as he staggered back a step, a faint glow coming off his body before
swirling away in a wisp. The angel seemed to be dazed for a moment before shaking his head, his eyes
focusing again before he looked at the dice with sorrow.
"No, Gabriel!" Complica cried out. Gabriel looked to his hands then slowly to Hex as the reality
bender shrugged with a casual smile.
"I win," he said simply, tapping his fingers on the table and causing the dice to roll over to him.
"Oh no, Gabriel," Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth.
"Gabriel? Are you ok?" Gin asked worriedly. Gabriel slowly reached back and into his shirt while
looking down, the group watching as he remained silent before he pulled out a few feathers from his
back. They were gray and dull, the boy staring at them with remorse before he looked to Luna.
"I'm sorry Luna, I tried," he said with sorrow.

"Gabriel," Luna said softly.
"What happened to your feathers?" Kokoa asked worriedly.
"They look… dead," Yukari said nervously. Luna looked down then glanced to Hex, the boy
shaking his head with a calm smile still.
"Looks like you're an angel no more," he said knowingly.
"What?" Ruby said with a jump.
"What does he mean, what happened to Gabriel?" Arial asked worriedly. Gabriel dropped the
feathers on the table then slowly took off his shirt, with Falla and Kurumu then screaming and pointing
to his back.
"Oh my god!" Falla cried out. Complica rushed around to see then screamed as she saw Gabriel's
feathers turning black and falling off, the group watching as his wings decayed and withered.
"What the hell, what's happening to him?" Felucia asked with shock.
"Gabriel!" Complica cried out while grabbing her hair. Luna looked at Gabriel with remorse then
down and away while closing her eyes. Rason slowly held a hand out to touch one of Gabriel's feathers,
which then broke off and dropped to the ground before shriveling up.
"Gabriel… your wings…" Rason said under his breath.
"What happened to him, why did his feathers fall off?" Arial asked shaking her head.
"He's not an angel of heaven anymore, he lost his angelic wings," Ceal said solemnly as he saw
the angel's wings reduced to featherless extensions. Gabriel looked down with closed eyes as the group
stared at the sight with disbelief and remorse.
"Gabriel, why did you do that? We didn't want you to; we didn't want you to risk losing that!"
Kurumu cried out. Gabriel nodded then looked to Complica with a faint smile.
"I told you, it was worth the risk to me," he said softly. Complica broke down crying then rushed
over and hugged him, the angel holding her with one arm while she cried into his side.
"No Gabriel, I'm not worth that! I'm not! I didn't want you to do that!" Complica cried as she
held onto him. Arial looked down with closed eyes as she started crying while Felucia watched Gabriel
with remorse.
"Oh dear, I'm so sorry my friend," Fang Fang said softly. Falla looked at Gabriel with remorse
then to Hex with a glare.
"Are you happy now? Did you get your sick entertainment? You just took away his right as an
angel, you took away everything from him!" she shouted out.

"I did no such thing; he did that to himself when he chose to play my game of chance. Everybody
always seems to think they can blame me for their misfortune when they have nobody to blame but
themselves. I didn't force him to play, he didn't have to roll if he didn't want to, yet he chose to on his
own accord. I merely stated the price should he lose, and he accepted, I've done no wrong," Hex said
simply with a shrug. Luna wiped a tear away and nodded while still looking down with closed eyes.
"He's right, he didn't do anything wrong. We can't blame him, we have no right to," she said
before looking to Falla.
"Gabriel just lost his angelic wings! He can't go back to heaven!" Falla shouted out at her.
"It was his choice to play!" Luna shot back with frustration. Falla looked at her with disbelief
then to Gabriel as the angel was holding Complica who was crying at his side still.
"Luna's right," Dark said, the group then looking to him as he was watching Gabriel with a slight
amount of remorse.
"Gabriel chose to place his angelic power on the line to help us, he agreed to the rules set forth
by Hex. As much as I hate seeing an angel lose his wings before me like that, I can't blame Hex for it at
all," he said shaking his head slowly. He looked to Arial then back to Gabriel.
"Thank you Gabriel, for trying to help us like that, it was very noble of you," he said gently.
Mizore nodded and lowered her head.
"Your sacrifice won't be forgotten, thank you Gabriel," she said softly.
"You're still an angel in my eyes, you always will be," Leon added.
"You risked more than any of us to help set things right, you truly are an angel," Fang Fang said
in agreement.
"You gave up your wings to help find my sister, I'm never going to forget this," Ran said with a
whimper. Falla looked at Gabriel with remorse then down to Complica as the young girl was holding
onto the angel while crying. Gabriel looked down to her and smiled gently.
"It's alright Complica, I'm alright," he said softly. She looked up to him with teary eyes and shook
her head.
"You're not an angel anymore, that's not alright at all," she whimpered. Gabriel gently wiped a
tear away from her cheek and shook his head.
"I told you before it was worth the risk Complica. Both to help send you home and to find Rin, if
I had the choice of doing that over again I would still make the same choice," he said gently. Complica
looked down with closed eyes as Gabriel looked to the others with a remorseful smile.
"Sorry I didn't win, I gave it my best shot," he said regrettably.

"We're the ones who are sorry Gabriel, you just lost your angelic wings for nothing," Razico said
with remorse. Gabriel shook his head as he looked down to his decayed feathers on the floor.
"It wasn't for nothing, it was for a greater purpose, it was worth the risk to me," he said softly.
Complica looked at the feathers on the floor then knelt down to pick one up, the black and dull feather
having lost all its angelic energy from reality changing from the game. She sniffled then stood up and
looked to Gabriel with sorrow.
"Thank you Gabriel, for giving up so much to help me," she said softly. He smiled gently and
nodded at her.
"I wanted to Complica, being an angel is… or what I was born to do," he said softly.
"You're still an angel to me, you always will be," she said holding the feather in her hands gently.
Gabriel smiled at her then looked to Arial and Felucia, the two smiling sadly at him as well.
"Thank you Gabriel, I'll never forget this, ever," Arial said softly.
"Same here, you got a lot of guts for an angel," Felucia added. The group looked at Gabriel with
remorseful smiles then to Hex as the boy was leaning back in his seat while toiling his dice around in his
hand.
"Still going to try to blame me for his misfortune?" he asked with a raised eyebrow.
"No Hex, your game, your rules. We understand that," Luna said shaking her head. The group
glanced to each other then back to the reality bender.
"As mad as I am about what just happened, she's right. We gambled to change reality, this is just
the outcome of that choice," Gin said looking down to the table.
"Still, I think we're going to pass on playing your games again Hex, we're not going to risk losing
any more after this," Razico said carefully. Fang Fang nodded and looked to the feathers on the ground
with sympathetic eyes.
"I have to agree with him on that one, denying an angel his right to return home is regrettable
enough. Hex's game is just too risky, we could very well be adding much more to our losses playing on
the mere concept of luck," he said in agreement. Gabriel nodded then looked down with closed eyes as
Rason rested his hand on his friend's shoulder.
"But then what can we do? There's no way for us to get to Rin and Pandora's Box, we're stuck
here in this world," Ahakon asked worriedly.
"Well we're not going to be changing reality to fix that, we have to figure something out on our
own," Ruby said looking down with concern.

"Our only hope right now is that Moka can convince the HDA to stop this war. Then maybe the
dark lords will be willing to open the gateways and discuss a possible truce between the worlds," Razico
reasoned.
"Do you think she can really do that?" Render asked. Ruby shrugged and looked down with
concern.
"I hope so. If she can just convince them to give us another chance, to prove that we're allies to
them, then we just might have a shot of forming peace with this world," she said hopefully.
"Do you think the dark lords would even trust them after what happened? Or other monsters,
ones that were harassed and arrested by the HDA, do you think our side would be willing to give peace a
chance again?" Gin asked. Razico looked up at the ceiling with a cautious gaze.
"Monsters wanted peace with mankind; we never wanted a war or bloodshed to begin with. If
the HDA would be willing to at least apologize for their rash behavior and offer a truce, then maybe the
dark lords would listen. Those in the monster realm wanted peace, there's still hope of making that a
reality. We just need a chance to prove to the humans that we don't want any trouble with them, that
we never did," he reasoned.

Deep inside the Fairy Tale storage bunker the sounds of a girl crying echoed throughout the
abandoned tunnels. In a room with a few neon lights flickering near the ceiling Rin was sobbing while on
her knees, the siren mortified to remember what had happened to her parents and home. The spell that
plagued her mind was removed, all her memories had returned as she had been cured of its forgetful
curse, however she didn't want to remember what she had. The images of her home being destroyed,
her parents dying by her hands, how she was the monster that she had spent years cursing every night,
everything became crystal clear in her mind and caused her heart to break.
"I'm a monster!" she cried out as she held her hands to her face.
"Oh dear, she didn't even know that before? She really did have a memory problem," Jacqueline
said with a curious expression.
"I believe she knew she was a monster, however I think she means she was a rather bad one,"
Jovian reasoned. Talon walked over and knelt down in front of Rin, the siren crying and shaking her head
in sorrow.
"Rin, what is it that you remembered?" he asked. Rin sobbed and looked down while grabbing
her hair.
"I killed everybody, I was the one who killed my village, my parents, everyone! Oh god, I'm a
murderer!" she cried out. Jovian and Jacqueline looked at her curiously while Talon showed a cautious
expression still. He held his hand out and rested it on her shoulder, the girl looking to him with watery
eyes of fright.

"I'm a monster… I'm a horrible monster," she sobbed before breaking down into tears, holding
her hands to her face again while Talon watched her carefully.
"Master, is this girl a friend of yours?" Jovian asked. Rin choked back her sobs then looked at
Talon with watery eyes.
"Do you remember me?" he asked. She whimpered then nodded.
"Yes, you're… Talon… you're the Fairy Tale killer," she said softly.
"Talon?" Jovian asked.
"Fairy Tale killer?" Jacqueline asked. Talon nodded then looked at Rin closely, the girl backing up
a bit nervously.
"You don't seem like a murderer, in fact when I saw you before at Yokai Academy you seemed
very peaceful and timid," he mentioned. Rin looked at him worriedly then jumped with a gasp.
"Yokai Academy!" she cried out, the memory of what had happened to the school flashing
before her eyes. She saw herself destroying the school from the inside out, her raging storm that she
had summoned decimating everything around the academy, and how she even slaughtered a teacher at
pointblank range with her voice. Rin screamed and looked down while shutting her eyes.
"No! No, not again! No!" she cried out.
"Master? What is going on here?" Jovian asked. Talon stood up and watched Rin as the siren
wailed and shook her head.
"I did it again, oh god I remember everything!" she cried out. Jovian started to walk towards her
before Talon held a hand up to stop her, the witch instantly halting and looking to him curiously.
"I saw you Rin, and what you did to that place," Talon said knowingly, with the siren shakily
looking up to him with fright.
"You annihilated that school and everything around it, but you seemed different then, nothing
like how you are now," he continued.
"I didn't mean to, I never wanted to do such a thing," Rin whimpered.
"Then why did you? What made you become the killer that you so despise? What made you
level that place to the ground with extreme force?" Talon asked. Rin looked at him worriedly then to
Jovian and Jacqueline, then back to him.
"I… I couldn't control myself, I… I could only hear…" she said before looking down with wonder.
"Hear what?" Talon asked.

Rin's eyes started to dart around as she connected the dots. She remembered going to the
chronofly kingdom with her father, how a young princess named Falla was in charge of having her
healed, how the princess talked to her healers about rigging the siren's headphones with a spell to cause
her to go crazy with heavy metal music, how she was sent home with those headphones.
And what happened when she listened to the music at her home, and at Yokai Academy.
"The music," she said softly. She blinked then started to show extreme anger as she realized
what had happened to her.
"The music! THE MUSIC!" she screamed as she shook her head.
"What is she talking about?" Jacqueline asked with a raised eyebrow. Rin yelled out with anger
as she stumbled to her feet, making the connection of the young princess named Falla and the older
Falla that she had met at Yokai Academy.
"FALLA!" she screamed out.
"Falla?" Jovian asked. Rin stomped her foot down as she held her head, the girl's eyes glaring
with tears and rage.
"It was her! She did this to me! She made me kill my parents, she made me kill everyone! She
did this to me!" she screamed out.
"Falla? That other girl who was in the infirmary with you," Talon said carefully. Rin looked to him
with frustration and nodded.
"She did something to my headphones when I was young, she was the one who turned me into
that monster, she did this to me! I remember her now, I remember, she's the one who made me into
this… this…" she said as she struggled not to scream out in agony.
"Weapon?" Talon finished with a raised eyebrow. Rin screamed as her wings arched back behind
her, the girl's voice causing the lights above to crackle as the witch sisters watched her cautiously.
"Falla!" Rin yelled out with anger. Talon watched the girl carefully while the witch sisters
glanced to him.
"Master?" they asked. Talon merely watched as Rin screamed and held her head, her voice
causing the air around her to distort slightly as her wings twitched behind her. She understood now who
the culprit behind her village's destruction was, why her parents were killed by her when she lost control
of herself, and why Falla had kept insisting that they had met before.
"Falla! This is all your fault!" she yelled out with agony. She growled furiously as she cried, her
tears dropping off her cheeks as she felt both rage and sorrow at the same time.
"My family, my home, everything was destroyed because you turned me into a monster!" she
screamed out with anger. Talon nodded slowly while Jovian and Jacqueline watched the siren curiously.

"Master, what is she talking about?" Jovian asked.
"She's just like us Jovian," Talon said, with the sisters looking to him with wonder while Rin
shook her head while screaming out of sorrow.
"Like us?" Jacqueline asked. Talon nodded then walked over and rested his hand on Rin's
shoulder, the siren looking to him with teary eyes as she was breathing heavily.
"We're all weapons of war, those that were created by evil to be used as tools for their own
gain," he said solemnly. Rin looked at him with watery eyes as he gently wiped a tear away from her
cheek.
"You're like us, somebody who was turned into a killer against their will," he said gently.
"We're killers?" Jovian and Jacqueline asked with worry. Talon glanced back to them then
around at the storage room.
"You both were created by a spell; one Fairy Tale had locked away in the shadows to hide from.
Those monsters had you created to be killers, weapons that they would wield against those who stood
against them," he explained. Jovian and Jacqueline looked around at the room with wonder while Rin
wiped the tears from her eyes and sniffled. Talon nodded slowly then looked to the sisters with a
solemn gaze.
"I summoned you, because like you I was turned into a weapon by Fairy Tale, a monster that
they wanted to use as nothing more than another pawn in their ranks. I was once human, but now I'm
something far worse. I lost everything because of them, my family, my life; everything was taken away
when they turned me into their prized freak. But I didn't bow to them, I didn't let them get away with
what they had done, I showed them just what kind of monster they created firsthand," he said coldly as
he held up an arm, his wraith blade extending out as the girls watched him with wonder. He then
pointed the blade at the sisters who jumped a bit.
"They will not hide from their sins of creating us, of turning us into living weapons for their
battles. Although Fairy Tale has disbanded those that are guilty are still alive, so we're going to hunt
them all down. We're going to deliver our vengeance onto them, make them pay for what they did to us
and many others. You two were originally forged to serve them as slaves, now you will be their undoing
alongside me," he declared. Jovian and Jacqueline looked at him with adoring eyes then nodded with
smiles.
"Of course, we shall not fail you master," Jovian assured.
"We'll follow your command and kill every last one of those that used us for evil," Jacqueline
said confidently. Talon nodded then looked to Rin, the siren looking down at the floor with despair.
"We are what we are Rin," he said, the girl slowly looking up to him as he retracted his blade.

"We're nothing but weapons, weapons that were created by true evil in this world," he said
shaking his head. Rin sniffled then looked down with closed eyes. Talon watched her for a moment then
glanced to the sisters.
"Let's be off, we have work to do after all," he ordered. The sisters stood at attention and
nodded.
"Yes master," they said together.
"My name is Talon," Talon said shaking his head.
"Yes Master Talon," the sisters said together. Talon paused for a moment then breathed out
quietly with annoyance.
"Just Talon," he said flatly. The girls looked at him curiously then nodded with smiles.
eyes.

"Ok Master Talon," they said in unison. Talon drummed his fingers at his side then rolled his
"Never mind, just master then," he said dryly.

"Yes master," the sisters said together. Talon shook his head then walked past Rin, with the
sisters following after him. They got to the door before Rin spoke up.
"Wait," she said softly. The sisters looked back to her as Talon merely glanced back to the siren.
Rin paused for a moment then looked to them with a discontent.
"If I help you, with finding those that you hate, will you help me find the one that turned me into
her weapon?" she asked. Talon turned to face her as the siren walked up towards him.
"Will you help me find her, so I can kill her?" she said with hatred. Jovian and Jacqueline looked
at the girl with raised eyebrows then to Talon as the hybrid watched the siren with a blank expression.
Rin glanced between all of them then shook her head.
"Falla turned me into a goddamned monster, she used me to destroy my entire village and kill
my own parents. And now Yokai Academy is gone, it's all because of what she did to me! She made me
into a bloody murderer, she needs to pay for what she's done!" she yelled out. Talon looked at the girl
for a moment then glanced away while remaining silent. Rin looked at him with pleading eyes then
down.
"I'm a weapon, just like you said. I can't go back to my sisters or friends, not after what I did, not
after everything I've done. I have nothing left, nowhere else to go. Please, all I can do now is find the one
responsible for turning me into a killer, and make her suffer for taking everything from me," she said
shakily while clenching her fists. Talon hesitated for a moment then started walking out of the room,
with the witch sisters following after him. Rin watched with worried eyes as they walked into the
hallway, with Talon then stopping and looking back to her.

"If you wish to join us, then so be it. You help us kill those who were once part of Fairy Tale, and
we'll see to it that you find Falla again. She'll be all yours to do with as you see fit," he said coolly. Rin
nodded as she walked out to them, with Jovian and Jacqueline watching her curiously.
"I'll do whatever you say Talon," she said softly. She glanced to Jovian and Jacqueline as they
smirked at her, the siren then looking back to Talon with a timid bow.
"I promise," she said softly.
The four walked down the corridors until they came to an exit, leading out into a rural
wasteland outside the limits of the abandoned town the bunker was built underneath. As they walked
out onto the parched ground Talon looked back to the entrance into the storage bunker.
"Jovian, Jacqueline, remove Fairy Tale from this area, once and for all," he ordered. The witch
sisters nodded and turned to face the entrance, holding an arm out each towards the tunnel as
multicolored glows that matched their eyes swirled around from their shoulders to their palms.
"As you wish master," they said together as they charged up their magic. They each fired out a
powerful multicolored blast that shot into the tunnel with a sharp whistling sound. After a moment the
area shook about before the abandoned town detonated from below as the witch sisters' magic
exploded violently along with all the stored relics of power and weapon caches from Fairy Tale. The
tunnels blasted apart as the witch sisters held their hands out and formed their colorful barriers around
themselves, Talon, and Rin. They watched as the bunker's entrance erupted along with the surrounding
area while the shields around them remained strong, blocking chunks of debris and the shockwave as
the Fairy Tale facility was annihilated from the powerful explosion. Rin watched with wonder then
looked to Jovian and Jacqueline as the sisters smiled confidently at Talon.
"All done master," they said together. Talon nodded as he watched the remains of the
abandoned monster town collapse into the flaming ruins that was once the Fairy Tale storage bunker.
"No, we've just begun," he said with a focused gaze. He started walking away as the shields
around them vanished.
"Let's go," he called out. Jovian and Jacqueline nodded then quickly ran over to his sides while
Rin turned to see the remains of the destroyed town collapsing into the ground. She narrowed her eyes
then followed after the others; running over to Jovian's side and walking alongside them as they headed
off on their crusade. As they walked along she blinked then looked to her pocket as she felt something in
it. She took out a golden key that had a black diamond gemstone on the end while the key itself was
angular in shape.
"What's that?" Jovian asked looking at the key. Rin looked at the relic then ahead again as she
pocketed it, knowing very well what it was and how valuable it would be to Falla.
"Something that's going to help me find her again," she said with a sharp glare. Talon and the
witches glanced to her then looked ahead as the siren felt her anger at Falla rising by the second.

'Falla, you can run, but you can't hide. I'm going to find you, and when I do I'm going to sing you
one last song.'

Chapter 34
Luna’s Choice
Kyouko finished hooking her bra while standing in front of a mirror, her attention drifting away
from getting dressed to where Talon might be now. Inside her own room within the villa she had been
silent as she worried what had happened to the hybrid during Yokai Academy's destruction. Slowly she
put on a new blue denim skirt, white t-shirt, and red jacket that were her usual clothing style, all of
which had been provided by Fang Fang's tailors upon her request. She put her hair clips in at the sides of
her head like she always wore then looked up with a quiet sigh.
'Talon, will I ever see you again?'
She smiled softly then looked in the mirror, envisioning the hybrid standing on the other side
with his wings and wraith blades extended out.
'I really am falling for a monster; I can't stop thinking about him.'
A knock came at her door, with Kyouko taking in one last look at Talon before his image faded
away to reveal herself in the mirror again. She then walked over and opened the door to find Luna
there, the chronofly dressed in her casual human attire again with white sneakers, blue jeans, a white tshirt and a green dress shirt that she left unbuttoned in the front. Her magical bracelet had its four gems
glowing softly while her expression was a smile that was barely hiding her frown.
"Hey, I wanted to come by and see how you were doing," Luna said softly.
"I'm alright, at least I can walk again thanks to Ceal," Kyouko said with a slight laugh as she bent
her legs a few times. Luna nodded then looked down.
"I'm sorry you got dragged into this, this isn't something you should have been involved with,"
she said shaking her head.
"I didn't get dragged into this; I chose to be a part of this. I wanted to stay by Falla's side at Yokai
Academy, to help however I could. I got involved in a monster fight at my school, I was attacked by my
own kind for helping my friends, I belong on your side in all this Luna; and I'm done being a helpless
schoolgirl, done with having to be saved by everyone. This time I want to help fight back, however I
can," Kyouko said assuredly.
"Guess we'd better get you another baseball bat then," Falla jested as she walked up to them in
the hall, wearing her preferred clothing style of white sneakers, a black and red striped miniskirt, and a
white t-shirt with a short sleeved red shirt over it that was unzipped down the middle. She glanced to
Luna briefly then looked back to Kyouko with a slight smile.
"So, all done playing nurse now?" she asked. Kyouko nodded and looked over to her bed where
the scuffed up nurse's dress was lying now.

"Yeah, I just hope Talon is ok now. I wish I could have helped him recover more before being
separated like this," she said softly.
"You really have fallen for that guy haven't you?" Falla asked with a small sigh. Kyouko smiled
gently and nodded.
"He's not a bad guy, he really isn't," she said softly. Falla shook her head slightly then started
walking away.
"If you say so. C'mon, let's go see how the others are doing," she said. Kyouko nodded and
walked past Luna as the chronofly looked at her sister worriedly.
"Falla? Is something wrong?" she asked. Falla stopped and kept looking ahead as Kyouko walked
up next to her.
"What gave you that idea?" Falla asked sharply.
"You just seem to be acting cold towards me now," Luna said with concern. Falla looked back to
her with a glare.
"I'm acting cold?" she said with anger. Luna backed up a step as Falla turned around and
marched up towards her.
"Look who's talking. Gabriel sacrificed his angelic wings, his right to ever return home to heaven
in order to save our sister and our friends, and you just accepted what happened to him! You didn't
even say a word to him afterwards, you got up and left when Hex did," Falla snapped with narrowed
eyes.
"He chose to gamble with that, Hex didn't force him to," Luna said shaking her head.
"Hex made those conditions in the first place! Don't you realize how unfair that was of him?"
Falla shouted out.
"He has the right to ask for whatever he wants; it's his game after all. He's the one changing
reality around us, doing the impossible for us, he should be allowed to ask for any price he wants for
that," Luna defended.
"And you're ok with that; you're ok with the price Gabriel had to pay? Complica was crying her
eyes out over what happened to him, I was about to cry myself because of how much he cared to help
us, but you… you didn't do anything but stand by Hex's side and agree that what happened to Gabriel
was right. I can't believe you!" Falla yelled out.
"I'm not happy that Gabriel lost his wings, I never wanted such a thing to happen to him. It's not
like I'm glad he lost, I wanted him to win just as much you did. But Hex didn't make him roll, Gabriel
chose to play the game on his own," Luna reasoned.

"He chose to play that fucking game to save our sister! To save Arial and Felucia, to find Rin, to
help us find Pandora's Box so we could send them home! He didn't deserve losing his wings for that and
you know it!" Falla shouted out.
"I know he tried to save them, and I never wanted him to lose his wings at all. Why are you mad
at me, I didn't do anything to make any of this happen, this isn't my fault," Luna said shaking her head.
"I'm mad at you for siding with that bastard instead of the angel that gave up his wings to help
our sister. I'm mad at you for acting like Gabriel had what was coming to him for trying to help our
friends. I'm mad at you for defending Hex and his rules for his stupid game just because you got a crush
on the guy!" Falla yelled out.
"It's not Hex's fault Gabriel lost, you can't blame him for that at all. Gabriel lost, fair and square,"
Luna defended with frustration.
"Fair and square? There's nothing fair about this, an angel just lost his right to return to heaven
trying to save our sister and you're saying that's fair?" Falla shouted out with anger.
"Hex named the rules beforehand and Gabriel agreed to them. He was brave for playing with
those stakes but it was still his choice to do so. Hex isn't the bad guy here. And of course I love him, he
saved me from a horrible fate Falla, he helped save all our friends today with his power. I owe him
everything, I can never repay him enough for what he did," Luna said with tears starting to form in her
eyes.
"He didn't help our friends, we had to play that stupid game of his to get him to do anything for
us; he doesn't care what happens to our friends at all. Ceal helped me. He cured my chrono dementia,
he restored my eye, he healed my body when I was about to die, he gave me his key to Pandora's Box to
go save you, and he's even putting his lifelong quest to slay Fafnir on hold again to help save Complica. I
owe my life to him Luna, something I'm glad to pay. Whenever I get the chance I'm going to show Ceal
just how much I love him and then some, I'm going to put Kurumu to shame as a love demon when I get
him behind closed doors," Falla argued. She then looked at Luna with a harsh glare.
"But Hex only saved you because he needs you; he needs your magic to save Pandora. He only
let you come after me because he needs me to help him too, because I'm worth something to him. If we
weren't chronoflies he wouldn't have cared to save us, I would have been dead and you would have
been in that dungeon still," she said sharply. Luna looked at her with a stunned expression as she shakily
stammered something, words failing her before Falla shook her head with a frustrated scoff.
"I would slap you right now for how you're acting, if I weren't so relieved and grateful that
you're ok again. I love you sister, and I'm so glad you're back, but your savior wasn't a knight in shining
armor, he's just a manipulative monster who's using you for his own agenda. He doesn't deserve your
heart or your affection, he shouldn't even be here with us," she said accusingly. Luna looked at her with
worried eyes while Kyouko was looking away and avoiding eye contact with her. Falla turned around and
started walking away, with Kyouko then following her while Luna watched them with remorseful eyes.

"He's not… using me," Luna said quietly before looking down with closed eyes. She then walked
after her sister and friend while trying to convince herself that Hex wasn't a bad guy. When the three
girls got near the corner of the hall they saw Complica sprinting, not running mind you, but sprinting
with a fearful expression on her face as she ran down another hall.
"AH! It's almost time it's almost time it's almost time!" she cried out. The other girls looked to
each other puzzled then to where the young chronofly had run past.
"Almost time for what?" Kyouko asked.
"I'm not sure, c'mon," Falla said as the girls took off after her. They saw Complica running at full
speed further down the hall, the girl plowing through Yukari and Ahakon who were thrown to either side
of the hall with a thud before collapsing down onto the ground.
"Ow, what was that for?" Yukari groaned as she got up.
"Where's she going in such a hurry?" Ahakon asked as he rubbed his head.
"Complica, what's wrong?" Falla called out as she, Kyouko, and Luna ran by. Yukari and Ahakon
looked to each other then quickly followed after as well. Complica ran further down the hall then
stopped when she glanced to the side into a room. She saw Dark working on a computer at a desk, the
demon programming a new mp3 player with more songs from Fang Fang's audio library while Felucia
was looking over his shoulder with an amused smile. Next to Dark was Arial who was glaring at Mizore
who was trying to lean over to see as well, the two snow girls clashing frozen claws against each other
while Mizore was forcing a stern smile on her face.
"Back off!" Arial barked out.
"I just want to see what music he picks out, ma'am," Mizore grunted as the two snow girls
pushed against one another while Dark kept watching the screen with a blank expression, the demon
fully aware of their bickering and also knowing he couldn't really stop them.
"Arial hurry up its almost time we're going to miss it c'mon!" Complica cried out. The others
looked over to her curiously before Arial looked to a clock on the wall. She screamed then quickly ran
over to Complica, with Mizore promptly falling over with a thud after she lost her balance. Dark and
Felucia watched Arial and Complica bolting out of the room and down the hall before being followed by
the rest of the group who quickly ran by.
"Um, what's going on?" Felucia asked. Mizore got up and rubbed her head while Dark finished
his music uploading and picked up the mp3 player and ear buds.
"I'm not sure, let's go see," he said before he helped Mizore stand again. The snow girl smiled
softly at him then looked to the doorway.
"What are they afraid of missing?" she asked before they all ran off after the others as well.

Further down the hall Gin was looking at a large painting of an ancient Chinese empire that had
a large kingdom on one side with a serpentine dragon flying through the air on the other. The wolf
admired the artwork while Kokoa was standing next to him, glancing to Sun with narrowed eyes as the
siren was standing behind the boy on the other side. Sun glanced to Kokoa with a dull expression then to
Gin with a sly smile, her hand slowly reaching out to take hold of his. Kokoa growled as she tensed up
before Sun was suddenly run over by Complica and Arial, the two young girls stumbling and regaining
their balance before continuing along while Sun lay on the ground face first and twitching slightly. Gin
looked over to the siren with a jump while Kokoa burst out laughing at the sight.
"Sun? What happened?" Gin asked as he looked over and saw the two young angels running
down the hall. Complica looked back to Sun and shook her head while still running alongside Arial.
"I'm sorry Sun we didn't mean to do that we're just in a real big hurry it's almost time and we
can miss this I'm sorry are you ok-" she said before rounding a corner with Arial, her words fading away
as Gin and Kokoa watched them go before looking down to seeing Sun slowly sitting up and rubbing her
head.
"Sun? Are you ok?" Gin asked as he helped the girl up. She looked to him with timid eyes as she
was held by the boy, with Kokoa then glaring at seeing him holding her up. Sun nodded as she let her
legs give out, with Gin then holding her around the waist as she pretended to be weak in his arms. Gin
looked at her with concern as she timidly brushed the hair away from her eyes.
"Are you going to be alright, do you want to lie down?" he asked. Sun leaned closer and smiled
gently at him, with Gin leaning back with a nervous expression before Kokoa ran over and tried to pry
the siren off of him. Sun clung to him while watching her with a dirty scowl, with Gin looking between
the two worriedly before seeing the rest of the group running past them. They all stopped in place then
looked to the trio, with Sun glancing around at them then to Kokoa while the vampire was glaring at her
still.
"Let go of him right now!" Kokoa yelled out.
"Um, what's going on here?" Yukari asked. Sun quickly let go of Gin and stood up with a nervous
smile before Kokoa threw her back into the painting, which promptly came crashing down onto the floor
behind the siren as she slumped down against it. Before the vampire could charge her Gin grabbed
Kokoa and held her back while smiling nervously at the group.
"Uh, nothing really, but what's up with Arial and Complica? Where are they going in such a
hurry?" he asked, eager to change the subject.
"That's what we're going to find out," Dark said before he took off again, with the others
following after. Gin watched them go then looked to Kokoa as the vampire was still trying to charge Sun
who was leaning back against the damaged painting and watching her with a nervous smile.
"You think you can hang all over my boyfriend like that right in front of me and get away with it?
Just wait until I get my hands on you, you're going to be begging for mercy, or at least writing it down

while I strangle the life out of you!" Kokoa shouted out as Gin grunted and struggled to pull the vampire
down the hall with him.
"C'mon Kokoa, it was just a misunderstanding. Let's go see what's going on with the others,
alright?" he said with a few grunts while Kokoa kept thrashing and clawing towards Sun with murder in
her eyes. Sun watched Gin pull the raging vampire down the hall and around a corner before she
breathed out in relief. She blinked then looked down the hall with a raised eyebrow, then got up and
followed after the group out of similar curiosity.
Down another hallway Render and Leon were struggling to hold their girlfriends back from one
another, with the witch sisters glaring and trying to claw at each other. On both sides of the hall ahead
of them there were ancient samurai suits of armor on pedestals with katanas raised and small plaques
at the bases depicting the time period theses armor and weapons were used in.
"For the last time, that's not true! Mr. Render is an idiot!" Astreal shouted out.
"He is not an idiot; he's just pointing out the truth!" Apoch shot back.
"Your breasts are not bigger than mine! They're not bigger at all!" Astreal yelled out with a blush
on her face.
"Yes they are, stop being so jealous!" Apoch yelled back.
"How did this subject even come up again anyway?" Leon grunted as he held Astreal back by the
shoulders while Render was standing behind him, the battlemage glancing back to his friend while
holding back his raven haired girlfriend by the shoulders as well.
"Well, you said that nothing's been going right today, so I pointed out that at least we have
girlfriends and mine is smoking hot and well-endowed, and then they just went crazy again for some
reason," he said with a shrug.
"She's the exact same as me, we're the exact same physically!" Astreal cried out with a flustered
expression.
"Render says I'm more well-endowed, so obviously we're not the exact same!" Apoch shot back.
"Yes we are! You do not have bigger breasts than me!" Astreal yelled back.
"There's nothing wrong with me developing faster than you have, quit being so jealous and just
face the facts already," Apoch snapped back. Astreal screamed and shoved Leon aside then Render, the
boys stumbling over to either side of the hall as the sisters got in each other's faces with glares.
"Your damned boobs are not bigger than mine! Our figures are the exact same!" Astreal yelled
out. Render regained his balance then shrugged with a small smile.
"Well, the truth is her breasts are bigger and she has a more voluptuous figure. No offense
Astreal, but everybody sees that," he reasoned.

"Nobody else sees that, you're just delusional Render, they have the same physical features
except for their eye and hair colors," Leon argued sternly. Render looked to him with a raised eyebrow.
"So then they don't have the same physical features, you just proved my point buddy," he said
simply. Apoch stood proudly with a sneer at her sister while Astreal fumed with rage. They then
watched as Astreal let out an annoyed scoff then lifted up her shirt, with her breasts bouncing a bit in
her white bra as the girl glared at her sister.
"Mine are just as big as yours! See?" she yelled out. Apoch scoffed and lifted her shirt, showing
her black bra as her breasts bounced as well. Render and Leon stared with wide eyes as the sisters
growled at each other while pressing their breasts together in a bumping match.
"You wish, see for yourself, mine are bigger!" Apoch shot back.
"No they're not; you're just using padding in your bra you cheater!" Astreal yelled as she yanked
her sister's bra down, exposing the girl's breasts as Render's eyes nearly bulged out of his head. Apoch
gasped then growled at her sister before yanking her bra down, with Leon staring with a stunned
expression at seeing Astreal's bare bosom bouncing slightly.
"Shows what you know! See, nothing but what I was created with, and that's more than you
have!" Apoch shouted out. The sisters butted heads and breasts again as they glared at each other while
Render and Leon just stared at the sight with surprise.
"Um… what are you girls doing?" Leon asked shakily.
"This is happening, this is really happening," Render said with awe and wonder.
"Mine are bigger!" Apoch yelled out.
"Not they're not!" Astreal shouted out with frustration.
"Yeah they are…" Render said as he stared at Apoch's bosom with an impressed smile.
"No they're not…" Leon said quietly as his eyes were glued to Astreal's breasts.
From around the corner Arial and Complica came bolting by at high speed, the two crashing into
Apoch and Astreal and sending them all to the ground with a crash. Render and Leon snapped back to
their senses and looked down to seeing the witch sisters lying on the ground dazed while Complica was
face first in Apoch's chest and Arial was face first in Astreal's.
"Ugh, watch where you're going," Arial groaned as she sat up, her hands holding onto Astreal's
breasts before the witch let out a high pitched cry.
"Oh my god, that's so cold!" she whined as Arial blinked a few times to clear her vision, the
angel then realizing she was sitting atop Astreal and holding her breasts. She then jumped up with a
gasp as Astreal held her arms around her bosom and shivered.

"Whoops, sorry about that," Arial said with a nervous smile.
Complica blinked a few times then slowly sat up, seeing Apoch shaking her head before looking
at her with a deep blush as the chronofly's hands were also holding the witch's bosom. Complica looked
down at them then tilted her head slightly while cupping the girl's breasts.
"Wow, those are big," she said simply. Apoch opened her mouth with a stunned expression
before just staring at the angel with a blush on her face. Complica just squeezed them a few times with a
curious expression.
"Those are even bigger than my sister's," she said with wonder. Apoch looked down to her
breasts then to Complica while blushing more. Complica then shook her head and looked to Arial.
"What are we doing? We're going to miss it, let's go, hurry!" she cried out as she scrambled to
her feet and took off, with Arial then quickly following after her. Apoch just stared at where the
chronofly had been groping her with a stunned expression while Astreal was shivering and holding her
arms around herself.
"That was so cold, that was so cold," Astreal whined as she sat up and looked down; moving her
arms to seeing that her body did react to the chill touch of the snow angel. Leon's nose trickled a bit of
blood at the sight of her erect nipples before he quickly shook his head and looked away with a blush.
"Um, Astreal? Are you… ok?" he asked. Astreal nodded slowly then looked up to him, then down
to her breasts, then to him, then back down to her breasts, then screamed as she hastily put back on her
bra and lowered her shirt.
"AH! What was I thinking?" she cried out as she buried her face in her hands out of
embarrassment.
After a pause Apoch blinked then looked to Render, the boy watching where Arial and Complica
vanished down the hall with a puzzled expression. The boy then looked back to Apoch as the girl was
staring at him with a blush. He glanced to her bosom then smiled proudly.
"Yeah, that's my girl alright," he said with a nod. Apoch smiled timidly and looked down to her
chest, feeling her heart fluttering at his admiration for her, and then looked to Astreal with an arrogant
smile.
"Told you mine were bigger, not only does Render see it but even Ms. Complica noticed their
impressive size," she boasted. Astreal let out a flustered scream then looked to Apoch with a deep blush
on her face.
"They are not, and would you pull your shirt down already, stop flaunting those things around
like that!" she yelled out.
"I don't mind if my boyfriend sees them, they're his after all, and I want you to admit once and
for all that mine are bigger than yours!" Apoch declared while pointing to her sister, making no effort to

cover herself up at all while Leon kept looking away and Render watched his girlfriend with a curious
smile.
"I will admit no such thing! They're not bigger than mine, they're not!" Astreal snapped back
while looking at her sister's breasts nervously.
"Yes they are, admit that I'm right and you're wrong!" Apoch demanded as she waved her bust
around, with Render starting to drool and Leon covering his eyes with one hand while shaking his head
slowly.
"No they're not!" Astreal shouted back. Apoch growled then lunged over and tackled Astreal to
the ground, the blonde haired sister's arms being held down while Apoch held her breasts in the girl's
face. Render's eye twitched a bit as he saw Apoch pinning Astreal down with her bosom and a daring
smile.
"Yes they are! Admit it!" Apoch demanded. Astreal kicked around under her sister as her
muffled voice and cries were somewhat heard through Apoch's breasts. Leon peeked back over then
jumped at the sight.
"What are you two doing now?" he cried out.
"They're doing what men have only dreamed of twin sisters doing, now silence!" Render
quipped while holding out a finger at Leon, his eyes remaining locked on the sisters' struggle.
"Say it!" Apoch ordered. Astreal shook her head while trying to say something through the girl's
bosom.
"Say it!" Apoch ordered again. Astreal whimpered and shook her head before looking up at her
sister with nervous eyes. Apoch leaned back and glared at her sister, with Render and Leon staring at the
sight with stunned expression.
"Say it, right now," Apoch ordered. Astreal glanced to Apoch's breasts then back up to her as the
large group of their friends rounded the corner, all of them then coming to an immediate halt as they
saw the sisters down on the floor how they were.
"What the hell is this?" Kyouko asked shaking her head with surprise.
"Alright, yours are bigger, yours are bigger! You win! I give up!" Astreal cried out. Apoch smiled
arrogantly down at the girl and twitched her eyebrow.
"Damn straight I win," she said smugly. She blinked then looked over to see everybody staring at
her with stunned expressions.
"What… the… hell?" Falla said shaking her head slowly.
"What are you doing to her?" Luna asked with disbelief.

"Looks like she's dominating Astreal with her boobs," Felucia said plainly. Apoch looked down to
her sister then screamed as she quickly jumped up and set her bra and shirt straight again. Astreal just
stared at her with nervous eyes while Render and Leon glanced from Apoch to the group then back to
Apoch.
"Um, it's not what it looks like, really," Apoch said nervously.
"And just what is this supposed to look like?" Gin asked with bewilderment. Apoch stammered
something then looked to Render, the boy shrugging with a weak smile.
"They, uh, were just settling an argument," he reasoned.
"Settling an argument? She was shoving her boobs into Astreal's face!" Falla said with disbelief.
Apoch waved her hands in front of her with a nervous smile.
"We were only settling which one of us had bigger- oh never mind, it's nothing for you to be
concerned with, really," she said shakily. Astreal got to her feet and stared at her sister with a stunned
expression then looked to Leon, the boy opening his mouth to speak then halting as words failed him.
The group looked to each other then back to the witch sisters.
"We'll talk to you two about this later, you can try to explain yourselves then, but for now which
way did Arial and Complica go?" Dark asked. Apoch and Astreal looked down the hall then to the group
while pointing behind them.
"They went that way," they said together. The large group ran past them, with Render and Leon
watching them go before looking back to their girlfriends. Apoch smiled arrogantly at Astreal with her
hands at her hips.
"That settles it then, you agree that mine are bigger," she asserted.
"How can this be, we're cast from the same spell, to be twin sisters," Astreal said sadly at seeing
Apoch's breasts bounce slightly as the raven haired witch stood proudly before her.
"I'm just developing more before you are, nothing to be ashamed about," Apoch said with a sly
smile at Astreal. Render nodded at Leon with a simple smile while Leon gave him a dull glance back.
Apoch giggled then started walking away.
"Anyway, let's go see what the others are-" she started before a sword whipped down in front
of her, the girl halting in place with a yelp as the katana struck into the ground in front of her. The others
stared at the sight with surprise as Apoch shakily looked down to the ceremonial blade that had nearly
struck through her.
"What… the…" she squeaked out. She looked up to seeing the arms of one of the suits of armor
having dropped out of position with a few strings of wire broken at the shoulders.

"Oh my… sister?" Astreal asked worriedly. Apoch slowly turned back to them with a nervous
smile.
"That… was close," she said shakily. The others rushed up to her as she looked down to the
sword that was struck into the floorboards.
"Holy shit, that nearly took your head off," Render said looking to the blade.
"Are you ok?" Leon asked.
"Yeah, I'm fine," Apoch said as she caught her breath. Leon looked up at the suit of armor with a
careful eye.
"After we find the others we'd better tell Fang Fang to have those looked at, somebody could be
seriously hurt if they're falling apart," he said. Apoch nodded then held onto Render's arm for comfort,
the boy leading her off while Astreal and Leon followed after. The four headed off after the others down
the hallway, none of them seeing a black shadow swirling around the sword before vanishing.
Walking down a hallway within the villa Kurumu, Rason and Ran were seen, all three of them
having saddened expressions while they discussed the recent event of Gabriel losing Hex's game.
"I can't believe it, he lost his angelic wings and power just like that," Rason said shaking his head.
"Goddamn Hex and his stupid game, how could he even make Gabriel gamble with that just to
help us?" Kurumu said with anger. Ran whimpered and shook her head while looking down.
"I wanted to find my sister, but not at such a cost. I feel so bad for him, he sacrificed so much
and gained nothing for it in return," she said softly. Rason nodded then stopped and looked behind
them as they got near an intersecting hallway, the two girls then looking to him as he showed a
concerned expression.
"Maybe I should play that game as well, Gabriel shouldn't be the only one to try for us," he
reasoned. Kurumu gasped then quickly grabbed onto his arm.
"Don't you dare touch those dice Rason, I mean it, it's not worth the risk," she pleaded quickly.
"She's right; I don't want anyone else making such a gamble, even for my sister. Please don't do
it Rason," Ran added worriedly.
"But what if it's our only way of getting to Rin and Pandora's Box? I know it's risky, but Gabriel
shouldn't have to be the only one who tries for us," Rason said looking down. Kurumu shook her head as
she clung to his arm.
"We'll find another way; we'll do anything but play his game. We all agreed that playing isn't
worth it, we're not touching those dice again," she said urgently.

"I don't want anyone else to suffer trying to find my sister, we'll figure something else out," Ran
said. Rason sighed and looked down while Kurumu looked down the hallway with a frustrated
expression.
"I can't believe that bastard made such a deal, and what's worse is that Luna sided with him on
it. How could she have been so cold like that, agreeing that Hex's game was fair and that what happened
to Gabriel was ok. The nerve of her," she scoffed. Rason glanced to her then looked down the hall with a
solemn gaze.
"You know how Luna gets when somebody saves her, I'm sure she's trying to justify whatever
happens with Hex as being acceptable just to stay near him," he pointed out.
"Um, what do you mean when somebody saves her? Has this happened to her before?" Ran
asked puzzled. Kurumu looked to her then down with concern.
"Rason originally saved her long ago from an abusive human, ever since then Luna's obsessed
over him as her angel. When we first met she was so crazy about him, literally, that she tried to fly away
with him, literally. She eventually got the hint that he was my boyfriend and settled for a friendship with
him, but even then she still stuck to him like glue. It's like she becomes completely smitten by any knight
that saves her from harm, only this time the knight isn't a knight, he's a horrible monster who's just
using her to free his sister. I don't understand why Luna can't see that Hex is manipulating her, using her
only for her magic," she said softly.
"Maybe she doesn't want to see it, maybe she wants to believe that the person who saved her
from being abused in the darkness is somebody greater. He's done so much for her, maybe she truly
wants to see him as a good soul," Rason said with a small shrug. Kurumu nodded slowly then closed her
eyes.
"I'm grateful she's back and alright again, but still, Hex is not the right guy for her. She deserves
somebody far greater than him," she said with concern.
From around the corner Arial and Complica raced through, sprinting past and knocking Kurumu,
Rason, and Ran off to the side where they all slammed into the wall and slumped down onto the floor.
Arial and Complica continued their stampede down the hallway while the stunned trio twitched a bit
while being pressed against the wall.
"What… just happened?" Ran asked weakly.
"Ow…" Kurumu squeaked out.
Ahakon and Yukari ran down to the intersection of the hall then spotted their three dazed
friends.
"Oh no, three more down," Yukari said shaking her head.

"They went this way you guys!" Ahakon called out as he waved towards the hall. He and Yukari
ran by while the rest of the large group quickly followed after. Once they had passed by Kurumu, Rason,
and Ran dropped down onto the floor with a thump.
"Ok… what are we missing here?" Rason asked weakly. Kurumu and Ran slowly got up while
shaking their heads then looked to seeing their friends running off down the hallway.
"It really is nonstop with all of you, isn't it?" Ran asked looking to Kurumu.
"You get used to it, believe it or not," Kurumu said as she and Ran helped Rason stand up. The
boy shook his head to clear his senses then looked towards where everybody had run off.
"Now what's going on?" he asked tiredly.
"Only one way to find out," Kurumu said as they took off after the others.
Sitting in the lounge Ruby and Razico were seated on a couch in the lower den, the two cycling
through human news reports on the big TV while looking for any update or mention about what was
happening with the HDA. Standing over by the windows Hex was looking around at the sky while tossing
his dice up and catching them leisurely at his side, watching the day starting to turn to dusk as the
evening hours rolled by.
"I can't believe that Yokai Academy is really gone, I wonder what happened to the students and
faculty that were still there," Ruby said worriedly while flipping through the channels with the remote.
"I'm sure the headmaster is taking care of it, we'll just have to hope for the best with them,"
Razico reasoned.
"And Tsukune… he's still in Paradise as we speak," Ruby said shaking her head. She groaned then
looked up while leaning back in her seat.
"And Ren's still in there with him, oh I hope they're doing ok on their own like this, I wasn't
planning on leaving them in there alone for so long," she said with growing concern.
"I take it we can't get to him even if we wanted to," Razico said glancing to her.
"No, with the barriers sealed I can't even create the gateway into Paradise, not like it would do
us any good anyway. We wouldn't know where in Paradise Tsukune was, and even if we could find him
he's certainly not done with his bloodlust training, not to mention that I don't think Moka wants him to
know about everything that's going on out here. He's got enough to deal with already, if he knew what
was happening out here it would surely cause him more distress," Ruby reasoned.
"The headmaster will probably let him be for now, as long as he and Ren are ok in Paradise
they're actually safer there for now," Razico said with a shrug.
"I don't know about 'safer', but you're right, I don't think the headmaster will bother Tsukune
with any of this for the time being, which means we can still fix this before he finishes his training… I

hope," Ruby said looking down with concern. They then looked behind to hearing screaming along with
footsteps fast approaching, both of them then watching as Arial and Complica raced into the room and
towards the lowered den.
"It's almost time!" Arial cried out as she and Complica dove down onto the couch, knocking
Ruby and Razico onto the ground next to the lowered table while Hex merely watched them with a
raised eyebrow.
"Ow, have you girls lost it?" Ruby barked out as she stumbled back onto her feet. Razico stood
up while rubbing his head as the two young angels were fighting over the remote for the TV.
"What channel was it on? Where is it?" Complica cried out.
"Let go, I'm trying to find it!" Arial shouted out as the girls were pressing buttons on the remote
and quickly cycling through the channels.
"What's going on here? What are you two doing?" Razico asked.
"What are you trying to find?" Ruby asked looking to the TV with puzzlement.
From the doorway the rest of the group rushed in and saw Arial and Complica yelling while
switching through multiple channels.
"They just wanted to watch TV?" Kokoa asked with a raised eyebrow.
"What were they afraid of missing?" Falla asked looking to Luna who merely shrugged. Render
blinked then looked to the clock, then jumped a bit.
"Oh my god," he said with wide eyes. The group turned to him as he franticly looked around
before he dived over into the kitchen behind the counter, seeming to search through cabinets and
pantries in haste.
"Render? What's wrong?" Apoch asked.
"I'm still lost here, what are they freaking out over?" Felucia asked looking at Arial and Complica
who were yelling franticly while switching through multiple channels on the TV.
"I don't know what channel it's on down here!" Arial cried out.
"We're going to miss it, hurry!" Complica cried out desperately.
"Miss what? What are they trying to find?" Kurumu asked shaking her head.
"What's going on in here?" Gabriel asked from behind. The group turned to see the angel
walking back into the lounge, the boy wearing his white shirt and green academy jacket again. Complica
looked over to him then quickly ran over and grabbed his arm.

"Hurry Gabriel we can't find it and it's almost time please you have to help us please please
please!" she cried out. Gabriel just looked at her for a moment then over to Arial while the others
watched him curiously.
"What channel is it on?" Arial cried out. Gabriel blinked then looked to the clock, then up in
thought. After a moment he chuckled then walked Complica back over to the den, with the others
watching with puzzlement.
"That time already is it?" he asked playfully.
"Gabriel? Do you know what they're talking about?" Rason asked. Gabriel nodded as he set
Complica down on the couch then took the remote from Arial. He pointed to the TV and switched it over
to a channel as the two girls watched anxiously. A TV guide came up and the angel sifted through the
networks while watching it with a calm smile.
"Ah, there it is," he said before clicking on a station. The TV switched to an anime about giant
fighting robots that were shaped like animals, the group watching as the ridiculously cheesy opening
theme song to the show started playing. Arial and Complica cheered while the group just looked at them
with bewilderment.
"This is it!" Arial cheered out.
"Fighting Team Robanimals! Yay!" Complica cheered with a hop.
"Fighting Team… Robanimals?" Gin asked with a confused expression.
"Hell yeah!" Render called out before he bolted out of the kitchen in a blur, jumped into the air,
did a double somersault over the group, and then landed down on the couch next to Arial with a bowl of
popcorn, a soda, and a chocolate bar.
"Sweet! I wasn't sure if I would be able to watch more of this after things started going crazy,
this is awesome!" he cheered. Arial quickly swiped some of his popcorn while her eyes were glued to the
TV, with Complica bouncing energetically on the couch as she watched the show. Apoch stared at
Render with a stunned expression then looked to the TV. The group looked to each other then back to
the young angels as they were watching the human anime that featured giant robots and fast talking,
slick dressed heroes and villains.
"They just wanted to watch cartoons?" Rason asked.
"They ran us over just to watch their TV show?" Ran asked with annoyance. Gabriel chuckled
and shrugged.
"It's their favorite show up in heaven, they never miss it," he reasoned. The group looked to him
curiously as he was watching the two young angels with an amused smile.

"What? But how did you know that was what they wanted to watch?" Kokoa asked. Gabriel
glanced to her then to the two young angels with a smirk.
"Well, for Complica I had to replace their TV quite a lot since somebody kept playing baseball in
their living room and breaking it," he said knowingly, with Complica looking to him with a nervous smile
and giggle before back to the show. Gabriel nodded then looked to Arial.
"And I've spent a lot of time helping repair Arial's home after her tantrums over Dark, and that
was the one show she never missed and it also seemed to keep her busy while we fixed up her home,"
he said, with Arial glancing away and looking off the side like she didn't know she was being spoken
about before looking back to the TV. Gabriel chuckled then looked to the group.
"Not to mention Complica talks about the show nonstop whenever I visited her family. And
when I say nonstop I mean nonstop, usually until she passed out," he said with a shrug. The group
looked to Arial, Complica, and Render as the three were watching the anime and smiling brightly.
"Yeah! Go get him!" Arial cheered out as she watched two giant robots that looked like bears
hitting each other while standing amidst a ravaged city.
"This is the best episode yet!" Complica exclaimed with a hop.
"You got that right kid," Render said before he munched on his popcorn with his eyes fixated on
the show. Apoch looked at him with puzzlement then to the TV with a raised eyebrow.
"Render? Do you like these kinds of shows?" she asked.
"He likes anything that involves explosions, fighting, giant robots or monsters, and pretty
flashing lights," Leon said flatly. Apoch looked at him curiously then to the TV as she tilted her head
slightly. Falla smiled at seeing her little sister enjoying the show then looked to Gabriel.
"That's so sweet of you to know what she likes, thank you for helping them find their show in
time," she said kindly.
"If we wanted any remote peace and quiet down here it was a good thing they got to it in time,"
Gabriel reasoned with a weak laugh. The group smiled at him as he watched the two young angels with
a caring smile. Luna smiled softly at him then looked down with worried eyes, feeling remorse sinking in
again knowing what Gabriel gave up to help them. Kyouko then started laughing while watching the
three on the couch, with the group looking to her curiously.
"What's so funny?" Yukari asked.
"It's just… these two have been fighting evil monsters and armed humans, they're stuck down
here in our world, and yet now here they are watching cartoons like real kids, like this is all normal. It's
just funny to me, after everything we've been through and about to face, they're watching cartoons
without a care in the world," Kyouko said with a shrug. Falla looked at her curiously then started giggling
as she saw her little sister enjoying the show.

"I guess you're right, this is the last thing I expected them to be doing while down here with us,"
she said before laughing as well. Luna started laughing lightly while the group looked at the three on the
couch with amused smiles, except for Apoch who was still baffled how Render could like a cartoon so
much.
"It's unreal, she's acting like a kid now," Gin said as they saw Arial laughing and watching the
show.
"She is a kid Gin, it just doesn't show too often with her," Ruby said gently. Mizore nodded
slowly as she watched Arial smiling and watching her cartoon, the snow angel seeming to be completely
different than her usual temperamental and icy self.
Dark smiled at seeing his angel watching the cartoon then walked over and knelt down behind
Arial and rested his hand on her shoulder, the girl grabbing his hand while smiling happily at the show.
She looked up to him with a giggle as the demon smiled down at her, the boy then chuckling a bit before
looking back to the cartoon. It was more than apparent that he felt a sense of joy in seeing his guardian
angel so happy.
Falla walked over and sat next to Complica, the younger girl then snuggling up next to her as she
watched the show with a bright smile. Falla held her sister gently and felt a sense of warmth she found
to be missing from before, the feeling of spending time with her younger sister that she never got to
before. She kissed Complica's head then looked at the show with an amused smile, not finding it to be
entertaining but not caring since she was sitting with her sister.
Luna smiled softly at her sisters then looked to Gabriel as the angel started walking past the
group towards the kitchen. As he got there Luna quickly walked over to him, the boy looking back to
seeing her smiling gently at him.
"You really have been watching over them in heaven, haven't you?" she asked. Gabriel smiled
slightly then looked over to the two young angels, both of them watching the show with excitement
while the group was glancing back to him and Luna.
"Well, they were my responsibility, and I did get to know them well in that time. Arial may be a
bit obsessed with Dark and difficult to talk to, even when she's not listening to her music, but she really
is a good soul. And Complica really is an angel Luna, she's so kind and caring to those around her, she
always showed me pictures she drew of you, even though they were so cluttered it was hard to make
out all the details," he said with a small laugh of amusement. Luna smiled gently at him as she realized
just how close he had been with the two young angels as their guardian. Gabriel then showed a
concerned expression and looked down.
"I'm just sorry I failed in keeping them safe, really Luna, I tried-" he said before Luna shook her
head and spoke up.
"No, it's not your fault Gabriel. I'm sorry, I didn't mean to be so harsh with you; you weren't just
watching over them in heaven, you were watching over so much more. You didn't know they would

have gone into that rift; I'm surprised Complica was brave enough to go near it let alone go through it.
I'm sorry I snapped at you, I was just scared for my sister's soul," she said softly. She whimpered then
looked to him with a teary-eyed smile.
"I'm sorry, for you losing your wings and your home; you really were brave to take that gamble
for us. I'm sorry that you lost, I really am. You didn't deserve what happened to you," she said gently.
Gabriel glanced to her then down again while shaking his head.
"I feel as though I do Luna, I failed in watching over them and returning them to heaven. I failed
all of you," he said remorsefully.
"No you didn't," Luna pleaded as she quickly held her hands to his chest and shook her head.
She then slowly looked to her hands as she felt a strange warmth coming from them, a slight tingle in
her chest again being felt like she had noticed with him before. Gabriel looked at her worriedly as she
looked from one hand to another with a gentle expression of wonder.
"I'm sorry Luna, I just…" he said before he noticed she was staring at her hands now. The group
looked at her curiously while Hex raised an eyebrow at her in question. Luna slowly moved one hand
along Gabriel's chest, then down his arm towards his hand as she felt the strange sensation of a warmth
that felt so natural to her all along his body. It was as if an aura of his was flowing right through her hand
and causing a small jolt to her heart.
"Luna?" Gabriel asked.
"What is this?" Luna asked quietly.
From the doorway Fang Fang came running in, looking around with an eager smile before
spotting Gabriel.
"Ah, there you are, I've been looking everywhere for you. Please come with me at once my
friend," he said running over to him. He quickly grabbed Gabriel's hand and started leading him towards
the door in haste, with the angel stumbling off-balance while the group watched him curiously.
"Fang Fang? What's going on?" Razico asked. The yasha looked around at the group with a big
smile and waved towards the door.
"Follow us, you all must come and see as well, it's going to be incredible," he said eagerly, then
quickly led Gabriel out of the room, the angel smacking into the doorframe and being dazed a bit before
stumbling after the yasha.
"Where's he taking Gabriel?" Ahakon asked.
"Not sure, he seemed excited about something though," Kurumu said with a shrug. Falla looked
to where the angel had been taken away then to Complica with a curious smile.

"C'mon Complica, let's go see what's happening with Gabriel," she said gently. Complica looked
to her with wonder then smiled softly as she held onto Falla's arm which was holding her.
"You never asked me to go anywhere with you before, I like this side of you a lot more," she
said. Falla smiled and stood up with her little sister.
"This is the only side of me there is now Complica, and I want to spend as much time with you as
I can before you go back home to mother and father," she said genuinely. Complica giggled and hugged
her, with the group smiling at them while Arial and Render were still engrossed with the show. Complica
then looked to Arial then ran over and yanked her to her feet, the snow angel jumping a bit before
looking to her with confusion.
"C'mon Arial, let's go," Complica said eagerly.
"Go? But the show isn't over yet," Arial said looking back to the TV.
"But something's going on with Gabriel, I want to go see," Complica whined. Arial looked to her
then to the show then back to her, and then sighed with annoyance.
"Fine, but let's hurry up, I don't want to miss the ending," she said before the two ran off with
Falla. The rest of the group followed after while Render continued to watch the show, Apoch watched
him with a raised eyebrow, and Hex walked over to the kitchen where Luna was looking down at her
hands curiously still.
"Render? Don't you want to go see as well?" Apoch asked. Render looked to her, then to the TV,
then back to her.
"But… fighting robots… action… explosions…" he said softly with popcorn in his mouth. Apoch
showed a troubled expression then walked over and kneeled down behind him, leaning closer to the
boy and pressing her bosom against the side of his head.
"Please Render, for me? I really want to go see it with you," she said softly while watching him
with gentle eyes, lightly bumping her chest against his head a few times. The boy glanced to her bosom
then to her as he swallowed his food with a gulp then smiled with a small chuckle.
"Well, when you put it like that, how can I say no?" he said with a shrug. Apoch smiled as the
boy got up and hopped up onto the floor next to her, the couple then heading off after the others while
Luna examined her hands curiously.
"Luna?" Hex asked. The girl glanced to him then back to the doorway with wonder.
"What is that anyway?" she asked quietly.
Running down the hallway Complica, Arial, and Falla were right behind where Fang Fang was
leading a confused Gabriel through the building. Fang Fang was smiling and rambling on about how
exciting this was while Gabriel was trying to maintain his balance while looking at the yasha with

puzzlement. Behind them Complica was holding onto Falla's hand and leading her down the hallway
with a giddy smile, the elder chronofly looking at her sister with a loving smile while Arial ran alongside
her.
'Maybe it's not all bad she's down here, at least this way I can actually spend some time with her
as a real big sister. I never thought I would get such a chance ever again.'
They made their way through the building then ran out into the large courtyard where the giant
winged demon from earlier was lying off to the side, the monster's charred body still smoking slightly
while Fang Fang's guards and personal were working to clean up the damaged courtyard and repair the
building where it had taken serious damage from the fight. Men were working to fix the burned and
destroyed floors of the building where a few pulley systems were rigged to help move planks of wood
and building supplies to the upper floors. Standing over by the dead demon Ceal was looking around at
it while his arms were crossed, the boy then glancing to seeing the others heading over to him.
"I've found him, and I believe we're going to be having some spectators for the show," Fang
Fang said looking over to seeing the three girls running up to them.
"Big brother, what's going on?" Complica asked as she looked at the giant dead demon.
"What did you need me out here for?" Gabriel asked looking at the monster then to Ceal with
confusion. Falla looked at the charred demon curiously then to Ceal.
"I was wondering where you went earlier, what are you doing out here?" she asked. Ceal
glanced to Complica then to Gabriel as the rest of the group came out into the courtyard behind them.
Ruby stumbled off to the side near the building and leaned against a wall while breathing heavily, with
Razico watching her with a curious eye as the witch tried to catch her breath.
"Seriously, why are we always running everywhere?" she complained as she held her side.
"You really did get out of shape working at the academy didn't you?" Kurumu asked her with a
raised eyebrow.
"I'm not out of shape!" Ruby shouted out at her.
"It wasn't so bad, jogging is good exercise," Gin said with a shrug.
"Oh please, you're a werewolf; of course you like to run. Name one other person who likes to go
on a wild dash through a building like that!" Ruby barked out at him.
From behind the group Render and Apoch came running out of the building and over towards
them.
"Man, nothing like watching an awesome show about giant fighting robots before going for a
wild dash through a whole building with your girlfriend to make you feel alive," Render said looking to

Apoch, the witch blushing and smiling at him while Ruby gave them a dull glare. The group smiled
amusedly at them then looked to Ceal.
"What's going on, why did you want Gabriel out here?" Rason asked. Fang Fang stepped back to
the others while Gabriel looked from Ceal to the large dead demon that was burnt from head to toe.
"Take your shirts off angel," Ceal said, the group looking at him puzzled while Gabriel turned to
him with a jump.
"What? My shirts?" Gabriel asked. Ceal nodded while watching the angel with his cold blue eyes.
Gabriel looked around at the others then to Ceal.
"Um… why…" he asked carefully.
"I'm not asking you again, take them off," Ceal ordered.
"What's happening here?" Ran asked cautiously.
"Ceal's ordering Gabriel to get undressed, starting to feel a little uncomfortable here," Ahakon
commented. Fang Fang chuckled and shook his head.
"He's just requesting that Gabriel remove his shirts. Go ahead friend, its ok," Fang Fang
reassured. Gabriel looked to him then to Ceal with a cautious expression. After a pause he slowly took
off his academy jacket then his white shirt, the group then seeing his withered wings which had no
feathers on them.
"Oh Gabriel," Kurumu said softly with remorse. Complica whimpered then looked to Ceal as the
mage was looking back to the dead demon.
"Why did you want him to show us those again?" she asked sadly. Ceal glanced to her then
looked back to Gabriel.
"Now turn around," he said calmly. Gabriel looked at him puzzled then turned to face the group
with Ceal now behind him.
"What are you doing Ceal?" Razico asked. Ceal held a hand to the dead demon and another to
Gabriel's back, the angel looking back to him as the mage examined the boy's crippled wings.
"Helping an angel fly again," he said before white swirls of light appeared around his hands, the
group watching as the glows spread about to both the dead demon and Gabriel's wings. The angel
watched with wonder as a numbing sensation spread across his back while the swirls of glowing light
spun around his wings. Slowly etches and crevices sliced and carved across the burned demon's body
while Gabriel's wings started to regrow, with the flesh and bone reforming as the group watched with
wonder.
"Oh my, Ceal," Falla said softly.

"What's happening?" Felucia asked.
"He's transferring the organic matter from the demon to make new wings for Gabriel," Ruby
said with wonder.
Gabriel watched as his wings gradually formed again, with the feathers slowly growing and
taking shape as Ceal focused his magic on the angelic extensions. The large burnt demon started to shift
slightly as a few of its bones cracked and some of its flesh tore apart and ripped open.
"You did a noble thing trying to help us by wagering your very existence as an angel," Ceal said,
with Gabriel then looking to him with wonder. The catalyst mage watched the burnt demon shift and
tear in some areas then looked back to Gabriel's wings as they were gradually taking shape while the
feathers were still slowly growing and glowing white.
"However, you're causing Complica pain and distress with your lingering wings, just as you are
to all of your friends," Ceal continued, with the group watching him curiously. Complica and Falla
watched the mage with wonder and gentle eyes as he used his magic to reconstruct Gabriel's wings.
"And quite frankly I don't need any more distractions in front of me in my quest to slay Fafnir,
one of which being Complica crying again," Ceal said simply. Gabriel looked at him with wonder then to
his wings as they slowly started to reform back to normal size, with the feathers still glowing white from
the magic while growing.
"I cannot restore your angelic power or help you return to your home, but I can give you back
something else you lost in that gambit, your wings," Ceal said as the group watched with awe, seeing
Gabriel's wings extending out to the sides as the feathers took shape with the glowing light fading from
them. However they weren't bright white feathers like they were before, instead they were now black.
Gabriel looked at his feathers with surprise then back to Ceal as the mage finished using his magic, the
group then seeing Gabriel standing there with new wings of black feathers.
"You were right before angel," Ceal said, with the group watching Gabriel with wonder as the
catalyst mage walked around the boy to see the wings from the front.
"Now you are a monster, like us," Ceal finished.
"Gabriel, your wings," Rason said with awe.
"They're… beautiful," Kurumu said with a smile forming.
"Oh my god, those look amazing," Kokoa said with a smile of wonder.
"They look as good as new," Ran said as she eyed the angel's darker wings.
"Now those are the wings of a fallen angel," Gin said with a nod of approval. Gabriel looked at
his wings with wonder, feeling them just as he did before as they slowly retracted behind him.

"I don't believe it, I don't know what to say Ceal, thank you so much," he said looking back to
Ceal. The catalyst mage looked up around at the sky as it started to turn darker then to Gabriel.
"There's still daylight left, give them a test flight to make sure you still know how to fly," he said
pointing up. Gabriel looked up at the sky then to the others as they watched him with curious smiles.
"Go on Gabriel, give them a try," Yukari said eagerly.
"Yeah, get up there," Ruby said in agreement. Gabriel smiled at the group then looked up as his
wings arched back. With a mighty flap he took off into the air, the group watching as he soared up over
the building and into the sky. Gabriel looked around as he flew up above the villa then to his wings as
they flapped behind him, feeling how easy it was for him to fly once again. They felt just like his wings
did before, as if he had been born with them even though they weren't the same anymore. They were
created using the flesh and bone of another demon, his wings having been formed by the catalyst
mage's power and grafted to his body as if they were his own.
"It's incredible, they feel perfectly normal," he said with wonder.
Down on the ground the group watched Gabriel soar around high above the compound, the
angel's wings allowing him to fly just as easily as before.
"He can fly again, it's a miracle," Ahakon said with wonder. Complica giggled then looked to Ceal
as the mage was just watching the airborne angel with a blank expression.
"You're the greatest big brother!" she cheered as she ran over and hugged him. He looked down
to her as she smiled up at him with joy.
"Thank you for giving him his wings back thank you thank you thank you!" she said before
hugging him tightly. The boy merely held one hand around her before looking to Falla as the girl ran up
to him.
"Ceal, thank you so much for doing that, you're the greatest boyfriend ever!" she said before
pulling him into a kiss, the boy then using his other hand to hold her while Complica nuzzled her head at
his side. The group looked at him with smiles as the two chronofly sisters held onto him. Falla then
broke the kiss and smiled lovingly at the boy.
"I don't know what I would do without you, I love you so much Ceal," she said gratefully. Ceal
looked at her with a gentle gaze as he held a hand to her cheek, however he didn't say anything back.
Falla looked at him with a curious smile and shook her head.
"You don't have to be ashamed to say it back, please, I love you Ceal," she said again. Ceal just
looked at her with a gentle expression while still remaining quiet. Complica looked up to him curiously
while Falla held the hand that was resting on her cheek.
"Ceal? Don't you love me?" she asked.

"Of course he does, he even told me so. Why won't you say it back to my sister?" Complica
asked. Ceal glanced down to her then to Falla who was watching him worriedly.
"Ceal, what's wrong? Why won't you say it back?" she asked.
"C'mon man, we all know you love her, quit making her wait to hear it herself," Leon said
shaking his head. Ceal looked down and away while Falla watched him with growing concern.
"I don't understand, why won't you say you love me? Don't you Ceal?" Falla asked.
"He does, he told me he does, isn't that right Ceal?" Complica asked worriedly.
"Really Ceal? You're still going to try to pretend you don't feel that way about her?" Gin asked
shaking his head.
"Quit being so stubborn and just tell her how you really feel, we all know you love her," Ruby
said waving to Falla.
"You didn't even say it to her before you left Yokai Academy, why won't you tell her now?"
Kyouko asked.
"Because he can't," Fang Fang said as he watched Ceal knowingly. Ceal looked away with a slight
amount of discontent while the group turned to the yasha.
"What do you mean he can't say it back?" Complica asked. Fang Fang looked at Ceal with a slight
smile then to Falla.
"Please don't feel rejected Falla, it's nothing like that at all I'm sure. You see, for dragon slayers
they are raised with honor and taught to suppress their emotions and control them. One such example
is how they express love, which is not taken lightly at all," he explained with a serious tone at the end.
Falla and Complica looked at him curiously then to Ceal as the boy was avoiding eye contact with them.
Fang Fang nodded then looked to Ceal with a casual shrug.
"It's how all dragon slayers are, they are very prideful and also devoted to their loved ones.
Should they ever speak the words of love it must be from their heart and of the strongest strength,
otherwise it would be considered meaningless and wasteful. Ceal may have admitted, or at least made
known, that he loves you to everybody else, but to you personally he can only say such words when the
time is right," he continued.
"When the time is right? What better time would there be rather than right now when she's
telling him pointblank that she loves him?" Kurumu asked with puzzlement. Fang Fang chuckled then
looked to Falla with a knowing smile.
"Should he say the words 'I love you' Falla, that would be the equivalent of a marriage
proposal," he explained. Falla jumped then looked to Ceal with wide eyes while the group looked at him
with wonder.

"What?" Falla asked softly. Ceal glanced to her while Fang Fang nodded.
"Yes, should he ever tell you he loves you personally, then that means he's chosen you to be his
bride and wishes to marry you. To say it before then would be considered meaningless, and love is
something they won't waste with anyone who they don't truly care for," Fang Fang said, with Falla
staring at Ceal with wonder as the boy looked into her eyes.
"Is that true?" Falla asked. Ceal nodded as he remained silent. Complica looked at him with
wonder then tilted her head.
"But, you do love her, right?" she asked. Ceal glanced to her then to Falla again while remaining
silent. Fang Fang chuckled and shook his head.
"He can't say such a thing in front of her Complica, not until the time is right. It may be known
that he does care for her, but did he actually use the words 'I love her', even with you?" he asked.
Complica shook her head and looked to him curiously.
"Well, no, he didn't say those words like that, but he did admit that loves her when I asked him,
he said he does," she said.
"Yes, and that is technically allowed. Although most slayers won't even admit such a thing, he
can agree with such questions as long as he doesn't specifically state that he loves her," Fang Fang
reasoned.
"So when Ceal actually does say he loves Falla, directly to her, that means he's proposing to
her," Mizore said with wonder. Falla blushed and held a hand to her cheek.
"That explains why he's been so reluctant to admit he cares for her, even when it's so obvious,
he can't admit such a thing until he's ready to marry her," Leon said with a smirk.
"And I thought we were prideful when it came to picking our mates," Kokoa said with a curious
smile.
Falla gently held her hands to Ceal's chest as she gazed into his eyes.
"If you say you love me, you're proposing to me?" she asked softly. Again Ceal nodded while
remaining silent. Falla smiled gently then held him close with a loving embrace.
"I'll wait as long as it takes to hear those words from you Ceal, and the full meaning that will be
behind them. I love you, I want you to know that, and also know that I'm not leaving your side until you
say those words back," she said as she held him. Ceal held her close while Complica smiled at her sister.
"Hey, so what's going on out here?" Luna called out. The group looked to see her and Hex
walking out of the building together. Falla smirked and pointed up.
"That's what's going on," she said smugly. Luna and Hex looked up to see a figure flying around
in the sky that started to have stars appearing above the clouds.

"Who is that?" Luna asked. The flyer above circled around the building then swooped down,
landing near the group with a small gust of wind as his black feathered wings arched back. Luna stared
with wonder at seeing Gabriel slowly standing back upright, the boy's wings set behind him while her
eyes took notice of his bare chest and upper body for a moment longer than she expected to. She shook
her head to clear her mind then stared at him with surprise at seeing him with his wings again.
"Gabriel?" she said with a smile forming. He looked to her and smiled with a shrug, with the
chronofly feeling a strange pull coming from within her briefly. She wasn't sure why but seeing the angel
standing there like that seemed to spark something inside her for a moment.
"Ceal manifested him new wings from the downed demon over there, he can fly again," Ahakon
said looking to Gabriel with a smile.
"Gabriel, you look… wow," Luna said softly as she eyed the boy with his new wings. He chuckled
then looked to Ceal.
"Thank you Ceal, I don't know how I can ever repay you for this," he said gratefully. Ceal glanced
to him then to Hex.
"Taking away his ill-gotten gains is payment enough," he said coldly.
"Ill-gotten gains?" Hex asked amusedly. He looked to Gabriel's wings then chuckled.
"I see you've given him some new wings to fly with, however don't assume that means he's able
to get around his lost wager and return to heaven," he mentioned glancing back to Ceal.
"I didn't think wings forged from a demon would allow him entry back into heaven, but his right
to fly was never part of your twisted game. I merely restored the balance and gave him back something
you had no claim over," Ceal replied with a bit of annoyance in his voice.
"Twisted game? My dealings are all straight, win or lose I always uphold the rules of the game.
He lost his right to return to heaven from losing that game, his wings were angelic and thus allowed him
entry into that realm, so they were taken away as per our agreement," Hex stated coolly while resting
his hands at his pockets.
"You're just like Pandora, you twist any wish around to get your sick kicks out of it," Falla hissed
at him. Hex laughed and looked at her amusedly.
"Tell me, when Luna rolled to have your witch friend shoot down that monstrous demon over
the human city, were any of you complaining then?" he asked. The group watched him carefully as he
shook his head with a smirk.
"Or when she rolled to save your friend from dying by giving her soul band an unlimited charge,
you all didn't think I was so evil then did you? Of course you didn't, you were all so grateful then.
However the moment you lose a game you assume that I'm the devil and that the game is rigged, such

typical behavior for lesser beings that have no respect for such power that they're playing with," he
mused casually.
"Again with the insulting us," Ruby said with discontent. Falla shook her head with a scoff.
"You know what? Your sister can rot in her damned box for all time, you can forget about me
helping you free her," she snapped at him. Hex looked at her with a raised eyebrow as the girl crossed
her arms while glaring at him.
"Ceal's going to grind her monsters into the ground for one wish we need, then pulverize her
damned creatures again for his wish, and then that bitch is going to spend the rest of her days alone in
that box with her pets," she said harshly. Luna shook her head and looked to her with worried eyes.
"Wait a minute Falla, he's just trying to save his sister; you can't condemn him for that. And he
didn't make Gabriel play that game, you can't blame him for what happened," Luna pleaded.
"I can sure as hell blame him for what happened, he made the damned wager of what would
happen to Gabriel if he lost," Falla snapped.
"You're playing to change reality, something that's impossible in our world Falla. Of course the
costs would be high if you lose, but it's something he asks that we agree to before we play, he's not
tricking us into anything," Luna reasoned.
"You're unbelievable; even now you're still siding with him after what happened!" Falla shouted
out at her.
"Do you have any idea what he saved me from Falla? Of course I'm siding with him, he's done
nothing wrong!" Luna yelled back.
"I know damned well what he saved you from, and I know why he saved you. He just wants you
for your magic, he just wants us to save his sister and that's it! He doesn't love you Luna, how could he
love any girl, he gambles for their hearts like they're gold coins, he's despicable!" Falla shouted back.
"Yeah, he's an even bigger enemy to women everywhere than how Gin used to be," Yukari
chimed in with a stern nod.
"I gotta agree with her on that one, this guy has no respect for any woman," Gin said, with
Kokoa and Sun nodding in agreement while watching Hex with stern expressions. Luna covered her ears
as she shut her eyes tightly.
"Stop it! Stop treating him like he's an evil monster like his father, he's nothing like that! He
hasn't done anything wrong!" she cried out.
"He took Gabriel's wings away! How can you defend that?" Falla shouted out. Luna trembled as
she shook her head.
"Shut up!" she cried out.

"If you weren't a chronofly he would have left you in that dungeon, he wouldn't have bothered
with saving you at all," Ran said shaking her head.
"You don't know that!" Luna cried out. Complica looked at her sister with worried eyes then to
Hex.
"Would you still have saved my sister even if she didn't have any magic?" she asked urgently.
The group looked to Hex as Luna glanced to him with watery eyes. The boy raised an eyebrow at the
young chronofly as she walked closer to him.
"Would you still have rescued her even if she couldn't have helped you?" she asked. Luna shakily
looked to him, worried what his answer would be. The boy smirked slightly and shook his head, with
Luna stepping back away from him as she whimpered.
"No, I wouldn't have," he said casually.
"What?" Luna asked shakily. Hex looked to her and shrugged.
"Why are you so surprised Luna? I told you from the start that I needed somebody with your
abilities to help me, that's the whole reason I got you out of that dungeon in the first place. It wouldn't
have helped me at all to rescue any others my father had locked away, I needed a chronofly such as
yourself," he reasoned.
"You… you would have let me… you wouldn't have saved me if I wasn't a chronofly?" Luna
whimpered.
"You're horrible," Complica said shaking her head as she backed up. Hex rolled his eyes with a
quiet sigh.
"What are you all getting worked up over? I've told you all, right from the beginning that I
wanted to save my sister. That's my only concern. I agreed to help Luna and keep her safe in exchange
for helping me rescue my sister, I've made that known to her all this time, this was a mutual trade for us
both," he pointed out. Luna closed her eyes as she tried to control her breathing.
"But… I love you," she said shakily. She then looked to seeing him watching her with an amused
smile.
"Did you think I would be saying that back to you? Luna, you may be a treasure yourself, and of
great importance to me for reasons I have explained, but I have never once said that I loved you," he
said simply. Luna felt her heart break as the group watched Hex with dull glares.
"You… but… we…" Luna said shaking her head. Hex shook his head a bit and smirked at the girl.
"I needed your help as you needed mine, that's all this has been Luna. Did you think that there
was something else between us?" he asked. Luna choked back her sobs as she felt her legs wobble

slightly then nodded. Hex breathed out then walked over to her, gently wiping a tear away from her
cheek.
"You silly girl," he said gently.
"But, you said… I was the last treasure in this world," Luna said softly.
"You are, you are a real treasure Luna, one that I wouldn't mind having all to myself even now,"
he said with a nod. Luna looked at him with teary eyes then backed away from him.
"That's… that's all I am to you, just a treasure, an object, a means to an end for you," she said
softly. He merely gave a slight smile at her as she wiped her tears away.
"You lesser beings always confuse me with the way you just assume things are one way and get
upset when they're another. We offer to grant you your greatest wishes, but you never consider the
consequences or costs to such gifts and blame us for any inconveniences your own greed brings you.
You just assume that if we don't help you with your petty goals then we're just evil beings in life, that if
we're not with you we're against you. And you believe that by me helping you I feel something deeper
for you, when I told you from the start that I merely needed your help with my own pursuit in this world.
Luna, I had thought you were smart enough to see things for how they are, you understood the rules to
my game very clearly, yet still believed there was more between us merely because you wished for
there to be," he said with a tone that could be considered pity. Luna held her hands to her mouth as she
shook her head slowly.
"You're a monster… you are just like you're father," she said with horror.
"Am I? You do realize that he would have been far more unpleasant with all of you, whereas I've
not only saved you from his grasp but also protected you, kept you out of his sight, and even offered my
power in a fair game of chance to help save your friends. Just as you've said Luna, I've done no wrong
here, it is you who assumed more to be true than what was," Hex reasoned. Luna looked down with
heartbroken eyes while the group glared at Hex, the boy merely smiling calmly at them with a shrug.
After a moment Luna nodded then looked back to him with remorse.
"You're right Hex, you always are. I did assume there was more to us, I thought you had a heart,
I thought you genuinely cared about me," she said softly.
"I do care about you Luna," Hex mentioned. Luna shook her head as she backed up to Falla and
Complica.
"You care about me like you would a golden idol or a tool to free your sister; you don't care
about my heart at all. A woman's heart is nothing but a token for you to win, I was fooling myself into
thinking you could only love me," she said softly.
"Well, yes, that was pretty foolish to assume," Hex said with a nod. Luna looked down to her
bracelet then to Hex with watery eyes as she gave him a dull glare.

"Give your father a message for me if you see him again," she said with anger. Hex looked at her
curiously as she glared at him.
"I'm done being used by your family," she said harshly.
"So you're ending our agreement I take it?" Hex asked with a raised eyebrow.
"I'm with my friends, I'm with my family; I don't need your protection Hex. I wanted to help you
before because I was touched by your love for your sister; I thought you were a gentleman. But I was
wrong, I wasn't saved by a knight in shining armor, I was just taken away by another monster who
wanted to use me for my magic. Our deal is off Hex," Luna said sharply. Hex chuckled and nodded then
looked up at the sky.
"Well, I suppose I can't make you help me, so if that's your choice then so be it. Pity, I would like
to have taken you with me once this world falls into ashes and flame, but if this is where you wish to die
then alright then," he said casually.
"We're not going to fall to your father Hex, he's not going to win this war," Ruby said sternly.
"We've dealt with unstoppable destroyers before, we can take down another no problem,"
Kurumu declared firmly.
"He's going to get what's coming to him for all that he's done," Ran said with anger.
"We're not afraid of him or his army," Ahakon said.
"You're no longer welcome here, despite what you have done for Luna in the past. Please leave
now or we will make you," Fang Fang threatened. Hex chuckled and looked to him amusedly.
"Again, your threats mean nothing to me. But since Luna no longer wishes to help me there
really isn't anything more for me here. Still, if it wouldn't be too much trouble before you die under my
father's army, I would appreciate it if you would find and open my sister's box, I would so love to have
her freed and removed from this world before it falls," he said casually while looking back to the group.
"Oh don't worry, we'll be seeing your sister soon," Render said with a stern glare at Hex.
"She's going to be granting our wishes after all, whether she likes it or not," Leon said coolly.
"Tell your sister I'm coming to see her again, I'm going to enjoy destroying her pets all the more
this time around," Ceal said coldly. Hex smirked at the mage then looked to Luna, the girl watching him
with a glare still.
"For what it's worth I hope you survive this Luna, although I'm not going to be betting on it," he
said with a shrug.
"Don't worry about me Hex, I'm feeling pretty lucky about this," Luna said bitterly. Hex nodded
then turned to walk away.

"For your sake I hope your luck doesn't run out," he said before walking off, the group watching
as he faded away and vanished. Luna looked down with closed eyes as she struggled not to scream or
cry, the group then looking to her as she wiped a tear from her eye.
"I'm glad you finally saw him for what he was Luna, that guy didn't deserve you at all," Falla said
shaking her head.
"Yeah, I'm glad he's gone, he was giving me the creeps," Yukari said with a shiver. Luna kept her
eyes closed and started walking back towards the building.
"Luna?" Kurumu asked.
"Are you ok?" Mizore asked softly.
"Every time," Luna said miserably. She stopped and shook her head with a frustrated expression
of sorrow.
"Every time I fall for somebody it's never meant to be. First with Rason, then Hex. Every knight
that comes to rescue me isn't the one who returns my affection, they're never meant to be my true
love. I hate how life teases me so, I hate falling for guys who will never return my love!" she cried out
before running back into the building.
"Sister, wait!" Complica called out as she ran after her. Falla shook her head then ran off after
them as well.
"Well, I feel horrible now," Rason said glancing to Kurumu. She shook her head as she watched
the chronofly sisters vanish into the building.
"You didn't do anything wrong Rason, she just needs to find her real true love still," she said
softly.
"The poor girl, giving her heart out like that only for it to be crushed so badly," Kyouko said
sadly.
"Do you think she'll be ok?" Ran asked worriedly.
"She stopped herself from becoming a trophy girl for Hex, she's going to be much better off
now, just give her some time to recover from this," Ruby said gently. Gabriel looked down with concern,
hoping Luna would be alright again as well. He didn't know why, but when she started crying out of
sorrow it really hurt him, almost as if he could feel the same heartache that she felt.
"Let's give her some time to recover and rest, hopefully by tomorrow she'll be feeling better,"
Mizore suggested. Felucia nodded then looked to where Hex had vanished.
"I should have decked that bastard for making her cry like that before he left, if I ever see that
guy again I'll show him he can't treat a lady like that," she growled while cracking her knuckles. Dark
nodded as he glanced to where the reality bender had vanished with a glare.

"Should he show himself here again we'll find out if they can indeed bleed and die," he said
coldly. Fang Fang looked at where Hex had disappeared with discontent then to the rest of the group
with a shrug.
"Well, at least he's not going to be bothering us for the time being. Let's get inside and make
sure your friend is alright, it's almost dinner time and it would be nice to have her join us," he said
calmly. The group nodded and started walking back towards the building. Gabriel picked up his shirts
and slipped them back on while Astreal stopped and took one last moment to look around at the stars
above before following after the others.
"I hope big sis is having luck talking to the HDA about a truce, we haven't heard anything from
them all day," Kokoa said worriedly.
"That would be great news to hear right about now," Kurumu said with a sigh as they started
walking through the entrance into the building.
"They haven't sent any more troops here to execute us, they must be talking still," Gin reasoned.
"Let's just stay positive and hope she's winning them over," Rason said hopefully.
CRASH!
The group quickly looked behind as a dust cloud billowed up from the building's doorways,
everybody staring with surprise at the sight as the sounds of rubble and debris piling up was heard
before the haze slowly cleared up. As the dust calmed down they saw Astreal staring at them with wide
eyes while right behind her was a large chunk of debris that had fallen from above where a few guards
were staring at the scene with shock. Broken ropes were swinging about as the chunk of charred wood
and metal they had been moving out with the pulley system had snapped free and dropped down next
to the building's entrance, just missing Astreal by a hair. The witch shakily looked back to the jagged
metal beams and broken wooden boards that were right next to her as the group stared at the sight
with stunned expressions.
"What the hell just happened?" Kurumu said with shock.
"Holy shit, are you ok?" Rason asked. Astreal trembled then turned around, the group seeing
that her skirt and shirt had a few tears where some of the jagged debris had just grazed her. The girl
backed away from the wreckage then dropped onto her rear as she stared at what could have been her
death had she been any slower with following the group at the rear.
"Oh my god…" she breathed out.
"Sister, are you ok?" Apoch asked, rushing over to her side and kneeling next to her. Leon
quickly rushed over to her other side while Fang Fang stared at the debris with disbelief.
"Oh my word, that could have been the end of you," he said shaking his head.

"Holy crap, she was nearly crushed like a bug," Kyouko said with fright.
"What the hell, are your men trying to kill her?" Rason asked looking to Fang Fang.
"I'm sure it was just an accident, although that could have been a very messy and unpleasant
one had she lingered behind any further," Fang Fang said looking to Astreal with worried eyes.
"I don't think even Ceal could have healed her after that," Ruby said shaking her head.
"I wouldn't imagine so either," Ceal said flatly.
"Astreal, are you alright?" Gabriel asked worriedly. Astreal slowly nodded as she caught her
breath.
"Yeah, I'm fine," she said softly.
"Wow, that was too close," Yukari said looking at the jagged debris. Apoch and Leon helped
Astreal stand back up, the blonde witch smiling nervously then glancing to them.
"Guess our luck hasn't run out yet, huh?" she said with a nervous laugh. Apoch and Leon shook
their heads as they looked to the debris with wonder.
"I'll be sure to find out how my men were so careless with that, are you sure you're alright
Astreal?" Fang Fang asked with concern. The girl nodded and looked to him with a weak smile.
"Yes, I'm fine, don't worry about me, it just scared me to death is all. Come, let's get going and
meet up with the others," she said with a wave of her hand. The group nodded then continued down
the hallway into the building while Astreal paused to catch her breath and calm her mind, the witch
feeling her heart beating faster from the adrenaline still. After a moment to collect her thoughts she
followed after her friends while a small cloud of dust lingered behind her.
As the girl walked off a ghostly skeletal hand was briefly seen in the haze, reaching out for the
witch before vanishing with a dark shadow swirling around it.

Chapter 35
Control Me
Standing before the ruins of Yokai Academy four figures were seen under the night sky. Rin
looked around at the school that she had destroyed, remembering all too well how she annihilated the
building along with the dorms and the surrounding forests with her storm. She whimpered and looked
down while holding her hands to her face, with Jovian and Jacqueline then holding and comforting her
while Talon surveyed the area with a careful eye. There was no sign of anyone else around the piles of
debris and rubble, with those who had survived likely having left since there was nothing left now.
"I didn't want to do this… I didn't…" Rin whimpered.
"You are not to blame Rin, you were used by another, one who is truly at fault with this school's
destruction," Jovian sympathized.
"The blood of the fallen here today lies on Falla's hands, she is the true monster responsible for
this disaster," Jacqueline assured. Rin nodded then looked down while holding her clenched fists to her
sides, feeling her rage building towards the chronofly that brainwashed her into becoming a weapon
again.
"When I find her… I'm going to rip her throat out," she cursed with malice. Jovian smiled gently
and wiped a tear from the siren's cheek.
"A suitable fate for the one who wronged you," she agreed.
"Come, let's see if she's still here, perhaps you have already taken care of her with the very
chaos she caused you to do," Jacqueline suggested. The girls then started walking through the debris
field while looking around for any sign of the chronofly. A few students and teachers were found dead
under the rubble, however after an hour of searching there was no sign of Falla's body.
"Perhaps she's buried deeper, how about we blast the area and make sure nothing under us is
alive?" Jacqueline said with a cold smile while her arm had her trademark colors swirling around
towards her palm. Jovian shook her head while looking around carefully.
"No no, then it may forever be a mystery whether or not Falla had died during the school's
destruction. Rin must have her revenge realized and to do that we need to know for a fact where Falla is
and if she is truly dead or not," she reasoned.
"But there's so much rubble here, it'll take us forever to dig through it all," Jacqueline whined.
Talon walked over towards the girls, with Rin looking to him with frustration and teary eyes.
"We can't find her, what if she's not here? What if she got away?" she said shaking her head.
"Again, we can still hold out hope that she was torn to shreds by the storm," Jacqueline
reasoned with a weak smile and shrug. Jovian rolled her eyes then looked to Talon.

"Master, we searched around the area, but we can't find any trace of the girl Rin described. She
could potentially be buried under more of the debris, or may have even left the grounds altogether,"
she speculated.
"I need to find her and strangle the life out of her myself; she's not getting away with what she
did!" Rin yelled out while stomping her foot down. Talon glanced around then back to the girls with a
blank expression.
"I don't believe she's still here, she is a chronofly after all. I don't think it would have been this
easy or lucky to strike her down," he reasoned. Rin looked around at the rubble while grunting with
frustration.
"But what if she's here right now, just barely alive and under our feet? I need to find her and be
the one that ends her accursed life once and for all!" she said with anger. Talon held her chin and
brought her gaze back to his, the girl looking at him with frustrated eyes while Jovian and Jacqueline
watched them curiously.
"You need to calm yourself Rin, you must think clearly when hunting your prey otherwise your
anger will blind you and cost you dearly," he warned. Rin looked at him with worried eyes as the boy
glanced around at the destroyed rubble.
"There were others here, though not the girl you're searching for. I saw them before I myself
fled this place. If Falla was still alive and found to be wounded they likely would have taken her away
along with any other survivors they may have found. There's no camp setup around here for a rescue,
no signs of supplies left behind, nothing but a destroyed academy and the corpses that it still houses.
Either she died in the chaos, or would be long gone from this place by now," he pointed out. He then
looked back to Rin as she was showing a saddened expression.
"Ask yourself Rin, is the one you seek really so weak as to die here like this?" he asked. Rin
sniffled then shook her head as he let her chin go.
"No, she's a powerful monster with her magic; she was even one of the fighters that stood up to
a big destroyer that was running loose in the human world. She wouldn't go down so easily," she said
softly.
"You said she would have to come after that key you have, right?" Jovian asked. Rin nodded as
she felt the key in her pocket.
"Yes, she needs it for something important, she and her friends. They'll come looking for it when
they can," she said looking to the witch. Jovian smiled and nodded.
"Then if she is still alive, she will come to you. And if she isn't still alive we can find out her fate
from her friends that also come looking for that key," she reasoned.
"Yeah, you don't have to look for her, she's going to come to you, one way or another,"
Jacqueline agreed. She blinked then looked to Jovian with disbelief.

"Wait, if that's true then why did we spend all this time looking around this dump for her body?"
she whined.
"Because this was on our way to our next location, and we owed Rin the chance to at least
search for Falla should she have still remained here," Talon mentioned. Jacqueline looked to him with a
nervous smile and nodded.
"Oh yeah, that's right," she said quickly. Rin sighed and looked down with a dull gaze.
"She won't get away from me, not after what she did," she said bitterly.
"She will not escape her fate Rin, we and our master shall help you find the one who made you
into a weapon," Jovian said assuredly.
"Again, I'm not your master, I'm merely another who was used by Fairy Tale like you were. I
summoned you two to assist me with their destruction, not to serve me like slaves," Talon said dryly.
"But we are your slaves master; it is our purpose in life. Please, don't concern yourself about us
or our position, we are made to serve," Jovian insisted graciously.
"Yeah, your will and command are our reasons to live, it's our job to carry them out," Jacqueline
said with an eager nod. Talon glanced between them with a raised eyebrow.
"I didn't summon you both to be used by me; I summoned you to merely fight alongside me
against our true enemies. If it's merely a matter of your spell that's binding me to you then I'll simply
order you two to be free from me," he said calmly.
"NO!" the witch sisters cried out. Rin watched them with surprise as the two girls dropped to
their knees and held their hands together in a begging position.
"Please don't do such a thing to us master! I beg of you!" Jovian pleaded.
"Please, we'll do anything you want, anything! We'll never say no to anything you ask of us, so
please don't be rid of us!" Jacqueline cried out. Talon looked at them confusedly then shook his head.
simply.

"Why is it you two wish to be enslaved by another? I don't want you to be my slaves," he said
"We need you master, without you we'll die!" Jovian cried out.
"No need to be so dramatic about it, just answer my question," Talon said flatly.

"No, we mean without you we will actually die!" Jacqueline said fearfully. Talon looked at them
carefully as the two girls looked up at him with pleading eyes.
"What do you mean without him you'll die?" Rin asked.

"We're witch sisters, our spell ties us both to a master; we must serve his will directly within
three meters and follow his command to the best of our abilities while further apart, it's part of our
design," Jovian explained.
"If we don't have a master, because he chose to be rid of us or he is slain, we will become
cursed. Our spell was made so we knew specifically about this, so we would never even question our
master for a moment," Jacqueline whimpered.
"Cursed?" Rin asked. Jovian looked to her with fright and nodded.
"Our spell is crafted so that we serve our master's command; it is our only purpose for living.
Should our purpose be taken away we become cursed," she said fearfully.
"Cursed to do what?" Talon asked.
"Die," Jacqueline said shakily. Rin looked at them with wonder as the two sisters stood up and
looked at Talon with pleading eyes.
"We will become cursed with death itself, it will come to relieve us of life for failing our
purpose," Jovian explained.
"It can't be avoided, it will come for us again and again, and the more we should try to escape it
will grow more malevolent and brutal. The longer we exist without a master the more death will come
for us, until the day comes when it finally catches us and we are slain," Jacqueline said nervously. Talon
looked at them curiously while the girls whimpered and rushed up to him, holding onto his chest while
looking at him with watery eyes.
"Please, we'll do whatever you ask, we want to be your slaves, it's our purpose in life," Jovian
pleaded.
"You're not using us against our will with your quest, we want to take down those that made us
into weapons in the first place, we are how we are because of them," Jacqueline whimpered.
"We're already cursed, allow us to help you bring Fairy Tale down into hell for what they did to
us," Jovian said softly.
"Please, we need you master, we'll die without you controlling us," Jacqueline pleaded softly.
Talon looked at them for a moment before the girls lowered their heads.
"We beg of you," they both said quietly. Rin looked at them with wonder then to Talon as the
hybrid breathed out then nodded.
"Very well, you two may assist me with my quest as you are," he said simply. The witches looked
to him with bright smiles as they wiped their tears away.
"Really? Thank you master!" Jovian said as she hugged him.

"We won't let you down!" Jacqueline cheered as she hugged him too. Talon looked up with a
dull expression while the witches held onto him, with Rin watching them curiously. Both witch sisters
held onto the boy tightly while he waited for the embrace to end with a quiet sigh. After a while the boy
glanced to each other with a raised eyebrow.
"Jovian. Jacqueline," he said simply.
"Yes master?" they asked while still hugging him.
"Get off me," he said flatly. The witches blinked then quickly jumped back while smiling
nervously.
"Sorry master," they said in unison. Talon shook his head then looked to Rin, the siren watching
him curiously still. She blinked then showed a timid expression.
"I owe you as well, for all that you've done for me," she said softly.
"You owe me nothing Rin," Talon said, with Jovian and Jacqueline looking at the siren curiously.
"But I do. You kept me safe when I was a wandering idiot, you had your witches cure my mind
when nobody else ever could, and you're helping me find the one responsible for my horrible life. I owe
you so much Talon," Rin reasoned honestly.
"I kept you safe when you had no senses of your own because that was the proper thing to do,
couldn't have you wandering around the monster world in your clueless state. As for helping cure your
mind, I did that so you could think for yourself and have a chance at survival in this world, I never
planned on you following me after that," Talon said shaking his head. Rin glanced to Jovian and
Jacqueline then to Talon while walking up to him.
"I'm just like them, a weapon that was used by evil against my will, one that you rescued and
gave a chance to exact revenge on the one who ruined my life," she said softly. She looked down for a
moment then to Talon with a small smile.
"You picked me up after I was broken and lost, made me whole again. I'm going to help you too
Talon, I won't let you down with your mission," she said gently. Jovian and Jacqueline looked to each
other then to Talon as the boy just watched the siren with a blank expression.
"What do we have here?" the headmaster said from nearby. The group looked over to seeing
the man with white robes standing amidst the debris while watching them with his glowing eyes.
"Rin Otonashi, I see you have returned, and with a few others as well," he said looking over the
group, with his gaze stopping on Jovian.
"Jovian Kikion? I was under the impression that you were dead, this is a most unpleasant
surprise to see you again," he said with a tone of annoyance. The witch raised an eyebrow at the man
then smirked slightly.

"Kikion? Is that the last name my predecessor used?" she quipped. The headmaster looked at
her carefully before Rin turned to face him.
"Headmaster, is Falla alive? Where is she?" she asked sharply. The man looked to her then
shrugged.
"I'm not sure where she is now my dear, her sister and friends came by and took her and her
human friend away, though where they left to and how I myself am not certain," he explained. Rin
looked at him for a moment then down.
"Her sister? The one who was trapped in the dark world? How did she return, I thought Falla
needed Pandora's Box to go find her," she questioned looking back to the man.
"I'm not sure how her sister was saved; only that she was indeed back and in one piece.
However I believe I have more prominent questions regarding you and your friends here, with one of
them being somebody who shouldn't even be alive," the headmaster said cautiously. Rin looked at him
for a moment then showed a dull glare.
"If you see her again, tell her I have the key to Pandora's Box, and that I'm looking for her," she
said with a slight tone of anger. She walked over to Jacqueline as her wings extended out before the
headmaster held up his hand.
"Hold it Ms. Otonashi, we have more to discuss with one another, you are not permitted to
leave yet," he ordered. Rin stopped then glanced back to him.
"Is Ren still ok?" she asked. The man looked at her carefully then nodded.
"Yes, she and Mr. Aono are still in Paradise, they have not been informed about anything that
has transpired here yet," he explained. Rin nodded then looked away.
"Good. When you see her and Ran again, tell them… goodbye for me," she said before she held
Jacqueline and flew them up into the air. The headmaster watched them fly off then looked to Talon as
he extended his wings with Jovian walking up and holding onto him, the witch eyeing the headmaster
with a dull expression.
"What have you done to Ms. Otonashi?" the headmaster asked cautiously.
"We only freed her mind, that girl is nobody's weapon anymore," Talon said before taking off
into the air, with the headmaster watching them flying off into the sky. His hand flinched as several
casting circles and spheres in the air appeared briefly with neon white and blue lights before crackling
and fading away.
"The sisters Kikion, I suppose they would be powerful enough to deflect my containment circles
around them like that. I do wonder what this means, with their return and Ms. Otonashi joining them,"
he questioned carefully to himself.

Up in the sky Talon held Jovian while flying through the air, the witch watching him with adoring
eyes as she was ready to serve his command without question. Next to them Rin was carrying Jacqueline
in her arms, the siren focused on her new purpose in life. To find and kill Falla for what she did to her,
and to help Talon with his quest of slaying all those who ever served in Fairy Tale. She knew that meant
Dark, Akua, and Kahlua, however she felt there was no going back for her. She couldn't face her sisters
or friends knowing what she had done, she didn't have a home to run off to, she had nowhere to go or
anyone else to turn to. Except for a hybrid and his witches, who had cured her mental condition and
accepted her regardless of what she had done in the past.
As they flew off with Talon leading the way Rin glanced to the hybrid with gentle eyes, watching
him flying with a focused expression on his face and his wings flapping steadily.
'I'm at your command Talon. Just name it, and it shall be done.'

Deep underground within the HDA HQ compound outside of the city limits Hothorne was seated
at a sleek gray conference table along with other HDA officers and officials. On the other end of the
rectangular table Moka and Akasha were seated, with Moka sipping her tea while Akasha was glancing
to her sword which was leaning against the wall near the doorway along with two armed guards who
were standing at attention on either side.
"Thank you for bringing me my blade Mr. Tamaka, it's nice to see that you do have some trust
with us after all," she said looking back to the director. He smirked slightly while the other HDA
members watched the vampires carefully.
"I thought you would appreciate knowing that your weapon would be returned to you. Besides,
even if you wanted to use it against us I don't think you would get too far," he said with a slight chuckle
at the end. Akasha smirked and shrugged.
"That could be debatable, but your generosity is appreciated nonetheless," she said casually.
Hothorne looked at her with a careful eye for a moment then leaned back in his chair while turning his
attention to a laptop he had opened in front of him.
"Anyway, we've gone over all the details and evidence videos to accept your story of this 'dark
king' that has been the cause of all of this, however we do have other matters to settle before we
commit to dealing with this culprit. The first of which is this," he said, then typed a few keys on his
laptop before the monitors on the side of the room switched to different feeds. Moka and Akasha
looked to seeing reports and videos of monsters attacking human buildings and streets, with HDA
personal attempting to kill or take them down. There were winged demons that were terrorizing taller
buildings, larger brutes that were trampling through the streets and alleys, and magical casters
spreading fire and electricity where they ran while HDA personal were firing at them from cover. Moka
and Akasha stood up and walked over to the videos as they saw monsters of various forms causing
havoc in a human city.
"What is this?" Moka asked looking back to Hothorne. The director leaned back in his chair and
waved to the videos.

"That Moka, is the result of your friends breaking into our holding center, which inaction
released many other monsters who aren't so keen on being peaceful with us humans," he said with
annoyance at the end. He stood up then walked over to the girls while looking at the reports.
"We've detained some, killed others, however many more still run free now because of your
friends after they broke into that holding center. Not only that, but others who were hiding in our world
have now joined them, creating a rebellion of sorts. The HDA is working to keep these outbreaks
contained however it's proving to be difficult, they keep sprouting up without warning. For now, all
news networks are being silenced, the reports you are seeing here are only seen here with us, but it will
only be a matter of time before word spreads of this uprising; that monsters are turning against
humans," he said shaking his head.
"What are they doing? Have they lost it, they're making us out to be even more horrible than
before," Moka said with disbelief while looking at the reports.
"Humanity has witnessed three large-scale monster attacks in such a short time; your tale of
what really transpired would not be met with understanding or sympathy but rather criticism and
demands for your execution. If these new attacks become public as well, then the idea of forming peace
will be pushed even further out of the world's eyes," Hothorne said solemnly.
"I don't believe they appreciated being treated so unfairly by your men Mr. Tamaka, they are
acting somewhat expectedly with this little revolt of theirs," Akasha commented with crossing her arms.
"We know we acted rashly after we were attacked, however we had every reason to do so. Our
children and homes were under attack, it was the HDA's job to stop the outbreak and deal with the
monsters that were causing the problem. If you would take a moment to consider how this played out
from our viewpoint we acted just as we should have, by doing what was best for our race in selfdefense," Hothorne reasoned. Akasha nodded then held a hand to her chin.
"Seems we've been pitted against each other by horrible circumstance, and both sides are being
targeted for annihilation by the dark king above," she said carefully.
"We must put an end to the fighting and regain order before this war begins, we cannot be
occupied with matters such as these when a greater threat is approaching us all," Hothorne said while
watching the videos. Moka looked to him with concern.
"Then what do we do now?" she asked.
"We need to address the public and calm them down. Although these other instances are being
kept in the dark, the world still knows that monsters attacked us and caused so much havoc, we need to
assure them that this is being taken care of," Hothorne said walking back over to his seat.
"And just what do you propose be done about that?" Akasha asked.
"If we inform the world that this 'dark king' and his army are poised to attack at any time it
could cause more panic with the world, for now we'll just tell the public that there is a third player in
this conflict," Hothorne reasoned.

"If we're the second player in this that means you're admitting to working with monsters in this
fight, how do you intend to smooth that over with humanity?" Moka asked with a raised eyebrow at
him. Hothorne smirked and motioned for the girls to sit, which they then did while watching the man
carefully.
"We're going to kill two birds with one stone, that's how," he said knowingly. He clicked some
more keys on his laptop to cycle through footage of the current monster breakouts that were being
hidden from the public.
"You both claim that we can trust and depend on you in this upcoming war, that monsters do
still wish for peace, and even declared that on live television. Well, after everything that's happened I'm
quite sure humanity isn't ready to believe that," he stated. He then looked to the two girls with a smirk.
"So I believe the world needs to see firsthand that what you said was true, that you are on our
side," he reasoned.
"To see firsthand?" Akasha asked. Hothorne nodded and waved to the videos.
"If the HDA is seen taking care of all of these instances and stopping rampaging monsters, then
that will help the world rest easier knowing we're here but also solidify their beliefs that you're all our
enemies. However, should you and your friends who support this idea of coexistence stop them
publically, then mankind might see that not all monsters are evil," he explained. The vampires blinked
then looked at him curiously.
"Wait, you want my friends and us to deal with these monster attacks?" Moka asked.
"In front of everybody?" Akasha questioned.
"Correct. Tomorrow we will address the world and announce that there is a conflict taking place
with monsters attacking our world, which is true and what the world needs to know, but we will also let
you speak and make yourselves known to both the world and those of your kind that are running amok,
to declare your allegiance to mankind and your wishes for peace. You and your friends will be tasked
with stopping the monsters that you set free into our world, however you will be doing so in support of
the HDA, both proving to the world that monsters can be good and also cleaning up the mess you
yourselves have made," Hothorne said with a slight smirk on his face.
"You want us to assist the HDA, after they tried to kill us the other day?" Moka asked with a
raised eyebrow.
"Not to mention after one of your drivers ran over one of our friends today?" Akasha added.
"Yes," the man said with a simple nod. The vampires looked to each other then to the videos of
monsters going wild in the city.
"This will be your chance to prove to the world that you are on our side, that even if rogue
monster do cause problems there are those who wish to help us," Hothorne reasoned.

"You and your friends have faced greater odds in the past based on previous records, surely you
can handle these smaller threats properly, can't you?" an officer questioned.
"It's not a matter if we can handle these monsters, it's if my friends are willing to work with the
HDA after all they've put us through," Moka said looking to him with discontent.
"You don't have a choice Moka Akashiya; this is how your kind can show the world that not all
monsters are bad, with a public demonstration backed by the HDA. Our men will assist your friends
keeping these threats contained, however it's up to you to make an example of good monsters and deal
with them accordingly," Hothorne stated. Moka and Akasha glanced to each other then back to the
videos.
"I suppose these monsters are our responsibility, we did cause quite a big mess with breaking
our friends out," Moka reluctantly agreed.
"And once we take care of all these troublemakers, will that be enough to convince your world
that we're on your side?" Akasha questioned.
"It will make a noticeable impact with the people to see all of you aiding our kind with the HDA;
however that alone may not quell all the waves that have been made. For now though, it's our best and
only start," Hothorne reasoned. Moka nodded then looked to him with a solemn expression.
"Alright, we'll take care of them, however it will be our say whether we need to use lethal force
or not. If we can convince them to lay down their arms peacefully you need to give them a proper
chance to correct themselves," she stated.
"Very well, if they give up peacefully we'll take them in peacefully, but if they don't then you
need to stop them however you can," Hothorne said.
"Ok, we'll talk to our friends tomorrow about dealing with them as quickly as we can," Moka
agreed. Hothorne nodded then looked to his laptop again.
"Good. Now then, the next question we have is if we are able to smooth over the public's
opinion of monsters in our world, we still need to talk to your own leaders regarding what's going on.
How exactly are we to get in contact with the 'dark lords' of the monster world?" he asked glancing back
to the vampires.
"You can't, with the barriers closed off the monster realm is sealed away in its own protective
space, you can't go there or communicate with them at all," Moka said shaking her head.
"Do you believe the dark lords will wish to communicate with us? Or perhaps issue a
counterattack?" an officer questioned.
"They won't send anyone to attack you, you outnumber and overpower us, remember? I'm not
sure if they'll try to make contact with you again, or if they'll just keep the monster world sealed off
forever," Moka said with concern.

asked.

"But aren't you the daughter of a dark lord? Won't they come looking for you?" another officer

"I hope they do, I have no way of returning to my father like this, but the needs of the many
outweigh the needs of the few, and those in the monster world are few enough as it is. As important as I
am to him, he may not open the barriers to come after me if it would place the monster world at risk.
Just like you said before, you acted in self-defense, so will our kind as well," Moka reasoned.
"So you're trapped here, away from your family with no means of contacting or seeing them at
all. For that, I will say I'm sorry for you," Hothorne said solemnly.
"I'm sure your father will come for you Moka, he won't leave you or Kokoa here in this world,"
Akasha reassured her daughter gently. Moka nodded slowly as she looked down with concern.
"I hope he and my other sisters are doing ok, I'm still worried about them as well. Knowing them
though, I'm sure they're working to get this sorted out from the other side as we speak," she said softly.

"Hahahaha! That dumb cat!" Kahlua laughed while sitting on a couch, her eyes watching the
cartoon she had playing inside the parlor within the Shuzen family castle. Akua was sitting at the bar
holding her head while her sister was laughing and watching her favorite human cartoons again. Outside
the night sky stretched over the estate as all had fallen quiet around the dark lord's home.
"That cat never learns, he's so stupid," Kahlua laughed while leaning back on the couch with an
amused smile. Akua gripped her hair out of frustration and growled quietly.
"Oh, he's going to… hahahaha! He fell for that again, what a dumb cat!" Kahlua laughed while
pointing at the TV.
"Would you turn off your stupid cartoons and focus here, we have a serious problem in case
you've once again forgotten!" Akua yelled out as she turned to glare at her sister. Kahlua jumped with
surprise then fumbled the remote around in her hands before quickly turning off the TV. Akua growled
as she stood up and walked over to her.
"We still haven't found the Fairy Tale killer, father is counting on us to deal with this before it
causes more problems for all of us, remember?" she shouted out. Kahlua looked at her nervously and
nodded.
"Well, yeah, I know. But we couldn't find him or any trace of where he ran off to, and he never
came back here for us. What are we supposed to do now?" she asked worriedly.
"Not sit here and watch your human cartoons. We need to find Talon and put a stop to him
before he causes any more problems or else father's going to be very upset with us. Do you know what
that means?" Akua snapped accusingly. Kahlua yelped and quickly held both hands behind at her rear.
"We'll be punished," she whimpered fearfully.

"It'll be worse than a normal spanking if one of our loose ends from Fairy Tale causes any
problems for father at a time like this, we won't be able to sit for weeks after he gets through with us,"
Akua said while holding her hands behind at her rear with nervous eyes. Kahlua cried out as she jumped
to her feet and bounced around while holding her rear.
"No no no! I'm a good girl now, I'm a good girl now!" she whined. Akua grabbed her and shook
her by the shoulders, the blonde haired vampire crying out of sorrow and despair now.
"Get a hold of yourself, now is not the time to be panicking!" she yelled out.
"I don't wanna get a spanking! I don't wanna!" Kahlua cried out.
"Then think of a way of finding Talon and quickly, we need to do something!" Akua yelled out
while still shaking her sister.
"But where do we look? The monster world isn't that small, he could be hiding anywhere,"
Kahlua whimpered while looking to her sister with watery eyes. Akua let her go and looked down with
frustration.
"I have no idea, there's no telling where he may have gone," she said shaking her head.
The two girls blinked then looked towards the doorway as a voice was heard faintly echoing in
the hallway. The vampires walked over to the door and listened as they heard a girl singing deeper
inside the castle, her melodious voice seeming very soothing and gentle.
"What is that?" Kahlua asked.
"Who is that?" Akua asked carefully. The two girls made their way down the hall, following the
voice as it traveled through the castle. Akua and Kahlua made their way down the hallway, both keeping
on guard as they closed in on the source of the singing. They walked up to a large pair of double doors
that led into their father's throne room, stopping at the entryway which was opened slightly with the
singing coming from within. The two sisters glanced to each other then opened the doors, the quiet
creaking echoing slightly as the vampires walked into the room. Several torches were lit along the walls
and pillars while the crimson moon in the sky cast the large stein glass windows with a soft red bloom.
And standing before the dark lord's throne was a girl who was facing away from the vampires, her white
feathered wings retracted behind her as she was looking up at the red windows above while singing her
melody. After a moment she stopped and glanced back to the vampires with a dull glare, with Akua and
Kahlua then slowly walking towards the throne while watching her carefully.
"Wait, isn't that…" Kahlua said curiously as she recognized the girl.
"Rin? What are you doing here? How did you get in here?" Akua asked.
Rin turned to face them while remaining silent, with the two vampires looking at her curiously
as they walked across the court. After a few more steps they stopped suddenly, both noticing something
out of the corner of their eyes on either side of the hall. They quickly looked to each side, seeing two
figures leaning back against the stone pillars with their arms crossed casually.

"I do so adore her singing, it really is beautiful," Jovian said glancing to Akua with a smirk.
"Yes, it's a shame it had to stop so soon," Jacqueline said glancing to Kahlua.
"Jovian!" Akua yelled out.
"Jacqueline? But… how? They're dead!" Kahlua cried out.
Jovian and Jacqueline stood upright and faced the Akua and Kahlua, each holding a hand to their
hip and watching the vampires with bitter smiles.
"So, you do know of us. Let me guess, you had us used before in the past didn't you? You used
us like weapons to spill blood for you, isn't that right?" Jovian accused sharply.
"You and all of Fairy Tale made us into your puppets, just to be killers without a choice in life. It
makes me sick to know we once served such despicable masters such as you," Jacqueline snapped. Akua
and Kahlua looked between them with careful eyes while going back to back, all while Rin watched them
with crossed arms and a dull glare.
"This isn't possible, how are you two alive again?" Akua asked cautiously.
"You're dead, and then you died again while being dead, you can't be here now," Kahlua said
shaking her head.
"What is she talking about?" Jacqueline asked flatly.
"What's wrong vampire, surprised that your summoned beings are back? Aren't you happy to
see your creations again?" Jovian snapped with narrowed eyes. Akua glanced from one witch sister to
the other then slowly showed a look of wonder.
"You… you're not the same witch sisters, are you?" she asked.
"They're not the same? But then who are they?" Kahlua asked confusedly. Akua eyed over
Jovian then glanced to Jacqueline.
"The Jovian and Jacqueline that we know are dead and erased from existence Kahlua, their souls
were destroyed. These two can't be them, they're new versions, they were resummoned," she
reasoned.
"But… how can there be new versions of them, who summoned these two then?" Kahlua asked
worriedly.
The girls looked towards the throne as Talon walked out from behind it, the hybrid having his
wings and wraith blades extended out while his eyes watched the two vampires with a cold glare. He
walked over and stood next to Rin as the siren glanced to him, the girl then looking back to the vampires
with discontent.

"You thought you could bury your past and your sins, well now the very weapons that Fairy Tale
created will be their end," Talon said coldly.
"Talon!" Akua and Kahlua yelled out. They then looked to each witch sisters as the summoned
beings were watching them with their multicolored eyes.
"Our new master gave us a chance for revenge against you," Jovian said with anger.
"You and all those who ever served Fairy Tale will be put to death for your crimes," Jacqueline
said sternly.
"You've got to be kidding me, how the hell did he even summon you two anyway?" Akua
demanded.
"He found our spell that was hidden away in the world, buried and intended to be forgotten
after Fairy Tale was done with us," Jovian said with discontent.
"He brought us into this world, and we shall serve him and his noble cause with the highest of
honors. Now Fairy Tale and all those who belonged to it will get what's coming to them!" Jacqueline
yelled out.
"His cause isn't noble, he's killing those who had nothing to do with Fairy Tale's true motives,"
Akua argued.
"Fairy Tale is defeated and gone, but he's not stopping in his killing spree, he's murdering those
that never knew what Fairy Tale was even doing!" Kahlua shouted out.
"You're all guilty," Jovian hissed.
"You're all to blame," Jacqueline snapped. Akua growled then glanced to Rin.
"Rin, what are you doing here with them? Why aren't you back at Yokai Academy with Falla?"
she demanded.
"With Falla? With FALLA?" Rin shouted out, her voice causing distorted waves that caused the
fires from the troches nearby to flicker and wave about. Rin marched towards the vampires with
clenched fists, her eyes filled with rage.
"That bitch was the one who turned me into a horrible weapon, she's taken everything from
me!" she yelled out. Akua and Kahlua looked at her with confusion while Rin trembled with anger.
"I remember everything now, everything I did in the past, everything that happened to my
home, everything that I lost because of her. She turned me into a weapon, had me destroy my village
and murder my own parents, it's all her fault!" she yelled out.
"What are you talking about?" Akua said shaking her head.

"What do you mean she turned you into a weapon?" Kahlua asked worriedly. Rin let out a loud
scream as she grabbed her head, the two vampires then being thrown back into a tumble down the hall
as the siren's voice cracked the ground below her while the stein glass windows above shattered and fell
to pieces behind the throne. Akua and Kahlua stumbled to their feet while Rin glared at them with teary
eyes. Jovian and Jacqueline walked out towards her sides while the siren trembled with anger.
"I'm just like them, I was turned into a killer against my will, I was forced to level my home to
the ground and kill my parents. I'm just a weapon who was used to kill. And not just my home either,
Yokai Academy is no more now thanks to Falla!" she yelled out.
"What?" Akua said with a jump.
"Yokai Academy?" Kahlua asked with surprise.
"I didn't want to destroy it, I never wanted to destroy that place, but Falla made me! She turned
me into her weapon and pulled the trigger, it's all gone now because of her!" Rin cried out. She broke
down crying, with Jovian and Jacqueline holding her and watching the girl with concern.
"What do you mean you destroyed Yokai Academy? How?" Akua asked with disbelief.
"The school's gone? Really?" Kahlua asked nervously.
"Everything there was reduced to rubble and ashes, all because this one was used like puppet,
just like how we were used before," Jovian hissed at them while holding Rin, the siren crying and holding
her hands to her face.
"We stopped by there to find this Falla so Rin could claim her revenge, however it appears the
lowly rat escaped the destruction her weapon had caused. We didn't find her corpse amongst the ruins,"
Jacqueline added with discontent.
"No, that can't be true," Akua said shaking her head.
"How could it all be gone? That's not possible," Kahlua said looking to her sister with disbelief.
Talon walked down the steps towards them while watching the vampires with a cold glare.
"I was there; I saw this siren used to destroy everything around her. Rin will find the one that
brought her such pain and misery, and will make her wielder regret ever having toyed with her mind.
You two however are going to pay your dues right now," he said coldly. Rin let go of Jovian then clung to
Talon while crying, the hybrid holding her with one arm while Jovian and Jacqueline turned to face the
two vampires.
"Jovian. Jacqueline. Execute them," Talon ordered.
"Yes master," the witches said as they raised their hands towards the vampires, the swirling
multicolored glows of their magic flowing along their arms to their palms as they took aim. They fired
their shots, with Akua dodging to the side behind a pillar while Kahlua screamed and leapt off to the side
behind another. The two multicolored shots flew down the hall and struck into the wall and doors,

blasting them into colorful flames while smoke and debris flew about. Akua and Kahlua pressed back
against the pillars while keeping on guard, with Kahlua's arm shifting into her bladed weapon while Akua
formed her chest plate under her shirt.
"This is such bullshit, now we have to deal with these two again?" Akua cursed while keeping
her back pressed to the pillar.
"I can't believe Talon found their spell, I thought that damned thing was destroyed," Kahlua said
as she held her bladed arm up at her side.
"You think you can hide? There's nowhere you can run, this is the end for you," Jovian's voice
echoed out through the hall.
"You can beg for mercy if you like, it won't do you any good," Jacqueline called out as well. Akua
and Kahlua kept on guard while waiting to hear where their enemies would be coming from, hearing
only the gentle wind blowing through the large opening at the top of the hall from the broken window.
"So now you're using them as your own pawns Talon? You're such a hypocrite, you're just like
their previous master, having them attack those you wrongfully deem to be evil," Akua called out.
"Yeah, you're just as bad as those you wish to kill, the real monsters who already paid for all the
bad things they did," Kahlua added.
"I'm not using them like pawns to kill senselessly, I'm having them assist me with the
annihilation of our own common enemies, those that turned us into and used us as weapons
themselves. I didn't want them to serve me, it is they who wanted me to be their master, to be the one
who guided them towards their own revenge against Fairy Tale and yourselves," Talon called out.
SLASH!
A searing swipe of yellow, pink, purple, and black colors slashed through the stone pillar behind
Kahlua, the sickle shaped energy carving through the stone and clashing against the vampire's bladed
arm. Kahlua screamed as the attack seared against her arm, causing a deep scorch mark against the
shimmering metal, before she was thrown to the side by the forceful swing of energy. The pillar behind
her toppled down and collapsed with a loud crash, with Kahlua rolling back to avoid the debris while
whimpering in pain. Akua saw her sister struggling to stand while holding a hand to where her bladed
arm took a powerful blow as dust billowed from the destroyed pillar.
"Kahlua!" she cried out as she tried to run towards her.
SLASH!
A blade of blue, red, green, and white light streaked around in front of her and struck against
her chest, clashing against her armor plating while her shirt was sheared off in the front. Akua was
thrown back as the blade followed through and sliced through the nearby pillar, searing through it like it
was made of butter. The vampire tumbled back onto the ground while holding a hand to her chest,

feeling the burning pain seeping through her plating as there was a black scorch mark across her armor
while her arms had burn marks where the blade came close to hitting.
"Akua!" Kahlua cried out as she saw her sister struggling to get up. She looked over then gasped
as the dust cleared in front of her, showing Jacqueline standing there glaring at her. The witch held a
magical energy weapon in her hands, a large scythe that had her four trademark colors swirling around
through the handle and large blade. The razor edge crackled slightly with energy while the weapon was
held by the witch. Akua saw the witch holding her magical weapon then watched as Jovian walked
around in front of the pillar that she had cut through, holding a long sword with forked handle guards,
the weapon pulsating with her trademark colors while the witch held it with one hand.
"Huh, you were supposed to be sliced into two, that's disappointing," Jacqueline said with
discontent.
"Yes, it seems they are stronger than we gave them credit for," Jovian commented while eyeing
Akua's armor. Jacqueline held her large scythe at the ready while glaring at Kahlua, seeing the large burn
mark on the vampire's bladed arm.
"What the hell, how are they doing that?" Kahlua grunted as she brought her own bladed
weapon up at the ready.
"They can manifest weapons with their magical energy, just like Apoch does with her sword,"
Akua said as she got back up, watching Jovian carefully as the witch held her sword down at her side
while a glow of her colors trailed down her other arm.
Rin whimpered then looked back to seeing Jovian and Jacqueline with their magical weapons,
the witches staring down the vampire sisters with cold glares. Each witch was readying to attack their
targets while the dust slowly settled in the hall. Rin then looked back to Talon as he was watching his
witches advance on the vampires.
"Will you guide me as well?" she asked softly. The boy looked to her as she watched him with
pleading eyes.
"I don't want to lose my way, I don't want to lose my focus, I don't want to fail in my quest; will
you please help me like are with them?" she asked. He looked at her with a solemn expression as she
slowly moved her hands down his shoulders to his chest.
"I'm a weapon, that's all I am now. So I need somebody to control me, to make sure I'm
attacking the right target, to make sure I'm doing what's right," she said softly.
"You are not my slave Rin, I do not own you nor have any right to control you," Talon said
shaking his head. Rin smiled softly and nodded.
"You helped me see clearly, you helped me think clearly, you're the reason I'm still here today.
You are my controller, my master. Please, put this weapon to good use," she begged softly. Talon looked
at her for a moment then to the witches as they prepared to attack.

Jovian aimed her hand at Akua and fired a multicolored blast of magical energy, the vampire
dodging to the side as the shot raced past and struck into a wall. As the bolt exploded into bright
colorful flames Akua raced towards Jovian and struck at her with a swift kick, the attack colliding against
a multicolored barrier in front of the witch. Jovian swung at the vampire with her multicolored blade,
the vampire dodging back before the witch fired another shot at her. The colored blast of energy raced
by the vampire and struck into another pillar, with Akua then dashing towards the witch again only to
strike against the girl's magical barrier. Jovian swung her blade around again and again, pushing the
vampire back while using her shield to keep her opponent's attacks at bay. Akua dodged and weaved as
she tried to get a strike in, her attacks always stopping against the powerful barrier while the witch's
blade kept swinging and stabbing towards her.
"I see you're just as persistent and difficult as your predecessor," Akua grunted as she kicked
against the witch's shield before dodging back as the multicolored blade whipped by and missed her
head. Jovian laughed as she fired another bolt of magical energy at the vampire, missing her by a hair as
the girl rolled to the side to swipe at the witch. Akua's fist struck the barrier again, not causing it to
flicker or waver in the least, before she jumped back as Jovian swung around with her blade again.
"Oh I'm sorry, is your little weapon of death not operating how you wished her to? Oh dear, I do
hope she's not broken in your eyes!" Jovian yelled as she thrust her blade towards Akua, razing across
the vampire's shoulder and searing away part of her shirt. Akua screamed as she stumbled back, holding
her shoulder as it was burned and cut, before she leapt to the side on reflex, just missing Talon's wraith
blade as he swung at her. The hybrid spun around, his wings angling low as Jovian ran over and jumped
up off of them, the witch leaping into the air and slashing down towards Akua with her blade. The
vampire dodged to the side as the powerful swipe struck into the ground, tearing apart the marble floor
before Jovian blocked Akua's kick with her shield, the vampire stumbling back before Talon raced over
and swung at her with his blade. Akua felt the wraith blade striking into her side, her scream echoing out
as Talon pushed her back and into the wall before swinging his other blade at her. She grabbed his arm,
stopping the attack from piercing her head, as she grabbed the boy's other arm to pull his blade out of
her.
"Sister!" Kahlua cried out before she dodged down, avoiding Jacqueline's scythe as the glowing
blade of energy swiped across and missed her head. The witch spun around then razed her large blade
up, slicing through the floor at the vampire who jumped to the side quickly while scorched bits of the
floor flew past her. Kahlua swiped her bladed arm towards the witch before it struck against a
multicolored barrier, knocking her back before Jacqueline followed through with her swing as she spun
around and swiped at the vampire again. Kahlua raised her bladed arm on reflex, taking the searing
scythe's hit across it which scorched the metal and caused the girl to scream in pain. She stumbled back
before Jacqueline finished her graceful twirl and fired out a bolt of multicolored energy at her, the
vampire dodging to the side before the strike singed through and took off some of her hair. Kahlua
screamed as she saw the frayed ends dangling to the side before she jumped back, avoiding Jacqueline's
strike down at her with glowing scythe.
"My hair! You bitch!" Kahlua screamed as tears of anger formed in her eyes.
"Hahaha, don't worry, I'll be sure to cut the rest of it real good!" Jacqueline laughed as she
swung her scythe at her again. Kahlua dodged to the side before smacking into a barrier, the girl then
pressing against it as the glowing scythe struck down past her into the ground. Kahlua then jumped onto
the handle and swung her bladed arm towards Jacqueline, the witch leaning back and dodging it before

yanking her scythe up and launching the vampire into the air. Kahlua spun around then geared back to
strike down at the witch before she was grabbed from behind and halted in place. She looked to see Rin
holding her while flying above the hall, the siren then spinning her around and throwing her down
towards Jacqueline in a tumble.
"Rin!" she cried out as she fell in a spiral. Jacqueline smirked and geared back with her blade
before swinging it towards the airborne vampire, the glowing scythe being blocked by a wild swing from
Kahlua's bladed arm. The vampire screamed as the energy sickle seared across her metallic arm, feeling
pain seeping through as the witch's attack was piercing to her. Kahlua tumbled to the side and hit the
ground with a gasp, rolling off towards a pillar while Jacqueline smiled coldly and ran towards her while
holding the energy scythe back to strike again. Kahlua hit the pillar with a cry before pushing off the
ground with her legs and rolling backwards to the side, just missing Jacqueline who struck down and
slashed through the pillar and ground with her weapon. The vampire rolled to a stop as she hit a colorful
barrier again, stumbling back onto her feet and taking a blind strike with her bladed arm before she saw
the glowing scythe swinging over and slicing into her shoulder, throwing the screaming vampire back
into the pillar and pinning her there as Jacqueline held her weapon firmly. Kahlua felt the weapon
searing through her flesh as her dress scorched from the heat, the sickle piercing through her and into
the pillar while Jacqueline held a hand out towards the vampire's head.
"End of the line!" the witch yelled as a multicolored glow swirled around her arm to her palm.
Rin landed down behind her and watched the screaming vampire with a dull glare.
Akua screamed as she tried to pull Talon's wraith blade out of her side while keeping the other
from striking into her skull, the hybrid pushing her against a pillar while Jovian walked up to the side and
geared back with her glowing sword to stab the girl through.
"Don't bother with any final words, they won't be remembered," Jovian hissed as she readied to
thrust her blade through Akua's side.
Kahlua screamed and strained herself to move, her bladed arm unable to move properly while
the glowing scythe held her against the pillar. She looked to seeing Jacqueline aiming at her head, the
bright multicolored glow coming from the witch's palm as the girl held her weapon in place. She growled
and jerked about, her shoulder and bladed arm being held in place while Jacqueline watched her with a
glare. With a few deep breaths Kahlua screamed then yanked forward with all her might. Jacqueline and
Rin watched with surprise as the vampire pushed herself away from the pillar, with the scythe's blade
slicing off her shoulder and bladed arm. Jacqueline fired her shot at the girl's head, with Kahlua dodging
forward while gripping her bloodied stump of a shoulder, her severed limb dropping to the ground as
her scream echoed out in the hall. The wounded vampire shrieked before she swung a kick around
towards Jacqueline, with the witch angling her scythe's handle to block it. The hit struck the glowing
weapon and knocked Jacqueline back as the blade tore through the damaged pillar, with the girl then
tumbling back into Rin and taking them both to the ground. The others looked over to see Kahlua crying
out in agony while holding her bloodied shoulder, with Akua screaming in horror of seeing her sister
mutilated.
"Kahlua, no!" she yelled out. She growled then yanked Talon's hand past her into the wall, the
hybrid lurching forward before she bashed him with her head. He stumbled back with a yell before
Jovian looked to the vampire and lunged towards her with her blade. Akua pushed off of the wall,
avoiding the blade which struck across the wall and seared against it, then grabbed Talon's arm which

was still holding its blade in her, swinging the dazed hybrid to the side and throwing him into Jovian. The
two were knocked back and tumbled to the ground as the witch quickly dissolved her blade to avoid
harming him.
"Master!" she cried out as she held him close, the boy's world spinning while blood trickled
down his face. Akua held her wounded side then made a dash towards her sister, the blonde haired
vampire dropping to her knees screaming while Jacqueline and Rin started to get up again. Jovian
screamed and aimed at Akua with fire in her eyes.
"How dare you hurt my master!" she yelled as she fired at the vampire, her multicolored shot
streaking through Akua's shoulder and striking into a pillar behind Kahlua, with the raven haired vampire
tumbling into a roll while Kahlua was knocked forward from the explosion. Jacqueline shook her head to
regain her senses then looked to seeing the two wounded vampire sisters on the ground near each
other, with Kahlua screaming and holding her bloodied shoulder while Akua was struggling to get up
with her own injuries.
"You two… are so dead for that!" Jacqueline yelled as she held her scythe at the ready again.
Jovian helped Talon slowly stand up, the hybrid leaning against the wall while looking towards the
vampires with a weary glare.
"Master, are you ok?" Jovian asked worriedly.
"I'm fine, finish those two right now," he ordered sternly. Jovian looked to the vampires as she
formed her sword again.
"With pleasure master," she said with anger as she walked over towards them. Rin rubbed her
head with discontent while watching the vampires screaming and struggling to move, both sisters
looking to each other with weary eyes. Kahlua's shoulder dripped blood while she held it with a
clenched hand, her tears dropping down from her face while Akua was holding her side and cringing in
pain. Jovian and Jacqueline walked up towards them with their weapons drawn, while Talon slowly
stood upright and started walking over to them as well.
"You harmed our master," Jovian hissed.
strike.

"You two are going straight to hell," Jacqueline said as the witches raised their weapons to
Kahlua whimpered and looked to Akua with teary eyes.

"Sister…" she said softly. Akua nodded slowly then hung her head, ready to be struck down
alongside her sister. Rin watched them with a dull glare then glanced to Jovian and Jacqueline as the
witches held their weapons back, both ready to swing down and kill the vampires.
A few small black balls rolled along the ground and came to a stop around the girls, with the
group looking to them curiously. Suddenly the balls blew apart with bright flashes while black smoke
quickly billowed and flowed around. Jovian and Jacqueline looked around quickly before something
wavered through the smoke in front of them, the girls then quickly swinging their weapons through the

haze at whatever it was. Rin looked around as she coughed and backed up while Talon tensed up and
looked around with a narrowed glance. Jovian and Jacqueline swiped through the smoke then struck
down at the ground, the smoke parting to reveal that Akua and Kahlua were gone as their weapons
were dug into the floor.
"What the… where did they go?" Jovian yelled out while looking around quickly.
"Who's out there?" Jacqueline yelled as she fired blindly through the haze with her multicolored
blasts of energy, the attacks shooting through the large smoke screen and striking into the walls and
pillars across from them. Talon looked around with a growl while keeping on guard, the blood from his
face dripping down onto the ground while he felt anger towards the vampires' escape. Rin coughed and
started flapping her wings, the gusts of wind blowing the smoke away to reveal nobody there in the hall.
Jovian looked around as the smoke blew away, then down as she saw a grenade rolling to a stop on the
ground. Jacqueline looked down to seeing another coming to a stop, both sisters then screaming and
forming their shields around them before the explosives detonated. More pillars started to crack and
crumble while the room began to shake and rumble. Talon looked around then ran over to the girls as
they all stumbled back while coughing from the smoke flowing around, the hybrid grabbing Jacqueline
while Rin grabbed hold of Jovian and started flapping her wings. The two flyers took off and flew out the
large broken window as the grand hall collapsed into itself, the four watching from above as it crashed
into a dust cloud along with a tower nearby that toppled over and slammed into the castle.
"What the hell just happened?" Jacqueline shouted out.
"Somebody interfered with us, they took those two vampires away," Jovian hissed as she
brushed the dust out of her hair. Rin looked around at the collapsed section of the castle then to Talon.
"What do we do now?" she asked. Talon looked around at the castle with narrowed eyes as the
girls looked to him. He shook his head as he wavered slightly, with Jacqueline gasping at the sudden
movement before looking at him with worried eyes.
"Master, you're hurt," she said with concern. Talon looked around at the castle while Rin
watched him with worried eyes.
"We should back off and take care of you first, you're injured," she implored.
"I agree," the witch sisters said together. Talon growled then glanced to Rin, the siren shaking
her head with a concerned expression.
"We need to think clearly when hunting our prey otherwise our anger will blind us and cost us
dearly," she said gently. Talon looked at her for a moment as she had used his very words from before
then nodded and looked back down to the castle.
"I suppose our element of surprise is over, we don't want to rush into a conflict we're not ready
for," he reasoned reluctantly. Rin nodded then looked down to the building.
"We'll find them again, they won't escape us," she said assuredly. Jovian and Jacqueline nodded
as Talon breathed out with annoyance.

"Fine, let's find a place to sleep for the night, and then track them down again tomorrow," he
said, then flew off with Rin following after him. The four headed off into the night sky away from the
castle, determined to pick up their hunt again the next day.

Akua slowly opened her eyes, her senses gradually coming back to her. She flinched as her body
ached, slowly looking down to seeing that her shirts had been removed and bandages were wrapped
around her shoulder and upper body along with her waist where she had a stab wound on her side. She
was lying on a comfortable bed, her eyes slowly tracing around to seeing that she was inside a room that
had some light from the blood red moon in the sky shining through a nearby window. Looking over to
the side she saw Kahlua lying in a bed next to her.
"Kahlua," Akua as she tried to sit up, still feeling weak from her injuries. Her sister was lying on
the bed while her dress had been removed and bandages were wrapped around her shoulder and upper
body as well as a few other patches here and there from her battle. Her severed arm was attached to
her body again, having several large pulsating purplish slug creatures with several long tendrils wrapped
around her shoulder and arm.
"Don't worry, I believe we reconnected her arm before it was too late, it should be fully healed
by morning," a woman's voice said from the side. Akua looked over to seeing somebody standing in the
doorway of the room. She was an older woman wearing a slim Chinese purple and blue dress, had raven
hair which was tied up in two buns with flowery bobbles adorning them, had tassel earrings, black dress
shoes, and had dark blue eyes along with a gentle smile on her face. She walked into the room holding a
cup of warm tea, handing it to Akua while sitting down on the bed next to her.
"Here, this should help soothe your pain," the woman said kindly. Akua looked at her with
wonder then to Kahlua as the blonde haired vampire was still unconscious.
"How… where… who…" she said looking back to the woman.
"I must say, I wasn't expecting this when I stopped by lord Shuzen's estate to speak to him.
Forgive me for entering your home without permission, but I heard quite a ruckus inside and curiosity
got the best of me. A good thing I suppose, seeing as how you two were entertaining some rather foul
houseguests," the woman said with a slight smirk. She then walked over to Kahlua, watching the blonde
haired vampire while the slugs pulsated along her arm and shoulder.
"I wasn't really prepared for a confrontation; however I usually do carry a few little things when
out in the world. I was lucky to have gotten you two out of there before you would have endured worse;
you were both in horrible condition after your fight. I brought you back here with me seeing as how your
home didn't seem to be too safe at the moment," she said gently.
"You… saved us? By yourself?" Akua asked. The woman shook her head and glanced back to her.
"No, I'm never alone in a fight my dear," she said with a wink. Akua looked at her curiously then
nodded slowly.

"I see, thank you. Um, who are you anyway?" she asked. The woman giggled softly and nodded.
"Ah yes, I suppose some introductions are an order aren't they?" she mused, and then turned to
face Akua with a polite bow and calm smile.
"My name is Ten-Ten Huang, a pleasure to make your acquaintance."

Chapter 36
Fanservice And A Chapter
Tsukune slowly opened his eyes, his vision clearing up to seeing the sky above which had turned
to dusk. Small wisps and ribbons of green and red lights swirled around in the air near the sight of stars
shimmering from the heavens, a calm breeze rolling by as Tsukune regained his senses. He was lying
down on the grass and had a faint sweet taste in his mouth still. As his world came into focus he started
to hear something, a girl's gentle melody that was floating through the air.
"Ren?" he asked looking around nearby, not seeing any sign of the siren that was mortally
wounded when he was last conscious. He stumbled to his feet then looked over towards the lake, seeing
a girl with white feathered wings extended out behind her while she was singing peacefully. She was
facing the lake while having her hands held to her chest, the water gently rippling away while a few
small whirlpools twirled around and then spread about.
"Ren?" Tsukune said with wonder. He looked around, wondering if he was dreaming, then
began to walk towards the siren as she continued her song. As he got closer he heard her singing filling
the air, her voice seeming to calm and soothe him as she was all he could hear. The water in the lake
gently splashed and danced around in small waves and leaps, seeming to react to her words as she
gracefully sang her song. Ren continued to sing as Tsukune got closer to her, her song then coming to a
quick steady melody that caused the water to spiral up in small torrents while spinning around in a
circle. Tsukune watched with wonder as Ren then held her hands out to the sides, hitting a long note
that caused the water to shoot up into a pillar like an upwards waterfall, the liquid then reaching high up
before dispersing and falling down onto the lake like a curtain of sparkling rain. Tsukune watched the
water display as the girl slowly turned to face him, her smile being gentle and loving while the water
behind her glistened as it fell back into the lake.
"Tsukune," she said softly.
"Ren? You're… you're ok," he said as he saw the girl standing there with a smile on her face.
"Of course I am, you saved my life," she said as she slowly walked towards him. Tsukune looked
back to the hill then to her as she had a serene smile on her face.
"It worked, I was able to-" he started before the siren pulled him into a kiss, the boy watching
her with surprise as her lips pressed against his. He felt the girl holding onto him with a firm yet gentle
embrace, her kiss seeming to have a great deal of passion in it before she leaned back and smiled
lovingly at him.
"Thank you Tsukune, I would be lost without you," she said softly. Tsukune looked at her with
wonder then smiled slightly with a small shrug.
"Well, I did the only thing I could think of. I'm just glad you're ok again Ren, I thought I lost you,"
he said gently. He then looked to the lake and jumped before he tried to move the siren away from the
water, the girl watching him with an amused smile.

"Wait, what are you doing here by the lake again? That thing is still in there, we need to get you" he said before she started giggling and stopped him, the boy feeling her hold on his arm being more
sturdy and sudden.
"Relax Tsukune, I've already taken care of that monster," she reassured. He looked at her with
wonder then back to the lake as the girl glanced to the water with a cool smile.
"The lake is all ours now Tsukune, I got rid of that troublesome pest," she said calmly.
"What? You… but… how…" Tsukune said looking to her with puzzlement. She laughed then
looked to him with a gentle smile.
"It's ok Tsukune, I've taken care of it, you don't have to worry," she reassured. Tsukune looked
at her with wonder as she focused on her blood, a burst of vampire energy suddenly radiating around
her as her wings arched back behind her. The water nearby rolled away in gentle waves from the shore
while Ren's eyes seemed to reveal more power behind them as they watched Tsukune's surprised
reaction.
"I wonder, if I'm more siren or vampire now, what do you think?" she asked.
"Ren, you…" he said as her vampire energy was clearly felt swirling around her. Before she had
never really emitted much of a monster aura, with sirens not being physically strong in the least,
however now she was exuding a great deal of power around her. She looked behind her at the lake and
smirked before her wings flapped down, causing a large splash and rolling wave to shoot out and wash
away from them. Tsukune looked at the siren with awe as she smiled at him again, her eyes seeming to
gaze deeply into his.
"Personally, I'm not opposed to being a vampire, although I don't seem to have any fangs, so I
guess I'm still more siren than vampire if we were to be technical about it. Still, I certainly feel better
than ever, all because you were so generous to give me your blood. I can't thank you enough Tsukune,
you've given me another chance at life, with the strength to actually stand and fight now," she said
graciously. Tsukune eyed the girl over with wonder, her aura seeming to amplify her beauty to him as
she suddenly became much more noticeable in his eyes. The gentle curvature of her hips, her bosom
which was outlined by her shirt, her hair gracefully swaying behind her, her face which had her lovely
pink eyes and alluring smile. He shook his head to clear his thoughts then smiled with wonder at her.
"Amazing, I didn't expect my blood to have such a strong effect with you, I was only trying to
save your life," he said. She smiled gently and held him close, casually flicking her hair back and exposing
her neck.
"It saved my life Tsukune, but I do fear about what it has done to the taste of my blood. I hope
it's still as delicious and sweet to you as it was before, I wouldn't want to take that away from you.
Please, try some of my blood, see if it's still… perfect for you," she implored gently. Tsukune looked at
her with wonder then to her neck as she tilted her head.

"But Ren, I don't… I'm not thirsty now, you don't have to," he said, his nose picking up her scent
and making his mouth water slightly. Her sweet scent seemed to be amplified more as well, the smell
becoming slightly intoxicating to him as she moved herself closer to his mouth.
"Just a quick drink then, to make sure my blood is still ok to have. It's ok, I want you to," she
assured. Tsukune hesitated then gently held the girl while leaning closer to her neck, the siren glancing
to him as she blushed slightly. After a pause he bit down onto her neck, the girl not flinching in the least
this time. She held a hand to the back of his head while he tasted her blood, his tongue lapping it up as
he savored the drops. It was indeed good to drink; although it had shifted slightly in taste it was still very
tasty to him.
"Is it ok still?" Ren asked softly. Tsukune nodded slowly as he kept drinking the blood, finding
the taste to be delicious and enticing just the same as before. Ren bit her lip slightly and held his hair a
little more tightly.
"Good, it's just for you," she said gently. After a moment Tsukune leaned back and smiled at her
as she watched him with caring eyes, the girl not seeming to be fazed at all from having her blood taken.
"It's still delicious Ren, it does taste a bit different but not in a bad way," he reassured. Ren
giggled then showed a coy smile.
"I'm glad you still approve of me Tsukune, don't be afraid to ask for it anytime you want. I'm
here to help you with your training after all, and speaking of training…" she said before her hands slowly
moved down his arms to his hands, the boy watching as she held his hands up to his chest while she
pressed her chest against his arms and leaned closer to him.
"We need to give you another workout Tsukune, can't be sleeping all day after all. That and I
could use a bit of exercise myself, you're not the only one who should be having fun here," she said with
a purr. Tsukune stammered something nervously as she then slowly moved her hands down along his
arms and held him at the waist while still holding him close and pressing her bosom against his arms.
"Wait, what? What are you talking about?" he asked nervously. She giggled then without
warning grabbed his arm and spun him around, hurling the boy off to the side with incredible force.
Tsukune spiraled around in the air before reorienting and landing back on the grass, his shoes carving
through the dirt and grass as he came to a stop. He looked back with surprise to seeing Ren flying at him
with a kick, the girl striking towards his side before he quickly blocked it with one arm. The force of the
hit caused his feet to dig into the ground while a small shockwave rippled out on the other side of him
from the kinetic energy. Ren smiled confidently at the boy as he stared at her with wonder, her kick
being held to the side as she had a fighting stance while she touched down with her other foot.
"Don't go easy on me just because I'm a girl Tsukune, I can be rough too," she said with a wink
before swinging a punch towards him, the boy quickly blocking it with his other hand before she swung
at him with another punch, the girl striking again and again while smiling at Tsukune who was watching
her with surprise still.

"Ren? What are you doing?" he asked shaking his head. He grabbed one of her fists and held it
before she lunged forward and tackled him to the ground, pinning his hands down at the sides of his
head while leaning close to his face.
"Why, helping you train with your bloodlust of course. I think I can help give you a good workout
Tsukune, and also we can find out just how strong I really am," she said with a challenging smile.
Tsukune looked up at her with wonder as she sat upright on his lap, her wings arching back while she
gently traced her hands down along his arms to his chest and held him down.
"I need to know what I can really do after all, and what better way to test myself than to fight
the great Tsukune Aono," she mused while keeping her eyes locked onto him. He smirked and tilted his
head slightly.
"Great, huh?" he jested. She nodded and held a hand gently to his cheek.
"You really are the best Tsukune, there's no denying that. I owe you for all that you've done for
me, and I'm going to start by helping you overcome this bloodlust," she said gratefully. Tsukune looked
up at the siren as she sat atop him, her vampire aura swirling around her while her beauty seemed to be
more pronounced than before while she was seen against the starry backdrop behind her. She blinked
then looked down, then back to Tsukune with a smirk.
"Well, seems I've gotten your blood going," she teased as she felt what she was sitting on. He
jumped a bit then shook his head with a nervous smile.
"Wait, that's not-" he started before she giggled and leaned down to face him closer, her hand
moving from his cheek to his shirt and grabbing hold firmly.
"No need for excuses, it's my job to get your blood going after all," she purred. She then leaned
closer to his ear while the hand holding his chest down moved up to his shirt next to her other one.
"Now, let's get my blood going too, shall we?" she said, then quickly rolled over and threw
Tsukune off to the side, the boy tumbling around before rolling onto the grass away from the girl. He
quickly stumbled to his feet before Ren dashed over and struck at him with a sideways kick, the boy
blocking it at the last second with one arm as she pushed through with her attack. Tsukune skid around
in a small arc from the forceful hit before stopping, looking at the siren's leg before tracing with his eyes
up to her face while she was watching him with a coy smile.
"Don't just stare at me Tsukune, fight back," she teased before she spun around with another
kick, the boy blocking the hit then smiling amusedly at the girl while he held her leg with one hand.
"Are you sure you want to do this Ren? I don't want to hurt you," he said shaking his head. She
smirked and then jumped up with her other leg, kicking him in the face and rolling back onto the grass
as he stumbled backwards from the hit. Ren jumped back to her feet then dashed towards him again
with a punch, the boy grabbing hold of it as he smirked at her.
"I told you, I can be rough too," she said with a challenging smile. He chuckled then threw the
girl around and into the air; her wings flapping as she quickly banked back around and dove towards him

with a kick. He dodged to the side before she swung out with a fist, the boy grabbing it and spinning her
around before throwing her down onto the ground. The siren hit the grass with a crash and dug into the
ground slightly before she quickly kicked up with both feet and knocked Tsukune back against his chest,
the girl then leaping onto her feet and spinning around to kick him again. He blocked the attack then
sent a punch towards her head, the girl dodging around it and grabbing his arm. She spun the boy
around before he quickly dug his feet into the ground and stopped, grabbing her arm and holding her in
place.
"I see you got more fire in you now," he said knowingly as she smiled at him still. She giggled
then moved herself closer to him and pressed her chest against his, the boy leaning back with a nervous
smile as she watched him with a seductive look.
"I have a lot of fire in me now Tsukune, thanks to you," she purred before grabbing his arm and
throwing him over her head and into the ground with a heavy crash. Tsukune chuckled then yanked
down on her arm, throwing her over into the grass in front of him as he jumped back up onto his feet.
He ran towards her before she rolled over and lifted her shirt, the boy stopping dead in his tracks as her
breasts bounced in her black bra.
"Ren, wh… what are you-" he started before she got up and smirked at him.
"Tsukune," she said softly with a purr while walking towards him. He stammered something
before she punched him in the face, launching him back into a tumble in the grass as she giggled and
lowered her shirt. The boy rolled to a stop then darted to the side before Ren's kick struck down into the
ground and tore through the dirt. Ren spun around and kicked at him again while he darted to the side,
with Tsukune then sending a punch to her side, hitting her ribs and causing her to cough and stumble
off-balance. She spun around with another kick, the boy grabbing the leg and holding it and place while
she was facing away from him. She then looked back to him while arching her rear and pulling her skirt
up, with Tsukune getting a full view of her black panties as she watched him with gentle eyes.
"Oh Tsukune," she said with a teasing sigh, the boy staring with a stunned expression as she
gently shifted her hips around. She then jumped up with her foot and spun around in a spiral, kicking the
boy in the head and sending him launching to the side and crashing into the ground as she dropped
down onto her hands, the girl then leaping back onto her feet while smirking at Tsukune who was lying
in the ground in the large gash he had torn through the dirt. He shook his head to gather his senses then
looked at Ren with bewilderment as she held a hand to her hip and giggled at him.
"Ren, why… why do you keep doing that?" he asked as he got back to his feet.
"Doing what? I'm only trying to get your blood going, and also getting a workout of my own in
the process," she reasoned with a shrug. She then dashed towards Tsukune with a kick, the boy quickly
blocking it before she swung at him with a punch. He grabbed her wrist before she swung with another
fist, with Tsukune then grabbing the girl's other wrist and holding the siren firmly. She giggled then
waved her chest around gently.
"I love it when you're forceful with me Tsukune," she teased, the boy jumping a bit before she
moved her arms down and pulled him closer, with her arms then being held behind her while she
perked her rear back and pressed it against his fists while pushing her chest against his.

"Rawr," she said with a wink.
"Ren!" he said as he tried to let go and back away, only for the girl to bash her knee into his
chest before punching him in the face. He stumbled back before the girl jumped into a spin kick, the boy
then blocking it and grabbing her leg before swinging her around and throwing the girl down into the
ground. She hit the grass with a powerful crash, with dirt and dust blasting up as Tsukune stumbled back
while trying to clear his thoughts of the siren that were creeping into his head.
"Ren, stop doing that, you can't-" he started before the siren leapt up and swung at him with a
punch, the boy grabbing the fist before she twirled around and rolled into an embrace with him while
having her arm held around her chest, the girl leaning in close to his face with a seductive gaze as he
leaned back with a startled expression.
"You want to hold me, or fight me?" she purred before bashing her head into his, the boy
stumbling back before she twirled backwards then grabbed his arm in a reversal, throwing the boy
around and slamming him into the ground at her feet. He shook off the hit then kicked up and back at
her, the girl grabbing the foot as the dust around them cleared. Tsukune prepared to yank away before
he saw the girl's panties from under her skirt, the siren standing over him and smiling arrogantly down
at him.
"See something you like?" she asked as she shifted her hips around again.
"Stop it Ren!" Tsukune yelled as he shut his eyes. The siren then yanked his foot up and swung
the boy around before slamming him into the ground again behind her. He rolled to the side then
jumped back to his feet before the siren flew at him with another kick, the boy grabbing it then spinning
the girl's leg around, throwing her into a spiral before he swung her around and slammed her into
ground behind him. She coughed out as her back pressed into the dirt hard, her arms dropping to the
sides of her head as Tsukune held her leg firmly. He blinked then jumped a bit as the girl spread her
other leg out and exposed her panties while she slowly sat up on her elbows and perked her chest up,
her eyes gazing at him while she had a timid expression on her face.
"Tsukune… that hurt," she said softly. He stammered something as she tilted her head slightly,
the girl then kicking him away from her before jumping back onto her feet and smiling at him.
"A little anyway," she finished with a laugh. Tsukune regained his balance then looked at the girl
with an annoyed smile.
"So, you're going to try and distract me like that the entire time, aren't you?" he accused. She
giggled and shrugged with a cool smile at him.
"I need to get your blood going don't I? Now, quit playing around Tsukune, come and get me,"
she taunted before tensing up with her wings arching back. Tsukune smirked as he got into a fighting
stance, the two staring each other down while standing on the floating island high above Paradise.
"Alright, but I'm going to get serious then," Tsukune said before dashing towards the girl at high
speed. She smirked then lifted the side of her skirt up, showing her thigh and side of panties as she
shifted her hips and faced her bare leg towards him. Tsukune jumped as he saw her expose herself

before she darted forward and swung around with a hook kick, catching Tsukune around the neck
before she followed through and took him down to the ground with a crash. Tsukune shook his head
slightly to shake off the hit then stared with wide eyes as the siren was holding him down on the ground,
her leg wrapped around his neck with her thigh near his face as she was smiling confidently down at
him.
"You need to focus Tsukune, you're stronger than this," she said coyly as she held a hand to his
cheek. Tsukune glanced to her thigh then back to her while he tried not to get a nosebleed, the siren
gently tracing her hand from his cheek up along her thigh then to her hip while she smirked at him.
"I told you, don't go easy on me just because I'm a girl," she said with a wink before rolling to
the side and throwing the boy up into the air with her leg, the siren then continuing her roll before
hopping up onto her feet and spinning around with another kick, hitting the boy in the chest and
launching him back into a tumble. He rolled along the grass before he got back onto his feet and skidded
to a stop, a sudden boom of his vampire power being released as he focused his mind. He looked to Ren
with a stern expression while he stood up, the siren watching him with an alluring smile.
"That's it, don't hold back Tsukune," she purred. In a flash Tsukune vanished as a gust of wind
raced towards her, the siren then swinging back with her arm and blocking his punch from behind.
Tsukune grabbed her arm then spun her around, sending a punch to her side then another to her gut
which threw her back into the air with a cough. The boy dashed towards her before she flapped with her
wings and shot up into the air, avoiding his punch as she flew around then back down towards him with
a kick. Tsukune blocked the attack then grabbed her foot, swinging her around then down into the
ground, the girl crashing into then carving through the dirt and grass before he swung her around and
threw the girl towards a tree. She spiraled around before slamming into it, the girl's back hitting the
wood and cracking it as the tree tilted over to the side while a few of its roots popped up below. Ren
started to slump down before Tsukune raced over and punched her in the gut, pressing her against the
tree forcibly as it cracked apart more. The girl lurched back with a gasp then looked to Tsukune with an
open mouth, the boy watching as slowly a smile came across her face as she grabbed hold of his arm.
"You really are rough with your girls, aren't you Tsukune?" she asked playfully, not seeming to
be in any real pain from his attacks.
"I'm just getting warmed up, I haven't even removed the rosary yet," Tsukune quipped with a
cool smile. Ren giggled then yanked the boy's arm to the side while her legs reached out and wrapped
around his waist, pulling him closer to her while she slid her other arm around his neck. Tsukune looked
at her with surprise while she kept herself pinned to the tree as she held him close.
"Well then, let's see if I can get you more fired up than this, I think I can handle you being a little
more rougher with me," she said softly, the boy feeling her holding her close with her panties pushing
against his crotch. It was more than apparent she was pulling him against her repeatedly while she
watched him with a hungry eye.
"You're just trying to be a tease now, aren't you?" he said with a stern smile. She smirked and
tilted her head.

"Tease? That would imply that you could look but not touch, and that's simply not true," she
mused. He looked at her curiously as she shrugged a bit.
"I'm not stopping you from doing anything Tsukune, whoever said I was?" she said, then yanked
him forward and bashed him in the head, the girl then putting her legs to his chest as he stumbled back
before kicking him off into a tumble onto the grass. The tree started crack and fall over as the girl rolled
back onto her feet against the trunk before launching into the air with her wings. Tsukune tumbled back
before quickly getting back on his feet, looking up at the siren as the tree crashed into the ground. Ren
smiled coyly down at the boy while her wings flapped behind her, her eyes watching him with a longing
gaze.
"Do whatever you want to get your blood going Tsukune, whatever you want," she said before
licking her lips. Tsukune got into a defensive stance as the girl flew down towards him, his eyes watching
her carefully while he summoned more of his power. She raced down then banked off to the side as he
threw a punch at her, the boy then quickly turning around and lifting his knee to block her kick from
behind. Ren smirked then threw a punch at him, the boy quickly darting around and throwing a punch
towards her as well. She ducked under it and swung at him with another kick, the boy grabbing it and
holding her in place as she looked at him with a cool smile. She lifted her skirt and tilted her hips, the
boy then looking away slightly while trying to keep an eye on her still.
"Watch your wandering eye Tsukune," she said playfully. He smirked then shoved her leg aside
before tackling her to the ground, holding her hands down above her head as she looked up at him with
a gentle expression.
"Sorry, but that's not going to work again," he said. Ren nodded then looked down to her chest.
"It's working for me, look how hard my nipples are," she said glancing up to him. He jumped and
stared at her with a stunned expression before looking down to her chest. She smirked then rolled them
over and sat atop him while pinning him down.
"Haha, you're so cute Tsukune, you actually tried to look that time. You need to stay focused
here, remember?" she teased while leaning closer to him. He looked at her with wonder then showed a
calm expression.
"Yeah, you're right," he said as he started leaning closer to her lips, the girl gasping quietly as a
blush formed on her face.
"Tsukune…" she said quietly as she watched him with timid eyes. Before he could kiss her
Tsukune then bashed her with his head, the girl recoiling before he grabbed her waist and threw her off
of him onto the grass. He quickly got to his feet then ran over and grabbed her foot, the girl looking to
him with surprise as he smiled coolly at her.
"Stay focused Ren, we're here to train!" he called out before he spun her around and threw her
towards the collapsed tree, the girl crashing through the wood and bark before tumbling through the
grass on the other side. She rolled to a stop and shook her head to gather her senses then looked to see
Tsukune leaping over the tree towards her with a downward punch. Ren rolled to the side as he struck

into the ground where she was, the girl then jumping back to her feet before he appeared behind her
and held the girl around the neck and waist.
"If you want to play dirty then so will I," he said with a challenging smile. She smirked and
glanced back to him.
"Sounds fun," she said then grabbed his crotch and applied pressure, the boy cringing and
keeling over onto her shoulder. She elbowed him and knocked him back into a stumble, the girl then
jumping into a kick at him. He blocked the attack then shoved her off, the girl leaping back and landing
down on the grass while her wings arched behind her. Tsukune caught his breath then smirked at her as
he got into a fighting stance.
"Well, this is definitely an interesting sparring match, but don't expect me to go easy on you
anymore," he said with a chuckle. Ren smirked and tilted her head slightly, staying in a fighting stance as
well while she felt her heart beating more quickly.
"By all means, be as rough with me as you want Tsukune."

Inside the main dining hall of Fang Fang's villa several of the yasha's guards and servants were
working to straighten up the room and clean up the blood and debris that lay strewn about after the
large flying demon from the dark world came trampling through and fighting Dark earlier. The men were
cleaning the floors and straightening out the centerpiece pond which had a few fish darting around
inside the water while other servants were bringing in tables and seating mats for Fang Fang and his
guests to have their dinner at soon.
"Ah, please… please don't do that…" Apoch breathed out with a flushed face.
While the dining room was prepared and their meals were being readied by the yasha's cooks
the group had returned to the lounge in the meantime to discuss something else that happened
recently. Some of the members weren't present, with Luna, Falla, and Complica not having returned
after Luna had ran into the building crying, while Fang Fang was also missing as he was overseeing the
dining room's preparation.
"Stop, don't… be so rough," Apoch whined as she shook her head.
The rest of the group was waiting for an argument to finally be settled. Apoch and Astreal had
explained why they were found in that rather embarrassing and provocative position in the hall, with
their argument over who had bigger breasts having escalated to Apoch becoming rather forceful in her
assertiveness.
"Please, I- Ah! That's enough," Apoch pleaded while breathing softly.
Since Apoch dominating Astreal into submission with her breasts wasn't technically a final
answer as to which witch sister was more endowed, Kurumu had elected herself to settling the dispute
once and for all seeing as how she was a succubus and this was right up her alley. Even with Ruby's

rather insistent pleading to just use a tape measurer Kurumu and Yukari both seemed to leap at the
opportunity to find out which witch sister had developed more. Apoch and Astreal were of course ok
with the matter being settled once and for all, and gave their two friends permission to settle the
argument for them.
"Would you relax, I know what I'm doing," Kurumu said as she fondled Apoch with both hands,
eyeing the witch's bosom carefully as if she was being scientific about her rather abrupt and hands-on
approach to settling this dispute. Apoch squirmed about while she was lying on the floor with the
succubus straddling her, the witch's arms tied behind her and her legs tied together while Astreal was
lying next to her in similar bonds and watching her sister with nervous eyes. Yukari was standing over
them as she watched with an inquisitive expression while she watched Kurumu's handling of the witch.
"Why did you have to tie us up to do this?" Astreal asked worriedly.
"Because you two wouldn't sit still," Kurumu said simply as she jiggled Apoch's bosom, the witch
crying out weakly while Yukari tilted her head curiously. Apoch shook her head then looked at Kurumu
with a flushed face.
"We didn't want you to settle it this way," she whined.
"You were shoving these things in your sister's face earlier, what are you complaining about
with my method?" Kurumu asked with a smirk.
"Why would you two even volunteer to do this?" Astreal asked.
"Why not, we're your friends," Yukari said with a shrug.
"You tied us up and you're groping me, how is that being our friends? Ah! Don't squeeze them!"
Apoch cried out weakly.
"Drama queen," Kurumu said simply.
Over in the lowered den of the lounge the rest of the group was seated and trying not to look
over in the direction of Apoch's gasps and whimpers.
"So, we're just looking the other way with this one, huh?" Mizore asked plainly while sitting on
the couch and having her elbow propped up on the armrest, holding a hand to her jaw while Dark sat
next to her while listening to his music with a blank expression. Arial covered her ears and closed her
eyes as she sat next to her demon, trying to block out the sound of Apoch's stifled moans.
"Couldn't really talk her out of it, she wanted to do this for them," Rason said while looking
straight ahead into space and pretending he couldn't hear Apoch gasping from Kurumu groping her
behind him.
"She did seem pretty eager didn't she?" Gabriel commented while keeping his eyes on the wall
ahead of him.

floor.

"Why did Yukari want to help though?" Ahakon asked shaking his head as he looked down at the
"She's got issues," Felucia said with a shrug while leaning back with her arms behind her head.

"Hey! I'm just making sure Kurumu isn't being unfair with this, I'm not doing anything wrong by
observing," Yukari snapped at them.
"Why aren't you helping me? For god's sake she's- ah! Now she's taking my shirt off! Wait, not
my bra, stop! AH!" Apoch cried out.
"Would you calm down and stop squirming around so much? The sooner we do this the sooner
we can put an end to your argument before you two do anything else that's weird to settle it," Kurumu
demanded.
"You're fondling me after having tied us up and our friends aren't doing anything to help us, how
could this possibly get any weirder?" Apoch cried out.
"Leon! Why aren't you doing anything, she's going to do me next!" Astreal cried out desperately.
"You gave them permission for me to take care of this however I could, remember? You two
aren't going anywhere until we settle this, that was the deal," Kurumu said simply.
"We didn't think you would be doing this to settle it!" Astreal cried out.
"That makes all of us," Leon said flatly while he held a hand over his eyes. Render was trying to
look back to see what was happening while Leon was struggling to hold the boy's head away with his
other arm.
"C'mon man, let go," Render grunted.
"Alright, I think I got a pretty good feel here about Apoch, you certainly have nothing to be
ashamed of girl, I'm impressed actually," Kurumu said with a giggle.
"Th… thank you?" Apoch said wearily, her voice conveying that she was still reeling from her
experience.
"Any time, glad to help a friend in need after all. Now then, Astreal? You're up," Kurumu said
with a giggle.
"Wait, isn't there another way of doing this?" Astreal called out fearfully.
"Yes, why aren't we just getting a measuring tape and let me measure them rather than
resorting to fondling them?" Ruby asked out loud with disbelief.

"This is easier," Kurumu said, followed moments later by Astreal's cry. Yukari kept watching with
a curious eye while Apoch was breathing heavily with a flushed face on the floor, her shirt and bra still
lifted and exposing her bosom while she had a glazed look in her eye.
"Well, we did promise not to stop them from settling the matter," Gin reasoned unsurely with a
troubled expression as he looked down at the ground. Kokoa glanced to him with concern while Sun was
drawing on her pad on the other side of him, trying to pass the time and pretend she couldn't hear
Astreal's pleas for help behind her as Kurumu was groping the blonde witch now.
"Oh yeah, we're totally doing the right thing by not doing anything while Kurumu is having her
way with them," Razico said dryly while shaking his head. Ceal was just looking ahead while his reptilian
hand drummed its fingers on the armrest of the couch, not saying or reacting to anything that was
happening. Ran was looking down while having a blush on her face, sitting on the floor in front of the
couch while she drummed her fingers on the table in hopes this would be over with soon.
"Ah! Please don't be so- AH! Not my shirt, wait, you don't have to take my bra off too do you?"
Astreal cried out.
"Of course I do, now just calm down and let me work, who's the expert here?" Kurumu said
shaking her head.
"Expert at what? Groping me?" Astreal yelled out.
"You said we could," Yukari said with a shrug.
"No we didn't! AH! Ms. Kurumu, please don't… don't squeeze them like that!" Astreal cried out.
"Someone's a little sensitive," Kurumu giggled, not seeming to show any regret about what she
was doing to the witch.
"So Rason, did you know your girlfriend was like this before or after you started dating her?"
Razico asked plainly. Rason sighed and looked down while holding a hand over his eyes, hearing
Astreal's cries and gasps while Kurumu continued to fondle her.
From the doorway Fang Fang walked in with a cheery smile on his face.
"Good news friends, dinner is-" he started before freezing in place, staring with a stunned smile
on his face as he saw Kurumu straddling Astreal and groping the witch's bare breasts while Apoch while
lying next to them, the witch sisters both tied and partially undressed with Apoch breathing heavily in a
daze while Astreal was squirming about under the succubus.
"Ms. Kurumu! Oh! Don't… don't- ah! Please, not… not so hard! OH!" Astreal cried out with a
moan at the end. Yukari just seemed to watch with a curious eye while the rest of the group was seated
in the lowered sitting den and looking away from the scene altogether.
"Wha… what in the world?" Fang Fang asked looking to the others with a shocked expression.

"Don't ask," Mizore said flatly.
"So, is dinner ready?" Gin asked nonchalantly while looking back to the yasha. Fang Fang just
stared at them then looked back to Kurumu as she was still busy fondling Astreal.
"Well… yes, but…" he said shakily.
"Great, we're almost done here, just a second," Kurumu said while still focusing on her work.
"Ms. Kurumu! Please, not so… OH! You can't- ah!" Astreal cried out as she shook her head. Fang
Fang just stared at them with a stunned expression.
"Um… I feel as though a bit of context would be most suitable right now," he said weakly. Yukari
looked to him with a raised eyebrow.
"What does it look like we're doing? We're figuring out which one of these two has bigger
breasts so they can stop their fighting over it," she said shaking her head. Fang Fang just stared at her
with a bewildered expression then looked to the others.
"What?" he asked.
"Just what she said," Felucia said with a shrug.
"Ms. Kurumu! OH! Don't bounce them around like that, please!" Astreal cried out. Leon and
Render were straining not to get nosebleeds while Render was still trying to look back at the scene, with
Leon now holding him in a headlock to keep him from seeing his girlfriend being handled by Kurumu.
loud.

"Couldn't we have asked them to at least go into another room to do this?" Kokoa asked out
"Wait, that was an option?" Ran asked looking to her with disbelief.
"Why have we been sitting here listening to this then?" Kyouko exclaimed.

"Oh my god," Kurumu called out. The group paused then glanced to the succubus as she was
staring at Astreal with wide eyes while having stopped her fondling of the girl. She looked from one
witch sister to the other then to Yukari.
"Astreal's are bigger," she said with wonder. Astreal breathed heavily for a moment then looked
up to her with weary eyes.
"W-What?" she asked. Apoch slowly looked over to her with a flushed face and disbelief.
"Hers are bigger?" she asked.
"Really?" Ruby asked with a raised eyebrow.

Yukari.

"They are?" Kyouko asked curiously. Kurumu looked between the two sisters again then to

"Yukari, we need a double-check fondle, right now," she ordered. Yukari nodded then cracked
her knuckles with a determined expression, with the witch sisters then looking to her nervously.
"Wait, a what?" Apoch asked shaking her head.
In a flash Yukari darted down and started groping Apoch, the witch sister crying out while the
rest of the group jumped and just stared at the sight.
"Ms. Yukari!" Apoch cried out as she trembled on the ground. Render's eye twitched slightly as
he saw the young witch groping his girlfriend, with Apoch crying out with a deep blush. Yukari showed a
focused expression as her hands moved about quickly before she darted over and started to do the
same to Astreal, the witch sister crying out while Apoch was breathing heavily and looking up at the
ceiling with glazed eyes. Leon just stared in stunned silence as he saw his girlfriend's breasts being
handled by the young witch.
"Please, not so rough!" Astreal cried out as Render and Leon stared with wide eyes and blood
trickling down their noses. Ahakon looked down while slapping a hand over his eyes as the rest of the
group just stared at the sight with stunned expressions. After a while Yukari stopped fondling Astreal
and looked to Kurumu with wonder.
"You're right, they are," she said with a nod. Apoch and Astreal trembled and breathed softly as
their worlds were spinning, the two sisters shakily catching their breath before they blinked and looked
to Yukari with wonder.
"Really? Mine are?" Astreal asked.
"No, that can't be correct," Apoch said shaking her head.
arms.

"It's true, Astreal's are bigger by seven centimeters," Kurumu said proudly while crossing her

"What? How on earth could you determine the exact difference in size just by using your
hands?" Ran asked shaking her head. Kurumu looked to her with an arrogant smile.
"I'm a succubus, my hands are like supercomputers when it comes to working with anyone's
body, figuring out her breast size is no feat at all for me," she boasted. Astreal looked at her with
wonder then to her bosom as she tilted her head slightly.
"Even if I could somehow believe that, how did Yukari come to that same conclusion?" Mizore
asked plainly. Yukari looked up with a proud smile as she put her hands to her hips.
"Easy, Apoch and Astreal's breast sizes lies between the measurements of Moka and Kurumu, I
know this because I've personally fondled them before in the past and know their exact cup sizes. Apoch
has the exact same feel and bounciness to her breasts as Moka does, however Astreal's has more

momentum and heft to them when they're held and moved about closer to that of Kurumu's, showing
that they have more mass to them than Apoch's. Based on this data I was able to feel the difference,
slight as it may be, between Apoch and Astreal by using the same hand techniques that I used with
Moka and Kurumu. Therefore-"
"That just raises more questions, a lot more," Felucia interrupted.
"What the hell, you've been groping other girls before this?" Kyouko asked with disbelief.
Ahakon just stared at his girlfriend with wide eyes as he tried to figure out a way to respond that that.
Astreal looked at her with wonder while Apoch was shaking her head with frustration.
"No, that's not right, I demand a re-fondle!" Apoch yelled out.
"What?" Rason cried out with disbelief.
"A re-fondle? What is wrong with you?" Kokoa barked out.
"Right now, do it again!" Apoch shouted out.
"We're not doing this again, it's over and we're all uncomfortable enough as it is," Gabriel said
shaking his head.
"Astreal's got a bigger pair than you do Apoch, it’s over," Gin said looking up with a tired
expression. Astreal looked to her bosom as a small smiled formed on her face.
"Mine are bigger," Astreal said softly, staring at her breasts proudly before looking to Apoch
who was thrashing about in her bonds.
"No, that's not fair, mine are bigger, I know they are!" Apoch cried out.
"Sorry, but my hands don't lie, Astreal's are bigger," Kurumu declared as she pulled Astreal's bra
and shirt back into place.
"Sorry Apoch," Yukari said as she redressed Apoch. Astreal sat up while looking down to her
chest with a smile of wonder while Apoch sat up and looked down to hers with a depressed expression.
Leon smirked and glanced to Render.
"Well, what do you know, seems my girlfriend-"
"You heard her, we demand a re-fondle!" Render shouted out with annoyance.
"What? You want them to grope your girlfriend in front of you again?" Ruby asked with
disbelief. Apoch looked to Kurumu with pleading eyes.
"Please Ms. Kurumu, perhaps you didn't hold them tight enough or move them around enough,
please do so again right now," she reasoned desperately. Kurumu just stared at her with a raised
eyebrow.

"Why are you asking her to do that to you again?" Kyouko asked with confusion. Astreal looked
to her sister with a smug grin and shrugged.
"Don't be so jealous, I'm just developing more before you, nothing to be ashamed about," she
reasoned with a mocking tone.
"No you're not!" Apoch yelled back at her.
"Yes I am, it's been settled once and for all!" Astreal shot back.
"No it hasn't, mine are bigger and you know it!" Apoch yelled back.
"No they're not; Ms. Kurumu and Ms. Yukari just concluded that mine are bigger!" Astreal
shouted back.
"They miscalculated with their test; they didn't squeeze and hold mine tight enough!" Apoch
yelled back. Astreal yelled and dove over onto her sister, tackling her to the ground while the group just
watched with blank expressions and sweat drops forming on the back of their heads.
"Mine are bigger! See? See?" Astreal yelled as she shoved her bosom down onto Apoch's face,
the raven haired sister thrashing about while both sisters were still tied and wrestling around in their
dispute.
"Well, I see that little test solved absolutely nothing," Ceal said flatly.
head.

"I can think of so many other things we should be discussing right now," Razico said shaking his

"Oh for god's sake, enough!" Ruby shouted out as she stood up. The witch sisters looked to her
while Apoch's face as partially hidden under her sister's bosom. Ruby looked at them with annoyance as
she walked over to them.
"That's enough, both of you need to stop this foolish argument once and for all. I'm getting a
measuring tape so we can settle this and be done with it," she declared. She undid the witch sisters'
bonds then looked to Fang Fang while the two girls resumed glaring at each other.
"I know this is ridiculous, but do you have a measuring tape we could use? I don't believe we're
going to have a peaceful dinner until this is settled," she said with a shrug. Fang Fang glanced to the
witch sisters then back to Ruby with a nod.
"Of course, I believe we have one right over here," he said as he walked over to the side of the
lounge next to the kitchen. The group watched as picked up a tape measurer from a table next to the
wall and walked back over to the witches.
"What? There was a tape measurer there all this time?" Gin asked. Fang Fang nodded as he
looked to him with a simple smile and shrug.

"Yes, I was planning on having a larger TV installed in here later and was measuring to see if it
would fit. Did nobody notice it sitting over there?" he asked pointing back to the small table. Apoch and
Astreal blinked then looked to each other with troubled expressions.
"Wait, you mean we had Ms. Kurumu… fondle us for nothing?" Apoch asked nervously.
"There was a measurer right there the whole time?" Astreal asked holding a hand over her
chest. The sisters then looked to Kurumu with furious glares while the group watched the succubus
show a confused expression as she was still looking at the table off by the wall.
"Huh, didn't notice that earlier," she said simply.
"Didn't Apoch run by that table earlier while trying to get away from Kurumu?" Mizore asked.
"Yeah, she was yelling out 'No no, don't touch me, let's find a tape measurer instead' before
Kurumu tackled her and dragged her away," Felucia said with a raised eyebrow.
"Ms. Kurumu," Apoch growled through her bared teeth. Kurumu blinked then looked to the
witch sisters as they were both glaring at her with anger.
"Um… whoops?" she said unsurely.
palm.

"You groped us all for nothing?" Astreal hissed as a red glow swirled down her arm towards her

"I wouldn't say it was for nothing, I did conclude that you had bigger ones than your sister.
C'mon Astreal, you should be happy right now, be happy, please be happy," Kurumu whimpered with a
nervous smile while backing up. Yukari looked at her with worried eyes then to the witch sisters as they
glanced to her with their glares.
"You both fondled us like that for nothing! There was a damn measurer a few feet away from us
the whole time!" Apoch yelled out. Yukari smiled nervously and backed up towards Kurumu while
waving her hands around in front of her.
"Well, it was a simple oversight, and we were just trying to help you," she reasoned fearfully.
Astreal screamed and held her hand out towards them, the two frightened girls grabbing hold of each
other while watching her with fright.
"Hold it!" Razico yelled out. Everybody stopped then looked to him as he shook his head with
annoyance.
"Not in here, we've done enough damage to Fang Fang's home. If you're going to do this then do
it outside," he ordered. Apoch and Astreal glanced to each other then looked to Kurumu and Yukari, the
two trembling while staring at them with nervous smiles and holding each other close.
"Can't we talk about this peacefully?" Kurumu asked shakily.

A few minutes later a massive explosion detonated outside the lounge in the courtyard, the
powerful bang causing the windows to rattle around while a red and white glow shined through the
glass from the glowing ball of energy that exploded violently. From the lounge the group was watching
as dust and smoke swirled around outside while the glow of red energy slowly faded down.
"Wow," Felucia said simply.
"Astreal really let them have it," Kokoa said shaking her head.
"That was a lot of energy, even for her," Ahakon mentioned with a worried expression.
"Um, Ceal? I don't suppose you would be so kind as to…" Rason asked weakly while glancing to
the catalyst mage.
"Nope," Ceal said with a blank expression.
From the doorway leading out into the courtyard Apoch and Astreal walked back into the lounge
with closed eyes and stern expressions. They made their way over to the others then looked back to
where the dust was slowly settling outside.
"Are… are they still alive?" Kyouko asked nervously. Rason and Ahakon ran over to the windows
and looked around, seeing the dust and haze slowly settling to reveal Kurumu and Yukari lying in a large
crater face first while not moving. Their clothing was burned slightly and ripped while Yukari's hat was
lying next to the witch with a small flame still burning on the tip.
"Oh dear," Rason said shaking his head.
"Wait, I think I saw Yukari's leg twitch," Ahakon said with hopeful eyes. The two boys ran out to
see if their girlfriends were still alive while the rest of the group turned to the witch sisters who had
their arms down at their sides and dull glares in their eyes.
"Couldn't talk about it peacefully, huh?" Mizore said simply. Apoch and Astreal shook their
heads then looked to Ruby.
"Please measure us Ms. Ruby," they said together. Ruby nodded with a weak smile then guided
the two girls over to the kitchen while the rest of the group looked outside to seeing Rason holding
Kurumu in his arms and shaking her while Ahakon was nudging Yukari while she was lying face first on
the ground still.
"I'd say they had that coming," Arial said with a shrug. Dark merely nodded in agreement.
After a while Rason and Ahakon came back into the lounge carrying their girlfriends, both of
which were in a daze while having the front of their clothes and faces dark with dust and ash. They set
the girls down on the couches as Ruby was measuring Apoch and Astreal, the sisters having their shirts
removed while facing away from the group.
"Are they ok?" Ran asked as she saw Yukari twitch once on the couch.

"I think so, they're still breathing," Ahakon reasoned.
"I would feel bad for her, but I can't blame Apoch and Astreal for feeling a bit violated," Rason
said with a shrug.
"A bit? Kurumu and Yukari tied them down and fondled their breasts mercilessly, I'd say your
girlfriends got what was coming to them," Leon said shaking his head.
"Why didn't you two stop them then?" Ahakon asked looking to him.
"Why didn't you? Besides, I was going to step in eventually, but I couldn't move because
somebody kept holding me back," Render argued.
"Right, I'm sure you stopping that was the first thing on your mind," Leon commented flatly.
"It was one of the things on my mind, don't judge a man for being a man," Render shot back.
From the kitchen Ruby walked back to the group along with Apoch and Astreal who were
dressed again, the witch sisters looking at Ruby curiously as she hadn't told them the results yet.
sisters.

"So? What's the final verdict?" Kokoa asked. Ruby looked around at the group then to the witch

"Astreal's are bigger by seven centimeters, Kurumu was correct with her rather uncalled for
method of deduction," she said with a shrug. Astreal smiled proudly and glanced to Apoch who was
looking down with sorrowful eyes.
"This isn't happening," Apoch whined.
"Don't feel bad sister, I'm just developing more first, there's nothing wrong with that," Astreal
said with a mocking tone. Apoch pouted and looked away with a flustered expression while Leon
smirked at Render.
"Jackpot," he said with a mocking tone. Render glanced to him with a dull glare then to Apoch
with concern as the witch was looking away with sorrowful eyes.
"Fantastic, she's got bigger boobs, glad that's settled, can we go eat now?" Felucia asked tiredly.
"Yeah, I think I could go for something to eat as well," Kyouko added with a weak smile.
"What about Yukari and Kurumu?" Ahakon asked looking to the dazed girls on the couch. The
group looked to them then started walking towards the door into the hallway.
"They know where the dining hall is," Ruby said simply.
"They'll be fine," Mizore said with a shrug.

"I'm starving, I can't wait to eat," Kokoa said with an eager smile. Rason and Ahakon looked to
each other then to their girlfriends who were still in a daze from taking an extremely powerful blast of
magical energy from Astreal. Ahakon sighed then started to use his magic to slowly help his girlfriend
heal while Rason held Kurumu's hand, feeling the bond flowing through their touch showing she was still
indeed alive.
Out in the hall the rest of the group was making their way towards the dining hall, with Apoch
looking down at her chest with remorse as Render walked next to her and Astreal walking ahead of
them with a proud smile while Leon held her hand next to her.
"It's not fair," Apoch pouted. Render smiled gently and held the girl around the waist with one
arm, the witch looking to him as he shook his head.
"You're still a knockout to me, always will be," he said with a wink. Apoch smiled softly then
rested her head on his shoulder as he held her close, feeling her heart flutter from his words.
Astreal glanced down to her bust, knowing she was in fact more endowed than her sister, and
then looked to Leon with a timid smile. He glanced to her and shrugged slightly.
"I always thought of you being beautiful and perfect just the way you are, never doubted that
for a moment," he said gently. She blushed then held onto his arm while looking down with a bashful
smile, with Leon then blushing slightly as he felt her breasts rubbing against his arm.
"I hope Luna is doing alright, she hasn't come back yet," Gabriel mentioned with concern.
"Not like she missed anything important just now. Besides, I'm sure Falla and Complica are
calming her down as we speak," Razico reasoned.
"The poor girl, I haven't seen her so devastated like that before," Ruby said with worry.
"She'll be fine, she just needs some time to think," Mizore said while holding onto Dark's arm.
Arial then bumped between them and shoved Mizore to the side, the snow angel grabbing hold of
Dark's hand while glaring at Mizore who returned the look.
"Stop hanging all over him," Arial snapped. Mizore forced a stern smile and shrugged.
"Sorry ma'am, I was just expressing my affection for him, nothing wrong with that," she said
innocently.
As the two snow girls starting going back and forth with their bickering Ran looked up with a
worried expression.
"I hope my sisters are at least doing ok," she said softly.
"Ren's with Tsukune, she's as safe as can be Ran. As for Rin, we'll find her again," Ruby reassured
gently. Ran whimpered and looked down, with Sun then holding her gently while walking alongside her.

"Rin, please, just be ok. I can't lose you again," Ran said softly. Sun looked at her with concern
then to Gin and Kokoa, the two also seeing the distress Ran was going through.
"I wonder where she could have gone," Kokoa said looking to Gin, the wolf merely shrugging in
response.

Under the blood red moon Talon was sitting down and leaning back against a tree, the hybrid
looking up at the sky with a solemn gaze while Jovian was holding a hand to his head and healing his
injury. The soft multicolored glow wavered around her hand from her magic while Jacqueline was
holding her hand to his arm, healing some minor cuts and bruises her master had.
"Do you feel better now master?" Jovian asked as she finished using her magic. Talon nodded
while still looking up at the sky.
"There, good as new," Jacqueline said looking to him with a smile as she finished tending to his
arm. Talon glanced to them then looked ahead, the witches then looking over to seeing Rin kneeling
down next to a river. The four had stopped in an old forest to rest for the night and recover from their
failed attempt on Akua and Kahlua's lives. Rin looked at her reflection in the water as it gently rolled by
then to her sleeve which was ripped and torn in places. She sighed then grabbed the sleeve to her green
shirt and yanked it down, ripping it off at the shoulder. The siren then looked to her other arm and
shrugged before grabbing the other sleeve and yanking it off as well so it matched. She looked at her
reflection in the water again with gentle eyes, using one hand to slowly brush the hair around her ear as
she was without the familiar feeling of having headphones on like she always used to. The girl sighed
quietly then lifted some water to in her hand to her arm to wash off the dirt.
"Make sure she's ok as well," Talon said.
"Yes master," the witches said as they got up and walked over to the siren. Rin saw their
reflections in the water as they stood over her then glanced to them as they kneeled down on both sides
of her.
"Are you alright Rin?" Jovian asked.
"Yeah, I'm fine, although my clothes are getting torn up a lot. I may need to find something else
to wear soon," Rin said looking down to her clothing. Her green outer shirt was now missing its sleeves
while it was scuffed up in the back while her whit undershirt had a hole near her belly along with other
dark smudges on it. Her skirt was tattered slightly while her shoes had scuff marks on them.
"We'll keep an eye out for you, can't have you running around in rags after all," Jovian said with
a kind smile. Jacqueline nodded then glanced back to Talon as the hybrid was looking down at his hand
with a blank expression.
"Rin, do you like our master?" she asked looking back to the siren. Rin looked at her curiously
then over to Talon.

"He understands what I am better than I do, he knows how to help me in this world, I need him
to control me properly or else nobody will," she reasoned softly.
"You wish for him to control you as well? But you are not bound to him as we are, you don't
need him to control you," Jovian said curiously. Rin nodded then smiled slightly.
"I want him to, he knows what weapons like us are good for and what we can do, I want him to
make sure I'm used for the right reasons. Besides, I have no one else to go to, he's all I have in the world
now," she said softly.
"You silly girl," Jovian said shaking her head. Rin looked to her curiously as Jovian scooped up
some water in her hand then proceeded to wash off some dirt from the side of Rin's head.
"You're not alone, we're here with you," Jovian assured.
"Yeah, we're all the same, we belong together," Jacqueline added. Rin smiled timidly and looked
down while Jovian helped clean her head.
"I guess so. We're all weapons, we need somebody to control us and make us do the right
thing," she said softly.
"That's why we have our master, he is a weapon himself, and he knows much about what we
are and what we can do. He is the one most fit to wield ones such as ourselves," Jovian reasoned.
Jacqueline nodded then nudged Rin playfully.
"But if you want our master to be your master then you better give your all and do as he says,
and you need to start treating him like your master as well," she said with a giggle.
"What do you mean? I already am going to help him get his revenge on Fairy Tale just like with
you two, what else should I do?" Rin asked looking to her.
"For starters you need to address him as master, he is your master now isn't he?" Jacqueline
said with a knowing smile. Rin smiled softly and nodded.
"Yeah, I guess you're right," she said.
"And also, don't worry about finding the one you seek. Our master will make it happen; you will
have your revenge just as he promised. Help him with his quest and he shall help you with yours," Jovian
reassured. Rin nodded with a whimper as she looked down and closed her eyes.
"Falla took everything from me; my home, my parents, my memories, and now my friends and
sisters are gone, I can never face them again after what I did," she said sadly. Jovian and Jacqueline
hugged her from both sides, the siren holding onto Jacqueline with a whimper as the witches smiled
gently at her.
"You have new sisters now," Jovian said softly.

"You have a new home now," Jacqueline said stroking Rin's hair. Rin looked to her as the witch
gently wiped tear from the girl's eye.
"You're where you belong Rin, with those who understand you," Jacqueline assured. Rin smiled
softly then looked back to Jovian.
"Thank you, thank you both," she said gratefully. Jovian nodded then looked down to Rin's shirt
with a smirk.
"Still, there is one more thing we need to do right now," she said, with Rin and Jacqueline
looking to her as she shook her head with an amused smile.
"We need to clean those clothes Rin, you're still so dirty," she said with a laugh. Rin looked
down with an embarrassed smile while Jacqueline giggled.
"Yeah, you need a bath," she said before she shoved Rin towards the water. The siren flailed
about before grabbing hold of both witches, the three then falling into the river with a splash. Talon
looked over to see the girls laughing and splashing each other in the water. The three girls splashed each
other playfully while laughing, their voices echoing out amongst the secluded woods they had stopped
at.
"Make sure to get behind the ears," Jacqueline laughed as she splashed the siren.
"Can't have dirty hair, that's not proper," Jovian giggled as she did the same. Rin laughed and
splashed water at the two girls, feeling a sense of warmth from their kindness at her.
"What are you three doing?" Talon asked from nearby. The girls stopped and looked to seeing
the hybrid standing at the edge of the river and watching them with a raised eyebrow. The girls stood
upright in the water which came up to their thighs, their clothing soaking wet and clinging to their
bodies while water dripped from their hair. Jovian and Jacqueline smiled nervously and shrugged.
"We… were helping her get cleaned up, she was a little dirty," Jovian reasoned.
"Yeah, then we fell in, hee hee," Jacqueline giggled. Rin glanced to them then to Talon with a
shrug, the boy just looking at them for a moment before rolling his eyes.
"Get out of there and dry off, we need our rest for tomorrow," he said motioning them to get
out. Jovian and Jacqueline nodded with smiles at him.
"Yes master," they said, and then glanced to Rin. She stepped forward and nodded slowly as she
looked up at the hybrid, the boy looking back to seeing her brushing her wet hair around her ear with a
soft smile on her face.
"Yes master."

Chapter 37
Overload
Inside the villa Luna was lying on a bed in her room, curled up and whimpering into the pillow
that she held close to her face while Falla was sitting next to her on the bedside. Complica was sitting on
the bed watching her sister cry with worried eyes while Falla was gently rubbing the girl's arm.
"Luna, it'll be alright," Falla said softly.
"Please don't cry sister, you're going to make me start crying if you don't stop crying," Complica
said as she wiped her eyes. Luna shook her head slowly while still keeping her face hidden in the pillow.
"Why can't I ever have anyone? Why? Every time I find some incredible guy they're not meant
to be with me, why can't I ever find someone for me?" she said with despair.
"C'mon sister, don't you think you're overreacting? You'll find somebody someday," Falla said
gently. Luna sat up and looked at her with a teary-eyed glare.
"That's easy for you to say, you've had two boyfriends now. You've been with Tsukune for over a
year and now you have a dragon slayer as another, I've never had anyone!" she yelled out. Falla leaned
back with a nervous expression while Luna looked down and held her hands to her face.
"Even Complica had a boyfriend, but I never had anyone ever. The only two that ever seemed
like they were the ones weren't meant to be. Rason was destined to be with Kurumu, and Hex was just a
manipulative asshole!" she cried out. Falla and Complica looked to each other then back to Luna.
"In all fairness, me having a boyfriend got me killed, not really a plus for me," Complica said with
a weak smile and shrug.
"We don't have to count Tsukune for me, since… that timeline never happened now, if it makes
you feel better," Falla reasoned with a worried smile. Luna sighed and shook her head while looking to
the window nearby.
"I've never even been courted before, not once. You two always had somebody though.
Complica was with her boyfriend, and we both know that you had several of our knights who had their
eyes on you Falla. They always followed you around at every ball and dance," she said sadly. Falla
nodded then looked down with remorse.
"Yeah, I remember that, and I also remember that they only followed me around because my
old self loved to tease and taunt them with what they couldn't have. The other me never wanted any of
them as a mate, she just wanted to manipulate and control them to feel superior," she said with regret,
hating how her old self was with everybody.
"And I didn't always have Lloyd back at the castle, before I met him I didn't have anyone,"
Complica mentioned shaking her head.

"Before him every young chronofly your age in the kingdom wanted to play with you when you
were at our parks, there was even a line to just play baseball with you," Luna said glancing to her.
Complica opened her mouth to speak then stopped as she realized that was true, then smiled weakly.
"Um… oh yeah," she said softly. Luna nodded then glanced to Falla.
"And whenever we were out for any formal event you were always asked to have a dance with,
but never me. Not once did any of the other guests ever want to dance with me," she said with sorrow.
Falla nodded then smiled sympathetically at her.
"They… were scared," she reasoned.
"Scared?" Luna said mockingly.
"Yes, scared. I know this because I heard it many times while at those events from other guests.
They were intimidated by you Luna, they all felt they weren't good enough to ever talk to you, let alone
dance with you. The only reason I got asked to dance was because I teased the men into coming to me, I
was like a cat with a mouse with them, just wanting to toy with them and… break their hearts," Falla
said looking down with regret. Luna looked at her curiously as her sister sighed and looked back to her.
"You were perfect Luna; everyone in the kingdom knew that. Mother and father knew that,
that's why they wanted you to be queen; they knew the people would love you. You were never asked
to dance those times because every guy out there was scared to go near you, both because you were
the daughter of the king and because… because there wasn't a single fault about you Luna. You were
out of everyone's league, nobody was brave enough to walk up to you and ask you to dance," she
explained.
"Nobody? Nobody at all? Why? I was never mean; I was always being polite with other members
of the court, why couldn't one guy ask me out? Just for one dance, why couldn't I ever have that?" Luna
cried out. Falla bit her lip worriedly as Luna watched her with teary eyes. After a moment Luna looked at
her carefully.
"What?" she asked. Falla hesitated then looked down with closed eyes.
"My old self really was an asshole…" she said softly. Luna and Complica watched her curiously as
her hands fidgeted in her lap.
"What is it?" Luna asked. After a moment Falla looked to her with remorse.
"It probably didn't help… that… I used to spread rumors about you. Rumors that… if anyone
tried to make a move on you, father would have them… executed," she said with a cringe. Luna looked
at her with surprise while Complica shook her head with worried eyes.
"Falla, you didn't," Complica said.
"You did what?" Luna asked with disbelief.

"Hey, first off… that wasn't me that did that, that was the other me, the real monster, so… you
know, just keep that in mind. Secondly… yeah, it's true. My old self hated that you were so perfect Luna,
so she spread some gossip among the suitors that were at those events, that you were not to be
bothered by anyone under order of the king, that you… were reserved for another royal official," she
explained. Luna looked at her with frustration then down with sorrow as Complica gave Falla a mean
look.
out.

"You were the reason why Luna was never asked out by anyone? That was so mean!" she yelled

"Hey, I'm sorry, I never wanted to be like that, really. I agree that I used to be a total bitch, I'm
not defending that, ok?" Falla pleaded nervously. Luna growled and geared back to slap her, with Falla
shutting her eyes and bracing for the hit. After a pause Luna sighed and shook her head before curling
back up with the pillow.
"It doesn't matter, none of that matters anymore, I've always been alone and always will be,"
she said sadly. Falla breathed out then looked at her sister with worried eyes again.
"No you won't, you'll find somebody, you can't just give up like that," she said hopefully.
"Just go be with your boyfriend Falla, leave me alone," Luna said shaking her head. Falla looked
at her with concern then to Complica, the young girl watching her troubled sister with a sad look.
"Luna, please, come with us to dinner, all of our friends are going to be there," Falla said
nudging Luna's leg. The only response she got was Luna then kicking her across the jaw, the girl dropping
off the bed with a spiral while Luna curled up on the bed again and whimpered into her pillow. Falla
rubbed her jaw as she slowly stood up, catching her balance again while Complica looked at her with
worry.
"Ok… I think I had that coming for a while. Now that that's out of your system, please come with
us to dinner, we missed you so much while you were gone," Falla said looking to Luna again with a
worried smile.
"You need to eat something too, you can't just stay here all night," Complica reasoned.
"When I get hungry I'll eat the damned dress Hex got for me," Luna snapped while keeping her
face buried in the pillow. Falla smirked a bit then sat beside her sister again.
"Please sister, we were all worried sick about you, Complica even came down here looking for
you. Please, join us for dinner, we all care about you so much," she said gently. Luna sighed then glanced
to her while keeping her face in the pillow.
"Please Luna?" Complica begged. Luna hesitated then slowly sat up while wiping her tears away.
"They're all going to think I was a fool for having such feelings for Hex," she muttered.

"Well, we all do think that, but you saw what he was for yourself and that he was just using you,
you did what was right and chose to be without him," Falla reasoned gently. Luna nodded slowly then
looked to Complica, the young chronofly moving forward and hugging her sister closely.
"I'm just glad you're safe again, I was so worried about you," Complica said softly. Luna held her
and gently kissed her head.
"I missed you too Complica, more than you can imagine," she said gently. She held her sister
close for a moment then looked to Falla with a small smile.
"Alright, let's go, it's been so long since we last ate together," she said before getting up with
Complica. The three sisters walked out of the room and headed down the hall together while a few of
the villa guards walked past.
"I just wish I could find somebody special for my own," Luna said softly.
"You'll find somebody soon sister, I just know you will," Complica said holding onto her hand.
"You're the queen of time, there's got to be a suitor out there just waiting to meet you," Falla
mentioned with a smile. Luna shook her head and looked up.
"Queen or not, I just want my own knight in shining armor," she said softly.
The three girls made their way to the dining hall where their friends had gathered for their meal.
They were all seated on their eating mats with small tables which had their dinners provided by Fang
Fang while sitting around the pond centerpiece in the room.
"I see, it sounds like this Tsukune fellow is quite admirable for his deeds, I would love to meet
him one day and thank him for disposing of Fairy Tale and Alucard," Fang Fang said with a curious smile.
"My cousin is something alright, I just hope he's doing ok still in the monster world," Kyouko said
next to him while looking down at her meal with a worried smile. Ruby glanced to the human next to her
while eating some rice and shook her head.
"I'm certain he's doing fine Kyouko, after all he's been through I doubt a little vampire bloodlust
will bring him down," she assured around her food. She jumped a bit then looked next to her at Razico
who was glancing to her with a smirk while his hand was holding her rear.
"Ruby, it's impolite to talk with your mouth full, bad girl," he said in a suave tone, the last two
words being quiet so that only the blushing witch could hear them. She swallowed her food then
nodded with a timid smile.
"Sorry, master," she said, the last word being quiet and timid before she looked down and held
in her squeals of excitement as the warlock caressed her.
"We need to work on your manners young lady," he said with a chuckle while resuming to eat
his meal, his hand caressing his witch who was trying not to tremble while she nodded shakily.

"Yes, we do," she said softly, hoping that her warlock would teach her a lesson or two that night.
Sitting next to him Astreal didn't notice the man's wandering hand since her eyes were glancing
to Leon who was beside her, the blonde haired witch eating some fish while keeping her posture upright
so her breasts were more noticeable. Ever since she learned that she was more well-endowed than her
sister she felt a sense of pride in her figure and found herself wanting to feed her boyfriend's eye with it,
of which she was doing since Leon was glancing to her with a blush while slowing eating his meal.
"Can I try some of that?" Astreal asked softly pointing her chopsticks towards his plate. Leon
nodded with a smile before she leaned over to the side, pressing her arm and bosom against him as she
reached over and took hold of some of his chicken. She put it in her mouth slowly and chewed with a
soft murmur while keeping eye contact with him, with the boy feeling her nudging him with her bosom.
"Thank you, if you want something of mine just say so," she said with a wink. Leon blinked then
glanced to her chest then back to her with a shaky smile.
"Um, alright, sure thing Astreal," he said as he tried to control his thoughts about his girlfriend.
Sitting next to him Render was glancing to Apoch as the witch was watching him out of the corner of her
eye while she was eating some cooked shrimp. The witch held the morsels to her mouth, and then
silently sucked the meat right into her mouth while holding the tail with two fingers, letting out a soft
murmur before chewing and swallowing it. Render's eye twitched a bit as he saw his girlfriend literally
sucking the shrimp out into her mouth before she nonchalantly brushed her hair around her ear then
drew her hand leisurely down along her shoulder and breast before reaching out for her glass. She then
stopped and looked to Render with a coy smile.
"What is it?" she asked softly, knowing very well she was catching his eye. Render jumped a bit
then smiled nervously at her.
"Uh, nothing. So, you really seem to like shrimp," he said with a small laugh. Apoch nodded as
she held another close to her mouth, watching the boy with an alluring smile.
"I know they look small, but they have more muscle than you think, something that I love about
them," she said before biting off the meat along with a twitch of her eyebrow. Render chuckled weakly
and nodded as Apoch looked back down to her table with a small giggle.
Sitting next to the raven haired witch Felucia was eating her meal with an amused smile on her
face while she was glancing to the side. Next to her Dark was eating as well, the shadow demon having
his earbuds and mp3 player just as he was known to always listen to while he had a blank expression on
his face. Of course he was very much aware of what was around him, and that included the two snow
girls to his side that were obviously still at odds with each other. Arial was sitting next to him and
swiping a frozen claw around her side at Mizore who kept trying to reach past her to touch Dark.
"Leave him alone," Arial hissed while glancing to Mizore with a cold glare.
"I'm just trying to show my affection by holding his hand ma'am, there's nothing wrong with
that," Mizore quipped with a stern smile.

"You weren't reaching for his hand a moment ago," Arial snapped.
"Well, there are other places I can touch to show my affection for him, like here for example,"
Mizore replied with a smirk as she reached past the snow angel towards Dark's lap. Arial yelled out and
tackled her to the ground, trying to swipe at the snow maiden with two frozen claws as the girl held the
rampaging angel back by the head with both hands. The frozen claws whipped by just above Mizore's
chest and stomach while Arial growled around her lollipop and the rest of the group just watched with
blank expressions while Dark continued to eat.
"Hands off my son!" Arial yelled out as she kept trying to maul the snow maiden. Mizore
struggled to push her back while forcing a stern smile still.
"Did I do something to upset you, ma'am?" she asked in a mocking tone.
"Don't you dare lay a hand on my son, you got that? He's not yours to touch!" Arial yelled out.
"I have no idea why you're so upset, I was only expressing my love for him, there's nothing
wrong with doing that," Mizore replied innocently while the snow angel kept trying to slash at her.
"You don't have the right to touch him, back off or else!" Arial yelled out. Felucia just watched
the girls bickering then nudged Dark to get his attention.
asked.

"They don't seem to be hitting it off to well, aren't you going to do something about it?" she
"Like what?" he asked flatly.

"Well, you could explain to Arial that you truly love Mizore and wish to marry her, or you could
tell Mizore to be nicer to Arial since the angel's got a hair trigger," Felucia suggested. Dark just stared at
her for a moment, the girl then fidgeting before smiling nervously.
"Or you could let them work it out and disregard what I said completely, it's none of my
business after all," she said shaking her head. Dark nodded then looked down to his meal, with Felucia
breathing out and watching him worriedly.
'He can't speak out against his own mother or the girl he loves; they both mean the world to him.
I guess Mizore's on her own with this one.'
Sitting next to Fang Fang and watching with worried eyes was Sun, the siren seeing Arial and
Mizore fighting again while Dark seemed to be trying to ignore them. The siren wrote down something
on her pad then held it up towards the bickering snow girls.
Arial, stop!
"Write louder, I don't think she heard you," Kokoa said flatly while next to her, glancing to the
siren while eating her food. Sun looked to her with annoyance as the young vampire was eating while
shooting the siren a glare, her hand resting down at her side and holding Gin's who was sitting next to

her and trying to ignore the obvious tension both from across the hall and right next to him. Sitting onn
Kokoa's shoulder Kou was again perched and nibbling on some fish that his mistress had given him, the
bat watching Sun with a sharp eye as he understood his mistress's aversion to the girl who was after her
mate. Sun scoffed silently and wrote down something else for her to see.
I don't see you trying to keep the peace here, at least I'm trying.
Kokoa gave her a dull glare then looked over to the snow girls.
"Hey!" she called out, with Mizore and Arial stopping and looking over to see her drumming her
fingers on her table.
"Want to see how hot my overcharge can get?" she asked flatly. Arial stared at her with wide
eyes while Mizore showed an uneasy expression.
"Bet you'll be able to feel it from over there, or if you prefer I could come over there myself,"
Kokoa said with a raised eyebrow. Arial and Mizore looked to each other then back to Kokoa before she
slammed her hand down on the table.
"Sit down!" she yelled, with the two girls then instantly hopping back over to their seats with
worried expressions. Kokoa shook her head then glanced to Dark, the demon looking at her with a
raised eyebrow now.
"Somebody had to get them to stop," Kokoa reasoned before eating again. Dark glanced to the
snow girls then continued eating as well, knowing that as true. Gabriel smiled slightly at seeing Arial
trembling a bit while she kept her eyes down on her food, then looked down to his meal as well while he
was sitting next to Gin. He had been quiet so far during dinner as his mind was thinking about Luna
again. He remembered how she had her hands held against his chest while she was showing a gentle
expression of wonder, seeming to react to something that the angel wasn't able to figure out.
"What is this?" Luna asked quietly as she traced her hand gently down the angel's arm.
'What was what Luna?'
"Gabriel? Are you ok?" Ran asked from next to him. The angel snapped back to reality then
looked to see the siren watching him with a curious glance.
"Oh, yes, I'm fine Ran. Just thinking about something," he said before he resumed eating again.
Ran nodded then looked to seeing Yukari and Ahakon walking into the hall followed by Kurumu and
Rason.
"Ahakon," she said with a smile and wave. The mage nodded and smiled at her while Yukari was
holding onto his arm and watching Apoch and Astreal shooting her and Kurumu dull glares. Kurumu was
smiling nervously while holding onto her angel's arm, with Rason showing a weak smile at the witch
sisters as he saw the way they were looking at his girlfriend.

"What do you know, they're still alive," Ceal said dryly while he ate at his table, barely even
glancing to the arrival of the new members as he had been quiet so far even during Mizore and Arial's
outburst.
"You two ok?" Ruby asked with an amused smile at them.
head.

"Yeah, Ahakon managed to get them back on their feet," Rason said rubbing the back of his

"Yep, good to have friends like him," Kurumu said while Apoch and Astreal continued to glare at
her. Ahakon and Yukari sat down next to Ran while Kurumu and Rason sat beside them, with the witch
and succubus smiling weakly at Apoch and Astreal who were just watching them with harsh stares.
"So…" Yukari said nervously while she clung to Ahakon for safety.
"About earlier…" Kurumu said carefully. She glanced between the two sisters as they remained
silent while the group watched them and waiting for magical blasts of energy to fly across the room
again. After a long uneasy silence Kurumu cried out again while clinging to Rason for safety.
"I'm sorry alright? I was just trying to help! Please don't shoot again!" she pleaded. Yukari smiled
nervously while holding onto Ahakon's arm for protection.
"And we did to, we figured out whose were bigger, just like we said we would," she reasoned.
"There was a tape measurer not even five feet away from us the whole time! You groping us
wasn't necessary at all!" Apoch shouted out.
"If you ever do that again I swear I'll take my chances and try to use the Artimus Arrow on you,"
Astreal threatened sternly. Kurumu and Yukari envisioned a nuclear explosion erupting from the side of
the villa while the tattered remains of their underwear fluttered away in the fiery haze.
"Ok! I'm sorry!" Kurumu cried out.
"We won't do that again, we promise!" Yukari cried out, nodding quickly in agreement with a
fearful expression while the others just watched them with amused smiles.
"You'd better not, or so help us you'll get worse than what you just did," Apoch and Astreal said
together with a stern expression.
"Seriously, how do you two always do that?" Render asked.
"You two really are in sync, aren't you?" Leon asked.
"I told you guys, I knew I wasn't crazy!" Rason cried out while waving to the witch sisters.
Nobody seemed to react or say anything, with the angel looking around at everybody with disbelief. The
group then looked to the side of the hall as the chronofly sisters walked through the door.

"Hey, thought we'd join you guys. Did we miss anything?" Falla asked.
"No! Nothing at all!" Kurumu and Yukari cried out while shaking their heads. The chronofly
sisters looked at them with puzzled expressions as the two girls smiled nervously at Apoch and Astreal,
the witches just giving them dull stares in return. Falla and Complica glanced to each other then to Luna
who showed a small smile.
"Um, sorry, about running off like that. I just needed to be alone for a while," she said before
looking down.
"Don't worry about it, we understand. Come and sit with us," Ruby said waving them over.
"We were hoping you would join us for dinner, please have a seat and enjoy," Fang Fang said
gesturing to some empty seats with warm meals already set out.
The sisters walked towards the group, with Falla and Complica then rushing over and sitting on
either side of Ceal. The mage glanced from one girl to the other who both smiled at him.
"I love you," Falla said with an uplifting tone, watching Ceal with a curious smile as he remained
silent. She giggled then brushed the hair around her ear while giving the boy a coy smile.
"Just so you know," she said before looking down to her meal. Ceal just looked her for a
moment then resumed eating while Complica watched him with a curious smile.
Luna walked over and sat next to Falla and Kurumu, looking down at her meal then around to
seeing the group watching her.
"What is it?" she asked.
"It's just good to have you back with us," Ruby said kindly.
"Wasn't the same without you," Kurumu said nudging Luna playfully. Luna smiled slightly and
glanced to her with a small laugh.
"Are you sure you weren't somewhat glad that I was gone? You had Rason all to yourself during
that time, I thought you would have been happy about that," she said shaking her head. Kurumu
showed a worried expression to that.
"I did miss you Luna, and was scared out of my mind knowing what had happened to you. And I
mean it, it just wasn't the same without you at the academy with us," she said genuinely. Luna just
smiled slightly at her then looked down to her meal. Kurumu gave a worried laugh and shook her head.
"You haven't even tackled Rason like you used to, not once since you got back, just doesn't
seem… normal," she said softly.
"Don't worry, I won't do that again to him, he's your boyfriend Kurumu, I shouldn't be hanging
all over him like that in the first place," Luna said closing her eyes.

"But… he's your angel, right?" Kurumu said with a worried smile.
"No, he's not. He's your angel Kurumu, not mine," Luna said softly. Kurumu looked to Rason
with concern then back to Luna while the group watched the chronofly as she sat there in silence.
gently.

"I don't mind… that you call him your angel, I know how much he means to you," Kurumu said

"He's not my angel Kurumu, he never was. He's your Destined One, not mine. I'm not going to
kid myself about that anymore, so just drop it, ok?" Luna said glancing to her.
"Um… sure, ok," Kurumu said worriedly. Luna nodded then looked to Rason, the angel watching
her with concern still.
"I'm sorry Rason, but… it hurts too much… knowing that we could never be together, I'd rather
not hang onto that dream anymore," she said softly. Rason opened his mouth to speak before Luna
quickly shook her head with a worried smile.
"Please. You're still my friend, but I know that's all we'll ever be, so there's no reason for me to
think or even hope otherwise," she said. Rason watched her for a moment then slowly nodded.
"Ok," he said softly. Luna looked down to her meal and brushed her hair around her ear, in
doing so showing her bracelet with the four glowing green gems on it. Fang Fang smiled curiously and
pointed to it as Luna got ready to eat.
"Um, changing the topic to a more pleasant one, that is a very beautiful bracelet you have Luna,
may I ask where you got it from?" he asked. Luna paused and glanced to him then looked to her
bracelet.
"Oh, well, I got it from… well, another timeline. It keeps my magic focused so I can use it
properly," she said with a small shrug.
"Another… timeline?" Fang Fang asked with an awkward smile. Luna smiled weakly and nodded.
"Yes, it's a long story. Anyway, I got it from someone to help control my chrono magic, without it
I can't control it properly at all," she explained. Complica looked at the bracelet curiously then to her
sister.
"You can't control your magic at all without that thing why what happened to your magic how
come you can't control it without wearing that bracelet what happens if you don't wear it do you-" she
started before Falla interrupted her.
"Complica, please don't pass out during dinner again, remember what happened back home
that one time?" Falla asked glancing to her. Complica blinked then nodded slowly as she looked down.
"I passed out and dropped into my bowl of soup," she said softly. The group looked at her with
blank expressions while Luna nodded slowly.

"What?" Kyouko asked.
"She dropped face first into a bowl of soup, right in front of all of us while she was going on and
on about baseball," Falla said shaking her head.
"I remember that, mother was scared to death you were going to drown before I pulled your
head out," Luna mentioned while glancing to her little sister. Complica looked down with
embarrassment while Falla smiled gently at her.
"Use smaller sentences Complica. And to answer your question Luna needs that bracelet to
control her magic properly, she used too much a while ago to help save her friends, and escalated her
chrono dementia to dangerous levels. That bracelet is what helps her mind focus, so she can control her
magic again," she explained.
"What happened to you Luna? I don't remember you having that bracelet before I left the
academy," Felucia asked. Luna nodded and looked to the trinket on her wrist.
"It was after you left Felucia, before we faced Alucard. Falla, or rather her old self, led me far
away from everyone, deep into the monster world to bring her into this world from where she was
trapped. She sent me on a wild goose chase under the guise that I could save Rason from his
predetermined death the night everyone went after Fairy Tale," she explained. Gabriel blinked and
looked at her puzzled.
"Your sister had you running around chasing a bird to save Rason?" he asked with confusion.
The group looked to him with blank expressions as he glanced around at everyone.
"You really don't grasp phrases too well do you?" Razico asked plainly.
"It's just a saying to describe a worthless hunt or pursuit, it means Falla's old self had her going
after something that was a waste of her time," Ahakon explained. Gabriel nodded slowly then looked to
Luna.
"Ah, never mind," he said with a weak smile. She smiled gently at him and shook her head then
looked back to Felucia.
"Anyway, it led me a week's time away from everyone, so I had to push myself and my magic to
reach them again. I went through the time stream… then pushed my body and mind further beyond to
travel the distance all in one go. I managed to get there, although too late, but the stress of my magic
caused my mind to become unstable. My power grew out of control, to the point that… well, I lost
control, and that's when my friends were thrown back in time," she explained. Felucia nodded slowly
then shrugged with a smirk.
"Damn, you guys have been having all the fun without me," she said simply. Luna giggled softly
and looked back down to her bracelet.
"It wasn't all fun, but during that little time jump I met the headmaster from the future, after
Alucard had destroyed everything. I saw what was going to be for our world, but was given a chance to

help prevent it. The headmaster had been preparing this bracelet in case we ever met, so that I could
properly control my magic and perhaps go back and reset history. The bracelet has four special
channeling gems that store my excess magic, and help relieve the stress on my mind. With this, I'm able
to think properly without going crazy, and control my magic so it doesn't hurt anyone around me," she
continued. Falla nodded with a sympathetic smile at her.
"It's the only thing keeping her chrono dementia and magic in check, she needs to wear it all the
time now or else…" she said before blinking and looking at Luna with wonder. The group looked to her
as she seemed to think of something.
"Wait a minute, your chrono dementia," she said with a jump.
"What about it?" Luna asked. Falla looked at the girl's bracelet then to Ceal.
"Ceal, you cured my chrono dementia with your magic, can't you do the same for hers?" she
asked. Everybody looked to the mage as he stopped eating and glanced to her.
"What is she talking about?" Fang Fang asked. Ruby looked at Luna curiously then to Ceal.
"Ceal cured Falla of her dementia with his magic, it was something that she too suffered from
after using too much of her power during a fight. The more they use their chrono magic the more it
stresses their minds, until they finally break and go insane. I wonder though, do you think it could be
done for Luna as well?" she asked thoughtfully.
"Please Ceal? Can you at least try?" Falla asked hopefully. Ceal looked at her for a moment then
to Luna, the chronofly watching him curiously.
"Just how much am I going to be expected to do for you people today?" he asked flatly.
"C'mon, please give it a try at least. You gave Gabriel new wings and nobody even asked you to
do that, or even thought you could," Rason said gesturing to Gabriel next to him, with the redheaded
angel looking at Luna curiously.
"I did that to keep Complica from crying any further as well as to take back what that reality
bender stole wrongfully, I didn't do it because I care about the angel," Ceal said looking back down to his
meal.
"Really? You didn't care at all about Gabriel, yet you gave him new wings just like that and let
him fly again when nobody ever asked you to?" Razico said with a knowing smile.
"You really are a prideful and stubborn one, aren't you Ceal?" Ruby mused with a smile. Ceal
looked to her with a cold stare as the witch smiled nervously.
"I'm just saying, you're not as heartless as you make yourself out to be, we've all seen it," she
reasoned. Gin nodded and looked up with a thoughtful expression.
"Let's see, you saved Apoch and Astreal's lives when nobody asked you to-"

"I needed to keep those other two hunters focused," Ceal said with annoyance, with Render and
Leon rolling their eyes to that defense.
"You saved Falla's life and gave her back her eye, something nobody thought you could do," Gin
continued.
"Did you expect me to let her die like that? And giving her back a missing eye from the real
monster that took it from her was only fair," Ceal said while narrowing his eyes at the wolf.
"You saved Mizore's life after Arial butchered her in her tantrum," Gin mentioned while still
looking up and counting on his fingers now.
"At Complica's persistent insistence along with all of your constant badgering," Ceal said, with
Arial glancing to Mizore with a small glare while the snow maiden looked to her with a raised eyebrow
and blank expression.
"You saved Kurumu's life by healing her injuries and reattaching her wings," Gin said while
looking to the mage with a shrug.
"You're beginning to get on my nerves wolf," Ceal said, with Falla and Complica watching him
with amused smiles.
"You saved Dark's life after he was hit by that truck," Gin said with a smirk, with Mizore and Arial
glancing to Dark with relieved smiles before looking back to Ceal.
"To get the snow angel to cease with her futile crusade for his heart and keep her quiet," Ceal
said through bared teeth.
"And you've also given Gabriel his wings back when you were never expected to do such a thing.
That's a lot of nice things you've been doing for us, not quite what we would expect from a cold, ruthless
monster," Gin said with a shrug. Ceal drummed his reptilian fingers on his table then raised an eyebrow
at the wolf.
"Would murdering you change your opinion of me?" he asked flatly. Falla smiled softly and held
her hand over his, the mage glancing to her as she shook her head.
"You are a nice guy Ceal, you've been helping us every step of the way during this, we all know
you care," she said gently. Complica nodded and hugged him from his other side.
"Yeah, you even helped me think clearly and were always around to protect me, like a real big
brother would," she said happily. Ceal looked back to her then to Falla as she smiled at him.
"You're not fooling us anymore, especially not me. You have a heart, you can't hide that," she
said shaking her head a little. Ceal just stared at her for a moment then glanced to Luna, the chronofly
watching him curiously. After a while Ceal looked back to Falla with a raised eyebrow, the girl giggling
and shrugging in response.

"You really are cute when you try to hide your heart," she said gently. Ceal growled quietly then
looked down.
"C'mon Ceal, please try, for Falla's sister?" Kurumu asked while holding Luna by the shoulders
and facing her towards Ceal, the chronofly looking at mage then to her bracelet curiously. Ceal
continued to look down while growling quietly in annoyance.
Yukari leaned over and whispered into Complica's ear, the chronofly then looking to see the
witch nodding with a smile at her. Complica thought about something for a moment then looked down
while holding her hands to her eyes, seeming to take a few short breaths before she leaped over onto
Ceal's lap and looked up at him with watery eyes.
"Please big brother, you might be the only one who can help my sister. Please please please?"
she begged sadly while holding her hands to his chest. Ceal just stared at her with a dull expression
while Falla tried to hold in her giggle at seeing her sister feigning tears to convince her boyfriend. The
group watched with amused smiles as Complica whimpered and shook her head while looking up at the
catalyst mage with puppy dog eyes.
"Please big brother? For me?" she begged softly. Ceal stared at her for a moment then glanced
to Luna, the chronofly watching him with a forced timid smile.
"Oh Ceal, please don't break her heart," Fang Fang said with a knowing smile.
"Don't make Complica cry, that's not cool man," Gin said shaking his head with a smirk.
After a long pause Ceal looked to Complica with a dull stare while slowly breathing out with
annoyance.
"How many times have you used that on your father in the past?" he asked dryly. Complica
whimpered and tilted her head with an innocent expression, holding a finger to her mouth as she
sniffled with a few tears forming in her eyes.
"Never big brother," she said shaking her head slowly.
"Oh, she is good," Kurumu whispered to Rason.
Ceal closed his eyes for a moment then looked up with a dull expression.
"Fine," he said reluctantly. Complica jumped for joy then hugged him closely while the group
chuckled a bit.
out.

"Thank you big brother thank you thank you thank you I love you so much!" Complica cheered

"Betchya that girl had her father eating out of the palm of her hand," Felucia mentioned, with
Mizore nodding in agreement to that. The group watched as Complica nuzzled against Ceal's chest while
the mage looked down to her with a dull gaze.

"Aw Ceal, you really are a sweetheart after all," Ruby said with a mocking smile.
"I knew he had a thing for butterfly girls, the guy's a total softie, he just can't say no to any of
them," Render said leaning back with his arms crossed behind his head while he had a smug grin on his
face. A moment later he was yanked up into the air by the neck from a black tentacle, the group
watching as the boy was flung around in the air by the dark limb while screaming out hoarsely.
"Render!" Apoch cried out. She formed her barrier blade to swing at the limb before another
wrapped around her wrists and pulled her down to the ground with a yelp, the girl looking at the
tentacles with surprise then over to Ceal as the mage simply shook a finger at her.
"Please stop cutting off Xarai's limbs witch, he doesn't like that," he said simply. Apoch looked at
him with surprise then up to seeing Render being flung around and smacked into the ceiling and floor
repeatedly.
"Render! Somebody do something!" she cried out looking around at the group.
"We are, we're letting Xarai knock some sense into him," Leon said flatly.
"It's the right thing to do," Astreal said with a nod as she watched the battlemage being swung
around in the air.
Render was thrown around a few more times before he was tossed into the pond in the middle
of the hall, splashing into the centerpiece while the group watched from all around. The tentacles then
vanished, with Apoch stumbling back onto her rear, as Render surfaced from the water with a gasp and
a few coughs. He shook his head as he caught his breath then looked to Ceal as the catalyst mage was
watching him with a raised eyebrow. After a moment of silence Render glanced around at everyone
then down to the water with a small shrug.
"So… about helping Luna with her insanity thing, that's pretty cool of you man," he said casually.
Ceal just stared at him for a moment then set Complica down on the ground before standing up.
"Hopefully this will be the last favor I'm asked of today," he said flatly before he walked over
behind Luna and kneeled down behind her, the girl looking back to him before he turned her head
forward with both hands.
"Um, thank you, for at least trying this for me," she said with a soft smile.
"Don't mention it, ever," he said dryly. Luna showed a weak smile and nodded.
"Ok, sure. So, what should I do?" she asked unsurely.
"Just relax," he said before resting his reptilian hand on her head. She glanced around at
everybody as the group watched her, with Render hopping out of the pond and walking back over to his
seat while wringing out his shirt. Slowly a black glow formed around Ceal's hand and spread around
Luna's head, the girl feeling a strange sensation etching into her mind. She wavered then dropped back,
knocking her glass onto the floor as she got a dazed look in her eye. Ceal caught and held her around the

waist as he kept his other hand on her head, with the group watching carefully as the chronofly fell limp
in the catalyst mage's arm.
"What's… happening…" Luna said wearily as her eyes couldn't focus while one hand held onto
Ceal's that was around her waist.
"Luna? Luna, are you ok?" Kurumu asked worriedly. Luna murmured something before she lost
consciousness, her grip on the mage's arm dropping as her hand fell to her side.
"Sister?" Complica asked worriedly.
"It's alright, that happened to me too when he used his magic on my mind, just wait," Falla said
as she watched her sister lay peacefully in Ceal's arms.
After a long while of silence with the catalyst mage working on the chronofly's mind the group
glanced to each other with concern.
"Um, just how long are we waiting for?" Yukari asked.
"Is she ok?" Kokoa asked. Falla looked at Luna with worry then to Ceal, the mage still just
watching the unconscious chronofly while using his magic on her.
"Ceal? Is everything alright?" she asked.
"It's a mess in there," Ceal replied flatly. The group blinked then looked at Luna as the girl was
still motionless.
"I think I can believe that," Mizore said with a nod.
"I guess that shouldn't come as a surprise," Rason said rubbing the back of his head.
"I suppose her mind was more messed up than mine was," Falla said with sympathy.
"So… how long do you think it'll take to fix her up?" Felucia asked. Ceal just continued to watch
Luna as she remained still in his arm. After a long pause he shrugged.
"Hell if I know," he said simply.
"How bad is her condition?" Ahakon asked.
"Very, I'm surprised she was able to walk and talk, there's a lot of mental scarring," Ceal replied
shaking his head. The group looked at Luna with concern as the girl remained motionless in the mage's
arm.
"But she seemed perfectly fine a moment ago," Fang Fang said curiously. Ruby glanced to him
then back to Luna.

"The bracelet she has focuses all her magic and relieves her mind of the stress; if she were to
take it off her power would go out of control almost instantly. She's only been normal with us because
of it, that's the only thing keeping her chrono dementia suppressed and allowing her proper use of her
mind and magic," she said while watching the sleeping chronofly.
"So if my sister doesn't wear that bracelet she'll go crazy?" Complica asked worriedly.
"Yes, she'll lose all control of herself, and her magic will run wild all around her," Dark said.
"It wasn't pretty the last time that happened. The entire timeline nearly got screwed up when
her magic went haywire," Kurumu said shaking her head. Complica looked at her with growing concern
then to Ceal.
"Can you cure her? Can you help her too?" she asked.
"I'm trying Complica, however her mind has a lot of damage to it, quite frankly it was a miracle
she was able to remain the same sister you knew from before with this much underlying psychosis,"
Ceal said while focusing his magic on the chronofly's mind.
"That doesn't sound good," Ran said worriedly.
"It sounds like she really did hurt herself when she pushed her magic to the limit for us," Ruby
said with remorse. Kyouko nodded and looked to Falla.
"I remember, those headaches she was having, and how she could barely walk. She was in
horrible condition when she was at Tsukune's home," she said. Falla nodded slowly as she saw her sister
sleeping quietly.
"I remember that too Kyouko, she nearly killed herself after what my darker self had her go
through. With how she had been acting around us after she got that bracelet, I guess I started to forget
just how scarred she really was underneath. Ceal, can she be cured still?" she asked looking to her
boyfriend. Ceal eyed Luna carefully for a moment then glanced to Falla.
"I'll do what I can for her. I can mend and repair broken synapses and cells in the brain, but I can
only do so much," he said before looking back down to Luna. The group watched Luna with worried
eyes, the girl still remaining motionless in Ceal's lap. The dark glow around her head swirled and
wavered every now and then while the mage used his magic to restore her mind. Inside her head he
could feel the severed and burned connections and pathways of her subconscious, the electrical sparks
from cells seeming to flicker and travel about erratically from her damaged mind showing just how badly
her magic had taken its toll on her. Ceal eyed her carefully while he used his power to restore her mind
the best that he could.
'You nearly destroyed your mind completely with your magic. Doing this to yourself to save your
friends, that was very commendable.'
A long while passed as the group waited for Luna to wake up, with everybody finishing their
meals while watching the sleeping chronofly with wonder. Ceal continued to use his magic on the girl's

mind while trying to mend her fractured psyche, the glow around her head wavering and shifting slightly
while she remained motionless in his arm. After a few more minutes Ceal removed his hand, the glow
then fading from her head as everybody took notice and watched to see what would happen.
"Is it over? Is she ok now?" Falla asked. Ceal held Luna by the shoulders as the chronofly
murmured softly in a daze, her eyes slowly opening as her head rocked back.
"What… what just…" she said wearily. She slowly held a hand to her head as her mind felt fuzzy
and numb, her thoughts taking some time to get going again.
"What's your name?" Ceal asked calmly. Luna slowly looked back to him while the mage held
her by the shoulders.
"What?" she asked softly.
"I said, what's your name?" Ceal asked. Luna sat there for a moment then closed her eyes.
"Um…" she said softly. The group watched her with surprise as she showed a troubled
expression while remaining silent.
"My… name?" she said unsurely.
"What the hell, she can't remember her own name now?" Kokoa said with disbelief.
"I thought you were curing her mind, why can't she remember her own name?" Gin demanded.
Ceal rolled his eyes then shook Luna lightly, the girl looking back to him with curious eyes.
"It's alright; your mind may be a bit foggy right now, just relax and calm yourself. Now, what is
your name?" he asked. Luna paused for a moment then looked down slightly.
"Luna. Luna Cii," she said softly.
slightly.

"That's right. What's my name?" Ceal asked. Luna looked at him for a moment then smiled
"Ceal," she said.

"Correct. Now, I've restored your brain to its healthy state, however you may feel a little… off
until you get used to it. Your mind was severely fractured by your dementia, it's a miracle you're still you
after what you did to it," he explained. Luna nodded then slowly looked around at everybody, her eyes
going from one person to the next while everybody smiled at her.
"How are you feeling Luna?" Ruby asked.
slightly.

"You ok now?" Yukari asked. Luna looked around at them then down as her eyes darted around

"I feel… strange," she said softly. Ceal got up and walked back over to his seat while Falla and
Complica watched Luna curiously.
"Sister, are you ok?" Complica asked. Luna looked to her then smiled softly.
"I think so, it's just… I feel… different," she said before looking to her hands curiously.
"Good different or bad different?" Falla asked with a worried smile. Luna just stared at her
hands for a moment then looked to Falla with a shrug.
"I'm not sure. I feel… lightheaded, and yet I'm not. It's like… my mind is thinking hard about
something, and at the same time it's not. My body feels like it's tired but I feel perfectly rested.
Nothing… seems to be normal," she said curiously.
"Your mind is readjusting from being restored to a healthy state. The way you feel now is normal
for you, you've just forgotten what it's like since you were relying on a stabilizer to focus your mind for
you," Ceal said as he started eating his meal again. Luna looked at him with wonder then down to her
hands. Her body felt tired yet at the same time full of energy, her mind seeming to be analyzing
everything about her from head to toe as it was now thinking at full speed again. She remembered
everything from her past crystal clear, in fact even more so. She remembered the exact dress her
mother wore on the night of the kingdom's collapse, she recalled the exact picture she drew for
Complica before her little sister died, and she even remembered laughing at Falla on the day that her
troublesome sister got a spanking from their father for speaking harshly to Complica again. Luna felt her
mind seeming to wake up for the first time in forever, as if she just awoke from a dream and was
thinking clearly again.
"It's so strange, I feel so… awake," she said softly, then glanced to her bracelet, seeing the gems
still lit up with their green glows.
"Wait, my bracelet is still on, isn't it focusing my magic for me?" she asked looking to Ceal. The
mage glanced to her and shrugged.
"You tell us, is it?" he said simply. Luna looked around at the group then to her bracelet.
"Am I really cured, or is this still…" she said softly. Falla looked at the bracelet then to her sister
with a slight smile.
"There's only one way to know for sure," she reasoned. Luna looked to her with wonder then to
the bracelet, wondering if her mind was indeed fully healed and if her power was under control. She did
feel different now, even with the bracelet on, but there was only one way she would know for sure if
she was cured. Slowly she reached her hand over to unfasten it then stopped, pausing for a moment
before glancing to Falla.
"If I start screaming knock me out right away and put this thing back on me," she said carefully.
Falla nodded as the group tensed up.

"Um, hold on, what happens if her mind isn't really healed and that bracelet comes off?" Ran
asked nervously.
"Then either we knock Luna out or else we're in for a wild ride," Mizore said as she watched the
chronofly carefully.
"What does that mean exactly?" Fang Fang asked nervously.
"Her full magical power will go out of control around her, she won't be able to stop herself,"
Ruby warned.
"That's not making me feel better about this," Fang Fang said shaking his head.
"She'll destroy everything around her with her chrono magic, time and space will be ripped to
shreds by her power," Kurumu said worriedly.
"That's making me feel even worse about this," Fang Fang said shaking his head franticly.
"Shouldn't she do this outside, like far away from us then?" Ran asked nervously.
"We're not leaving her alone for this. If she starts to lose it we'll knock her out and reattach the
bracelet, we're not leaving her side," Rason said as the group watched the chronofly carefully. Gabriel
nodded in agreement, knowing that nothing would scare him away from Luna right now, not even the
prospect of her magic going out of control and annihilating everyone around her.
"Complica, back up, right now," Falla ordered, with Complica then nervously backing up while
watching Luna with worried eyes. The rest of the group stood up and backed further away while Falla
remained near Luna. Everybody watched as Luna held her hand over her bracelet, the girl looking at the
trinket that had been keeping her sane all this time.
"Ok, on three," she said as she grabbed the bracelet. The group watched carefully while Falla
formed a fist in case she needed to knock her sister out. Luna took a steady breath then closed her eyes.
"One," she said, with everybody tensing up.
"Two," she continued as she tried to steady her mind the best she could. After an uneasy pause
she opened her eyes.
"Three," she said as she unsnapped the bracelet. She held the trinket in one hand while looking
at her bare wrist near the other, the group watching as everything fell silent in the hall. Nobody moved
or made a sound as they all watched whether or not the chronofly would go insane with her magic.
After a long pause Falla looked at her sister curiously.
"Luna? Are you… still ok?" she asked. Luna looked down at herself then to the bracelet in her
hand, the gems still glowing green from the excess magic they had stored. She looked around at
everybody then to Falla with wonder as the group watched her curiously. Slowly she set the bracelet
down on her table and looked to her hands, feeling her mind remaining focused while her power wasn't

surging out of control. She brushed one hand through her hair, no longer feeling any headaches
happening while her train of thought wasn't running off a cliff.
"I feel… fine," she said with a growing smile. She laughed and looked to her hands then to Falla
with amazement.
"I feel fine, I… I feel fine still," she said with a bright smile. She laughed and hugged her sister,
with Falla holding her as well while smiling in relief as Luna held onto her.
"I'm ok, it's a miracle!" she said as the group smiled at their friend. Complica ran back over and
jumped into a hug with her sisters as well, both she and Falla holding Luna as she laughed happily.
"You're ok now? Really?" Complica asked as she held onto Luna. Her sister nodded and looked
back to her with a smile, quickly hugging her as well as the three girls held onto each other.
"I feel great, I can still think without that bracelet, my magic isn't going out of control anymore,"
she said as Falla and Complica looked her over with smiles.
"She's not going crazy, she really is cured," Kurumu said with wonder. Gabriel smiled and
nodded as he saw Luna laughing and hugging her sisters, feeling a sense of warmth at seeing her so
happy now.
"I'm glad, that she could be cured," he said gently.
"I'm really cured, HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!" Luna laughed out maniacally, with Falla and Complica
freezing in place with stunned smiles as the group watched her with surprise. The chronofly laughed
wildly with a twisted smile as her eyes went wide then stopped suddenly as all fell quiet in the hall.
"Um… Luna?" Falla asked nervously.
"What was that?" Complica asked. Luna blinked then looked to Falla with worried eyes.
others.

"Did… I just…" she said slowly. Falla nodded as Luna glanced to Complica then over to the
"Luna? Are you ok?" Rason asked.
"Was that laugh… normal for her?" Ran asked carefully.
"It is when she goes insane," Mizore said simply.
Luna looked around at the group then to the bracelet on the table next to her.

"But… I thought…" she said looking back to Ceal. The mage was just watching her with a blank
expression still. Falla shook her head then looked to her boyfriend.
"I thought she was cured now, weren't you able to heal her mind?" she asked.

"I did heal her mind, I restored all the damaged nerves and cells to life, her brain is completely
healed," Ceal said simply.
"Then why did I just laugh like that, I completely lost my train of thought for a moment there,"
Luna said shaking her head. Ceal rolled his eyes as the three chronofly sisters stood back up.
"I healed your mind just as I did for Falla; however yours was considerably more fragmented and
in ruin than hers was. Your bracelet was the only thing keeping you in one mental piece. Although your
physical mind has been restored you still need to learn to control your own thoughts like everyone else,
nothing else is going to do it for you now," he stated. Luna looked at him puzzled as the boy just waited
for her response. After a while of silence he sighed and shook his head.
"That burst of laughter came from you, you need to control your mind on your own now
otherwise your dementia will slip back out," he explained.
"So… I'm not cured?" Luna asked worriedly.
"You are, but only as far as I can take you. In order to have complete control over your own
mind and magic, that's up to you. Falla's mind wasn't so damaged, and she had been relying on her own
self-control for some time before that, after she was cured she remained in complete control of herself.
You however have grown too used to that stabilizer keeping your mind on track for you, you're not
keeping your mind focused as much as you think, so now you need to learn how to keep a grip on your
own thoughts like everyone else," Ceal said with a shrug. Luna looked to her hand with wonder as she
could feel her magic flowing through her monster aura like before. Her mind was focused now, however
during her embrace with Falla and Complica she felt her consciousness drift and before she knew it she
was laughing with a sudden feeling of overly extreme joy out of nowhere.
"So she is cured, she just needs to learn how to think straight again," Felucia reasoned. She
blinked then looked down with a puzzled expression.
"That doesn't sound right, is that right?" she asked unsurely.
"Essentially, yes. Her mind has been fully restored, now she just needs to learn to control it
properly," Ceal answered. Luna nodded slowly as she realized what he meant. Her dementia was cured,
she was in full control of her body and mind, but she wasn't familiar with how to keep her own thoughts
in order. She always had the bracelet which kept her thoughts focused for her, now her brain was no
longer on autopilot, she had to control all her emotions and thoughts on her own just like everybody
else did.
"I see, well then I guess I'll just have to work on that. Still, thank you Ceal, thank you for giving
me back my mind," she said looking to Ceal with a grateful smile. The boy just looked at her with a dull
expression then glanced to Falla.
"I trust that's all the favors I'll be expected to do for you people tonight," he said flatly. Falla
giggled and nodded then ran up to him, holding her boyfriend in a hug as she smiled with loving eyes at
him.

"Yes, thank you Ceal," she said before kissing him. After a moment he closed his eyes and held
her with one arm while the others looked to Luna with wonder.
"Wow, so you're really back in one piece now huh?" Kurumu asked with a curious smile. Luna
nodded and looked down while holding a hand to her head.
"Yeah, I think so. This actually feels different for me, like my body just woke up from a dream
and is still half-asleep. But I'm sure I can get a feel for it eventually," she said with a shrug.
"I'm glad you're ok again Luna, and that your dementia is finally gone," Rason said kindly. Luna
smiled at him then looked to Complica who was hugging her again.
"Me too I didn't know you had that condition all this time I'm sorry you had to go through that
but I'm so glad you're ok again does this mean you won't be going crazy now are you going to be ok I
hope so I don't want you to-" Complica said before Luna knelt down and hugged her, the little sister
stopping and looking to her with a small smile.
"I'm fine Complica, never better," Luna said with a small laugh as she held her little sister. The
group smiled at them as Falla broke her kiss with Ceal.
"I love you," Falla said softly. Ceal just looked back at her with a solemn expression, the girl then
smiling coyly and tilting her head slightly.
"I'm not going to stop saying it you know," she said simply.
"I figured as much," he replied. Falla giggled then looked to see Luna standing back up while
Complica looked up at her with a loving smile. Complica then eyed the bracelet on the table and picked
it up as Luna looked to her hand and arm with a curious smile.
"It's so weird, I can feel my magic flowing through me more clearly than before, but it's not
overloading my mind or going out of control. It's… like I can actually see the time stream around me,
almost," she said. Moving her arm around she could almost feel as if she was moving through the time
stream itself behind their reality, like her monster energy was in sync with it.
"You really are in tune with it more than Complica and myself are, no wonder you're able to
control it so much better," Falla said with a curious smile.
"Yeah, you're the only chronofly to go back in time without the Chrono Displacement spell, not
to mention move about through the time stream so easily," Ahakon mentioned. Luna laughed a bit and
shook her head.
"Well, I don't know if I would call it easy, but I guess I do have a natural feel with it," she
admitted.
"You really do have a gift Luna, at least now you'll be able to control it properly," Ruby said in
agreement.

"Although I'd recommend not testing that out right now, remember that Hex's father is looking
for you girls. Any fluctuation with chrono magic would be signaling to him where you are," Razico
cautioned. Luna nodded and looked down to her hand as she flexed it into a fist slightly.
"Don't worry; I won't be doing anything with my magic to draw attention. If anything I'm in
better control of it now than before," she reasoned.
"Hey sister?" Complica asked. The group looked to her as she picked up the bracelet.
"Can I have your old bracelet? Please? It's so pretty, can I can I can I? Pretty please?" she said
looking to her sister with an adorable smile. Luna giggled a bit and nodded with a kind smile.
"Sure, you can have it Complica. I won't be needing it anymore," she said. Complica jumped with
joy then quickly put the bracelet on her wrist, the four glowing gemstones remaining lit as the girl
looked at them with a curious smile.
"Well, I'm glad to see you're alright and that my home didn't come under any more harm
today," Fang Fang said with a smile and shrug. Luna nodded and closed her eyes as she breathed out in
content.
"I feel better than ever, like I'm whole again," she said softly.
"Um, sister?" Complica asked. The group looked to her as she was watching the bracelet on her
wrist, the four stones turning to a clear blue light and growing brighter still.
"Are they supposed to do that?" Complica asked looking to Luna curiously. Luna looked at the
bracelet with wonder then smiled slightly.
"I guess so; those gems store any excess magic from the wearer. I suppose they're just-"
"Excess magic?" Yukari said with a jump. She blinked then looked to the bracelet as it started to
emit a high pitched whistling sound.
"Wait, Complica's a disembodied soul, her magic could be infinite," Yukari said pointing to the
bracelet. Luna looked to her curiously then to the bracelet as it started to spark while the gems turned
to a sharp white. Complica looked at it worriedly as the trinket started to hiss while the air around it
distorted.
"What's happening? Why is it doing that?" she asked nervously. One of the gems cracked with
an ear-piercing chink, the group jumping with surprise as faint tears and rips in time etched around the
bracelet through the air.
"Oh my god, take it off! Take it off now Complica!" Falla shouted out. Complica scrambled to
unfasten it, her hand jerking away as more rips though time etched around the trinket like searing
orange tears in the air.
"I can't get it off, what's happening?" she cried out.

"She's overloading the gems; get it off of her now!" Ruby yelled out. Felucia ran over and tried
to yank the bracelet off of Complica before a tear spiraled around the trinket and sliced her arm off into
pieces.
"AHH!" Felucia cried out stumbling back while gripping her stump of a shoulder.
"Oh my god, her arm!" Kyouko cried out.
"She'll be fine, just get that thing off of Complica now!" Rason yelled as he ran over towards the
young chronofly. Another gem split open with an ear-piercing chink, the group jumping back as a large
trail of distorted space slashed out to the side of the bracelet and split apart like cracks through glass,
the rips slicing through the lowered den and TV in the wall which were all torn to shreds and thrown into
the cosmos through the tears before they sealed up.
"Holy shit, did you see that?" Render said with surprise.
"Get it off! Sister, help!" Complica cried out.
"It's going to blow! Do something!" Yukari cried out as the hissing sound grew louder while the
bracelet started to spark and flash.
"Are you ok?" Kyouko cried out rushing over to Felucia. The doll demon shook off the hit then
looked back to Complica as her arm started to regrow.
"I'm fine, it's her we need to worry about!" she barked out. Kyouko stared at her with disbelief
as she saw the demon's arm slowly growing back then looked over to see Complica screaming as she
flailed her arm around wildly.
"It's hot, it's getting hot! Help me!" she cried out.
"Complica!" Falla cried out as she ran over to her. She jumped back with a scream as a wild
distorted rippled flared through the air from the bracelet, the pocket of time pulverizing the ceiling and
blowing open a large hole into the hallway above them. Luna stared at her little sister with shock as the
girl hopped around while screaming.
"Make it stop! Get it off of me!" she cried out. Luna blinked then ran over and grabbed hold of
the bracelet, quickly trying to undo it while the group watched with worried eyes.
"Hurry!" Yukari yelled out.
After a second Luna quickly took the bracelet off as the gems flashed a bright light while a sharp
whistling sound came from them.
"It's going to blow! Get it out of here!" Kurumu cried out. The bracelet rattled around as the
group backed up, with Luna staring at it with shock as the gems lit up light stars. She looked around
franticly, and then vanished instantly.

"Luna! No!" Falla cried out.
"Where did she go?" Gabriel called out while looking around quickly.
Outside the villa a massive explosion of torn space detonated up in the air above the eastern
wall, the shockwave annihilating the barrier below it while a distorted and fast-moving cosmos was seen
in the large rift in time. Guards of the villa stared with shock at the sight as the large gaping hole in time
ruptured into the air, expanding out to be nearly the same size as the villa itself as it spiked away from
the compound before spreading out like a tangled web of tears that shattered apart the sky and threw
the shards into the cosmos.
"What the hell is that?" a guard asked with wide eyes as the time anomaly flared about in the air
with a deafening crackling sound. The tear in time let out a powerful screech as the massive buildup of
chrono energy was released all at once, the rip in space then shattering and falling back into a pitch
black void.
From the side of the compound the group raced out from the lounge into the courtyard next to
it, looking up at the sight of the tear through time and space with surprise.
"Oh my god," Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth.
"Luna? Luna! What happened to her?" Kurumu cried out looking around the sky franticly.
"She tried to take it away from us before it blew. Oh god, where is she?" Rason asked looking
around with growing fear for his friend.
"Luna! Luna!" Falla cried out while Complica held onto her from the side, the young girl looking
up at the massive tear in space with fearful eyes.
"What happened sister? Where's Luna?" she asked shakily.
"Luna!" Gabriel called out looking around quickly.
"Oh my god, that explosion tore right through into that darkness from before, the place that's
behind the time stream. Isn't that the dark world?" Yukari said pointing to the large rift that had a pitch
black core. Ran screamed and pointed to it with fright.
"Holy shit, we just opened a hole into that place right above us!" she cried out.
"Wait, we did what?" Kyouko said with surprise.
"Where's Luna? Tell me… tell me she didn't get caught in that," Ahakon said shakily while
watching the large tear in time with fearful eyes. Dark looked up and around, then tensed up before
running out in front of the group. Everybody watched as the demon was following something in the air,
right before Luna spiraled in tumble down into his arms. The boy stumbled to the side as he caught her,
with the group then rushing over to see the chronofly holding her head while she was dazed.

"Luna! Are you ok?" Falla asked urgently. Dark helped Luna stand back down on her feet again,
the girl shaking her head a bit before looking up at the tear in time while rubbing her ear.
"Wow, that was loud," she groaned.
"Good heavens, you got that thing out of the villa just in time," Fang Fang said looking up at the
tear with wide eyes. Had Luna not gotten the trinket out of there when she did the entire compound
would have likely been annihilated in a flash. Luna caught her breath then looked to Complica with
wonder.
"Just how much magic do you have in you Complica?" she asked with disbelief. Complica looked
to her with a curious expression then shrugged, then looked back up to the dark rift with worried eyes
while holding onto Falla's side.
"She's a disembodied soul; she may not have a limit to her monster energy since she doesn't
have a normal physical body. We should have remembered that before she put the bracelet on, she
overloaded the gems with her monster energy," Ruby said looking to the young chronofly with remorse.
"Holy crap, that would have killed us all," Arial said looking up at the rift with a stunned
expression. Luna looked up to it with worried eyes as the tear continued to pulsate in the air while the
edges ripped and tore out slightly more.
"If using my magic to get that out of the building in time didn't catch that dark king's eye, I'm
pretty sure that might have," she said shaking her head. Falla shook her head with disbelief then looked
to Luna.
"How did you get it out in time though, you were holding onto it, it would have shifted with you
and blown up while you were trying to get out of the building," she asked. The group looked to Luna as
she continued to watch the tear in time with worried eyes.
"When I shifted into time and made a break for the doors it started to blow, so I concentrated
with all my might to slow time around it. I managed to hold onto the bracelet by the edge as it started to
explode slowly. I couldn't keep it from detonating completely though, I only managed to take it up that
far before it started to go critical and expand out at a faster pace. I flew up as I high as I could and threw
it away with all my might, and then tried to fly back before it detonated and knocked me away," she
explained. She breathed out then looked to Dark with a weak smile as the demon removed his earbuds.
"By the way, nice catch, thank you," she said. Dark nodded while still keeping his eyes up, the
group then looking up at the tear as it crackled and pulsated in the air, the dark void being seen in the
rift while the night sky was all around it.
"Oh no, what have we done?" Razico said shaking his head.
"This is so not good," Kokoa said with worried eyes.
"Oh no," Apoch and Astreal said together with growing concern. Luna backed up to her sisters,
the three looking up at the dark void with worried eyes.

"Um, do you think he noticed?" Render asked while glancing to his friends.
From the sky above screeches and howls were heard before shadowy winged figures were
faintly seen against the backdrop of the dark void and searing edges in space near the night sky around
the tear in time. Dozens of red eyes became visible as shadowy monsters began to descend from the rift
down towards the villa. As the group saw the approaching demons from the dark world drawing closer
from above Leon shook his head then glanced to Render.
"I think he noticed."

Chapter 38
Complica’s Choice
Ran was looking up with wide eyes of fright as she saw dozens of flying demons descending
upon the villa from the tear in time high up in the sky. The howls and roars of the monsters echoed out
as their dark shadowy figures seemed to expand out and block out the night sky above the compound
with ever increasing numbers.
"Um, what do we do now?" Kyouko asked fearfully.
"This is bad, really bad. They know where we are now," Falla said shaking her head.
"They're coming straight for us!" Ahakon cried out.
"No, they're going straight for Luna, Falla, and Sun. You three, get inside now!" Razico said
looking to the girls. They looked to him then up as the howls of the demons grew louder while more of
them came into view from the rift in time.
wand.

"He's right, you three get inside and hide, we'll fight them off here," Ruby said readying her

"You as well Complica, get out of sight," Ceal ordered while his reptilian hand glowed with a
black hue.
"Get inside Arial, right now," Dark ordered while removing his earbuds and putting them in his
pocket. Complica and Arial looked at them worriedly then up as they slowly backed away towards Luna
and Falla.
"I don't think we're going to be running away from this, it appears we make our stand here,"
Fang Fang said with a focused expression.
Render chuckled and held his hands together, a bright glow coming from them before circling
around his body. After a bright flash he was seen standing in his combat form while he looked up at the
demons with a challenging smile.
"Sounds fun to me, I'm always ready for a fight. Here's hoping they make it interesting for us,"
he dared.
From the rift a monstrous roar echoed out followed by two more. The group watched with
surprise as the airborne demons parted and started circling the sky above the compound while a
gigantic flyer slowly phased through the rift. Ran trembled with fear as she saw the monster descending
down towards them. It resembled a dragon; however the sheer size of it was nearly that of Alucard's,
the massive beast having dark scales with red ones streaked around its legs and back. It had four large
leathery wings that flapped behind it, two larger ones behind two smaller ones, and two long tails that
swayed up and down behind it. And at the front it had three heads on extended necks, each of them
having two horns protruding out the front along with mouths filled with razor sharp teeth and smoke

billowing out. It had red eyes on all three heads, the monster's four legs having talons on its feet while
its two arms at the shoulders had large claws on them.
"Holy shit," Gabriel said with wide eyes.
"What… the hell is that?" Rason asked nervously.
"Another colossus class monster, it's a dreadnought," Ran said shakily while backing up. Render
looked at the massive flyer then tilted his head slightly with a curious expression.
"Well… that makes this interesting alright," he said simply.
"Oh my god! Look at the size of that thing!" Kyouko screamed out.
"That's… that's a really big one," Yukari whimpered.
"Um, Ran, any chance you can uncharm that thing?" Kurumu asked nervously. Ran shook her
head and screamed in terror.
"I'm not going near that thing, are you crazy? We need to get the hell out of here, you have no
idea what that thing can do!" she cried out before she turned and ran towards the nearby building, with
Ahakon quickly grabbing her hand and pulling her back. She looked to him with fright as he shook his
head with a worried expression.
"Please Ran, if you can stop these things then you have to try, can't you sing them to sleep or
release them from the dark king's control?" he asked.
"I can't uncharm it, each of the three heads is a different personality and character, it took both
my sisters along with myself to charm these things one at a time; my voice alone won't work on all three
of its heads. Not to mention I would need to get close to that thing in order to even try, I mean really
close!" Ran cried out.
The dreadnought roared with its three heads as it flew around the compound, the group looking
up at it with shock as the monster circled about then landed down on the main building, its massive size
crushing through the structure and leveling it to the ground as its wings flapped behind it. The group
scrambled back towards the damaged wall on the edge of the compound as they saw the colossus
literally trampling down the main building with its sheer size. The heads roared and looked around then
focused on the group as the massive beast turned to face them.
"Is that close enough?" Gin asked nervously.
"Oh dear, my home!" Fang Fang cried out with despair at seeing the main building having been
crushed by the massive colossus. Guards around the compound began shooting at the dreadnought and
the other demons, the bullets flying through the air with rapid firing bangs. The bullets sparked against
the hide of the colossus but didn't scratch it while the airborne demons descended upon the compound
and began to attack the guards mercilessly. Some of the demons were shot down and wounded while
others tore into their targets with their claws and teeth. A few of the monsters struck at the humans

with swords and spears while others launched balls of fire and acid through the air, the horde of
otherworldly demons engaging the guards all over the compound while the group watched the colossus
which remained fixated on them.
"We're all going to die!" Kyouko screamed as she darted behind Gin and clung to him for dear
life. Ran dropped onto her rear and tried to scoot back while staring at the colossus with terror.
"I can't uncharm it! I can't charm all three of its heads!" she cried out desperately.
"Which head can you uncharm?" Luna asked quickly. Ran looked back to her as she and Falla
watched her carefully.
"What?" Ran cried out.
"Which one can you uncharm? Which one?" Luna called out. Ran shook her head then looked
back to the colossus.
"I can only charm the middle one with my singing, why-" she asked before Luna and Falla
vanished and instantly appeared up in the air near the left and right heads of the colossus, the girls
having shifted through time and flown up to swipe at the beasts' two massive heads with their chrono
magic. However the two chronoflies were staring at the monster with shock as they held their hands
down at the sides after their attacks, their attacks which did nothing to the beast.
"No way," Luna breathed out fearfully, having watched as her swipe through time seared
against the colossus before washing away.
"No, it can't be," Falla said shaking her head, having seen her attack not even damage the eye of
the head that was glaring at her. Both heads roared then snapped at them, the girls vanishing then
appearing back with the group while staring at the monster with disbelief.
"We didn't even scratch it. We didn't even scratch it!" Falla cried out. Luna looked to her hands
then to the monster while shaking her head.
"Our magic had no effect on it! It's just like how it was with Alucard!" she exclaimed.
"What? Just how strong is this thing anyway? What the hell is it?" Rason said shaking his head.
"It's a dreadnought, an alpha dragon!" Ran shrieked.
"Dragon?" Luna cried out.
"Dragon!" Complica screamed while pointing to it.
"I thought our magic could kill anything!" Falla yelled out.
"Dragons have immense monster energy, maybe we can't even cut through it with our magic,"
Luna said nervously. Falla blinked then vanished again as she shifted into time, reappearing near one of

the monster's heads while holding her shoe and staring at the colossus with wide eyes. She had watched
her chrono infused strike hit the dragon's skin, yet only a few scales peeled off as the torn wave of time
cut against it.
"You've got to be shitting me!" Falla screamed before the dragon roared at her. She vanished
then appeared back with the others while staring at the beast with fright.
"Even holding something else I could only graze its scales, just how strong are these things
anyway?" she cried out.
"They're dragons, their monster energy is extremely massive and dense, normal weapons and
magic can't even cut them," Ran said shaking her head.
"You mean not even their chrono magic can kill these things?" Yukari asked nervously.
"Maybe they can't, but I know somebody who can," Fang Fang said as the group looked to Ceal,
the mage narrowing his eyes at the colossus.
"Xarai, my sword!" he called out. From the ground around them tentacles came up from dark
rifts, the group watching as the dragon slayer's sword was brought up behind him in its sheath. Falla
watched her boyfriend with wonder as he grabbed the blade and took it out with a sharp swing, the
mage glaring at the dragon while holding his unique weapon.
"Wow," she said quietly.
"Helps to have a dragon slayer among our ranks," Razico commented with a smirk.
"A dragon's monster energy is indeed very dense and strong, however there are ways to cut
through it, like the sword of a dragon slayer," Ruby said with a confident smile.
"Drop that thing Ceal," Leon called out.
"We'll pay whatever the bill is, just please do so now," Fang Fang urged while looking back to
the massive monster. Ceal geared back with his sword as black lightning danced around the blade which
gave off a soft white light, with Falla watching him with wonder and a growing smile. Complica looked at
the boy with awe then to the dragon as it roared and geared back on its hind legs. The massive beast
then stomped down on the ground with its front feet, shattering the earth below it with a devastating
shockwave and knocking the group back towards the wall as a loud concussive blast struck by.
Everybody rolled back towards the brick and stone wall that was cracked and damaged from earlier as
the dreadnought roared out. The group stumbled back to their feet while watching the monster as all
three of its heads were glaring at them while smoke and flames were coming out of their mouths.
Nearby other winged demons and monsters landed down on the ground with a few atop the wall while
more were descending from above still.
"We're surrounded, what do we do?" Kyouko cried out as she clung to Razico's side.
"For starters stop panicking and let me go," the warlock said while trying to pull her off.

"Leave the dragon to Ceal, take these other bastards out with everything you have," Kokoa
declared as Kou flew up and poofed into a giant morning star weapon, the vampire reaching up and
catching it as she glared around at the demons while her monster energy started to multiply.
Along the top of the damaged barrier a dark shadow crept past some of the demons and
wavered around a chunk of debris that was hanging over the edge, being held in place by a few loose
bricks that started to budge.
"They're going to try to take Luna, Falla, and Sun back to the other world, they're the main
targets," Kurumu called out as her wings and tail extended out, her nails extending as well while she
focused on her demonic energy.
The chunk of bricks atop the wall cracked and tilted over slightly as a ghostly hand pressed
against it.
"Luna, Falla, Complica; shift into time and get out of here right now," Mizore ordered as she
formed her frozen katanas in each hand.
"Take Arial and Sun with you, get as far away from this place as you can," Dark said as his eyes
turned black.
wall.

The bricks started to shift and budge, the chunk of debris rocking slightly over the edge of the

"I'm not going anywhere, I want to see Ceal take this thing down," Falla said with an eager smile
at her boyfriend.
"Me too, do it Ceal do it Ceal do it Ceal!" Complica cheered eagerly.
"I'm not leaving you Dark, no way," Arial said shaking her head.
Render formed his two blades in his hands, the unique swords phasing into view as he traced his
hands over where the weapons appeared, then grabbed the handles.
"Quit being so stubborn kid, you and the others get out of here right now. Leave the fighting to
us, we can handle these guys. You ready babe?" he said glancing back to Apoch. The witch nodded as
she formed her barrier blade, eyeing over the winged demons and monsters that were nearby in the
courtyard.
"Always ready," she declared confidently.
Without warning the chunk of debris slammed down onto Apoch, crushing her head and upper
body into the ground as blood splattered back against the wall. Everybody stared with shock as the
witch's barrier sword flickered then vanished from her hand which went limp on the grass. Render
looked at the sight of his girlfriend having been killed with wide eyes as he struggled to say anything,
rendered speechless and in shock. Astreal trembled then screamed as she grabbed her hair.

"APOCH!" she cried out.
"Oh my god, Apoch!" Kyouko cried out.
"Holy shit, she's dead!" Rason yelled out as the group stared at the fallen witch. Astreal
screamed then ran over and knelt down next to Apoch's body, looking at her slain sister with horror and
teary eyes.
"No! Apoch!" she cried out shaking her head.
"No… that… that didn't just happen. No! Apoch! APOCH!" Render yelled out with agony.
"No, no!" Ruby cried out. Sun looked at the fallen witch with horror, holding a hand over her
mouth while Ran stared with wide eyes of fright.
"Sister! Sister!" Astreal cried out as she hugged the lower body of her sister which wasn't
crushed into the ground by the chunk of rubble.
A winged demon struck down a guard and started hacking at the human with its talons, the man
struggling to push it off while his rifle was held down to the side. He kicked and struggled to move
before the demon gashed his throat and smashed his skull, the monster then swiping off the arm and
sending the limb off to the side while holding the rifle still. A dark shadow crept around the rifle as a
ghostly hand traced along the barrel.
"No! NO!" Render yelled out before he ran off to the side towards multiple shadowy demons.
The monsters roared and got ready to fight as the battlemage ran at them with tears in his eyes. Kokoa
yelled out with anger and followed him while Gin shifted into his werewolf form and took off as well.
Render swung at a large monster with his blade, striking into its skull while Kokoa jumped up and swung
down with her morning star at an armored brute, smashing it into the ground while Gin leapt over and
tackled a winged demon to the ground.
"You bastards!" Gin roared as he punched the demon's head again and again, smashing it into
bloody chunks while Render swung his blades around wildly, tearing through demons with vicious
strikes as he went mad with rage.
"I'll kill you all!" Render yelled out.
"Apoch!" Kurumu screamed out as she arched back, her wings igniting as her demonic power
flared up. She dashed towards the demons on the other side of the group in a blur, swiping her nails
through one and cleaving it instantly into pieces before she flew up into the air with her flaming wings.
She struck through another winged demon then another, flying around at high speed while decimating
all those she could see. Rason and Gabriel took off into the air with furious yells after her while Razico
whipped his chains off to the side and ensnared a few other demons, the warlock sending fire and
lightning through the links and setting his foes ablaze while Ruby took aim and fired her magical bolts of
energy at others.

"Damn you all to hell!" Ruby yelled out with teary eyes. Dark roared as he vanished into a black
wisp while Mizore dashed out and swung her blades at a shadowy monster that was bound by Razico's
chains, her frozen katanas cleaving through the skull and chest before she swung around at another
monster in her anger. Felucia ran out and jumped into a downward kick at another, the brute stumbling
back before its leg snapped in from Dark breaking the bones, the shadow demon then taking the evil
monster down to the ground and tearing its throat out with his bare hand.
"Sister, she's dead," Complica whimpered while holding onto Falla's side, the elder chronofly
looking at her fallen friend with agony.
"No, not you Apoch," she said softly. Yukari and Ahakon cried out in anger and sorrow then
joined Ruby and Razico with their magic, the young witchling sending out a wave of rolling earth to
crush a few demons while the mage launched out a fireball at another.
"Apoch!" Yukari cried out with anger and tears in her eyes. Ahakon waved his hand fiercely,
sending out a torrent of electricity that zapped and stunned a few monsters before Ruby struck them
down with her wand's power.
Astreal slowly stood up while looking down at her fallen sister as Leon walked over to her, both
in shock at seeing Apoch killed right before them. After a pause Astreal screamed and shook her head as
she felt her heart ache at the sight.
"No! This isn't happening, this isn't happening! Wake me up!" she screamed out.
The ghostly hand circled around the rifle of the fallen guard as Kokoa ran by and swung her
morning star at another monster of the dark world, the girl's swing striking off the head with a crunch
before another raced up and struck at her with its claws. She jumped up and swung around at the
monster, the demon grabbing her weapon then throwing her off to the side. The morning star dropped
onto the ground with a heavy thud as the vampire tumbled past, the girl rolling over the rifle and
severed arm as the ghostly hand vanished from view. As she did the hand squeezed the trigger and the
rifle started firing wildly, the weapon rattling around uncontrollably as it fired constantly. The flying lead
struck along the ground with rapid strikes then shot out through Astreal's head, the witch jerking back
as a bullet tore through her skull. Leon watched with horror as the sickening crunch of the hit was heard
while seeing blood shooting out the back of the girl's head, the witch then dropping down on top of her
sister.
"ASTREAL!" Leon cried out as the group stared at the second fatality with shock.
"Astreal! Oh my god!" Kyouko screamed out.
"Astreal, no!" Rason cried out, then roared with anger and swung over with a fierce punch at an
airborne shadowy demon. Kurumu stared at her fallen friends with horror then yelled out before she
viciously clawed and hacked at the flying demons with her nails, darting around at blinding speed while
Gabriel was sending another punch to a monster's head. More came from above and started to close in
on the trio, the three monsters attempting to kill each and every one as they were filled with rage for
their loss.

"Astreal… please, no," Leon said quietly as he dropped to his knees, staring at his girlfriend with
heartbroken eyes. He shook his head then yelled out in agony as Falla started crying at the sight.
"No, this isn't happening, no!" she screamed as she looked around with teary eyes. She saw
Mizore swinging her frozen blades at a winged demon, the monster taking a hit to its side before it
swiped at her. The snow girl dodged back as the monster's arm was grabbed and held by an invisible
shadow demon, with Mizore then slicing down and cutting the arm off with her blade. Dark spun the
severed arm around and plunged it through the demon's heart while Felucia ran by and swiped up a
SMG from a downed guard, the girl firing at another monster relentlessly with a loud yell. The pelted
monstrous brute stumbled back before another flew down and struck at Felucia with a broadsword, the
blade slicing through the doll demon and dropping her to the ground while Dark grabbed Mizore's hand
and pulled her back from being struck from behind by another demon. The two looked around as they
saw more landing in the courtyard and others jumping off from the wall above.
"Dammit," Felucia coughed out as her body slowly started to heal up.
"There's so many," Mizore said worriedly while looking up at the sky.
"Stay focused my little snow bunny, we've just begun to fight," Dark said as the two vanished
again into a black wisp. Felucia slowly stood up again and aimed her gun before she was struck through
by a sword then taken to the ground by a fiery blast of magic.
"They just keep coming, we can't stay here," Luna said looking around fearfully. Complica looked
around quickly then to Ceal as the boy started walking towards the dragon with his sword in hand. He
waved his hand to the side, causing Xarai's tentacles to flail up from the ground and ensnare a few
demons before ripping their limbs off. The dark monsters started to swipe and hack at the tentacles, of
which new ones came up from below along with Xarai's angry groan. Another was bound before Mizore
swiped through its head while under her boyfriend's cloak, then another was tangled before Render
swung down with his blades and struck down the beast with a furious yell. Ceal looked around at the
battles then back to chronoflies.
"Complica, you and your sisters must flee, now," he ordered firmly. The girls looked to him as he
turned towards the dragon and geared back with his sword, the mage then swinging the blade and
casting out a powerful wave of energy with a high pitched bang. The strike hit the dragon's front leg,
searing the scales and flesh while drawing blood as the monster roared at the slayer with its three
heads.
"No, I'm not leaving you Ceal," Falla said shaking her head.
"We can't leave you to fight that thing alone big brother," Complica whimpered.
"You have to get out of here while you can. Shift into time and go as far away as you can from
here, that's an order Falla," Ceal said looking back to Falla with a stern expression. She stuttered
something while slowly shaking her head, looking at her boyfriend with worried eyes before up at the
dreadnought.
"No… but… I can't leave you…" she said softly.

Fang Fang narrowed his eyes and held his hands down, causing several glowing circles of light to
appear around on the ground. From the light several small wolves of yellow and green fur shifted up
from the earth, the beasts having leathery wings and long tails while their blue eyes were cold and
glaring. The hounds howled then took off after a few of the demons nearby, leaping up onto them and
biting the throats and bodies of the monsters while a few of the summoned beasts took to the sky and
started chasing other airborne demons.
"Listen to him; you must go before you are taken by this monster. You're all the targets of this
battle and… wait, where's Sun?" Fang Fang said looking around. Ceal looked back to him then over to
seeing the siren running towards Leon as the boy was still looking down at his deceased girlfriend's body
with sorrow. The siren ran over and tackled the boy to the side as a large chunk of debris from the
crumbling wall of the compound slammed down behind them, crushing the remains of the witch sisters
into the dirt as a dust cloud kicked up. Leon shook his head to regain his senses then saw Sun looking
down at him with remorseful eyes, the siren lying on top of him as the roars and shouts of the battle
were heard around them.
"This isn't happening, tell me this is just a bad dream, please tell me this isn't real," Leon said
with tears in his eyes. Sun slowly shook her head as she started crying softly, with Leon then glancing
past her to seeing another large chunk of debris falling towards them.
"Look out!" he yelled as she threw the girl off to the side, the large mass of bricks then slamming
down onto him with a crash. Sun rolled to the side as Luna and Falla screamed at seeing Leon crushed
under the rubble.
"Leon!" Luna yelled out. Render looked back over then stared with absolute shock as the dust
cleared from where his friend just was.
"No! NO! Leon, not you too!" he yelled out in agony.
Sun stared with horrified eyes at where the mimic mage was killed as she slowly stood up then
shook her head while grabbing her hair. She then heard a wolf's howl, prompting her to look over and
see Gin being taken down to the ground by two large winged demons, the four legged monsters biting
into the werewolf's neck and body while he screamed out in pain. Sun watched with shock as the
demons tore into the werewolf and clawed at him mercilessly, with two more monstrous brutes rushing
over to kill the wolf with their large swords. The monster swung down and hacked into the fighter that
let out a hoarse cry before falling silent.
"GIN!" Kokoa screamed as she saw her boyfriend being mutilated before her eyes. She ran over
and grabbed her Kou-mace, racing towards the monsters that were killing her boyfriend with teary eyes
of anger before two more shadowy monsters dropped down from above and took the girl to the ground.
"AHHH!" she screamed as the two demons used their claws and mouths to tear into her, ripping
apart her clothing then her flesh.
"Gin! Kokoa!" Luna cried out as she saw the redhead screaming and being eviscerated from
behind while the two demons atop the vampire clawed at her ruthlessly. Kokoa let out another scream
of agony before falling silent with Sun still staring at where Gin's remains were. The four demons that

slaughtered the werewolf howled before taking off, blood dripping from their claws and blades as more
of the otherworldly monsters gathered around the compound.
"Oh my god, they're dead!" Falla cried out.
"Kokoa! Gin!" Ruby cried out as she looked over to seeing the two having been killed, with the
monsters standing over Kokoa looking towards Sun with glares and blood dripping from their hands. Sun
shakily looked over to them as they approached her, her body feeling weak and her mind having gone
into shock from seeing her beloved torn apart right in front of her.
"Get away from her!" Render roared as he ran over and swiped his blades at the demons, slicing
through the body of one and cleaving the other's skull into two. The battlemage shoved the monsters
away then was tackled to the ground by another, with Sun staring ahead in shock as she seemed to lose
touch with reality. Render's screams and blood splattering onto her dress didn't faze the girl at all, her
eyes seeming to gaze off into space as she remembered over and over again the sound and image of Gin
being killed before her.
"Render!" Luna cried out. In a flash Luna and Falla appeared over next to Sun and the
battlemage, the demon on top of the boy being annihilated as two searing waves of time had carved
through it in a flash. The chronoflies looked down to seeing the remains of Render with pained
expressions then to Sun as she kept staring off into space.
"Sun, snap out of it! We need to get the hell out of here!" Luna cried out while shaking the girl.
Another painful scream came from above, the sisters looking up to seeing Rason being slashed and
hacked into while he was held in place by another demon. The boy thrashed around in the grip of a
larger flying monster while another was slashing into his body repeatedly with wraith blades on his
arms.
"Rason!" Luna shrieked as the angel was gutted and torn apart in the air. Nearby Gabriel
dropped to the ground with cuts and wounds all over his body, his eye having been gouged out while his
wings were bleeding. Luna looked over to him as the boy dropped onto his knee while holding his arm,
the image of him being in that state causing her heart to ache unbearably. It was almost as if she could
feel his pain.
"Oh god, Gabriel!" she cried out. The angel looked over to her with a weary expression before
two more demons tackled him down to the ground, mauling him viciously as his last scream echoed out.
Luna held a hand over her mouth as she felt a horrible stabbing feeling in her own heart, her eyes locked
onto the angel while Falla screamed out in horror.
"No!" she yelled before she appeared over by the angel in an instant, the demons above him
being splattered back from the girl's attacks through time. Falla dropped to her knees as she cried,
looking over the fallen angel's body before turning to Luna who was staring at him with devastation.
"No… this… this can't be happening!" she cried out. She looked up to seeing Kurumu tumbling
through the air down to the ground nearby, holding her bloodied shoulder which was missing its arm as
she dropped down onto her knees.

"AHHH! RASON!" Kurumu screamed out as she looked up with watery eyes of anger. Her wings
flared wildly with their purple flames before two winged demons flew down and tried to slash at her
with their claws. She screamed and swung around with her remaining hand at the demons, one of them
tearing off her right wing while the other struck her across the face and took out her eye. The girl
screamed in pain before a larger behemoth dropped down behind her and smashed her into the ground
with its fists. The monster roared and smashed down again and again, with each strike causing dirt and
purple flames to fly out of the crater that the girl was pushed further and further down into. After a few
more hits the monster roared as black smoke came up from the crater while the demonic power from
the succubus vanished completely.
"Kurumu! Oh my god, we're being slaughtered!" Ruby cried out as the remaining fighters saw
larger demons and behemoths dropping down around the compound. Some of them were nearly as tall
as the surrounding barrier to the compound while others were of smaller sizes.
"What do we do?" Kyouko cried out, standing near Fang Fang while holding Arial and Complica
close to her.
"There's too many of them!" Arial cried out looking up at the large horde of monsters that were
descending upon the compound. Some were flying demons that were circling about while other larger
behemoths and brutes of different shapes and kinds dropped down and landed on the ground and
buildings with powerful impacts.
"We have to run away somewhere!" Complica cried out while holding onto Kyouko, watching as
a two-headed brute crashed through the compound's southern wall and started swinging its giant
battle-axe at the buildings and guards that were shooting wildly at it.
"There's nowhere to run to my dear angel, we must either fight or fall," Fang Fang declared
while looking around with a frustrated expression.
"Those are terrible choices! Look around you, we're dying here!" Kyouko cried out.
From above giant deafening squawks were heard, the group looking up to seeing two colossal
rylos descending from the rift as well while circling the compound high in the sky. Luna and Falla stared
at the new colossus class demons with fright while Sun continued to remain silent and in a state of
shock.
"Oh my god, more? How many are they sending after us?" Falla cried out.
"We can't fight this many, we have to get out of here!" Luna shouted out.
Ruby gasped and erected a magical dome around herself, Razico, Yukari, and Ahakon, the
casters looking around with frustration and anger as larger monsters and demons started pounding on
the barrier. Ruby strained herself to keep the shield up, the dome flickering with each hit while the
others tried to use their magic to strike down the evil monsters.
"I can't hold them for long!" she called out.

"This isn't working, we need a plan!" Ahakon shouted out as he tried firing a lightning bolt at a
brute's face, the monster taking the hit yet still attacking the barrier without flinching.
"We're all going to die, that's the plan!" Yukari cried out as she waved her wand, sending a
cascading wave of earth away and knocking more of the dark monsters back before they scrambled
through the dirt and resumed hitting the shield.
"We're bringing his whole army down right on top of us, we can't fight this many off!" Razico
called out.
"This isn't his army, this is just the beginning!" Ran cried out as she ran back over towards them
and hid behind Ahakon on her knees, looking around with fearful eyes as she knew this wasn't even a
fraction of the dark king's forces yet.
Luna looked around with fright then shook Sun by the shoulders again, still not getting any
reaction out of the catatonic siren.
"Sun! Snap out of it, we need to get out of here!" she cried out. From above winged demons
flew down and knocked the girls to the ground, the two chronofly sisters being shoved into a tumble
before chains whipped around them. The girls screamed as two brutes each grabbed them and lifted
them into the air while the chains became taught around their bodies, their arms being entangled and
held down at their sides while another winged demon picked up Sun by her head, the girl now thrashing
around and trying to pull the monster's large hand off of her.
"No!" Falla yelled out as the chains around her tightened, constricting her body and wrapping
tightly around her figure.
"Help!" Luna screamed as she struggled to move as the two brutes holding her extended out
their wings. The group looked over to them as Complica screamed in terror.
"NO! Luna, Falla!" she cried out.
"Falla!" Ceal yelled out before looking back to the dreadnaught as it roared at him. The two
heads on the sides of the beast geared back while flames shot out from their mouths, with the catalyst
mage growling in frustration as he geared back with his sword. He swung once at the right head then at
the left, the two hits striking the dreadnought on each of the faces causing the inflicted heads to recoil
slightly with searing scars across their faces.
"Luna! Falla!" Kyouko cried out. She then had to pull Arial and Complica back as the two were
struggling to race towards the bound chronoflies and siren.
"Wait, you can't go out there!" she shouted out.
"Let me go, they're taking my sisters away!" Complica screamed out.
"Sun!" Arial cried out as she thrashed about in the human's grip.

Luna and Falla screamed as they were chained in place tightly while being held by two larger
demons each, with Sun then being grabbed by the throat of another shadowy demon and being held still
as she looked at it with fearful eyes.
"Now you're getting me mad!" Ceal yelled as he swung his blade at the dragon again, causing
the streak of energy to slice across the face of the middle head. The two side ones geared back then
blew streaming hot torrents of fire down at the courtyard, incinerating a few evil demons that got in the
way as the group watched with surprise. Ceal quickly swiped his blade with all his might, sending a
powerful wave of energy into one of the torrents that caused it to explode and blast back across the
ground with a wild inferno. The other torrent raced towards Ruby's barrier as the witch watched it with
fright.
"It's not going to hold, run!" she yelled out as her barrier flickered from the other demons
pounding against it. Yukari, Ahakon, and Ran bolted to the side as fast as they could, with Yukari waving
her wand and sending out a rolling wave of earth to knock the monsters in their path away, while Razico
ran up to Ruby, shielding her while the witch watched him with shock.
"Run Razico!" she yelled as the red glow started to engulf them.
"Not without you!" he yelled.
From in front of the barrier Mizore was suddenly thrown off to the side by Dark, the snow
maiden phasing into view with a yell.
"Dark!" she cried out, with Arial quickly looking over with a gasp as the snow maiden tumbled
into a roll before landing next to Felucia. The doll demon gasped as the flames barreled nearby then
quickly dove on top of Mizore to shield her from the blaze, her back searing and scorching as Mizore's
exposed hand started on fire, causing her to scream while Felucia tried to hold her down. The fiery
torrent slammed into Ruby's barrier, shattering it instantly and following through as the witch and
warlock were engulfed in the fiery blaze along with the evil demons that were surrounding them.
"Ruby!" Luna cried out.
"Razico!" Falla screamed as the searing torrent of flames incinerated the ground it traveled
along before striking into and melting through the compound's wall. Yukari and Ahakon stumbled away
from the blaze while screaming from the heat before a flying demon landed down and tackled Yukari to
the ground.
"AHHHH!" the witch screamed as it stated tearing into her body with its claws, with Ahakon
stumbling back then screaming as he saw his girlfriend being ripped apart on the grass.
"NO! YUKARI!" he yelled as aimed his hand at demon. Before he could cast a spell the monster's
tail whipped by and struck the mage in the head, throwing him back into the fiery torrent with a scream
that quickly fell silent.
"Ahakon!" Ran screamed as she saw the mage vanish into the flames. She trembled then looked
to the demon that was tearing apart Yukari with fright.

"No… no! Stop it!" she cried out as she ran over and tried to push the monster off. It ripped out
Yukari's throat then swung back at Ran with its hand, the sickening crack of the siren's neck being heard
loudly as the girl was struck with incredible force before being launched back into a wicked tumble.
"NO!" Kyouko cried out as she watched the two young casters being killed along with the siren
who collapsed on the ground with a frozen expression of shock on her face along with a broken neck.
"Make it stop! Make it stop!" Complica cried out as she looked back over to seeing her sisters
bound and being held in place. Arial shook her head as she looked around frantically.
"Wait, what happened to Dark, what about him?" she cried out.
Felucia slowly sat up while cringing, her back smoking and gradually starting to heal while
Mizore clutched her scorched hand, the snow maiden crying out in horrible pain while her feet were
burned as well.
"Mizore… oh god, what… what happened?" Felucia coughed out. Mizore screamed and looked
back towards the billowing wall of flames that had been stretched out across the courtyard.
"DARK!" she screamed out. Felucia looked back to the flames then slowly shook her head as she
trembled.
"No… he didn't… no! NO!" she cried out.
"Where's Dark? What happened to him?" Arial screamed as she broke free from Kyouko's grip,
the snow angel rushing towards Mizore and Felucia.
"Mizore, don't you dare tell me…" Felucia said looking back to Mizore with fearful eyes. Mizore
cried out as she held her hand while watching the flames burn.
"He threw me out of the way! He threw me to the side before he got hit!" she cried out. Arial
looked over to the flames with wide eyes and shook her head, her breathing picking up while she
grabbed her hair.
"No… no! NO NO NO! DARK! He… HE CAN'T BE DEAD!" she screamed out, her hair freezing over
instantly as the ground below her froze solid. She yelled out then looked to Mizore with fury and tears,
the snow maiden crying and screaming as she watched the flames burn where Dark had been. She
looked around then screamed out as she saw another demon ripping Yukari's heart out nearby, with
Felucia and Arial looking over to it as well with horror.
"Oh my god, everyone's dying!" Felucia cried out. Arial screamed as a powerful arctic chill blew
around her, the snow angel looking back towards the dragon with absolute fury as her eyes glowed
white.
"No… NO! NOOOOO!" she yelled as she swung her hands towards the dragon, causing a massive
explosion of frozen spikes to jettison from the ground and expand out towards the dreadnought. The
colossus roared before the gigantic frozen shards struck into the neck of its left head as well as its body,

the monster then howling as the shards pierced into the dragon's body. The left head screeched as a
shard tore through its eye while another dislocated its jaw, the ice being of incredible strength and
frozen temperature as Arial yelled out with all her might.
"YOU KILLED MY SON!" she screamed out in her rage. Ceal yelled out and swung his sword at
the giant dragon again, the blade's wave of energy flying through the air and striking the left head which
had half of its jaw sliced off. The wounded head of the dreadnought screeched as it thrashed around
while the center one turned towards Arial with a roar as flames flared up inside of its mouth.
"Run Arial, it's going to fire again!" Luna screamed out. Sun looked towards the snow angel with
a strained expression as the demon holding her kept a firm grip around her throat, keeping her from
using her voice even if she wished to use it despite the fact that she would kill Luna and Falla at such
close range.
"YOU'RE GOING STRAIGHT TO HELL!" Arial screamed as she swung her hands towards the
dragon again, causing another massive wave of frozen ice and spires to erupt from the ground and
launch towards the dark beast. The dreadnought geared back then fired a torrent of searing flames at
the angel, the waves of fire clashing into the wall of ice causing a blast of steam and haze to erupt out.
Arial yelled as she focused all her power into her attack, straining herself with everything she had to
avenge her demon. Ceal geared back and to swing at the dragon again before he was tackled to the
ground from behind by another winged demon, the mage being pinned onto the ground as the monster
roared at him. He looked back to it then to the dragon as its fiery breath burned through and pushed on
against the frozen waves of ice. Arial, Mizore, and Felucia watched with fright as the glowing white of
the snow angel's ice turned into a crimson red before shattering, the flames then streaking towards
them as the red glow engulfed the ground around them.
"Mizore!" Felucia cried out as she tried to shield the snow maiden again on the ground.
"Dark," Arial breathed out before the torrent of flames engulfed them, a flash of white frozen
smoke poofing briefly where the snow angel was before being consumed by the flames. Mizore
screamed out as the fiery torrent raged past her, with Felucia screaming in pain as she was burned from
head to toe. Before she collapsed she felt Mizore's body melting and burning away into the stream of
flames, the doll demon then crying out hoarsely as she felt her friend's body vanishing within her arms.
"ARIAL!" Complica screamed out as she saw the fiery torrent burning away the two snow girls
and doll demon. She then looked over and screamed as two more winged demons descended down and
started tearing apart Ceal viciously, with Falla screaming as loud as she could from seeing her boyfriend
killed before her.
"CEAL! NO!" she screamed as she struggled to move.
"Oh fuck, we're all going to die!" Kyouko cried out. Fang Fang looked around quickly, seeing that
nobody else was left standing from the onslaught of the dark demons, then back to Kyouko with a stern
expression.
"Get that one out of here right now, hide her! I'm going to try to free the others! Go!" he
ordered before he ran towards the bound chronoflies and siren. Kyouko started crying while holding

Complica close, watching as numerous shadowy demons were everywhere while the dreadnought
roared out nearby. Complica clung to her fearfully while looking over towards her sisters, the two bound
girls screaming and struggling to move in their bonds. Fang Fang ran over towards them then held down
his hand to the ground, readying to summon his phoenix.
"Alright Fang Fang, it's all up to you," he declared confidently to himself. From the ground a
large circle of light formed, the waves of orange and white light washing around from the casting spell as
the yasha focused his magic. Luna, Falla, and Sun looked to him with fearful eyes as the surrounding
demons glared at the boy.
"If you wish to take those ladies away, you'll have to deal with me," he threatened as the
phoenix's head started to phase up from the ground.
From above a loud boom echoed out in the sky, with a streak of dark light racing down from the
rift towards the compound. Fang Fang looked up to seeing the flash of dark light flying down before it
struck into the ground nearby, throwing the boy back into a tumble from the impact. Kyouko and
Complica looked over to seeing a figure standing where the flash had hit, with Fang Fang slowly getting
back onto his feet and glaring at the newcomer. All around the demons and colossuses suddenly grew
quiet and looked towards the new arrival. Fang Fang glanced around, seeing the demons kneeling down
and bowing while the dreadnought stood upright and watched the new figure constantly. Luna, Falla,
and Sun looked around fearfully then to the figure as it turned to face them.
"Ah, such a divine catch, both chronoflies and the elusive siren in one go. I don't believe it could
have worked out any better for me in any other way," the figure laughed. The three girls stared at him
with fright as a cold feeling started to slink down their spines from his mere presence. He stood fairly tall
with a large muscular build, wearing black leather shoes with intertwined straps that went around his
lower legs, crimson colored short pants with black diamonds on the leather belt, a black sleeveless tunic
with three purple diamonds adorning the front below the collar, and gray metal shoulder guards that
had serrated blades sticking out to the sides. Behind him were large demonic wings, the black frames
having talons sticking out at the edges while the insides of the wings where a dark purple. His long raven
hair was tied into a braid behind his head that went down past his shoulders and had a gold band
holding it at the end. He had a devilish smile on his face that gave the three bound girls chills just seeing
it, and his eyes were glaring with the right being orange and the left being a deep crimson. He chuckled
and slowly looked back to Fang Fang as the phoenix nearby squawked while its body was halfway up
through the casting circle.
"And just who do you think you are?" Fang Fang demanded. The newcomer smirked and glanced
to the phoenix as it screeched while flying up into the air, its wings flapping and causing small flames to
flare out behind it.
"Your new king," the man said with a dark tone, and then waved his hand up towards the
legendary bird of fire. A streak of torn space and darkness flashed up and tore through the phoenix in a
flash, with Fang Fang watching as the bird was decimated before bursting into flames and slowly
dissolving before it hit the ground. The girls stared at the sight with shock then looked to the man as he
walked up towards the yasha. Fang Fang looked to him with a stunned expression as the man merely
shrugged with a dark smile.

"Yes, your new ruler of all that shall ever be, Babylon," he declared. In a flash he backhanded
Fang Fang, with the yasha literally exploding and blasting apart into bloody fragments that splattered to
the side with a sickening crunch. The girls stared at the sight with horror as the mere hit from the man
had completely annihilated the yasha upon contact.
"NO!" Luna cried out.
"Fang Fang, no! You bastard!" Falla screamed out at him. Kyouko trembled while holding
Complica close, the young chronofly staring at the dark king with absolute fright while she clung to the
human girl. Babylon laughed then walked back to the bound girls, paying the human no mind at all.
"You monster, you're the one responsible for all of this!" Luna screamed out at him. Sun
struggled to move, glaring with teary eyes at the dark king as she was held by the throat still. Babylon
chuckled and held a hand to Luna's cheek, the girl trembling with fear as his piercing gaze was just as
frightening as Pandora's.
"You thought you could escape me my dear? How very foolish of you, though I suppose that
would be expected of a lesser being," he said with a smirk. Luna trembled then spat at him, the man not
even flinching before he wiped the spit off of his cheek.
"Nice to see you have that fire in you still, I'll expect some healthy and fit warriors from both you
and your dear sister," he said glancing to Falla. The chronoflies' eyes widened as the demons holding
them stretched out their wings.
"No, no! NO!" Luna screamed as the two holding her took off into the air. Falla screamed out in
terror as she was taken right after her, the two being flowing up into the sky while the dark king turned
to Sun with a cold smile. The siren stared at him with fright while Complica watched her sisters flying up
into the sky.
"Sis-" she cried out before Kyouko slapped a hand over her mouth, the human watching the
dark king with absolute fright.
"Quiet, we need to hide before he notices us," she hushed out frantically as she looked around
for anywhere to hide. The courtyard was filled with demons and monsters that were all watching their
king; however none of them seemed to be paying the human and angel any mind now. Kyouko looked
around frantically then scrambled over on the ground towards the fallen debris from the wall that had
killed the witch sisters.
Babylon held a hand to Sun's cheek, the siren trembling with fright as his eyes seemed to show a
slight glimmer of something far more evil and dark than she had imagined behind them.
"And you, my dear Sun Otonashi, will serve a great purpose as well," he said with a chuckle. Sun
tried to scream, her voice only coming out as a hoarse whimper as the demon holding her applied
pressure to her throat. The girl coughed and choked as Babylon laughed at her.
"Don't worry, you'll be singing much more under my command, all for a greater cause than
anything else that could have awaited you on this miserable little rock," he said with amusement.

Kyouko and Complica hid behind the rubble of the fallen wall, keeping low while watching the
dark king with fearful eyes. Complica looked up at the sky and shook her head as she started to cry.
"They took my sisters, they killed everybody and took my sisters back to that world, what are we
going to do?" she whimpered as she looked to Kyouko. The human looked to her then to Babylon with
frustration and teary eyes.
"I don't know, I don't know what we can do," she said shaking her head.
Babylon stepped back from the siren then snapped his fingers.
"Take her to be leashed like a good little girl, then we'll be putting my new siren to good use,"
he ordered, with the demons holding the siren then taking off into the air. Sun struggled and tried to
scream while she was lifted into the air, the monster in front of her holding her throat while the one
behind held her by the shoulders. Babylon laughed as he watched them fly up out of sight then looked
over to seeing Felucia walking towards him with fury in her eyes, her body having healed again while she
was now holding a bloodied sword in her hand.
"You… goddamned… motherfucking… ASSHOLE!" she yelled as she raced towards the man with
tears in her eyes. Babylon chuckled then caught the girl's swing as she tried to slash as his head, the doll
demon struggling in his grip as he grabbed hold of both of her wrists and held in her place effortlessly.
"You killed my friends, you killed my demon, you took everything from me; I'm going to fucking
kill you for this! I'm going to fucking kill you!" Felucia cried out while shaking her head. Babylon smirked
and tilted his head while Kyouko and Complica watched with worried eyes.
"Ah yes, you were the one that broke into my palace weren't you? Such impressive efforts from
a wandering soul," Babylon mused. Felucia looked to him with fury as she struggled to move, her hands
unable to budge an inch in the man's powerful grasp.
"When I get done with you you're going to be begging for mercy! I'll never forgive you, I'll hunt
you down until the end of time, I'll gut you like a fucking fish and splatter your goddamned brains all
over the ground, I'll-"
Babylon then crushed down on the girl's soul band, shattering it instantly with a crackle of
energy that sparked out from his hand. Felucia jerked back then dropped to the ground with a thump,
her expression frozen in shock as her body slowly shifted to a dull coarse color. Kyouko held a hand over
her mouth to keep her scream from getting out as well as over Complica's while the young angel
watched with horror at the sight.
"Impressive efforts, yet all for nothing," Babylon said coldly as he walked away, with Felucia's
body then shifting to dust and crumbling apart. Kyouko grabbed Complica and ducked down behind the
rubble, holding the young angel close while the chronofly whimpered and cried into her shirt. The
human tried to control her breathing as she kept pressed back against the debris to remain out of sight,
feeling her heart beating quickly while she was now crying out of agony and sorrow.

'Everyone's dead! Everyone's dead, Luna and Falla are going to be raped to death, and Sun was
taken away to be that monster's slave! What the hell am I going to do now?'
Babylon looked around with a cold grin as he saw the remains of the compound falling into
flames and ruin. The monsters and dreadnaught all around kept watching him while awaiting his
command while dozens of flying demons along with the two rylos continued to circle the compound
above in the sky.
"Yes, this was most certainly worth the endeavor, how very kind of them to not only reveal
themselves but also open that gateway for me as well. Such generous and foolish creatures," he
laughed. He then walked off to the side as his wings stretched out behind him, with Kyouko slowly
peeking out from behind the rubble as she held Complica close to her still.
"I'm going to go make sure our lovely guests are comfortable in their new home and finish
preparations for the invasion. The rest of you, have some fun while you're down here, kill and destroy as
much as you can in the meantime. Level entire cities to the ground, spill enough blood to cover the
world, rape to your hearts content if you so desire. Show the world a taste of what's to come!" he
ordered with a dark booming voice. The demons and dreadnought roared out along with those in the
air, the minions then scattering and heading off in all directions. The dreadnought took to the sky and
flew off with a large group of flying demons while on the ground dozens of brutes and charmed warriors
took off into the hills and forests around the compound. One of the rylos squawked and started to fly off
in another direction while the other continued to circle the ravaged compound. Babylon laughed then
looked over to Kyouko, the girl jumping with a yelp as she turned pale from seeing him watching her.
"Haha, did you think I failed to notice you hiding back there?" he laughed. Kyouko trembled
while still holding Complica down and close to her. Babylon chuckled as he looked at the girl with a sly
grin.
"Nothing escapes my eye little girl, however a mere insect such as yourself is hardly worth any
time of mine. Enjoy your final moments in what's left of your world, however fleeting they will be," he
said coldly before taking off into the air. Kyouko watched him fly up then looked around fearfully, seeing
the other demons and monsters heading off while the remains of the villa were in flames. No gunfire
was heard, no voices were heard, nothing but the crumbling of the burning buildings and the roars and
howls of the demons that were running loose into the world. The two girls shakily got up and looked
around with horror, seeing the bodies of their friends strewn about along with the fallen demons and
monsters from the short battle. Blood had soaked the ground along with ashes and rubble, the entire
villa having been decimated by the assault of the dark monsters.
"Oh my god… this isn't happening… this isn't happening…" Kyouko whimpered while shaking her
head. Complica broke down crying and clung to the human's waist.
"They took my sisters and they took Sun and they killed my big brother and they killed everyone
and now we're all alone what do we do what are we supposed to do now we have to save them we have
to save my sisters and Sun we have to do something why is this happening I just want my sisters back
bring them back please bring them back!" she cried out while Kyouko held the girl with teary eyes. She
dropped to her knees and held the girl tightly as they both cried amongst the battlefield.

"I'm sorry Complica, I'm sorry. We'll figure something out, we'll save them, I promise," Kyouko
said before she broke down into tears. She held the crying chronofly angel as she felt her hope falling
apart. Everyone was dead, three of their own had been taken away, and monsters from the dark world
were running loose in the area.
arms.

"Tsukune! Where are you, I need you!" she cried out as the two girls sobbed in each other's

The two girls then looked up as the rylo above let out another loud screech. The massive flyer
circled above the remains of the villa as flashes were seen coming from above it along its spines.
"What the fuck is that thing anyway?" Kyouko yelled out with anger. Complica looked at the rylo
with watery eyes then jumped with a gasp.
"Wait, Ran told me about those things, they're called rylos. They're storm demons," she said
fearfully. Kyouko looked at the rylo with widening eyes as electrical arcs flared around the monster's
wings and spread out into the sky like a tangled web.
"They're what kind of demons?" she asked nervously.
A loud boom was heard as the lightning above seemed to explode around the rylo like an
expanding ball of energy, with the sphere of bolts breaking apart and flying off in all directions as a
powerful tornado flared from underneath the demon's wings. Kyouko and Complica watched with terror
as the tornado erupted into a wild spiral that expanded out far and wide around the massive flyer while
circling about in the air. A moment later the lightning storm struck everywhere down below at the villa
and surrounding forests while the winds picked up to hurricane level speeds. Sections of the forest were
blown into fiery infernos while parts of the hillside and remains of the villa were struck with powerful
bolts of lightning all around. The wind blew debris and ash wildly through the air along with a few
vehicles from the villa and trees from the forest. Kyouko screamed and ducked down while shielding
Complica with her body, the two girls crying out as the rampaging storm seemed to drop right on top of
them from the rylo above. Lightning stuck into area wildly and rapidly while loose chunks of earth and
debris were thrown around in the winds that formed a few raging tornados.
"AHHH!" Complica cried out as she shut her eyes and clung to Kyouko.
"I've got you Complica!" Kyouko cried out before a massive blast of electricity hit nearby, with
Complica then being knocked out from the force of the explosion.

Slowly Complica opened her eyes, her hearing being muffled as her senses were gradually
coming back to her. It was hard to breathe, with her body feeling like it was buried under something.
After a moment she realized she was being held by Kyouko still, the chronofly's face being partially
smothered by the human's bosom. They were both lying down still, with Complica on the ground and
Kyouko atop her, along with rocks and bricks covering them as well. Complica coughed as she struggled
to move, her body feeling weak while the air was dusty and stale.

"Ky… Kyouko?" she asked weakly. She tried to move, her left hand slowly pushing a few loose
stones away from her on the side. The bricks toppled over, showing a glimpse of the night sky through a
hole in the debris. Complica tried to pull her other arm out from under some dirt and bricks while her
head was pinned to looking towards the opening she had made at her left by the human girl atop her.
"We're… we're alive. Kyouko, are you ok?" she asked as she tried to budge. Again she heard
nothing, and then stopped moving. She blinked then glanced to the girl's chest that was next to her
head, not seeing it moving.
"Kyouko?" she asked worriedly. She blinked then moved her free hand to find Kyouko's hand
lying at their side, motionless. She tried to shake it then started whimpering.
"Kyouko? Are you ok? Say something," she said, still getting no response from the human girl.
Complica started panicking as she tried to free her other arm from the dirt, feeling Kyouko's body lying
atop her and pinning her down. She grunted and pulled with all her might, slowly budging free and
trying to pull herself out towards the opening where she could see the sky. With another mighty pull she
yanked herself to the side as more loose bricks and stones toppled over and down into a charred crater
that was next to them. Complica dug herself out of the debris then looked to seeing the large hole
where a bolt of lightning had struck.
"Oh my god, that nearly killed us," she said with fright. She then looked back and started clawing
away at the loose stones and dirt where she saw Kyouko's jacket under.
"Kyouko, please, say something, anything!" she cried out. After she moved aside a few more
stones she gasped and held her hands over her mouth, staring with watery eyes at the human girl who
did not survive the storm. Kyouko had managed to save Complica's life, just barely, by being the human
shield, which was evident from the scorch marks that had covered the backside of her head and lower
body from the lightning strikes. The human had a lifeless gaze in her eyes which were still open, with
dried blood seen in her mouth and on her forehead.
"No… not you too… Kyouko," Complica whimpered quietly. She started crying while holding
onto the human girl's back, feeling scared and alone more so now than ever.
"Please don't die, don't leave me here all alone!" she cried as she held onto the girl. Her sobs
echoed out into the air as a breeze blew by, her hair fluttering gently as she clung to the deceased
human. After a while she slowly sat up and looked down at Kyouko with teary eyes.
"I'm sorry, this is all my doing. I never should have put that stupid bracelet on, I did all of this.
I'm so sorry," she whimpered. She started breathing shakily as she looked up at the sky with fearful
eyes.
"I got all of you killed, and now my sisters are both trapped in that dark world forever," she said
before crying again. The young angel rubbed her eyes while shaking her head, unable to stop her tears
as she felt her despair sinking in. She looked down with sorrow and slowly stood up, giving one last look
at Kyouko before she slowly trudged off aimlessly. As she walked through the remains of the villa she
slowly glanced around, seeing rubble and charred debris with the occasional body of one of Fang Fang's
guards. She also unfortunately caught sight of a bloodied black feathered wing without an owner,

knowing it was once Gabriel's, Yukari's bloodied hat which was torn up, Mizore's choker which was
charred and burned, Sun's sketchpad which had blood on it, and one of Render's swords which was
scratched and scuffed in the dirt. Then she also saw Kokoa's remains lying on the ground, the vampire
having been clawed into two halves viciously by demons, and a bat that was nuzzling against the girl's
cheek with small squeaks.
"Ms. Kokoa… Ms. Kokoa!" Kou squeaked out with agony as his mistress lay dead next to him.
Complica walked up to them and looked down at the redhead with teary eyes, with Kou then slowly
looking up to her then jumping with a small squeak.
"Ms. Complica, you're still alive!" he said with surprise. Complica nodded slowly then glanced
behind her.
"Kyouko… saved my life… by shielding me from the lightning," she said sadly. Kou looked at her
for a moment then around.
"Where is she? Did anyone else survive?" he asked. Complica whimpered then shook her head.
"They're all dead… they're all dead and my sisters were taken away and Sun was taken away and
we're all that's left!" she cried out before she dropped to her knees and sobbed while holding her hands
to her face. Kou looked at her with sorrow then back to Kokoa who lay motionless next to him.
"Ms. Kokoa, I'm sorry, I failed in protecting you," he said before he broke down into tears while
squeaking sadly. Complica looked to him with teary eyes then to Kokoa.
"It's all my fault, I was the one who overloaded that bracelet and blew open a hole into that
world, I got everybody killed," she said softly. Kou sniffled then looked to her as she slowly stood up.
"This is all because of me, I screwed up again, I screwed up so badly again, why do I keep
screwing up like this?" she whimpered shaking her head.
"Ms. Complica, you didn't mean for any of this to happen, you didn't know what would happen
with that bracelet," Kou reasoned.
"It's all my fault! I'm just a mistake in this world; all I do is ruin everything for everyone around
me!" Complica cried out before she took off running. Kou squeaked then tried to follow after her as the
chronofly ran aimlessly through the debris field, her tears dropping from her cheeks as she cried
uncontrollably.
"I never should have been born, I never should have existed! I've ruined everything!" she wailed
as she ran through the rubble. After a few more steps she tripped and tumbled into a roll, coming to a
stop on some charred grass while crying out of sorrow. Slowly she looked up to see Ceal's body lying
ahead of her, the mage having been ripped apart by the evil demons while his sword remained clutched
in his hand. Complica screamed and scrambled over to him, shaking her head in agony as she saw the
boy dead before her eyes.

"Ceal! I'm so sorry, please, I never wanted this! I never did!" she cried out before she held onto
his arm and sobbed, her tears dropping onto the ground while she felt her heart aching. Kou fluttered
nearby then perched down on a piece of rubble as he watched the girl cry her heart out for what had
happened.
"I'm sorry big brother, I messed up again. I ruined everything for everyone, I'm just a horrible
mistake in this world," she whimpered while lying down and holding onto the mage's arm tenderly.
"Ms. Complica…" Kou said quietly.
Complica whimpered then looked to Ceal's reptilian hand, the girl slowly tracing her own over
his while she cried.
"Xarai, can you hear me? Are you there? Xarai?" she asked shakily while holding onto the boy's
hand. She held it tightly and cried out while shaking her head.
"Please Xarai, please hear me! I'm sorry!" she sobbed loudly. She broke down crying while
holding onto the mage's body, her voice echoing out while Kou started to cry as well. After a while
Complica stopped when she felt something brushing against her cheek, the girl looking to seeing a black
tentacle having come out of the ground next to her from a dark rift. She sat up and held onto the limb as
it nuzzled against her cheek, a low mournful groan being heard below as Kou looked at them with
remorseful eyes.
"I'm sorry Xarai, I screwed up so badly, please don't hate me," Complica whimpered. The
tentacle gently brushed against her cheek while she held onto it, the girl looking at it with sorrow then
back down to Ceal's remains. A few dark tentacles came from the ground and traced over the boy's
remains, a painful groan being heard from below showing the necro demon's sorrow from the loss as
well.
"He was going to kill that dragon, I know he was, but then all those monsters ganged up on him,
it wasn't fair," she whimpered.
"We weren't ready for such a force to fight against, there were too many of them," Kou said
sadly. Complica nodded then slowly looked up at the sky.
"If only we had help, if only we weren't alone with that fight we could have won. This is a
nightmare, we wouldn't have stood a chance against those things no matter where we would have
fought them, we're not strong enough alone," she said softly.
"The humans aren't going to survive this war, and neither will the monsters, we're all doomed,"
Kou squeaked nervously.
"No, it can't end like this… it can't end like this!" Complica cried out while shutting her eyes. She
screamed and stumbled to her feet as Kou looked at her worriedly, with the dark tentacles of Xarai
slowly swaying about nearby.

"No, no no no no, it can't end like this. There has to be a way to win, there has to be a way to
stop Babylon, there just has to!" she cried out. She grabbed her hair and looked down with teary eyes of
frustration and sorrow.
"We couldn't have beaten them all by ourselves, this was a disaster; we're completely
outnumbered and overpowered. And everybody was planning on taking on Babylon and his armies after
they sent me home, they wanted to go after him and kill him; they would have been slaughtered! They
wouldn't have stood a chance against them!" she exclaimed.
"It's all over, everyone is dead, the dark army will be descending upon our worlds soon, we've
already lost," Kou squeaked with despair while he hung his head low. Complica looked up with teary
eyes, watching as the clouds of smoke and ash slowly dispersed with the night sky seen above.
"If only they knew exactly what they were up against, how badly we need all the help we can
get, maybe…" she said softly before trailing off, seeming to become lost in thought for a moment. She
blinked then slowly looked down, her hair covering her eyes as Kou looked around nervously.
"We should get out of here; we need to find a safe place to hide. Oh dear, but there's nowhere
to run to, this whole world is going to be leveled to the ground soon, there's nothing we can do to stop
this," he whimpered. Complica remained silent then slowly looked to Ceal with gentle eyes, seeing
Xarai's limbs holding onto the mage while a low mournful groan was heard below.
"It can't end like this," she said softly. Kou looked to her with worried eyes as she wiped her
tears away, the girl then looking around carefully. After a moment she looked back to Kou.
"We need to find my bat," she said. Kou looked at her curiously while she waited for a response,
the girl then shaking her head with a frustrated expression.
"Please, we need to find my baseball bat, right now!" she cried out.
"What? Your bat? Why?" Kou asked.
"Just help me find it; I need to save my sisters and everybody!" Complica yelled out.
"Ms. Complica, if you're intending to embark on a hopeless suicide run against this dark army,
you'll need much more than a little baseball bat to fight with," Kou reasoned shaking his head.
"Just find it for me, please! I'm begging you!" Complica cried out. She looked to the tentacles
then back to Kou as the bat looked at her puzzled, with a few of the tentacles seeming to sway and turn
towards her as if Xarai was listening as well.
"Please, I'm begging you, both of you; I need that to help everybody. Please, help me find it, I'll
make all of this ok again, I promise, just find my bat!" Complica begged desperately. Kou glanced to
Xarai's tentacles, as if the limbs were glancing back to him with unseen eyes, and then looked at
Complica curiously. The girl held her hands together with pleading eyes.

"Please, it's our only hope, trust me," she urged. Kou looked at her for a moment then fluttered
around while scanning the debris for the girl's trademark baseball bat. A few dark tentacles came up
from the ruins around the destroyed main building as Xarai too started to search for it. Complica looked
to Ceal with remorseful eyes then ran off towards a pile of rubble, frantically searching through it as she
tried to hold back her tears.
"If I may ask, how are you intending to save everybody with a baseball bat?" Kou asked as he
flew around in search of the item.
"By doing the only thing I can do," she said with determination.
After a while of searching a tentacle came up from a pile of broken wood and bricks, holding the
girl's baseball bat while a groaning sound echoed out from below it. Complica and Kou looked over then
quickly rushed towards it while the tentacle held the bat out for the girl to take.
"That's it, you found it, thank you," Complica said gratefully as she took hold of her bat. She
looked it over with gentle eyes while Kou watched her curiously.
"Ok, now what are you going to do?" he asked as the girl gently traced a hand over the stick.
Complica breathed out, then started whacking the baseball bat on the ground with hard strikes, with
Kou watching with bewilderment as the girl swung again and again with fierce hits.
"Ms. Complica, what are you doing?" Kou exclaimed while shaking his head.
"I told you, the only thing I can do," Complica said with a focused expression as she kept hitting
the stick down against the debris. After a few more hits the baseball bat snapped apart into two pieces,
with the top half bouncing off onto the ground as Complica caught her breath.
"You had us find that thing only for you to break it? Are you suffering from chrono dementia or
something?" Kou asked with disbelief. Complica dropped the severed half of the stick she was holding
then picked up the top part, holding it up and shaking it while looking at it with worried eyes. After a
moment a rolled up scroll slid out from the broken part, with Kou watching in wonder as the girl took
the scroll and dropped the broken stick. She unrolled it and examined it with gentle eyes, slowly
kneeling down and setting the spell on the ground as Kou fluttered over and landed on her shoulder.
"What is that?" he asked.
"The only way to save everybody," she said softly while tracing a hand over the casting diagram
and strange letters that were written on the parchment. She studied the scroll carefully, her mind
completely focused on her task with all her willpower as her eyes examined each part of the spell.
"I don't understand, what is this?" Kou asked. Complica stood up and took a few steps over
towards a clearing while Kou landed down on the spell and looked at it curiously, with Xarai's tentacles
gently swaying about nearby still. Complica held out her hands and focused her magic, a small ripple of
chrono energy fluxing around her as she concentrated with all her might. She slowly moved her hands
around accordingly, her monster energy drawing its power from the time stream as she focused on
casting the spell with everything she had. Kou looked at her curiously before a soft light came from the

ground before the girl. Several brightly colored rings, all of which glowed with a deep blue and a bright
green, started to take form. They had dozens of odd symbols and characters around them as the
multilayered rings glowed brightly and slowly circled around.
"Ms. Complica, what are you doing?" Kou asked.
In the center of the rings a faint glow started to form above in the air, a bright white light
seeming to appear out of nowhere. Around it tears and rifts seared around, stars and moving celestial
bodies flying by in a blur being seen through the tears. The glow in the middle get brighter and brighter,
the tears and sears around it ripping through time wildly as the spell's core expanded. It sent out
shockwave after shockwave with a loud bang each time, the rings on the ground flashing wildly and then
spinning around. Kou looked at the spell with wonder then to scroll.
"Wait, this spell, it's… it's…" he said before looking back to Complica with surprise, the girl now
turned to face him while still holding a hand back towards the spell's core. She had a sorrowful smile on
her face as tears were dripping from her cheeks, her shirt fluttering gently in the wind.
"Chrono Displacement," she said softly. Kou jumped with a loud squeak then looked to the spell
as it glowed brightly behind her.
"What? Why are you casting that, you know the dangers it holds! How did you even have this
spell anyway, I thought it was destroyed and gone forever!" he cried out. Complica looked to the scroll
with sorrowful eyes and nodded.
"It was, down here, but I had that copy in heaven. After I was placed into the heavenly city with
my parents I drew it up while it was still fresh in my mind. Even though I always draw with so much
detail that it's a mess for anyone to see, it worked out well in recreating that scroll, I remembered every
detail as if I had just cast it on that day. I made it to always have nearby, so that one day I might have
shown Lloyd when he came to heaven, show him what I did for him and why," she said softly. She
whimpered then shook her head.
"To show him… the horrible mistake I made, and beg for his forgiveness for how stupid I was,"
she said with remorse. Kou stared at her with shock then to the spell's core.
"Ms. Complica… what are you doing?" he asked carefully.
"I'm doing the only thing I can do, I'm saving them all," Complica said looking back to the core.
Kou squeaked then quickly flew in front of her, shaking his head while trying to push her back.
"No! You mustn't go into that thing Ms. Complica! You know what that spell does, it destroys
the lifeforce of whoever goes back after one day!" he cried out.
"I know that," Complica said with teary eyes.
"Then you must also know that you are a disembodied soul, nothing but pure lifeforce! If you go
back your entire being will be destroyed by the spell's cost, your soul will be killed!" Kou cried out

desperately. Xarai let out a small groan before two tentacles quickly grabbed hold of Complica's leg and
waist, the girl looking to them as they were holding her back.
"If you go back in time again your soul will die, you'll be erased from existence forever!" Kou
cried out.
"I have to go! I have to warn everybody, I have to save them from what I did to them, I have to
save my sisters!" Complica cried out as she tried to pull Xarai's limbs off of her.
"No Ms. Complica, I can't allow you to go! You'll be signing your death warrant, you'll be
dooming yourself!" Kou said shaking his head while fluttering in front of the girl's face.
"Let me go Xarai, I have to do this, I have to save them!" Complica yelled out while pulling on
the tentacle around her waist. Kou looked back to the spell then to her with worried eyes.
"I'll go back, I owe Ms. Kokoa to save her however I can," he said. Complica shook her head then
grabbed the bat, throwing him away before she screamed and shifted through time, waving her hand
back and slicing off Xarai's limbs. She appeared back in normal time a step closer to the spell's core as
Kou tried to catch his balance and as more of the dark tentacles came up from the ground while the two
that had been sliced apart vanished.
"No! Nobody else is going to die because of me! Nobody else is going to die because of what I
did! This is all my fault, I need to correct this, I need to set things straight, I'm the one who's going
back!" she yelled out. Kou regained himself then looked at her with nervous eyes.
"Wait, don't do this, think about what's going to happen to you," he pleaded. Xarai let out a low
grown as the tentacles swayed towards Complica. The girl shook her head with a remorseful smile.
"I know what I'm doing, I know for sure this time. I gave my life up for a stupid reason; it was the
worst mistake I ever made, something that I've come to accept. I lost my life because I wasn't thinking,
but I am now. I know what will happen to me, what I'll lose this time. I know I'll be gone forever," she
said softly. Kou looked at her with worried eyes while Xarai let out a mournful groan. Complica sniffled
then looked back to the spell behind her.
"I know… that this is worth the cost," she said before she darted back and into the spell's core,
with Kou screaming out behind her along with Xarai's loud groan.
"Ms. Complica!" Kou cried out before the girl's world flashed to white, her body flying past
bright streaks of light and torn space as she closed her eyes, a few tears leaking out as she smiled sadly.
'I know what I'm doing this time. Luna, Falla, please forgive me, but I have to do this.'
A loud screeching sound echoed out, turning into a deafening roar before everything faded to
black around her. Then she felt nothing at all, seeming to be floating in total darkness as her body went
numb for a moment.

"Luna? Are you… still ok?" Falla's voice said in a soft echo. Slowly Complica's vision came into
focus, the girl finding herself sitting on the floor in the dining room of the villa where she was before.
She blinked then slowly looked around, seeing everybody in the room again while Luna slowly set her
bracelet down on her table and looked to her hands with wonder.
"I feel… fine," she said with a growing smile. She laughed and looked to her hands then to Falla
with amazement.
"I feel fine, I… I feel fine still," she said with a bright smile. She laughed and hugged her sister,
with Falla holding her as well while smiling in relief as Luna held onto her.
"I'm ok, it's a miracle!" she said as the group smiled at their friend. Complica smiled as tears of
joy started to form in her eyes, then looked around to seeing everybody alive and well again. They all
had smiles of wonder as they looked at Luna after Ceal had healed her mind. Complica smiled with relief
at seeing Arial and Sun, as well as everyone else that was once again alive, and then glanced to a large
antique clock that was at the side of the room, looking at the time with a quiet whimper.
The clock's hands read 10:55.
Complica closed her eyes for a moment then rushed over and hugged Luna tightly while crying
softly. Luna and Falla looked to her with gentle smiles as the young girl held onto her sister while
sobbing.
"Sister…" Complica said softly before looking up at Luna, seeing the smile and gentle expression
on her face that she knew so well.
"It's ok Complica, I'm fine, I'm really ok again," Luna reassured. Complica nodded then hugged
her tightly, closing her eyes as she had a saddened smile on her face while her sisters held her.
"Complica, why are you crying?" Falla asked with a gentle smile. Complica sniffled then looked
up to Luna, then to Falla, then back to Luna with a teary-eyed smile.
"I'm just… so happy that you're ok again."

Chapter 39
Troubled Waters Ahead
Deep underground in the HDA HQ two vampires were seated in a dining lounge, both of whom
had been offered a spread of cooked and prepared foods along with drinks courtesy of the humans.
Inside the room a few tables were setup, however at this hour nobody else was eating or seated nearby,
with only two assigned soldiers talking casually next to the buffet. Seated at a table Moka and Akasha
were eating their provided meals before they would be escorted to their room at the station for the
night. Although they were eager to regroup with their companions back at Fang Fang's estate they were
to wait until the following day when they would be taken to their friends after all the preparations had
been set for their upcoming task with the HDA.
"So, first the humans try to arrest and execute you for being enemies of mankind, and now
they're providing a lovely buffet and accommodations while being guarded by armed soldiers. As
always, these humans never fail to surprise me with their unpredictability," Akasha mused before she
took a drink of her wine. Moka smiled amusedly and nodded as she looked around the room.
"I certainly didn't expect this when I first woke up this morning, especially not in the same day. I
am glad however that Hothorne sees that we're not truly enemies of mankind, it's comforting to know
that there's still hope of rekindling our alliance with them," she said with relief.
"That or this food is poisoned and we'll be dead within the hour. Either way, I'm enjoying the
reprieve with my daughter, certainly a wonderful way to end the day," Akasha said with a gentle smile.
Moka looked at her with a curious smile and shook her head.
"I'm going to hold onto hope that we're going to walk out of here alive still," she laughed.
Akasha showed a slightly saddened smile then looked down to her wineglass while gently tracing her
finger around the edge.
"Well, you will my dear, I however won't be," she said softly. Moka looked at her with a worried
smile which slowly faded away.
"What are you talking about?" she asked. Akasha glanced up to her for a moment then slowly
breathed out quietly.
"Moka… there's only one vampire in this room that is alive," she said softly.
Moka looked at her mother with worried eyes then slowly showed surprise as she held a hand
over her mouth.
"Wait… you… you're not saying…" she said with growing fear. Akasha looked at her daughter
with a remorseful expression and slowly nodded, then glanced to the humans that were standing over
by the food table.
smile.

"Excuse me gentleman," she called out gently. The men looked to her as she showed a saddened

"Would you mind giving me and my daughter a moment alone, we have something personal to
discuss," she said looking back to Moka who was staring at her mother while her eyes were starting to
water. The men glanced to each other then nodded.
"Alright, we'll wait outside until you are both ready to leave, we still have to escort you two to
your room tonight," one of them informed. Akasha nodded while still watching her daughter.
"Thank you gentlemen, we'll come get you when we're finished here," she said softly. The
humans took a plate of food each and left the lounge, closing the door behind as the room filled with
silence.
"Mother…" Moka said quietly.
"I'm sorry Moka, but… I'm afraid that my stay here is only temporary, I don't quite belong in this
world anymore," Akasha said softly. Moka whimpered and shakily shook her head.
"Not you, not you too. You can't be, you just can't be…" she said fearfully. Akasha paused for a
moment then looked down with closed eyes.
"I've been dead for some time now Moka, what you see before you is just another wandering
soul like your demon friend," she said softly. Moka gasped while holding both hands over her mouth,
staring at the disembodied soul of her mother with watery eyes.
smile.

"No… you can't be… you can't be dead," she whimpered. Akasha looked to her with a remorseful

"Please don't cry my daughter; I don't want our time together now spent in mourning," she said
gently. Moka closed her eyes as she slowly lowered her hands, calming herself the best she could, then
looked at her mother with sorrow while she wiped a tear away.
"How can you ask me not to cry, I finally find my mother again only to learn that she's been dead
all this time. I thought… I thought I would have you back in my life again," she said sadly.
"I'm sorry Moka, this isn't how I wanted us to meet each other again, though to be honest it is
the only way it could have happened now," Akasha said with remorse. Moka looked at her with watery
eyes then down as she shook her head.
"What happened to you mother, where did you go? I only remember… I only remember faint
images of you back home with father, but I was so young then, I hardly remember your voice," she said
worriedly. Akasha nodded and looked down to her wineglass with a distant gaze.
"I'm sorry I had to leave you Moka, I never wanted to, not once. I didn't want to leave you or
your father, but… I had to. I had to leave you to protect you," she said. Moka looked at her mother with
wonder then showed concern.
"Alucard," she said softly. Akasha looked to her and nodded as Moka showed a troubled
expression.

"I heard… that you were the one that sealed that destroyer away, that you were the only one
who was able to stop it from going on a rampage," Moka said curiously. Akasha nodded again and
looked up with a thoughtful gaze.
"Alucard, the invincible destroyer and plague to all, that name I'll never forget, try as I might,"
she said. After a moment she looked back to Moka and shook her head slowly.
"That monster was a horrible mistake Moka, a mistake that I am responsible for," she said with
remorse. Moka looked at her with concern.
"What do you mean, how was Alucard your fault?" she asked. Akasha hesitated then looked at
her daughter with worried eyes.
"Because I'm the one that led to him becoming what he was, I'm the one that's responsible for
the destroyer you knew as Alucard existing," she said with regret. Moka looked at her with surprise as
Akasha lowered her head in shame.
"You? You were responsible?" Moka asked with disbelief. Akasha nodded then looked at her
daughter with saddened eyes.
"Yes. Long before you were born, before I met your father, I was among three warriors who
tried to stop a vampire who had become a true monster in the world. He was known as Alucard, a
vampire that hated all living things. He found them to be a blemish in a world he deemed to be his own,
and wanted to wipe out all life around him. He wished to become all-powerful, above that of all the dark
lords. For years he plagued the monster realm, draining the blood and essences of every monster he
could find, absorbing their strength and adding it to his own," she said with regret. Moka looked at her
with wonder then tilted her head.
"But, you said that… you let him turn into that thing, didn't you?" she asked. Akasha nodded and
glanced down.
"Before he turned into the destroyer you knew, I had managed to track him down while he was
still in his vampire form. I had the chance to kill him Moka; after he killed my two companions I had my
blade at his throat and ready to behead him. I was the only one who had the chance to kill him before
he turned into the destroyer of all life," she said with a hint of frustration.
"Why didn't you?" Moka asked. Akasha hesitated then looked down with shame.
"I… allowed my mind to be clouded, to lose focus. When I found him, he had become a powerful
vampire Moka. Do you… do you know the effect that a vampire aura from our men can have on us?" she
asked. Moka thought for a moment then jumped a bit, remembering how Tsukune's aura always drove
her senses to the edge in ecstasy and overpowered her. Even Akua, Kahlua, and Kokoa had been
dropped to their knees from it before.
"It resonates with us, it… oh no, mother, he… didn't…" she said nervously. Akasha closed her
eyes and nodded.

"Before I could strike, he… unleashed his full power, and… overwhelmed me. As much as I had
trained to remain in control of myself, as much as I wanted to end the nightmare he had wrought upon
the world, I dropped to my knees before him, completely giving in to the power that resonated within
me. I surrendered myself to him," she said with shame. Moka looked at her with surprise as the elder
vampire clenched her fists with frustration.
"He chose not to kill me; rather… he enjoyed using me in my helpless state. And before it was
over, before he left me to live with the shame of what had happened, he took my blood as well, took all
but what was needed for me to survive. He became even more powerful, started changing into a twisted
monster unlike any other, and continued on with his rampage while I was left to slowly recover from
what he did," she said with regret.
"Mother," Moka said softly with remorse. Akasha breathed out then looked to her daughter
with a troubled expression.
"I had the chance to kill him before it was too late, and I failed. I gave in to my feelings, I didn't
fight hard enough to push through them, and I fell. Not only did I allow him to live, but I also gave him
my blood without a fight, aided him in becoming an even more powerful monster in the world. After I
recovered I tried to find and slay him again and again, however by then he had grown too powerful, too
monstrous in size and strength, that I wasn't able to kill him. He changed, from a vampire into a monster
of its own kind, an invincible destroyer. He could no longer overwhelm me with his vampire aura, it had
become so twisted that it didn't affect me, but it made no difference. He had ascended all vampires and
even the dark lords in power, he was unstoppable to everyone," she said remorsefully. Moka looked at
her with a pained expression then slowly shook her head.
"But you sealed it away, you did stop it, didn't you?" she asked. Akasha paused for a moment
then looked down again.
"Once Alucard had absorbed enough from the Yokai realm he went through the gateway into
the human world, to raze it to the ground without opposition. Myself and a few others followed after
him, trying to slay the monster as we knew it would come back for us once it was done annihilating the
human race. Try as we might, nothing was able to stop it. It came down to just me being the last to
stand against the beast, and I knew that I had no chance of slaying it on my own. So I did the only thing I
could do," she said holding a hand over her chest plate near the rosary insignia. Moka looked at her
curiously as the elder vampire showed a remorseful expression.
"I used all my power and a trinity seal, a holy cross with the power I imbued within to seal the
destroyer away in an eternal slumber," she said softly. Moka looked at her with worried eyes then shook
her head.
"I don't understand, you sealed away Alucard with your monster energy? How did you do that?"
she asked. Akasha nodded and smiled slightly at her.
"Moka, you and I are from a line of vampires that were the ancestors to one known as Shinso, a
legendary vampire in his own right. We're known as Shinso vampires because of it; our blood holds the
capacity to tap into a power greater than other vampires are capable of. With that power, I was able to

use a trinity seal to a higher extent, and at a higher cost," she explained, with a softened tone at the
end. Moka looked at her with wonder as the elder vampire looked down with closed eyes.
"I was prepared to sacrifice all my power and strength, to make sure that Alucard would never
awaken again. As the cross fused and sank into his twisted flesh I too started to follow as well, however
before I could be taken to complete the seal I was grabbed and pulled back, leaving the cross to
dissipate into the destroyer who appeared to turn to stone before me," she continued.
"You were saved? By who?" Moka asked. Akasha looked back to her with a slight smile of both
amusement and regret.
"Your father," she said softly.
"Father?" Moka asked with surprise. Akasha nodded and looked down with gentle eyes.
"He had followed us on that day, in hopes he could lend a hand in the beast's destruction. He
saw me about to vanish into the destroyer, and quickly yanked me back out. He spared me from being
absorbed into Alucard as part of the containment seal, but in doing so the seal wasn't complete. At the
time we thought he was finally put to rest for good, he remained in solid stone and buried underground
after your father's men had a tomb erected around him. For 500 years he laid there, dormant and
lifeless, and so we let our worries and fears about him fade as well," she said with a faint smile
appearing. She laughed lightly then looked back to Moka.
"For 500 years I remained by your father's side, as his wife, as he ascended to become a dark
lord of our world. And then we had our first child together, you, my darling Moka," she said softly. Moka
looked at her mother with gentle eyes as the woman smiled lovingly at her.
"You were so little back then, but so full of life. Your elder sisters Akua and Kahlua were thrilled
to have another sister, and watched over you like hawks during your youth. I remember… when you
took your first steps, slowly but surely walking towards me with a smile on your face," Akasha said
gently. Moka smiled and wiped a tear from her cheek. Akasha took in the loving memory of her young
daughter for a moment longer then continued.
"Although it's been so long since I saw you last, I do remember your hair being silver, and your
eyes being crimson, though the rosary seal over your neck explains the change," she said glancing to the
seal. Moka looked to it then to Akasha as the woman nodded slowly.
"You had your true power sealed, locked away and suppressed behind that rosary, didn't you?"
she asked.
"Yes, I didn't always have this, but when I wanted to go to school in the human world, father had
it created to seal my true power away, so I wouldn't scare or hurt those around me. My real self, the
daughter you once knew, is locked away behind it," Moka said holding the trinket closely.
"Tell me my dear, why is it you choose to wear it still? And in these troubled times no less, I
have been rather curious why you choose to limit your power like this," Akasha asked. Moka smiled
softly and shook her head.

"For one, only Tsukune can remove it, I've never been able to take it off even if I wanted to. And
also, my other self, she's not me, and I'm not her. We're different mother, different personalities and
souls, even though we are the same girl. Even Tsukune agrees to that, saying that though we may be the
same girl on the outside, we're two different girls on the inside. To get rid of the rosary would be to get
rid of one of us, and neither one of us nor Tsukune wants that," she explained. Akasha nodded slowly
then smiled gently at her.
"And so, my one daughter became two," she said softly. Moka nodded then looked back to her
mother.
"We both love you, and missed you. I can hear her clearly in my thoughts, and she does want
you to know how happy she is seeing you again," she said genuinely. Akasha nodded and smiled at the
rosary.
"It's great to see my daughter again as well, I've missed her so much," she said softly. Moka
smiled softly at her for a moment then showed a worried expression again.
"So then, why did you leave us and father?" she asked. Akasha showed a saddened smile then a
troubled expression as she looked down.
"Because…" she said softly before trailing off. Moka watched her mother as the woman shook
her head with a quiet whimper.
"Because he began to awaken again, his power began to creep out and be felt amongst the dark
lords. When we went to investigate, we saw he was starting to wake up, his body slowly shifting back
from stone to his twisted metallic form. The seal wasn't holding properly, it wasn't able to contain him
any longer in its incomplete state," she said remorsefully. Moka looked at her mother with growing
concern, fearing where this was leading to. Akasha breathed out slowly then looked back to Moka with
gentle eyes.
"I remember that day, the day I last saw you in our home. You, Akua, Kahlua, and little Kokoa,
my four daughters that… that I loved with all my heart. You were young back then, I wasn't sure how
much of me you would remember, but I knew there was only one way to keep you safe, to spare you
and all other life in the world the fate of Alucard," she said regrettably.
"Mother," Moka said quietly with watery eyes. Akasha smiled softly at her then looked down
with closed eyes.
"I gave you all one last kiss, and then left for Alucard's tomb to do what had to be done. Your
father was away with the other dark lords; they were all planning what could be done about the
destroyer. But I knew, I knew that nothing they could have done would stop the monster from coming
back and destroying everything. Your father would have tried to stop me, have me taken back to you
girls and kept there while he would try and fail to slay the beast, so I… never said goodbye to him, I
never told him that I was going to Alucard myself, I never said I love you one last time to him. I do
hope… that he doesn't hate me for it, that he still loves me as I do him, but I had no other choice," she
said softly. Moka wiped her tears away as Akasha took a moment to remember her husband's image
before continuing with her story.

"I traveled to the tomb of Alucard, made my way down to the beast as the stones were shifting
back into his flesh, and then… I completed the seal. I used all my Shinso power and sacrificed myself,
body and mind, to permanently seal the beast away for good," she said solemnly. Moka held a hand
over her mouth as Akasha looked up at the ceiling with a distant gaze.
"I died so that my family could live, I don't regret that decision. The only thing I do regret was
that I had to put you all through that, I'm so sorry Moka," she said looking back to her daughter. Moka
looked at the soul of her mother with gentle eyes.
"Mother, you… you did what you had to do, I understand that. You didn't leave us because you
wanted to; you left us to save us. I could never hate you for that," she said softly. Akasha smiled gently
then looked down at her wineglass.
"I'm glad to hear that daughter, ever since my time in the monster's limbo my only fear was that
you all would hate me for what I had done, that you would never forgive me," she said while wiping a
single tear from her eye. Moka smiled and shook her head.
"I could never hate you, you're my mother. I had always hoped to find you again one day, to
meet you and hear your voice again. I never thought this would be the way it would happen, but I'm
thankful nonetheless that I get to see you again, however I can," she said gently. Akasha smiled at her
daughter and nodded.
"I'm thankful I get to see you again as well, hopefully I'll get to spend some quality time with you
and our family before my time here is over," she said. Moka looked at her curiously and tilted her head.
"Why are you here though mother, why are you not in heaven?" she asked. Akasha sighed and
shook her head with a slightly troubled expression.
"I'm afraid my sins of the past haven't been forgiven yet Moka. Although I did seal away Alucard
at the cost of my own life, him ascending to his destructive state and coming to the human world was
still my fault," she explained. Moka looked at her with surprise and disbelief.
"What? You're not allowed in there? But you sealed Alucard away, you did everything you could.
You tried to kill him when you could before, it's not your fault that he overpowered you; you shouldn't
be condemned because of that. The Almighty should allow you into heaven for everything you've done,
that's not fair at all," she said looking up with discontent. Akasha chuckled lightly and shook her head.
"Moka, the Almighty did forgive me," she informed. Moka looked at her with wonder as Akasha
shrugged a bit.
"When I was brought out of the limbo I was told that I was forgiven for my actions, that I was
deemed a good soul. However, I didn't forgive myself, and refused to accept any ticket into heaven that
I don't believe I've earned. Alucard was my fault, there's no denying that, I was the one who failed in
killing him. I requested to be tasked with something of great importance to make up for my sin,
something that would earn me my pride and right to ascend to heaven," she explained.
"You… you refused going to heaven?" Moka asked.

"Yes, I don't deserve to go there like this Moka; I haven't done enough to make up for letting
Alucard come to be. The Almighty gave me a special assignment, one that he deemed as a worthy price
to absolve me of my sin; to find and rescue your friend Luna from the dark king. That's why I'm back
here on earth, in order for me to earn my place in heaven I must protect that chronofly from being
taken away," Akasha said. Moka looked at her with wonder then nodded slowly.
"So that's why you were there at the scene of the monster attack. You were only there because
you were after Luna," she reasoned.
"That's correct. I wasn't informed why Luna was so special or to be protected at the time,
though I see why now. She's a powerful monster with her unique magic, and the Almighty doesn't want
that power being used by this evil force. I suppose the reason I was tasked with finding and protecting
her was because the Almighty feared she was in great danger," Akasha said with a shrug. Moka looked
at her mother curiously then smiled and nodded.
"I guess there wouldn't be a better bodyguard for Luna than the one who sealed away an
invincible destroyer," she mused. Akasha laughed lightly and nodded, then looked up with a distant gaze
again.
"I suppose you're correct, though so far I'm not succeeding with my mission very well. Luna is
still missing, we need to find and keep her out of the darkness until this war is over," she mentioned.
Moka nodded then looked up with worried eyes.
"She's not up in the dark world, nor is she down here with us. I hope she's at least safe,
wherever she is," she said softly. Akasha smiled gently and looked back to her.
"We'll find her again, and we'll keep her safe. I will not fail with this task, especially since it
involves a friend of my daughter. For now, we'll hold onto hope that she's at least far away from the
dark world," she reasoned. Moka nodded and looked back down to her meal, praying that her friend
was indeed safe and sound somewhere. Akasha smiled at her daughter then showed a curious
expression.
"Now, before we retire to our room for the night, perhaps you could tell me more about this
mate of yours Moka," she said with a slightly playful tone. Moka looked to her with a curious smile as
the elder vampire gently traced a finger around the edge of her wineglass.
"So, tell me about this Tsukune fellow, I'm very interested to hear how he not only vanquished
Alucard once and for all, but stole your heart as well."

Kneeling down next to a river Rin was wringing out her shirt, letting the water drop back down
into the stream while she had a calm expression on her face. She looked down to her exposed breasts
then glanced behind her timidly, seeing the small clearing they had stopped at being illuminated slightly
by the moonlight above. Talon was sitting back against a tree looking up at the sky with a distant gaze,
seeming to be deep in thought as always while the siren was drying off her clothing the best she could.
Rin smiled softly for a moment then wrung out her shirt again before putting it back on. She put on her

tattered academy shirt over it then stood up, watching the water flowing by gently for a moment before
glancing back to Talon.
'I feel like I should say something to him, I need him to know that I'm dedicated to his cause and
helping him for everything he's done for me. I should say or do something, but what?'
After a moment of hesitation she turned around and started walking towards the hybrid who
kept watching the sky above. Before she got closer she heard a rustling in the bushes nearby, the girl
stopping then glancing to it. Looking back to Talon she saw he was keeping his eyes up above, not
seeming to notice the sound. Another rustle came from the bush along with a girl's whisper, with Rin
then looking to it with a jump. Glancing to Talon she saw the hybrid still looking up at the sky.
'Doesn't he hear that?'
"Um, Talon?" she asked carefully and quietly. She quickly trotted over to him silently as the
hybrid merely glanced to her.
"Don't you hear that? Somebody's in the bushes over there," she said pointing to the shrubbery.
Talon looked over towards it as a twig was heard snapping, along with a girl's giggle.
"We're not alone here master," Rin said cautiously as she tensed up.
"Yes, we have two witches with us, remember?" Talon said looking back up with an uninterested
gaze. Rin blinked then looked around, seeing no sign of the witch sisters, then back at the bushes
curiously.
"What? But why are they hiding in there?" she asked.
"I didn't feel the need to ask, they went that way to dry off earlier together, none of my concern
what else they do," Talon said with a shrug.
"But master, we belong to you, we need you to look out for us," Rin said looking back to him
with worried eyes.
"I don't need to hold your hands all the time; you can walk on your own just fine. Besides, there
isn't anyone else remotely close to us, nothing's going to happen to them over there," Talon reasoned
with a shrug.
"Then why aren't they coming over here to sleep near us, I thought they wanted to remain by
your side always," Rin asked.
"If you're so curious then go ask them yourself," Talon replied simply. Rin looked at him
curiously then over towards the bushes. Again they rustled followed by a girl's giggle. Rin showed a
puzzled expression then started walking towards them.
"What are they doing?" she asked herself. As she got closer she heard Jovian's voice, with the
light nearby getting dimmer with the trees above blocking the moonlight above. The siren walked over

then parted the bushes and peeked through, then jumped with a yelp as her eyes went wide. She saw
Jovian quickly sitting up with a surprised gasp, the witch being naked with her clothing off to the side on
the ground. Rin trembled a bit and blushed as she saw the raven haired witch sitting atop Jacqueline,
the blonde haired witch also being naked and bound down on the ground with her shirt pulled up and
tied around her hands and an exposed root of a tree above her.
"Rin," Jovian said with a nervous smile growing.
"Uh… hi," Jacqueline said followed by a small giggle.
"Wh… what are you… two doing?" Rin asked shakily. Jovian giggled and looked to her sister she
had tied down with a coy smile.
"We dried off our clothes, but somebody was still wet," she said with a purr. Jacqueline blushed
and looked up to her with loving eyes.
"It's your fault, you kept licking my ear when I tried to wring out my shirt," she said with a shrug.
"There's nothing wrong with that," Jovian replied sheepishly.
"That and you kept fondling me, squeezing my breasts like that, you're such a tease," Jacqueline
said with a slight sneer.
"Tease? Me? Besides, I could have sworn you were enjoying it. In fact, I know you were," Jovian
said with a sly smile. She and her sister giggled then looked back to Rin as the siren was staring at them
with a shocked expression.
"Rin? Is something wrong?" Jovian asked.
"Wha… what are you doing? She's your sister!" Rin cried out. Jovian and Jacqueline looked to
each other then back to Rin with curious smiles.
"What do we care, we're made from magic," they said together. Rin stared at them with wide
eyes then looked down while shutting her eyes tightly.
"This isn't right, this isn't right at all! How can you two do such a thing with each other?" she
cried out. Jovian and Jacqueline looked at her worriedly as the siren shook her head.
"Sisters shouldn't do such things with each other, that's… so wrong!" she shouted out.
"Wrong?" Jovian said softly.
"Why is it wrong?" Jacqueline asked. Rin looked at them with shock and disbelief then down at
something with nervous eyes.
"Jovian… has her fingers… in your… oh god, and… she's…" she stuttered. Jacqueline stifled her
moan back and nodded with a glance at her sister.

"Yeah, I know, it feels so right," she said softly. Jovian glanced to her and smirked before
Jacqueline yelped quickly from the raven haired witch's fingers.
"You always do feel that way my love," Jovian purred.
"Aw, Jovian," Jacqueline said lovingly.
"Love?" Rin asked with disbelief. The witch sisters looked to her curiously as Rin was looking
down with eyes shut tight and a blush on her face.
"How… how can you two… love each other like that? You're sisters, sisters shouldn't… touch
each other like that, or love each other like that," she said shakily.
"But I do love her Rin, with all my heart," Jovian said softly. Rin slowly glanced up to her with a
peek, seeing a saddened expression on the witch's face.
"I know she's my sister, but my love is more than that of a sibling's love for her," she said
shaking her head.
"Why is it wrong, when we love each other so much?" Jacqueline asked as she squirmed slightly
underneath her sister. Rin glanced to her then to Jovian with worried eyes as the witch looked down
with closed eyes.
"We are how we are Rin, just as you are how you are. I can't help but feel this way towards her, I
love her more than you can imagine," she said softly.
eyes.

"You… you do?" Rin asked. Jovian nodded and looked to her with a few tears forming in her

"Haven't you ever been in love Rin? Hasn't there been anyone in your life you loved like no
other?" she asked. Rin paused then slowly shook her head.
"Well, no, I've never had a boyfriend, or a crush on anyone. I've never known what love feels
like. But… I do-… or rather, did have sisters, and I knew that my love for them wasn't the… romantic
kind," she reasoned. Jovian smiled sadly and looked down to her sister.
"Please, don't judge us for how we are Rin, we don't judge you," she said softly. Rin looked at
her with wonder as the raven haired witch gently caressed Jacqueline's cheek, the bound witch
watching her sister with caring eyes.
"We are how we are, our master knows this, and so do we. I love her Rin, sister or not, I know
this feeling is real and true. Whether it's part of our spell to feel this way for one another, or just
because we truly do love each other, this is how we are," she reasoned. Jacqueline nuzzled against her
hand then glanced to Rin.

"Please don't hate us Rin, we can't control how we feel, nobody can control how love works,"
she said softly. Rin looked down to her then to Jovian with worried eyes, and then showed a gentle
expression.
"You two really do love each other?" she asked.
"Yes, both as sisters, and so much more," Jovian said gently.
"I couldn't bear to live without her Rin, she makes me feel whole," Jacqueline said softly. Rin
looked at them with wonder then down in thought. After a while she breathed out then looked at them
with a faint smile.
"I guess… I have no right to judge, or to say you can't love each other. If that's how you feel,
then that's how you feel," she said with a small shrug. Jovian and Jacqueline smiled at her as the siren
glanced away.
"Sorry, for yelling at you like that. I just… never thought of sisters feeling that way towards each
other before, I was just… surprised, to say the least," she admitted.
"It's alright, I know this must seem a bit different for you, but know that this truly does make us
happy," Jovian said kindly.
"Yeah, it's not like we were going to do this right in front of you and our master, that's why we
came over here to be alone," Jacqueline reasoned. Rin nodded then gave them a weak smile.
"I guess that answers why you two didn't come back to us," she reasoned with a small laugh.
The sisters giggled as Rin looked away with a blush.
"Anyway, I'll… leave you two alone. Sorry for interrupting," she said kindly.
"Rin," Jovian said, getting the siren to glance back to her.
"Thank you, for understanding," she finished.
"We were worried you may not have understood, or have been angry with us if you knew,"
Jacqueline admitted. Rin shook her head and looked away.
"I'm not mad, we are how we are," she said softly. She got up and started walking back as Jovian
watched her with a curious smile.
"Such a nice girl, it's such a shame she had to lose everything because of the one named Falla,"
she said with a bit of regret.
"We'll find the one that wronged her, and we'll help her get her revenge. Rin is just like us, she's
like a sister too, we just have to do what we can for her," Jacqueline added. Jovian nodded and looked
down to her sister with a calm smile.

"We shall, Falla's blood will spill, our new sister will have satisfaction for being harmed so
dearly," she assured. Jacqueline smiled at her then started quivering with a soft sigh as Jovian leaned
closer to her, her fingers again working their way inside the witch between her legs.
"But for now, let's enjoy our time together, after all not like we need to sleep at night," she said
playfully.
"J-Jovian," Jacqueline breathed out before her sister kissed and silenced her. The raven haired
witch played with her tongue then leaned back to see her sister's blush and pleading eyes.
"I love it when you say my name," she said before kissing her sister again.
Rin walked away from the bushes as she heard Jacqueline's voice being muffled then blushed
and looked up at the stars above, trying to pretend she couldn't hear the bound witch's moans from the
shrubbery.
"At least they were considerate to do that out of our sight, although a bit more distance from us
wouldn't have been such a bad thing," she said to herself. The siren walked back over to Talon who was
just looking up still with a blank expression.
"Everything ok?" he asked plainly, not seeming to care. Rin nodded and sat down next to him
then glanced to the bushes where the witch sisters were behind.
"Yeah, they're just… um, enjoying some quality sister time with each other," she said with a
shrug. Talon didn't reply as he kept looking up at the sky through the branches of the tree. Rin glanced
to him then looked down timidly.
"Master," she said softly.
"Rin, my name is Talon, you don't have to call me master like those other two," Talon said dryly.
"But I do, you are my master," Rin said looking to him with worried eyes. Talon breathed out
quietly then looked at the girl with a blank expression.
"You're not my slave, you're not bound to me like those two are," he pointed out.
"I am bound to you, you're the only one who understands me, knows how to control me
properly, can help me live a proper life as I am. I need you Talon," Rin said softly. The hybrid just
watched her in silence as the siren looked down timidly.
"I know that when we first met I was scared of you, or at least I think I was, and that I thought
your actions were bad. But I see now what you were really doing and why, I know how you feel. I'm just
like you, I always was, I just never knew. I don't want to kill innocent people, I don't want to be that
horrible monster again, but I am what I am, and that's a weapon just like you are. So I need somebody to
wield me, to control me, to tell me what to do so that I am doing the right thing in life. Please, you and
your witches are all I have left to hold onto in this world, the only… home I have left," she said softly.
After a moment she glanced back to him, the boy still just watching her in silence with no change in

expression. Silence was heard for a while before the boy leaned back against the tree and looked up at
the sky again.
"I will help you find the one you seek, just as you're helping me find the ones I seek. But if
anybody should wield you Rin, it should be yourself," he said knowingly. Rin slowly leaned over and
rested her head on his shoulder while holding onto his arm.
"All I know now is that Falla needs to die and that Fairy Tale needs to die, but… I still feel so lost.
I don't know what else to think, I don't know what else to do," she whimpered before she closed her
eyes. Talon glanced to her then gently moved his other arm, wiping a tear from her cheek with one
finger. She looked to him with worried eyes while he still had a calm expression on his face.
"Falla will pay for her sins, and Fairy Tale will pay for theirs; that's all you need to concern
yourself with now. You have your goal, you can see it clearly. Focus on that and only that Rin, that's our
only purpose in life," he said. Rin gazed at him with wonder then looked down to his hand, her hands
then moving down to his and holding it gently.
"My only purpose…" she said quietly as she traced a finger along where Talon's wraith blade
came from. After a moment she slowly looked back up to him with longing eyes.
"Please, tell me what to do Talon," she said softly. Talon looked at her for a moment then gently
moved his hand and brushed a few hairs away from her face around her ear, the girl's gaze on him
remaining.
"Get some rest Rin, it's late," he said looking back up at the stars above. Rin nodded slowly then
looked down with closed eyes. She started to let go of his arm before he spoke up again.
"And you're not alone," he said, with the siren looking to him curiously.
"We won't let you be used for evil again," he finished. He looked to seeing the girl watching him
with timid eyes, a small smile forming on her face.
"Thank you master," she said softly. She glanced down for a moment then quickly leaned in and
kissed him on the lips, the boy showing only a small amount of surprise before she pulled back and
smiled at him.
"I'm at your command, however you wish," she said before she got up and walked away. Talon
watched the girl then lying down on the grass next to a nearby tree, facing him with a timid smile before
she closed her eyes. The boy then looked up at the sky while remaining silent, watching the clouds
above gently rolling by. From the bushes Jovian was peeking out above the shrubbery with a coy smile,
having seen the siren's kiss.
"So, it seems our sister cares for our master deeply as well," she mused. She giggled softly and
looked up at the sky as she held a hand down to Jacqueline's head who was still bound down, the
blonde haired sister's muffled purrs coming from under the raven haired witch that was straddling her
face.

"I would kill any girl that thought they could kiss our beloved master like that, let alone go near
him, but I like Rin, perhaps she would be the best match for his mate," she pondered. She stifled back
her moan and held both hands to Jacqueline's head as she shifted her hips around.
"Only she may go near our master, to all others that dare try, I'll skin them alive," she said
before keeling over while holding a hand over her mouth to stifle her moan. As the witch sisters enjoyed
their time together while hidden from view Rin fell into a peaceful slumber, her small smile being seen
as a few strands of hair dropped over her face.
'I hope he knows how dedicated I am to him now.'

"I can't believe I did that," Luna whined, having an embarrassed expression as she was walking
down the hallway in the villa. Falla, Complica, and Ceal were walking with her, with her sisters watching
her with amused smiles while Ceal had a blank expression on his face.
"You just let your mind slip again, it's not… that bad," Falla said before holding a hand over her
mouth to keep her laughter in. Luna sighed and looked down.
"Not that bad? Falla, I ate my bracelet," she pointed out with remorse. After the group had
finished their meals in the dining lounge they had watched as Luna nonchalantly picked up her magical
bracelet, put some hot sauce on it, and then promptly ate it in a few bites. Moments after the girl
swallowed the munched up trinket she screamed and grabbed her throat in a panic, realizing what she
had just done.
sorrow.

"I didn't even realize what I was doing, I ate the thing like it was my dessert," Luna said with

"A one-of-a-kind relic from the future, that's about as rare and expensive as desserts get I
suppose," Ceal mentioned with a shrug. Falla burst out laughing while Complica watched her sister
curiously. She had feared that with the channeling gems inside of her sister they might go haywire again
at first; however it appeared that the stones were indeed destroyed safely, what with the unparalleled
eating prowess of a chronofly. Luna's teeth had literally mashed the gems into bits while her stomach
would no doubt be dissolving the matter into energy.
"You always did used to eat a lot back home," Complica said with a shrug and small smile. Luna
looked down with a blush as Falla chuckled and looked at her amusedly.
"Yeah, her blankets, her clothes, I even remember one time you ate half your bed in your sleep,"
she mentioned with a giggle. Luna growled then looked to her with frustration, with Falla stopping with
her laughing before smiling nervously at her.
"But not like it affected you, I mean you always kept your figure no matter how much you ate,
so nothing bad came of it," she reasoned quickly. Luna grunted then looked back ahead with concern.

"I can't help it, I get hungry," she said softly. She sighed and looked down while holding a hand
to her head.
"I need to get a handle on this, it's like my brain isn't thinking straight anymore," she said
worriedly.
again.

"It is, you're just not controlling it," Ceal mentioned. Luna glanced to him then looked ahead

"I know, it's just so different, I wonder how I'm going to sleep tonight. No telling what I'll dream
of now," she said with a bit of concern. Complica trotted over to her side and gently took hold of her
hand.
"Um, sister? Do you think I can sleep with you and Falla tonight?" she asked. The group stopped
and looked to her curiously as the young chronofly had a saddened smile, her expression then changing
to a happy demeanor.
"Please? I can't even remember the last time we all slept together, can we please?" she asked
hopefully. Luna smiled at her sister and nodded.
"Sure, we can sleep together tonight Complica, it'll give us a chance to talk some more," she said
kindly. Complica nodded then looked to Falla who had a small smile on her face.
"Um, as much fun as that sounds, I think I'll be sleeping with Ceal tonight," she said with a shrug.
"Please Falla? Just one night, with both of my sisters," Complica pleaded softly with worried
eyes. Falla smiled gently at her then glanced to Luna, the elder chronofly nodding in agreement.
"C'mon Falla, she's actually here now, we should spend as much time with her as we can," she
reasoned. Falla looked to Complica with a worried smile then glanced to Ceal, the mage watching her
with a blank expression still.
"But… well… can't we, um…" Falla said softly.
"Falla, spend some time with your sisters, I know how much you've missed them," Ceal said
simply. Falla looked to him with a worried smile then down.
"Well, I have, but I've also missed you too, I was looking forward to sleeping with you tonight,"
she said softly. The boy lifted her gaze by her chin and showed a faint smile.
"I'll be here when you wake up, I'm not going anywhere. Spend the night with your sisters, I
know part of you wants to, and family does come first," he said calmly. Falla hesitated for a moment
then looked to Complica, the younger sister nodding with hopeful eyes.
"Just one night, with all of us together, please? I promise, it'll just be this one night," she said
softly, her heart aching at the truth of her words. Falla sighed then nodded with a smile at her sister,
then looked back to Ceal.

"Ok, I suppose I would like to spend the night with them tonight. Can we be together tomorrow
night then?" she asked. Ceal nodded then gently kissed her, the girl closing her eyes while Complica
smiled at them while holding back her tears. Luna smiled at her sister then glanced to see Complica
wiping her eyes.
"Complica? What's wrong?" she asked. Ceal and Falla looked to the young chronofly as she
shook her head, the girl then quickly running up and hugging Ceal closely.
"I'm just glad that Falla found somebody to take care of her, that she's happy," she said while
trying to keep her voice steady. Falla smiled gently at the girl as Ceal held the young angel with one
hand. Complica nuzzled against his shirt then looked up to him with gentle eyes.
"Goodnight big brother," she said softly. Ceal chuckled lightly and held her close for a moment.
"Goodnight Complica, enjoy your time with your sisters," he said calmly. He glanced to Luna,
remaining silent yet saying goodnight to her in his own way, and then started walking away from the
girls.
"Big brother?" Complica asked. Ceal stopped and looked back to her as she showed a saddened
smile again.
eye.

"Can I… can I say goodnight to Xarai too? Please?" she asked. Ceal looked at her with a curious

"Xarai does not sleep," he pointed out. Complica looked down for a moment then back to him
again with a small smile.
"Please?" she asked. Ceal just looked at her for a moment then snapped his fingers with his
reptilian hand, causing a black rift to form in the floor with a dark tentacle creeping up through it near
Complica.
"Xarai, she wishes to say goodnight to you," Ceal said calmly. Luna and Falla watched as
Complica hugged the tentacle with closed eyes, the dark limb gently caressing her cheek and brushing
her hair.
"Goodnight Xarai," she said softly, feeling her heart aching more as this would be the last time
she said those words to the demon. The monster below let out a small groan before Complica kissed the
limb then walked back over to her sisters. Falla smiled curiously at her sister then looked to Ceal as
Complica and Luna started walking away.
"Sleep well Ceal, I love you," she said caringly. Ceal nodded then glanced away, with Falla
smiling gently at him.
"I'm not going to stop saying it, just so you know," she said as she started walking away. Ceal
paused then glanced back to see the girl walking away, her hips swaying gently with her skirt that
fluttered just enough to reveal a glimpse of her dark panties. Ceal just watched the girl go with a blank
expression then looked to seeing Xarai's tentacle gently wrapping around his arm and trying to pull him

after Falla. The demon let out a small groan while Ceal watched the dark limb with a dull expression, the
boy then yanking his hand back with a grunt.
"Don't you start with that too," he snapped. Xarai's limb swayed about in front of him before
Ceal snapped his fingers again, causing the rift and tentacle to vanish back into the void.
"I'll tell her when I'm ready," he said with annoyance before walking away. The mage made his
way through the building towards his room, coming to a stop when he saw a door blast apart ahead
with shards of ice. Mizore tumbled back through the bits of debris and frost, rolling on the floor of the
hall before Arial ran through the doorway which had frozen shards of ice jettisoning around the frame,
the snow angel holding a large oversized spiked hammer made of solid ice which she held back to strike
with. She swung down at Mizore, the snow maiden quickly leaping to the side and rolling away as the
frozen hammer smashed into the floorboards of the hall.
"Hell will freeze over before I let you sleep with him!" Arial yelled out as she geared back with
her weapon, glaring at Mizore who jumped back onto her feet while staring down the temperamental
angel. From the destroyed doorway Dark ran out and looked at the scene with concerned eyes while
Ceal merely watched with a dull expression as he was a few feet behind Mizore.
smile.

"Why am I not surprised," the boy said dully. Mizore glanced to Dark then back to Arial with a sly

"But ma'am, I slept with him last night and you were ok with that, weren't you?" she asked
innocently. Arial gasped and stared at her with wide eyes.
"What? No you didn't, he wasn't in there with you; he was out in the hall. You were all alone in
your room and tied up," she said shaking her head. She blinked then looked at Mizore with worried eyes
as the snow maiden smirked at her.
"Wait, tied up…" Arial said looking down in thought.
"You never thought about who tied me up?" Mizore asked with a shrug. Arial jumped then
looked back to Dark as the boy was now glancing away.
"Dark? Did you… with her? Did you tie her up and… rape her?" she asked nervously. After a
pause Dark looked back to her and nodded.
"Technically it wasn't rape since she was willing," he pointed out. Mizore sighed happily and
held a hand to her cheek.
"I can never say no to your son, not like I would ever want to anyway. I just love it when he
shows his true nature and takes me however he wishes, I've never felt so desired or appreciated than
when I'm with him and at his mercy," she said softly. Arial looked to her with shock then back to Dark
with worried eyes as the shadow demon kept watching the young angel with a bit of concern.
"In all fairness, it shouldn't come as a surprise that she and I have engaged in such activity in the
past," Dark reasoned with a small shrug.

"You what? With her? Tell me that's not true! You can't… you couldn't with… what all have you
done with her anyway?" Arial cried out with tears forming in her eyes. Mizore giggled then walked
towards her, with Arial looking back to her with disbelief.
"Well, if you really want to know…" Mizore said before she kneeled down and whispered into
Arial's ear. The snow angel's expression changed to shock with a large blush, the girl trembling as Mizore
watched her with a coy smile.
"There was that, and also…" Mizore said before she whispered again, with Arial dropping her
hammer to the ground with a stunned expression while her mouth was open. Mizore giggled as she saw
the girl's reaction then twitched her eyebrow.
"And then he…" she said softly before whispering into Arial's ear again, the snow angel's face
turning bright red while Dark watched with a raised eyebrow. Ceal rolled his eyes and walked past them,
with Arial trembling and stammering something incoherently while Mizore told her something else.
After a moment the snow maiden leaned back and looked at the girl with an innocent smile and
shrugged.
"I loved every second of it to be honest," she admitted. Arial just stared at her with wide eyes
then slowly tilted her head.
"He… with… and you…" she squeaked out. Mizore nodded and looked down bashfully while
holding both hands to her cheeks.
"Every night I spend with him, it's absolute heaven for me," she said softly. Arial stared at her for
a moment longer then shook her head.
"How are you not melting to death every night?" she cried out. Mizore glanced to Dark and
smiled lovingly.
"Honestly, I've come to love the fire of hell very much," she said softly. Dark smirked at that
remark while Arial just stammered something while shaking her head. The snow angel then shook her
head furiously before glaring at Mizore with bared teeth.
"I don't want to hear any more of this, you're not sleeping with my son and that's final!" she
yelled out. Mizore looked to her with annoyance and stood up with her hands at her hips.
"I've already done more than you could have imagined with him anyway, why can't I sleep with
him if that's what he wants too?" she asked.
"He doesn't want you to sleep with him!" Arial yelled out.
"Yes I do," Dark interjected. Arial looked back to him and shook her head.
"No way, you're not sleeping with her, she's not good enough to be doing any of that with you,"
she argued.

"Are you kidding me? Did you not hear anything I just told you? Name one other girl who could
handle being with your demon other than me," Mizore snapped.
hand.

From nearby Felucia was walking towards them, dressed as usual while holding a beer in her

"At least mafia boy's got some good choices for drinks here," she muttered to herself before she
took a drink from the bottle, the girl looking around casually before back at the beverage.
"If heaven doesn't have this up there they're going to be in for a long eternity of swearing," she
said before seeing the others ahead of her.
"Hey, um, what's going on here?" she asked looking around at the damaged hallway, the giant
frozen hammer of death in the floor, and the familiar sight of two snow girls facing off with sparks flying
between them. Arial smirked and pointed to her with a proud stance.
"That girl would be a much better choice for being my Dark's wife," she declared. Felucia kept
looking around the hallway with a raised eyebrow as she took a drink of her beer, the girl blinking then
spitting it out before she turned to Arial with surprise.
"What? Wait, wha… what? Dark's wife?" she cried out.
"Her?" Mizore asked looking to Felucia accusingly. Dark glanced back to the doll demon then to
Arial as the snow angel walked up to her.
"Yes. From what I've heard she's been Dark's best friend in the past-"
"What? I have?" Felucia said looking to Dark with a jump.
"-and she was also selfless and chose to sacrifice her life for you, even though she didn't have to
at all-" Arial continued as she looked back to Mizore with a sneer.
"Wait a minute, what are we talking about here?" Felucia asked with a confused expression as
she wiped her mouth with her sleeve.
"-not to mention she was brave enough to go after Complica's sister against all odds and tried to
save her from the dark world without any fear for her own soul," Arial said looking back to Felucia. The
doll demon glanced around at everybody then back to her with a nervous smile.
"Um… well, I… just wanted to save my friend, you know… so…" she reasoned hesitantly.
"And she even came up with the brilliant idea of using Pandora's wish to send us back to heaven
when nobody else could," Arial said with a curious smile at the demon. Felucia rubbed the back of her
head while looking up with a weak smile.
"Well… I mean, I thought it was a good idea at least," she said modestly.

"She's not Dark's best friend, she was a fellow agent in Fairy Tale when he was there too. And
she sacrificed herself so Dark and I could be together because she knows we belong together!" Mizore
yelled out at Arial. The snow angel rolled her eyes then smiled at Felucia.
"Tell me, have you ever thought about being with my son?" she asked. Felucia stammered
something as all eyes turned to her, the girl looking from Dark to Mizore then back to Dark before at
Arial again.
"Um, I feel like this is a trick question or something, so… I'm just gonna go, I can see you're busy
talking about… stuff," she said nervously before turning to leave. Arial quickly ran over and grabbed hold
of her arm and pulled her back.
"Hold on, this isn't a trick question, just answer me. Have you ever thought about being with
Dark?" she asked.
"Damn, look at the time! I really need to go bed, like now, because… yeah, I do," Felucia said
nervously as she tried to wrestle free from the girl. They stumbled to the side and fell down, with Felucia
landing on her back with Arial sitting atop her while holding a frozen claw down towards her face with
narrowed eyes.
"Answer me right now, have you ever felt anything for my son?" she demanded. Felucia gulped
then glanced to Dark with a worried smile.
"Well… we're just friends now, because he's totally with Mizore and they're completely in love,
so there's not really any reason to be talking more about this because they're together and that's that,"
she answered. Arial showed the girl a dull glare while Mizore smiled amusedly at her friend. After a
moment Arial looked to Dark with a blank expression.
away.

"Dark, has she ever wanted to be your wife?" she asked. The girls looked to him as he glanced
"Um…" he said slowly.

him.

"Dark," Arial said expectantly. The boy slowly looked back to her as she raised an eyebrow at

"Don't lie to me," she ordered. Dark showed a slightly nervous expression and looked to Felucia,
the doll demon shaking her head a little with a nervous smile.
"Dark? Did she ever express any real feelings for you?" Arial asked again. Dark hesitated then
slowly nodded.
"She… did at one time," he said reluctantly. Mizore looked at him with worried eyes then back
to Arial as the snow angel smirked and turned her focus back to Felucia.
"I see. Tell me Felucia, do you think you would make a good wife for my son?" she asked.

"I'm on team Mizore! I'm on team Mizore! I'm on team Mizore, please let me go!" Felucia
whined while shutting her eyes tightly.
"You're not answering my question," Arial pointed out knowingly.
"That's because I don't want to answer your question!" Felucia cried out.
"So then you do feel as though you could be a good wife for him, you're just not saying anything
because that snow girl is right there," Arial said assuredly.
"I'm not saying anything because I don't want to!" Felucia whined with tears forming in her
eyes. Arial nodded slowly then reached into her pocket, pulling out a crystal ring that Felucia stared at
with wide eyes. Mizore growled silently seeing the ring she was being denied while Dark watched the
scene with worried eyes.
"Ok then, just tell me once and for all that you never wanted this ring on your finger, and I'll
believe you," Arial said holding the ring up in front of Felucia's face.
"Oh my god, is that…" Felucia said softly.
"Yes, a special ring my son made, the one his wife will wear that shows she belongs to him and
him only. Is that something you've wanted to have?" Arial asked.
"Of course I have," Felucia breathed out with wonder while staring at the ring. She then gasped
and shook her head while shutting her eyes tightly.
"I mean no! I never wanted that… I never thought I could… I… dammit, get off of me, this is so
cruel! You can't tease me like this!" she cried out.
"You do want to marry my son, don't you?" Arial said knowingly as she put the ring away in her
pocket again. Felucia shook her head with a growl then looked to her with frustration.
"Of course I do you bitch, I've always loved him! There's never been anyone else that's ever
come close to him in my book! But that's not the point! He loves Mizore, he chose to marry Mizore, and
in case you've forgotten I'm dead! I can't marry your son, there's no way at all we can work now!" she
yelled out. Arial smirked at her and shrugged.
"A loving and caring soul who could take care of my son is all I want for him, you fit the profile
just right in my book," she reasoned. Felucia stared at her with wide eyes while Mizore stomped her
foot down.
"What? I'm alive and I love and care for your son! I risked my own life to keep him alive from the
fires of hell, I've been devoted to him and only him, how do I not fit your profile?" she yelled out. Arial
looked back to her with a dull stare.
"She risked her own neck to save you, Complica's sister, and she's been in love with my son for
far longer than you have. She's smart, beautiful, and a much better choice for a wife that my Dark

deserves," she stated firmly. Mizore stared at her with disbelief then looked to Felucia as the doll demon
had a surprised expression on her face.
"What? I am? But wait, you're not listening to me, I can't… he's not… but she's…" she
stammered while shaking her head. Arial stood up and gestured to the doll demon while glaring at
Mizore.
"As far as I'm concerned this girl, dead or alive, is a much better choice for Dark to have as a wife
than you," she asserted firmly. Felucia blinked then shakily held up a finger with a nervous smile.
"Wait a minute, you're not listening to me here, I can't-" she said before Arial looked to Dark
with a curious smile.
"Dark, if you're going to sleep with anyone tonight, it should be her," she said pointing to
Felucia. Dark jumped a bit, however Felucia jumped a good foot in the air and landed back down on her
rear with a shocked expression.
"What? Me? S-S-Sleep with him? Like in bed together? Naked?" Felucia stammered as her face
turned red.
"She's not sleeping with him!" Mizore yelled out. Dark looked at Felucia then to Arial with
worried eyes.
"But… Arial, I only wish to sleep with…" he said before Arial narrowed her eyes at him. The boy
paused then glanced away as the snow angel tapped her foot a few times on the floor.
her.

"Dark," Arial said expectantly, with the shadow demon flinching before slowly looking back to

"I'm just looking out for you, you deserve the right girl to be with and the only one here that is
good enough for you is her. She really likes you Dark, you should give her a chance," Arial stated. Felucia
held her hands to her cheeks and looked away with a nervous expression.
"Wait, we can't… I can't… um…" she stammered. Dark glanced to her then back to Arial as the
snow angel waved towards her expectantly.
"She may be a disembodied soul, but eternity is forever, and you should have somebody who
can be a loyal wife to you for all time. Take her to a room tonight and try all those things you did to that
underserving snow skank over there, I bet you'll enjoy your time with her more," she said with a wink at
the end. Felucia let out a hoarse whine as she turned as crimson as could be while Mizore stared at Arial
with a stunned expression. Dark showed a bewildered expression then slowly looked to Felucia as the
girl was looking from him to Mizore then back to him again.
"Wait, what… what things? What are you telling him to do to me?" she asked shakily. Mizore
shook her head then looked at Arial with disbelief and frustration.

"You can't seriously be ordering your son to sleep with her like that! He doesn't love her, he
loves me!" she cried out. Felucia gulped and slowly looked down while holding a hand over her heart.
"I… I should really get going, it's late and… this is getting to be too much," she said quietly.
"You're damn right this is too much! Say something Dark, you can't let her order you to do this!"
Mizore said looking to Dark with desperation. The boy looked down while trying to say something for a
moment then turned to Arial worriedly. After a moment he looked away while rubbing the back of his
head.
"I think… I'm just going to go straight to bed. I'm rather tired and in need of a good night's rest,
engaging in such an act with her tonight wouldn't be for the best," he said while avoiding eye contact
with Arial. The snow angel looked at him curiously for a moment then nodded with a worried
expression.
"Oh dear, of course, today has been very busy, you should get some rest. Then just take Felucia
with you to bed, I'm sure you two will sleep very well tonight in each other's arms," she said waving to
the doll demon. Felucia jumped a bit and looked to Dark while holding her hands to her cheeks. Dark
hesitated for a moment then glanced back to Arial.
"Actually, if it would be alright with you, perhaps you could sleep in the same room as I tonight,"
he reasoned. Arial looked at him with wonder as the boy smiled gently at her.
"I always used to sleep knowing my guardian angel was high above, watching over me from
somewhere, but tonight would… would it be alright if I slept near you for once? I may just have the best
night's rest of my life in doing so," he said with a small shrug. Mizore and Felucia looked to Arial as the
girl smiled softly at the boy.
"Oh Dark, sure, I'll watch over you while you sleep tonight, anything for you my son," she said
gently. Dark nodded then glanced to Felucia then to Mizore, the two girls looking to him worriedly as
Arial walked up to him.
"Alright, let's get to bed then, I'll make sure you sleep in peace tonight," she said taking hold of
his hand. The boy smiled gently at the girl then glanced to Mizore, the snow girl nodding slowly. Arial
glared at the girl for a moment then looked to Felucia with a kind smile.
"We'll see you in the morning, sleep well," she said before she started leading Dark back to the
room. The boy looked to Felucia and shrugged before following the angel into their room for the night.
Felucia slowly stood up then looked to Mizore with disbelief as the snow maiden was trying to keep
calm.
"What… what just happened here?" Felucia asked. Mizore breathed out with annoyance then
started walking down the hall with the demon following after.
"I'm sorry, but… was Arial trying to get me to… with Dark?" Felucia asked looking back down the
hall towards the broken door.

"I really hate that little brat," Mizore grunted. Felucia nodded then looked down timidly.
softly.

"I can't believe it. I used to dream of such an opportunity with him, but not like this," she said
"Believe it, looks like Arial wants you to marry him instead of me," Mizore said with frustration.

"You know normally I would have leapt at the chance to, I would have killed for that ring back in
the day, but this is crazy. Dark loves you, you two belong together, I can't… oh god, she's going to want
me to sleep with him tomorrow isn't she? What am I supposed to do?" Felucia said with despair.
eyes.

"Anything but sex with him would be a good idea," Mizore said glancing to her with narrowed

"Hey, I'm on your side in all this, I'm not trying to steal him away from you or anything," Felucia
said holding her hands up defensively. Mizore sighed and looked back ahead with a dull expression.
"I know, I trust you Felucia, I just need to get it through Arial's head that I'm the one who's going
to be marrying Dark," she muttered.
"Well, then show her how much you are the proper girl for him," Felucia reasoned with a shrug.
"And just how do I do that?" Mizore asked flatly. Felucia grabbed the girl's arm and stopped her,
with Mizore looking to her curiously.
"I know you're mad at her, and that she doesn't like you at all, but you need to show her you're
better than this. As much as it sucks, try kissing up to her. Be extra nice to her, brown nose the crap out
of that little bitch. Once she gives her approval and she's taken back to heaven she's out of your hair,
you just need to tolerate her until then," Felucia reasoned.
"You want me to be nice to that bitch? Do you have any idea what she did to me the other day?"
Mizore asked with disbelief.
"I know, you'd rather claw her throat out, but she's Dark's mother, you need her approval to
make it right in Dark's eyes too. Tomorrow I'll try to stay as far away from you guys as I can, in the
meantime you just need to be on your best behavior with the little brat until she warms up to you,"
Felucia said with a shrug.
"I don't know if I can do that Felucia," Mizore said looking down with concern.
"Well you'd better damn well try. She's trying to sign me off as his wife, and as much as Dark
loves you, I have a sinking feeling that her say is final. If you don't get her approval officially Dark might
not marry you anymore," Felucia said worriedly. Mizore looked to her with concern then back down the
hall, fearing that might be true. Her demon was devoted to and only had eyes for her, but Arial seemed
to be just as sacred to the boy as before, with her wishes being something he wasn't able to go against.

"If she leaves here without giving me her blessing, do you think Dark would actually turn me
down and not marry me?" she asked looking back to Felucia.
"Who knows, he might follow his angel's word, and then he'll probably never look at another girl
ever again. You've seen how he is, he can't go against either of you in any argument; he even had to go
with the option of having Arial sleep with him tonight to avoid taking me to bed with him. He wants you
slushy, you and nobody else. So, it's either you, or nobody," Felucia said shaking her head. Mizore held
her arms around herself worriedly and nodded before looking back down the hall.
"To be honest I'd rather go through the fires of hell again for him rather than do this," she said.
Felucia nodded and smirked at the girl.
"Just treat her with the utmost respect and be as nice as you can to her, then when she's gone
you can curse her name until the sun goes down," she reasoned. Mizore smirked and nodded as the two
girls started walking down the hall again.
"I guess I have no choice, poor Dark can't say no to her at all," she said softly.
"He really is a momma's boy, I never would have guessed before to be honest," Felucia said with
a small laugh. Mizore nodded then shrugged while glancing to her.
"We shouldn't be too surprised. He was very formal and polite with my parents, along with
Tsukune's and even Kurumu's mother. He really is a gentleman, always treating women around them
with respect and care, and all because he wanted to be the best that he could be in Arial's eyes," she
reasoned.
"Yeah, I guess so. That little bitch is really the reason why he's so nice now, I suppose we should
be thanking her," she said reluctantly.
"I will thank her, genuinely and deeply when I see her next. I'll let her know just how grateful I
am that she was the reason her son turned out like he did," Mizore said with a nod. Felucia glanced to
her as the snow girl then scowled slightly with a cold glare in her eyes.
firmly.

"Then as soon as she's gone I'm going to be the only girl Dark ever needs again," she declared

Night had befallen the villa as silence filled the compound. A few guards were still patrolling the
grounds as always while others were still working to clean up and fix the damage that occurred during
the day. In one of the rooms Dark slept soundly on a bed while Arial sat near his head, the snow angel
gently brushing her hand through his hair while she watched him with loving eyes. Her wings glistened
in the moonlight as she watched over her demon, feeling a new sense of warmth knowing she was like
his mother and that he always looked up to her.
"My perfect demon," she said softly to herself.

Elsewhere in the compound Falla, Luna, and Complica were asleep in a larger bed together, with
the two elder sisters on either side of their younger sister and dressed only in light sleepwear. Slowly
Complica's eyes opened, the girl slowly glancing side to side seeing that her sisters were asleep. Falla
was on her side with one hand held over Complica's waist while Luna was facing the other way and
slowly taking bites out of her pillow. Complica slowly and carefully lifted Falla's hand up, the elder
chronofly then murmuring and rolling over to face the other way as she continued to dream with a
peaceful expression. The young chronofly breathed out quietly then looked to see Luna holding her
pillow closer and taking more bites out of it, with a few feathers sticking out of her mouth as she ate
them in her sleep. Complica held in her giggle as she saw her sister once again eating in her sleep then
looked to the window that had its blinds closed, with only a few rays of moonlight shining through.
'I'm going to miss this so much. At least I got to spend one last night with them.'
She then carefully slid out of the covers and crawled over the bed towards the end, moving
quietly as her sisters kept dreaming. The girl stood up at the foot of the bed and looked back to them,
the two elder sisters sleeping still while Luna had eaten half of her pillow now. Complica shed a tear
then quickly wiped it away before she walked over and picked up her baseball bat next to the wall. The
girl quietly left the room, closing the door behind her carefully then made her way down the hallway
that only had a few lights lit along the way. She made her way through the building before coming to a
small lounge that had a lit fireplace, two large couches, and a few bookshelves with books lined along
them. She walked into the study while looking at her bat, not paying attention to somebody else being
in the room near the books. Walking towards the fireplace where a fire was going she eyed her bat over
with remorseful eyes, knowing that within the stick the Chrono Displacement spell was hidden away.
"I'm so sorry, please forgive me," she said softly before she looked to the fireplace. After a
moment's pause she tossed the bat in, watching the stick landing on the burning logs and then lighting
aflame.
"Complica?" Ceal asked from nearby. The girl jumped and looked back to seeing the mage
standing next to a bookshelf with an opened book in hand, the boy looking at her curiously.
"What are you doing?" he asked as he closed the book and walked over to her. She looked at
him with teary eyes and whimpered then looked back to her bat which was turning black and burning in
the fireplace.
"Why did you just throw your bat into the fire?" Ceal asked. Complica looked to him with teary
eyes and shook her head.
"Please, I'm sorry big brother, I'm so sorry," she said softly.
"Sorry for what?" Ceal asked. Complica broke down crying then rushed to him and hugged the
boy closely, with the mage then dropping his book and holding her with one hand while watching her
cry.
"Why are you crying?" he asked. She shook her head then looked up to him with saddened eyes.

"Ceal… you said… that if I ever had a problem, I could come to you, right?" she asked. Ceal
nodded as he waited for her to continue. Complica sniffled then wiped the tears from her eyes.
"I have something to tell you, something really important, but I don't want you to know right
now. I don't want you to get upset or angry or sad or anything. I'll tell you tomorrow, ok? Just please,
don't tell my sisters that I was here. Please don't tell anyone anything until I talk to you," she pleaded.
Ceal looked at her for a moment then nodded.
"Alright Complica, you can talk to me when you're ready," he said gently. She smiled with a few
tears dropping from her face then hugged him again.
"I love you big brother," she said softly. She paused then looked up to him with a small smile.
"I know you can't say those words back, but don't worry, I can tell you love me too," she said.
Ceal smirked slightly then looked to the burning bat in the fireplace.
"There is a reason why you wanted to burn that, isn't there," he said knowingly. Complica
nodded and looked at him with worried eyes.
"Let it burn Ceal, it needs to burn away," she said softly. Ceal looked at her curiously then
nodded.
"Alright, I'll wait to hear your explanation of it tomorrow. Right now however its late, you should
get back to your sisters before they find out you're missing," he said gently.
"You won't tell anyone, right?" Complica asked worriedly.
"You have my word Complica," Ceal said with a nod. Complica nodded then hugged him again,
then walked out of the room while wiping the tears from her eyes. Ceal watched her go then looked to
the bat as it turned black and started to crumble apart in the fire.
"Perhaps I should get some rest too, seems we have more troubled waters ahead of us
tomorrow."

Chapter 40
Impending Danger
Deep within a castle hidden away in the monster world a gathering had begun to take place,
with those attending this meeting being the dark lords that oversaw order and control of their realm.
Inside the large meeting hall torches were keeping the area lit from the surrounding pillars and walls
while above the blood red moon was visible with the ceiling having a circular opening, showing the night
sky while the clouds seemed to circle around the building rather than pass over it. The long rectangular
table had several figures seated while others were walking into the chamber after having just arrived
from their own parts of the monster world that belonged to their races. Many of the dark lords wore
their customary robes and cowls while others chose to dress in finer and more exquisite clothing
resembling that of royalty or higher status from where they come from.
One of the lords took his seat at the head of the table, the vampire twirling one of his bangs
casually with one finger as he was known to do out of habit. Issa slowly glanced around at the gathering
of the lords with his crimson eyes, his expression doing well to hide any frustrations or agitation about
not only the current state of diplomacy between the human and monster worlds, but also the fact that
two of his daughters were still isolated in the human realm at this very moment.
“Now then, we have gathered here on this night to discuss our options on how to deal with
humans once again declaring war on our kind,” Issa spoke up, with the other lords quieting down and
turning to him as he rested his hands on the table in a steeple formation.
“What other option do we have but to keep the barrier sealed and the gateways closed?
Sending any other monsters into that world even in disguise to live there would be a death sentence for
them, the humans know of our existence without any doubt and will be looking for any of our kind in
their world to execute on sight,” a dark lord said with annoyance.
“I still don’t understand how we went from forming negotiations to going to war out of nowhere
like this, what happened?” another asked with a hiss from under his cowl. Issa shook his head and
looked up at the moon above.
“The HDA declared war on all of us after a monster attack broke out in one of their schools.
According to my daughters the attack wasn’t against mankind, it was from another offender who was
after our students in that realm. They defended themselves, and humans were caught in the crossfire,
resulting in what the human media reported as an attack on their own,” he explained.
“Another offender?” a lord asked. Issa nodded and looked back to the audience that was
watching him with great interest.
“Yes, one that also sent three sirens to Yokai Academy to charm away all the male students
away into becoming soldiers for himself. We know very little about him, only that he isn’t from our
monster realm or the human world, he’s from somewhere else entirely,” he said with a cautious tone.

“So it is this ‘offender’ from another world that is to blame for this?” another lord demanded
while slamming his fist down onto the table.
“That is correct,” the headmaster said as he walked towards the table from nearby, the man
becoming visible from the shadows as the other lords turned to him.
“Mikogami, to what do we owe for you personally gracing us with your presence?” Issa inquired.
The headmaster shook his head as he walked up to the table’s end opposite of the vampire lord, looking
around at the dark lords with his glowing eyes and a solemn expression.
“Sorry to interrupt you, however I came to speak to you all regarding this new threat we face,”
he said.
“It’s not often the headmaster of Yokai Academy comes to these meetings, I do hope your
school is faring well without you,” a lord mentioned with a chuckle.
“I’m afraid not, it is unfortunate for me to report that Yokai Academy has been completely
destroyed,” Mikogami said with regret. The other lords looked at him with slight jumps of surprise while
Issa watched the man carefully.
“What do you mean destroyed, how?” a lord asked.
“One of those delightful sirens had a little episode; she appeared to lose all control of herself
and with her magic and singing razed the academy to the ground in a very unpleasant storm. I’m not
sure what happened to that poor child, she didn’t strike me as the type who would be capable of not
only such power but destruction,” Mikogami explained with remorse. Issa nodded slowly and looked
down.
“Were any of our students harmed?” he asked.
“Quite a few were, many perished in that storm, only a few students and faculty managed to
survive,” the headmaster said with regret.
“I’m sorry to hear about that Mikogami, that is indeed troubling news to hear, however at the
moment we have a more pressing matter that we need to focus on. We shall deal with this other loss of
ours accordingly once this current crisis is over,” Issa informed solemnly.
“Indeed we must, this dark king from another world is what I would consider to be a priority at
the moment as well. He’s instigated another war turning mankind against us and is positioning himself
with an army to conquer both of our worlds in one swoop,” Mikogami said carefully.
“An army?” a dark lord asked. Mikogami nodded and looked to Issa.
“Yes, I’ve been informed by a somewhat trustworthy source, the dark king’s own son,” he said.
Issa’s eyes narrowed slightly as the other lords started whispering amongst each other with hushed
tones.

“Son? This monster from another world’s son spoke to you?” Issa asked carefully.
“Indeed he did. I wouldn’t have believed him at first to be honest; however he did seem to have
some very unique magic on hand. Namely, being able to pass between the human and monster world on
his own,” Mikogami said with a slight smirk.
“What do you mean, that’s impossible. Our realm is completely sealed off, there is no way any
other could have entered or left our world,” a dark lord scoffed. Mikogami chuckled and looked to him
with a shrug.
“Tell that to him, he brought with him a student of mine who was originally captured and held in
the dark king’s world and another who went into the human world before it was sealed off, both of
which he brought to the academy to rescue another student before they all left just like that. Not only
that, but they all conveyed the same warning to me, that his father was preparing to conquer both of
our worlds very soon. Improbable may be a suitable word for what he did, but not impossible,” he
reasoned.
“That’s not possible and you know it Mikogami, our realm is sealed, it would be just as
impossible for him to go through that barrier as it would for him to simply appear and disappear right in
front of your eyes like that,” another lord scoffed.
“Really now,” Hex said from behind him. The lords jumped and looked back to seeing the boy
casually walking out from behind the larger dark lord and eyeing the council with his unique eyes,
seeming to appear out of thin air. The boy chuckled and looked to Mikogami with a smirk.
“Such simple-minded thinking, and these are the great lords that oversee your world?” he asked
amusedly.
“What the hell, who are you, how did you get in here?” a lord demanded as he stood up.
Mikogami raised his hand to silence the council while watching Hex carefully.
“This is the one I spoke of, the son of the dark king who is preparing to attack us all,” he
informed.
“He’s the son of that monster?” a lord demanded. Issa stood up and watched the boy with a
sharp eye. Hex glanced to him and smirked then looked down as several bright rings of light bloomed
from the stone floor, with intricate and unique symbols spinning around in them. Hex sighed quietly and
waved his hand down, causing the rings of magic to shatter instantly while a few that were unseen
around him in the air crackled and faded away.
“Please don’t waste both my time and your energy with such dramatics, I’m not here to fight
you after all,” Hex said plainly.
“How... how did he break those rings like that?” a lord asked with anger.

“What manner of magic does he possess?” another asked carefully. Hex chuckled and started
walking again, passing behind a dark lord then appearing behind another on the opposite side of the
table.
“What is magic to you is not to me, and what is magic to me is unknown to you,” he said
playfully while glancing around at the lords with a smirk, walking up to Mikogami then looking at him
with a knowing smile. The headmaster watched him carefully then looked to Issa, with everybody
turning to him as the vampire lord was keeping a close eye on the newcomer.
“Just who are you, and how did you get here?” Issa demanded.
“My name is Hex Lagon, although Lagon is simply a human surname I manifested in your world,
Hex is my only true name, no other is needed,” Hex said with a calm smile and shrug. Issa narrowed his
eyes at the boy, with the reality bender then walking towards him with an intrigued smile.
“As for getting here, it wasn’t too hard, I just had to go where the greatest buildup of monster
energy was in your world, rather easy to figure out ‘the great dark lords’ of your realm were there.
Though I must say the combined power of you gentlemen is rather poor, but I guess even lesser beings
have those who they bow before,” he said with a twitch of his eyebrow as he walked up in front of the
dark lord.
“You come here uninvited and insult us by calling us lesser beings?” Issa snapped with
discontent. In a flash he grabbed Hex by the shirt and held him in place while baring his fangs.
“I see arrogance and foolishness run in your family, with your mocking and misjudging of those
around you like this as well as your father’s underestimating of our own power and strength to fight,” he
said coldly. Hex looked down to the vampire’s hand then back to him with a calm smile.
“Strength huh?” he mocked. Issa held in his growl as he lifted Hex up into the air with one hand,
glaring at the boy with his cold red eyes.
“Just what are you that makes you think you can mock me like that? That disgusting smile of
yours is beginning to anger me boy,” he threatened. Hex rolled his eyes then looked at Issa while holding
a hand out to the side, with the man watching it carefully.
“I’m not human by far, and yet not what would be considered a monster like you know. I
suppose if anything, ‘anomaly’ best fits what I would be called,” Hex said casually. The boy then gripped
the air, with Issa watching as he seemed to tear out a shard of reality which left a dark void in midair.
Hex swung with the blade of space that seemed to distort and bend light through it down into the man’s
arm, slicing through the flesh and cleaving the hand off with a clean swipe. The other lords watched in
surprise as Issa yelled out and stepped back while holding the bloodied stump on his arm, staring with
surprise at seeing his hand still holding onto Hex’s shirt while blood dripped from the severed limb.
“What manner of power is that?” he yelled out with anger. Hex grabbed Issa’s hand that was
still holding onto him and removed it, then walked towards the vampire with a cold stare.

“Now then, I didn’t come here to fight,” he said before he held his hand which kept the bloodied
shard of reality in his grip out, causing Issa to stumble off to the side as the boy waved his hand down
towards the table. The man’s bloodied limb dropped onto the table as the vampire held onto his arm
with a strained expression of anger and frustration while the other lords growled and glared at the boy.
Two of them raised their hands towards the reality bender as glows of light started to come from them
before Mikogami held out his hand to stop them, the headmaster watching the boy carefully still.
“I didn’t come here because I wanted to be in your presence,” Hex continued as he held the
severed hand of the vampire lord to the bloodied stump on his arm, with Issa watching the boy with a
cold glare still while baring his teeth.
“I didn’t come here because I care about your plight,” Hex said as he slowly drew his hand that
held the shard of reality across the severed vampire’s hand, his palm slowly moving across and passing
to reveal the limb now reattached to Issa’s arm. The vampire looked to it with a careful glance to see
that his hand had been restored and felt completely fine as the boy pulled back. Hex held out the shard
to the dark void in space that hung in midair then drew his hand across it, seeming to press and meld
the shard back into place as the blood on it vanished from view. The dark lords stared at the sight with
caution then looked at the boy as he turned to Issa with a sharp eye.
“I came here because I need you all to do something for me,” he finished. Issa flexed his hand
and moved his arm, then looked to Hex while standing back upright again with a cold glare in his eyes.
Hex smirked then casually gestured towards Issa’s chair, the dark lord glancing to it as the boy looked
around at the others.
“If you don’t mind gentlemen, I need to be going soon before my father notices that I’m here,”
he said calmly. The lords looked to each other then to him as Issa scowled at the boy. Mikogami
chuckled and nodded then motioned towards the table.
“Very interesting display of power, and a rather handy trick if I do say so myself. Please have a
seat, I’m sure there’s much for us to discuss on this night,” he mused. Hex smirked and looked back to
Issa, the vampire still glaring at him while one hand drummed its fingers at his side.
“If you wish to stand that’s up to you, in that case, do you mind if I…” he said waving to the
vampire’s seat. Issa glanced to Mikogami then back to Hex with a cold stare. Hex chuckled then walked
around him, sitting down in the vampire’s chair and looking around with an intrigued smile. Issa
clenched his fist before Mikogami rested his hand on the man’s shoulder.
“Although I’m confident with all of us here we could dispatch the strange lad, we might do well
to listen to what he has to say,” Mikogami suggested.
“Are you suggesting that I ignore what just happened here?” Issa demanded at him.
“I’m suggesting that we learn what we can from him about his father, and what exactly we’re up
against here,” Mikogami reasoned.

“He cut my hand off,” Issa snapped.
“He put it back,” Mikogami said with a shrug. Issa held in his growl of anger then looked to Hex
as the reality bender was looking around casually while leaning back and resting his legs up on the table.
After a moment’s pause Issa took a seat at the table next to the headmaster, with all the dark lords
watching Hex carefully as the boy turned his focus back to them.
“Nice place you have here, tell me, who owns this lovely estate?” he asked.
“It belonged to my father and his father before that, it is used as a gathering hall for the dark
lords of this world,” Issa said with discontent. Hex nodded as he looked up and around at the gothic
architecture.
“What is it about vampires and owning turn of the century gothic castles?” he asked amusedly.
Issa held in his growl of anger while Mikogami cleared his throat to speak.
“Now then, you mentioned that you need us to do something for you,” Mikogami said. Hex
nodded and looked up at the blood red moon above.
“Yes, I need you all to open the gateways between the human and monster worlds again,” he
said casually.
“Really? And why do you need us to do that? From what I’ve noticed you have no trouble
getting around our little barrier,” Mikogami said with a curious tone.
“Because I need a few things brought into this world from that one, but I cannot personally
bring them over nor make use of them on my own,” Hex replied. Mikogami chuckled and tilted his head.
“That does sound to be rather problematic,” he agreed. Hex smirked and looked to him with a
sharp eye.
“It is. Now, I know you all have the power to open the gateways again, so I’m politely telling you
to do so,” he said calmly.
“Telling us? How dare you order us around!” Issa shouted out with anger. Mikogami raised his
hand to silence the vampire while watching Hex carefully.
“If I may ask, why don’t you do so yourself? Surely you’re powerful enough to lower the barrier,
since you yourself seem to be able to go around it so easily,” he reasoned.
“If I could on my own I would have already, sadly though my power doesn’t work that way,” Hex
answered with a shrug. Mikogami nodded then looked at him curiously.
“And what exactly is it that you wish to bring over into our world?” he asked.
“Just a few keys,” Hex said with a smirk.

“Keys?” Mikogami asked. Hex merely nodded once. Mikogami watched him carefully for a
moment then leaned back in his chair.
“And just what are these keys that you are so interested in bringing here used for?” he asked
carefully.
“To free my sister,” Hex replied.
“Your sister? I’m sorry, but we appear to be replacing one question with another, perhaps you
could explain why it is you are here and what it is you are after with a bit more clarity,” Mikogami
suggested. Hex smirked and looked around at the table of lords.
“Time is something I don’t have gentlemen, and quite honestly I’m not here to play Q & A with
you,” he said shaking his head.
“Now now my dear boy, you come here asking us for help with finding your sister while being
known to be the son of the monster responsible for our troubles as of late, I’m afraid if you want our
assistance you will answer our questions or else you’ll get nothing from us,” Mikogami said knowingly.
Hex nodded and pulled out his dice, rattling them around casually in his hand.
“Tell you what, let’s roll for it,” he said, flicking the dice out onto the table. The lords watched
the cubes bounce across the table and come to a stop in front of Mikogami, the man eyeing the dice
then looking towards Hex while remaining silent. After a pause he tilted his head slightly.
“Roll for it?” he asked dryly.
“Yes, you see I’m a big fan of the concept of chance, it simply fascinates me, so much in fact that
I base my core power around it. If you win my game of chance, you’ll all know everything about my
father, and myself as well. Every question you could possibly want to know about us you will have the
answer to right here and now, simple as that,” Hex said waving to the dice.
“Is this some sort of joke?” Issa scoffed. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
“No, far from it. Now, if you wish to know all there is about my father and our power then roll
for it, however should you lose my game then you will lower the barrier and open the gateways again so
that those keys can come back here,” he said calmly. Mikogami looked at the dice carefully then at Hex.
“Your power? Just what is your kind of magic?” he asked carefully.
“Well, I suppose you could say ‘reality’ is my affinity,” Hex said with a smirk. The dark lords
glanced to each other skeptically from that while Mikogami merely stared at the boy with a blank
expression.
“Reality is your affinity?” he asked flatly.
“Correct,” Hex said with a nod. Mikogami remained silent for a moment then looked down to
the dice.

“Am I understanding that if I ‘win’ this little game of dice, every dark lord in this room will know
everything about what you and your father are?” he asked.
“Everything,” Hex said with a nod.
“And how is it that we will know everything from winning this game?” the man asked again.
“Because reality will change to make it true, that’s what my power does,” Hex replied.
“Is he being serious?” a lord scoffed from under his cowl.
“Playing a game of dice to change reality, how stupid is this boy?” another grunted.
“You saw what he did a few moments ago, there’s more to him than meets the eye,” another
added cautiously.
“He broke all of our containment seals without pause and severed then reattached lord
Shuzen’s hand like it was nothing, he has some form of power on his side, that much is for certain,”
another mentioned. Mikogami nodded and looked back to Hex.
“And if I lose? You really believe we’ll just lower the barrier because of this little game?” he
asked.
“Should you lose, you will open the gateways again, there will be no debate about that,” Hex
said knowingly.
“And why would that be?” the man asked.
“Because if you lose reality will make you, there will not be another choice for you to take,” Hex
said with a small shrug. Mikogami watched him carefully for a moment then looked to the dice.
“This is absurd, quit wasting our time and tell us what we want to know this instant,” Issa said
sternly as he glared at Hex. The boy glanced to him and smirked.
“I don’t give anything for free, I told you that’s not how my power works,” he pointed out. Issa
glared at him while baring his teeth as the boy leaned back and looked to Mikogami.
“If you want anything from me, you need to earn it,” he said simply.
“You base your power, your… ability to change reality, all on mere chance?” Mikogami asked.
“Yes,” Hex said with a nod.
“Don’t you find that to be rather dangerous?” Mikogami asked.
“Wouldn’t be interesting otherwise,” Hex reasoned.

“Are you seriously buying this? What he speaks cannot be done, why are we wasting our time
with this nonsense?” a dark lord hissed. Mikogami nodded then looked to Hex.
“As crazy as all this sounds, I’ll take a chance on it to see if it is indeed real. So, how does your
little game work?” he asked as he picked up the dice. Hex chuckled with a suave smile.
“I play with the same rules in all my games. Roll two sixes and you win, roll a snake eyes and I
win. Doubles of any other number means you roll again, and any mismatched roll mean the other player
takes their turn. We play until there is a winner or you forfeit the game,” he explained. Mikogami
nodded then looked at the dice in his hand.
“Before I do this, answer me one question,” he said carefully before turning his focus to Hex
again. The boy waited for him to continue as the dark lords watched the reality bender closely.
“Why have you come to our world? You, your sister, your father, why have you all come here?”
Mikogami asked cautiously.
“My sister was cast into this world at random when she was imprisoned, I came here looking for
her, and my father…” Hex said, with the lords watching him carefully. The boy let out a small amused
murmur and shrugged.
“Came here to kill you all, because that’s what he does,” he said simply. Mikogami stared at him
for a moment then rolled the dice, the cubes coming up with a one and three. Hex smirked and tapped
his fingers on the table, with the dice then rolling over into his hand.
“If I may ask, how did Luna Cii escape her captivity from your father? She seemed to be doing
very well when I saw her briefly with you earlier,” Mikogami mentioned. Hex nodded and rolled the dice,
getting a four and three. He waved his hand which caused the dice to slide across the table back to
Mikogami.
“I rescued her from my father’s dungeon in hopes she could use her magic to break my sister
free without the use of the keys. However, as powerful as she is, she was unsuccessful. Still, it was worth
a try,” he said with a shrug.
“Freeing your father’s prisoners and speaking to those he wishes to destroy, you don’t sound
like you’re on your father’s side in all this,” Mikogami mused before he rolled the dice. It came up with
two twos, the man then taking the dice again while Hex shook his head.
“My father is dead to me, being my father only in the sense that he gave me life. I care nothing
for his crusade or his goals, not really my style,” Hex said simply. Mikogami nodded and rolled the dice
again, getting a three and five. The dice slid back over to Hex as the other lords watched him carefully.
“So the only reason you’re here is to save your sister, not for your father’s war?” Issa inquired.
“Correct, if it weren’t for my sister being in your world I wouldn’t have come here at all,
especially with my father already having his sights set for conquest here,” Hex said before he rolled the

dice, getting a one and six. He smirked then waved the dice away, the cubes sliding back to the
headmaster who took hold of them with a curious smile on his face.
“Your sister must mean so much to you, what with you not only defying your father to find her
but also resorting to speaking with being such as us who have the keys to her salvation,” he said calmly.
Hex watched him with a careful glance as the man chuckled to himself.
“You know, I have come to know of a unique treasure in the monster realm, one that requires
four special keys to open. Yes, I believe the ones you had seen with Ms. Cii know of it as well, seeing as
how they were originally planning on using this unique treasure to save her. As I recall, those who open
the relic could have any wish they want granted, almost as if the source of this otherworldly power
could alter reality for them,” he said knowingly. Hex continued to watch him carefully as the other lords
looked to the man questionably. Mikogami nodded and looked to the dice in his hand with a smirk.
“Yes, Pandora’s Box is that unique treasure’s name, I do wonder how that relic got such a
name,” he said looking back to Hex. The boy smiled coolly and rested his arms back behind his head
leisurely as the headmaster pointed to him.
“Would your sister’s name happen to be Pandora, because that would just be one doozy of a
coincidence if you ask me,” he said knowingly.
“Mikogami, what are you talking about?” a dark lord asked.
“Pandora’s Box, I thought that was just a myth,” Issa said cautiously.
“No no, it is indeed real, a legendary artifact said to be able to grant any desire of those who
find and open it, isn’t that right Hex?” Mikogami said with a knowing smile. Hex showed a slightly
irritated smile and nodded.
“Yes, my sister and her box are quite real,” he said. Mikogami held his hand out with the dice
while tilting his head slightly.
“Ahh, so you and your sister are indeed the same, wish makers and reality benders of sorts. You
play a game of dice to change reality and your sister grants a wish for those who open her box. Tell me,
does your father possess such power as well? Should we best him in this war do we get a free wish out
of it? Is that how your family works, we play your little games and then you give us anything we want?”
he asked with a laugh at the end. Hex showed a serious expression as the dark lords watched him
carefully, the boy having a piercing glare at the headmaster.
“You will not best my father in this war, nobody does. He doesn’t grant wishes like my sister and
I, he bestows upon those he comes across not fortune but death, not chances of glory or riches but only
certain destruction and annihilation. And my sister is not your ‘wish maker’, she’s not a tool to be used
by petty lesser beings such as yourselves,” he said with a bit of anger at the end. Mikogami nodded and
closed his hand around the dice.

“Oh, but she is boy, that’s her place in that prison of hers isn’t it? A being with the power to
alter reality unlike anything we ‘lesser beings’ can comprehend, and yet she’s confined to the role of
wish maker for us within her box. My how that must feel so demeaning to her, being reduced to a tool
for the petty,” he mused shaking his head. Hex’s hand flexed slightly before he looked at the man with a
cold glare, his presence and mood shift causing chills to run down a few of the dark lords’ spines.
“You’re beginning to anger me, do not speak about my sister with such insolent words or you
will regret it,” he said coldly. The headmaster chuckled and looked to his hand holding the dice.
“I see, that struck a nerve with you didn’t it? I can tell you do care deeply about your sibling, is
your father not concerned with her wellbeing at all?” he asked.
“My father was the one who imprisoned her in the first place; my sister is only good to him if
she obeys his command, which she will not do,” Hex said with discontent.
“Ah, but he didn’t do the same to you? He caged one but not the other?” Mikogami asked.
“I cannot be caged by anyone, my sister wasn’t so fortunate to have that power. Now, either roll
the dice or don’t, this topic of conversation is beginning to annoy me,” Hex said sitting upright and
tapping his finger on the table. The headmaster looked to his hand then to the boy with a solemn
expression.
“You love your sister, don’t you?” he asked.
“Of course I do,” Hex replied with a cold glare.
“And she loves you, yes?” Mikogami speculated.
“Yes, she does,” Hex stated.
“But your father cares for neither of you, and I’m assuming the feeling is mutual,” the man
continued. Hex stood up and tried to hide his scowl.
“Nothing would give us more satisfaction than for our dear old father to be brutally
dismembered right before our eyes. Now, roll the dice or don’t,” he demanded, his words at the end
piercing everybody’s ears. The dark lords looked at him cautiously, the boy seeming to have no real aura
or monster energy yet still giving off a dreadful vibe to those around him. Mikogami watched him
carefully then looked to his hand which held the dice.
“Well, for what it’s worth, I’m sorry your sister was taken from you. Perhaps luck has smiled
upon you however, as those in this world are not about to surrender to your father so easily. Do not
underestimate the strength of those who will be standing against him, this may be the last war he will
ever wage,” he said solemnly before rolling the dice. The cubes bounced along the table and came to a
stop, coming up with two sixes.

Silence filled the hall as Hex looked up at the blood red moon above, his eyes seeming to gaze
beyond what could be seen.
“I wouldn’t bet on it,” he said, almost to himself. After a pause he looked back to the lords, all of
them now staring at him in silence. Issa stared at the boy with a mixture of caution and skepticism,
finding it impossible yet unsettling to know what he now knew. Mikogami stared at Hex with his glowing
eyes, his expression showing a slight amount of surprise as he seemed taken aback with what he now
knew to be true.
“Wha… what the hell are you?” one of the lords asked, his voice failing to hide his unease. Hex
glanced to him then looked back to Mikogami while holding out his hand, the dice on the table then
flying over into his grip.
“You know exactly what I am gentleman, what my father is, and just how royally damned you all
are in this war,” he said simply. He looked to his dice then pocketed them with a shrug.
“Although, saying it’s a war seems unfair, seeing how if it were to be a ‘war’ both sides would
have to stand an equal chance of winning. I guess if we were to be honest about it…” he said before
looking back to Mikogami, his eyes seeming cold and piercing while his expression wasn’t of anger of
spite.
“This is going to be your slaughter,” he said simply.
“I don’t believe this, I don’t believe what you forced into my mind with your trickery, you can’t
be… it’s not possible for you to be…” Issa said with anger. Hex chuckled and turned to walk away.
“Believe what you wish, even though what you’ve learned is indeed the truth. You know what
my father is, as well as what I am,” he said casually. Mikogami watched him carefully with his glowing
eyes. The boy had no monster aura, no power or energy radiating from him in the slightest. By all logic
his mere presence was an impossibility; his existence should have been nothing more than what one
would read in a fantasy or fanfiction. Mikogami stared at him with a cautious eye, attempting to
understand what was forced into his mind by the bender’s power. The image of the world came into
view, drawing back to show the monster realm isolated from the human world, then further back to
show the heavenly realm above with the domain of hell seen below, then further back to show a strange
river of space that flowed behind the planet and stars, then further back to show a cosmos that had
countless floating stone courtyards with bridges leading out into hazy blurs among the stars, and then
even further back before everything shifted to a color that he had never seen before.
“You’re an anomaly,” Mikogami said, with Hex stopping and looking back to him. The man
looked at him carefully, as if trying to validate what he knew.
The boy and his family weren’t gods, they weren’t humans, they weren’t monsters, they weren’t
wandering spirits; they were remnants of the forces that created life, they were beings in tune with the
very fabric of time and space to the point that they could manipulate reality around them at will. Yet
they didn’t exist in each timeline or alternate reality, they only existed as themselves, one-of-a-kinds

that had no timeline or destiny set for them at all. In their original state the ability to control reality was
simply too much to handle, there were no limits to what could be done and thus no way of actually
controlling the power properly without subjecting themselves to self-destruction. Each one of them
adapted a focus of their own, something to give their power and abilities direction and guidance, and
also setting into place rules that kept their power in check and manageable.
Hex had chosen the element of ‘luck’ to govern his, with chance and fortune being used to
control his power. Although he was still able to manipulate reality around him to a small degree, by his
standards, on his own, his core power was locked into the element of luck and had its own rules and
limitations set in order to keep it from destroying everything around him without warning. With the roll
of his dice he could very easily change reality to his benefit, or misfortune.
Pandora had chosen the element of ‘anarchy’ to control her power, using the forces of chaos to
control how her power would act. Her wild and uncontrollable nature fueled this catalyst, and with her
twisted fetish of mating with beasts of the darkness she spawned some of the most horrendous and
deadly monsters ever to be brought into existence, all of which were more vicious and overpowering
than others, and all of which obeyed her and only her.
And their father, Babylon, had chosen the element of ‘war’ to be his tenacity, with the desire to
conquer, control, and destroy all he could find being his driving force in life. His quest for complete
domination of all that could be reached by him was his only reason for living, the never-ending thirst for
more power driving him to become the most dangerous and insurmountable warlord to ever have
existed.
But their mother, however…
“Anyway, the game is done, and my time here is about up,” Hex said, and then looked up at the
sky again. His eyes seemed to scan the heavens carefully as if he could see something that the others
could not.
“I should be going before my father notices I’m here. Although you are not obligated to open
the gateways between these two worlds since you did not lose the game, I would appreciate it if you
would at least consider doing so,” he said, and then glanced to Issa.
“You have two daughters on the other side, wouldn’t you like to spend your final days with
them?” he asked curiously. Issa blinked then looked at him carefully.
“Moka and Kokoa? You’ve met my daughters?” he asked.
“Oh yes, quite a few times in fact. Last I saw them Moka was being taken in by the humans; I
believe she’s trying to restore peace between the two worlds as your unofficial representative. Kokoa
was with her friends and Luna before I left, both of your daughters are, or at least were from when I saw
them last, alive and well,” Hex said with a nod.

“Ms. Akashiya is speaking to the HDA? She was the student who Mr. Erres referred to that was
talking to the humans about a truce?” Mikogami asked. Hex nodded and looked back to Issa with a
smirk.
“Indeed, but I’m not sure how her talks for peace have gone or if she’s still alive at this moment.
Still, if she is alive, then surely you would want to spend what little time you have left with her, wouldn’t
you?” he said with a chuckle. Issa looked at him with a cold glare while holding back his growl of
frustration while the other dark lords continued to watch Hex carefully in silence.
“Before you go Hex, answer me one question,” Mikogami spoke up with. Hex looked at him with
a blank expression as the man set his hands together in a steeple formation.
“Your father, Babylon, the dark warlord behind this impending attack, can he be killed?” he
asked carefully.
“Of course he can, we’re not immortal. We can bleed and die just like any other living thing,”
Hex reasoned.
“What will it take to kill him?” Mikogami asked. Hex looked around at the dark lords then back
to the headmaster with a shrug.
“A miracle,” he said simply. Mikogami showed a solemn expression then looked down while Issa
was looking at the hand that Hex had both severed and reattached with his power like it was nothing,
the vampire lord showing a bit of frustration slipping out behind his normally firm and collected
demeanor. Hex turned and walked away; with the men watching as the boy slowly vanished into thin air
before he reached the side of the hall.
“What the hell was that boy?” a dark lord hissed.
“You know as well as I do what he is, we all know now,” Mikogami said looking up at the moon
above. Issa growled and glanced to him.
“I can’t believe such a thing; this had to have been some sort of trick, an illusion. He can’t
possibly be…” he said with a slight tone of frustration. Mikogami shook his head and looked to the
vampire with a solemn expression.
“I fear that he is, his control over reality alone is proof enough for me, as I’m sure it is for you.
They’re anomalies in existence, beings with both incredible power and limitations,” he said.
“Limitations? Did you not see what he just did, what he forced into our minds? Those… things
can do whatever they want, how are we supposed to combat this?” a dark lord snapped with anger.
Mikogami looked to him and held a hand up to silence the lords.
“You know as well as I do that they are not all-powerful. If they were, Hex would have freed
Pandora and left by now while Babylon would have annihilated this world as if it were nothing. They
have limits; Hex cannot enforce his true power unless someone plays his game, Pandora cannot do the

same unless somebody defeats her monsters, and Babylon cannot invade this world…” he said looking
to Issa, the vampire nodding slowly and looking to his hand again.
“Without crippling himself,” he said cautiously. The other lords looked to each other as silence
filled the hall. Hex’s magic did indeed tell them all they wanted to know about Babylon. He was an
anomaly obsessed with war, he loved to raise armies and crush any world he could to conquer
everything, his true power was that of overwhelming strength and a desire to control everything.
However, he too had limitations just like his offspring.
“Correct, he may be bloodthirsty and on the warpath; however he isn’t rushing into this battle
as he never does with any. He will make sure his army is fully prepared, he will attempt to gather as
much power as he can to shift all of his forces into our world that he’s able to, he will make any last
attempts to take any of our own to join his followers, because after he starts his war he will be
completely defenseless during the invasion,” Mikogami confirmed. The lords looked to him then each
other as they thought about that, all of them knowing that was true from Hex’s magic. Once the invasion
began Babylon’s power would be exhausted, in which his army would be the only force that would be
able to attack the world. The dark king could command his forces and control reality to an extent, but
during the initial invasion of any world he couldn’t personally join the attack, he could only remain in his
realm and watch as his troops fought his battle.
“Once the invasion begins he will be weakened, opening enough rifts to our world from his will
drain all his power. When the attack starts he will be weakened, that is when we will have our chance to
end it,” Mikogami reasoned.
“You speak as if it will be that simple. Like you said Mikogami, we know all about him just as you
do, and we all know that when this attack begins our world will be destroyed by this impending army.
You know how much he’s planning on throwing at us, we won’t be able to defend against it let alone
issue a counterattack at the same time,” a dark lord scoffed with anger.
“We’ll be too busy fighting a futile battle for our own lives to even try to get into his world and
kill him, we don’t even know if we’ll be able to enter his realm at all let alone fight our way through his
forces and somehow find him before he recovers,” another lord said looking down with frustration.
“He’ll only be weakened until the initial rifts are closed, after that he’ll be at full power again
before more of his forces descend upon our world, our window for killing him is too short. We can’t fight
against this,” another cursed with anger. Mikogami nodded and looked down in thought.
“No, we cannot stand against this tyrant and his army alone, that much is for certain, however
we may not have to be alone during this confrontation,” he pointed out looking back to the lords. The
men looked to him as he smirked slightly.
“We’re not the only ones who will be fighting for our very lives in this war after all,” he
reasoned.
“You’re speaking about the humans,” a lord said carefully.

“You can’t be serious,” another lord scoffed.
“We need them gentlemen, and they need us. Like Hex mentioned to me before, if we wish to
fight back at all we’ll need all the allies we can get,” Mikogami said with a nod.
“Allies? In case you’ve forgotten they’ve declared war on us, are trying to kill our kind and force
us out of their world forever. They are not allies of ours,” a dark lord spoke with discontent.
“They would shoot us just as much as they would Babylon’s forces, we’re all the same in their
eyes,” another added. Mikogami nodded and looked around at the council.
“True, they have made it clear they do not want our kind in their world, but that was not our
doing. Babylon started this conflict to get to us, to get our students that were mixed in with the
humans’. Do try to keep things in perspective gentleman; a school of their children was attacked along
with a city by monsters, they lost many innocent lives because of it, think how that makes us look to
them. Had Yokai Academy been destroyed by humans rather than that rogue siren wouldn’t we have
put an end to peace with their kind as well?” he asked. The lords glanced to each other then looked back
to the headmaster as he chuckled slightly.
“The humans were tricked, they were caught in the crossfire of a scuffle to steal away our
monsters and now believe all of our kind are evil creatures once again. They pointed their weapons at
the wrong monsters, it’s obvious they were frightened and reacted as such,” he reasoned.
“We know that Mikogami, it doesn’t change the fact that peace between our worlds is the last
thing the humans would want now,” a lord said with annoyance. Mikogami showed a serious expression
and pointed to him.
“Then we’d best change that fact, and quickly. You know as well as I do what awaits us from
Babylon’s invasion. There are three factions in this war gentlemen, not all created equally mind you. We
have the fewest numbers and weakest force of them all, we cannot deny that. The humans have more
numbers and greater weaponry than we do, we’ve always known this. But Babylon, his armies will
trump even that of the humans’, mankind needs help with this war just as well to survive. We need
them, just as they need us. If we are to have any chance of surviving this then we must reform our
alliance with them, otherwise we will surely fall,” he declared firmly. The lords looked to each other as
silence filled the hall, all of the men contemplating their options while faced with the impending crisis.
“Even if we wanted to speak to them, what makes you think they’ll listen? They tried to kill all of
us while we were in their world, what’s going to be different this time?” a dark lord questioned.
“They’re already listening, we have a representative speaking to the HDA as we speak,
remember?” Mikogami mentioned while looking to Issa, the vampire nodding slowly and looking up at
the blood red moon.
“If Moka really is speaking to them, I do hope they are listening well,” he said distantly.

“I’m sure your daughter is trying to convey the urgency of the situation to them to the best of
her ability. It sounds like she and her friends know about Babylon and are trying to warn the humans to
what awaits all of us. If that’s the case, now would be a prime opportunity for us to make our case to
their kind, perhaps now they’ve seen the truth behind the monster attacks that had occurred,”
Mikogami reasoned.
“And what if the humans didn’t listen to her, what if she’s been executed already?” a lord asked
cautiously. Issa forced a firm expression to hide his concern for his daughter while Mikogami shook his
head.
“If they kill the idea of peace between our worlds, they’re killing us all; they’re killing our only
chance of stopping this impending danger. All we can do is hope Ms. Akashiya has reached them with
her words, that the door for peace between our worlds hasn’t been closed for good,” he said. The other
lords began talking to each other with hushed tones of caution and suspicion while Issa looked to
Mikogami with a careful eye.
“How can we trust that dark king’s son with any of this? What if all of this is just a trick to lure us
right into their trap? How can we believe any of what we learned on this night?” he questioned.
Mikogami chuckled and looked up at the moon while leaning back in his seat.
“You know as well as I do that what we learned is true, as impossible as it seems it does add up
with current events perfectly. You saw for yourself that they are indeed skilled with their powers of
changing reality as have I, I do not doubt what we’ve been told tonight,” he answered. Issa looked at
him carefully for a moment then to his hand while the headmaster glanced to him.
“Hex may not be on our side directly in this war, but he does need our help as well,” he
mentioned.
“How do you figure that?” Issa asked.
“He cannot save his sister on his own, he needs those keys brought to her box in order to free
her, and he cannot do so on his own. Your daughter and her friends have the keys in their possession,
Hex needs them to be able to return to this world to free his sister, I’m sure if it wasn’t for that fact he
wouldn’t have bothered coming here to speak to us about opening the gateways to our world,”
Mikogami reasoned. Issa looked at him carefully then up in thought as the headmaster nodded with a
smirk.
“In a way, he needs our worlds to patch things up as well, if only because that’s the only way
he’ll be able to complete his own goals,” Mikogami added. Issa nodded then glanced to him with a
raised eyebrow.
“Pandora’s Box, are the legends surrounding that artifact true?” he inquired. Mikogami chuckled
and nodded.

“Oh yes, however I’d advise against seeking that particular treasure. Although it can grant nearly
any wish you can think of, I heard that it does have a twisted way of doing so. From what I’ve gathered,
unlike her brother Hex, Pandora isn’t a very good sport when it comes to losing their game.”

Walking through the darkness inside her box Pandora had a cold glare in her eyes, the little girl
being seen in a soft bloom of light while all around her monsters of horrible and twisted forms were
standing about, all of them watching the girl constantly as she had a slight wiggle to her hips as she
moved.
“How much longer?” she hissed. She looked around with a piercing glare that could rival a dark
lord’s and scowled.
“How much longer must I remain in this infernal prison?” she cursed. After a few more steps she
closed her eyes and breathed out, her hand slowly moving to her hip and rustling her skirt.
“How I miss making love to my babies under a beautiful night sky with one of those primitive
human civilizations burning around us. Oh, the screams of those pathetic beings, the smell of ashes and
blood, the intensity of those flames…” she said before trailing off, slowly looking over to the side with a
deep gaze in her eyes. She licked her lips then walked off to the side while looking at something with
growing lust.
“You, get over here, now,” she ordered before she ripped off her panties from under her skirt.
Hex walked along the stone brick bridge leading from a floating courtyard, the scenery changing
from a vast cosmos filled with floating stone courtyards and gardens to darkness as he walked along the
pathway. Slowly the ground changed to a stone floor while darkness was all that was seen around him,
the boy having a dull expression in his eyes as had his hands in his pockets casually. Slowly dark figures
of monsters became visible nearby, the boy walking along as the monstrosities merely watched him in
silence. He glanced to a few of them, knowing that his sister’s pets wouldn’t do anything to harm him,
watching as two of them even parted to get out of his way. After a while of walking through the dark
place he came to a stop, his eyes looking down with a raised eyebrow to seeing his sister lying on the
floor. She was breathing heavily with a blush on her face, her clothing tattered while there was a slick
gooey substance on the ground all around her and covering her thighs. She wearily looked to Hex and
smiled softly with an odd giggle.
“Big brother… you’re back,” she said softly. Hex smirked and chuckled lightly as he knelt down
next to his sister, being careful not to step in or touch the slimy goo nearby of which he knew exactly
what it was.
“Hello my little Pandora, been playing with your pets again?” he asked casually. She nodded and
held a hand just below her stomach.

“You’re going to be an uncle again soon, isn’t that so wonderful?” she asked softly, seeming to
be in a daze still. Hex glanced around at seeing dozens of monstrosities standing nearby, one of which
had a few scraps of Pandora’s skirt hanging off of some spines on its hip.
“Our family keeps on getting bigger all the time, doesn’t it?” he mused playfully, looking back to
his sister with a gentle smile. He didn’t really see the monsters as his own family, however didn’t wish to
speak against that view in front of his sister. Pandora nodded then closed her eyes as she breathed out
softly, still reeling from her lovemaking. Hex smiled gently and slowly waved his hand over his sister, in
doing so causing the slimy goo to vanish while her clothing rematerialized over her like new again. She
shifted slightly and looked to him with loving eyes as he gently brushed a hand through her hair, or at
least made the motion of doing so against her ethereal body.
“I missed you, it’s not the same without you near,” she said softly.
“I missed you too my dear sister,” he said gently. She held a hand to his tenderly and sighed
softly.
“You always take such good care of me, you always have,” she said gently.
“Somebody has to take care of you, might as well be your big brother after all,” he reasoned
with a wink. She giggled then looked around quickly.
“Hey, where’s that stupid bug and her sister? I thought you were bringing them back here to
help me,” she asked.
“They’re not coming Pandora, they’ve elected not to help us with breaking you out of this place
with their magic,” Hex said sympathetically. Pandora looked to him with a dirty pout and huffed.
“I thought that stupid girl liked you after you freed her from father, what changed?” she said
dryly.
“She assumed there was more to us than there was, and now resents me entirely because of it,”
Hex said with a shrug.
“Well, gee, I wonder why she thought that. When you had her here I thought you were going to
fuck her right in front of me with how you two were acting,” Pandora scoffed.
“Now now, I merely wanted her to trust me and be willing to help us, and offering to watch over
her and protect her was a fair trade for her services. Besides, I wouldn’t have mind stealing her heart
away if I had the chance, she would have been much better off with me than anyone else,” Hex said
with a smirk.
“But now she’s no good to either of us. I should have fed that bitch to my pets, why wouldn’t
you let me?” she asked firmly.

“I’m sorry Pandora, but it was worth the chance of me at least exploring the possibility of them
freeing you,” Hex reasoned. Pandora sat up and looked at him with worried eyes.
“So now what do we do?” she asked.
“We wait for the keys to your box to find their way back here, it’s our only option now,” Hex
said while gently holding a hand to the girl’s cheek. Pandora held her hand over his and nodded.
“Are the keys coming back here now?” she asked.
“Hopefully soon, three of them are isolated in the human realm. However, I have faith that they
will be able to return to this world soon enough,” Hex said calmly.
“And the other?” Pandora asked.
“It’s somewhere in the monster world, another has it in her possession, but don’t worry, those
that hold the keys will be searching for each other very soon. One way or another, the keys will make
their way back here, all you need to do is focus on readying your pets for one more fight,” Hex said
assuredly. Pandora smiled wickedly and giggled as the monsters around the area growled.
“When the box is opened, my lovelies will not fall this time. The four that open my chest to
claim their stupid little wish will be smeared across the ground when my babies are done with them,”
she said with fire in her eyes. Hex nodded and smiled at his sister.
“I’m hoping for just that, as soon as you’re free we’re leaving this world, I’m going to take you
far far away so that you’ll never be locked up again,” he said gently. Pandora smiled softly then moved
forward to hug him, her arms going around his body yet not making contact while she buried her face in
his chest.
“You always know what’s best big brother, I love you so much,” she said softly.
“I love you too my little Pandora,” Hex said as he looked upwards into the darkness with a
distant gaze, his arms moving to hold the ethereal girl although not being able to touch her. Pandora
breathed out softly as she closed her eyes, enjoying her time with her brother while Hex looked down to
her with caring eyes.
“You will be free again, my dear sister. I swear on my life.”

Chapter 41
Waking Up To You
Screams were heard echoing out from a human city as monstrous roars and crashes sounded
off. All throughout the city people were running in terror while vehicles were scrambling to get away,
most of them crashing into each other and causing pileups while fires and smoke were seen billowing
out from the surrounding buildings. The sky was cast into a dark storm, with lightning and strong winds
blowing as smoke and haze floated up from the city towards the clouds. Flying between the buildings
and running along through the streets countless shadowy demons and monsters were seen, their
piercing red eyes watching as the humans were trying to flee in horror. Men and women were struck
down and killed by the many demons while others were breaking into the buildings higher above and
destroying everything they could see.
“Monsters are attacking!” a man screamed as he ran down a street in sheer terror.
“Run for your lives!” a woman cried out as she tried to run while pulling her two crying children
behind her.
HDA soldiers were firing around at the monsters wildly, the humans managing to kill a few of
them before they were overrun and slaughtered by the army of dark creatures.
“We’re all going to die and I’m being chased by a monster and I’m going to die oh won’t
somebody save me help me AHH!” a man cried out as he scrambled through the street between cars,
being chased by a large six legged demonic wolf. The monster leapt from car to car, crushing them in as
it snarled and closed in on the human. As the wolf got closer the man stumbled and fell down, looking
back with a scream as the demon lunged towards him. Before it could sink its teeth and claws into the
human it was struck with a sword across its face, the monster howling as it spiraled off to the side and
tumbled over a car and into an empty bus. The human blinked then looked to seeing Render standing
atop a car next to him, the battlemage in fighting form holding his swords and glaring at the demon with
a focused expression.
“How dare you try to attack people like this you stupid monster somebody’s going to have to
show you some manners and that somebody is me HYAA!” Render said quickly before racing towards
the demon while hopping across a few parked cars. The monster roared before a flurry of strikes from
the battlemage struck through it and diced the beast into pieces. No blood splattered around from the
brutal decapitation while the beast’s eyes turned to giant X’s as the remains dropped down. The human
in the street scrambled to his feet while crying tears of joy.
“Thank you for saving me I can never repay you- watch out AHH!” he cried out as he pointed up
with a quick scream. Render looked up with a gasp as a winged demon flew down towards him, the
monster having its talons outstretched and its mouth bared to show its teeth. The demon flew down
before a streak of light cleaved through it, with Render watching as Apoch dashed by in the air while
slicing the monster into two. She had her barrier sword formed while she was wearing a ceremonial

combat robe while her cleavage was clearly seen in the front. The witch did a double somersault before
landing down gracefully on a car, holding her sword with a focused expression as the two severed halves
of the demon crashed down on either side of her. Again there was no blood and the monster’s eyes had
turned to giant X’s. The man in the street stared at her with wonder then jumped with a cheer.
“That was awesome you killed that stupid thing I can’t believe my eyes you’re incredible how
did you do that?” he asked franticly. Apoch smirked and glanced back to Render with a wink while
waving her sword around, the blade making a low humming sound now for some reason.
“It’s just what we do human now you need to get out of here run far away me and my pumped
up boyfriend are going to stop these mean things,” she said coolly.
“You bet we are,” Render said with a daring smile around at the monsters that were
approaching from all sides.
“Of course we are,” Apoch said as she held her blade out in an awkward stance while glaring at
the monsters.
“Because we’re awesome like that,” Render said confidently.
“Totally,” Apoch added.
“Wow,” the human said before running off quickly.
Flying demons nearby roared and dived down towards the two fighters, both of them tensing up
for the fight. Suddenly red arrows of magical light shot through the demons in a flash, the streaks of
light causing the demons to scream before dropping dead all around with giant X’s for eyes. Render and
Apoch looked up to see Astreal flying up above, the witch dressed in a white angel’s toga while holding
her magical red bow of energy and firing arrows of magic around with a focused expression.
“Pew pew pew,” Astreal said as she quickly fired off three more arrows, the projectiles striking
down three more monsters before they could kill humans they had pinned down on the ground. The
people cheered and applauded before quickly running around screaming in terror again. Astreal fired off
a few more arrows before a demon flew at her from behind, the witch looking back and screaming
loudly in fear while her rear was perked up for some reason. Before the monster could grab her butt a
whip snapped around the beast, with the demon and Astreal looking to it curiously before the monster
was thrown down into a car. The vehicle exploded with more of a boom than a car should normally be
capable of as Astreal, Apoch, and Render looked to seeing another figure standing atop a smashed truck.
“Hands off my girlfriend only I can touch her butt not you,” Leon said coolly as he tipped up his
fedora, the mage dressed like Indiana Jones and snapping a whip at his side.
“My treasure hunter,” Astreal said passionately while holding a hand to her forehead in a
swooning manner while Apoch and Render leapt over and struck daring fighting positions next to the
mage.

“Let’s go stop these guys so we can go look for our treasure,” Render said coolly.
“Sounds awesome to me,” Leon said snapping his whip again for some reason.
“Totally,” Apoch said with a nod. The three raced off down the street with Astreal flying
overhead, the four coming up to Kokoa who was smashing a lizard demon down into the pavement with
her Kou-mace.
“Smash smash smash SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH SMAAAAASH!” Kokoa
yelled out with a feral roar as she repeatedly crushed the demon into the ground with the spiked ball,
the girl wearing her school outfit while the skirt was cut so short that her pink underwear was easily
seen. Nearby Gin was in his werewolf form, swiping his claws at a larger brute while Sun lay on the
ground behind him, the siren having collapsed and looking at Gin with timid eyes while her figure and
bust size appeared more pronounced for some reason.
“SWIPE SWIPE SWIPE TAKE THAT!” Gin yelled as he swiped with his claws, hacking into the evil
monster yet not drawing any blood. The demon dropped back with a thud and X’s for eyes as the
werewolf let out a very long howl into the air.
“Let’s go HYAAAAA!” Kokoa yelled out as she took off down the street while gearing her large
Kou-mace behind her. The mages and witches followed after while Gin lifted Sun into his arms and ran
off as well, the siren holding onto him as she just seemed to swoon again. The group of fighters made
their way down the street, coming across Kurumu who was hacking apart demons while wearing her
skimpy outfit from the night of the HDA prison break. The girl yelled out and swung her polished nails
through a demon while Rason was punching one repeatedly in the head as he had it pinned down on the
street.
“Take this and this and this and this and this!” Rason yelled as he kept punching the demon that
had its arms lying at its sides while it was yelling out for mercy. Kurumu swung around and struck down
demons while her breasts swayed with incredible force.
“That’s right fear the hot and sexy girl who doesn’t need to wear a bra to kick your butt!” she
yelled out with energy.
Nearby Gabriel flew down and smashed a winged demon into a car then started swinging the
monster around by the leg into one car then back over his head and into another repeatedly.
“In the name of heaven I shall smite you!” Gabriel called out proudly. The group then looked
over to where a monstrous explosion of ice and snow erupted up from a street, with cars being impaled
and frozen as they were jettisoned up into the air along with several evil demons. From the frozen spires
Arial yelled out and flew up into the air, her eyes glowing white while her wings trailed frost. She was
wearing her earbuds and mp3 player while she swung her hand around, throwing a giant ice shard that
flew down and struck into a large brute before taking him back into a building. Arial then formed a giant
hammer of ice in her hands and flew down, smashing another demon into the ground.

“Don’t get me angry you won’t like me when I’m angry RARRRR!” Arial yelled as she swung her
hammer around and knocked a large demon back and through a truck. At the same moment Mizore
darted out from behind the vehicle and sliced an evil monster’s head off with her frozen blade. She
jumped up and did a twirling flip as streaks of fire flew by and just missed her from all sides, the girl
landing back down and spinning around while cutting down more monsters that surrounded her.
“My frozen blade of righteous will turn red with your blood,” she spoke coolly, even though
there was no blood on her sword nor on the many demons she just sliced apart. Another large demon
roared at her from behind, the girl looking back to it with a gasp of surprise and fear while her rear
perked up for some reason. As the monster roared and reached out for her skirt with its three hands
gunfire echoed out, the demon then being shot dozens of times in the face before it dropped back dead
with X’s for eyes. The two snow girls looked over to see Dark walking down the street with a handgun in
each hand and a blank expression on his face, listening to his music while he was bobbing his head to
the beat for some reason.
“Gonna rock out with my glock out because I’m dark and cool like that,” he said flatly, with
Mizore and Arial watching him with love in their eyes while they sighed happily at seeing him shooting
more repeatedly without reloading somehow. The demon fired at the demons all around in the street
then looked over to seeing a large demonic bunny rabbit crashing up through the pavement nearby, the
gigantic demon sending cars and debris away from it in a wave as it screeched into the air as it rose up
from the ground.
“That thing’s so big I mean look at the sheer size of that thing now that’s a big bad bunny!”
Render said quickly while glaring at it. The demonic bunny roared out before a giant golden washtub fell
onto its head with a loud clunk, the monster stumbling slightly and shaking its head before looking over
to see Yukari glaring at it with her wand held out towards it. Behind her Ahakon was watching the
demon with a focused expression while Ran was cowering in fear behind him, the siren holding her arms
around the boy’s waist and cupping his crotch while she cried out in terror. Yukari held her wand up as it
glowed like a star, with a steady stream of giant golden washtubs then rapidly dropping down onto the
demon bunny’s head.
“Take this HYAAAAAAA!” Yukari yelled out as her wand flashed brightly and repeatedly.
BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG!
“AAAAAAAA!” Yukari continued.
BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG!
“AAAA *Gasp* AAAAAAA!” Yukari continued still.
BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG BANG!
The demon bunny stumbled about with dazed eyes as the washtub rainstorm finally stopped,
the monster wavering before dropping back into a building with a big crash that cast out a dust cloud.

Ahakon nodded in approval, with Ran still screaming and holding onto him for dear life, as Yukari
breathed out and slowly lowered her wand, with one hand sliding up and down it while a machinegun’s
click click was heard.
“That’s one less hare-ror in the world,” Ahakon remarked coolly with an extremely twisted pun.
From behind a large demon roared and stood up tall as it stretched out its arms. The casters and sirens
looked back to it with surprise, with Yukari and Ran perking their rears up for some reason as they
screamed in fear, before gunfire echoed out and hundreds of bullets tore through the demon from
behind. There was no blood seen, just smoke coming up from the holes as the monster collapsed to the
side while Felucia was walking towards them holding assault rifles in her hands.
“Oh yeah,” the demon said coolly while the barrels of her guns were smoking. She smirked and
chuckled then fired around like a furious warrior while shell casings dropped near her feet.
“Come get some!” she roared out as she fired nonstop into the hordes of demons that were
around them.
From the sky above a few large dragons descended down, the dark scaled obsidian dragons
landing in the street and crushing in cars and trucks under their feet. The group looked to them with
focused expressions as the beast roared while three of them built up fire in their mouths. The dragons
then launched out three streams of searing hot flames, the torrents melting and destroying a few cars as
they raced towards the group.
“We shall protect you all with our mighty magic!” Apoch and Astreal called out as they focused
their magic and formed a giant barrier of light before themselves and their friends, the flames crashing
into it and stopping instantly while another torrent of fire raced past towards a group of humans. The
people screamed in terror as the stream of flames raged towards them while incinerating cars and the
pavement.
“Oh no look out that stuff is really really really hot!” Rason called out fearfully.
The torrent of flames raced towards the group of humans, all of them watching as the fires grew
closer before Ruby ran out ahead of them while holding her wand. She swung the stick to the side and
created a slanted barrier of purple light, with the fires slamming into it then veering off into a building as
the people stared at the witch with wonder.
“It’s Ruby to the rescue!” Yukari cheered with a hop. Razico walked out behind Ruby and
chuckled while watching the dragons roaring at the group.
“Oh no dragons whatever will we do?” he asked mockingly.
“I just don’t know my love it’s not like we know a dragon slayer!” Ruby called out. The group
looked back to seeing a figure standing on an overturned bus, his cape flowing behind him while he held
a sword that gave off a soft glowing light. The boy took a mighty leap and swung his sword around wildly
in the air, sending out arcs of powerful light that flew through the air and sliced the dragons to pieces,

the monsters tumbling back with X’s for their eyes and no blood being seen. Ceal landed down next to
the group as dark tentacles started to shift up around everybody, the necro demon from below then
grabbing hold of a few evil monsters and smashing them around like ragdolls into nearby cars and
buildings.
“The gang’s all here,” Leon called out coolly.
“No I think we’re still missing-” Astreal said before everybody heard it. From nearby Fang Fang
was running around screaming while a larger demonic hound was chasing after him. The demon snarled
viciously as it trampled over cars and debris while the boy ran away crying out in fright.
“Down boy leave me alone somebody help me please!” Fang Fang cried out. From nearby Moka
dashed towards him, the vampire leaping up onto a car then lunging into a flying kick that struck the
demon in the head and knocked it into a vicious tumble through a few other vehicles before it slammed
into a truck and exploded violently. Moka landed down gracefully on the street and flicked her hair
behind her with a confident smile while Fang Fang continued to run around screaming at the top of his
lungs.
“This is no problem for us we can handle these bad guys no problem,” Moka said assuredly
while crossing her arms. The group then looked up as a loud bang was heard, the sky tearing apart to
reveal a large dark rift forming high above the city. From the tear hundreds more demons began to
descend upon the area, with larger beasts and brutes crashing down through buildings and landing on
the streets with fierce impacts while winged demons and monsters soared around in the sky.
“Oooooooooor not,” Moka said as she stared at the sight with wide eyes.
“Oh my god there’s so many where did all of those things come from?” Ahakon frantically asked
fearfully.
“I told you my old master has countless monsters at his command we can’t fight so many we’re
all doomed!” Ran cried out while still holding onto him and his crotch from behind. The dark army from
above continued to rain down upon the city while six rylo demons descended through the rift, the
massive colossuses squawking loudly as they had electrical arcs flaring up along the spines on their
backs. Following closely after those a few dreadnought dragons came down along with more colossus
class monsters that began to drop down into the city.
“We can’t fight this we’re all going to die oh no!” Kokoa cried out as she dropped her mace onto
the ground and grabbed her hair with a frightful expression.
“We never knew we would be up against this many this is horrible we’re all screwed,” Gin said
looking to Sun, the siren writing down something then holding it up for him to see while he held her still.
Don’t let them take me away please Gin without you all I’m totally lost please don’t let them
take me away.

Moka looked up at the sky as it crackled with a dark energy, her hair flowing behind in the wind
as she whimpered and shook her head.
“If only we had a hero to save us from this horrible fate we can’t possibly fight all of these on
our own what we need is a hero now more than anything,” she said sadly.
“How about three?” Complica’s voice called out from nearby. The entire group looked to seeing
three figures walking down an alleyway towards them as dramatic entrance music started playing. From
the shadows the three chronofly sisters approached the street with focused expressions. The girls were
all dressed in their human attires, with Luna looking around at the sky with a focused gaze while Falla
winked at Ceal and blew him a kiss. Complica looked around at the sky above while her sisters stood on
either side of her, the young girl watching as a streak of dark light shot down from the sky towards
them. The bolt of energy struck into the street with a powerful bang, the group looking over to seeing
Babylon standing there as the dust settled around him.
“Well well well the two chronoflies and the siren Sun Otonashi my my how this is so working out
for my evil plans so well,” Babylon said with an evil grin. The group trembled in fear of the dark king’s
arrival then looked back to seeing the chronofly sisters glaring at him.
“Luna, take care of the monsters in the city. Falla, get rid of those in the air,” Complica declared
as she held her hand back. The dark king eyed her with a cold glare as the young chronofly showed no
fear in his presence.
“Xarai! My bat!” she called out. From behind a dark tentacle came up from the ground, a low
groan being heard from the necro demon as the limb brought up Complica’s baseball bat and handed it
to her. The girl whipped the stick forward and held it at the ready as the limb vanished behind her.
“I’ll take care of Babylon,” she said firmly.
“Right,” Luna said before she vanished, with dozens of evil monsters around the streets
suddenly being annihilated and flying around in pieces as the ground and surrounding buildings tore
apart from strikes through time by the chronofly.
“On it,” Falla said looking up, and then vanishing before a rylo was decimated with a powerful
explosion of torn space and time. Babylon looked around at the sudden destruction of some of his
forces then glared at Complica again as the girl tensed up.
“You’re going to fall right here and now,” he said coldly.
“Not if I can help it,” she growled back, then vanished and reappeared before Babylon as he
swung his fist out, the attacks connecting and creating a powerful bang of power that knocked
everybody away into wild tumbles. Complica began swinging her bat around wildly at the dark king, the
man stepping backwards and quickly blocking each hit as the young girl pushed forward with her assault.
“Go get him Complica you can do it!” Ruby cheered out as she hopped up in the air.

“If anyone can save the world it’s you I just know you can do it!” Kurumu cheered out.
“You foolish child do you really think you can stand up to me your new king like this?” Babylon
yelled out as the girl fluttered in the air before him while still pushing forward with her relentless swings
at him. She vanished then appeared behind him following with a swing, being blocked before she
vanished again and appeared in front of the man while swinging at him again.
“You’re not taking my sisters away you stupid bastard I’m never going to let you touch a hair on
their heads again you’re going to pay for all that you’ve done HYAAA!” Complica yelled back as she
swung and smacked the dark king upside his head, launching him into the air with a wild spiral before
the young girl shot up after him like a bullet, the ground below her shattering from the incredible force
of her wings flapping. The others cheered and clapped as the young chronofly continued her attack on
Babylon with her bat, the two flying upwards while all around the battle evil monsters flew towards
them. In a flash Luna appeared nearby as dozens of the monsters were torn apart without any blood
being seen and blasted away from her attacks through time, the elder sister having a focused gaze as
she watched more demons approaching the epic fight.
“You can do it sister I have faith in you,” she said before vanishing again, with Falla then
appearing next to her as more airborne demons were destroyed from her attacks through time.
“Put an end to this nightmare Complica it’s all up to you now,” she said before vanishing again.
Complica yelled out as a wave of distorted time and space erupted around her, with Babylon flying back
in a tumble before he stopped himself and glared with frustration at the girl.
“You little bug you’re going to fall right here and now!” he yelled out as he geared back with a
dark red and black glow swirling around his hand.
“Fade away into time forever Babylon!” Complica yelled out with energy. She flew up towards
the monster with fury in her eyes, holding her bat tightly in her hands as she focused with everything
she had to strike down the evil king.
“You harmed my sister! Strike one! You brought this nightmare upon our world! Strike two! And
now you picked a fight with me, Complica Cii!” she yelled out. The man aimed his hand down towards
her before the girl vanished and appeared above him, with Babylon then looking up with surprise as the
girl geared back with her bat and a mighty yell.
“Strike three Babylon! You’re out!” she yelled before she swung down and struck him in the
head, the man exploding into a bright flash of light and ash that scattered around wildly in the air.
Suddenly a ray of light shined down from above through the clouds, the young chronofly flying up in the
sky with a focused expression as she was centered in the pillar of light. All eyes watched as the light then
expanded out, erasing the darkness and causing the remaining demons to howl and crumble away into
ash.
“She did it!” Ahakon cheered out.

“The dark king is finally dead,” Mizore said with relief.
“Complica saved us all!” Rason called out with amazement.
Luna and Falla flew alongside their sister as they smiled proudly at her, the young girl breathing
out then slowly flying down with them at her sides. They touched down in the street as the others
rushed over to them with smiles on their faces.
“You did it you saved us all from that dark king!” Ran cheered out with a hop.
“I’m proud to have you as my little sister,” Ceal said with a cool smile.
“Thank you so much Complica we’re forever in your debt,” Moka said thankfully.
“Yeah you’re the coolest friend ever Complica!” Arial cheered out.
Complica smiled bashfully and looked down, then looked to her sisters as they were smiling
down at her.
“Thank you so much Complica,” Luna said gently.
“You’re the best little sister we could ever have,” Falla said gratefully.
“Let’s hear it for our hero!” Fang Fang cheered out.
“Complica!” the group cheered, with Complica closing her eyes and smiling softly.
“Complica!” the group cheered, with the young girl feeling her heart swelling from the love of
her friends and family.
“Complica!” the group cheered out, with the chronofly angel glad that everything was finally
over with and they were all safe.
“Complica!” Falla cried out, with Complica then jumping up with surprise from her dream. She
blinked a few times as she regained her senses, seeing that she was sitting in bed with daylight starting
to shine through the blinds of the window.
“Huh? What? What is it?” she said looking around confused. She looked over to one side and
saw Falla staring at her with a stunned expression while she was sitting in the bed as well. After a pause
Complica looked over to her other side and saw Luna looking down at something with a stunned
expression while sitting next to her sister. Complica blinked, and then slowly looked down, her
expression changing from wonder to extreme regret as she whined and tears started to form in her
eyes. The three sisters still had the blanket over them, were in bed together, and could feel the damp
sheets that they were in while there was a large wet spot seen on the top of the blanket that
encompassed Complica’s middle and Luna and Falla’s legs.

“Oh… no…” Complica whimpered shakily. Falla yanked the blanket off then screamed as she saw
that the bed had a huge wet spot from Complica’s nighttime accident.
“Oh dear god, again Complica?” Falla cried out as she quickly scrambled off of the bed. Luna
jumped off over the side and stood up while looking down to her leg which had become damp and
smelling slightly of urine. Complica looked to her sisters then down to the wet spot with watery eyes as
Falla trembled and tried to shake her leg as if that would help somehow.
“It’s all on my leg!” Falla whined with a shudder.
“I’m sorry… I didn’t mean to,” Complica said before she broke down crying. Luna looked at her
with remorse then to Falla who was shaking her leg with a disgusted expression. Falla shivered with a
cringe then looked to the bed with disbelief.
“For crying out loud, you soaked the entire bed, how much did you drink last night before going
to sleep?” she asked shaking her head.
“I’m sorry!” Complica cried out while burying her face in her hands.
“Complica, it’s ok, really. Please don’t cry about it,” Luna said gently as she sat down on the
edge of the bed and held her little sister. She then leaned back slightly as Complica’s panties and lower
shirt were damp and looked at the young girl with concern while trying to think of what to say. Falla
wiped her leg frantically then looked to Luna with a weak expression.
“Oh yes, this brings back memories,” she said dryly.
“Don’t be so mean to her Falla, she can’t help it,” Luna said looking to her with an annoyed
expression. Falla sighed and nodded, then looked at Luna curiously.
“Um, Luna?” she said. Luna looked at her carefully as Falla pointed to her mouth. Complica
whimpered then looked up to seeing Luna picking a feather out of her mouth, the elder sister eyeing it
curiously before looking back behind her and gasping.
“Oh no, not again,” she whined. Complica and Falla looked to seeing only a fraction of Luna’s
pillow still remaining on the bed, along with part of the mattress having the edge missing from being
chewed off.
“You… you were eating your pillow in your sleep? And the bed too?” Falla asked with a raised
eyebrow. Luna gulped then glanced to Complica, the little girl looking at what her sister had eaten in her
sleep with wonder.
“Wow,” she said softly before Luna held her hands to her face and shook her head.
“Why do I always do that? What’s wrong with me?” she said with remorse. Complica looked at
her with worried eyes then down to the sheets that she had peed in as she tried not to cry.
‘My last morning with my sisters, and we’re just as broken as ever…’

Luna and Complica then turned to see Falla laughing. She held her sides as she looked between
her sisters amusedly while shaking her head.
“Really Falla? You’re going to laugh at us now of all times?” Luna asked with a hurt expression.
Complica started crying then scrambled off the bed, stumbling onto her feet then trying to run for the
door. Before she got there Falla quickly grabbed hold of her, kneeling down and hugging the young girl
close with a loving smile as she closed her eyes.
“I love you so much Complica,” she said softly. Complica froze in place as she heard her sister
saying such words while holding her close, with Luna watching her curiously.
“What? But…” Complica said unsurely before Falla leaned back and smiled at her.
“You really are my little sister, always talking nonstop and wetting the bed all the time,” she said
softly. Complica started whimpering before Falla held her close and nuzzled her nose against the young
girl’s.
“I’m so glad I get to spend this time with you again,” she said gently. Complica looked at her
curiously as the elder sister leaned back and smiled at her still.
“I don’t understand, why are you saying that to me now? I thought you were mad at me,”
Complica said softly. Falla smirked then glanced down to Complica’s damp clothes.
“Well, this isn’t the most ideal way to wake up in the morning, but still, seeing you both like this
reminds me that you’re both my sisters, both having your nighttime quirks that I came to know about
you so well,” she said gratefully. Complica looked at her with wonder as Falla glanced to Luna.
“I remember from before, you always used to eat everything in your sleep Luna. And, I know I
used to give you a hard time about it, I was a real bitch to you, even though you could never control
yourself in your sleep,” she said, with Luna watching her curiously. Falla smirked and looked to
Complica.
“And I know I always teased you about you wetting the bed, I never once comforted you or tried
to make you feel better. I was so mean to you, all those times for all those years. I’m sorry Complica,
that I was never a real sister to you before,” she said, with Complica wiping her eyes and looking at the
girl with wonder.
“You’re not mad at me?” she asked.
“No, I was a bit surprised, and unprepared to deal with this little accident, but I’m not mad. To
be honest, waking up to you wetting the bed and Luna eating the bed… well, I feel like I’m home with
you two again,” Falla said with a shrug. Luna gave a weak smile and nervous laugh to that while
Complica looked at Falla with wonder. Falla smiled at her little sister then held her close.

“My little sister wets the bed from time to time, but she’s still my little sister, and I’m so glad I
get to be with her again, accidents and all,” she said softly. Complica whimpered then clung to the girl
while crying.
“You mean it?” she said softly. Falla nodded and looked to Luna.
“I’m finally with my family again, the family that I wish I had been a part of much sooner than
this,” she said softly. Luna smiled gently at her as Complica nuzzled into the girl’s shirt and cried softly.
“I love you Falla,” Complica said as she tried to calm herself down.
“I love you Complica, both of you,” Falla said with a smile at Luna who stood up and walked over
to them.
“Thank you Falla,” Luna said gently. Falla nodded then looked to Complica with a gentle smile.
“Hey, it’s ok. How about we go take a bath together, all of us like sisters again,” she proposed.
Complica looked up to her, seeing the side of her elder sister that she never had seen before when she
was alive.
“Really? We can?” she said softly.
“Oh, I think we need to right now Complica, but even if we didn’t have to I would still suggest
it,” Falla said with a small shrug. Complica smiled softly and nodded then hugged her sister again, with
Luna watching them with a caring smile.
“You really have changed Falla, I always knew there was a good soul in you,” Luna said with a
nod. Falla closed her eyes and held her younger sister close.
“I’m going to make up for everything I did to you before Complica, I’m going to be the best big
sister in the world and make sure you’re safe and sound while you’re down here. I’ll make sure you
return to mother and father again soon, until then we can spend these days together, like a family
again,” Falla said assuredly. Complica slowly opened her eyes while having her face buried in her sister’s
bosom, feeling an aching sensation in her heart from Falla’s words.
“Thank you Falla, that sounds… wonderful,” she said softly before she closed her eyes, struggling
not to cry again as Luna knelt down and held the two as well. The three sisters remained there in their
embrace, with Luna and Falla who were thankful they were all together again, and Complica who knew
that by the end of the day her sisters would be crying like she was now starting to.
“I love you both, so much,” Complica said as she broke down into tears. The two elder sisters
held her with gentle smiles on their faces, both cherishing the moment with Complica while the young
girl wished the day would never end now.

Gin slowly opened his eyes as he yawned, waking up from his peaceful slumber as a few rays of
light were shining through the blinds of the bedroom window. As his senses came back to him he looked
to his side, seeing Kokoa sleeping peacefully while holding onto him with one of his arms around her. He
smiled gently as he saw the young vampire sleeping peacefully, knowing that as calm and caring as she
was around him she could very easily break every bone in his body and beat the living crap out of him if
she had a mind to.
‘Who would have thought it would have turned out this way, having this girl of all girls being my
girlfriend. Still, I think I hit the jackpot with this, she’s definitely a firecracker unlike any other.’
Kokoa slowly opened her eyes, the vampire’s vision coming into focus as she saw Gin smiling at
her while holding her close.
“Good morning,” he said gently. She blinked once then smiled softly as she leaned in closer to
him.
“Gin,” she said softly before she kissed him, the boy closing his eyes and feeling her rolling on
top of him. In his human form he had more height over her as she was younger than he was, yet he
could easily feel under the sheets her naked body was still developing into a fine woman’s like Moka’s
had. Kokoa kissed her mate then sat up while looking down at him with a coy smile, the boy opening his
eyes and seeing her straddling him as a few beams of light crossed her body.
“Good morning,” she said softly.
“Sleep well?” he asked while he basked in the view of his girlfriend. She nodded then held a
finger to her lips.
“Very. Um, say, Gin?” she asked innocently. Gin chuckled and nodded while holding the girl at
her hips.
“Let me guess, somebody’s thirsty,” he said knowingly. She nodded while watching him with her
emerald eyes, having a hungry look in them that the boy had come to know very well. Gin smiled and
tilted his head slightly.
“Anything for you Kokoa, go ahea-” he started before Kokoa shot down and bit into his neck, her
arms wrapping around him quickly as she purred and tasted his blood. Gin blinked then smiled amusedly
as he held the girl close. Moka had always been shy and timid asking for Tsukune’s blood, but Kokoa was
pretty much the opposite. After Gin had become comfortable with giving his blood she had grown more
prone to taking any remote offering of it before quickly latching hold of the boy’s neck. Of course, she
was always careful never to cut or wound him in the process, even though her grip on his body was
vicelike as Gin had noticed. He had contemplated what might happen if she lost control and took too
much of his blood in her bliss, to which he came to the conclusion that he would probably die of blood
loss long before he would be able to pry the vampire off of him.

Fortunately, unlike Moka, Kokoa had quickly figured out the right amount of blood to take
before stopping, and just as he expected the vampire leaned back after a while from having her morning
meal, her tongue slowly lapping around her lips as she watched the boy with a coy gaze.
“Thank you Gin, it was delicious,” she said softly. Gin smiled calmly as he admired his girl’s
beauty, the vampire drawing a finger around her lips then sucking on it gently while keeping her eyes on
him.
“I’m glad you like it Kokoa,” he said coolly. She nodded then glanced down as she shifted her
hips around.
“I see I didn’t take too much from you, somebody’s awake down there,” she said coyly, looking
back to Gin with a smirk. He chuckled and brought her closer down onto him while holding her from
behind, the girl watching him with a knowing smile as she felt very clearly what she was sitting on. Like
herself, Gin was also naked under the sheets, and by what she could feel he was very much awake.
“It can’t be helped, you’re as hot as your overcharge after all,” he said with a wink. She giggled
softly then held her hands to his chest while leaning in close to his lips.
“How about a quickie before we get out of bed?” she asked softly. Gin chuckled and slowly sat
up in bed, holding the girl close on his lap while she watched him with a hungry eye.
“Well, werewolves are all about speed, I think I’m up for something like that this morning,” he
said confidently. Kokoa glanced down then looked back to him with a deep gaze.
“In that case, give it all to me,” she said, with Gin catching her emphasis and knowing what she
meant by it. He gently brushed a few strands of hair away from her face as she threw the blanket and
covers off the bed to the side.
“You’re sure?” he asked, with a subtle hint of both eagerness and caution. Kokoa licked her lips
and nodded as she leaned forward and held her hands to his chest.
“Yes, all of you,” she said softly. Gin smiled confidently at the girl then slowly shifted into his
werewolf form, with Kokoa watching him with longing eyes as his body transformed into his true
appearance. While he was taller than her in his human form, in his werewolf form he was even larger,
being nearly three times her size. She gripped the fur on his chest as she looked up at the beast, her
thighs straddling his waist while she felt something else of his having grown in proportion to the rest of
his body and now resting against the crack of her rear. Gin let a low growl out, mostly to turn Kokoa on
which it did, as his larger hands grabbed hold of her rear, each one being able to take hold of her cheeks
completely while the claws gently grazed her skin. Kokoa stared at him with lustful eyes, being held
close by the larger beast as his scent filled her nose, something that she found to be intoxicating to her
now. Even when he was in this form she was still slightly stronger than him, although she would have to
use more effort in a real fight against such an opponent, however being with him like this she allowed
herself to think that she was helpless and at his mercy, mostly because that was more exciting for her.

“That’s my wolf,” she purred followed by a lick of her lips. Gin chuckled as he lifted her up, the
girl gripping his fur and bracing for what was to come.
“That’s my girl,” he said in a more rugged voice, with Kokoa looking back and down with wonder
at what she was about to go through.
Walking outside in the halls Sun was dressed in her white robe with her sketchpad clipped to her
hip, the siren looking around carefully as she quietly made her way through the building. As she got
closer to Gin’s room she tiptoed towards the door, looking around quickly to make sure nobody was
around, and then looked to the door as she slowly grabbed hold of the handle.
‘I just need to get him alone for a moment then I can remind him why I’m the better choice for
his girlfriend.’
She smiled confidently as she slowly turned the handle and quietly opened the door open a
crack. She peeked in to see if Gin was awake and alone, her eye then going wide as her mouth opened in
shock. She stood there in silence, perfectly still as her eye stared at something that had her stunned
completely.
‘Oh… my… god…’
Her eye then slowly moved up and down, watching something as she held a hand over her
mouth and trembled slightly. Her expression was a combination of shock, disbelief, wonder, and
complete surprise as she watched something that had her frozen in place. From inside the room the
sounds of Kokoa’s withheld grunts and moans along with the low growls and grunts from a large
werewolf were heard, along with a bedframe that was creaking and groaning as well.
From nearby Kurumu and Ran walked around the corner as they were talking to one another,
both dressed in their sleeping attires as they had just recently gotten up.
“So how long before we’re running for our lives this morning?” Ran asked dryly as she took off
her glasses and rubbed an eye before she yawned.
“No idea, but we’d better enjoy a relaxing bath and breakfast while we can just in case, we’ll
probably be hearing from Moka and the HDA today, one way or another,” Kurumu said with a shrug. The
two then stopped and looked at Sun curiously as the siren was still staring into a room through the
opened crack of a door, the girl having a stunned expression on her face as her eye twitched slightly.
“Sun?” Ran asked.
“What are you doing? Are you ok?” Kurumu asked as they walked over to her. Sun shakily
stepped back away from the door then dropped onto her rear as she continued to stare at the room
with a stunned expression. The two other girls walked over to her and watched her sit there in silence
then looked to the door.

“What’s wrong, what are you looking at?” Kurumu asked walking over then peeking in as well.
She jumped as she clamped a hand over her mouth to hold in her yelp as her eyes went wide, watching
the sight of Kokoa and Gin making love in a way that she wasn’t prepared to see.
“Oh… oh my god…” she said shakily in a hushed tone. Ran looked at her curiously then walked
over and knelt down to peek through the crack below Kurumu.
“What are you seeing-” she started before she froze in place and stared with shock while
slapping a hand over her mouth to keep quiet. She trembled a bit before looking up to Kurumu, the
succubus watching with a surprised expression while her eyes went up and down following Kokoa’s
movements. She then shook her head and looked back to Sun with disbelief as the siren was still staring
at the door with a stunned expression.
“Wha… what the hell, were you spying on them having sex?” Kurumu demanded in a hushed
tone as Ran looked to the other siren with wide eyes.
“Oh… my god, she’s… and he’s…” Ran said while holding a hand over her mouth, looking back
into the room as the sounds of Kokoa moaning started to become louder. Kurumu looked back into the
room and stared with an open mouth.
“Good lord, how can she…” she said quietly before trailing off.
“Look at the size of that thing, how the hell can she take it?” Ran whispered out while shaking
her head. Kurumu stared at the sight with a bewildered expression then showed curiosity while tilting
her head slightly.
“Wow… she can really take all of him like that… I’m impressed actually,” she said softly.
“Impressed? Kurumu, she’s… look at the size of him,” Ran said franticly while trying to keep
quiet. Kurumu nodded slowly then smiled slightly.
“I know, never thought she had it in her to handle something like that. Hell, I’d be straining
myself right now if I were in her place to be honest,” she said quietly with an amused tone. Ran looked
at her with complete disbelief.
“You’d be what? For crying out loud, I’d be dead if that were me in there, how is she not being
killed by that?” she whispered while shaking her head. Kurumu just continued to watch with a curious
smile as she tilted her head the other way.
“Hey, I’m a love demon, I’m born to do stuff like this, and it looks like being an S-Class vampire
means she can too,” she reasoned with a shrug. Ran stared at her with a stunned expression then
looked back into the room while holding a hand over her mouth. Both girls watched something go up
and down at a steady pace while Sun just continued to stare at the door.
“Dear god, are we sure he’s not trying to kill her?” Ran whispered nervously.

“Judging from the way she’s moaning in there I’d say she’s enjoying it,” Kurumu said with a
silent giggle.
“I don’t want to watch this, and at the same time… I can’t look away,” Ran said shakily.
“You think she uses any lubricant?” Kurumu asked curiously. Ran looked up to her with disbelief.
“What? That’s the stupidest thing you could say right now, of course she would have to be using
lubricant, for god’s sake if she didn’t he would have ruined her from the very start,” she reasoned
silently. She looked back into the room then jumped a bit as both girls stared at something with wide
eyes.
“No way,” Ran squeaked out.
“She’s not going to try it,” Kurumu said shaking her head. Sun glanced to each of them nervously
then back to the door as she tried to process what she had seen and being slightly fearful as to what was
going to happen to Kokoa next. After a moment Ran and Kurumu watched something going side to side
through the door’s crack.
“Doggystyle,” Ran whispered nervously.
“Ok, I’ve now learned that Kokoa’s insides are fucking indestructible,” Kurumu quietly reasoned
with a nod.
“I’d be dead, I’d be dead and bleeding all over that bed right now if I were her, how is she even
still conscious?” Ran quietly asked with disbelief. Kurumu watched something with wonder then showed
a puzzled expression.
“Wait, is… is she…” she said leaning closer to the door with her ear. Ran did the same, both of
them hearing something else coming from inside the room, then the two looked to each other.
“Is she barking?” Ran asked.
“Wow, she’s really got a thing for wolves, she’s barking like a dog at him,” Kurumu said looking
back through the crack. Ran did as well then shook her head.
“This isn’t right, is it? This can’t be right, I mean… just look at this, is this right?” she said
nervously. Kurumu shrugged then looked back to Sun as the silent siren was still staring at the door with
a stunned expression.
“Sun?” Kurumu asked. She and Ran stepped away from the door then walked over to Sun, the
girl shakily looking up to them with disbelief.
“Sun? Are you ok?” Ran asked. Sun pointed to the doorway while shaking her head then looked
down while holding her head with both hands, her eyes darting around quickly as she seemed to be in
shock. Kurumu looked back to the door then smirked at Sun.

“So, still going to say you’re a better mate for Gin than Kokoa?” she asked playfully. Sun quickly
looked up to her with frustration as the succubus crossed her arms with a smug grin.
“What’s wrong? You seem upset about something, is it that Kokoa’s in there having sex with Gin
right now? Or, is it that Gin’s more of a monster in bed than you thought?” she said knowingly. Sun
clenched her fists then looked down with a dull glare as Kurumu held in her laughter.
“Let me guess, you were spying on them, and saw more than you expected,” she speculated.
“I think we all saw more than we expected,” Ran added with a weak expression.
“True, but it was an eye opener, wasn’t it Sun?” Kurumu said with a twitch of her eyebrow. Sun
growled silently as she stumbled back to her feet while looking at the succubus with discontent. Kurumu
nodded and leaned closer to the girl with a sly smile.
“All this time you’ve been saying Kokoa isn’t enough of a woman for Gin, but now you can see
that she’s actually more of a woman than you are,” she said with a chuckle at the end. Sun trembled
with anger then wrote down something to show her with a stern expression.
That little schoolgirl isn’t more of a woman than I am, and Gin knows that!
“Oh, is that right? Because ‘that little schoolgirl’ is having sex with a monster three times her
size in there and doing very nicely if I do say so myself. Tell me, could you handle being with Gin like
that?” Kurumu asked knowingly. Sun glanced to the door then to her with frustration as the succubus
watched her with a sly grin. The siren then wrote down something and showed the girls with discontent.
I could handle him just as well as she could, probably even better.
“Ha, yeah right. Face it girl, Kokoa’s got this one over you, hands down,” Kurumu declared
assuredly.
“You try to ride Gin like that and you’ll never walk again,” Ran said shaking her head nervously.
Sun glanced to her with a dull expression then wrote down something else for them.
I admit I was a little surprised to see just how big he really is, but this changes nothing. I’m still
the best choice for his girlfriend, and I’m the only one who can fully satisfy him in bed.
A wolf’s howl was heard from the room along with a rather rough howl by Kokoa, with Sun,
Kurumu, and Ran looking to the door with a jump as the sounds of the lovers slowly died down.
“And now she’s even howling like a wolf,” Ran said curiously.
“Well she is the mate of a werewolf,” Kurumu remarked while looking to Sun with a cocky smile.
Sun narrowed her eyes at her then looked at the door with concern. Kurumu shrugged and glanced to
the door again.

“And it sure sounds like Gin’s satisfied with her,” she mentioned casually. Ran slowly nodded
then looked to Kurumu with worried eyes.
“Do you think she’s ok? Should we go check on her?” she asked. Kurumu shook her head and
started leading Ran away with a calm smile on her face.
“Nah, we’d better not interrupt them. Kokoa can get pretty temperamental very quickly, now
isn’t the time to go near her. Besides, if anyone can handle being with Gin, it would be her,” she said
before glancing back to Sun with a smirk. The silent siren watched the two girls walking away with a dull
glare before looking at the door again with worried eyes. After a while she slowly walked over and
peeked in again. She saw Gin shifting back into his human form, the boy holding Kokoa in his arms as
they were slowly lying back down in bed. The vampire had a flushed face and was breathing heavily as
she clung to his arms, seeming to be reeling from her session with the large werewolf, while Gin was
smiling gently at her. He brushed a few hairs out of Kokoa’s face and held her tenderly as the girl
seemed to be out of her senses, her eyes slowly opening a peek and looking to Gin while she tried to
steady her breathing.
“I… love you…” she said softly before losing consciousness. Gin chuckled lightly as he held her
close, watching as the girl slept soundly in his arms.
“I love you too Kokoa,” he said gently. He then looked to the door as he sensed he was being
watched, seeing Sun peeking through the door with a stunned eye. Silence filled the room as the two
stared at each other while Kokoa was asleep. After a while Gin slowly looked back down to Kokoa then
held her close while closing his eyes, with Sun trembling a bit before she backed away from the door.
She closed her eyes and tried to steady her mind, feeling a few tears leaking out as her hand trembled
slightly at her side. After a moment she walked off down the hallway, wiping her eyes before looking
ahead with a teary-eyed glare.
‘Damn that girl, she’s ruining everything for me.’

Arial slowly opened her eyes, stretching out her arms with a small yawn while her frozen lollipop
rested in her mouth. She sat up and rubbed one eye while her senses came back to her, with sunlight
coming in from the window that had its blinds pulled up. Her frosted wings shimmered in the light while
the blanket beneath her had a few nicks and rips from the frozen feathers during the night. She blinked
a few times to clear her vision then looked around to seeing she was all alone in the room.
“Dark? Are you still here?” she asked, patting the bed next to her in wonder if the demon was
invisible while asleep. She looked around curiously as she didn’t see any sign of the boy.
“Dark? Where did you go?” she asked with growing concern. Before she could hop off the bed
and run out of the room in search of him the door opened, with Dark walking in carrying a breakfast
tray. Arial smiled at seeing the demon, the boy dressed in simple black boxers and wearing his gray t-

shirt from the night, and also wearing his earbuds again along with having his mp3 player clipped to his
hip.
“Dark,” Arial said softly as the boy walked over and set the breakfast tray down over her lap
with a gentle smile on his face. She looked to the tray, seeing it having a bowl of chilled noodle soup, a
glass of ice water, a few chocolate cookies, and an mp3 player with earbuds curled neatly around it.
Arial smiled in wonder at the tray then looked to Dark as he sat next to her while taking his earbuds out
to hear her voice.
“Good morning Arial,” he said before he kissed her head. The girl sighed as her wings fluttered a
bit behind her, her heart picking up from the gesture before she smiled up at him.
“Good morning, I was wondering where you went,” she said curiously.
“I wanted to prepare breakfast for you, as well as bring you this,” Dark said as he took hold of
the player on the tray and handed it to her. Arial looked at it with wonder as she slowly took hold of it.
“You brought me music?” she asked softly.
“I didn’t know what your tastes in music were, I have always been curious about that, so I
copied my playlist onto that player for you, I hope you approve of the selection,” Dark said with a
somewhat bashful tone. Arial looked up to him with wonder then smiled lovingly.
“You brought me breakfast in bed and music as well? Dark, you’re the greatest,” she said before
hugging him tightly. He chuckled lightly and held her as he smiled down at his angel.
“Eat your breakfast and then you can take a nice relaxing bath. I have a feeling today may get
rather rough later, but I want you to enjoy the time you have here while you can,” he said gently. She
nuzzled against his chest with a smile then leaned back while looking down to the player in her hands.
“Whatever does happen, you’ll protect me, won’t you?” she said glancing up to him timidly.
“With my life,” he assured with a nod. Arial smiled bashfully and looked down to the player as
Dark stood up.
“Thank you Dark,” she said softly.
“Anything for you Arial. I’ll see you again soon after I get cleaned up as well,” Dark said before
he walked over towards the door, putting his earbuds back in while he kept a calm smile on his face. He
opened the door and looked back to Arial as she watched him with caring eyes.
“And thank you for watching over me in my sleep, the best night’s sleep I ever had,” he said with
a wink before leaving the room. As he shut the door Arial watched with a blush on her face, the girl then
smiling timidly as she brushed the hair around her ear.
“Dark…” she said softly. She looked to the player in her hands, then to her meal, then to the
door as she sighed quietly.

“Yeah, I have the best son in the whole world, no doubt about it,” she said softly to herself. She
giggled then put her earbuds in, starting the music up and enjoying the sounds her demon gave her.
Fidgeting with excitement she held in her squeal of joy for having her music again then started eating
the soup, taking a sip of it before showing a curious smile.
“No way, how did he keep it chilled and make it spicy at the same time like this?” she said
before eagerly sampling more of the soup.
Outside the room Dark was leaning back against the door while looking ahead with a blank
expression, listening to his music as he remained silent and motionless. After a moment he glanced over
and saw Mizore and Felucia walking towards him.
“Dark,” Mizore said before running over and hugging the boy. He held her close and kissed her
head as she felt the demon once again in her arms. She looked up to him with worried eyes and shook
her head.
“I can’t believe we had to spend the night apart like that, I missed you so much my love, it just
wasn’t the same sleeping without you there with me,” she said softly. Dark just stared at her for a
moment then glanced to Felucia with a raised eyebrow, the doll demon blinking then smiling awkwardly.
“Um, she said she missed you,” she said with a shrug. Mizore glanced down then jumped a bit as
she realized her lollipop was in her mouth. She quickly removed it and smiled nervously at Dark.
“Sorry, I said-” she started before Dark held her close and kissed her, the snow maiden closing
her eyes and enjoying the moment while Felucia glanced up with a smirk. After the kiss ended Dark
smiled gently at the snow maiden.
“I missed you too my little snow bunny,” he said softly. She smiled at him then looked to the
bedroom door with an annoyed glance.
“Is she awake?” she asked dryly.
“Yes, I brought her some breakfast and a new music player, she’s eating right now before she
goes to take a bath,” Dark said. Mizore nodded and held in her growl of frustration as she stepped back
from the boy.
“The nerve of her, saying Felucia should be your wife rather than I,” she said with anger. Felucia
glanced away with a blush from that while Dark looked to the door with a blank expression still.
“She does seem to favor her more than you for some reason,” he reasoned with a shrug. Mizore
showed a worried expression and looked to Dark again.
“Dark, you wouldn’t marry Felucia if Arial told you to, would you?” she asked. Dark looked to her
with a blank expression while Felucia glanced to him with timid eyes. The boy remained silent for a
while, with Mizore showing more and more concern as time passed by.

“Mizore... you know I only love you,” he said gently. Mizore showed a worried expression while
Felucia looked at Dark with wonder.
“You would marry her if Arial told you to, wouldn’t you?” Mizore said softly.
“Dark, you would really choose me over her just because Arial said for you to?” Felucia asked.
Dark glanced to her with a solemn expression then looked down.
“I wouldn’t choose you Felucia, it would be forced upon me,” he said softly. Mizore watched as
the boy showed a troubled expression before looking away with a blank gaze again. After a moment she
nodded slowly as she understood his view of this.
“She’s your guardian angel, you can’t forsake her wishes,” she said softly as Dark looked back to
her. Felucia looked at her with concern then to Dark again.
“I know how important Arial is to you Dark. She’s your guardian angel, your mother. It’s because
of her that you are who you are today, that I have you at all. All that you are, all that you’ve become, it’s
from her. I may be the one who loves you the most, but her say is final,” Mizore said gently. She held a
hand to Dark’s cheek as she smiled a little.
“I was wrong; I do need her blessing to make this right. I can’t ask or expect you to marry me if
your own angel is so against the idea, it would hurt you inside to do such a thing,” she said softly. Dark
looked at her with a hint of concern while Felucia glanced to the door while resting her hands at her
hips.
“So what’s the plan then? We need her to approve of Mizore before she leaves or else I’m
marrying Dark when he comes up to heaven,” Felucia said before looking back to the two.
“No, you’ll be marrying me before she goes back,” Dark corrected. The two girls looked to him
puzzled as he shook his head.
“She told me last night. If no other is found to be my wife, you’re marrying me before she goes
back up. She wants to be here for the ceremony after all,” he explained.
“What? But why, I’ll be going up to heaven with her and Complica afterwards anyway, you’ll
have nobody down here with you then,” Felucia said shaking her head. Dark hesitated for a moment
then glanced away.
“Actually, only she and Complica would be going up, she said that you could… ‘wait’ for the next
chance to make a wish with Pandora’s Box to go up after I leave this world,” he said simply.
“What?” Felucia cried out, not being heard by Arial as the snow angel was listening to her music
still while savoring every bite of the meal provided by her demon.

“She figures you could spend my lifetime down here with me and then wish to get back into
heaven after I die,” Dark explained. Felucia stared at him with wide eyes as did Mizore, the two girls
looking to each other then back to him with stunned expressions.
“And just when was she planning on telling me this?” Felucia demanded.
“Probably after you walked down the aisle,” Dark said with a shrug. Felucia growled and glared
at the door while Mizore looked at Dark with worried eyes.
“That little… arg! She can’t tell me when I can and can’t go to heaven; dammit, I’ve earned my
place up there by now!” Felucia yelled out.
“So wait, you mean that if we find Pandora’s Box and she still hasn’t approved of me then, you’ll
be marrying Felucia?” Mizore asked worriedly. Felucia jumped then looked to Dark with a blush as he
nodded.
“Yes, we have until we find the box and make our wish to change her opinion of you my Mizore,
otherwise Felucia will be staying down here with me,” Dark said with a nod. He and Mizore looked to
Felucia as the girl stammered something before looking down nervously.
“Ok, just for the record, I’d love to be your wife Dark; really, I would kill for that honor. But I
can’t do that to you and Mizore, you two belong together and we all know that. I just won’t have any
part of this, even if Arial demands it, I do have a say in the matter too you know,” she said waving her
hands in front of her. She blinked then looked to Dark as the boy was watching her with a blank
expression. She paused then shook her head with a nervous smile.
“I don’t… get a say in this, do I?” she asked weakly. Dark shook his head as Mizore looked to him
with concern. Felucia gulped then looked down.
“Her say is final,” she said worriedly.
‘You’ve got to be kidding me, as things stand now Dark’s going to force me to marry him. He
may even tie me up and gag me during the ceremony, and who knows what he’ll do to me during the
honeymoon. God fucking dammit, I would have KILLED for this before meeting Mizore. Why is this
happening to me now; this is like a perfect dream turned into a twisted nightmare.’
“We can’t let her do this, we have to get her to fucking love Mizore before we find Pandora’s
Box,” Felucia urged, looking back to Dark and Mizore as they were thinking the same thing. Dark nodded
and looked to Mizore as the girl was looking at the bedroom where Arial was still in.
“Mizore,” he said, with Mizore nodding and glancing back to him as she knew what he was going
to say.
“I know Dark. I need to be the best daughter-in-law that I can be for her.”

Chapter 42
Monster’s In The Bath
Ruby sighed peacefully as she relaxed in the water, resting against the edge of the bath with
Apoch and Astreal sitting at her sides. The three witches were enjoying the quiet moment in the
morning while waiting for the other girls to join them. The area had been mostly cleaned up after
Mizore and Arial’s fight the other day, with the loose debris and damaged floor tiles having been taken
care of by Fang Fang’s housekeepers, while the large hole in the wall connecting to the boys’ bath was
covered by a large tarp with construction stickers lined around it. A few faint voices from the adjacent
bath let the three witches know that some of the boys were in there as well, with Apoch and Astreal
glancing to the tarp with curious eyes.
“Hopefully today we can enjoy our bath without any fights breaking out,” Ruby said softly.
Apoch and Astreal merely nodded while keeping their eyes on the tarp, both wondering if their
boyfriends were in the other room now. Ruby glanced from one to the other then showed a curious
smile.
“Now now ladies, don’t tell me you’re thinking about peeking at the boys,” she said knowingly.
The sisters jumped a bit then quickly looked down with closed eyes.
“Of course not,” Apoch said quickly.
“Never crossed our mind,” Astreal agreed with. Ruby nodded then glanced to the tarp with a
smirk.
“I sure hope we can trust the boys not to peek, it would be so easy for them to just waltz on
over there and look through the cracks to see us,” she said casually. The sisters blinked then looked to
the tarp timidly while slowly lowering themselves into the water, going down with the water coming up
to their shoulders while Ruby giggled at them.
“Relax girls; I’m sure we can trust them. The only one who we would have had to worry about
was Gin, but he’s changed from being that peeping tom into someone with more character, like my
Razico,” she boasted. The sisters glanced to her with raised eyebrows as they sat back up in the water.
“Leon would never peek either, he’s far too much of a gentleman to behave like that,” Astreal
assured.
“You’re thinking of Render, your boyfriend would likely be peeking right now to catch a glimpse
of your boobs,” Apoch replied dryly. Astreal twitched at that then glared at her while Ruby watched with
an amused smile.
“He would not; my boyfriend is a noble treasure hunter, besides between the two of us I do
have the bigger bust size, if they were going to ogle any of us it would be me,” Astreal quipped.

“Ok girls, calm down. I’d like to point out that next to Kurumu I do believe that I have the most
attractive figure, but then again I do have a few more years on you in which I acquired this beauty, so it’s
nothing against you personally,” Ruby said arrogantly while looking down and closing her eyes with a
smug smile. The sisters looked to her with dull stares as the woman leaned back and looked up with a
gentle smile on her face.
“Excuse me Ms. Ruby, but, who just lost their virginity yesterday?” Astreal accused dryly, with
Ruby twitching at that.
“Yes, we’ve been further along with boys than you have, it’s more than apparent that your few
years on us accounts to nothing,” Apoch quipped. Ruby glanced between them with discontent and
growled with annoyance.
“Just because I saved myself for the right guy doesn’t mean I’m any less attractive than you
think, and you can see clear as day that I’ve got a more developed figure than you two, everyone can
see that,” she snapped before looking up with a snooty expression. Apoch and Astreal glanced to each
other then to the witch with discontent.
“Dark was the right guy for me before he was killed in front of me,” Apoch snapped, with Ruby
glancing to her nervously.
“In our timeline Rason was the one for me, and I saved myself for him and only him,” Astreal
said looking down with a hurtful expression. Ruby looked to her with concern while Apoch narrowed her
eyes at the woman.
“We haven’t even slept with our new boyfriends yet, we’ve only been with Dark and Mr. Rason
before in the past. How dare you speak like we sleep around with many more men like a succubus
would,” Apoch scolded. Ruby looked between them worriedly then shook her head.
“Wait, I didn’t mean… I wasn’t talking about…” she said with concern. Apoch and Astreal looked
away with huffs and closed eyes while Ruby looked between them while trying to think of what to say.
She then sighed and looked down at the water with saddened eyes as silence filled the room. After a
while she nodded and closed her eyes.
“You’re right, you both are,” she said softly. The sisters glanced back to her as she kept her head
hung low.
“You have been further along with boys than I, everybody has. But they were boys that you truly
loved and had as your own. Everybody’s had somebody, I was the last to actually find and be with a guy.
Even Yukari managed to find somebody before I did,” she said softly. Apoch and Astreal slowly looked
back to her curiously as the elder witch sighed and shook her head.
“After Tsukune made his choice I didn’t have anyone special, not for a long, long time. Moka had
Tsukune, Kurumu and Mizore had Rason and Dark, Kokoa managed to find a boyfriend out of Gin, Yukari

had Ahakon fall right onto her lap, and even you two had boyfriends before I did,” she said with
remorse.
“Ms. Ruby,” Apoch and Astreal said softly as they looked back to her. The sisters looked to each
other with worried eyes then back to the woman as they sat closer to her.
“But, if we were to be technical about it, us being with our old boyfriends never happened
now,” Apoch reasoned softly. Ruby smirked slightly and glanced between them.
“Still, even in this timeline you did have someone, you both had Ahakon as a boyfriend for a
short while, everybody managed to find somebody but me,” she said softly.
“I believe we won’t be counting Mr. Ahakon in all this, if that’s ok,” Apoch said with a troubled
expression.
“Yes, the sisters before us were hexed by his aura, so we’ll just ignore that incident altogether
and pretend that never happened,” Astreal agreed with. Ruby nodded then looked down at the water
with a gentle gaze.
“When I found Razico at first, I was soon separated from him, believing that I would never find
him again. But then he found me, he came to my rescue and stayed with me after that. I finally found a
man to be with, someone… made just for me. I could finally believe that… I was just as attractive and
lucky as the rest of you girls,” she said softly.
“Ms. Ruby, you are attractive,” Apoch reassured gently.
“Yes, you’re very beautiful,” Astreal agreed. Ruby closed her eyes and leaned back against the
edge of the bath.
“Tell me, in your old timeline, did I have anyone then?” she asked. Apoch and Astreal glanced to
each other with worry then back to the witch.
“Well… no,” Apoch said softly.
“We never saw anyone else around you Ms. Ruby,” Astreal said shaking her head. Ruby nodded
and looked up at the ceiling with a distant gaze.
“I wonder, is this the only world where I found somebody? I have Razico now, but… is this the
only reality where I found somebody to be with? I just know Moka, Kurumu, Mizore, and hell, maybe
even Yukari and Kokoa too, all found somebody in other worlds and realities, but did I? It took me
forever to finally find that one special person, what if I’m the only Ruby out there that actually did?” she
asked herself worriedly.
“That doesn’t matter Ms. Ruby,” Apoch said softly. Ruby looked to her with worried eyes as the
witch smiled kindly and shook her head.

“What matters is that you do have Mr. Razico in this world, and as far as we’re concerned, this
world is the only world that matters,” she reasoned.
“She’s right, I’m sure other Ms. Rubys out there found somebody to be with in their own worlds,
but all that matters is that you found somebody in this one,” Astreal said in agreement. Ruby nodded
and looked down with a gentle smile as she thought about her warlock that was in the bathing room
next door.
“I suppose you’re right, all that matters is this reality, and that I have Razico for real,” she said
softly. Apoch smiled and leaned back against the edge while looking towards the tarp.
“We all have boyfriends, treasure hunters even,” she said with a giggle.
“That’s right, even though our boyfriends specialize in different magic, they all have the same
goal of seeking lost and rare treasure in the world,” Astreal said leaning back as well. The three witches
looked to each other and laughed a bit. From the doorway Yukari and Kyouko walked into the room,
both clad with only towels as the young witch took off her hat and tossed it over to the side.
“Hey, good morning,” Kyouko said with a small smile.
“What are you three laughing about?” Yukari asked as she took off her towel and got into the
bath.
“Just how we all ended up with treasure hunters for boyfriends, who would have thought?”
Ruby said with a shrug. Yukari looked at her puzzled then down in thought.
“I thought Razico was a thief,” she said simply, with Ruby twitching at that.
“He’s a treasure hunter!” Ruby yelled out at her. Yukari smiled nervously and leaned back in the
bath while some laughter was heard from the bathing room next to them.
“Sounds like they’re talking about you Razico old buddy,” Render’s voice called out playfully.
“Shut up Render,” Razico snapped back.
Ruby growled then sat back in the bath as she tried to calm herself.
“He’s a treasure hunter just like Render and Leon, he only ever stole from the school so he
would get caught and be brought to me. He was only trying to get closer to me Yukari, he even admitted
it himself,” she stated firmly. Yukari nodded slowly then shrugged.
“Could have fooled me with all the stuff he kept stealing,” she said simply.
“He wasn’t stealing anything!” Ruby shouted out.
“Oh yes he was,” Rason’s voice called out from the other room.
“I put everything back didn’t I? I never meant to keep any of it!” Razico shouted out.

“Could have fooled us,” Ahakon called out, followed by more laughter being heard from the
other boys. Ruby growled and thrashed about slightly while Kyouko laughed weakly and got into the
bath next to Yukari.
“Well, he seems like a noble guy to me,” Kyouko reasoned with a shrug. Ruby grunted and sat
back against the bath’s edge with annoyance.
“That’s because he is, he’s not a thief,” she stated firmly. Yukari looked up in thought for a
moment then back to Ruby.
“But wait, wasn’t he at Fairy Tale’s HQ that one night to steal-”
“HE’S NOT A THIEF!” Ruby yelled out, her voice echoing throughout the room as all the girls
looked at her with a jump. From the other bath room more laughter was heard from those who weren’t
warlocks while Yukari smiled nervously and nodded while shaking her hands in front of her.
“Ok, he’s not a thief, we believe you,” she said quickly. Ruby growled then looked down while
trying to calm herself as Apoch and Astreal looked to Kyouko with weak smiles and shrugs.
“So, um, how are you doing Ms. Kyouko?” Apoch asked with a shrug.
“I’m sitting in a bath with four witches, never thought I’d be doing this in all my life,” Kyouko
said with a small laugh and smile. The others looked to her with slight smiles as the human glanced
around at them with a nervous smile.
“Um, that’s not being offensive to call you witches, right?” she asked.
“No, don’t worry about it Kyouko, we are witches after all,” Ruby said with a shrug. Kyouko
nodded with a weak smile.
“Ok, sorry, I just didn’t want to say the wrong thing, I’m kind of new to the whole monster
etiquette,” she reasoned.
“Don’t worry, just treat us how you would with your friends Kyouko, there’s no real trick here to
talking to us,” Ruby said with a slight giggle.
“Yes, don’t feel bad for calling us witches when speaking about us,” Apoch and Astreal said
together.
“That reminds me, how come Ceal just calls us witches? We do have names, doesn’t he know
that by now?” Yukari asked confusedly.
“I’m not sure, he only seems to call Ms. Falla and Ms. Complica by their names, and now Ms.
Luna too,” Apoch said looking up curiously.
“Maybe it’s a dragon slayer thing, he calls our boyfriends ‘hunters’, I guess because they’re
treasure hunters,” Ruby reasoned.

“So he refers to others by what they are or do, but not by what they’re named?” Yukari asked.
“Seems like it, it may just be his way,” Ruby said with a shrug.
“It may be his way, but it’s starting to become bothersome, it’s like he treats us as lesser beings
like Mr. Hex does,” Apoch said with annoyance.
“Not to mention that he always has that cold personality, even after he’s shown he does have a
heart to us. Even Mr. Dark isn’t so cold and distant from us,” Astreal mentioned.
“I don’t believe he does it to be condescending towards us, like Fang Fang explained before
dragon slayers have a high code of honor. You’ve seen the way he protects Falla and Complica, and even
helped you two when he wasn’t obligated to in any way. He is a nice guy; he just doesn’t want it to be
seen so openly. I mean, he can’t actually say he loves Falla to her until he’s ready to marry her, sounds
like their social interaction is a bit different than ours,” Ruby reasoned thoughtfully.
“I suppose that’s true,” Apoch said looking down.
“If it wasn’t for him we wouldn’t be alive now,” Astreal said softly.
“I don’t think any of us would be. You two, Falla, even myself, we would have died back in the
human world without his help,” Kyouko said in agreement. Yukari nodded slowly then glanced to the
girls with a shrug.
“His necro pet still gives me the shivers just seeing it though,” she said with a weak smile. The
other girls laughed a bit and nodded in agreement.
“Yes, when we first saw his pet we were a bit frightened as well,” Apoch admitted.
“Still gives me the shivers just remembering how those tentacles felt against my skin,” Astreal
said with a shudder. The other girls shuddered at the thought as well as they remembered the feeling of
the necro demon when they touched it, either voluntarily or involuntarily.
From the doorway Luna, Falla, and Complica came in clad only in their towels, the sisters looking
around at the bathing room then to the others with smiles.
“Good morning everybody,” Luna said kindly.
“Good morning. Um, what’s wrong with Complica?” Kyouko asked as the group saw that
Complica had been crying recently, the young girl having a few tears in her eyes while she was smiling
sadly at them. Complica jumped a bit then looked down while rubbing her eyes.
“I… um…” she said softly. Ruby showed a sympathetic smile and shook her head slowly.
“Oh dear, was there another accident?” she asked. Falla looked to Complica and held her close
with one arm.

“Just a small one, but its ok, we all needed a bath this morning anyway,” she said gently.
“Accident?” Kyouko asked.
“Complica sometimes has an… accident when sleeping,” Luna said gently. Complica wiped her
eyes then looked to Kyouko with a worried smile and shrug. Kyouko tilted her head slightly then smiled
curiously at the young girl.
“I used to have those too when I was growing up, to be honest I never thought of monsters
having the same problem,” she said with a shrug.
“You wet the bed when you were young too?” Complica asked. Kyouko rubbed the back of her
head with a weak smile and nodded.
“Well, I’m not going to lie and say I didn’t, but we really don’t need to go into details about
that,” she said with a nervous laugh at the end. Complica looked at her curiously then to Falla as the
elder sister nodded at her.
“You see, you’re not the only one to have that kind of problem, its ok,” she said kindly. Complica
smiled a little and nodded then looked down timidly as Luna smiled at her sisters. Luna then blinked
before suddenly rushing over and hugging her two sisters with a twisted smile.
“I LOVE MY SISTERS SO MUCH! HAHAHAHAHA!” she screamed out, with Falla and Complica
looking to her with surprise as the other girls stared with wide eyes. After a moment of maniacal
laughter Luna stopped in place then slowly backed up from the two stunned girls with a horrified
expression.
“Oh… oh god, I’m so sorry,” she said holding her hands to her mouth. Silence filled the room
along with the adjacent boys’ bath as everybody had heard Luna’s extremely loud declaration.
“Luna?” Kyouko asked worriedly.
“Is she ok in there?” Rason’s voice called out from the other room. Luna looked down while
holding her hands to her face as Falla smiled gently at her.
“It’s ok, she just had a little slip of the mind,” she called out.
“Sister, are you ok?” Complica asked. Luna peeked to her through her fingers and nodded then
looked to the other girls.
“I’m sorry, I couldn’t… I didn’t mean to…” she said shakily.
“Its fine Luna, we understand, you can’t quite control your own mind just yet,” Ruby said gently.
“Yeah, we’ve seen you do worse than that when you first came to Yokai Academy, don’t worry
about it,” Yukari said with a giggle. Luna again hid herself behind her hands while Complica looked to the
young witch curiously.

“What else did she do before?” she asked.
“If you’re talking about eating her bed and pillow while she sleeps, she’s still doing that,” Falla
commented.
“Falla!” Luna whined loudly while shaking her head. Falla smiled nervously at her then shrugged
at the others.
“Not that we’re judging you, really, I’m just saying,” she reasoned quickly.
“Eating her bed and pillow?” Kyouko asked. Luna huffed then looked to her with a flustered
expression.
“I can’t help it ok? I get hungry,” she said before looking down with a blush. Kyouko looked at
her curiously then to Falla who showed a weak smile still.
“It’s just a little quirk she has, nothing to get worked up over, right Luna?” Falla said looking to
Luna with a hopeful smile. Luna glanced to her then looked back down again with a troubled expression.
Complica took hold of Luna’s hand with a small smile, the elder sister looking to her as the young girl
nodded.
“It’s ok, I’ve never judged you for how you are,” she said softly, with Luna giving her a small
smile from that.
“Thank you Complica,” she said softly. Kyouko nodded slowly then pointed from one sister to
the other.
“So she ate stuff her in sleep and Complica had accidents in her sleep, so then did anything
happen to you in your sleep Falla?” she asked. Falla looked to her with a weak smile and shook her head.
“No, I’ve never done anything in my sleep before,” she answered.
“She was the only one of us who wasn’t broken,” Complica said looking to Falla with a saddened
expression. Luna glanced to Falla with a raised eyebrow and shook her head.
“I wouldn’t say that Complica, we had our nighttime problems, but I distinctly remember both of
us being on father’s good side nearly all the time,” she said knowingly. Falla twitched a bit then glanced
to her with a nervous smile.
“Gee, and she wasn’t? I’m shocked,” Ruby said with a smirk. Falla smiled weakly at her and
rubbed the back of her head while Luna crossed her arms and shook her head.
“Nope, in fact if memory serves she got a spanking from father on a regular basis for her
behavior,” she said. Falla jumped then looked away with a blush as the other girls watched her curiously.
“You mean when she was younger she got spankings from her dad?” Kyouko asked.

“No Kyouko, I mean she got spankings from our father all the time, right up until the end of our
kingdom,” Luna said with a smirk.
“Luna!” Falla cried out at her. Complica looked at Falla curiously then nodded.
“Oh yeah, it was almost every day with her,” she said simply.
“They don’t need to be hearing this, and it wasn’t every day with me!” Falla whined.
“I said almost every day,” Complica said with a shrug.
“Your dad gave you spankings at your age?” Kyouko asked curiously. Falla nervously stammered
some form of response while Luna giggled a bit.
“Father was always a strict king with our rules and laws, and public punishment was something
that he did to those that acted out against our laws,” Luna said, with Falla turning red and looking down
with embarrassment.
“Luna, enough already,” she said through bared teeth while glancing to her sister.
“Public punishment?” Apoch and Astreal asked. Falla cringed then looked to Luna with
desperation while the elder sister nodded.
“A spanking in front of the royal court would have been a good deterrent for us not to act out.
I’m not going to lie and say I’ve never had that done to me, once was enough, I learned my lesson and
never again questioned father’s judgment, but Falla however, well…” Luna said with a shrug.
“C’mon, haven’t I suffered enough by now?” Falla whined.
“You got a spanking in front of everybody at your home when you misbehaved?” Kyouko asked
with wonder. Falla jumped a bit then looked to her nervously.
“Um… well…” she squeaked out.
“Nearly every day,” Complica said with a nod.
“She never seemed to learn her lesson,” Luna added with a smirk.
“For crying out loud, that wasn’t me! I mean, yes, that was me, but that wasn’t… me!” Falla cried
out with embarrassment.
“Your father gave you public spankings in front of everybody at your age?” Yukari asked with a
giggle.
“He sure did, in fact now that I think about it, I had to go through that only once, and Complica
never did. Falla was the one that had to get her punishment from father nearly every day,” Luna
mentioned with a shrug. Falla whined loudly again and looked to Luna with watery eyes.

“Quit being so cruel to me sister, seriously, I’m not that bitch who was so mean to you before,”
she said sadly. Luna smiled amusedly and shook her head.
“I know you’re not. The old Falla would have never been so kind to Complica after she wet the
bed, or I when I ate the bed, but you were. The way you held Complica this morning and comforted her,
I know for a fact you’re not the same girl who got into trouble so much when we lived at home. I’m just
evening the score here by pointing out that all of us had problems during our lives, in a way you were
just as broken as we were,” she reasoned calmly. Falla sighed and looked down in defeat before
Complica held her hand, with the elder sister glancing to her with worried eyes.
“You can’t say you never judged me before, I know you had to have, that line won’t work with
me,” Falla said softly.
“No, but I did always hope there was a good soul in you before, every day. Whenever you were
getting punished in front of everybody I felt sorry for you, and hoped that one day you would learn to be
good. I’m glad that you did change, you’re a much better person now,” Complica said gently. Falla
smiled softly at her then knelt down and held her close while closing her eyes.
“Thank you Complica, thank you,” she said softly. She then glanced to the other girls worriedly
as they smiled gently at her.
“Hey, I met the old you, she was a real bitch. I’m not comparing her to you in any way, you’re
the far better version in every way,” Kyouko said shaking her head.
“Yes, the you as you are now would have been a great princess of your land back in your old
home, I doubt you would have received any more such punishments as you are now,” Ruby reassured.
“The old you never learned her lesson, but you did. That’s all that matters,” Apoch and Astreal
said together.
“How do you two always say stuff together like that?” Complica asked looking to them. Before
she could get an answer Luna quickly knelt down and hugged her two sisters close again.
“I LOVE YOU BOTH SO MUCH! EVEN MORE THAN COOKIES! HAHAHAHAHA!” she laughed as the
girls once again looked to her with surprise. After a while of laughing out of control Luna stopped then
slowly looked to her sisters with a growing expression of despair.
“I’m sorry… I didn’t mean to… ruin the moment,” she said softly. Falla laughed then held her
close while Complica smiled amusedly at her sister.
“Don’t worry about it Luna, we love you more than cookies too,” Falla said before laughing with
a kind smile. Complica giggled and held them both while Luna had a small smile on her face as she
laughed weakly.
“It’s nice to see them all getting along together,” Apoch said softly.

“Yes, a shame it took so long for it to happen,” Astreal commented. Ruby nodded then looked
down while closing her eyes and relaxing.
“At least now they can spend some time together as real sisters,” she said calmly. Kyouko smiled
at the sisters then leaned back in the bath.
“Hey, hop on in and enjoy the bath with us you three, you don’t have to stand there all morning
you know,” she said waving them over.
“Yeah, hurry up before Kokoa gets here, I don’t mind the herbal baths so much but I like this
much better,” Yukari added with a relaxing sigh.
“Herbal baths?” Kyouko asked.
“Kokoa’s a vampire, she and Moka have to put special herbs in the water to purify it otherwise
water would harm them,” Ruby explained.
“Yeah, water is just as harmful to vampires as the human stories tell about them,” Yukari said
with a nod. Kyouko looked at the water curiously as the three chronofly sisters dropped their towels and
walked over to the bath. Complica giggled and jumped in while Luna and Falla sat down next to Kyouko
with relaxed smiles. The two elder sisters laid back and rested against the edge of the bath before
Complica made her way over and sat close next to Luna, snuggling up against her with the elder sister
putting her arm around the young girl’s back and wings.
“So, if Moka or Kokoa jumped into the water like this… that would hurt them?” Kyouko asked.
“If they jumped into a bath of normal water it would do more than hurt them. Prolonged
exposure to unpurified water would be lethal to them,” Apoch said cautiously. Kyouko jumped a bit and
looked to her worriedly.
“But what about when it rains, it rained at Yokai Academy didn’t it?” she asked.
“Yes, and during that time an umbrella would be an absolute necessity for them, however
during most rainstorms Moka and Kokoa remained in their dorm rooms for safety,” Ruby answered.
Kyouko nodded then looked at the woman curiously.
“But witches are fine in water,” she pointed out.
“Of course we are, why wouldn’t we be?” Ruby asked. Kyouko looked around at the four
witches with a puzzled expression.
“Because I always thought that water would cause them to melt,” she said. Ruby looked at her
with bewilderment then to Apoch and Astreal.
“Yeah, I’m still lost as to how all these stories about us came to be,” she said shaking her head.

“They got the part about vampires and water right, no idea where they’re getting the rest of it
from,” Yukari said with puzzlement. All the girls looked to Kyouko as she glanced around with a nervous
smile.
“Hey, don’t look at me, I didn’t come up with the stories, I just read about them,” she said with a
shrug.
“Just out of curiosity, what else have humans been saying about us witches?” Ruby asked with a
raised eyebrow. Kyouko laughed nervously and looked up while rubbing the back of her head.
“Well… that you kept black cats as pets-”
“I’m allergic to cats,” Ruby mentioned, with the girls looking to her curiously.
“You are?” Yukari asked.
“What about Ms. Nekonome?” Apoch and Astreal asked together as they tilted their heads in
sync with each other.
“Doesn’t anybody else notice them doing that?” Complica asked, pointing to the witch sisters
with a curious expression. Nobody responded to her as Ruby shrugged while looking at Yukari.
“I wasn’t allergic to her, but if a household cat comes near me I tend to sneeze a lot, doesn’t do
well for my sinuses,” she admitted. Kyouko looked at her puzzled then counted to two on her fingers
which she held up.
“Um, and that you rode brooms to fly around on,” she said, with the witches looking to her with
confusion.
“Brooms?” Yukari asked.
“Brooms don’t fly, what… how would we even ride them?” Ruby asked shaking her head.
“That doesn’t make any sense,” Apoch and Astreal said together, both shaking their heads in
perfect unison.
“They’re even shaking their heads at the same time, isn’t that weird?” Complica asked looking to
her sisters, both of the elder chronoflies still just watching Kyouko as if they couldn’t hear their younger
sister’s question. Kyouko smiled weakly and looked down at the water.
“That’s just what the stories say, that and you kidnapped children and ate them,” she said with a
small shrug.
“What?” the four witches exclaimed with a jump.
“Ate them?” Luna asked looking to Falla with bewilderment. Falla just shrugged as she watched
Kyouko with a raised eyebrow.

“That’s disgusting, why would we wish to eat human beings? That’s so gross,” Apoch and Astreal
said with disgusted faces, again both in perfect sync. Complica just looked from them to everybody else
with a curious eye as nobody seemed to react to the sisters again.
“Ok, seriously, who is spreading this crap about us? Because if we ever do get the peace treaty
reinstated I want that human to publicly announce that he’s full of horseshit,” Ruby said with
discontent.
“Who eats children? That’s just horrible no matter how you look at it,” Yukari said shaking her
head with a disgusted expression. Kyouko looked around at the girls worriedly then shook her hands in
front of her.
“I’m not saying any of this to piss you off, it’s just… what the stories say about witches,” she
reasoned.
“Yeah, we’re getting that straightened out right away once all of this is over with,” Ruby said
looking up with annoyance.
“How horrible, saying such disgusting and vile things about us like that, I don’t think I’ve ever
heard of a single witch doing such a revolting act once in my entire life,” Apoch and Astreal said together
with disturbed expressions.
“Really? How come I’m the only one who notices this?” Complica asked looking around at
everybody, again not getting any reaction from anyone.
“What else have they been saying about us monsters?” Yukari asked curiously. Kyouko looked
down in thought then shrugged.
“Um, well I always heard that you had to kill a werewolf with a silver bullet, is that true?” she
asked looking to the others.
“A silver bullet?” Ruby asked with a small dry laugh.
“Yeah, that would kill Gin alright, although a normal bullet would work just as well,” Falla said
shaking her head.
“A rather expensive way of killing a werewolf, but yeah, that would do the trick I guess,” Luna
said with a shrug. Kyouko looked around at the girls then smiled weakly.
“That’s just how I heard to kill them, the same as… well, driving a wooden stake through a
vampire’s heart to kill them,” she admitted. The other girls just stared at her as if they heard wrong.
“A wooden stake through the heart?” Ruby questioned.
“Is that not true? Wouldn’t that kill them?” Kyouko asked.
“Yeah, Moka and Kokoa would die from that, who wouldn’t?” Yukari said shaking her head.

“That’s just barbaric actually,” Luna said with a disturbed expression.
“Just who is making these tales up about us anyway?” Apoch and Astreal asked together as they
struck the same inquisitive expression.
“Seriously, it’s like there’s a mirror between them, doesn’t anybody else notice this?” Complica
asked while looking around with disbelief, again not getting a reaction out of anyone.
Kyouko smiled nervously and shook her head as all eyes were on her.
“I don’t know, these are just stories that kids grew up with, adults never believed in monsters
anyway, these were all just fantasy tales, nothing more to them,” she reasoned.
From the side of the room Kurumu and Ran walked in, both clad in only towels while they were
talking to each other. The siren still had her glasses on which she took off for a moment to wipe off the
steam that built up on them while Kurumu seemed to be laughing about something as she glanced back
to the doorway. Ruby looked to them then to Kyouko.
“What about a succubus and siren?” she asked. Kurumu and Ran looked to her curiously as they
approached the bath upon hearing that.
“What about us?” Kurumu asked as they dropped their towels. Kyouko looked between the two
girls as everybody was watching her again.
“Um, which one is the succubus?” she asked.
“I am, what are you girls talking about?” Kurumu asked as she got into the bath next to Astreal.
“We’re finding out just what humans have been saying about us in their world. So far their view
on monsters is grossly exaggerated,” Ruby said as the girls watched Kyouko. The human smiled weakly
then looked at Kurumu who was watching her curiously.
“So, what do humans say about us?” Kurumu asked leaning back in the bath as Ran got into the
water and sat next to Complica. Kyouko looked down in thought then back to Kurumu with a shrug.
“Just that they’re supposedly beautiful looking women who seduce men and drain the life out of
them,” she answered. Kurumu just stared at her for a moment then smiled curiously.
“We’re known to be beautiful to all of mankind? Well that doesn’t sound so bad,” she said with
a laugh. Kyouko looked at her carefully then raised an eyebrow.
“And the part about draining the life out of men?” she asked cautiously. Kurumu looked up
thoughtfully as she leaned back in the bath.
“Well, we could suck the life right out of men for energy, though to be honest I don’t think I’ll
ever be doing that. I love Rason, I couldn’t bear the thought of draining his life away and killing him,

that’s probably something others do when they don’t find their Destined One or if they’re just bitches I
guess,” she reasoned casually.
“Wait, what do you mean you could, how?” Yukari asked. Kurumu looked to her then smirked
with a shrug.
“We’re love demon’s Yukari, during sex I could drain all of a man’s energy while we’re joined
together if I had a mind to,” she explained. Yukari stared at her with wide eyes as did the other girls.
“You mean… that you could actually kill a man having sex with him?” Luna asked carefully.
Kurumu laughed weakly and nodded.
“Well, I could, but like I said I would never do that to Rason, and since he’s the only guy I’m ever
going to be with I won’t be killing anyone with my hips,” she reasoned. She then looked around to see
everybody just staring at her.
“What?” Kurumu asked simply.
“Didn’t know about that little detail,” Ruby said shaking her head.
“Oh my,” Apoch and Astreal said with nervous eyes. Kurumu looked around at them then sighed
with annoyance.
“C’mon you guys, it’s not like we do that to men all that much anymore. Like I said the succubus
would have to be a bitch to want to kill the guy for no reason, I don’t think my mother ever killed a
single man she’s been with just like I never intended to when trying to find my Destined One. We may
be demons who prey on men but we’re classier than doing something as dark as that,” she assured with
a confident nod. The other girls glanced to each other then shrugged.
“I guess we shouldn’t be completely surprised, they do charm and steal away men by the
handful if given the chance,” Ruby reasoned.
“Yeah, Kurumu was trying to do just that when Tsukune and Moka first met her, she was just
charming boys left and right without a care at the academy,” Yukari pointed out. Kurumu groaned and
looked up with closed eyes.
“You’re just never going to let that go are you? I said I was sorry, I was just doing what we do to
find our Destined Ones, and just to be clear I wasn’t going to kill any of them if they weren’t the ones for
me either,” she asserted.
“You tried to charm and steal boys away by the handful at your school?” Kyouko asked. Kurumu
looked to her with a playful smile and a wink.
“Hey, we gotta find a boyfriend somehow right?” she said with a giggle. Kyouko smiled weakly
and nodded then glanced to the other girls.

“Not going to lie, if I could do that to get a boyfriend I would have as well,” she said with a laugh.
The other girls smiled amusedly at her before Ran looked at the girl curiously.
“Um, so what about sirens? What do humans say about us?” Ran asked. Kyouko glanced to her
then up in thought.
“Well, they’re supposedly beautiful women with voices that could charm and draw men to
them, but were considered dangerous as they would lead men towards danger,” she explained.
“Towards danger?” Ran asked worriedly. Kyouko nodded and looked to her with a serious
expression.
“It’s said that they would lure sailors with their beautiful voices, right towards jagged rocks and
watch the men crash and drown in the sea,” she explained. Ran looked at her worriedly then shook her
head.
“I appreciate the beautiful women aspect of that story, but I’m going to have to disagree with
the trying to kill humans part,” she said with concern.
“Humans really think we’re out to get them, don’t they?” Ruby said with a raised eyebrow.
“Again, I didn’t make this stuff up, it’s just what I’ve been told since I was young,” Kyouko
defended with while raising her hands up slightly.
“We’re going to have to get all of that sorted out if peace does become a possibility between
our races again, we may be monsters but we’re really not as bad as these stories portray us as,” Luna
said looking down with concern. Falla nodded and glanced to her.
“It’s a good thing humans didn’t know about us at all, who knows what twisted tales they would
have come up with for us,” she mentioned. Kyouko looked around at seeing the other girls having
troubled expressions.
“Hey, I know you’re not bad, and I’m positive other humans still believe you’re good monsters
as well, don’t let this get to you. Besides these are just fantasy stories told to children, they can’t be
taken seriously,” she pointed out hopefully. The girls looked to her with concern as she smiled and
shook her head.
“I trust every single one of you with my life, you may be monsters but you’re not evil in the
least, all we have to do is show the world that you’re the good guys and the rest will work itself out,”
she reassured. The other girls gave her small smiles as they appreciated her vote of confidence in them.
“Here’s hoping all humans are as open-minded as you are Kyouko,” Kurumu said leaning back
and breathing out softly.
“Yes, it means so much that you have such faith in us Ms. Kyouko,” Apoch and Astreal said
together in perfect sync.

“So nobody else notices them doing that, it’s really just me?” Complica asked looking around,
seeing nobody reacting to neither her nor the witch sisters. She shook her head with disbelief then
looked to seeing Sun walking into the room, the siren wearing her bathrobe with her sketchpad clipped
to her side. Her hair was flowing freely behind her while she had a saddened expression on her face, the
girl looking down and walking a bit slower than usual.
“Sun,” Complica called out with a wave. The others looked to seeing the siren glancing up to the
girls then smiling a bit at Complica as she walked over to the edge of the bath.
“Good morning Sun, did you sleep well?” Ruby asked. Sun looked to her with a small smile then
wrote something down on her pad to show the girls.
Yes, and good morning to you all as well.
“You ok Sun? You seem a little down, is something wrong?” Kurumu asked knowingly. Sun
glanced to her with annoyance then wrote down something else to show her.
I’m alright, nothing’s wrong.
Kurumu smirked then looked to the doorway, with Sun turning her head to seeing Kokoa
walking into the bathing room. She had a pink towel clad around her, her hair flowing freely down to her
shoulders, was carrying a small tin kettle, and had a blissful smile on her face as she walked slightly offbalance.
“Good morning Kokoa. Um, are you ok?” Yukari asked. Kokoa nodded with a happy sigh as she
walked over towards the bath’s edge, with Sun crossing her arms and watching the vampire with a bit of
spite.
“She’s still alive,” Ran said softly with wonder.
“Still alive?” Luna asked looking to her.
“Wow Kokoa, you look out of it. You and Gin have a little fun this morning?” Kurumu said while
holding her arms back behind her head. Kokoa smirked and looked to her while holding a hand to her
hip.
“What’s it to you if we did?” she asked with an arrogant tone.
“Nothing, I’m just saying you look really happy and really out of your senses, just wondering if
we have Gin to blame for that,” Kurumu said with a giggle. Kokoa chuckled then glanced to Sun with a
dull expression, the silent siren standing next to her and watching the vampire with discontent.
“What are you looking at?” Kokoa snapped as she dropped her towel with a scowl at the siren.
Sun narrowed her eyes as her lips flinched a bit with her scowl. Kurumu looked between the two then
up with a thoughtful expression.

“You know, come to think of it, did anyone else hear a wolf’s howl this morning? I could have
sworn I heard a wolf howling earlier,” she said simply.
“Is that what that was? I heard something earlier, I thought it was one of Fang Fang’s guard
dogs,” Kyouko said curiously. Kurumu giggled and looked to Kokoa with a knowing smile.
“Maybe that’s what it was. Still, it sounded pretty familiar. Was that Gin I heard or was it just a
dog?” she asked. Kokoa gave a dull smile to that then knelt down and opened her kettle which had some
green liquid and small green leaves set inside.
“It might have been Gin, he does like to howl for me after all,” she said nonchalantly as she
stirred the leaves inside the kettle.
“Just like you do for him?” Kurumu asked slyly. Kokoa blinked and stopped her stirring, then
looked to Kurumu with a careful eye. All the girls were watching Kokoa curiously as the vampire glanced
around at them before looking back to Kurumu.
“What do you mean by that?” she asked.
“You know I gotta say it’s so cute the way you howl for him, doesn’t sound anything like a
werewolf’s but I guess it’s the thought that counts, right?” Kurumu said with a shrug. Kokoa looked at
her cautiously then jumped with surprise.
“Wha… what the hell? Were you spying on us this morning?” she demanded with a glare and
bared teeth.
“You were howling for Gin?” Ruby asked with a curious smile. Kokoa looked around at the girls
then to Kurumu with frustration as the succubus laughed a bit and nodded.
“We managed to catch the whole show, bravo by the way, I’m surprised a girl your size was able
to handle something of that size while he was in his werewolf form,” she said with a smirk. Kokoa turned
a deep shade of crimson as the girls looked to her with wonder while Sun continued to scowl at the
vampire.
“What’s she talking about?” Complica asked before Luna quickly covered the young girl’s ears
and held her close.
“Wait, you mean you two were doing it… when he was in his werewolf form?” Yukari asked
carefully.
“Um, doesn’t he grow to like three times his size when he changes into that form?” Luna asked
worriedly while Complica was looking up at her curiously as she couldn’t hear anything.
“Holy shit, she was actually able to do it with him like that?” Falla said while looking at Kokoa
with wide eyes. Kokoa stammered something nervously then looked at Kurumu with a twitch and glare
again.

“Wait, we? Just who all was spying on us when we were in our room?” she demanded loudly.
The girls looked to Kurumu as she glanced to Ran, the siren then smiling nervously and looking at Kokoa
with worried eyes as everybody looked to her.
“Ran? You were watching that too?” Ruby asked.
“It wasn’t what I was expecting to see to be honest, and quite frankly I’m still not sure how
Kokoa was able to survive such a… vigorous session with Gin when he was like that,” Ran reasoned
shakily. The girls all looked to Kokoa as she fumed with anger and embarrassment.
“Why the hell were you two watching us? What kind of sick perverts are you?” Kokoa
demanded.
“You just had sex with a large werewolf, and we’re the perverts?” Kurumu said with a laugh.
Kokoa growled furiously as her skin started to give off a haze, the group then watching her cautiously as
she glared at Kurumu with fire in her eyes.
“I hope you both enjoyed the show, because when I get my hands on you…” she growled as the
group watched her worriedly. Kurumu smiled nervously then quickly pointed to Sun.
“Hey, if you should be mad at anybody be mad at her, she was the one spying on you two to
begin with. Ran and I only did so to find out what she was looking at, and let’s be honest, seeing you
actually being able to do that with Gin was just so strange we couldn’t look away. We’re innocent, she’s
the guilty person here,” she pleaded quickly. Kokoa blinked then looked to Sun as the siren took a step
back away from her with a cautious expression.
“What? You were watching me and my boyfriend HAVING SEX THIS MORNING?” she yelled out
with fury.
“Wait, what?” Gin’s voice called out from the other room.
“Does anybody else feel a murderous vampire aura rising from the other room, or is it just me?”
Rason called out worriedly.
Kokoa growled furiously as Sun took a step away from her towards the doorway while watching
the vampire with worried eyes.
“You were spying on my boyfriend, after he slept with me, while he had sex with me, you
wretched little bitch, just who do you think you are?” Kokoa yelled out with anger as a small flame flared
along her thigh.
“Why is Kokoa looking at Sun like that?” Complica asked nervously as Luna continued to hold
her hands over the young girl’s ears while keeping her close.
“Kokoa… please don’t use your overcharge in here, Fang Fang won’t appreciate more damage
being done to his home,” Ruby pleaded nervously.

“Too late, she started it,” Yukari said nervously.
“Um, why does she look like she’s about to catch on fire?” Kyouko asked.
“Because she is about to catch on fire,” Falla warned. Kyouko glanced to her then back to Kokoa.
“Ok. Next stupid question, why is she about to catch on fire?” she asked nervously.
“Long story short, Kokoa can accelerate her monster energy and go supernova on anyone she
hates,” Yukari said with a nervous tremble. Kyouko blinked then shook her head while scooting as far
back in the bath as she could.
“And just what does that mean?” she asked with fright.
“This is going to be very, very, very painful,” Apoch and Astreal said shaking their heads.
Kokoa glared at Sun as her monster energy multiplied rapidly, the wet floor beneath her feet
giving off steam as she clenched her fists with anger.
“You have some nerve peeping on us when we’re in the middle of making love with each other.
You just don’t get the hint do you, none of this is clicking for you is it? Gin’s MY mate! He’s MY love! If
anyone deserves to be his girlfriend its ME!” she yelled out with anger. Sun stood her ground with all the
courage she could gather then wrote down something to show the vampire.
You don’t deserve Gin at all.
Kokoa looked at the pad with wide eyes then glared at the siren with incredible fury as the other
girls watched with worried eyes.
From the doorway Felucia walked into the room, clad in only a towel that she had wrapped
around her figure while her glowing bracelet of light was on her wrist. The demon flicked her green hair
behind her as she stretched out her other arm with a relaxed smile.
“Ok girls, I don’t know about you but I’m ready to get wet if you know what I mean,” she said
with a small laugh at the end.
Kokoa let out a loud roar then dashed towards Sun in the blink of an eye, sending a punch right
to the siren’s face that hit with a powerful strike. Sun’s world went completely black instantly as she was
rocketed back at high speed towards Felucia, the demon then seeing the siren flying towards her after a
loud bang was heard. Sun slammed into Felucia and sent them both rocketing back out of the room, into
the hallway, then through the adjacent wall and into a storeroom filled with boxes and cleaning
supplies. The two girls crashed into the room as the other girls in the bath stood up and watched with
stunned expressions.
“Sun!” Complica cried out.
“Felucia!” Ran cried out.

“Forget about her, she’s fine, what about Sun?” Ruby shouted out.
From the destroyed storeroom Felucia slowly stood up and pushed aside broken boxes and
debris while having a dazed expression.
“Oh c’mon, that was just a joke, no need to get so touchy about it,” she whined as she rubbed
her head. She then looked down and jumped with a scream as she saw Sun lying at her feet, the siren
out cold with blood dripping from her mouth while a large bruise was on her cheek.
“Sun? Holy fuck, what the hell happened to you?” Felucia cried out as she quickly lifted the siren
up into her arms. Sun didn’t respond or even move in the slightest, the girl having lost total
consciousness from the hit to her face. Felucia then looked ahead to see Kokoa walking towards them
with a heavy glare, haze seen coming off her naked body while flames were seen licking off her
shoulders. The vampire growled heavily as her aura continued to rise higher.
“Kokoa? Hey, what’s going on, why did you just hit her like that?” Felucia demanded. Kokoa
yelled out with anger and dashed toward them, with Felucia blinking before turning around and quickly
charging through the door into another hall as fast as she could. Her towel snagged on the broken
doorframe while she ran by, the girl then sprinting down the hallway naked with Sun in her arms while
Kokoa quickly gave chase after them. The other girls watched them vanish from the view through the
hole in the wall then looked to each other.
“Oh no…” Apoch and Astreal said together.
“Well, Sun’s dead,” Kurumu said with a shrug.
“What is going on over there?” Razico called out from the other bathing room.
“Is bath time over again?” Render called out tiredly.
“Unfortunately. Hurry, get dressed and for god’s sake stop Kokoa from killing Sun,” Ruby called
out before the girls scrambled to get out of the bath. The chronofly sisters remained in the water as the
other girls raced to grab their towels and leave, the three sisters then looking to each other as
everybody else left. Luna removed her hands from Complica’s head as the young girl looked at her with
worried eyes.
“What happened to Sun is she ok why did Kokoa attack her like that why are they fighting is Sun
ok please tell me she’s ok,” Complica said anxiously. Luna and Falla looked to each other then to the
open hole in the wall that Sun had crashed through earlier.
“I don’t know about you, but I feel like Sun had that coming,” Falla said with a shrug.
Running down a hallway inside the building Felucia was carrying Sun in her arms while passing a
few guards here and there, the men stopping and staring with surprise at seeing the naked girl carrying
the unconscious girl away from the raging naked girl who was catching up to them.

“What the hell is wrong with you this time Kokoa? For fuck’s sake calm down!” Felucia yelled
out as she looked back to seeing the redhead closing the distance with murder in her eyes. Small flames
were flaring off of the vampire’s arms and legs as her movements became faster by the moment. Felucia
shook her head and looked back ahead while trying to keep Kokoa from murdering the unconscious
siren in her arms.
“You seriously have an anger problem Kokoa, you need professional help!” she yelled out.
Elsewhere in the building Arial and Mizore were standing outside in a hallway next to their
bathing room, the two snow girls waiting for the interior and water to be cooled down by Fang Fang’s
assistants. Both snow girls were clad in only towels, with Arial’s coming up to her chest and being ripped
slightly behind her from her wings scraping against the fabric. They were each leaning against the wall
near the doorway into the bath, both remaining silent while Mizore was trying to think of what to say to
the temperamental angel. Arial kept looking down at the ground with closed eyes, obviously not wishing
to speak to the snow maiden next to her, and was wearing her earbuds while holding the mp3 player
that Dark had given her. Mizore had her arms crossed and was glancing from Arial back to the ground as
she thought about how to get the angel to like her more.
“So… Arial,” Mizore started. She looked to see Arial still listening to her music and ignoring her.
After a moment Mizore carefully tapped on the snow angel’s shoulder, the girl then peeking to her with
a dull glance.
“What?” Arial growled around her lollipop. Mizore took out her lollipop, as she didn’t want Arial
to mishear her like Dark would, and then smiled slightly.
“I was wondering, do you have any brothers or sisters?” she asked. Arial just continued to glance
at her with a cold stare, remaining silent as Mizore started to feel more uneasy. The snow maiden
smiled nervously as she tried to keep the conversation going.
“I mean, did you have any back when you were alive? I was an only child myself,” she said with a
small shrug. Arial still just glanced to her with a cold eye while remaining quiet, with Mizore feeling like
she was not making much progress in getting the girl to like her.
“Just… thought I’d ask,” Mizore said looking back down with worry as she put her lollipop back
in her mouth. Arial scoffed then looked down as she clicked a few buttons on her player to change the
song. Mizore remained silent as she thought about what to say next, contemplating one topic then
another, none of which seemed to be any better icebreakers for her and Arial. After a while she blinked
then glanced to Arial again. She tapped the snow girl on the shoulder, the young angel letting out an
annoyed growl before glaring at her. Mizore removed her lollipop while looking at the girl with a gentle
expression.
“Tell me, what was Dark like when you first saw him?” she asked. Arial looked at her carefully as
the snow maiden slowly slumped down against the wall and sat on the floor next to her.

“When he came to the academy, he was always so quiet, so distant, a little hard to talk to. What
was he like when he came to our village?” she asked. Arial looked at her with a bit of wonder as Mizore
gave a slight smile at her.
“You were the first one of all of us to see him, to see what he was like when he became a good
soul. Please, I’ve always wondered what he was like back then,” Mizore said softly. Arial looked down as
she clicked a button on her player, slowly taking out her earbuds as she showed a gentle expression as
well.
“He was cold… distant,” she said softly. Mizore watched her curiously, seeing that this was a
topic that Arial would jump on. Arial closed her eyes and shook her head slowly.
“He was in pain, being used by his master to kill so many people. He didn’t show it, he didn’t
show any emotion, but I could tell, he wasn’t happy,” she said softly. Mizore nodded slowly as she
listened to the snow angel, her words seeming to convey some pain as well as she remembered that
fateful night.
“When he killed my parents, I was outside near the window, watching as he… cut them down
while he was invisible. When he reappeared and walked outside… I saw his face; he didn’t seem to care
at all about what he just did. He didn’t show anger, fear, sorrow, regret, excitement, nothing. He
seemed so empty, like he was hiding everything he felt,” Arial said softly. She paused for a moment then
looked down at the floor with gentle eyes.
“But when he looked at me, talked to me, told me that he didn’t feel anything for what he was
doing, I understood. He was being used, didn’t know what he was doing, didn’t know he was being bad,
just doing what his master told him to. I felt sorry for him, all that blood on his hands, and he couldn’t
help it,” she said sadly. Mizore looked down with remorse, knowing how Dark hated being used as a
weapon of war. Arial sniffled and looked to the snow girl with saddened eyes.
“When he was told to kill me, I saw it, clear as day. He didn’t want to, he didn’t want to hurt me,
it was hurting him to carry out that order,” she said, with Mizore then looking to her with wonder. Arial
looked down and held a hand over her heart.
“He looked like he was about to cry, he was in so much pain. I knew he wasn’t evil, I knew that
all that he had done wasn’t his fault. So I did the only thing I could do, I told him it was ok, that I didn’t
hate him for what he was doing. I let him know, that he wasn’t evil, to help him feel better,” she said
softly. Mizore watched Arial with wonder as the snow angel then looked ahead with a focused gaze.
“After he wounded me, all that pain, all that anger in him, it came out. I watched him as he
killed his master, he made that evil man pay for what he made Dark do. I knew he was a good soul; I
wanted him to be happy after suffering so much. So while he was tearing that asshole apart I crawled
over to the glowing bracelet the wizard used to control him. And before I died, I wished for him to be
free, to live and be happy,” she said softly. Mizore nodded slowly then stood back up next to the angel.

“And so your son was born,” she said softly. Arial looked up to her curiously as the snow maiden
smiled gently down at her.
“I see my prayers were well placed after all,” she said kindly.
“Prayers?” Arial asked. Mizore nodded and rested her hand on the snow angel’s shoulder.
“My prayers to you,” she said softly. Arial looked at her with wonder as Mizore smiled kindly at
her.
“You weren’t just Dark’s angel, you were mine as well. I prayed at night to you, thanking you for
all that you did. If it wasn’t for you, I never would have met him; I wouldn’t have Dark in my life at all.
And it’s all because of you that I could be with him,” she said softly. Arial looked to the girl’s hand then
up to her curiously as the snow maiden smiled at her. After a moment Arial scoffed and swatted
Mizore’s hand off of her.
“He’s not in your life, and like hell you can be with him,” she snapped, with Mizore looking at
her with surprise as the snow angel glared at her.
“Dark’s my son, he’s not for you at all!” she shouted out.
“But… but…” Mizore stuttered as she shook her head.
“I didn’t die so you two could be together, I didn’t wish for my son to live just so he could marry
some worthless snow girl like you! Dark needs a proper girl as his wife, someone who’s loyal, brave,
smart, and badass, and that’s not you!” Arial shouted out before looking away and putting her earbuds
back in. Mizore stared at her with disbelief as she trembled a bit with frustration.
‘You’ve got to be kidding me, that was our moment together, we were bonding for crying out
loud! What the hell is this bitch’s problem?’
Before Mizore could yell out in frustration the hallway rumbled a bit, with the two girls looking
over to seeing an explosion erupting through a wall further away from them. From debris Felucia
stumbled out then started running towards the snow girls before Kokoa blasted through the broken
opening behind her, the vampire having fire flaring around her as she let out a feral roar.
“What is going on now?” Mizore asked tiredly.
“Sun!” Arial cried out as she saw the wounded siren being carried by the naked doll demon.
Felucia looked back to seeing Kokoa charging her with a wild roar then to the snow girls as she ran as
fast as she could.
“Watch out, she’s gone postal again!” she cried out as she ran past the snow girls. Mizore
looked to seeing the vampire running towards them, with fire flaring around the girl’s naked body while
her footsteps caused the floor to sizzle and burn from the touch.

“Wait, stop Kokoa! You can’t go near Arial like that!” she yelled out. She looked to Arial, then
without wasting a moment grabbed her then jumped them into the doorway of the bathing room, with
Arial thrashing around and yelling at her as the two girls tumbled to the ground.
“What’s the big idea? Let me go!” Arial yelled out.
Kokoa ran by the doorway, the ground around her heating up as fire flared along her footsteps.
As she did Arial grabbed Mizore’s hair and yanked on it, causing the snow maiden to yell and grab her
head while the snow angel scrambled away from her. Arial ran out into the hall and looked over to see
Kokoa dashing towards Felucia with fire flaring around her. Felucia screamed and darted to the side as
Kokoa’s kick swung by, the searing heat from it burning Felucia’s shoulder slightly as the demon
staggered to the side. Kokoa landed back down then jumped towards the girls again with another kick,
with Felucia throwing herself and Sun backwards with all her might to doge it. Kokoa’s strike hit the wall
and demolished it into rubble as Felucia and Sun tumbled back onto the floor.
“Holy shit Kokoa, calm the fuck down! Are you crazy?” Felucia cried out as she tried to lift Sun
back up and scurry away from the vampire. Kokoa growled furiously as flames flared around her, her
hair flowing freely with the fires burning all around her skin. Felucia stared at the vampire with worried
eyes then shook her head.
“Yeah, you’re definitely crazy,” she said shakily. Kokoa roared and dashed towards them, with
Felucia screaming and trying to shield Sun with her body as she turned her back to the raging vampire.
Suddenly a blast of arctic wind blew overhead, with the ceiling freezing solid with icicles jettisoning
down through the ice. The frozen torrent flew up along the ceiling of the hall over Felucia and Sun then
crashed down and flash froze the hallway along with Kokoa, the vampire freezing in place as she turned
to ice. Felucia shivered then looked back with surprise as Mizore stumbled out into the hallway while
rubbing her head. The two girls saw Kokoa frozen in place with ice built up around her legs, the
vampire’s expression of sheer fury held in place by the ice while even a few of the flames that had flared
along her back had turned into frozen icicles. Felucia blinked then looked over to seeing Arial having one
hand outstretched with a focused expression, the girl’s towel being held up with one hand still as the
girl’s wings were arched back behind her.
“Damn…” Felucia said softly. Mizore stared at the snow angel with wonder as the young girl
lowered her stance then looked to Sun with worried eyes.
“Sun!” she cried out running over to her. Felucia got back onto her feet while holding the siren
in her arms and looked back to Kokoa who wasn’t moving or making a sound. Correction, a low growl
was heard in the ice as the vampire was frozen in place.
“You need to chill out Kokoa,” Felucia said while shaking her head. She looked back down to Sun
as Arial rushed over and looked over the unconscious siren.
“Oh my god, is she ok? What happened?” Arial asked desperately.

“Kokoa went nuts again, not sure why,” Felucia said with a shrug. Arial nodded and looked to
Felucia with adoring eyes.
“Thank you so much for saving her Felucia, you’re the greatest,” she said gratefully. Felucia
blinked then looked to Arial with a nervous smile.
“What? No, I’m… really not,” she said shaking her head.
“You saved Sun’s life, thank you so much,” Arial said before hugging her. Felucia glanced to
Mizore with a nervous smile, the snow maiden staring at the sight with disbelief.
“Um… glad to help?” Felucia said worriedly.
“What? I saved your life just now!” Mizore yelled out. Arial looked back to her with a scowl
while holding onto Felucia.
“All you did was throw me onto the ground. I could have handled that vampire on my own,” she
snapped.
“Are you kidding me? She would have melted you if she came even close to you! Dammit, I
saved your stupid soul’s existence just now!” Mizore yelled out. She then dropped to the ground with an
ice kunai in her head, the snow girl grabbing it with a painful shout while Arial looked up to Felucia with
one arm outstretched from her throw.
“You really are something Felucia, you’re going to make a perfect wife for my son,” she said
before hugging the demon. Felucia looked at her worriedly then to Mizore who was rolling around while
holding her forehead with a frustrated yell.
“Crap,” she muttered quietly.
Arial then started pulling on her arm and leading her down the hallway while looking at Sun with
worried eyes.
“C’mon, we need to get her to the infirmary right away, c’mon!” she said quickly. Felucia looked
back to Mizore with worried eyes then to the angel as she was led away, with Mizore then stumbling to
her feet while holding her head with a frustrated growl.
“I take it back, my prayers were not well placed at all,” she cursed as she held her forehead with
a cringe. From nearby Ruby, Apoch, Astreal, and Kurumu came running up to her while still wearing their
towels from the bath.
“Mizore, hey, have you seen-” Ruby started before they saw Kokoa frozen in place.
“Ah, never mind,” Ruby said dryly.
“Wow, she’s frozen solid,” Apoch and Astreal said looking at the frozen vampire with wonder.

“I’ll say, did you do this frosty?” Kurumu asked looking around at the hallway and seeing ice
everywhere. Mizore growled then grabbed Kurumu by the front of the towel and yanked her closer,
glaring at the succubus who looked at her nervously.
“Who set her off?” Mizore demanded while pointing back to Kokoa.
“W-What?” Kurumu stammered.
“I said who set her off and started this whole thing?” Mizore demanded with anger. Ruby
glanced to Kurumu and crossed her arms with a dull expression.
“Kurumu did,” she said plainly. Kurumu looked to her worriedly then to Mizore who was glaring
at her with rage.
“Um… something wrong Mizore?” Kurumu asked with a nervous smile.
WHAM!
Mizore stormed away while growling and muttering something, leaving the three witches
standing over Kurumu who was lying face first on the ground with a large lump on her head.
“Oh dear,” Apoch said softly as they watched Kurumu twitch slightly on the ground.
“Today is going to be another one of those days, isn’t it?” Astreal said looking back over to
Kokoa who was still frozen in her stance. Ruby sighed and nodded as she looked down to Kurumu.
“As if that should surprise us at this point.”

Chapter 43
For I Am Already Dead
Driving down a road through a shadowy forest a black limo was moving along at a brisk pace.
The sky above was cloudy as it usually was in this part of the monster world while a few rays of sunlight
came through and shined down on the forest. Inside the vehicle three figures were seated in the back.
Akua was dressed in her usual clothing style again, with this outfit having been provided by her savior
from the previous night. The vampire had always favored wearing a Chinese cheongsam that went down
to her legs, with this variant being made of finer silk while being dark purple with black flowers along the
left side, giving it more of an elegant appearance. She crossed her legs casually, her combat boot
bobbing gently in the air, while she held a cell phone to her ear and listened to something with a
focused expression on her face. Next to her Kahlua was leaning back in her seat while looking at her
arm, the vampire being dressed in a new white dress that she preferred to wear along with a new
sparkly tiara that had a few turquoise gems lined along it. She flexed her hand and moved her arm
around, still amazed that she had her limb again after it had been sliced off by Jacqueline.
“Is it feeling better now?” Ten-Ten asked from across the vampire. The woman was dressed in
her usual apparel for the day while she had a small paper fan she used to leisurely fan herself with.
Kahlua nodded and looked to her with wonder while Akua showed a slightly frustrated expression as she
listened to something on the phone.
“Yeah, how did those gross slugs do this? It’s like my arm never got cut off at all,” Kahlua said
looking back to her arm and feeling her shoulder. Ten-Ten smiled at the girl and shrugged.
“They may look rather unpleasant, but those creatures are able to speed up the healing process
of nearly any injury. Their mucus is able to help close wounds and heal tissue, and even bone matter as
well. We were just lucky we managed to reattach your arm in time, otherwise not even those slugs
would have been able to put it back,” she explained. Kahlua nodded as she moved her arm around and
felt her shoulder, feeling that her limb was as good as new again. She then grabbed some of her hair,
where it was singed and cut off sharply on the side.
“But they couldn’t put my hair back?” she asked looking to Ten-Ten with worried eyes. The
woman blinked then smiled amusedly at her.
“Well, no, I’m afraid that’s not something they’re normally used for. But at least your hair will
grow back my dear, there’s nothing to worry about with that,” she reasoned. Kahlua whimpered and
looked to the frayed ends of her hair with watery eyes. When she had woken up from her ordeal that
morning she had initially freaked out from seeing several strange slugs crawling around her arm and
shoulder, then screamed louder as she remembered her hair had been cut during her previous fight,
then screamed much more while flailing her arm around wildly to get the slugs to fly off, then screamed
loudly again as her singed hair had gotten in her sights during that and caused her more despair, and
then cried for an hour that her hair had been cut. After the slugs had finished their work and were

removed Kahlua was amazed that her arm was back to normal, yet still felt sorrow for her precious hair
having been damaged.
“My hair, my beautiful hair,” she whimpered with watery eyes. Ten-Ten smiled weakly at her
then looked to Akua as the vampire closed her phone and put it away.
“This is not good,” the vampire said softly. Kahlua sniffled and looked to her as Akua glanced out
the window at the passing sights of moving trees.
“As we expected?” Ten-Ten inquired. Akua nodded and looked back to her.
“They were waiting for us at our home again, just like we thought they would be,” she said
solemnly.
“They went back to our home? Didn’t our guards stop them this time?” Kahlua asked with
discontent. Akua shook her head and looked down.
“Our family guard pulled out after taking any and all valuables from the castle in anticipation for
when father destroys it, you know how father gets when somebody discovers our hidden location,” she
reminded. Kahlua nodded as Ten-Ten looked at them curiously.
“Yeah, the whole place goes down into rubble,” Kahlua said sadly.
“I had heard about that little rumor of lord Shuzen, though I always questioned whether it was
true or not. He really destroys his entire home if it’s discovered by unwanted guests?” Ten-Ten asked.
Akua nodded and looked to her with a weak smile.
“Our father has always been dramatic about wanting our home to be hidden from prying eyes.
It’s no matter, he’ll have another built soon somewhere else in the vampire region, we’ve gone through
this moving process many times before,” she said with a small shrug. Ten-Ten looked at her curiously
then down in thought.
“I hope my video collection was saved, I wanted to see the next episode of that cartoon still,”
Kahlua said shaking her head. Akua rolled her eyes then looked out the window again.
“At any rate, the family valuables will be taken into storage for the time being, and word is likely
being sent to father about the intruders that found his home. Once father knows about that he’ll
destroy the castle completely, none of our helpers or guards will remain on the property knowing this.
Still, he’s going to know that Talon is very much alive, and is causing more trouble for us,” she said
worriedly.
“We’re going to get punished for this, aren’t we?” Kahlua asked nervously as she grabbed her
rear. Akua sighed and nodded with closed eyes.

“Yes, we’re royally screwed,” she said softly. Kahlua whined and dropped down onto her side
while holding onto her rear, shaking her head and whimpering while Ten-Ten watched her with a raised
eyebrow.
“It’s going to hurt so much, I can already feel it,” Kahlua said as she started crying. Ten-Ten
watched the vampire cry into the seat then looked to Akua who had a worried expression on her face
while she was rubbing her rear with one hand.
“Um, are you two ok?” Ten-Ten asked. Akua looked to her then down with closed eyes.
“It’s nothing for you to be concerned about. Thank you again, for both the ride and checking on
our home for us, we do owe you for this and will of course make it up to you,” she said assuredly. TenTen smiled and shook her head.
“I’m only doing what I can to help. Besides, you’re allowing me to come with you to see your
father-”
“I’m sorry daddy! Please don’t, I’ll be a good little girl! Waaaahhh!” Kahlua cried out as she
bounced around in her seat while holding onto her rear. Ten-Ten looked at her with a confused
expression then back to Akua with a weak smile.
“Um, you’re allowing me to come with you to see your father, I just hope he can help me with
my problem, I don’t know who else to turn to,” she said with a slightly saddened smile at the end.
“We want the gateways opened to the human world just as much as you do Ten-Ten, our sisters
are on the other side as we speak,” Akua said looking to her with a sincere expression. Ten-Ten nodded
and looked down with concern.
“I do so hope they can open the gateways again, my dear husband and son are still on the other
side, I couldn’t bear to be separated from them forever,” she said softly.
“We’ll allow you to speak to our father yourself, it’s the least we can do for you coming to our
aid, but I’m not sure if your plight will be enough to sway him on the matter. Our father couldn’t even
open the gateway for our own sisters to pass through, the dark lords have the barrier closed and are on
high alert after this crisis,” Akua warned as she looked down with concern. Kahlua whimpered as she sat
up and wiped her eyes.
“Yeah, he couldn’t do anything about our sisters being stuck on the other side, I don’t think he’ll
be able to help you be with your family again either,” she said worriedly.
“I know it’s a far cry for help, but he’s the only one I can go to for this, the only one I can talk
to,” Ten-Ten reasoned softly. Akua nodded then glanced to the window.
“But what about your daughter?” she asked.

“We shouldn’t be leaving her alone like this,” Kahlua said shaking her head. Ten-Ten smiled
calmly and looked to Akua, not showing any signs of concern.
“Don’t worry about her, she’ll be fine, as I’m sure she assured you on the phone,” she said with
a nod. Akua looked down to her pocket curiously as she remembered the last thing the voice on the
phone said to her before hanging up, the female voice which had a heavy Chinese accent.
“You were correct, they are hunting you as we speak. I’ll try to keep them busy for as long as I
can, however for your own safety I suggest you not return here. And please don’t worry about me, they
cannot kill me no matter how much they so desire, for I am already dead.”

In the giant castle of the dark lord Issa Shuzen all was quiet. The magnificent castle of the great
vampire stood amidst a vast countryside. There were white mountains in the distance while green plains
rolled on to the left of the grand estate. A forest was seen nearby with a path leading from it towards
the large castle, the place being the home of the great vampire lord. Peace and tranquility was all that
was around for miles“Anybody home?” Jacqueline yelled out from the front foyer of the estate, her voice echoing
down the halls and corridors while she looked around with a cocky smile on her face. From behind her
Jovian face-palmed as she closed the entryway door, with Talon and Rin just looking at the blonde
haired witch with dull expressions as the girl looked around carelessly. The hybrid had his wings and
blades extended out still while Rin opted to retract her wings while indoors.
“Sister, our master wanted to use the element of surprise to attack our targets with,
remember?” Jovian said, turning back to her sister with annoyance. Jacqueline looked to her curiously
then to Talon with a nervous smile.
“Oh, um… right, sorry master,” she said with a small shrug. Talon rolled his eyes then walked
past the witch, with Rin following him while merely giving Jacqueline a dull glance as she passed by.
Jovian grunted then grabbed Jacqueline’s hand and started leading her after the others, with the blonde
haired witch looking at her with a worried smile.
“Um, you can punish me later for it if you want sister,” she offered.
“Somehow I doubt you’ll learn anything if I do,” Jovian said dryly, with Jacqueline looking down
with a pout as the four made their way down the hall. As they did Talon glanced around, noticing that
most of the elegant paintings and artifacts that once lined the corridor were missing. Rin looked around
curiously as she noticed the same thing.
“Master, wasn’t there more stuff here before?” Rin asked looking to Talon.
“I’m not your master Rin, but yes, there were more valuables here last night,” Talon said shaking
his head.

“Maybe they got robbed after we left, serves them right!” Jacqueline called out arrogantly.
Jovian growled then slapped Jacqueline’s rear hard, the blonde haired witch jumping with a sharp yelp
as her sister glared at her.
“Bad,” Jovian hissed sternly. Jacqueline nodded slowly with timid eyes before Jovian held a
finger in front of her accusingly.
“Be quiet, understand?” Jovian demanded.
“Yes Jovian,” Jacqueline said quietly. Jovian narrowed her eyes at the girl then looked around
carefully while Jacqueline tried to control her blush and breathing. Rin glanced back to her and shook
her head then looked to Talon curiously.
“What do you think this means?” Rin asked.
“Maybe they packed up and ran away like the rats they are,” Jovian said cautiously. Talon
narrowed his eyes then walked on down the hallway, with the three girls then quickly following after
while looking around curiously. They made their way to the throne room, looking inside to seeing it
collapsed with rubble and debris still. They checked the parlor room, the ballroom, and then the kitchen,
finding no trace of anyone or anything valuable still remaining.
“Where are they?” Jacqueline whined loudly while throwing a pot across the kitchen. Jovian
yelled out with frustration then grabbed Jacqueline by the collar and slammed her into the wall next to a
pantry.
“Do I have to gag you while we’re here?” Jovian demanded. Jacqueline looked at her timidly
then opened her mouth to speak before Jovian shook her head.
“I don’t want to hear it, we’re hunting our prey remember? Be quiet or else I will punish you,
and not in a way that you’ll enjoy, do you get me?” Jovian said sternly. Jacqueline slapped her hands
over her mouth and nodded with worried eyes while Rin watched them with a dull expression. Talon
however was still looking around carefully, noticing that nobody seemed to be in the building anymore.
“Follow me,” he ordered as he walked out of the room. Rin quickly followed after while Jovian
held a finger up to Jacqueline’s face.
“If you make so much as a peep before our master says it’s all clear then I’m going to play with
myself tonight and you’re going to just watch,” she threatened. Jacqueline showed a devastated
expression and shook her head before Jovian clamped her hand over the girl’s mouth.
“Our master’s wish comes first, keep your mouth shut until he says so,” she ordered. Jacqueline
nodded with a quiet whimper before Jovian marched off after the others, with her sister then quickly
following after while holding a hand over her mouth.
Talon made his way through the empty castle then up the stairs, with the three girls following
closely behind him. As they did they saw that most of the valuable treasures and artifacts had been

removed along with most of the finer trinkets that were seen the night before. After a while they came
to a luxurious bedroom, however most of the elegances had been removed and the room was almost
bare.
“Master, what are we doing in here?” Jovian asked as they walked into the room. Jacqueline
looked to her with disbelief and shook her head.
“What? How come you can talk but I can’t? That’s not fair,” she whined, then immediately
slapped her hands over her mouth with a gasp. Jovian looked to her with a frustrated growl as
Jacqueline backed up against the wall and shook her head with a whimper.
“I’m sorry, I’ll be quiet, I’ll be good,” she said shakily through her hands.
“Calm down Jacqueline, nobody’s here,” Talon said looking around the room carefully. The girls
looked to him curiously as he walked over to the window.
“Nobody’s here? Are you sure?” Jovian asked.
“No guards, no valuables, nothing cleaned up from the previous night, no reaction to her
outbursts; they’ve fled to somewhere else,” Talon reasoned while looking around at the courtyard
below. There were no coaches or cars, no guards on patrol, absolute nothing as the castle seemed to be
deserted.
“So they’re gone now?” Rin asked worriedly.
“They could still be hiding here, should we blow up the castle just to be safe?” Jacqueline asked.
“Why is it that whenever we can’t find somebody your first instinct is to blow up everything
around you?” Jovian asked her with a dull expression. Jacqueline looked to her with a weak smile and
shrugged.
“Because it’s fun,” she said simply. Jovian smirked slightly to that then rolled her eyes.
“Well, be that as it may, if we destroy the castle in such a manner we won’t know if those
vampires were indeed killed in the process, and if we aren’t certain then we’ll never have our
satisfaction of them being killed at all,” she reasoned. Jacqueline looked down with a sigh while Rin
nodded in agreement.
“But then what do we do now?” Jacqueline asked.
“I’m not sure, but master is right, this place is nearly empty, they’ve run away like the cowards
they are,” Jovian said looking around with discontent. Talon glanced to the girls then started walking
towards the closet.
“I’m going to take one last look around here, in the meantime you three can use this
opportunity to change into something more comfortable,” he said before opening the door. Looking
inside there were still some clothes hanging inside, ranging from casual apparel to more luxurious

dresses, however many of the finer outfits were missing. The three girls looked to him curiously as he
started walking towards the doorway.
“This castle served as a home to four vampire sisters, surely some of their clothing would fit you,
and I’m guessing you don’t want to be traveling in ragged clothing as you are now,” he mentioned as he
glanced to Rin. She jumped a bit then looked down to her academy outfit which was ripped, wrinkled,
and dirtied from her journey.
“Well, I guess I should find something to replace this with,” she said with a small smile.
“But master, you shouldn’t go alone, allow one of us to go with you,” Jovian and Jacqueline said
together with concern. Talon got to the doorway and glanced back to the sisters.
“You two will stay here with Rin and guard her, she won’t be able to fly so well inside the
building and if those vampires are here then she won’t be able to fight back on her own. I can handle
myself just fine, I want you three dressed and ready to go when I get back,” he ordered. Jovian and
Jacqueline nodded at him while Rin stepped forward with a worried expression.
“But Talon, I can fight too, I can use my voice if I see them, I’m not helpless,” she pleaded.
“Really? With Jovian and Jacqueline near you like this? Would that be safe for them?” Talon
questioned. Rin looked to the sisters who were watching her curiously then back to Talon with a
saddened expression.
“Well… no,” she said softly.
“I don’t want you taking them on by yourself Rin, stay with Jovian and Jacqueline until I return,”
Talon said before looking back out into the hallway. Rin opened her mouth to speak before the boy
walked out of the room, with the siren then sighing and looking down with defeat.
“Yes master,” she said softly. She then growled with frustration and walked over to a shelf,
knocking some books off of it with a grunt as the sisters watched her curiously.
“Rin?” Jacqueline asked. Rin stomped her foot and shook her head before looking to them with
worried eyes.
“He doesn’t think I can handle this, he thinks I’m useless,” she said with remorse.
“He never said you were useless Rin,” Jovian said shaking her head.
“But I can fight too; I’m not helpless like he thinks I am. I wiped out my own hometown and
Yokai Academy all by myself, I can handle fighting those vampires,” Rin pleaded. Jovian walked up to the
girl and held her gently with a hug.
“You destroyed so much before using very powerful magic Rin, but you won’t be able to do so
here the same way. Right now we’re limited to close quarters combat and have each other to worry
about in a fight, your full power would destroy everything around you, including us. You can’t fight with

your all in here right now,” she reasoned. Rin held her and rested her head on the witch’s shoulder as
she closed her eyes. Jovian smiled gently as she patted the girl’s back.
“It’s ok, I’m sure master doesn’t think you’re useless or weak at all. For right now though, your
true strength isn’t available for you to use, so you must let us help you,” she said softly. Rin nodded
slowly as she held onto the witch.
“Thank you Jovian,” she said softly. Jovian leaned back and wiped a tear from the girl’s eye while
smiling curiously at her.
“So, tell me Rin, do you like our master?” she asked. Rin looked at her curiously as Jovian giggled
and started walking her backwards towards the closet.
“I saw you last night, giving him a kiss. Do you feel something for our master?” Jovian asked
slyly. Rin jumped a bit before she was backed into the wall, looking from her to Jacqueline as the blonde
haired witch walked up to them with a coy smile.
“Rin, is this true? Were you kissing our master last night?” Jacqueline asked as she leaned closer
to Rin. The siren glanced between the two girls nervously then away with a small blush.
“I… just… he’s all I have in the world, I don’t want to be without him… I don’t want to be lost or
alone again,” she said softly. Jovian giggled then leaned closer to the girl, her nose touching the siren’s.
“You silly girl, you’re not alone, we’re here with you too you know,” she said playfully. Rin
looked back to her curiously as the siren gently brushed the hair around the siren’s ear.
“You know, normally I would kill any girl that got close to my master. I love my sister Rin, so very
much, but my master is my life and world, literally. I live and die with him, serving him is my purpose in
life. I want him to be happy all the time, forever and ever, and if any other girl ever tried to take him
away from me, I’d skin her alive Rin, painfully and slowly,” she said softly while brushing the siren’s hair.
Rin looked at her nervously before Jovian smiled and leaned back while tilting her head slightly.
“But I like you Rin, I really do. You’re like a sister to me too, someone else who my master found
and picked up in this cold world. I think I would be perfectly fine with you wishing to be our master’s
mate,” she said with a wink. Rin blushed and glanced away at that.
“Rin? Do you want to be our master’s mate?” Jacqueline asked with a giggle. Rin hesitated then
looked back to them with timid eyes.
“I’ll be anything he wants me to be, just so long as I can stay with him. I need him to guide me in
this world, I need him…” she said softly before looking down. Jovian smiled then hugged the girl close,
with Rin looking over her shoulder with wonder.
“Then we’ll make sure you have him,” Jovian said softly, with Rin slowly holding onto her with a
gentle expression.

“We’ll all be together, as a family,” Jacqueline said kindly. Rin held onto Jovian and nodded.
“Thank you, both of you, so much,” she said softly. Jovian smiled then glanced to Rin with a
raised eyebrow.
“Now then, first things first,” she said, then grabbed the girl’s shirts and ripped them off as she
stepped away. Rin jumped with a blush and a startled expression as Jacqueline grabbed her skirt and
yanked it off, leaving the siren standing there in her underwear and a blush on her face.
“These old rags just will not do, let’s find something more appealing for our master,” Jovian said
while tossing the tattered clothing to the side. Jacqueline did the same then looked into the closet while
Rin smiled weakly at them.
“Hmm, there’s not much here, I’m going to go see if there’s anything else nearby, check if any of
these look good on her,” she said before running out of the room. Jovian nodded and led Rin over to the
selection of clothes, both looking through them with curious eyes.
“When master sees you again, you’re going to take his breath away,” Jovian said nudging Rin.
The siren smiled timidly then looked down while holding a hand over her heart.
“Just as long as he holds onto me forever,” she said softly.
The two girls started going through the selection of clothes, holding them up to the siren as she
examined herself in a full-sized mirror that had been left behind. During the selection process the two
girls laughed and smiled amusedly at the choices they had, with some of the more gothic and formal
dresses causing them to burst out laughing and toss the articles of clothing out the window in rejection.
As they mixed and matched different choices to see what would look good on the siren, Rin watched as
Jovian seemed to be acting just like a real sister to her, always smiling and speaking kindly without ever
saying a hurtful or mean comment about anything.
“Hey, look what I found,” Jacqueline called out as she ran back into the room carrying more
clothes piled up in her arms, the witch stopping then laughing as she saw Rin wearing a ballroom dress
that was too big on her.
“What are you doing, you can’t wear that!” Jacqueline laughed as she tossed the clothes onto
the bed.
“I thought it looked fancy, but it’s a bit too big,” Rin reasoned with a shrug. Jacqueline shook her
head then ran over and tore the dress off the girl, tossing the tatters to the side of the room before
pulling her towards the bed where more clothes were piled up.
“Fancy shmancy, we want you to look hot for the master, let’s get you into something with
some more kick,” she said as they started sifting through the clothes. Jovian smirked then ran over to
join them, the three girls then all trying out different outfits as even the witch sisters needed some

newer clothing as well. After a while of going through several different sets of clothing they each settled
on something to wear.
“Damn, you look so good in that Rin,” Jacqueline said as she stepped back with an approving
smile, now dressed in black shoes, gray and white striped stockings that went up to her knees, a swirling
pink and black miniskirt with a red ribbon tied in a bow on the back, and a very low cut lime green t-shirt
which revealed her black bra underneath.
“I must agree, you look fantastic Rin,” Jovian said as she stepped back to her sister. She was now
wearing blue and green sneakers, white socks, a black denim skirt, a frilly lace black bra, and a white
sleeveless dress shirt that was left unbuttoned in the front while coming down to her skirt.
The two sisters were smiling at Rin, the siren looking at herself in the mirror with a hopeful
smile. She was wearing black and yellow shoes, dark blue socks, a short cut violet skirt with two long
extensions on the back behind her legs, a black t-shirt with purple musical notes on the front, a light
blue outer shirt that was ripped down the middle to leave it open in the front, and a necklace that had a
silver pendant on it. She still had her silver treble clef hairclip to one side of her bangs, the girl flicking
her hair back behind her shoulder as she eyed herself over.
“Do you think so?” Rin asked as she turned around and examined her new look.
“Unquestionably,” Jovian assured as she walked up next to her with a smile.
“Don’t you think so?” Jacqueline asked. Rin looked at her new appearance then down with a
timid smile.
“I don’t know, I guess,” she said softly.
“You guess? Look at you, you look great Rin,” Jovian said while shaking the girl playfully. Rin
laughed a bit then looked to Jovian’s choice of, or rather lack of, upper clothing.
“Um, are you just going walk around in your bra?” she asked. Jovian smirked and glanced to
Jacqueline with a wink, the blonde haired sister eyeing her sister with an obvious non-platonic smile.
“I like to be a tease,” Jovian giggled.
“You sure do,” Jacqueline said with a purr. Rin looked between them then up with an amused
smile.
“You’re not even trying to hide your boobs from her,” she pointed out. Jovian laughed then kept
Rin between she and her sister as Jacqueline looked at her with a mischievous smile.
“No, but she can only look, not touch, at least until I say so,” Jovian said with a wink.
“You’re so mine,” Jacqueline said as the two girls started darting and running around Rin while
the siren watched them amusedly.

“You’re going to have to catch me first,” Jovian said playfully while darting side to side around
the siren.
“That’s the plan,” Jacqueline said as she kept trying to grab the witch with a daring smile. Rin
started laughing and trying to get out from between them, the two girls just darting around her still
while Jovian kept trying to hold Rin between herself and her sister.
“Hey, c’mon now, stop it,” Rin laughed as they stumbled about in the room. After a few more
steps the three girls fell onto the bed, laughing as Jovian and Jacqueline kept trying to grab each other
while Rin was stuck between them. Rin rolled over on top of Jovian then held the two girls down each by
the collars with a laugh as they looked up to her with curious smiles.
“Stop it you two, that’s enough,” Rin laughed as she looked between them. She then looked to
Jovian as the witch twitched her eyebrow with a coy smile.
“Make us,” she dared. Rin gave a mocking sneering smile at her then looked at her curiously. A
while of silence passed as the sisters just watched her staring at Jovian.
“Rin?” Jacqueline asked. Rin glanced away for a moment then looked to Jovian with a gentle
expression.
“Close your eyes,” she said softly. Jovian and Jacqueline smiled curiously at her as she slowly let
go of Jacqueline.
“Why?” Jovian asked.
“Just… do it, please,” Rin said softly. Jovian smiled then closed her eyes while Jacqueline
watched Rin curiously. The siren then slowly leaned down closer to the witch, with Jacqueline showing a
surprised smile as Rin held her hair back and out of her way. Rin paused an inch away from Jovian’s lips,
then closed her eyes and kissed the girl, with Jovian letting out an intrigued murmur as she felt the siren
kissing her. Jacqueline watched them with a giddy smile as Rin kissed the witch, the siren holding
Jovian’s head gently as she felt the girl’s tongue against hers. After a moment she opened her eyes then
leaned back quickly with a thoughtful expression. Jovian slowly opened her eyes and looked at her with
a coy gaze as she slowly licked her lips. Rin blinked then smiled weakly and shook her head.
“Um, no, that still feels wrong to me,” she said with a small laugh at the end. Jacqueline burst
out laughing as she rolled around on the bed while Jovian giggled at the siren.
“Hey, it felt pretty good for me,” she said before grabbing Rin and rolling them over on the bed,
with Jovian landing on top of the siren before kissing her for a moment. Rin laughed and tried to push
her off before Jovian kissed her quickly again and again with a playful smile.
“Stop it Jovian, I just wanted to try it once, stop!” Rin laughed as she tried to push the witch off
of her. Jacqueline crawled over then kissed the siren upside down for a moment then leaned back so

Jovian could kiss her again, the two witches laughing as Rin was thrashing around while trying to catch
her breath from laughing and being kissed.
“But you’re such a good kisser Rin,” Jovian teased before kissing her again.
“Yeah, we just can’t help ourselves,” Jacqueline added before kissing her again.
“Stop it! C’mon, this is weird!” Rin laughed loudly as she kicked around and tried to push them
off of her.
“You started this,” Jovian giggled before kissing her again. Rin spit off to the side and shook her
head as she kept laughing.
“I’m sorry I did, I just wanted to try it with you, I really like you both so I wanted to see if I felt
that way about you or not,” she said before looking up to seeing the witch sisters looking down at her
with curious smiles. Rin shook her head as she looked between the two.
“You’re like sisters to me too, only you’re not my real sisters, but I still want to be close to you
two like sisters would be,” she said with a shrug.
“So that’s why you kissed me?” Jovian asked. Rin nodded and looked down with a gentle smile.
“I was curious, if I loved you like sisters that I would love, or if I loved you like you two love
sisters. I wondered if I was like you with how you love sisters, or if I was still like me with how I love
sisters,” she said softly. Jacqueline showed a puzzled expression and shook her head.
“What?” she asked. Jovian giggled and tilted her head while smiling down at Rin.
“You really are so silly sometimes Rin,” she said softly, and then lied down atop the siren with
her head resting on Rin’s chest as she held onto her.
“You don’t have to love us romantically to be our sister, we’re all together like a family just as
we are,” she said softly. Jacqueline smiled and lied down above Rin and held onto her by the shoulders.
“We belong together with our master, we’re already sisters in our own way,” she assured. Rin
looked between them then shook her head with a caring smile.
“I don’t believe that you two could have been evil before, you’re both so nice to me, you
couldn’t have been killers before this,” she said while she held Jovian close. The witches looked to her
with remorseful smiles.
“We are how our master wishes us to be. If our predecessors were brought into a life of killing
and treachery by following a horrible master, then they may have indeed turned evil,” Jovian reasoned.
“Our master is noble and just, we’re doing good things following his command, we will not be
evil witches again,” Jacqueline assured. Rin nodded as the three girls lay on the bed together.

“I was used for horrible things; so many lives were lost because of me being used as a weapon.
But I feel safe with Talon, I feel like he would never let me be used for evil again,” she said softly. The
witches looked to her with curious smiles as she closed her eyes with a gentle sigh.
“I want to be at his command for the rest of my life, I never want to be used by another ever
again,” she said softly. Jovian and Jacqueline held her close and rested their heads on her chest and
shoulder.
“We are where we belong, all of us, together,” the witch sisters said together as they held the
siren.
From the doorway Talon walked over looked in to the room, seeing the three girls lying on the
bed together as they held each other close. The boy then cleared his throat, with the girls looking to him
with a jump before quickly scrambling off the bed and standing up next to it.
“Master,” Jovian and Jacqueline said with gentle smiles.
“We were just waiting for you to come back,” Rin said while brushing her hair around her ear.
She glanced to the witches then back to Talon while stepping forward.
“Um… does this look alright?” she asked as she slowly gestured towards her outfit. The boy
glanced over her appearance then looked to her with a shrug.
“Seems far better than worn out and ripped school clothes,” he reasoned. Rin laughed weakly
then noticed Talon was holding something in his hand. The boy walked into the room then handed her a
large pair of headphones and a portable CD player, the siren looking at them with wonder then to him
as he looked to the device with a blank expression.
“I thought you might like these, as I recall you were wearing music headphones all the time
when at your school,” he said simply. Rin looked at the player with awe then slowly took hold of it along
with the headphones.
“You remembered that about me?” she asked softly, looking back to him with gentle eyes. He
nodded then looked to the witch sisters, both girls watching them curiously then smiling and again
performing a small curtsey.
“Do we look presentable for you like this master?” they asked together. He eyed them over then
nodded with a blank expression still, the two girls smiling timidly at him as they felt happy with his
approval of them. Talon then looked to seeing Rin smiling gently at him while she was still holding the
headphones and player in her hands.
“Thank you,” she said softly.
“There’s some classic orchestral music with it, not sure if it’s to your liking,” Talon said with a
shrug. Rin looked to the headphones in her hand then put them on, gently flicking her hair out behind
her then clipping the player to her skirt. She pushed the play button, with the disc in the player starting.

Classical music began to play for the girl as she closed her eyes for a moment, enjoying the melodies
that seemed to make all her worries and anxieties vanish. She then looked to Talon with a warm smile as
she turned the volume down enough so she could hear him while still listening to the music.
“I love it, thank you master,” she said softly.
“I’m not your master Rin,” Talon said shaking his head.
“Yes you are,” Rin said as she held a hand to one earpiece and closed her eyes, enjoying the
sound of the music. Talon rolled his eyes then looked to the witches.
“No sign of anyone else, we’re done here,” he said simply.
“Where should we go next?” Jovian asked as the witch sisters showed curious expressions.
“We’ll pick up their trail again, in the meantime there are others I know about we can track
down, we’ll take them out first then find the vampires later,” Talon informed. Jovian and Jacqueline
nodded with confident smiles at him.
“Yes master,” they said together. Talon looked to Rin as the siren opened her eyes and showed a
determined expression.
“Yes master,” she said, with Talon simply shaking his head before walking out of the room. The
three girls followed after, all walking behind him as they had determined expressions. The four made
their way down towards the main entrance hallway, with Talon then coming to a stop and narrowing his
eyes as he noticed something. Jovian and Jacqueline saw him tense up then looked ahead, with Jovian
then quickly holding her hand out and raising a multicolored some of translucent light around them. Rin
stopped and looked around at them curiously then ahead, seeing that one of the grand double doors to
the castle was already open.
“Didn’t Jovian close those when we got here?” Rin asked.
“I did,” Jovian said looking around carefully.
“Well its open now, somebody else is here,” Jacqueline said cautiously. Talon slowly looked
around then back ahead as footsteps were heard. The four watched as a figure walked out from a room
towards the doors with slow, rigid steps. It was a girl about the same height and apparent age as Moka,
wearing a jiangshi dress with a cap without a talisman on it. At the base of her dark green jiangshi jacket
were several talismans worn like tassels, with sleek black boots worn on her feet which went up into her
long dress. She had a long necklace of beads around her neck, along with a large bell tied to her collar as
well as smaller bell earrings. She had raven hair that had two long bangs which went down on either
side of her face as well as a long ponytail which went down past her shoulders. Her light green eyes
were glancing to Talon and his group while she had a calm smile on her face. She drew a cell phone
away from her ear, closing it with a click before she pocketed it and turned to face the group with a
slightly raised eyebrow.

“Hello, a pleasure to meet you, trespassers of lord Shuzen,” the girl said with a Chinese accent.
“Who are you? Are you one of lord Shuzen’s caretakers?” Talon questioned. The new girl
laughed lightly and shook her head.
“No no, I was merely dropping by to see if you would be coming here again, perhaps in search of
the headmistresses of this estate?” the girl said with a knowing smile.
“You’re speaking about Akua and Kahlua Shuzen, daughters of the dark lord and high ranking
agents of Fairy Tale,” Talon said coldly. The new girl tilted her head slightly with an amused smile.
“I am, so it seems you are the troublemakers that came for their lives last night,” she said, then
reached back and swung the door shut, closing it with a loud creak though the hall as she looked back to
the group with a smirk.
“My apologies, I forgot to close that when I came here to watch for you,” she said with a shrug.
“To watch for us? You’re one of their lackeys aren’t you? Where are those conniving rats hiding,
where did they run off too?” Jovian demanded as a multicolored glow traced down along her arm. The
new girl chuckled then started walking towards them, taking slow rigid steps while she smiled calmly at
the group.
“I’m afraid they are long gone from these grounds, but do not worry, if you still wish to fight
someone I’ll be your playmate for the day,” she offered with a twitch of her eyebrow.
“What’s your name?” Talon asked carefully. The new girl stopped and gave a slight bow.
“My name is Ling Ling Huang. And you must be Talon Ryashen, the famous Fairy Tale killer, I’ve
heard quite a lot about you,” she said with a calm smile on her face.
“I don’t recognize your name nor your appearance from Fairy Tale, were you part of that
organization as well?” Talon asked carefully as the three girls behind him glared at the newcomer. Ling
Ling giggled and shook her head.
“No, but I did know of them as well, however I don’t quite understand your continuing
obsession with ending Fairy Tale when they were completely disbanded and destroyed long ago,” she
mused.
“The organization may be disbanded but they are not destroyed, not all of them. They’re still
hiding, slithering through the world like venomous snakes in the shadows, they haven’t been executed
for their crimes yet,” Talon said coldly. Ling Ling smirked at him and tilted her head.
“The dark lords dealt with those truly responsible for the crimes of that group, Fairy Tale is no
more. Who appointed you judge, jury, and executioner of those that corrected their ways from Fairy
Tale’s corruption?” she inquired.

“I did, when they turned me into their own weapon. And those who were part of Fairy Tale
cannot be redeemed for their crimes, they are all evil, responsible for many innocent lives being tainted
and ruined forever. There will be no reprieve for them, no mercy, no forgiveness for such despicable
acts, they will all die like the evil monsters they are,” Talon said coldly.
“They created us to be weapons of war, we have every right to end their lives for making us into
monsters,” Jovian and Jacqueline said together.
“If you’re not part of Fairy Tale then you’re not our target, tell us where Akua and Kahlua are
hiding and we’ll let you go peacefully,” Rin said crossing her arms. Ling Ling looked to her curiously then
smiled a bit.
“And you must be the siren Rin Otonashi; I do question where your allegiance lays my dear girl. I
was told that you and your sisters were all friends with those who you are now trying to kill, that you’ve
betrayed your friends and family by siding with these misguided ‘weapons’,” she said with a smirk at the
end. Rin growled then stepped forward in front of Talon to glare at the newcomer.
“One of those ‘friends’ turned me into this weapon in the first place! She used me to destroy my
home, to kill my parents, to destroy Yokai Academy completely! She was no friend of mine, she took
everything from me!” she yelled out. Ling Ling watched her curiously as the siren looked down to her fist
that she clenched tightly.
“She’s no friend, she ruined my life. I can never go back to my sisters or those I called friends
again, not after seeing what I’ve done and what I really am. I have nothing left in my life, nothing but my
revenge against the one who made me into her prized weapon,” she said before looking back to Ling
Ling with a cold glare.
“I see, you’re choosing to let your thirst for revenge blind you to the fact that you’re turning
against those who protected and cared for you, how very foolish,” Ling Ling said shaking her head.
“I’m not asking you to understand my pain or reasons; I don’t care what you think about me. I’ve
been confused all my life, always forgetting stuff then being told other stuff, always lost and not sure
where to go. But not anymore, now I know what I am and where I’m going. I’m a weapon of war, I’m a
siren with nothing else to lose in life, and I’m going to get my revenge for the pain I’ve gone through,”
Rin snapped back with anger. She then showed a sharp glare as her wings extended out behind her.
“My name is Rin Otonashi, and I’m Talon Ryashen’s weapon now, this is where I belong,” she
declared sternly.
“You wish to be this fool’s tool? Oh dear, my sympathies for your stupidity,” Ling Ling mused
while shaking her head. Jovian narrowed her eyes as she aimed her hand at the newcomer, a
multicolored glow swirling around her arm to her palm.
“Speaking about my master like that is a poor decision. Now, this is your last chance, where did
those vampires run off to? Tell us at once,” she demanded. Ling Ling smirked then shrugged carelessly.

“Sorry, but I don’t answer to rats,” she said sharply. Jovian scoffed then fired a blast of
multicolored light out from her hand, the attack striking through Ling Ling’s heart and throwing her back
into a tumble. She collapsed onto the ground with a burning hole through her chest, with Jovian then
looking to Talon with a smirk.
“Not much of a playmate for us, huh master?” she said with a giggle. Talon just continued to
watch Ling Ling carefully, not saying anything. Jovian looked at him curiously and tilted her head.
“Master?” she asked.
“Um, sister?” Jacqueline said with wide eyes as she pointed to something. Jovian looked to her
then ahead to see Ling Ling casually getting back up and dusting herself off. The hole that was shot
through her remained, showing the clean cut through the girl’s chest while she didn’t bleed nor show
any signs of pain.
“Wha… what the hell?” Jovian said with a startled jump. Rin stared at the sight with wide eyes
then screamed and promptly darted back behind Talon while she retracted her wings.
“How is she still alive? That’s not right!” she cried out. Talon watched Ling Ling carefully as the
girl looked to the hole in her chest then shrugged with a calm smile.
“Oh my, that looks like that would have been painful if I could even feel pain,” she said before
looking to the group with a smirk. Talon narrowed his eyes then walked out from Jovian’s barrier, the
girls watching as he approached Ling Ling before swinging his wraith blade and slicing off her head. The
girl’s severed head dropped to the side and bounced away from them before rolling to a stop, with her
smile still remaining on her face as she giggled. Talon looked at it with a bit of surprise before seeing the
girl’s headless body standing upright still.
“Wha… how…” Jacqueline said shaking her head.
“She’s still standing?” Rin said with shock.
Ling Ling’s body shrugged casually before it swung at Talon with a fast punch, striking the boy
and knocking him to the side of the hall with incredible force. The hybrid crashed into an elegant chair
and slammed into the wall before dropping down amongst the broken pieces as he held his side with a
frustrated expression.
“Master!” Jovian, Jacqueline, and Rin cried out. They then looked to seeing Ling Ling’s head
laughing as it looked at them while on its side.
“Haha, being knocked down by a headless girl, what kind of famous killer is he anyway?” she
laughed. Ling Ling’s body then reached into her jacket and pulled out an uzi in each hand, one aiming for
Talon while the other aimed for the girls. She opened fired with both, with Talon quickly holding one of
his wings in front of himself to block the bullets while Jovian kept her barrier up and blocked the barrage
of lead flying at them.

“Dammit, just what the hell is she?” Jovian yelled out. Jacqueline growled then fired a blast of
light out towards the body, with the streak of light slicing off one of the headless body’s arms. It
dropped to the floor with a plop, but the hand reoriented to keep firing at the girls while it was lying on
the ground.
“This is crazy, why won’t she die?” Jacqueline yelled out with frustration as she fired another
shot out, hitting the leg of Ling Ling’s body and slicing it clear off at the hip. The body hopped around on
one foot while still firing at Talon while the severed arm on the ground kept its weapon firing at the girls’
barrier.
“Are you kidding me?” Jacqueline yelled out.
Talon narrowed his eyes then started moving towards the hopping body while using his wing to
shield from the bullets. After a short while the guns stopped firing with the rapid clicking sound signaling
they were out of ammo. Ling Ling smiled curiously as she saw Talon then racing forward and slicing off
the hand of the hopping body, then the arm, then swung around with his wing and cleaved the body in
half at the middle. The severed parts all dropped onto the floor, no blood being seen as they fell to
pieces in solid chunks. The girls stared at the sight with wonder then looked to Ling Ling’s head as the
strange girl was laughing again.
“Oh I’m sorry, was I playing too rough with you? I didn’t think that would have been too much to
start with,” she said with a curious smile. Talon raised an eyebrow at the head then looked down to
seeing the girl’s severed hand reaching into the pocket of the dismembered body, pulling out a small
grenade and flicking off the pin. Talon rolled his eyes then kicked the hand and grenade down the hall
towards the doors, the device then detonating with a bright flash. The group shielded their eyes while
Ling Ling laughed and rolled her head towards her diced up body. Talon backed up a bit while shielding
his vision with his wing, the girls behind Jovian’s barrier holding their arms over their eyes to block the
blinding light. The bloom finally died down, with Talon then moving his wing to reveal Ling Ling’s lower
body hopping up onto its feet in one piece while her upper body had reassembled with the head and
arms fully intact again. She smirked then slammed her hands down onto the ground at her sides,
propelling her upper body up and onto her lower half where it seemed to reconnect in place while her
clothing was slightly ripped still in places. The ground where she had struck was dented in slightly,
showing the raw power of strength she had.
“Ta da,” she said dryly with a fanciful wave of her hands, and then dashed towards Talon with a
jabbing punch. Talon blocked the attack with his wing, the strange girl then grabbing the wing and
swung the boy over into the other wall with a mighty throw. Talon slammed into the wall with a loud
cough as the other girls watched with disbelief.
“Master!” they all cried out as the boy got back onto his feet while glaring at the strange girl.
Ling Ling chuckled then held her arm down, with her missing hand running along on its fingers over to
her then leaping up into place on her arm again.

“Now then,” she said before she dashed towards Talon, taking only a few rigid yet powerful
steps which moved her at high speed. She swung a fist at the boy, with Talon blocking it with his wing
before he was pushed back into the wall with incredible force from the girl. He growled then swung his
wing to the side, throwing her punch, and her arm, off to the side as well. She merely laughed as her
limb fell onto the floor away from them before she spun around and struck the hybrid with a rigid and
powerful kick, the boy then carving through the wall before he tumbled over into the hall with bricks
and plaster falling down around him.
“She’s strong,” Rin said nervously. Jacqueline growled then formed her energy scythe, the
weapon being comprised of her trademark colors which swirled around gently through its shape, then
raced towards Ling Ling with a yell.
“Nobody touches my master like that!” she shouted out as she swung at Ling Ling. The blade
sliced clean through the girl at an angle; with Ling Ling looking to her with an amused smile as her upper
body slowly slid down at the angle and fell onto the ground.
“Interesting magical manifestation, unusual colors however, rather mismatched if I do say so
myself, which I do,” she mocked as Jacqueline stared at the severed body with wide eyes. Talon started
to get up before Ling Ling’s disembodied arm grabbed his leg then swung him over into the wall, the boy
slamming into it before the arm tried to leap up at his throat. He grabbed it then slammed it into the
wall then down into the ground, only for the arm to grab his then flip him over and onto the ground with
a crash.
“How is she doing that?” Rin cried out as Jacqueline and Jovian watched the severed arm of the
girl being able to move about and attack with great force on its own. Ling Ling’s body then kicked
Jacqueline away, the witch coughing out loudly from the hit to her side, before the torso leaned back
like a limbo champion and reattached to Ling Ling’s upper body like a magnet.
“Sister!” Jovian cried out as Jaqueline rolled to a stop down the hall while coughing, her scythe
vanishing as she held her side and tried to catch her breath.
“Ow,” Jacqueline whimpered as she tried to get back up again. Jovian and Rin looked back over
to seeing Ling Ling lifting herself upright again, her body seeming rigid yet very mobile while she had a
calm smile on her face still. Talon growled and grabbed the severed arm as it kept trying to swing a
punch at him, the boy then throwing it away down the hall with a grunt, followed by Ling Ling quickly
hopping over to the side with a powerful leap and catching it.
“Thank you Talon,” she said casually as she reattached the limb to her body, her arm then
moving around as if nothing had happened to it while the sleeve of her jacket slid off completely,
revealing no scars or scratches on her skin.
“What the hell is she?” Rin asked nervously.

“She’s dead,” Jovian growled as she formed her magical sword, the blade swirling with her four
trademark colors as she ran towards Ling Ling with a yell. Talon narrowed his eyes then dashed towards
the new girl as well, the two closing in on both sides while Ling Ling glanced between them with a giggle.
“Well, yes, I am,” she said amusedly before she grabbed her head and pulled it right off of her
neck, just avoiding Talon’s swing at it while the hybrid watched with confusion at seeing the strange girl
literally taking off her own head to avoid his attack. Rin and Jacqueline stared with disbelief while Jovian
swung her blade at the strange girl, cleaving through her torso with a clean strike. Ling Ling laughed then
swung her severed head at the witch, smacking the surprised girl in the face and knocking her back
before she spun her severed torso around and swung a punch at Talon, the boy taking the hit to the face
and stumbling back.
“I must be honest with you all, this is most fun,” Ling Ling laughed as she spun her top half back
around then hopped a bit to set it back into place, the girl then moving her body around slightly as it
became whole again. She put her head back on her neck and moved it around a bit, then held her hands
out with a slight bow.
“Don’t you agree?” she asked amusedly. Talon growled then dashed towards her, striking his
wraith blade through her back and out through her chest. She giggled then turned her head all the way
back to him with an amused smile.
“Any particular reason you thought that would do anything to me?” she asked carelessly with a
shrug. Her arm swung around backwards and punched him away, the boy stumbling back before the girl
hopped backwards towards him with a powerful hop. As the boy regained his balance she landed in
front of him and bashed her head against his, knocking him into a tumble before she bent backwards to
avoid Jovian’s blade which swiped right above her in a wide arc.
“How dare you harm my master!” Jovian yelled out with fury before she geared back and swung
down with her blade, slicing Ling Ling in half. The blade struck into and through the floor before the left
half of the strange girl’s body hopped up and kicked Jovian in the chest, knocking her into a wild tumble
back down the hall as the newcomer’s two body halves dropped down onto the ground. Ling Ling held
her arms across her body and pulled herself together, literally, before bringing her legs up then swinging
them down and throwing herself up onto her feet. Jovian rolled to a stop while coughing then looked to
the newcomer with fury while Talon got back onto his feet and glared at the girl who didn’t seem
capable of dying. Ling Ling turned her head back around to face forward then laughed at the girls as they
stared at her with disbelief.
“Why won’t she die? She should be dead!” Jacqueline cried out.
“There’s a hole through her heart and you’ve chopped her into pieces over and over again, how
is she still alive?” Rin asked shaking her head. Talon looked at the strange girl carefully, eyeing her outfit
over along with taking into account that she just would not die no matter what happened to her. He
then narrowed his eyes and started to approach the girl.

“She’s not alive, she is dead,” he said, with all the girls then looking to him as he shook his head
slowly.
“Her clothing, her lack of sensing pain, her lack of having a heart yet still standing; she’s undead,
a zombie,” he reasoned. Ling Ling clapped as she turned to face him with a calm smile.
“Bravo, you finally figured it out, I’m so proud of you Mr. Fairy Tale killer,” she said with a
mocking laugh.
“A zombie?” Rin said with a nervous tremble. Ling Ling hopped around to face the girls then
gave a slight bow.
“I prefer jiangshi, but yes, zombie would be an accurate term for me,” she said with a slight
shrug. She giggled then looked to the girls with a curious smile.
“Oh my, that rhymed, how simply divine,” she said before laughing carelessly.
“She’s a zombie? You mean she’s already dead?” Jacqueline asked carefully.
“So if she’s already dead, how do we kill her now?” Rin asked backing up with a worried
expression.
“I say we chop her into pieces then throw them into a fire,” Jovian growled as she readied her
magical blade again. Talon watched the zombie carefully then retracted his wraith blades.
“Jacqueline, contain her,” he ordered. Jacqueline nodded and held out her hand, erecting a
colorful dome around Ling Ling as the girl looked around at the colors with a curious smile. Talon and his
girls walked up to the dome and watched as Ling Ling made no effort to try to break through the barrier.
“What should we do with her master?” Jovian asked while keeping her blade at the ready. Talon
just watched Ling Ling stand there with a calm smile on her face then shook his head.
“Nothing, we’re not wasting more of our time on her. There’s no sense in attacking her, she’s
already dead,” he reasoned. Jovian held in her growl then slowly dissolved her blade while Jacqueline
scoffed at the zombie.
“Stupid girl,” Jacqueline grunted as she fired a shot through her own barrier, shooting through
Ling Ling’s chest and searing another hole in her body. Ling Ling looked to the hole then to Jacqueline
with a smirk.
“You’re the one shooting a corpse to feel superior, not very bright if you ask me,” she said with a
bite. Jacqueline growled loudly at her while Rin walked up to the barrier and glared at the zombie.
“Were you the one that saved those two vampires yesterday?” she asked. Ling Ling merely
shook her head at her while remaining silent. Rin narrowed her eyes at the zombie.

“Where are they?” she demanded. Ling Ling just smirked at her while crossing her arms, not
saying a word. Rin growled as she rested a hand on the barrier.
“You can’t hide them from my master, we will find them again. Now make this easier on
yourself, tell us where they are!” she yelled out. Again Ling Ling just shook her head while watching the
siren. Talon and the witches glanced to Rin as the girl bared her teeth slightly.
“Fine, we’ll do this the hard way,” she said with discontent. She looked around at the colorful
dome holding the zombie then to the girl with a dull glare. After a moment she started singing a song in
foreign tongues, her words seeming quick and full of energy. The air around her and in the dome started
to waver and glow red as Talon and the witches backed up slightly.
“Um, Rin?” Jovian and Jacqueline asked together.
“Just what are you doing?” Ling Ling asked as the air inside the dome started to turn hazy and
red. Rin picked up the pace with her song, her words echoing out in the hall as the area around her
wavered and glowed with a crimson hue. Suddenly the inside of the dome lit up with a flash and
exploded into a fireball, with Talon and the witches watching curiously as the siren slowly stopped
singing.
“Wow, did you do that Rin?” Jacqueline asked. Rin merely nodded as she watched the flames
and smoke swirl around inside the dome.
“What was that?” Jovian asked curiously.
“The Song of Fire,” Rin said as the smoke billowed around inside the dome before dispersing,
revealing Ling Ling in pieces on the floor while covered in ash. The head coughed a few times then
looked to Rin with a raised eyebrow.
“Was that necessary?” she asked dryly. Rin scoffed as she and the others watched Ling Ling once
again reassemble herself and stand back up, the zombie dusting her clothing off before looking to Rin
with a smirk.
“An interesting trick, but this is most certainly not making things any harder for me,” she said
with a shrug.
“Where are they?” Rin yelled out as she slammed her hands on the dome.
“Rin, enough,” Talon said, with Rin looking to him with frustration then down as she tried to
control herself. Ling Ling shook her head at the girl then looked to Talon as the boy watched her with a
dull glare.
“If you see those vampires again, tell them that we will find them, no matter where they try to
run. They and all those who were part of Fairy Tale will be as dead as you are soon enough,” he said
coldly. Ling Ling slowly glanced around at the dome containing her then to the hybrid as he started
walking away towards the doors.

“You will not succeed with your futile crusade, nor will you be able to hide behind your
ignorance with killing the innocent,” Ling Ling mentioned.
“Our master will succeed,” Jovian said before she followed after Talon.
“We’ll make sure of it,” Jacqueline added before she followed her as well. Rin looked at the
zombie with discontent then started to follow the others as well.
“Is this really the side you wish to be on? Serving this misguided knight in his slayings of the
innocent?” Ling Ling asked, with Rin stopping and glancing back to her. The others stopped and looked
back to Rin as the siren turned to face Ling Ling with a glare.
“I will serve Talon for the rest of my life, and I will rid the world of those who are evil in doing
so,” she said coldly before turning around and walking towards the others. Talon looked at the girl for a
moment then over to Ling Ling as the zombie watched them with a blank expression.
“I feel sorry for that one, seems she’s still lost with only a wandering idiot as her guide,” Ling
Ling said with a shrug. Jovian and Jacqueline twitched at that then held their hands out towards the
zombie.
“Nobody talks that way about our master!” they yelled before they each fired a multicolored
blast of light, the streaks of magical energy flying past Rin on either side then striking into the dome. The
colorful barrier blasted apart as a powerful explosion erupted from inside the dome, with sparks and
streaks of colored light flaring up along with a shockwave which threw dust around wildly. Rin walked up
to the others and looked at Talon with a timid expression.
“Please, let me serve you as they do,” she said softly with a small bow. Talon glanced to the
witch sisters, each of them looking to him with curious smiles and nods, and then looked at Rin again
with a blank expression.
“If that’s what you want Rin, then so be it,” Talon said simply. Rin looked to him with wonder
then smiled and nodded quickly.
“Yes, I want nobody else to use me but you, I want to be your weapon, yours and… yours alone,”
she said softly before looking down again with a bashful smile. Talon nodded then looked over to where
the dust was settling, showing Ling Ling in pieces again and scattered about on the floor. The head rolled
around on its side to catch a view of the others while the girl had a dull smile on her face.
“Sorry, but I didn’t feel a thing, for I am already dead,” she said with a smirk. Talon shook his
head then walked over towards the doors, pausing for a moment then glancing back to the girls.
“Let’s go, we’re done here,” he ordered. The three girls stood at attention and nodded at him.
“Yes master,” they said together, the group then heading towards the exit. As they did Rin
suddenly screamed and started thrashing around, with the others looking to her quickly as she was

trying to swat a disembodied hand off of her. The severed limb crawled around her thigh and back then
under her outer shirt as the girl stumbled around while trying to hit it with her hands.
“EW! Get it off, get it OFF!” Rin cried out as she tried to swat the moving hand off of her. After a
moment of flailing around she smacked the hand out of her shirt, the limb flying off and into a
neighboring room with a small crash. Rin growled with frustration then looked to Ling Ling with a deep
glare as the zombie chuckled amusedly.
“Oh, I’m sorry, are you ticklish?” Ling Ling said with a playful tone. Rin trembled with anger then
opened her mouth to scream before Talon spoke up.
“Rin,” he said, the girl halting in place then looking to him quickly. He shook his head then
motioned towards the door. Rin glanced back to Ling Ling then slowly started walking towards the door,
with the witch sisters following her out. Talon looked back to Ling Ling with a dull glare as the girl just
smiled calmly at him while her body was slowly starting to put itself back together.
“We shall meet again, you must know this already,” Ling Ling said with a smirk.
“If we do, we’ll find out whether or not you truly can be destroyed for good,” Talon said coldly
before he walked out after the girls. The boy extended his wings just as Rin did, with Jovian holding onto
Rin while Jacqueline held onto Talon. The two winged monsters flew up into the air as the witch sisters
aimed their hands back down at the castle, both girls charging up their magical attacks in their hands.
“Jovian. Jacqueline. Say goodbye for us,” Talon ordered.
“Bye bye!” the sisters called out before firing their shots down towards the building. The streaks
of light struck into the building before exploding violently, with the front of the castle exploding with
colorful flames and debris erupting from the inside. Glass windows shattered and flew out into the air in
pieces while the castle collapsed into itself with a loud crash. As the dust and debris slowly settled down
amongst the fires and smoke Jovian and Jacqueline giggled at the sight.
“See, that’s way more fun to do,” Jacqueline pointed out.
“Can’t argue with that,” Jovian said with a shrug. Rin nodded and looked to Talon with a
confident smile.
“So, where to now master?” she asked. The boy glanced to her then looked off into the horizon.
“Now we continue our hunt,” he said, with him and Rin then flying off with the witch sisters.
Down in the castle remains a pile of rubble shifted around then was knocked over as Ling Ling
slowly stood up, her clothing dirtied and burnt while her skin remained mostly intact, minus two holes in
her chest which didn’t seem to cause her any discomfort.
“Well, that was fun,” she said simply. Looking down to her chest she smirked and gently waved
her bosom around as she saw the clean cuts into her body.

“I’d better get those patched up before returning to see mother, no need to have her worried
about a few little holes through her daughter after all,” she said with a chuckle. Nearby a rustling sound
was heard, with Ling Ling looking over to see her missing hand popping up through the rubble. She
walked over to it and held down her arm, reattaching it to her missing limb then lifted it back up as the
hand was holding something.
“Now, what have we here?” she said as she saw her hand holding a golden key that had a black
diamond gemstone on the end while the key itself was angular in shape. She chuckled then looked to
seeing Talon and Rin vanishing into the sky further away.
“I do wonder if this was important to her.”

Chapter 44
Sun Down
Inside Fang Fang's personal washroom the yasha was enjoying a relaxing bath in the morning,
leaning back against the edge of the bath while the gentle flowing water from the fountains was heard
amongst the silence in the room. His long hair was flowing freely down his back while he breathed out in
content as he calmed his mind. On the other side across from him Ceal was leaning back while resting
his arms along the edge of the bath, his eyes closed as he remained silent just as he had been all
morning. Fang Fang let out a relaxed sigh then looked to the mage with a calm smile.
"A very good way to start off the day, wouldn't you agree my friend?" he said casually. Ceal
remained silent while his reptilian hand lightly drummed its fingers on the floor. Fang Fang looked at
him curiously then smiled amusedly and shook his head.
"Come now, I'm being polite and even allowing you to use my washroom again this morning, the
least you could do is say something back," he said. Ceal opened his eyes and looked at the yasha with a
dull stare, still remaining silent. Fang Fang smiled nervously then looked down at the water with
concern.
"I've paid my father's debt to you, allowed you and your friends sanctuary, assisted in your
struggle against this new threat to us all, and yet you still treat me so coldly. What must I do to calm the
waters between us?" he asked.
"If the waters between us were rocky I wouldn't be tolerating a bath with you like this," Ceal
replied dryly. Fang Fang glanced up to him with a raised eyebrow.
"I find it hard to believe that this is your normal persona, surely you like to laugh and have fun
just as any other, must you try to keep everybody out by pretending to be so cold and mean?" he asked.
"Pretending?" Ceal questioned with a sharp glance. Fang Fang nodded with a small smile.
"You've helped us all by surviving these troubled times, especially Falla and her sisters. It's plain
to see to everybody that you love Falla, and the way you care for Complica like your own little sister, we
all know you have a heart. You don't have to be ashamed to show it to us, it's a good thing for someone
to have," he reasoned. Ceal just stared at him for a moment then looked down again with closed eyes
while remaining silent. Fang Fang watched him curiously then glanced away.
"What do you have to lose in showing you care for others?" he asked simply. Ceal opened his
eyes and glanced to the yasha with growing irritation.
"This is your last warning to be quiet," he said coldly. Fang Fang looked to him with a raised
eyebrow then over to see Falla and Complica running into the bathing room. They were each wearing
their normal clothing again, both stopping instantly as they saw Ceal sitting in the bath. Fang Fang
jumped a bit then held his hands over his crotch with a nervous smile.

"Um, excuse me, but we're not done in here," he said shaking his head. Falla and Complica
stared at Ceal as the mage then glanced to them with a blank expression. Falla eyed his chest over as
she felt a slight blush grow while Complica looked down timidly to avoid seeing her big brother like that
again.
"Ceal," Falla said softly.
"Um, we… you… uh…" Complica said before looking away with a blush. Ceal merely raised an
eyebrow at them while Fang Fang looked between the two parties with a nervous smile.
"Could you ladies please excuse us until we are decent again? Please?" Fang Fang asked
desperately.
"Falla? Complica?" Ceal asked. Falla just stared at the boy's chest while Complica looked up to
her, the young girl then nudging her sister to snap her back to reality. Falla jumped a bit then smiled
weakly and rubbed the back of her head.
"Um, Ceal? Could you please come with us? We… need your help with something," she said with
a small shrug. Ceal just stared at her as the chronofly laughed nervously then looked to Complica with
worried eyes, the young girl then looking to Ceal.
"There was an accident," she said softly.
"An accident that was so important for you two to come into our bathing room while we're
naked? Just what has happened with you people this time?" Fang Fang exclaimed as he lowered himself
further into the water with a flustered expression. Ceal just watched Falla while waiting for an
explanation, the chronofly smiling nervously at him then glancing away.
"Well, Kokoa… and Sun… got into another fight, and…" she said hesitantly.
"Falla," Ceal said, the girl flinching then looking back to him with worried eyes.
"What have I told you all before?" he said knowingly. Falla trembled a bit then nodded as she
looked down with closed eyes.
"You're not our medic, I know. Our health and wellbeing isn't your responsibility, I understand
that. It's just… Sun's really hurt," she said softly. Ceal shook his head then looked up with a dull
expression.
"This was about the werewolf again, wasn't it?" he asked flatly. Falla and Complica nodded while
Fang Fang looked at them worriedly.
"Oh dear, how badly was she hurt?" he asked while keeping his body low in the water. Complica
shook her head and looked to Ceal with pleading eyes.
"Please Ceal we need your help Kokoa got mad about something and hit Sun really hard and
now Sun's not moving and she's got a huge bruise on her face and we can't wake her up and Kokoa's still

mad and we can't leave Sun alone for long but she's really really hurt and Arial's worried about her and
I'm worried about her and the others are trying to heal her but she's really hurt so please I'm begging
you big brother can't you help-" she started before she dropped down onto her hands and knees
gasping for air, with the others watching her with blank expressions as the girl dropped onto her side
while trying to breathe again.
"Complica, please break up your sentences more," Falla said as she knelt down and helped her
sister sit up. Complica took a few deep breaths then looked to Ceal with worried eyes.
"Please big brother," she whimpered. Falla looked to Ceal as the boy just watched them with a
dull expression.
"Ceal, please, Ruby said something's really wrong with Sun, we might need your magic to fix
this," Falla begged softly. Fang Fang looked to Ceal as the mage remained silent with a dull expression
on his face still. After a moment the boy sighed with annoyance then looked up with closed eyes.
"Just go and keep that vampire away from her, I'll be there shortly," he said with withheld
annoyance. Falla and Complica nodded and stood back up again.
"Thank you Ceal," Complica said with a small smile.
"I love you so much," Falla said softly. Ceal glanced to her then looked back down to the water,
with Falla smiling gently at him as he didn't say anything back. She then led Complica out of the bathing
room, with Fang Fang slowly sitting back upright again while looking to Ceal with a curious smile.
"Like I was saying, there's no reason to be ashamed for-"
"If you speak another word about that topic again you will drown in this bath right here and now
yasha," Ceal said with a cold glance to him. Fang Fang froze in place then smiled weakly and nodded.
"Um… well, I think I'll just go get dressed and meet you with the others then," he said before
quickly scurrying out of the bath and grabbing his towel. As he left to get dressed Ceal looked back up
with a dull expression and breathed out slowly. Silence filled the room as the boy let his mind drift, his
eyes slowly closing as he calmed his breathing.
"They'd better not ask me to do what I think they're going to ask me to do," he said dryly.

Inside the infirmary everybody had gathered together again, dealing with yet another situation
that had arisen for them that morning. In her rage of being spied on and mocked, Kokoa had struck Sun
in the face while starting her overcharge, the resulting hit knocking Sun unconscious and through a wall
along with Felucia. The vampire had tried to chase down and finish off the siren in her anger, being
thwarted by Arial who froze her solid. Although Kokoa was still conscious as she was frozen in place like
a statue, it did buy time for Felucia and Arial to get Sun to the infirmary. By the time Kokoa had melted
through her frozen prison with her anger the others had arrived around her, facing a roaring redhead
who started to burn wildly from her overcharge. Before she went critical and suffered from internal

injury, the redhead had bolted out of the building at blinding speed and raced into the courtyard,
striking at a pile of debris that had been set aside by Fang Fang's cleanup crew and pulverizing it into
rubble and dust with a powerful bang. While the surrounding guards stared with wide eyes at seeing the
young naked girl who was on fire annihilating the pile of concrete and debris with a single punch,
everybody else ran out and watched as Kokoa collapsed from exhaustion, lying there naked amongst the
charred ground while she fell into a slumber. The group took her to the infirmary then proceeded to
quickly get changed into normal clothing since their time in the baths was obviously over. While Falla
and Complica left to persuade Ceal into helping again, Ruby, Apoch, Astreal, Ahakon, and Yukari were
using their magic to try and heal the wounded siren, her face having a large bruise on her cheek while
she lay motionless on the bed. Sun had been changed into a simple white patient's dress while in the
infirmary, with Kokoa also being given the same outfit as well as something else to keep her from
attacking the siren again, which she was now trying to do.
"Kokoa, down, stay!" Kurumu scolded, shaking a finger at Kokoa who was tied down with so
many chains that it looked like a puffy coat of metal links surrounding her while she was bound down on
her knees. The vampire was growling and snapping at Sun like an animal while the others just watched
her with raised eyebrows. Gin was looking from one girl to the other, knowing that these two fighting
over him was really getting out of hand and trying to figure out how to get them to stop from killing
each other.
'Ok, I think I see where Tsukune was coming from when he said having girls fighting over you
isn't such a hot thing.'
Sitting on the wolf's shoulder Kou was watching as his mistress was growling and snarling at Sun
in her anger, then looked to the siren with discontent.
"Alright, would somebody mind explaining why Kokoa just tried to kill Sun?" Felucia asked as she
leaned back against the wall near the door with a puzzled expression.
"Because she's crazy," Arial scoffed while standing next to Sun's bed, watching Kokoa with a
glare while her lollipop was stuck in her bared teeth. The snow angel wasn't listening to her music yet
even though her earbuds were in her ears, dressed in her usual attire while her arms were crossed
before her in discontent.
"Um, do vampires normally catch on fire like that?" Kyouko asked while watching Kokoa growl
and snarl as she tried to break free from her bonds.
"Kokoa's a unique case in that regard Kyouko, it's a little talent of hers," Ruby said while she
continued to focus her magic on Sun, the siren still remaining motionless while the casters tried to heal
her.
"Down Kokoa, bad! Down!" Kurumu yelled as she grabbed a magazine, rolled it up, and swatted
it on Kokoa's head. The vampire yelled out and grabbed it with her teeth, with Kurumu struggling to pull
it back as the redhead shook her head with furious growls.
"Is she always like this?" Render asked with a curious glance to the others.

"More or less," Apoch said with a shrug.
Kokoa tore up the magazine with her teeth then snapped at Kurumu, prompting the succubus to
jump back with a yelp, and then resumed trying to snap at Sun while struggling around in her chains.
Rason held his frightened girlfriend from behind then looked to Gin while shaking his head.
"So, are you going to do anything about this?" he asked expectedly.
"Me? What am I supposed to do?" Gin asked with a shrug.
"Your girlfriend just tried to murder Sun in a jealous rage, and she tried to bite me," Kurumu said
while backing up behind her angel and watching Kokoa with caution.
"She would have killed Arial if she had run into her with her overcharge going like that," Mizore
pointed out, with Dark looking to her then to Arial with great concern while he had his own earbuds
removed during this time. Arial scoffed and rolled her eyes.
"She would not have killed me, I would have frozen the stupid girl before she could even touch
me," she argued with annoyance.
"I don't believe this, I saved your soul's life, show some gratitude you ungrateful bi-" Mizore
started before she dropped down with an ice shard in her head, the snow girl yelling and yanking it out
while the group watched her with concern. Arial grunted as she crossed her arms again and looked back
to Kokoa with discontent while Dark watched Mizore holding her forehead with a frustrated expression.
"Huh, never thought I'd see that," Kurumu said simply as she watched Mizore rolling around and
growling with anger. After a moment Kurumu giggled and smiled amusedly at her.
"Hurts doesn't it? Now you know how I feel when-"
"Shut up Kurumu!" Mizore yelled out as she tumbled back to her feet, glaring at Arial with rage
while Kurumu jumped back behind Rason again for protection. Felucia grabbed Mizore's shoulder and
held her back, the snow girl looking back to her with frustration as the demon shook her head with a
worried smile.
"Now now, calm down Mizore," she urged.
"I think everybody needs to calm down here, let's deal with these little problems peacefully and
if at all possible quickly. We have other things to prepare for today, so let's just take a moment here and
relax," Razico called out as he raised a hand. Everybody looked to him then to Kokoa as the vampire
continued to snarl and snap at Sun with fury.
"I don't think she's relaxing," Kyouko pointed out. Gin sighed then walked over and knelt down
in front of his girlfriend, the vampire looking to him with frustration as he rested his hand on her head.
"Kokoa, please calm down," he said softly.

"Calm DOWN? She was watching us having sex this morning; the perverted bitch spied on us
and then had the nerve to say I'm not good enough for you!" Kokoa yelled out. Gin sighed then looked
back to Sun as the casters were still working to heal her.
"I know Kokoa, just… you know that even if she feels that way it doesn't mean she can take me
away from you," he said looking back to the vampire. She showed a frustrated expression and looked
down with a low growl as the wolf gently held her cheek.
"I love you," he said caringly, with Kokoa looking back up to him with worried eyes.
"I mean it Kokoa. I'm glad Sun rejected me long ago, I'm glad she said no to me back then,
because if she hadn't then I wouldn't have really seen you for how you are, I wouldn't have you as my
mate. I only want you Kokoa, just you as my girlfriend, nobody else," he said gently. Kokoa nuzzled
against his hand while watching him with worried eyes, the boy breathing out then looking down.
"Don't ever think you're not good enough for me, you're the only one I want," he said assuredly.
"Then tell her that, she's not getting the fucking point!" Kokoa yelled out before she started
thrashing around in her chains and growling furiously again.
From the doorway Falla and Complica walked in and headed over to Luna who was sitting on a
bed watching the vampire yelling out again in anger.
"Hey, how's she doing?" Falla asked looking to Sun, with Complica rushing over to the siren's
side and looking at her with concern.
"She's still out, and Kokoa's still pissed," Kurumu said while peeking out from behind Rason and
watching the vampire growling and thrashing around in her bonds. Rason shook his head then looked to
Gin.
"Ok Gin, you need to put a stop to this already. We all know you love Kokoa except for Sun, you
need to set her straight on this once she wakes up," he said waving over to the sleeping siren. Gin
looked to Sun then to Kokoa as the vampire kept trying to break free from her chains. He then hugged
her, the girl stopping and looking over his shoulder as he closed his eyes.
"I'll take care of it Kokoa, I promise. Just please, calm down, for me," he said, with Kokoa
glancing to him as the group watched them carefully. Gin leaned back from his hug then kissed the
vampire, the girl closing her eyes as he held her head gently. When he pulled back he smiled at her, the
girl's eyes looking at him with wonder before she nodded slowly.
"Ok Gin," she said softly. She glanced to Sun with discontent then looked away with a huff, with
Gin smirking at the sight before standing up and looking to Sun again.
"For the record I still say you would be better off with Sun," Arial commented. Gin glanced to
her as she looked to the siren with a gentle expression.

"She's much more beautiful and nicer than that vampire, not to mention she doesn't have a
serious anger problem, she's a far better choice for you," she reasoned. Kokoa twitched at that then
growled at the snow angel with a glare while Mizore tried to control herself and not speak up about
Arial's issue with dealing with people choosing others as their loved ones herself.
"Sorry Arial, but she isn't," Gin said shaking his head, with the group looking to him curiously
while Kokoa watched him with wonder.
"I used to think she was the one for me, the only one really, and I confessed my love to her. But
she rejected me, saying she wasn't ready for a serious relationship with anyone, and then traveled to
the human world when she graduated from the academy. She turned me down, and then just left my
life completely," he said softly, looking at the siren who he used to believe was the most beautiful girl in
the world to him. He then smiled and looked down to Kokoa.
"But then I fell in love with another; one who didn't reject my feelings, one who didn't run away
from me. Sun had her chance to be my mate, and she turned it down. Kokoa however hasn't let me go
since, and I'm not about to let her go ever," he said, with Kokoa smiling lovingly up at him. Arial looked
to Kokoa then shook her head.
"But she's out of her mind," she argued.
"Look who's talking," Mizore muttered. Again she dropped to the ground with an ice shard
lodged in her forehead, screaming as she pulled the blade out and rolled around on the ground. The
group looked to her with worry then to Arial as the girl lowered her arm with a scoff.
"Watch your mouth," Arial scolded harshly. Mizore growled and stumbled to her feet, readying
to charge the snow angel before Felucia held her back with a weak smile.
"Again, calm down Mizore, it's ok, it's ok," she reassured.
gaze.

Gin watched as the snow maiden slowly calmed down then looked to Sun again with a solemn

"I only want to be with Kokoa, as soon as Sun wakes up I'm just going to have to spell it out for
her. Either we be just friends, or she can walk away again," he said with a hint of remorse. The group
looked to Sun as the siren was still motionless on the bed.
"Is she doing any better?" Complica asked looking up to Ruby.
"Yeah, you said you might need Ceal to help her, what's wrong?" Falla asked. Ruby glanced to
Complica then to the other casters, all of them exchanging worried glances with each other.
"Um, why are you all looking at each other like that?" Ran asked worriedly.
"Is she going to be alright?" Gabriel asked. Ruby bit her lip then looked to Falla.

"Please tell me Ceal is coming," she said nervously. Falla glanced to Sun then to Ruby with a
careful eye.
"He said he would be coming soon, what's wrong with her Ruby?" she asked. Ruby looked back
to Sun as Apoch and Astreal shook their heads.
"He needs to get here fast Ms. Ruby," they said worriedly.
"Why? What's wrong with Sun?" Arial asked as she started to get a bad feeling about this.
"Ruby, what aren't you telling us? What's wrong?" Dark asked carefully. Ruby closed her eyes for
a moment then looked to Complica.
"Complica, take Arial with you and go find Ceal, please tell him to hurry," she said gently.
Complica looked at her worriedly then to Sun while Yukari and Ahakon exchanged glances.
"Why what's wrong with her is she going to be ok please tell me she's going to be ok," Complica
pleaded as she looked back up to the elder witch.
"She'll be fine, but Ceal would certainly help her feel better much sooner, so please take Arial
with you and go find him," Ruby urged gently. Complica whimpered then looked to Arial, the snow girl
slowly shaking her head.
"You're trying to get us out of the room, why? What happened to Sun?" Arial demanded.
"Arial, please don't argue with me, just go and find Ceal, now," Ruby said looking back to her
with an expecting glance. Arial looked to Complica then to Sun as the group glanced to each other with
concern. Mizore breathed out then stepped towards them.
"Come on, I'll go with you, the sooner we find Ceal the sooner we can get her back on her feet,"
she offered. Arial and Complica looked to her then to Kokoa as the vampire was watching Sun carefully
now.
"If you really hurt Sun…" Arial growled with anger. Kokoa looked to her nervously as the snow
angel's hair froze over, the little girl glaring at the vampire with anger while Complica looked back to Sun
with growing concern. Mizore glanced to Kokoa then to Arial.
"She's not going anywhere, let's be quick and find Ceal, ok?" she said. Arial glanced to her with a
growl then looked to Sun.
"Alright, we'll be right back," she said before running out of the room, with Complica
whimpering and looking back to Mizore. The snow maiden smiled softly and took hold of her hand,
walking her out of the room while the rest of the group watched them go before looking to the casters.
"Ruby, just how bad is she hurt?" Luna asked.

"Very," Ruby said gravely. Gin ran over and looked down at Sun with growing concern, seeing
her lying there motionless with a large bruise on her cheek.
"What's wrong with her Ruby? Can't you heal her?" he asked looking to the witch. Ruby
hesitated then glanced to Gin.
"Gin… that hit to her head…" she said softly. Gin looked down to Sun then slowly reached out to
her with his hand, carefully opening one of the siren's eyes before he jumped back with a gasp. Her
eyeball had been pulverized, having been reduced to a bloody clot in her eye socket now.
"Oh god," he said with horror.
"What happened to her?" Ran asked nervously.
"Ms. Kokoa struck her with far too much power," Apoch said shaking her head.
"Her eyes have ruptured, her skull is cracked open underneath the skin, and her ears are filled
with blood," Astreal said with remorse, the group jumping at that then looking to Sun with fearful eyes.
"What?" Rason yelled out.
"Had Kokoa used any more power with that punch she would have destroyed her head
completely," Yukari said looking to Gin with watery eyes.
"We've been using all our magic to try to keep her stable, and to keep Complica and Arial from
freaking out, but we can't heal this without Ceal," Ahakon said shaking his head. Gin looked to Sun with
shock then to Kokoa, with all eyes then turning to her as she was looking at Sun with worried eyes.
"Kokoa, you've gone too far this time," Ruby scolded. Kokoa jumped a bit and looked to her as
the witch walked up to the bound vampire with a stern expression.
"Do you realize what you've done? She may be as good as dead now because of you! And even if
Ceal does manage to restore her body to normal there's no telling if her brain survived that hit, she
could be brain-dead as we speak!" Ruby yelled out at her. Kokoa looked to Sun then to Gin as the boy
was shaking his head with disbelief.
"Gin, I… I didn't mean to…" she said shakily. Gin looked to Sun then down with a frustrated
expression, wondering if he had any right to blame Kokoa or if all of this was his fault for not stopping
Sun's infatuation with him sooner. Kokoa looked around at the group then to Sun as the casters worked
to keep the siren stable until help arrived.
"I'm sorry, she just wouldn't back off or leave Gin alone, I had to stop her," Kokoa pleaded.
"Well you might have done just that, she may never wake up again thanks to you," Kurumu said
with discontent.

"Arial's going to kill you when she finds out, she really likes Sun, she's going to do to you what
she did to Mizore," Ran said shaking her head.
"What did Arial do to Mizore?" Kyouko asked.
"Let's just say it was a miracle Ceal was with us then, otherwise Mizore would have been dead
after what Arial did to her," Leon commented.
"Blood was everywhere," Render added, with Apoch and Astreal nodding slowly to that. Luna
and Falla looked to each other worriedly at that while Felucia glanced to Dark questionably.
"I think I see where you get your killer instinct from Dark," Felucia said with a shrug. Dark
glanced to her with a dull expression at that then looked to Kokoa as the vampire whimpered and shook
her head.
"I'm sorry Gin, I didn't mean to hurt her so badly," Kokoa pleaded.
"You were chasing me in the halls to slaughter her in your rage, to an observer it would seem
like you were trying to kill her," Felucia said with a raised eyebrow. Kokoa twitched at that then looked
down nervously.
"I'm sorry, I got upset, she just kept trying to come between Gin and I, I'm sorry ok?" she cried
out before shutting her eyes. She shook her head and looked to Gin with watery eyes.
"I'm sorry, I know she's your friend, but I lost my temper, I just couldn't stand the way she kept
trying to get close to you, the way she kept saying I wasn't good enough for you. I'm sorry, really," she
pleaded. Gin looked at her with a pained expression then to Sun as the casters kept working to try and
keep her stable.
From the doorway Fang Fang entered the room, dressed again in his usual attire as he walked
over to Sun's side.
"Oh my word, what happened to her?" he asked with concern.
"Kokoa might have killed her in her jealousy," Kurumu said, glancing to the vampire with
narrowed eyes. Kokoa looked down with shame while Gin breathed out and shook his head.
"It's not her fault, it's mine, I should have made Sun understand how I feel more clearly, I could
have prevented this," he said softly. He held a hand over his eyes and breathed out slowly.
"This never happened to Tsukune, how did it go so out of control with me?" he asked.
"For starters it was always Tsukune who was sent to the infirmary from us being thickheaded,"
Yukari commented.

"And you've got a Kokoa who loves you, we were never so violent to strike with lethal force
during our fights," Ruby mentioned as she glanced to the vampire, with Kokoa cringing from that. Gin
nodded and lowered his head with closed eyes.
"Sun, I'm sorry," he said softly.
"If anybody needs to apologize to her when she wakes up its Kokoa," Ran said watching the
bound vampire with discontent. Kokoa closed her eyes and nodded, knowing she had indeed gone too
far with how she dealt with Sun.
From the doorway Complica ran in and back over to Sun's side with worried eyes, being
followed quickly by Arial who was trying to pull Ceal along by the hand and Mizore following after them
while rubbing her forehead again with an annoyed expression. The catalyst mage stopped inside the
room and looked around at the group as Arial let go of his hand and raced over to Sun as well.
"Ceal, there you are," Ruby said looking back to him.
"What happened to you Mizore?" Fang Fang asked as he saw the snow maiden rubbing her
forehead with annoyance while she was glaring at Arial.
"I don't want to talk about it," she muttered. Arial glanced back to her then looked to Sun again.
"I told you I don't need anybody leading me around and holding my hand like I'm some little
girl," she scoffed.
"You are a little girl, and I was only trying to help," Mizore shot back with frustration. Arial
merely shook her head as she watched Sun.
"Please Ceal, we could really use your help with this," Yukari said looking back to him. The mage
glanced to her then up while shaking his head.
dryly.

"Again, I must ask how the hell did you people even survive before you met me?" he asked

"C'mon man, don't give us that crap now, you have to do something," Gin snapped while waving
to Sun. Ceal looked to him with a cold stare and raised an eyebrow.
"Don't assume I have to do anything for you wolf, as I've stated numerous times now I am not
your medic," he said sternly.
"Ceal, please, Sun's really hurt," Falla said worriedly. Ceal looked to her as she held her hands
together with pleading eyes.
"Please help her, for me? Please?" she asked softly. Ceal growled quietly then looked over to the
wounded siren with annoyance. Complica and Arial looked back to him with worried eyes as the mage
remained silent for a moment.

"Please big brother," Complica said innocently with a timid expression.
"Please, I'm begging you," Arial said softly. Ceal glanced to them then back to Sun while shaking
his head.
"I hate you people," he muttered as he walked over to Sun with a dull expression on his face.
Render opened his mouth to speak before Leon clamped a hand over it while shaking his head.
"Don't, just don't man," Leon said, with Render glancing to him questionably then to Ceal again
as the catalyst mage stood next to the wounded siren. The other casters stepped back as the boy gently
rested his hand on Sun's head, his eyes examining her closely while he brought his necro hand over to
the side of her head.
silent.

"Ceal, can you help her?" Ruby asked worriedly. The boy just eyed the siren while remaining
"Ceal?" Falla asked.

"Is she going to be ok big brother?" Complica asked worriedly. After a long while of silence the
boy finally spoke up.
"What happened to her?" Ceal asked as a soft glow formed around Sun's head. The mage
focused his magic as he started to reform her skull and reconstruct her eyes; however he seemed to be
staring intently at something that had his attention.
"Kokoa hit her through a wall," Arial growled as she looked back to the vampire with a cold
glare. The others watched as Sun's bruise slowly vanished while her head shifted around a bit in the
mage's hands. He held one hand over her eyes as the glow intensified from there while he held his necro
hand over the girl's head. After a while he removed the hand over her eyes and opened an eyelid, seeing
the girl's eye restored yet not focusing on anything. He then placed both hands on either side of her
head and focused his magic, a soft glow forming and swirling around her head as the others watched
with awe.
"He's doing it, he's healing her," Complica said with a smile forming.
"Not quite Complica," Ceal said, with the group looking to him with concern at that.
"What do you mean? Isn't she getting better now?" Complica asked. Ceal shook his head as he
continued to use his magic on the siren.
"No? What do you mean no?" Arial asked nervously. Gin walked up next to him and looked at
Sun with worried eyes.
"Tell me, just how bad is she?" he asked desperately. Ceal continued working with a blank
expression on his face, the group watching him as he remained silent.

"Ceal, tell me, when is she going to wake up?" Gin demanded as he looked to him with
frustration. After a moment Ceal stopped using his magic and lowered his hands, looking at Sun with a
solemn gaze before glancing to Gin.
"She's not going to be waking up," he said, with Gin staring at him with growing concern.
"What do you mean she's not going to be waking up?" he asked, praying he heard wrong. Ceal
looked down to Sun again as the group watched her with worried eyes.
"I reformed her damaged skull and eyes, and healed the ruptured veins; however her mind has
no neural activity at all now. She's in a comatose state, she's not going to wake up," Ceal informed
solemnly.
"What?" Gin cried out.
"Comatose?" Complica asked shakily.
"No, oh god no," Ran said covering her mouth with one hand.
"No, she can't… she can't be…" Gin shakily said as he held a trembling hand out to touch Sun's
cheek, the girl remaining perfectly motionless on the bed still. Her body had been healed by the catalyst
mage's magic, however her brain remained inactive.
"No, no!" Gin cried out as he tried to control his breathing.
"Sun!" Arial cried out while shaking her head. Complica whimpered then ran to Luna, the elder
chronofly holding her teary eyed sister while looking at Sun with remorse.
"Oh dear, this is horrible," Fang Fang said shaking his head with sorrow.
"But she's breathing, isn't she?" Rason asked quickly.
"Her body is performing basic functions, lungs are breathing and her heart is beating, although
slowly, however her brain hasn't recovered from the shock. She's not dreaming, she's not sleeping, she's
practically brain-dead," Ceal explained solemnly.
"Brain-dead?" Kyouko said with a hand over her mouth.
"Oh shit," Felucia said with growing concern.
"Can't you fix it? Please Ceal," Gin begged while shaking his head.
"If I could I would have. Falla and Luna's minds were torn from their magical stress, yet they
were treatable still. However the siren's was a far worse case. It's a miracle her core cerebrum is still
telling her body to breathe and such otherwise she would be dead now, aside from that she's practically
a corpse, the rest of her mind has ceased all activity," Ceal said with a glance to him. Kurumu stared at
Sun with disbelief and remorse then looked to Kokoa.

"You killed her," she said softly. The group looked to Kokoa as Kurumu pointed to her.
"You killed her Kokoa, you killed her!" Kurumu yelled out. Arial growled furiously then looked
back to Kokoa as her hair froze over and she formed her ice claws, the ground below her freezing solid
as the temperature in the room dropped.
"You… you murdered Sun!" Arial yelled out. She dashed towards Kokoa to slice her face with her
frozen claw before Dark grabbed her by the back of the shirt and held on, with Arial looking to him with
surprise as he shook his head.
"Stop Arial," he ordered.
"But Dark, she killed Sun! Sun's as good as dead now! She's gone forever!" Arial argued as she
started to cry.
"She's not gone yet," Dark said looking to Ceal. The mage merely glanced back to him then down
to Sun again as the group turned to him.
"Ceal, you healed Luna and Falla's minds before; can't you do anything at all for Sun?" Mizore
asked. Ceal merely shook his head as he continued to stare at the siren.
"C'mon man, don't make us beg for this, you're the only one who can help her," Leon pleaded.
"Can't you at least try?" Render asked. Gin held in his tears and looked to Ceal with frustration.
"Please, you've done this sort of thing before, why can't you help her? Or is it that you just don't
want to, is that it? You would do this for Falla in a heartbeat, but when it's somebody else you couldn't
care less, isn't that right?" he demanded. Ceal drummed his fingers at his hip then glanced to Gin with
annoyance.
"I can heal a few burnt and scarred synapses and tissues, but the inside of her head was beyond
that in terms of ruin. I did what I could, which wasn't much, there are limits to what I can do with my
magic after all," he stated.
"No… you mean… she's gone?" Gin said as a few tears formed in his eyes.
"No! Sun, you can't be gone! Wake up! Wake up!" Arial cried out as she ran over to the siren,
her hair and hands returning to normal as she looked at the motionless girl with watery eyes. Complica
broke down crying in Luna's chest, the elder chronofly holding her sister with concern while Falla held a
hand over her mouth. Kurumu looked down with remorse while Rason held her from behind, with
Mizore looking down and holding Dark's hand as the demon watched his angel crying next to the siren.
"Ceal, are you sure there's nothing more that can be done?" Gabriel asked worriedly. Ceal
glanced to him as the angel looked to Sun with remorseful eyes.
"Please, healing and restoring such serious injuries would be a catalyst mage's field of expertise;
if anyone could do such a thing or know how it could be done it would be you. So I'm asking, is there

really no way to save her now?" he asked. The group looked to Ceal as the boy turned his gaze back
down to Sun with a solemn expression on his face.
"Please Ceal, don't say it's over for her," Gin begged. Ceal closed his eyes for a moment then
nodded.
"There is a slim possibility of restoring her mind, but I warn you that it hasn't worked before in
the past. If the spell fails, what's left of her life will be lost," he said before looking to Gin. The wolf
watched him worriedly as the mage simply shrugged.
"Up to you, either she wakes up from it, or dies on the spot," Ceal said solemnly. Gin looked to
Sun with worried eyes, seeing her lying there in body but not in mind. He then nodded and looked back
to Ceal.
"She's already dead if we do nothing. Yes, do it whatever it takes, please," he said with remorse.
"Does this mean you can help her?" Arial asked urgently.
"I can't right now, I don't have the spell needed," Ceal said shaking his head.
"What spell is it? I have a large library here with many documented incantations from the
monster world, we must have it here somewhere," Fang Fang said assuredly. Ceal shook his head and
glanced to him.
"You won't have it, it's one-of-a-kind, handed down to those in my family who are able to use
such magic, namely me. I have the only copy," he stated.
"Then where is it?" Complica asked.
"At my home," Ceal said looking to Falla. The girl looked down in thought for a moment then
back to him with wonder.
"Those old paintings you had framed on your wall, they were casting scrolls for something," she
said softly.
"Yes, and one of them may be your only chance at saving this girl," Ceal said looking back to Sun.
"Wait a minute, his home? Where is that?" Ruby asked. Falla looked to her then to Ceal with
worried eyes.
"He lives in an apartment near our school," she said.
"Near the school where the monster attack took place?" Rason asked.
"And where the HDA is going to be crawling all over now?" Razico asked.
"Yep, that's the one," Falla said weakly.

"You've got to be kidding me, how are we supposed to go back into that city when we're
number one on humanity's enemy list?" Ahakon said shaking his head.
"Yeah, last time we went there we were arrested on the spot, this time we'll be shot on sight,"
Yukari said worriedly.
"Not to mention we're supposed to be staying put here until we hear anything from the HDA or
Moka, this place is under watch now by HDA soldiers," Leon pointed out.
"That spell Ceal has might be the only chance we have at saving Sun, we have to go get it right
now," Arial argued.
"But we can't be seen leaving this place, and certainly not in that city at all right now, how are
we supposed to get there and back without causing trouble?" Ran asked. Luna and Falla looked to each
other with worried eyes.
head.

"We can't shift into time, or use the time stream to jump over there," Luna said shaking her

"We're grounded with the dark king watching for us," Falla said looking up. Dark looked to Sun
then to Ceal while putting in his earbuds.
"I'll take him, cloaking the two of us on a motorcycle won't be so hard, we'll head out and bring
the spell back without anyone ever seeing us leave," he said calmly. Ceal glanced to him then looked
back to Sun while remaining silent. Fang Fang nodded and looked to the doorway.
"That sounds like a plan, I can have my guards ready a motorcycle with a full tank of gas for you
at once by the front gate," he said confidently. Falla walked over to Ceal with a worried expression as
the boy kept watching the siren.
"Ceal, thank you so much for this. I know we ask a lot of you, and that I promised no more
distractions in your quest for Fafnir, but thank you, for everything you're doing for us," she said softly.
Ceal slowly shook his head then looked up with a dull expression.
"I'd like to point out that I never actually agreed to go in the first place, I merely said the spell
was located at my home," he said dryly. The group looked to him with surprise as he glanced to Falla.
"But… Ceal…" Falla said worriedly.
"C'mon man, you've got to be kidding. For crying out loud her life depends on it," Rason
exclaimed while waving to Sun.
"You just have to get that spell big brother you just have to try and get it please she needs it,"
Complica whimpered while shaking her head.

"We know you have a heart, you can't be so cruel to this poor girl," Fang Fang said shaking his
head, with Ceal looking to him with narrowed eyes. Fang Fang forced a stern expression to hide his
nervousness.
"You mentioned this possibility in the first place, if you really wanted to do absolutely nothing to
save her you wouldn't have said a thing to us, yet you told us anyway. You knew the spell was back at
your home, and that you would have to go get it to help her, so quit acting like-" he said before he was
lifted into the air by black tentacles, the boy screaming loudly as he was held up by the necro demon.
Ceal glared at the yasha and walked towards him.
him.

"Acting like what yasha?" he said coldly. Fang Fang looked around at everybody then back to

"Like you don't care, we know you care about us, you've saved us from danger and helped us
through these troubled times, you've done things nobody asked you to do nor ever expected you to do,"
he said worriedly.
asked.

"Is this part of being a dragon slayer? Being so cold and distant to everyone around you?" Ruby

"You treat everyone as a shadow, you don't even refer to them by their names, rather only as
things," Razico said shaking his head.
"Yeah man, what's with the attitude all the time? You need to chill out and relax, that's what I
always do, you live longer that way," Render said with a shrug.
"I don't understand Ceal, why do you keep trying to act like you don't care about anyone, it's like
you're going out of your way to keep everyone away from you," Leon questioned. Falla glanced to him
then back to Ceal.
"Because it's their way," she said softly, with the group looking to her.
"Their way is being rude and mean to everybody?" Yukari asked. Falla shook her head as she
looked at Ceal with gentle eyes, the mage merely glancing back to her with a cold expression still.
"You told me before Ceal, that when you're trained to become a dragon slayer, you are taught
to be in control of your mind at all times, to not let anything distract you from your goal," she said, with
the group looking to Ceal curiously as he nodded. Falla smiled worriedly and looked down.
"You have a duty, a serious responsibility that you trained your whole life for, to slay dragons.
Which meant nothing could get into your mind to distract you, not emotions or even having friends,"
she said looking back to him with concern. Ceal remained silent as the group looked at him curiously
still. Falla showed a saddened smile and shook her head.
"I understand Ceal, why you are how you are. You chose to become this way, so that you could
fight a great danger to monsters everywhere, to be our warrior against dragons. Such a lifestyle would
make you seem cold to everyone around you, but you're not a bad guy at all. I know you have a heart,

and I'm holding onto hope that you do love me just as much as I love you, because even though you
can't say it to me until you're ready I know I can say it to you now," she said softly. The group watched
as Ceal slowly looked down and waved his necro hand to the side, causing Xarai to let go of Fang Fang
and recede into the ground, with the yasha dropping to the floor with a thud. Falla smiled softly then
hugged her boyfriend while he glanced to her with a blank expression.
"I know you care, you can't hide it. You saved my life, you saved my friends' lives, you made me
whole again, you've done so much for us," she said gently.
"Ceal, you don't have to be ashamed to show compassion to others, it's not a sign of weakness,"
Rason said while slowly gesturing to the group.
"You gave me my wings again, saved Apoch and Astreal from dying, healed Kurumu when she
was critically wounded. It's not just Falla you care for, you've helped us all again and again, you don't
have to try to hide it," Gabriel added. Complica walked up to Ceal and hugged him with Falla, the mage
looking down to seeing her smiling softly up at him.
"You keep trying to be a mean, scary monster, but you're not. We know you're not, we know
you care about us, please don't hide that," she said before hugging him again. Ceal breathed out with
annoyance then looked to Sun.
"I used to be, before a stubborn butterfly followed me home," he said before glancing to Falla.
She smiled timidly and shrugged.
"I'm sorry, I've always been the troublemaker of my family," she said softly. She then showed a
serious expression and nodded.
"But I meant what I said before, about promising to help you finish your quest. Fafnir's head will
be yours, I guarantee it. And we can all help you; you're not alone in this Ceal. Like it or not, you do have
friends now, ones that you've protected and kept alive," she reassured. Ceal just slowly glanced around
at everybody, the group nodding in agreement at him.
"You don't have to stand and fight alone Ceal, we're here with you," Yukari offered.
"Having friends makes taking on these obstacles a lot easier," Ahakon reasoned.
"Don't push us away Mr. Ceal, we can help you," Apoch said hopefully.
"You don't have to pretend that you don't care, we've seen that you do," Astreal added.
"FRIENDS!" Luna screamed as she suddenly hugged her sisters and Ceal, with the group staring
at her with surprise as the chronofly laughed maniacally. Falla and Complica showed nervous smiles
while Ceal merely watched the crazed girl with a raised eyebrow. After a moment Luna stopped laughing
then slowly looked around at everybody with a mortified expression.

"Oh… dear god… I'm so sorry," she said before backing away and looking down with
embarrassment. Falla and Complica laughed weakly then looked to Ceal with worried eyes as the boy
just shook his head a bit.
"See? We're all friends," Kurumu said with a weak smile and shrug. Ceal looked around at the
group then to Dark, the demon showing a blank expression. After a moment Dark shrugged while
glancing away.
"It's not so bad having friends, they grow on you after a while," he said simply. The group smiled
a little at that then looked to Ceal as the mage just looked back to Sun with a blank expression still.
"Please Ceal, don't let her die like this," Gin begged. Ceal growled with annoyance then removed
Complica and Falla's arms from him.
"Ceal," Falla said worriedly before the boy put a finger to her lips.
"I'll go get the scroll, seeing as how Complica wishes for her friend to live, however I will only do
so with the agreement that you all understand that it might not work to save her life, and that I do not
want to be friends with you all," he said looking away with a stern expression. Falla smiled gently and
nodded while Complica held in her giggle.
"Ok Ceal, whatever you say," Falla said softly. The group smiled a bit, seeing how the dragon
slayer wasn't dropping his pride just like that. However his thin veil of doing this only to please Complica
didn't hide the fact that he was trying to be a good person, he just didn't want it to seem obvious to
anyone.
"Alright Ceal, we don't have to be friends if you really don't want to," Leon said raising his hands
up casually.
"You got it buddy, complete and indifferent strangers it is then," Render said, then turned away
while putting his hands in his pockets, whistling nonchalantly while looking up without a care.
"Whatever you say, slayer," Razico said with a smirk. Ceal glanced to him then looked to Falla as
the girl held her hands together with a gentle smile.
"Thank you, I love you so much," she said softly. Ceal paused for a moment then looked to
Complica.
"You and your sisters remain out of sight until we return, and try not to cause any trouble," he
said with a slight smirk. Complica nodded with a smile along with Falla.
"Ok big brother," Complica said as her wings fluttered once behind her.
door.

"Yes sir," Falla said softly. Ceal glanced to Falla for a moment then started walking towards the

"Alright shadow demon, let's go and get this over with," he said dryly as he walked out, with
Dark glancing to him with a raised eyebrow. Fang Fang nodded and looked to the others.
"I'll go prepare the ride for them at once, make sure our sleeping beauty remains comfortable
until their return," he said before running out. Arial gently brushed Sun's hair away from her face while
watching her with worried eyes.
"You're going to be ok Sun, you're going to be ok," she said softly. Dark watched his angel
worrying about the siren then looked to Mizore.
"We'll be right back, stay here and keep an eye on Sun," he said calmly. She smiled and pulled
her lollipop out of her mouth, gently moving closer to his lips.
"Come back soon belov-" she said before she jerked back with a yelp, grabbing hold of an ice
shard that struck into her rear with a cringe. She growled and yanked the shard out then looked to
seeing Arial glaring at her with one arm still held out from her throw.
"Keep your lips off of my son," Arial growled. Mizore held in her scream of anger and nodded
slowly then glanced to Dark with a forced smile.
"Come back soon, please," she said through her teeth. Dark looked to Arial then glanced to
Felucia as he turned to walk out.
"Make sure they don't kill each other while I'm gone," he said before leaving. Felucia looked to
Arial, then to Mizore, then back to the doorway after he left.
"No promises," she called out. Arial looked back to the doorway then to Falla who was still
watching where Ceal left with Dark.
"What's your boyfriend's problem anyway?" she asked with annoyance. Falla looked to her then
to Sun with a small smile.
"He's a proud dragon slayer Arial; he was raised differently than we were. But he does have a
good heart, he means well, he just doesn't get along well with others because of his upbringing," she
reasoned softly. Arial just raised an eyebrow at her then looked back to Sun.
"Dark's a proud shadow demon from hell, and he's not an asshole," she argued. Falla twitched at
that then growled at the snow angel while Mizore smirked a bit from that. Felucia however snickered
while holding a hand over her mouth to stifle her laughter.
"What did you just say? Ceal is not an asshole, he's saved my life and helped us all through this
crap we've been going through, more so than Dark has! Not to mention that he's actually slain dragons
before, the most dangerous of all monsters out there, Dark hasn't done anything like that!" Falla barked
out.
"My son's a more expert killer than your jerk of a boyfriend, and at least he was willing to go
help Sun from the start unlike your jerk who doesn't care about anybody else," Arial scoffed. Complica

shook her head and stepped forward while Falla glared at the snow angel with anger, with the rest of
the group just glancing from one bickering girl to the other.
"But Arial that's not true Ceal loves my sister Falla and he's helped us all stay together and he
kept Mizore alive and now he's going to go get a spell to help heal Sun again he's a good guy he's way
cooler than Dark-" she said before she slapped her hands over her mouth, with Arial looking back over
to her with a glare.
"What did you say?" Arial barked out. Complica looked around the group nervously then to Arial
with a nervous smile.
"Um… just… Ceal is… cooler," she said with a shrug. Arial growled and marched towards the
chronofly with her hair freezing over, the ground turning to ice under her feet as the group watched
them with amused smiles.
"Whose side are you on Complica? You know damn well my son is the best out there!" she
shouted out. Complica stammered something then rubbed the back of her head with a nervous smile.
"Well… I… think you're… wrong about that," she said shakily.
"No I'm not! Ceal's an asshole!" Arial shouted out. Complica growled and got in her face, the
two bumping heads as the group watched them curiously.
"He is not he is not he is not!" Complica argued back.
"He's nothing compared to my son!" Arial yelled out.
"Ceal's way cooler than your dumb demon!" Complica shot back.
anger.

"You traitor, you always agreed that my Dark was the best in the world!" Arial yelled out with
"It was either that or you'd lose your temper and freeze everything!" Complica yelled back.
"My temper? My temper?" Arial roared out.

"Yeah your temper! Ceal's the best guy in the whole world and you can just deal with it!"
Complica yelled out. The two girls locked into a struggle and started rolling around on the ground while
the group just watched them.
"Are they actually fighting over Dark and Ceal?" Yukari asked with a raised eyebrow.
"Oh that's so cute," Kurumu said with a laugh.
"Never thought I'd say it, but Arial's right," Felucia said with a laugh. Mizore nodded as she
leaned back against the wall next to her with crossed arms, watching as the two young angels rolled
around on the ground.

"I don't recall her ever getting into a single fight back home," Luna mentioned as she watched
her little sister trying to wrestle down Arial. Falla smirked as she sat on the bed next to her and
shrugged.
"Hey, she's sticking up for her big brother, that's our sister," she reasoned.
"Should we stop them?" Ran asked. After a moment a cold chill blew through the room, with the
group then showing weak expressions with sweat drops forming on the back of their heads.
"Too late," Ruby said, the group seeing Complica frozen in a block of ice while Arial was standing
next to the frozen chronofly and growling with each breath.
glare.

"My demon is the BEST! You deal with it!" Arial yelled out before walking over to Sun with a dull

"And the winner, Arial," Felucia said flatly, with Arial smirking to that briefly before looking at
Sun with a gentle gaze.
"Um… is she going to be ok?" Kyouko asked worriedly as she saw Complica frozen in place with a
stunned expression on her face. Mizore nodded and walked over to the frozen chronofly, holding her
hand to the ice and melting it away. Complica dropped to the ground shivering while holding her arms
around herself.
"That's ch-ch-cheating Arial!" Complica stuttered out while her teeth were chattering. Arial
glanced to her with a scoff then looked back to Sun with gentle eyes. Mizore knelt down and held
Complica as the chronofly kept shivering.
"Although I love Dark, I was rooting for you during that," Mizore whispered into the girl's ear.
Complica looked to her then down with a timid expression while she shuddered from the cold. Mizore
smiled at the girl then looked to Arial with a raised eyebrow.
"Even though I agree with your choice in Dark over Ceal, you have to see that Ceal is the one
who will be using his power to restore Sun's mind, you should speak more highly of him rather than
being so condescending upon someone who's going to be helping your friend," she pointed out. Arial
slowly looked back to her with a glare as Mizore stood up and crossed her arms in discontent.
"You should be thanking Ceal upon his return for doing all this for Sun, not condemning him just
because he has his pride," Mizore asserted.
"You're actually defending that asshole?" Arial snapped.
"That 'asshole' healed you after I beat you in combat, he healed Sun's physical injuries both
times she got hurt from Kokoa, and right now he's going out of his way to bring back a spell to hopefully
heal her fractured mind. If Sun really does mean so much to you then you have to realize that Ceal's the
reason she will be standing again," Mizore argued. Arial drummed her fingers on her hip with annoyance
while the group just watched her carefully. Mizore glanced to Complica then to Arial while shaking her
head.

"Arial, you have so few friends right now, I suggest not driving away the ones you do have with
your temper," she lectured. Arial twitched at that then growled furiously.
"My temper?" she shouted out.
"Don't bring that up with her," Gabriel groaned holding a hand over his eyes tiredly. Before
Mizore could move an ice shard struck into her forehead, the girl dropping to the ground yelling out in
pain and anger while holding the blade of ice. The group just watched her rolling around while yanking
the shard out and shouting some rather foul words as Arial glared at her with a heavy growl.
"Do us all a favor and shut your mouth!" Arial yelled out while stomping her foot.
"Should have stopped one sentence earlier," Felucia said with a quiet sigh while shaking her
head. Mizore stumbled back to her feet and growled with frustration at Arial while holding her forehead
which had a bruise on it.
"Goddammit, you little motherfu-"
"Mizore, language, cool down, ok?" Felucia quickly interrupted with a weak smile. Mizore held
in her scream as she looked down and away while trembling with anger. Arial glared at the snow maiden
then looked back to Sun with worried eyes while Mizore shut her eyes and tried with all her might not to
attack the snow angel again.
"Not too often you see Mizore losing her cool like that," Kurumu commented quietly.
"I think we can all imagine why she did," Rason reasoned quietly as the group looked to Arial,
the snow angel gently brushing a few hairs away from Sun's face with worried eyes.
"Um, excuse me?" Kokoa said worriedly. The group looked to see her with a few tears dropping
from her cheeks while she looked around at everyone with remorseful eyes.
"Can you untie me now? Please?" she asked while shifting around in her chains.
"I'd rather throw you into a river," Arial hissed. Kokoa jumped at that then looked to Gin
nervously.
"I'm really sorry, please Gin," she whined. Gin breathed out then walked over to her as the
vampire whimpered and lowered her head.
"You're going to apologize to Sun when she wakes up for what you did, ok Kokoa?" he said as he
knelt down behind her and started to undo her chains.
"Ok, I will," Kokoa said softly. Felucia shook her head while watching the vampire with a raised
eyebrow.
"You got a real attitude problem Kokoa, wait until your mom finds out what you did, you're
going to be in big trouble," she said in a mocking tone. Kokoa blinked then looked to her puzzled.

"What? My mom?" she asked. Felucia paused for a moment then jumped with a startled gasp.
"Oh, shit, we never… um, whoops," she said with a nervous smile before looking to Apoch and
Astreal, the witch sisters looking at her curiously before they too jumped with the realization.
"Oh dear, that's right," Apoch said looking to her sister.
"We never told her about…" Astreal said as they looked back to Kokoa.
"Told me about what?" Kokoa asked. Gin looked to the other girls then jumped a bit as he
realized it too.
"Oh man, we forgot all about her," he said with wonder. Kokoa looked back to him puzzled then
to the others.
"Forgot all about who? What are you talking about?" she asked.
"Yeah, who are you talking about?" Kurumu asked. Mizore looked down in thought then to
Kokoa with wonder.
"Oh yeah, her," she said softly as she remembered the other wayward soul they had met
recently.
"Her? Her who?" Kokoa asked looking around with confusion. Felucia laughed weakly and
rubbed the back of her head.
"Yeah, we sorta forgot all about her with everything else that's been going on, sorry about that,"
she said with a shrug.
"Sorry for what? What is going on here?" Kokoa yelled out. Gin smiled weakly at the girl as she
looked to him with bewilderment.
"Um, Kokoa? Guess who we ran into yesterday in the human city."

Chapter 45
Dark vs Ceal
High up in the sky an HDA surveillance jet was flying over a villa where monsters were known to
be located and under watch. The airborne craft used sophisticated cameras and sensors to sweep by
from high above while imaging the entire compound, with trained soldiers observing the state of the
area and watching for anything suspicious.
“This is ETR-1, initial sweep shows no strange activity or movement from site, will resume patrol
route through surrounding areas then return for another pass in 15 minutes,” the pilot called out.
“Roger ETR-1, no sign of personal leaving or entering site, will continue to monitor the zone until
further orders from HQ,” a voice called out on the radio.
“Copy that,” the pilot said before the plane banked off and headed towards the nearby human
city that had a recent monster attack take place. As the craft flew high near the clouds its equipment
scanned the forests and roads below, checking for any sign of monster or suspicious activity. However,
as advanced as its detection technology was, it failed to pick up another nearby signature, something
that was located above the craft rather than below it. As the plane flew by along its patrol route it
actually passed right underneath something else that was floating above the earth, something that was
not manmade.
Hidden by a powerful monster barrier something floated above the world below while moving
slowly like a cloud. To the naked eye and even finely tuned human technology there appeared to be
nothing at all in the sky, however for those who knew where to fly into and pass by the concealing
barrier they would find what looked to be a small floating island. On the isle which had no visible means
of propulsion beneath it, appeared to be an ancient town resembling that of the human commune Mont
Saint-Michel.
Deep within the monastery located in the center of the island a large darkened hall had multiple
video screens showing several news networks from the humans as well as video feeds that were being
censored and withheld from the public by the HDA. The videos that were public showed the uneasiness
and growing concern about monsters having attacked their world again while HDA officials were holding
off on making any statements regarding the matter. The feeds that were being kept from public view
however showed monster attacks taking place throughout human cities, with HDA and local law
enforcement trying to subdue and capture the rogue scourges while people around the area were being
held off and detained to keep word of the outbreaks from spreading.
“Look at that, and monsters actually believed that peace could be made with these pathetic
creatures?” a male’s voice mocked with a hint of amusement. The bloom from the video monitors lit up
the hall from the side they were on, with the boy’s figure and top hat being seen from his silhouette
against the other wall. From the shape of the shadow he appeared to be slightly taller than Tsukune,
however other details couldn’t be determined.

“It’s no surprise, humans are such barbaric and arrogant things, always thinking they’re the top
of the food chain with their little toys,” another male’s voice spoke with great arrogance from next to
the other boy. His silhouette showed him to be a very tall and muscular man with long hair that wasn’t
combed.
“This cycle of bloodshed will never end as long as humans exist in the world, they will never
understand their place below us and accept that as their lot in life,” another male’s voice said, sounding
rather hollow and distant yet still close by. For his shadow however he appeared a little different, what
with the samurai armor and helmet being visible along with his flowing cape, but no legs were seen
under the body as it just seemed to hover in midair.
“Our poor brothers and sisters, having been deceived by these little insects and now hunted
down again like animals because they wouldn’t bow to those who are inferior to us, such a shame,” the
boy’s voice said again with a tone of sympathy.
“This has turned into a wretched mess, all because of Kiria’s incompetence and foolishness. He
should have been executed by our own hands for deviating from our plans, not given a mercy killing by
some rogue monsters,” the arrogant man’s voice snapped with anger.
“That stupid boy read too much of those ridiculous human books, I believe his naïve imagination
is what drove him into death’s arms,” the hollow male’s voice said with ridicule.
“At any rate, our foothold in the world has suffered a serious blow because of his actions, and
now the element of surprise is no longer with us to strike mankind. What should our next move be?” the
boy’s voice asked curiously.
“We don’t need the element of surprise to rid the world of this plague,” a woman’s voice said,
with the three other figures looking ahead as the sound of footsteps was heard in the hall. A figure
walked in front of them while looking at the monitors, the details of her being obscured as she looked to
be a shadow standing in front of the screens’ bloom. She was fairly tall with short hair held back in a clip;
however the rest of her couldn’t be made out.
“It seems we have growing support against the humans, monsters that need someone to guide
them towards a better tomorrow, wayward souls that need a purpose in their pathetic lives,” she said,
her voice being calm yet arrogant at the same time. She chuckled then glanced back to the three others
behind her, a glimmer of her crimson eyes being seen against the bloom of the screens.
“It’s time for the next chapter of our Fairy Tale to begin.”

The distant roar of the HDA surveillance jet was heard as the craft flew off into the sky away
from the villa. Down in the courtyard three figures were watching the jet while out of sight from the
taller building’s roof. Dark and Ceal were looking up at the distant craft while Fang Fang glanced around
at the work being down to his home. Workers of his family were busy cleaning up the damaged wall and

courtyard from yesterday’s events, with guards patrolling the top of the surrounding barrier while
others inside the compound were keeping a sharp eye out for any other unwanted visitors.
“Oh dear, I do hope they can get this place all cleaned up before father returns home,” Fang
Fang said worriedly.
“Looks like their eye in the sky is gone for now, this would be our chance to slip out of here,”
Dark said looking back to the others, his earbuds playing music for him again.
“They will likely have others stationed in the surrounding forests to watch out for anyone
entering or leaving this place, I hope your camouflage will be enough to get by them,” Ceal questioned
with a glance to the demon, the mage putting his black glove over his reptilian hand again.
“Provided they don’t have thermal equipment we should be fine,” Dark reasoned with a shrug.
“And if they do have thermal equipment?” Ceal asked.
“Then we won’t be fine,” Dark answered. Ceal just gave him a dull stare for a moment then
looked towards the open gateway out of the compound.
“Fantastic. And what about the noise from the motorcycle, can you hide that too” he asked
dryly. Dark showed some slight annoyance at that then glanced away.
“No, we’ll have to blend in to other sources of noise. There are HDA helicopters that circle the
forests around the villa every so often, we’ll have to drive under one to hide our engine,” he speculated.
From nearby a guard drove over on a motorcycle and stopped in front of the boys. It was a sleek
dark blue painted ride, with a low humming engine and shiny chrome wheels and spokes.
“Here you are master Fang Fang, our fastest motorcycle, all fueled up and ready to go,” the man
said as he propped it up on the kickstand and stood next to it. Fang Fang nodded and looked to the
mage and demon.
“Please hurry. How long do you think it will take to return with the spell?” he asked.
“Provided we’re not shot to death outside of these walls, a few hours at best,” Ceal said simply.
“Just tell me where to go and I’ll get us there in no time,” Dark said as he walked over to the
bike. Before he could get on Ceal grabbed him by the shoulder and stopped him, the mage then walking
past and mounting the ride.
“Who said you were driving?” Ceal asked glancing to the demon.
“I did, since I’m the better driver here,” Dark said with annoyance.

“I doubt that, not to mention you don’t know where to go. I’m driving, you’re just doing your job
and hiding us from sight,” Ceal said shaking his head. Dark narrowed his eyes at the mage, with Ceal just
staring back at him with a cold expression.
“I don’t ride second to anyone,” Dark said coldly.
“You do now,” Ceal replied. Fang Fang looked back and forth between them as the two were
locked into a deep glare against each other.
“Um, might I suggest not caring who is driving and who isn’t? We have a siren in need of that
unique spell to save her life, remember?” he said with a nervous smile. Ceal glanced to him then back to
Dark.
“Your choice, my way or no way, you want that girl to live or don’t you?” he stated. Dark held in
his growl then walked over and sat behind the mage, holding him from behind as the slayer revved the
engine. Ceal smirked and glanced back to Dark as he flipped up the kickstand.
“Just relax and enjoy your music, leave the rest to me,” he mocked before looking forward. Dark
growled quietly as the two drove off, with the demon then focusing his power around them. Fang Fang
watched them circle around and head towards the front gate only to suddenly screech to a top while
wavering slightly off-balance for a moment. Ceal growled and looked back to Dark with a narrowed
glance.
“Not so tight idiot,” he snapped with a cough. Dark smirked and loosened his strong grip around
the mage’s waist.
“Sorry, didn’t mean to be so rough with you,” he quipped.
“Don’t test me demon or else your snow angel will be grieving over your corpse,” Ceal
threatened.
“I don’t take threats from anyone either,” Dark said with narrowed eyes.
“Hey!” Fang Fang called out. The two boys looked to see him with his hands at his hips and
tapping his foot impatiently.
“If you two are going to get into a fight then I must insist that you do so after you saved Sun’s
life, now get going, they’re counting on you two!” he called out with annoyance. Dark and Ceal just
stared at him for a moment, with the gentle humming of the motorcycle’s engine being heard, while
Fang Fang forced a stern expression. Ceal and Dark exchanged glances then looked ahead as the mage
revved the bike.
“I hate being the nice guy,” Ceal muttered before driving off. Fang Fang watched them go, the
two vanishing into a black wisp before they got to the front gate.
“I hope those two can work together long enough to bring back that spell,” he said worriedly.

Outside the compound Ceal was driving down the road with Dark holding onto him, the two
covered in a darker shadow along with the motorcycle as they drove along the pavement unseen to the
naked eye. Before they got to the forest they came to a slow halt, both of them looking ahead with
cautious eyes at seeing HDA armored trucks and SUVs parked among the trees. Looking around the boys
could make out other vehicles that were stationed along the forest’s edge, with HDA soldiers standing
on guard with their weapons as they kept a watch on the compound from all sides. The boys looked over
towards where the road would take them through the woods, with two armored trucks parked on either
side of the path with soldiers and tracking equipment stationed around them. A slow turning camera
panned to the right with a quiet whine near one of the trucks, the boys remaining perfectly still as the
device turned to face them. Both of them prepared to run for their lives as the camera continued to turn
with its sweep, with nearby soldiers remaining quiet with little radio chatter.
“Looks like they can’t see us,” Dark said quietly. Ceal nodded and looked over to the side, seeing
a helicopter in the distance that was flying over the forest on patrol.
“And here comes our noise shadow,” he said carefully. The mage readied the bike while Dark
watched the chopper getting closer with a careful eye, the thumping of its blades and rotors growing
louder while a few soldiers started walking across the road to the other side of their blockade. Dark held
on as Ceal braced to floor it, with the helicopter getting closer and louder with its engine. As it started to
fly over the road Ceal hit the gas and raced towards the blockade while Dark watched the airborne craft
moving overhead. A few trees rustled and swayed about as the helicopter flew over the blockade near
the street, with soldiers walking across it feeling a gust of wind from above, and a very small one
blowing by briefly. The chopper continued on with its patrol, flying over to another side of the forest as
its engine and rotors grew quieter. As it did nobody heard a motorcycle speeding off through the forest
away from the HDA blockade.

Inside the villa’s infirmary silence had befallen the group. It wasn’t because everybody was quiet
with worry over Sun’s critical condition, it wasn’t because they were all silently praying for Dark and Ceal
to return quickly with the spell to hopefully heal Sun’s fractured mind, it wasn’t because Gin had undone
the chains holding Kokoa down and everybody was on high alert in case the vampire decided to attack
Sun again.
It was because everybody was looking at Gin as the wolf was smiling nervously while rubbing
the back of his head. Those that had been in the city the previous day had met with a very unique fighter
that helped them fend off the evil monsters from the other world, somebody who those that had
remained in the villa during that event were surprised to hear about.
“What?” Kurumu said with shock.
“Did you just say…” Yukari said with wonder.

“Akasha? Akasha Bloodriver?” Rason said with disbelief. Kokoa just stared at Gin with wide eyes
as she was rendered speechless at hearing who had been in the city yesterday with them.
“Um, who’s Akasha Bloodriver?” Kyouko asked, feeling like she was the only one who wasn’t
following any of what was going on.
“That was going to be my question,” Ran mentioned, making Kyouko feel a little less stupid
about the matter.
“Big sis’s mother? You mean you saw her mother yesterday?” Kokoa cried out. Gin jumped a bit
then nodded with a weak smile as Kokoa stammered something incoherently.
“Yeah, she showed up to help us out there and save Luna, or at least the fake Luna,” Felucia said
with a shrug. Luna stared at her with wonder while Complica looked at the demon curiously.
“That’s who that woman was?” Gabriel asked. The group looked to him as he showed a curious
expression. Felucia nodded with a bold smile.
“Yeah, she saved me and Luna from that big demon when it had us in its grip, not to mention
she fought off several of those other flying ones that came after us all by herself, you should have seen
it,” she said proudly. Ruby blinked then jumped with surprise.
“Wait a minute, that other woman we saw you with on the news, the one wearing armor and
holding a sword, that was Akasha?” she asked with wonder.
“You bet, she sure knows how to fight too. Never seen a woman use a sword with such strength
and speed before,” Render said with a shrug, with Apoch glancing to him worriedly at that.
“She literally jumped off and ran down along a building to join the others in their fight, from at
least forty stories high above the city, it was unreal,” Astreal commented.
“She did what?” Rason said with surprise. Render nodded and waved to the air.
“So there I was, right? Just fighting this big nasty brute with a sword the size of a truck, I mean
it’s a BIG blade! He’s got me back against a wall, I know things are going to get dicey, but that’s what
makes the fight fun, you know?” he started, with the group looking to him with wonder. He then turned
to Complica and Arial with a menacing grin, the two girls backing up towards Sun’s bed worriedly as he
approached them.
“I mean the thing had to be at least 30 feet high! Maybe more!” he exclaimed.
“Thought he looked to about 20 feet tall or less,” Leon said scratching his nose.
“Who’s telling the story here?” Render shot back at him with annoyance, then looked to the two
young angels while holding his hands up in the air like claws.

“So there we are; he swings at me, I dodge and swing with my swords right back at him. He’s
big, he’s tough, he’s not going down without a serious fight, he wants to smash me into the ground
along with everybody else,” he said, with Complica grabbing onto Arial fearfully while the snow angel
tried to force a brave expression.
“It’s looking grim, he’s not tiring or going down at all, if anything he’s just getting madder and
madder at me. Then he prepared to charge, to swing that gigantic blade at me with all his strength,”
Render continued, then stopped and looked up with a distant gaze.
“And then out of nowhere she came, running down along the towering building with a powerful
monster aura. With a mighty leap she lunged off the building and swung her sword at the beast,
knocking him clear across the street with a bang. BOOM!” he yelled out, with the two young girls
jumping at that while watching him with interest. He chuckled and nodded with a smile.
“It was like a meteor struck the earth, that evil monster went down hard from a single swing by
this woman,” he said coolly, with the two angels watching him with wonder now.
“Wearing armor forged from awesomeness, wielding a blade of perfection, standing tall and
proud without fear of anything, a true badass amongst badasses, it was like a Valkyrie from Valhalla
itself had descended to wage war against the evil monsters that crept out from the darkness,” he said
seriously.
“Wow…” Complica breathed out.
“She wasn’t… that impressive,” Apoch said quietly while glancing away with concern.
“She jumped off a skyscraper and survived without taking a scratch, she’s unbelievable,” Astreal
reasoned. Apoch gave her a dull glance then looked to Render timidly as the boy shrugged with a casual
smile.
“I mean I totally had that fight no prob, but she just walked in and wasted those things like it
was nothing, not too bad at all,” he boasted. The group looked at him with wonder before Leon spoke
up.
“I could have sworn you were having some trouble dealing with that thing,” Leon pointed out.
“Again, who’s telling the story here?” Render shot back.
“The story is over,” Leon said simply.
“Then just shut up,” Render snapped before crossing his arms and looking away. Leon rolled his
eyes while the others looked to each other curiously.
“But wait, isn’t Akasha dead? How is she here now?” Yukari asked shaking her head.
“Dead?” Kyouko asked. Ruby nodded and looked to her.

“She was the one who originally sealed away Alucard long ago Kyouko, she sacrificed herself to
seal the destroyer away before it could kill all life on earth,” she explained. Kyouko looked at her with
awe while Falla nodded with a curious expression.
“Yeah, I remember hearing that, when I was… my old self. She was the one who died to seal that
destroyer away,” she mentioned.
“She looked pretty alive to me,” Render mentioned with a shrug. Felucia shook her head and
looked down.
“She’s not alive, she’s a disembodied soul like me,” she said, with the group looking to her as
she turned to Luna with a bold smile.
“The Lord of Hell tasked me with finding and keeping you safe Luna, but Akasha was sent by the
Almighty himself to guard you,” she said, with Luna jumping from that.
“What?” she asked with wonder.
“It’s true, Akasha was on a mission to find and protect you, that’s why she was at the city in the
first place, she was looking for you just like we were,” Felucia explained.
“The Almighty sent Akasha Bloodriver to guard Luna?” Rason asked with wonder. Felucia
nodded and smirked at Luna.
“Who better to guard her than the one who sealed away the great Alucard, right?” she reasoned
with a shrug. Luna stared at her with awe then looked down.
“Oh my word. Well, that certainly makes me feel special,” she reasoned with a slight smile.
“Hold on a second here!” Kokoa shouted out. The group looked to her as she was staring at Gin
with disbelief and frustration.
“You mean to tell me that big sis’s mother has been here since yesterday and you never thought
to tell me about it?” she yelled out. Gin jumped a bit then waved his hands in front of him nervously.
“I’m sorry, we sort of got sidetracked, I mean it was one thing after another after another… you
know how it goes for us, right?” he reasoned shakily.
“For crying out loud Gin, her mother was there in the city with me, she came back from the
dead and helped save our lives, and you didn’t think to tell me any of this until now?” Kokoa cried out.
“I’m sorry Kokoa, really, but I told you now, that’s what matters, right?” Gin defended with
nervously.
“I can’t believe this, why didn’t anybody else tell me about her mother being here?” Kokoa
demanded while looking around at everybody.

“How come you keep calling Akasha ‘Moka’s mother’, isn’t she your mother too?” Kyouko
asked, starting to feel stupid again for being the one to ask all the questions. Kokoa shook her head and
looked down.
“No, she’s just her mother. Akua, Kahlua, and myself have a different mother,” she explained.
Kyouko nodded slowly then showed a curious expression.
“Wait, aren’t you the youngest of your sisters? That would mean that Moka was born when you
weren’t around yet,” she reasoned. Kokoa closed her eyes and nodded.
“Her mother… wasn’t the only ‘wife’ to my father,” she said softly. The group looked at her
curiously before Yukari jumped a bit with the realization.
“Akasha was Issa’s… mistress?” she asked. Kokoa nodded and glanced to her.
“Dang, your dad was cheating on your own mother with another woman?” Felucia said shaking
her head. Kokoa rolled her eyes then looked away with a huff.
“He didn’t ‘cheat’ on anyone. My father is a dark lord, he can have any woman he wants,
however many he wants. Someone of his stature can have as many mates as he so desires, he is the
head of all vampires after all,” she said arrogantly.
“He was a pimp, sounds like somebody we all know,” Rason mentioned while glancing to
Kurumu, the girl giggling to that. Kokoa twitched at that then looked to Rason with a glare.
“My father was no pimp, he’s a noble dark lord of the monster world and head of all vampires, if
he wants a woman then it’s his right to have her, end of story!” she yelled out. Rason backed up while
holding his hands up defensively.
“Ok, we get it, nothing wrong with that at all,” he said with a few nods. Kokoa glared at him for a
moment then looked back to Gin again.
“Why didn’t you tell me about this?” she demanded. Gin stammered something then rubbed
the back of his head nervously.
“I’m sorry Kokoa, I mean you were unconscious after the fight, and when we got back we had
Arial to deal with-”
“Hey!” Arial yelled out.
“And then there was Luna and Hex showing up, then Falla and Kyouko coming here after Yokai
Academy blew up, then Gabriel losing his wings in that bet before Ceal made new ones for him-”
“He is a noble dragon slayer after all,” Falla quipped with a glance to Arial, the snow angel
merely looking at her with annoyance before back to Gin.

“And then we had dinner with Ceal healing Luna’s mind during that, then we all retired for the
night afterwards, and you weren’t in a ‘talking mood’ so much as something else last night, so it didn’t
really come to mind then either,” Gin finished with a nervous smile. Kokoa jumped with a blush then
looked down while the others looked to her curiously.
“O la la, were you barking like a dog for him then too?” Kurumu asked coyly.
“I’d like to point out that Kokoa gave someone brain damage from being ridiculed earlier today,”
Ran mentioned with a nervous smile. Kurumu looked to her then to Kokoa as the vampire was glaring at
her.
“Um… never mind,” Kurumu said with a nervous smile. Kokoa looked back to Gin with timid eyes
as the boy looked down while rubbing the back of his head.
“I’m sorry Kokoa, we just kind of… forgot about it until now,” he said softly.
“Then that was her we saw going with Moka to talk to the HDA, she’s with her right now isn’t
she?” Ruby asked.
“Yeah, hopefully she and Moka have made good progress with speaking to the humans on our
behalf,” Mizore said looking down in thought. Kokoa looked to her with wonder then down.
“I can’t believe it, she’s back, she’s actually here again,” she said softly.
“Did you ever meet her before?” Ahakon asked. Kokoa shook her head.
“No, I only heard stories of her from Kou,” she said looking to her bat, the familiar who
remained perched on Gin’s shoulder. He squeaked and nodded as Kokoa showed a gentle expression.
“I only heard that it was someone my father loved, and who brought big sis into this world.
Everything about Alucard though, about her being a great warrior who sealed the destroyer away, I
didn’t know any of that back then, I only knew that big sis had a different mother, one who wasn’t with
us anymore,” she said softly.
“So your mother raised all four of you at home?” Ran asked. Kokoa shook her head and looked
down with a distant gaze.
“No, I never met my own mother either; she was gone when I was born, so father raised us all at
home himself. I don’t even know what she looked like, father would never tell me anything about her
other than…” she said before looking to Kou.
“That she was no longer part of our family,” Kou said wisely. The group remained quiet for a
moment before Kyouko trembled and pointed to Kou.
“Holy shit, did that bat just speak?” she asked shakily. The group looked to her as she looked
around at everybody nervously.

“Oh c’mon, don’t look at me like that, you’re all used to stuff like this, I’m not. I mean seriously,
magical spells, talking bats, souls coming back from the dead. Maybe monsters deal with this kind of
stuff every day but it’s a bit strange for humans, ok?” she whined. Kokoa gave a slightly amused smile at
the human then looked down with wonder.
“Still, I hope I can meet Akasha while she’s here, I never thought I’d get a chance to do so,” she
said softly.
“I still need to get her autograph too, maybe have her sign one of my swords, that would be
awesome,” Render said looking up thoughtfully. Apoch looked to him worriedly then down.
“She’s not… that awesome,” she said quietly.
“I’m sure you’ll get your chance to meet her again once she and Moka return, however for now
we have another matter to focus on,” Ruby said looking to Sun. Kokoa sighed and looked to the siren
then slowly walked over towards her while Arial watched her with a mean glare.
“Don’t get too close!” Arial yelled out as she jumped between them. Kokoa looked to her with
remorse then to Sun.
“I’m sorry Arial, I didn’t mean to hurt her so badly,” she said softly.
“Well you did, so back off!” Arial yelled out as she formed an ice claw and held it out towards
the vampire. Kokoa stepped back and looked away with regret while Gin watched Sun remaining
motionless on the bed.
From the doorway Fang Fang walked in while Arial kept her defensive stance up against Kokoa.
“Well, they’re off on their way, all we can do now is wait until they return,” he said with a shrug.
“I hope they’re quick with getting that spell,” Yukari said looking to Sun with worried eyes. Falla
glanced to Mizore with a shrug.
“With our boyfriends on the job what could go wrong?” she questioned, with Mizore looking to
her then to the doorway while hoping for the speedy return of her beloved.

Driving through a tunnel the roar of a motorcycle echoed out, the lights above passing by in
blurs as the vehicle drove along the pavement at high speed. Ceal was looking ahead with a focused
expression, his cold blue eyes watching as the tunnel raced by while Dark was holding onto him from
behind. They weaved around a few cars as they traveled along in the passageway that led through a hill
near the seaside. Coming out of the other side a gush of wind blew by as they continued on the road
with the blue sea to their right. Ceal glanced around then back to Dark who was looking ahead with a
blank expression on his face.

“I thought you were going to conceal us with your power, why are you doing nothing when we
could be making better time if we weren’t seen speeding through here?” he asked sharply.
“If this is going to be a lengthy trip then it would be a large drain for me to keep us cloaked the
entire way. I’ll hide us if there’s a need to,” Dark reasoned.
“Had I known you would have been deadweight I would have dropped you off after we passed
by the HDA watchdogs surrounding the villa, I could have made better time without you hanging on me
the whole way,” Ceal scoffed before looking ahead again. Dark narrowed his eyes before he tightened
his grip around the mage’s waist, with Ceal coughing and swerving for a moment before regaining
control.
“I get that you don’t like to play with others, but you’ll need me if you run into trouble and also
to get back into the villa where Sun is, so quit acting like you can handle this yourself,” Dark retorted.
Ceal screeched the bike to a halt while moving over onto the shoulder of the road, coming to a stop next
to a small overlook and cliffside with a few benches and parking spaces set for travelers. A black tentacle
whipped out from the ground as the mage broke free from Dark’s grasp, the limb grabbing hold of
Dark’s leg while another ensnared his arm, with both then throwing the demon off to the side. Dark
tumbled over onto the ground as his earbuds and player bounced away from him while Ceal dismounted
the bike and propped the kickstand up.
“Don’t assume I need anyone shadow demon, and I can damn well handle this better without
you slowing me down and giving me your attitude,” Ceal snapped as he glared at the demon. Dark got
back onto his feet and glared back at the mage while a few dark tentacles flailed around from the
ground around them.
“You’re one to talk about attitude, being so damn arrogant just because you’re a dragon slayer,
treating those around you like dirt. It’s hard to believe you’re one of them given how you don’t care at
all about those the dragons would destroy,” Dark shot back. Ceal started walking towards him with a
cold glare, with Xarai’s tentacles slowly shifting up around and behind him as the necro demon groaned
from below.
“I’ve done so much for you people, I’ve put aside my own lifelong quest to slay Fafnir to help
save your worthless hides, I’ve done more than what was needed to keep Falla content and safe from
danger; you should learn to treat your better with greater respect shadow demon, if it wasn’t for me
you would have died along with many of your little friends,” he said coldly. He walked up and stopped in
front of Dark as the shadow demon clenched his fists with annoyance.
“My profession is to slay dragons in the world so the weaker ones such as yourself can live your
life, that’s what I’ve been trained to do since I was able to walk. I don’t need to give my thanks to you
nor receive your kindness for anything; it is I who should be given thanks for what I am doing for you. I
am the warrior you have against a great evil. What you see isn’t arrogance but pride, pride of doing
something that you cannot,” Ceal said sternly. Dark held in his growl as he bared his teeth slightly.

“I think you could stand to be knocked down a few notches, your ego seems a little too big for
your skull,” he said with discontent. He then jabbed Ceal back with one hand, the mage growling as he
stumbled back a step.
“And don’t assume that I’m as weak as you would like to believe. As for you killing dragons,
anyone can use an enchanted sword; all you do to rely on intimidating others is threatening them with
your necro demon. To me you’re nothing but an arrogant coward,” he argued firmly. Ceal tilted his head
slightly while glaring at the demon with his cold blue eyes.
“You believe that Xarai is my only weapon in battle? That I’m powerless without him?” he
questioned.
“It’s crossed my mind,” Dark said with a shrug. Ceal slowly showed a bitter smile and snapped
his fingers, with Xarai’s tentacles flailing around before vanishing into the ground.
“I defeated the monstrosities that came from Pandora’s Box without my sword or Xarai, but
perhaps a demonstration of my skill would help you realize where you stand in comparison to me. Just
don’t count on me healing you this time after you’ve been taught your place,” he challenged. Dark
narrowed his eyes at the mage as they turned pitch black.
“Like I said before, I don’t take threats from anyone,” he said coldly. Ceal shook his head slowly
then stepped on the mp3 player with his foot, crushing it into the pavement before twisting his foot
slightly.
“You do now,” he said as he grinded the device into pieces.
Dark dashed towards him with a fierce punch, the catalyst mage ducking under it and swinging a
punch of his own at the demon’s chest, hitting hard and knocking Dark back a step before he countered
with a strike across the mage’s jaw. Ceal jerked back then swung a punch at Dark’s head, the demon
blocking it with his arm before knocking it away and punching Ceal in the chest hard, the boy jumping
back slightly before he swung a punch again at the demon. The two started exchanging blows, each one
blocking the other then countering with speed and precision. As they did Dark noticed that Ceal was
fighting with more speed and agility than he expected, the mage appearing to have more physical
strength than one would believe. Ceal threw a punch towards the demon, the attack being blocked
before he quickly sent a jabbing punch to the demon’s side. In a flash he followed through with another
punch, this one being stopped by Dark who used his arm as a shield before darting forward and bashing
his knee into the mage’s chest. Ceal grunted from the hit and stumbled back a step before moving
forward again with a powerful right hook. Dark blocked it then kicked towards Ceal’s leg, the mage
dodging it then spinning around with a kick to the demon’s chest. Dark took the hit then grabbed the
mage’s leg, spinning him around before slamming him into the pavement with a powerful swing. Ceal
coughed out as he hit the ground, with Dark then twisting the boy’s foot and snapping it instantly.
“So, at what point do you teach me my place?” Dark taunted with a smirk. Ceal growled then
yanked his leg back along with the demon, then shoved the boy away with a powerful kick. Dark

stumbled back as Ceal slowly started to sit up, his chest shifting around slightly with a crackling sound
while he wiped the blood from his mouth.
“You’ll need to do more than that to take me down,” he said coldly as he reached down and
turned his foot back into place, the bones snapping and shifting around as he glared at the shadow
demon. Dark looked to his chest then to Ceal as the mage took a steady breath before he turned his foot
a bit to show it was back in place.
“Not bad, I’ll give you that, most would be at least showing more signs of discomfort from that,”
Dark said carefully as Ceal got back onto his feet. He watched the mage carefully as the boy’s cold eyes
kept glaring at him.
‘He’s stronger than I thought, something isn’t right about him.’
In a flash Ceal dashed towards the demon, with Dark tensing up before darting forward with a
powerful kick. Ceal ducked under it, grabbed the demon’s leg, and then swung him around before
slamming him into the ground with great force. He then grabbed the boy’s leg tightly as Dark looked up
to him with caution.
“Discomfort like this?” Ceal taunted, with Dark then feeling intense pain shooting throughout his
leg. His foot felt like it was dipped in acid as it twitched and trembled. The demon kicked Ceal in the
face, the mage jerking back but still holding onto Dark’s leg. Dark watched as Ceal growled and showed a
frustrated expression with bared teeth before a bitter smile formed on his face.
“Ha, was that all? Mere pain won’t be enough to beat me with alone, you need to be prepared
to fight to the death to win in a fight, to go for the kill at all times,” he threatened, with Dark’s leg then
feeling like it was breaking apart along with a horrible painful sensation burning across it. Dark yanked
the mage towards him then shoved the boy off with both legs, sending Ceal flying back and tumbling
through a bench while the demon stumbled back onto his feet. He lifted his jeans up to see his leg had
cuts and sears across his skin while it was bleeding.
“What the hell?” Dark said, seeing his leg looking like it had been threshed by something. He
blinked then looked to Ceal carefully as he remembered what the catalyst mage did to the flying demon
that attacked the villa the other day. How he used his magic to cripple the monster and literally remove
flesh and organic matter from the beast before causing it to just appear off to the side out of thin air.
Ceal got back onto his feet and smirked at the demon while stretching out his arms, a crackling sound
coming from his chest where a few ribs bent back into place from the shadow demon’s punch.
“Want to know the secret to me beating Pandora’s monsters?” he taunted, slowly walking
towards Dark as the demon tensed up.
“The other three hunters that were with me were weak; they were dispatched moments after
opening the box. Pathetic fighters actually, Pandora’s pets had no trouble devouring them like the meat
they were, but still I needed the extra hands to open the box so it was worth their loss. I had to fight all

alone then, without the use of my sword or having Xarai with me,” Ceal continued, with Dark watching
him carefully as the mage wasn’t showing signs of hurting at all.
“So you know what I did?” Ceal said slyly as he walked up in front of Dark. The demon growled
then sent a fast punch to the mage’s gut, with Ceal taking the hit and keeling over with a cough as Dark
held his fist into him. Ceal coughed then chuckled weakly before looking to Dark with a cold smile.
“I let them come at me,” he said, before Dark yelled out as he felt his hand and arm searing with
pain. He looked to seeing Ceal actually holding onto his arm, not pushing it away but rather keeping it
close to him.
“I let them give their flesh and bone to me,” Ceal said coldly. Dark tried to pull his arm away
while Ceal held on with increasing strength. The demon felt a few bones in his fingers breaking while
slices and cuts ripped open along his skin.
“I crippled them, took all I wanted from them, and then killed them with the very strength they
threw at me. I didn’t need anyone’s help to do so, I only need three others to turn the keys for me,
that’s it, I can defeat Pandora’s monsters all on my own. Call it arrogance if you want shadow demon,
but whatever you do call it just know one thing…” Ceal said before he punched Dark in the face, the
demon stumbling back from the powerful strike.
“Between the two of us, I’m the better fighter,” Ceal taunted. He dashed towards Dark and
punched him in the gut, the demon coughing and stumbling back towards the edge of the overlook. Ceal
followed through with another hit to the demon’s head, with Dark grabbing the boy’s arm then snapping
it downward. The catalyst mage flinched then smiled bitterly as he wrapped his other arm around Dark’s
back, the demon yelling out as searing pain ran along his shoulders and back. Ceal spun around then
flung the demon towards the edge of the overlook, the boy smacking into the guardrail and hanging
onto it as he tried to fight off the pain searing along his back. A quick screech was heard, with Dark
looking down to something as he leaned on the steel beam that was the railing. Ceal held his broken
arm back into place, with the bones and broken tissues fusing back together as the mage watched Dark
with a cold stare.
“Like I said, either you’re prepared to fight to the death, or you set yourself up for defeat,” Ceal
said with a smirk. Dark growled and glanced back to him as he held onto the guardrail.
“If I wanted to kill you I would have cloaked myself and snapped your neck,” he argued.
“Perhaps you should have at least tried, not like it would have helped anyway. Cowards who
hide to kill anything never get far in life,” Ceal said shaking his head as he walked towards the demon.
“I’m still alive, I’m not down yet,” Dark replied.
“Oh yes, you’re doing so well with standing against me,” Ceal said with a slight laugh. Dark
turned to face him while leaning back against the guardrail, watching the mage with narrowed eyes.

“I don’t need to hide myself from you to win, you’re not worth using my power with, you’re
beneath me,” he taunted. Ceal scoffed then dashed towards him, with Dark then darting to the side,
holding onto the guardrail and yanking it over where it had split apart from him hitting it. The demon
dodged Ceal’s punch then grabbed the mage’s neck, ramming him forward and impaling the boy with
the metal beam that struck clear through his stomach and out his back. Ceal coughed out blood as Dark
stepped back and glared at the mage.
“I’m willing to bet you can heal from that if I let you, still, it would be so easy to snap your neck
now, and in broad daylight too,” Dark said as he walked over and grabbed hold of the mage’s head. Ceal
growled as he struggled with the metal beam going through him, the boy glancing to Dark with a glare as
the demon shook his head.
“However, I don’t kill senselessly, and I don’t let my anger get the best of me,” he said, then
grabbed Ceal by the shoulders and yanked him back, sliding him off of the beam and holding him upright
as the mage held his hands over the open wound in his stomach.
“This fight is over, don’t have me make Complica and Falla cry by killing you just to prove my
point,” Dark ordered. Ceal growled at him while blood dripped from his mouth, his hands clenching his
bloodied wound. A soft glow came from his hands as his injury started to close up, the boy focusing his
magic to reconstruct his body while Dark backed up a step and watched him carefully.
“Actually, it’s not over just yet,” Dark corrected, and then punched Ceal across the jaw, the
mage recoiling back with a grunt as demon glared at him.
“That’s for breaking my player,” Dark scorned. Ceal slowly looked back to him with a cold glare
while his wound slowly closed up. Dark glanced to the bike nearby then to Ceal.
“Now the fight’s over,” he said before walking over towards the ride. Ceal’s eyes followed the
demon while the mage growled quietly with anger. Dark stopped next to the motorcycle and glanced
back to him while holding his hand that had the broken fingers.
“Well? We have an injured siren waiting for us back at the villa. Are we done here, or did you
want a second round?” he asked. Ceal waited for a moment then lowered his hands, showing his
stomach healed and closed up, then walked towards the demon with a cold glare. He walked up to the
demon and stopped, just staring at him while remaining silent. He then glanced to Dark’s hand that had
the broken fingers, the demon masking his pain well as he didn’t flinch or show signs of discomfort. He
wasn’t even limping while his pant leg had blood stains from his injury. Before Dark could speak again
Ceal reached out and grabbed the demon’s wounded hand, holding it firmly while looking back to the
boy with a cold expression still.
“Not bad, I’ll give you that,” he said reluctantly, with a soft glow coming from his hand. Dark
looked to seeing his fingers shifting and snapping back into place as the mage used his magic to restore
them.

“Don’t assume this changes anything between us however,” Ceal said, with Dark looking to him
with a raised eyebrow. Ceal then let go of the demon’s hand, revealing it to be healed and able to move
about again. Ceal hesitated then walked past him and over to the bike, mounting it while looking ahead
with a dull expression.
“You won the round, not the match,” he stated. Dark cleared his throat, with Ceal glancing over
to seeing the demon pointing down to his leg which had blood on it.
“You going to fix what you did?” Dark asked flatly.
“You can still walk, I merely healed your hand so you can hold onto me again,” Ceal said simply.
Dark drummed his fingers at his hip as the mage looked back ahead again.
“You’re a tough guy, aren’t you?” Ceal mocked with a shrug.
“You’re an asshole, aren’t you,” Dark replied dryly. Ceal looked to him with a dull glare then
waved him over.
“Get on the damn bike before I leave you here,” he said before looking ahead with annoyance.
Dark shook his head and walked over, getting on the bike and holding onto Ceal as the mage flipped the
kickstand up.
“When we get back, we’ll have our round two,” Ceal said glancing back to the demon. Dark
smirked a bit and nodded.
“Anytime,” he challenged. Ceal just looked at him for a moment then revved the motorcycle, the
two then speeding off along the road again.
“If I may ask a question, your eyes and hand aren’t the only things you’ve altered in yourself, are
they?” Dark asked as they drove towards a human city in the distance. Ceal just kept looking ahead with
a dull expression while Dark watched him carefully.
“You’re stronger than you look, I take it you’ve done more than just work out to get that
strength,” Dark said expectantly.
“I told you before, I let Pandora’s pets come at me so as to take their flesh and bone, to take
their strength and add it to my own,” Ceal said simply. Dark looked at him cautiously as the catalyst
mage glanced back to him.
“I never said I gave it back,” Ceal said before looking ahead again. Dark looked at him for a
moment then ahead as well.
“You really are a monster inside, aren’t you?” he said, wondering what all Ceal had changed in
his own body to become stronger.
“We’re all monsters shadow demon, some of us are just more so than others,” Ceal said while
keeping his eyes forward.

Under a cloudy sky a monastery stood amongst a rotting forest, the stone and brick building
having a large steeple with a bell tower while around it were ruins of houses and cobblestone roads.
Inside the building light was coming through the large window at the end of the interior hall, through
the stein glass portrait of a red skinned demon in black robes was barely still visible. Kneeling down at
the alter before the broken window four figures were seen with their hands held together in prayer.
They looked to be humans with long black hair, each wearing a dark robe with a strange red symbol on
their back.
“Please, hear our words, oh great Skeelendor, we humbly ask you for guidance,” one of the men
said aloud.
“We’ve followed the cult’s teachings and ways, dedicating our lives and magic to your name, but
now only we four remain,” another said solemnly.
“We beg of you, show us the path to enlightenment, so that we may better control the dark
magics under your rule,” the third requested. The fourth hesitated then glanced to the others.
“I do fear, were the others right?” he asked.
“Silence, don’t you start speaking blasphemy too,” one of the men snapped. The fourth looked
to the stein glass mural of the demon with worried eyes.
“All the others have given up hope, believing that praying to this demon is falling on deaf ears.
We’ve kept our faith, praying to him every day, sacrificing many lives in his name, and still he has yet to
answer us or give us a sign. What if he is not real, what if we truly are fools for following in this belief?”
he questioned. The man next to him grabbed him by the collar and yanked him closer.
“Skeelendor is our only true god; you know this as well as we do. If we are to truly ascend in this
life and better grasp the dark magics of the world then we need to seek his guidance and wisdom, he is
the true lord of all that is dark and powerful. Do not waver in your faith dear brother, if you fall from his
grace then you are damned for all time,” the man snapped. The fourth cultist nodded worriedly and
looked to the mural.
“I’m sorry, I do believe, I do,” he begged. The men stood up and looked up to the stein glass
mural.
“We shall not waver in our goal, true power shall be ours, we can still change the world as we
originally sought out to do before with Fairy Tale,” one of them declared. The men nodded then looked
towards the grand doors as they opened. They watched as two figures walked down the hall side by
side, their footsteps almost sounding in unison as they passed the empty pews of the monastery. The
four cultists then slowly stepped aside as they saw Jovian and Jacqueline approaching the alter, both
girls then kneeling down and looking up to the mural with worried eyes.

“Forgive us, for we have sinned,” they said together. The men looked to each other then to the
girls as they lowered their heads with closed eyes.
“Who are you girls?” one of the men asked.
“We are souls that seek redemption,” Jovian said softly.
“We are souls that wish to do the right thing with our lives,” Jacqueline said softly.
“I see, and what was your sin?” another man asked curiously. Jovian breathed out then looked
up to the mural.
“I ate the whore out of my sister last night,” she said, with the men jumping and staring at her
with wide eyes. Jacqueline blushed and looked away timidly with a hand to her cheek while Jovian shook
her head.
“I tied her down, and gobbled her up like a glutton, I’m such a perverted sister,” Jovian said
gently.
“It’s true, and then I did the same to her, I violated her with my mouth like no other, oh the way
she screamed for me,” Jacqueline said looking up to the mural with longing eyes. The men stared at
them with stunned expressions and slight nosebleeds as the sisters lowered their heads.
“I couldn’t help myself, she tasted so good,” Jovian admitted.
“No, you tasted better, I’m getting wet just thinking about it again,” Jacqueline said with a blush.
The men stared at them with larger nosebleeds as the girls looked to each other timidly.
“I want you,” Jovian said softly.
“Right now,” Jacqueline begged with a purr.
“Wait, what? What is this?” a man exclaimed.
“Wow, that’s… wow,” another said as he eyed the girls over.
“Is this a reward from our lord? Two little playmates to have as our new pets?” one of the men
asked with wonder.
“Who are these girls anyway?” another asked as he pointed between the two girls. Jovian and
Jacqueline looked to them with gentle eyes, both slowly standing up and holding onto each other
timidly.
“Don’t you recognize us?” they asked together. The men shook their heads before the doors to
the hall closed with a bang, the cultists then looking over to seeing another figure walking towards
them.

“You created us,” Jovian said, the men watching with surprise as Talon came into view, the
hybrid having his wings and blades extended out while his dark green eyes were glaring at the four
cultists.
“You used us,” Jacqueline said as the girls showed anger towards the men. The four looked to
them as they held their hands out towards them, multicolored glows trailing from their shoulders to
their palms as they built up their magic.
“You made us as weapons of war, as pawns, as slaves!” the sisters yelled out together.
“What the hell is this?” one of the men asked shakily.
“It can’t be, that’s Talon! The Fairy Tale killer!” another yelled out. Talon approached the group
then glanced to the mural.
“Praying to any god, no matter should they actually exist or not, will not help you atone for your
sins,” he said coldly before looking back to the men.
“You can’t be alive, you’re dead,” one of the cultists accused with anger. Talon looked at them
with a cold glare as he stood next to his witches.
“Ryuo Humara, Saro Takachi, Durboron Erron, and Heyate Omomora, researchers and casters of
Fairy Tale’s magical division, your quest for greater power in this world now comes to an end,” he said
coldly.
“Never!” one of the men yelled as he swung his hand down towards the ground, casting out a
dark cloud of smoke and blue flames, the spell striking the floor and erupting into a powerful explosion
of flames and smoke that blasted up like a wall before them. Jovian and Jacqueline fired their shots
through the flames and haze, parting the fires and smoke as the attacks struck through one of the exFairy Tale agents. As the dead man tumbled back with a burning hole through his chest two others
aimed their hands towards the hybrid and witches while the fourth backed up fearfully.
“Long live Skeelendor!” one of them yelled out as the two fired out their magic, with one being
a dark stream of lightning and sparking bubbles around it while the other launched a torrent of flame.
The attacks flew through the blue flames and smoke before colliding into a multicolored barrier from
Jovian, the witch glaring at the casters while Jacqueline formed her magical scythe. The agents’ attacks
exploded into dark flashes of flame and sparks against the powerful barrier before Talon grabbed hold
of Jacqueline and shot into the air with his wings. The casters aimed up at them and fired out their
magical attacks again, with Talon spiraling around them as he held the witch in his arms. He banked
around near the wall of the church then swooped down towards the agents, flying by with Jacqueline
cleaving one of them in two with her blade. The hybrid flew back up into the air and let go of the witch,
the girl gracefully spinning around before she dropped down and landed next to her sister. The other
agent fired his necro attack up at Talon again, the hybrid spinning around and using his wing to block the
attack before he raced down towards the man with his blade. He struck down and slammed the agent
into the ground, his blade piercing the man’s heart. The caster screamed out in agony before Talon

whipped his blade up, slicing through the body and head of the man with a slick crunch. The witch
sisters smiled at their master then looked to seeing the last agent pulling out a handgun and aiming it at
them.
“You bastards!” he yelled as he fired, the bullets striking off the colorful barrier that faded into
view before the sisters. The girls giggled at him with cold smiles while Talon stood back up while
watching the agent with a glare. The man looked at them with shock then screamed while running
towards the doors.
“Help me Skeelendor, help me please!” he screamed out. He stopped suddenly as another figure
walked through the doors. The group saw Rin, with her wings retracted slightly behind her, walking
towards the agent with a cold glare in her eyes. She had her music playing for her like she always
preferred, her hair swaying gently behind her with each step as she walked towards the agent. The man
looked at her carefully before she started to sing a lovely song, with Talon then covering his ears while
the witch sisters watched the siren with curious smiles.
“Who are you? Get out of my way!” the agent yelled out as he aimed the gun at Rin. The siren
kept singing her song, watching the man with a dull glare as she walked towards him. The agent stared
at her with frustration then slowly relaxed, looking at the siren with wonder as her words filled his head.
After a moment he smiled lovingly at her as she stopped singing, with Talon then lowering his hands
while the witch sisters walked with him towards the man.
“I’m just another weapon in this world, like that gun you’re holding,” Rin said softly.
“You’re so beautiful, I love you,” the man said gently. Jovian and Jacqueline held hands over
their mouths to stifle their laughter while Talon watched Rin curiously. The siren smirked and walked up
to the agent.
“Tell me, are there any others from Fairy Tale here with you?” she asked.
“No, they’re all dead now,” the man said, not seeming to care about his friends’ deaths
anymore. Rin looked around and nodded, then turned back to him and lifted one finger to the barrel of
his gun, gently drawing it up to under his chin.
“Not quite, there’s still one here,” she said softly with an innocent expression.
“You mean me?” the man asked while his gun was being held up under his chin. Rin nodded and
gently placed her hands on the gun, with one finger resting on the trigger.
“Yeah, you,” she said softly.
“What should I do then?” the man asked. Rin tilted her head with an innocent smile.
“Die.”
BANG!

The gun discharged from her pulling the trigger, with the bullet tearing through the man’s skull
and blasting out the top. The agent dropped dead while Rin held the gun in her hands, her eyes looking
down at the man with a dull glare.
“Just die,” she said simply.
“Bravo Rin, that was impressive,” Jovian said with a smile at her. Jacqueline giggled and nodded
while looking down at the dead agent.
“Yeah, you’re such a naughty vixen,” she said looking back to the siren with a coy smile. Rin
smirked then looked to Talon as he nodded once at her before looking around the area carefully.
“If that is all of them, then we’re done here,” he said looking back to the girls.
“Where to next then?” Jovian asked. Jacqueline glanced to Rin then looked at her curiously.
“Rin?” she asked. The group looked to her as she was staring at the gun in her hands. She tilted
it around slowly, her eyes examining the weapon that she had just used to execute the agent. After a
moment she looked to the stein glass mural of the demon lord and aimed the gun at it.
“What are you doing?” Jovian asked, looking from the siren to the mural then back to the girl
again. Rin kept her eyes fixated on aiming the gun at the head of the demon.
“Like you said, my music’s magic is dangerous, to everyone including you. Master had to cover
his ears just now otherwise I would have charmed him as well,” Rin reasoned, her aim wavering slightly
as she tried to keep it steady. She looked to the gun then to the mural with a sharp eye.
“I need to be able to fight without my singing,” she said as she focused her aim. She
remembered back to the school festival, when Dark was showing her how to shoot a larger rifle with
better accuracy.
"Relax your mind Rin, and breathe calmly. It will help you aim.”
Rin breathed out slowly, her eyes focusing on her target while she listened to her music.
“It's ok Rin, tune out the world around you, and only focus on your target.”
She envisioned Falla where the demon’s mural was, her gun aimed right at the chronofly that
was smiling at her.
“When I find her,” she said softly, and then pulled the trigger, firing the gun with a bang. The
bullet streaked through the head of the mural, shattering it and the rest of the broken window with a
loud crash. The shards fell to the ground and broke apart as Rin kept her aim and glare focused where
she had fired at.
“She will die, like the monster she is,” she said coldly. Jovian and Jacqueline looked at her
curiously then to Talon, the boy merely watching Rin with a blank expression. After a moment Talon

looked down to the dead agent then kneeled down and reaching into the man’s robe. The girls watched
as the boy shifted his hands around then took out a gun holster and black leather belt from the body. He
stood up then walked over to Rin, the siren watching him with wonder as he started to put the belt on
around her. She blushed a bit as he tightened it to match her waistline, the boy then stepping back as
the siren had a gun holster at her right hip now.
“If you’re going to take that with you, try not to hurt yourself,” Talon said simply. Rin looked to
her holster then slowly slid the gun into it, a small smile forming on her face as she looked back to the
boy.
“Yes master,” she said softly.
“Now you look extra hot Rin,” Jacqueline said looking at the siren with a firearm at her hip.
“Very, don’t you think so master?” Jovian said glancing to the boy with a hopeful smile. Rin
looked at him timidly then smiled with a shrug as the boy didn’t show any further reaction. The siren
looked down to her outfit and let her outer shirt drop just over the top of her gun as she straightened
out her belt. She then blinked and felt her pocket, patting it down then quickly looking around herself
with puzzlement.
“Rin? What’s wrong?” Jacqueline asked.
“Wait, where… where is it?” Rin asked as she patted down her pockets. She looked around
quickly then back to the others.
“Where’s the key?” she asked.
“Key?” Jovian asked.
“The place was unlocked Rin, we didn’t need a key to get in here,” Jacqueline said shaking her
head.
“No, my key, the key I had when-” Rin said before freezing in place, her hand slowly drawing to
her pocket where she was sure she had the key in before they left Issa’s castle. She blinked then looked
to the nearby doors with surprise; the image of Ling Ling’s disembodied hand crawling around her body
flashing before her eyes.
“No, no! That stupid zombie took it!” she yelled out.
“What are you talking about Rin?” Jovian asked. Rin looked back to them with frustration.
“My key, the one Falla would be coming after, that stupid zombie took it with her creepy
wandering hand!” she cried out. She screamed out with anger and looked the doors.
“Dammit, that thing was going to bring her right to me, I need that!” she yelled out. She started
to run towards the doors before Talon grabbed her by the shoulder, stopping her in place.

“Hold it Rin,” he said, the girl looking back to him with nervous eyes.
“Please master, I need that key, Falla will be looking for it, it’s my ticket to finding her again,”
she pleaded.
“Calm down Rin, we’ll go back and search for that zombie with you, but odds are she’s long gone
from those grounds by now,” Talon reasoned. Rin looked down with a whine while grabbing her hair in
frustration before Talon lifted her gaze back up to his with one hand.
“However, we do know that she is working for those vampires, Akua and Kahlua Shuzen. If we
find them, we may find your missing key as well,” he pointed out. Rin took a shaky breath and nodded
while looking into his eyes.
“Don’t worry Rin, we’ll help you find Falla again, you shall have your revenge,” Jovian reassured.
“Yeah, then you can put a bullet right between her eyes,” Jacqueline said, holding out her hand
and fingers like a gun and mimicking a recoil with a gunshot. Rin nodded and held onto Talon’s hand
with pleading eyes.
“Please help me find her master, that key is my best chance at finding Falla again,” she said
softly. He nodded and looked to the witches.
“We’ll go back and sweep the remains of that estate for that walking corpse; if she’s not there
she’s likely gone to find those vampires. One way or another, we’ll meet her again,” he stated.
“If we do find her we’ll chop her into even smaller pieces this time,” Jovian said with discontent.
“She won’t be putting herself back together again,” Jacqueline added with a stern expression.
Talon nodded and looked to Rin, the siren watching him with a deep gaze.
“Key or no key, you will find the one who wronged you, I promise you that,” he said. Rin nodded
slowly then smiled gently at him.
“Yes master,” she said softly. Talon looked at the girl for a moment then walked by her, with the
siren and witch sisters following him out of the building. The hybrid and siren extended out their wings,
each taking hold of a witch before flying into the air again. As they flew off towards the remains of Issa’s
castle Rin kept her eyes forward with a determined expression.
‘Falla, it’s just a matter of time until I find you again, just a matter of time.’

Chapter 46
The Angel’s Kiss
Inside the infirmary Sun was lying peacefully on her bed, the siren's expression having remained
tranquil as she lay in her white patient's dress. Her breathing was quiet and slow, her body barely still
functioning after her critical head injury. She lay there, not in a state of peaceful slumber but rather in a
state of absolute silence as her mind had ceased all activity. There were no dreams taking place, no
thoughts about the werewolf she loved, nothing at all going through her brain except the basic body
functions of breathing and keeping the heart beating to remain alive.
As the siren remained motionless and nearly lifeless on the bed Arial was watching her from the
bedside, the snow angel's worried eyes locked onto her friend as she had remained in the room after
the group had left. Everybody was waiting for Dark and Ceal to return with the spell to hopefully heal
the siren's fractured mind, and also to hear for any news from Moka and Akasha about the state of
relations with the HDA.
"Sun, please wake up soon," Arial said softly, gently brushing one hand against the siren's cheek.
She watched Sun's calm facial expression, praying to see any sign of the girl's awakening.
"Please Sun, come back to me," she said sadly. After a moment she showed a saddened smile
then took out her earbuds and put them in Sun's ears, setting the player to a classical symphony song
and placing the device on the bed.
"Here, maybe it'll help you hear us again, just follow the music back to us Sun," Arial said wiping
her tears away. She sniffled then held the siren's hand.
"Just come back, please," she whimpered. She started crying softly then leaned over and hugged
Sun, feeling the girl's chest slowly rising and lowering with each breath. From the doorway Kokoa
watched as the snow angel wept for the siren. Kou was perched on her shoulder, the bat also watching
the siren that had been knocked into a comatose state by his mistress. Kokoa sighed then slowly walked
into the room, heading towards Sun while Arial continued to cry and hold onto the siren. As the vampire
got near Arial looked back to her then glared at the girl while forming an ice claw and pointing it towards
her.
"Get out of here; it's all your fault she's like this!" Arial yelled out with tears in her eyes. Kokoa
looked at her with remorse then to Sun.
"I know Arial, I'm sorry. I didn't mean to get so carried away like that, I didn't want to hurt her
like this," she said sadly as she reached out for the siren. Arial yelled and swiped her claw, slashing
Kokoa's arm and drawing blood from three small slices. The vampire held in her scream and backed up
while holding her arm, with Kou watching Arial carefully as the snow angel was growling at Kokoa.

"Don't you dare go near her!" Arial yelled out. Kokoa flinched then looked to her arm which had
some blood dripping from the cuts. She then looked to Arial with worried eyes and shook her head.
"Please, I just want to pay respect to her and apologize, please Arial," she said softly.
"You can grovel for her forgiveness once Dark comes back with the spell to save her, until then
nobody is going near Sun!" Arial yelled out.
"Please Arial, you don't understand," Kokoa pleaded.
"What's not to understand? You tried to kill her!" Arial snapped while holding her claw towards
the vampire.
"I just wanted to keep her away from Gin, she wouldn't back off at all," Kokoa reasoned.
"Why should she back off, she loves him more than anything!" Arial argued.
"I love him Arial, and he loves me!" Kokoa cried out, with Arial watching her carefully as the
vampire broke down crying while looking down.
"He means everything to me Arial; I don't know what I would do without him. He's been taking
care of me, watching out for me, always being there for me. I wouldn't be alive today if it wasn't for him,
he's my whole world," she said while trying to calm herself. Arial watched her for a moment then raised
an eyebrow.
"What do you mean you wouldn't be alive if it wasn't for him?" she asked. Kokoa looked to her
with watery eyes.
"I mean I would be dead Arial. He saved my life when I was depressed and acting foolish, I was
going to kill myself after I made a horrible mistake, but he wouldn't let me. I'm alive because of him,"
she said softly. Arial glanced to Sun then back to Kokoa as the vampire looked down with gentle eyes.
"Not only that, but he changed for me as well," she said softly.
"Changed? Changed what?" Arial asked.
"Changed himself. Back at Yokai Academy, before all of this started, he used to be the biggest
pervert the school had, the most lecherous student you could imagine. He was always feeling up girls
whenever he could get the chance, taking panty shots of them whenever he could, he was the most
distasteful womanizer in the world," Kokoa said, with Arial watching her with puzzlement.
"He was?" Arial asked. Kokoa nodded and looked to her with remorse.
"The first time I met him, he was lying in the bushes, taking picture of my underwear from
underneath me," she said, with Arial looking at her with wonder. Kokoa shook her head and looked
down with closed eyes.

"I kicked him clear across the courtyard, broke his camera and I think his nose too, I couldn't
stand him just like all the others girls couldn't," she said.
"If he was really so bad why do you love him, why did Sun then?" Arial asked accusingly as she
lowered her claw. Kokoa looked to Sun with gentle eyes.
"She must have seen what I did, the gentleman that was underneath the peeping-tom exterior. I
don't know how she saw it in him, but I remember clearly how I did," she said softly, with Arial watching
her curiously. Kokoa stood up and looked to her arm that was starting to stop bleeding.
"He was the last person I ever thought to come to the rescue, and all for me too," she said
distantly.
"What are you talking about? What did he do?" Arial asked. Kokoa looked to Arial then to Sun
again with worried eyes as she walked over to the siren's bedside.
"There was another student at the school, more perverted than Gin by far. He blackmailed me
and my friends, used us like dolls for his sick pleasure. He took so many lewd pictures of us, and
threatened to expose them to the school if we didn't cooperate," she started, with Arial listening
curiously. Kokoa showed a worried expression and glanced to her.
"Unfortunately I was his favorite, and he used me for more than just pictures," she said, with
Arial looking at her with a bit of concern. Kokoa nodded then smiled a bit.
"Don't worry, the other boys took care of him, he got what was coming and then some for all
that he did to us. After that, the only loose end was where he hid those dirty pictures of us," she said
softly.
"What happened to them?" Arial asked. Kokoa looked to Sun and smiled with a quiet sigh.
"Gin found them, and burned them all. He saved us from embarrassment at the school. Not only
that, but he actually got rid of all of his dirty pictures he had, every camera he used for that filth he
wiped clean. And he did it all for me," she said softly. Arial looked at her with wonder as Kokoa lowered
her head with a gentle smile on her face.
"I couldn't believe it, nobody saw it coming. Gin, one of the worst womanizers and lecherous
students at the school, gave all of that up, changed himself into a perfect gentleman, just to prove to me
that he loved me," she said softly.
"He did?" Arial asked. Kokoa nodded and looked to her with worried eyes.
"He chose me as his mate Arial, he changed so much all for me, he loves me more than any
other girl out there, and I love him, more than anything. If you would have asked me long ago if I could
ever picture myself with Gin, I would have laughed and said no. I wouldn't have believed he would be
capable of being so kind and caring to me. But now, I can't think otherwise. I can't picture myself with

any other guy, I only want the werewolf that loves me," she said softly. Arial looked at her with wonder
then to Sun.
"But… he loved Sun first," she said softly.
"He did, I understand that. I understand that she saw the real man in him that I do now; even
with his perverted ways she still saw the good in him. And I also understand that Sun rejected him then,
she turned him away after he confessed his love to her. She let him go Arial, she can't just say otherwise
now, not when he's chosen somebody who returned his love," Kokoa said shaking her head. Arial looked
to her as the vampire got down on her knees before her and held her hands together.
"Please, know that I am sorry for hurting her like this, I never wanted this for her. I just wanted
her to back off from my boyfriend, my mate, my love. I love Gin so much Arial, and he loves me. He's
done the unimaginable for me, and I'm never going to reject his love for all that he's done," she pleaded.
Arial looked at her with wonder then down with worried eyes.
"You really love him?" she asked softly.
"I would die for him Arial," Kokoa said, with Arial looking back up to her. Kokoa nodded while
Kou looked at his mistress with a small smile.
"I would die for Gin, without a second thought," Kokoa stated assuredly. Arial looked at her with
gentle eyes then to Sun.
"But Sun loves him," she said softly.
"She does, but Gin doesn't love her anymore. He cares for her like a friend, he's not going to cast
her out of his life entirely, but he loves me now. Please, try to understand Arial, Sun missed her chance
with Gin, he's taken now, she can't be his girlfriend anymore," Kokoa pleaded. Arial looked at her for a
moment then to the doorway, seeing Gin standing there and watching them with concern.
"Is that true? Do you not love Sun anymore?" Arial asked. Gin walked into the room while Kokoa
looked back to him along with Kou.
"Arial, it's true. I used to care about her deeply; she was the one girl at school who never hated
me for how I used to be. I'm not proud to admit that what Kokoa said about me was true; I really did act
that way back in school. But with Sun, she never hit me nor scolded me for acting that way around her,
never hated the kind of guy I was. If anything, I think she liked it, she loved the attention I would give
her," Gin said with a shrug. Kokoa looked at her boyfriend curiously as he watched Sun with gentle eyes.
"I mean, I used to take pictures of her in the girls' changing room, I admit it. But the odd thing
was, she never got mad. She even said I could keep the pictures, it was like she enjoyed knowing some
guy was looking at her that way," he reasoned.
"You really did act like a peeping-tom back then?" Arial asked. Gin nodded and looked to her
with a weak smile.

"I know, I was horrible. I can't defend that. And it was because she accepted how I was back
then that I thought she was the one for me. So one day I told her that I wanted to take pictures of only
her, that I wanted to be with only her. I told her that I loved her," he said, with Arial and Kokoa watching
him curiously.
"What did she say?" Arial asked.
"She said she wasn't ready for a serious relationship, and that we should just stay friends," Gin
said looking down with a saddened smile.
"But why? She loves you now doesn't she?" Arial asked looking to Sun. Gin nodded and looked
to the siren as Kokoa stood up next to him.
"She does now, it seems as though she changed her mind about being ready for a serious
relationship," Gin said with a shrug. Arial looked at him with wonder then to Kokoa.
"But you chose her? How come?" she asked. Kokoa looked to Gin with a curious smile, wanting
to hear that answer as well. Gin smiled gently at the vampire and gently brushed a few loose strands of
hair away from her cheek.
"One day there was a horrible incident at the school, and Kokoa blamed herself for everything.
Granted she was at fault, but she was tricked into doing something by another, she didn't know what
would really happen. She was so depressed about it that she tried to kill herself by falling off a cliff into
the ocean. I remember seeing her there on the cliffside, crying her eyes out before she held her arms
out and prepared to just fall off the edge. I ran over and grabbed her as fast as I could, pulling her back
onto the ground and scolding her for really being foolish," he said, with Kokoa looking down with a
remorseful smile and nodding. Gin smiled at the girl then looked to Arial.
"I'm not sure if it was from me saving her, or her words later on about how she would only love
a man with real strength of heart, but somewhere along the road I noticed Kokoa for who she really
was. It was as if she had been in front of me all this time and I never saw her. She looked… beautiful,
through and through," he said gently, with Kokoa looking up to him with a loving smile. Arial looked at
the vampire curiously then to Gin as the wolf held his girlfriend close with one arm.
"After that other perverted student tried to use her, that's when I knew. When I saw the pain
and torment she was in from being that bastard's doll, when I felt that raw anger that I never felt before
from what he was doing to her, I knew then, I knew that I really cared for her. I knew that I had fallen in
love with her," he explained.
"Gin, I love you," Kokoa said as she held onto the boy. Kou squeaked and smiled up at the wolf
then looked to Kokoa as the girl nuzzled against his chest. Gin smiled gently at his girl then looked to
Arial who was watching him curiously.
"Sun may have cared about me as I was back in the day, but it was Kokoa who got me to truly
change my ways and become a real gentleman. She accepted my love, and returned it as well. She's the

one I'm going to be with, now and forever," Gin reasoned. Arial looked at him with wonder then to Sun
with a gentle expression.
"I see, you two belong together," she said softly.
"I still want to be her friend Arial, although I'm not sure how she'll feel about that option
anymore," Gin said glancing to Kokoa, the vampire nodding and looking down with remorse. Gin sighed
quietly then looked back to Sun.
"Still, that's how I feel, what I've hoped she would understand as my answer. But it seems she's
holding onto that dream of us being together, she still thinks she's fighting for me when I've already
made my decision," he said, with Arial gently holding the siren's hand. The snow angel nodded with
closed eyes then looked to Gin again.
"I understand, you love Kokoa and not Sun. It sounds like you two have been through so much
together, you both belong with each other," she reasoned. Gin and Kokoa smiled a bit at her as the
angel looked back to Sun with worried eyes.
"I'll help you talk to her when she wakes up, so that she understands your decision," she said
softly. She breathed out then glanced to Kokoa.
"I'm still mad at you for what you did to her, hurting her like this was too much," she pointed
out, with Kokoa looking to her nervously. Arial paused for a moment then looked to Sun again with a
gentle expression.
"But I do see now why you acted that way. Sun crossed the line, this was the result, hopefully
this will help her see that," she said softly. Gin and Kokoa nodded as the snow angel gently brushed
Sun's hair with her hand.
"I don't want her to be sad though, you'll let her down easy, won't you?" she asked looking back
to Gin with worried eyes. The boy nodded and looked at Sun while Kokoa held onto him gently.
"I don't want her to be sad over this either Arial. I'll be as kind as I can be with her," Gin
promised. Arial nodded then looked to Sun while leaning over and holding the girl across the waist.
"I just want her to be ok again, I want her to be happy," she said softly before closing her eyes.
"So do I Arial, so do I," Gin said gently as he held Kokoa at his side. The vampire nodded and
looked at Sun with gentle eyes. She then walked over and gently held the snow angel by the shoulders,
with Arial then looking up to seeing the vampire smiling gently down at her.
"Let's leave her be to rest, you're just making yourself more worried about her staying by her
side like this. Dark and Ceal will be back soon with the spell to heal her mind, we just have to wait," she
said gently. Arial looked back to Sun, seeing the siren remaining motionless while her chest was just
barely seen to move with each breath she took.

"What if the spell doesn't work? Ceal said it didn't work before, what if… what if it doesn't work
for her?" she asked looking back up to Kokoa.
"You see? You're just getting yourself worked up thinking about such things. We need to stay
positive and hope that it will work. Don't lose faith in that Arial," Kokoa said softly. Arial nodded and
looked down while closing her eyes, a few tears dropping down her cheeks. Kokoa looked to Gin with
worried eyes, the boy glancing to Sun then back to Arial as the snow angel whimpered quietly.
"Ceal helped Apoch and Astreal survive when they were shot in the heart, reattached Kurumu's
severed wings, restored Falla's missing eye and healed her body after she was hurt by her darker self,
and he even healed her mind along with Luna's of their chrono dementia. If anyone can do this Arial, it's
him. Just have faith," Gin said gently. Arial looked to him with watery eyes then to Sun.
"If he does bring her back to us, I'll take back what I said about him being a jerk," she said wiping
her tears away.
"Nah, he is a jerk, you don't have to take that back," Kokoa said with a shrug and smile. Arial
looked up to her with a slight smile as the vampire tilted her head a bit.
"Still, for a jerk he's our best hope of healing her, and he's out there right now trying to do just
that. As far as jerks go, he's ok in my book," she reasoned. Arial nodded then looked to the vampire's
arm where it had three cuts on it.
"I'm sorry about your arm," she said looking back up to Kokoa timidly.
"Don't worry about it; it'll be healed soon enough. Besides, I think I had that coming after what I
did to her," Kokoa said looking to Sun with gentle eyes. She shook her head then looked back to Arial.
"As soon as she wakes up I'm going to apologize for hitting her like that, I promise. In the
meantime Arial let's let her rest," she said softly. Arial nodded and looked to Sun one more time, the
siren remaining motionless while the mp3 player continued to play music for her.
"She's going to wake up, she's going to be fine," she told herself, praying that those words were
true. Gin and Kokoa led the snow angel out of the room, with Kokoa glancing back to Sun at the
doorway one last time.
'Sun, I am sorry, really.'
The three walked down the hallways towards the lounge, all of them remaining quiet as they
hoped for the hasty return of Dark and Ceal. As they got near the lounge they heard cheering and
applause, the three then looking to each other curiously before walking in. The group had gathered
around the lowered den, however they weren't watching TV. Sitting down on the couches Luna and Falla
were drawing on sketchpads, both girls creating a picture at insane speeds with their pens while their
friends watched from around them with wonder. Standing up in front of the TV before them were
Kurumu and Mizore, the succubus having her wings extended out along with her tail while Mizore's hair

was frozen over while she held her frozen katana. The two girls appeared to be posing as they were
remaining perfectly still in daring stances while the chronoflies were drawing pictures of them.
"Amazing, simply amazing," Fang Fang said as he watched Luna while standing behind her.
"Wow, look at them go," Ran said while adjusting her glasses, being rendered in awe by Falla's
drawing speed.
"Where did you two learn to draw like that?" Kyouko asked while sitting next to Falla, her eyes
trying to make out the chronofly's speedy hand movements. Falla's technique of drawing was always
difficult to follow, as the girl drew scattered disjointed lines that she later connected with precision to
form the picture in the end.
"It's just a little talent passed down by our mother," Falla said as she glanced up to Mizore then
back to her drawing of the snow girl.
"Just a bit longer Kurumu," Luna said as she glanced to the succubus then back to her drawing
which looked lifelike in comparison. Complica watched Luna drawing with a big smile on her face as she
saw Kurumu's wings taking shape with intricate detail. Luna's drawing style was more straightforward,
where she would draw the person first followed by the background and then went over all of it again
and again with more detail until it was done.
"What's going on?" Arial asked as she, Gin, and Kokoa walked over.
"Luna and Falla are drawing pictures of us, check it out," Ruby said as she held up a paper for
the snow angel to see. Arial walked over and looked at it curiously, seeing a lifelike drawing of the witch.
She was standing amidst a large sunflower field while holding her wand, the image looking like a black
and white photo with precise detail.
"Yeah, we thought this would be a good way to pass the time until our errand boys get back, not
to mention that these two girls really have a knack for this," Razico said as he showed Arial a picture of
himself standing in a daring pose while having a chain coiled around his arm. The background was drawn
to look like he was standing before a castle that rose up towards a moon in the night sky. Arial looked at
the picture with wonder then down to the lowered den to seeing Luna and Falla finishing up their
pictures.
"Done," Luna and Falla said together. Mizore and Kurumu walked over to see, the succubus
retracting her wings and tail while Mizore dissolved her blade as her hair returned to normal. The
chronoflies gave them the pictures, the two girls smiling with wonder at seeing themselves hand drawn
on such a professional level. For Kurumu she looked to be standing inside a fiery cavern with flames
sprouting up in the background. Mizore was standing in a fighting stance with her blade while the
background was drawn to be that of a Japanese shrine under a night sky.
"That's amazing, I look so sexy!" Kurumu said with a hop.

"I still can't understand how you're able to do that," Mizore said looking to Falla with a curious
smile. Falla shrugged with a giggle while Luna spun her pen around in her fingers then blew across the
tip as if it were a smoking gun.
"Just how we do," Luna said coolly. Falla got another page ready on her sketchpad then looked
around at the group.
"Ok, who's next?" she asked.
"We're next!" Yukari called out as she grabbed Ahakon's hand and dragged him out from his
seat, across the floor, and over in front of the TV while the group watched them amusedly. Ahakon
stumbled to his feet then smiled weakly at his girlfriend before looking to the chronoflies.
"Um, we are I guess," he said with a shrug.
Arial walked over and sat down with the others next to Felucia, the doll demon glancing to her
then to Mizore while motioning towards the angel with her head. Mizore rolled her eyes then
reluctantly walked over and sat next to Arial, the snow angel glancing to her with a dull expression
before looking back ahead and scooting closer to Felucia's side. Mizore held in her growl of annoyance
as she looked ahead as well. Apoch glanced to Kokoa then noticed her bleeding arm.
"Ms. Kokoa, what happened to your arm?" she asked looking to it with concern. Kokoa looked to
her wound which was healing then shook her head a bit.
"It's alright, don't worry about it," she said simply.
"It looks like something sliced across your arm pretty good," Astreal mentioned. Kokoa nodded
and looked to Arial, the snow angel glancing back to her.
"Yeah, I had it coming," Kokoa said with a shrug. The group looked to Arial as she glanced down
and away.
"If that's all Arial gave you then consider yourself lucky," Gabriel reasoned, with Kokoa nodding
in agreement. Luna looked at Arial curiously then glanced to Gabriel while he sat on a couch next to
Rason. She wasn't sure why, but for a brief moment she felt something seeming to pull towards him
upon hearing his voice. After a pause she shrugged it off then looked back to the young casters.
"Alright, let us know when you're ready," she said as she got a new piece of paper ready on her
sketchpad. Yukari smiled then held up her wand in a daring position while Ahakon looked around
curiously.
"So, how should I stand?" he asked.
"Just act natural, or if you're a ham, act like an action hero like Yukari is," Kurumu said with a
smirk as she sat down next to Rason. Yukari twitched then looked to the succubus with annoyance.
"Hey, you and Mizore posed like this, why can't I?" she asked.

"Because we are action heroes," Kurumu said smugly as she leaned back and put her arms
behind her head casually. Yukari drummed her fingers on her wand with a dull expression then glanced
to Rason.
"Rason, could you lean to the left a little?" she asked flatly. Rason looked at her puzzled then
leaned a bit away from Kurumu.
"Um, why?" he asked.
BANG!
A golden basin dropped onto Kurumu's head, the girl and washtub falling to the ground right in
front of him with a thud.
"You were a little too close to her," Yukari said simply.
"What the? Where did that thing come from?" Kyouko asked looking up in bewilderment.
"Yukari likes to drop those things with her magic on people who bug her, like Kurumu," Mizore
explained simply as she watched Kurumu twitching on the ground. Kyouko looked at the basin with
wonder then jumped a bit before looking to Yukari with an accusing stare.
"Wait a minute, was that you that hit me with that washtub when you all came to visit Tsukune
before?" she demanded. Yukari looked to her curiously as the human pointed to her.
"That's right, you, Kurumu, and Mizore were fighting in the park that night over him, and then I
got hit in the head with a flying golden washtub. You did that to me, didn't you?" she accused. Yukari
smiled nervously and rubbed the back of her head.
"Oh… yeah. Sorry about that, it was an accident," she said with a small giggle.
"An accident? That hurt like hell!" Kyouko cried out.
"It's not so bad Kyouko, Kurumu takes those things to the head on a daily basis and she's
perfectly fine," Ruby mentioned as Kurumu stumbled to her feet while growling.
"Dammit, that hurt you little brat!" she barked out.
"Uh, Kurumu? She's over there," Ran said, pointing to Yukari as Kurumu was looking off towards
the side of the lounge. Kurumu blinked then looked around before turning to Yukari with a glare.
"What the hell was that for anyway?" she barked out. Kyouko looked to Ruby with a raised
eyebrow as the witch shrugged with a weak smile.
"Ehh… mostly fine anyway," Ruby reasoned. Kurumu tried to charge Yukari again before Rason
grabbed her and pulled the girl back, the succubus looking to him timidly as he shook his head with a
weak smile.

"Don't start another fight my dear, ok?" he said gently.
"Ok," she said softly as she slowly nuzzled back against him.
"Wow, she dropped that fast," Leon mentioned as the group watched Kurumu sighing happily
while snuggling against her boyfriend, the girl taking his arm and placing it around her while she held
onto him with a dreamy sigh. Rason smiled weakly and shrugged as he saw his girlfriend looking back to
him with loving eyes. Kokoa smirked and crossed her arms as she watched Kurumu melting in her
boyfriend's embrace.
"Rason's the only one who can calm her that fast," she pointed out. Kurumu smiled smugly at
Yukari while holding onto Rason's arm.
"Well he is my Destined One after all, and nothing beats the feeling of our bond between each
other, something that you'll never experience," she said arrogantly. Yukari just gave her a dull stare back
while Kyouko looked at the succubus curiously.
"The feeling of your bond? What does that mean?" she asked. Kurumu giggled and glanced to
her with a smug grin.
"Yeah, I'm destined to be with an angel of heaven, it's a special connection we share that proves
we're made for each other," she boasted.
"A special connection?" Ran asked. Kurumu nodded and looked to Rason's arm as she gently
traced her fingers along it.
"It's hard to explain, it's like… there's this force between us, something that can only be felt by
us. Ever since I saw Rason there was always something about him that I couldn't see, yet knew was
there. And every time I touched or held his hand, it was like that feeling grew even more inside of me,"
she said softly. The group looked at her curiously, with Luna raising an eyebrow in question.
"Every time you touched him?" Luna asked. Kurumu nodded and looked to her with a calm
smile.
"It was like his spirit was touching mine, like his essence joined with mine. It's like… a sunny
warmth coursed through us, the energy of two destined lovers who were made just for each other," she
explained. Luna looked at her carefully then showed an expression of wonder.
"A warmth that flowed through you?" she asked carefully.
"Yeah, it always put a tingle in my chest near my heart, like love was jolting through me. I'll
admit at first I thought he was just using some sort of charming magic on me, but after I kissed him, I
knew for a fact it was the real deal," Kurumu said looking back to Rason, the boy smiling gently at her.
Luna glanced between them quickly, then to Gabriel, then back to Rason.
"Rason, is that what you feel with her as well?" she asked. He looked to her and nodded.

"I do. Although I wasn't aware of this special bond myself at the time, I never heard about how
those fated to mate with angels were bound to us in any way. Of course when I first saw her I knew she
was the most beautiful girl in the world, even though I didn't feel such a unique connection with her
until I kissed her," he said looking back to Kurumu.
"Oh Rason…" she said softly.
"Oh Kurumu…" he said gently.
"Oh Rason…"
"Oh Kurumu…"
"Oh brother, don't you two start doing that again," Yukari groaned. Render blinked then looked
to Leon with bewilderment.
"Holy crap, so you and Selena weren't the only ones who acted like that. Well I'll be damned,"
he said simply. Astreal glanced to Leon curiously as the mage rolled his eyes to that comment.
"That's right, I remember the elder speaking to you about that bond you and Kurumu shared
before," Gabriel mentioned. Rason nodded and looked to him as Luna glanced to him curiously, feeling a
slight tingle in her chest as she looked at the redheaded angel again.
"Yeah, apparently that's a bond angels have with those we're destined to be with. I had no idea
about it either before I met Kurumu, but it turns out angels have Destined Ones too," Rason said with a
shrug.
"Which means there's a girl out there somewhere just for you Gabriel," Kurumu said with a
giggle. Gabriel smiled weakly and rubbed the back of his head.
"Right, there's a girl somewhere out in the world that's destined to be with me. I'll believe that
when I see it," he said with a small laugh. Luna stared at him with wonder then looked between Kurumu
and Rason carefully as her hand twitched a bit with her pen.
"So Rason, you didn't feel that… 'bond' with Kurumu until after you kissed her?" she asked.
Rason looked to her and nodded. Luna watched him carefully then looked to Kurumu.
"But you felt it right away when you first saw him?" she asked. Kurumu nodded and looked to
Rason with a blissful smile.
"Yeah, I guess I did feel the bond first. But we both feel it now, stronger than ever," she said
softly, with Rason holding her close and kissing her forehead gently.
"That's great, you two are destined to be together, fantastic, can we get on with the drawings
now, I want to go next," Felucia said looking up with a bored expression. Falla nodded and looked back
to Ahakon while readying her pen.

"Alright. So how's it going to be then Ahakon?" she asked while holding up a thumb towards the
boy with an artistic eye. Ahakon looked around then struck a daring pose, a swirl of flames forming
around his arm and leading up to his palm.
"Ham it is," Falla said with a smirk. The group chuckled at that except for Luna who was still
staring at Kurumu with wonder. Yukari got into her pose then looked at Luna curiously.
"Luna?" she asked. The chronofly blinked then looked to her, then down to her sketchpad.
"Oh, right. Sorry, I'm ready," she said before eyeing the witch. The two chronoflies then began
to draw at high speed, with the group around them watching their hand movements with wonder.
"That's just unreal," Kyouko said with awe.
"I can't even follow her hand, it's all just a blur," Arial said shaking her head. She then looked to
Complica curiously as the young chronofly was watching Luna's artwork.
"Can you draw like that too?" she asked. Complica looked to her with a weak smile and
shrugged.
"Well… I can but it's not nearly as good Luna and Falla were always able to draw better than me
I mean I did get my drawing talents from my mother she's the best there is but I can't really do it as well
as my sisters can even though I try my best and practice a lot I'm still not able to draw like they can," she
said while glancing away. Arial just blinked then nodded once before looking back to Falla's work.
"I don't think anybody can draw as well as your sisters can," Ran said with wonder.
"I must say, that is a wonderful talent you two possess," Fang Fang said in agreement. He then
looked at Luna's drawing with a puzzled expression.
"Um, say, Luna?" he said pointing to her drawing. Luna kept working on it as her eyes darted
around quickly at her picture, with those around her looking at it and noticing something.
"What's she doing?" Kokoa asked.
"Is something wrong?" Yukari asked as she glanced over to see Luna no longer examining her
while still drawing away.
"What are you doing sister?" Complica asked as she looked up to Luna.
"I'm just drawing Complica," Luna responded while she kept staring at her picture that was
starting to show more detail and form, the girl seeming to tune the world around her out. Falla glanced
over to her sister's drawing then stopped what she was doing with a puzzled expression.
"Luna?" she asked looking to her.
"What?" Luna asked simply as she kept going.

"What are you doing?" Falla asked.
"I'm just drawing, what does it look like?" Luna replied expectantly.
"That's not Yukari you're drawing though," Gin pointed out. Luna stopped and blinked, then
looked at her picture with wonder. Yukari looked at her puzzled as she dropped her stance, with Ahakon
doing the same.
"What do you mean that's not me she's drawing?" Yukari asked.
"Ms. Luna?" Apoch and Astreal asked while standing behind her, both seeing that the chronofly
had drawn somebody else in high quality on her sketchpad. Luna closed her eyes as she held a hand to
her head, the group watching as she seemed to come out of a trance.
"Oh… right," Luna said looking back at the picture.
"Who did she draw?" Rason asked. The group around Luna looked to Gabriel, with Luna slowly
glancing to him while remaining silent.
"She drew Gabriel," Ruby said, with Gabriel jumping a bit from that.
"What? Me?" he asked. Luna stared at him for a moment then looked back down to her picture,
seeing that she had drawn the angel standing atop a grassy hill with his wings spread out while he was
wearing his ripped jeans.
"Why did you draw him?" Rason asked.
"Yeah, what about me?" Yukari whined as she pouted.
Luna slowly set the pad and pen down on the table then glanced to Gabriel, the angel looking at
her curiously now along with everybody else.
"I…" she said softly before looking down. After a moment she held her head and slowly stood
up.
"Excuse me," she said before making her way over towards the door, tripping a bit as she quickly
scurried out of the room. The group watched her go then looked to the picture she had drawn.
"Why did she draw Gabriel?" Arial asked.
"I didn't know it was my turn," Gabriel said rubbing the back of his head.
"It wasn't, it was mine. What gives?" Yukari whined as she walked over and looked at the picture
of the angel. Falla picked up the sketchpad and looked at it curiously while Complica stood up and
looked towards the doorway with concern.
"Why did she leave like that what's wrong with her?" Complica asked looking to Falla.

"I'm not sure, something was bothering her," Falla said looking to Gabriel. He looked around
worriedly and raised his hands defensively.
"Did I do something to upset her? I thought I was being very quiet over here," he said unsurely.
"I don't think you did. I'm going to go talk to her," Kurumu said standing up. Falla took Luna's
sketchpad and got up as well, the two heading out after Luna while the group watched them go.
"I wonder what that was about," Rason said scratching his head.
"Gabriel, did you say anything to Luna today?" Ruby asked looking to the redheaded angel.
"No, I haven't really spoken to her at all today," Gabriel said with a shrug.
Yukari picked up the picture of Ahakon that Falla had been drawing and turned it around with a
puzzled expression, seeing only a few noticeable features that had been drawn of the mage from Falla's
unique style. There were dozens of other lines and curves seen on the paper, however the full picture
hadn't taken shape yet as Falla had stopped working on it before it was done.
"Why does she draw like this? And how?" Yukari asked shaking her head. How Falla managed to
precisely connect each line the way she did remained a mystery as the chronofly's deceptive drawing
style seemed extremely difficult and strange. Yukari sighed that she didn't even have a new picture of
her boyfriend then looked to Complica, the young chronofly still watching where her sisters had left.
"Say, Complica? Why don't you try and draw somebody?" she asked. Complica looked to her
with a jump then quickly shook her head.
"No no I'm ok really," she said with a nervous smile.
"C'mon girl, you got that same talent your sisters have don't you?" Felucia said with a shrug.
"Well… I… um, kinda…" Complica said looking away worriedly. Arial took the sketchpad from
Yukari then handed it to the young chronofly.
"Do you think you could draw me?" she asked with a curious smile. Complica stammered
something for a moment then smiled weakly at her.
"I'd better not Arial I'm not really good and I don't think you'll like it very much besides my
sisters can draw much better than me you should ask them to draw you not me," she said quickly.
"Commas are a myth to that girl, aren't they?" Render asked simply. Arial held the pad out to
Complica with a pleading smile.
"Please Complica?" she asked with a flutter of her wings. Complica looked to the pad then to
Arial worriedly as the group smiled at the young chronofly.
"Go ahead Complica, you know you can do it," Ruby said kindly.

"From what I've seen drawing outstandingly runs in your family," Fang Fang commented with a
smile.
"Your friend wants you to draw her, at least give it a try," Rason said with a shrug. Complica
looked around at the group then to the sketchpad with worried eyes.
"Well… ok, I'll try," she said as she slowly took hold of it. Arial jumped with joy then ran over to
stand in front of the TV. Complica breathed out then set the pad down on the lowered table while sitting
next to it, looking from Arial then back to it while the group watched her curiously.
"Now you have to promise that you won't get mad if it doesn't look good," Complica said
looking to Arial with concern.
"I promise, don't worry about it," Arial reassured with a wave of her hand.
"I mean it Arial, please don't lose your temper again," Complica said worriedly. Arial twitched at
that then looked at her with a cold stare.
"My what?" she asked sharply. Complica jumped a bit then shook her head with a nervous
smile.
"Nothing, never mind, just… pose or something for me," she said quickly. Arial smiled then
formed her ice claws while her hair froze over, striking a fighting stance while her wings arched back
behind her. Complica eyed her over then looked to the sketchpad while taking a slow breath. She then
started to draw at a quickened pace, with those around her watching curiously. Like Luna, Complica's
drawing took form right away, with the image of Arial coming into focus rather quickly as the young
chronofly seemed to draw at the same expertise as her sisters.
"Wow, look at her go," Ran said with wonder.
"Unbelievable, even at her age she's drawing like a professional artist," Fang Fang commented
with an impressed smile.
The group watched as Complica drew the image of Arial with intricate detail. She then added in
the snow angel's wings, then the ground under her, then a background which had a mountain and
forest, then snow on the trees and mountaintop, then added clouds in the sky, and then put in a gigantic
bunny in the forest that was wearing a fedora while one eye had a crescent moon for an iris and it was
holding a mighty claymore up in the air where swirls of musical notes and stars flew around it in a spiral
before trailing off to a giant candy cane that was being held by a three headed ogre who was smiling and
missing some teeth while he was climbing the mountain being surrounded by dozens of birds"What the hell is she doing?" Kokoa asked as Complica kept going while her eyes were darting
all around her picture, the young chronofly adding in hundreds of flowers coming out from the snowy
ground while a few had smiley faces and some had flowers blooming up from their flowers and there
were butterflies fluttering around the plants-

"Complica? What are you doing, you can stop now," Ruby said as the group watched Complica
continuing to draw frantically, adding more bizarre and strange images to her picture while she was no
longer glancing up to eye Arial at all.
"Complica! Stop!" Gin called out as the young chronofly continued to draw more and more, the
paper becoming cluttered with what could only be described as a jumbled mess. Yukari grabbed the
chronofly's shoulder, with Complica snapping back to reality and looking to her with a jump.
"Hey, you can stop now," Yukari said looking down to the picture. Complica blinked then looked
down to see her picture had become a real mess, with Arial's image being overshadowed by everything
else around it.
"Oh… sorry," Complica said worriedly. Arial lowered her stance as her hands and hair returned
to normal then ran over to see. She looked at the picture then jumped with surprise at seeing the
cluttered mess the chronofly had drawn.
"Wha… what is all that? What did you draw?" Arial asked looking to Complica. The young
chronofly glanced to her then back down to her picture with remorse.
"Sorry, I got kind of carried away again," she said quietly. Ahakon walked over and examined the
picture with a puzzled expression.
"Wow, that's… a lot," he said simply. Complica whimpered then broke down crying while
holding her hands over her face, the group watching her with concern as she shook her head while
sobbing.
"I'm sorry I can't help it I can't focus and draw like my sisters can every thought I think of comes
out when I draw I can't stop myself I'm so sorry," she whined as she cried on the floor. The group looked
to each other then back to her as the girl cried out of sorrow.
"Complica, it's not… that bad," Arial said looking to the picture unsurely.
"Yeah, it's alright, don't worry about it kid," Felucia said gently.
"We're not judging you, nor making fun of you. It's ok," Razico assured.
Render walked over and sat next to the crying chronofly, looking at the picture with a careful
eye as he picked it up and examined the strange artwork. Complica wiped her tears away then looked to
him with watery eyes as he smiled curiously.
"That is amazing," he said with wonder.
"What are you talking about it's a mess it's horrible it's just a mistake," Complica whimpered
while shaking her head. Render shook his head and set the picture down while looking it over carefully.

"Complica, look at what you did though," he said glancing to her. She looked to the picture for a
moment then to him with puzzlement, the boy then pointing to parts of the image with an impressed
smile.
"It's not that you drew too much, it's that everything you did draw is incredibly detailed. I mean
look, the sword the giant bunny is holding has ancient letters engraved into it, the ogre you drew has
every muscle and skin tone fleshed out perfectly, the musical notes you drew are the same notes that
Fighting Team Robanimals uses as its theme song. Seriously, the amount of detail and subtle touches to
this is really awesome," he explained. Complica looked at the picture curiously as the group gathered
closer to see as well.
"He's right, look at Arial's wings, every frozen feather is detailed and looks lifelike," Gabriel said
with wonder.
"Hey, look in the forest, there's Ceal and Falla kissing," Kokoa said, pointing to the snowy forest
in the picture where Ceal was seen holding Falla and kissing her next to a tree, in very small yet precise
detail.
"Does anybody else see that those birds are actually mini-phoenixes? They look just like Fang
Fang's summoned monster," Ran pointed out as she examined the birds carefully.
"Oh my god, everything is a work of art in itself, and she managed to get it all in the same
picture," Ruby said looking to Complica with wonder.
"How did she draw that fine of detail with just a pen though? That's impossible," Ahakon said
shaking his head.
"Incredible," Mizore said softly as she looked from one part of the picture to another, seeing
that each area of the image had its own works of art held within it.
Render set the picture down on the table then turned to Complica while bowing honorably
before her.
"Would you please draw a picture like that of me? Please please please?" he begged. Complica
looked at him with wonder and tilted her head slightly.
"You… want me to draw you?" she asked. Render looked to her with an eager smile and nodded.
"You bet, I can't wait to see what kind of surprises you put in the picture around me. Oh, could I
hold my swords too? I bet you could make them look just as awesome as they do in real life. Please?" he
asked. Complica looked at him awe while rendered speechless. After a moment she smiled a bit and
nodded.
"Um, sure, if you really want me to," she said. Render jumped with joy then ran over and
grabbed Apoch's hand.

"C'mon babe, you can pose with me, it'll be awesome," he said as he dragged her towards the
front of the den near the TV, with the witch stumbling a bit while looking at him with wonder.
"Um, ok," she said with a smile forming as the two got in front of the group.
"Did he just call her babe?" Kyouko asked with a raised eyebrow.
Render held his hands together as a bright light flashed around them, the group watching as the
glowing light flared up and swirled around him with a flash before vanishing, revealing the battlemage in
his combat form as he flexed his muscles. Apoch stared at him with wonder and a blush as Render
phased two of his swords back into the real world, the straightedge and angular blades forming in midair
as he drew his hands forward with his magic. He then grabbed the swords and struck a daring pose, with
the group just staring at him curiously while Apoch slowly eyed him from head to toe. She licked her lips
then glanced to Complica with a smile.
"Please make sure you capture every part of him, ok Ms. Complica?" she said before forming her
barrier sword, the witch then posing alongside her boyfriend in a daring stance while the group smiled
amusedly at them. Complica looked between them then giggled as she got another paper ready to draw
on.
"Ok, just don't move," she said looking to them with a sharp eye before she started working on
the picture. As the group watched her draw the mage and witch at an insane speed Arial sat down next
to Felucia and Mizore, the snow angel looking from her own personal drawing from Complica to the new
one that was being made at high speed with wonder. Mizore glanced to the snow angel's picture then to
the new one as she nodded slowly.
"I think that answers my question," she said softly. Felucia and Arial looked to her as she
watched Complica drawing with a curious eye.
"What question?" Felucia asked.
"When Complica is focused enough, which chronofly sister is truly more powerful? Complica
cast the Chrono Displacement spell all by herself, her artistic talent actually exceeds Luna and Falla's,
and even though she's dead she's still making an impact with those around her by coming to help out
personally. It's like there's nothing she can't do if she puts her full mind to it," Mizore reasoned.
"What are you saying?" Arial asked. Mizore glanced to her then looked to Complica.
"If I had to pick one of them, I would say Complica would have been the most powerful
chronofly of her race had she lived on," she said softly. Arial and Felucia looked at her curiously then to
Complica, the chronofly continuing with her drawing spree as she finished capturing Render and Apoch's
likeness before proceeding to draw much more around them.

Luna quickly walked out of the lounge, stumbling slightly as she headed out into the hall while
holding a hand to her head. She passed by a guard who turned to watch her curiously as the girl didn't
even notice him while she seemed to be lost in thought about something. Luna rounded the corner and
then stopped while leaning next to the wall, her eyes darting around slightly as she looked down with
disbelief.
"It can't be, it couldn't be, how could it be, no no, I'm just confusing myself, I'm not thinking
straight again, I can't be thinking straight," she said as she tried to control her train of thought. Without
her stabilizer bracelet she was having difficulty on that day keeping her mind in order. She had
occasionally lost control of her thoughts, resulting in unexpected bursts of maniacal laughter or simply
becoming confused and lost about the simplest of things. Yet when she was trying to focus on drawing
Yukari earlier she had instead drawn Gabriel, her mind seeming to focus on him completely after
Kurumu had explained about her own bond with Rason and what it felt like. She didn't even realize she
was drawing Gabriel until Falla had told her; it was as if her mind was on autopilot with the angel being
the only thought in her head.
"That doesn't make sense, he couldn't be… how could he be… no, I can't be seeing this right, this
isn't right," she said gripping her hair and shaking her head, closing her eyes as she tried to focus her
mind.
"Luna?" Kurumu called out from behind. Luna looked back to seeing Kurumu and Falla heading
past her down the hallway nearby, the two girls stopping then looking over to seeing Luna slumping
down against the wall while looking at them with disbelief.
"Sister? What's wrong? Why did you leave like that?" Falla asked as she walked over, holding
Luna's sketchpad in her hand still while Kurumu watched Luna curiously.
"Are you ok?" Kurumu asked.
"I don't know, I think I'm losing it again," Luna said shaking her head. She held her head tiredly
as she looked down with closed eyes.
"I'm not thinking straight, I can't be, I don't understand," she said softly. Kurumu and Falla
kneeled down in front of her as the girl looked to Kurumu with worried eyes.
"Kurumu, tell me exactly, what did it feel like when you first saw Rason?" she asked.
"What it felt like?" Kurumu asked. Luna moved forward and grabbed the succubus by the
shoulders.
"Please, tell me what it was you felt from him," she asked desperately. Kurumu looked at her
with puzzlement then down.
"Well… I mean, it was like a strange… tingle in my chest, like I was sensing something about him
that I couldn't feel with anyone else," she said with a shrug.

"And what about when you touched him, when you held his hand, when you felt him?" Luna
asked.
"What is this about Luna?" Falla asked. Luna shook Kurumu by the shoulders while the succubus
stared at her with surprise.
"Tell me Kurumu! What did it feel like?" she demanded.
"I told you, it was like lightning was flowing between us, like a special warmth whenever we
touched, like my soul was connecting to his," Kurumu said shakily. Luna stopped shaking her while
staring at the girl with disbelief.
"Are you sure? Are you sure?" she asked desperately.
"Yes, I know what I felt with him and still do, I feel that whenever I'm around him now. What's
wrong with you?" Kurumu asked as she removed the chronofly's grip on her. Luna looked between the
two girls then down to her hands.
"I… he… it's… but…" she said shakily. Falla looked at her puzzled then glanced to the sketchpad
in her hand. She looked at the picture of Gabriel then slowly back to Luna with wonder.
"Luna…" she said, with Luna and Kurumu looking to seeing Falla showing her sister the drawing
again.
"Does this have anything to do with Gabriel?" Falla asked. Kurumu looked back to Luna curiously
as the chronofly leaned back against the wall while holding her head.
"I don't know, I mean… it's like…" she said shakily. Kurumu blinked then slowly showed a
surprised expression.
"Luna? Do you… feel… with…" she asked softly. Luna shook her head and looked to her hands,
seeming to hesitate before looking to Kurumu.
"I felt it," she said softly, with Kurumu and Falla looking at her with surprise.
"I felt it… I felt it from him when I was holding his hand, when I took him up to heaven from
Yokai Academy. And yesterday, when I touched him again, I felt… I felt…" she said with a few uneasy
breaths.
"Oh my god," Kurumu said looking to the sketchpad.
"Luna, do you feel that bond with Gabriel?" Falla asked with wonder.
"I don't know, I don't know what this is, I'm so confused," Luna said shaking her head. Kurumu
looked back down the hall towards the lounge then to Luna with a growing smile.

"You felt it; you felt that connection with Gabriel? You felt it with… holy shit, if that's true, then
that means-"
"No!" Luna said shaking her head. Kurumu looked at her confusedly then shook her head.
"No? Luna, if you feel the bond with an angel like that it means-"
"Stop it; I don't want to deceive myself again! I'm not falling for this again!" Luna shouted out as
she stumbled to her feet. Kurumu and Falla stood up while the succubus waved down the hall towards
the lounge.
"Falling for what, what are you talking about? You feel the same bond that I do with my
Destined One, that means Gabriel is-"
"Shut up Kurumu!" Luna yelled out at her. Kurumu and Falla looked at her with surprise as Luna
shook her head while shutting her eyes.
"Dammit, I'm not going to fall for this again! Every time I gave my heart out to someone I was
wrong! Rason wasn't meant for me; even though he saved my life he was your Destined One, I never
could have had him! Hex wasn't meant for me either; he saved me but only to use me to free his sister, I
was just a tool to him! There are no knights in shining armor for me; I don't have a Destined One! I'm
not going to be deceived again, I'm not going to feel my heart stabbed from being rejected again, I'm
not going to do it, not again!" Luna shouted out.
"But Luna, you feel the bond! You feel the same bond with your angel as I do with mine!"
Kurumu reasoned.
"I don't have an angel! I never did!" Luna shrieked out.
"But Luna, if you feel that connection with Gabriel then that means that he is your Destined
One," Falla said hopefully.
"I don't know what I feel! I don't know what feel at all, I don't believe it! I don't believe any of
this!" Luna cried out before she took off down the hallway away from them.
"Luna, wait!" Falla called out as she ran after her. Kurumu shook her head then ran back to the
lounge. She ran in and saw Render and Apoch posing in front of the TV near the den with their swords
while the others were gathered around Complica who was drawing on a sketchpad.
"Amazing, look at the detail," Fang Fang said with wonder.
"How's it coming?" Render asked while maintaining his pose.
"She's drawing you two surrounded by savage orc warriors, it looks like a high quality movie
poster," Leon said with wonder.
"Aw hell yeah," Render said with a grin.

"Ms. Complica, I wouldn't mind wearing something more fitting for combat than this, if it
wouldn't be too much trouble," Apoch mentioned with a glance to the chronofly.
"She's drawing you in some pretty skimpy knights' armor," Kokoa pointed out with a raised
eyebrow.
"Really? How skimpy are we talking here?" Render asked as Apoch glanced to him with a coy
smile.
"I hardly think that will protect her from swords and spears in the least," Ran said with a blush.
"Alright, it's an R rated movie poster," Leon reasoned with a shrug.
"Sweet!" Render said excitedly, with Apoch giggling before looking ahead with a confident smile.
"You guys! We've got a problem!" Kurumu called out.
"No we don't, everything's fine right now, don't interrupt her," Render barked back.
"Ms. Complica's busy right now Ms. Kurumu, please shut your mouth," Apoch snapped.
"This isn't a joke, Luna's run off!" Kurumu shouted out. Complica looked to her with a jump
while the group turned to her with puzzlement.
"What? Run off?" Rason asked.
"Why, what's wrong with her?" Complica asked worriedly. Kurumu pointed to Gabriel with a
stern expression, the angel jumping a bit as the group looked to him.
"You, you're coming with me right now!" Kurumu ordered.
Running down the halls Luna was wandering aimlessly while in distress, her heart aching at the
thought of being teased with such an idea as Gabriel being her true Destined One. Further behind her
Falla was trying to catch up to her sister, watching as Luna plowed through two patrolling guards and
continuing on as the men tumbled to either side of the hall.
"Luna, wait! Stop!" Falla called out.
"Leave me alone! I don't want to hear it! I can't! I can't deal with this again!" Luna cried out as
she kept running ahead.
The two girls ran through the building and out into a courtyard within the villa, both coming out
into a large garden with a stone pathway leading up to an arched wooden bridge over a small pond. As
Luna ran past all the exotic plants and shrubbery her eyes started to well up with tears, her running
becoming a bit off-balance as she whimpered and started crying.

"No more, quit playing with my heart like this! It's not fair!" Luna cried out as she ran through
the garden and onto the bridge. She then came to a halt as Falla raced up and grabbed her arm, the two
sisters struggling about on the wooden bridge while nearby guards watched with puzzled expressions.
"Just stop Luna, stop," Falla pleaded as she tried to control her sister.
"Let me go Falla, I'm not going to listen to any of that nonsense!" Luna yelled out as she tried to
wrestle free.
"But what if Kurumu was right? What if Gabriel really is the one for you?" Falla reasoned.
"There is nobody for me! Let me go!" Luna cried out as she broke down and grabbed onto the
wooden railing of the bridge. Falla watched her with concern as Luna cried and looked down at the
reflection in the pond, seeing the rippling image of herself with tears dropping from her cheeks.
"I don't know what I'm feeling anymore, I'm so confused about how I'm supposed to feel about
anything. I can't believe that I feel the bond with him, I won't, I won't let myself be deceived again!"
Luna yelled out as she shut her eyes tightly. Falla watched her sister sobbing uncontrollably then looked
over to see Kurumu dragging a stumbling Gabriel out of the main building into the courtyard, with the
others following closely behind them.
"What's going on Kurumu, where are you taking me?" Gabriel asked as he tried to keep his
balance. Kurumu led him towards the bridge while the others stopped in the garden, watching as Luna
was crying on the bridge with Falla trying to comfort her.
"Sister? What's wrong?" Complica asked as she ran ahead and towards her sister. Luna looked
toward them then to Gabriel as Kurumu led him up onto the bridge and looked between the two with a
sharp eye.
"No, stop it!" Luna cried out as she tried to run off again, with Falla then grabbing and holding
the struggling girl in place.
"Luna? What's wrong, why are you crying?" Gabriel asked as Complica ran over and hugged
Luna.
"Luna, why are you crying? What's wrong?" Complica asked worriedly. Luna looked to her then
to Gabriel with watery eyes as she kept trying to get free.
"No, I can't believe it, I can't believe it, I won't fall for this again!" Luna cried out as she thrashed
around. She and Falla stumbled over and bumped into the railing of the bridge, the wood creaking a bit
as the two girls struggled about while Complica backed away worriedly.
"What is she talking about?" Fang Fang asked as the others watched Luna struggling to break
free from Falla's grip. Luna screamed and threw Falla over to the other side of the bridge as Gabriel
watched her with growing concern.

"Please Luna, it's not a trick, it's the real deal!" Kurumu pleaded.
"No it isn't, I'm not having my heart broken again, not again!" Luna cried out as she backed up
against the railing, the wood creaking more as a bolt popped loose from below.
"What are you talking about, what's going on here?" Gabriel asked. Kurumu looked to him then
to Luna, then without thinking grabbed Gabriel by the arm and threw him towards Luna.
"See for yourself, he's the one!" Kurumu said as Gabriel quickly stumbled toward Luna, the angel
running into her before the two crashed through the railing and dropped into the pond with a splash.
The group watched with surprise as the railing from the bridge broke apart while Kurumu stared with
wide eyes at seeing the two falling over into the water.
"Um… whoops," she squeaked out.
"Luna!" Falla called out as she, Complica, and Kurumu ran over to the edge, all of them seeing
Gabriel sitting up in the shallow pond with Luna on top of him, the girl rubbing her head before looking
at the boy she was straddling in the water. Gabriel coughed out water to the side then looked up to
Kurumu with a weak expression.
"Why did you do that? What is wrong with you?" he asked.
"What do you mean he's the one? The one what?" Rason asked as he ran over to Kurumu.
"Gabriel's her Destined One!" Kurumu declared while pointing to the redheaded angel. Gabriel
jumped a bit then looked to Luna, the girl still staring at him with wonder while her hands were resting
on his chest. She felt the strange warmth from the boy once again, coming from the touch of her hands
and her lower body that was straddling the angel in the pond. Her heart fluttered as a powerful pull was
felt from within her, a strange tingling sensation being felt near her heart as her mind started to go
blank.
"What? He is?" Yukari asked.
Gabriel sat up in the pond while Luna kept staring at him, the girl making no effort to move off
of him while she took a few shaky breaths.
"You feel it now don't you Luna? The bond flowing between you, the connection you have with
your angel, it's real, you know it is," Kurumu said hopefully, with the group watching Luna with wonder
as her eyes remained locked onto Gabriel.
"What do you mean, are you saying she feels that bond with him?" Ruby asked.
"Yes, she told us out in the hallway, that's why she left the lounge so quickly. She was confused
about what she's feeling, but Luna, listen to me, it's not a lie. You're feeling the same thing about Gabriel
that I do with Rason, he's your Destined One!" Kurumu pleaded.

"He is?" Complica asked. Falla nodded and looked to the sketchpad on the ground with the
picture of Gabriel on it.
"I think so, that might be why she drew him like that. Luna? Do you feel that bond?" she asked
looking back to Luna.
"I… I don't know… I don't know what I'm thinking anymore…" Luna said softly. Gabriel looked at
her with concern then to Kurumu.
"But… how could I be her Destined One? I failed in saving her life from that flying demon," he
said shaking his head.
"That wasn't even her, it was a doll, and you still tried to save her didn't you?" Kurumu reasoned
hopefully.
"You're damn right he tried, I was there, I saw it myself," Felucia said, the group looking to her
as she smiled at the angel.
"I remember what you said very well, how you didn't want that thing to take her away from
you," she pointed out. Luna jumped a bit as she stared at Gabriel, feeling a powerful jolt through her
hands for a moment. Gabriel shook his head then looked to Complica.
"But I failed in keeping her own sister safe in heaven, I couldn't return Complica back to her
home," he said with concern.
"You came after her, you even gave up your angelic wings to try to save her," Kurumu reasoned
while waving to Complica. Luna trembled a bit as she looked down with watery eyes; feeling conflicted
about what she was feeling. Gabriel looked to her then down and away with remorse.
"But… I'm not… I can't be…" he said worriedly.
"Knock it off!" Kurumu yelled out. Gabriel looked to her as she pointed to him with a stern
expression.
"Who are you trying to convince? Us, or you? She feels the bond with you, the connection
showing that you are her Destined One! You're her angel!" she yelled out. Luna looked to her hands as
they were pressed against Gabriel's shirt, feeling the warmth flowing through her arms while her heart
fluttered again.
"You refused to go back to heaven until she was safe and sound, you wouldn't give up trying to
save her from the dark world," Kurumu pointed out. Gabriel slowly started to stand up, with Luna
standing up with him while holding her hands to his chest.
"The other night you crashed through your door having a dream about her, you were calling out
her name," Ahakon mentioned. Luna stared into Gabriel's eyes, feeling that pull from within seeming to
yearn for the angel more and more.

"When those dark monsters came down to find her in the city you attacked them with
everything you had, you were beyond furious about what they did to her," Kokoa said with wonder.
Luna's mouth quivered slightly, the girl afraid to believe what she was feeling. Gabriel gazed into her
eyes as he had a sense of doubt, then shook his head and looked down with closed eyes.
"But I'm not an angel anymore, I can't be her Destined One," he said softly. She looked at him
with growing concern from his words as he looked back to her with remorse.
"Besides, she deserves far better than me. I failed to save her, I failed in saving her sister; I'm
just a fallen angel, and she's…" he said softly. Luna tilted her head slightly as she held onto his chest.
"I'm what?" she asked. Gabriel paused for a moment then looked down with closed eyes.
"You're perfect," he said softly. Luna stared at him with surprise, feeling that strange warmth
spreading throughout her as if lightning was coursing through her hands.
"What?" she breathed out.
"I don't deserve you, I'm not good enough for you," Gabriel said looking back to her. Luna stared
at him with wonder as he showed her a remorseful smile.
"You deserve the best; you are a queen after all. I've done nothing but fail you again and again, I
can't be your Destined One, I'm not worthy of you at all," he said softly.
"Would you stop beating yourself up already?" Kurumu yelled out. Gabriel looked to her as the
succubus had her hands to her hips with a stern expression.
"You've sacrificed nearly everything there is about you to try to save her and Complica, you've
been doing anything you could to help them, fighting with everything you have to protect them, how are
you not her angel?" she demanded. Gabriel looked down with concern as the group watched him
curiously, the boy shaking his head slowly with remorse.
"Because I'm not an angel, there can't be a bond between us like you say if I'm not an angel," he
reasoned. Kurumu growled then leapt up into the air, doing a graceful somersault before landing down
behind Gabriel. She swiped with her nails expertly, slicing apart the boy's shirts before tearing off the
tatters and throwing them away. Gabriel looked back to her with surprise as his black feathered wings
came into view, the succubus then pointing to him accusingly.
"So what if your wings are black? So what if you lost that game with Hex? You're still an angel to
us, that can never be taken away from you!" she declared. Gabriel looked to his wings then to Luna as
the girl was now staring at his bare chest with a small blush, her hands holding against it as she felt the
strange connection growing stronger now. Complica nodded as she looked at Gabriel with worried eyes.
"She's right Gabriel, you're still an angel to me, you always will be," she said assuredly.

"You gave up so much to help them, you even gave your wings to try to find my sister, I'll never
forget such a sacrifice," Ran said gently.
"You're still an angel in our eyes," Leon said.
"Even Ceal still calls you an angel, he sees you as that too," Ruby reasoned with a shrug. Kurumu
walked out of the pond while watching Gabriel and Luna with a small smile.
"It's destiny you two, it can't be taken away by anyone or anything," she said hopefully. Gabriel
looked to her then to Luna, the chronofly gazing into his eyes while she felt her conflicting emotions
building.
'Is this real? Can it be true? Or is this just another setup, another fall waiting for me? I can't go
through that again; I can't feel that pain again.'
"How can I know?" she asked softly. The group watched her as she slowly shook her head.
"How can I know for sure if it's true, if this feeling is right? How do I know I'm not going crazy
again, how do I know that this is real?" she asked shakily.
"Kiss him," Kurumu said, with Luna looking to her with worried eyes. Kurumu smiled and
gestured to Gabriel.
"You feel the bond Luna, you know that's not a lie, you know you feel something for him right
now. But if you want more proof, then kiss him. After you do, if he really is your Destined One, then he'll
feel the connection as well," she reasoned. Luna looked back to Gabriel with wonder as he showed a
concerned expression.
"Kiss him?" Luna asked quietly. Gabriel glanced to her lips then into her eyes again, feeling his
heart beating faster at the thought of kissing her. She was already beautiful in his eyes before, and the
fact that she was in wet clothing that hugged her figure wasn't making her beauty go away in the least.
"Luna… you don't… have to," he said softly.
"But… what if you are… what if you're my…" Luna said softly, and then showed a worried
expression.
"And what if you're not? What if this is just another cruel joke that fate is playing on me?" she
whimpered. She looked down with watery eyes as Gabriel held her with concern.
"What if I really will be alone forever, what if there really isn't anyone out there for me?" she
asked quietly.
"Luna…" Gabriel said softly. Luna looked back into his eyes while pulling herself closer to him.
"I'm scared, I don't know what to think or believe, I just don't want to fall again, I couldn't take
it," she said worriedly. Gabriel remembered back to when he was diving for the copy of Luna that was

falling from the building in the city, how he gave his all to try to save the doll while making himself a
promise then.
"Luna," he said, gently holding a hand to her cheek as she felt her legs wobble slightly.
"I promise, whether I'm your Destined One or not, I promise that I'll never let you fall again," he
said gently.
"Gabriel," she said quietly.
"I mean it, I never want you to be sad, you deserve the best in life Luna," Gabriel said, holding
the chronofly gently in his arms. Luna gazed into his eyes as she felt the warmth from his hand against
her cheek, the sensation of something pulling herself towards him growing stronger from within.
"Do you mean it?" she said quietly. Gabriel held her gently as she closed her eyes, the girl
waiting for him to either kiss her or let her go.
"I do," Gabriel said as he closed his eyes. The group watched closely as Gabriel moved closer to
kiss the girl, his wings arching back slightly while Luna held onto his chest. He stopped just short of
kissing her, feeling her warm breath on his lips as his heart started pounding.
'Luna, I'll never let you fall again.'
After a moment's pause Gabriel then leaned in and kissed her, holding her close as the girl felt
something shooting through her like lightning. It was as if she was lit up from the inside out, a warm
light washing all around her as her mind went blank. The world around her vanished into a hazy blur as
she felt herself being held by the angel. The group watched with wonder then surprise as Gabriel's wings
started to glow from the base outwards.
"What's happening?" Kyouko asked.
"His wings… they're glowing," Ahakon said as the group watched Gabriel's wings exude a
powerful light. A wave of yellowish light rippled across his wings, with the feathers then shifting from a
dark black into a sharp white. A small burst of light bloomed from behind the angel before fading, to
reveal glowing wings that died down to show white feathers again. Luna felt the warmth spike suddenly
as it coursed through her, as if her whole body was drawn to him powerfully out of nowhere. Her heart
skipped a beat then started beating steadily as her anxieties began to fade away.
"Oh my word," Fang Fang said with wonder, the group watching as Gabriel was kissing Luna
while his wings had returned to their white color again. Slowly Luna opened her eyes, seeming to be in a
trance as her arms slid up and around Gabriel's neck to hold him close. No thoughts were registering
with her at all as she felt like she was bathed in a warm light. Gabriel slowly broke the kiss and leaned
back, feeling a sudden pull towards Luna that wasn't there before. He looked at her with wonder, seeing
the girl standing there while gazing into his eyes in a trance, her beauty seeming to have multiplied

greatly in his eyes. His arms that held her felt a sense of warmth coming from her, like her aura was
flowing into his from the contact.
"Luna…" he said softly.
"Gabriel…" she said as her vision slowly came into focus. She gasped and stared at something
with wide eyes, with Gabriel blinking then looking back to seeing his white wings.
"Wh… what the?" he said with a jump as Luna backed up a step and stared at the angel with
awe.
"His wings, what happened to them?" Yukari asked.
"They look like angel wings again," Apoch said with wonder.
"They are," Mizore said, the group glancing to her as she pointed to Gabriel.
"It's just like what happened with Rason and Kurumu, when their bond was removed by the Lord
of Hell. It came back, it couldn't be kept away from them," she said with wonder. Kurumu looked at
Gabriel with awe then smiled.
"That's right, our bond was removed, but it came back again, it couldn't be taken away from us.
We were destined to be together, nothing could stop that," she said as the group smiled at Gabriel. She
giggled then looked to Luna.
"You see? He is your angel Luna, not even Hex's power could take that away from you. He has to
be your angel, it's your destiny," she said hopefully.
"She has to have her angel, no matter what," Rason said with a nod.
Luna slowly walked up to Gabriel, staring at him with wonder as he looked back to his wings
then to her.
"Luna…" he said softly.
"Gabriel… you're…" she said as she slowly slid her hands onto his chest again. The group
watched as she leaned closer to the boy with longing eyes.
"You're…" she said softly.
"He's an angel again," Ahakon said with wonder.
"You're…" Luna said softly as tears started to well up in her eyes.
"He's Luna's Destined One," Kokoa said with awe.
"You're…" Luna said softly as she smiled lovingly at the boy.

"He really is my sister's angel," Complica said with a bright smile.
Luna gazed into Gabriel's eyes as she felt her emotions for the angel surging through her, feeling
the bond they shared clear as day as it coursed through her body. After a moment a deranged smile
appeared on her face as her eyes went wide.
"YOU'RE SO HOT!" she screamed before she tackled the boy with a kiss, the two dropping into
the water with a splash as everybody stared with stunned expressions. As the water settled everybody
saw Luna kissing Gabriel passionately while the angel was thrashing around, his head below the surface
of the water while the girl kept holding onto him in her embrace.
"Oh dear, I believe she lost her mind again," Fang Fang said worriedly.
"Gee, you think?" Gin said simply.
"I'm not sure if he can breathe like that," Kyouko said worriedly while pointing to the angel and
chronofly. Kurumu sighed then started walking into the pond while waving Falla over with a tired
expression.
"C'mon Falla, let's make sure your sister doesn't drown her Destined One," she said simply. Falla
jumped into the water and rushed over before the two tried to pry the overzealous chronofly from her
angel, with Gabriel gasping for air as he was lifted up along with the girl before Luna pulled him into a
kiss again, the two being held up by Kurumu and Falla as the group watched with weak smiles. Kurumu
and Falla got Gabriel back onto his feet, with Luna still clinging to him and kissing the angel as she
relished the feeling of her own bond with her own Destined One.
"Geez Luna, take it easy," Falla said with a laugh. Kurumu giggled as they watched Luna kissing
Gabriel, with the angel then holding her close as he felt there was no point in fighting it and quite frankly
was loving the feeling as well, then looked to Rason with a shrug.
"You can't blame her; we can get very emotional about our Destined Ones."

Chapter 47
Under Guard
Driving down a street in a human town a bus was moving along at a casual pace. Inside the
vehicle the driver had a calm grin on his face, a cigar in one hand, and two glowing eyes which were
watching the road ahead of him as he hummed a leisurely tune to himself. A few HDA SUV patrols
passed by on the road, with few people being seen around the streets as most of the residents had been
keeping inside of their homes during this frightening time. The bus driver chuckled then glanced into the
rearview mirror at his passengers.
"Almost there, though for the record we probably shouldn't be here, I hope you all know what
you're doing," he said before taking a puff from his cigar.
"Just keep the speed within the posted limits and get us there as quickly as possible," Tsurara
said while looking out the window, her clear aurora eyes watching the passing buildings with a worried
expression on her face.
"This is the only lead we have to finding out what's happened with our children," Mizore's father
said while sitting next to his wife.
"Remind me again why we're taking the bus?" Ageha asked while sitting across from them and
looking out the window with a dull expression.
"Well we certainly weren't going to walk the distance in broad daylight," Yukari's father said
from behind her, with his wife nodding in agreement as she sat next to him. Ageha turned to glance at
them with a raised eyebrow.
"I could have gotten us a limo instead, much better driving accommodations than a school bus.
Even calling a cab would have been more dignified than having to ride in this thing," she pointed out.
"You're welcome to disembark and call a cab if you wish, we won't stop you," Tsurara said,
glancing to the succubus with a slight amount of annoyance. Ageha looked to her with a scoff.
"At least I could get off the bus without cause for alarm, all of you are wearing what could easily
be assumed to be monster apparel still," she said, noticing that the snow people were still wearing their
kimonos and winter garbs while Yukari's mother was wearing her hat and cape. Ageha glanced around
at them then shook her head.
"Seriously, we're in a human town, why didn't you all dress accordingly?" she questioned.
"There's nothing outlandish about our appearance," Tsurara argued.
"She's wearing a witch's hat and a cape!" Ageha said pointing to Yukari's mother, the woman
smiling weakly and shrugging in response. Ageha shook her head then looked over Tsurara with an
amused smile.

"And you're still dressed like a winter snow fairy, I mean really Tsurara, surely you have other
kimonos in your wardrobe," she said before laughing a bit. Tsurara held back her scowl as she crossed
her arms and forced a calm expression.
"I do have other dresses at home, however I like to be comfortable when traveling, not to
mention that at least I look dignified in this while you, as always, look like a whore off the street," she
replied coolly. Ageha twitched a bit at that then glared at the snow woman.
"How dare you group me in with those inexperienced and trashy sluts that claim they know how
to satisfy a man, I'll have you know that I've slept with greater and more powerful men than you ever
will!" she yelled out.
"And that defends you against my statement of you being a whore how?" Tsurara replied with a
raised eyebrow. Ageha growled loudly at her while Mizore's father glanced between them nervously,
seeing as how he was literally right between them. Yukari's father shook his head then looked ahead to
the driver.
"How much longer before we arrive?" he asked.
"Just a few more blocks," the driver replied while still looking ahead. Ageha looked to him then
down with frustration, seeming to be holding back tears.
"They'd better know something about what happened to my Kurumu," she said while gripping
the seat in front of her. The other parents looked at her with concern as she shut her eyes and trembled
a bit.
"I can't lose her again," she said softly.
"Our kids have done the impossible again and again, I'm sure they're alright," Yukari's father said
reassuringly.
"They fought against Fairy Tale, they put a stop to Alucard, our children don't go down easily,"
Mizore's father added. Ageha glanced to him with a teary-eyed glare.
"And what about bullets? I'm sure they go down easily to that, and I watched my daughter on
the news being arrested at gunpoint by the HDA and scheduled for execution a day ago, I have no idea if
she's still alive or not!" she yelled out. The parents looked at her worriedly as she crossed her arms and
looked out the window with frustration.
"My daughter could have been killed, I may never see her again, and on top of all that I'm stuck
riding in a low-class school bus in the human world with a driver who smells like an ashtray!" she yelled
out.
"I do have feelings you know," the driver said with a grin.
Tsurara looked at Ageha with sympathy then down with closed eyes.

"Have faith, that's all we can do," she said softly, with the parents looking to her in response.
She looked out the window with a distant gaze while holding her husband's hand.
"Our children are fighters, have faith that they've survived this," she said softly.
The bus drove down the street and pulled in front of a human residence. As the vehicle came to
a stop the driver glanced back to the parents in his mirror.
"Alright, we're here. I'll just wait here in broad daylight for you to come back, not like I have
anywhere else to be anyway," he said with a chuckle. The parents quickly disembarked the bus and
walked up to the front door of the human home. Ageha rang the doorbell then straightened out her
dress before she paused for a moment then turned to the others with a curious eye.
"Um, what's her name anyway?" she asked. The parents looked to her and shrugged.
"I don't believe it's been mentioned yet nor come up in conversation," Tsurara said with a shrug.
"How have we gone this long without even learning her name? That's just absurd," Ageha said
shaking her head. The parents then looked to seeing Mrs. Aono opening the door a crack to peek out at
them.
"Yes? What do you want?" the woman asked.
"Are you Mrs. Aono by chance?" Tsurara asked kindly.
"Are you with the HDA too? I already told you people I don't know anything about what's
happening lately, alright? Just leave me alone," Mrs. Aono said before closing the door. Ageha sighed
with annoyance then pounded on the door.
"Hey, we're not with the HDA!" she shouted out. After a moment Mrs. Aono opened the door a
crack again.
"You're not?" she asked.
"Do we look like we're with the HDA?" Ageha asked dryly as she gestured towards the other
parents. Mrs. Aono looked around at them carefully then slowly opened the door.
"Who are you?" she asked.
"My name is Ageha Kurono, my daughter is Kurumu Kurono, a friend of your son," Ageha said.
Mrs. Aono looked at her with wonder then to the others.
"My name is Tsurara Shirayuki and this is my husband Akio, we are Mizore Shirayuki's parents,"
Tsurara said gently.

"My name is Tamanori Sendo, and this is my wife Fujiko, we are Yukari Sendo's parents, our
daughters attend Yokai Academy with your son," Yukari's father said while gesturing to his wife, the
woman nodding with a worried smile. Mrs. Aono looked around at them with wonder.
"You're their parents? Oh my, what are you doing here?" she asked.
"Please, may we come in? We mustn't be seen out here right now," Tsurara said looking around
worriedly. Mrs. Aono jumped a bit then motioned them in.
"Yes, of course, come in quickly," she said, with the parents all heading inside and closing the
door. They went into the living room where Tsukune's father was watching the news with a worried
expression. The man looked back then jumped with surprise at seeing everybody walking into the room.
"What's going on, who are they?" he asked.
"They're parents of Kurumu, Mizore, and Yukari, friends of our son from Yokai Academy," Mrs.
Aono said looking around at the elder monsters.
"What? They're monsters too?" Mr. Aono asked.
"This wasn't enough of a clue? Seriously?" Ageha questioned while gesturing to Fujiko, the elder
witch smiling weakly and waving politely. Mr. Aono looked around at them with wonder then smiled a
bit while rubbing the back of his head.
"Ah, sorry, I suppose that wasn't polite to say that. My name is Koji Aono, and you've already
met my wife Kasumi. It's a pleasure to meet all of you, our son has told us a lot about your daughters,"
he said politely.
"Please, do any of you know what's happened with my Tsukune? We haven't heard from him in
days, and with everything that's been happening we're worried sick about him," Kasumi asked
desperately.
"We don't know what's going on with our children either, that's why we came here, we were
hoping you would have heard something from your son," Ageha said shaking her head.
"No, I haven't heard from him at all during all of this, and I tried calling the number to reach
Yokai Academy and it never goes through," Kasumi said with growing concern.
"I'm afraid the gateways to the monster world have been closed after the incident, Yokai
Academy is cut off from the human world entirely right now," Tsurara said with remorse.
"Yes, we couldn't venture to the school ourselves, and since we saw our kids being arrested on
the news we know they're in this world with us. We didn't see Tsukune on the news report though, we
had hoped he was still free in this world and perhaps had contacted you," Tamanori said with a shrug.
"You mean no more monsters can get into our world now?" Koji asked.

"No, the barriers have been closed off, the monster realm is sealed from the human world until
the dark lords choose to lower the barriers again," Akio said shaking his head.
"But… is Tsukune here in our world or is he trapped in the monster world? Where's my baby?"
Kasumi cried out before she broke down into tears.
"I'm sorry, but we don't know, we only know that our children were arrested by the HDA,"
Tsurara said with regret.
"This isn't happening; my Kurumu could be dead right now. What if she was killed the night she
was arrested?" Ageha exclaimed while grabbing her hair.
"Calm down Ageha, I told you we need to have faith that our children are still alive, we can't give
up hope on that," Tsurara said to her.
"Calm down? How can I calm down? How can you be calm? Your daughter could be dead as
well, aren't you at all scared about that?" Ageha shouted out at her. Tsurara showed a glimmer of
frustration before looking down with concern.
"We saw Mizore and Moka on the news yesterday, they weren't executed when the HDA said
they were going to be, and the soldiers didn't shoot them in the street then either. If they're still alive
then surely the others must be as well," Koji reasoned.
"I hope Yukari is ok, she wasn't with Moka or Mizore yesterday on the news report," Tamanori
said looking to his wife with concern, the elder witch looking down while holding onto her husband's
hand with tears forming in her eyes.
"Neither was Kurumu, oh I'd give anything to know if she's at least alright," Ageha said looking
down with sorrow.
"Have there been any new developments with this with your news reports?" Akio asked looking
to the TV. Kasumi and Koji walked over and sat on the couch while looking at the TV with worried eyes.
"I'm afraid not, so far the HDA has been quiet as to what's going on, every news station is only
reporting that they're waiting for an official response from the HDA about what will happen next," Koji
said with remorse.
"Oh my Tsukune, where are you?" Kasumi said before she broke down into tears.
"So much for our only lead to finding our daughters, now what do we do?" Ageha asked looking
to the others.
"There's nothing we can do, we have nowhere else to turn, all we can do is wait until we hear
from them again," Tsurara said looking down with concern.

"I can't bear to wait any longer! Tsukune, what happened to you?" Kasumi cried out before
sobbing into her hands. Fujiko looked at the woman with worried eyes then out the window, noticing
something that caught her attention.
"This is ridiculous, I'm going to go find an HDA soldier and demand that he tell me what
happened to my little Kurumu or so help me I'll carve him up into little pieces!" Ageha yelled out with
anger. Fujiko pointed to the window while looking towards the parents, opening her mouth to speak
before being interrupted by Tsurara.
"Don't be a fool Ageha, if you make yourself known to the HDA you could wind up dead on the
spot," Tsurara argued. Fujiko pointed at the window repeatedly with a worried expression as she tried to
speak again, this time being interrupted by Ageha.
"I'm not going to sit around and do nothing while my daughter is being treated like a common
criminal! I want some answers right now about what they're doing with my little girl!" Ageha shouted
back at the snow woman. Fujiko quietly whimpered while pointing to the window with both hands,
showing a nervous expression while the others watched Ageha and Tsurara going back and forth with
their argument.
"Your daughter is likely still alive as is mine, we just have to wait until they make themselves
known to us. We can't do anything rash that might make this situation worse," Tsurara said firmly.
"Worse? Worse? My Kurumu could be dead right now; she could have been shot by lousy
human bastards and thrown into an early grave in her young beautiful life!" Ageha shouted back.
Kasumi started to raise her hand to speak before Koji grabbed it and held it down while shaking his
head.
"I believe she's well within her rights to say that about us right now," Koji said simply. Ageha
glanced to him then looked away with a grunt.
"I mean no disrespect to you or your family, but your kind has overreacted to this whole
monster attack completely, you can't say they haven't when clearly they have. I mean honestly, the
notion of declaring war on us like that, the nerve of you humans," she scoffed.
"Ageha, stop, you know as well as we all do that something else isn't right here. The dark lords
wanted peace with mankind, it's what we've always dreamed of having, it doesn't make sense that
monsters would blatantly attack humans like this," Tsurara reasoned.
"She's right, something's wrong with this picture, and our children might know just what is going
on," Akio agreed with. Tamanori nodded then looked to his wife who was frantically pointing towards
the window while she had yet to get a word in edgewise so far.
"Dear? What is it?" he asked. The group looked to Fujiko as she took her husband and spun him
to face the window while pointing towards it. The others looked out to seeing HDA trucks and SUVs
parked outside in the street while a few helicopters started to fly overhead. A few armed soldiers were
walking about in the street while others were surrounding the bus and examining it carefully.

"Shit, it's the fuzz!" Ageha yelled out.
"The HDA is here, we need to get out of here right now," Akio said looking around quickly.
Before anybody could move the doorbell rang, with everybody halting in place before Kasumi slowly got
up and started walking across the living room.
"What are you doing? Don't answer that!" Ageha snapped. The door was heard opening
followed by footsteps entering the home, with the parents watching as HDA soldiers walked into the
front foyer and stood at attention while a few headed into the living room. The monster parents tensed
up while Kasumi quickly hurried back to her husband who stood up and looked around at the soldiers
with discontent.
"What is the meaning of this? You can't barge in here like that, this is private property!" he
yelled out. The soldiers remained silent while looking around at the parents, keeping their rifles
holstered behind them. Koji glared at them then walked up towards the men.
"We told you people before we wanted to be left alone, we don't know where our son is and we
don't know what's going on with the recent attacks. Take your men and get out of my home at once!" he
yelled out.
From the doorway footsteps were heard, with the parents looking to seeing another figure
walking into the living room. It was an older woman, wearing sleek black boots, white leggings, a blue
and black striped miniskirt, a black sleeveless combat vest which outlined her bust size and was zipped
up the middle, a blue shirt which had short sleeves, dull black shoulder guards, black fingerless gloves,
and a dark leather strap on her back that held a shiny long sword at a slight angle. Her long pink hair
flowed down behind her while her emerald eyes glanced from one parent to another.
"Excuse me, would any of you by chance be the parents of a Tsukune Aono?" the woman asked.
The group looked to Koji and Kasumi as the two stared at the woman carefully.
"Yes, that's us," Koji said as he backed up, with his wife then clinging to his back while peeking
out from behind his shoulder.
"What do you want from us?" she asked. She then looked at the newcomer curiously and
stepped out from behind her husband.
"Wait, I remember seeing you, you were the woman with that sword, the one who was with
Moka yesterday during the monster attack," she said with wonder.
"Yes, Moka is my daughter. My name is Akasha Bloodriver, a pleasure to meet you," Akasha said
with a slight bow.
"You're Moka's mother?" Ageha asked. Akasha glanced to her and nodded.
"Yes, and you are?" she asked.
"Ageha Kurono, my daughter Kurumu is friends with Moka, is she alright?" Ageha asked.

"Our daughter Mizore was with you in the city yesterday, please tell us she's ok," Tsurara
pleaded worriedly.
"And our daughter Yukari, she's part of their circle and was arrested by the HDA the day of the
attack, is she ok?" Tamanori asked as his wife looked at Akasha with worried eyes.
"Moka, is she ok? Where is she?" Kasumi asked.
"She's fine Mrs. Aono, she and all her friends are alright," Akasha reassured as she looked
around at the parents.
"Kurumu's alive? She's ok?" Ageha said with a smile forming.
"Oh thank god they're safe," Tsurara said with a sigh of relief. Tamanori and Fujiko hugged each
other out of joy hearing that their daughter was still alive and well. Koji held Kasumi as the woman
breathed out in relief that Moka was ok, the two then looking to Akasha with concern again.
"And my son, Tsukune? Is he alright as well? Where are they?" Kasumi asked. Akasha looked to
her with a slight smile and nodded.
"Moka is currently on her way to find her friends and pick them up. As for your son, he is not
with them right now, but I've been informed that he is alive," she explained. Kasumi looked down with
worried eyes and nodded while her husband held her.
"He's ok dear, he's ok," Koji reassured.
"Oh Tsukune, my baby," Kasumi said softly.
"What do you mean Moka is on her way to pick her friends up?" Tsurara asked. Akasha looked
to the parents with a slight smirk.
"She went to find her friends while I volunteered to find you all. How very fortunate you're here
together like this, that will save me a lot of time tracking you all down," she said with a small laugh at
the end.
"To find us? For what?" Ageha asked cautiously.
"To bring you in with us," Akasha replied.
"Bring us in? You're arresting all of us?" Ageha asked looking to the soldiers with surprise.
Akasha laughed and looked at her amusedly.
"No no, far from it. The HDA is not here to arrest any of you," she said assuredly. The men
behind her stood at attention, the parents looking at the soldiers with wonder then to Akasha as she
smiled calmly at them.
"They're here to protect you."

Kyouko was walking down a hallway inside a villa, holding a cellphone to her ear while she had a
small smile on her face. She gently brushed the hair around her other ear while walking through the hall,
passing by unique paintings and decorations that were adorning the walls.
"I'm sorry mom, I can't say where I'm at right now," she said softly.
Rason and Kurumu were seen on a balcony overlooking the central courtyard of the villa, the
angel holding his girlfriend from behind while she leaned back in his embrace and had a calm expression
on her face. She turned her head back to him and gave the boy a gentle kiss, the two cherishing their
time together while workers and guards of Fang Fang were busy cleaning up the damaged parts of the
building and courtyard still. The two looked into each other's eyes with loving smiles before looking
ahead at hearing something in the distance.
"I know, I'm fine, really. I'm with Tsukune's friends. …yes, they're monsters, just like Falla,
Apoch, and Astreal. Most of them went to school with Tsukune," Kyouko said looking around at the
paintings and sculptures she passed by with a casual eye.
Apoch and Render were once again posing in the lounge in front of Complica, the young
chronofly continuing her drawing with insane amounts of detail while Falla was watching her with a
loving smile. The elder chronofly held her sister gently, with Complica nuzzling back against her while
working on her art, the young girl feeling a sense of warmth by being with her sister again. Falla smiled
gently at her then looked with a bit of surprise at seeing Complica drawing Apoch in a very skimpy set of
battle armor while Render was shirtless with all his muscles being seen. Falla glanced to Render and
Apoch as they were posed together then to her sister with wonder at seeing how the young girl wasn't
shy at all about drawing such things.
"I'm glad to hear you're doing ok, I've been worried about you. …I'm sorry, I wanted to call you
before, but you wouldn't believe how busy we've been with everything. It's pretty crazy being around
monsters like this," Kyouko said with a weak smile and shrug.
Yukari and Ahakon were inside the library, sitting in a part that hadn't been burned by the
firestorm the other day, both reading through large textbooks while Ran was sitting at their table and
reading a book with a small blush on her face. Yukari glanced to her then looked at the siren curiously as
Ran was fidgeting a bit while reading a book about astronomy. After a moment Yukari reached over and
pulled the book down, revealing a shōjo manga book in Ran's hands, the siren jumping a bit then smiling
nervously at her as Yukari and Ahakon gave her weak smiles in return.
"Yeah, I know, I was scared during the attack at the school too. I got caught in a monster fight
and-… mom, calm down; I'm ok now, really. My friends helped me get through it, and I even helped
them too. …I mean I killed a monster myself, with a baseball bat no less. …no I'm not making this up, I
really did!" Kyouko whined as she looked down with a pout.
Astreal and Leon were walking through a display room inside the building, the decorative hall
having glass cases with ancient and medieval weaponry on one side and more modern weapons and
gadgets on the other. Leon glanced around at the shields and javelins that were setup then looked to

Astreal, the witch gently tracing her hand over the glass above an elegant bow and set of stylized
arrows. She smiled softly then looked to Leon, the boy giving her a curious smile as she turned her eyes
back to the long range weapon that she had been thinking about lately.
"Fine, whatever, don't believe me. Anyway, we had a free moment now so I wanted to call and
make sure you were doing ok. …what? The HDA were in our town? …helicopters huh? I hope they
weren't bothering auntie, oh, how is she doing, have you heard from her? I tried calling her just now but
nobody answered, is she ok? …the HDA were questioning her yesterday? I'm not surprised, they
probably tried to blame her for some of what's been happening, those lousy bastards," Kyouko said with
discontent.
Gin was standing in the infirmary next to Sun's bed, watching as the siren remained silent, as
usual, and motionless in her catatonic state. He gently held her hand with a worried expression on his
face, with Kokoa watching him from the doorway while leaning against the frame. She sighed quietly
and looked to Kou, the bat looking to her with concern as the vampire felt guilty for what she had done
to Sun. After a moment she walked over next to Gin and gently held her hand over theirs, looking at the
siren with remorseful eyes as Gin glanced to her with a faint smile.
"I don't know what's going to happen now with the HDA, Moka went to go talk to them with her
mother yesterday, now we're just waiting to hear what the verdict is. …yeah, she was the one you saw
on the news, she's Tsukune's girlfriend, and a vampire too. …no, she's never bitten me nor taken any of
my blood. …Tsukune's? I think she drains him dry on a daily basis according to Kurumu, but I guess he's
just got a thing for that, I'm not going to judge, you know?" Kyouko said with a shrug and simple smile.
Arial was sitting in the dining hall listening to her music, having her eyes closed as she enjoyed
the melodies from her player while at one of the tables set around the pond centerpiece. From behind
her Mizore was looking at the angel with a dull stare while holding a bowl of chocolate ice cream, the
snow maiden hesitating before Felucia nudged her forward with a hopeful smile. Mizore rolled her eyes
then walked over to the angel with a forced smile, sitting down next to her and setting the bowl of ice
cream on the girl's table. Arial looked to it with wonder then to Mizore, the snow maiden smiling politely
and telling her that the treat was made just for her. Mizore then looked at Arial curiously as the angel
had a disturbed expression on her face, with Felucia jumping then frantically pointing to her mouth while
telling Mizore she still had her lollipop in her mouth. Mizore glanced down to the candy then to Arial with
a nervous smile before the snow angel geared back with a giant frozen hammer, smashing it into
Mizore's head and slamming her into the ground with a crash. Arial swatted away the bowl of ice cream
then stormed off while Felucia face palmed, all while Mizore twitched a bit as she lay face first down on
the floor with a lump on her head.
"Don't worry about me mom, I'm perfectly safe with them. I trust them with my life, they're
good monsters. …don't believe what the HDA and news is reporting, this isn't a monster attack. I mean,
it is, but it's not from the monster world. It's complicated. …no mom, I don't have my pocket knife with
me, not like it would do any good if I got into a fight with a monster. …yes, I did kill one with a baseball
bat, I'm not lying to you! …ok, so maybe it was wounded and I just finished it off, I still helped!" Kyouko
shouted out with annoyance.
Razico held Ruby gently as she was pressed back against a wall in a hallway, the witch gazing
into her boyfriend's eyes deeply as the man gently held her hands with his. She closed her eyes and
sighed softly as the warlock slowly brought them back behind her, forming black chain links around them

and binding her hands in place. Ruby looked at Razico with a timid smile as the man slowly traced his
hands around her waist, forming a long chain that held her hands behind her as he moved his hands up
and formed the links between her breasts to the back of her neck, tying them around into a collar before
he held the end of the chain with a suave smile on his face. The witch blushed as she was bound by the
chains, and then smiled coyly as she slowly lowered down onto her knees while gazing up at him. Razico
held the chain leash taught while resting another hand on the witch's cheek, the woman nuzzling against
it before licking her lips with a hungry eye. The two blinked then looked over to see Fang Fang staring at
them with wide eyes, all of them freezing in place before Ruby and Razico smiled nervously and laughed
a bit. Fang Fang glanced around then quickly walked away with a blush, leaving the witch and warlock
alone in the hall with embarrassed expressions. Ruby looked to Razico with a weak smile then stood up,
the two then heading off to a more private area, with Ruby following her boyfriend as he led her by her
chain leash.
"I promise mom, I'm going to be fine. …no, I'm not coming home yet, I'm not going to leave my
friends alone during this, I'm going to help them however I-… I know it's dangerous, but I don't care!
Dammit, I've always been the damsel in distress while they came to my rescue, not this time. Those
bastards that started this whole mess at my school roped me into this fight, and I'm not going to run
away like a scared human. …I'm not coming home now mom, I'm sorry, but I'm going to do whatever I
can to help. I'm a part of this, just like they all are. …I know I'm human, so what? You know monsters are
afraid of humans too? Yeah, because of what we can do and what we have in the world, so dammit I'm
going to live up to that and fight back with my friends, end of story! …what do you mean I'm grounded?
You can't ground me; I'm not even home now!" Kyouko cried out.
Inside a changing room Luna was being held by Gabriel, the two having their damp pants on still
while not wearing shirts as those were wet from falling in the pond earlier. Luna had followed Gabriel
into the men's changing room, refusing to leave his side, and was holding her hands to his chest again as
she was held by the angel. She had started to help him undress out of his wet clothes along with her own,
and then got carried away by the sensation of the bond they shared before she started kissing him again.
The feeling was so exciting to her, so comforting, so wonderful that she didn't want to stop feeling it. Of
course Gabriel wasn't complaining, after all he was holding a half-naked Luna as she was kissing him
with closed eyes, the two feeling their newfound connection coursing through their bodies as they held
onto one another. He never imagined he would be destined to be with Luna, however the white wings he
had once again were even more evidence that he truly was her angel. Still, he felt a bit of shame, feeling
as though he hadn't really earned the right to be her angel, rather it seemed to be given to him just like
that. As he held his new Destined One, feeling her hands sliding around to the back of his neck while her
breasts pressed against his chest, he wanted a chance to really earn the right to be her angel, to give her
the knight in shining armor she always dreamed of having.
"Listen to me mom, I'm not going to argue about this, I'm staying with my friends, I'm going to
fight along with them however I can. Tsukune wouldn't walk away from them if he was here, and neither
will I. …no, I don't think I'm as strong as Tsukune is, I know he punched Alucard into oblivion, but I don't
care. Monsters have been picking fights with me again and again, and now they're hurting my friends
too. Human or not, I'm fighting back this time. …I know what I'm doing mom, please trust me. …I love
you too, I promise I'll come home after this is all over with, everything will be ok. I'll call again if anything
else happens, and don't worry about me, I can handle this," Kyouko said assuredly. She smiled softy then
closed her phone, putting it back in her pocket as she looked up with a sigh.

"Oh yeah, I can handle this, no problem," she said softly to herself. She lightly slapped her
cheeks a few times then showed a determined expression.
"Yeah, I can handle this just fine, no problem," she said assuredly to herself.
From nearby Rason and Kurumu ran by in haste.
"Hey, the HDA is coming! They're here! They're here!" Kurumu called out as the two ran through
the building. Kyouko watched them go, gulped, and then showed a nervous smile.
"Yeah, no sweat, I can handle this," she said with less confidence. She looked around quickly
then raced off down the halls as well.
"Falla? Hey, Falla!" she called out urgently.
Outside guards and workers were watching with caution as several HDA helicopters were flying
towards the front entrance. The thumping of the rotors grew louder as armed guards raced to the
higher walls and front entrance that was still wide open since the gate was gone.
"It's the HDA, everybody stay on guard!" a guard called out as he readied his rifle. Workers
around the area cleared out quickly while the guards readied their weapons and tensed up.
From the front entrance to the main building Fang Fang ran out along with his group of
monsters, wayward souls, and one human, the large group gathering before the building as they saw the
seven HDA choppers flying closer before landing down outside the villa's walls. Gabriel and Luna were
again dressed in dry clothing, with the chronofly holding onto the boy's back for comfort and safety as
she kept a close eye on the visitors.
"It's them, what do we do now?" Gin asked.
"So are they here peacefully or not peacefully?" Rason asked.
"I think we're about to find out," Gabriel said as he watched the choppers kicking up dust
around them in a hazy cloud.
A guard ran over to the group while watching the choppers carefully.
"Master Fang Fang, seven HDA helicopters have landed in front of the compound, the
surrounding forces haven't moved from their positions yet. What are your orders?" the man asked
looking to the yasha.
"Don't fire unless fired upon first, we don't know if they're here peacefully or not," Fang Fang
ordered. The guard nodded then held a hand to his earpiece as the group watched the front gate
carefully.
"What if Moka and Akasha weren't able to persuade the HDA to listen to them?" Ran asked
nervously.

"Then we'll be in for one hell of a fight to get out of here," Render said glancing around.
"We're surrounded by the HDA and outgunned, if talks didn't go well this might be our last
stand," Leon mentioned, with Apoch and Astreal remaining on guard while watching the helicopters
carefully. Fang Fang looked around at the group then back to the choppers.
"All of you remain here, I'll go see what they want," he said before running ahead. The group
watched him run towards the front gate as the guard kept his hand held to his earpiece. The yasha came
up to the front entrance where several of his guards were standing in a line with their guns held down at
the ready. In front of them Fang Fang saw the seven helicopters parked outside, the rotors spinning still
with dust kicking up around the vehicles. From the sides of the choppers a few armed soldiers quickly
hopped out, remaining on guard and keeping their weapons holstered.
"Master Fang Fang, what are your orders?" a guard asked next to the yasha.
"Wait and see what fate has chosen to bring us," Fang Fang said carefully.
From one of the helicopters a figure hopped down onto the grass. She had sleek black shoes and
long white socks on, wearing a blue and black striped miniskirt, a black sleeveless combat vest which
outlined her bust size and was zipped up the middle, a blue shirt underneath that had short sleeves,
black fingerless gloves, and a rosary that dangled over her vest near her neck. Her long pink hair flowed
freely behind her in the wind while her emerald eyes glanced around the area carefully. She then ran
toward the front gate along with two HDA soldiers at her sides, her skirt fluttering and showing her
white panties in the process.
"Moka?" Fang Fang said with surprise as the vampire ran up to him and smiled as the soldiers
looked around the area carefully still.
"Hey, I'm back," Moka said with a cheery smile.
"I can see that, it's good to see you again, but what's with the armed escort? Isn't this a bit much
for a trip back here?" Fang Fang asked looking to the HDA choppers.
"It's ok; they're on our side now. They came with me to pick everybody up," Moka explained.
"What? Our side? To pick everybody up?" Fang Fang asked puzzled.
"I'll explain everything once we get in the air, but right now we need to gather the others and
get going," Moka said looking back to the vehicles.
"I don't understand, get going to where? What is happening here?" Fang Fang asked. Moka
looked back to him with a stern expression.
"We're regrouping with the HDA, they're going to be helping us with the upcoming war," she
explained. Fang Fang nodded then looked to the soldiers at her side. She glanced to them then to him
with a nod.

"It's ok, they're with me, your men can stand down," she assured. Fang Fang glanced to the
soldiers then looked to his guards.
"Tell the others to stand down, do not fire on the HDA," he ordered.
"Sir," one said before radioing it in on his earpiece. Fang Fang looked back to Moka and eyed her
over with a smirk.
"So, that's a rather charming uniform, are you in charge of this little excursion?" he asked. Moka
walked up to him with a coy smile, the yasha showing a nervous expression as she leaned closer to him.
"Yes, and we're leaving now, that's an order," she said with a twitch of her eyebrow. Fang Fang
laughed a bit and nodded then waved her towards the main building.
"Very well then, I'm sure the others will be glad to see you again, and I do believe we have a few
surprises for you as well," he mused. Moka looked at him curiously before the yasha ran off towards the
main building, the vampire and her two escorts then following after. They made their way across the
courtyard towards the others, who were all watching with wonder at seeing Moka coming back with two
HDA soldiers with her.
"Moka?" Kurumu asked.
"You're back. What's with the soldiers?" Yukari asked pointing to the men. Moka ran up to them
and smiled at the witch.
"What, a lady can't have an escort in these dangerous times?" she mused with a shrug. The
group looked at the soldiers as the men glanced around at the monsters with a careful eye, both
seeming to be a bit leery about being near so many monsters like this. Moka smirked then stared with
shock at seeing Luna standing near Gabriel.
"Luna?" she cried out. Luna smiled and stepped forward as Moka stared at her with amazement.
"Hello Moka, it's good to see you again," Luna said kindly. Moka struggled to form words as she
stared at the girl then ran forward and hugged the chronofly tightly.
"You're ok! You're ok again! Oh thank god, you're alright! How did you get back here? What
happened to you?" she cried out as tears of joy started to form in her eyes. Luna held her friend as the
group glanced from the HDA soldiers to the two girls.
"I'm alright, I promise. It's a long story, just know that I'm ok now," Luna reassured. Moka
leaned back and smiled at her with relief then noticed Falla and Kyouko standing with the group.
"Falla? Kyouko? But… how did you get here? I thought you were stuck at Yokai Academy in the
monster world," Moka said with disbelief.
"Yeah, we were, then we… sorta came over here. So… how are you doing?" Kyouko said with a
weak smile and shrug.

"Long story as well," Falla said with a shrug.
"Many things happened while you were away Moka. Many, many, many things," Ruby said.
Moka looked around at the group then to Luna with wonder.
"I don't believe this, you're all here, you're all ok," she said with a growing smile. Luna showed a
worried expression and shook her head.
"Well, not all of us, and we're not all ok," she said looking to Kokoa. Moka turned to her sister as
the redhead showed a remorseful frown.
"Big sis, I'm sorry, I screwed up big," she said sadly.
"What do you mean Kokoa? What happened?" Moka asked.
A few minutes later the large group had gathered in the infirmary, with Moka staring at Sun with
horror as Kokoa explained what had happened between them that morning. The two HDA soldiers
remained at the doorway while watching the group curiously, all while everybody was looking at the
catatonic siren as Kokoa finished her story.
"Kokoa… how could you?" Moka said holding a hand over her mouth.
head.

"I'm sorry, I didn't mean to hit her so hard, I didn't want this," Kokoa pleaded while shaking her

"You could have fooled me earlier," Felucia commented, with Kokoa looking down and holding
her hands to her face. Moka shook her head then looked to Kokoa with frustration.
"I can't believe you did this, and at a time like this no less, we can't be dealing with this crap now
Kokoa! This is the last thing I needed to come back here to find!" she yelled out. Kokoa flinched and
backed up nervously.
"I'm sorry, really I am," she whimpered. Moka looked to Sun with concern, seeing the siren lying
on the bed completely motionless, then to Gin.
"I'm sorry Gin," she said softly.
"I am too, but it wasn't all Kokoa's fault, I'm partly to blame. I should have stopped Sun's
advances sooner, I should have gotten the point across to her more clearly, this is my fault too," Gin said
looking to the siren with remorse. Moka breathed out then looked to Sun with concern.
"So what can we do for her now?" she asked.
"Dark and Ceal left this morning to go to Ceal's home, he might have a spell to heal her fractured
mind and bring her back to us," Falla explained. Moka looked to her puzzled.

"What? Dark and Ceal left?" she asked before looking to the two soldiers standing by the
doorway. They glanced to each other then back to Moka while shaking their heads.
"We were not aware anyone had left these grounds," one of them said cautiously. Moka looked
back to Falla questionably as she smiled nervously and nodded.
"Yeah… that's because Dark… cloaked them, they snuck past the HDA blockade," she reasoned.
"They snuck past them?" Moka asked.
"Hey, they had to, we needed to go get that spell, and we had no idea if they would be willing to
listen to us or shoot us," Falla reasoned while holding her hands up defensively. Moka held in her shout
of frustration and looked to Sun then back to Falla.
"We're supposed to be on our best behavior now, you were supposed to wait here until I got
back, and you're sneaking around them to go into the city? Dammit, why didn't you just tell the HDA
what was going on, they could have contacted me at their base," she demanded.
"How were we supposed to know they would be friendly with us, they tried to kill us the other
day," Ahakon said looking to the soldiers with discontent. Moka shook her head then looked to Sun
again.
"When are they getting back? How far is Ceal's home from here?" she asked.
"It's not too far, he said maybe a few hours," Falla answered.
"We can't wait a few hours, we need to be back at the base soon," Moka said looking to the
clock on the wall.
"What do you mean?" Kurumu asked.
"We're leaving Kurumu, we're being relocated to the HDA HQ outside the city to deal with this
incoming threat together," Moka said looking to her.
"We are? Then, does this mean…" Ruby asked carefully as she looked to the two HDA soldiers.
Moka nodded and glanced to her.
"For now, peace is a possibility again, and the HDA is on our side, however we need to do our
part to ensure that it lasts. The first order of business is for us to move to the HDA facility for both
protection and to organize our own plan of action against the dark king. The director is expecting to see
all of you there, as welcome guests," she explained. The group smiled a bit at that as Moka examined
Sun carefully.
"Really? You convinced them that we're not evil monsters after all?" Ahakon asked hopefully.

"I convinced them to give us a chance Ahakon, like I said peace is a possibility, it's not reality yet.
I'll explain everything back at the base, but right now we need to get going and meet up with the others
when they arrive," Moka said while looking down in thought.
"Others?" Mizore asked. Moka glanced to her and smirked.
"Our families are being brought in under guard by the HDA as well. My mother has gone to
retrieve all of your parents and bring them in with her, as well as Tsukune's," she explained.
"What?" Mizore, Kurumu, and Yukari said with surprise. Moka nodded and looked to Kokoa who
was staring at her with wonder.
"There's somebody who is eager to meet you again Kokoa," Moka said gently.
"Akasha? She's really… she's…" Kokoa said softly. Moka nodded then glanced to Sun.
"Yes, she's here, and I don't believe she'll be too happy to hear what you've done. Start working
on your apology now Kokoa, you'll need it," she said before looking to her sister with a shrug. Kokoa
jumped a bit then looked down nervously, fearful of what her long lost mother would say about her
recent behavior.
"The HDA is on our side now?" Razico asked with wonder.
"For now, yes," Moka answered.
"Your mother is going to find our parents and bring them in as well?" Kurumu asked.
"Correct, they'll be kept as welcome guests and under protective watch by the HDA," Moka
replied, and then glanced to Kyouko.
"Kyouko, I can have the HDA drop you off at your home, you don't need to be involved in this,"
she offered. Kyouko shook her head with a stern expression.
"No way Moka, this fight is personal and I'm not leaving until the bastard that's behind it is
dead. I'm staying with you guys through this," she said firmly.
"Kyouko, this isn't a fight you should get involved with," Moka said shaking her head.
"I already am involved with it, and I'm not quitting," Kyouko said crossing her arms. Moka
looked at her for a moment then glanced to Falla with a raised eyebrow.
"Yeah, I'll keep an eye on her," Falla said with a weak smile and shrug, with Kyouko looking to
her with a slight smile. Moka nodded then looked to Kyouko with a shrug.
"Alright, if that's what you want. Should I have my mother pick up your family as well? They can
be brought in for protection if you like," she asked.

"No, my parents don't need to be dealing with any of this, and they've been left out of this
conflict up until now. Please, just leave them be in peace, I think being surrounded by monsters and
soldiers might make them freak out even more," Kyouko said shaking her head. Moka nodded then
looked to the soldiers.
"Get her on a stretcher, we're taking Sun with us as well," she ordered as she pointed to a few
folded stretchers over by the side of the room. The men nodded and ran to get one while the group
looked to Moka puzzled.
"What? We can't move her, and we can't leave until Ceal and Dark get back, they might have the
only way to save her," Arial said shaking her head. Moka looked to her and smiled a bit.
"She's coming with us just as you are for protection. As for Dark and Ceal, we'll just have to pick
them up before they get here and bring them to the base with us," she reasoned. Arial looked at her
curiously then to the soldiers as they rushed over with a stretcher, the men laying it down then carefully
lifting Sun up and onto it.
"Be careful with her. Please hurry and get her to one of the choppers right away," Moka said,
with the men then lifting Sun up and rushing her out of the room. Gin and Kokoa took off after her while
Moka turned to Fang Fang with a small smile.
"You don't have to come with us if you don't want Fang Fang, this isn't your fight to deal with,"
she said kindly. Fang Fang shook his head with a bold smile.
"Sorry, but I do believe this fight is mine to deal with, and as I've told your friends before, I'm
going to fight with you on this until the very end. Besides, you need all the help you can get, no need to
turn away a willing participant such as myself," he said confidently. Moka nodded and looked down with
a serious expression.
"I'm not going to lie, we do need all the help we can get," she said. She looked around at the
group then motioned for the door.
"Alright, follow me, we're leaving," Moka said before running out of the room, with the group
quickly following after her. Everybody ran through the building and out into the courtyard towards their
rides, with surrounding guards and workers watching as the HDA choppers started to spin up their
engines for takeoff. Fang Fang stopped near one of his guards and waved to him with a casual smile.
"I'll be joining my new friends for a little trip, I'll be in contact with any developments," he
informed.
"Master Fang Fang, you're going with the HDA? They arrested you, tried to kill you even," the
guard said shaking his head.
"They made a mistake, however we need their help in order to overcome what is heading our
way. You leave the HDA to me, while I'm gone I want this place fixed up and looking perfect upon my
return," Fang Fang said looking back to the villa. The guard hesitated for a moment then nodded with a
salute.

"Yes sir," he said professionally.
"Don't worry about me, I'm with friends who know how to fight, I'll be just dandy," Fang Fang
assured with a smile before taking off after the others. The guard watched him go then glanced back to
the main building.
"His father's going to kill me for allowing this, I know it, I'm just not sure which ceremonial blade
he'll use to behead me with," he said dryly.
Moka led the group toward the helicopters, watching as Sun was being lifted into one along with
Gin and Kokoa who were watching over the siren.
"Everybody board a ride and strap in," Moka called out as they came out of the front gate, and
then looked to Falla.
"Do you know where Ceal lives?" she asked.
"Yeah, I've been to his place before," Falla said with a nod. Moka looked at her for a moment
then raised an eyebrow, with Falla then shaking her hands in front of her.
"Nothing dirty happened; we just stopped by for a change of clothes for him. I mean I did see
him half naked, but that's just because he was getting undressed," she pleaded. Moka just stared at her
as did the others. Falla looked around at them then whined loudly.
"I'm telling you nothing happened!" she cried out. Moka smirked then waved the others
towards some choppers before pointing Falla towards another.
"You're riding with me, we'll go find Dark and Ceal and pick them up," she explained.
"Can I come with you?" Complica asked hopefully.
"Of course you can Complica, you and Luna can ride with me," Moka said looking to her then to
Luna. Luna glanced to see Gabriel heading towards the other choppers still with the group then smiled
at Moka and shook her head.
"Thank you Moka, but I think I'll ride with my Destined One," she said before she took off after
Gabriel. Moka's mouth opened slightly as she had a surprised look on her face before she turned to
Falla, the chronofly shrugging with a smile.
"Her and Gabriel, who knew?" Falla said simply. Moka looked back to seeing Luna running up to
Gabriel and taking hold of his hand, the two then getting into a ride along with Rason and Kurumu.
"Gabriel? Her… Destined One?" Moka asked looking back to Falla.
"Let's talk about it later, you can ask her all about it when we meet up with them again," Falla
reasoned. Moka nodded slowly then shook off the shock of hearing something like that before leading
her and Complica over to another helicopter. They got into the back passenger seats before the doors

slid closed, with two HDA soldiers sitting with them while the two pilots started up the engines. Moka
put on a headset and glanced to the pilot.
"We're taking a detour, we have to pick up two of our friends and something of life and death
importance," she called up. The pilot nodded and started the craft up, the helicopters then taking off
into the air above the compound. Six of them flew off over the forest while the last one took off in a
different direction.
Inside the helicopter Complica was looking out the window with wonder, holding her hands to
the glass while she was buckled into her seat.
"Wow we're so high up look at this how is this thing flying like this that's so cool is it using magic
or is flapping its wings really really fast where are its wings what's keeping this up in the air I thought
humans didn't have magic this is so weird how's it doing this?" she said before taking a few deep
breaths. Falla smiled amusedly at her sister as she sat next to her then looked to seeing Moka watching
her with a worried expression.
"What's wrong?" Falla asked.
"How did you and Kyouko get here, and where's Rin, why wasn't she with you?" Moka asked.
Falla showed a worried expression to that and looked down.
"We'll explain everything when we meet up with the others, we have a big story to tell," she said
softly. Moka looked at her with concern then to Complica, the young angel watching the passing sights
of the hills and human buildings below with eyes of wonder.
"Something went wrong, didn't it?" Moka asked looking back to Falla. The chronofly nodded and
looked out the window with remorse.
"Very wrong," she said softly.
Inside another HDA helicopter Gin and Kokoa were looking down at Sun who was lying on a
stretcher, strapped to the floor of the chopper as their ride was flying through the air over the forest.
"What's wrong with her?" a soldier asked while sitting next to Gin.
"There was an accident this morning, she suffered a serious injury to the head. She's practically
brain-dead now," Gin said shaking his head.
"Brain-dead?" the man asked glancing to him.
"Yes, our friends are on their way to hopefully find a cure for her," Gin said while watching the
silent siren. The soldiers looked to each other then to the monsters.
"Being brain-dead isn't an illness that can be cured, it's a fatal condition. If your friend is really
so far gone then I'm sorry to say she's not coming back," one of them said solemnly. Gin leaned back and
looked out the window with a distant gaze while Kokoa glanced up to him.

"There is still a chance, believe it or not. Your human medicine may not be able to save her, and
even our healers can't undo the damage, but our friends are on their way to find a unique spell, one that
can hopefully restore her mind and bring her back to us," he explained.
"You have a way to cure a brain-dead patient?" a soldier asked with a raised eyebrow.
"We hope so," Kokoa said softly as she looked down to Sun with worried eyes.
"But that's impossible," a soldier said shaking his head. Gin glanced to him then down to Sun.
"For her sake, I hope it's not," he said, with the soldiers then looking to the girl who remained
motionless on her stretcher.
Riding in another helicopter Render and Leon were looking out the window as they followed the
others towards the HDA HQ. Apoch and Astreal were sitting across from them, the witches also looking
out the windows as all four were buckled in for the ride.
"Didn't imagine we would be riding in one of these things today," Leon said.
"Especially with an armed escort," Render commented as he glanced to two soldiers who were
sitting in back with them, the men keeping their rifles holstered at their feet while watching the
monsters carefully.
"What's wrong buddy? Do we scare you?" Render asked playfully. The soldier next to him
merely shook his head while watching the boy with a careful eye. Render paused for a moment then
lurched towards him with both hands, the man tensing up before Render started laughing.
"Relax bud, I'm a friendly monster, I'm not going to eat you or anything," the boy said with a
smirk. The witch sisters smiled amusedly at the soldiers then looked to their boyfriends.
as well.

"Render, be nice, don't scare the humans," Leon said mockingly while showing an amused smile

"Oh c'mon, they sure scared us to death when they were trying to kill us and our girlfriends the
other day," Render quipped while crossing his arms, watching the man next to him with a sharp eye.
"We were only following our orders, just as we are now," the man replied while watching the
boy carefully.
"Orders to shoot and kill kids, yeah, you must feel so proud for carrying those out," Render said
back with a sneer. The man gripped his rifle tightly as he glared at the boy.
"My daughter was killed in that monster attack at the school," he said sternly. The witches and
mages looked to him curiously as he drummed his fingers on his rifle's barrel.
"Whether the monsters responsible for it were kids or not was not a concern for me," the man
said bitterly. Render looked to Leon then to the man with sympathy.

"Sorry bud, I didn't know," he said gently.
"Our boyfriends here struck down the monsters responsible for your loss," Apoch mentioned,
with the soldiers looking to her as she and her sister were showing them empathy as well.
"If anything, you should be thanking them, they saved our lives as well as many others that day,"
Astreal said softly. The men looked back to Render and Leon as they were watching the scenery out the
window.
"No thanks are necessary, those monsters picked the wrong school to pick a fight in," Render
said with a cool gaze.
"When we find the one who sent them there, he too will pay for his crimes," Leon said in
agreement. The soldiers glanced to each other then to the boys, both wondering if these two did indeed
put a stop to the school attack. Apoch and Astreal smiled at their boyfriends, glad to have the two with
them during this conflict.
The two girls then shivered a bit, feeling a cold chill running across their backs. They turned to
see nothing there as they were seated against the back end of the chopper, both then looking to each
other as they felt the chilling sensation seeming to roll down their necks briefly before vanishing.
"Apoch?" Render asked, the two girls then looking to seeing their boyfriends watching them.
"You two ok?" Leon asked. The sisters smiled and nodded quickly.
"Yes, we're fine," they said together, both still feeling a little uneasy about what they felt. They
weren't sure why, but both of them started to get a very bad feeling in their chest about something,
although they couldn't figure out what. The sisters glanced to each other then looked out the window,
both trying to put the feeling out of their minds.
As they did nobody noticed two faint shadows slinking around the girls to their seatbelts, the
shadows seeming to form ghostly skeletal hands that held onto the straps tightly before fading from
view.

Chapter 48
A Slayer’s Weakness
In the world of Paradise there existed exotic and rare monstrosities that had been collected and
created from around the monster world, demons and brutes that weren't by any means common in the
monster realm. Some of them were above that of S-Class rankings in strength and power, others close to
that level or just slightly below. Everything in this strange world was dangerous, having been brought
here for study by the headmaster of Yokai Academy. Of course the man never intended for any of these
monstrosities to be seen by those that attended the school, after all these creatures weren't for their
particular studies. The students at the academy were taught to coexist with humans and be peaceful,
something these demons and horrors of the other realm had no desire for. They were animalistic,
barbaric, destructive, and all-around uncontrollable, having only simple instincts driving their sheer
strength and energy. Some of these monsters were extremely difficult to harm as well, having armored
skin and scales covering their bodies, making them extremely durable and able to withstand incredible
strengths from attacks.
CRASH!
Except for that armored scaled behemoth which tumbled back through dirt and boulders before
slamming to a halt against a cliffside, with dust and smoke billowing from the gash it had carved through
the ground before stopping in place with smashed skull. As the dust settled a figure started to become
visible in the smoke from the point of impact the behemoth had suffered, having feathered wings
extended out in the back that were obscured in the haze. The fighter had managed to send the
behemoth hurtling away with a powerful kick, her legs becoming visible as the haze cleared around her
while she leisurely tapped a foot on the ground to get the dirt off of it.
"That was kinda fun," Ren said as the dust settled around her. She smirked then looked back as a
long reptilian tail whipped around her and threw her back into a boulder, the girl hitting against it with a
grunt as a large scaly demon hissed at her. Ren blinked then looked at the monster with a bitter smile as
she clenched her fists at her side.
"That it?" she taunted before breaking free from her binds, her arms ripping up and apart the
tail that was around her as she dropped onto the ground. The demon roared out in pain as its tail
dropped to the ground in pieces while Ren arched her wings back behind her. In a flash she darted
towards the demon, the girl using her wings to then shoot up at high speed where she connected an
uppercut to the monster's head, breaking through the jaw and front part of the skull with a crunch. The
siren flew up and watched as the monster wavered before dropping down with a thud, blood pouring
out of its fatal wound while some of its blood dripped from Ren's hand. She looked to it with a dull gaze
as she held her hand in front of her, watching as a few drops trailed down along her fingers before she
flicked them off.

"All the years I used to hide from fights, charming my way out of confrontations, being afraid of
getting dirty, and nobody told me just how good it feels to actually strike down those that bother you
with your own hands," she said before looking to a nearby four legged brute with a cold glare.
"Maybe if I had this power before I wouldn't have let my old master lay a hand on my sisters,"
she said with a bite before flying down to the demon, slamming into the head of the monster with a kick
that sent the large beast down into the ground with a crash. The dust swirled around and slowly settled
as Ren looked down at the monster that was struck into the dirt, one of its arms flailing around weakly
from nearby while she was standing on its bruised and bleeding head. Ren scowled at the demon then
looked up to the sky with a glare.
"I'm not a little siren that can be pushed around anymore. If I ever see my old master again…"
she cursed before she stomped down with her foot, smashing in the skull with a crunch that splattered
blood out to the sides of the girl, some of the spurts hitting her wings with fresh blood.
"I'll kill him myself," Ren said with anger. She chuckled then looked back behind her as two large
three legged demons were shambling towards her, their yellow skinned hides having dull and worn
armor fragments on them while they were dragging large morning stars in their hands.
"Maybe it's the vampire in me, maybe it's the raw power I feel, maybe it's the smell of fresh
blood, I'm not sure; but I'm starting to feel better than ever doing this," she said as her eyes gave off a
faint crimson glow. Her aura flared up around her, her eyes turning colder as they focused on the
demons that were approaching her.
"Haha, who would have thought? I bet my parents never would have guessed, never would have
imagined that a fighter was lying in wait inside their little girl," she said as she smiled confidently at the
demons. One of them geared back with its weapon then swung down at her, the girl darting to the side
then up into the air as the spiked ball slammed into the ground with a fierce crash.
"To be honest… I don't feel like my old self anymore. This power, this strength, this feeling…
maybe I did die before, maybe Tsukune brought me back from the underworld," she said looking to her
hand, clenching her fist and watching a few drops of demon blood drip off of it.
"Maybe Ren died then, maybe that weak siren perished and I came back in her place, I hardly
feel like her anymore," she said softly. She smiled lightly and opened her hand, looking at it with wonder
as she slowly turned and eyed the blood on it.
"I don't feel scared anymore, I don't feel insignificant anymore, and I don't feel detached
anymore," she said softly, images of Tsukune flashing before her eyes with the boy smiling at her. She
closed her eyes and breathed out, feeling her heart fluttering again at the thought of the vampire.
"I feel reborn… there is no downside to this. There is no negative point to this; it's all… too
perfect. It's better than perfect. I feel… I feel…" she said before she smiled coldly down at the demons.
In a flash she darted down and landed next to one, the ground below her cracking apart severely as her
feet touched down with incredible force.

"I feel like a new woman," she said before she darted forward and jumped into a kick, striking
one of the demons and blasting him back towards the cliffside like a rocket. As the monster slammed
into the rocky wall and splattered against it Ren shot up with her wings, missing a swing from the other
demon before she banked around and landed down behind it. The beast roared and swung around with
its weapon, the siren then catching it by two of the spikes and stopping it in place as the ground
shattered under one of her feet from the kinetic energy. The monster stared at her with surprise as the
girl smiled coldly at it, her grip on the weapon holding strong as her physical strength was far above
what would be assumed for her.
"I feel ready for anything," she said before she swung the weapon around by the spikes,
throwing the mace away before she jumped into the air and flew above the demon that watched her
with a vicious snarl. She looked down to the beast before she started singing an energetic song, her
words flowing quickly in a foreign tongue as she flew in place above the demon. The wind began to pick
up with a fierce burst of power, forming a tornado that spun around the girl and began to spin the
demon in circles. The monster dug its feet into the ground and grabbed onto the dirt with one hand
while the wind picked up and tried to suck it up into the funnel. Ren spun around gracefully in the
twister while singing her song, her eyes remaining locked onto the demon while her words filled the air.
With a mighty flap of her wings she shot up into the torrent of wind and dust, with the demon below
struggling to hold onto the ground as its legs gave out and it was starting to be pulled up into the
twister. It roared as it clung to the ground with both hands, the monster looking up the funnel with wide
eyes as its legs dangled above it. A streak of motion was seen flying down through the twister, a sharp
whistling sound being heard as something raced down through the spiraling winds at high speed. The
demon let out another roar before Ren slammed down onto it with a powerful kick, striking the monster
into the ground with incredible force as the dirt around her erupted up into the air and spun around in
the circling winds. The tornado wavered then broke apart with dirt and debris from the ground flying off
in all directions as the siren stood atop her kill, her wings arched back while she had one foot pressed
down into the dirt where the monster's remains were now lodged. She smirked down at the
bloodstained ground then looked around the area as the winds settled down along with the dust and
haze.
"I feel pretty awesome right now," she said with a shrug. She looked down to the bloody dirt
then stepped off of her kill and started walking away, casually flicking her hair behind her while having a
cool smile on her face.
"Boy are my sisters going to flip when they see me again. New vampire blood, new strength,
new speed," she said before looking ahead to seeing an explosion erupting out further away with a loud
feral roar being heard as well. Ren giggled as she felt a powerful boom of vampire energy radiating from
the fight in the distance then showed a coy smile while casually twirling a lock of her hair with one
finger.
"And hopefully a new mate as well," she purred before extending her wings out, the siren then
taking off into the air with a mighty flap of her wings. The girl soared into the air and over what looked
to be a large brawl between three monsters of Paradise and a boy with an immense vampire aura

surging around him. Ren sighed happily as she watched the standoff, with Tsukune being surrounded by
giant demons that weren't looking to make friends with him.
"I hope he's working up a good appetite," she said as she gently rubbed the side of her neck.
Down below Tsukune was glancing around at his foes with his black and crimson eyes, his rosary
having been removed as he focused all his vampire power to come forth. Standing before him was a
large two headed brute that had enlarged hands which were formed into fists. To the boy's right was a
long serpentine demon that had its large jaws opened to show the razor sharp teeth within. And to his
left was a multi headed wildebeest that had several long necks with pig heads on them. All of the large
demons were growling and hissing at the vampire as he stood his ground, his shirt fluttering a bit in the
wind while he had one hand down at his side which flexed slightly.
'Stay focused…'
The world around him shifted to a dark cloudy haze, with only the demons' blood lighting up for
his eyes to see. After a moment the world shifted back to normal, with Tsukune feeling his thirst for
blood growing even stronger. He shook his head as a few drops of sweat formed on his forehead,
focusing with all his might to remain in control.
'Nearing my limit, need to take care of this quickly.'
In a flash Tsukune dashed towards the two headed brute, jumping up into the air and just
avoiding the monster's hands as they smashed together where he just was. The boy leapt up into the air
and swung a powerful punch at one of the heads, destroying it and sending the remains flying back in
bloody chunks as the demon roared out in agony. Tsukune grabbed onto the neck of the monster then
launched himself up into the air, avoiding the serpentine demon that howled as it lunged over and
snapped its giant jaws shut on the brute's body. The wounded monster roared and tried beating the
snake demon away with its free hand before Tsukune flew back down and struck his fist through the
skull of the brute and followed through, plowing his arm and downward punch through the body of the
monster. Ren watched with longing eyes as Tsukune then dashed forward in the blink of an eye and
punched through the serpentine demon's body, sending the bloodied remains tumbling off onto the dirt
while the remaining monster roared with its seven heads and raced towards the boy. Tsukune landed
down from his strike through the snake demon then held his hand back out towards his remaining foe,
the pig demon halting in place and howling in pain with its heads as its body trembled. Tsukune glared at
the monster as his aura suddenly spiked, his hand then flinching downward before the pig demon's body
seemed to explode and splatter down onto the ground. Its heads flailed around before dropping onto
the bloodstained soil while Tsukune's eyes were locked onto his kill. Slowly the boy looked to his hand as
Ren gracefully landed down behind him.
"Amazing as always Tsukune, it's just incredible how you can use your sheer monster energy to
take down your opponents," Ren said while looking around at the slaughtered demons. Tsukune just
stared at his hand, feeling the raw vampire power of his surging through his veins. After a moment he
closed his eyes as he trembled a bit, taking a ragged breath as he felt his hunger spiking. Not only that,

but Ren's scent nearby seemed to make his mouth water even more, his body knowing that her
delicious blood was very close to him. Ren looked to him with a curious eye then smiled as she walked
around in front of the boy.
"Tsukune, are you getting hungry again?" she asked knowingly. Tsukune held a hand over his
eyes and looked down, nodding slowly as he tried to control himself.
"Yeah… I'm at my limit again," he said as he tried to hold in his animalistic growls. Ren giggled
and walked closer to him.
"Well, you've been at this all morning, it's no wonder you're getting so hungry again," she
reasoned. Tsukune slowly looked back up to her while removing his hand, his black and crimson eyes
staring into hers as she felt her world grow hazy around her.
"Tsukune…" she said softly, feeling her mind starting to go blank as she couldn't move. She
couldn't remember anything for a moment, seeming to fall into a daze merely gazing into Tsukune's
eyes. After a moment a small smile formed on her face as the boy walked closer and held her close with
one arm.
"Tsukune, you don't… need to charm me… into submission. You already have… me," she said
softly. She felt her mind turning to thoughts of him and only him, however even though she knew his
power was charming her like this, she was already smitten with the vampire regardless. She smiled then
slowly took hold of the boy's arm as it held her by the waist.
"You want my blood? Well I'm giving it to you, you don't need to use any tricks, just take it," she
said softly. She closed her eyes and let the boy hold her closer, his mouth moving towards her neck as
she slowly folded her wings around them with a gentle hug.
"It's all yours Tsukune," she said softly. Tsukune hesitated for a moment then bit down into her
neck, the girl not flinching as she felt him drinking her blood once again. She didn't feel afraid or leery
about the act at all, if anything she relished the fact that she could provide him this and nobody else
could. She felt special to him, important, needed, wanted.
"Tsukune…" she said quietly. She could feel his hold on her, the girl's body unable to move while
her mind was going blank. Her mouth quivered a bit before her head rested against his while he
continued to drink her blood.
"Take… all that you… need… from me…" she said before losing consciousness. Her body slumped
in his arms as her legs gave out, the girl's head rocking back as Tsukune continued to feed. Her wings
slowly dropped back behind her while her hands fell to her sides, her breathing becoming quiet and
slow as her strength left her body. Tsukune let out a low growl as he continued to drink her blood, his
black and crimson eyes locked onto her body as her illuminated blood was all he could see and think
about.

Slowly Ren's eyes opened, the siren lying down on the ground with Tsukune sitting next to her
and looking down with closed eyes.
"Tsukune?" she asked quietly. The boy looked to her with a jump then smiled with relief, his
eyes having returned to normal as he was wearing his rosary again.
"Ren, you're alright," he said as the girl slowly sat up. She blinked a few times then rubbed her
neck while smiling softly at him.
"What happened?" she asked. Tsukune showed a remorseful expression and shook his head.
"You almost died Ren, I nearly drained you dry of your blood. Why didn't you sing me to sleep,
you could have been killed," he said worriedly. Ren merely rubbed her neck a bit then looked around
with a calm expression, seeing they were still in the battle scarred wastes from before along with the
remains of the demons.
"I didn't need to sing you to sleep Tsukune, I trusted you would regain control," she said looking
to him with a shrug.
"What? Ren how could you do that, you know that if my hunger gets to strong I can't control
myself, that's why you're here, to sing me to sleep in case I lose control like that," Tsukune said with
disbelief.
"But you did control yourself; I'm still alive, see?" Ren said with a cheery smile.
"Just barely, I felt your lifeforce fading before I regained my senses, if I hadn't stopped feeding
when I did you would have been a goner," Tsukune replied with concern. Ren giggled and looked at him
with a caring smile.
"I trust you with my life Tsukune, I had faith that you wouldn't let me die," she said softly.
"But Ren, why would you risk your life with that, you know that if I lose control like that I can't
stop myself," Tsukune asked worriedly.
"Yes you can, and you did, just like I knew you would. You're strong Tsukune, both in body and
spirit, I knew you wouldn't let me die, I believed in you just like I do now," Ren reasoned. Tsukune
looked at her with wonder as she smiled gently at him, the girl then showing a curious smile with a
raised eyebrow.
"So, did you get your fill of my blood? Or do you still need more?" she asked. Tsukune gave a
weak smile to that and shook his head.
"No, I'm fine now, besides even if I wasn't I wouldn't take more from you, you need-" he started
before the girl slowly got back on her feet, with Tsukune watching with wonder as she stretched out her
arms and then her wings, looking at the feathers that had blood on them with a curious eye.

"Your rest," Tsukune finished softly, feeling slightly stunned that Ren was on her feet again so
soon after losing so much blood.
"I feel fine Tsukune, I do have your blood in me after all, you wouldn't believe just how good I
feel right now," she said casually as she ran a hand along her feathers. She giggled then looked to him as
he slowly got back up on his feet.
"I feel like a new person Tsukune, I feel better than ever like this. I was handling myself just fine
before I came over to see how you were doing, I don't think I've ever killed a demon with my bare hands
before," she said looking to her hand as she formed it into a fist. Tsukune looked at her with wonder as
she smiled at him again with a shrug.
"I have to say, it felt pretty good, I think I see where you and your friends are coming from with
this whole fighting thing," she admitted. Tsukune smiled at her curiously at the girl looked to her
bloodied wings again.
"It felt really good," she said softly before looking to her hand which had dried blood on it as
well.
"Look at you, you're covered in blood," Tsukune said shaking his head. Ren giggled then looked
to him with a coy smile.
"So? I think I like this look, it suits me very well," she said proudly.
"A siren covered in blood?" Tsukune questioned with a raised eyebrow. Ren nodded and looked
to her wings as she extended them out.
"I think blood looks rather sexy," she said glancing back to him with a twitch of her eyebrow.
Tsukune looked at her curiously as she stood there, the image of her with bloodied wings seeming to
give her appearance more of an edge. After a moment he smiled a bit and shook his head.
"I don't know, I think the Ren that wasn't covered in blood looked more natural," he said
playfully. She let out an intrigued murmur then walked towards him, her hips swaying gently while she
held a hand up that had blood on it and moved the fingers around slowly.
"I'm not a weak little siren anymore Tsukune, I am part vampire now thanks to you. Who's to
say being a fighter isn't my 'natural' self now?" she mused. Tsukune looked at her curiously as she
walked up to him and leaned closer to his face.
"But if you prefer, when we fly back up to our island I'll get undressed and bathe in the lake, I
promise I'll get all cleaned up for you," she said softly. Tsukune blushed a bit with a nervous smile,
leaning back slightly while the siren tilted her head slightly.
"Would that make you happy Tsukune? Me getting all naked and wet like that for you?" she
asked playfully.

"Now you're just trying to tease me again, aren't you?" Tsukune asked knowingly. She giggled
then leaned back with a shrug.
"I told you before I'm not being a tease Tsukune, I never was," she reasoned. Tsukune shook his
head with an amused smile at her as she watched him with a coy expression.
"You really have come out of your shell here Ren, I don't remember you being so… outgoing
before," Tsukune commented.
"I suppose I have you to thank for that as well," Ren said with a wink. Tsukune chuckled and
looked up at the sky with a calm gaze.
"You're just like her in some ways," he said with the realization.
"Her?" Ren asked with a raised eyebrow.
"Moka. She was once very shy and timid, like a delicate flower. When others harassed or
bothered her, she had to rely on her friends to help her out, she didn't like confrontations either,"
Tsukune explained. Ren just watched him with a blank expression while remaining silent. Tsukune
smiled softly and looked back to her.
"But she changed too; she became a capable fighter by herself and stepped up to protect others
with her new strength. She turned into a fighter as well," he said with a shrug.
"Did she," Ren said glancing away. Tsukune nodded and looked at her bloody feathers.
"You're just like her, you grew stronger and learned to fight for yourself, and changed a bit from
it, in a good way," he complimented. Ren paused for a moment then looked back to him with a slight
smile.
"Yes, I guess we are similar in some ways," she said reluctantly. She then glanced to the side,
seeing a shambling demon with a contorted body and upside down head slowly walking towards them,
dragging a large dull sword behind it in the dirt as it snarled and drooled.
"Looks like you missed one Tsukune," she said glancing to the boy with a smirk. Tsukune
chuckled and looked back to the demon before Ren started walking past him towards the monster.
"Don't trouble yourself, this one looks rather weak. I'll get rid of it for you," she offered.
"Ren, you don't need to push yourself, you just recovered from…" Tsukune said before trailing
off, watching as a powerful vampire aura appeared around Ren, the siren walking towards the demon
while her wings retracted slightly behind her.
"Um, never mind," he said rubbing the back of his head with a small smile. Ren's aura flared up
around her, showing that she wasn't fatigued even though she just recovered from having too much
blood taken from her. Her walk was calm and even, her hair swayed gently behind her, her power was
coming forth showing just how strong she had become.

However, unseen by Tsukune, her expression was that of a cold glare, the sudden rise in her
power being from her aura flaring up from anger about hearing Moka's name, not out of necessity to
dispatch the lone demon. Her fists clenched as she walked towards the monster, the girl envisioning
approaching Moka while the world around her shifted to a dark color.
'Moka.'
The demon howled at her before Ren reached out and grabbed its throat, applying pressure
while baring her teeth. The monster dropped its sword and grabbed her arm, struggling to free itself as
it screeched and hissed at the siren. Ren's grip slowly crushed in the throat of the monster as her anger
built up inside of her.
'You don't deserve Tsukune, you don't deserve him at all, you're not worthy of him.'
She envisioned holding Moka by the throat, the vampire dropping to her knees and grabbing the
siren's arm while choking with tears in her eyes.
"Ren… please…" Moka coughed out.
'You took the best guy in the world, the most sweetest, generous, caring, sexiest guy there is out
there, and you cursed him with a vampire's bloodlust! You bitch!'
"I'm sorry… I just… wanted to save him…" Moka coughed out as she started to cry.
'Save him? SAVE HIM? Look at what you did to him! You monster!'
Ren felt her anger boiling to the top thinking about it again, how Tsukune was cursed with his
bloodlust because of having vampire blood infused into him by Moka. Even though Tsukune became
stronger because of it, was able to save the world because of it, and didn't blame Moka at all for what
came of it, Ren didn't care. Once again she was only able to focus on the negative side of things, with
the fact that Tsukune was cursed with his bloodlust because of Moka being the only prominent point
she was thinking about, fueling her anger for the vampire even further by the moment.
'You… won't be corrupting him… ever again…'
Ren geared back with her other fist, poised to strike the demon's head as the monster was
choking and struggling to free itself from her powerful grip. The siren only saw Moka staring at her with
pleading eyes while gasping for air, the vampire's hands trembling as she was growing weaker from
being strangled like this.
"Please Ren… he's my mate…" Moka coughed out before her eyes started to roll back into her
head.
'He'll never be your mate Moka, you're not good enough for him, you're nothing but a curse for
him.'

"Ren…" Moka said before her arms dropped to her sides, her eyes starting to close as she
twitched a bit.
Ren felt her anger grow for the vampire as she narrowed her eyes, her grip over the demon's
neck nearly crushing it in all the way as she kept her other fist back and ready to strike.
'The only way you're getting him back, Moka Akashiya, is over my dead body!'
Ren yelled out and swung her punch at the demon's head, the attack blasting the skull to pieces
as she followed through with the powerful strike. Blood and fragments of the head splattered back
across the ground as the body of the demon tumbled back and collapsed, twitching once before
remaining motionless in a growing pool of its own blood. Ren held in her growls and snarls as she glared
at the corpse, her fists clenched at her sides while she cursed Moka's name in her head.
"You bitch," she said quietly.
"Haha, I think you got him," Tsukune called out from behind. Ren glanced back behind her with
a peek to see the boy smiling amusedly at her.
"Not bad, glad to know you're here to protect me," he jested with a laugh. Ren smiled coolly and
looked back to the corpse, envisioning Moka's body lying on the ground headless instead of the
demon's.
'Moka, you won't be taking Tsukune away from his real mate, I won't let you touch him ever
again.'

Driving down the streets of a human city Dark and Ceal were making their way towards the
slayer's home, moving at a casual pace so not to attract attention. As they drove down the streets they
saw HDA patrols and vehicles around every corner, all on guard and sweeping through the area while
civilians were keeping clear and trying to get on with their lives after the recent monster attacks.
"And the reason you're not cloaking us now is because?" Ceal asked flatly as they came to a stop
at a traffic light.
"I'll do so only if needed, right now we're not doing anything suspicious to attract attention.
Besides, if any of the HDA patrols are using thermal sensors then we'll definitely stand out to them
then," Dark reasoned while glancing around.
"If they're using thermal equipment what good are you going to be if we are spotted?" Ceal
questioned.
"At least with me you'll have some camouflage if they are, and if they're not then you'll be just
fine. Relax, nobody's going to notice us like this," Dark reasoned calmly.

"Oh my word, are you ok?" a woman called out from next to them. They looked over to see two
women sitting in a car and pointing to Dark.
"You're bleeding, are you alright?" one of them asked. Dark looked to his pant leg which had
some red stains from his blood then to Ceal with a dull expression, the mage just glancing back to him.
"That's your fault by the way," Dark said flatly.
"Don't blame me for what came of your actions and words shadow demon," Ceal said looking
back ahead. Dark rolled his eyes then waved to the women with a nod before the light turned green,
with the boys then taking off down the road while the women watched them worriedly.
"I swear, those kids hurt themselves on those damned motorcycles," one of them said shaking
her head.
Dark and Ceal drove down the street further then turned into a back road, traveling along it
behind buildings and out of sight from humans. After a while they pulled into a small parking lot across
from an apartment building, the tall structure standing among other large buildings nearby. As they did
they saw more HDA SUVs and patrols moving along the streets nearby.
"We don't need them noticing your leg and asking questions, just hide in a dumpster or
something until I return," Ceal said as he got off the motorcycle.
"You could have healed what you did to my leg earlier, but you chose to leave it this way. Since I
will not be hiding in the trash as you suggested I suppose I'm coming with you to stay out of sight," Dark
said as he got off the bike as well. Ceal looked to him with a glare as the shadow demon raised an
eyebrow at him.
"As much as I'm sure you'd love to start another fight with me, I'd highly recommended against
doing so out here," Dark said plainly.
"I don't know, I'm thinking Xarai could devour you quickly enough," Ceal said dryly.
"If he's as tough as his master, I doubt it," Dark said with a smirk. Ceal held in his growl of
annoyance then glanced to seeing a police car slowly driving down the street near them.
"Your choice shadow demon, if you wish to follow me up to my home alone and out of sight, so
be it," he said before walking toward the building. Dark showed a dull expression as he walked after
him, the two boys heading into the building as the police car drove by on patrol. The two boys made
their way up to the fifth floor then down a hall, with Ceal flexing his gloved hand slightly.
"Thinking about killing me now?" Dark asked as he glanced to the hand.
"If I wanted you dead you then would have been so in the lobby," Ceal said dryly.
"Something troubling you then?" Dark questioned.

"You mean the fact that I should be slaying Fafnir now, and instead I'm playing doctor to you
and your friends while stuck here in the human world? No, I'm living the dream shadow demon," Ceal
said with a tone of annoyance.
"You chose to stay to help protect Falla, isn't that worth putting Fafnir on hold for?" Dark
pointed out.
"That was enough of a distraction, but now I have to help and protect you all from both your
enemies and yourselves. This is not what I had in mind with keeping Falla safe," Ceal said while looking
ahead still.
"Is that why you saved Apoch and Astreal when nobody expected you to? Or when you healed
Mizore, Kurumu, and even myself when we were seriously injured? When you healed Arial after the
trouble she caused, did you do all that for Falla's sake as well?" Dark asked. Ceal stopped in front of a
door while not looking back to the demon. Dark glanced to the boy's gloved hand then to him again.
"Is that why you mentioned this chance to save Sun, not because you wanted to help her in the
least but only because it would please Falla and Complica?" he asked. Ceal paused for a moment then
glanced back to the boy while remaining silent.
"I know what it's like to keep to yourself, to stay focused on your mission, to close others off
from your world. And I also know what it's like to have a beautiful girl waiting back home for me, friends
who in all honesty aren't really so bad to deal with every day, I know what it's like to not be alone
anymore. Knowing this, I'd much rather choose a life with others than a life in solitude," Dark said, with
Ceal just watching him with his cold blue eyes. When that got no reaction from the mage Dark smirked
and shook his head.
"You're not heartless, even though you seem to want to be that way. Falla loves you for who
you are, Complica adores and looks up to you, and I know the others are grateful for all that you've
done. Why do you insist in trying to keep everyone as far away from you as possible, why choose to be
alone like this?" he questioned. Ceal narrowed his eyes then walked into his place, with Dark following
after and closing the door behind them. Ceal walked into his living room and grabbed hold of one of the
framed pictures on the wall, throwing it down onto the table and shattering the glass loudly. Dark
looked to the scroll that had shards of glass on it then to Ceal as the mage pointed to it.
"There's your damned scroll to save the siren," he said coldly before walking over to his room
and barging through the door. Dark shook his head and walked over to the scroll, wiping off the glass
then picking up the worn drawing. It had strange casting circles and letterings written on it, with Dark
eyeing it over before glancing to the mage's room while rolling up the scroll carefully. After a while Ceal
came out of his room, dressed in clean clothing again, and threw a pair of blue denim jeans at Dark, the
demon catching them as the mage looked around the room with discontent.
"Those should fit you, I don't need your bloody leg to cause yet another distraction for me on
this day," he said with a bite.

Dark looked to the pants then started undoing his while Ceal walked over to the kitchen and got
himself a glass of water.
"Why all the hate?" Dark asked as he changed into a new pair of blue jeans, this pair being
roughly the same size for him. Ceal finished his drink then dropped the glass into the sink with a clatter,
still looking ahead with a dull glare. Dark finished changing then looked at Ceal carefully.
"You hate the idea of being nice, you hate the idea of helping others, yet you're a dragon slayer,
one who kills dragons to ensure the safety of the world around him. You have a noble purpose in life,
what you do is a great service to many, and yet you seem to hate the idea of being a good soul to those
around you," he said accusingly. Ceal merely glanced back to the demon while his gloved hand clenched
tightly.
"I may be made of hatred and fear myself, born from the fires of hell, created to kill those
around me, but I like having a heart more than being a bloody killer, I like having a soul. Why is it you
despise being good so badly?" Dark questioned.
"Being good?" Ceal said bitterly as he turned to face Dark. The mage's eyes were formed into a
harsh glare while dark tentacles started to creep up around the room and move about. Dark looked
around the room then back to Ceal as the mage started walking towards him.
"I have a job to do shadow demon, I have a purpose as you said. I need to slay dragons, that's
what I was born and raised to do, what I was trained to do, what I must do. That is the only 'good' I have
to aspire for, the only thing that I should be concerned with. Being a good soul leads to weakness, being
compassionate to those around you leads to becoming attached to them, setting yourself up for pain
and suffering when they are taken from you. Giving in to those feelings never ends well for a true
dragon slayer. Having a heart in our lives only leads to heartache!" he shouted out, being clearly angry
with the topic. Dark looked at him carefully and shook his head.
"But you love Falla, don't you?" he asked.
"I do, and at the same time I cannot," Ceal said sternly. Dark looked at him cautiously as the
slayer looked to his gloved hand.
"I can't say those words to her, I can't become even more distracted from my quest, I cannot
lose sight of my purpose in life," he said with anger. He shook his head and looked back to Dark with a
cold glare.
"I will not become weak and give in to my feelings, I will not drift further away from my cause, I
will not let that happen. Giving in to those emotions, allowing the mind to become cloudy with being a
'good' soul, I will not suffer that fate," he cursed.
"How is being a good soul suffering? How is having love in your life going to hurt you?" Dark
questioned.

"Because being a good soul and caring for others got my sister killed, and that accursed spell in
your hands did nothing to bring her back to me!" Ceal yelled out.
Silence.
Dark looked to the scroll in his hands then to Ceal as the boy was now glaring at the parchment.
"It doesn't work, it's supposed to but it doesn't. And as such my sister could not be saved from
her fate, could not be brought back after her heart led to her death," Ceal said with anger. Dark watched
him carefully then glanced behind the boy towards the front door, seeing something before looking back
at Ceal.
"Your sister died because she cared about others?" he asked.
"She died because she wished to help others, to be kind and generous to them. The women of
our families are not trained to fight dragons, that is the men's job. But she still wished to help others, so
much that she pursued a life of medicine, and what race has more effective medicine than humans?"
Ceal said before looking at the demon with a frustrated glare. Dark kept his eyes on Ceal while holding
the scroll in hand, watching as the mage shook his head.
"She wanted to go to a human school, to learn, to become an accomplished doctor. She wanted
to help everyone around her, she would never turn anyone away that needed her help, she was a 'good'
soul," Ceal said coldly. He then growled and narrowed his eyes at the demon.
"She liked the humans, said they weren't really so bad, that some of them were very friendly
with her. And it was her compassion for others that got her killed. She tried to save a human child from
being hit by a truck in the street. Instead they were both hit, the child died instantly, and my sister was
left in a terminal condition. My sister could have become a renowned doctor and made a difference for
both the human and monster realms with her medicine, instead she gave it all up in a vain attempt to
save a single human child!" he said with anger. Dark glanced to the scroll then back to Ceal as the mage
stepped back from him.
"I could heal her flesh and bones, I could give her crimson hair its lovely sheen, I could restore
her delicate skin to a healthy state, but I could never bring back the person she was. Even with that spell,
the supposed cure for healing a dead mind, I could not hear my sister's voice ever again," Ceal said
coldly. He looked to his gloved hand which was trembling a bit before it settled down, then back to Dark
again with a cold stare.
"With her death came heartache from losing another of my kin, my attachment for her led to
pain that I could not heal. Her feelings for humans and life led to her death, her emotions and heart got
her killed. My kind is not meant to love and care for others, we are only here for one purpose, to slay
dragons," he stated firmly. Dark looked to the scroll again, remaining silent while Ceal watched him as
he held back his scowl.

"There's your answer shadow demon. Whether I have a heart or not is irrelevant, I will not give
in to my emotions about others, I will not become attached to those around me, I will not be distracted
from my quest. I am a dragon slayer; this is my job, my life. I exist to use my blade against the dragons,
that is all!" Ceal yelled out. Dark looked at him carefully as the mage glared at him.
"She wanted to go to school in the human world, just like you did. Is that why you were in
Render and Leon's school, because your sister went there?" Dark asked.
"I enrolled merely to keep her happy while she was staying there, she didn't want to be so far
away from her family during her education. After her death I remained so that I could be as close to her
memory as I could while I had it," Ceal explained with a cold tone. Dark nodded slowly while watching
the mage with a careful eye.
"But you did give in to your feelings, first for Falla and then her friends, you've helped us all out
regardless of your wishes to be distant from us," he pointed out.
"And look what came of it. I'm stuck here in the human world helping you save a stubborn siren
instead of being in the monster realm where I could be completing my quest. I've had to play the role of
your medic to keep you all from dying the last couple of days alone, and I'm quite certain you're going to
pester me again to help save another of your friends who will undoubtedly shoot their own foot off in
their stupidity. Because of my feelings for that girl my life has gone way of course, and at the rate things
are going now I may never get a chance to slay Fafnir, this is not what I wanted in my life," Ceal said
harshly, with the tentacles around the room tensing up and gripping the furniture in his anger.
"But you're what I wanted in mine," Falla said from behind, with Ceal looking back to seeing
Falla, Moka, and Complica standing inside the front foyer. Falla slowly walked up towards the mage with
teary eyes as Ceal turned to face her, with Xarai's tentacles slowly slinking down and vanishing into the
floor.
"You have a heart, you care about me and the others, I know you do. I love you Ceal, please,
don't say you can't love me back," she whimpered.
"Big brother, you said you loved my sister, you said you did," Complica said sadly.
"What are you two doing here?" Ceal asked looking between them.
"Moka?" Dark asked as he saw the vampire. She smirked at him and shrugged.
"Hey, we came to pick you up," she said simply. Dark looked at her carefully then out the
window, then walked over to it and saw an HDA helicopter parked in the lot across the street along with
soldiers standing guard around the front entrance of the building. He looked back to Moka with a raised
eyebrow as she nodded while leaning against the side of the doorway.
"Don't worry, they're on our side now," she assured.
"That just raises more questions," Dark said simply.

Falla walked up to Ceal and rested her hands on his chest while leaning closer to him with
worried eyes.
"I know you can't say those words back right now, I know you can't say you love me until you're
ready to marry me," she said softly.
"Wait, what?" Moka said looking to her with a jump.
"I know you can't say it yet, and I understand Ceal, I really do. But please, don't let me go; don't
reject my love for you. I love you so much, I mean it, please don't say you can't love me anymore," Falla
begged. Complica ran over and hugged Ceal along with Falla, the young chronofly looking up to him with
watery eyes.
"Please don't leave us big brother we need you Falla needs you please don't say you don't love
her you know you do you love her you even said so we know you care about us you're not a mean scary
monster you're a great guy please don't let my sister go," she whimpered quickly before taking a few
deep breaths. Ceal looked between them then to Moka as the vampire walked over to them.
"Ceal, you are a good soul, just like your sister was. I'm sorry you lost her like that, I really am.
But please, don't become a heartless monster in life; your sister wouldn't want that for you, we don't
want that for you. You care about Falla, you care about Complica, you care about all of us, even if you're
afraid to admit it we can all see it, you have a heart. There's nothing wrong with that, it doesn't make
you weak," she said gently. Ceal looked back to Falla as she nodded with watery eyes.
"You're not alone Ceal, we're here with you. And I swear, I'll do everything in my power to make
sure you find and kill Fafnir, I promised I would and I meant it. I won't let you be distracted from your
quest, I'll nag you every day to get out there and be the best dragon slayer you can be, just like a faithful
wife for you should," she said before she started getting choked up with her tears. She shook her head
then hugged the boy close while breaking down.
"I promise, you'll have your dragon, just don't let me go Ceal!" she cried out. Ceal held the girl as
she cried on his shoulder, with Complica looking up at the boy with worried eyes while holding onto his
side.
"You're not a bad person big brother, I know you're not," she said softly.
Ceal breathed out quietly then held Falla back a bit while she held onto him, the girl sobbing
while looking at him with watery eyes.
"I love you," she said shakily.
"Falla, calm yourself," he said wiping a tear from her cheek. She whimpered and wiped her eyes
before looking at the boy with growing concern still. He then gently brushed a few hairs away from her
face.

"I'm not letting you go, I'm not abandoning you or Complica," he said, with Falla's eyes lighting
up from that.
"You're not?" she asked. Ceal shook his head as the girl took hold of his hand with both of hers.
"I'm not going to leave you Falla. As much as I'm annoyed by all these distractions, as much as I
hate having to help your friends with their little problems in life, as much as I do blame you for dragging
me into all of this…" he said, with Falla showing a nervous expression to that before Ceal smirked lightly.
"I don't want to let you go. You followed me home, so now I'm going to keep you," he finished,
with Falla looking at him with wonder.
"Ceal… does this mean… that you…" she said softly. Ceal glanced to Complica then to Falla while
remaining quiet. A while of silence passed before Xarai's groan was heard, with the group looking down
to seeing a tentacle coming up from the ground and pulling on Ceal's leg towards Falla. Falla smiled
lightly at the gesture then looked to seeing Ceal staring at the necro limb with a dull expression.
"Xarai, don't you start with that as well," he said coldly. The limb slowly let go of the boy and
retracted into the ground as the group, minus Dark, smiled at Ceal. The mage shook his head then
looked back to Falla.
"Don't rush me on that Falla," he said simply. Falla calmed herself down and nodded with a
smile at the boy.
"I understand, you're not ready for that yet, that's fine. As long as I can stay by your side, I'll wait
as long as it takes to hear those words from you," she said softly. She hugged the boy again, holding
onto him tightly as Complica did as well. Ceal just looked ahead at Moka with a dull expression as the
vampire smiled amusedly at the boy.
"You really are a nice guy Ceal," Moka said kindly.
"Shut up," Ceal said flatly. Falla and Complica giggled while Moka shook her head with a smile
still. The vampire then looked back out into the hall then to the others while clearing her throat to get
their attention.
"We should get going, we need to meet the others at the HDA base soon," she mentioned.
"What?" Dark asked with a raised eyebrow.
"We're traveling to the HDA base?" Ceal questioned. Complica looked up to him with a bright
smile.
"Yeah big brother they're on our side now it was so cool they gave us all rides in helicopters I
flew here in one with Moka and Falla and it was so high up in the sky I still don't know how they do that
it's like some weird kind of magic I mean they have no wings or anything yet they can fly and they make
this really loud thumping noise with some spinning things they're just so cool and we get to ride in one

now and go see-" she said before she wavered off-balance while gasping for air, stumbling about before
falling back as her world was spinning. Before she hit the ground Ceal reached down and caught her,
lifting her up into his arms and carrying the dazed girl. Complica shook her head then looked to him with
a cute smile while Falla watched her boyfriend with loving eyes. Ceal shook his head a bit then glanced
to the scroll Dark was holding, the group looking to it as well.
"Do you think it can save Sun?" Moka asked.
"If it didn't work for your sister, what are the odds it'll work for her?" Dark asked.
"Big brother?" Complica asked worriedly as she looked up to him. Ceal looked to her then to
Moka.
"It's all we can try. Perhaps fate will be kinder to the siren than my sister this time around," he
said skeptically. Moka nodded then waved them out.
"Alright, let's get going then, our ride is waiting for us," she said. The group made their way out
of the room and down the hall, passing a few HDA soldiers that were standing guard for them. As they
did Falla glanced to see Ceal still carrying Complica in his arms, the young chronofly voicing no
complaints on the matter.
"She can walk now you know," Falla said amusedly.
"Are you saying you want me to drop her?" he asked while still looking ahead. Complica clung to
his chest and smiled smugly at Falla.
"Aw, sister, don't be jealous, I'm just his little sister is all," she said innocently with a giggle. The
elder chronofly gave her a small sneer before looking at Ceal with a curious eye.
"Um, Ceal? What was your real sister's name, if you don't mind me asking," she asked. Ceal
glanced to her then looked ahead again.
"Tonya," he said softly. Complica looked to him with gentle eyes then leaned up and kissed him
on the cheek, the boy looking down to seeing her snuggling against him while smiling gently at the boy.
"Were you protective of her too?" she asked.
"I was, or at least I tried to be," he said looking back ahead.
"Don't blame yourself for her death Ceal, she died trying to save someone, you had no control
over it," Falla said softly. Complica nodded and held onto the boy's shirt.
"You're the greatest big brother ever, I'm sure she believed that too," she said softly. After a
moment he glanced down to her with a smirk.
"Funny, she always said I was bothersome brother to have," he said simply.

"I'm shocked," Dark said dryly as he walked past them. Ceal looked to the demon with a dull
stare as they got to the stairs, the mage then kicking Dark's leg from behind and throwing him offbalance. The group watched as the demon fell down and tumbled to the lower level before crashing into
the wall.
"Ceal!" Moka exclaimed.
"Um, I think Dark had that coming to be honest," Falla said with a weak smile and shrug.
"Correct answer Falla," Ceal said as he set Complica down on her feet then walked down the
stairs towards Dark who was rubbing his head with an annoyed growl. Falla blushed and glanced to
Moka with a small smile while Complica watched the boys curiously. Ceal got to the lower floor and
knelt down next to Dark, taking hold of the demon's wounded leg as Dark glared at him.
"Huh, it appears you've hurt your leg," Ceal said dryly. Dark looked at him cautiously then to his
leg.
"That's a funny way of apologizing for-"
"Just shut up and I'll take care of it, this time," Ceal said glancing to him, his hand giving off a
small glow as Dark's wounded leg started to heal at a faster rate. Dark looked to his leg then to Ceal
carefully as the mage used his magic to restore the boy's leg to normal. The girls walked down the stairs
to them as Ceal finished, the mage then standing up and looking down at the demon with a blank
expression.
"Don't mention it," he said before walking off, with Falla and Complica smiling weakly at Dark
before following after the mage. Dark stood back up with Moka, looking at his leg which felt completely
fine again.
"What was all that about?" Moka asked. Dark glanced to her then ahead as the others vanished
from sight down the stairs.
"He was just apologizing for something, in his own way," he said with a shrug. He started
walking off while Moka looked at him with confusion, the vampire then following after him. They all
headed out in front of the building, with Moka leading the way while HDA soldiers kept guard around
them. Ahead the chopper started up its rotors and engines, with dust flowing away from the craft in
waves as the doors were opened for them.
"We have our friends and a possible cure for our friend, we're ready to head back," Moka called
out as they started to board the craft. The pilot nodded and radioed in to his superiors while the group
got into the chopper and took their seats. Ceal sat back against the rear wall, with Falla and Complica
sitting at his sides while holding onto his arms. The boy glanced between them with a blank expression
then looked ahead to see Moka buckling in and smiling amusedly at him.
"It's not so bad being loved, is it Ceal?" she asked playfully.

"I said shut up," Ceal said flatly. Moka chuckled then looked to Dark as the demon buckled in
next to her, the boy looking at her curiously now.
"Care to explain?" he asked.
"Once we get there we'll play catch up with the others, it looks like we all have a lot to talk
about," she said looking to Falla with a curious eye. Falla giggled and looked to Ceal with loving eyes, the
boy just watching the HDA soldiers getting into the craft and closing the doors with a careful eye.
"We're all set, take off," one of the men called out as they got buckled in as well. The pilot
nodded and the chopper lifted off the ground, taking off over the city while the other HDA personal
boarded their vehicles and left the area.
"First the HDA tries to kill us, then their chauffeuring us around with armed escorts. I feel as
though I'm missing something here," Ceal mentioned while glancing to Moka.
"Falla and Kyouko were supposed to be trapped in the monster world, and yet Falla's sitting next
to you right now. I think we're all missing something here Ceal," Moka replied with a raised eyebrow.
Ceal just looked at her for a moment then to the soldiers near them, the humans watching the group
curiously as the chopper flew over the city towards the HDA HQ. Complica watched the scenery passing
by her window then looked to Ceal with worried eyes.
"I hope that spell helps Sun come back to us," she said softly. Ceal glanced to her then to the
scroll in Dark's hands.
"I'll do all that I can for her Complica, here's hoping that spell does indeed work this time," he
said as the craft flew off on its course to meet with the others and the catatonic siren.

Flying over a human city Ran was looking out the window of the helicopter while having a
nervous expression on her face. Sitting next to her was Ahakon, the boy feeling the siren holding onto
his hand very tightly as she whimpered quietly to herself. Sitting across from them Yukari was looking at
Ran with a raised eyebrow as she saw the girl squeezing Ahakon's hand in her fearful state.
"Why are you afraid of flying, you're a siren, you can fly on your own," Yukari questioned, with
the soldiers sitting back with them watching the siren curiously. Ran glanced nervously to the witch and
shook her head.
"I've never flown in one of these things before, and just how is it flying anyway? There are no
wings, no magical lights, nothing, what's keeping us in the air like this?" she asked shakily.
"Seriously? It's a helicopter, the rotors above spin and spin and spin and keep us up in the air,"
Yukari said pointing up.

"It's ok Ran, flying like this is perfectly safe," Ahakon said as he tried to free his hand that was
starting to lose feeling.
"Safe? We're strapped into a metal car that's flying up in the sky and making a weird sound, how
is this safe?" Ran said looking around at the roof nervously as the thumping of the rotors remained
constant. Yukari rolled her eyes then looked to the soldier next to her.
"Could you please calm her down before she crushes my boyfriend's hand?" she asked dryly.
The man glanced to her then to Ran.
"Um, you can relax miss; you're perfectly safe flying in the air like this. There's no magic involved
or anything, it's just modern human technology that makes this possible," he reassured.
"There, you see? It's ok, let go of my hand now Ran, I can't feel it anymore," Ahakon said as he
struggled to free his hand from her vicelike grip.
Flying in another vehicle Kurumu and Rason were looking out one side of the helicopter they
were in, watching as the sights of buildings and the city were gradually turning to more urban and rural
areas. Sitting next to Kurumu was Luna, the chronofly buckled in and holding onto Gabriel's hand tightly
while she had her eyes shut. Gabriel was looking at her with concern while the soldiers in back were
watching the monsters curiously.
"Luna? What's wrong?" Gabriel asked. Kurumu and Rason looked to seeing Luna trembling a bit
while keeping her eyes shut. Kurumu blinked then laughed a bit.
"What's wrong Luna, afraid of flying?" she asked.
"I'm not afraid of flying, I'm afraid of being fastened into something that is staying up in the air
by means I can't even understand!" Luna cried out.
"It's ok Luna, it's just a human helicopter, they're made to fly in the air like this," Rason said
while gesturing around at the interior of the craft.
"How? There's no wings or anything, and what's with that sound? Is that normal? Is it?" Luna
asked franticly while looking around.
"Relax Luna, it's just the rotors spinning, that's normal," Kurumu said with a worried smile.
"What in the world is a rotor?" Luna asked her while shaking her head.
"They're the blades that are spinning above us, they're keeping us in the air," Rason said
pointing up. Luna turned pale and stared at him with a nervous expression.
"Blades? There are spinning blades above us?" she asked shakily. She screamed and clung to
Gabriel's arm while burying her face in his shoulder, the boy looking at her with concern then to the
others.

"I don't think she's a fan of flying like this," he reasoned shaking his head.
"It's ok Luna, we've ridden in these things before, nothing bad is going to happen," Rason said
assuredly. Luna continued to tremble while holding onto Gabriel's arm out of sheer fright.
"Yeah, just relax and enjoy the ride, you've been in human buses and cars before right? This isn't
any different," Kurumu reasoned hopefully.
"Those things were on the ground with moving wheels, this thing is up in the freaking air and
making a loud strange noise, this is completely different!" Luna cried out. Gabriel looked around at the
cabin then to Luna while gently holding her with his other arm.
"It's alright Luna, I've seen humans riding in these vehicles before while I was up in heaven,
they're perfectly safe to be in," he said gently. Luna whimpered and glanced up to him while trembling
still.
"Really?" she asked nervously. Gabriel nodded and looked to the soldiers in back with them.
"Of course, please tell her that there's nothing to be worried about," he said hopefully. The men
just stared at him as the sounds of the rotors above were all that was heard in the cabin. After a while
one of them pointed to him.
"You're really an angel kid?" the man asked. Gabriel blinked then looked at him with a dull
expression.
"Yes, I'm an angel, so is my friend here, and these two girls are monsters. Now that that's
cleared up, would you mind putting this one's fears to rest?" he requested dryly. The men jumped a bit
then smiled weakly at Luna.
"Um, they're right miss, you're safe and sound in this ride," one of them said with a nod.
"Flying is actually one of the safest forms of human travel," another added with a shrug. Luna
looked to them worriedly then to Gabriel while holding onto his arm still.
"You're sure it's safe?" she asked softly.
"Yes, and you're safely secured in your seat, with your friends and me back here with you, along
with an armed escort. Luna, you're as safe as can be right now," Gabriel said gently. Luna rested her
head on his shoulder and closed her eyes, feeling the bond flowing through the contact and calming her
mind down.
"If you say so, my angel," she said softly. Kurumu and Rason smiled at her then looked to Gabriel
who was blushing from that comment. He smiled a bit and glanced to the others before looking back to
Luna.
'I'm actually her angel. I'm Luna's angel; it's almost too good to be true. I just have to earn my
place as her angel, she deserves a real knight in-'

The ride bumped a bit as the chopper turned slightly, with Luna instantly screaming and clinging
to Gabriel for dear life.
"AHHH! Don't let me die my angel!" she screamed out while burying her face in his shoulder.
Gabriel smiled weakly at her then looked to the others, with Kurumu holding a hand over her mouth to
keep her laughter from slipping out and Rason shaking his head amusedly at the chronofly.
In another ride Kyouko was looking down with a dull expression, having her arms crossed while
she was strapped into her seat, and grinding her teeth a bit as the soldiers next to her were watching
her carefully.
"For the last time, I'm not going home," Kyouko muttered.
"We only have orders to bring in all monsters that were at the villa, you're human, you shouldn't
be here," a soldier said shaking his head.
"This is not a joyride, the HDA is only bringing in those that were involved with the monster
attacks to speak with the director," the other said.
"I was involved in those monster attacks, and I'd like to give your boss a piece of my mind as
well. You people shot at me the other day, what the hell?" Kyouko yelled out at them.
"If you were caught in the crossfire that was unfortunate, however that doesn't mean you
should be getting yourself tangled up in this conflict. As soon as we land at the base we'll have you
returned to your parents," one of the men said.
"Crossfire my ass! You were all shooting at me and my friends without even asking for our side
of the story!" Kyouko yelled out at them.
"Your side of the story?" one of the men asked.
"And just what was your side of the story?" the other asked dryly.
"I told you, monsters came and attacked my friends who are also monsters, the fight escalated
and the school was destroyed before my friends and I stopped the evil ones ourselves, and that's when
you people started shooting at us thinking we were the bad guys! For god's sake I killed one of those
monsters myself and all I got as thanks were bullets flying at me!" Kyouko yelled out.
"You killed a monster?" a soldier asked questionably.
"You're damn right I did," Kyouko said proudly.
"How?" the other man asked with a raised eyebrow.
"I cracked the bitch's head open with a baseball bat," Kyouko said with a grin. The men just
glanced to each other then back to the girl.

"A baseball bat. You killed a monster with a baseball bat," one of them said dryly.
"Yeah I killed her, I beat her lousy corpse to a pulp after all she put me through," Kyouko said
with discontent.
"Alright, you're heading home as soon as we get back to base, end of story," one of the men said
crossing his arms. Kyouko looked to him with disbelief as the other soldier was shaking his head.
"It's hard enough to believe that actually want to fight against monsters like you say you are, but
killing one with a baseball bat is just plain unbelievable," he said before rolling his eyes.
"But I did! I killed that stupid bitch and helped put a stop to that fight, it's the truth!" Kyouko
said desperately, and then looked ahead of her at Ruby and Razico who were just watching the girl while
remaining silent.
"Tell them, you were there Razico, tell them I'm not making this up," she pleaded. The soldiers
looked to Razico as he raised an eyebrow at Kyouko for a moment before he shrugged with a casual
smile.
"Gentlemen, she's telling the truth. I was there myself on that day, and she did indeed land the
final blow on one of the monsters that was attacking the school, I saw it with my own eyes," he said
assuredly. Kyouko smiled brightly at him as the soldiers looked at her curiously.
"She did?" one asked.
"With a mere baseball bat?" the other questioned. Razico nodded and looked up in thought.
"Yes, she killed the monster with a baseball bat, after the monster had been worn down by the
fight, detained by necro magic, had its remaining eye ripped out in front of it, and left to wallow in the
shame of defeat while being utterly helpless. Yessir, Kyouko here really let that defenseless monster
have it with a baseball bat like you wouldn't believe," he said with a nod. Kyouko twitched at that then
looked at Razico with an annoyed smile while Ruby giggled a bit.
"Did you have to put it like that?" Kyouko snapped.
"I'm just telling the truth Kyouko, I'm sure you just forgot to mention all those details about your
'kill'," Razico said with a smirk at her. The soldiers just looked at Kyouko with raised eyebrows as she
glanced between them with a worried expression.
"That doesn't change anything, I'm not leaving my friends and that's that," she said somewhat
firmly.
Inside another helicopter Fang Fang was watching the scenery pass by through his window with
Arial sitting across from him and looking out the window as well. The snow angel however was holding
onto her safety harness with a tight grip while she was trembling. She had her music playing again,
although she could hear her own teeth chattering from her fright. Her frosted wings were pressed back

against the seat, cutting them up slightly as she whimpered while her eyes darted around at the passing
sights of the earth down below.
"How is this thing flying anyway?" she asked nervously as she took her earbuds out, the music
doing nothing to calm her down. Fang Fang looked to her with a curious smile.
"It's quite alright, this is one of the many different flying machines humans use in their world,
it's perfectly safe," he reassured.
"I'm strapped into a flying tin can high up in the air, how is that safe? What was that? Is that
noise normal?" Arial asked looking around nervously as the sounds of the rotors and engine were heard
above them. Sitting next to her Felucia was leaning back in her seat with her arms resting behind her
head, having a calm expression while she didn't even bother to fasten her safety belt.
"Relax Arial, nothing to worry about. Hey, did you know Dark knows how to fly these things?"
Felucia mentioned with a glance at the angel. Arial looked to her with wonder as Mizore was watching
the frightened snow angel with an amused expression while sitting next to Fang Fang.
"He does?" Arial asked.
"You bet, he can pilot anything. Cars, tanks, helicopters, you name it, the guy was trained to be
the best after all," Felucia said with a wink at her. Arial looked at her with wonder as the soldiers next to
them watched the monsters curiously.
"Wow, he can really fly something like this?" Arial asked. Mizore smiled and nodded at her.
"Yes, I've flown with him before, he's-" she said before a shard of ice struck her forehead, the
girl lurching back with a yelp while the soldiers watched with wide eyes.
"I wasn't talking to you!" Arial snapped at Mizore. The snow maiden yanked the shard out and
held a hand over her bruise while struggling not to scream at the angel while Fang Fang watched with a
nervous expression. Felucia looked at Mizore worriedly then to Arial as the snow angel was again
watching her with eyes of wonder.
"Do you know how to fly these things too?" she asked. Felucia hesitated then shook her head.
"Um, no, I wasn't trained to operate vehicles like this," she said with a shrug.
"Trained? Were you in some form of monster army or something?" a soldier asked. Felucia
glanced to him with a smirk.
"I guess you could say that, but I'm more of an ex-agent with that group, working with them just
wasn't for me," she said simply. Arial then clung to her as the vehicle rocked a bit, with the group
watching as the snow angel held onto Felucia's waist and breast while burying her face into the demon's
side.

"Is it supposed to do that? Why is it shaking like that? When can we get off this thing?" Arial
cried out. Felucia tried to remove the angel's grip on her with a weak smile.
"It's alright; it does that sometimes, just relax- AH! Damn, your hands are cold," Felucia said as
she tried to get the angel's hand off her breast. Arial let go then promptly held onto the demon's waist
while burying her face in Felucia's side.
"Make it stop, I don't like it! I don't like this!" Arial cried out.
"The poor girl," Fang Fang said sympathetically.
"Oh yeah, poor Arial," Mizore muttered while glaring at the snow angel as she rubbed her
forehead. Felucia looked around at everybody then to Arial, hesitating for a moment before she gently
brushed the angel's hair.
"Um, there there, it'll… be ok. Won't be much longer, just… calm down," she said unsurely. Arial
looked up to her with gentle eyes.
"Don't let me go, ok?" she said softly before she put her earbuds back in and nuzzled against the
demon's side again. Felucia held her arm over the angel while looking to Mizore with concern then to
Arial as she reluctantly held the snow angel gently, the frightened young girl trembling still while
shutting her eyes.
"Um… yeah, sure," Felucia said softly. She sighed quietly then glanced to Mizore.
"Crap," she muttered.
"Would you stop showing me up like this?" Mizore said with annoyance.
"I'm not trying to, honest," Felucia whined.
"Stop getting on her good side then, she's falling even more in love with the idea of you and
Dark being together," Mizore said shaking her head.
"What am I supposed to do, be a total bitch to her? You know this girl means a lot to me too,
she gave Dark life, hell I was praying to her at night as well," Felucia said worriedly. Mizore groaned with
annoyance as she slumped back in her seat, looking at Arial with a dull stare as the angel calmed down
slightly while holding onto Felucia.
"She hates me still, how am I supposed to get on her good side before we send her back?" she
said tiredly.
"Perhaps you just need to be nicer to her," Fang Fang suggested. Mizore looked to him with a
dull glance.

"I've been on my best behavior with her, I even saved her ungrateful soul's life earlier; how
could I possibly be nicer to her?" she said with a bite. Fang Fang opened his mouth to speak, paused,
and then looked up thoughtfully. Mizore nodded and looked back to Arial.
"Yeah, exactly," she said as Felucia reluctantly brushed the snow angel's hair.
Riding in another HDA chopper Gin and Kokoa were watching Sun as the siren remained on her
stretcher at their feet. On Kokoa's shoulder Kou was looking down at the siren as well while the soldiers
were watching over the monsters.
"Please big sis, hurry and find them," Kokoa said quietly.
One of the soldiers looked out the window then to the monsters again.
"We're almost at the base, we'll move your friend here into the medical wing to await your
friends' arrival once we land," he informed. Gin and Kokoa nodded as they kept watching Sun, both
hoping that Ceal would be able to bring the girl back from the brink.
"Any word from my sister? Have they found our friends yet?" Kokoa asked looking to the soldier.
"I'm not sure, I haven't heard anything yet," he said shaking his head. Kokoa looked down to Sun
then to Gin with worried eyes.
"What if that spell doesn't work? What if… I really did… kill her?" she asked shakily.
"Don't give up hope Kokoa, I'm sure not giving up yet. Ceal's done the impossible for us before,
he can do it again," Gin said while holding onto her hand. Kokoa looked down to Sun with concern,
hoping that the catalyst mage could indeed fix this.
"We're approaching the base now, we'll be landing in just a few minutes," the pilot called back.
Kokoa closed her eyes and rested her head on Gin's arm.
'Sun, I really am sorry; I hope you come back to us. I never meant-'
Suddenly a loud bang was heard along with a squealing engine, with Gin and Kokoa looking to
the window and seeing one of the choppers flying nearby wavering off-balance while smoke was coming
from the engine. The helicopter then started dropping altitude and tipping around as the main rotors
whirred and clunked with each spin.
"What happened?" Gin called out.
"Oh my god, it's on fire!" Kokoa screamed as the top of the other chopper burst into flame.
"What the hell is happening? Unit 5, report!" the pilot called out.
Inside the damaged helicopter the pilot was struggling to keep his vehicle from spinning out of
control.

"This is Unit 5, we've had an engine malfunction, I can't keep it steady," he called out as the
soldiers in the back were holding onto their seats. Next to them Render and Leon were holding onto
their harnesses while the witch sisters were holding onto each other and screaming.
"AHHH!" the sisters yelled out in unison.
"What do you mean an engine malfunction?" Render shouted out.
"I think he means we're going down!" Leon said as the craft started to spin out of control and
descend. The passengers in the other rides looked to their windows to seeing the burning chopper
spiraling and dropping towards a small forest below them.
"Oh my god!" Kurumu yelled out.
"What happened?" Yukari cried out.
"Oh shit, they're going down!" Felucia yelled out.
"I can't hold it, brace for impact!" the pilot in the damaged helicopter called out. The soldiers in
back secured their rifles then held onto their harnesses while Render and Leon were feeling the force of
the spin pushing them towards the side of the cabin. Apoch and Astreal clung to their harnesses as they
screamed, with the whirring of the engines and squealing of the gears growing louder as the girls shut
their eyes out of fright. As they did a ghostly skeletal hand crept along their seatbelts and harnesses
before fading from view. The chopper spun around before crashing down into the woods, the rotors
slicing through trees before the craft tilted and hit the ground on its side. The spinning blades chopped
up the ground before breaking off, with the downed craft tumbling and sliding across the ground before
crashing through a few trees. The chopper cracked open, with the front cockpit smashing against a tree
and the passenger seats behind it breaking apart and flying out the side of the hull.
"Not cool!" Render cried out as he was thrown out of the chopper, the two boys and soldier
next to them crashing into the ground and sliding further away as they remained buckled in to their
seats. They slammed to a halt against a tree, with their seats facing the broken lumber, as the helicopter
spun a bit before crashing into a boulder, coming to a swift stop as the engine caught on fire. Inside the
cabin the remaining soldier was limp in his seat next to the sisters, his head dangling with a broken neck
as he was slumped forward in his harness. Apoch and Astreal groaned as their world slowly stopped
spinning, each having some blood dripping from their heads as they struggled to move.
"Sister… sister, are… you ok?" Apoch said weakly.
"I think… so…" Astreal said with a cough as smoke started to fill the cabin.
Outside Render and Leon were trying to get their seatbelts off while the soldier next to them
was groaning in pain, the man unbuckling his belt before dropping onto the ground next to the seats
with a grunt.
"Holy shit, you ok man?" Leon said as he finally got his belt unbuckled.

"Worst… ride… ever…" Render groaned as he undid his belt, the boy dropping back with a roll
onto the grass as Leon tried to stand back up again. He shook his head then looked to the chopper as it
was still on fire with the sides of the hull broken apart.
"Oh god, Astreal! Apoch! Are you two ok?" Leon called out.
"Apoch? Apoch!" Render cried out as he stumbled to his feet, his world still spinning as he grew
worried about his girlfriend's health. The two boys looked to the soldier who was coughing and slowly
getting up then started running toward the downed chopper.
"Hey, are you two alright?" Leon called out.
"Say something!" Render shouted as he stumbled a bit.
"Leon?" Astreal called out weakly.
"We're fine… I think…" Apoch added. The two boys ran to the side of the cabin and looked in,
seeing the dead soldier next to the sisters and the very dead pilot in the remains of the cockpit.
"Dude, bogus," Render said shaking his head.
"C'mon, we need to get you out of there," Leon said as the two boys jumped into the cabin with
the sisters. The roof sparked and crackled as flames flared up along the side of the hull. The casters
looked around to seeing the engine sparking and catching on fire in front as a hissing sound was heard
above.
"Get them out of here, now!" Leon said as he tried to unfasten Astreal's belt. Render was
yanking on Apoch's as the sisters were frantically trying to undo their shoulder harnesses.
"What the hell, it's stuck!" Render grunted as he couldn't undo Apoch's seatbelt.
"Get us out of here! Get us out!" Astreal screamed as she thrashed around in her harness, the
latches not coming undone as Leon struggled to undo the one over the witch's lap.
"Help! Do something!" Apoch screamed as fire flared up along the ceiling.
"This thing's going to blow! Get them out now!" Leon yelled out.
"I'm trying, it's not coming off!" Render cried out as his hands frantically tried to undo the
seatbelt.
Outside the soldier was slowly getting up as a few others landed down nearby. He saw the
vehicle burning and also some movement inside the hull through the cracked and smudged windows.
"Hey… hey! What are you doing, get out of there!" he called out as he ran over to the site. From
the other choppers the group members quickly disembarked and ran over to the scene as they saw a
large flash shot off from the burning engine.

"Oh my god," Kyouko said holding a hand over her mouth.
"I thought you said these things were safe!" Ran cried out at Yukari.
"They are, I mean they're as safe as can be for something that flies in the air like they do," Yukari
reasoned nervously while shaking her head.
"Holy shit, who's in that thing?" Rason asked. Mizore looked around at the group then to the
chopper with fright.
"Apoch and Astreal were on that, Render and Leon too!" she called out.
"What?" Ruby said with a jump.
Inside the chopper Render and Leon were struggling to free their girlfriends, both sisters
trapped in their seats as their harnesses and belts just would not come undone.
"Get us out of here, please!" Astreal shrieked as the fires started burning near them.
"I can't breathe, I can't breathe," Apoch coughed out as she shut her eyes, struggling to breathe
with all the smoke filling the cabin.
"What the hell is this, the damned thing's not coming loose!" Render yelled as he couldn't get
the belt off of Apoch.
"We have to get them out now!" Leon yelled as he kept trying to get the harness off of Astreal,
the witch thrashing around frantically now while Apoch was holding her hands over her mouth.
The HDA soldier ran around the burning vehicle and over to them as the engine above started
sparking and flashing with bursts of flame.
"What are you doing, get away from this thing now!" he yelled as he grabbed Render and Leon
by the shoulders and started pulling them away.
"No! No, I can't leave her like this!" Leon yelled as he freed himself and ran back to Astreal.
"Apoch! Apoch!" Render yelled as the boys were desperately trying to free the girls.
"Render!" Apoch coughed out before she started choking on the smoke.
"Leon! Help!" Astreal screamed as the fires burned closer to her head. The soldier looked to the
girls then rushed in and struggled to undo the straps, not being able to as they refused to unhook.
"What the hell, they're not coming undone," he grunted.
"We noticed, do something!" Leon yelled out. The man struggled to undo the straps then pulled
out his combat knife. He started cutting the belt over Apoch while the fires flared up overhead, the

engine making a loud squealing sound as the human tried to cut the strap. He sliced through it then
started cutting on Apoch's harness while Astreal was thrashing around in a panic.
"Get us out! Hurry!" she shrieked.
"Help us!" Apoch screamed out as she struggled to move. The soldier cut apart her harness, the
girl then stumbling forward as she tried to breathe through the smoke. The man handed her off to
Render then started to cut the harness holding Astreal.
"Get her out of here, go!" the soldier called out. Render quickly helped Apoch stumble out of
the chopper, the girl gasping for air as the hissing and squealing sound from the burning craft grew
louder.
"It's going to blow, save yourself!" Astreal cried out.
"I'm not leaving you!" Leon yelled out as he kept trying to pull free the witch's harness.
"Dammit, get out of here kid, go!" the soldier said pushing Leon away.
Apoch caught her breath then looked back to the chopper as a small blast ruptured from the
roof.
"Sister!" she cried out. She quickly formed her barrier sword and ran back in, pushing aside Leon
then thrusting her blade forward across Astreal's lap, slicing the belt apart while the human stared with
wide eyes at the glowing sword.
"What the hell?" he cried out.
"Move!" Leon said as he grabbed him and pulled him back, with Apoch then swiping her blade
around her sister carefully, severing the harness straps from the wall before she grabbed her sister's
arm.
"Run!" she screamed as they all raced out of the chopper. It started sparking wildly before it
blasted into a fireball, with Apoch and Astreal turning around and forming their barriers before their
boyfriends and the HDA soldier. On the other side of the burning craft Ruby held out her wand and
erected a barrier in front of them as flaming bits of debris hit the shield, the group watching with shock
as the helicopter exploded violently.
"Oh my god, Apoch, Astreal!" Kurumu cried out.
"Shit, Render! Leon!" Gin called out.
Luna clung to Gabriel's arm while watching the burning wreckage with fright, fearful her friends
were killed in the blast. Arial clung to Felucia's side as she watched the fires flare in front of her, fearful
of the deadly fires that were burning so close to her. And Ran grabbed hold of Ahakon, the mage's head
being forced into her breasts as the taller girl whimpered and watched the burning vehicle explode
again while Ahakon thrashed around in her grip.

"No!" Kokoa cried out. A soldier nearby shook his head then held up a radio.
"This is the monster escort unit; we have a bird down just outside the perimeter. I repeat, we
have a bird down," he called out.
"What do you care about a bird for at a time like this? Our friends were just killed in a crash!"
Gabriel yelled out at him.
"It's just a saying Gabriel, he's talking about the helicopter," Rason said shaking his head while
Kurumu was holding back her tears.
"No, they can't be gone, they can't be," Yukari whimpered while watching the fiery crash site as
she was also trying to pry free her boyfriend from the siren's bosom.
Razico looked to Ruby with remorse, the witch glancing back to him with sorrow then looking
forward as she lowered the barrier. Fang Fang watched the fires burning with remorseful eyes then
pointed to something with a jump.
"Look," he said, the group then seeing the five survivors of the crash walking around the burning
wreck. The witch sisters' clothing was scuffed and blacked slightly while the boys were helping the girls
walk as they wavered slightly off-balance. The soldier walking with them was looking at the girls with
disbelief after he had seen them using their magic to block the explosion and fiery debris from killing
them.
"They're ok!" Felucia said with a smile.
"Oh thank god," Gabriel said while breathing out in relief.
The casters and soldiers walked over to the group, with Apoch and Astreal then dropping to
their knees as their legs gave out. Render and Leon knelt down beside them as the soldier looked to his
comrades.
"You ok?" one of the other men asked. The soldier just nodded and looked to the witch sisters.
"Yeah, they saved us from the explosion with some very strange magic," he said with wonder.
Apoch and Astreal caught their breath then looked to him with weak smiles.
"Thank you, for helping save us as well," Apoch said softly.
"Certainly a nice change from you trying to kill us," Astreal added. The soldier smiled a bit and
nodded.
"Just following my orders miss," he said kindly.
"I'm glad you're all alright, you gave us quite a fright back there," Fang Fang said with a kind
smile. Luna looked to Gabriel and shook her head.

"I'm not flying in those things again, not again. Please don't make me ride in them again," she
said worriedly. Gabriel held her with a weak smile as the chronofly clung to his chest and tried to steady
her breathing.
"I'm sure it was just an accident," Gabriel reasoned.
"Yeah, I'm not getting back in those things either, no way," Arial said shaking her head before
she held onto Felucia's hand, the demon looking to her then to Mizore with a worried smile.
Yukari finally freed Ahakon from Ran's bosom, the mage gasping for air and stumbling around
dazed as Ran held her arms around herself while trembling still. Yukari looked at her with a dull
expression then sighed before she helped Ahakon stand upright again, not wanting to clonk the siren on
the head with a washtub while she was still so shaken up about the crash.
The HDA soldiers started walking around the burning wreckage as sirens were heard
approaching in the distance. As the group took the moment to calm their nerves and be thankful they
were all ok again Apoch and Astreal held onto their boyfriends out of relief, the two mages holding them
closely as well.
"Thank you, for not letting me go," Astreal said softly. Leon gently brushed her hair to help
soothe the witch.
"I would never let you go Astreal," he said gently.
Apoch coughed and tried to catch her breath while Render held her close.
"Never a dull moment around you babe," he said with a small chuckle. Apoch smiled softly and
looked to him as she shrugged a bit. She then hugged him again as the sisters tried to relax their minds
after their near-death experience. The two girls then shuddered as they held onto their boyfriends,
feeling cold chills running down their backs.
"It's ok, you're safe now, you can relax," Leon said gently.
"Yeah, we're right here with you, we won't let anything happen to you," Render added in
agreement. The witch sisters remained silent as they held onto their boyfriends, both wanting to believe
those comforting words. However they couldn't shake the fact that the cold chill they felt wasn't going
away, rather it seemed to be lingering around them. It felt ominous, cold, and a bit frightening.
It was almost as if death itself was breathing down their necks.

Chapter 49
Apologize
Akua groaned weakly as she laid face first on a bed, her face having a slight blush to it while she
was holding onto her rear with a pained expression. Next to the raven haired vampire Kahlua was
whining while having tears falling from her cheeks, lying face first down on the bed as well while she was
bent over on the edge as she was grabbing hold of her rear.
"I'm sorry…" Kahlua breathed out before she started crying.
"I'm sorry… I'm sorry…" Akua breathed out in short gasps.
Standing next to the bed Issa was looking towards the window of the room with a stern
expression, his hand clenching slightly at his side while his crimson eyes stared out towards the cloudy
sky which was above the castle.
"Not only did you fail in putting an end to that abomination you two helped create, but you also
allowed it to step foot inside my home!" he said loudly, with the vampire sisters trembling in fear while
looking up to him.
"We're sorry daddy, we tried to stop him," Kahlua whined.
"Please, we'll find him, we'll stop him, I promise," Akua said as she trembled.
"I don't want to hear any more of this, we have a crisis on our hands, having you two coming
here to tell me of this failure is not what I wanted to deal with today," Issa said looking to them with a
stern glare.
"We're sorry," Kahlua pleaded before she broke down into tears, burying her face into the
sheets while rubbing her sore rear.
"We'll find him again, I promise we'll put an end to him," Akua begged. Issa turned to them
while raising a hand in the air, the two girls looking to him with widening eyes as they shook their heads.
"Please, please I'm sorry," Kahlua whined.
"Oh… god…" Akua cringed as she looked down and shut her eyes.
Outside the room's closed door Ten-Ten was sitting on an elegant chair in the hallway, fanning
herself leisurely while screams and pleas for mercy were heard inside the room. The woman glanced to
the door then away while remaining silent as Akua and Kahlua cried and shouted out their apologies as
frantically as they could. After a while Issa opened the door and walked out into the hallway while
having an agitated expression.

"So, you are the one that rescued my daughters from their mistake. Thank you," he said to her,
the woman smiling weakly at him and nodding.
"I'm glad I was able to help them. Um, are they alright?" she asked. Issa glanced back into the
room, seeing Akua bent over on the bed with her rear held up while she was gripping the sheets and
having her face buried in them. Kahlua was sprawled over the edge of the bed while her legs twitched
on the floor, both sisters quietly whimpering while their rears wiggled a bit.
"If they do not clean up their own mess and soon, they will not be," Issa said, with the sisters
jumping bit then trembling nervously while whining some more. Ten-Ten smiled weakly at them then
looked to Issa with concern.
"I'm thankful I was able to save them the other night, but the reason for my visit to your home
was not to come to their aid, but rather to seek an audience with you," she said humbly.
"I have heard from my daughters about your plight. I am sorry that you are cut off from your
family, I know we severed many families in the monster realm when we closed the gateways, an
unfortunate price to pay for ensuring our world's safety," Issa said solemnly.
"I understand, I do, you had to do what was necessary for the greater good of monsters, I do not
blame you for the actions taken. But I wish to see my family again, and will do anything to make that a
reality. My daughter and I are trapped in this world while my husband and dear son are in the other.
Please, if the gateways truly must remain closed, then could my daughter and I at least be allowed
through one more time? You may seal us away in the human world if that's what it takes, we'll survive
on our own, I just can't bear for my family to be split apart like this," Ten-Ten begged softly.
"Your dedication and willingness to go through so much for your loved ones is commendable,"
Issa commented while glancing to her.
"I will never abandon my family lord Shuzen, my place is with them. If we must live together in
the human world from now on, then so be it," Ten-Ten said with a nod. Issa nodded then looked down
the hall.
"You've done me a great service by bringing my daughters to me and caring for them after their
ordeal. I will make that up to you, and as your luck would have it, we may not be sealed off from the
human world for much longer," he said calmly. Ten-Ten looked at him with wonder from those words.
"Really? Are you saying the gateways are going to be reopened?" she asked.
"There is a possibility, the dark lords have all agreed that there is a greater threat here, one that
has played both the humans and our own kind in this conflict," Issa said glancing to her.
"A greater threat?" Ten-Ten asked. Issa nodded and pointed back down the hallway.

"For now, please make yourself at home in the guest parlor, I'll have an escort watch over you
and bring you anything you need. I have to resume my talks with the other lords, there is much for us to
discuss at the moment," he informed. Ten-Ten looked at him curiously for a moment then nodded.
"Very well, I hope to hear good news from you very soon," she said with a bow. Issa then walked
off down the hall while the woman watched him go with curious eyes. She then glanced into the room
to seeing Kahlua dropping onto the floor while whining and holding her rear, with Akua remaining in her
position still while her rear twitched a bit in the air.
"That hurt so much… owie owie owie," Kahlua whined.
"Oh god… I can't… I can't move…" Akua said weakly as she gripped the sheets with tightly shut
eyes. Ten-Ten watched them curiously then walked off down the hall while fanning herself casually,
ignoring the whimpers and cries of the vampire sisters as the two girls were incapacitated after their
punishment from their father.

Flying up in the air an HDA helicopter was making its way back to its base. Inside the vehicle
Moka was sitting in her seat with her legs crossed casually, having her arms crossed, and looking down a
bit with a distant gaze. As the vampire remained deep in thought about current and upcoming events
Dark was sitting next to her, watching the sights passing by through the window while HDA soldiers sat
on either side of them. Sitting across from them Complica, Ceal, and Falla were buckled into their seats,
with Falla still holding onto Ceal's arm while Complica was watching the sights passing by through the
window with wonder. Falla glanced to her little sister and smiled at her.
"Enjoying the ride Complica?" she asked. Complica nodded as she kept looking out the window.
Falla smiled gently at her and shook her head a bit.
"I never thought I'd be going for a helicopter ride with you like this," she said softly. Complica
looked back to seeing her sister just smiling kindly at her.
"We have to do more things like this together while you're down here with us, I have a lot of
making up to do being your big sister after all," Falla reasoned with a small shrug. Complica smiled a
little then looked back out the window while holding in her tears.
"That's ok, we don't have to do anything special, just as long as we're together today that's all I
want," she said softly, feeling her heart aching again at the thought of what was coming that night. She
whimpered then wiped a tear from her eye as the others looked to her curiously.
"Complica? What's wrong?" Falla asked. Complica shook her head and looked back to Falla with
a few tears in her eyes.
"I'm just so happy to be here with you like this," she said before she leaned over and held onto
Ceal's arm, resting her head against him as the boy glanced to Falla then back to her while remaining

silent. Falla smiled gently at her little sister as the girl forced a smile on her face while holding in her
tears. Complica knew she had to tell everybody the truth soon, but didn't want to make them sad
hearing the news just yet.
The helicopter flew along towards its destination, passing over hills and forests along with
another human city. After a long flight the chopper approached the HDA base, heading towards one of
the helipads to the side of the compound where other HDA helicopters were seen. Soldiers and vehicles
were moving about in the loading bays and courtyards, while approaching the base's front entrance was
a convoy of HDA armored trucks and SUVs. The airborne craft headed towards its landing pad and slowly
touched down, with the soldiers then opening the doors and disembarking while Moka and her friends
unfastened their belts and harnesses.
"Alright, let's go meet up with the others," Moka said before they all jumped out. They started
walking across the lot while two soldiers remained at Moka's side, the vampire leading her friends
toward the main building while HDA soldiers and personal were busy running about. A few stopped to
look at the monsters, showing cautious and leery expressions while a few watched with curious glances.
As they did Moka glanced around as well, seeing the armed humans allowing them to safely traverse
through the area like this.
'It's hard to believe we've come this far.'
'First the humans tried to execute us, now we're being guarded and protected by them. Hard
to imagine what tomorrow will bring us.'
'I won't let this chance for peace slip by, no matter what we cannot lose the humans' trust with
us again. They may be our only hope for surviving this war.'
The group made their way across the lot towards the main building before seeing many familiar
faces ahead of them, all of them standing in front of the entrance to the building along with several HDA
soldiers. Ahakon and Yukari were looking around at the surrounding compound with curious eyes while
Ran was staying close to Ahakon's side, the siren seeming to be shaken up about something as she had a
nervous expression on her face. Ruby and Razico were looking around at the soldiers moving about
while Kyouko was looking at her cell phone, the human realizing she couldn't call any of her friends back
home and tell them where she was now. Mizore and Felucia were glancing around at all the armed
humans with careful eyes while Arial was holding onto Felucia's hand and trembling slightly, the snow
angel forcing a calm expression on her face while she listened to her music. Kurumu, Rason, and Fang
Fang were watching as Luna was clinging to Gabriel while the angel was holding her with a weak smile
on his face, the chronofly trembling while she seemed very shaken up about something. Near them Sun
was seen on a stretcher while a doctor was examining her, with Gin and Kokoa standing near the siren
and watching as the silent girl was still completely unresponsive to everything around her. Apoch and
Astreal were sitting on a bench while Render and Leon were next to them, the girls being checked over
by HDA nurses as they seemed to be shaken up about something as well.

"Sister!" Complica called out as she ran ahead towards Luna. The other group watched as the
young chronofly ran up to her sister and hugged her, with Luna looking down to seeing Complica smiling
up at her.
"We're back we found Dark and Ceal and he has the spell to heal Sun and we flew here in a
helicopter it was amazing it flew around in the air without any wings or magic it was so strange and it
made a loud noise and I got to sit next to Ceal while looking out the window we passed by a city and
some forests and we saw-" she said before she dropped to the ground gasping for air, with Luna quickly
kneeling down and holding her up as the others smiled a bit at the dazed little girl.
"Breathe Complica! Breathe!" Luna said as she shook the girl lightly by the shoulders. Complica
took a few deep breaths and regained herself while Arial ran over and hugged Dark as he and his group
approached the others. Dark looked down to her as the girl trembled while burying her face in his shirt,
her hands gripping him tightly as she whimpered.
"Arial? What's wrong?" he asked with concern. He looked to Mizore and Felucia questionably,
the two girls glancing to each other before looking back to him.
"She didn't quite like the ride," Felucia said with a shrug.
"She didn't like the ride? What about us? What about Apoch and Astreal?" Ran cried out.
"Apoch and Astreal? What about them? Hey, what's wrong with all of you?" Moka asked as she
saw some of the group was a bit on edge.
"The helicopter they were in crashed outside the gates before we got here, those four almost
died," Rason said pointing to the witch sisters and mages. Moka looked to them with surprise while
Complica looked to them then to Luna with wonder as the elder chronofly broke down crying and held
her close.
"Oh Complica, I'm so sorry you had to ride in those horrible things, are you ok? You weren't too
scared were you? Oh my god I was worried sick you would have been terrified out of your mind, are you
alright now?" Luna asked worriedly. Falla looked at her with puzzlement and slowly shook her head.
"She's fine, we were both totally fine. Complica was loving it even, she wanted to go for another
ride before we landed," she pointed out. Luna looked to her with disbelief as Moka walked over to the
witch sisters.
"What happened? Are you two ok?" Moka asked. The girls looked to her with worried eyes and
nodded.
"Yes, we're fine now. They say it was an engine malfunction; it just dropped out of the air and
crashed into the woods a little ways from here. Two humans died in the crash, we just made it out alive
before it blew up," the sisters said in perfect unison.
"Good god, how did you two say that together like that?" Leon said with a jump.

"That was amazing!" Render said with wonder. Rason frantically pointed to the witch sisters
while looking around at the group.
"See? See? I told you guys, that's not normal the way they do that, doesn't anybody else notice
this?" he cried out.
"Oh my god, I'm so sorry. Thank the lords you're all alright," Moka said looking around at the
witch sisters and mages.
"Oh c'mon, please? For god's sake they say everything together, how is nobody else noticing
this? Somebody, please notice this, please?" Rason said aloud with disbelief.
Luna looked at the witch sisters with worried eyes then to Complica, the young girl looking to
her with a small smile.
"You liked riding in that thing?" Luna asked unsurely.
"Yeah, it was fun. Didn't you like it sister?" Complica asked curiously. Luna shook her head and
looked to Gabriel as the angel was smiling weakly at her.
"She… didn't quite like it much either," he mentioned with a small shrug.
"I hated it, I thought we were all going to die riding in those things," Ran said while holding her
arms around herself. Dark knelt down and held Arial close, the snow girl holding him tightly then leaning
back and looking at him with worried eyes.
"Are you ok?" he asked.
"I was so scared, I thought that thing was going to fall out of the sky, I mean it was just hovering
up in the air and I was strapped inside of it, it was horrible," Arial said shakily. Dark nodded a bit then
held her as the girl took out her earbuds and put them in her pocket, wanting to hear Dark's voice now
that he was back with her.
"I'm sorry, next time I'll pilot the helicopter myself, ok?" he said gently. Arial smiled and looked
at him with wonder.
"Really?" she asked. He leaned back and nodded at her with a wink.
"I'll take care of you and take you for a ride you'll definitely remember," he said assuredly. Arial
blushed and glanced away while nodding a bit, feeling her heart beating faster at those words.
'Wow, I always used to dream of him saying those words to me, but not about this. Calm down,
he's like your son, he's not talking about… doing 'that' with you. Oh my god, that would be… no, just
don't think about it. Still, I think what he's talking about this time would be the best thing ever. My
demon really is incredible.'

Mizore and Felucia walked over to them as Dark stood back up, the boy glancing to them with a
raised eyebrow.
"Did you two at least ride with her?" he asked.
"Yeah, Felucia held me and comforted me when I was scared, she's the best, nothing scares
her," Arial said looking to Felucia with admiration. The doll demon smiled nervously while Mizore
glanced to her with annoyance.
"Oh, c'mon, I'm not… well… damn, yeah, I am pretty great," Felucia said looking up in defeat.
She glanced to Mizore who was staring at her with disbelief, the demon then shrugging with a weak
smile.
"What? It's the truth, I can't lie about that," she reasoned, with Mizore's eyebrow twitching
from that.
"Hey!" Kokoa called out. The group looked to her as she and Gin were watching them
expectantly.
"Hello, brain-dead siren over here! Hurry up, did you get the spell or not?" Kokoa called out
impatiently. The group looked to Dark as he held the scroll up with a nod. Ceal took the scroll from him
and walked over towards the siren with a dull expression.
"I'm sorry, were you trying to tell me to hurry up?" he asked while looking at Kokoa with a raised
eyebrow. The vampire smiled nervously and backed up a bit along with Gin.
"Um, sorry, no, I wasn't… um… never mind," she said before looking down with remorse.
"Can you help her now?" Gin asked worriedly.
"Please say you can big brother," Complica said while Luna held her close. The doctor next to
Sun looked to the siren then to Ceal questionably.
"I'm sorry son, I'm not sure what all is going on here, but I'm afraid this girl needs professional
medical attention," he informed.
"Which is why I'm here. Get her inside into a quiet room, I can't focus on something as delicate
as this with all this noise around me," Ceal said looking around, the sounds of vehicles and troops
moving about being heard along with a strong breeze that blew through the area. The doctor looked at
him puzzled then shook his head.
"What? Excuse me, but I'm not taking orders from-"
"Right now," Moka ordered. The man looked to her as she crossed her arms.

"You heard him, give him what he needs, he may be the only one who can save our friend," she
said firmly. The soldiers next to her glanced to the girl then to the doctor as the physician put his hands
at his hips with a stern expression.
"Who do you think you are telling me what to do young miss?" he demanded. Moka glanced to
a soldier next to her, the man gesturing to the vampire with a shrug.
"The director has given her Class-1 clearance, do as she says," he informed.
"What? Class-1? Her? But she's one of those monsters isn't she?" the doctor exclaimed.
"Yes, and she has Class-1 clearance, given by the director himself," the other soldier said simply.
"You want to take this up with the director?" Moka questioned with a raised eyebrow. The
doctor looked to her with a stunned expression as the vampire pointed towards the building.
"If not, then get her into a quiet room right now, my friend needs to focus to do his work,
move," she ordered. The doctor looked at her with disbelief then to Sun.
"But this patient is in catatonic state, she needs-"
"What she needs is Ceal to use his magic to heal her mind, get her inside now!" Gin shouted out
at him. The doctor looked at him with puzzlement then to Ceal.
"What? Magic?" he questioned.
"Move it, now," Ceal said coldly. The doctor looked to the soldiers who merely nodded then to
Sun. After a moment's hesitation he started wheeling her into the building while Moka looked to her
escorts.
"Please go with her and make sure no other doctors or personal go near her, leave everything to
my friend here and to him only," she requested. The soldiers nodded then walked off after the doctor
and siren. As they did an officer walked past them and towards Moka.
"Ms. Akashiya, I was waiting for your return, the director has requested that you and your
friends report to the briefing room at once," the man said in a professional tone.
"I'm sorry, but first we have to take care of our friend, hopefully this won't take too long," Moka
said shaking her head. The officer looked at her carefully as the vampire gestured around at the group
behind her.
"We'll gladly speak to the director as I said we would, but one of our friends is in serious
condition and we will not start these talks until she is taken care of," she explained.
"I was informed that your friends survived the little crash outside our perimeter, are they in
need of further medical attention?" the officer questioned.

"Little crash?" Ran cried out. Moka glanced to her then to the man again while shaking her head.
"No, my friends who were in the crash are alright. It's someone else that needs help, please tell
the director that we'll be joining him afterwards, we'll explain everything then," she informed. The man
glanced around at the group then to Moka again.
"Very well, please hurry then," he said before walking back towards the building. Moka watched
him go then looked to her friends who were all watching her now.
"Wow Moka, now you're ordering around the HDA?" Kurumu asked with wonder. Moka smirked
a bit and shrugged before looking to seeing a convoy of HDA trucks and SUVs coming through the front
gate. The group looked to seeing the line of vehicles driving through the large courtyard before coming
to a halt near them. From the armored trucks a few soldiers exited through the rear, followed by other
figures who were escorted out of the transports.
"Auntie?" Kyouko said with a jump at seeing Mr. and Mrs. Aono being helped out of the truck.
Kasumi and Koji looked around at the surrounding sights of the military compound as they were guided
over to the group, with Kyouko then running over to them and hugging Kasumi.
"Kyouko? What are you doing here?" Kasumi asked as she held her.
"I came here with my friends, you wouldn't believe what I've been through with them," Kyouko
said looking back to the group.
From behind them Tsurara and Akio walked over, with Mizore smiling at seeing her parents
again.
"Mother, father!" she called out as she ran over to them. Tsurara smiled and rushed over to
hold her daughter, with the father quickly running over and holding them as well as the snow family was
reunited.
"Oh Mizore, thank the lords you're alright," Tsurara said gratefully.
"We were worried sick about you, are you ok?" Akio asked with relief.
"Kurumu? Kurumu!" Ageha called out as she walked by them.
"Mom!" Kurumu called out as she ran over, with the elder succubus then rushing over and
holding her daughter closely.
"Oh Kurumu, you're ok, you had me scared out of my wits," the woman said as she held her
daughter.
From behind them Tamanori and Fujiko walked over with the HDA escorts, with Yukari's eyes
lighting up at seeing her parents.
"Mama! Papa!" she cheered out as she ran over to them.

"Yukari!" Tamanori said as he and his wife rushed over and knelt down to hold their daughter
close.
"You're both here too, I'm so glad to see you again," Yukari said with relief as she hugged her
parents.
"Not as glad as we are to see you, we were so worried about you. Are you alright?" Tamanori
said as the parents looked at their daughter with relieved smiles.
"Tsukune? Where's Tsukune? Is he ok? Is he here?" Kasumi asked desperately as she looked
around quickly.
"No, he's not here auntie, but he's ok, I promise," Kyouko reassured. Kasumi looked to her with
worried eyes then over to seeing Moka walking up to her.
"Mr. and Mrs. Aono, hello again," she said kindly.
"Moka, you're ok, oh thank god you're alright," Kasumi said with relief.
"We saw the HDA arrest you on the news, we thought they would have executed you by now,"
Koji said worriedly. Moka shook her head and looked around at the surrounding base.
"There was a big misunderstanding, they thought we committed crimes that we didn't, but the
HDA have listened to our story and have agreed to talk things over with us about it," she explained.
"A misunderstanding? They tried to kill you all, just what the hell is going on here?" Ageha
demanded looking around at the humans with discontent.
"Why have we all been brought here like this? Why are the HDA now protecting us after they
tried to kill all of you?" Tsurara asked looking around with a careful eye. Everybody looked to seeing
another figure walking towards them from the trucks, her sword glistening in the sunlight as it rested on
her back.
"Because Moka made the request that all our friends and family be placed under protection
while we deal with the true culprit behind the recent attacks, and the HDA has honored that request,"
Akasha said with a slight smile on her face. Moka's friends stared at the woman with wonder, except for
Dark and Ceal, while Kokoa's jaw dropped a bit as she saw her long lost mother standing before them.
"Is… is that…" Ruby said with awe.
"It's her, that's really her," Rason said with wonder.
"Akasha Bloodriver," Ahakon said softly. Dark glanced to him then to Akasha with a raised
eyebrow.
"Wait, Akasha Bloodriver?" he questioned, remembering that name very clearly. Akasha looked
around at the group then saw Luna, the chronofly staring at her with wonder.

"Luna? You're here as well? I must say this is quite a surprise, I wasn't expecting to find you
again so soon," Akasha said as she walked up to the chronofly. Moka glanced to Luna and nodded with a
smirk.
"It seems like she found us before we could find her, although how I'm still not clear on," she
mentioned. Akasha looked at Luna with wonder then smiled and gave a slight bow.
"I see, I'm glad to see you're safe and sound. My name is Akasha Bloodriver, I've been sent to
protect you during these troubling times," she said calmly. Luna just stared at her with wonder, stunned
that the woman who sealed away the great destroyer Alucard had been sent to be her bodyguard, then
smiled a bit.
"Wow… um… thank you?" she said with a small shrug. Akasha smiled amusedly at her then
noticed Kokoa staring at her still.
"Kokoa, I see you're awake and fully clothed this time, how nice of you," Akasha mused as she
turned to face the redhead.
"Akasha? Is… is that really you?" Kokoa said softly with wonder. Akasha walked up towards the
vampire then gently held her by the shoulders.
"It's good to see you again Kokoa, my how you've grown into a lovely young woman along with
Moka," she said kindly. Kokoa struggled to find words to say to the woman, her voice giving out as she
couldn't think of what to say at all. Akasha chuckled lightly and gently brushed a few strands of hair
away from Kokoa's face.
"I missed you too," she said softly.
"Akasha…" Kokoa said quietly.
"Hey!" Arial yelled out. Everybody looked to her as she waved towards the main building behind
them.
"You can all say hello to each other later, right now Sun's waiting for Ceal to help her. Let's go!"
she yelled out. Tsurara and Akio looked at the girl curiously, seeing the young snow girl with frosted
wings behind her.
"Mizore, who is that?" Tsurara asked. Mizore glanced to her then looked back to Arial with a dull
expression.
"Long story," she said flatly. Moka nodded and looked around at everybody.
"Listen up!" she called out, with everybody looking to her as she pointed to the building.
"There is a lot for all of us to talk about, many things have happened-"
"Hey, that's my line," Ruby said with a pout.

"-and we will talk about it all very shortly. I promise everything will be explained to all of you,
but for now we have urgent matters to attend to. Please, everybody just follow me and we'll get all of
this sorted out, just know that the HDA is on our side and you are all welcome guests here," Moka
informed. She looked to Ceal and gestured towards the building.
"Please, do what you can for Sun, her life is in your hands," Moka said gently. Ceal nodded
before he and Falla started walking in with the rest of the group following after them.
"What is going on here?" Kasumi asked.
"I have no idea, but it had better be good after everything the HDA has put us through," Ageha
muttered.
"Oh don't worry, this is going to be a doozy of a story to tell you all," Kurumu said shaking her
head.

Inside an observation room Sun was seen lying on her stretcher, remaining perfectly motionless
while Ceal and Falla were standing next to her. Inside the empty room two HDA soldiers and the doctor
were standing by the door while watching the monsters curiously. On one side of the room the wall was
a one-way glass window, with Moka and the rest of the group watching through it while being seated in
rising rows of seats like a mini auditorium. Standing down by the glass were Arial and Complica, the two
holding their hands to the glass while they watched with worried eyes as their friend was either going to
be cured of her condition by Ceal or die in that very room. Seated in the room were other HDA personal
and soldiers, all also watching the event with curious eyes.
"What's happening here, what are we watching?" Kasumi asked.
"Auntie, it's a long story. That girl in there suffered a serious head injury, she's practically braindead now. Our friend in there is going to try to heal her mind with a spell," Kyouko explained.
"What? She's… he's going to… what?" Kasumi asked confusedly.
"Who is that girl?" Akasha asked while watching the event with a curious eye.
"Her name is Sun Otonashi, she's the siren I was telling the director about, the one the evil king
in the dark world wants to capture," Moka explained.
"What? Siren? Evil king?" Koji asked.
"I feel as though we're in for a lot of explaining after this," Tsurara commented.
"It's seeming that way," Akio reasoned.
"We'll explain everything after this, for now let's just pray Ceal's able to heal her broken mind,
or else she's lost to us all," Fang Fang said while watching the scene with worried eyes.

"Please let her come back to us," Complica whimpered.
"If Sun doesn't get better from this…" Arial said looking back to Kokoa with a glare. Kokoa
gulped as the group looked to her, with Kou sitting on her shoulder and glancing to his mistress with
concern.
"Kokoa? Did you have anything to do with this?" Akasha asked. Kokoa twitched then slowly
looked to her with a nervous expression.
"Um… sorta," she squeaked out.
"Sorta? You were the one that hit her square in the head and nearly killed her on the spot,"
Felucia commented dryly. Kokoa jumped a bit then waved her hands around nervously while looking at
Akasha.
"I didn't mean to hurt her so badly, she just wouldn't back off from my boyfriend, I had to get
her to stop chasing after my mate. I'm sorry, I never meant to cause this," she explained frantically.
"You nearly killed this girl because she wouldn't leave your mate alone?" Akasha questioned.
Kokoa hesitated then nodded shakily. Akasha looked at her for a moment then back ahead at the
catatonic siren.
"In the future Kokoa, do try to use your words for a more peaceful solution rather than
attempting to murder those that annoy you," she mentioned calmly. Kokoa looked down with remorse
and nodded as Akasha glanced back to her.
"I trust you're going to apologize to this poor girl when she wakes up?" she asked.
"Yes, I will, I promise," Kokoa said looking back to Sun. Akasha looked back ahead for a moment
then to Kokoa curiously.
"Out of curiosity, where is this mate of yours that you nearly killed this girl over?" she asked.
Kokoa smiled a bit and looked to Gin next to her, the boy smiling nervously and waving to Akasha.
"Hey," he said simply.
"Ah, yes, you were the werewolf that was helping Kokoa and her friends in the city," Akasha said
with a nod.
"Yes, my name is Gin Morioka, sorry we didn't get a chance to introduce ourselves earlier. Heard
a lot about you by the way, big fan," Gin said with a weak smile. Akasha eyed him for a moment then
looked to Kokoa with a raised eyebrow.
"This is the one you chose to have as your mate?" she questioned.
"Yes, I love him with all my heart, we've been through so much together that I couldn't imagine
being with anyone else," Kokoa said assuredly.

"Does your father know you're dating a werewolf?" Akasha asked.
"Yes he knows, he said it was alright," Kokoa said with a small whine. Akasha paused for a
moment then glanced back to Gin.
"Well then, you and I are going to have to get acquainted after this, I want to know more about
the boy Kokoa not only wishes to be with but is perfectly willing to kill for," she said with a slight smile.
Gin nodded nervously then looked to Kokoa, the young vampire smiling a bit at him before looking back
towards the observation room with concern.
Inside the observation room Falla was looking down at Sun with sympathetic eyes. Ceal had
permitted her to be with him during this, however Complica was asked to join the others and watch
from behind the window.
"Ceal, do you think it can work?" Falla asked looking to her boyfriend. Ceal unrolled the scroll
and eyed it over carefully.
"It didn't work for my sister, I'm not promising anything with this Falla, all we can do is try and
hope the siren comes back to us," he answered solemnly. He held one hand out over the siren's head, a
bright blue and green light flaring up around it as everyone in the other room grew quiet.
"Here he goes, he's going to use the spell," Gabriel said softly.
"Please let it work," Ran said worriedly.
"If that young girl in there is brain-dead, what manner of magic could he use to reverse such a
state?" Tamanori asked. Moka glanced over to him then looked back to Sun.
"Something that's a shot in the dark for us, but it's all we have," she said.
Inside the observation room Falla stepped back a bit as she watched Ceal focusing on casting the
spell. The blue and green lights flashed around his hand then swirled around in the air, drawing out
strange and erratic casting circles that were angled around the siren's bed. Everyone watched as the
mage held his hand over Sun's head while reading from the scroll, with the casting circles flashing red
then white before shifting to a silver color. The humans watched the sight with awe while the rest of the
group waited anxiously to see if this would save the siren's mind.
"Falla," Ceal said, with Falla looking to him instantly.
"Undo her straps," he ordered. Falla nodded then proceeded to unfasten the siren from her
stretcher. After she did so she walked over to Ceal's side and looked at the siren with wonder.
"Ok, now what?" she asked. Ceal then kicked the stretcher out from underneath Sun, the mobile
bed rolling off to the side of the room and slamming into a wall while Sun remained floating in midair
where she had been. The lights around the siren flashed before a spiraling funnel of silver and green
light formed from a casting circle below, the swirling lights traveling up and through Sun's head where

they phased through the girl's skull and traveled upwards before connecting to another casting circle.
Falla stared at the sight with wide eyes as Sun's dress fluttered a bit while her body remained perfectly
still in midair.
"Wow," Complica breathed out.
"That looks trippy," Render said with wonder.
"Holy crap, now that's a magic trick!" Koji cheered out. The group looked to him as he stood up
and pointed to the floating siren.
"How is she hovering in the air like that? Wow, now that's some impressive magic!" he cheered.
"That's not the magic trick you idiot!" Kokoa barked out at him. Koji looked to her with a jump as
the vampire waved towards Sun.
"Ceal's not done yet, this isn't why we're here, sit down and be quiet!" Kokoa yelled out.
"Kokoa, manners," Akasha scolded. Kokoa twitched then smiled nervously at Koji.
"I mean please sit down, they're not done yet," she said shakily. Koji slowly sat down while
Ageha glanced to him with a raised eyebrow.
"Doesn't take much to impress you humans, does it?" she asked flatly. Koji looked down with
embarrassment while Kasumi held him gently.
Inside the observation room Falla was watching as Ceal placed his hands on either side of Sun's
head, with the strange funnel of lights swirling around through her skull as the colors shifted from blue
to green then back to silver. Ten minutes passed by as nobody said a word, with all eyes watching the
siren closely to see if she would again move or wake up. After a while Falla showed a worried expression
and looked to Ceal.
"Ceal, isn't it working?" she asked.
"There's nothing happening within her mind, she's not coming back from this," Ceal said
solemnly.
"Please don't say that. Is… is there any hope of her waking up?" Falla asked. Ceal glanced to her
then back to Sun while remaining silent.
"She's not going to wake up Falla," he said shaking his head. Falla showed a worried expression
and looked to Sun. After a while she looked back to the window and shook her head, knowing the group
would be watching them closely for any sign of progress.
"Oh no," Luna said holding a hand over mouth.
"It's not working, it's not working," Complica whimpered before she started crying.

"No, no! Wake up Sun! Please!" Arial cried out while holding her hands to the glass.
"Oh my god, what have I done?" Kokoa said holding her head and looking down.
"No, please don't say this is how it ends for her," Gin said shaking his head.
"Was that girl special to you as well?" Akasha asked glancing to him. He looked to her then to
Sun as Ceal continued to try to use his magic.
"She was a close friend back at Yokai Academy. She rebuffed my affections for her back then,
but when she met us in this world she seemed to have changed her mind about me. I'm with Kokoa
now, I love her and her only, but I didn't want Sun to get hurt like this, I should have made it clearer to
her. I just wanted to be with Kokoa," he said with remorse.
"Well that's not going to be a problem now, Kokoa just killed her only competition for you,"
Kurumu said looking to the redheaded vampire with discontent.
"I said I was sorry, I never wanted this!" Kokoa cried out.
"You killed her in your jealousy Kokoa, not even Ceal's magic is bringing her back from what you
did, her blood is on your hands," Kurumu snapped at her. Kokoa looked to Sun with devastation then to
Gin as the boy looked down while holding a hand over his eyes.
"Gin… I'm sorry," she whimpered.
Complica watched with teary eyes as Falla was talking to Ceal inside the observation room, the
elder chronofly then walking out of the room through the door out into the hall before opening the door
to the group's room.
"Sister, is she…" Complica said fearfully. Falla shook her head and looked to Kokoa.
"She's not coming back," she said with remorse. The group looked to Sun with worried eyes as
Kokoa grabbed her hair.
"No, don't say that, can't Ceal… can't he do anything else for her?" Kokoa asked.
"There's nothing else we can do for her Kokoa. Ceal said Sun's mind isn't coming back, who she
was can't find her way back, she's gone," Falla said shaking her head. Kokoa looked at her with
devastation then to Sun as Ceal was still using the spell on the siren's mind.
"No! Sun!" Arial cried out before she broke down into tears, slumping down against the glass
window while shaking her head. Complica looked down with closed eyes and whimpered while Moka
looked to Kokoa with a pained expression.
"How could you Kokoa?" she said softly. Kokoa looked to her then to Sun, then to Gin.

"I… I'm sorry. I never wanted… this isn't…" she said before she cried a little. She shakily got up
and slowly walked down to the front of the group, heading over to the window and putting a hand on
the glass as she looked at the girl she struck down with her own bare hands.
"I didn't mean to do this to her, I never wanted to… kill her," she said shakily. Complica ran over
to Falla and held onto her.
"Isn't there anything else Ceal can do? Please, don't let Sun die," she pleaded.
"I'm sorry Complica, Ceal said she's just too far gone to save, her mind can't find the way back,"
Falla said softly. Complica held onto her sister and cried while Arial screamed and gripped the window,
with ice forming around her hand as she growled furiously. The snow angel stumbled to her feet and
glared at Kokoa as the vampire backed away from her nervously.
"You killed her… this is all your fault!" Arial screamed out.
"I'm sorry, I didn't mean for this to happen, please," Kokoa whimpered.
"Oh dear, this is terrible," Fang Fang said with remorse.
"I'd start running Kokoa, if you value your life," Ruby said as she watched Arial growling furiously
at Kokoa. Arial screamed and ran towards Kokoa, the vampire backing up against the corner before the
snow angel collided with a flickering wall of light. Kokoa watched as Arial furiously swiped and clawed at
the barrier then looked to seeing Apoch holding a hand out towards her.
"Why did you back into a corner Ms. Kokoa? How do you expect to run away now?" Apoch
asked with disbelief.
"Where else was I supposed to go?" Kokoa cried out as Arial continuously slashed at the barrier
with her claws.
"You can't stay there forever! When you come out I'm going to tear you apart for this, look at
what you did to Sun! You killed her! There's no excuse for that!" Arial cried out as she kept slashing at
the glowing barrier of light.
"Um, excuse me," Rason said holding his hand up. The group looked to him as he pointed to Ceal
who was still using his magic on Sun.
"If Ceal wasn't able to heal Sun then how come he's still going with his magic? Why hasn't he
stopped?" Rason asked. Falla looked to Sun with remorse then to the group.
"When Ceal stops the spell it will kill her remaining lifeforce, she'll be completely dead then. If
any of you wish to say one final goodbye to her then now is your chance," she explained. Arial looked at
her with devastation then quickly ran out of the room followed by Complica; the two young girls racing
into the other room and over to Sun. Moka sighed and stood up.

"Let's go you guys, we should pay our final respects to her while we can," she said mournfully.
The group stood up and slowly walked out while the parents and HDA personal remained, with Kokoa
still lingering by the corner as she looked into the room with sorrowful eyes. She watched as everybody
gathered around Sun, the siren still in a catatonic state while Ceal focused on keeping what little
lifeforce she had left stable.
"This is a nightmare, this isn't how I wanted Sun to leave my boyfriend alone," Kokoa said
leaning against the window.
"Kokoa," Akasha said, with the girl looking up to seeing the woman watching her with a blank
expression.
"Aren't you going to go apologize to her?" Akasha asked.
"She's not going to hear me now," Kokoa said shaking her head.
"That doesn't change the fact that you wronged her. Get going, you need to apologize for what
you did to her," Akasha said while pointing to the door. Kokoa looked at her with concern then back to
the group in the other room.
"What's the point though, she would never forgive me for this. How could she, I killed her out of
petty jealousy, I wasn't thinking and look at what I did to her. If she could talk right now I'm sure she
wouldn't have anything nice to say to me in return. I'm the last person in the world she would want to
hear from, if she even could hear anything," she said with remorse.
"You don't know whether she'll hear you or not, but you have to at least try. Kokoa, if she is able
to hear anything, if deep down in her mind she's still there, then all you can do is hope your words will
reach her," Akasha said gently. Kokoa nodded slowly then blinked, freezing in place as her mind started
to remember something.
'Wait, Falla said… she said that Sun's mind can't find the way back. Does that mean that Sun is
still alive deep within her consciousness?'
Kokoa looked to the others with a curious eye, watching as the group was saying goodbye to
their friend one last time while Arial and Complica were crying near them.
"What if… what if she's still in there… just deep, deep down inside her mind?" she asked softly.
She looked down for a moment then to Sun with wonder.
"What if she could hear it too?" she said with a jump.
"Hear what?" Kou asked. Kokoa looked to Akasha then back to Sun, and then quickly raced out
of the room as fast as she could. After a moment's paused Kasumi slowly pointed to the doorway.
"Did… did that bat just speak?" she asked shakily.

"I think it did ma'am," an HDA soldier said unsurely. Kasumi blinked then screamed before she
dropped to the ground, with Koji quickly kneeling down and fanning his unconscious wife while the
other parents just watched them.
"Seriously? The only thing that's scared her so far is a talking bat?" Ageha asked dryly.
Inside the other room the group was gathered around Sun, the siren floating in place while Ceal
held his hands against her head still. Everybody looked at the catatonic girl with remorseful eyes,
knowing that when Ceal stopped his magic the girl would be dead that very moment.
"Sun, I'm so sorry," Moka said while lowering her head.
"Thank you for watching over Complica and Arial, thank you so much," Luna said softly. Gin
looked at the siren and gently held a hand to her cheek.
"I'm sorry Sun, please, rest in peace my friend," he said gently.
"No! Sun!" Arial cried out as she grabbed hold of the siren's hand which remained in place in
midair.
"Please wake up! Please please please please please please!" Complica begged quickly. Falla
held her little sister then looked around at the group.
"Does anyone else wish to speak, or should we… end this?" she asked.
"Hold it!" Kokoa called out from the doorway. The group looked to see her walking towards
them while watching Sun carefully.
"What are you doing here? Get out! Haven't you done enough to her?" Arial yelled out at the
vampire. Kokoa glanced to her then looked to Ceal.
"Ceal, is she still in there?" she asked. Ceal just stared at her as the vampire waited for a
response, the girl then waving to Sun frantically.
"Is she still in there? Is she still who she was somewhere deep down in her mind?" she asked
again.
"There's nothing left of the siren in her brain now thanks to you," Ceal said flatly. Kokoa shook
her head and pointed to Sun's head.
"No, that's not what I meant. You told Falla that Sun's mind can't find a way back, does that
mean that she's still in there somewhere, is she still in there at all?" she asked desperately.
"The spell is meant to guide her memories and person back from the brink, to bring her
consciousness back into her body. Wherever her mind has gone to I do not know, but soon her spirit will
be following after," Ceal said solemnly. Kokoa walked up to Sun and looked at her carefully.

"So her spirit is still here, her soul is still in that body, yes?" she asked.
"Kokoa, what is this about?" Moka asked.
"Tell me Ceal, is there anything left of Sun in that body?" Kokoa cried out. Ceal looked to Sun
then back to Kokoa with a shrug.
"Her lifeforce remains, however only barely. The spell to bring back her mind isn't working like I
warned you it wouldn't, once the mind is lost like this it can't just find its way back again," he said before
looking down and glancing away with a bit of regret.
"She's too far gone to save Kokoa. Even with Arial and Complica crying into Sun's ears she isn't
coming back, her mind is gone," Falla said shaking her head. Kokoa looked at Sun carefully then shook
her head.
"There's still a way, there's still a chance we can reach her, to help her find her way back," she
said with determination.
"How? Ceal's magic can't bring her mind back after you knocked it into oblivion, what else is
there we can do?" Felucia asked skeptically.
"The spell isn't enough, we need to call to her," Kokoa said looking to her.
"We've been screaming her name and it doesn't do anything!" Arial yelled out at her. Kokoa
looked to Gin with hopeful eyes.
"Sun loved you, right?" she asked. Gin nodded as Kokoa smiled a bit.
"And she loved everything about you, didn't she?" she asked.
"Yes, that's what she said, but what does that matter now?" Gin asked. Kokoa walked up to him
and rested her hands on his chest.
"Howl for her," she said softly.
"What?" he asked with a jump.
"Howl for her?" Arial asked. Kokoa nodded and looked to Sun.
"She loved Gin, she loved him just as I do, everything about him she cherished dearly. And if
that's true then she must have loved his howl just as I do, it would have been like sweet music to her,"
she said softly.
"His howl isn't music, it's just horrible noise," Ran said with annoyance.
"Not to me, it's the most beautiful sound in the world, it's like music to me," Kokoa said holding
a hand over her heart.

"A werewolf's howl is beautiful music to you?" Render asked with a raised eyebrow at the girl.
Kokoa nodded and closed her eyes.
"Yes, you have no idea how much it resonates with me. It always has, it's unlike anything I've
ever felt. It moves me inside, I love it so much," she said softly. She looked to Gin with pleading eyes as
she held onto him.
"It's been able to reach me when even words couldn't. When my overcharge went critical I
couldn't hear anything, I was dying in the flames when nobody could save me. But I heard you; your
howl reached my soul and snapped me out of it. I found my way back because of you," she reasoned.
Gin looked at her with wonder then to Sun as Kokoa turned to her as well.
"If she really does love you so much, then she must love your howl as well. Maybe it could reach
her mind, help her find the way back to us. The spell Ceal has alone may not be enough, something has
to help her find her way, and your howl could be just that," she said softly.
"You want him to howl in his werewolf form to help Sun come back to us?" Leon asked.
"Could that really work?" Complica asked.
"It worked for Kokoa, Gin's howl always resonated with her, it helped her regain control over
herself when her overcharge went critical," Moka said softly as she thought about it. Kokoa turned to
face Gin with pleading eyes.
"Gin, I love your howl so much, and after this I only want you to sing for me and me alone. But
this time you have to do it for her. Please, howl for her," she begged softly. Gin looked at her while
remaining silent then to Sun, the others all exchanging glances while Ceal just watched the siren with a
blank expression.
"Whatever you're going to do, do it now," Ceal said glancing to Gin. Arial looked at Sun with
worried eyes then to Gin as well.
"Please, could you try it? If it's the only way to reach her then please help her come back," she
said softly.
"We've got nothing else to lose at this point, I say try it," Fang Fang suggested. Gin looked
around at the group then to Sun, seeing her floating in midair with a calm, serene expression on her
face. After a moment he nodded and gently took hold of her hand.
"Ok, I'll give it a shot, for her," he said. The others backed away as he slowly shifted into his
werewolf form, his clothing stretching and ripping slightly as the humans near the door watched with
wonder. From the other room the parents were watching as well, with Koji staring with wide eyes as his
wife slowly started to come to.
"What… is that?" Koji asked.

"What does it look like, he's a werewolf. Weren't you listening to them earlier?" Ageha asked
glancing to him. Kasumi slowly stood back up with the help of her husband, the woman looking around
wearily then to the window, seeing Gin standing near Sun in his werewolf form.
"That's a werewolf? That boy was actually a werewolf?" Koji asked shakily.
"Oh… I remember him, yes, he saved me when our house blew up during that monster attack,
such a nice werewolf," Kasumi said with a small smile.
"Wait, what?" Koji exclaimed nervously. Ageha looked at Kasumi curiously then to Gin again.
"So a giant werewolf doesn't faze her but if she sees a talking bat and she's out like a light. Go
figure," she said with a shrug.
Inside the observation room the group watched as Gin stood next to Sun, the large werewolf
looking at the siren with remorseful eyes. He then arched back and let out a powerful howl, with
everybody except for Kokoa and Ceal covering their ears as it was deafening. Even in the other room the
parents all covered their ears as the sound was very loud through the glass. Gin took a breath then let
out another long howl, with the group watching him with strained expressions before seeing Kokoa
showing no signs of annoyance or discomfort at all. She watched Gin howl with adoring eyes, feeling the
sound wave resonating through her. Although she couldn't explain why, somehow a werewolf's howl
seemed to call to her, to spark something inside of her, something she hoped Sun would feel as well.
"Seriously? You like this noise?" Render groaned as Gin let out another loud howl.
"Yes, his singing is amazing," Kokoa said gently.
"Singing? This isn't singing. I know singing, and this is as far from singing as it gets," Ran
complained as she covered her ears tightly. Kokoa looked to her with a stern expression and shook her
head.
"It's like music to me, and the mates of werewolves all adore it as well. It comes from his heart,
his soul, it's magical in its own way," she argued.
"It's so annoying I can't even begin to tell you just how annoying it really is, really, it's just that
annoying," Render said shaking his head as Gin howled again. Even the humans in the room were
covering their ears while others out in the hall were looking towards the disturbance with annoyance
and confusion. Kokoa watched as Gin howled again then looked to Sun. Ceal was showing signs of
aggravation as he continued to use his magic on the siren's head, the mage growing more irritated that
he couldn't cover his own ears while he focused with his power.
"Is it working? Because we're all going to either go deaf or kill Gin to shut him up soon," Felucia
said as she held her hands over her ears tightly. Kokoa walked over to Sun's side and watched the girl as
she remained motionless.

"C'mon Sun, hear him; hear the howl of the wolf you love. Follow the sound, follow it," she said
hopefully.
"I think she would be better off not hearing this to be honest," Leon complained as Gin howled
again.
"What if Kokoa's wrong and this only makes Sun run further away from us in her mind?" Razico
asked while holding his hands over his ears.
"Then she's the lucky one of all of us," Kurumu whined as she shut her eyes and held her hands
over her ears as well.
Kokoa held onto Sun's hand and looked to Ceal, the mage watching the siren closely.
"Nothing's happening in her mind yet, she's not reacting to this horrendous noise, not that I
blame her," Ceal said glancing to the vampire.
"Please, you love him Sun, you must appreciate this like I do, you have to feel the emotion in it
like I do," Kokoa pleaded.
"The only thing I'm feeling are my ears filling with blood, or at least I hope that's what I'm
feeling," Kyouko groaned loudly as she shut her eyes while holding her hands over her ears.
"This isn't working, Sun's not waking up and we're all growing nauseous from the horrible
sound," Ruby said shaking her head. Gin howled again while Kokoa held onto Sun's hand tightly.
"Sun, listen to the wolf you love! He's calling to you! He's calling to you!" Kokoa shouted out
hopefully.
"Kokoa, we can't stand this, it's not working and quite frankly we're growing angrier with you for
even suggesting doing this in the first place," Rason said shaking his head. Arial groaned and looked to
Ceal with weary eyes while Gin howled once more.
"Is this working or not?" she asked loudly. Falla cringed and looked to Ceal while Luna was
groaning loudly as well.
"Headaches and chronoflies don't mix, please stop this!" Luna cried out while she clung to
Gabriel with one hand, the angel holding her and shutting his eyes from the noise. Falla shook her head
and looked to Sun as Ceal kept going with his magic.
"Is it working Ceal?" she asked looking to Ceal. The mage kept watching the siren closely while
Mizore whacked Gin in the back of the head to get him to stop.
"Enough, that's not working," Mizore muttered as she rubbed her ears. Gin looked to her then
to Sun with remorse as the siren remained motionless still. Kokoa closed her eyes and looked down as
she felt the guilt for what she had done to the girl growing inside of her.

"Do that again wolf," Ceal ordered. The group looked to him as he stared intently at Sun's head,
with small red streaks of light being seen traveling through the funnel and her skull briefly.
"Wait, what?" Leon asked rubbing his ear.
"I think we misheard you after having our eardrums exploded, did you just ask him to do that
again?" Render asked with disbelief.
"Right now wolf," Ceal said glancing to Gin. The werewolf looked to Sun then howled again, with
the group cringing and watching the siren carefully. Another streak of red light flickered next to the
others, with Ceal focusing on them closely.
"Is it working Ceal?" Moka asked.
"Again, louder," Ceal ordered. Gin arched back and let out a powerful howl, with the parents
and surrounding humans holding their hands over their ears with annoyance as the sound was growing
to be unbearable. The group watched as several red streaks flickered through the funnel before slowly
fading.
"What's happening, is… is that… is she…" Arial asked hopefully.
"A spark in her cerebrum," Ceal said, with the group looking to Sun with surprise.
"What? A spark? Is that good?" Kurumu asked.
"Oh my, are you saying that infernal noise is actually working?" Fang Fang asked. Falla looked at
Sun with wonder then to Gin with urgency.
"Howl again! Hurry!" she cried out. Gin nodded then howled again and again, each time
resulting in more red and orange streaks of light blooming through the swirling funnel.
"It's working! Keep going!" Arial cheered out while holding her hands over her ears still.
"How is that horrible sound helping her wake up?" Felucia whined as she tried to block out the
noise.
"Who cares, keep going Gin! Don't stop!" Moka called out. Gin howled again and again, with the
group watching as more of the bright lights came into view while passing through the siren's head. Ceal
focused on his magic carefully, sensing the mind of the siren beginning to light up inside. After a while
Ceal looked to Gin and shook his head.
"Stop, use your voice wolf, call to her with your words," he ordered.
"But isn't the howl bringing her back? Why have him stop now?" Yukari asked.
"Because if he howls next to me one more time I'm going to kill him where he stands, I'm sick of
hearing that damned howl of his, that's reason enough to have him stop. Besides, she should be close

enough in her mind that she can hear you normally now, call to her, guide her back," Ceal ordered while
focusing on the siren. Gin shifted back into his human form while taking hold of Sun's hand along with
Kokoa.
"Sun! Can you hear me! Sun! Follow my voice, come back to us!" Gin called out.
"Please Sun, you have to wake up, follow our voices!" Arial cried out.
"We're all here for you Sun; we're all with you, please wake up!" Moka called out. Kokoa
trembled then held Sun's hand tightly with closed eyes.
"Please Sun, I'm sorry! I'm sorry I hit you, I'm sorry I hurt you so badly, I mean it! Please wake
up, don't leave Gin like this, don't leave Arial and Complica, don't leave any of us! Please!" she cried out.
"Come back Sun, come back to us!" Ran called out.
"Is it working? Is she coming back?" Complica asked nervously. Ceal focused his power as the
red and orange streaks through Sun's head shifted to a bright yellow, the group watching as the golden
streaks of light swirled through the siren's head while the casting circles they were tethered to began to
spin around quickly.
"Ceal? What's happening?" Falla asked carefully.
Sun's hand twitched a bit.
"Sun?" Arial asked looking to it.
Her leg twitched slightly.
"She's… she's moving again," Ahakon said softly.
The siren's fingers curled up slightly before relaxing.
"Sun? Sun!" Complica called out.
The siren took a larger breath of air, her mouth opening slightly as her breathing normalized.
"Sun! Please wake up!" Gin called out.
Slowly the siren began to fall, with Ceal following her down with his hands while glancing to Gin.
"You going to catch her or let her fall onto the floor?" he asked flatly. Gin jumped a bit then
quickly knelt down and caught the slow falling siren, her hair dropping down behind her while the group
watched with wonder. After a moment Ceal stopped using his magic, the lights fading from his hands as
he stood back up again while Gin held Sun in his arms.
"Sun?" Gin asked softly.

Slowly Sun's eyes started to open, her irises focusing a bit as her world shifted from a black haze
to a blurry image that began to gradually clear up. When it did she saw everybody looking down at her
with growing smiles, with Gin having a few tears in his eyes as he saw Sun slowly looking up to him.
"Sun, you're alive, you're ok," he said with relief. Sun blinked then looked to Kokoa, the vampire
kneeling down next to her with a sorrowful expression.
"I am so sorry Sun, I promise I'll never do that again ever, I never meant to hurt you so badly,"
she said softly. Sun looked at her puzzled then around, seeing that they were in a different room with
HDA soldiers and a doctor standing by the exit. She blinked then looked to Gin with bewilderment as the
boy nodded.
"It's ok, you're safe Sun, you're going to be alright," he assured gently. He slowly helped the girl
stand back up as the group smiled with relief at her.
"You were hit in the head by Kokoa… really hard, you almost died," Gin explained, with Sun
jumping a bit before looking to Kokoa. Gin glanced to his girlfriend then back to Sun with a worried
smile.
"We thought we lost you, the hit left you practically brain-dead, but Ceal managed to heal your
body and mind, we just managed to bring you back," he said, with Sun looking at him with wonder then
to Ceal. The mage merely glanced to her then looked away while remaining silent.
"She's alright, it's a miracle," Gabriel said with awe.
"What?" Luna said rubbing her ear, having a slight ringing sound in her ears still from Gin's
howling.
Sun looked around at the group with wonder then to Gin as he smiled remorsefully at her.
"We were afraid you were never coming back to us, are you feeling ok now?" he asked. Sun
blinked then looked to her hip, not seeing her sketchpad, then around curiously before back to him
again. He glanced around, seeing nothing to write with, and then looked back to Sun with a weak smile.
"Um, we'll find you a new sketchpad, don't worry," he said. Sun glanced to Kokoa then looked at
her worriedly as the vampire was looking down with remorse still.
"Sun, I'm sorry. I didn't mean to hit you so hard, I just… you wouldn't back off, you wouldn't get
it through your head that Gin's my boyfriend, I lost my temper with you, I'm sorry," she said looking back
to Sun with concern. Sun looked at her curiously then down to seeing Arial walking up to her.
"Sun, listen to them, they love each other, Gin wants Kokoa to be his girlfriend, please see that,"
Arial said softly. Sun shook her head and started to point to Gin before Arial stepped closer and shook
her head too.

"Please Sun; it's too late for all that now. You had your chance and you let him go, you have to
live with what came of it now. Please, see that he loves her now and not you," Arial said hopefully. Sun
looked at her with a raised eyebrow, glanced to Dark, then to Mizore, then back to Arial with disbelief.
Arial looked to Kokoa then back to Sun again with worried eyes.
"Sun, you crossed the line with what you did and said to Kokoa, please see that you can't be
with Gin anymore. I don't want you to be sad Sun, or get hurt, and if you keep chasing after him you're
going to get hurt again," she said softly. Sun looked at her with concern then to Gin, the boy nodding as
the group watched them in silence.
"She's right Sun. I love Kokoa; she's the one I want to be with. I'm fine with being friends with
you, but only as friends. Please understand that I love Kokoa and she's the only one I will love," he said
gently. Sun showed a hurt expression and looked down, feeling a painful sensation in her chest as her
eyes watered up. Gin breathed out then walked over and hugged the girl, the siren glancing up to him
timidly as he had a gentle expression on his face.
"Please don't cry Sun. I would never cast you out of my life, you're still one of my very good
friends, I don't want to lose you at all. So please, can't we just be friends?" he asked softly. Sun looked
up at him for a moment then hugged him tightly.
"Sun, we've all been in your shoes before, we know how you feel," Moka said softly.
"You can still have him in your life, as a friend who would always be by your side," Arial said
gently.
"He's not telling you to take a hike, just that he can't return your love now," Kurumu said with a
shrug.
"You don't have to let him go in your life either Sun, just respect his choice of who he wants to
be with," Ruby said softly.
After a while Sun let go of Gin and looked at him with sorrowful eyes before a small smile
formed on her face. She looked down for a moment then glanced to Arial, the snow angel nodding at
her. Gin smiled a bit as Sun glanced up to him, the siren then looking to his chest with worried eyes as
she wiped the tears from her eyes. After a moment she looked over to Kokoa with a dull expression. The
vampire hesitated then glanced away with a shrug.
"You mean a lot to Gin, I saw how he felt about you. He may not love you as he does with me,
but he does care for you still. As long as you can respect that we're together, I suppose… I'd be ok with
you both just being friends," she admitted. Sun watched her for a moment then looked down with
closed eyes while holding onto Gin again.
"Sun?" Ran asked softly.

The group watched as Sun then walked over to Kokoa, the vampire watching her carefully as the
siren just stared at her. After a while of silence Sun gently reached out and pulled the girl into a hug,
with Kokoa looking over her shoulder with wonder. Sun breathed out, and then spoke in a quiet
whisper.
"I'm sorry," she said quietly, with the group hearing the words echoing in their heads very
clearly. Sun leaned back from her hug and looked at Kokoa with concern, the vampire staring at her with
wonder before smiling a little.
"Does this mean you two are good now?" Moka asked. Sun glanced to her then backed up a bit
from Kokoa. She looked down with remorse then to Gin, the boy watching as she slowly walked over to
him again. She showed a saddened smile and opened her mouth a bit, hesitating before speaking in a
quiet whisper.
"I'm sorry… that I let you go," she said quietly, the girl's voice echoing in the heads of everyone
as if she talked louder than a normal person would have. Gin looked at Sun with wonder before smiling
at her.
"I promise, I'll never let you go as my friend," he said kindly. Sun nodded then looked to Kokoa,
the vampire watching her with wonder. After a moment's pause Sun smiled a bit at the girl, with Kokoa
smiling back at her.
"Friends?" Kokoa asked. Sun merely nodded with a calm smile while remaining silent. Gin smiled
at the siren then at Kokoa, the vampire looking to him with a smile of relief that everything was ok
again. Arial and Complica ran over and hugged Sun, the siren holding them both while smiling gently
down at them as the two young angels were happy their friend was alive again.
"You had us scared to death Sun, I was so worried you might never wake up again," Arial said
looking up at the siren.
"Don't ever scare us like that again please don't never again," Complica said shaking her head.
Sun smiled and nodded as she knelt down and held them close.
"Yes, you gave us all quite a scare, though it's good to see that you're alive and well once more,"
Fang Fang said kindly. Sun glanced to him then looked to Gin, with the wolf nodding in agreement to
that.
"Excuse me," a voice called out from the doorway. The group looked to seeing an HDA officer
standing there while watching them with a raised eyebrow.
"Just what is going on in here?" he asked firmly. Moka turned to him with a weak smile and
rubbed the back of her head.
"Sorry about all the noise, we… were just helping our friend recover from an injury. Um… we
had to do so with that howling just now, sorry about that. But we were successful, she's ok now, so

we're done with having to make such a loud racket, I promise," she explained. The officer just looked at
her for a moment then to the nearby soldiers and doctor, the three humans staring at the monsters with
wonder before glancing to the officer.
"Um… they… and she… with…" the doctor said unsurely. The officer rolled his eyes then looked
back to Moka with annoyance.
"Ms. Akashiya, the director has remained good on his word with allowing not only your friends
but also your family safe refuge here as well as our protection; however I must insist that you uphold
your end of the agreement as well. The director has been waiting patiently in the briefing room for all of
you, now unless there is a pressing emergency still I'm going to have to ask all of you to get over there
right now so we can discuss our current situation in the world," he demanded. Moka nodded then
bowed to him.
"At once, tell the director we're on our way, and we're sorry for the inconvenience to those
around here just now. It won't happen again, I promise," she said assuredly.
"See that it does not, you're supposed to be setting a good example of the cooperation we can
expect from monsters, do not forget that," the man said before walking off. Moka nodded then looked
to the others.
"Alright, Sun's back on her feet and everyone's here. It's time we sat down with the director and
plan our next move," she announced. Sun raised a hand, with Moka glancing to her with a nod.
"We'll explain everything that happened when you were out Sun, don't worry, but for now-" she
said before Sun shook her head and raised her hand higher.
"Yes? What is it?" Moka asked. Sun held her patient's dress out with a weak smile as she looked
down to it before back to Moka. The vampire glanced to it then smirked a bit before looking to the
nearby humans.
"Um, could we get some clothes in here for Sun? She's not exactly dressed to see the director
right now," she said with a shrug. One of the soldiers just nodded slowly before they all walked out
while trying to process what they just witnessed. As they did Akasha walked into the room and leaned
against the doorframe while watching the group with a raised eyebrow and crossed arms. Moka smiled
weakly at her and shook her head.
"Sorry about the noise mother, it was the only way to save Sun, we had to do it to help her
come back to us," she explained.
"I'm not upset about that, I'm a bit curious about it, but not upset. Although Tsukune's parents
are dealing with splitting headaches in the next room from it right now. Mizore's folks are helping
soothe them with ice blocks made for their heads, but I think apologizing to them for the unpleasant
noise just now would make them feel better as well," Akasha said simply. The group looked to Gin as he
smiled nervously.

"Um… but I only did so because… it's not like I was trying to…" he said before Akasha narrowed
her eyes a bit at him.
"An honorable man takes responsibility for his actions, are you an honorable man for Kokoa
here?" she questioned. Gin glanced to Kokoa worriedly then nodded with a weak smile.
"Yes, I'll… go apologize to them, right away," he said before walking out of the room. After he
left Akasha looked back to Kokoa with a smirk.
"So, him?" she asked. Kokoa nodded and glanced to Sun, the siren smiling gently at her and
nodding in agreement in the vampire's choice for a mate.
"Yes, he's the only one for me," Kokoa said looking back to Akasha with a proud smile.

High up in the sky, deep within the floating island which was hidden from view from the human
world, a figure was walking down the halls inside the monastery's catacombs, his footsteps echoing out
slightly as he hummed a casual tune to himself. He stood slightly taller than Tsukune in height, wore
white shoes with black bows on them, vertically striped black and white knee length socks under his
black dress pants along with a white belt that had two straps hung at his hips, a vertically striped black
and white undershirt, and a sleek black trench coat which he kept open all the way with two golden
strings latched at the top. On his right hand he had a ring on his middle finger with a small skull on it, his
hand holding a straight walking cane which also had a skull ornament adorning the top. He had blonde
hair that went down past his ears while he wore a black top hat on his head. His brown eyes were
looking ahead while a slick smile was on his face, the boy making his way down the corridor while
spinning his cane around leisurely. He passed by two guards, both dressed in dark shoes and pants, black
trench coats with gold buttons on the chests, black belts with golden buckles, and insignia pins over
their hearts that were twin golden fox tails set in a loop. The guards saluted the boy as he walked by
them into a larger hall.
"Knock knock, I hope I'm not interrupting anything important. Actually, now that I think about it,
I do hope I am," the boy said glancing around the hall. It was a darker lit area with several stations of
computer terminals and people dressed in white cleanroom garbs. There were guards walking around
while keeping an eye on everything while several larger glass containment pens had ominous soft blue
blooms coming from them. Many of the scientists were writing down their notes on their experiments
while others were working with test tubes and beakers in a few areas. One of the scientists glanced over
to the boy then stood at attention with a salute as the boy walked over to him.
"Ah, Xia-Long, it's an honor to have you drop by, what brings you here-" he started before XiaLong held his cane out to the man's throat with a dull expression.
"Save the idle chitchat, I'm sure you can imagine why I'm here. Not that all this bioengineering
and human technology doesn't interest me, well, actually it doesn't, but I'm more interested in the

results of your lengthy and so far fruitless labor, as is she," the boy said with a sharp eye at the man. The
scientist trembled a bit in fear before smiling nervously and nodding.
"Yes, of c-course, r-right this way, please," he said before quickly leading the boy through the
hall. As they did Xia-Long glanced around carelessly at the sights of scientists and workers busy with
their projects, with some working with a black chemical that was being filtered through several tubes
and glass containers while others were monitoring obscured test subjects in the large glass containment
pens.
"I think you'll be happy to hear, as well as she, that we've perfected the serum, and even
increased its potency and molecular structure," the scientist said proudly.
"What would make her happy is what we've asked for, have you accomplished your task yet or
not?" Xia-Long questioned impatiently. The scientist stopped and glanced back to him with an eerie
smile.
"Oh, indeed we have," he said with a chuckle before pointing ahead. He and Xia-Long walked
towards one of the containment pens, an ominous blue glow coming from within while two other
workers were monitoring screens that showed vital signs and other data regarding a test subject.
"With the blood we recovered from the fallen Fairy Tale HQ we were successfully able to
produce our latest and greatest creations yet, and with the next generation Blackheart serum infused
into their very blood, they've actually surpassed our expectations by tremendous leaps," the scientist
said, with Xia-Long watching a figure that was slightly obscured in the blue glow from within the glass
containment pen.
"So no more croaking after an hour of use?" the boy said dryly.
"No, if anything they'll live longer than any of us. Their physical structure and strength are
greatly accelerated as is their monster energy, they are beyond S-Class by far," the scientist assured.
"Really, do show me," Xia-Long said with a small smirk. The scientist nodded then gestured to
the figure in the pen while the workers monitored the screens carefully.
"Subject 4, demonstrate your power," the scientist ordered.
The inside of the pen began to freeze over, with frost and ice rapidly forming on the walls with a
hissing sound along with steam billowing up through a few exhaust vents into steel shafts that led out of
the hall. A few slits in the glass walls let off super chilled vapor and steam while a high pitched hiss was
heard from within the containment pen. In a flash the entire inside of the glass enclosure erupted with
frozen spires and jagged icicles from the walls and floor, with red cautionary lights flashing along the
edges of the glass container which was so thick that it could hold the impressive arctic power from
within. The scientist gestured to the screens which reported that the test subject's health was still
perfectly fine while the temperature had dropped to a very lethal degree.

"Absolute zero," the scientist said proudly. He glanced to Xia-Long then smirked as the boy was
merely staring at the frozen glass pen with a blank expression.
"That, my commander, is as cold as anything can possibly get. Even the most powerful ice magic
out there cannot come close to matching that temperature, even the most skilled yuki-onna cannot
create ice and snow that could match that, and human technology has just barely scratched coming
close to such a frozen state. That, my commander, is perfection itself," the man boasted. Xia-Long
glanced to him with a raised eyebrow, the scientist nodding then looking back to the pen.
"Observe," he said as the ice receded and vanished while the soft blue bloom of the
containment pen remained constant. Inside the figure held up an arm to the side, forming a frozen
shield of ice that was stark white with gray streaks through it, the object having a chilled vapor coming
off it as it was deadly cold, even though the skin of the figure wasn't harmed nor affected by it at all.
From the side of the pen a glass window slid down and a guard held a heavy assault rifle into it, aiming
at the figure while Xia-Long watched with a hint of interest. The guard fired into the chamber, the
bullets striking the shield and sparking as they bounced off while everybody watched carefully. After a
large drum of armor piercing ammunition had been expended the guard pulled his weapon back before
the glass window slid back up into place.
"Not a single crack or fracture, the subject's manifested ice is unbreakable," the scientist
boasted before a few glass panels slid open above the pen showing several nozzles with small flames
forming in them. The test subject formed a dome of ice around it, the figure becoming a darkened hazy
silhouette through the ice before the pen was flooded with superheated flames from above. Xia-Long
watched as the frozen dome of ice became engulfed in flames while the deep red and orange fires
swirled around inside the glass container. After a while the flames stopped, with smoke and haze
billowing up into the exhaust vents while the glass panels slid back into place. Everybody watched as the
dome of ice became visible, bearing no cracks or breaks while only having a few scorch marks on it.
Steam and chilled vapor were coming off of the protective shield as it hissed silently.
"And fireproof too, the subject bears no weakness or aversion to fire as does its weaker
counterparts," the scientist said. Xia-Long nodded slowly as the test subject recalled the protective
barrier, dissolving the indestructible ice completely before standing still inside the pen again.
"Not bad," he said simply. The scientist nodded while admiring the work with the test subject.
"If this is not enough of a demonstration of our progress, perhaps you would like me to show
you the others, they are all coming along just as splendidly as this one, and all have surpassed not only
our expectations but their original designs," the man offered. Xia-Long glanced around then back to him
with a slight smile.
"Very well. If the others prove to be just as interesting as this one, then perhaps our leader may
commend you personally for all your hard work," he mused playfully.

"Thank you my commander. Please, allow me to show you how the other subjects are coming
along, I believe you'll be quite pleased at what we've created," the man offered while gesturing over to
the side. He and Xia-Long walked off while the two workers continued to monitor their test subject.
Inside the glass containment pen the figure stood in silence, waiting for the next command by
those that created it. As the steam and vapor swirled around gently it parted to reveal the subject in
view with the soft blue glow coming from behind it. She was as tall as Mizore, had short lilac hair styled
just like Mizore had, had clear aurora blue eyes like Mizore did, had a lollipop in her mouth like Mizore
always did, although merely for appearance since her body had an internal temperature far below that
of an ordinary snow woman, and wore a simple black miniskirt and sports bra that showed her lovely
figure which was identical to Mizore in every way. The test subject's eyes slowly glanced to the side to
follow the scientist and Xia-Long walking away then looked back ahead, with the two workers watching
as she just stared at them with a cold gaze that made them feel slightly uneasy. The men exchanged
glances then took notes of the data on the monitors before walking off to continue their research, with
the copy of Mizore remaining still inside her glass containment pen. After a long pause her hand
twitched slightly, causing a massive burst of frozen energy and air to erupt around her, freezing the
ground solid while creating a thick sheet of ice all over the walls.
As the super chilled ice began to recede with the snow girl calling it back her expression
remained cold, her eyes giving off a faint crimson glow briefly before returning to normal as she awaited
her next command.

Chapter 50
The New Alliance
Underground in the HDA HQ a large group of monsters and humans were gathered in a briefing
room, the circular hall having several tables arranged on one side facing a larger table where HDA
officials were seated. At the large table Hothorne was sitting in the middle, with Moka and Akasha at his
sides as Moka's friends were explaining had happened in the vampire's absence. Next to them were
other HDA high ranking officials, all of them having focused expressions as everyone in the room was
being brought up to speed about what had been happening.
"I'm sorry, but… what?" Moka asked.
Sitting at one of the other tables Yukari, Ahakon, Ran, Ruby, and Razico were seen, with both
Yukari and Ran holding Ahakon's hands under the table as the two girls had worried expressions to what
they were hearing. All the details about Luna's rescue and also who rescued her were told, with the
humans and vampires listening carefully.
"We were surprised too," Dark said with a blank expression on his face.
Seated at another table Dark, Arial, Felucia, Mizore, and Fang Fang were seen, with Arial
listening to her music while she was holding Felucia's hand, the doll demon glancing to her worriedly
then to Mizore who was trying to remain focused on the talks rather than the snow angel's attachment
to Felucia. They had mentioned that Arial had been given some clarity as to her relationship with Dark,
and that issue had been resolved, although the details about her feelings regarding Felucia over Mizore
for her demon were not gone into.
"I believe that will require a bit more explaining after this is over with," Hothorne mentioned
with a raised eyebrow at the young snow angel.
At another table Kurumu, Rason, Gabriel, and Luna were seated with an empty chair next to the
chronofly, with each girl holding the hands of their Destined Ones as they told about how they came to
this world, with Moka staring at them with disbelief the entire time. They had explained how Hex's
power had taken away Gabriel's angelic wings and power, with Ceal then giving the angel black
feathered wings so as to fly again, and then with the discovery that Gabriel was in fact Luna's Destined
One, as evidenced by the return of Gabriel's angelic wings.
"It's incredible, he really is my angel," Luna said looking to Gabriel, with the boy watching her
with a small smile.
Gin, Kokoa, Sun, and two HDA officials were at another table, with Sun again wearing a new
polka dotted dress that was provided by the humans along with having a sketchpad clipped to her hip.
Gin and Kokoa were holding hands under the table, with Sun glancing to Kokoa before looking ahead

again and trying to face the fact that the vampire was Gin's mate now. Gin and Kokoa explained why Sun
was so critically wounded, with Kokoa again apologizing to the siren for her temper.
"But I think we finally resolved that little conflict," Kokoa said, with Sun nodding and looking
down with a slight smile.
Ceal, Falla, Complica, Kyouko, and an HDA soldier were seated at another table, with Complica
showing a nervous expression while Ceal was lightly drumming his gloved hand's fingers on the table
with a bored expression. Falla glanced to him and smiled softly before looking to Complica and gently
holding her hand, the younger girl leaning closer to her sister as she seemed to be troubled about
something. Falla confirmed Moka's story about the initial monster attack, citing that a double of herself
and her two friends attacked the school; however she opted to leave out the exact details regarding
how her double was actually her dark self and the evil monsters being after Pandora's Box, since that
would likely cause more confusion and require further explanation. Kyouko told everyone what had
happened with Yokai Academy; how she and Falla were saved by Hex and Ceal while Rin had vanished
into the monster world after her episode, with Moka showing a horrified expression to that.
"And that's just kinda how it happened," Kyouko said, rubbing the back of her head.
Apoch, Render, Leon, Astreal and an HDA official were at another table, with the sisters holding
their boyfriends' hands as everyone was being filled in on what had happened lately. As the talks
continued the two sisters felt cold chills running down their spines, the uncomfortable feeling that
something was lingering near them never ceasing and causing them more distress. They also explained
how Astreal was able to take out the rylo the other day with such a powerful magical spell, the witch
being granted the ability to do so by Hex's power which is all based on a game of dice he plays.
"I gotta admit, it still beats dealing with schoolwork, but just barely," Render said with a shrug.
At another table Tsurara, Akio, Tamanori, Fujiko, and Ageha were seated, the parents all
listening with wonder at what had been happening with their children and what was going on in the
world. The parents looked to their daughters, surprised to hear that their offspring were indeed
survivors against greater odds. There were still many unanswered questions they had, however they
were piecing together the bigger picture as to what had been happening regarding the sudden conflict
between humans and monsters.
"Dear lord," Tsurara said holding a hand over her mouth.
After an hour of lengthy discussions and recapping up until the present moment by Moka's
friends, a thump was heard in the back of the room. Everybody looked to seeing Kasumi and Koji
unconscious on the floor, the two having fainted and dropped from their table where three HDA
personal were just looking down at the two parents.
"Saw that coming," Dark said simply.

"Oh no, auntie," Kyouko said worriedly as they watched the three HDA personal kneeling down
to check over the unconscious parents.
"I almost had the same reaction myself," Moka said, with everybody looking back to her. She
shook her head and looked around at her friends with disbelief.
"Yokai Academy is destroyed? A reality bender saved Luna? Arial's not insane about Dark
anymore?" she asked while shaking her head.
"Hey, I'm not crazy, and why am I being compared to those other things?" Arial demanded while
slamming her hand down on the table. Akasha blinked then just pointed to the snow angel.
"How did she hear us?" she asked simply. Moka stood up while looking around at her friends
with bewilderment.
"For god's sake I was only gone a day, how did all this happen?" she cried out.
"Have you seen what our days are like Moka?" Kurumu asked with a raised eyebrow.
"Yeah, dealing with stuff like this on a daily basis is pretty much normal for us at this point,"
Yukari said with a shrug. Moka looked to her with an open mouth then shook her head and held her
hands up.
"Wait wait wait, back up, Yokai Academy was destroyed? Are you saying the school is… gone?"
she asked frantically.
"Yes, the school was completely annihilated, I'm afraid Rin was indeed as destructive as we
feared, she was under a spell's control and couldn't stop herself," Ruby said remorsefully.
"Dear god, why did Rin do that?" Moka asked with shock.
"Let's just say that the monster Kyouko put an end to brainwashed Rin long ago. That's why Rin
destroyed our home when we were young, she was used like a weapon," Ran said with a whimper.
Moka looked at her with disbelief then to Falla, the chronofly nodding with remorse.
"Yeah, she was a real bitch alright," she said with defeat.
"I don't believe this. But what about Tsukune and Ren? What happened to them? Are they ok?"
Moka asked desperately. Ruby held her hands up defensively with a nervous smile.
"They're still in Paradise right now Moka, unless the headmaster moved them out of there
himself. Either way they should be fine," she said hopefully. Moka held a hand to her head and looked
down, fearing what had happened to her mate while she was gone. After a moment she shook her head
and closed her eyes.
"Let me guess, we can't get to Paradise from here, can we?" she asked, almost afraid to know
the answer herself.

"I'm afraid not, with the gateways sealed we're cut off from the monster world and all the
pocket dimensions that lie within it. I cannot open a portal to Paradise from here," Ruby said shaking her
head with a frown. Moka took a moment to regain her composure then looked to Luna.
"Ok, and this… reality bender you mentioned?" she asked. Luna nodded and looked down with
discontent.
"Just as I said, he's the son of the evil king in the dark world. His name is Hex; he saved me from
my imprisonment there, but only to use me to save his sister who is trapped elsewhere. He's just
another manipulative asshole who wanted to use me for my magic," she cursed.
"You really are so dramatic," Hex said, with the group looking to see the reality bender sitting
next to Luna with his legs up on the table while he had his arms held behind his head casually. Luna
screamed and darted back out of her seat while everybody jumped at seeing the reality bender sitting at
the table now. Moka's friends all got up while HDA personal tensed up around the room.
"Hex!" Ruby yelled as she aimed her wand at him.
"Where did he come from?" Hothorne demanded.
"That's him, that's the dark king's son!" Yukari exclaimed, pointing her wand at the boy.
"That's the reality bender?" Tsurara asked cautiously.
"Yeah, he's definitely not a normal monster," Mizore said while watching the newcomer with a
sharp eye.
"He's not a monster at all, he's an anomaly, he's something else entirely," Rason said with
narrowed eyes at Hex.
"Friend or foe?" a soldier asked as he held a hand on his pistol.
"We don't know," Leon said carefully.
"He's not a friend of ours, but I don't think he's a foe either," Render said cautiously.
"What are you doing here Hex?" Luna snapped while hiding behind Gabriel, the angel glaring at
the reality bender. Hex chuckled and glanced to her with a calm smile.
"You're still angry at me? Come now Luna, I thought you were better than that," he said before
standing up.
"You wanted to use me just to save your sister, you never cared about me, all you wanted was
to have me help you and steal my heart away like it was a golden token, of course I'm angry at you!"
Luna shouted out.

"Luna, I told you from the start what my intentions were and why I saved you, I played no games
with your mind," Hex reasoned with a shrug. Luna looked at him carefully as the boy shook his head
slowly.
"You were the one that wanted more between us, never once did I say I wanted such a thing or
lie about my goals with you. You were the one who set yourself up for heartache by expecting
something that wasn't going to happen," he said simply. Luna glared at him with frustration while
Gabriel held his hand back to keep her behind him.
"Why are you here Hex?" he demanded.
"How did he even find us, we're deep underground," Ahakon asked. Hex chuckled and looked to
Complica.
"It wasn't hard, somebody was emitting small bursts of chrono magic, it's only fortunate that I
managed to locate the little signal and mask it before my father noticed," he said amusedly. Everybody
looked to Complica as she trembled a bit.
"Wait, what? I'm doing what?" she asked.
"I could see your magic's pulse very clearly, a unique signature that would have undoubtedly
attracted my father's forces here," Hex said with a shrug.
"Complica?" Falla asked. Complica looked around at herself then held her head with a weak
groan, her vision blurring slightly.
"I… I'm sorry; I thought I was keeping in control. I didn't notice I was doing anything," she said
worriedly.
'I don't… feel so well. Oh no, this isn't good. I can't let my magic go haywire; I'll get everyone
killed just like I did before.'
"Complica? What's wrong?" Arial asked as she pulled out her earbuds. Complica shook her head
then looked to her with a weak smile.
"Nothing, I'm fine, really," she said. The group looked at her with concern then to Hex as the boy
started walking toward the front table. Moka narrowed her eyes and leapt over it along with Akasha, the
elder vampire grabbing her sword's handle while Moka tensed up.
"Hold it, not another step," Moka ordered.
"State your business being here," Akasha said as she unsheathed her sword and held it out
towards Hex's head. The boy looked at the blade with a dull glance then to the woman with a raised
eyebrow.
"Not a very polite way of introducing yourself to someone," he mentioned.

"My name is Akasha Bloodriver, and it seems you're not welcome here. Either say what you
want to say or leave now, I will not let anyone ruin our chances with forming peace with the humans,"
Akasha threatened. Hex nodded then slowly brought up a finger to the tip of the blade, the boy then
pushing it up and causing the sword to bend upward as if it were made of rubber. Everybody stared with
wide eyes as Hex casually bent the sword up and back towards Akasha's face, the woman staring at it
with surprise while Hex raised an eyebrow at her.
"What the hell, how is the sword bending like that?" Render said with disbelief.
"That's impossible," Kokoa said, with Kou watching from her shoulder with equal surprise.
Hex held the end of the sword towards Akasha's face, the woman remaining in place while
holding her sword which was curved backwards without breaking. Akasha glanced to the blade then to
Hex as her body refused to move now.
"Why are you just standing there like that? Do something!" Ageha called out.
"I can't. I can't move," Akasha said while watching Hex carefully.
"What?" Moka asked with a jump.
"I can't move at all, I can't even let go of the sword," Akasha said as she glanced to her.
"So, how do you like being greeted with such a friendly welcome?" Hex asked plainly.
"Stop it Hex, let her go," Dark said sternly.
"How is he doing that?" Tsurara asked with disbelief.
"He's a reality bender, you have no idea what he's capable of doing," Falla warned shaking her
head. Moka looked to Hex with frustration as she growled with discontent, her rosary glowing softly
from her anger.
"Let her go right now," she demanded sternly. Hex chuckled and walked to the side of Akasha
while holding the blade towards her face still.
"I didn't come here to fight; if I did there would be more dead bodies in here than living ones.
So, having said that, I feel somebody owes me an apology for such rude behavior, especially since I'm
keeping you all hidden from my father as we speak from that little one's burst of magic," he said
casually. Akasha slowly glanced to him then to her sword which was aimed right at her face.
"Very well, I'm sorry for drawing my blade on you like that," she said reluctantly. Hex nodded
then let go of the sword, the steel snapping back forward with a sharp clank as Akasha moved a bit from
her body being freed from the reality bender's power. The woman looked at her sword cautiously,
seeing that it was solid and straight once again, then to the boy as he smiled calmly at her.

"Apology accepted. Now, if you don't mind," he said gesturing to the sword. The woman
hesitated then slowly sheathed it again behind her while watching the boy carefully. Hex smirked then
glanced to Moka.
"I wasn't aware you had a twin sister Moka," he mentioned.
"She's my mother," Moka said with discontent at him. Hex nodded and looked to Akasha with a
curious smile.
"I see, yes, I can see the resemblance very clearly. So Moka inherited her striking beauty from
you, a pleasure to make your acquaintance," he said politely.
"Aren't you the charmer," she said dryly. Hex chuckled and looked back to Moka.
"I've been told as such," he said with a simple shrug. Moka held in her growl and quickly glanced
around the room, with Hex looking around to seeing the HDA soldiers and officers drawing their pistols
and aiming at him.
"Quaint," Hex said looking back to Moka. The vampire watched him carefully while remaining on
guard.
"You're the son of the dark king, the one responsible for the hell we're all going through. If it
wasn't for the fact that you saved Luna, for whatever reason, I wouldn't hesitate to kill you myself,"
Moka said with hatred. Hex chuckled and waved his hand down, with all the humans suddenly yanking
their arms down with their guns. They looked at their pistols with surprise as they were all held down
then to Hex as the boy shook his head a bit.
"Moka, I have no part in my father's quest to raze your world to the ground, in fact I'm doing
you a favor by masking that little girl's chrono signature from my father's minions. Blaming me for all
your misfortune, such typical behavior of lesser beings," the boy mocked.
"Lesser beings?" Moka questioned.
"We're pretty much dirt to him Moka," Ruby mentioned while watching Hex with a dull glare.
"Enough of this, why are you here if your father is the one planning to attack us all?" Hothorne
demanded as he stood up.
"I'm here for two reasons. One, I had to keep Luna hidden from my father's eye, after all that
was our agreement," Hex said looking back to Luna.
"What? What are you talking about?" Luna asked.
"Just as I said. I saw the little one over there and found you because of it, I had to come here to
mask her energy otherwise father would have found you, and that would have been the end of you,"
Hex said with a shrug.

"Why are you watching over me still? I told you to get lost, I'm not helping you save your sister
anymore," Luna snapped. Hex laughed and looked at her with a knowing smile.
"Because of our agreement we made. Should the world fall and your friends are unsuccessful
with stopping my father, then I'll be taking you with me as the last treasure from this world," Hex
reminded. Luna stared at him with wide eyes then shook her head.
"No way, I'm not going with you, I'll never go anywhere with you," she said as she backed up
behind Gabriel.
"Are you insane, you're not taking Luna away with you," Gabriel said sternly at the reality
bender.
"Would you rather she die by my father's army? At least with me she'll be alive and well," Hex
reasoned.
"The only way you're taking Luna with you is over my dead body!" Gabriel yelled out, his eyes
giving off a faint glow for a moment. Luna felt a spike of his aura coursing through her body as she
looked to him, her heart fluttering from his words.
"Yes, that actually was the terms of our agreement," Hex said with a casual smile.
"I'm not going anywhere with you, I'm staying here and that's final!" Luna shouted out from
behind Gabriel. Hex chuckled and rolled his eyes.
"So dramatic. You were the one who said 'should the world fall into darkness Hex, you can take
me away to wherever you wish'. I'm merely upholding my end of the agreement by watching over you
and trying to keep you safe," he said with a shrug. Luna gulped and slowly glanced to Gabriel, the boy
looking to her curiously.
"You told him that?" he asked.
"Um, I wasn't thinking then?" she said unsurely with a small cringe.
"Luna, you didn't," Falla said nervously while shaking her head.
"Oh c'mon, I didn't think that was a verbal contract, and I didn't play his game to decide
anything, how is that final?" Luna whined.
"Because once this world is dead and crushed into the dirt I'd personally rather have you alive
with me than buried in the ashes of this place. For that, I'm going to uphold our little agreement, out of
personal preference," Hex reasoned with a shrug. Gabriel looked at Luna for a moment then back to Hex
with a glare.
"She's staying here with all of us, and your father isn't going to set foot in this world, let alone
conquer it," he said sternly, with Luna grabbing onto his back while peeking over his shoulder at the
reality bender. Hex smirked and glanced up casually.

"Heard that before," he said dryly before looking back to Moka.
"Anyway, the second reason I'm here is to see you Moka," he continued.
"Me? Why?" Moka asked carefully.
"I thought you might be interested to know that I had a little chat with your father last night,"
Hex said casually.
"What? You… you talked to my father?" Moka asked.
"Yes, he and the other dark lords of your world, I tried to convince them to open the gateways
between the two worlds, but they do seem to be on edge about trusting the humans again," Hex said
with a shrug.
"Wait, you spoke to my father last night?" Kokoa asked out loud. Hex looked to her and nodded.
"That's what I just said," he said simply.
"Why is it you need the gateways opened again, I thought you were able to traverse between
the two worlds regardless if the gateways are open or not," Hothorne questioned. Hex chuckled and
glanced to him.
"I can pass between the worlds no problem, however there are a few things that I need to move
from one realm to the other, and I'm afraid I cannot personally do so," he reasoned.
"What sort of things?" Akasha asked cautiously.
"Pandora's keys," Razico said knowingly. Hex looked to him as the warlock watched him closely.
"Pandora's keys? You mean the same keys to Pandora's Box?" Moka asked.
"Pandora's Box?" Hothorne asked cautiously. Ruby glanced to him the looked to Hex again.
"Mr. Tamaka, have you heard the legend of Pandora's Box?" she asked. The man looked to her
then to Hex carefully.
"That does sound familiar, care to enlighten me?" he asked. Razico nodded as Hex watched him
with a casual smile.
"Pandora's Box is considered a myth in your world, but it's very real. It's said that if the box is
opened using four special keys then any wish can be granted. It takes four people to open the box, and
once the box is opened the most horrible and vile monsters you can imagine will try to get out," he
explained, with the humans and parents listening in while watching Hex cautiously. Leon nodded and
glanced to Render, the two pulling out their keys along with Ceal for the group to see.
"If all the monsters are killed then the treasure hunters can make their wish, for anything they
want," Leon continued.

"And the wish maker in all this is none other than Hex's sister, Pandora," Render said as the
hunters put away their keys.
"He wishes for us to open the box in hopes that we will fall to Pandora's monsters. If that
happens then Pandora will be freed from her imprisonment, along with all her monsters," Ceal said
coldly.
"Sounds like something out of a fairy tale," Hothorne mocked. Hex laughed and looked to him
with a smirk.
"Oh, I assure you they are telling the truth. My sister is just as real as I am," he said knowingly.
The humans looked at him carefully while Moka glanced to Razico with a raised eyebrow.
"Pandora's a real person?" she asked. Falla nodded while watching Hex cautiously.
"Oh yeah, she's real, I saw a glimpse of her when I held all four keys at the same time. The bitch
scared the hell out of me, she's out of her fucking mind," she scoffed.
"You have no idea," Luna said shaking her head. Hothorne shook his head and looked to Moka
with a dull expression.
"I'm sorry, it's hard enough to believe your stories about time travel as it is, but now we have
wish granting genies as well?" he questioned. Moka glanced to him then looked at Hex curiously, the
boy nodding as he brought out his dice.
"Oh shit!" Kurumu cried out as she ducked down under the table, with the humans around the
room tensing up as the reality bender held out his dice in one hand.
"Don't touch those! Whatever you do don't touch them!" Ran cried out as she backed up
fearfully while the others backed up as well. Moka and Akasha looked around at everybody as they all
put more distance between themselves and the reality bender then to Hex while the parents looked to
their children questionably.
"Mizore, what's wrong?" Tsurara asked.
"Get those away from us, put them away!" Mizore yelled out at Hex.
"What's he doing?" Ageha asked.
"Don't roll those, whatever you do!" Kurumu cried out as she hid behind her angel.
"His dice?" Tamanori asked curiously.
"Yes, don't let them get near you!" Yukari cried out as Ahakon held her behind him while
watching Hex with a glare.
"Why are you all afraid of dice?" Akasha asked with a raised eyebrow.

"Don't touch those things; you have no idea what they can do!" Kokoa cried out.
"Put those away Hex, right now!" Ruby yelled out. Hothorne raised a hand to silence everybody
then looked at Hex carefully.
"What are you up to?" he asked. The dice hovered up and floated around in a circle above Hex's
hand, the reality bender casually walking up towards the front table while Moka and Akasha tensed up.
"You want a demonstration of my power, don't you?" Hex asked.
"Don't touch those Mr. Tamaka; whatever you do don't play his game!" Ahakon called out.
"Game?" Moka asked carefully.
Hex walked up next to the vampires then set the dice on the table before the director, with
Hothorne glancing to them then to the boy who was smiling curiously at him.
"Here, I'll show you, I'll make you a believer," he said simply.
"Hex!" Razico yelled as he aimed his hand at the boy, with flames swirling around it. Ahakon did
the same with Leon mimicking the fire spell while Dark and Felucia quickly grabbed pistols from nearby
HDA personal and aimed them at the reality bender. Other HDA personal aimed their guns at the
stranger as well on reflex while the parents kept their distance near the edge of the room.
"Don't touch those Mr. Tamaka," Dark warned.
"We're not fucking around here, don't play his game," Felucia said while keeping her gun aimed
at Hex's head. Moka and Akasha looked to the dice then to the reality bender while Hothorne watched
the boy carefully. Hex chuckled and glanced to the others with a slick smile.
"I don't think you want to do anything foolish such as try to kill me, after all I am the only thing
keeping that young girl's chrono magic from giving away your position to my father," he mentioned.
"How about if I just shoot you in the nuts and legs, you'll live from that," Felucia threatened.
"If I may ask, what's so intimidating about his dice?" Akasha asked.
"The dice isn't what's bad, it's what Hex uses it for," Ruby cautioned. Razico nodded and
watched the reality bender with a sharp eye.
"He bases all his otherworldly power on luck, he likes to gamble. To get a wish made from him
you play his game of dice. If you win then your wish is granted, if you lose then he claims a reward of his
choice," he warned.
"You could have your greatest wish granted, or your worst nightmare, and all with a single roll of
the dice," Gin added. Moka looked to the dice then to Hex questionably.
"He lets mere luck guide his power to change reality?" she asked with disbelief.

"Isn't that rather dangerous?" Akasha asked.
"Yes, our thoughts exactly, and trust me, you don't want to play with his stakes, no way,"
Kurumu said shaking her head. Hothorne examined the dice then glanced to Hex as the boy was just
smiling at him still.
"What are you playing at here?" Hothorne questioned carefully. Hex laughed and gestured to
the dice.
"The only thing I'm looking to play here is a simple game of chance. If you win, you and
everybody else in this room will know exactly what I am, what my father is even. You'll all know very
well what it is you're up against and what will be your end," he offered. Hothorne just watched him with
a raised eyebrow as the boy chuckled to himself.
"Isn't that what you want?" Hex asked.
"Let me get this straight, if I win your little game of dice, everybody in this room and myself will
know what you are just like that?" Hothorne asked dryly. Hex merely nodded at him. The others glanced
to one another while Moka and Akasha continued to watch the reality bender carefully.
"We'll know about your father and his army? We'll know everything there is to know about
him?" Akasha questioned.
"Correct. Everything about what we are, where we come from, and so on, you'll all know it just
as you do your own names," Hex answered. Moka watched him carefully then narrowed her eyes.
"And if we lose?" she asked slowly. Hex smirked and looked to her with a light chuckle.
"If you lose, then there is something I would want from you…" he said eyeing over the girl
briefly.
"Don't do it! He'll steal your heart away!" Complica cried out. The group looked to her then to
Hex as the boy just continued to smile at Moka.
"Wait, what?" Moka asked, backing up and holding a hand over her heart.
"He likes to gamble for the heart of a fair woman, it's something that interests him," Mizore
warned.
"If you lose Moka then you'll lose your heart to him. You'll belong to him forever," Kurumu said
shaking her head. Moka looked at her then to Hex with surprise as the boy shrugged.
"It's a little passion of mine," he reasoned.
"My heart? You want me to gamble with my heart?" Moka asked with discontent. Hex just
nodded at her.

"Can he actually do that?" Ageha questioned.
"He can, and he has before. Trust us, it's not worth the risk," Yukari said holding a hand over her
heart.
"Don't do it Moka, you could lose Tsukune forever on the very first roll," Ahakon warned.
"If you lose your heart belongs to Hex forever, don't take that chance," Rason said worriedly.
Moka shook her head and backed up more.
"No way, I'm not doing that, not a chance," she said firmly.
"What if I play your little game?" Hothorne interjected. The group looked to him as he raised an
eyebrow at the reality bender.
"Quite frankly I'm having a hard time believing any of this, as are my fellow officers in the room.
I will agree that monsters possess what we call 'magic'; however what you've claimed so far just seems
so ridiculous that I find myself doubting every word you say. However, if playing your game of dice
would answer our questions then I'm willing to give it a try. So, what if I lose in it, are you going to steal
my heart away? Is that something you would want?" the man asked dryly. Hex laughed and shook his
head at him.
"No no, I'd rather not take your heart in all honesty, no offense. If you wish to play then that's
fine, I'll simply ask for something else from you should I win," he reasoned with a shrug.
"Like what?" the man questioned.
"Don't do it Mr. Tamaka, he could take anything away from you, anything," Gabriel warned
urgently.
"It's not worth it, trust us," Luna agreed while shaking her head.
"You have no idea what he could do, he can actually change reality however he wants, you could
wind up homeless, crippled, or even deathly ill. He could make anything happen that he wants," Leon
warned. Akasha narrowed her eyes and swiped the dice up in her hand, with Moka's friends gasping as
the woman watched Hex with a sharp eye.
"Enough of this. I'm not going to allow you to harm either my daughter or this man here; I will
not give you the chance to do so. If anyone will play your game here it will be me," she declared.
"What? Are you crazy, did you not just hear us?" Kurumu said with disbelief.
"I did. He can inform us all about what exactly is coming our way, what it is we're up against,
such information would be very useful for us. I myself am very curious as to who is responsible for all of
this trouble we're going through. However I'm not going to allow anything to happen to my own
daughter with this nor risk losing our only chance at forming peace with mankind by having something
unfortunate happen to Mr. Tamaka here," Akasha said, then turned to Hothorne with a small bow.

"Please, allow me to take the risk to demonstrate what we're willing to do for peace to be
realized again," she offered. Hothorne looked at her curiously as the woman stood upright and smiled
calmly at him.
"I've faced greater challenges for peace before, I don't mind playing a silly game of dice like this
to overcome another," she reasoned.
"I am not asking you or your daughter to risk anything here with this," Hothorne pointed out.
"No, you haven't, however we could all do well knowing what it is we're planning to face
together, and this will give us just that. If it could help in any way with readying this world and our own
for battle against this dark king, then I wish to do what I can," Akasha reasoned. She smirked and
glanced to Hex with a twitch of her eyebrow.
"Fair warning though, I used to play dice games with my daughter Akua many times before in
the past, I do believe I've gotten quite good at them," she dared.
"Oh, is that a fact?" Hex mused with a knowing smile. Akasha nodded and looked to him while
smiling confidently.
"Yes, it is. Your offer of enlightening all of us about who you and your father are is very
interesting to me, I believe such information would come in handy with preparing to kill your father
when we dares set foot in our world," she said with a cool smile at him.
"Well, nothing would make me and my sister happier than seeing him fall in battle, although I
doubt that would ever happen. At least I wouldn't bet on it myself," Hex replied with a smirk.
"You'd be surprised what we can do Mr. Reality Bender. So, do you wish to play for this fair
woman's heart?" Akasha asked with a coy smile.
"Mother, wait, don't do this. Think about what you're gambling with," Moka warned while
shaking her head.
"Are you crazy? He'll steal away your heart if you lose, you can't let him do that," Kokoa
pleaded.
"Now now Kokoa, if he really can inform us all about everything regarding himself and his father,
I'm willing to bite," Akasha said with a slight smirk, showing a fang to Hex. The boy chuckled and looked
at her with an amused smile.
"You're very confident with this, not many are," he mentioned.
"What's wrong? Reconsidering this? Is this woman's heart not enough for you?" Akasha mused
playfully.
"Now you're taunting him? Seriously, you are way too overconfident about this, it's just
ludicrously insane. You have like no concept of fear at all do you? Having said that, before you do this,

could I please get your autograph? Please?" Render asked with an eager smile. The group looked to him,
with Apoch showing some concern, as the boy smiled and rubbed the back of his head.
"You know, not that I don't have high hopes for you winning, it's just in case you don't, you
know?" he reasoned. Akasha chuckled while keeping her eyes on Hex.
"Don't worry Render, I won't be losing to him," she assured. Hex laughed and raised an eyebrow
at the woman.
"My my, you are rather confident in your luck. Hmm, telling you all everything against a chance
at winning your heart, very tempting," he mused.
"Why would he want her heart? She's dead, she's a disembodied soul. I thought souls like her
didn't have any value to him," Kurumu whispered to Rason.
"Maybe he doesn't know she's dead, I mean she looks perfectly alive just like Arial and Complica
do. We should tell him the truth, then he may not want to play for her at all," Rason reasoned quietly.
"Let her play," Apoch muttered from next to them. They looked to her as she just watched
Akasha with a dull stare.
"She could stand to be knocked down a few notches," the witch said dryly.
"What? She could lose her heart to this wacko if she loses," Kurumu said shaking her head.
"Let her play," Apoch muttered again, feeling some resentment for the elder vampire who
Render was finding interest in.
"Well Hex, what's it going to be?" Akasha dared. The boy eyed her over casually as everybody
watched him carefully.
"I am thinking about it," he mused playfully. Akasha smirked unfastened her sheath's belt,
setting her sword on the table before she unzipped her black vest, casually dropping it onto the ground
revealing her tightfitting shirt and bust size while holding a hand to her hip, a sly smile appearing on her
face as a few of the humans around the room stared at the woman's figure.
"Think harder," she said simply.
"Damn," Ageha said softly as she stared at the vampire's breasts.
"Wow," Moka said softly as she eyed her mother's figure, wondering if she too would look like
that in the future.
"Holy crap," Felucia said in awe as she and Dark lowered their guns.
"Now she's baiting him to play? Is she crazy?" Ruby said with disbelief.

"She really thinks she can win this," Razico said with wonder, trying not to stare at the vampire's
figure. Hex chuckled at the woman and nodded.
"Very well then, you talked me into it," he said casually. Akasha let out a murmur with an
arrogant smile.
"Glad to hear it. Now then, what are the rules to your little game?" she asked looking to the dice
in her hand. Hex gestured to the table with a slick smile.
"I play with the same rules in all my games. Roll two sixes, and you win. Roll a snake eyes and I
win. Doubles of any other number let you roll again, and a mismatched pair means your turn is over. We
roll until one of us wins or recalls our wager," he explained. Akasha nodded and looked at the dice with
a curious eye.
"I see, so if I roll two sixes with these, you'll tell us everything we would want to know about you
and your father?" she asked.
"If you roll two sixes, you'll all know everything there is to know about myself and my father,"
Hex said with a smirk. Akasha eyed the dice for a moment then looked to him with an amused smile.
"Good to know. In return, you want to know a little secret to playing with dice?" she asked. Hex
merely raised an eyebrow at her as she smirked at him.
"It's all in the wrist," she said before casually flinging the dice onto the table, the cubes rolling
around before coming to a stop, with two sixes being seen on top. Hex looked to the dice with a small
chuckle as everything fell silent around him.
"I see, cute trick," he said simply as he picked up the dice and pocketed them. He shook his head
and looked back to Akasha, the woman staring at him with wide eyes now.
"Still, lucky roll," he said with a shrug.
Akasha just stared at him in silence, unable to believe what she was seeing before her. She, like
everyone else in that room, now knew exactly what Hex was, where he came from, and what his father
was planning.
"Oh my god," Kurumu breathed out, seeing images flashing before her eyes of countless
demons and monsters lined up in a dark courtyard.
"What the hell… is this?" Rason said as he saw the view of the universe pulling back to reveal
something that his mind couldn't wrap around, as if seeing something further beyond what should be
possible.
"This is… this is…" Kyouko breathed out as an image flashed before her eyes, the view being
inside Pandora's Box and drawing through hordes of monstrosities and demons before coming to
Pandora herself, the young looking anomaly smiling coldly as if right at the human herself.

"This can't be, it's impossible," Yukari said quietly as she saw just how small and insignificant
their own world was amongst a sea of realities and timelines that sprawled further out into a strange
outerverse that she couldn't comprehend.
"What the hell is he?" Ageha said as she saw an image of Hex's silhouette while behind it a
distorted view of stars and celestial bodies seemed to drift away from him.
"Too many… too many…" Arial whimpered as she saw countless demons and colossus class
monsters, all obscured in shadows as their red eyes gave off ominous crimson glows.
Silence filled the room as everybody stared at Hex with stunned expressions. They knew who he
was. They knew who Pandora was.
And they knew who Babylon was.
"Babylon…" Complica breathed out in fear, remembering very clearly seeing the dark king in
person before. Just seeing his image again from Hex's power sent chills down her spine, the little girl
quickly grabbing hold of Ceal out of fright. Moka stared at Hex with disbelief then looked to Akasha, the
woman slowly looking down as she saw the sheer magnitude of the approaching threat.
"This can't be real… it can't be," Tsurara said shakily.
"Um… did anyone else just see the worst thing imaginable flash before their eyes?" Render
asked nervously.
"I did… but I can't believe it," Apoch said softly.
"Believe it," Ran whimpered. Everybody looked to her as she trembled while looking at Hex with
fright.
"I was there… in that world. For so long, charming so many of those horrible things to help him…
it's real. What you saw… it's real," she said nervously.
"Holy shit… holy shit!" Felucia yelled out looking to Dark, the demon showing surprise himself
from seeing what was coming their way.
"We can't fight that many, that's insane!" Ahakon cried out.
"We don't have a choice, he's coming to wipe us all out, we don't have anywhere to run to from
this," Yukari said looking up with fearful eyes.
"Babylon, that's who your father is?" Moka asked looking to Hex. The boy nodded and looked up
at the ceiling with a dull gaze.
"Conquering and destroying all he sets his eyes on, razing all who oppose his rule to the ground,
the one who imprisoned my dear sister in her box because she refused to help him with his crusade,
that's the man who I refuse to acknowledge as my father," he said with spite.

"Is this some sort of trick? This can't possibly be… it just can't be real," an HDA officer remarked
while shaking his head. Hothorne looked to Hex carefully as the boy glanced to him.
"What you showed us… is that true?" the man asked cautiously.
"Of course it is, the terms of my game were very clear, and I cannot go against them even if I
lose, which you already know now. You know everything about us, to the best of your limited
comprehension," Hex replied simply.
"Limited comprehension? Are you patronizing us?" Hothorne snapped.
"Did you not just see what we all saw? Fuck, he wasn't kidding around when he called us lesser
beings," Felucia said looking up with wide eyes.
"I saw it and I'm still having trouble understanding it," Ruby admitted.
"And I felt pretty small already being surrounded by monsters," Kyouko said while looking up
with nervous eyes. Moka tried to collect her thoughts and took a slowly steady breath before she looked
to Hex again.
"Your father, Babylon… can he be killed?" she asked.
"Of course, we're not immortal Moka, we can bleed and die just like all of you," Hex replied with
a shrug.
"If what we know now is true, then he'll be at his most vulnerable when he launches his
invasion," Ceal mentioned.
"That's right, he'll use all his power to open as many rifts into our world as he can, he'll be
weakened to the state of a human during the first wave of his army," Gabriel agreed.
"Great, all we need to do is fight through that first wave, which, in case you didn't notice, is
going to be HUGE!" Kokoa cried out.
"So many of his warriors will descend upon this world, in overwhelming numbers, along with
who knows how many colossus class demons as well. How are we supposed to defend against that and
find a way into the dark world to kill Babylon while he's weakened?" Gin asked with disbelief. Moka
looked to Hothorne, the human slowly sitting back down in his seat as he took in the news.
"We need help," Moka said softly. Everyone looked to her as she turned to face the director.
"The monster world cannot fight against this alone, we need your help," she pleaded. Hothorne
looked at her for a moment then to Hex, the merely shrugging at him.
"Quite frankly I don't think you have a chance at all in surviving this, no other world has so far.
However, whether you survive or not isn't my concern. What is my concern is freeing my sister from her
imprisonment and taking her far away from the crushing march of my father's army. But even with all

my power I cannot free her, she can only be released from her prison if her box is opened," he reasoned.
He then leaned forward on the table while smiling knowingly at the director.
"And the only way that's going to happen is if the keys to her box in this room are allowed back
into the monster world, do you see my predicament?" he asked simply.
"Not that I care about your sister's health in all this, but what exactly do you expect me to do
about your predicament? I have no power at all to open the gateways into the monster world, I'm
human, remember?" Hothorne replied with annoyance. Hex chuckled and stood upright again.
"I'm well aware of that. However that's not what I was getting at. As I've said I've already spoken
to the dark lords of the monster world, urging them to open the gateways again because of my plight.
They too know what my father is and what's coming their way, they played my game as well and learned
how royally damned you all are," he explained.
"They played your game as well?" Moka asked.
"Father did? Wait, what… what did you wager against them?" Kokoa asked nervously.
"I tried to get them to open the gateways for sure if I had won, however I lost my game. Still,
there is a chance they will open the gateways on their own accord, seeing as how they know they need
help to fight against my father as well, and if that happens there would be hope for saving my sister yet.
But if the gateways are opened, it would be best if you humans didn't bother the monsters again, at
least not until the keys can make their way safely back into the monster world," Hex explained.
"You're saying the dark lords know what you and your father are? They know all of this as well?"
Ruby asked.
"Correct," Hex said with a nod.
"If that's true, then father and the other lords must know that we're in need of allies as well to
stand against Babylon," Moka said looking to Hothorne. Akasha nodded and looked to the man as well.
"Mr. Tamaka, if they know what we know now, then we may be seeing them soon," she
reasoned. Hothorne looked between them then to Hex as the boy just smiled calmly at him.
"Oh my lord, what are we going to do about this?" Tsurara said looking to her husband with
worried eyes.
"I don't know about you, but I could use a drink right about now," Ageha said weakly.
Kasumi groaned weakly on the floor, the woman slowly sitting up alongside her husband as the
group looked to them.
"Auntie, are you alright?" Kyouko asked worriedly.

"What a horrible nightmare, I dreamed that… that…" Kasumi said before looking around, her
gaze stopping on Hex as the boy glanced back to her with a smirk. Koji looked at the boy then pointed to
him with growing fear.
"That… that boy… he's the one… he's the one from my dream!" he cried out. He and his wife
screamed as they got up and backed up towards the others.
"Well, hello to you as well," Hex said mockingly.
"What's going on, how… but… he…" Kasumi said nervously. Koji looked around frantically then
to Hex again.
"That wasn't a dream just now, was it?" he asked shakily.
"Depends, did you dream about a horrible nightmare named Babylon planning to invade and
destroy the world with an enormous army of demons and warriors?" Render asked. Koji blinked then
looked to the boy with a pale expression.
"Y… yes," he said shakily.
"Then that wasn't a dream Mr. Aono, you had the same vision we all did, what you saw… it's
real," Ruby said gravely. Kasumi and Koji trembled as they held each other while the group looked back
to Hex again.
"That was real? That… that nightmare… it's real?" Kasumi asked shakily.
"Yeah, we're all pretty much screwed right now," Leon said, with Koji and Kasumi trembling
more in fear from that.
"But we're going to help, aren't we?" Kyouko asked. Everybody looked to her as she walked up
towards the front table.
"You're going to help them, aren't you? These monsters aren't our enemies, you can see that
now. We have to do something, we have to protect them," she urged. Hothorne just watched her with a
curious eye as the girl gestured around at the monsters in the room.
"C'mon, you wanted there to be peace between us, you wanted us to be allies, so then we have
to help them. They're almost extinct for crying out loud, we can't just ignore them like this, we have to
help them," she reasoned.
"And what is it you want us do to exactly?" Hothorne questioned. Kyouko looked at him with
disbelief then annoyance.
"What do I want you to do? Do something, do anything! We're humans, we have more numbers
and guns and technology on our side, the very same reasons why monsters were afraid of us all this
time. For god's sake say you're going to help them, they're going to be wiped out if we don't do
anything," Kyouko said waving to her friends.

"And what makes you think we're not going to do anything?" Hothorne replied. Kyouko looked
at him with wonder as the man stood up while watching her with a curious eye.
"My dear girl, it's very noble of you to speak so strongly about helping your friends, I do admire
that in you. However you are mistaken if you believe we will be turning a blind eye to those that need
our help during this war," the man said, with everybody looking at him curiously.
"So… you are going to help them then?" Kyouko asked. Hothorne merely nodded at her. Ruby
looked around at the humans then to the director again.
"Does this mean… does this mean that peace can be established between our worlds again?"
she asked hopefully.
"My dear… uh…" Hothorne said, eyeing her over before showing a puzzled look.
"Witch, I'm a witch… sir," Ruby said with a small smile. Hothorne nodded then smirked at her.
"Well, my dear witch, yes, I believe mankind can coexist with certain monsters such as
yourselves," he said kindly.
"Really?" Yukari said with a hopeful smile.
"You mean it?" Ahakon said with a growing smile. Hothorne nodded at them then looked to
Moka, the vampire smiling out of relief at him.
"Seeing is believing, I think those are the very words you used before Ms. Akashiya. Well, after
seeing who the real threat is behind all this, I do believe. I see no reason why humans and monsters
cannot coexist, not when there are those like you out there wishing for peace just as much as I do," he
said assuredly. Moka nodded then bowed to the man.
"Thank you Mr. Tamaka, for understanding," she said graciously. Hothorne nodded then looked
to Hex with an accusing stare.
"You've shown us much about your father and his army, however one question does remain.
When? When will he strike?" Hothorne demanded sternly. Hex looked up with a distant gaze, seeming
to peer around at something that couldn't be seen.
"I'm afraid I don't know. He actually has all the power reserves he needs to launch his invasion
right now," he said with a shrug.
"What? He's ready to attack? Now?" Moka asked with a jump. Hex nodded then looked to her
curiously.
"Yes, but for reasons I'm not sure of he's not beginning the assault. Something caused him to
halt with his attack," he mentioned.

"He's got us outnumbered and we're not ready to defend ourselves, what reason could he have
for not attacking now?" Rason asked with puzzlement.
"Whatever it is, let's hope it buys us enough time to get organized, we're nowhere near ready to
face this yet," Razico mentioned.
"So he could be attacking us any day now, at any minute," Ran said nervously. Kasumi and Koji
screamed and clung to Tsurara and Akio, the two snow people holding them with weak expressions as
the humans trembled in fear. Moka nodded and looked to Hothorne.
"We need to get organized, now. We don't have much more time," she warned. The man
nodded and looked to his fellow officers.
"She speaks the truth. We know who the real enemy is, now we need to be ready to defend
against him. The first step we need to take is to publically announce our newfound alliance with the
monsters, and assure mankind that the real threat to all of us is being targeted," he ordered.
"Sir, I'll go arrange a press conference right away," one of the men said with a quick salute
before running out of the room. Hothorne nodded and looked to another of his men.
"Our second order of business is to quell the monsters that are currently running loose in our
world. We need to stop them from rioting, peacefully, and without causing more alarm with the public. I
believe our new allies can help with that," he said glancing to Moka. She nodded and looked to her
friends.
"We let them out during that crisis, we'll deal with them. This is our chance for peace, we cannot
let those rogue monsters destroy that," she confirmed.
"So... we're going to be acting like the police now?" Render asked raising a hand.
"Essentially, yes," Moka answered. Render nodded then raised his hand higher.
"Do we get HDA uniforms too?" he asked curiously. Moka just blinked and stared at him.
"What?" she asked plainly.
"Well I mean if we're going to play the part we might as well look the part, right? Besides, I think
my girl here would look smoking hot in what you're wearing, I mean am I right or am I right?" Render
said looking to Apoch and eyeing her over, the witch blushing brightly from that and holding a hand to
her cheek.
"Oh my, do… do you think so?" she asked looking down at herself.
"I think we have other matters to be focusing on right now rather than how hot Apoch would
look in a uniform," Leon said flatly, with Astreal nodding in agreement.

"Yeah, sure, I know that, but I'm just saying, look at her, am I right?" Render said gesturing to
Apoch. The witch blushed further and glanced away with a timid smile while the rest of the group just
stared at Render with blank expressions. After a while Moka rolled her eyes and shook her head.
"We'll see about that Render, for now let's focus on doing our part in all this. We need to put an
end to monsters attacking humans once and for all, and the ones that are angry with the HDA are
running loose still and causing mayhem," she reminded.
"And whose fault is that?" Kurumu asked looking to Hothorne with a small glare.
"Ours, when we let them out," Moka answered. Kurumu looked to her with concern as the
vampire shook her head.
"The HDA did what they were supposed to do, protect humans against monsters. Look at it from
their view, their schools and children were attacked and killed, cities were thrown into chaos because of
monsters. It's a miracle Mr. Tamaka was willing to hear our side of the story with how this has made us
all look," she reasoned. Her friends looked to one another then to Hothorne as the man nodded.
"We do see now that we had been deceived as to which monsters to blame, however given the
circumstances as to how those events unfolded, what we did in the interest in protecting our race was
correct. Had you been in our shoes you would have made the same call, and rightfully so. As things
currently stand the public is also going to be leery about trusting monsters again, which is why you will
be leading the movement of stopping those that are acting out and helping establish good relations
between our worlds," he stated.
"I guess he has a point, after the school incident it's easy to see why we're so hated by humans,"
Leon reluctantly agreed while looking down.
"But… but… but we tried to be the good guys then, we even killed the real bad monsters that
day," Render said with defeat.
"Yeah, after they killed so many innocents and in broad daylight. We couldn't stop the damage
from being done in time," Razico said with regret.
"And then we had to break you guys out of jail before you would have been executed as
enemies of mankind. We were doing the right thing, but we were digging ourselves in deeper by doing
so," Ruby said with defeat.
"Because of Babylon our two worlds were nearly thrown into another war with each other, but
at least now we can see we were tricked and by whom. The damage is already done, all we can do now
is try to pick up the pieces," Akasha reasoned while glancing to Moka, her daughter nodding in
agreement.

"Remember guys, we killed HDA soldiers too, ones who were only doing their job after we were
made to look like real monsters by Babylon. They weren't evil like those from Fairy Tale were; they
didn't deserve to die for protecting their own kind. We're not without fault either," Moka mentioned.
"But they were shooting at us," Kokoa whined.
"And monsters killed their own, both sides acted out of defense Kokoa," Akasha lectured. Kokoa
looked at her with worried eyes then down while Gin held her from behind.
"We have a chance to set things right, to show the world we really are on their side, we can't
screw this up," Moka said looking around at her friends. The group looked to each other for a moment
then nodded in agreement. The HDA may have been trying to kill them before, but it wasn't because
they were an evil organization, they were humans defending themselves from what they believed to be
the threat to their world. And now the HDA would be a valued help in their upcoming fight against
Babylon and his army, they were needed even.
"Alright Moka, we'll work with the HDA to keep the order in the human world, if that's what it
takes for peace to be realized," Dark said in agreement.
"Fine, but I am not wearing an HDA uniform, Felucia fights in her own uniform," Felucia said
looking up with a stubborn expression while crossing her arms. Moka smirked at her then looked to
Hothorne.
"You'll have our full cooperation, we'll put an end to the monsters running loose in your world,"
she reassured.
"Good, I'm counting on all of you to do just that," the man said before looking to another one of
his officers.
"Send word out to all units; be on the lookout for any sign or representatives from the monster
world. Odds are we'll be making contact with the dark lords of their world again soon, and I don't want
them being welcomed with guns aimed at their faces," he ordered. The officer nodded with a salute.
"Yes sir," he said before running out of the room.
"All we can do now is wait for them to come to this world when they're ready, in the meantime
we've got some cleaning up to do," Moka speculated.
"What about him?" Arial asked pointing to Hex. Everybody looked to the reality bender as he
shrugged a bit.
"Honestly I'd rather be keeping my dear sister company right now then spending more time
here, but it seems that I need to stay for the time being," he said simply.
"And why is that?" Luna asked cautiously. Hex looked over to Complica, the group then looking
to seeing the young chronofly wavering a bit before grabbing hold of Ceal's arm for support.

"Complica? What's wrong, are you ok?" Falla asked as she quickly knelt down next to her little
sister.
"I don't… feel so good," Complica said as she blinked a few times, her vision blurring before
clearing up again.
"What's wrong with her?" Gabriel asked as Luna rushed over to her sister.
"I'm not sure, but she's releasing small amounts of chrono magic around her. If I leave my father
will certainly notice and come here in full force," Hex said crossing his arms.
"Complica? What's wrong?" Arial asked as she rushed over to her friend. Complica wiped some
sweat off her forehead and looked to her hand, feeling a numbing sensation rippling through it for a
moment. Slowly she looked up to a clock on the wall, seeing the time reading 4:36 PM.
"Complica?" Luna asked kneeling down next to her sister. Complica looked around at everybody
then up to Ceal while gently tugging on his arm.
"Um… big brother? Can I talk to you in private for a moment?" she asked. Ceal just looked at her
carefully as the group watched the young chronofly showing him a worried smile.
"Please? I need to talk to you about something important, please?" she asked softly. Ceal
glanced to Falla then back to Complica and nodded.
"Very well," he said somewhat gently.
"Complica? What's this about?" Falla asked. Complica looked to her with a saddened smile and
shook her head.
"I'm sorry, but… I… we'll be right back," she said before trying to lead Ceal out of the room. The
mage glanced to the others then followed the girl out into the hall. Luna started to follow after them
before Falla grabbed her and held her back.
"Don't. Let Ceal talk to her first, we'll find out what's going on when they come back," Falla
reasoned, with Luna looking to her with concern then to the door.
"What was that about? Is she ok?" Yukari asked.
"Is she ok? How are any of you ok? For god's sake the world's coming to an end and you all act
like this is no big deal! What is wrong with all of you, why aren't you freaking out about any of this? And
I still don't know where my Tsukune is, where is he? Where's my son?" Kasumi cried out. She looked to
Kyouko then started shaking the girl by the shoulders.
"Where's my baby, what's happened to him? What's going on Kyouko?" she cried out.
"Please stop auntie, I'll explain everything, just… try to keep calm, ok?" Kyouko pleaded while
being shaken back and forth.

Outside in the hall Complica led Ceal away from the meeting hall and around a corner, looking
around to make sure nobody else was nearby before turning to Ceal with a worried expression.
"What's this about Complica?" he asked as he knelt down to face her.
"Big brother, you said I could talk to you about anything, right?" she asked nervously. Ceal
nodded and waited for her to continue. She fidgeted a bit and looked down while holding her hands
together.
"I need to tell everybody something really important but it's going to make them all really sad
and I don't want to make my sisters cry I don't but I know they will and I don't want them to but I have
to tell them all something soon I just don't know how to say it without breaking their hearts I don't know
what to do," she whimpered while trying to hold in her tears. Ceal gently wiped a tear from her cheek
while looking at her with a hint of concern.
"Complica, what is it you're so afraid of telling them?" he asked gently. She took a shaky breath
and looked to him with watery eyes.
"Before I tell you, promise me something, promise me big brother," she whimpered. Ceal
nodded and waited for her to continue, the girl wiping her tears away before looking at him with a
saddened smile.
"Promise that you'll stay with me until the end."

Chapter 51
Falling Apart
"And so that's where Tsukune is. But don't worry auntie, I'm sure he's going to pull through and
overcome his sickness, I mean he punched out Alucard after all, he can do anything," Kyouko said
hopefully, having told Kasumi and Koji where their son was and what he was going through.
"She's right Mr. and Mrs. Aono, I'm sure Tsukune is working hard to get a hold over his vampire
powers, I just know he's going to be coming back out of Paradise very soon," Moka said in agreement,
holding onto hope that her mate could overcome his bloodlust and return to her again.
"You know, just for the record, I did help with Tsukune destroying Alucard. I mean yes, he did hit
it with a powerful punch that totally annihilated it, but my magic allowed him to actually hurt the thing
in the first place. Just, you know, putting that out there," Falla mentioned while glancing away with a
dull expression, becoming rather annoyed at never receiving credit for helping with dispatching the
legendary destroyer.
"And my sister is in that world with Tsukune too, I'm sure she's keeping a close eye on him. If
anything were to go wrong she would just sing him to sleep peacefully, she wouldn't let anything
happen to your son," Ran added with a hopeful smile, trying to hold back her own fears about her sister
being trapped in Paradise with horrible monsters and a bloodlust infected Tsukune.
"Mr. Aono? Mrs. Aono?" Ruby asked worriedly as everybody watched the two human parents
just staring at Kyouko with open mouths and wide eyes.
"Um… say something, please," Kyouko said nervously. The two parents just stared at her in
stunned silence.
"At least pass out or something, you're worrying us here," Kurumu said with concern. After a
long while Kasumi broke down crying and held onto Kyouko who watched her with surprise.
"AHHHH! My baby! My poor Tsukune! Noooo!" Kasumi cried out while sobbing uncontrollably.
"Tsukune… my son…" Koji breathed out looking down with shock.
"Auntie, it's going to be ok, he's going to be fine, I promise," Kyouko reassured while Kasumi
held onto her, the woman then looking to her with frustration and tears in her eyes.
"How can you promise me such a thing? My poor baby is sick and I can't even go see him or take
care of him or anything! My Tsukune's in quarantine in some strange world with monsters and I never
even packed him a sweater!" she cried out before sobbing into Kyouko's shoulder, the girl just holding
the woman with a weak smile on her face.

"C'mon auntie, he's been through worse than this before, he'll be just fine. I believe in him,
everybody else does, you should too," Kyouko said gently.
"She's right Mrs. Aono, I haven't given up hope, I know Tsukune will get over this bloodlust and
come back to us. He can do anything," Moka reasoned hopefully.
"A little vampire cold isn't going to bring that guy down; I mean he punched out Alucard! The
dude's a superstar!" Render added with a bright smile.
"For crying out loud, I helped bring down Alucard too! Give credit where credit is due!" Falla
barked out at him with frustration. Luna held her back with a weak smile as the red eyed chronofly
growled with annoyance, with Kasumi whimpering and holding onto Kyouko still.
"Mrs. Aono," Akasha said gently, the human then looking over to her with a few sobs as the
vampire smiled kindly at her.
"My daughter and her friends are right. I've heard all about this son of yours, everything that
he's done and overcame during his trials, you should be very proud of him," Akasha assured. Kasumi
wiped her tears away as the vampire walked up to her.
"There shouldn't be any doubt in your mind at all that your son can do this, there isn't any doubt
in mine. Your son Tsukune is truly remarkable, I only hope that one day I may have the honor of meeting
him myself," Akasha said sincerely. Kasumi tried to control her breathing and looked around at
everyone.
"He's going to be just fine Mrs. Aono, we all have faith in him," Mizore agreed with.
"Yeah, your son doesn't go down for anything. Rogue vampire lords, armies of evil monsters,
hell he's even beaten time itself," Kurumu added with a nod.
"He's going to return to us, cured, and better than ever, I just know it," Rason reassured.
"Nothing can bring him down, he doesn't know how to fail," Ahakon said shaking his head.
Kasumi and Koji looked around at them then to Kyouko as the girl nodded at them.
"I know, I was scared for him too when I first heard the news, I even fainted myself. But they're
right, Tsukune's going to come back to us, there's no doubt about that. The only thing we need to worry
about is making sure there's still a world for him to come back to," she reasoned hopefully. Kasumi and
Koji looked to each other then to Hex, with all eyes turning to him. He glanced to the parents then
looked up with a simple sigh.
"If it makes you feel better, out of all the Tsukune's I've seen in all the worlds, this one does
sound to be more impressive than the rest. For what it's worth, you should feel proud your son isn't just
another weak human being here in this world," he said simply.
"Wow, thanks for that," Kyouko said flatly.

"What a motivator you are," Yukari added with a flat tone.
"You're being too kind," Ruby said with annoyance.
"Actually, coming from him, that should be taken as a compliment, despite how condescending
it is," Luna said crossing her arms with a dull expression at the reality bender. Hex shrugged and looked
to her with a calm expression.
"I thought it was a compliment," he reasoned. Arial rolled her eyes then looked to Kasumi again.
"Your son was one of the heroes that stopped Alucard, just like mine was. You should have more
faith in him, I'm sure he's going to be just fine," she said gently. The parents and humans looked to her
with confusion as did Akasha.
"What? Like yours was? You… you're a mother?" Kasumi asked.
"Yes, my son is right over there," Arial said pointing to Dark, the demon just glancing to her then
to Kasumi with a blank expression. Tsurara looked at Dark with bewilderment then to Mizore.
"Mizore dear, what is she talking about? And just who is that anyway?" she asked.
"How… is she that boy's mother?" Hothorne asked with a raised eyebrow. Mizore sighed then
gestured towards Arial.
"This is Arial Kuyumaya mother; she's… the one who set Dark free when our village was
attacked. She's the one who… Dark killed on that night," she explained softly. Everybody just looked to
Arial with confusion while Moka and her group nodded in agreement.
"What? She's the one… but… she's dead, isn't she?" Tsurara asked with puzzlement.
"Yes, I am," Arial said with a nod. Tsurara stared at the snow angel for a moment then looked to
Mizore.
"How can this be possible?" she asked shaking her head. Ruby smiled weakly at her then looked
to the parents who were showing equal confusion to that news.
"I believe this requires a bit more clarification from us," she mentioned.
"Define 'a bit'," Hothorne said dryly. Moka's group explained the situation regarding Arial,
Complica, Felucia, and Akasha, how the four were in fact disembodied souls in the world. They told how
Arial and Complica snuck out of heaven to find their family through a rift Babylon had made in heaven,
how Felucia was sent from hell to find and save Luna, and how Akasha was sent by the Almighty himself
to protect Luna from the darkness. After the tale was told the parents and humans were staring at the
four wandering souls with awe. Hex however was glancing to Akasha with a raised eyebrow while
remaining silent.

"She's… she's the little girl we found dead that day? The one that freed Dark from that wizard's
control?" Tsurara asked with wonder, with Arial nodding timidly at her.
"Yes ma'am. I'm sorry my son caused so much trouble at our village, but it wasn't his fault, he
was being used by that horrible man. He's a good soul, he really is, he didn't mean to do what he was
made to do," she said assuredly, with Dark smiling at his angel while Felucia and Mizore watched Arial
with curious eyes. Tsurara and Akio looked to each other then to Arial with disbelief, stunned to be
seeing the very snow girl they found dead on that day who was also the one that freed Dark.
"So when you say that little girl is this boy's mother…" Hothorne said carefully.
"She's the one who freed Dark from a wizard's control, and gave him a life. If anything she is
what could be considered his mother," Ruby reasoned. Hothorne nodded slowly while looking at the
snow angel.
"You're… you're dead?" Kasumi asked looking at Akasha, the vampire nodding with a small
smile.
"Yes, I gave my life in order to protect my family, I have no regrets from my actions," she
admitted.
"What do you mean, what did you die for?" Kasumi asked.
"My mother was the one who sealed away Alucard in the first place long ago, she sacrificed her
life to do so," Moka said looking to her mother with a gentle smile.
"She's the one who did that?" Hothorne asked. Akasha nodded and glanced back to him.
"It was the only way to put the destroyer down; however I wasn't able to kill it by doing so. I did
all that I could to keep it from going on a rampage. Still, I hear my daughter's mate dispatched the
legendary evil quite splendidly," she said with a small shrug.
"Again, I helped!" Falla shouted out, with Luna holding her back with a weak smile and nodding
in agreement. Kasumi slowly approached Akasha, and then held a hand onto her chest while trying to
push against her a bit. The vampire glanced to the hand then to the woman with a raised eyebrow.
"I'm not a ghost, our souls manifest as bodies down here in your world," Akasha explained.
"So… you're alive then?" Kasumi asked.
"No, I'm still dead just as the others are, we're merely souls with no living bodies to bind them
to," Akasha said while gently removing the woman's hand from her chest.
"Not quite," Hex said shaking his head. The group looked to him with puzzlement before Ceal
and Complica walked into the room, the chronofly looking down with a troubled expression as she held
onto Ceal's hand. The mage had a solemn expression as they walked towards the others who turned to
them.

"Are you saying… that little girl is dead too?" Ageha asked with concern.
"Yes, our little sister died a long time ago," Luna said softly, with Falla slowly nodding in
agreement.
"Complica? What's wrong?" Arial asked worriedly.
"What's going on Ceal?" Falla asked. Complica whimpered and looked up to the boy as he
walked her towards her sisters. Everybody looked at them as the mage glanced down to the young
chronofly.
"Falla, your sister has something very important that she needs to tell all of you," he said
solemnly. Falla looked to Complica with worried eyes as the young girl nodded slowly.
"Complica? What is it?" she asked. Complica took a shaky breath then looked to her with a
saddened smile.
"I love you Falla," she said softly.
"I love you too, but what's going on? What did you need to talk to Ceal about?" Falla asked as
she knelt down to face her sister. Complica wiped the tears from her eyes then looked down with
remorse.
"I'm sorry, you're going to be mad at me, I know you are. But I had to do it, I had to," she said
shakily.
"Do what? What's wrong?" Falla asked with growing concern. Complica took a shaky breath
then looked to her with tears in her eyes.
"I did something really bad," she whimpered. Falla watched her with worried eyes as the rest of
the group waited to hear what she had to say. The young chronofly looked around at everybody then
back to Falla before telling the truth, how she cast the Chrono Displacement spell the previous night
after Luna's bracelet went critical. She told everybody how Babylon descended upon the villa and
annihilated everyone in a matter of minutes, ending with Luna, Falla, and Sun being taken away while
Complica was left as the sole survivor. As she told her story Luna and Falla were staring at her with
horrified eyes, rendered in shock at what they were hearing, while Moka and her group had stunned
expressions. After the story was told everything fell silent for a while before a voice spoke up.
"You… you… YOU DID WHAT?" Luna screamed out.
"No, you couldn't have… you couldn't… that's not… no!" Falla cried out.
"Would somebody mind explaining what she just said?" Hothorne asked. Akasha looked to
seeing Moka holding her hands over her mouth while staring at Complica with fright.
"Moka?" she asked.

"You couldn't have cast that spell, it was destroyed, it's gone," Luna said shaking her head
fearfully. Complica cringed a bit then looked to her with worried eyes.
"Um… I… kinda… made a copy of it in heaven," she said nervously.
"What? You… what?" Luna asked with disbelief.
"I'm sorry; I just drew it up to show Lloyd when he came to heaven, to show him the mistake I
made from being so attached to him. I never meant to use it, and I didn't want father finding it and
taking it away, so I kept it hidden in my baseball bat," Complica explained. The group jumped a bit as
they all remembered the baseball bat Complica had with her ever since she came down to the human
world, how she always kept it with her.
"Wait, you mean… you've had that forbidden spell on you this whole time, inside that baseball
bat?" Rason asked with disbelief. Complica nodded then looked down with closed eyes.
"I did, but don't worry, it's gone now, I burned it in a fireplace last night, nobody will ever hurt
themselves with it again," she said sadly. Luna and Falla looked at her with shock then to Ceal as the
mage nodded.
"I saw her burning the bat last night, however she insisted on waiting to tell me why she did so,"
he confirmed.
"No… you… you really did… oh god no!" Falla cried out as she looked back to her little sister.
"What have you done?" Luna cried out as she dropped to her knees. Falla held a hand over her
mouth as she stared at Complica, the younger sister looking down with closed eyes.
"Complica… tell me that's not true… please tell me that's not true," Falla whimpered. Complica
looked to her with remorseful eyes and shook her head.
"I'm sorry sister, but I had to use it, I had to save all of you," she said softly.
"Um, I'm sorry, but I don't quite understand, what has happened with her that is causing you
such distress?" Tsurara asked curiously.
"She cast a forbidden spell from their people, to travel back in time," Ruby said softly.
"Travel back in time? Her?" Hothorne asked looking to Complica. Moka nodded and looked to
him with nervous eyes.
"It's the same spell Fairy Tale planned to use to take over the world. It sends a person back in
time to wherever they want. But… but it has a grave cost," she said before looking back to Complica.
"What sort of cost?" Kyouko asked worriedly.

"Whoever goes back in time dies after one day, the spell kills them after 24 hours," Razico
explained. The group looked at Complica as she whimpered and nodded.
"But wait, even if that is possible, she's already dead, what's so bad about her using it again?
She can't die again can she?" Koji asked pointing to the young girl. Luna and Falla yelled out and held
their sister as they cried, with Complica holding them and crying as well. Moka shook her head and
looked to Koji.
"You don't understand Mr. Aono, she's a disembodied soul, she's not even supposed to be down
here," she said nervously.
"Souls are never meant to leave the realms of the afterlife, but because of Babylon's rift they
managed to come down here by means which should have been impossible," Rason continued.
"But even though they're dead, they're not safe down here. Up in heaven they cannot be
harmed, it's heaven after all. But down here their souls are unprotected, exposed, in danger," Gabriel
said with growing concern.
"What sort of danger?" Tsurara asked.
"If they're dealt a fatal blow down here, their souls don't return to heaven. Their souls would be
destroyed, they'll be wiped from existence entirely," Kokoa said nervously.
"Wiped from existence?" Kasumi asked worriedly.
"Gone forever, never to be seen again," Yukari said shakily.
"Game over man, game over," Render said sadly.
"So wait, you're saying that when her day is up, she'll… she'll…" Ageha said pointing to Complica
with worried eyes.
"She'll be gone forever!" Arial cried out while grabbing her hair. Luna and Falla kept holding
their little sister as all three cried out of sorrow.
"This isn't happening! This isn't happening!" Falla cried out. Ageha stared at Complica with
surprise then looked to Rason.
"What are you doing then? You're an angel, get her back up into heaven this instant!" she yelled
out.
"We can't, they can't pass through the heavenly barrier, we can't take them back up into
heaven," Rason said shaking his head.
"What? What do you mean they can't go back?" Hothorne questioned.

"The heavenly barrier doesn't allow souls to pass through it from either side. We tried to take
them back before, but they couldn't pass through, they're trapped down here," Gabriel explained with
remorse.
"That's why we were after Pandora's Box, we were going to use the wish to open a gateway that
they could pass through, it was our only way of saving them," Kurumu added.
"Well what about him? Can't he grant wishes too? I mean he forced a whole lot of crazy
information into all of our heads just now, can't he help them?" Akio asked pointing to Hex. The reality
bender chuckled as the group looked to him with discontent.
"He'll only help if we win his game. We tried to play for that gateway earlier; we nearly lost
much more in doing so. Playing his game is just too risky," Gin said shaking his head.
"Yeah, we'd rather open Pandora's Box and destroy her goddamned monsters to get our wish,
at least with a fight we know we can win," Kokoa said sternly at Hex.
"But is Pandora's Box even an option at this point?" Akasha questioned with concern. Luna and
Falla leaned back from Complica and looked at her with devastation.
"Why… why did you do this?" Luna whimpered. Complica choked back her sobs and shook her
head.
"I had to, Babylon came and he killed everyone and then he took you away and then-"
"Wait, Babylon came here? You… you saw him?" Falla asked. Complica nodded as the group
looked at her with surprise.
"You saw him? You actually saw him?" Ran asked.
"Yeah, up close, I've never seen anything that scared me so badly," Complica whimpered.
"You really saw him? In person?" Luna asked nervously. Complica nodded then broke free from
her sisters' embrace and rushed towards the front table, with Hothorne watching as the girl grabbed a
paper, flipped it over, and began to draw something in pen at insane speeds.
"Here, I'll show you," she said as her hand moved about in a blur while drawing her picture.
"Wow, how is she doing that?" Koji asked. Hothorne just showed a baffled expression as the
little girl drew a picture with precision and haste. Everybody slowly gathered around the table as
Complica drew a picture of something at high speed, the girl then showing it to Hothorne with worried
eyes.
"That's him, Babylon," she said softly with fright. The man took hold of the picture she drew, the
image showing Babylon standing amidst a destroyed courtyard that was once a Chinese villa. Complica
had drawn the aftermath of the short-lived battle at Fang Fang's home along with the dark king himself
in full detail.

"That's him? That's the one that's behind this invasion?" Hothorne asked. Hex walked around
and eyed the picture curiously.
"Yes, that is indeed him, amazing detail by the way, I'm impressed," he said with a nod.
Hothorne eyed the picture of the dark king then looked to Complica as she watched him with watery
eyes.
"He's coming for my sisters, you can't let him take them away, you just can't," she whimpered.
Hothorne looked to the picture carefully, examining the monster that would be behind the upcoming
war. After a moment he looked back to Complica as the girl was wiping her tears away.
"Please, don't let him take my sisters away," she pleaded. After a moment Hothorne nodded as
he set the paper down.
"I promise you, we will not allow your sisters to be harmed during this conflict. We'll protect
them up until the very end," he assured. Complica smiled softly at him then looked to her sisters, both
of them watching her with watery eyes.
"Complica… when… when did you cast the spell?" Luna asked, being afraid to know the answer.
"At 10:55 PM," Complica said softly. The group looked to the clock on the wall, seeing the time
to being 4:50 PM.
"Oh my god, she's only got a few more hours," Ruby said holding a hand over her mouth.
"You've got to be kidding me, even if the gateways were open to the monster world we'll never
find the last key and get to Pandora's Box in time," Leon said shaking his head.
"What other option do we have? We've only got about six hours before she's history," Render
said looking around at the group. Luna started breathing heavily then shook Gabriel by the shoulders.
"Please! You have to do something! She's going to die soon!" she cried out. Gabriel looked at
her with surprise then to Complica, the young girl looking down with closed eyes.
"Complica, no!" Falla cried out running and kneeling down with her sister, holding her tightly
while crying and shaking her head.
"No! You can't leave like this, please, don't let this be real!" she cried out.
"I'm sorry sister, I had to do it," Complica said as she broke down crying and held Falla. Akasha
shook her head then looked to Hex, the boy watching them with a calm expression still.
"You have the power to save this one, don't you?" Akasha said accusingly.
"I could, yes," Hex said with a shrug.

"But you won't do it unless someone plays your stupid game? For god's sake she's just a child,
how could you be so cruel as to not help her?" Ageha demanded while pointing to Complica. Hex looked
to her with a dull expression and started walking towards her, the woman backing up nervously as she
didn't like the cold feeling behind his eyes.
"I don't believe you understand, I'm under no obligation to do anything for anyone, especially
lesser beings such as yourselves. I don't do free wishes nor charity cases, if you wish to change reality to
save this one then you need to play by my rules," he said simply, with Ageha quickly backing up behind
Razico and Ruby as the two casters scowled at the reality bender.
"You're horrible, you're a monster! She's my little sister!" Luna screamed out at him. Hex looked
to her with a raised eyebrow.
"And your point? You know my rules better than anyone Luna, I'm not here because I wish to
help you with your petty problems, my only goal in this world is to free my own sister, that's it," he said
simply. Akasha scoffed at the boy then walked up to him and held out her hand.
"Give me your dice, right now," she demanded.
"Oh? You wish to play again?" he asked with a curious smile, pulling his dice out and toiling
them around in his hand.
"If that is the only way to save this child then so be it, if you wish to play for the heart of a
wandering soul such as myself then go ahead, my soul would never rest knowing I didn't choose to help
this young girl when I could," Akasha reasoned. Hex looked at her curiously then shook his head.
"You seem a bit lost Akasha Bloodriver, what you say isn't true at all," he said handing her the
dice.
"Yes it is, unlike you I care about those around me and will not hesitate to help them however I
can, I value a life no matter what it is," Akasha said while snatching the dice up in her hand. Hex
chuckled and crossed his arms casually.
"No, that's not what I meant. I was referring to how you claim to be dead," he replied.
Everybody stared at him with puzzlement, with Falla and Complica remaining in their embrace while
watching the boy with teary eyes.
"What are you talking about? I am dead, my soul is only here in this world because of my job
from the Almighty himself," Akasha stated. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
"Akasha, you're not dead," he said calmly. Everybody looked to the woman as she stared at Hex
with confusion.
"What?" she asked.

"Did you really think I would have bothered rolling to win the heart of a dead woman? What
would be the point in that?" Hex laughed while shaking his head. Akasha looked down to her body then
to Hex with careful eyes as the boy just smiled calmly at her.
"No no, you're very much alive Akasha, there are only three lost souls in this room as we speak,"
he said simply.
"I… I'm alive? But, that can't be. The Almighty merely sent me back here because I wanted to
earn my place in heaven, I wanted to do the noble thing and help keep Luna safe from your father,"
Akasha said shaking her head.
"Be that as it may, you're alive now Akasha. It seems your Almighty sent you back in full health
for your little redemption quest," Hex said casually.
"Mother?" Moka asked with wonder. Akasha looked down to her hands and her body, stunned
to hear such a claim. Granted she felt just like she did when she was alive; however she hadn't been
aware that the Almighty actually brought her back to life rather than just send her soul to earth.
"I'm… I'm alive?" she asked looking to Hex with wonder. The boy nodded while watching her
with a calm smile.
"Of course you are. I can tell the difference between a dead person and a live one, and you are
very much alive," he assured.
"She's alive again?" Kokoa asked with wonder. Akasha looked around at herself with surprise
then to Moka, with her daughter slowly walking up to her with awe.
"You're alive?" Moka asked softly.
"I… I didn't know, I had no idea," Akasha said looking to her hand. She blinked then looked to
Hex carefully as the boy raised an eyebrow at her.
"Still wish to play my game?" he asked. Akasha narrowed her eyes at him as she clutched the
dice in her hand.
"Of course I do," she said sternly. Hex nodded and waved his hand to the side, causing a table to
slide over to their side while he watched the woman with a curious smile.
"Then, what is it that you wish to roll for?" he asked. Akasha looked around at the group and the
three wandering souls among them then to Hex with a firm expression.
"I wish for a gateway to return Arial, Complica, and Felucia back to heaven with, so that they
may pass through the heavenly barrier and return to their home," she declared.
"I figured as much, however one heart for three souls doesn't seem fair, I would only grant one
return gateway for your heart," Hex said shaking his head. Akasha narrowed her eyes then looked to the
others.

"Akasha, don't do this, it's too risky," Razico said shaking his head.
"Yeah, you won once already, quit while you're ahead," Kokoa urged.
"We already agreed before that playing his game is too dangerous," Ran said shaking her head.
"If I don't then this one will die in six hours and be gone forever. My life is worth rolling to save
hers," Akasha said looking to Complica.
"No, don't say that, it's not worth it, it's not," Complica whimpered while shaking her head. Falla
and Luna looked to each other then to their little sister, both struggling with what to say.
"Akasha… I… you…" Falla said nervously.
"We can't ask you to roll for this, allow me to do so," Luna said looking to Hex. The boy watched
her with a raised eyebrow as she marched up to him.
"You want my heart Hex, I know you do. I bet you want it more than any other, isn't that right?
Well, I'll roll for Complica's gateway," she declared. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
"No no Luna, you can't gamble with your heart in this," he mentioned.
"Why not? I don't love you at all Hex, you don't have my heart anymore. Why can't I gamble
with it now?" Luna demanded. Hex smirked and looked to Gabriel, the angel watching him carefully.
"Interesting how his angelic power came back, isn't it?" he said simply. The group looked to the
angel then to Hex as the boy watched Luna with a knowing smile.
"What about it?" Luna asked carefully.
"Luna, don't try to con me out of another game with your trickery. I overheard what you said
before, how this angel is your 'Destined One', that he recovered his angelic power because he's destined
to be with you no matter what. If that's the case, should I win your heart, I might very well lose it again
when it returns to this angel. You cannot gamble with your heart Luna, it seems like I couldn't win it
even if I wanted to," Hex said with a shrug. Luna showed a nervous expression and shook her head.
"You don't know that, and besides you said you were going to take me away anyway, doesn't
that mean that you'll try to win my heart again?" she asked.
"I will take you away from this world to save you, whether I have your heart or not is irrelevant
with that," Hex said simply. Luna held a hand over her heart and backed up while Falla looked to
Complica with worried eyes.
"Then I'll roll for it," Falla said softly. The group looked to her as she slowly stood up while
looking down at Complica with a worried smile.

"No sister, you can't do that, I don't want you to risk losing Ceal all for me," Complica said
shaking her head.
"I'm not going to let you go this time Complica, I just got you back. I'm going to be a loving big
sister to you from now on, remember? I'm not going to let you fade away into time," Falla said while
trying to hold back her tears. She looked to Ceal with worried eyes then to Hex as she glared at the
reality bender.
"She's my sister, I won't let her come to an end like this," she said sternly.
"Really now," Hex questioned with a raised eyebrow.
"You're not going to risk your heart Falla, especially if it's already taken with this one here,"
Akasha said glancing to Ceal. The mage looked to Complica then to Falla, the elder chronofly smiling
softly at him.
"Ceal… no matter what, I'll always love you," she said softly, then looked to Hex with a stern
expression.
"But this is something I have to do; I won't turn my back on my little sister ever again. I'm rolling
for the gateway, end of story," she said walking over and reaching out for the dice in Akasha's hand,
resting it on them before the vampire flung the dice onto the table.
"No you're not child," Akasha argued.
"No!" Falla cried out as the cubes bounced on the table, the chronofly rushing over to try to
snatch them up. She swung her hand at the dice, touching them before Akasha grabbed and held her
back with one hand. The dice bounced off the table onto the floor, with everybody watching as they
bounced against the legs of another table.
"What have you done? I could have won that," Akasha scolded at Falla.
"Why did you roll them? Complica's my little sister, I should be the one who does this for her,"
Falla shot back at her.
"Your heart already belongs to someone you love, you should never gamble away such a
treasure," Akasha snapped back.
"Complica's my sister and if anyone is going to save her it's going to be me!" Falla yelled out at
her.
"NO!" Yukari screamed out. Everybody looked over to her as she was pointing down at the dice
at her feet, the cubes having rolled a snake eyes.
"Oh shit, she lost!" Ahakon cried out. Moka and Falla gasped and looked to Akasha, the woman
still staring at Falla with a blank expression on her face as the chronofly was staring back at her in
silence.

"No… Akasha…" Ruby said softly. Akasha blinked then looked to Hex with wonder, the boy
holding out his hand causing the dice to hover back over to his palm.
"Tsk tsk Falla, wait your turn to play," Hex said glancing to Falla with a smirk. Akasha smiled
softly then walked over towards him, with everybody watching her with worried eyes.
"No, oh no, Akasha," Falla said nervously.
"Mother? Mother!" Moka cried out. Akasha stopped and looked back to her with a curious
smile.
"Yes?" she asked.
"You… you don't feel… not with him…" Moka said shaking her head nervously. Akasha smiled
amusedly at her as Moka walked up to the woman.
"Are you ok?" Moka asked. Akasha nodded and looked to Hex with a gentle smile.
"Of course I am," she said before walking over to the boy. He smiled curiously as the woman
walked over to his side and watched him with a coy smile.
"I don't like the way she's looking at him," Ruby said shaking her head.
"Oh no," Complica said fearfully. Akasha chuckled and looked to the group as the boy casually
brushed a hand through her long hair while watching Falla.
"That wasn't very wise Falla, you interfered with her roll," Hex said playfully. Falla jumped a bit
and looked at Akasha with nervous eyes as the vampire closed her eyes with a gentle sigh, the vampire
letting the reality bender brush her hair leisurely with one hand.
"Wait, I didn't mean to, that… that shouldn't have counted against her!" Falla cried out.
"No… mother… NO!" Moka cried out. Akasha looked at her with a simple smile and shook her
head.
"What's wrong with you Moka?" she asked.
"Don't tell us you love this creep now," Kokoa said pointing to Hex.
"Of course I do, I couldn't live without him," Akasha said looking to the reality bender. The group
gasped as Akasha just smiled at Hex with loving eyes, with the boy watching Falla who was staring at
him with shock.
"No… that's not fair, that's not fair!" Falla yelled out at him.
"Oh my god, he stole her heart!" Apoch cried out pointing to Hex. The boy glanced to her with a
raised eyebrow.

"Stole? I stole nothing; she rolled on her own accord. If you want to blame anybody for her bad
roll blame Falla here, Akasha might have rolled something different if it wasn't for her intervention," he
said looking to Falla. The chronofly looked around at everybody then to Akasha with horror as the
vampire smiled calmly at her, the woman letting Hex play with her hair without a care in the world.
"No, that's not fair, that… no!" Falla yelled out. She growled with anger then ran over to Hex,
snatching the dice from his hand and backing up while glaring at him.
"You're not taking Moka's mother away from her, I bet my heart that you'll let her go right
now!" she yelled before she threw the dice behind her onto a table.
"Falla no!" Luna cried out.
"Are you insane?" Yukari yelled out as the cubes bounced on the table. In an instant they
stopped in place, showing two sixes on top while Falla was smiling confidently at Hex. The group looked
at the dice with wonder as Falla crossed her arms with a glare at the reality bender.
"There, I win," she boasted proudly. The group looked to her as she jumped a bit with a small
gasp, seeming to waver slightly off-balance as Hex laughed and shook his head.
"Really now Falla, you think you can cheat by stopping time and arranging the dice like that?
Come now, surely you couldn't have thought that would work," he said playfully.
"She cheated?" Ruby asked looking to the dice.
"I was afraid the dice landed too abruptly," Razico said with concern. Falla blinked then smiled
gently at Hex with a shrug.
"Sorry Hex, I've always been a bad girl," she said bashfully before walking over to him.
"Falla?" Luna asked nervously. Falla walked over to Hex and held onto his arm with a gentle sigh,
watching the boy with loving eyes as the group looked at her with surprise.
"Falla? What are you doing?" Mizore asked shaking her head.
"What the hell, why is she swooning over him too?" Leon called out while pointing to Falla.
"Yeah, the dice landed on two sixes, that means she wins," Render said pointing to the dice. Hex
chuckled and looked to Falla as the girl gazed into his eyes.
"No it doesn't, she cheated; she stopped time and arranged the dice to land that way, and as
such earned an automatic loss in the process," he said simply.
"What?" Luna cried out.
"Oh no," Kyouko said holding a hand over her mouth.
"You've got to be joking, he got both of them?" Render shouted out.

"Sister!" Complica cried out. Falla looked to her with a sweet smile while holding onto Hex's
arm.
"Yes?" she asked.
"What are you doing? You love Ceal! You love Ceal, remember?" Complica pleaded while
pointing towards Ceal, the catalyst mage watching the hexed chronofly with frustration. Falla glanced to
him then laughed and shook her head.
"What are you talking about Complica? I've only ever loved Hex, he's the only one I could love
with all my heart," she said looking to Hex with adoring eyes.
"Falla, no!" Luna cried out shaking her head. Ceal growled loudly as his reptilian hand glowed
with a black hue, the group around him watching as dark tentacles shifted up through the ground
around Hex. The humans watched the sight with wide eyes, with Kasumi and Koji turning pale, while the
tentacles ensnared Hex and held him tightly.
"Release her now!" Ceal shouted out. Hex chuckled and glanced to Falla. In a flash all the dark
limbs were slashed apart, with Falla instantly appearing before Ceal while holding her hand in chopping
stance to his neck.
"Don't touch my man again," she said coldly. Ceal watched her with frustration as the group
stared at the girl with disbelief. Akasha had her hand resting on her sword's handle, her eyes watching
Ceal closely as Falla just glared at the mage.
"What… just happened?" Hothorne asked carefully.
"Falla shifted through time and cut Xarai's tentacles apart," Gin said while watching Falla with
disbelief.
"What the hell is a Xarai?" Ageha asked nervously.
"The necro demon you just saw, he's like Ceal's pet, but that's the least of your worries right
now," Kokoa said while watching Falla nervously and pointing to her.
"Is she crazy? She can't be using her magic like that; Babylon's going to find them now!" Kurumu
cried out looking up.
"He's going to come straight for us!" Ran screamed out in terror.
"Relax, I'm masking the chrono magic while I'm here, remember? Falla's free to use her magic
around me if she so chooses," Hex mentioned casually. Ceal glanced to him then to Falla as the girl
leaned closer to his face.
"Touch my Hex again, and it'll be the last thing you ever do," she threatened before vanishing,
the girl reappearing next to Hex again instantly as the group watched her with surprise.

"She really is in love with him now," Ruby said with disbelief.
"Mother, no! Snap out of it!" Moka cried out. Akasha looked to her with a raised eyebrow while
lowering her hand.
"What's come over you Moka?" she asked simply, not seeming to notice that she was hexed into
loving the reality bender at all. Moka shook her head and screamed before glaring at Hex with anger.
"Dammit Hex, let her go!" she yelled out, her eyes shifting to crimson while her hair turned
silver for a moment during her rage. Hex chuckled and shook his head.
"No no, I don't believe I'll be doing that. I won them after all, no need to just give them away.
But hey, if you want, feel free to roll for them," he said holding his hand out, the dice swirling around
gently over his palm. Luna yelled out in horror at seeing Falla swooning over Hex then looked to seeing
Complica wavering off-balance and dropping onto her side, her voice echoing out of her mouth
erratically while she twitched slightly.
"Complica!" Luna cried out rushing over to her. The group looked to seeing Complica struggling
to move, her eyes focusing again as she took a shaky breath.
"Sister… I feel… strange…" she breathed out.
"Her soul is becoming unstable, she's going to perish from the spell soon," Ruby said holding a
hand over her mouth.
"This isn't happening… this isn't happening… this isn't happening…" Luna said shakily; looking
from her little sister, then to Falla and Akasha, then to the clock, then back to Complica again.
"Oh dear, what do we do now?" Fang Fang asked nervously. Moka shook her head with
frustration and looked down with eyes shut tight. Her mother and Falla had lost their hearts to Hex, the
two seeming to have only the reality bender on their minds now even at a time like this. Complica was
on the verge of being wiped from existence, having only a few hours left before her soul would be
destroyed from the Chrono Displacement spell. And they all still had the daunting challenge of restoring
peace and order in the human world before Babylon began his invasion. After a moment Moka yelled
out in anger then pointed to Rason and Gabriel.
"You two, get up to heaven right now and tell the Almighty what's going on. Do whatever it
takes, we need help getting Complica back into heaven right now!" she ordered. The angels looked to
each other then to Complica, the young girl holding onto Luna who was crying still.
"Alright, we'll go, I just hope he can do something about this," Rason said worriedly. Luna
whimpered and looked to Gabriel, the angel nodding at her with a worried smile.
"We'll go talk to him right now, we won't let your sister be taken away like this," he said gently.

"Please, hurry," Luna pleaded before looking back to Complica. Rason and Gabriel glanced to
Hex then ran out of the room, with Kurumu glaring at Hex before following after them.
"Hey, I'm coming too!" she called out as she ran out of the room. Moka watched them go,
keeping her eyes away from Hex in order to repress her anger.
"Put your dice away Hex, we're not playing your game again," she said sternly. Hex chuckled and
pocketed his dice with a shrug.
"Your choice," he said simply. Moka closed her eyes, using all her willpower not to yell or lash
out at the reality bender, knowing that to be a futile response. She breathed out then looked to
Hothorne.
"When will you need us for the press conference?" she asked. Hothorne looked at her for a
moment then down at the table.
"Give us an hour or so, then we can address the public together," he answered.
"Very well. In the meantime we're going to wait outside for the return of our angels. Let us
know when you need us," Moka said looking back to the door. She started walking towards it then
stopped and looked to the others.
"Let's go," she ordered.
"But… big sis…" Kokoa said worriedly, looking at Akasha as the woman was just letting Hex brush
her hair leisurely. Moka glanced to Hex then to Kokoa again with a stern expression.
"Kokoa, I said let's go," she repeated. Kokoa looked at her worriedly as the elder sister pointed
to the door.
"Outside, now," Moka ordered before she walked out of the room. Moka's friends nodded and
slowly started to head towards the door, with Complica holding onto Luna's hand. As they passed Hex
and his two charmed girls Falla looked to Complica with a worried smile.
"Complica," she said softly, with the group looking to her as she walked over and knelt down in
front of her little sister.
"Please don't cry, Rason and Gabriel are going to fix this, you'll see," she said softly.
"She still cares for Complica," Ruby said curiously.
"She's still herself, the only thing that's changed is her heart now belongs to Hex," Luna said
glancing to Hex with a glare. The boy shrugged while Falla gently wiped a tear away from Complica.
"You're going to be fine, I promise," Falla said gently. Complica looked at her with worried eyes
then nodded before she took hold of her hand.

"Come with us, please?" she asked. Falla looked to Hex who nodded with a calm smile.
"Go ahead Falla, we're not going anywhere yet anyway," he said with a shrug. Falla nodded and
stood up while looking down to Complica.
"Ok, let's go," she said with a kind smile. Luna looked at her with worried eyes, knowing her
sister couldn't help how she felt now, and then looked to Complica with a small smile.
"Gabriel's going to talk to the Almighty, they'll find a way to save you, I just know they will," she
said hopefully. Complica looked down and nodded a bit before her sisters led her out of the room. After
they left the group glared at Hex.
"You're a monster Hex," Razico said angrily. The boy merely smiled amusedly at the warlock
while Akasha paid the others no mind at all.
"It's not enough that you're going to let one of Luna's sisters be taken from her, but now you've
taken another from her as well. For somebody who claims to love his own sister you're nothing but a
heartless monster," Razico said with anger.
"You speak as if the little one's condition and fate are my fault," Hex said with a laugh.
"I hope Pandora rots in her box for all time," Ruby said with a hiss.
"Once we get our wishes from her, she's never getting out of that box," Render said with a glare
at Hex. The reality bender merely chuckled at them.
"We'll see about that," he said simply.
"You really are that dark king's son, you're despicable," Kasumi said bitterly at the boy.
"When our son comes back to us, you'd better not be around then, or else you're in for a serious
beating," Koji threatened, with a nervous yet angry glare at the reality bender. Hex rolled his eyes then
looked at the group with a dull expression.
"They chose to play; this is the outcome, plain and simple. Whether you lesser beings
understand that or not is up to you, either way it's not my fault or concern if luck wasn't on their side,"
he said simply.
"You won't be keeping them like this, we will free them from your control," Dark said sternly.
"You will not be stealing Moka's mother and Luna's sister away from them like this, we will not
allow it," Fang Fang added with discontent.
"What are they talking about?" Akasha asked with a bored tone and raised eyebrow at them.
Hex chuckled and started walking towards the door, with the vampire then following closely after him.
"They're just poor sports, quite sad actually," the boy said before they left.

"Akasha…" Kokoa said softly.
"We'll free them both Kokoa, like hell we're letting Hex keep them like this," Felucia said with
discontent.
"This isn't happening, everything is falling apart," Kyouko said shaking her head.
"We'll fix this Kyouko; Hex won't keep Akasha and Falla with him. Right now however we have a
more pressing matter to deal with, let's go wait outside and hope our angels return with good news,"
Ruby said looking up with worried eyes. Kyouko nodded and looked down with closed eyes, hoping that
Falla would return to her senses again soon.
"What if they can't help her, what if… what if Complica is going to…" Arial said nervously. Dark
held her hand gently, the girl looking to him with watery eyes as he shook his head.
"Don't lose faith, right now all we can do is believe that Rason and Gabriel will find a way to save
her," he said gently. Arial nodded then held onto his arm with a whimper, the boy looking at his angel
with worried eyes then to Mizore and Felucia, the two girls exchanging worried glances before looking
at Arial as well. Hothorne looked around at the group as everybody left then up with a distant gaze.
"Monster or not, I pray you don't let that young girl perish like this," he said softly.

Outside the main building of the HDA HQ a large group of friends and family had gathered in a
courtyard near the edge of the compound. On the blacktop court there were crates of supplies stacked
around the area, with the group sitting on a few while they all awaited to hear what could be done
about Complica.
"So let me get this straight. Arial tried to kill you because she was in love with Dark herself?"
Tsurara asked, as she, her husband, and Mizore were watching Arial sitting with Dark and listening to
her music again. Felucia was standing near them while watching the skies carefully while Mizore had
taken the moment to explain the situation with Arial in full detail.
"And now she is saying Felucia will be his wife, even though she too is a disembodied soul from
the afterlife?" Akio asked with confusion, looking at Arial with a raised eyebrow while the snow angel
was looking down with closed eyes.
"Because she doesn't approve of you marrying Dark at all?" Tsurara asked looking to Mizore.
The snow maiden merely nodded as she watched Arial with a dull glare.
"What's worse is that Dark can't go against Arial, he just can't say no to her. If I don't get her
blessing before she goes back to heaven I won't be able to marry Dark," Mizore said with concern.
"But dear, you and Dark love each other," Tsurara said worriedly.

"We do, but Dark can't live without his angel, trust me, without her he'll fall into despair. She
gave him life, a purpose, a reason to live. She's sacred to him; he can't go against her wishes, not even
for me. As much as I hate to say it, my future with him depends on me winning over that accursed little
snow rat," Mizore said with discontent. Her parents looked at her curiously then to Arial as the snow
angel kept holding Dark's hand, with the demon glancing back to Mizore before looking down to Arial.
"Oh dear, so what are you planning to do?" Tsurara asked.
"My first plan is to act as nice and considerate around Arial as possible," Mizore said
thoughtfully.
"And if that doesn't work? What will you try with her next?" Akio asked.
"A flamethrower comes to mind," Mizore said flatly with a dull stare at Arial.
Sitting over near some other boxes Complica was looking up at the sky with worried eyes while
her sisters sat on either side of her. Luna glanced to Falla with saddened eyes then ahead to seeing Hex
leaning against some boxes while his dice leisurely spun around over his open palm. Standing next to
him Akasha was looking up at the sky with a curious eye, her arms crossed before her while she tapped
one finger on her arm casually.
"My last day alive, at least I'll be able to see the sunset with you two," Complica whimpered
before she started crying. Falla held her with a worried expression and shook her head.
"Don't talk like that. Rason and Gabriel are going to be back any moment now with news from
the Almighty, you're going to be fine," she reassured.
"I think your words would make her feel better if you weren't hexed by Hex right now," Luna
said glancing to her with a dull expression.
"What are you talking about? I'm not hexed with anything," Falla said shaking her head.
Complica cried and clung to Luna's side, holding her close while Luna held her little sister gently.
"Don't you remember that you love Ceal? He gave you back your mind and your eye Falla, he
was everything to you, don't you remember that at all?" Luna asked desperately. Falla just stared at her
for a moment then raised an eyebrow.
"Are you suffering from your dementia again? The only one I've ever loved is Hex," she said
simply. Luna sighed and looked down to Complica with worried eyes, fearful she would be losing both
her sisters on that day.
Standing over near some other crates Moka was leaning back against a few, her arms crossed
and her eyes glaring at Hex while she felt her anger rising at the reality bender who had her mother
hexed under his spell. Next to her Kyouko and Kokoa were watching Akasha and Falla with concern as
well.

"What are we going to do? Hex is going to take them away with him now, and they're not
exactly going to put up a fight," Kyouko said with worry.
"Can't we kill Hex? Won't that break the spell?" Kokoa asked quietly. Moka shook her head as
she watched the reality bender closely.
"You know as well as all of us that he's stronger than he looks, not to mention if we do attack
him Falla and my mother will fight against us to protect Hex, and I'm not sure which one of them will
spill more blood during that," she reasoned.
"Not to mention we don't know if that'll break the spell, what if we manage to take him down
and they're still obsessed with him afterwards? We still won't have saved them and then they'll be after
our blood for killing him," Kyouko asked worriedly. Kokoa growled with anger at Hex while Kou was
glaring at the boy from on her shoulder.
"Then what are we supposed to do here?" Kokoa asked with frustration.
"Nothing," Gin said walking over and standing beside her. The girl glanced to him as he watched
Hex carefully.
"We can't do anything here for them unless we dare to play Hex's game. The only other way of
freeing them from Hex is by using Pandora's Box," he reasoned.
"Pandora's Box? You mean use the wish from her when her monsters are defeated?" Kyouko
asked.
"Bingo. I was talking to Render, Leon, and Ceal. They all agree that using the wish to save Falla
and Akasha is something they're more than willing to do, Ceal especially," Gin said gesturing over to the
side while keeping his eyes on Hex. The girls looked over to the rest of their group watching Hex from
nearby, with Render, Leon, and Ceal all glaring at Hex.
"Ceal looks really mad," Kyouko said.
"Good, I'll bet he's more deadly and destructive like that, better chances of them wiping the
floor with Pandora's pets," Kokoa said looking back to Hex with a glare. Moka watched the hunters
carefully then looked to Hex again.
"This isn't good though. That means one wish to save those two, one wish to save Arial,
Complica, and Felucia, and then Ceal's going to want another wish to find Fafnir, that's three times we
would have to open Pandora's Box and three times we would have to fight her monsters," she pointed
out.
"I don't think we have that kind of time, by the sound of it we might only be lucky to do this
once," Kyouko said worriedly.

"This is going to be bad, we're racing the clock against Babylon's invasion, and we also have to
play peacekeepers here in the human world," Gin said shaking his head.
"We have to save Akasha and Falla as soon as we can, hopefully Rason and Gabriel will be able
to solve our dilemma with Arial, Complica, and Felucia," Moka reasoned.
"And… what if they can't?" Kokoa asked worriedly. Moka closed her eyes for a moment then
looked to Complica with concern.
"Then we'll only be sending two lost souls through a gateway into heaven," she said softly, with
the others looking to the young chronofly with worried eyes.
Over near the rest of the group Render was sitting on a crate while watching Hex with a sharp
eye.
"Oh, I cannot wait until I get to smear Pandora's pets all over the ground, just to laugh in Hex's
face that his dear sister isn't going anywhere. It's not wise to piss off a battlemage, only gives me more
of a reason to fight. You mess with the bull, and you get the horns," he growled.
"It'll be all the more satisfaction knowing we're going to be an inconvenience to Hex with
keeping his sister trapped in that box. I don't think I've been more motivated to claim this treasure
before now," Leon said with discontent. Ceal merely held in his growl as his eyes were locked onto Hex,
the mage feeling his anger rising for having Falla taken from him like this.
"Poor Complica, what if Rason and Gabriel can't fix this? What if she's really stuck down here
until her time is up?" Yukari asked worriedly.
"Don't think like that, we have to stay positive that those two are coming back here with a way
to save her," Ahakon said holding her, the young witch nodding and looking up at the sky with worried
eyes.
"It's been over an hour so far though, we're running out of time, where are those two?" Razico
said looking up and around at the sky.
"Please come back with good news, please," Ruby said looking up with growing fear for
Complica.
"I know it's not good to say this, but… in the event that… we're out of options for her, what
should we do?" Fang Fang asked reluctantly.
"Way to keep up morale," Apoch and Astreal said flatly. Fang Fang shook his head and looked to
Complica with a gentle gaze.
"I'm not saying I've given up hope with our two angels, I am praying for that young girl with all
my might right now, but we have to consider the possibly that they may not have a solution for us. If

that is the case, our only other alternative is to play Hex's game again. If so, would we do it?" he
reasoned.
"We're not playing his game again; it's more than apparent that we can lose too much in doing
so," Ruby said shaking her head.
"We all agreed not to play it again, the odds just aren't with us to win," Razico added.
"We could all lose everything just trying to win his game, we would only be adding to our
losses," Yukari said with remorse. Sun held a hand over her mouth while watching Complica with
worried eyes, with Ran holding her gently before looking to the others.
"But he's right, that would be our only other way of saving her. If we're not going to take such a
risky chance, and Rason and Gabriel can't do anything for her, then… what can we do?" she asked.
Everybody looked to each other then to Hex with concern. Nobody wanted to play his game of chance to
try to save the young chronofly, however if they were faced with no other choice they wondered
whether they would take the chance or not.
Near the group Kasumi and Koji were sitting on some crates while Ageha, Tamanori, and Fujiko
were standing near them.
"This is like a bad dream, and I can't wake up from it," Koji said with despair, looking down and
holding his hands to his head.
"Tsukune, my poor baby, my dear boy. What if I never see him again, what if that vampire illness
doesn't go away?" Kasumi said worriedly.
"Your son struck down Alucard, I think he can handle some little vampire sickness just fine,"
Ageha mentioned. The parents looked to her as she was watching Hex with narrowed eyes.
"I think the only thing we need to be worried about right now is that reality bender and his
father," she said with discontent.
"I can't believe he's not going to help that young girl if he has the power to do so, that's just
horrible of him," Tamanori said shaking his head. Fujiko nodded and opened her mouth to speak before
Kasumi spoke up.
"Wait, that boy can grant wishes right? Then he could make my Tsukune all better again and
bring him back to me couldn't he?" she asked eagerly.
"Yeah, he could, at the risk of losing your heart to him just like those two had happen to them,
or have you already forgotten that?" Ageha asked her with a scoff. Kasumi blinked then jumped while
holding her hands over her heart.
"Oh dear, that's right," she said fearfully. Koji gulped then stood up and forced a brave
expression as he rolled up his sleeves.

"Alright, I guess it's all up to me then. I'm going to march over there and play his game to make
everything go back to normal, no upcoming monster war or my son suffering from some vampire
sickness. What's he going to do, steal my heart? Ha, like he would want a man's heart," he said with a
weak laugh. Ageha raised an eyebrow at him and shook her head.
"Yeah, he would likely take something else from you, like your health, your life, your wife, or
even your penis," she said dryly. Koji jumped while holding his hands over his crotch as Kasumi looked to
him with worried eyes.
"No, not that," Koji whimpered while shaking his head.
"That boy likes to gamble for something big in return, remember? It doesn't matter who plays
his game with him, his stakes are going to be dangerously high either way," Tamanori said shaking his
head. Fujiko nodded and opened her mouth to speak, only to be cut off by someone else.
"Hey! There they are!" Felucia called out as she pointed up. Everybody looked up to seeing three
winged figures descending down towards them from the clouds. Arial quickly took out her earbuds as
the group watched the three flyers heading down towards the courtyard.
"Please tell me they got help," Ruby said worriedly.
Rason, Kurumu, and Gabriel all landed down on the blacktop, their wings giving off a gust of
wind as the three braced from the landing. The two angels had their shirts tied around their waists while
Kurumu's wings and tail were extended out behind her.
"Gabriel!" Luna called out as she ran towards her angel. She rushed up and embraced him in a
hug as the others watched with high interest at the arrival of their airborne friends.
"Well, what's the word?" Felucia called out.
Luna hugged Gabriel tightly then leaned back and looked at him with worried eyes.
"Did you talk to the angels and Almighty about this? Did you… get this… sorted… out…" she said
before trailing off, seeing Gabriel just watching her with a remorseful expression. She looked over to
Rason and Kurumu, both of them looking down with closed eyes while Kurumu retracted her wings and
tail.
"Well? What happened?" Kyouko called out as everybody started walking towards them.
"Gabriel?" Luna asked worriedly. The angel slowly shook his head, with Luna gasping and
backing up as the group saw his gesture.
"What… what do you mean…" Luna asked nervously. Gabriel looked around at everybody then
to Complica, the young angel watching him with worried eyes.

"Elder!" Gabriel called out as he, Rason, and Kurumu landed down in the courtyard of the
heavenly palace. They spotted the elder angel watching over the world below by the edge of the floating
isle, the man looking over to seeing the three flyers running towards him.
"Elder, please, we have an emergency," Gabriel said worriedly.
"We need your help, one of the wandering souls we found is about to die from a magical spell,
we need to return her to heaven immediately or else she'll be wiped out of existence," Rason explained.
"I fear to ask which soul you are referring to," the elder asked gravely.
"Complica Cii, we have her and Arial with us down below, but we have a serious problem. We
cannot return them to heaven, the heavenly barrier is blocking them from coming up here," Gabriel
explained.
"Please, you and the Almighty must do something quickly, in a few hours she'll be killed by the
spell, we have to get her inside the heavenly realm right away," Rason urged. The elder nodded and
looked down with a solemn expression.
"Her family will not be happy to hear this," he said distantly.
"Didn't you hear us? Complica's going to die soon! Don't just stand there, do something!"
Kurumu cried out. The man looked to her and shook his head.
"My dear girl, there's nothing I can do," he said gravely.
"What?" the three others cried out. The elder sighed and looked down to the world below, seeing
Complica outside the HDA building while surrounded by her friends and family.
"We've been keeping an eye on you Gabriel, since you didn't return from your simple task of
delivering the news about Arial Kuyumaya's fall to earth. I'm not going to go into our concerns and
thoughts regarding you killing humans during your trials, I'm sure you had your reasons," the man said,
glancing to Gabriel who showed a nervous expression to that.
"But elder, I had to stay and help, they were going to kill Rason and his friends, I had to-"
"I understand my boy, as I said I'm sure you had your reasons. I'm glad to see you did save Rason
here and his friends from death on that night. However we did watch with dismay at your attempt to
return Arial and Complica back to this realm, seeing with our own eyes that the two souls could not pass
through the barrier," the elder said remorsefully.
"So you've known about that problem?" Rason asked.
"Yes, and I've spoken to the Almighty about it personally, telling him of our unfortunate
predicament," the elder said with a nod.
"So the Almighty knows about this? What's he going to do to fix it then?" Kurumu asked.

"Nothing," the elder said shaking his head.
"Nothing?" the three others cried out.
"What do you mean nothing? Elder, two children are trapped on the other side of the barrier,
how could the Almighty say he would do nothing about it?" Rason asked with disbelief.
"Because the Almighty can't do anything about it. The laws of heaven and the barrier are
absolute, and cannot be changed even for a single circumstance. No soul can pass through the barrier,
that's how it's supposed to be and stay. The Almighty cannot break the rules of heaven himself, that's
just not possible," the elder explained.
"What? But… but what the hell?" Kurumu cried out with shock. Rason shook his head and looked
down with frustration.
"No, that can't be, what about Felucia and Akasha? They were supposed to return to heaven as
well, what about them? Surely the Almighty knew that they were dead and would face the same
problem, right?" he asked.
"Akasha Bloodriver was given her life back by the Almighty; she is not a disembodied soul
Rason," the elder corrected.
"Hex was right, she really is alive," Kurumu said with wonder. The elder nodded and looked down
to the earth below, seeing the vampire standing next to the reality bender.
"That was done intentionally. She was originally offered a place here but refused, wishing to
earn it instead. In honor of her wish the Almighty brought her back to life, so that when her new life
came to an end and she has earned her place in heaven to her satisfaction she could enter again," he
explained. The three others looked to each other stunned expressions before back to the elder.
"That's why she's alive now, the Almighty knew if she was sent down as disembodied soul that
she wouldn't be able to return," Gabriel said holding a hand over his eyes, piecing together the reason as
to why the vampire was given her life back but never told about it.
"Correct, after seeing that Complica and Arial were indeed trapped down below he did not wish
to add another to that list," the elder confirmed.
"But what about Felucia? She's a disembodied soul from hell, the Lord of Hell said she would be
coming to heaven after she saved Luna, how was she going to get up here?" Kurumu asked. The elder
paused for a moment then rubbed the back of his head.
"I'm afraid your demon friend made a mistake when she left hell," he said with a small shrug.
"What? What do you mean mistake?" Rason asked. The elder sighed then looked down toward
the earth, seeing Felucia standing near Arial and Dark in the HDA courtyard.

"I was informed by the Almighty about it. The Lord of Hell sent word up here to let us know that
she failed to follow instructions given to her about coming up here. When she was in hell she was
presented with two bracelets of unique energy. One was a band that would give her soul a physical body
and monster energy, similar to how her spirit artifact worked. The other was a band that would allow her
soul to pass through the heavenly barrier in a single-use event, by shifting her body into a pure living
being before expiring and allowing her to enter heaven like all the other souls in the world do when they
die," the man explained. After a moment he glanced to the others with a raised eyebrow.
"She only took the blue and green looking bracelet, which was the spirit manifestation band, but
left the pink bracelet behind, which was the band of life, claiming that it looked too 'girly' for her," he
said flatly. The others blinked then slowly looked at him with bewilderment.
"Wait, you're saying the band that would have allowed her to come into heaven… she left it in
hell… just because it was pink?" Rason asked.
"Apparently," the elder said with a shrug.
"But… nobody told her about this?" Kurumu cried out.
"I heard that she was informed about the bracelets and their purposes, however she seemed to
be in a hurry to get on with her mission to save Luna from the dark world, and it appears she didn't listen
to what she was told," the elder reasoned shaking his head.
"Oh no, you mean… she's…" Kurumu said nervously.
"Yes, she's 'screwed' as mortals would put it," the elder said with a nod.
"But… can't the band be brought up for her still? Or even better, for Complica? It could save her
soul, please, can't we get that for her to use instead?" Rason pleaded. The elder merely shook his head.
"I'm afraid that offer has passed now Rason," he said solemnly. The others looked at him with
shock then to each other.
"No… this can't be happening," Kurumu said looking down with fearful eyes.
"Elder… Complica is dying down there… her soul… she's going to be gone forever. There must be
something… anything we can do to save her," Rason pleaded desperately.
"I'm sorry Rason, but the Almighty cannot help them. Them being down there is an impossibly in
itself, it is something that not even our lord can correct," the elder said gravely. Gabriel shook his head
and looked over the edge of the courtyard, seeing Luna down below sitting with her sisters.
"No… you can't mean that. We can't go down there… and tell them that… we can't tell them that
Complica is… that she's…" he said as he felt his heart ache.
"She's doomed," Kurumu breathed out, looking to Rason as the angel looked down and closed his
eyes with frustration.

Everybody was staring at Gabriel, Rason, and Kurumu with shock, except for Hex, as the three
flyers told the group what they had learned in heaven.
"No…" Luna breathed out while tears welled up in her eyes.
"I'm sorry Luna," Gabriel said with deep remorse.
"The Almighty can't help them? Are you serious?" Ruby asked with disbelief. Kurumu and Rason
shook their heads and looked down with closed eyes.
"Are you fucking kidding me? That stupid pink bracelet was my ticket to getting into heaven?"
Felucia cried out. The angels and succubus twitched a bit then looked to her with remorse while
nodding. Felucia screamed and looked down while grabbing her hair.
"But that's not fair! Why would you have something that important be colored pink? That's not
right!" she cried out.
Falla looked to Complica then to Gabriel with disbelief.
"What the hell do you mean the Almighty isn't going to do anything for her? For crying out loud
she's going to die soon! She'll be gone forever, how can the Almighty do nothing?" she yelled out with
frustration. Luna whimpered and looked to her little sister with devastation as Gabriel closed his eyes
and looked down and away.
"I'm sorry, but the Almighty cannot change the rules of heaven or the barrier, there's nothing he
or the elders can do for them," he informed with regret.
"Oh dear lord, no," Moka said holding a hand over her mouth.
"No… you're saying… Complica… Complica is going to…" Arial said nervously. The group looked
to Complica as the young chronofly looked down with fearful eyes and whimpered.
"I'm going to fade away into time."

Chapter 52
The End Of Complicacy
Inside her home in the human world Marin was sitting on a couch watching the TV, the woman
having a worried expression on her face as she kept cycling through the news networks in hopes of
finding out what had happened with the recent monster attacks. After seeing the report about how the
HDA prison had been attacked and broken into she was growing fearful something might have
happened to Sun, Sandra, and Arial, with each passing hour afterwards causing her more distress.
"Oh god, just please, let them be ok, please let them be ok still," she pleaded as she kept
switching between the news stations, with each one saying they were all waiting for an official response
from the HDA. After a while she set the remote down and looked down with a sigh as a news reporter
was recapping the recent monster attack in a human city and how the HDA had taken two monsters in
for questioning.
"They never should have gone, those poor girls. What if something happened to them? What if…
what if they're all dead?" she said sadly. She looked to the window and watched as a few cars drove by
on the road, the day starting to come to an end with the sun slowly lowering in the distance.
"Oh please, just let them be alright," Marin said softly to herself.
"Ladies and gentleman, we are receiving word that the HDA is ready to make a statement
regarding recent events," the newsman spoke up suddenly, with Marin quickly looking back to the TV.
The reporter was holding a hand to his earpiece, listening to something before looking to the camera
again.
"It appears as though we'll finally know what is happening in our world and what the HDA plans
to do about it. Our onsite reporter, who is currently inside the HDA Headquarters, has the news," the
newscaster said before the video switched to that of a woman standing inside a conference hall
addressing the camera. There were other reporters and news crews standing nearby while at the front
of the hall there was a podium setup with the flags of Japan and an HDA flag hanging on the wall on
either side, with the HDA flag having a blue backdrop with a white outline of the earth on it while the
letters HDA were written across the globe in gold letters.
"This is Akia Akiane reporting for Channel 6 news, here at the HDA Headquarters. Yes, even after
my close brush with death reporting from the attack on our schools and cities I am still alive and here to
deliver the news as your faithful newscaster. For those of you who are following me on Twitter,
Facebook, Crunchyroll, deviantART, Fetlife, FurAffinity, Mixi, and , thank you all for your continued
support, it's given me the strength to continue on and be the best reporter I can be for you. My new
book, 'The Story of Akia - Heroes of the Newsroom', will tell my story to the world once it's finished, you
can pre-order it now on-"

"Akia!" the male newscaster called out from the station. The woman jumped a bit then smiled
nervously and nodded.
"Ah, sorry, right. Um… yes, I believe the HDA is finally ready to address the public and explain
what is happening in our world during these troubled times," she said before looking towards the
podium, with the camera then focusing on it as Hothorne walked over from the side and stood behind it.
"Hello. I am Hothorne Tamaka, director of the Human Defense Agency. I've gathered you all
here to speak to the public about the recent monster incidents," the man said as all the reporters took
pictures of him.

Sitting on a couch in a human residence a woman was watching the news while her little son
was sitting in front of the TV. The little boy watched the address with worried eyes, thinking about the
beautiful vampire that came to his rescue before and whether or not she would be in danger now.
"I know you all have your fears and concerns about recent events. Those with loved ones who
were injured or lost during this crisis, our prayers go out to you. The HDA was formed by the
governments of the world to handle situations like this, and to react accordingly. The safety and
preservation of the human race is our job, our purpose, and our mission. This organization was formed
to fight for and protect our world against monsters who dared to attack us," Hothorne stated.

Citizens of a human city were watching the address on a large screen that was set on the side of
a taller building above a human intersection, all of the people listening closely as traffic had come to a
halt with the people all listening to their radios and watching nearby TVs.
"When our schools and homes were attacked, when lives were lost and ruined, the HDA stepped
in to do our job. Our fears and anxieties about letting monsters into our world willingly were realized
when we were attacked from within, our trust in who we once believed to be our allies shattering with
that horrible tragedy. We arrested and quarantined all we could, chased the dark lords of the monster
realm out of our world, and believed we had done what needed to be done, that we ensured our race's
survival on this planet," the man spoke boldly. He then shook his head with a solemn expression.
"We were deceived," he said, with people watching the report with surprise.

Standing off to the side of Hothorne were Moka and Akasha, the two vampires no longer
wearing their gloves or combat vests as they watched the director giving his speech. Next to them were
two HDA escorts, assigned to stay with the vampires during this event.
"Ladies and gentlemen of the world, I regret to inform you that our efforts to stop a war from
breaking out were in vain. The attack in our world was not aimed at us, it never was, we were merely

caught in the crossfire," the man said gravely, with the reporters watching him curiously. Hothorne
nodded and showed a serious expression.
"I have spoken to the daughter and wife of a dark lord, in person, and expected to hear a tale of
lies and deceit from them wishing to save themselves. However what they told was far from it, rather it
was a tale of deception that had been cast over all of us. Upon investigation into the recent attacks,
including the one on our prison, we have learned that these unfortunate events are because of another.
Having said that, I'd like to present to you the daughter of the dark lord Issa Shuzen, Moka Akashiya, and
her mother, Akasha Bloodriver," the man said waving to the vampires. The two monsters walked
towards the podium as the humans all watched with hushed whispers of skepticism and doubt. Moka
took Hothorne's place at the podium while Akasha stood next to her, both looking towards the cameras
with a serious expression.
"My name is Moka Akashiya; you may remember me from my recent presence in a human city
during a demon's attack. I'm here to let you all know that there are evil monsters out there. I'm not
going to lie and say we're all angels, the attacks you've all seen were caused by monsters and there is no
denying that. I know that this has caused tension and hatred towards all of us monsters, and you have
every right to be angry and feel that way," Moka said before looking down and closing her eyes. After a
pause she looked back to the cameras and continued.
"When my mother and I were brought here, we were told to explain everything to the HDA, to
tell why what has been happening has happened to your world. Just by telling the truth didn't sway
anyone, after all I could only imagine how we looked to you, seeming to use any excuse we could to
justify what had happened to your homes and people. But it was by good fortune that Mr. Tamaka here
wasn't quick to pull the trigger on his gun. The HDA has been doing their job very well, something you
humans should be thankful for. They've been watching over you, doing their absolute best to defend
you from a new and strange force to your world. They've done nothing wrong, they were only doing
everything they could for the good of all mankind," she informed. Akasha nodded and took a step
forward.
"And it was only because of them doing their job well that the truth could be realized. With
security footage and eyewitnesses to these crimes, they were able to see that our stories were indeed
the truth. The HDA has been fighting monsters that were running loose in your world, as is their job.
However, they had been fooled into pointing their weapons at the wrong monsters," she explained.
"What do you mean the wrong monsters?" a reporter called out. Hothorne walked up to the
podium as the two vampires stepped back.
"We've been deceived people, we've been led to believe that the monster realm wanted to
attack us and start a war. However the vampires behind me, yes, vampires, are not to blame for these
attacks. Due to an unfortunate misunderstanding and timing, they were the ones we believed to be the
culprits of this crisis. They and their companions arrived on the scenes of these attacks, seeming to be
behind them, when in fact they were as innocent as our own civilians. In our haste to react to this war,
we forgot that they were in fact our allies, and we could not see the true threat to us all behind them,"

the man said. The reporters all looked to each other then to Hothorne as the man sighed and shook his
head.
"I'm not going to lie, I'm not going to dance around this, I'm going to get straight to the point
here, as I know you all want. There is a third party in this conflict, one who has attacked both humans
and monsters alike," he announced.
"A third party?" a reporter asked. Hothorne nodded and continued his speech.
"Yes. We have not been the targets of these attacks so far, our allies have been. The school
which fell to monsters was the cause of three students from the monster realm being the targets. We,
humans, were merely caught in the firing line, assuming that we were the targets all along. The recent
attack in a nearby city was the cause of this third faction coming after our allies again, an attack that was
put a stop to by our very allies themselves. The HDA reacted accordingly to these outbursts, believing
them to be a systematic attack on our world. We were fooled into thinking we were fighting the real
threat to our kind, when in fact we were shooting at the ones who had stopped theses monster attacks
in the name of peace," Hothorne explained. The reporters started to talk amongst themselves with
hushed whispers as he continued.
"If it wasn't for video evidence and the accurate testimonials of Ms. Akashiya and her
companions, I wouldn't have believed it at first, but I'm here to announce that the monsters that came
to us for peace were indeed innocent in all this," he said assuredly.
"Mr. Tamaka, if the monsters behind you are indeed innocent, then who is actually to blame for
this crisis? Who is this third party that you speak of?" a reporter called out. Hothorne nodded and
looked down to the podium, eyeing the picture of Babylon that Complica had drawn.
"There is another out there that believes he can do as he pleases, and destroy whatever he
wishes. He has caused us much grief with his presence in our world, and not only that but also in the
world of monsters. We have learned that many from the otherworld have been forced into slavery by
this new threat, turned against their former brethren and used as puppets for their new master,"
Hothorne explained.
"And what proof do you have of all of this? How do we know this isn't some form of trick they're
using to play us again?" a reporter accused.
"Because seeing is believing," Hothorne responded, with the reporters watching him curiously.
"I've seen the footage confirming their stories, all of their testimonials fit accordingly with what
they've told us, and not only that but I've met those that this new threat is after personally, I've seen
how important these unique monsters are and how much they need our help now. Ladies and
gentlemen, these monsters are not our enemies, however there are those that are," the man stated
firmly. He then smirked a bit and glanced to Moka, the vampire standing at attention while watching the
reporters still.

"Which is why Ms. Akashiya and her companions are here with us today. As we've said, there
are monsters that are evil out there, or some that are misguided and on edge, all of which being the
reason why the HDA exists, to deal with them accordingly and protect our world. As a show of goodwill
and to assure us that some monsters can be our allies still, Ms. Akashiya is the head of our newest
branch in the HDA, the Monster Coalition," he announced. The crowd looked to the vampire as she
stepped forward and nodded.
"This message is going out to all monsters in the human world. The HDA was tricked into fighting
us, and all because of an enemy who believes he can overthrow us all in this world. The HDA are not
your adversaries, just as you are not theirs. I, Moka Akashiya, daughter of the great dark lord Issa
Shuzen, ask that all monsters in this world please put an end to your riots and civil protests, the humans
were tricked into attacking the wrong targets. Because of this new threat humans have lost many loved
ones, their actions were justified, we cannot condemn them for protecting themselves, so now we must
show them that we are indeed their allies and call a truce to this disorder. Myself and my friends will be
assisting the HDA in this upcoming conflict, we will fight for both humans and monsters everywhere. The
age of hiding among the humans is over, the moment for peace is at hand for all of us, it's time to make
an example of what good monsters are capable of," she said proudly, and then pointed to one of the
cameras with a stern expression.
"There will only be two sides in this conflict; us, and them. This is the only ultimatum there is;
either you stand for peace, or against it. The Monster Coalition of the HDA stands for peace between the
two worlds, and we will not allow anyone to break that. It's time to choose your side once and for all,"
she declared. The reporters all started asking questions frantically while camera flashes were going off,
with Hothorne and the two vampires watching as the media went into a frenzy. Hothorne nodded at the
girls, the two vampires then walking off to the side and out of the hall with their escorts while the
reporters took pictures of them. The director then held his hands up to try and calm the crowd down
while getting their attention.
"The Monster Coalition of the HDA will be going into effect immediately, with their division
assisting HDA forces in restoring order to the cities that have been affected by the recent attacks. The
division does include those that slayed the destroyer known as Alucard, with those monsters having
been found innocent and cleared of all charges against them," the man declared.
"Mr. Tamaka, Mr. Tamaka! Are you saying that the HDA is now going to be working with
monsters?" a reporter called out with surprise.
"That is correct. Those that are causing trouble in our world will answer to both human and
monster enforcement. Those in the new division have agreed to do so in a show of goodwill to mankind
and to prove that they are indeed our allies. In return the HDA will be assisting them with the issue of
this third party that is a common threat to us all," Hothorne confirmed.
"Mr. Tamaka, just who is this new threat? Who is responsible for these horrible events?" a
reporter called out. Hothorne looked down to the picture on the podium of Babylon then to the
reporters with a stern expression.

"A monster who picked the wrong world to invade."

High up in the sky above the human world, unseen to the humans and monsters below, a
floating isle was drifting by near the clouds. On the island within a large monastery a few figures were
watching the declaration by the HDA on a few TV monitors, with some showing Hothorne addressing the
public while others were of human news stations covering the conference and conveying both caution
and optimistic curiosity of this new monster division that would be fighting for them.
"Interesting, any idea who he's talking about?" Xia-Long questioned with a raised eyebrow.
Standing next to him was a tall muscular man with long bright hair, having a stern expression on his face
while his eyes were glaring and surrounded by dark patches. He wore a Fairy Tale commanding officer
uniform, the muscular looking man shaking his head as he watched the reports.
"It doesn't matter, whoever they think they should be afraid of is a waste of their time, they and
this 'third party' will all be destroyed soon enough," the man declared sternly.
"Although I agree with what you say Raika, do not forget the recent attacks featuring a dragon
and an unidentified flying demon of colossal size in human cities, there is another at work in this world
who has some powerful reinforcements of his own," a third figure said with a hollow male's voice, which
wasn't a normal figure at all. It appeared to be a floating set of samurai armor with a helmet and flowing
cape, however there were no legs or feet beneath the suit at all and no body seen within the armor's
cracks or openings either, rather the armor appeared to be hovering in midair on its own. Raika scoffed
and glanced to the armor with a small snarl.
"I have not forgotten, however even such monsters as those won't be a match for us soon and
you know it," the man retorted. Xia-Long chuckled and glanced to them with an amused smile.
"Now now Raika, Gairen is merely reminding us that we're not alone in this and we shouldn't do
anything hastily. If someone out there has dragons for pets surely they have some strength after all,
wouldn't you agree?" the boy questioned.
"I say he does raise a small point," a woman's voice said from behind them. The three looked to
seeing somebody walking towards them in the hall. It was a woman with short, light blonde hair that
was held back with a cross for a clip. She wore an over-sized commander's jacket that she left undone
and hanging off her shoulders, revealing her short black dress and empire style halter underneath. On
her feet she wore gladiator-style sandals, while around her neck was an array of cross-like pendants that
rested against her bosom. Her crimson eyes merely glanced to the TV monitors with only a hint of
interest before returning to the three other Fairy Tale members who stood at attention for her, or
rather two that stood at attention and a third that merely floated in place.
"After all, for the time being we're not ready to act yet, and another hindrance such as the
setback similar to the one by Kiria Yoshii would be rather irritating, if I do say so myself. For now we

should keep an eye out for whoever this third player is, no need to be caught off guard if we can help it,"
the woman said nonchalantly.
"Gyokuro Shuzen, it's nice to be graced with your presence," Xia-Long said with a bow. The
woman glanced to him, her lip twitching slightly and revealing her fang.
"Is it nice for you? I was waiting for you to tell me more about how our progress is coming doing
down below in the labs, however you never came by as I requested of you. You do realize that I can tell
where exactly you are on my island at any moment, right? I've been aware of where you've been all this
time, mind explaining?" she questioned. Xia-Long smiled weakly and nodded with a shrug.
"Apologies my lady, I didn't mean to keep you waiting. In actuality I merely got sidetracked with
this little tidbit of news in the human world, it got my attention out of idle curiosity, for that I am sorry,
it won't happen again. However I believe you'll be pleased with what the boys downstairs have cooked
up for you," he said with an assuring smile. Gyokuro just looked at him for a moment while drumming
her fingers at her hip.
"See that you remain focused on what I tell you from now on. At any rate, I'll be awaiting your
report on how they're coming along shortly, I trust you won't make me long this time?" she asked with a
raised eyebrow. Xia-Long shook his head and bowed to the lady.
"I'll go have the scientists round up the most promising subjects for you at once," he said
graciously.
"Good, and they had better be as promising as you say they are, I'm not in the mood to deal
with anyone's failures today," Gyokuro said before walking off. Xia-Long waved her off then looked to
the other two Fairy Tale officers who were just watching him.
"In the unfortunate event that they aren't up to her standards, I'd hate to be in your shoes,"
Raika mentioned with a chuckle.
"Are the subjects really in working order?" Gairen questioned. Xia-Long nodded and glanced
away.
"Well, most of them are anyway," he reasoned.
"Most of them?" Raika asked with a raised eyebrow. Xia-Long shrugged then started walking
away.
"Works in progress my dear comrades, just works in progress. You can't rush this sort of thing,
or at least that's what the worker ants say," he said as he walked off, with Raika and Gairen watching
him leave the hall before looking back to the monitors. Moka's speech just finished playing again on
another network, with the vampire's picture being shown along with a newscaster questioning if this
was just another trick from the monster world.

"How quaint, that girl is actually trying to bring about peace between the two worlds, she truly
believes humans are worth coexisting with. Such a misguided soul in this world," Gairen said with some
amusement. Raika nodded and glanced to where Gyokuro had walked off then back to the picture of
Moka on the TV screen with a dull glare.
"I can understand how our leader finds this girl to be nothing more than an eyesore."

Inside a lounge within the HDA compound all that was heard were the soft cries and whimpering
of three sisters. Sitting over on some couches off to the side of the large room were a few troubled
parents who were coping with learning that the apocalypse was drawing near and that a little monster
girl was doomed to cease to exist in a few hours. Koji and Kasumi were seated together, the human
parents praying that their son would be alright with his vampire bloodlust while also trying to keep their
wits after being brought up to speed as to what has been happening in the world. Tsurara and Akio were
remaining silent as well, feeling remorse for a young girl whose whimpers were heard. Tamanori and
Fujiko were also seated together, both still trying to comprehend just what has been happening in their
world and also what was to come. Ageha was seated on a comfortable chair, looking down with a
distant gaze as the information that was told to her and forced into her head by supernatural means was
sinking in.
Over on the other side of the lounge three sisters were huddled together on a couch next to the
wall. Luna and Falla were sitting on either side of their little sister Complica, holding her and trying to
control their crying while the younger sister was looking down with closed eyes, feeling her heart aching
at knowing she was going to be gone forever very soon. Sitting across from them on another couch were
Fang Fang, Arial, and Kyouko, the three watching Complica with worried eyes as the three chronofly
sisters were crying out of despair.
"This isn't happening, she can't die like this," Arial whimpered with a few tears forming in her
eyes.
"There must be something we can do for her, anything," Kyouko said shaking her head.
"There is one thing, however we've all agreed not to try," Fang Fang said glancing to the side,
with the three then looking over to seeing Hex sitting on a chair while having his dice slowly twirling
around above his open palm. The reality bender had a blank expression on his face, not seeming to care
about the chronofly sisters' misery as he sat further away from them.
"That bastard, he could save that little girl, he could do it right now, and yet he just sits there
and does nothing," Kyouko cursed. Arial shook her head while glaring at the boy.
"I don't care what it would take, I'd play his game with my heart to save Complica," she said
firmly.

"You're not going to be doing such a thing," Fang Fang said shaking his head while watching Hex
with discontent.
"I know, I promised Dark I wouldn't, but… but it might be the only way to save her," Arial said
worriedly.
"It could, and it could very well take more away from us. We've already lost Akasha and Falla to
him, there's no telling how much worse it could get if we roll his dice again. As much as we all wish to
save Complica, we've agreed not to play his game again," Fang Fang said glancing to her with remorse.
"Even Complica said we shouldn't, she doesn't want anyone else to suffer because of this. She
said she'd rather fade away forever than have anyone else lose something important to them," Kyouko
said looking to the young chronofly angel.
"She is indeed a selfless and caring soul," Fang Fang said gently. Arial whimpered and looked to
Complica with watery eyes.
"I can't lose her like this, she's my best friend," she said wiping the tears from her eyes.
From the side of the room Moka and Akasha walked into the lounge, with their two escorts
saluting them before heading off down the hall. The two vampires walked over to the chronofly sisters
as everybody looked to them.
"You're back, how'd it go?" Kyouko asked.
"I think rather well, Moka here was very persuading with her speech to the human media,"
Akasha said to Moka with a calm smile. Moka glanced to her with a troubled expression and nodded
slowly.
'She's still acting like my mother, her personality hasn't changed.'
'It's not her personality that's been stolen, it's her heart. The same as Falla, they're still who
they were, only now their hearts belong to that monster.'
"Yeah, I think it went alright, nobody yelled or threatened us anyway. At least we've made
ourselves known to be in support of peace with the humans, now we just have to uphold it," Moka
reasoned.
"That's good, I hope it works out ok for you," Complica said with a teary-eyed smile at her. Moka
smiled remorsefully and walked over to the girl, kneeling down in front of her and wiping a tear from
the chronofly angel's cheek.
"How are you feeling Complica?" she asked softly. Complica trembled a bit and shut her eyes, a
small ripple of distorted air and space flaring up by her leg for a moment before subsiding.
"I'm ok, I just feel… weird," she said shakily.

"Her aura is growing unstable, her magic is slipping out from time to time now," Luna said with
concern.
"She's… she's hanging in there, she's a tough little fighter," Falla said wiping a tear from her eye.
The group looked to her as she smiled softly at her little sister, holding her close and trying to hold in her
tears.
"She's still her, she's still the Falla we knew," Kyouko said quietly.
"Yes, it's only her heart and affections which have been twisted around. I suppose it's good that
Complica can still spend… her final day here with both her sisters," Fang Fang said softly.
Moka stood up while looking at Complica with remorseful eyes then glared at Hex with fury.
"You're still not going to do anything, are you? A little girl is about to die and you're not doing a
damn thing, you should be ashamed of yourself," she scolded. Hex glanced to her with a raised eyebrow.
"If you wish to change reality for her then play for it, as I've said many times before I am not
obligated to help anyone under any circumstances, especially lesser beings," he said simply.
"We may be lesser beings to you, but at least we value a life no matter what it is, something that
clearly you, as powerful and ascended as you claim to be, cannot understand," Fang Fang said with
discontent. Hex rolled his eyes then looked to his dice with a bored expression.
"It's not that I don't understand, it's just that I couldn't care less," he said simply.
"You're a monster!" Kyouko yelled out at him. Hex chuckled and glanced to her with a raised
eyebrow.
"No, I'm not a monster, I'm more than that," he said simply.
"No, you're worse than a monster, you're going to let my little sister die all because you don't
care; you're just as evil as your father! You love to gamble and play for the hearts of women, but you
don't have a heart yourself!" Luna yelled out. Hex closed his hand around his dice and stood up, looking
to Luna with a curious eye.
"Evil am I? You do realize that I'm here protecting you Luna, keeping your younger sister's magic
concealed so that my father doesn't find you. If anything you should be grateful for me helping you as I
am," he pointed out as he walked over to them.
"We know that Hex, and I'm so thankful you're with us, I don't know what I'd do without you
being here with me," Falla said worriedly to him. Kyouko looked to her with disbelief.
"What? For god's sake Falla, he's not helping your little sister, he's going to let her die! How
could you be thanking him for anything?" she cried out. Falla looked to her with discontent while
holding Complica close to her.

"This isn't his fault or responsibility, he's an outsider in this, he isn't obligated to do anything for
free for us under any circumstances. I love my little sister with all my heart, but I have absolutely no
right to ask Hex to change reality all for me or her, nobody could ask such a thing of him without a cost,"
she argued. She then glanced to Luna with a raised eyebrow as her sister was staring at her with a
stunned expression.
"You know this as well as I do sister, you've even said so before. If we want to change reality we
need to play by his rules, otherwise we're on our own," Falla reasoned.
"I can't believe you're using that against me at a time like this, for crying out loud Falla, our little
sister is going to vanish from existence soon, how can you justify Hex not helping at all when he can?"
Luna cried out.
"It's not Hex's fault she's going to die, you can't blame him for that or hold him responsible,"
Falla said shaking her head.
"She's right, you can't get mad at Hex for this little one's troubles, he isn't to blame for any of
this," Akasha added.
"That's a load of crap!" Ageha called out from the other side of the lounge. The group looked
over to seeing the parents now looking towards them with the elder succubus having a dull expression
on her face.
"He's got the power to save that little girl's life, and he's choosing not to. We can sure as hell
blame him for this when she's gone, the lousy bastard. I used to know of one world-class asshole that
was the worst, I mean absolute worst person ever, but this kid tops him by far," Ageha snapped.
"You're just the foulest kind of person for not helping this poor young girl," Kasumi added with
discontent.
"How can you live with yourself by treating others so callously, you have no heart or soul as far
as I can tell," Tsurara said with a bitter scoff. Akasha looked at them with a raised eyebrow then
gestured to Hex.
"If that's how you all feel, then why don't you roll to save Complica?" she asked. The other
women looked to her nervously then to Hex as the boy smirked at them. Akasha nodded and walked
over to Hex's side while watching the parents with a dull glance.
"You all expect him to do something for free, something that is an impossibility within this
world, yet you don't want to pay any price for it. You have the nerve to say he's horrible for not doing
anything, yet you all ignore that in order for him to change reality somebody must play his game and
win their wish fair and square. Hex does not do free wishes nor charity cases, not for anyone," Akasha
stated boldly.

"You're just saying that because he charmed you into being his bitch, I'd bet you'd jump into a
river if he told you to," Ageha scoffed. Akasha glared at her while reaching back for her sword, with the
other parents watching her with surprise and fear.
"Stop!" Moka yelled out. Everybody looked to seeing the vampire having a serious expression,
her gaze aimed downward while she was struggling with the fact that her mother was charmed like this.
She slowly breathed out then glanced to her mother.
"Don't, please mother," she said softly. After a pause Akasha slowly lowered her hand from her
sword, with Moka shaking her head and looking to Hex with a glare.
"You're not going to help us. That's all there is to it. There's no point in talking to you about it
any further, so let's drop the conversation altogether. Complica only has so much time left, I don't want
her to have to deal with fighting and arguing before she leaves us," she stated. The boy just looked at
her in silence while pocketing his dice. Moka glanced to Complica, the young girl looking down with
sorrow while Falla was holding her gently, then back to Hex.
"If it wouldn't be too much trouble for you Hex, I'd like to ask you to leave her alone for the
duration of your stay," she said firmly.
"I wasn't aware I was being a bother for her," Hex said simply.
"You're a bother for all of us, actually you're more than a bother, but I'm not going to say what I
really think of you in front of children. These are her final hours, leave her to spend them with her
friends and family in peace, I don't want her to even have to look at you for the rest of the day," Moka
ordered sternly. Hex smiled amusedly at her and crossed his arms.
"I have to mask her power from my father's eye, I cannot leave this place or else risk having
Luna found," he mentioned.
"Then mask her power while staying out of our sight, surely a greater being such as yourself can
do that," Moka snapped with anger. Hex chuckled and nodded before Moka walked up to him, getting
close to his face.
"Leave us be with Complica, now is not the time for us to be dealing with you," she hissed. Hex
glanced to Falla then to Akasha before looking back to Moka with a casual smile.
"Very well, I'll stay out of your hair until her time is up if it'll make you happy. After she's gone I'll
be leaving anyway," he said with a shrug.
"I assume you're going to take my mother and Falla with you then, am I right?" Moka asked. Hex
merely nodded as everybody watched Moka glaring at the boy. The vampire clenched her fists as she
narrowed her eyes at him.
"We won't let you keep them Hex. If you take my mother from me, I'll be coming after you,
mark my words," she hissed with anger. Hex chuckled at her as the vampire's aura flared up briefly.

"Consider them marked," he said carelessly before walking around her, the vampire glaring
ahead as she tried to restrain herself from attacking the boy. She knew he was powerful, not to mention
her own mother and Falla would defend him to the death now, but that didn't change the fact that both
sides of the vampire wanted to tear his throat out. Hex walked towards the door then glanced back to
the group.
"I'll be around if you change your mind about playing a game or two, otherwise have a
wonderful evening," he said before walking out of the room. Akasha and Falla looked to the door with
gentle eyes then to Complica as the young chronofly was whimpering and wiping the tears from her
eyes.
"I really hate that kid," Ageha muttered as she looked down with discontent.
"I don't think he got enough spankings from his mother," Kasumi said with a huff. The parents all
blinked then looked to each other.
"Hey, wait a minute, who is his mother?" Ageha asked.
"Yes, I was going to ask that as well. Hex filled our heads with who he was, his father, and his
sister, however I don't know anything about his mother," Tsurara said curiously. Koji sighed and shook
his head.
"According to the rules Hex stated, we would know everything about who he is and his father,
that's all that was supposed to be given to us. We know about his sister Pandora because that's Hex's
whole objective being here for, to save her. But he never once mentioned his mother being part of the
deal," he pointed out. Everybody looked to him as he looked up with a careful eye.
"Think about it, you know who his sister is, but do you know everything about her?" he asked.
"Well… no, now that you mention it, I only know where she is and what she looks like," Akio said
looking down in thought.
"Exactly. Hex's game did what he said it would do, and that's it. We only know about Hex and
Babylon, the full story behind Pandora and whoever the mother is however is still a mystery," Koji
reasoned.
"Wow, so you were actually paying attention during all this after all," Ageha said simply. Koji
jumped a bit then smiled weakly while rubbing the back of his head.
"Well, I'm trying to keep up," he said with a nervous laugh. Kasumi looked down with worried
eyes while her hands fidgeted in her lap.
"How does Tsukune deal with all of this and still get good grades in school? This is all too much
to handle," she said shaking her head.

"Have you seen our kids? Nothing stops them from doing anything," Tamanori mentioned. His
wife nodded and opened her mouth to speak before Ageha spoke up.
"Damn right nothing stops my Kurumu from being amazing. I mean hell, she's even been killed
before during all of this, but she's still standing and going strong. That's my girl, tough as nails, just like
her mom," she said looking to her nails with a smug expression.
"What do you mean she's been killed before? She looked alive and well to me," Koji said
scratching his head.
"Oh dear, is she one of those… zombies?" Kasumi asked nervously. Ageha twitched then glanced
to her with a bitter smile.
"No, she's not. It just so happens that her Destined One is a genuine angel from heaven, and he
brought her back to life so that they could be together forever. My Kurumu has the perfect mate in life,
no offense to you or your little son of course," she said with a shrug.
"Little son? My Tsukune defeated that large monstrosity that was terrorizing our world, Alucard,
remember?" Kasumi argued loudly with a huff.
"Oh for god's sake, I helped with that too!" Falla yelled out from the other side of the room.
"Falla, let it go," Moka said dryly.
"Give credit where credit is due!" Falla barked out. The parents all looked over to the chronofly
then to each other again as Ageha showed a smug grin.
"I'll admit your boy did alright, with the help of that girl over there, but my Kurumu has
overcome many challenges on her own," she boasted.
"Her boyfriend had to bring her back to life after she was killed, yeah, she's been doing
splendidly so far," Tsurara said dryly. Ageha twitched at that then glared at the snow woman as she
leaned back with a smug smile of her own.
"Now my Mizore's fiancé however is a real catch. Dark was a professional assassin, a perfect
gentleman with my daughter, knows how to drive and use human weaponry flawlessly, can even fly a
helicopter, saved our entire town from Fairy Tale, and from what I've gathered from Mizore is quite the
vigorous and powerful lover as well," she bragged.
"Don't give me that horseshit, my daughter and her boyfriend helped out against Fairy Tale and
you know it, and there's no way your daughter's demon is a better lover than my Kurumu's angel.
Kurumu's gone on and on about how Rason is the most skilled and passionate lover out there, that boy
can fuck her brains out like a pro!" Ageha yelled out. Everybody at this point was staring at the two
bickering woman as they were glaring at each other with lightning shooting between their eyes. Falla
was holding her hands over Complica's ears, the young girl looking up at her sister who along with Luna
was staring at the parents with troubled expressions.

"Ok, getting a little loud over there," Fang Fang commented while feeling a bit more
uncomfortable.
"Too much information," Kyouko mentioned.
"Wait a minute," Kasumi said nervously. She looked between the two fighting women then
jumped with a stunned expression.
"You mean to tell me that our babies are having sex already?" she cried out. Everybody looked
to her with confusion as she stared at Ageha and Tsurara with an open mouth.
"Of course they are, why wouldn't they?" Ageha asked.
"They're old enough to know when it's time to start a family," Tsurara mentioned. Kasumi stared
at them for a moment then looked to Moka with surprise.
"Have you and my Tsukune been doing that too?" she asked frantically. Everybody looked to
Moka as she showed a nervous expression.
"Um… well…" she stuttered. Kasumi trembled then pointed to her while shaking her head.
"You and Tsukune have been acting like sex crazed fiends as well? Say it isn't so!" she cried out.
"Sex crazed?" Moka asked with a nervous smile. Kasumi broke down crying and clung to her
husband.
"Oh my poor baby, what's become of him? First he gets turned into a vampire then he becomes
a lust filled monster with no morals!" she cried out.
"Hey, wait a minute…" Moka said weakly while holding a hand out towards her.
"That's not true auntie, Tsukune's had sex before he even became a vampire with Falla," Kyouko
said, then slapped a hand over her mouth.
"Kyouko!" Falla yelled out at her. Kasumi looked over to Falla with shock, the chronofly then
smiling nervously at her.
"Um… well… we…" she said shakily.
"You… you've both been defiling my Tsukune?" Kasumi said nervously, envisioning Falla and
Moka dressed in skimpy black lingerie and holding Tsukune down on a bed together, the two girls
purring while the boy was smiling nervously at them. Falla shook her head with a nervous smile.
"Hey, hold on, that's all in the past now… actually it wasn't even in this timeline, technically I've
never had sex with your son in this world, so… I'm innocent, really. Besides, he was a perfect gentleman
with me back in my old timeline, he never did anything bad with me once, I was the one who got him
into kinky things in the first place," she reasoned before freezing in place at the realization of what she

said. Kasumi stared at her with bewilderment and shock as did the other parents. Moka face palmed and
sighed while shaking her head.
"Falla, just stop talking," she said with annoyance. Falla smiled nervously then looked away
while everybody just stared at her.
"Well, she really is still her even under Hex's spell," Kyouko said weakly.
"In your old timeline?" Tsurara asked with confusion.
"What kind of kinky things?" Arial asked curiously. Falla looked to her with a jump as Arial tilted
her head with a curious expression.
"You don't need to be hearing about such things, you're a bit too young for that," Fang Fang said
shaking his head. Arial glanced to him with a raised eyebrow while Complica at this point was tugging on
Falla's hands as she had grown curious to what everybody was saying.
"Excuse me, but I've watched porn before in heaven, I'm not some delicate little girl when it
comes to sex," Arial said flatly. Everybody just stared at her with wide eyes.
"Wh… what?" Kyouko asked shakily.
"You've been watching porn in heaven at your age?" Akasha asked with a raised eyebrow. Arial
nodded and glanced away.
"Just for research purposes, nothing wrong with that," she reasoned. Everybody just stared at
her in silence for a while, trying to think of what to say about that.
"I don't know what to say about that," Luna finally said while shaking her head.
"What's everybody talking about?" Complica asked as she tried to remove Falla's hands from her
ears.
THUMP!
Everybody looked to seeing Kasumi passed out on the ground with Koji staring at Moka with
wide eyes still.
"Mrs. Aono…" Moka said softly with concern. Akasha sighed and walked over to the doorway,
looking out into the hall at a few passing HDA personal.
"Excuse me; Kasumi Aono has fainted again, could you please get someone in here to tend to
her?" Akasha asked simply. The men glanced to each other then nodded and headed off quickly. As they
did Yukari and Ahakon walked by and into the room, seeing Mrs. Aono lying on the floor while the
parents around her were looking from her to Arial with bewildered expressions.
"Hey, what's going on here?" Ahakon asked.

"How come that lady passed out again?" Complica asked as she removed Falla's hands from her
ears.
"Why did Tsukune's mom faint?" Yukari asked.
"Don't worry about it Yukari, she'll be fine," Moka said looking down with a hand over her eyes.
Koji lifted up his unconscious wife and rested her on a couch, fanning her with one hand as the other
parents all watched her curiously. Two HDA guards and a nurse came into the room and rushed over to
Kasumi's side, with Moka shaking her head before looking to Falla.
"You didn't have to go that far into detail about you and Tsukune's history," she mentioned
flatly. Falla smiled nervously and rubbed the back of her head.
"Sorry," she said with a shrug.
"How come she fainted again what's wrong with her is she going to be ok how come everybody
was looking at Falla and Arial like that what were you all talking about what was the big secret I like
secrets what was it?" Complica asked while looking around at everyone. Ahakon and Yukari glanced to
her then looked around the room.
"Where's Hex?" Yukari asked with discontent.
"He's around, I told him to stay out of sight for the rest of the day," Moka said crossing her arms.
"I still don't understand why you're so hostile towards him, he's a wonderful guy Moka, and
quite handsome too," Akasha said with a curious smile. Moka glanced to her then looked away with a
scowl.
"I'm sure you believe that with all your heart; however I didn't want him around and upsetting
everybody else with his presence. He's going to be out of sight for the remainder of the day so we don't
have to look at him," she hissed.
"Perfect," Yukari said looking to Complica before running over and taking hold of her hands.
"C'mon Complica, we have a surprise for you," she said eagerly.
"A surprise?" Complica asked as she was brought up to her feet. Yukari nodded and looked to
Luna and Falla.
"You two need to come with me as well, everybody's waiting," she said excitedly.
"What are you talking about? Waiting for what?" Luna asked.
"Where is everyone anyway?" Akasha asked looking around.
"Yeah, where did everyone go?" Moka asked.

"You'll see," Yukari giggled as she pulled Complica out of the room, the chronofly stumbling
after her while Ahakon looked over to the parents.
"You can all come too, we still need spectators," he offered.
"Spectators? For what?" Akio asked.
"What's going on Ahakon?" Falla asked. Yukari popped her head back into the room while
looking over towards the chronofly sisters.
"C'mon you two, let's go!" she yelled out before leaving again. Luna and Falla looked to each
other with puzzlement then shrugged and followed after the witch and their younger sister.
"Ahakon, what's going on?" Moka asked looking to the mage. The boy smiled at her and waved
towards the door.
"Follow us and find out," he said before running out of the room. Arial quickly followed after
him while Kyouko and Fang Fang shrugged and walked out of the room as well. Moka watched them go
then looked over to the parents.
"I guess let's go and see as well," she said with a shrug.
"What about her?" Ageha said pointing to Mrs. Aono.
"She'll be fine, the HDA and her husband can look after her, I'm rather curious what everybody
is up to," Tsurara said looking to the door. Akasha glanced to Moka with a raised eyebrow.
"Any idea what this is about?" she asked. Moka shook her head and looked towards the door
with a curious expression.
Running down the hallways Yukari was leading a stumbling Complica at a quickened pace, the
young witch giggling with excitement while Complica was looking at her curiously.
"Where are we going what's this surprise you're talking about where is everybody what's going
on?" Complica asked as Yukari led her through the building.
"You'll see Complica, you'll see," Yukari said as they made their way toward the side of the
building and out through two double doors. Outside it was getting darker, with the day slowly coming to
an end. Bright lights were set around the compound with humans still going about their normal routines
at work, however the section of the outer courtyard that Complica and Yukari were in wasn't lit up,
rather it was darkened with shadows being seen all around a large empty field.
"What's going on, why is it so dark out here?" Complica asked. From behind Luna and Falla came
out through the doors, seeing Complica and Yukari standing there while all around them it was dark and
shadowy.
"Complica? What's going on?" Luna asked looking around.

"Where is everybody?" Falla asked.
From around the area large lights clicked on with loud snaps, with the courtyard being
illuminated brightly from all around. The three chronofly sisters stared with surprise at seeing they were
standing in a dirt field, which had a baseball diamond set on it along with crates staked to the sides like
bleacher stands. There was a billboard set to the side where Sun was resting against the railing in front
of it, with a scoreboard set for two teams, the 'Angels' and the 'Demons'. Felucia was seen standing next
to the home plate, tossing a baseball up in her hand leisurely while watching the girls with a calm smile.
Standing on the field were all their friends, wearing tennis shoes, long pants, and shirts with their team
colors. Wearing black and red uniforms were Render, Leon, Apoch, Astreal, Dark, Mizore, Ran, Ruby, and
Razico. Wearing white and blue uniforms were Gin, Kokoa, Rason, Kurumu, Gabriel, and Ceal.
"What is this?" Complica asked as Yukari ran over to the side really quick to grab something.
Ceal walked towards the chronofly sisters as the others watched Complica with smiles on their faces,
except for Dark of course.
"Complica, would you give us the honor of joining us for one last baseball game?" Ceal asked.
"B… baseball game?" Complica asked softly. Ceal nodded then glanced back to the others.
"It wouldn't be the same without you," he said gently. Complica looked around at everybody, all
of them nodding and smiling at her.
"Oh my god, you guys…" Luna said with a smile forming. Falla smiled with wonder then looked
to Complica, the young girl having tears forming in her eyes.
"Really?" she asked. Ceal knelt down in front of her and wiped her tears away, showing her a
small smile as he nodded.
"We know how much you love this game, so we wanted to do something special for you while
you still had time. Everybody pitched in to get the field set up, and we've already decided on teams.
Your sisters and I can be on your team, if that's alright with you," he said gently. Complica nodded then
quickly hugged him tightly, the boy holding her as her sisters smiled happily at the young girl.
"Thank you, thank you big brother," Complica said softly while crying a bit. Ceal nodded then
glanced to Falla, the girl not even giving him a second glance herself, then looked to Complica again as
he stood up. Yukari ran over and held out something in her hands, showing three pairs of the white and
blue uniforms for the sisters.
"Here you go," she said happily.
"You had these made for us too?" Complica asked as Luna and Falla took their uniforms. Yukari
giggled and winked at her.
"That and Render whipped up something special for you to use with some power tools," she
said waving to Render. The boy gave a wave back as Ceal stepped back a bit.

"Xarai," Ceal called out. Complica wiped her tears away and looked at him with wonder as he
smirked at her.
"Her bat," he announced, with Xarai's groan then being heard from below. In front of the young
chronofly one of the necro demon's limbs came up through a dark rift, holding a polished white baseball
bat with a long slender black dragon engraved into the metal. Complica stared at it with awe as she
slowly took hold of it, with Xarai letting go and vanishing into the rift again.
"Wow…" she breathed out.
"Just a little something to knock a few homers with, I think it came out pretty well," Render
mentioned with a casual shrug. Complica admired the bat with loving eyes then looked around at
everybody.
"How about it Complica, ready to give your all with one last game?" Gabriel asked with a gentle
smile.
"Don't expect us to go easy on you though, it wouldn't be a real game if we did after all," Ruby
said with a wink.
"What do you say kid, think you can take these guys with us?" Kurumu asked with a smirk.
Complica looked around at everybody then nodded with a teary-eyed smile.
"Yes, I'd love to, thank you all for this," she said eagerly.
"Then get into your uniforms, it's on," Render said as the two teams looked to each other with
challenging smiles. Luna and Falla looked to each other with curious smiles then to Complica, the young
girl looking at her special bat with adoring eyes.
The chronofly sisters left to get changed quickly while everybody else showed up. Yukari and
Ahakon directed them to the crates set to the side to sit on, informing everyone what was going on. As
the new arrivals were brought up to speed the chronofly sisters came back to the field, all dressed in
their uniforms with Complica holding her new bat.
"I see, so the little one loves this game does she?" Akasha asked.
"Yeah, so we thought it would be the best way to spend her last hours with us," Yukari said with
a gentle smile at Complica.
"That's so sweet of you guys," Kyouko said looking around at everybody. Complica's team was
standing off the side waiting for their turn to bat while the other team had taken to the field. Felucia put
on a black baseball cap and looked around at everybody with a bold smile as she was picked to be the
umpire.
"Alright everyone, let's play ball!" she called out.

Complica walked up to the home plate and got ready, taking a moment to look around at
everyone as her team cheered her on. She saw her friends and family, all gathered together under good
terms with the humans again, all ready to play her favorite game with her. She wiped away a tear then
looked to seeing Razico readying to pitch to her, the man nodding as his team got ready in the field.
Ruby had the catcher's mask and vest on as she knelt down behind the chronofly, ready to catch the
throws from her boyfriend. Complica nodded and got ready to swing, with Felucia watching her with a
confident smile.
"Knock it out of the park kid," Felucia said confidently. Complica nodded and tensed up, with
Razico then throwing the ball towards her. Everyone watched as she swung the bat, striking the ball with
a loud crack that sent it flying off into the air.
"Wow," Kyouko said with wonder. Complica took off running as her team cheered for her, with
the other team watching as the ball flew over to the outer field. Render and Leon chased after the ball
while watching it, the two running towards each other before colliding and dropping onto the field as
the ball landed behind them with a few bounces. Apoch and Astreal cringed at seeing them hit like that
while others in the field were smiling amusedly at the sight. As Complica giggled and ran around the
bases Luna and Falla were watching her with gentle smiles.
"She really is a natural at this game," Falla said softly.
"She's played it nonstop ever since she learned about it, it really is her favorite pastime," Luna
said in agreement. She then looked to seeing Falla struggling not to cry while having a saddened smile
on her face.
"I never went to any of her games, not once. I never played with her, I never listened to her
talking about it, I never… I was horrible to her," Falla said shakily. Luna watched her sister with concern
as Falla tried not to break down into tears.
"And I only got to spend one day with her, just one day… it wasn't enough to make up for all the
years I neglected her. I don't think I could ever make up for how I treated her, I'm a horrible sister," she
said softly.
"You're not the monster that was so cold to her, she knows that. And Complica has been so
happy to spend this time with you, she loves you Falla," Luna said gently.
"I'm going to miss her… so much. Please just tell me I'm dreaming and she's not going to die
soon, please tell me I'm not going to lose her like this," Falla whimpered. Luna held her gently, watching
as Falla was watching Complica with teary eyes. The young chronofly ran over home plate, with her
team cheering along with the spectators. Even the other team was smiling in approval of her while
Render and Leon were getting back on their feet again. Complica jumped for joy and gave Felucia a highfive while Luna looked to her with a remorseful smile.
"She's smiling, she's happy now; even in the face of annihilation she's still being strong. All we
can do for her is make her final moments in this world count," Luna said while holding back her tears as

well. Falla nodded and wiped her tears away, forcing a happy expression as Complica looked to her with
a giddy smile.
"You're right, this is Complica's final game, and I'm going to cherish every moment of it with
her," Falla said genuinely. Luna looked at her with a curious glance then to the Complica, seeing that
although Falla was hexed into loving Hex and no longer cared about Ceal at all, she still loved her little
sister and felt the pain of what was coming very clearly. Complica then rushed over and hugged Falla
while Kokoa took her turn and got ready to bat, the vampire showing a devilish smile as she geared back
and readied to swing. Falla held her little sister with a loving smile, with Luna looking at the two and
feeling her heart aching at knowing that she would be losing both of them very soon.
Even though a war was looming on the horizon, even though in a few hours Complica's soul was
doomed to cease to exist, everybody enjoyed their time playing the young chronofly's favorite game,
hoping to make her final hours count. And count they did, as Complica loved every second she got to
play with her friends and family, especially with a few standout moments.
Such as:
"Hit the deck!" Rason cried out as he, Kurumu, and Gin dropped to the ground with their hands
over their heads, leaving Luna, Gabriel, Falla, Ceal, and Complica looking around at them bewilderedly as
the catalyst mage was on the pitcher's mound.
"Deck? What deck?" Gabriel asked looking around with confusion. The ones that weren't lying
on the ground in fear of their lives looked to see Dark at the hitter's plate, the demon having his bat held
back while watching Ceal with a blank expression. Kokoa was watching the demon with nervous eyes
while she had the catcher's mask and vest on, being very close to the boy that was known to be
dangerous in this game.
"Um… Dark?" Luna asked with a nervous expression.
"Remember what we told you earlier Dark!" Kurumu cried out.
"Wait, what's that supposed to mean?" Falla asked nervously.
"Seriously, do not hit anyone with the ball!" Gin called out.
"What?" Luna and Falla asked with a jump. Ceal narrowed his eyes as did Dark, the two staring
each other down as the mage gripped the baseball in his reptilian hand.
"Complica, get down," he said as he geared back with the ball. Falla ran over and tackled
Complica to the ground while Gabriel rushed over and grabbed Luna before bringing her down as well,
the two shielding the girls as Ceal threw the ball towards Dark. The demon hit the ball with a loud crack,
the ball then flying right back at high speed with Ceal dodging to the side with an expert roll. The ball
raced through the air before striking into the ground behind Gin with a loud bang, the wolf jumping then
looking back to seeing a dust cloud shooting back along with a crevice through the earth.

"Holy crap man, settle down, it's just a friendly game!" Gin cried out. Ceal looked back to the
frightened wolf then to Dark, the demon smirking at him before taking off towards the first base. Ceal
watched him for a moment before a slight smirk came across his face, his reptilian hand flexing slightly
before relaxing while his team scrambled to their feet to stop Dark from running all the bases.
And then there was:
Ran stood at the plate with a focused expression, feeling slightly nervous about playing this
game for the first time. Razico wound up his pitch then threw the ball, with the siren swinging it and
missing.
"Strike one!" Felucia called out as Ruby caught the ball and threw it back. Ran got her balance
again then readied to swing, with Razico nodding before throwing the ball again. The siren geared back
and swung, missing the ball and spinning a bit off balance while Ruby caught the ball again.
"Strike two!" Felucia called out before Ruby threw the ball back to the warlock. Ran shook her
head then got into position again, with Razico readying to throw once more.
"C'mon Ran, you can do it!" Ahakon called out from the crowd of spectators. Ran looked to him
with wonder and a small blush from hearing his voice as Razico geared back for his pitch.
"Ahakon," she said softly, then saw Razico throwing the ball out of the corner of her eye. She
yelped and swung the bat on reflex, knocking it high into the air with a loud crack. She spun around a bit
from her swing then looked up with surprise as the ball soared nearly straight up from the hit.
"Oh my, um, what do I do now again?" she asked as she looked around franticly. Everybody
watched the ball soar upwards, come to a graceful halt in the air, then fall back down. Ran looked
around then dropped the bat.
"Right, drop the bat, and then run around the bases to score," she said, getting ready to run for
the first base before looking up, seeing the ball coming straight down onto her face. The siren jerked
back from the hit as her glasses cracked then dropped to the ground, her leg twitching once as Felucia
watched the dazed siren with a raised eyebrow.
"She's out!" Felucia declared with a shrug.
And also this:
Ruby took her turn at bat, swinging once and missing as Ceal was on the pitcher's mound.
"Strike one!" Felucia called out as Kokoa caught the ball. Ruby held in her scoff and readied to
swing as the vampire threw the ball back, with Ceal then gearing up his pitch before throwing it again.
The witch swung and missed, with Felucia snickering as Kokoa caught it.

"Strike two!" she called out. Ruby growled a bit as she got ready for the final swing, with Ceal
readying to throw it while the witch gripped her bat tightly. The mage threw the ball one more time,
with Ruby swinging and missing as Kokoa caught it.
"Strike three! You're out! Haha, you really are out of shape aren't you?" Felucia laughed as
Kokoa threw the ball back to Ceal. Ruby yelled out and swung back at Felucia with the bat, striking the
head of the demon and smashing in the skull with a loud crack. The parents off to the side screamed as
did Kyouko, with Arial watching with surprise at the sight of Felucia dropping down onto the ground.
Ruby yelled out as she repeatedly swung down on the demon's head, smashing it into a bloody smear on
the ground.
"She just killed her!" Kyouko cried out.
"No she didn't," Moka said with an amused smile.
"What do you mean she didn't, she cracked her head open like a watermelon," Ageha said with
a disturbed expression.
"Relax, she's fine," Yukari said with a wave of the hand.
"Fine? How is that fine? Her head is smashed into a bloody smear," Tamanori asked with
disbelief.
Everyone watched as Felucia slowly sat up while her head and face regenerated again. She
cracked her neck slightly then looked to Ruby with annoyance as the witch walked away from her with a
huff.
"You don't have to get so touchy about it; it's not my fault you like anything that's jelly filled!"
Felucia barked out. Ruby looked back to her with fire in her eyes then ran towards the demon with the
baseball bat geared back. Felucia blinked then took off running while Ruby chased her around while
yelling foul words at the demon, with everyone just watching the sight.
"What the…" Ageha questioned with puzzlement.
"How did she…" Kyouko said with disbelief.
"So, ever heard of a doll demon before?" Moka said with a shrug while glancing back to the
confused parents and Kyouko.
Not to mention:
Mizore took her turn at bat, watching as Ceal got ready to throw the ball. The snow maiden
tensed up as the mage threw it towards her, the girl readying to swing as her lollipop rolled to the side
of her mouth.
"Swing!" Arial called out, with Mizore then swinging on reflex and missing. Kokoa caught the ball
while Felucia showed a troubled expression as Mizore looked back to seeing Arial snickering at her.

"Um, strike one," Felucia called out as the vampire threw the ball back to Ceal. The mage caught
it and got ready to thrown again, with Mizore turning her focus back to him as she wound up her bat.
Ceal geared back and threw the ball, with Mizore gripping her bat as it flew towards her.
"Swing!" Arial called out, with Mizore swinging and missing again. Mizore looked back to seeing
Arial laughing at her while Felucia sighed.
"Strike two," Felucia said, with Kokoa throwing the ball back to Ceal.
"Arial!" Gabriel yelled out. Arial jumped a bit then looked to seeing both Rason and Gabriel
shaking their heads at her with stern expressions. The snow angel gulped then looked down with a
nervous expression while Mizore just gave her a dull glare. She breathed out then looked back to Ceal as
the boy got ready to throw the ball again. The catalyst mage geared back and threw the pitch towards
Mizore, with the snow maiden swinging and striking the ball with a crack. Everybody watched as the ball
was launched backwards at an angle off to the side, flying over and smacking Arial in the head. The snow
angel yelped as she fell back off her seat and onto the ground, with Mizore dropping the bat and holding
her hands over her mouth with a stunned expression at seeing the angel struck with the ball.
"Geez frosty… nice shot," Kurumu said with wonder.
"Did you try to do that?" Felucia asked looking to Mizore.
"No, I really didn't," Mizore said, shaking her head as she heard yelling coming from where Arial
was on the ground with a lump on her head.
"Sure you didn't," Leon said flatly as the group watched Tsurara and Akio helping Arial back onto
her seat, the snow angel glaring at Mizore while holding a hand to her bruised forehead. Mizore glanced
around then smiled nervously at her.
"Sorry about that Arial," she called out.
"Sure you are," Astreal commented flatly.

As the evening turned to night HDA soldiers and personal started to gather around the field,
watching the game of monsters being played and cheering them on. Even Hothorne eventually joined
the parents and vampires in their group to watch the game, everybody rallying with each hit and out. As
the game neared its end Complica stepped up to bat, the bases loaded, and the score dwindling by just a
few points for her team. Sun looked to the scoreboard then to Complica with hopeful eyes as the whole
game came down to this moment.
"C'mon Complica, take us home!" Luna called out from third.
"It's all on you kid!" Kurumu cheered from second.

"You can do it, knock it out of the park!" Rason called out from first. The crowd of spectators
cheered as Complica readied to swing with her engraved bat, the little girl having a determined smile on
her face. Razico got set to throw the pitch while both teams waited anxiously to see what would
happen, all silently voicing their support for Complica to win. Complica looked around at the large
crowd, smiling with wonder as everybody was cheering for the show. She giggled then stumbled offbalance, using the bat to hold herself up as the crowd suddenly grew quiet. Complica trembled then
dropped to a knee, breathing heavily as a distorted tear of space seared around her back and leg.
"Oh no," Luna said holding a hand over her mouth.
"Complica," Falla said with growing fear for her little sister.
"Complica, are you ok?" Ruby asked as she saw the chronofly struggling to stand before her.
Moka watched Complica try to stand back up as the crowd started to talk in hushed tones then
looked to Hothorne.
"Mr. Tamaka, what time is it?" she asked carefully. The man looked to his watch then to her
with a solemn expression.
"10:41 PM," he said with sympathy.
"Oh god, she's only got 14 minutes left," Kyouko said nervously. Arial stood up to yell out to
Complica before Moka yanked her back down into her seat.
"No, don't ruin this for her, this is her last time at bat," Moka said shaking her head. Arial looked
to her as the vampire watched Complica slowly getting back on her feet.
"This is her moment, don't take it away from her," Moka said. Arial nodded then looked to her
friend with sorrowful eyes, feeling her heart aching at knowing her friend was on the verge of
annihilation. Akasha nodded then stood up and started clapping steadily. Moka looked to her for a
moment then stood up and started clapping as well, with Yukari and Ahakon doing the same. All the
parents and Hothorne did as well, with Arial wiping a tear from her eye before standing up and clapping
for her friend with a saddened smile. Slowly all the HDA troops around the field began to clap for the girl
in unison, with her team doing the same as well. Complica looked around as the sound of the steady
clapping grew louder and louder, her eyes gazing around at the sight with wonder.
"C'mon kid," Felucia said gently. Complica looked to her as the demon winked at her.
"If this really is your last play, then go out swinging," she urged. Complica nodded then showed
a determined expression as she stood up and readied her bat, the girl looking to Razico and nodding as
she got set to swing. The warlock nodded and geared back with his pitch, with Complica narrowing her
eyes as she focused with all her might to keep her magic and power stable.
"You can do it Complica!" Moka cheered out.

"It's all you!" Kyouko called out.
Razico threw the ball towards Complica, the chronofly watching it fly through the air as she
gripped her bat tightly. With a mighty swing she struck the ball with a loud crack, the ball soaring up into
the air as Complica took off running. The other runners started going around the bases as the ball flew
over the field and towards the large fencing surrounding the compound, with Ran chasing it with her
glove. She leapt into the air to catch it, the ball flying just over her reach and onto the grass. The siren
stumbled a bit while regaining her balance before snatching the ball up, gearing back with her arm as
she turned around before throwing it with all her strength.
"Run Complica! Run!" Kyouko called out as Luna and Kurumu crossed home plate. Complica
rounded second as Rason started to run towards home, with the ball flying towards Apoch. The witch
caught the ball and threw it towards third, with Complica crossing the base just before Render caught
the ball. The boy fumbled the ball around in his hand and glove before throwing it towards home, with
Complica sprinting towards it as Ruby got ready to catch the ball.
"Complica!" Arial cried out as she grabbed her hair. Complica yelled out and dove into a slide
towards the home plate, with Ruby catching the ball then reaching down to stop her as dust built up
around them.
"She's safe!" Felucia called out while waving her arms around. The crowd and teams cheered as
the dust settled, to show Complica's leg resting on the plate with Ruby holding the ball to her. The witch
smiled and stood up as she took off her mask.
"Well done Complica," she said gently. Complica got to her feet before her team rushed over to
her, with Luna and Falla kneeling down and hugging their sister as the humans around cheered from the
game.
"Angels win! Angels win!" Felucia called out triumphantly. The other team clapped and
applauded just as the winning team did, with everybody watching as Luna and Falla lifted Complica up
onto their shoulders.
"Let's hear it for her folks!" Razico called out. Complica looked around with a wide smile and
wonder as everybody was cheering for her, with Sun jumping for joy after she set the final score on the
board. She giggled then waved around at everybody, feeling happier than she could ever remember.
She then twitched before shaking a bit as a distorted wave of torn space flared up from around
her shoulder, with the crowd quickly falling silent as Luna and Falla hastily set their sister down, the
young girl dropping to her knees struggling to breathe as she was trembling still.
"Complica? Complica!" Falla cried out.
"Back up, give her some air," Kurumu said pushing a few of their friends back. Everybody backed
up a bit as Complica dropped onto her side coughing, with strange neon lines of light etching away from
her in the air.

"Complica!" Luna cried out. Arial shook her head then quickly started running towards her
friend, with Moka, Akasha, Kyouko, Yukari, Ahakon, and Hothorne following after as they pushed their
way through the crowd.
Complica slowly stopped shaking as she took a few deep breaths, her vision blurring for moment
before coming back again.
"Complica?" Luna asked worriedly. The young girl slowly got up on her knees and coughed a few
times before looking to Luna with a worried smile.
"I… I'm sorry… to ruin the fun… this has been… the best night of my life," she said softly.
"Complica!" Arial cried out as she ran over and hugged her friend, with the others gathering
nearby and watching as the snow angel started crying.
"No! You can't go; you can't leave us like this!" Arial cried out. Complica slowly stood up with
Arial's help, the young chronofly catching her breath before looking to her friend with a small smile.
"I'm sorry," she said softly as Arial let go of her. Luna and Falla quickly ran over and hugged her,
all three of them starting to cry as the surrounding humans watched with wonder. Moka hesitated,
fearful of the truth, then glanced to Hothorne.
"Mr. Tamaka… how long…" she asked, with the group looking to him as he turned his gaze down
to his watch. He breathed out then looked back to Complica with a remorseful expression.
"It's now 10:47 PM," he informed.
"Oh god, eight minutes, she's only got eight minutes left," Kokoa said holding a hand over her
mouth.
"No!" Luna cried out as she held onto her little sister dearly. Falla broke down crying as
everybody looked at the young chronofly angel with sorrow. Complica hugged Luna tightly then looked
around at everybody. She then let go of her sister and walked over to Hothorne, with Luna and Falla
watching her with heartbroken eyes.
"We're not all bad, we're not. Please don't start another war with the monster world, please,"
she said softly. Hothorne nodded with a solemn expression.
"You have my word little one, that we'll do everything we can to ensure peace between our two
worlds, I promise," he said genuinely. Complica smiled and hugged him, the man then gently holding the
girl as well. Complica then looked over to Arial, the snow angel crying and shaking her head.
"No! This… this can't happen! Hex! Hex, where are you? I'll play your game! I'll play to save her!
Please!" Arial cried out desperately while looking around. Complica walked over and hugged her friend,
with Arial clinging to her while sobbing uncontrollably.

"Don't play his game Arial, not even for me, I don't want anyone else to lose anything because of
me," Complica said softly.
"But Complica… I don't want to lose you. You're my best friend," Arial whimpered.
"And you're mine as well, you always will be," Complica said holding her close. She paused for a
moment then leaned back to look at her friend.
"Arial, please, give Mizore a chance, just give her a real chance," she said softly. Arial looked at
her with sorrow then shook her head.
"What? But… but-"
"Please Arial, Dark really does love her, and she loves him," Complica said worriedly. Arial
looked at her with teary eyes then to Mizore, the snow maiden watching them with remorse just as
everybody else was. After a moment Arial looked back to Complica, the chronofly smiling gently at her.
"Just give her a chance, for me," Complica said softly. Arial wiped her tears away then nodded
before hugging her friend again.
"Ok, I promise," she said dearly. Complica hugged her friend then smiled gently at her before
looking over to Ceal. The boy slowly knelt down on one knee as the girl walked over to him, her eyes
watering up slightly as she smiled at him.
"I love you big brother, thank you for watching over me down here," she said before hugging
him. The boy held her and closed his eyes.
"You will never be forgotten here Complica, no matter what your name shall live on," Ceal said
gently. Complica nuzzled against him then looked at him with worried eyes.
"Please, protect Falla, and tell her you love her. I know you do, don't let Hex keep her like this,
she needs you," she said softly.
"I promise you Complica, I will get her back, and I'll never let her go," Ceal said softly with a nod.
Complica smiled at him then kissed his cheek, the boy showing a small smile at her in return. Complica
wiped her tears away then looked down for a moment before back to him again.
"Ceal… can I… say goodbye to him too?" she asked. Ceal nodded and stood up, backing up a step
as everybody watched with worried eyes. The boy snapped his reptilian fingers, causing a dark rift to
appear on the ground before Complica.
"Xarai, Complica wishes to say… goodbye," Ceal said solemnly. A dark tentacle slowly came up
through the ground, with people and Hothorne jumping and backing up further with surprise.
"What in the world is that?" Hothorne asked loudly.

"Ceal's necro demon, Xarai. Don't worry, he's friendly, once you get to know him," Ruby said
gently. Complica gently hugged Xarai's limb, the tentacle slowly wrapping around her arm and waist as a
low groan was heard below.
"Goodbye Xarai, take care of my friends," Complica said before kissing the tentacle, the limb
slowly brushing her hair before she backed up. The dark limb crept back down into the ground before
the rift vanished, with Complica looking over to Gabriel as the angel had a remorseful expression. He
knelt down as the girl walked over to him, feeling his heart ache knowing she would be gone soon.
"Complica… I'm sorry," he said softly.
"Don't be, this was my choice, it's not your fault," Complica said shaking her head. She hugged
Gabriel tightly, the boy holding her as he closed his eyes.
"Take care of my sister, don't ever let her go," Complica said softly.
"I promise Complica, I'll guard her forever," Gabriel said gently. Complica leaned back and
smiled at him, then looked over to Luna as the girl dropped to her knees with tears in her eyes.
"No… this isn't happening…" Luna said shakily. Complica walked over and hugged her, with Luna
holding onto her tightly as she choked back her sobs.
"I love you sister, please don't forget about me when I'm gone," Complica said softly.
"Complica… I could never, I'm going to miss you so much," Luna said before she broke down
crying. Complica held onto her as the group watched with remorseful eyes. Luna leaned back from her
hug and smiled softly at her sister.
"I love you Complica, more than you could ever imagine," she said before wiping her tears away.
Complica smiled at her sister then looked to seeing Falla standing next to them, holding Complica's bat
with a sorrowful expression.
"Complica…" she said softly. She knelt down as Luna let go of their younger sister, with Complica
then hugging Falla tightly. Falla held her as she started crying, with Complica feeling love and comfort
from her sister like she never did before in their old home.
"I love you Falla, thank you for being the sister I always hoped you could be," Complica said
softly.
"I'm so sorry, for everything Complica. I wish I could have had more time with you, more time to
show you just how much I love you," Falla said shaking her head. Complica leaned back and smiled at
her sister.
"It's ok, we had this time together, and I loved every second that I got to spend with you. That's
more than I could have asked for. Thank you," she said softly. Falla choked back her sobs then showed a
saddened smile as she presented Complica her bat.

"I know I missed all your games before, but I was so proud of you today. Do you think… before
you go… you could hit one more homerun? For me? Please?" Falla asked worriedly. Complica looked to
the bat then smiled at Falla and nodded.
"For you," she said taking hold of the bat. She paused for a moment then hugged her sister one
more time.
"Ceal's going to save you," she said softly, with Falla then looking at her little sister with
confusion and teary eyes as she didn't understand that. Complica stood up and looked at the bat before
Ruby walked over and handed her the ball, the chronofly taking it then walking over to the pitcher's
mound as everybody watched her. Gabriel held Luna as she stood up again while Falla tried not to cry as
she watched her sister taking her place on the mound. Complica looked to the bat, then to the ball, then
back to seeing everybody watching her. She saw her friends and family, surrounded by humans that
were now on their side in this war. Slowly she smiled at seeing everybody together like this, feeling
confident that they would overcome what was coming their way. She took a steady breath then looked
ahead again, seeing the dark sky in the horizon past the illuminated field.
'They're going to live, they're going to survive.'
She held the bat down to the side as she prepared to toss the ball up, the air around her starting
to distort and bend a bit before returning to normal. She could feel something within her, like her soul
was struggling to breathe.
'Though I fade away into time, they will not.'
She then looked ahead with a determined smile, a single tear dropping from her cheek as she
got ready to hit one last baseball in her life.
'Babylon, you won't win, you won't beat them.'
The girl tossed the ball up, gearing back with her bat as she felt all her magical energy flaring up
within her. Her wings started to glow brightly as the crowd watched with wonder.
'Mark my words…'
The ball fell back down as the girl tensed up, her eyes giving off a deep green glow as the air
cracked and etched away from her.
'They're going to kick your butt.'
With a mighty swing she struck the ball, the loud crack echoing out just as her body gave off a
bright flash of light. The ball soared out into the air along with the baseball bat that was cast into a sharp
spin, with glowing powder flaring up from the flash in the form of butterfly wings. The air shattered
apart around the sparkling dust, with shards of space and time seeming to fall into a dark void before a
bloom of purple and blue light shined through the rift. Everybody stared at the sight before the rift
sealed shut with a crackle, leaving the sparkling dust to drift around and fade away as the baseball bat

and ball fell to the ground further away. Silence filled the courtyard as everybody stared at where the
young chronofly angel had vanished.
Luna trembled as she stared with wide eyes at the sight, her mouth quivering as tears welled up
in her eyes. She shakily took a few breaths while shaking her head before crying out with all her might.
"NO!" she screamed as she broke down crying, with Falla shutting her eyes as she tried to stop
her own tears. Arial broke down crying and held onto Dark's side, the demon holding her gently with
one arm while staring at where Complica had vanished with remorseful eyes. The group all looked down
with closed eyes, mourning the loss of the chronofly's soul. Hothorne looked down for a moment then
around at the surrounding humans.
"All of you, finish up your duties for the night, leave our guests alone to cope with their loss," he
called out. Slowly the soldiers and personal dispersed, giving a few looks back to the field before
returning to their duties. Hothorne looked back to seeing Luna and Falla crying on the ground, the
sisters feeling devastated at their loss. Arial was crying as she held onto Dark's side, the demon holding
her gently as his angel wept for the loss of her friend. The other group members were looking down
with sorrow, all feeling some pain for losing the young girl. Even the parents and Akasha were looking
down with remorseful eyes, sad to see a young girl's soul vanish like that.
"Why are you crying?" Hex asked as he walked toward them. Everybody looked to him as he
approached where Complica had vanished.
"Hex," Falla whimpered before she scrambled over to him and held onto the boy while breaking
down into tears, with Ceal watching with growing anger for the reality bender as the others glared at
Hex. Akasha looked at Hex with some returning joy as she walked over to him, with Falla leaning back
from her hug on the boy with watery eyes.
"My little sister is gone, she's gone forever, it's horrible," she said shakily.
"And you could have saved her!" Moka yelled out. Hex looked to seeing the vampire glaring at
him with anger.
"You could have saved her, she would still exist right now if only you would have done
something, she would be in heaven right now with her family, safe and sound where she belongs!
Instead she's gone forever! That's why they're crying Hex, that's why we all feel sad right now, because
their little sister is gone and never coming back!" she yelled out. Hex shook his head and gently removed
Falla's hands from his body, the group watching as he walked over to the pitcher's mound.
"You speak as if she really is erased from all existence, how amusing," he said distantly as he
looked around at the air above the mound.
"What are you talking about? Her soul was destroyed before our very eyes; she's erased from
existence entirely!" Ruby yelled out at him. Hex laughed and looked to her with an amused smile.

"Oh? Are you sure that's what you saw?" he asked. Everybody watched him carefully as he
walked towards Ruby.
"Is that what happened for a fact?" he questioned playfully.
"What are you saying, of course it is. The Chrono Displacement spell kills its caster after 24
hours; it destroyed her lifeforce, her soul. She's gone, wiped from existence now," Ruby said shaking her
head.
"Funny, that's not what I saw happen," Hex said looking to Luna. The chronofly watched him
with teary eyes as Gabriel held her from behind.
"What are you talking about Hex?" she asked bitterly.
"That was quite a strange outburst from her at the end, wouldn't you agree? Surely that couldn't
have been normal, even for such an event," Hex said with a shrug.
"Cut the crap you bastard, what are you trying to say?" Felucia snapped. Hex smirked and
looked to her.
"I'm saying her soul wasn't destroyed," he said simply. The group looked at him with surprise as
he glanced back to the pitcher's mound.
"What do you mean her soul wasn't… what are you saying? How could she survive this?" Luna
asked shakily. Hex chuckled and walked towards the spot where Complica had disappeared.
"I never would have guessed I would be witnessing such an event, and here of all places. Such a
memorable experience, I can't wait to tell Pandora all about it," he mused playfully.
"Tell her about what? What happened Hex?" Gabriel demanded. The reality bender stopped and
glanced back to him.
"It appears that the spell that was supposed to kill her both could and could not, and as such, a
paradox occurred," he explained.
"A paradox?" Hothorne questioned. Falla shook her head with worried eyes.
"But that can't be, a paradox is an impossibility, how could…" she said with uncertainty. Hex
nodded and pointed to her.
"Exactly," he said assuredly, with Falla showing him a curious expression. Hex chuckled and
walked towards her with a calm smile.
"Tell me, did your sister always have such a unique… monster energy?" he asked.
"Unique? What do you mean?" Falla asked. Hex nodded and looked to Luna and Gabriel.

"I remember that girl now very well, or rather hearing about her. You see, while I was sneaking
into my father's little keep up above I overheard something rather interesting from one of the minions
on patrol. It seemed that two wandering souls managed to slip through that world and down into the
human realm from heaven, sound familiar?" he asked. The group looked to Arial as she pointed to
herself.
"Me? What about me?" she asked.
"Well, it wasn't so much you that was interesting as it was Falla's younger sister. Do you
remember when you were in my father's world, how none of you magic or monster energy would
work?" Hex asked. Arial nodded and looked up at the sky.
"Yeah, I remember. I couldn't use any of my ice powers at all, I could only run from there," she
said softly.
"Yes, that world can suppress your monster energy and magic, to leave you helpless and
vulnerable to my father's forces. Luna, did you experience the same trouble when you were there? Was
your magic not working as you wanted it to?" Hex said glancing to Luna. The chronofly nodded while
watching him carefully.
"Yeah, it didn't work at all. I couldn't shift into time or do anything when I got there," she
confirmed. Hex nodded as the group watched him with curious eyes.
"That's right; your power would be completely nullified in that realm. Magic and monster energy
are suppressed to keep intruders weakened and prisoners captive. Your magic was cut off, this young
angel's monster energy was cut off…" Hex said, and then glanced to Falla with a twitch of his eyebrow.
"But your sister's magic however, was not," he finished, with the group looking at him with
wonder now.
"What? Her magic worked in that world?" Luna asked. Hex nodded and looked up with a laugh.
"Correct, it seems she was able to use her chrono magic even in that world, although not
consistently. The guards in the keep reported that the young intruder's monster energy was… unstable.
It was inconsistent, ever changing, unpredictable," he reasoned. He chuckled and looked to Luna with a
shrug.
"It wasn't really noticeable until just before she left this world. Her monster energy started
going, well, crazy. Her aura and monster signature became highly unstable, shifting and changing around
wildly. Her very lifeforce altered and fluctuated as her magic went critical within her," he explained.
"But… what does that mean?" Gabriel asked. Hex chuckled and walked up towards him.
"What that means is that her lifeforce changed completely, the essence that makes up her soul
is both unstable and stable at the same time, her monster signature didn't remain the same during her
final moments. That means that when time was up with her spell, and her lifeforce wasn't the same as

what was supposed to be destroyed, well, that's a dead end right there for logic," Hex said with a shrug.
The group looked at him with puzzlement, the boy glancing around at them then shaking his head.
"In other words, the spell couldn't destroy her lifeforce; she appeared to be a different soul to
the magic, so it became a paradox with nobody to take as payment for her little trip. She became a
paradox, existing after the spell's duration which was impossible by its laws," he explained.
"But that's not possible, literally. Paradoxes can't exist, they're self-contradicting, they're
impossibilities, they're… they're…" Luna said shaking her head.
"Anomalies?" Hex said looking to her with a smirk. Luna stared at him for a moment before her
eyes widened, with the group slowly piecing that together.
"Anomaly. Just… like you," Yukari said pointing to the boy. Hex nodded and looked to where
Complica vanished.
"An impossibility that could not be corrected by the timeline or reality around them, led to be by
incomprehensible circumstances coming true. They both cannot exist and continue to exist, breaking
free from their destined timelines and fates before becoming wandering entities of life. What you all
witnessed just now, was the birth of an anomaly," he said with a tone of pride. Everyone stared at him
with stunned expressions as he looked around at the pitcher's mound.
"A rather flashy birth too if I may say so," he mentioned.
"Wait, wait wait wait, are you saying Complica… is like you now?" Luna asked shaking her head.
Hex chuckled and looked to her with a shrug.
"Beats me what she is like now. I have no idea what she'll become, I couldn't even begin to
imagine where in the endless sea of time and space she'll turn up, or have any guess as to what remains
of her soul after such a transformation. I have no clue as to what her affinity will be with her new
existence, or how powerful she could become from it. All I can say is this; somewhere, somehow, your
little sister does exist," he said assuredly. Luna stared at him with surprise then looked up at the sky,
wondering what really happened to her little sister now.
"She's still alive? She's… she's out there somewhere?" Falla asked hopefully, looking up at the
sky with growing hope. Hex nodded and walked over to her.
"She's still alive Falla; however that's all I could speculate with her. Again, there's no telling what
she'll ascend to now that she's been changed from a lesser being into something much greater," he said
calmly. Falla nodded while holding her hands together, praying that her sister was alright wherever she
was now.
"She still exists, she's still out there somewhere," Luna said softly with tears forming in her eyes.
Gabriel held her gently from behind as the two looked up at the sky, with everybody doing the same
around them. Complica wasn't destroyed by the Chrono Displacement spell, rather she had ascended

beyond both the mortal realm and heavenly realm, becoming an anomaly in existence just as Hex was.
Where exactly she was now and what became of her however, was a mystery.
"Good, I'm glad she at least still exists, somewhere," Arial said wiping the tears from her eyes.
"Do you think she'll find her way back here again? Will we ever see her again?" Yukari asked
softly. Hex glanced around at the sky then shrugged.
"Hard to say, frankly it would be a miracle if she could even stray close to this exact world and
reality, provided she learns how to travel as such in whatever state she is now in," he reasoned. The
group looked to him as Falla hugged the boy out of relief.
"Thank you Hex, I don't know what I'd do without you here with me, I love you so much," she
said gratefully. Akasha smiled gently at the reality bender as she walked over to him, with the group
watching the boy with discontent. Ceal held in his growl as he saw Falla hugging Hex with loving eyes,
the chronofly not even glancing to the catalyst mage or acknowledging his existence. Hex chuckled and
smiled amusedly at Falla before looking to the others.
"Well, now that her sister isn't here causing fluctuations of chrono magic and endangering Luna,
I guess I'll be on my way, after all I suppose I'm not needed here right now, not to mention I'm getting
the sneaking suspicion I'm not wanted here," he said simply.
"Hex, if you take my mother and Falla away from us, you can be damned sure we'll be coming
after you," Moka hissed with anger. Hex laughed and looked to her with an amused smile, with Falla
holding onto his arm and smiling curiously at the group. Akasha shook her head with a smirk while
crossing her arms as Moka glared at the reality bender.
"Now now Moka, you'll see them again. We'll all meet again, I promise, after all you have the
keys to something very precious of mine," Hex reasoned. He then glanced to Luna with a smirk.
"And of course I'll be coming back for Luna should you all fall to my father's army, I'm sure Falla
would appreciate having her sister around alive and well," he mentioned. Falla nodded while smiling at
her sister, with Luna glaring at Hex with anger.
"You'll never have me as your trophy Hex," Luna said with hatred.
"Never say never dear sister," Falla giggled while waving a finger at Luna.
"Don't worry Luna, we won't let you die with this world, Hex will take care of all of us after this is
over and done with," Akasha mentioned with a confident smile.
"Yeah, we'll be his forever after this world is dead and gone, maybe he can even help us find
Complica again, he really is amazing that way," Falla said looking to Hex with loving eyes, the boy
shaking his head with an amused smile at her.

"As long as we can be with him we'll be happy Luna, you'll understand that soon enough,"
Akasha mentioned. Moka glanced to her mother then to Hex again as her rosary glowed softly.
"He'll be dead along with his father after this is over, and his sister is going to rot in her box for
all time," Moka said sternly.
"Oh, oh, I am so going to smash Pandora's pets into the ground for this, you have no idea. I can't
wait to see the look on her face as well as yours when she stays trapped in that damned box forever,"
Render cursed.
"I'm going to make Selena proud with this, by opening that box and causing you great misery for
all of this Hex," Leon added.
"You may not have a side in this war, but as far as we're concerned you're our enemy now,"
Kokoa growled with anger.
"We shall be meeting you again soon, and it will not be a pleasant visit for you or your sister, I
assure you," Fang Fang added.
"You won't be able to run away from me, I will find you, and I will make you suffer," Ceal added
with a cold glare, his reptilian hand giving off a black glow. Hex chuckled then started walking away, with
Falla and Akasha following after him.
"I'll be checking in on you all from time to time, do hurry and make your way to my sister's box
when you're able to, she's just dying to play with you after all," he mentioned with a laugh. Falla giggled
and looked back to Luna while holding onto the boy's arm.
"Keep your magic hidden dear sister, stay safe until we come back for you," she said with a wink.
Akasha looked back to Moka and waved with a kind smile.
"Take care daughter, I'll be seeing you again real soon," she said before looking back ahead. Hex
and the two girls slowly vanished from sight, with everybody watching as they disappeared completely.
"They're gone, where… how did they do that?" Tsurara asked looking around carefully.
"Hex took them somewhere, they could have gone anywhere in time and space now," Mizore
said softly.
"Falla," Kyouko said softly with worried eyes.
"We'll get her back Kyouko," Moka said firmly. The group looked to her as her rosary was
burning brightly, her eyes giving off a faint crimson hue behind their emerald color as the vampire was
feeling her anger rising from within.
"Hex will not be keeping my mother or Falla away from us like this, we're going to get them
back," she said sternly. Ceal nodded while glaring at where he saw Falla vanish, his teeth slightly bared
as he focused on getting his girlfriend back again.

"So now what do we do? Complica may be safe wherever she is, but things are still going to hell
here," Kurumu pointed out. Moka walked forward in front of the group, her pink hair flowing in the
breeze as she had a focused expression on her face. After a moment she looked back to everybody with
a stern expression.
"Get your rest tonight, tomorrow we step up to our roles once again," she announced.
"Our roles?" Ahakon asked. Moka nodded and looked back to where her mother had vanished
with the reality bender she despised so much, her vampire aura flaring up as she clenched her fists.
"Yes, as the soldiers we were trained to be."

Chapter 53
A New Destroyer
Overlooking a brightly lit cityscape under the night sky Hex was gazing around at the sights from
a hotel window, casually toiling his dice in hand as he glanced around at the human marvels below.
Behind him lying on the bed Falla was watching him with a loving smile, dressed in a slinky black and
purple dress while her legs dangled back above her carelessly. Akasha walked into the bedroom while
flinging her hair casually behind her, dressed in a white robe from the hotel while her hair was shiny and
clean after her herbal bath.
"Hex, what are you thinking?" Falla asked playfully. Akasha sat down on the bed while leaning
on one arm, watching the boy with a coy smile on her face.
"I hope he's thinking about what we could do tonight," she said with a purr. Hex chuckled and
walked back towards them, the girls watching him with high interest as he pocketed his dice.
"Just thinking about our next move is all," he said sitting down on the edge of the bed, gently
brushing his hand through Falla's hair as the chronofly sighed happily.
"And what is our next move?" Falla asked softly as she nuzzled against his hand.
"Making sure those keys find their way back to my sister's box of course," Hex said simply.
Akasha nodded and lied back on the bed, her robe coming slightly undone as she watched Hex with a
curious smile.
"I'm quite certain my daughter and her friends will be taking them there, as soon as the
gateways are reopened again," she reasoned. Hex nodded and looked to her with a smirk.
"I imagine that is their goal; however it isn't the only one they have. They seem pretty adamant
about protecting the humans in this world, and it appears they're going to have their hands full with
doing just that," he mentioned. Falla showed a worried expression as she gently took hold of his hand.
"Do you mean with your father? Is he starting his invasion soon?" she asked softly. Hex shook
his head and looked towards the window as Falla started kissing his fingers, the boy paying her no mind
while watching the sky carefully.
"No, he halted his plans for a reason, and I think I know why he did. I feel as though another
player is on the game board," he said distantly.
"Another player?" Akasha asked, sitting up and looking at Hex while a few strands of her hair
dropped in front of her face. Hex nodded and stood up, walking over to the window as the girls watched
him curiously.

"Something else is out there, another party if you will. I don't know how this will affect my odds
with this game, however I'm thinking Moka and her new police force may be a bit busy trying to play
heroes in this world to go after my sister's box for the time being," he speculated.
"But we need those keys to get to the box, they have to open it to free your sister," Falla said
worriedly. Hex nodded and glanced back to her as the two girls crawled to the edge of the bed, both
watching him with adoring eyes as the boy chuckled.
"Don't worry, they will open the box, we just may have to give them a hand," he said looking
back out the window.
"So what should we do now?" Akasha asked brushing her hair back behind her ear.
"For now, all we can do is wait until the gateways are opened again. Once they are, we'll help
Moka and her friends find their way to my sister's box," Hex reasoned.
"And then?" Falla asked curiously. Hex looked out the window up at the sky with a calm smile.
"And then their luck will run out," he said simply. Falla giggled and looked at the boy with a coy
smile.
"Sounds fun," she purred.
"Does this mean we're going to play some games in the meantime?" Akasha asked playfully. Hex
glanced down to the city for a moment then looked back to the girls with a suave smile.
"Get dressed Akasha, I want you looking like the minx you are when we hit the sights here in the
city," he ordered gently. Akasha sat up as she let the robe fall off her shoulders, winking at the boy while
Falla just continued to watch him with loving eyes.
"Whatever you say Hex," Akasha said before getting off the bed and walking over to the side of
the room where she had a flashy black and red dress and skirt set aside. Falla got up and walked over to
Hex as the boy gazed down at the city.
"Are we going to have lots of fun tonight?" she asked with a purr, holding onto his arm and
looking down at the city as well. Hex nodded and glanced to her.
"You bet, we're going to enjoy our time before the world comes to an end."

Up on the floating island hidden from the world a monastery was seen, the grand estate playing
home to Fairy Tale's main HQ. Within the building was a large hall which served as a throne room,
seemingly identical to lord Issa Shuzen's. The stein glass mural on the wall above the throne had a rosary
emblem on it while torches were lit all around the hall to keep it well illuminated. Sitting in the grand
chair was Gyokuro, the vampire having a calm expression as she had one hand resting leisurely against
her jaw. Standing at attention at the foot of her ascended throne, or rather remaining at attention since

one didn't have legs to stand on, were Raika and Gairen, the two high commanding officers waiting for
the presentation promised for their leader.
"Do you suppose he's gotten sidetracked again?" Raika asked flatly.
"Perhaps Routier distracted him, she does love toying around with those she finds like a cat with
a mouse," Gairen speculated.
"No, Routier is located in the east wing of the monastery right now, I believe she's enjoying
herself with some time torturing the prisoners," Gyokuro said carelessly. She blinked then glanced to the
side with a raised eyebrow.
"Three prisoners to be exact… no, never mind, now it's only two. I keep telling that girl if she
makes them bleed so much they won't be able to be toyed with much longer," she said dryly.
The grand doors to the hall opened, with Xia-Long casually walking in with two Fairy Tale
soldiers and a scientist dressed in white clothing. They walked across the court and stopped at the foot
of the ascending throne, with Raika and Gairen watching Xia-Long skeptically.
"Well, it's about time," Gyokuro said watching the boy with a cold stare.
"Sorry about the wait my lady, however I believe this will be worth the suspense," Xia-Long said
gesturing to the scientist. The man stepped forward then bowed humbly while the soldiers stood at
attention behind him.
"Gyokuro Shuzen, it's an honor to be in your presence like this. I can't tell you how much I've
looked forward to meeting you-"
"Save it, I didn't ask for you to be here just to kiss my feet like the worm you are, now do you
have anything worth my time to show or is your life meaningless to me?" Gyokuro said with annoyance.
The human jumped a bit then smiled nervously and nodded at her.
"Yes, of course, apologies my lady. We've brought with us the most promising of subjects for
your approval, behold," he said gesturing to the doors.
From the entryway five figures walked across the court towards the throne, all of them
remaining silent while a dark aura was sensed from all of them easily. They stood at attention in a line
behind the scientist, the man stepping aside with the soldiers as the Fairy Tale commanders examined
the subjects carefully.
"Only five?" Raika questioned.
One was identical to Kokoa in every way, the subject wearing a black tattered miniskirt and
sports bra while her hair was held up in black ribbons. Her emerald eyes were cold and glaring while her
fangs were seen with her light scowl. On her feet she wore dark combat boots while her skin gave off a
small haze for a moment.

"Yes, that's all we could safely produce and keep in working condition, to make more would
cause… problems," the scientist reasoned.
Another was a perfect copy of Ruby, the witch wearing a dark gothic dress and having her hair
held up in the same style as her counterpart. In her hand she held a wand similar to Ruby's, the two orbs
having a dark crimson glow to them instead of a purplish hue.
"You see, much like the Kikion Project, these replicas… well, don't like to be replicated. To create
more only causes anger between them, they've been seen to viciously attack and slaughter each other
to persevere their individuality," the scientist continued.
Standing next to the Ruby clone was a perfect replica of Kurumu, her wings being extended
along with her tail while she wore a dark skimpy low cut skirt and sports bra. She had high heels on, her
nails shimmered briefly for a moment, and her hair was held in her traditional pony style with a black
bow ribbon. Her wings gave off a translucent crimson glow for a moment as did her eyes.
"However in all honesty we don't need to create more, these subjects far exceeded our
expectations with their abilities, they are the perfect weapons for your plans my lady," the scientist
boasted.
Another was seen to be a perfect copy of Yukari, the young witch wearing a black skirt and shirt
along with a dark cape behind her. She had a witch's hat on and held a wand similar to Yukari's; however
the wand had a cross style mesh rather than a star and glowed with a crimson hue.
"Their monster energy far exceeds what their originals could produce, their physical strength is
greater than one would dare give them credit for, and they will not be hindered by concepts of morality
or compassion for those around them. They will be perfect warriors for you to command," the scientist
assured.
The final figure was the copy of Mizore, the snow girl staring at Gyokuro with a cold look in her
eyes as a chilled draft flowed around her body, the floor slightly freezing over by her mere presence. Ice
slowly formed down along her arm to her hand before receding again, the snow girl just staring at the
Fairy Tale leader with a cold expression.
"These five are in perfect working condition and are ready for deployment however you see fit,"
the scientist reassured. Gyokuro eyed over each of the subjects, seeing that their monster auras were
both extremely dense and immense, however she was curious as to the fact that until they arrived in the
hall they were nearly undetectable, even to her. After a moment she glanced to the human with a raised
eyebrow.
"And where is the other?" she demanded. The man jumped a bit then trembled nervously as the
vampire stood up while glaring at him.
"Where is the one that was created from the miserable excuse for a step-daughter of mine?"
she demanded sternly. The scientist smiled nervously and nodded.

"Ah, yes, Test Subject Number 1, her. Well… she's not… quite ready yet," he said shakily.
"And why not?" Gyokuro asked. The man glanced back to the doors then to the other five clones
nearby, all of them remaining silent as Xia-Long gave a simple shrug.
"She's still got a few bugs in her," the boy said simply.
"Ah! It's not exactly that, it's just… we ran into some… complications with that one. Her monster
energy and signature… they're not… normal," the scientist reasoned quickly.
"What do you mean not normal?" Raika questioned.
"The cloning process with her… we can't explain it, but it didn't turn out like we hoped. With
these they were created perfectly, no problems at all. But with the other one… the clone…" the scientist
said nervously.
"What about her?" Gyokuro demanded with a narrowed stare at him.
Deep within the monastery in the testing halls scientists and soldiers were gathered around a
particular containment pen. The glass was scratched and cracked, with the warning lights flashing along
the corners of the chamber. Inside the containment pen a figure was chained to the far wall, with
shackles over her ankles and wrists which were held back against a steel wall. She had blood dripping
from the shackles as she kept trying to get free, the strong bindings just barely holding her as warning
alarms were going off from the computer terminals.
"Her monster energy… it isn't that of a normal vampire. The computers are finding two different
signatures of the same girl in her blood."
The subject was growling like an animal, wearing a tattered black miniskirt while having nothing
on above her waist, with only her hair covering her breasts. However her hair wasn't colored a normal
pink like her counterpart's, instead it also had silver streaks through it.
"It's almost as if there are two different personas in that blood, and the computers couldn't split
them apart."
Her fangs were bared as she snarled with anger, her eyes being crimson with green around the
edges.
"And it's not just that. Her monster energy is dangerously high, further above even the clones
here, and what's worse is that it's untraceable," the scientist said nervously.
"What do you mean untraceable, there isn't anything that can escape my eye, I can detect the
exact condition and presence of everyone on my island without fail," Gyokuro said firmly.
"I know my lady, however her aura… it's not normal. The others here are designed to keep their
true powers repressed to others around them, I'm sure even you noticed they weren't powerful until

you saw them up close, correct?" the man questioned. Gyokuro looked to the clones then reluctantly
nodded.
"Yes, I will admit that did catch my eye, your point?" she asked.
The clone of Moka roared as she snapped free from her shackles, the girl grabbing her head and
screaming as she went mad with rage. The pen filled with electricity as the workers tried to keep the
subject from breaking free, being faced with a daunting task as this particular clone was far different
from the others.
"Subject Number 1, her monster aura is non-existent. She's a ghost to everyone around her, she
cannot be sensed because her monster energy doesn't show up by any means at all," the scientist
explained.
"That sounds like an impressive feature, why is that a problem?" Gairen asked.
"Because Subject Number 1 is uncontrollable, she's volatile, she's undetectable until she's seen
by the naked eye, and also…"
The clone of Moka roared and raced towards the front of the containment pen, with soldiers
sticking their guns through openings before opening fire on the enraged subject. Bullets tore through
the girl and knocked her onto the ground as blood splattered across the floor, with the scientists
watching in wonder as the warning lights and sounds didn't stop. Moka growled and slowly sat up, her
wounds closing up all over her body. A few soldiers stared with wide eyes as the girl's head which was
blown open closed up and healed again, the flesh and bone regenerating flawlessly as the girl roared at
the men with a deranged look in her eye.
"She cannot die," the scientist said nervously.
"What?" Raika asked.
"She cannot die. We've tried shooting her, decapitating her, burning her, freezing her,
everything. We can't kill her; we can only try to hold her as she never stops with her rage. We're trying
to study and find out what it is we've created, but… I fear we've created a rather horrible monster with
that girl," the scientist explained. Gyokuro scoffed and looked up with a distant gaze.
"I always knew that girl was a mistake, it seems that is consistent with her no matter how she
comes to be," she said with spite.
"Do not worry my lady, we have her contained in the lower halls, we'll deal with that mistake
without fail. However these subjects here are ready for you to command whenever you wish," the
scientist stated assuredly. Gyokuro chuckled and looked to the man with a cold smile.
"I'm not worried, quite the contrary, I'm most pleased with what you've created, especially that
abomination you've made in my step-daughter's likeness," she said calmly.

"My lady?" the scientist questioned. Gyokuro laughed and looked up with a careless gaze.
"It's only fitting that Akasha's own daughter bring about the end of humans everywhere, that
monster you created will serve her purpose well, as will these others you have created," she assured.
The scientist looked to the others with worried eyes then smiled nervously at the woman.
"I see, very well then my lady. I'll continue our work with Subject Number 1, I'll report back to
you as soon as I can with any updates. Thank you," he said graciously. The woman waved him off, the
man and soldiers then quickly leaving while the clones remained in place. Gyokuro then looked to the
five replicas with a bitter smile, all of the clones just watching her with cold, emotionless gazes.
"Prepare all troops for mobilization, use the conflict below to recruit any other pawns we could
use, and be quick about it. We have our new weapons, all we need now is the right time to strike," she
commanded.
"Yes my lady," the three officers said with a salute. Gyokuro laughed a bit as she eyed over the
replicas.
"You all wished to bring about peace in this world with mankind, now you're going to damn it to
hell."

Under the night sky four figures were seen standing amongst the remains of Issa Shuzen's castle,
with a few clouds overhead obscuring the view of the blood red moon and stars above. A small breeze
gently blew by as Rin walked through the rubble and debris that was once the dark lord's castle, the
siren looking around carefully for any sign of her key or the zombie that took it. Nearby Talon and the
witch sisters were searching around the leveled estate, all of them only seeing the remains of the witch
sisters' handiwork at destroying the building earlier.
"Oh great, first we dig around that school for Falla's remains and now we're doing the same
thing here for a zombie's undead corpse, this sucks," Jacqueline pouted. Jovian shook her head while
pushing over a charred cabinet, the ruined furniture crashing over to the side as the witch sifted around
in the dirt under it.
"Quit complaining and just look harder, if Rin's key is anywhere here we need to find it," she
reminded.
"But this place is so big and it's so destroyed and there's crap everywhere, how are we going to
find it?" Jacqueline whined.
"For starters you can stop complaining, we're doing this for Rin, remember?" Jovian answered,
glancing to her sister who sighed and nodded.
"I know that, but this is like a needle in a haystack, only the haystack is a dump," Jacqueline
pouted. The sisters looked over to seeing Rin shoving over a broken door that was collapsed and looking

around frantically amongst the debris under it, the siren grunting and quickly digging around under the
stones with a frustrated expression.
"She's really upset about losing that key," Jacqueline said softly.
"It was something that would lead her to finding the one who wronged her, without it she's
even further away from her goal," Jovian said remorsefully. Talon watched the siren digging around the
debris then started walking towards her while waving the sisters towards him. The two girls promptly
followed him as he approached Rin who was muttering and tossing away bricks and debris in her search.
"Rin, she's not going to be here," Talon said simply. Rin yelled out with frustration and held her
head as she dropped to her knees, looking down with a whimper while the witch sisters watched her
with gentle eyes.
"I need that key, I need it. I need it!" Rin yelled out shaking her head. Talon rested his hand on
her shoulder, the girl looking up to him with watery eyes.
"That zombie would have left this place long ago, and if she did indeed take your key out of your
pocket then she would have left with it," Talon reasoned. Rin whined and looked down with sorrow,
feeling anger and frustration building at losing her way of finding Falla again.
"Dammit, I needed that, it's not fair," she whined. Talon helped the girl up onto her feet, the
siren wiping her eyes and looking to him with saddened eyes.
"Calm yourself Rin, this doesn't change anything for you," Talon said calmly. Rin sniffled and
looked down with concern before he brought her gaze up to his by the chin, the girl looking at him with
wonder as he showed a focused expression.
"You will find the one you seek, one way or another, do not think that all is lost," he assured.
"But how, what do I do now? That key was my ticket to finding her again, she was going to come
straight to me with that," Rin said worriedly.
"That zombie is working for those vampires, and those vampires are old friends of yours and
Falla's, aren't they?" Talon said, with Rin slowly nodding as she stared into his eyes. The boy nodded and
let her chin go as he looked up to the sky.
"Then our goal remains the same; find and eliminate those two vampires for their crimes. When
we find them, we'll find the one who stole your key, and if not, we'll find another lead to the one you
seek from them. You don't need the key Rin, there are other ways of finding Falla," he explained. Rin
looked at him with gentle eyes then to the witch sisters, the twins nodding in agreement.
"He's right Rin, one way or another we'll find out where Falla is, she will not escape her
punishment at your hands," Jovian assured.

"Just make sure to save a round in your gun for when you find her," Jacqueline said with a wink.
Rin smiled a little and nodded then looked to Talon.
"Thank you master," she said softly. Talon remained silent as he looked back to her, the girl then
looking down timidly as she held her hands to his chest.
"Please don't ever let me go," she said shakily. The witch sisters looked at her curiously as the
siren seemed to be fighting back tears. Rin took a shaky breath then looked back to Talon with a worried
smile.
"I need you," she said softly.
"Wow, she's cutting right to the chase with how she feels for master," Jacqueline said with a
giggle. Talon glanced to the sisters then to Rin as she slowly shook her head.
"Please don't ever let me go, I need you to control me," she said softly.
"Rin, you don't need-" Talon started before Rin closed her eyes and nodded.
"I do need you, I need you to tell me what to do, I don't want to be lost and confused anymore,"
she said while trembling slightly. After a pause she looked to him with pleading eyes.
"I'm nothing more than a weapon, one that's spilled blood before, that's all I'll ever be. The
blood of my friends, my family, it's all on my hands, it'll never come off. Please, I'm begging you, don't
let me be used for evil again, I need you to direct me, to wield me," she begged softly. Talon looked at
her with a blank expression as the girl looked down with closed eyes.
"Don't let me fall again," she whimpered. Talon looked at the girl for a moment then glanced to
the witch sisters, both smiling sympathetically at the siren.
"Master, I believe she means it," Jovian said softly.
"She needs you just like we do," Jacqueline agreed. Talon paused for a moment then rested his
hand on Rin's shoulder, the siren looking to him with timid eyes.
"You shall not fall again Rin, that I promise you," he said with a nod.
"My life is in your hands master," she said resting her hands on his chest again.
"As are ours," Jovian and Jacqueline added together as they held onto his shoulders gently. The
boy looked around at the girls who were all watching him with longing eyes. All three girls were putting
their lives and fates into his hands, all ready to follow him and his command no matter what.
"I don't want you all to be my slaves," Talon said shaking his head.
"Then I'll be your weapon, and kill whoever you order me to," Jovian said assuredly.

"I'll be your tool for revenge, and kill those that hurt you," Jacqueline said with a smile. Rin held
onto Talon's shirt tightly as she gazed into his eyes.
"I'll be anything you want me to be, I'll do anything you ask, I'll never say no to you. This is all
there is for me in my life, please don't take that away from me," she pleaded. Talon looked at her with a
blank expression as the girl smiled softly at him.
"A slave, a weapon, a tool, I'll be anything; just please, give me an order, tell me what to do.
You're the only one I want to listen to, the only one I'll follow," she said gently.
A while of silence passed as Talon just watched Rin with a blank expression, the girls showing
concern as he didn't say anything.
"Please master, order me, tell me to do something, anything," Rin pleaded. After a while the boy
shook his head, with the girls looking at him worriedly now.
"Stop, now," he said, removing her hands from his chest. Rin looked at him with desperation
and backed up a step.
"Please… master…" she whimpered.
"Talon," he corrected. Rin looked at him worriedly as he watched her with a sharp eye.
"Address me by my name, Talon," he said, with Rin looking down nervously.
"Rin," he said firmly, the girl looking to him with a squeak.
"That's an order," he stated sternly. Rin stared at him with wonder as the boy shook his head.
"No more calling me master, I have a name, now say it," he ordered.
"Talon," she said under her breath.
"Louder," he ordered. Rin gulped then nodded.
"Talon," she said softly. Talon glanced to the witch sisters as they watched him worriedly.
"You two as well, no more calling me master," he said.
"But mas-" Jovian started before the boy looked to her with a cold glare, the girl gasping and
backing up with fright.
"I understand you need me to be one for you to survive, that you and your sister need a master
in order to live. However, the reason I summoned you was for you to claim your own revenge against
Fairy Tale, you being my… servants isn't something I intended to happen," he stated firmly. Jovian
trembled as the boy walked up to her, her eyes staring into his as her mouth quivered.

"Now, if you truly do wish to serve me, if there is no other way for you, then fine, so be it. But if
that's the case then I order you to address me properly, I didn't take you two under my wing in order to
feel superior or put you down in life, so you will call me by my name just as I do with you, understand?"
he stated. Jovian nodded shakily while Jacqueline raised her hand with a worried smile.
"I don't mind being called your slave, really," Jacqueline said before Talon looked to her with a
glare, the girl jumping with a yelp then backing up a bit.
"What is my name?" he demanded.
"Mas-" she started before the boy narrowed his eyes at her, the witch whimpering then smiling
nervously.
"I mean, T-Talon," she said shakily. The boy looked to Jovian as she watched him with longing
eyes.
"What's my name?" he repeated.
"Talon," she said softly. Talon nodded and looked to Rin, the siren watching him with timid eyes.
She looked down briefly then back to him before walking up to him.
"Please don't let me go," she said softly.
"Rin, I'm not casting you away. If you wish to follow me still then that's your choice," he said
simply, the girl watching him with wonder as he slowly shook his head.
"Just stop calling me master all the time, I'm not having you come with me to be my slave," he
said tiredly. Rin looked at him curiously then down while gently nudging a stone with her foot.
"I don't mind though… being your slave," she said softly.
"But I do," Talon said, with Rin looking up to him curiously. Jovian and Jacqueline walked over to
her sides, with Talon glancing around at the three of them.
"I summoned Jovian and Jacqueline, so that they may have their own revenge against those that
used them for such horrible deeds in their past. I allowed you, Rin, to accompany me since you offered
to help with dispatching those from Fairy Tale in return for finding the one that hurt you so badly in your
past. The reason you three are with me isn't to serve me as slaves, but to exact your own vengeance
against those that used you like weapons. I don't wish to be like those that harmed you, I don't wish to
use you; I only wish to help guide you towards your own retribution," he stated, and then looked to
Jovian then to Jacqueline.
"If you two are truly bound to me, to do as I say as from your spell's design, then it can't be
helped. However I see you as my equals, not as my lesser, I see you both as those who were also
harmed by Fairy Tale, and are deserving of revenge against them," he said, with the sisters watching him

with adoring eyes. He then looked to Rin as the siren watched him timidly, the girl slowly removing her
headphones as she only wanted to hear him right now.
"The same goes for you Rin, you are not my slave, you are my equal, somebody who was
wronged and who deserves a chance at revenge. If you're going to follow me, if you really insist on me
ordering you around, then I order you, all of you, to remember," he said firmly.
"Remember?" Rin asked.
"Remember what?" the witch sisters asked together.
"Remember why you are here, remember why it is you are seeking revenge, remember the pain
that you've been dealt, remember what is truly your mission here," Talon stated. The girls looked down
with closed eyes as Talon walked up to them.
"Fairy Tale, Falla, all those that used you like weapons against innocent people, those that
corrupted and tainted your hands with blood all for their gain, remember why we are doing this," Talon
reminded.
"Falla… she'll pay for what she did to me," Rin cursed with clenched fists.
"Fairy Tale will suffer for using us the way they did," Jovian said with malice.
"We'll make them pay for turning us into murderers," Jacqueline said with anger. The girls then
looked to Talon as he nodded in agreement.
"Remember why you are here, what we have to do. If you wish to follow me, then do so
knowing that you're not my slaves, you are my fellow weapons of war, my equals," he said calmly. The
girls looked to each other for a moment then to him again.
"We understand Talon," Rin said, the girls glancing to each other then walking up to the boy.
Talon looked around at them as they smiled softly at him while holding him close.
"We are not your slaves," Jovian said with a shrug.
"We don't have to follow you," Jacqueline said shaking her head.
"You are not our master," Rin said with a gentle smile. The boy looked around at them with a
blank expression as the girls just held him gently.
"What are you all doing?" he asked. The girls all looked to each other then to him again.
"I want to belong to you," Jovian said softly.
"I want to follow you," Jacqueline said gently.
"I want to be yours," Rin said softly, with Talon looking to her as she smiled gently at him along
with the witch sisters.

"You picked us up when we were broken and forgotten, you helped us see clearly and kept us
focused on our goals, if it wasn't for you we would be lost," Rin said softly.
"We will follow you wherever you go, do whatever you say, because we want to, not because
we have to," Jovian said in agreement.
"We're all your weapons now, nobody else can ever wield us but you, that's what we want,"
Jacqueline said as the girls stepped back and smiled at him, the boy just looking at them with a blank
expression.
"Please, help me become the best weapon I can be," Rin said with determination.
"Help guide us in destroying those who used us for evil," Jovian said with a focused expression.
"Our lives are in your hands, now and forever," Jacqueline said proudly. Talon looked around at
them for a moment then to Rin as she put on her headphones with a faint smile, the girl running her
hand along the handle of her gun briefly before resting it on her hip.
"Like I said before, I'm Talon Ryashen's weapon, this is where I belong," she said assuredly.
"You are our master, but we shall address you as Talon from now on as per your request," Jovian
said politely.
"What are our orders now, Talon?" Jacqueline asked as the girls watched him with gentle smiles.
The boy glanced from one girl to the other then looked around at the remains of the castle.
"Very well, if that is what you all want, so be it. For now, our search here is over, the zombie and
Rin's key are not around these grounds anymore," he said shaking his head. The sisters looked to Rin
with worried smiles.
"Sorry Rin, we'll find it again," Jacqueline said hopefully. Rin shook her head as she watched
Talon with a calm expression.
"It doesn't matter; I don't need that key to find Falla again. Like Talon said, all we need to do is
find those vampires, we'll find out where that bitch is hiding from them," she said assuredly. The sisters
smiled at her then looked to Talon as he spread out his wings.
"We'll find somewhere to sleep for the night then resume our hunt tomorrow. Let's go," he said,
with Jovian walking over and holding onto him while Rin extended her wings and took hold of
Jacqueline. The two flyers took off into the air, with Talon leading the way and Rin following the boy
while watching him with a gentle smile. As they soared through the air over a forest Jovian glanced back
to seeing Rin following behind then looked to Talon with a small smile.
"She does like you a lot," she mentioned, with Talon glancing to her as she held onto him from
around his shoulders.

"I'm aware of that Jovian, it's as obvious as the unique love you feel with your sister," he said
looking back ahead. Jovian twitched a bit with a squeak then smiled worriedly at him.
"Um, our love?" she asked slowly.
"Very little escapes my eye Jovian. I've noticed how Rin feels towards me, just as I've noticed
you and your sister committing acts of incest in the bushes," Talon said plainly. Jovian blushed brightly
and glanced away nervously.
"Oh… you… you saw us?" she stammered.
"No, I heard you. It was considerate of you to take your sister out of eyesight from us during
that, however you didn't take into account that if you call out 'stick your tongue in deeper' loudly
followed by a passionate moan, those nearby would have a pretty good hunch as to what you two were
doing," Talon said dryly. Jovian turned a deep shade of red before she buried her face in his shoulder.
"I'm sorry Talon, please don't hate us, we can't help it. I love her, so much, and she loves me, we
can't control how we feel," she said worriedly.
"Relax, what you and your sister do is none of my concern, I don't judge others by what makes
them happy in life, and I can see that your sister means a lot to you," Talon reasoned. Jovian looked to
him timidly then back behind to seeing Jacqueline being held in Rin's arms.
"I would die for her Talon, I love her so much," she said softly.
"Don't worry; I won't let you be separated from her. If you two really do love each other that
way, then that's between you two and nobody else," Talon said calmly. Jovian looked to him with caring
eyes before he glanced to her with a solemn expression.
"However, I'm not looking for a girlfriend right now, my only goal is to slay all those who were
ever part of Fairy Tale, that's it," he said before looking ahead. Jovian looked at him for a moment while
her hair fluttered in the wind then showed a small smile.
"That's ok, I think she's happy with just being your weapon," she said with a shrug. Talon kept
looking ahead without answering, with Jovian then looking back to seeing her sister's hair fluttering in
the wind while Rin carried her.
"We're all happy with being yours, this is where we belong," she said softly, the witch then
resting her head on Talon's shoulder and closing her eyes as the hybrid carried her off into the horizon
along with Rin following closely behind.

Standing atop a cliffside Tsukune was gazing out at the horizon ahead of him, seeing the blue
sea rolling by below while blue and green streaks of light drifted through the air below the clouds. The
sight of the large moon that was very close in the sky along with a few sparkling celestial rings that

shimmered briefly around the nearby moon gave the place a very unique and otherworldly feel to it,
however Tsukune had started to become used to the irregular days he had been spending here. Day and
night came and went unexpectedly and in unusual hours, the weather would shift from peaceful to
stormy in the blink of an eye, monsters and demons of powerful and vicious nature lurked in the woods
behind him, and a siren was staying close to his side as always, the same one that was gently landing
down behind him in the clearing between the cliffside and forest.
"Tsukune? What are you doing over here?" Ren asked as she flicked her hair back casually and
walked up to the boy. Tsukune glanced back to her with a small smile then looked ahead again.
"We haven't heard from Ruby in a long while, I wonder why she hasn't come back yet," he said
curiously.
"We don't need her here with us Tsukune, we're doing fine just on our own," Ren said shaking
her head.
"I know we are, I'm just curious why we haven't heard from her. I think it's been a few days,
though it's rather hard to tell here to be honest," Tsukune said looking up at the sky. What seemed to be
a few days had passed at least, however he knew that in Paradise time was difficult to keep track of with
its unpredictable day and night cycle. Ren glanced up at the sky briefly then back to him with a calm
smile.
"She's probably spending time with her boyfriend; she knows we're ok. Relax Tsukune, I'm sure
nothing's wrong," she assured while walking up to him. Tsukune nodded and looked back to her with a
small chuckle.
"You're probably right, I'm sure if anything was going on they would tell us," he reasoned with a
shrug. Ren nodded and looked up at the sky.
"Tsukune, how long do you think we've been in here?" she asked softly. Tsukune looked up and
around at the sky in the horizon while Ren walked up to his side.
"I'm not sure. Days seem to come and go here pretty quickly, but I don't think we've been in
here for that long though," he speculated. Ren nodded slowly then closed her eyes and breathed out
slowly.
"However long it takes to cure you of your bloodlust, we'll stay here together and get through
it," she said softly. Tsukune glanced to her with a warm smile as the siren stood there, her hair and
feathers gently moving around in the breeze.
"You don't regret being here? You could be back in the monster world with your sisters, away
from all this danger and being isolated from everyone. Don't you miss that?" Tsukune asked. Ren merely
shook her head while keeping her eyes closed.

"Tsukune, being here with you is the best thing that ever happened to me," she said, then
looked to him with a saddened smile. Tsukune looked at her curiously as the siren turned to face him.
"My whole life has been a series of letdowns; ever since I was little something always went
wrong with me. I wasn't as good a singer as my sisters growing up, I didn't make many friends in my old
village, I lost my parents to some horrible monster when I was young, I was kidnapped and forced to be
a singing canary for my old master. No matter if something ever tried to go right for me, there was
something worse that came along with it that just pulled me down even further," she said before
looking down. Tsukune watched her with a gentle expression as the siren wiped a tear away before
looking to him again with a gentle smile.
"But in here, with you, it's not like that. I almost died Tsukune, it was horrible and scary, but
then something far greater than what I thought could happen happened. You saved me, and gave me
the power to fight in the world. All this time I've spent with you in here, it's been wonderful. I heard
about everything you did in your past Tsukune, everything that you've done, you really are a hero," she
said softly, with Tsukune smiling and rubbing the back of his head. Ren glanced down while her hands
fidgeted together behind her back.
"I've been trapped in this world with the world's greatest hero, one who saved my life more
than once and even gave me the strength to fight back in the world. You're so kind, caring, generous,
and brave, there's nothing bad about you Tsukune, no downside to ruin being with you at all. I know it's
dangerous here, I know we'll be stuck here for a long while, but I don't care. Being with you, I've never
felt so happy before," she admitted. Tsukune smiled curiously at her as the girl looking back to him with
a timid smile.
"Well, thank you for saying that Ren, and I'm glad to hear you're feeling happier now as well. I
know when you first came here you had trouble smiling around others," Tsukune said kindly. Ren
nodded and looked down with a small smile.
"Yeah, I was afraid coming here the same thing would happen to me, more despair and
letdowns. But I was wrong, you made everything all better. You changed me for the better," she said
looking back to him. Tsukune smiled at the girl then looked off into the horizon.
"I hear that a lot from my friends, starting to wonder if it's really true what they say. I just don't
want anyone to-" he started before Ren quickly hugged him close, the boy jumping a bit then looking to
see the siren holding him dearly and resting her head on his shoulder.
"Thank you so much Tsukune, for not letting me go. I don't know what I would do without you,"
she said as her wings slightly retracted behind her. Tsukune smiled a bit then hugged her, the girl
looking off into the horizon over the sea while she held onto him. Her scent filled his nose, the sweet
fragrance of the siren along with her blood making the girl seem more prominent to him as he hugged
her.

"I'll always be there for you Ren, just like I would be for any of my friends," he said gently. Ren
showed a dull expression to that while she was looking off at the sea, the girl closing her eyes and
nodding slowly.
"Right… friends…" she said quietly. She bit her lip lightly and took a small breath through her
nose, then bit down harder as she clenched her hands on his shirt. Tsukune looked at her curiously as
the girl leaned back and let go of him, her hand resting over her mouth as she looked down with closed
eyes.
"Ren? What's wrong?" he asked. After a moment she looked to him and lowered her hand,
showing a small smile while blood was seen coming from her lower lip.
"Sorry, I got too excited hugging you and… well, I bit my lip a little hard," she said with a small
shrug. Tsukune looked at her curiously as the girl slowly moved her tongue around where there was
some blood coming from the small wound, the smell seeming to become even more powerful to him as
he felt his throat dry up slightly.
"Oh, I see, well try to be more careful," he said with a weak smile while rubbing the back of his
head. Ren nodded and tilted her head slightly with a curious expression.
"Tsukune? When was the last time you had something to eat?" she asked. The boy glanced away
and tried to push the smell of her blood out of his mind.
"Um, been a while, maybe we should go look for something to eat," he said with a small shrug.
Ren watched him with longing eyes then walked up to him and held him close, the boy looking to her
with a jump as she showed a timid expression.
"If you're hungry, how about some of my blood? I know how much you like it," she offered.
Tsukune glanced to the blood on her lip then looked away while smiling weakly.
"Uh, that's alright, you don't have to, I'll be alright until we find something else," he reasoned.
Ren shook her head and smiled playfully at him.
"Nonsense Tsukune, I'm here to help you remember? Offering you my blood is no trouble at all,
I hardly feel fatigued anymore now that I've become like you," she said with a giggle. Tsukune looked to
her curiously as she slowly rubbed her neck with one hand.
"Although, my neck is a little stiff right now, maybe drinking my blood from there wouldn't be so
good at the moment," she mentioned.
"It's ok Ren, we can start making our way back to our island, I'm sure we'll find-" Tsukune
started before the girl slowly brought up her arms around his neck and leaned closer to him.
"Then again, I'm bleeding right now, so no need for the blood to go to waste," she said softly,
with Tsukune glancing to her lips then to her as she gazed at him.

"Um, what? But… you don't mean…" Tsukune said nervously. Ren nodded slowly then leaned in
and kissed Tsukune, the boy jumping with surprise as the siren held onto him from around his neck. She
didn't use her tongue; rather she kept her lips pressed against his while she tasted the blood mixing in
with their saliva. For Tsukune however he tasted the blood very clearly, something that was so pleasant
for him while at the same time he was stunned at how Ren had chosen to give him the blood. Both
surprise and confusion came to mind as he didn't know how to react. He knew kissing the girl was
obviously not something he should be doing, however the taste of her blood was so intoxicating and
inviting that he had trouble telling his body to get away, with Ren still holding him close to prevent him
from doing so. Slowly he closed his eyes and tasted the blood, savoring it as he lightly lapped it up with
his tongue. Ren held in her moan of joy to hide that she was enjoying it the way she was as she let the
boy drink her blood, her eyes fluttering a bit before opening slightly and watching Tsukune who was
drinking his delicious blood from her lips.
'That's right Tsukune, you know you want this.'
She felt the boy lightly biting her lip then as he became engrossed in getting more of the blood,
the girl feeling her heartbeat picking up as she tried to keep her own tongue in her mouth. The thought
of French kissing him came to mind, however she know that if she did that her intentions would be even
more noticeable to him and may push him further away at the moment.
After a while Tsukune leaned back with a soft gasp as he relished the taste of the siren's blood.
Ren blinked a few times then removed her arms from around him as she smiled bashfully at the boy.
"I hope that tasted ok for you," she said gently. Tsukune looked to her with wonder then down
as he felt guilty about having kissed her like that.
'Oh man, I couldn't stop myself. It's not like I wanted to kiss her, I just… yeah, Moka's going to kill
me.'
He glanced back up to Ren as he contemplated whether Moka would understand that the
delicious blood got to him, much like how she too became overzealous and carried away by his blood
before, or if she would flat out kill him and maybe even Ren too if she learned what just happened.
"Um… yeah, it did. Thank you Ren," he said before holding a hand to his lips. Ren nodded with a
giggle then glanced to the forest nearby.
"Good, and if you ever need more, please don't hesitate to ask. I'm here to help you, however I
can," she said looking back to him with a kind smile. Tsukune smiled slightly and nodded then looked
down with a troubled expression, with Ren watching him with a growing smile on her face. She looked
to his lips then to him again as she slowly licked her own lips and savored the taste.
'Best kiss ever.'
Ren started to walk towards the forest, turning her head back to Tsukune who glanced up to
her. She winked at him then walked off towards the woods first, her hips swaying gently along with her

hair as she had a coy smile on her face. Tsukune watched her go then slowly followed after, looking up
with a quiet sigh as he tried to control his thoughts. Although his hunger had been slated, the image and
feeling of the siren kissing him was etching into his mind causing more distress. He knew he had wanted
to fight her off, he wanted to tell her to stop, but the smell and taste of the blood made his thoughts
and judgment cloudy.
'If Paradise doesn't kill me, Moka just might.'
The two walked back into the forest together; the vampire who was learning to control his
power and bloodlust, and the siren who had fallen in love with him.

Inside the testing halls of Fairy Tale's floating island two scientists were walking through the
area, passing several specimen pens and computer terminals while other workers were continuing with
their jobs.
"So our leader approves of the clones we've produced so far? That's outstanding, I was worried
with Subject Number 1's odd turnout she would have been upset," one of the men said with a bright
smile.
"I was scared to death she would have killed me up there for not having them all ready, next
time you can present our findings to our leader yourself," the other said shaking his head, having a
fearful expression on his face.
"Would you relax? All our hard work is paying off, now all we need to do is get the bugs worked
out with Subject Number 1 and then we're in the clear. We'll be promoted to the head of the research
and development team for sure after this, then we can lead our entire division however we see fit," the
first one said with stars in his eyes. The second one nodded then stopped as he looked to a monitor
nearby, the other man walking a bit then halting and looking back to seeing his comrade reading
something on the display.
"Something wrong?" he asked as he walked back to his friend.
"I had wanted to ask the higher-ups something earlier, however I'm afraid I got too afraid to
bring it up," the first man said as he touched something on the screen, the display changing to showing a
listing of special projects and research going on in their division.
"Oh? Like what?" the other man asked.
"We've been working with six test subjects, all being developed and cloned from six monsters
that stopped Kiria and even Alucard before, correct?" the first man asked carefully.
"Yes, what do you think we've been doing all this time?" the other man laughed. The first one
shook his head and pointed to the screen.

"I've just been curious about this, the supplies and testing measures that are outlined in our
section for working on these clones, we're only supposed to be using six different monster signatures
from recovered blood samples, correct?" he questioned.
"Yeah, and?" the other man asked. The first man ran his finger up along a selection of high level
projects outlined for their division.
"Well, here are the six clones we've been working on all this time, all our efforts and resources
being pooled into just perfecting these six for our leader," he explained, then rested his finger on a
project icon that was listed above the six clone projects.
"Then why is there a seventh project listed? And above all of ours? I thought these clones were
our leader's priority with our division," the man questioned. The other scientist looked at the entry,
seeing that it was of higher importance than their six clones, yet had no details or even a codename for
it.
"Huh, well whatever, our leader only wants us to work on these six clones, and we've only
gotten five of them operational. Our only concern is getting Subject Number 1 sorted out as soon as
possible, that's all. Whatever else is being worked on down here isn't our team's concern or
responsibility," he reasoned with a shrug. He started walking off while the other man just looked at the
entry with a curious glance.
"What else are they working on down here that they don't want even our team to know about?"
he wondered before walking off as well.
Deeper within the floating island, within a secured section of the underground complex a large
gathering of Fairy Tale guards and workers were gathered in a rounded hall, with the centerpiece casting
out a light greenish glow that lit up the restricted area. In the middle of the room was a raised platform
with dozens of tubes and cables sprawled around and up into the circular holding pen, the glass
container filled with a bubbling blue liquid while an ominous green glow was coming from a figure
inside.
"How much are we supposed to be administering to this subject?" a scientist at a computer
terminal asked worriedly, his eyes glued to the figure in the container.
"Orders say three times the normal amount," another said while watching the subject carefully.
"Make it four times," Gyokuro said as she walked into the room and towards the center
platform. Everyone around the room jumped and then saluted her as she eyed the test subject carefully,
the woman then glancing to the scientists at the nearby terminal for the platform.
"Four times the amount of Blackheart for this one, I want it imbued into every fiber of its being
and monster energy," she said before looking back to the subject.
"F-F-Four times? Is that… safe?" the man asked shakily.

"Are you questioning me?" Gyokuro asked glancing to him with a sharp eye. The man jumped
then shook his head quickly.
"No! Never! I just hope the subject is able to… tolerate such an extreme dosage. It's taken us so
long to construct this much of the subject, I wouldn't want any setbacks for you regarding its
completion," he explained nervously. Gyokuro eyed him for a moment then looked back to the
container.
"Four times the amount, do it," she ordered. The man nodded then typed on the terminal, with
black liquid then being seen pumping through some of the tubes into the liquid inside the container. The
room gave off a deep crimson glow again and again as the black liquid swirled around and fizzled into
the water around the subject. Inside the container a figure was floating in place, a girl who was only
seen as a dark silhouette against the green and red glows emanating around her body. She was as tall as
Luna, had the same figure and bust size as Luna, and had large butterfly wings behind her just as Luna
did. The subject's eyes slowly opened a peek, giving off a green light as streaks of torn space ripped and
pulsated around the body briefly. All eyes watched as a distorted wave of air bent and twisted around
the subject, causing the steel and reinforced glass to creak and groan. The men watching the computer
terminals around the room looked to their monitors, all seeing constant flashing warning and caution
signs about the subject's condition.
"Subject appears to be accepting the dosage, readings are within safe levels, but only barely,"
one of them said with a bit of unease in his voice.
"How much longer before this one is done?" Gyokuro asked while keeping her eyes on the
figure. The scientist at the terminal next to her read something on his screen then looked to the test
subject.
"We're roughly about 30% complete with this one," he reported.
"What? The other ones are already standing and walking on their own right now, how is this one
not even close to being finished yet?" Gyokuro demanded while looking to him with a sharp glare. The
man turned pale out of fright and shook his head.
"We can't rush this one my lady, it would be far too dangerous. The other subjects were hard to
keep in line as they were, with Subject Number 1 in particular being nearly impossible to keep down.
With this one… if we were to lose control of it…" he said nervously looking to the figure in the container.
Gyokuro watched him with a slight scowl as he gulped and glanced back to her.
"We would have no way of stopping it," he said fearfully.
"I was under the impression that this subject had an explosive device inside of it as a fail-safe, is
that not the case?" Gyokuro asked. The scientist hesitated then nodded.
"Well… yes, it does, the radio frequency can be accessed and used by any Fairy Tale
transmitter," he confirmed.

"Then what is the problem?" Gyokuro demanded. The scientist stammered something nervously
for a moment before the woman chuckled and looked at him with a cold smile.
"I see, you're afraid of it, aren't you?" she asked. The man glanced to the subject then to her
again while shrugging a little before rubbing the back of his head. Gyokuro laughed and looked around
the room.
"You're all afraid of this one, aren't you? That miserable excuse of a clone for my step-daughter
may have caused some uneasiness down here, but am I hearing correctly that this one here, even having
a bomb primed inside of her, is more terrifying to you?" she questioned amusedly. Everyone glanced to
one another while remaining quiet, with Gyokuro looking around at everybody then laughing.
"That's good, you should be afraid of this one. After all, if you were her target you would never
see her coming. Nobody would, nobody would be safe from her, nobody would be able to protect you
from her; and that is exactly why we are creating her. The name Alucard is known far and wide for being
the mighty destroyer of the monster world, once thought to be invincible and the epitome of true
terror. However he was defeated by rogue monsters and that mistake of a daughter of mine, his legend
will now fade away in the history books. It is time for a new destroyer to rise in this world, only this time
it will serve the monster realm, it will serve Fairy Tale in the annihilation of those who are truly a plague
in this world," she declared proudly. She looked back to the subject as the tubes started to pump more
Blackheart into the container, with the black liquid fizzling and swirling around the subject's body as all
eyes fell on it.
"Those other clones will dispatch their counterparts with ease, they will destroy their lives, their
families, their friends; they'll take everything away from those misguided insects before crushing them
into the ground. They will put an end to this foolish notion of coexistence; they will shatter that
despicable dream once and for all. And then when mankind finally understands their place, that their so
called heroes are nothing but weak little monsters, that their time in the world is up, that is when they
will meet their new destroyer, their new butcher, their new angel of death," she declared coldly. A
bright green glow came from the container as the black liquid swirled around and dissolved against the
skin of the subject. From the bloom the figure was seen to be a perfect copy of Luna, except for the
wings. For this one the wings were comprised of black borders, green segments, and blue dots. Gyokuro
chuckled as she watched the chronofly with a cold smile, her keen senses detecting the extremely high
monster energy building within the clone even though to those around them the aura was almost
nonexistent.
"My lady, what name should we give this one?" a scientist asked. Gyokuro glanced to him then
looked back to the chronofly as a deep crimson glow came from the subject before fading to a green hue
again.
"Discord."

